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IMPORTANT INFORMATION ABOUT THE 2015 DIRECTORY

The National Directory of Drug and Alcohol Abuse Treatment Facilities - 2015 is a listing of Federal, State, and local government facilities and private facilities that provide substance abuse treatment services. It includes treatment facilities that (1) are licensed, certified, or otherwise approved for inclusion in the Directory by their State substance abuse agencies, and (2) responded to the 2014 National Survey of Substance Abuse Treatment Services (N-SSATS). The information about each facility that appears in this Directory was provided by that facility in response to the 2014 N-SSATS. N-SSATS is conducted annually by the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration (SAMHSA).

The Directory is ordered alphabetically by State, by city within each State, and by facility name within each city. Each facility listing includes codes that represent the services offered and other features of the facility, including codes that indicate services for hearing impaired and non-English-speaking clients. Codes are defined in a key shown on pages v-viii. Because the services offered by a particular facility may change over time, it is always a good idea to verify the information in this Directory when contacting a facility.

The Directory is also available online in a searchable format with maps showing the location of each facility. Go to https://findtreatment.samhsa.gov. Since the online listing is updated regularly, more current information may be available there than in this Directory.

NOTE TO TREATMENT FACILITIES

If your facility meets the criteria specified above for inclusion in the Directory, but it is not listed, you should first contact your State substance abuse agency to verify that it has reported your facility to SAMHSA as eligible for inclusion in the Directory. If State records show that your facility was reported to SAMHSA as eligible for inclusion in the Directory, then email or call the SAMHSA contractor, Synectics, as directed below.

The online version of the Directory, the Behavioral Health Treatment Services Locator, is updated throughout the year. If you have a facility to add or changes to report for your facility, please provide complete information to Synectics by email (ibhs_help@smdi.com), by calling 1-888-301-1143, or by mailing to:

Synectics
SAMHSA Directory Update
1901 North Moore Street, Suite 900
Arlington, VA  22209

To obtain copies of other Center for Behavioral Health Statistics and Quality publications, complete and mail the form located at the back of this Directory. Additional information is available on the Internet at http://store.samhsa.gov/home
### Key to Facility Codes*

#### Primary Focus
- **GHF**: General Health Services
- **MHF**: Mental Health Treatment Services
- **MHSASF**: Mix of Mental Health and Substance Abuse Treatment Services
- **SAF**: Substance Abuse Treatment Services

#### Type of Care
- **BU**: Buprenorphine Used in Treatment
- **DM**: Methadone Detoxification
- **DT**: Detoxification
- **HH**: Transitional Housing or Halfway House
- **MM**: Methadone Maintenance
- **NXN**: Naltrexone (oral)
- **OTPA**: All Clients in Opioid Treatment Program
- **SA**: Substance Abuse Treatment Services
- **VTRL**: Vivitrol® (Injectable Naltrexone)

#### Service Setting (e.g., Outpatient, Residential)
- **CT**: Computerized Treatment
- **HI**: Hospital Inpatient
- **HID**: Hospital Inpatient Detoxification
- **HIT**: Hospital Inpatient Treatment
- **OD**: Outpatient Detoxification
- **ODT**: Outpatient Day Treatment or Partial Hospitalization
- **OIT**: Intensive Outpatient Treatment
- **OMB**: Outpatient Methadone/Buprenorphine or Vivitrol®
- **OP**: Outpatient
- **ORT**: Regular Outpatient Treatment
- **PH**: Partial Hospitalization/Day Treatment
- **RD**: Residential Detoxification
- **RES**: Residential
- **RL**: Long-term Residential
- **RS**: Short-term Residential

#### Facility Operation
- **VAMC**: U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs

#### Payment/Insurance Accepted
- **ATR**: Access to Recovery (ATR) Voucher
- **IHS**: IHS/638 Contract Care Funds
- **MC**: Medicare
- **MD**: Medicaid
- **MI**: Military Insurance (e.g., TRICARE)
- **NP**: No Payment Accepted
- **PI**: Private Health Insurance
- **SF**: Cash or Self-payment
- **SI**: State Financed Health Insurance Plan Other Than Medicaid

#### Payment Assistance Available
- **PA**: Payment Assistance (Check with facility for details)
- **SS**: Sliding Fee Scale (Fee is based on income and other factors)

#### Language Services
- **AH**: Services for the hearing-impaired
- **FX**: Other languages
- **NX**: American Indian or Alaska Native languages
- **SP**: Spanish

#### Special Programs/Groups Offered
- **AD**: Adolescents
- **ADM**: Active Duty Military
- **BC**: Residential Beds for Client’s Children
- **CJ**: Clients Referred from the Court/Judicial System
- **CO**: Persons with Co-occurring Mental and Substance Use Disorders
- **DU**: DUI/DWI Clients
- **DV**: Persons who have Experienced Intimate Partner Violence, Domestic Violence
- **GL**: Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, or Transgender (LGBT) Clients
- **HV**: Persons with HIV or AIDS
- **MF**: Military Families
- **MN**: Adult Men
- **PW**: Pregnant/Postpartum Women
- **SE**: Seniors or Older Adults
- **TRMA**: Persons who have Experienced Trauma
- **VET**: Veterans
- **WN**: Adult Women
- **XA**: Persons who have Experienced Sexual Abuse

#### Age Groups Accepted
- **ADLT**: Adults
- **CHLD**: Children/Adolescents
- **YAD**: Young Adults

#### Gender
- **FEM**: Female
- **MALE**: Male

#### Exclusive Services
- **BMO**: Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
- **DUO**: DUI/DWI Clients Only
- **MO**: Methadone Clients Only

---

*In the State-by-State facility listing, a * separates codes for each major category.*

See next page for additional language services for non-English speakers.
KEY TO SPECIAL LANGUAGE SERVICES

NOTE: Treatment facilities displaying language codes reported that staff counselors provide treatment in those languages. In addition, many facilities bring in on-call interpreters for any language, as needed. Contact the individual facility for specific information.

### Language Assistance - American Indian and Alaska Native Languages

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key</th>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Key</th>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Key</th>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Key</th>
<th>Language</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N73</td>
<td>Anishinaabemowin</td>
<td>N9</td>
<td>Crow</td>
<td>N24</td>
<td>Ojibwa</td>
<td>N35</td>
<td>Tohono O'odham</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N3</td>
<td>Athabascan</td>
<td>N13</td>
<td>Hopi</td>
<td>N28</td>
<td>Passamaquoddy</td>
<td>N36</td>
<td>Towa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N64</td>
<td>Blackfoot</td>
<td>N70</td>
<td>Inupiaq</td>
<td>N29</td>
<td>Pima</td>
<td>N71</td>
<td>Unangax</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N5</td>
<td>Cheyenne</td>
<td>N16</td>
<td>Keres</td>
<td>N30</td>
<td>Salish</td>
<td>N40</td>
<td>Yupik</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N75</td>
<td>Chickasaw</td>
<td>N18</td>
<td>Lakota</td>
<td>N32</td>
<td>Shoshoni</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N6</td>
<td>Choctaw</td>
<td>N74</td>
<td>Lumbee</td>
<td>N33</td>
<td>Tewa</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>N23</td>
<td>Navajo</td>
<td>N49</td>
<td>Tiwa</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Language Assistance - Other Languages

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key</th>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Key</th>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Key</th>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Key</th>
<th>Language</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F140</td>
<td>Akha</td>
<td>F23</td>
<td>Dutch</td>
<td>F44</td>
<td>Khmer</td>
<td>F73</td>
<td>Serbian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F2</td>
<td>Albanian</td>
<td>F132</td>
<td>Dzongkha</td>
<td>F47</td>
<td>Korean</td>
<td>F74</td>
<td>Serbian/Croatian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F3</td>
<td>Amharic</td>
<td>F25</td>
<td>Farsi</td>
<td>F135</td>
<td>Kurdish</td>
<td>F76</td>
<td>Slovak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F4</td>
<td>Arabic</td>
<td>F28</td>
<td>French</td>
<td>F48</td>
<td>Lao</td>
<td>F104</td>
<td>Somali</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F5</td>
<td>Armenian</td>
<td>F30</td>
<td>German</td>
<td>F99</td>
<td>Lithuanian</td>
<td>F79</td>
<td>Swahili</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F131</td>
<td>Bambara</td>
<td>F31</td>
<td>Greek</td>
<td>F136</td>
<td>Luganda</td>
<td>F81</td>
<td>Tagalog</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F9</td>
<td>Bengali</td>
<td>F33</td>
<td>Gujarati</td>
<td>F52</td>
<td>Macedonian</td>
<td>F138</td>
<td>Tajik</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F10</td>
<td>Bosnian</td>
<td>F108</td>
<td>Hausa</td>
<td>F119</td>
<td>Marathi</td>
<td>F86</td>
<td>Thai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F11</td>
<td>Bulgarian</td>
<td>F34</td>
<td>Hawaiian</td>
<td>F58</td>
<td>Mien</td>
<td>F87</td>
<td>Tongan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F12</td>
<td>Burmese</td>
<td>F35</td>
<td>Hebrew</td>
<td>F64</td>
<td>Palauan</td>
<td>F88</td>
<td>Turkish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F15</td>
<td>Chaldean</td>
<td>F36</td>
<td>Hindi</td>
<td>F65</td>
<td>Panjabi</td>
<td>F89</td>
<td>Ukrainian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F16</td>
<td>Chamorro</td>
<td>F37</td>
<td>Hmong</td>
<td>F67</td>
<td>Portuguese</td>
<td>F91</td>
<td>Urdu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F17</td>
<td>Chinese</td>
<td>F38</td>
<td>Hungarian</td>
<td>F66</td>
<td>Polish</td>
<td>F139</td>
<td>Uyghur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F19</td>
<td>Creole</td>
<td>F39</td>
<td>Igbo</td>
<td>F67</td>
<td>Portuguese</td>
<td>F101</td>
<td>Uzbek</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F20</td>
<td>Croation</td>
<td>F40</td>
<td>Ilocano</td>
<td>F92</td>
<td>Vietnamese</td>
<td>F94</td>
<td>Yapese</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F22</td>
<td>Danish</td>
<td>F42</td>
<td>Italian</td>
<td>F133</td>
<td>Rundi</td>
<td>F96</td>
<td>Yoruba</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F98</td>
<td>Dari</td>
<td>F43</td>
<td>Japanese</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2015 STATE SUBSTANCE ABUSE AGENCIES

ALABAMA
Alabama Department of Mental Health
100 North Union Street
Montgomery, AL 36130-1410
Phone: 334-242-3640
Email: Alabama.DMH@mh.alabama.gov
Website: www.mh.alabama.gov/sa

ALASKA
Alaska Division of Behavioral Health
3601 C Street
Suite 878
Anchorage, AK 99503
Phone: 907-269-3600
Website: dhss.alaska.gov/dbh

AMERICAN SAMOA
American Samoa Department of Human Services
Department of Human Services
P.O. Box 997534
Pago Pago, AS 96799
Phone: 684-633-2609
Website: dhss.as

ARIZONA
Arizona Department of Behavioral Health Services
150 North 18th Avenue
Phoenix, AZ 85007
Phone: 602-364-4558
Email: dbhsinfo@azdhs.gov
Website: www.azdhs.gov/bhs

ARKANSAS
Arkansas Division of Behavioral Health Services
305 South Palm Street
Little Rock, AR 72205
Phone: 501-686-9164
Website: Humanservices.arkansas.gov/dbhs

CALIFORNIA
CA Department of Healthcare Services
Substance Use Disorder Services
1501 Capitol Avenue, MS4000
P.O. Box 997413
Sacramento, CA 95899
Phone: 916-322-7012
Email: ResourceCenter@dhcs.ca.gov
Website: www.dhcs.ca.gov

COLORADO
Colorado Department of Human Services
3824 West Princeton Circle
Denver, CO 80236-3111
Phone: 303-866-7400
Email: cdhs.communications@state.co.us
Website: www.colorado.gov

CONNECTICUT
Connecticut Dept of MH and Addiction Services
410 Capitol Avenue
Hartford, CT 06134
Phone: 860-418-7000
Website: www.ct.gov/dmhas

DELWARE
Delaware Health and Social Services
1901 North DuPont Highway
Main Building, Room 187
New Castle, DE 19720
Phone: 302-255-9398
Website: www.dhss.delaware.gov/dsamh

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
DC Department of Behavioral Health
64 New York Avenue, NE
3rd Floor
Washington, DC 20002
Phone: 202-673-7440
Email: doh@dc.gov
Website: dbh.dc.gov
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Agency Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
<th>Email</th>
<th>Website</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FLORIDA</td>
<td>Florida Dept of Children and Families</td>
<td>1317 Winewood Boulevard, Building 6, Room 187, Tallahassee, FL 32399</td>
<td>850-487-2920</td>
<td><a href="mailto:SAMH_Public@dcf.state.fl.us">SAMH_Public@dcf.state.fl.us</a></td>
<td><a href="http://www.dcf.state.fl.us">www.dcf.state.fl.us</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEORGIA</td>
<td>Georgia Department of Behav Health and Development Disabilities</td>
<td>2 Peachtree Street, NW, 22nd Floor, Atlanta, GA 30303-3171</td>
<td>404-657-2331</td>
<td><a href="mailto:info@guamdmhsa.com">info@guamdmhsa.com</a></td>
<td>dbhdd.georgia.gov</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GUAM</td>
<td>Guam Behav Hlth and Wellness Ctr Drug and Alcohol Treatment Services</td>
<td>790 Governor Carlos Camacho Road, Room 360, Tamuning, GU 96913</td>
<td>671-647-5330</td>
<td><a href="mailto:corporate@guamdmhsa.com">corporate@guamdmhsa.com</a></td>
<td>gbhwc.guam.gov</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAWAII</td>
<td>Hawaii Dept of Health, Alcohol and Drug Abuse Division</td>
<td>601 Kamokila Boulevard, Room 360, Kapolei, HI 96707</td>
<td>808-692-7506</td>
<td>health.hawaii.gov/substance-abuse</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDAHO</td>
<td>Idaho Division of Behavioral Health</td>
<td>450 West State Street, 3rd Floor, Boise, ID 83702-0036</td>
<td>208-334-6997</td>
<td>Healthandwelfare.idaho.gov</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ILLINOIS</td>
<td>Illinois Department of Human Services-Substance Abuse</td>
<td>160 North LaSalle Street, Chicago, IL 60601</td>
<td>312-814-8755</td>
<td><a href="mailto:dbhiddmha@dhss.state.il.us">dbhiddmha@dhss.state.il.us</a></td>
<td><a href="http://www.dhs.state.il.us">www.dhs.state.il.us</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INDIANA</td>
<td>Indiana Family and Social Services Administration</td>
<td>160 North LaSalle Street, Indianapolis, IN 46207-7083</td>
<td>317-232-7800</td>
<td><a href="mailto:DMHA.FSSA@fssa.in.gov">DMHA.FSSA@fssa.in.gov</a></td>
<td><a href="http://www.in.gov/fssa/dmha">www.in.gov/fssa/dmha</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IOWA</td>
<td>Iowa Dept of Public Health Bureau of Substance Abuse</td>
<td>321 East 12th Street, Lucas State Office Building, Des Moines, IA 50319-0075</td>
<td>515-281-3290</td>
<td><a href="http://www.idph.state.ia.us/bh">www.idph.state.ia.us/bh</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KANSAS</td>
<td>Kansas Dept for Aging and Disability Services-Substance Abuse</td>
<td>503 South Kansas Avenue, NE State Office Building, Topeka, KS 66603-3404</td>
<td>785-296-3471</td>
<td><a href="http://www.kdads.ks.gov">www.kdads.ks.gov</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KENTUCKY</td>
<td>Kentucky Department of Behavioral Health Developmental &amp; Intellectual Disabilities</td>
<td>275 East Main Street, 4-WG, Frankfort, KY 40601</td>
<td>502-564-4577</td>
<td>dbddid.ky.gov</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2015 STATE SUBSTANCE ABUSE AGENCIES

LOUISIANA
Louisiana Department of Health and Hospitals
628 North 4th Street
Baton Rouge, LA 70821-0629
Phone: 225-342-2540
Website: www.dhh.louisiana.gov

MAINE
Maine Dept of Health and Human Services
Office of SA and MH Services
41 Anthony Avenue
State House Station 11
Augusta, ME 04333-0011
Phone: 207-287-2595
Email: osa.ircosa@maine.gov
Website: www.maine.gov/dhhs/samhs

MARYLAND
Maryland Dept of Health and Mental Hygiene
55 Wade Avenue
Catonsville, MD 21228
Phone: 410-402-8600
Email: DHMH.ADAAL@maryland.gov
Website: adaa.dhmh.maryland.gov

MASSACHUSETTS
Massachusetts Department of Public Health
250 Washington Street
3rd Floor
Boston, MA 02108-4619
Phone: 617-624-5111
Email: questions.bas@state.ma.us
Website: www.mass.gov/dph

MICRONESIA
Micronesia Department of Health and Human Services
P.O. Box Ps70
Palikir Pohnpei, FM 96941
Phone: 691-320-5520
Website: pohnpeimet.fm/dept_health.htm

MINNESOTA
Minnesota Dept of Human Services- Substance Abuse
P.O. Box 64977
Saint Paul, MN 55164-0977
Phone: 651-431-2460
Email: DHS.ADAD@state.mn.us
Website: www.mn.gov

MISSISSIPPI
Mississippi Department of Mental Health-Substance Abuse
239 North Lamar Street
Robert E Lee Building 1101
Jackson, MS 39201
Phone: 601-359-1288
Website: www.dmh.state.ms.us

MISSOURI
Missouri Dept of Mental Health-Substance Abuse
1706 East Elm Street
Jefferson City, MO 65102
Phone: 573-751-4942
Website: dmh.mo.gov/ada

MONTANA
Montana Department of Public Health & Human Services
100 North Park Avenue
Suite 300
Helena, MT 59620-2905
Phone: 406-444-3964
Website: www.dphhs.mt.gov/amdd

MICHIGAN
Michigan Department of Community Health
320 South Walnut Street
Lewis Cass Building
Lansing, MI 48913
Phone: 517-335-0196
Email: MDCH-BSAAS@michigan.gov
Website: Michigan.gov/mdch
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NEBRASKA
Nebraska Dept of Health & Human Services
301 Centennial Mall South
Lincoln, NE 68509-5026
Phone: 402-471-8553
Website: dhhs.ne.gov

NEVADA
Nevada Division of Public and Behavioral Health
4150 Technology Way
2nd Floor
Carson City, NV 89706-2009
Phone: 775-684-4200
Email: jflamm@health.nv.gov
Website: www.health.nv.gov

NEW HAMPSHIRE
New Hampshire Dept of Health and Human Services-Substance Abuse
105 Pleasant Street
Concord, NH 03301
Phone: 603-271-6738
Email: JHardin@dhhs.state.nh.us
Website: www.dhhs.nh.gov/dcbcs

NEW JERSEY
New Jersey Department of Human Services
222 South Warren Street
Trenton, NJ 08611
Phone: 609-777-0702
Email: dmhas@dhs.state.nj.us
Website: www.state.nj.us/humanservices

NEW MEXICO
New Mexico Human Services Department
Behavioral Health Services Division
37 Plaza La Prensa
P.O. Box 2348
Santa Fe, NM 87504-1234
Phone: 505-476-9256
Email: hsd.bhsd@state.nm.us
Website: www.hsd.state.nm.us

NEW YORK
New York Office of Alcoholism and Substance Abuse Services
1450 Western Avenue
Albany, NY 43215-2556
Phone: 518-473-3560
Email: communications@oasas.ny.gov
Website: www.oasas.ny.gov

NORTH CAROLINA
North Carolina Dept of Health and Human Services
325 North Salisbury Street
Suite 679-C
Raleigh, NC 27699-3007
Phone: 919-733-4670
Website: www.ncdhhs.gov

NORTH DAKOTA
North Dakota Dept of Human Services
1237 West Divide Avenue
Suite 1-C
Bismarck, ND 58501
Phone: 701-328-8920
Email: www.dhseo@nd.gov
Website: www.nd.gov/dhs/services

OHIO
Ohio Dept of Mental Health & Addiction Services
30 East Broad Street
36th Floor
Columbus, OH 43215-2556
Phone: 614-466-2596
Website: www.mha.ohio.gov

OKLAHOMA
Oklahoma Department of Mental Health and Substance Abuse Services
1200 NE 13th Street
Oklahoma City, OK 73152-3277
Phone: 405-522-3908
Website: www.ok.gov/odmhsas
OREGON
Oregon Health Authority
500 Summer Street NE
Suite E-86
Salem, OR 97301-1118
Phone: 503-945-5763
Email: Amh.web@state.or.us
Website: www.oregon.gov/oha/amh

PENNSYLVANIA
Pennsylvania Dept of Drug and Alcohol Programs
625 Forster Street
Health Welfare Building
Harrisburg, PA 17120
Phone: 717-783-8200
Website: www.ddap.pa.gov

PUERTO RICO
Puerto Rico Mental Health and Anti-Addiction
P.O. Box 607087
Bayamon, PR 17120
Phone: 787-763-7575
Website: www.assmca.pr.gov

REPUBLIC OF PALAU
Palau Ministry of Health
P.O. Box 6027
Koror, PW 96940
Phone: 680-488-1907
Email: palaubhd@palau-health.net
Website: www.palauhealth.org

RHODE ISLAND
RI Dept of Behavioral Healthcare
Developmental Disabilities and Hospital
14 Harrington Road
Barry Hall
Cranston, RI 02920
Phone: 401-462-1000
Website: www.bhddh.ri.gov/bhservices

SOUTH CAROLINA
SC Department of Alcohol and Other Drug Abuse Services
2414 Bull Street
Columbia, SC 29202
Phone: 803-896-5555
Website: www.daodas.org

SOUTH DAKOTA
South Dakota Department of Social Services
700 Governors Drive
Pierre, SD 57501
Phone: 605-773-3123
Email: DSSBH@state.sd.us
Website: dss.sd.gov/behavioralhealth

TENNESSEE
Tennessee Department of Mental Health and Substance Abuse Services
500 Deaderick Street
Andrew Jackson Building, 5th Floor
Nashville, TN 37243
Phone: 800-560-5767
Email: oca.tdmhsas@tn.gov
Website: tn.gov/mental

TEXAS
Texas Department of State Health Services
P.O. Box 149347
M-20503
Austin, TX 78714-9347
Phone: 877-966-3784
Website: www.dshs.state.tx.us

UTAH
Utah Department of Human Services
195 North 1950 West
2nd Floor
Salt Lake City, UT 84116
Phone: 801-538-3939
Email: dsamh@utah.gov
Website: www.dsamh.utah.gov
2015 STATE SUBSTANCE ABUSE AGENCIES

VERMONT
Vermont Department of Health
108 Cherry Street
Room 202
Burlington, VT 05402
Phone: 802-651-1550
Email: AHS.VDHADAP@state.vt.us
Website: healthvermont.gov

WISCONSIN
Wisconsin Department of Health Services-
Substance Abuse
1 West Wilson Street
Room 850
Madison, WI 53707-7851
Phone: 608-266-2717
Email: DHSWEBMAILDMHSAS.wisconsin.gov
Website: www.dhs.wisconsin.gov

VIRGINIA
Virginia Department of Behavioral Health &
Development Services
P.O. Box 1797
Richmond, VA 23218-1797
Phone: 804-786-3906
Website: www.dbhds.virginia.gov

WYOMING
Wyoming Department of Health
6101 North Yellowstone Road
Suite 220
Cheyenne, WY 82002
Phone: 307-276-1250
Website: health.wyo.gov/behavioralhealth

VIRGIN ISLANDS
Virgin Islands Department of Health
3500 East Richmond
Christiansted, VI 00820
Phone: 340-774-4888
Website: www.healthvi.org

WASHINGTON
Washington Department of Social and Health
Services
P.O. Box 45330
Lacey, WA 98504-5330
Phone: 877-301-4557
Email: DASAinformation@dshs.wa.gov
Website: www.dshs.wa.gov/dbhr

WEST VIRGINIA
West Virginia Bureau for Behavioral Health and
Facilities
350 Capitol Street
Room 350
Charleston, WV 25304
Phone: 304-358-0627
Website: www.dhhr.wv.gov/bhhf
**ABBEVILLE**

SpectraCare
Henry County/IOP
219 Dothan Road
Abbeville, AL 36310
(334) 673-2143

MHF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS PA • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**ALABASTER**

Shelby County Treatment Center
750 Highway 31 South
Alabaster, AL 35007
(205) 216-0200

SAF • SA MM BU NXN VTRL • OP OMB OIT ORT CT • SF MD PI • SS • AH SP • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**ALEXANDER CITY**

Lighthouse of Tallapoosa County Inc
Substance Abuse Rehab Program/Resid
36 Franklin Street
Alexander City, AL 35010
(256) 234-4894

SAF • SA HH • RES RL • SF MD • AH • MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

**ANDALUSIA**

South Central Alabama CMHC
Covington Cnty Adult SA OP
205 Academy Drive
Andalusia, AL 36420
(334) 428-5050
Intake: (334) 428-5040

SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC PI MI • SS • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

South Central Alabama CMHC
First Step
205 Academy Drive
Andalusia, AL 36420
(334) 428-5002
Intake: (334) 428-5050

SAF • SA • RES RS • SF MD MC PI MI • SS • AH • YAD ADLT • MALE

**ANNISTON**

Anniston Fellowship House Inc
106 East 22nd Street
Anniston, AL 36201
(256) 236-7229

SAF • SA HH • RES RL CT • SF • CO MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

Health Services Center Inc
CORE Calhoun County
1302 Noble Street
Suire 1-F
Anniston, AL 36201
(256) 237-5993
Intake: (256) 237-5994

SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • NP • CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**ATHENS**

Family Life Center
410 South Jefferson Street
Athens, AL 35611
(256) 216-3917

SAF • SA • OP OIT • SF PI • SS • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**ATTALLA**

Family Life Center
677 West Covington Avenue
Attalla, AL 35954
(256) 538-7458
Intake: (256) 459-4494

SAF • SA • OP OIT • SF PI • SS • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Rapha Treatment Center
677 West Covington Avenue
Attalla, AL 35954
(256) 538-7458

SAF • SA HH • RES RS RL • SF • YAD ADLT • MALE

**BIRMINGHAM**

Alcohol and Drug Abuse
Treatment Centers Inc/Pearson Hall
2701 Jefferson Avenue SW
Birmingham, AL 35211
(205) 923-6552 x12
Intakes: (205) 923-6552 x10 (205) 923-6552 x13

SAF • SA • RES RS • SF SI • SS PA • AH SP • CO W N MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Aletheia House
201 Finley Avenue West
Birmingham, AL 35204
(205) 324-6502

SAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF MD MC • PA • AH • MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Aletheia House
Women Only
3512 7th Avenue South
Birmingham, AL 35222
(205) 595-1114
Intake: (205) 279-3999

SAF • SA • RES RL • MD • PA • PW WN BC • YAD ADLT • FEM

Jefferson Cnty Committee for Econ Opp
Community Substance Abuse Program
1324 4th Avenue North
Bessemer, AL 35020
(205) 428-7362
Intake: (205) 787-3040

SAF • SA • OP OIT • SF MD • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Northwest Alabama Treatment Center
4204 Edmundon Drive
Bessemer, AL 35022
(205) 425-1200

Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA MM OTPA • OP OMB ORT CT • SF MD • SS • CO GL VET ADM CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**BESSEMER**

South Central Alabama CMHC
Covington Cnty Adult SA OP
205 Academy Drive
Andalusia, AL 36420
(334) 428-5050
Intake: (334) 428-5040

SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC PI MI • SS • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Jefferson Cnty Committee for Econ Opp
Community Substance Abuse Program
1324 4th Avenue North
Bessemer, AL 35020
(205) 428-7362
Intake: (205) 787-3040

SAF • SA • OP OIT • SF MD • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Health Services Center Inc
CORE Calhoun County
1302 Noble Street
Suite 1-F
Anniston, AL 36201
(256) 237-5993
Intake: (256) 237-5994

SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • NP • CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Northwest Alabama Treatment Center
4204 Edmundon Drive
Bessemer, AL 35022
(205) 425-1200

Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA MM OTPA • OP OMB ORT CT • SF MD • SS • CO GL VET ADM CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**SHERRY**

Shelby County Treatment Center
750 Highway 31 South
Alabaster, AL 35007
(205) 216-0200

SAF • SA MM BU NXN VTRL • OP OMB OIT ORT CT • SF MD PI • SS • AH SP • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**ALABAMA**

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
Birmingham Metro Treatment Center  
151 Industrial Drive  
Birmingham, AL 35211  
(205) 941-1799  
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only  
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU OTPA • OP OD OMB • SF MD • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE  

Bradford Health Services  
Birmingham Regional Office/Jefferson  
300 Century Park South  
Suite 100  
Birmingham, AL 35226  
(800) 293-7191  
Intake: (205) 942-3200  
SAF • SA BU VTRL • OP OMB OIT • SF SI PI • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE  

Department of Veterans Affairs Medical Center  
700 South 19th Street  
Birmingham, AL 35233  
(205) 933-8101x6136  
Intakes: (205) 933-8101x2985 (205) 933-8101x2232  
GHF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL H4 • OP OD OIT ORT CT • YAMC SF MC PI MI • AH FX • CO VET MF TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F17  

Fellowship House Inc  
1625 12th Avenue South  
Birmingham, AL 35205  
(205) 933-2430  
SAF • SA • OP RES RL ORT • SF • SS PA • AH • CO WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE  

Jefferson Cnty Committee for Econ Opp  
Community Substance Abuse Program  
801 46th Street North  
Suite 209  
Birmingham, AL 35212  
(205) 787-3040  
Intake: (205) 428-7362  
SAF • SA • OP OIT • SF MD • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE  

Olivias House  
8017 2nd Avenue South  
Birmingham, AL 35206  
(205) 833-5708x21  
MHSAF • SA BU HH • RES RL CT • NP • PA • AH • CO CJ AD PW WN TRMA  
BC XA • CHLD ADLT • FEM  

Saint Annes Home Inc  
2772 Hanover Circle South  
Birmingham, AL 35205  
(205) 933-2402  
SAF • SA • RES RL CT • SF • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE WN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM  

Tri County Treatment Center  
5605 Clifford Circle  
Birmingham, AL 35210  
(205) 836-3345  
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only  
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU OTPA • OP OD OMB ORT CT • SF MD • PW • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE  

University of Alabama at Birmingham  
Addiction Recovery Program  
17136 6th Avenue South  
Birmingham, AL 35204  
(205) 975-8524  
Intake: (205) 975-7350  
SAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP RES RS RD OD OMB ODT OIT ORT • SF PI • WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE  

University of Alabama at Birmingham  
Beacon Addiction Treatment Center  
401 Beacon Parkway West  
Suite J50  
Birmingham, AL 35209  
(205) 917-3733x104  
Intake: (205) 917-3733x106  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD PI • PA • AH • CO CJ AD WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE  

Zukoski Outpatient  
601 Princeton Avenue SW  
Birmingham, AL 35211  
(205) 785-5787  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD • SS • CO GL VET CJ SE WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE  

BOAZ  
Bradford Health Services  
Boaz Regional Office  
703 Medical Center Parkway  
Boaz, AL 35957  
(256) 593-9152  
SAF • SA • OP OIT • SF PI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE  

BRENT  
Indian Rivers Mental Health Center  
Substance Abuse Services  
2439 Main Street  
Brent, AL 35034  
(205) 926-4681  
MHSAF • SA NXN VTRL • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE  

CALERA  
Chilton Shelby Mental Health Center  
151 Hamilton Lane  
The Hamilton Center  
Calera, AL 35040  
(205) 668-4308  
Intake: (205) 755-5985  
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS • CO DU AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE  

CAMDEN  
Cahaba Cares  
45 Camden Bypass  
Camden, AL 36726  
(334) 682-4499  
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS PA • AH • CO AD • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE  

CARROLLTON  
Indian Rivers Mental Health Center  
Substance Abuse Services  
890 Reform Street  
Carrollton, AL 35447  
(205) 367-8159  
MHSAF • SA NXN VTRL • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE  

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
CENTRE

Family Life Center
141 Main Street
Centre, AL 35960
(256) 927-4722
SAF • SA • OP OIT • SF PI • SS • YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

CLANTON

Chilton County Treatment Center
2100 Holiday Inn Drive
Clanton, AL 35046
(205) 755-4300
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA MM DM BU NXN VTRL
OTPA • OP OMB ODT ORT CT • SF MD • AH SP • CO DUCJ PW WN MN
XA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

CULLMAN

Bridge Inc
Recovery Center for Teens/Cullman
402 Arnold Street NE
Suite 104
Cullman, AL 35055
(256) 775-8301
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS • AH • CO AD TRMA XA DV
• CHLD ADLT • MALE

Cullman Area Mental Health Authority
1909 Commerce Avenue
Cullman, AL 35055
(256) 734-4688
Intakes: (256) 734-4688x125 (256) 734-4688x111
SAF • SA NXN VTRL • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI • SS • AH • ADLT • FEM MALE

Cullman County Treatment Center
1912 Commerce Avenue NW
Cullman, AL 35056
(256) 739-5595
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA MM OTPA • OP OMB ORT • SF • AH • CO SE PW WN MN • YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

Lighthouse Inc
925 Convent Road NE
Cullman, AL 35055
(256) 739-2777
Intake: (256) 565-7711
SAF • SA HH • RES RL CT • SF • SS • AH • CO GL CJ SEMN TRMA XA DV • YAD
ADLT • MALE

DECATUR

Family Life Center
501 McGlathery Lane
Suite 6-B
Decatur, AL 35601
(256) 355-3703
Intake: (256) 355-5904
SAF • SA • OP OIT • SF PI • SS • YAD
ADLT • FEMMALE

Mental Health Ctr of North Central AL
Quest Rec Ctr Subst Abuse Treatment
4110 U.S. Highway 31 South
Decatur, AL 35603
(256) 353-9116
Intakes: (256) 353-5904 (800) 365-6008
SAF • SA NXN VTRL • OP OBT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH • PW WN
• YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

DEMPOLIS

West Alabama Mental Health Center
1215 South Walnut Avenue
Demopolis, AL 36732
(800) 239-2901
Intake: (334) 289-2410
MH • FA • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS PA • AH • DU CJ
• CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

DOTHAN

Bradford Health Services
Dothan Outreach
114 Adris Place
Dothan, AL 36303
(334) 671-1677
SAF • SA DT NXN VTRL • OP OD ODT OIT • SF PI • AD WN MN • CHLD
ADLT • FEM MALE

Southeast Intervention Group Inc
Herring Houses/Step By Step Recovery
101 North Herring Street
Dothan, AL 36303
(334) 693-3175
MHSAF • SA HH • RES RL • SF • SS • CO GL VET MF CJ SE PW WN MN
• TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

SpectraCare
Outpatient
440 Honeysuckle Road
Dothan, AL 36305
(334) 673-2143
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS PA • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM
MALE

SpectraCare
The Haven
831 John D Odom Road
Dothan, AL 36303
(334) 794-3771
Intake: (334) 673-2143
SAF • SA • RES RS • SF PI MI • YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

SpectraCare
Outpatient
133 North Orange Avenue
Eufaula, AL 36027
(334) 687-2323
MH • FA • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM
MALE

FOR CODE DEFINITIONS - SEE KEY ON PAGE V.
FAIRHOPE
Altapointe Health Systems
RAPPORT Adult IOP/Fairhope
372 South Greeno Road
Fairhope, AL 36532
(251) 602-6473
Intake: (888) 335-3044
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF • MD • SS • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ
SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

FORT PAYNE
Bridge Inc
Fort Payne Recovery Center
100 7th Street NE
Fort Payne, AL 35967
(256) 845-7767
Intake: (256) 546-6324x208
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS PA • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

FORT RUCKER
Army Substance Abuse Program
CDR USA Aeromedical Center
Andrews Avenue Building 301
Fort Rucker, AL 36362
(334) 255-7509
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • AH • VET ADM MF • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

GADSDEN
Bridge Inc
3232 Lay Springs Road
Gadsden, AL 35904
(256) 546-6324
MHSAF • SA • RES RS CT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS PA • AH • CO AD TRMA BC XA DV • YAD ADLT • MALE

CED Fellowship House Inc
4209 Brooke Avenue
Gadsden, AL 35904
(256) 413-3470
Intake: (256) 413-3471
MHSAF • SA HH • RES RL CT • SF • SS PA • CO VET CJ MN XA • YAD ADLT • MALE

Gadsden Treatment Center
1107 West Meighan Boulevard
Gadsden, AL 35901
(256) 549-0807
MHSAF • SA MM OTPA • OP OMB • SF • SS PA • AH • CO PW • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

GUNTERSVILLE
Cedar Lodge
A Program of MLBH
3001 Scenic Highway
Guntersville, AL 35976
(256) 582-4423
Intake: (256) 582-4423
MHSAF • SA • RES RS • SF MD SI PI MI • SS PA • AH • CO AD TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Family Life Center
300 Gault Avenue South
Fort Payne, AL 35967
(256) 997-9356
SAF • SA • OP OIT • SF PI • SS • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Mountain View Hospital
Outpatient Services
3001 Scenic Highway
Gadsden, AL 35904
(800) 245-3645
Intake: (256) 546-9265 (800) 245-3645x2083
MHSAF • SA DT BU VTRL • OP OD ODT ORT ORT HIL HIT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS PA • AH • CO AD TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

GULF COAST
Gulf Coast Treatment Center
12271 Interchange Road
Grand Bay, AL 36441
(251) 865-0123
Methadone Clients Only
MHSAF • SA • RES SI • SF MD SI PI MI • SS PA • AH • CO AD TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

G PHENIX
SpectraCare
Grafton Country/Outpatient
1203 West Maple Street
Geneva, AL 36340
(334) 673-2143
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI • SS PA • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

GRAND BAY
SpectraCare
Geneva Country/Outpatient
1203 West Maple Street
Geneva, AL 36340
(334) 673-2143
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI • SS PA • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

GUNTERSVILLE
Cedar Lodge
A Program of MLBH
3001 Scenic Highway
Guntersville, AL 35976
(256) 582-4423
Intake: (256) 582-4423
MHSAF • SA • RES RS • SF MD SI PI MI • SS • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Family Life Center
432 Gunter Avenue
Guntersville, AL 35976
(256) 582-1471
SAF • SA • OP OIT • SF PI • SS • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
**HALEYVILLE**
Northwest Alabama Mental Health Center
71 Carraway Drive
Haleyville, AL 35565
(205) 486-4111
Intake: (800) 489-3974
MHSAF • SA • OP ODT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH • CO DU AD
WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

**HAMILTON**
Marion County Mental Health
427 Smokey Bear Road
Hamilton, AL 35570
(205) 921-2186
Intake: (800) 489-3973
MHSAF • SA • OP ODT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH • CO WN MN •
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Marion County Treatment Center
1879 Military Street South
Hamilton, AL 35570
(205) 921-3799
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA MM OTPA • OP OMB • SF PI • AH • PW WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM
MALE

**HUNTSVILLE**
Army Substance Abuse Program
Building 3466 Snooper Road
Huntsville, AL 35898
(256) 842-9895
Intakes: (256) 876-7256 (256) 313-6255
SAF • SA • OP ORT • NP • PA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Bradford Health Services
Huntsville Regional Office
555 Sparkman Drive
Suite 208
Huntsville, AL 35816
(256) 895-3848
SAF • SA • OP OIT • SF PI MI • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Crestwood Medical Center of Huntsville Behavioral Services
1 Hospital Drive
Huntsville, AL 35801
(256) 429-4000
Intake: (256) 429-5480
MHSAF • DT • HID • SF MD MC PI MI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Family Life Center
715 Wheeler Avenue
Suite C
Huntsville, AL 35801
(256) 601-8846
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF PI • SS • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Huntsville Metro Treatment Center
2227 Drake Avenue
Suite 19
Huntsville, AL 35805
(256) 881-1311
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU OTPA • OP OMB ORT • SF • PW WN MN •
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Huntsville Recovery Inc
4040 Independence Drive
Huntsville, AL 35816
(256) 721-1940
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA MM OTPA • OP OMB ORT • SF MD • PW • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Mental Health Center of Madison County
New Horizons Recovery Center
4040 Memorial Parkway SW
Suite C
Huntsville, AL 35802
(256) 532-4141
Intake: (256) 533-1970
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI IHS • PA • AH SP • YAD ADLT • FEM
MALE

Pathfinder Inc
3104 Ivy Avenue SW
Huntsville, AL 35805
(256) 534-7644
SAF • SA HH • RES RS RL • SF • PA • AH • WN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**JACKSONVILLE**
Bradford Health Services
Anniston/Jacksonville Regional Office
1701 Pelham Road South
Suite D
Jacksonville, AL 36265
(256) 237-4209
SAF • SA DT VTRL • OP OD OMB OIT • SF PI • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

RMC Jacksonville
1701 Pelham Road South
Jacksonville, AL 36265
(256) 782-4330
SAF • DT • HID • SF MD MC PI MI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**JASPER**
Northwest Alabama Mental Health Center
1100 7th Avenue
Jasper, AL 35501
(205) 302-9000
Intake: (205) 487-2124
SAF • SA • OP ODT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH • CO AD WN •
CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Northwest Alabama Mental Health Center
Start Program
500 Blackwell Dairy Road
Jasper, AL 35504
(205) 295-9530
Intake: (800) 489-3977
SAF • SA • RES RL CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • CO AD • CHLD • FEM

Walker Recovery Center Inc
2195 North Airport Road
Jasper, AL 35504
(205) 221-1799
Intake: (205) 221-1796
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM OTPA • OP OD OMB ORT CT • SF PI • PW WN MN •
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
LIVINGSTON
Metro Treatment of Alabama LP
Sumter County Treatment Center
106 Hospital Road
Suite 101
Livingston, AL 35470
(205) 652-4919
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU OTPA • OP OD OMB ORT • SF • CO PW DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Bridge Inc
Westwood
3401 Newman Road
Mobile, AL 36695
(251) 633-0475
Intake: (256) 546-6324
SAF • SA • RES RS CT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS PA • AH • CO GL MF CJ AD TRMA XA DV • CHLD • MALE

Dauphin Way Lodge
1009 Dauphin Street
Mobile, AL 36604
(251) 438-1625
Intakes: (251) 438-4729x6135 (251) 438-1629x6127
SAF • SA HH • OP RES RL OIT • SF MD • SS • AH • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • MALE

MADISON
Bradford Health Services
Madison Residential Facility
1600 Browns Ferry Road
Madison, AL 35758
(800) 879-7272
SAF • SA DT NXN VTRL • RES RS RD • SF SI PI MI • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

AltaPointe Health Systems Inc
AltaPointe Medication Assisted Trt
4211 Government Boulevard
Mobile, AL 36693
(251) 666-2569
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA MM OTPA • OP OMB • SF MD PI • SS • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Franklin Primary Health Center
510 South Wilson Avenue
Mobile, AL 36610
(251) 434-8195
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • PA • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE W N MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

MOBILE
AltaPointe Health Systems Inc
AltaPointe Medication Assisted Trt
3200 Pleasant Valley Road
Mobile, AL 36606
(251) 478-5380
Intakes: (251) 438-4729x6135 (251) 438-1629x6127
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD • SS • AH • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE W N MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

ECD Program
808 Downtown Loop West
Mobile, AL 36609
(251) 341-9504
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA MM DM OTPA • OP OMB ORT CT • SF PI • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE W N MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Bradford Health Services
Mobile Regional Facility
1000 Hillcrest Road
Suite 304
Mobile, AL 36695
(800) 333-0906
Intake: (251) 633-0900
SAF • SA • OP OIT • SF PI • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Gulf Coast Veterans Healthcare System
Mobile Outpatient Clinic
1504 Springhill Avenue
Mobile, AL 36604
(251) 219-3900
Intake: (251) 219-3701
METH • SA BU NXN • OP OMB ORT CT • VAMC PI MI • VET ADM TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Serenity Care Inc
3085 Dauphin Square Connector
Mobile, AL 36607
(251) 402-5772
MHS • SAF • SA HH • RES RS • SF • SS PA • VET CJ MN TRMA DV • YAD ADLT • MALE

MOBILE
Bridge Inc
Recovery Center for Teens
722 Downtown Loop West
Mobile, AL 36609
(251) 338-1780
Intakes: (251) 338-1780x7011 (251) 338-1780x7012
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • PI MI • SS PA • AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

Bradford Health Services
Montgomery Regional Office
386 Saint Lukes Drive
Montgomery, AL 36117
(800) 873-2887
SAF • SA • OP OIT • SF SI PI • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Franklin Primary Health Center
510 South Wilson Avenue
Mobile, AL 36610
(251) 434-8195
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • PA • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE W N MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Montgomery
Chemical Addictions Program Inc
(CAP)/Adol Intensive Outpt Prog
2155 Air Base Boulevard
Montgomery, AL 36108
(334) 269-2150
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS PA • VET AD MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE
Chemical Addictions Program Inc
(CAP)/Pegasus
1151 Air Base Boulevard
Montgomery, AL 36108
(334) 269-2150
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI • SS PA • WNMN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Lighthouse Counseling Center Inc
Intensive Outpatient Unit
111 Coliseum Boulevard
Montgomery, AL 36109
(334) 286-5980
Intake: (334) 286-5981
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI • SS PA • AH • CO PW MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Montgomery Metro Treatment Center
6001 East Shirley Lane
Montgomery, AL 36117
(334) 244-1618
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA MM DM BU OTPA • OP OMB OIT • SF • CO PW • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Newton Treatment Center
9283 U.S. Highway 84 West
Newton, AL 36352
(334) 692-4455
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM OTPA • OP OMB OIT CT • SF MD PI • AH • PW WN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Bradford Health Services
Tuscaloosa Regional Office
515 Energy Center Boulevard
Northport, AL 35473
(205) 750-0227
Intake: (800) 891-9673
SAF • SA • OP OIT BU VTRL • OP OD OMB OIT • SF SI PI • AH • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Hope House Inc
1000 Lincoln Avenue
Suite B
Ononta, AL 35121
(205) 625-4673
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI • CO AD DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

East Alabama Mental Health
Opelika Addiction Center
2300 Center Hills Drive
Opelika, AL 36801
(334) 742-2130
Intake: (334) 742-2877
SAF • SA NNXN VTRL • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Calhoun Cleburne Mental Health Center
New Directions
1640 Coleman Road
Oxford, AL 36203
(256) 236-8003
Intake: (256) 236-8003x0
SAF • SA NNXN VTRL • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MI • SS • AH SP • CO DU CJ AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Calhoun Treatment Center Inc
118 East Choccolocco Street
Oxford, AL 36203
(256) 831-4601
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU OTPA • OP OMB OIT • SF MD PI • PW WN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Insight Treatment Program Inc
123 South Painter Avenue
Suite G
Ozark, AL 36360
(334) 445-6190
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

East Alabama Mental Health
Russell County Clinic
3170 Martin Luther King Parkway South
Phenix City, AL 36869
(334) 298-2405
Intake: (334) 742-2130
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Chemical Addictions Program Inc
Elmore/Autauga Adolescent IOP
2064 Highway 14
Prattville, AL 36066
(334) 269-2150
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI • SS PA • WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Chemical Addictions Program Inc
Prattville Adult Outpatient Services
2066 Highway 14
Prattville, AL 36066
(334) 269-2150
Intake: (334) 323-3243
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI • SS PA • WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Cheaha Mental Health
706 Main Street
Roanoke, AL 36274
(334) 863-2518
Intake: (256) 249-2395x1309
MHF • SA • OP OIT CT • SF MD MC SI • SS PA • AH FX • CO CJ AD WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F4 F17 F19
F28 F30 F31 F37 F42 F43 F66 F67 F70 F81 F92

Freedom House
54 Wheeler Hills Road
Rogersville, AL 35652
(256) 247-1222
SAF • SA • RSR RL • SF MD • PA • AH • PW WN TRMA BC XD DV • YAD ADLT • FEM
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Telephone Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RUSSELLVILLE</td>
<td>Riverbend Center for Mental Health</td>
<td>(256) 764-3431&lt;br&gt;Sheffield, AL 35653</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Russellville Office</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>205 South Jackson Avenue</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Russellville, AL 35653</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(256) 764-3431</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MHSAF • SA • OP OIT • SF • MD • MC • SI •</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PI • MI • AH • CHLD • YAD • ADLT • FEM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sunrise Lodge</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Substance Abuse Treatment Center</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1163 Washington Avenue SW</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Russellville, AL 35653</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(256) 332-0078</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intake: (256) 764-3431</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • SA • RES • SF • PI • SS • YAD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCOTTSBORO</td>
<td>Family Life Center</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>211 South Market Street</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Scottsboro, AL 35768</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(256) 574-3448</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • SA • OP OIT • SF • PI • SS • YAD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SELMA</td>
<td>Cababa Center for SubSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1017 Medical Center Parkway</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Selma, AL 36701</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(334) 874-2600</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intake: (334) 874-2626</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MHSAF • SA • SXN • VTR • OP OIT • ORT CT •</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SF • MD • MC • SI • PI • MI • SS • PA •</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AH • AD • PW • CHLD • ADLT • FEM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHEFFIELD</td>
<td>Shod's Treatment Center</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3430 North Jackson Highway</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sheffield, AL 35660</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(256) 383-6646</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Methadone Clients Only</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • SA • MM • OTPA • OP OMB • SF • PI •</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AH • SP • CO • VET • PW • YAD • ADLT •</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TUSCALOOSA</td>
<td>Alabama Abuse Counseling Center</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1406 22nd Avenue</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tuscaloosa, AL 35401</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(205) 344-6483</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intake: (205) 343-9978</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • SS • YAD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ADLT • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sunrise Lodge</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Substance Abuse Treatment Center</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1163 Washington Avenue SW</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Russellville, AL 35653</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(256) 332-0078</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intake: (256) 764-3431</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • SA • RES RS • SF • MD • PI • MI • AH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MN • YAD • ADLT • MALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>STEVENSON</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Comprehensive Management Group LLC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Northeast Alabama Treatment Center</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>196 Country Road 85</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stevenson, AL 35772</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(256) 437-2728</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Methadone Clients Only</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MHSAF • SA • DT • MM • DM • OTPA • OP OMB</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ORT CT • SF • PI • PW • YAD • ADLT • FEM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SYLACAUGA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chocora Regional Mental Health Center</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Caradale Lodge</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1721 Old Birmingham Highway</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sylacauga, AL 35150</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(256) 249-2395</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intake: (256) 249-2395</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • SA • DT • ORT • SF • MD • MC • SI •</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PI • AH • CO • DU • CJ • AD • WN • CHLD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TROY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>East Central Mental Health Inc</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Substance Abuse Program</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>200 Cherry Street</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Troy, AL 36081</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intake: (334) 566-6022</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intake: (334) 566-6022</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • MD • MC • SI</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PI • SS • DU • AD • YAD • ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tuscaloosa Treatment Center</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1001 Mimosa Park Road</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tuscaloosa, AL 35405</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(205) 752-5857</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Methadone Clients Only</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • SA • MM • OTPA • OP OMB • SF • YAD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ALABAMA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TUSKEGEE
Central Alabama Veterans Healthcare System
2400 Hospital Road
Tuskegee, AL 36083
(334) 727-0550
Intakes: (800) 214-8387x2732 (800) 214-8387x2678
MHSAF • SA DT HH • OP RES RS RL
OD ODT OIT HIT CT • VAMC PI MI
• PA • CO VET • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

VERNON
Northwest Alabama Mental Health Center
141 2nd Avenue NW
Vernon, AL 35592
(205) 695-9183
Intake: (800) 489-3975
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD
MC SI PI MI • AH • CO AD WN MN •
CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

WETUMPKA
A New Direction
500 Hospital Drive
Wetumpka, AL 36092
(877) 647-7552
Intakes: (334) 514-3752 (334) 567-4311x154
MHSAF • SA DT • HID HIT CT • SF
MD MC SI PI MI • CO GL VET ADM CJ
WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

WINFIELD
Northwest Alabama Mental Health Center
Winfield Outpatient Program
260 Baker Street
Winfield, AL 35594
(205) 487-2124
Intake: (800) 489-3976
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI
MI • SS • AH • CO DU AD WN MN •
CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE
For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
ALASKA

Starting Point Inc
341 West Tudor Road
Suite 205
Anchorage, AK 99503
(907) 562-616
Intake: (907) 562-616x0
SAF • SA • OP OID ORT • SF PI ATR •
DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Tutan Recovery Services LLC
1675 C Street
Suite 201
Anchorage, AK 99501
(907) 563-0555
MHSAF • SA • OP OID ORT CT • SF ATR • PA • SP • CO D U GL VET ADM MF CJ W N M N TRMA XA XA • YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

Veterans Affairs
1201 North Muldoon Road
Anchorage, AK 99504
(907) 257-5460
Intake: (907) 273-4025
H H

Volunteers of America Alaska
Assist
509 West 3rd Avenue
Suite 103
Anchorage, AK 99501
(907) 279-9634
Intake: (907) 279-3634
SAF • SA • OP OID ORT • SF MD SI PI ATR • SS • DU AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

WCHS Inc
DBA Anchorage Treatment Solutions
121 West Fireweed Lane
Suite 105
Anchorage, AK 99503
(844) 490-6533
SAF • SA BU OTPA • OP OMB ORT • SF PI MI • WN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Wisdom Traditions Counseling Services
401 West International Airport Road
Suite 17
Anchorage, AK 99518
(907) 562-4540
SAF • SA • OP OID ORT • SF PI ATR • CO D U VET MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

BARROW

NSB Department of Health/Social Servs
Integrated Behavioral Health Program
5200 Karluk Street
Barrow, AK 99723
(907) 852-0366
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • NP • SS PA • SP • CO • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

BETHEL

Yukon Kuskokwim Health Corporation
Phillips Ayagnirvik Treatment Center
324 Radio Street
Bethel, AK 99559
(907) 543-6735
Intakes: (907) 543-6700 (907) 544-5291
SAF • SA • OP RES RL ODT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI IHS • SS • NX • WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • N40

COPPER CENTER

Copper River Native Association
Behavioral Health Services
Drawer H
Mile 111.5 Richardson Highway
Copper Center, AK 99573
(907) 822-5241
Intake: (907) 822-3855
MHSAF • SA • OP RES RL ODT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI MI IHS • SS • NX • WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

CORDOVA

Sound Alternatives
Behavioral Health Clinic
602 Chase Avenue
Cordova, AK 99574
(907) 424-8300
MHSAF • SA • OP OID ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SP • ADLT • FEM MALE

DELTA JUNCTION

Hats of Wisdom
2665 Richardson Highway
Delta Junction, AK 99737
(907) 803-7022
MHSAF • SA DT • OP OD ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS PA • CO D U GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN
TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

DILLINGHAM

Bristol Bay Area Health Corporation
Integrated Behavioral Health Program
Kanakanak Hospital
6000 Kanakanak Road
Dillingham, AK 99576
(907) 842-5266
MHSAF • SA • OP RES RL ODT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI IHS • SS • NX • WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • N40

EAGLE RIVER

Discovery Cove Recovery and Wellness Center
16600 Centerfield Drive
Suite 203
Eagle River, AK 99577
(907) 694-5550
MHSAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP OD OMB OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI MI ATR • DU VET ADM MF CJ SE AD WN
MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Volunteers of America Alaska
ARCH
8012 Stewart Mountain Drive
Eagle River, AK 99577
(907) 694-3336
Intake: (907) 279-9636
SAF • SA • RES RL CT • SF MD SI PI ATR • SS • AD • CHLD • FEM MALE
FAIRBANKS
Fairbanks Native Association
Ralph Perdue Center
3100 South Cushman Street
Suite 100
Fairbanks, AK 99701
(907) 452-6251x6411
Intake: (907) 452-6251x6400
SAF • SA • OP RES RL OIT ORT • SF MD MC PI MI IHS • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Family Centered Services of Alaska
Integrated Behavioral Health System
1825 Marika Road
Fairbanks, AK 99709
(907) 474-0890
MHSAF • SA • RES RL • MD SI PI MI IHS • ATR • SS • CO AD TRMA • DU • CHLD • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Graf Rheeneenhaanjii
Substance Abuse Services/MH
2550 Lawlor Road
Fairbanks, AK 99709
(907) 455-4725
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI MI IHS • ATR • SS • CO AD TRMA • DU • CHLD • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Hope Counseling Center
926 Aspen Street
Fairbanks, AK 99709
(907) 451-8208
Intake: (855) 976-4673
MHSF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF PI MI • SS • DU • CHLD • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

IAA Project Special Delivery
710 3rd Avenue
Fairbanks, AK 99701
(907) 452-4222x115
Intake: (907) 452-4222x114
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA • MM DM OITPA • OPM OMB ORT • SF MD PI MI • SS • DU • CHLD • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Tanana Chiefs Conference Inc
Behavioral Health
122 1st Avenue
Suite 600
Fairbanks, AK 99701
(907) 452-8251
Intakes: (907) 452-8251x3800 (907) 459-3800
MHSF • SA • OPM OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI IHS • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Turning Point Counseling Services
315 5th Avenue
Fairbanks, AK 99701
(907) 374-7776
MHSF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP OD OMB OIT ORT • SF PI MI • SS • CO WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Womens and Childrens Center for Inner Healing
1027 Evergreen Street
Fairbanks, AK 99709
(907) 451-8164
Intake: (907) 452-6251x6400
SAF • SA • RES RL • SF MD MC SI PI MI • CO CJ PW WN TRMA BC XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM

HAINES
Lynn Canal Counseling Services
Integrated Behavioral Health Program
215 Willard Street
Haines, AK 99827
(907) 766-2177
MHSF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

HOMER
Cook Inlet Council on Alcohol and Drug Dependence (CICADA)
Outpatient Services
1230 Ocean Drive
Homer, AK 99603
(907) 235-8001
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD PI • SS PA • AH • DU CJ AD W N MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

JBER
ASAP Counseling Center
JBER/Fort Richardson
724 Postal Service Loop 1025
Building 1108 2nd Floor
JBER, AK 99505
(907) 384-7370
SAF • SA • OP ORT • NP • ADM • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

JUNEAU
Gastineau Human Services Inc
Integrated Behavioral Health Program
2597 Auke Street
Juneau, AK 99801
(907) 780-3044
Intake: (907) 780-3039
SAF • SA HH • OPM OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS PA • CJ WN MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

JUNEAU
Juneau Youth Services Inc
Chemical Dependency Program
2075 Jordan Avenue
Suite 101
Juneau, AK 99803
(907) 787-7610
Intake: (907) 789-7610
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI • SS PA • AH • DU CJ AD W N MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

GIRDWOOD
Mountain Minds Matter
273 Crystal Mountain Road
Suite 3
Girdwood, AK 99587
(907) 382-6477
Intake: (907) 783-2523
MHSF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF PI MI • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD W N MN TRMA BC XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ketchikan</strong></td>
<td>Rainforest Recovery Center</td>
<td>3250 Hospital Drive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bartlett Regional Hospital</td>
<td>Juneau, AK 99801</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(907) 796-8690</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP RES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RS OIT ORT HID CT • SF MD SI PI • SS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• CO • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ketchikan Indian Community</td>
<td>2960 Tongass Avenue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tribal Clinic Behavioral Health Dept</td>
<td>Ketchikan, AK 99901</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(907) 228-9203</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MHSAF • SA NXN • OP ORT • SF MD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MC SI PI MI HHS • SS • CO CJ AD TRMA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Kodiak</strong></td>
<td>Ketchikan Indian Community</td>
<td>2960 Tongass Avenue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tribal Clinic Behavioral Health Dept</td>
<td>Ketchikan, AK 99901</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(907) 228-9203</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MHSAF • SA NXN • OP ORT • SF MD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MC SI PI MI HHS • SS • CO CJ AD TRMA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Palmer</strong></td>
<td>Kodiak Indian Community</td>
<td>2975 Mill Bay Road</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Counseling Center</td>
<td>Suit B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kodiak, AK 99615</td>
<td>(907) 694-5551</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intake: (907) 654-7719</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MHSAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OMB OIT ORT CT • SF PI MI ATR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CO DU ADM MF CJ SE AD WN MN TRMA XA DV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Saint Paul Island</strong></td>
<td>Providence Kodiak Island Counseling Center</td>
<td>717 East Rezanof Drive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kodiak, AK 99615</td>
<td>(907) 481-2400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intake: (907) 442-7730</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI MI</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• ATR • AH SP FX • AD • CHLD ADLT •</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FEM MALE • F81</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Nenana</strong></td>
<td>Aleut Community of Saint Paul Island</td>
<td>2050 Zenia Miner Road</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Aleutian Pribilof Islands Association</td>
<td>Petersburg, AK 99833</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Saint Paul Health Center</td>
<td>(907) 772-3332</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ATR • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI MI</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• ATR • AH SP FX • AD • CHLD ADLT • F81</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ninilchik</strong></td>
<td>Ninilchik Traditional Council</td>
<td>15765 Kingsley Road</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ninilchik Community Clinic</td>
<td>Ninilchik, AK 99639</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(907) 567-3370</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MHSAF • SA NXN • OP ORT • SF PI MI</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• SS • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Petersburg</strong></td>
<td>Petersburg Mental Health Services Inc</td>
<td>201 North Nordic Drive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Integrated Behavioral Health Program</td>
<td>Petersburg, AK 99833</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7335 East Palmer Wasilla Highway</td>
<td>(907) 772-3332</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Suit C</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Riparian Center</strong></td>
<td>Petersburg Mental Health Services Inc</td>
<td>201 North Nordic Drive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Integrated Behavioral Health Program</td>
<td>Petersburg, AK 99833</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7335 East Palmer Wasilla Highway</td>
<td>(907) 772-3332</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Suit C</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Saint Paul Island</strong></td>
<td>Providence Kodiak Island Counseling Center</td>
<td>717 East Rezanof Drive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kodiak, AK 99615</td>
<td>(907) 481-2400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intake: (907) 442-7730</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI MI</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• ATR • AH SP FX • AD • CHLD ADLT • F81</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Nenana</strong></td>
<td>Rainforest Recovery Center</td>
<td>3250 Hospital Drive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bartlett Regional Hospital</td>
<td>Juneau, AK 99801</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(907) 796-8690</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP RES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RS OIT ORT HID CT • SF MD SI PI • SS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• CO • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Kenai</strong></td>
<td>Central Peninsula General Hospital</td>
<td>47480 Kristina Way</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Serenity House Residential Treatment</td>
<td>Kenai, AK 99611</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(907) 714-4524</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intake: (907) 714-4521</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • SA DT • OP RES RS RD ODT OIT ORT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• SF MD MC SI PI MI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Kotzebue</strong></td>
<td>Cook Inlet Council on Alc &amp; DA</td>
<td>10200 Kenai Spur Highway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(CICADA)/Outpatient</td>
<td>Kenai, AK 99611</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(907) 283-3658</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intake: (907) 283-8001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI • AH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• AD WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Kodiak</strong></td>
<td>Kenaitze Indian Tribe</td>
<td>110 North Willow Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nakenu Family Center</td>
<td>Kenai, AK 99611</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(907) 335-7370</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI HHS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ATR • SS • AH • CO VET CJ AD WN MN TRMA XA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Kotzebue</strong></td>
<td>Manilaq Counseling and Recovery Ctr</td>
<td>7332 2nd Avenue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Integrated Behavioral Health Program</td>
<td>Kotzebue, AK 99752</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(907) 442-7640</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intake: (907) 442-7730</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MHSAF • SA • OP ODT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PI ATR • AH SP FX • AD • CHLD ADLT •</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FEM MALE • F81</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Nenana</strong></td>
<td>Rainforest Recovery Center</td>
<td>3250 Hospital Drive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bartlett Regional Hospital</td>
<td>Juneau, AK 99801</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(907) 796-8690</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP RES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RS OIT ORT HID CT • SF MD SI PI • SS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• CO • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location</td>
<td>Organization</td>
<td>Address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SAND POINT</strong></td>
<td>Eastern Aleutian Tribes Inc</td>
<td>172 Red Cove Road, Sand Point, AK 99661</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SEWARD</strong></td>
<td>Seaview Community Services</td>
<td>302 Railway Avenue, Seward, AK 99664</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SITKA</strong></td>
<td>Sitka Counseling and Prevention Services</td>
<td>113 Metlakahtla Street, Sitka, AK 99835</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOK</strong></td>
<td>Tanana Chiefs Conference Inc</td>
<td>Mile Post 123 Tok Cutoff, Tok, AK 99780</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TYONEK</strong></td>
<td>Oonalaska Wellness Center</td>
<td>Bioka Drive, Tyonek, AK 99685</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>VALDEZ</strong></td>
<td>Providence Health and Services Washington</td>
<td>911 Meals Avenue, Valdez, AK 99686</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WASHINGTON</strong></td>
<td>Alaska Addiction Rehab Services</td>
<td>Nugens Ranch, Wasilla, AK 99654</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>YAKUTAT</strong></td>
<td>Sitka Counseling and Prevention Services</td>
<td>26731 West Point McKenzie Road, Yakutat, AK 99689</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>YUKON</strong></td>
<td>Zipperer Medical Group</td>
<td>300 West Swanson Avenue, Wasilla, AK 99654</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ZIPLINE</strong></td>
<td>Alaska Family Services</td>
<td>5851 East Mayflower Court, Wasilla, AK 99654</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ARIZONA

**AJO**

PPEP Behavioral Health Services  
111 La Mina Avenue  
Ajo, AZ 85321  
(520) 387-5232  
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

**APACHE JUNCTION**

Mountain Health and Wellness  
625 North Plaza Drive  
Apache Junction, AZ 85120  
(480) 983-0065  
SA DT BU NXN • OP OD OMB OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • PA • AH SP • CO DU AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**ARIZONA CITY**

Arizona Csl and Treatment Servs LLC  
Arizona City  
13100 South Sunland Gin Road  
Suite 1  
Arizona City, AZ 85123  
(520) 413-2750  
Intakes: (866) 966-0220 (928) 376-0220  
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC • AH • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

The River Source Treatment Center  
16286 South Sunland Gin Road  
Arizona City, AZ 85123  
(520) 836-2205  
Intake: (888) 687-7332  
SAF • SA DT BU • RES RS RL RD • SF PI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**AVONDALE**

Community Bridges Inc  
West Valley Access / Transition Point  
824 North 99th Avenue  
Suite 108  
Avondale, AZ 85323  
(877) 931-9142  
MHSAF • SA DT BU NXN • OP RES RD OD OMB ORT CT • SF MD MC PI MI IHS • AH • CO • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**BENSON**

Community Bridges Inc  
Benson Outpatient  
470 South Ocotillo Avenue  
Benson, AZ 85602  
(520) 586-4691  
Intake: (877) 931-9142  
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC • AH • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Arizona Csl and Treatment Servs LLC  
Benson  
500 South Highway 80  
Suite A  
Benson, AZ 85602  
(866) 966-0220  
Intake: (928) 376-0220  
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC • AH • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Community Bridges Inc  
Benson Desert Sunrise  
648 West Union Street  
Benson, AZ 85602  
(520) 586-6717  
Intake: (520) 586-9543  
SAF • SA BU • RES RS • SF MD MC PI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Southeastern AZ Behav Health Services (SEABHHS)  
611 West Union Street  
Benson, AZ 85602  
(520) 586-0800  
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • SP • CO DU AD WN MN TRMA XA • ADLT • FEM MALE

**BISBEE**

Alcoholism Council of Cochise County  
Verhelst Recovery House  
936 Towervale Road  
Bisbee, AZ 85603  
(520) 432-3764  
SAF • SA HH • RES RL • SF • CJ MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

Arizona Csl and Treatment Servs LLC  
24 Howell Street  
Bisbee, AZ 85603  
(866) 966-0220  
Intake: (928) 376-0220  
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC • AH SP • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Renaissance House  
Womens Transition Project Inc  
240 OHara Avenue  
Bisbee, AZ 85603  
(520) 432-1771  
MHSAF • SA HH • OP RES RS RL ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • IHS • AH • SP • CO GL VET ADM MF SE PW WN TRMA BC XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM

**BULLHEAD CITY**

ABC Therapy Inc  
1748 Highway 95  
Suite 14  
Bullhead City, AZ 86442  
(928) 763-0250  
Intake: (888) 459-1600  
MHSAF • SA NXN • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC • AH SP • CO DU CJ AD WN MN XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Mohave Mental Health Clinic Inc  
1145 Marina Boulevard  
Bullhead City, AZ 86442  
(928) 758-5905  
MHSAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP OD OMB ORT CT • SF MD MC PI MI • SS • AH SP • CO GL WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
Solutions One Stop Counseling  
1099 Hancock Road  
Suites A, B and C  
Bullhead City, AZ 86442  
(928) 763-1945  
Intake: (928) 763-1945  
MHSAD • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI •  
CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ PW WN  
MN TRMA X A DV • CHLD ADLT •  
FEM MALE  

Westcare Arizona I Inc  
821 Hancock Road  
Suite 2  
Bullhead City, AZ 86442  
(928) 649-7113  
Intake: (928) 649-7114  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • NP • PA • AD  
• CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE  

CAMP VERDE  
Yavapai Apache Nation  
Alcohol/Substance Abuse Program  
3462 Smith Avenue  
Camp Verde, AZ 86322  
(928) 649-7113  
Intake: (928) 649-7114  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • NP • PA • AD  
• CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE  

CASA GRANDE  
Community Bridges Inc  
Casa Grande Outpatient Services Center  
675 East Cottonwood Lane  
Casa Grande, AZ 85122  
(520) 426-0088  
Intake: (877) 931-9142  
MHSAD • SA BU NXN • OP OIT ORT  
CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI HS • AH • CO  
• YAD ADLT • FEM MALE  

Helping Associates Inc  
1901 North Treckell Road  
Suite A  
Casa Grande, AZ 85122  
(520) 836-1029  
MHSAD • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD  
MC SI PI MI • SS • AH SP • CO GL CJ  
AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV •  
CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE  

Horizon Human Services  
120 East Main Street  
Casa Grande, AZ 85122  
(520) 836-1675  
MHSAD • SA BU • OP ODT CT • SF MD  
MC SI PI MI • SS • AH SP • DU • YAD  
ADLT • FEM MALE  

Horizon Human Services  
2217 South Peart Road  
Casa Grande, AZ 85122  
(520) 836-1713  
Intake: (520) 836-1688  
SAF • SA • RES RS RL • SF MD MC SI PI MI  
• SS • AH SP • CJ • YAD ADLT •  
FEM MALE  

Michael Brubaker Counseling  
1927 North Treckell Road  
Suite D  
Casa Grande, AZ 85122  
(520) 836-9788  
Intake: (520) 836-9789  
SAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF SI PI  
• CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE WN  
MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE  

Banner Behavioral Health Hospital  
Outpatient Services/Chandler Campus  
1600 West Chandler Boulevard  
Suite 180  
Chandler, AZ 85224  
(602) 254-4357  
MHSAD • SA • OP OIT • SF PI MI • CO AD  
• CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE  

Chandler Valley Hope Alcohol/Drug and  
Related Treatment Services  
501 North Washington Street  
Chandler, AZ 85225  
(480) 899-3335  
SAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP RES  
RN RS RL RD OD OMB ODT HID HIT •  
SF PI • WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE  

Saint Lukes Behavioral Health Center  
325 East Elliot Road  
Suite 29  
Chandler, AZ 85225  
(480) 827-3440  
Intakes: (602) 251-8535 (800) 821-4193  
SAF • SA • OP OIT • SF PI MI • AH  
• YAD ADLT • FEM MALE  

CHANDLER  
BCAART Behavioral Health Services Inc  
908 West Chandler Boulevard  
Building A  
Chandler, AZ 85225  
(480) 899-0200  
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only  
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU OTPA • OP  
OD OMB ORT • SF MD SI • PA • CO GL  
VET CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV  
• YAD ADLT • FEM MALE  

Southwestern AZ Behav Health Servs  
(SEABHS)  
430 North Coronado Boulevard  
Clifton, AZ 85533  
(928) 865-4531  
MHSAD • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD  
MC • AH • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE  

东北亚 ARIZONA  

ARIZONA Cnty and Treatment Servs LLC  
Treatment Services LLC/Clifton  
562 North Corona Road  
Clifton, AZ 85533  
(866) 966-0220  
Intake: (928) 376-0220  
MHSAD • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD  
MC • AH • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE  

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
ELOY
Pinal Hispanic Council
Substance Abuse Counseling
107 East 4th Street
Eloy, AZ 85131
(520) 466-7765
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC • SS • SP • CO DU CJ WN MN TRMA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

FLAGSTAFF
Flagstaff Medical Center
Behavioral Health Services
1200 North Beaver Street
2nd Floor West Campus
Flagstaff, AZ 86001
(928) 213-6400
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC • SS • SP • CO DU CJ WN MN TRMA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Guidance Center
2187 North Vickey Street
Flagstaff, AZ 86004
(928) 327-1899
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC • SS • SP • CO DU CJ WN MN TRMA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Mountain Counseling Services
5 West Cherry Avenue
Suite 307
Flagstaff, AZ 86001
(928) 600-0664
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF SI PI • DU CJ WN MN TRMA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

GILBERT
Eureka Imperial Residence
1740 South Heritage Drive
Gilbert, AZ 85295
(480) 264-2647
Intake: (480) 540-1557
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • MD • PA • NX • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Northern Arizona Substance Abuse Services
2101 North 4th Street
Suite 100
Flagstaff, AZ 86004
(928) 773-9376
Intake: (888) 552-0954
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • DU WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

FORT DEFIANCE
Fort Defiance Outpatient Treatment Center
Fort Defiance Agency Dawn of Recovery Old Fort Defiance Chapter House
Fort Defiance, AZ 85504
(928) 729-4012
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • MD • PA • NX • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

FREDONIA
Encompass Health Services
Fredonia Location
170 North Main Street
Fredonia, AZ 86022
(928) 643-7230
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • DU MN DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Kaibab/Paiute Tribe Substance Abuse Program
1 North Pipe Spring Road
Fredonia, AZ 86022
(928) 643-8323
Intake: (928) 643-8336
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • PI IHS • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

GLENDALE
Aurora Behavioral Health System
6015 West Peoria Avenue
Glendale, AZ 85302
(623) 344-4400
Intake: (623) 345-5494 (623) 480-4487
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • DU MN DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Paradise Valley Step Two Recovery Center
3771 East Brooks Farms Road
Glendale, AZ 85308
(623) 344-4400
Intake: (623) 345-5494 (623) 480-4487
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • DU MN DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Renaissance Recovery Center
201 West Guadalupe Road
Suite 314
Gilbert, AZ 85233
(480) 632-1345
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF SI PI • SS • CO TRMA XA DV • YAD • FEM MALE

GILBERT
Eureka Imperial Residence
1740 South Heritage Drive
Gilbert, AZ 85295
(480) 264-2647
Intake: (480) 540-1557
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • MD • PI IHS • CO DU CJ WN MN TRMA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Northern Arizona Substance Abuse Services
2101 North 4th Street
Suite 100
Flagstaff, AZ 86004
(928) 773-9376
Intake: (888) 552-0954
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • DU WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

FORT DEFIANCE
Fort Defiance Outpatient Treatment Center
Fort Defiance Agency Dawn of Recovery Old Fort Defiance Chapter House
Fort Defiance, AZ 85504
(928) 729-4012
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • MD • PA • NX • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

FREDONIA
Encompass Health Services
Fredonia Location
170 North Main Street
Fredonia, AZ 86022
(928) 643-7230
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • DU MN DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Kaibab/Paiute Tribe Substance Abuse Program
1 North Pipe Spring Road
Fredonia, AZ 86022
(928) 643-8323
Intake: (928) 643-8336
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • PI IHS • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

GLENDALE
Aurora Behavioral Health System
6015 West Peoria Avenue
Glendale, AZ 85302
(623) 344-4400
Intake: (623) 345-5494 (623) 480-4487
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • DU MN DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Paradise Valley Step Two Recovery Center
3771 East Brooks Farms Road
Glendale, AZ 85308
(623) 344-4400
Intake: (623) 345-5494 (623) 480-4487
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • DU MN DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
Correctional Healthcare Companies
Community Health Services Division
4425 West Glendale Avenue
Suite 5
Glendale, AZ 85301
(480) 949-8871
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • AH SP • DU
VET CJ W N MN DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Terrors Inc
4425 West Olive Avenue
Suite 200
Glendale, AZ 85302
(602) 389-3700
MHSASF • SA • OP ORT ORT • SF MD
MC SI PI • SS • AH SP • CO DU CJ W N
MN XA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Thunderbird Treatment Center
13820 North 51st Avenue
Suite 300
Glendale, AZ 85306
(602) 938-2301
Intake: (602) 938-2300
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU OTPA • OP
OD OMB • SF • NX FX • CO GL VET
ADM MF CJ SE PW W N MN TRMA
XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F36 N29

Treatment Assessment Screening Ctr Inc (TASC)
6409 West Glendale Avenue
Suites K-L
Glendale, AZ 85301
(623) 842-4535
SAF • SA • OP ORT ORT • SF • SS • SP
FX • CO DU SE W N MN DV • CHLD
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F70

West Valley ASAP IOP Program
8607 North 59th Avenue
Suite C-6
Glendale, AZ 85302
(602) 434-0249
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF PI • AD • CHLD
• FEM MALE

GLOBE
Community Bridges Inc
Globe Outpatient Services Center
5734 East Hope Lane
Globe, AZ 85501
(928) 425-2415
Intake: (877) 931-9142
MHSASF • SA BU NN XN • OP ORT ORT
CT • SF MD MC PI MI IH HS • AH • CO
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Community Bridges Inc
Globe SRU
5734 East Hope Lane
Globe, AZ 85501
(928) 831-7566
Intake: (877) 931-9142
MHSASF • DT BU NN XN • RES RD CT
• SF MD MC PI MI IH HS • AH • CO • YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

Southeastern AZ Behavioral Hlth Servs (SEABHS)
996 North Broad Road
Globe, AZ 85501
(928) 425-2185
MHSASF • SA BU • OP OMB ORT ORT
CT • SF MD MC PI MI IH HS • AH
SP NX FX • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ
SE AD PW W N MN TRMA XA DV •
CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F4
F17 F19 F28 F30 F31 F37 F42 F43 F47 F66
F67 F70 F81 F92 N23 N24 N40 N13 N18

HEREFORD
Marys Mission and Development Center
8360 South Highway 92
Hereford, AZ 85615
(520) 378-5175
Intake: (520) 417-2115
MHSASF • SA • RES RS RL CT • SF SI PI
IH HS • CO GL CJ AD TRMA XA DV •
CHLD • FEM

HOLBROOK
Community Counseling Centers Inc
Outpatient Clinic
105 North 5th Avenue
Holbrook, AZ 86025
(928) 524-6126
MHSASF • SA BU NN XN • OP ORT ORT
• SF MD SIMI • SS • AH • DU AD
• CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

HUACHUCA CITY
In Balance Counseling Inc
331 North In Balance Ranch Road
Huachuca City, AZ 85616
(520) 457-9030
Intakes: (520) 457-9030
SAF • SA • OP ORT ORT • SF • CO
AD TRMA XA DV • CHLD • MALE

KAYENTA
Kayenta Outpatient Treatment Center
Highway 163
Kayenta, AZ 86033
(928) 697-5570
Intake: (928) 697-5571
SAF • SA • OP ORT • MD IH HS • PA • NX
• YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • N23

KINGMAN
Mohave Mental Health Clinic Inc
3505 Western Avenue
Kingman, AZ 86409
(928) 757-8111
Intake: (888) 757-8111
MHSASF • SA DT BU NN XN • VTRL • OP
OD OMB ORT ORT CT • SF MD MC PI
• SS • AH • CO • GL W N TRMA • YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

Treatment Assessment Screening Ctr Inc (TASC)
2364 Kingman Avenue
Kingman, AZ 86401
(928) 753-9768
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF PI • DU CJ
• CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

LAKE HAVASU CITY
Mohave Mental Health Clinic Inc
Lake Havasu
2187 Swanson Avenue
Lake Havasu City, AZ 86403
(928) 855-3432
MHSASF • SA BU NN XN • VTRL • OP
OD OMB ORT CT • SF MD MC PI • SS • AH
SP • CO GL AD W N MN • CHLD YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
**LAKESIDE**

Community Counseling Centers Inc
PineView Psychiatric Hospital
1920 West Commerce Drive
Lakeside, AZ 85929
(928) 368-4110
Intake: (928) 537-2951
MHSAP ▪ DT ▪ HID ▪ SF MD MCSI PI MI IHS ▪ AH ▪ YAD ADLT ▪ FEM MALE

**MARANA**

Marana Health Center Inc
DBA MHC HealthCare
13395 North Marana Main Street
Building B
Marana, AZ 85653
(520) 068-1093
Intake: (520) 682-1091
MHSAP ▪ SA BU NXN VTRL ▪ OP OIT ORT CT ▪ SF MD MC SI PI MI IHS ▪ SS ▪ AH SP ▪ CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MNT TRM A XA DV ▪ CHLD YAD ADLT ▪ FEM MALE

**MARICOPA**

Ak Chin Indian Community
48227 West Farrell Road
Maricopa, AZ 85139
(520) 568-1093
Intake: (520) 568-1092
MHSAP ▪ SA ▪ OP OIT ORT ▪ NP ▪ PA ▪ CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD WN MN TRM A XA DV ▪ ADLT ▪ FEM MALE

La Frontera Arizona
EMPACT/SPC
21476 North John Wayne Parkway
Suite C-101
Maricopa, AZ 85139
(520) 316-6068
MHSAP ▪ SA DT NXN ▪ OP OD OIT ORT CT ▪ SF MD MC SI PI IHS ▪ SP ▪ CO GL CJ AD WN MN TRM A XA DV ▪ CHLD YAD ADLT ▪ FEM MALE

**MESA**

Community Bridges Inc
ASPIRE
1012 South Stapley Drive
Building 5
Mesa, AZ 85204
(480) 768-6022
Intake: (877) 931-1114
MHSAP ▪ SA BU NXN ▪ OP OIT ORT CT ▪ SF MD MC PIM IHS ▪ PW WN ▪ YAD ADLT ▪ FEM MALE

Community Bridges Inc
Arizona Bridge to Recovery
554 South Bellview Street
Mesa, AZ 85204
(877) 931-1114
Intake: (877) 931-9142
MHSAP ▪ DT BU NXN ▪ HID CT ▪ SF MD MC PIM IHS ▪ AH ▪ CO ▪ YAD ADLT ▪ FEM MALE

Community Bridges Inc
Center for Hope
554 South Bellview Street
Mesa, AZ 85204
(480) 461-1711
MHSAP ▪ SA BU HH ▪ OP RES RL OIT ORT CT ▪ MD ▪ AH ▪ CO PW WN TRM A XA DV ▪ YAD ADLT ▪ FEM

Anasazi Foundation
1424 South Stapley Drive
Mesa, AZ 85204
(480) 892-7403
Intake: (800) 678-3445
MHSAP ▪ SA ▪ RES RL ▪ SF PI MI IHS ▪ SS ▪ SP ▪ AD WN MN BC ▪ CHLD ADLT ▪ FEM MALE

Community Bridges Inc
East Valley Addiction Recovery Center
560 South Bellview Street
Mesa, AZ 85204
(480) 962-7711
Intake: (877) 931-9142
SAF ▪ SA DT BU ▪ RES RD HID HIT CT ▪ SF MD Mc PIM IHS ▪ AH FX ▪ YAD ADLT ▪ FEM MALE ▪ F81

Community Medical Services
Mesa
6116 East Arbor Avenue
Building 1 Suite 104
Mesa, AZ 85206
(480) 499-4599
SAF ▪ SA DT BU VTRL OTPA ▪ OP OMB ORT CT ▪ SF MD ▪ AH ▪ CJ PW ▪ YAD ADLT ▪ FEM MALE

East Valley ASAP IOP Program
2530 South Alma School Road
Mesa, AZ 85202
(602) 434-0249
SAF ▪ SA ▪ OP OIT ▪ SF PI ▪ AD ▪ CHLD ▪ FEM MALE

East Valley Substance Abuse Center Inc
1550 East University Drive
Suite F-1
Mesa, AZ 85203
(480) 833-8122
SAF ▪ SA ▪ OP OIT ORT CT ▪ SF ▪ SP ▪ CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRM A XA DV ▪ YAD ADLT ▪ FEM MALE

Family Service Agency
943 South Gilbert Road
Suite 204
Mesa, AZ 85204
(480) 507-8619
Intakes: (602) 264-9891x8618 (602) 264-9891x8622
MHSAP ▪ SA ▪ OP OIT ORT ▪ SF MD MCSI ▪ SS ▪ AH SP ▪ CO WN MN ▪ CHLD ADLT ▪ FEM MALE

Jewish Family and Childrens Services
1255 West Baseline Road
Suite B-258
Mesa, AZ 85202
(602) 256-0528
MHSAP ▪ SA ▪ OP OIT ORT ▪ SF MD MCSI ▪ SS ▪ AH SP ▪ CO WN MN ▪ CHLD ADLT ▪ FEM MALE

Lifewell Behavioral Wellness
619 West Southern Avenue
Mesa, AZ 85210
(602) 808-2828
Intakes: (602) 808-2851 (602) 808-2822
MHSAP ▪ SA ▪ RES RL ▪ SF MD MC SI PI MI IHS ▪ CO WN ▪ YAD ADLT ▪ FEM MALE
ARIZONA

Positive Change Institute Inc
1050 East University Drive
Suite 5
Mesa, AZ 85203
(480) 833-0805
Intake: (480) 833-4959
MHSAP • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • CJ
DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

River Source Treatment Center
108 East 2nd Avenue
Mesa, AZ 85210
(888) 687-7332
SAF • SA DT BU • RES RS RL RD CT • SF PI • WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Sun Valley Services Inc
706 East Main Street
Mesa, AZ 85213
(480) 644-9339
Intake: (480) 644-9039
MHSAP • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • CO DU GL VET ADM MF SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Terros Inc
1455 South Stapley Street
Suite 13
Mesa, AZ 85204
(602) 302-7900
Intake: (602) 685-6000
MHSAP • SANXN • OP OIT ORT • MD SI PI MI • SS • AH SP • CO VET CJ TRMA XA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Treatment Assessment Screening Ctr Inc (TASC)
423 North Country Club Drive
Suite 19
Mesa, AZ 85201
(480) 898-1849
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • SS • SP FX • DU CJ SE WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F70

Valle del Sol
4135 South Power Road
Suite 108
Mesa, AZ 85212
(602) 258-6797
Intakes: (602) 258-6797x931 (602) 258-6797x100
MHSAP • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • MD MC SI PI MI • SP • CO DU CJ WN MN TRMA XA DV • ADLT • FEM MALE

Women in New Recovery
860 North Center Street
Mesa, AZ 85201
(480) 464-5764
Intake: (480) 464-8353
SAF • SA HH • OP RES RL ODT OIT ORT • SF PI ATR • CO VET ADM MF CJ SE WN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM

NOGALES

Community Intervention Associates
32 Boulevard Del Rey David
Nogales, AZ 85621
(520) 394-7400
MHSAP • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD • SS • SP • CO AD WN MN TRMA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
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Encompass Health Services
Page Outpatient
465 South Lake Powell Boulevard
Page, AZ 86040
(928) 645-5113
MHSAP • SA DT BU HH • OP OD OMB OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • DU CJ DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

PARKER

Colorado River Indian Tribes
Dept of Health and Social Services
12302 Kennedy Drive
Parker, AZ 85344
(928) 669-6577
Intake: (928) 669-3256
MHSAP • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • MD PI IHS • PA • DU AD WN MN DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE
PAYSON
Community Bridges Inc
Payson Outpatient Services Center
803 West Main Street
Payson, AZ 85541
(480) 831-7566
Intake: (877) 931-9142
MHS AF • SA BU NXN • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC PI MI IHS • AH • CO • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Southwest Behavioral Health Services Inc
Payson Division
404 West Aero Drive
Payson, AZ 85541
(928) 474-3303
Intake: (928) 474-3303
MHS AF • SA DT • OP OD OIT ORT CT • SF MD • SS • SP • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE WP WN M N TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

PHOENIX
Community Bridges Inc
Central City Addiction Recovery Center
2770 East Van Buren Street
Phoenix, AZ 85008
(602) 264-7897
Intake: (602) 264-7897
S AF • SA HH • OP OIT ORT CT • IHS • PA • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Addiction Resources Inc
4337 West Indian School Road
Suite 105
Phoenix, AZ 85031
(602) 233-9401
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
S AF • SA MM BU OTP A • OP OMB • SF • SP • PW • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Alcohol Recovery Solutions
15215 South 48th Street
Suite 150
Phoenix, AZ 85044
(602) 962-9760
S AF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Assisted Recovery Centers of America
1000 East Indian School Road
Suite B
Phoenix, AZ 85014
(602) 264-7897
Intake: (602) 264-7897
MHS AF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP OD OMB OIT ORT CT • SF PI MI • SS • FX • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE WP WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F67

Calvary Center
720 East Montebello Avenue
Phoenix, AZ 85014
(602) 279-1468
Intake: (602) 279-1468
S AF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP RES RS RL RD ODT OIT HID HIT • SF PI • CO OU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE WP WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Carl T Hayden VA Medical Center
SARRTP
650 East Indian School Road
Phoenix, AZ 85012
(602) 277-5551 x 5954
Intakes: (602) 277-5551 x 5954
S AF • SA BU NXN VTRL • RES RL • VM CG MI • CO VET TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Casa de Amigas
1648 West Colter Street
Phoenix, AZ 85015
(602) 265-9987
S AF • SA HH • OP ORT CT • SF PI MI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Center for Behavioral Health Inc
Phoenix
1501 East Washington Street
Phoenix, AZ 85034
(602) 253-6553
S AF • SA DT MM DM BU NXN VTRL • OP OD OMB OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI • DU CJ PW WN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Chicanos Por La Causa Inc
Centro de La Familia
6850 West Indian School Road
Suite C-3
Phoenix, AZ 85031
(623) 247-7064
S AF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • MD SI PI • AH SP • CO GL AD WN MN TRMA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Community Bridges Inc
Center for Excellence
8825 North 23rd Avenue
Suite 100
Phoenix, AZ 85021
(602) 861-2255
Intake: (602) 861-2255
S AF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • MD SI PI • AH SP • CO GL AD WN MN TRMA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Community Medical Services
Alpha
3825 North 24th Street
Phoenix, AZ 85016
(602) 955-7997
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
S AF • SA MM BU OTP A • OP OMB ORT • SF MD MC • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
Community Medical Services Northern
2301 West Northern Avenue
Phoenix, AZ 85021
(602) 866-9378

Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA MM BU OTPA • OP OMB • SF SI • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Crossroads Inc
1632 East Flower Street
Phoenix, AZ 85016
(602) 274-2112
Intake: (480) 507-9919
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • DU CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Dynamic Living Counseling Inc
5150 North 16th Street
Suite B-132
Phoenix, AZ 85016
(602) 274-4288
SAF • SA • OP RES RS RL ODT OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • WN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Ebony House Inc
622 South 13th Street
Phoenix, AZ 85042
(602) 254-6137
SAF • SA • OP RES RS RL ODT OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • WN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Ebony House Inc
Youth/Young Adults Behav Health Servs
1616 East Indian School Road
Suite 100
Phoenix, AZ 85016
(602) 254-6137
SAF • SA • OP RES RS RL ODT OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • WN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Emmarie Behavioral Home Care
2926 West Wayland Drive
Phoenix, AZ 85041
(602) 276-2204
MHSAF • SA BU • RES RS RL CT • SF MD MC SI PI • IHS • CO VET SE WN MN TRMA XA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Family Service Agency
10240 North 31st Avenue
Suite 122
Phoenix, AZ 85051
(602) 264-9891
Intakes: (602) 264-9891x8618 (602) 264-9891x8622
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI • SS • AH • CO • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Family Service Agency
2400 North Central Avenue
Suite 400
Phoenix, AZ 85004
(602) 264-9891
Intakes: (602) 264-9891x8618 (602) 264-9891x8622
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI • SS • AH • CO • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Florence Crittenton
Therapeutic Group Home
715 West Mariposa Street
Phoenix, AZ 85013
(602) 274-7318
Intake: (602) 288-4509
MHSAF • SA • OP RES RS RL ORT • SF MD SI PI • AH • CJ AD TRMA • CHLD • FEM

Friendship CMHC Inc
730 East Highland Avenue
Phoenix, AZ 85014
(602) 241-6656x106
Intakes: (602) 241-6656x108 (480) 332-1731
MHF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Intensive Treatment Systems LLC
19401 North Cave Creek Road
Suite 18
Phoenix, AZ 85024
(602) 996-0099
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA MM BU OTPA • OP OMB ORT • SF MD • AH • PW • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Intensive Treatment Systems LLC
651 West Coolidge Street
Phoenix, AZ 85013
(602) 248-0550
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA MM OTPA • OP OMB • SF MD • AH • SP • WN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Intensive Treatment Systems LLC
7102 West Thomas Road
Suite 107
Phoenix, AZ 85033
(623) 247-1234
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA MM OTPA • OP OMB ORT • SF MD • PI • SP • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Jewish Family and Childrens Services
3306 West Catalina Drive
Phoenix, AZ 85017
(602) 353-0703x13412
Intake: (602) 256-0528x0
MHF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI • AH • CO • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Jewish Family and Childrens Services
3306 West Catalina Drive
Phoenix, AZ 85017
(602) 353-0703x13412
Intake: (602) 256-0528x0
MHF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI • AH • CO • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions • See KEY on Page v.
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ARIZONA

Phoenix VA Healthcare System
Substance Abuse Treatment Program
650 East Indian School Road
Building 31
Phoenix, AZ 85012
(602) 277-5551x7640
Intake: (602) 277-5551x7574
SAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP RES RS RL OMB OIT ORT • VAMC PI MI • PA • DU VET TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Professional Psychology Associates PC
Center for Lifestyle Change
422 East Camelback Road
Suite 230-H
Phoenix, AZ 85018
(602) 852-0911
MHSASF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF PI • AD WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Recovery Rx
333 East Virginia Avenue
Suite 110
Phoenix, AZ 85004
(602) 388-4986
Intake: (602) 568-8169
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA MM OTPA • OP OMB • SF • SS • WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Saint Lukes Behavioral Health Center
Outpatient
1800 East Van Buren Street
Phoenix, AZ 85006
(602) 251-8535
Intake: (800) 821-4193
MHSASF • SA • OP OIT • SF MC PI MI • AH SP • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Southwest Behavioral Health Servs Inc
Methadone Maintenance
1424 South 7th Avenue
Building C
Phoenix, AZ 85007
(602) 258-3600x4144
Intake: (602) 258-3600x0
MHSASF • SA MM BU NXN • OP OMB ORT • SF MD MC SI • PA • AH • CO DU GL VET ADM CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Stonewall Institute
4020 North 20th Street
Suite 302
Phoenix, AZ 85016
(602) 535-6468
MHSASF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF PI • CO DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Terros Inc
10220 North 31st Avenue
Phoenix, AZ 85051
(602) 685-6127
MHSASF • SA • OP ODT • MD PI • PA • AH • CO GL VET CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Terros Inc
3864 North 27th Avenue
Phoenix, AZ 85017
(602) 685-6000
MHSASF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC PI • SS • AH SP • CO VET CJ TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Terros Inc
4909 East McDowell Road
Phoenix, AZ 85008
(602) 685-6000
MHSASF • SA DT BU NXN • OP OD OMB OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • AH • CO VET ADM CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Terros Inc
McDowell Outpatient
4909 East McDowell Road
Phoenix, AZ 85008
(602) 685-6000
MHSASF • SA DT BU NXN • OP OD OMB OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • AH • CO VET ADM CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Treatment Assessment Screening Ctr Inc
(TASC)
2302 North 7th Street
Suite B
Phoenix, AZ 85006
(602) 712-0234
Intake: (602) 712-0234x241
MHF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • SS • SP FX • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F70

USPHS Phoenix Indian Medical Center
American Indian/Alaska Native Only
4212 North 16th Street
Phoenix, AZ 85016
(602) 263-1200
GHE • SA VTRL • OP ORT • MD SI PI MI • AH • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Valle Del Sol Inc
Behavioral Health Program
1209 South 1st Avenue
Phoenix, AZ 85003
(602) 258-6797
Intakes: (602) 523-9312 (602) 258-6797x931
MHSASF • SA MM BU • OP OMB ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH SP • CO DU CJ WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Youth Evaluation and Treatment Center
414 North 19th Avenue
Phoenix, AZ 85015
(602) 285-5550
MHSASF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • SS • AH SP • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

POLACCA

Hopi Guidance Center
Highway 264
Mile Marker 388
Polacca, AZ 86042
(928) 737-3000
Intake: (928) 737-3000x6323
MHSASF • SA • NXN VTRL • OP OIT ORT • IHS • PA • NX • CO AD WN MN XA • ADLT • FEM MALE • N13 N23 N33

PRESCOTT

A Sober Way Home
195 Plaza Drive
Prescott, AZ 86303
(928) 776-3073
Intake: (928) 776-3073
SAF • SA BU NXN VTRL HH • OP RES RS RL OMB ODT OIT ORT CT • SF PI • CO WN MN TRMA XA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
Chapter 5

Intensive Outpatient Program
726 West Gurly Street
Prescott, AZ 86305
(928) 541-0692
Intake: (888) 541-0690
SAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF PI
• CJ WN MN DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Decision Point Center Inc
505 West Whipple Street
Prescott, AZ 86301
(928) 778-4600
Intake: (877) 772-3648
SAF • SA • OP ODT OIT OET ORT • SF PI
• CJ WN MN DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Pas Place Inc
615 West Hillside Avenue
Prescott, AZ 86301
(928) 445-5081
SAF • SA • OP RES RL OD OMB ODT OIT ORT • SF PI
• CO TRMA XA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Prescott House Inc
214 North Arizona Avenue
Prescott, AZ 86301
(928) 776-8251
Intake: (866) 425-4673
SAF • SA NOXN VTRL • OP RES RL
ODT OIT ORT CT • SF PI • CO GL VET
SE MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • MALE

Prescott Medical Executive Detox
DBA Gallus Detox Centers
134 South Granite Street
Prescott, AZ 86303
(928) 227-2308x204
Intake: (855) 338-6929
SAF • DT BU • RES RD • SF PI • YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

Veterans Affairs Medical Center
MH 116 Northern Arizona VA Healthcare
500 Highway 89 North
Prescott, AZ 86313
(928) 445-4860
Intakes: (928) 776-6071 (928) 717-7500
GHT • SA DT BU NXN VTRL HH • OP RES
RS RL OD OMB ODT OIT ORT • SF PI
• CO TRMA XA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

West Yavapai Guidance Clinic
Adult Services
642 Dameron Drive
Prescott, AZ 86301
(928) 445-5211
Intake: (928) 445-5211x4009
MHSAS • SA • OP RES RL SD OIT ORT
• SF MD MC PI MI • AH SP • TRMA
• CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

PRESCOTT VALLEY

Mingus Mountain Estate Resid Ctr Inc
Mingus Mountain Academy
15801 East Don Carlos Drive
Prescott Valley, AZ 86315
(602) 335-2000
MHSAS • SA BU HH • RES RL CT • SF
MD MC PI MI • CO CJ AD TRMA XA
• CHLD • FEM

Southwest Behavioral Health
7600 East Florentine Road
Suite 101
Prescott Valley, AZ 86314
(928) 775-7088
SAF • SAMP MM BU NXN • OP OMB ORT
• SF MD • CO PW WNM TRMA XA DV
• YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Southwest Behavioral Health
7763 East Florentine Road
Prescott Valley, AZ 86314
(928) 772-1610
MHSAS • SA NXN • OP ORT CT • SF SIS
• DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

West Yavapai Guidance Clinic
Windsong Center
3345 North Windsong Drive
Prescott Valley, AZ 86314
(928) 445-5211
Intake: (928) 445-5211x4009
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD
MC PI MI • AH • CO DU AD TRMA
• CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

SACATON

Gila River Healthcare
BHS/OASIS
291 West Casa Blanca Road
Sacaton, AZ 85147
(520) 562-3321x7060
Intake: (520) 528-7100
SAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP OMB
OIT ORT • MD MC SI IHS • AH • AD
TRMA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

SAFFORD

Arizona Cdl and Treatment Servs LLC
Safford
301 East 4th Street
Suite A
Safford, AZ 85546
(928) 792-4242
Intake: (866) 966-0220
MHSAS • SA DT BU • OP OD ODT OIT
ORT CT • SF MD MC SI ITR • SS • AH
SP • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD
PW WNM TRMA XA DV • CHLD
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Southeastern AZ Behav Health Services
(SEABHS)
1615 South 1st Avenue
Safford, AZ 85546
(928) 428-4550
MHSAS • SA BU • OP OMB OIT ORT
CT • SF MD MC SI IHS • AH SP
NX FX • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ
SE AD PW WNM TRMA XA DV • CHLD
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F4
F17 F19 F28 F30 F31 F37 F43 F47 F66
F67 F70 F81 F92 N23 N24 N40 N13N18

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v. 39
ARIZONA

SAHUARITA

Oasis Home LLC
78 East Via Teresita Street
Sahuarita, AZ 85629
(520) 777-4547
Intake: (520) 777-5215
MHSAF • SA • BU • OP RES • RS • RL • OMB • ODT • OIT • ORT • CT • SI • CO • SE • WN • MN • TR
MA • XA • DV • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

SAINT JOHNS

Little Colorado Behavioral Health Centers
470 West Cleveland Street
Saint Johns, AZ 85936
(928) 337-4301
Intake: (928) 337-4302
MHSAF • SA • BU • OP • OMB • OIT • ORT • CT • SI • MI • PI • MD • SF • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

SAN CARLOS

San Carlos Apache Tribe
San Carlos Apache Wellness Center
5 San Carlos Boulevard
San Carlos, AZ 85550
(928) 475-4875
Intake: (928) 475-2798x1400
MHSAF • SA • BU • OP • OMB • OIT • ORT • CT • SI • MI • PI • MD • MC • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

SAN LUIS

Arizona Csd and Treatment Servs LLC
San Luis
679 North First Avenue
Suite E
San Luis, AZ 85349
(928) 376-0220
Intake: (866) 966-0220
MHSAF • SA • OP • OIT • ORT • SF • MD • MC • AH • SP • CHLD • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

SCOTTSDALE

A Better Today Recovery Services LLC
10609 North Hayden Road
Suite E105
Scottsdale, AZ 85260
(800) 805-6119
SAF • SA • BU • OP • OIT • ORT • CT • SI • MI • PI • MD • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

ACT/Counseling and Education
5010 East Shea Boulevard
Suite D-202
Scottsdale, AZ 85254
(602) 569-4328
MHSAF • SA • BU • OP • OIT • ORT • CT • SI • MI • PI • MD • SF • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

Banner Behavioral Health Hospital
7575 East Earll Drive
Scottsdale, AZ 85251
(480) 448-7500
Intakes: (602) 254-4357 (800) 254-4357
MHSAF • SA • BU • OP • OIT • ORT • CT • SI • MI • PI • MD • MC • IHS • PA • AH • SP • PW • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

Correctional Healthcare Companies
Community Health Services Division
7447 East Earll Drive
Suite 103
Scottsdale, AZ 85251
(480) 949-8871
SAF • SA • OP • OIT • ORT • CT • SI • MI • PI • MD • MC • IHS • PA • AH • SP • PW • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

Crisis Preparation and Recovery Inc
3260 North Hayden Road
Suite 112
Scottsdale, AZ 85251
(480) 804-0326
Intake: (480) 804-0326x0
MHSAF • SA • OP • OIT • ORT • CT • SI • MI • PI • MD • MC • AH • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

Mission Treatment Center
617 North Scottsdale Road
Suite D
Scottsdale, AZ 85257
(480) 990-3720
Methadone Clients Only
MHSAF • SA • MM • OMPA • OP • OMB • ORT • CT • SI • MI • PI • MD • MC • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

New Foundation
1200 North 77th Street
Scottsdale, AZ 85257
(480) 945-3302
Intake: (480) 945-3302x125
MHSAF • SA • BU • OP • OIT • ORT • CT • SI • MI • PI • MD • MC • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

Sundance Center
12816 East Turquoise Avenue
Scottsdale, AZ 85259
(480) 773-7329
Intakes: (800) 453-2124 (480) 840-2588
MHSAF • SA • BU • OP • OIT • ORT • CT • SI • MI • PI • MD • MC • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

SELLS

Tohono Oodham Human Services
Behavioral Health
Business Loop Highway 86
Sells, AZ 85634
(520) 383-6165
MHSAF • SA • BU • OP • OIT • ORT • CT • SI • MI • PI • MD • MC • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
SHOW LOW
Community Counseling Centers Inc
Outpatient Unit
2500 East Show Low Lake Road Building
Show Low, AZ 85901
(928) 537-2951
Intake: (928) 537-2951 ext 0
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SIP I • SS • AH • DU • AD • WN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

White Mountain Counseling
1141 East Cooley Street
Suite 0
Show Low, AZ 85901
(928) 532-3238
Intake: (928) 532-3239
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF SIP I • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • ADLT • FEM MALE

SIERRA VISTA
Alternative Counseling Services Inc
999 East Fry Boulevard
Suite 305
Sierra Vista, AZ 85635
(520) 459-1148
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF SI • SP • DU CJ AD MN DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Arizona Csl and Treatment Servs LLC
Sierra Vista
2039 East Wilcox Drive
Suite A
Sierra Vista, AZ 85635
(520) 226-9002
MHSAF • SA • BU NXN • VTRL • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SIP I • SS • AH SP FX • DU • AD • WN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F104

Marys Mission and Development Center
345 Taylor Drive
Sierra Vista, AZ 85635
(520) 417-2115
MHSAF • SA • RES • RS RL CT • SF MD SIP I • HS ATR • SP • CO GL MF CJ AD TRMA XA DV • CHLD • MALE

Southeastern AZ Behav Health Services (SEABHS)
4755 Campus Drive
Sierra Vista, AZ 85635
(520) 458-3932
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SIP I • SS • AH SP • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Sierra Vista, AZ 85635
345 Taylor Drive
Marys Mission and Development Center
Suite PI I S ATR MHSAF
(520) 417-2115
MHSAF • SA • RES • RS RL CT • SF MD SIP I • HS ATR • SP • CO GL MF CJ AD TRMA XA DV • CHLD • MALE

SOMERTON
Cocopah Alcohoh Drug Abuse Prevention Program
14515 South Veterans Drive
Somerton, AZ 85350
(928) 627-2161
SAF • SA DT • OP OIT ORT • IHS • CO CJ SE AD WN MN • ADLT • FEM MALE

SPRINGERVILLE
Little Colorado Behavioral Health Centers
50 North Hopi Street
Springerville, AZ 85938
(928) 333-2683
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD SIP I • SS • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

SUN CITY WEST
Banner Behavioral Health Hospital
Del E Webb Medical Center
14502 West Meeker Boulevard
4th Floor
Sun City West, AZ 85375
(623) 524-4000
Intake: (623) 524-4056
MHF • SA DT BU NXN • VTRL • OP OIT ORT HID HIT • SF MD MC SI • PI MF CJ AD • AH • AD • WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

SURPRISE
Western Judicial Services
Surprise Location
17125 North 134th Drive
Suite 101
Surprise, AZ 85378
(623) 556-9951
Intake: (623) 936-8828
SA • OP ORT • SF • DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

TEMPE
Center for Behavioral Health Inc
2123 East Southern Avenue
Tempe, AZ 85282
(480) 897-7044
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU NXN VTRL • OP OMB OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI • DU CJ PW WN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Crosswinds Counseling Services Inc
512 East Southern Avenue
Suite C
Tempe, AZ 85282
(480) 329-4348
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MC IHS ATR • AH • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

New Choices Inc
610 West Broadway
Suite 111
Tempe, AZ 85282
(480) 377-9156
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • AH SP • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Tempe Valley Hope Outpatient
Rio Sureno Medical Plaza
2115 East Southern Avenue
Tempe, AZ 85282
(480) 831-9533
SAF • SA DT BU • OP OMB OIT ORT CT • SF PI • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Valle Del Sol Inc
East Clinic
509 South Rockford Drive
Tempe, AZ 85281
(602) 258-6797
Intakes: (602) 523-9312 • (602) 258-6797 x931• MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD SI • PI MF CJ AD • AH SP • CO DU AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
**TOLLESON**

Western Judicial Services Inc
9550 West Van Buren Street
Suite 11
Tolleson, AZ 85353
(623) 936-8828
Intake: (623) 556-9951
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • SP • DU CJ AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

**TUCSON**

CODAC Behavioral Health Services Inc
127 South 5th Avenue
Tucson, AZ 85701
(520) 202-1758
Intake: (520) 202-1840
MHSAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP OD OMB OIT ORT • SF MD MC PI MI • SS • AH SP • CO CJ WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

CODAC Behavioral Health Services Inc
Young Adult Services
3550 North 1st Avenue
Suite 150
Tucson, AZ 85719
(520) 202-1742
Intake: (520) 202-1840
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC PI MI • SS • AH SP • CO YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

COPE Community Services Inc
La Cholla/COPE Medical Clinic South
1501 West Commerce Court
Tucson, AZ 85746
(520) 741-3180
Intake: (520) 205-4732
SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH SP • CO TRMA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

COPE Community Services Inc
Lakeside Integrated Healthcare Clinic
8050 East Lakeside Parkway
Tucson, AZ 85730
(520) 584-5820
Intake: (520) 205-4732
SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SP • CO CJ TRMA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

COPE Community Services Inc
Substance Abuse Services/OTP
101 South Stone Avenue
Suite 101
Tucson, AZ 85701
(520) 879-6680
Intake: (520) 205-4732
MHSAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP OD OMB OIT ORT • MD MC • PA • SF MD MC PI MI • SS • AH SP • CO CJ WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Cactus Counseling Associates PLLC
110 South Church Avenue
Suite 2070
Tucson, AZ 85701
(520) 798-3659
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • SP • CO DU GL VET CJ WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Center for Behavioral Health Tucson Inc
368 East Grant Road
Suite C
Tucson, AZ 85705
(520) 624-0250
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU NXN VTRL • OP OD OMB OIT ORT CT • SF MI • DU CJ PW WN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Center for Life Skills Development LLC
5700 East Pima Street
Suite E
Tucson, AZ 85712
(520) 885-1738
Intake: (520) 229-6220
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF IHS ATR • AH SP FX • DU GL CJ WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE • F4

Community Medical Services
6626 East Carondelet Drive
Tucson, AZ 85710
(520) 298-1650
MHSAF • SA DT MM BU NXN VTRL • OP OD OMB OIT ORT CT • SF IHS ATR • AH SP FX • DU GL CJ WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE • F4

**For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page vi.**
Compass Behavioral Healthcare Inc
Joan McNamara Ctr for New Directions
2950 North Dodge Boulevard
Tucson, AZ 85716
(520) 327-9863
SAF • SA BU NXN • RES RS RL • MD PI
IHS • AH SP NX • CO WNW MN TRMA
• YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • N23

Compass Behavioral Healthcare Inc
Serene Life
302 West Ventura Street
Suite 1
Tucson, AZ 85705
(520) 620-0188
SAF • SA • RES RL • SF PI IHS • SP • CJ
WN MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Cottonwood Tucson
4110 West Sweetwater Drive
Tucson, AZ 85745
(520) 743-0411
Intake: (800) 877-4520
MHSAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • RES
RS RL RD • SF PI AH • CO GL VET
ADM MF SE AD WN MN TRMA XA
DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Desert Star Addiction Recovery Center
7493 North Oracle Road
Suite 203
Tucson, AZ 85704
(520) 638-6000
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF PI
• DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Fuerza Y Esperanza Counseling
6637-6639 South 12th Avenue
Tucson, AZ 85756
(520) 295-0999
Intake: (520) 295-0997
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF SI MI IHS
• SS • AH SP • CO DU GL VET ADM
MF CJ SE PW WNW MN TRMA XA DV •
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Haven
1107 East Adelaide Drive
Tucson, AZ 85719
(520) 623-4590
SAF • SA BU VTRL HH • RES RS RL •
SF SI PI IHS • SP • CO GL CJ SE PW WNW
TRMA BC XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM

In Balance Counseling Inc
6107 East Grant Road
Tucson, AZ 85712
(520) 722-9631
SAF • SA • OP OIT • SF PI MI • CO VET
ADM MF SE AD MN • CHLD ADLT •
FEM MALE

Jewish Family and Children Servs of
Southern Arizona
4301 East 5th Street
Tucson, AZ 85711
(520) 795-0300x2222
Intake: (520) 795-0300x2362
MHI • SA • SP • OP ORT • SF MC PI MI • SS
PA • SP • AD • ADLT • FEM MALE

La Frontera Center
Casa de Vida
1900 West Speedway Boulevard
Tucson, AZ 85745
(520) 838-5736
Intake: (520) 792-0591
MHSAF • SA BU NXN • RES RL • MD
MI ATR • CO GL CJ SE PW WNW MN
TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

La Frontera Center
Hope Center
260 South Scott Avenue
Tucson, AZ 85701
(520) 884-8470
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA MM DM BU OTPA • OP OMB
ORT • MD MC • PA • AH SP FX • PW
TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F4

La Frontera Center
Mountain Rose
10841 North Thornydale Road
Tucson, AZ 85742
(520) 572-9320
MHI • SA BU NXN • RES RL CT • SF
MD MC SI PI • PA • AH SP • CO • YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

La Frontera Center
Substance Abuse Outpatient Services
502 West 29th Street
Tucson, AZ 85713
(520) 838-3888
Intake: (520) 884-9920
MHSAF • SA BU NXN • OP OIT ORT
• SF MD MC SI PI • SS PA • AH SP •
AD TRMA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM
MALE

Mark Youth and Family Care
Campus Inc
4653 East Pima Street
Tucson, AZ 85712
(520) 326-6182
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • CO
AD WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM
MALE

Methers Caring About Self
CODAC Behavioral Health Services Inc
502 North Silverbell Road
Tucson, AZ 85745
(520) 202-1716
Intake: (520) 327-4505
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD
MC SI PI • AH SP • CO PW WNW TRMA
X A DV • YAD ADLT • FEM

New Horizons BHS Inc
6871 East Nelson Drive
Tucson, AZ 85730
(520) 747-9443
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA MM DM BU OTPA • OP OMB
ORT • MD MC • PA • AH SP FX • PW
TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F4

New Hope Behavioral Health Center Inc
2001 West Orange Grove
Suite 204
Tucson, AZ 85704
(520) 297-3329
Intake: (520) 358-8441
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD
MC SI PI • AH SP • CO PW WNW TRMA
X A DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone Numbers</th>
<th>Services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tucson</td>
<td>4501 East 5th Street</td>
<td>(520) 546-0122</td>
<td>MALE, AH SP, SAF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tucson, AZ 85711</td>
<td>Intake: (520) 546-0211</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PPEP Behavioral Health Services</td>
<td>1021 East Palmdale Street</td>
<td>MALE, TR MA XA DV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tucson, AZ 85714</td>
<td>(520) 792-5704</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MHSAF, SA, OP OIT ORT, SF MD, AH SP, DU, ADLT, FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pima Prevention Partnership</td>
<td>1475 North Oracle Road</td>
<td>MALE, TR MA XA DV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tucson, AZ 85705</td>
<td>(520) 624-5800</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MHSAF, SA, OP OIT ORT, MD, PA, AH SP, CO AD TRMA, CHLD, FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reflections Family Services Inc</td>
<td>2530 East Broadway Boulevard</td>
<td>MALE, TR MA XA DV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tucson, AZ 85716</td>
<td>(520) 795-0981</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MHSAF, SA, OP OIT ORT, SF, SP, CO DU, GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV, YAD ADLT, FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Saint Josephs Hospital</td>
<td>OReilly Care Center</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>350 North Wilmot Road</td>
<td>(520) 873-3000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Behavioral Health Department</td>
<td>Intake: (520) 873-6840</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tucson, AZ 85711</td>
<td>MHSAF, SA, TNXN, OP OIT HIT, SF MD, MC, PI MI, AH, CO, GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV, YAD ADLT, FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Perception Counseling</td>
<td>36 West Franklin Street</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tucson, AZ 85701</td>
<td>(520) 623-7077</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MHSAF, SA, MM, BM, BU, HH, OP OMB ORT, SI IHS, AH SP, CO CJ AD WN MN TRMA XA DV, CHLD YAD ADLT, FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pascua Yaqui Tribe of Arizona Adult Behavioral Health Program</td>
<td>7474 South Camino de Oeste</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tucson, AZ 85757</td>
<td>(520) 879-6050</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MHSAF, SA, MM, BM, BU, HH, OP OMB ORT, SI IHS, AH SP, CO CJ AD WN MN TRMA XA DV, CHLD YAD ADLT, FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sonora Behavioral Health Hospital</td>
<td>6050 North Corona Road</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tucson, AZ 85704</td>
<td>(520) 469-8700</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MHSAF, SA DT, NXN, OP OIT, HHD, SF MD, MC, PI MI, ADLM, CHLD YAD ADLT, FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Southern Arizona VA Healthcare Servs</td>
<td>3601 South 6th Avenue</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tucson, AZ 85723</td>
<td>(520) 792-1450x5047</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MHSAF, SA DT, BU, NXN, VTRL, OP RES, RS R LD, HDD, HHT CT, SF PI, PI, CO TRMA, YAD ADLT, FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wellton</td>
<td>Arizona Cdl and Treatment Servs LLC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10318 William Street</td>
<td>Wellton, AZ 85356</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intake: (928) 376-0220</td>
<td>MHSAF, SA, OP OIT ORT, SF MD, MC, AH SP, CHLD YAD ADLT, FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wickenburg</td>
<td>Meadows</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1655 North Tegner Street</td>
<td>Wickenburg, AZ 85390</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intake: (800) 632-3694</td>
<td>MHSAF, SA DT, BU, NXN, VTRL, HHD Hit, SF PI, MI, YAD ADLT, FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rosewood Centers for Eating Disorders</td>
<td>36075 South Kincon Road</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wickenburg, AZ 85390</td>
<td>(800) 845-2211</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MHSAF, SA DT, BU, NXN, RES, RS, RLD, HHD, HHT CT, SF PI, PI, PA, CO ADWN TRMA BC XA, CHLD YAD ADLT, FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Winslow</td>
<td>Community Bridges Inc</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Winslow Outpatient Services Center</td>
<td>Winslow, AZ 86047</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intake: (928) 289-4658</td>
<td>MHSAF, SA BU, OP OIT ORT, SF MD, PI MI, SS, AH NX, DU AD, CHLD YAD ADLT, FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Community Counseling Centers Inc</td>
<td>Winslow, AZ 86047</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Outpatient Clinic</td>
<td>(480) 831-7566</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MHSAF, SA DT, BU, NXN, OP OD, OMB OIT ORT CT, SF MD, MC, PI MI, IHS, AH, CO, YAD ADLT, FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Navajo Nation Dilkon
Outpatient Treatment Center
Dilkon Chapter House
Winslow, AZ 86047
(928) 657-8000
SAF • SA • OP ORT • MD SI • PA • NX •
CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE • N23

Winslow Guidance Associates Inc
1301 West 2nd Street
Winslow, AZ 86047
(928) 289-2650
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI
PI IHS • SS • AH SP NX • DU PW DV •
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • N13 N23

Winslow Indian Healthcare Center Inc
500 North Indiana Avenue
Winslow, AZ 86047
(928) 289-4646
Intake: (928) 289-6163
MHSAF • SA • DT BU NXN VTRL • OP ORT •
MD MC SI PI MI IHS ATR • PA • CO GL
VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN
TRMA XA DV • ADLT • FEM MALE

YUMA

Community Bridges Inc
Lighthouse
3250 East 40th Street
Suite B
Yuma, AZ 85365
(928) 341-4220
Intake: (877) 931-9142
MHSAF • SA • DT BU NXN VTRL • OP ORT •
MD MC SI PI MI IHS ATR • PA • CO GL
VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN
TRMA XA DV • ADLT • FEM MALE

Crossroads Mission of Yuma
Outpatient
944 South Arizona Avenue
Yuma, AZ 85364
(928) 783-9362 x301
Intake: (928) 783-9362
SAF • SA DT HH • OP RES RL RD ORT •
SF SI PI • SP • CO GL VET CJ SE PW
WN MN BC • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Yuma Treatment Center
1290 West 8th Place
Suite A
Yuma, AZ 85364
(928) 344-4310
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA MM DM BU OTPA • OP OMB
ORT CT • SF MD MC • AH SP • DU PW
WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Arizona Children Association
Substance Abuse Treatment Program
3780 South 4th Avenue Extension
Suite K
Yuma, AZ 85365
(928) 344-8800 x126
Intakes: (928) 344-8800 x119 (928) 344-
8800 x113
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • MD • AH SP •
CO GL CJ AD TRMA XA DV • CHLD •
FEM MALE

Community Bridges Inc
Yuma Outpatient Services Center
3250 East 40th Street
Suite B
Yuma, AZ 85365
(928) 341-4220 x4110
Intake: (877) 931-9142
MHSAF • SA • DT BU NXN VTRL • OP
OD OMB OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC PI
MI IHS • AH SP • CO • YAD ADLT •
FEM MALE

Arizona Children Association
Substance Abuse Treatment Program
3780 South 4th Avenue Extension
Suite K
Yuma, AZ 85365
(928) 344-8800 x126
Intakes: (928) 344-8800 x119 (928) 344-
8800 x113
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • MD • AH SP •
CO GL CJ AD TRMA XA DV • CHLD •
FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Provider Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>City, State Zip</th>
<th>Phone Number</th>
<th>Intake Phone</th>
<th>Services Offered</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BENTON</td>
<td>Counseling Clinic Inc</td>
<td>112 Pearson Street, Benton, AR 72015</td>
<td>Clarksville, AR 72830</td>
<td>(501) 315-4224</td>
<td>MHF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • AH • DU AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEMALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BERRYVILLE</td>
<td>Youth Bridge</td>
<td>1004 South Main Street, Berryville, AR 72616</td>
<td>Berryville, AR 72616</td>
<td>(870) 423-1077</td>
<td>MHSAF • SA • OP OIT CT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS • CO CJ AD TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEMALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLYTHEVILLE</td>
<td>NE Arkansas Community MH Center inc</td>
<td>209 South Lockard, Blytheville, AR 72315</td>
<td>Blytheville, AR 72315</td>
<td>(870) 763-2139</td>
<td>MHF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC PI MI • SS • AH • CO DU CJ AD PW WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEMALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAMDEN</td>
<td>Ouachita Medical Center</td>
<td>638 California Street, Camden, AR 71701</td>
<td>Camden, AR 71701</td>
<td>(870) 836-1289</td>
<td>Intake: (800) 232-1289</td>
<td>SAF • SA DT • OP OIT OIT ORT HID HIT • SF MC PI MI • AH • VET • YAD ADLT • FEMALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLARKSVILLE</td>
<td>Counseling Associates Inc</td>
<td>1021 Poplar Street, Clarksville, AR 72830</td>
<td>Clarksville, AR 72830</td>
<td>(479) 754-8610</td>
<td>MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SP • ADLT • FEMALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONWAY</td>
<td>Counseling Associates Inc</td>
<td>350 Salem Road, Conway, AR 72034</td>
<td>Conway, AR 72034</td>
<td>(501) 336-8300</td>
<td>MHF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEMALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CORNING</td>
<td>NE Arkansas Community MH Center Inc</td>
<td>602 David Street, Corning, AR 72422</td>
<td>Corning, AR 72422</td>
<td>(870) 857-3655</td>
<td>MHF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC PI MI • SS • AH • CO DU CJ AD PW WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEMALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DANVILLE</td>
<td>Community Service Inc</td>
<td>730 Boston Street, Danville, AR 72833</td>
<td>Danville, AR 72833</td>
<td>(479) 495-5177</td>
<td>MHF • SA • OP ORT • MD SI PI MI • SS • PA • CO AD TRMA XA • ADLT • FEMALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAYETTEVILLE</td>
<td>Northwest Arkansas Psychological Group</td>
<td>1706 Joyce Boulevard, Suite 3, Fayetteville, AR 72703</td>
<td>Fayetteville, AR 72703</td>
<td>(479) 442-9381</td>
<td>MHF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI MI • CO DU GL VET ADM MF SE WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEMALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FORT SMITH</td>
<td>Christ for the World/The Bridge</td>
<td>4401 Windsor Drive, Fort Smith, AR 72904</td>
<td>Fort Smith, AR 72904</td>
<td>(479) 434-6210</td>
<td>MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MC SI PI MI • ATR • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA • YAD ADLT • FEMALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FORT SMITH</td>
<td>Harbor House Inc</td>
<td>615 North 19th Street, Fort Smith, AR 72901</td>
<td>Fort Smith, AR 72901</td>
<td>(479) 785-4083</td>
<td>Intakes: (479) 783-8849x102 (479) 783-8849x207 (479) 783-8849x212</td>
<td>SAF • SA DT • OP RES RS RL RD OIT OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC PI MI • ATR • CO DU MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FORT SMITH</td>
<td>Recovery Solutions Inc</td>
<td>501 South 18th Street, Fort Smith, AR 72901</td>
<td>Fort Smith, AR 72901</td>
<td>(479) 434-5566</td>
<td>MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF ATR • DU • CHLD ADLT • FEMALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FORT SMITH</td>
<td>Western Arkansas Counseling and Guidance Center</td>
<td>3113 South 70th Street, Fort Smith, AR 72903</td>
<td>Fort Smith, AR 72903</td>
<td>(479) 478-6664</td>
<td>MHSAF • SA DT • OP RES RL RD OIT OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • ATR • SS PA • AH • CO AD • CHLD ADLT • FEMALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location</td>
<td>Organization</td>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Phone Numbers</td>
<td>Intake Numbers</td>
<td>Address Details</td>
<td>Key Details</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>GASSVILLE</strong></td>
<td>OMART Inc</td>
<td>116 Snowball Drive, Gassville, AR</td>
<td>(870) 435-6200</td>
<td>(870) 435-6300</td>
<td>500 Quapaw Avenue, Hot Springs National Park, AR 71901</td>
<td>(501) 767-4546, (501) 767-4456</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HARRISON</strong></td>
<td>Youth Bridge</td>
<td>107 East Crandall Avenue, Suite B</td>
<td>(870) 741-8484</td>
<td>(870) 741-8484</td>
<td>Harrison, AR 72601, Suite B</td>
<td>(870) 568-1682, (888) 723-9706</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HOPE</strong></td>
<td>Southwest Arkansas Counseling and Mental Health Center Inc</td>
<td>300 East 20th Street, Hope, AR 71801</td>
<td>(870) 777-9051, (870) 463-0549</td>
<td>(870) 777-9051, (870) 463-0549</td>
<td>300 East 20th Street, Hope, AR 71801, Suite B</td>
<td>(870) 336-0549</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HOT SPRINGS NATIONAL PARK</strong></td>
<td>Catar Clinic of Hot Springs Outpatient</td>
<td>1 Mercy Lane, Little Rock, AR</td>
<td>(501) 463-9565x211</td>
<td>(501) 463-9565</td>
<td>1 Mercy Lane, Little Rock, AR</td>
<td>(501) 767-4947</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>JUDSONIA</strong></td>
<td>Capstone Treatment Center LLC</td>
<td>120 Meghan Lane, Judsonia, AR 72081</td>
<td>(866) 729-4479</td>
<td>(866) 729-4479</td>
<td>120 Meghan Lane, Judsonia, AR 72081, Suite B</td>
<td>(866) 729-4479</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LITTLE ROCK</strong></td>
<td>BCD Hoover Treatment Center</td>
<td>3604 West 12th Street, Little Rock, AR 72202</td>
<td>(501) 663-4774</td>
<td>(501) 663-4774</td>
<td>3604 West 12th Street, Little Rock, AR 72202, Suite B</td>
<td>(501) 663-4774</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>JONESBORO</strong></td>
<td>Crowleys Ridge Development Council</td>
<td>Northeast Ark Regional Recovery Center</td>
<td>6009 CW Post Road, Jonesboro, AR 72401</td>
<td>(870) 336-0549</td>
<td>6009 CW Post Road, Jonesboro, AR 72401, Suite B</td>
<td>(870) 336-0549</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LITTLE ROCK</strong></td>
<td>Recover at Baptist Health</td>
<td>Medical Center/Little Rock</td>
<td>(501) 202-4636</td>
<td>(501) 202-4636</td>
<td>Medical Center/Little Rock, Little Rock, AR 72205, Exit 7</td>
<td>(501) 202-4636</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
Step Up Support Center
8501 Geyer Springs Road
Suite A
Little Rock, AR 72209
(501) 313-2486
Intake: (501) 672-1069
SAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT CV • SF • SS • PW • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Morrilton
Counseling Associates Inc
Morrilton
8 Hospital Drive
Morrilton, AR 72110
(501) 354-1561
MHF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC PI MI • SS • AH • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

MOUNTAIN HOME
Youth Bridge
709 South Main Street
Suite 1
Mountain Home, AR 72653
(870) 425-5644
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • MD • SS • CO MF AD TRMA XA DV • CHLD • FEM MALE

NORTH LITTLE ROCK
Catar Clinic
4260 Stockton Drive
North Little Rock, AR 72117
(501) 664-7833
SAF • SA • BM • BU OTPA • SF • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE WN MN XA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

MCCROY
Preferred Family Healthcare Inc
DBA Health Resources of Arkansas
900 West Popular Avenue
Suite 100
McCroy, AR 72101
(501) 268-7777
Intake: (866) 533-1757x1702
SAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT CV • SF • SS • AH • WN MN XA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Williamsburg
6301 Farther Tribou Street
Little Rock, AR 72205
(501) 372-4611
SAF • SA • BU HH • OP ODT OIT ORT CV • SF • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE WN MN XA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

University of Arkansas for Medical Sciences/SAT Clinic
4224 Sheffield Drive
Little Rock, AR 72207
(501) 526-8400
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA • MM • MM • BU OTPA • OP • OMB ORT CV • SF • SS • PW • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Wards of Serenity Inc
2020 West 3rd Street
Suite 213
Little Rock, AR 72205
(501) 372-1370
Intake: (501) 960-6948
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CV • SF • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE WN MN XA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

MAUMELLE
Bridgeway
21 Bridgeway Road
Maumelle, AR 72113
(501) 771-1500
Intake: (800) 274-3439
MHSAF • SA • DT • BXN • OP ODT OIT CV • SF • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE WN MN XA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Family Service Agency
628 West Broadway
Suite 300
North Little Rock, AR 72114
(501) 372-4242
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CV • SF • MD • PI MI • ATR CV • AH • SP • DU AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Recovery Centers of Arkansas
1201 River Road
Little Rock, AR 72114
(501) 372-4611
SAF • SA • DT • BU HH • OP • RES • RS • RL • RD ORT CV • SF • MD • PI MI • ATR CV • SS • AH • VET CJ • WN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

PARAGOULD
NE Arkansas Community MH Center Inc
28 Southpointe Drive
Paragould, AR 72450
(870) 239-2244
MHF • SA • OP ORT CV • SF • MD • PI MI • SS • AH • CO • DU CJ • AD • PW • WN MN • CHLD YAD • FEM MALE

PINE BLUFF
United Family Services Inc
1314 West 6th Avenue
Pine Bluff, AR 71601
(870) 534-8826
Intake: (501) 244-0062
SAF • SA • OP ORT CV • NP • PA • AD • CHLD • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

ROGERS
Pinnacle Counseling
5500 Pinnacle Point Drive
Suite 204
Rogers, AR 72758
(479) 268-4142
Intake: (479) 685-7223
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CV • SF PI • CO • GL • VET • MF • SE • AD • PW • WN • MN • TRMA • XA • DV • CHLD • YAD • ADLT • FEM MALE
Arkansas

Youth Bridge
1200 West Walnut Street
Suite 1500
Rogers, AR 72756
(479) 656-0083

MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI
• SS • CO MF CJ AD TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Russellville
Arkansas River Valley Area Council
Freedom House
400 Lake Front Drive
Russellville, AR 72801
(479) 968-7086

SAF • SA HH • OP RES RS ODT ORT
CT • SF SI PI ATR • SS PA • SP • CJ WN
MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Counseling Associates Inc
Russellville
110 Skyline Drive
Russellville, AR 72801
(479) 968-1298

MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF SI PI MI
• SS • AH • DU AD • ADLT • FEM MALE

SearcY
Health Resources of Arkansas
3204 East Moore Street
Seearcy, AR 72143
(501) 268-7777

SAF • SA DT NXN HH • OP RES RS RL
RD ODT OIT ORT HID HIT CT • SF
PI ATR • SS • AH SP • CO DU GL VET
ADM CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV
• YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Springdale
Ozark Guidance Center
2400 South 48th Street
Springdale, AR 72764
(479) 750-2020

MHF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • AH SP
• CO DU CJ TRMA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Springdale Treatment Center
1353 E Henri de Tonti Boulevard
Suite A
Springdale, AR 72762
(479) 306-4480

Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA MM OTPA • OP OMB OIT
ORT • SF • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Youth Bridge
3895 George Anderson Road
Springdale, AR 72764
(479) 575-9471

MHSAF • SA • RES RL • NP • PA • AH
SP • TRMA XA DV • CHLD • MALE

Stuttgart
United Family Services Inc
1600 South Main Street
Stuttgart, AR 72160
(870) 672-4842

Intake: (501) 244-0062
SAF • SA • OP ORT • NP • PA • AD
• CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Texarkana
Arkansas Treatment Services PA
408 Hazel Street
Texarkana, AR 71854
(870) 773-4655

MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI MI
• SS • AH • DU AD WN MN • CHLD
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

SW Arkansas Counseling and MHC Inc
2904 Arkansas Boulevard
Texarkana, AR 71854
(870) 774-0421

Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM OTPA • OPI OD
OMB ORT CT • SF • PW WN MN
• YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Van Buren
Serenity Counseling Advocates Inc
3103 Alma Highway
Van Buren, AR 72957
(479) 410-4716

Intake: (479) 410-1700
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • CO
DU GL VET ADM MF SE AD PW WN
MN TRMA XA DV • ADLT • FEM MALE

Warren
10th District Substance Abuse Program
New Beginnings CASA
412 York Street
Warren, AR 71671
(870) 226-9970

SAF • SA DT HH • OP RES RS RL RD
ODT OIT ORT CT • SF • SS • CO DU
GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW WN MN
TRMA BC XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Southwest Arkansas Counseling MHC Inc
River Ridge Treatment Center
7000 North State Line Avenue
Texarkana, AR 71854
(870) 774-1315

SAF • SA • RES RL • SF PI • SS • AH
• WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions • See KEY on Page v.
**ACTON**
LA County Department of Public Health
Antelope Valley Rehabilitation Centers
30500 Arrastre Canyon Road
Acton, CA 93510
(661) 223-8700
Intake: (661) 223-8800
SAF • SA VTRL • RES RL • SF • SS • CO CJ • SE WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**AGOURA HILLS**
Inspire Malibu
30101 Agoura Court
Suite 103
Agoura Hills, CA 91301
(818) 332-6243
Intakes: (800) 444-1838 (818) 359-3646
SAF • SA DT BU • NN XN VTRL • OP RES RS RL RD OIT ORT CT • SF PI • SP • CO GL VET MF CJ • WN MN • YA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**ALAMEDA**
Alameda Family Services
2325 Clement Avenue
Alameda, CA 94501
(510) 629-6300
Intake: (510) 629-6209
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • AD WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

**ALISO VIEJO**
Orange County Healthcare Agency
Alcohol/Drug Abuse Services/AlisoViejo
5 Mareblu Street
Suite 100
Aliso Viejo, CA 92656
(949) 643-6930
Intake: (949) 424-2327
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF PI • SS • SP • CO GL VET AD PW • WN MN • TRMA • XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

**ALPINE**
Southern Indian Health Council
4058 Willows Road
Alpine, CA 91901
(619) 445-1188x770
SAF • SA • OP ORT • NP • PA • CO CJ • SE AD WN MN • TRMA • XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

**ALTADENA**
Alcohol and Substance Abuse Programs
1084 New York Drive
Altadena, CA 91001
(626) 798-2727
Intake: (877) 798-2724
SAF • SA DT BU • OP RES RS RL RD OIT ORT CT • SF PI • SP • CO GL VET MF CJ • WN MN • XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**ALTURAS**
MODOC County Alcohol and Drug Services
441 North Main Street
Alturas, CA 96101
(714) 233-6319
Intake: (714) 687-0077
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • SP • CO CJ • AD WN MN • TRMA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

**ANAHEIM**
Broadway Treatment Center
301 South Archer Street
Anaheim, CA 92804
(714) 443-8218
MHSAF • SA DT BU • NN XN VTRL • OP RES RS RL RD • SF • SF PI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**ANAHEIM**
Casa Elena
832 South Anaheim Boulevard
Anaheim, CA 92805
(714) 772-5580
SAF • SA • RES RL CT • SF • SF PI • SS • AH SP • CJ • PW • WN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**ANAHEIM**
CA Hispanic Commission Alc/Drug Abuse
832 South Anaheim Boulevard
Anaheim, CA 92805
(714) 687-0077
Intake: (800) 687-0077
SAF • SA • RES RL • SF • SS • CO CJ • PW • WN • TRMA • BC DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**ANAHEIM**
Southern CA Alcohol and Drug Progs Inc
Heritage Village
405 South Rose Street
Office 101
Anaheim, CA 92805
(714) 399-1148
Intakes: (714) 999-5960 (714) 999-6824
HH

**ANAHEIM**
Hope House Inc
710 and 714 North Anaheim Boulevard
Anaheim, CA 92805
(714) 776-790x602
Intakes: (714) 776-790x401 (714) 776-6090
SAF • SA • OP RES RL ORT • SF • SS • WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Orange County Healthcare Agency
Anaheim Alcohol and Drug Abuse Servs
2035 East Ball Road
Suites 100-A and 100-P
Anaheim, CA 92806
(714) 517-6140
Intake: (714) 517-6175
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • SP • AH SP • DU AD PW • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

School Ten
2384 East Orangethrope Avenue
Anaheim, CA 92806
(714) 871-9460
DWI/DUI Clients Only
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • SP • DU • WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

School Ten
Drinking Driver Unit
710 North Gilbert Street
Suite B
Anaheim, CA 92801
(714) 772-3620
DWI/DUI Clients Only
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • AH SP • DU • WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Southern CA Alcohol and Drug Progs Inc
Heritage House North
321 State College Boulevard
Anaheim, CA 92806
(714) 687-0077
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • SS • CO CJ • PW • WN MN • TRMA • BC DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**ANAHEIM**
Ridgeview Ranch
3085 Ridgeview Drive
Alhambra, CA 91801
(800) 296-1868
Intake: (626) 791-0831
SAF • SA • RES RS RL • SF PI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**ANAHEIM**
SDMOC County Alcohol and Drug Services
441 North Main Street
Alturas, CA 96101
(714) 233-6312
Intake: (800) 687-0077
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • SP • CO CJ • AD WN MN • TRMA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page 51
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Wel Mor Psychological Group Inc
DBA South Coast Counseling and Psych
5130 East La Palma Avenue
Suite 212
Anaheim, CA 92807
(714) 540-9070
MHSAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT CT
• SF PI MI • SS • CJ DV • YAD ADLT
• FEM MALE

ANDERSON
Right Road Recovery Programs Inc
2110 Ferry Street
Anderson, CA 96007
(530) 365-8523
SAF • SA BU • OP OMB ODT OIT ORT
• SF PI MI • SS PA • AH • AD WN MN
• CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

ANGELS CAMP
Changing Echoes
7632 Pool Station Road
Angels Camp, CA 95222
(209) 785-3667
Intake: (800) 633-7066
SAF • SA DT BU • RES RS RL RD • SF PI
• AH • SE WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

ANTIOCH
Addiction Research and Treatment Inc (ART)
3707 Sunset Lane
Antioch, CA 94509
(925) 522-0124
Intake: (925) 522-0124x0
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU NXN OTPA •
OP OD OMB ORT • SF MD PI MI • SS •
SP FX • PW • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
• F4 F28 F30 F70 F81

Anka Behavioral Health Inc East County
East County/MSC and Don Brown Shelter
1401 West 4th Street
Antioch, CA 94509
(925) 778-3750
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • MD SI •
SS PA • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW
WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT
• FEM MALE

BAART Behavioral Health Services Inc
3707 Sunset Lane
Antioch, CA 94509
(925) 522-0124
Intake: (925) 522-0124x0
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • DT DM BU NXN OTPA • OP
OD • SF MD • SP • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

J Cole Recovery Homes Inc
Cole House
1408 A Street
Antioch, CA 94509
(925) 978-2873
SAF • SA • RES RL • SF PI ATR • AH •
CJMN • YAD ADLT • MALE

Kaiser Permanente
Mental Health and Chemical Dependency
3454 Hillcrest Avenue
Antioch, CA 94531
(925) 777-6300
MHSAF • SA DT BU NXN • OP OD
OMB OIT ORT CT • MC PI • AH SP
• AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

REACH Project Inc
1915 D Street
Antioch, CA 94509
(925) 754-3673
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD • SS PA
• SP • CJ AD WN MN • CHLD ADLT
• FEM MALE

APPLE VALLEY
STEPS Ultimate Solutions
18031 U.S. Highway 18
Suite F
Apple Valley, CA 92307
(760) 242-1300
MHSAF • SA BU NXN • OP OMB OIT
ORT • SF PI • SP • CO DU GL VET ADM
MF CJ SE AD WN MN TRMA XA DV •
CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

ARCATA
United Indian Health Services
1600 Wecot Way
Arcata, CA 95521
(707) 825-5000
Intake: (707) 825-5060
SA BU • OP OIT ORT CT • MD MC SI
PI MI ATR • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

ATWATER
Community Social Model Advocates Inc
Rose Julia Riordan Tranquility Village
559 Mendocino Court
Atwater, CA 95301
(209) 357-5200
SAF • SA HH • RES RS RL CT • SF • GL
CJ PW WN TRMA BC XA DV • YAD
ADLT • FEM

AUBURN
Chapa de Indian Health Program Inc
Substance Abuse Services
11670 Arwood Road
Auburn, CA 95603
(530) 887-2828
GHE • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC PI
MI IHS • SS PA • AH SP • CO • CHLD
ADLT • FEM MALE

Community Recovery Resources
Placer County Mothers in Recovery
12183 Locksley Lane
Suites 101-104
Auburn, CA 95604
(530) 885-1961x275
Intakes: (530) 885-1961 (530) 885-1962
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF SI PI
MI IHS ATR • CO GL VET ADM MF
CJ SE PW WN TRMA XA DV • YAD
ADLT • FEM

Hope Help and Healing Inc
Outpatient
11960 Heritage Oak Place
Suite 20
Auburn, CA 95603
(530) 885-4249
Intake: (530) 885-4249x111
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • YAD ADLT
• MALE

For Code Definitions • See KEY on Page v.
New Leaf Counseling Services
1254 High Street
Auburn, CA 95603
(530) 823-9827
Intake: (530) 889-9195
SAFE • SA • OP ORT • SF MD • CO PW
WN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

New Leaf Counseling Services
5055 Meadow View Lane
Auburn, CA 95602
(530) 823-9827
Intake: (530) 889-9195
SAFE • SA • RES RS RL • SF MD • CO PW
WN TRMA BC XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Sierra Native Alliance
3885 Richardson Drive 320 Parkside
Auburn, CA 95602
(530) 888-8767
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MC
SS PA • SP • CO GL CJ AD PW TRMA
DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

AZUSA
Social Model Recovery Systems
River Community
23701 East Fork Road
Azusa, CA 91702
(626) 250-3300
Intakes: (626) 250-3291 (877) 910-1212
MHSAF • SA BU VTRL • RES RS RL CT
• SF MD MC SI PI • SP • CO WN MN
• YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

BAKERSFIELD
American Health Services at
Bakersfield Health Services
1010 1/2 South Union Avenue
Bakersfield, CA 93307
(661) 321-0234
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
GHF • SA DT MM DM BU OTPA • OP
OD OMB • SF MC PI • SP • PW • YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

Bakersfield Recovery Services
DBA Jasons Retreat Intensive OP
504 Bernard Street
Bakersfield, CA 93305
(661) 637-2187
Intake: (661) 325-1817
SAFE • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI
WN MN TRMA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Bakersfield Recovery Services
Lincoln Street Retreat
708 Lincoln Street
Bakersfield, CA 93305
(661) 869-1795
Intake: (661) 325-1817
SAFE • SA • RES RL • SI • PW WN
TRMA BC DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Bakersfield Recovery Services
dba Jasons Retreat Mens Residential
600 Bernard Street
Bakersfield, CA 93305
(661) 325-1817
SAFE • SA DT • RES RS RL RD • SF PI
MN TRMA DV • YAD ADLT • MALE

Community Service Organization (CSO)
Brotherhood Center
1124 Baker Street
Bakersfield, CA 93305
(661) 327-9376
SAFE • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF • AH
SP • CO GL VET MF CJ SE PW WN MN
TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Ebony Counseling Center
1301 1311 and 1317 California Avenue
Bakersfield, CA 93304
(661) 324-4756
Intake: (661) 324-3044
SAFE • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC
SI PI • SS • AH SP • CO CJ AD PW WN
MN TRMA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Bakersfield Recovery Services
Capistrano Community for Women
2000 Baker Street
Bakersfield, CA 93305
(661) 873-4927
Intake: (661) 325-1817
SAFE • SA DT • RES RS RL RD • SF PI
WN TRMA BC DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Good Samaritan Hospital Southwest
5201 White Lane
Bakersfield, CA 93309
(661) 398-1800
MHSAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP
ODT OIT HID HIT • SF MD MC SI PI
MI • AH • CO SE WN MN TRMA • YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

New Advances for People with Disabilities (NAPD)/Genesis Program
1909 16th Street
Bakersfield, CA 93301
(661) 325-3003
SAFE • SA • OP ORT • NP • PA • YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

Salvation Army
Adult Rehabilitation Center
200 19th Street
Bakersfield, CA 93301
(661) 325-8626 x 122
SAFE • SA • OP ORT • SF • AH • DU
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Special Treatment Education and Prevention Services Inc (STEPS)
3400 Calloway Drive
Building 800
Bakersfield, CA 93312
(661) 871-3353
SAFE • SA • OP ORT • SF • AH • DU
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Special Treatment Education and Prevention Services Inc (STEPS)
3533 Mount Vernon Avenue
Bakersfield, CA 93306
(661) 871-3353
Intake: (661) 587-8817
SAFE • SA • OP ORT • SF • AH • DU
AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Teen Challenge
301 East Roberts Lane
Bakersfield, CA 93308
(661) 399-2273
SAFE • SA HH • RES RL • NP • PA • YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE
Teens Living Clean  
315 East 18th Street  
Bakersfield, CA 93305  
(661) 852-5620  
Intake: (661) 888-5620  
SAF • SA • OP ORT • MD • CO CJ AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

Turning Point of Central CA Inc  
Ken Kennemer Outpatient Drug Free Prog  
1101 Union Avenue  
Suite 100  
Bakersfield, CA 93307  
(661) 631-1483  
Intake: (661) 631-1483x110  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD • CO CJ WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Women of Worth Recovery House  
2500 Olmo Court  
Bakersfield, CA 93309  
(661) 832-8075  
Intake: (661) 578-8225  
SAF • SA BU • RES RS RL • SF PI • CO CJ WN TR MA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM

BANNING  
MFI Recovery Center  
2781 West Ramsey Street  
Suite 1  
Banning, CA 92220  
(951) 849-3896  
MHSAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF SI PI • SS PA • SP • AD PW WN • CHLD YAD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Riverside San Bernardino County Indian Health/Morongo  
1155 1/2 Potro Road  
Banning, CA 92220  
(951) 849-4761x1426  
Intake: (800) 732-8805x1426  
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • NP • PA • CHLD YAD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Soroptimist House of Hope Inc  
628 South 8th Street  
Banning, CA 92220  
(951) 849-9491  
HH

BARSTOW  
High Desert Child Adolescent and Family  
225 Barstow Road  
Barstow, CA 92311  
(760) 255-1083  
SAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF MD MC • SS • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

San Bernardino Cnty Dept of Behav Hlth  
Barstow Counseling/Behavioral Health  
1841 East Main Street  
Barstow, CA 92311  
(760) 255-5700  
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI • SS PA • AH • CO GL CJ SE AD PW WN MN TR MA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

BELL GARDENS  
Salvation Army  
Bell Shelter/Wellness Center  
5600 Rickenbacker Road  
Building 2 Suites A and B  
Bell Gardens, CA 90201  
(323) 263-1206  
Intakes: (323) 263-1206x213 (323) 263-1206x214  
SAF • SA HH • RES RL • SF • CO VET • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Southern CA Alcohol and Drug Progs Inc  
Casa Libre  
6635 Florence Avenue  
Suites 101 and 102  
Bell Gardens, CA 90201  
(562) 927-1856  
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF SI • SS PA • SP • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

BELLFLOWER  
Little House Inc  
9718 Harvard Street  
Bellflower, CA 90706  
(562) 925-2777  
SAF • SA • RES RL • SF • CO GL VET  
MF CJ SE WN TR MA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM

Southern CA Alcohol and Drug Progs Inc  
Angel Step Too  
16341 Cornnita Avenue  
Bellflower, CA 90706  
(562) 461-9272  
SAF • SA NXN VTRL • RES RL • SF • SS • CO WN TR MA BC XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM

BERKELEY  
Berkeley Addiction Treatment Services  
2975 Sacramento Street  
Berkeley, CA 94702  
(510) 644-0200  
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only  
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU NXN OTPA  
• OP OD OMB ORT • SF MD PI • SP • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
New Bridge Foundation Inc  
Helios  
1816 Scenic Avenue  
Berkeley, CA 94709  
(510) 548-7270  
Intake: (800) 785-2400  
SAF • SA DT HH • OP RES RS RL OD ODT OIT • SF SI PI MI • AH • CO • WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE  

Options Recovery Services  
1931 Center Street  
Berkeley, CA 94704  
(510) 666-9592  
SAF • SA HH • OP OIT ORT • SF MD • SS PA • CO CJ WN MN TRMA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE  

BIG BEAR LAKE  
Mental Health Services Inc  
MHS Big Bear Center for Change  
41945 Big Bear Boulevard  
Suite 208  
Big Bear Lake, CA 92315  
(909) 878-0101  
SAF • SA • OP ORT • NP • PA • AH • DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE  

BISHOP  
Alpine Center Counseling and Recovery  
375 East Line Street  
Bishop, CA 93514  
(760) 873-4357  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MC PI MI • WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE  

Inyo Cnty Health and Human Services  
Substance Abuse  
162 Grove Street  
Suite J  
Bishop, CA 93514  
(760) 873-6533  
Intake: (760) 873-5888  
SAF • SA • DT • OP OD OIT ORT • SF SI • SS PA • CO DU CJ AD PW WN MN • ADLT • FEM MALE  

Toiyabe Indian Health Project  
Family Services Department  
52 Tu Su Lane  
Bishop, CA 93514  
(760) 873-6394x319  
Intakes: (760) 873-6394x316 (760) 873-6393x31  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI HHS ATR • CO AD WN MN TRMA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE  

BLOOMINGTON  
Social Science Services Inc  
Cedar House Life Change Center  
18612 Santa Ana Avenue  
Bloomington, CA 92316  
(909) 421-7120  
Intake: (800) 246-4357  
SAF • SA DT BU NXN HH • OP RES RS RL RD ODT OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • AH SP • DU BC • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE  

BLYTHE  
Riverside County Substance Abuse Program  
1297 West Hobsonway  
Blythe, CA 92225  
(760) 921-5000  
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SP • CJ • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE  

Veterans Alcoholic Rehab Program (VARP)  
Metcalf Recovery Ranch  
9826 18th Avenue  
Blythe, CA 92225  
(760) 922-8625  
SAF • SA • RES RS RL • SF • SS • AH SP • YAD ADLT • MALE  

BOULEVARD  
La Posta Substance Abuse Center  
Outpatient Substance Abuse Services  
8 Crestwood Road  
Boulevard, CA 91905  
(619) 445-4188  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • NP • PA • CO CJ TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE  

BREA  
DAS Drug Diversion Program  
615 North Berry Street  
Suite J  
Brea, CA 92821  
(714) 255-1873  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF SI PI MI HHS ATR • CO VET ADM MF CJ AD • WN MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE  

BRENTWOOD  
REACH Project Inc  
Reach Brentwood  
9100 Brentwood Boulevard  
Brentwood, CA 94513  
(925) 809-7920  
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD • SS PA • SP • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE  

BURBANK  
Absolute Control Transitional Counseling Center Inc  
3111 Winona Avenue  
Unit 201  
Burbank, CA 91504  
(626) 792-8797  
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD • SS PA • SP • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE  

DAS • F5 • F70  

New Way Foundation  
207 North Victory Boulevard  
Burbank, CA 91502  
(818) 845-2702  
Intake: (818) 842-4916  
SAF • SA • RES RS RL • SF • SS • YAD ADLT • MALE  

New Way Foundation  
Aware Program  
844 North Hollywood Way  
Burbank, CA 91505  
(818) 845-2702  
Intake: (818) 842-9416  
SAF • SA • RES RS RL • SF • SS • YAD ADLT • MALE  

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
**BURLENGAME**
Womens Recovery Association
The Center
1818 Gilberth Road
Suite 230
Burlingame, CA 94010
(650) 348-6605
Intake: (650) 348-6603
SAF ∙ SA BU ∙ OP ODT ∙ OIT ORT ∙ SF MD MC SI PI ∙ SS PA ∙ PW WN ∙ YAD ADLT ∙ FEM MALE

**BURNEY**
Pt River Health Service Inc
Substance Abuse Program
36977 Park Avenue
Burney, CA 96013
(530) 335-4004
Intake: (530) 335-4004
GHF ∙ SA BU ∙ OP OMB ORT CT ∙ SF MD MC SI PI MI IHS ∙ SS ∙ CO VET SE WN MN TRMA XA DV ∙ CHLD YAD ADLT ∙ FEM MALE

**CALABASAS**
Malibu Balance Day Treatment
4505 Las Virgenes Road
Suite 202
Calabasas, CA 91302
(855) 414-8100
Intake: (818) 880-0800
MHF ∙ SA BU ∙ OP OMB OIT ORT ∙ SF PI ∙ CO AD WN MN TRMA XA ∙ CHLD ADLT ∙ FEM MALE
Prominence Treatment Center
2150 Cold Canyon Road
Calabasas, CA 91302
(818) 878-6900
Intake: (877) 383-2284
SAF ∙ SA DT ∙ RES RS RL RD ∙ SF PI ∙ YAD ADLT ∙ FEM MALE

**CALISTOGA**
Duffs Myrtledale Inc
Alcohol and Drug Recovery Facility
3076 Myrtledale Road
Calistoga, CA 94515
(707) 942-6888
SAF ∙ SA DT BU ∙ RES RS RL RD CT ∙ SF PI ∙ YAD ADLT ∙ FEM MALE

**CAMARILLO**
PDAP of Ventura Country Inc
450 Rosewood Avenue
Suite 215
Camarillo, CA 93010
(805) 482-1265
SAF ∙ SA ∙ OP ORT ∙ SF MD SI PI ∙ SS PA ∙ SP ∙ AD ∙ CHLD ADLT ∙ FEM MALE

**CAMP PENDLETON**
Substance Abuse Rehabilitation Program
Santa Margarita Road
Building H-100
Camp Pendleton, CA 92055
(760) 725-0063
Intake: (760) 725-0063
MHSAF ∙ SA DT BU ∙ OLN VTRL ∙ OP OD OMB OIT ORT CT ∙ MI ∙ CO ADM WN MN TRMA XA ∙ YAD ADLT ∙ FEM MALE

**CAMPBELL**
Camp Recovery Center
Outpatient Services
256 East Hamilton Avenue
Suite I
Campbell, CA 95008
(408) 866-8167
Intake: (408) 866-8167
SAF ∙ SA ∙ OP OIT CT ∙ SF PI ∙ CHLD ADLT ∙ FEM MALE

**CAPITANO**
San Diego Freedom Ranch Inc
1777 Buckman Springs Road
Camp, CA 92009
(619) 478-5696
SAF ∙ SA HH ∙ RES RL ∙ SF ∙ PA ∙ YAD ADLT ∙ MALE

**CANOGA PARK**
California Diversion Programs Inc
21054 Sherman Way
Suite 205
Canoga Park, CA 91303
(818) 716-0188
Intake: (818) 716-0189
SA ∙ OP ORT ∙ SF ∙ SP ∙ DU GL VET ADM CJ SE WN MN ∙ YAD ADLT ∙ FEM MALE

**CANTARO**
Pacific Lodge Youth Services Inc
22030 Sherman Way
Suite 215
Canoga Park, CA 91303
(818) 836-5942
Intake: (818) 836-5943
SAF ∙ SA ∙ OP ORT ∙ SI IHS ∙ SP ∙ CO GL CJ AD TRMA XA DV ∙ CHLD ADLT ∙ MALE

**CANOGA PARK**
Valley Womens Center Inc
22110 Roscoe Boulevard
Suite 204
Canoga Park, CA 91304
(818) 713-8700
SAF ∙ SA ∙ OP ORT ∙ SF SI ∙ SS PA ∙ SP FX ∙ CO AD WN DV ∙ CHLD ADLT ∙ FEM MALE ∙ F25

**CAPITANO**
Pacific Hills Treatment Center
Womens Residential
34248 Via Santa Rosa
Apartments A, B and C
Capistrano Beach, CA 92624
(800) 662-2873
SAF ∙ SA ∙ OP ORT ∙ SF SI ∙ SS PA ∙ SP FX ∙ CO AD WN DV ∙ CHLD ADLT ∙ FEM MALE

**CARLSBAD**
Montecatini Eating Disorder Treatment
2524 La Costa Avenue
Carlsbad, CA 92009
(760) 436-8930
Intake: (760) 436-2657 (760) 927-6459
MHF ∙ SA BU ∙ XN VTRL ∙ RES RS ∙ SF PI ∙ CO AD WN ∙ CHLD ADLT ∙ FEM MALE

---
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City</th>
<th>Service Provider</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CARSON</td>
<td>Helping Kids to Recover Inc</td>
<td>637 East Albertoni Street</td>
<td>(310) 217-0616</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Intake: (310) 217-0115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SI • PA • SP • CO GL CJ AD TR MA XA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Riverside County Substance Abuse Prog</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Cathedral Canyon Clinic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>68615 Perez Road</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Suite 6-A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Cathedral City, CA 92234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(760) 770-2286</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • PA • AH SP • CO CJ PW WN MN TRMA XA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CARMICHAEL</td>
<td>Associated Rehab Program for Women Inc Alpha Oaks</td>
<td>8400 Fair Oaks Boulevard Carmichael, CA 95608</td>
<td>(916) 924-3920</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • SA DT • RES RL RD • SF PI • WN • YAD ADLT • FEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Associated Rehab Program for Women Inc Cornerstone</td>
<td>6348 Appian Way Carmichael, CA 95608</td>
<td>(916) 966-5102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • SA • RES RL • SF PI • WN • YAD ADLT • FEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Associated Rehab Program for Women Inc Cornerstone</td>
<td>6350 Appian Way Carmichael, CA 95608</td>
<td>(916) 966-5102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • SA • RES RL • SF PI • WN • YAD ADLT • FEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BAART Behavioral Health Services Inc</td>
<td>6127 Fair Oaks Boulevard Carmichael, CA 95608</td>
<td>(916) 974-8090</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Intake: (916) 974-8090x3023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • SA DT MM DM OTPA • OP OD OMB ORT CT • SF MD PI • CO GL VET AD MMF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CASTRO VALLEY</td>
<td>HAART</td>
<td>20094 Mission Boulevard Castro Valley, CA 94546</td>
<td>(510) 727-9755</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Intake: (510) 727-9755x21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Methadone Clients Only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • SA DT MM DM OTPA • OP OD OMB ORT CT • SF MD PI • CO GL VET AD MMF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CERES</td>
<td>Stanislaus Recovery Center Adult Treatment Programs</td>
<td>1904 Richland Avenue Ceres, CA 95307</td>
<td>(209) 541-2121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • SA DT • OP RES RS RL RD ODT • SF PI • AH SP • CO TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CERRITOS</td>
<td>Alternative Options Counseling Ctr Inc</td>
<td>17326 Edwards Road Suite A-115</td>
<td>(562) 921-5701</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Intake: (714) 995-0359</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MHSAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF PI MI • SS • CO AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHICO</td>
<td>Butte County Dept of Behavioral Health Access</td>
<td>560 Cohasset Road Chico, CA 95926</td>
<td>(530) 891-2810</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Intake: (530) 891-2771</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MHF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS • SP EX • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
Butte County Dept of Behavioral Health
Adult Treatment Court Chico
564 Rio Lindo Avenue
Suite 204
Chico, CA 95926
(530) 879-3950
Intake: (530) 879-3795
MHS AF • SA NXXN VT RL • OP ORT CT
• SF MD SI PMI • SS • AH • CO CJ PW
WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Butte County Dept of Behavioral Health
Chico Stepping Stones
556 Cohasset Road
Chico, CA 95926
(530) 891-2850
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PMI
• SS • AH • CO CJ MN TRMA XA DV
YAD ADLT • MALE

Northern Valley Indian Health Inc
845 West East Avenue
Chico, CA 95926
(530) 896-9400
GHF • SA • OP ORT CT • IHS • SS
• CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Skyway House
40 Landing Circle
Suite 1
Chico, CA 95973
(530) 898-8326
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF SI PI ATR
• WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Solutions FPC Inc
645 Normal Avenue
Chico, CA 95928
(530) 898-8333
D W I / D U I C l i e n t s O n l y
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • DU
• CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

CHINO
W and G Enterprises
Alcohol Education/Recovery Services
12560 Central Avenue
Chino, CA 91710
(909) 591-4761
DWI/DUI Clients Only
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • SP • DU
• CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

McAlister Institute for Trt and Educ
(MITE)/South Bay Regional Recovery Ctr
1180 3rd Avenue
Suites C3, C4, and C5
Chula Vista, CA 91911
(619) 691-8164
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI
• SS • SP • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE
PW WN MN DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Third Avenue Clinic Member of CRC
Health Group
1161 3rd Avenue
Chula Vista, CA 91911
(619) 498-8260
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC
• SS • SP • CO WN MN • YAD ADLT
• FEM MALE

CHULA VISTA
Community Research Foundation Inc
South Bay Guidance Center
835 3rd Avenue
Suite C
Chula Vista, CA 91911
(619) 427-4661
MHS AF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD MC
• SS • AH SP FX • CO SE WN MN TRMA
• YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F4 F81

MAAC Project
Nosotros
73 North 2nd Avenue
Suite B
Chula Vista, CA 91910
(619) 426-4801
SAF • SA • RES RL • SF PI ATR • SS PA
• SP • CJ • YAD ADLT • MALE

New Dawn Treatment Centers
Adolescent Program Outpatient
6371 Auburn Boulevard
Suite A
Citrus Heights, CA 95610
(916) 723-1319
SAF • SA • OP ODT OIT CT • SF PI
• SS • CO AD TRMA DV • CHLD • FEM MALE

New Dawn Treatment Centers
Intensive Outpatient Services
6371 Auburn Boulevard
Suite A
Citrus Heights, CA 95621
(916) 723-1319
Intake: (916) 723-1707
SAF • SA • OP ODT OIT • SF PI • SS
PA • CO AD MN TRMA DV • CHLD
ADLT • FEM MALE

Oak House Treatment Center
7919 Oak Avenue
Citrus Heights, CA 95610
(916) 721-9699
SAF • SA DT • RES RS RL RD • SF ATR
• CJ WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
Sacramento Pathway
Pathways Recovery
6538 Grey Oak Court
Citrus Heights, CA 95621
(916) 735-8377
SAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • RES RS RD • SF PI • CO SE W N MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

CLAREMONT
Pacifica Recovery Inc
415 West Foothill Boulevard
Suite 210
Claremont, CA 91711
(909) 447-5081
Intake: (800) 947-3189
SAF • SA DT BU NXN • OP OD ODT OIT ORT • SF PI • AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

CLEARLAKE
Lake Country Alc and Other Drug Servs
Clearlake Clinic
7000 South Center Drive
Suite B
Clearlake, CA 95422
(707) 994-6494
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC • SS • AH SP • CO DU CJ AD PW WN MN TRMA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

CLOVIS
Central Valley Indian Health Program
Subst Abuse Servs/Outreach
2740 Hermdon Avenue
Clovis, CA 93611
(559) 299-2634
Intake: (559) 299-2634x140
GHF • SA • OP ORT • NP • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Eleventh Hour
Rehabilitation Programs
334 Shaw Avenue
Suite 100
Clovis, CA 93612
(559) 322-1819
SAF • SA • OP ODT OIT • SF PI • GL VET ADM MF SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Touchstone Recovery
724 Medical Center Drive East
Suite 103
Clovis, CA 93611
(559) 298-6711
Intake: (559) 323-4495
SAF • SA DT • OP OD OIT • SF PI • AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

CODICE
Riverside Latino Commission on Alcohol
Riverside Latino Commission Counseling
1612 First Street
Coachella, CA 92236
(760) 398-9000
Intake: (760) 398-9090
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC PI • SS PA • SF • AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

COLOMA
Progress House Inc
Mens Facility
838 Beach Court Road
Coloma, CA 95613
(530) 626-7252
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC PI • SS PA • SF • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Mental Health Systems Inc
Fontana Center for Change
1076 Santo Antonio Street
Suites B
Colton, CA 92324
(909) 343-9824
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC PI • SS PA • CO PW WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

COLOUSA
Colusa County
Dept of Behavioral Health/SA
162 East Carson Street
Suite A
Colusa, CA 95932
(530) 458-0525
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • NP • PA • CJ • YAD WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

COMPTON
Bernies Lil Women Center
1115 East Alondra Boulevard
Compton, CA 90221
(310) 795-8131
Intakes: (877) 249-9026 (323) 249-9026
SAF • SA • RES RL • MD • SP • CO CJ PW WN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Get Off Drugs Treatment Center
Womens Home
7146 South Tamarind Street
Compton, CA 90220
(310) 898-2450
Intake: (323) 242-5000
SAF • SA • RES RL • NP • PA • CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Shields for Families
Exodus
1500 East Kay Street
Suite 1746
Compton, CA 90221
(310) 898-2450
Intake: (323) 242-5000
SAF • SA • RES RL • OP ORT • SF PI • CO PW WN • YAD ADLT • FEM
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Concord</td>
<td>MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MC SI • SS PA • SP • CO CJ AD WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td>(925) 682-5704, (925) 678-7613</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conning</td>
<td>Tehama County Health Services Agency Drug and Alcohol Division/South County 275 Solano Street Corning, CA 96021 (530) 824-4890 SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • SPF I • SS • OP OIT ORT CT • CO GL VET CJ SE PW WN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corona</td>
<td>A Better Community Counseling Program 218 North Lincoln Avenue Suite 110 Corona, CA 92882 (951) 734-3399 SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • SPF I • SS • CO GL VET CJ SE PW WN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costa Mesa</td>
<td>Riverside County Substance Abuse Program 623 North Main Street Suite D-11 Corona, CA 92880 (951) 737-2962 SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • SPF I • SS • PA • SP • YAD ADLT • MALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costa Mesa</td>
<td>New Directions for Women Inc 2607 Willo Lane Costa Mesa, CA 92627 (800) 939-6636 Intake: (949) 313-1192 (800) 939-9663 SAF • SF • OP OIT ORT • SP • SF • PI • CO PW WN TRMA BC • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COSTA MESA</td>
<td>Orange County Detox 546 Hamilton Street Suite A Costa Mesa, CA 92627 (866) 319-2301 Intake: (866) 568-4356 (949) 650-4334 SAF • SA • DT • RES RS RD • OP OD ODT OIT ORT • SF • PI • CO GL VET SE PW WN MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costa Mesa</td>
<td>Safe Harbor Treatment Center for Women Inc 240 Knox Street Costa Mesa, CA 92627 (949) 645-1026 SAF • SA • RES RL • SF • PI • WN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.**
South Coast Counseling Inc
693 Plumer Street
Costa Mesa, CA 92627
(949) 642-0180
SAF • SA • RES RL • SF PI MI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

South Coast Counseling Inc and Psychiatric Services
2900 Bristol Street
Suite E-103
Costa Mesa, CA 92626
(714) 540-9070
MHSAF • SA • OP DPT ORT CT • SF PI • SS • CJ DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Southern CA Alcohol and Drug Progs Inc
Heritage House
2212 Placentia Avenue
Costa Mesa, CA 92627
(949) 646-2271
SAF • SA • RES RL • SF • SS • PW WN BC • YAD ADLT • FEM

Yellowstone Recovery
Boston House
3132 Boston Way
Costa Mesa, CA 92626
(888) 941-9048
Intake: (949) 646-4494
SAF • SA • RES RS RL CT • CJ MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • MALE

Yellowstone Recovery
California Recovery
154 East Bay Street
Costa Mesa, CA 92627
(888) 941-9048
Intake: (949) 678-9000
SAF • SA • DT BU • RES RS RL RD CT • SF PI • SS • CO GL MF CJ SE WN TRMA
XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM

Yellowstone Recovery
Womens First Step House Inc
154 East Bay Street
Costa Mesa, CA 92627
(888) 941-9048
Intake: (949) 646-4494
SAF • SA • DT • RES RS RD • SF PI • WN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM

COTATI
A Step Up
420 East Cotati Avenue
Cotati, CA 94931
(707) 795-4336
MHSAF • SA • RES RL CT • SF MD • CO • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

COVELO
Round Valley Indian Health Center
Yuki Trails Human Services Program
23000 Henderson Lane
Covel, CA 95428
(707) 983-6648x200
Intake: (800) 983-6638x200
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • NP • SS • PA • DU AD TRMA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

COVINa
Aurora Behavioral Healthcare
Charter Oak
1161 East Covina Boulevard
Covina, CA 91724
(626) 966-1632
Intake: (626) 859-5275
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD • PI • SS • PA • DU AD TRMA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Stepping Stones Home
1779 East Cypress Street
Covina, CA 91722
(626) 967-2677
SAF • SA • RES RS RL • SF PI • VET AD MMF CJ SE PW WN TRMA BC XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM

Stepping Stones Home
17727 East Cypress Street
Covina, CA 91722
(626) 967-2677
SAF • SA • RES RL • SF PI • SS PA • CO GL CJ SE PW WN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM

CRESCeNT CITY
Humboldt Addictions Servs Progs (HASP)
1231 Northcrest Drive
Crescent City, CA 95531
(707) 464-7849
SAF • SA • HH • OP ORT • SF • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Puente House
444 West Badillo Street
Covina, CA 91723
(800) 494-9844
HH

Santa Anita Family Service
Pathways
716 North Citrus Avenue
Covina, CA 91723
(626) 966-1755
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF IHS • SP • AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Social Model Recovery Systems
River Community Covina
510 South 2nd Avenue
Suites 6 and 7
Covina, CA 91723
(626) 974-8123x230
Intake: (626) 332-3145
MHSAF • SA • VTRL • OP ORT • SF MD PI • SS PA • SP • WN MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM

Center for Integrated Family/Health
Sober Solutions Program
540 South Eremland Drive
Suites A-D
Covina, CA 91723
(626) 966-1577
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD MC PI • SS • CO GL CJ SE WN TRMA • CHLD ADLT • FEM

National Council on Alc and Drug Dep
East San Gabriel and Pomona Valleys
4626 North Grand Avenue
Covina, CA 91724
(626) 331-5316
SAF • SA • HH • OP ORT • SF ATR • AH SP • DU CJ AD • ADLT • FEM MALE
Jordan Recovery Center  
1246 Jordan Street  
Cupertino, CA 95014  
(408) 366-4200

United Indian Health Services  
Behavioral Health  
2298 Norris Avenue  
Suite A  
Crescent City, CA 95531  
(707) 464-2919

FEM MALE  
SAF  •  SA  •  OP RES RS RL  •  ORT CT  •  SF  •  ATR  •  SS  •  DU  •  GL  •  CJ  •  SE  
PW  •  W/N  •  MN  •  TRMA  •  BC  •  XA  •  DV  •  YAD  •  ADLT  •  FEM MALE  

Daly City Recovery  
Asian American Recovery Services Inc  
6181 Mission Street  
Daly City, CA 94014  
(415) 337-0140

FEM MALE  
SAF  •  SA  •  OP  •  ORT  •  ORT  •  SF  •  FX  •  YAD  •  ADLT  •  FEM MALE  •  F81

Del Mar Recovery  
Casa Paloma  
14750 El Camino Real  
Del Mar, CA 92014  
(858) 481-4411

Intake:  (858) 724-7128

FEM MALE  
SAF  •  SA  •  DT  •  BU  •  NXN  •  VTRL  •  OP  RES  •  RS  •  RL  •  OMB  •  OD  •  OIT  •  ORT  •  SF  •  PI  
•  CO  •  GL  •  VET  •  ADM  •  MF  •  CJ  •  SE  •  PW  •  W/N  •  MN  •  TRMA  •  XA  •  DV  •  YAD  •  ADLT  •  FEM MALE

Delano Recovery  
Clinica Sierra Vista  
828 High Street  
Suisin A B and C  
Delano, CA 93215  
(661) 725-2788

FEM MALE  
SAF  •  SA  •  OP  •  ORT  •  CT  •  SF  •  MD  •  MC  •  SS  •  AH  •  SP  •  CO  •  CJ  •  AD  
TRMA  •  CHLD  •  ADLT  •  FEM MALE

Descanso Recovery  
Ranch Recovery Centers Inc  
DBA The Ranch  
7885 Amnandale Avenue  
Desert Hot Springs, CA 92240  
(760) 329-2924

Intake:  (760) 329-2959

FEM MALE  
SAF  •  SA  •  DT  •  BU  •  NXN  •  VTRL  •  OP  RES  •  RS  •  RL  •  OMB  •  OD  •  OIT  •  ORT  •  SF  •  PI  
•  CO  •  CJ  •  AD  •  TRMA  •  CHLD  •  ADLT  •  FEM MALE

Culver City Recovery  
AM/PM Culver City Budget DUI School  
Escuela Latina and Ale Evaluations  
2424 Overland Avenue  
Culver City, CA 90230  
(310)837-1818

FEM MALE  
SAF  •  SA  •  OP  •  ORT  •  ORT  •  SF  •  SF  •  PI  •  SJ  •  PI  •  CO  •  CJ  •  AD  •  TRMA  •  CHLD  •  ADLT  •  FEM MALE  •  F25

Living Rebo  
10533 Washington Boulevard  
Culver City, CA 90232  
(310) 694-5590

Intake:  (310) 694-5590x100

FEM MALE  
SAF  •  SA  •  OD  •  DJ  •  ODT  •  ORT  •  SF  •  PI  •  SP  •  CO  •  GL  •  VET  •  ADM  •  MF  •  CJ  •  SE  
W/N  •  MN  •  TRMA  •  XA  •  DV  •  YAD  •  ADLT  •  FEM MALE

Cupertino Recovery  
Kaiser Permanente Medical Group  
Chemical Dependency Recovery Program  
19000 East Homestead Road  
1st Floor Building 1  
Cupertino, CA 95014  
(408) 366-4200

FEM MALE  
SAF  •  SA  •  DT  •  BU  •  NXN  •  VTRL  •  OP  RES  •  RS  •  RL  •  OMB  •  OD  •  OIT  •  ORT  •  SF  •  MC  
•  PI  •  SP  •  CO  •  AD  •  W/N  •  MN  •  TRMA  •  XA  •  DV  •  YAD  •  ADLT  •  FEM MALE  •  F67

Culver City Recovery  
Covenant Hills  
Transitional Facility  
3365 Roberts Street  
Dana Point, CA 92629  
(949) 369-2915

HH

Davis Recovery  
Recovery Happens Counseling Servs  
204 F Street  
Suite E  
Davis, CA 95616  
(916) 276-0626

Intake:  (916) 276-0626

FEM MALE  
SAF  •  SA  •  DT  •  BU  •  NXN  •  VTRL  •  OP  RES  •  RS  •  RL  •  OMB  •  OD  •  OIT  •  ORT  •  SF  •  PI  
•  CO  •  CJ  •  AD  •  CHLD  •  ADLT  •  FEM MALE

Del Mar Recovery  
Casa Paloma  
14750 El Camino Real  
Del Mar, CA 92014  
(858) 481-4411

Intake:  (858) 724-7128

FEM MALE  
SAF  •  SA  •  DT  •  BU  •  NXN  •  VTRL  •  OP  RES  •  RS  •  RL  •  OMB  •  OD  •  OIT  •  ORT  •  SF  •  PI  
•  CO  •  GL  •  VET  •  ADM  •  MF  •  CJ  •  SE  •  PW  •  W/N  •  MN  •  TRMA  •  XA  •  DV  •  YAD  •  ADLT  •  FEM MALE

Desert Hot Springs Recovery  
Ranch Recovery Centers Inc  
DBA The Ranch  
7885 Amnandale Avenue  
Desert Hot Springs, CA 92240  
(760) 329-2924

Intake:  (760) 329-2959

FEM MALE  
SAF  •  SA  •  DT  •  BU  •  NXN  •  VTRL  •  OP  RES  •  RS  •  RL  •  OMB  •  OD  •  OIT  •  ORT  •  SF  •  PI  
•  CO  •  CJ  •  AD  •  TRMA  •  CHLD  •  ADLT  •  FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>DIAMOND SPRINGS</strong></td>
<td>County of El Dorado Health and Human Services Agency/Ak 768 Pleasant Valley Road Suite 201 Diamond Springs, CA 95619 (530) 621-6146</td>
<td>Intake: (530) 621-6290 MHF • SA • OP ORT • NP • PA • SP • CO • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DOS PALOS</strong></td>
<td>Word of Life Evangelistic Ministry Inc Word of Life Program 8698 West Shain Avenue Dos Palos, CA 95360 (559) 579-0649</td>
<td>SA DT • OP OD ODT OIT ORT • SF SI PI ATR • SS PA • AH • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DOWNNEY</strong></td>
<td>Southern CA Alcohol and Drug Prog Inc La Castra for Women and Children 10603 Downey Avenue Downey, CA 90241 (562) 622-2268</td>
<td>SAF • SA HH • RES RS RL • SF • SS PA • PW WN TRMA BC • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Southern California Alcohol and Drug Program Inc Positive Steps 11501 Dolan Street Downey, CA 90241 (562) 923-7894</td>
<td>Intake: (562) 923-7894x3226 SAF • SA • RES RS RL • SF • SS PA • SP • CO GL CJ SE MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EL CAJON</strong></td>
<td>El Cajon Treatment Center East Office 234 North Magnolia Avenue El Cajon, CA 92020 (619) 579-8373</td>
<td>Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only SAF • SA MM DM BU OTPA • OP OMB • SF MD SI PI • SS • SP • PW • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>McAlister Institute for Trt and Educ (MITE)/East County Adolescent Detox 1400 North Johnson Avenue Suite 101 El Cajon, CA 92020 (619) 442-0277</td>
<td>Intakes: (619) 442-0277x121 (619) 461-4871 MHS AF • SA DT • RES RS RD • SF PI • SS • SP • CO GL MF CJ AD TRMA XA DV • CHLD • MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>McAlister Institute for Trt and Educ (MITE)/East County Regional Centre 1365 North Johnson Avenue Suites 111-113 El Cajon, CA 92020 (619) 440-4801x103</td>
<td>Intakes: (619) 440-4801x104 (619) 441-2493 SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MC • SS PA • SP • CO GL VET MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>McAlister Institute for Trt and Educ (MITE)/East Region North Teen Rec Ctr 550 Federer Street Suite G-3 El Cajon, CA 92020 (619) 588-5361</td>
<td>MHS AF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • SS PA • AD • CHLD • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mental Health Systems Inc East County Center for Change 545 North Magnolia Avenue El Cajon, CA 92020 (619) 579-0947</td>
<td>SAF • SA • OP OIT • SF MD MC SI • SS • AH SP FX • CO GL VET CJ PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EL CENTRO</strong></td>
<td>Imperial County Behavioral Health Adult ODF Program 2695 South 4th Street Second Floor El Centro, CA 92243 (760) 482-2144</td>
<td>Intakes: (760) 482-4000 (760) 482-2149 SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC • AH SP • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Imperial County Behavioral Hlth Servs Adolescent ODF Program 1295 State Street Suites 101-106 El Centro, CA 92243 (442) 265-1905</td>
<td>Intakes: (760) 482-0000 (760) 353-0763 SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI • AH SP • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Imperial Valley Drug and Rehab Clinic 1600 South Imperial Avenue Suite 7 El Centro, CA 92243 (760) 312-9817</td>
<td>MHS AF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD • SP • CJ • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Imperial Valley Medical Clinic Inc Medical Treatment Center 680 West Main Street El Centro, CA 92243 (760) 482-0864</td>
<td>Intake: (760) 482-5803 Methadone Clients Only SAF • SA DT MM DM OTPA • OP OD OMB ORT • SF MD MC SI PI ATR • SS • SP • GL VET CJ SE WN MN TRMA XA YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sober Roads Inc 584 West Main Street Suite C El Centro, CA 92243 (760) 352-8888</td>
<td>Intake: (760) 352-8887 SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF • SP • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**EL MONTE**

CA Hispanic Commission Alc./Drug Abuse
San Gabriel Valley Center
11046 Valley Mall
El Monte, CA 91731
(626) 444-9000
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • SS • SP • CO GL VET MF CJ SE AD PT MW MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

East Los Angeles Health Task Force
Aztec/Accion
11401 East Valley Boulevard
Unit 106
El Monte, CA 91731
(626) 443-4036
Intake: (323) 261-2171
MHSAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI IHS ATR • SS • AH • CO VET WN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**EMERYVILLE**

Saint Marys Center
Recovery 55
925 Brockhurst Street
Emeryville, CA 94608
(510) 923-9600
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • NP • PA • CO VET CJ SE • ADLT • FEM MALE

**ENCINITAS**

Aton Center
3250 Country Rose Circle
Encinitas, CA 92024
(858) 759-5017
Intakes: (888) 535-3156 (877) 428-6672
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • NP • SA • BU NXN VTRL • RES RS RL RD CT • SF PI • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**ESCONDIDO**

Fellowship Center
Alcohol and Other Drug Services
737 East Grand Avenue
Escondido, CA 92025
(760) 745-8478
Intake: (888) 533-9555
SAF • SA • OP RES RL OIT ORT • SF SI PI MI • SS • MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

Mental Health Systems Inc
North Inland Regional Recovery Center
200 East Washington Avenue
Suite 100
Escondido, CA 92025
(760) 741-7708x201
Intake: (760) 741-7708
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF SI • AH SP • CO CJ WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Mission Treatment Services Inc
Escondido
910 East Ohio Avenue
Suite 104
Escondido, CA 92025
(760) 745-7786
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • SP • PW • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

North County Serenity House Inc
Alcohol and Drug Residential Service
1341 North Escondido Boulevard
Escondido, CA 92026
(760) 774-1015x1
Intake: (760) 774-1015x2224
MHSAF • SA • RES RL • SF PI IHIS • SS • CO GL VET CJ PW WN TRMA BC XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM

North County Serenity House Inc
Serenity Too
130 South Fig Street
Escondido, CA 92025
(760) 774-1015x2260
Intake: (760) 774-1015x3220
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT ORT • SF MD SI • SSA • AH SP • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW WN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM

**EUREKA**

Alcohol and Drug Care Services Inc
1335 C Street
Eureka, CA 95501
(707) 445-3869
SAF • DT • RES RD • SF • SS • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Alcohol and Drug Care Services Inc
Bonnie Brown Program
1742 J Street
Eureka, CA 95501
(707) 444-2232
MHSAF • SA • RES RL CT • SF • CO GL VET CJ PW WN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM

Alcohol and Drug Care Services Inc
Lee Brown Program
217 14th Street
Eureka, CA 95501
(707) 268-0264
SAF • SA • RES RL • SF • PA • MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

Alcohol and Drug Care Services Inc
Mens Residential
1321 C Street
Eureka, CA 95501
(707) 268-0264
SAF • SA • RES RL • SF • PA • MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

Healthy Moms Program
2910 H Street
Eureka, CA 95501
(707) 441-5220
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS PA • AH • CO PW WN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM

Humboldt Alcohol Recovery Treatment (HART)
1806 E Street
Suite A
Eureka, CA 95501
(707) 725-9381
Intake: (800) 987-6237
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS PA • AH • CO PW WN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM

Humboldt County Alcohol and Other Drug Services
1711 Third Street
Eureka, CA 95501
(707) 268-2800
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SSA • AH • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
Humboldt County Mental Health Alcohol and Other Drug Programs
720 Wood Street
Eureka, CA 95501
(707) 476-4054
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC PI MI • SS • AH • CO WN MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Humboldt Recovery Center Inc
905 L Street
1116 and 1120 9th Street
Eureka, CA 95502
(707) 443-4237
Intake: (707) 444-6262
SAF • SA BU • RES RL CT • SF PI ATR • CO CJ MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • MALE

North Coast Subst Abuse Council Inc
Crossroads
1205 Myrtle Avenue
Eureka, CA 95501
(707) 445-0869
SAF • SA DT HH • OP RES RL OD ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI • SS • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

FAIR OAKS
Clean and Sober Detox
8946 Madison Avenue
Fair Oaks, CA 95628
(916) 965-3386
Intake: (916) 863-0600
SAF • SA DT HH • OP RES RS RD ORT • SF PI MI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Recovery Happens Counseling Servs
7996 Old Winding Way
Suite 300
Fair Oaks, CA 95628
(916) 276-0626
SAF • SA DT • OP OD OIT ORT • SF PI • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

FAIRFIELD
MedMark Treatment Centers Inc
MedMark Treatment Centers Fairfield
1143 Missouri Street
Fairfield, CA 94533
(707) 435-9911
Intake: (866) 840-6658
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU OTPA • OP OD OMB ORT • SF MD • SS PA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Youth and Family Services
490 Chadbourne Road
Suite C
Fairfield, CA 94534
(707) 427-6640
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • SP • AD PW WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

FILLMORE
Ventura County Behavioral Health Alcohol and/or Other Drugs
828 West Ventura Street
Suite 250
Fillmore, CA 93015
(805) 524-8644
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS PA • AH SP • DU CJ AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

FORT BRAGG
Mendocino County Alcohol and Other Drug Programs
790 South Franklin Street
Suite B
Fort Bragg, CA 95437
(707) 961-2665
SAF • SA DT BU • RES RS RL RD • SF PI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

FORTUNA
Fortuna Adventist Community Services
Humboldt Alcohol Recovery Treatment
2331 Rohnerville Road
Fortuna, CA 95540
(707) 725-9381
DWI/DUI Clients Only
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • SS • AH SP FX • CJ PW WN MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F28

FOUNTAIN VALLEY
New Beginning Fellowship Center
1600 16th Street
Rms 2.4-19,25-29 and 40 Counselors Ofc
Firebaugh, CA 93229
(888) 885-5580
SAF • DT • OP OD • NP • SS PA • CHLD • FEM MALE

FONTANA
Kaiser Permanente Hospital
Chemical Dependency Recovery Program
17046 Marigold Avenue
Fontana, CA 92335
(909) 427-5128
SAF • SA DT BU • OP OD OIT ORT HDT • PI • AH SP • CO AD WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

FOREST KNOLLS
Serenity Knolls
Chemical Dependency Recovery Program
145 Tamal Road
Forest Knolls, CA 94933
(415) 488-0400
SAF • SA DT BU • RES RS RL RD • SF PI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

FIREBAUGH
Prodigy Healthcare Inc
1600 16th Street
Rms 2.4-19,25-29 and 40 Counselors Ofc
Firebaugh, CA 93229
(888) 885-5580
SAF • DT • OP OD • NP • SS PA • CHLD • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
Reflections Recovery Center
17165 Newhope Street
Suite C-201
Fountain Valley, CA 92708
(714) 708-2950
Intake: (714) 708-2966
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Stephouse Recovery
10529 Slater Avenue
Fountain Valley, CA 92708
(888) 923-7623
MHS • SA HH • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • SS • CO WN MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

FREMONTEast
Carnales Unidos Reformando Adictos (CURA) Inc
37437 Glenn Moor Drive
Fremont, CA 94536
(510) 713-3202
Intakes: (510) 713-3200 (510) 713-3217
SAF • SA HH • RES RL CT • SF • PA • SP FX • CO GL VET MF CJ WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F65

City of Fremont Youth and Family Servs
39155 Liberty Street
Suite E-500
Fremont, CA 94538
(510) 574-2114
Intake: (510) 574-2100
MHS • SA • OP ORT • NP • SP • CO GL AD TRMA XA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Fremont Hospital
39001 Sundale Drive
Fremont, CA 94538
(510) 818-6343
SAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF PI MI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Solidarity Fellowship Inc
Alameda House
34401 and 34413 Blackstone Way
Fremont, CA 94555
(510) 796-7200
SAF • SA • RES RS RL CT • SF • VET MF SE MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

FRENCH CAMP
San Joaquin County
(SJC) Family Ties
500 West Hospital Road
French Camp, CA 95231
(209) 468-6208
Intake: (209) 468-9600
SAF • SA • RES RL • SF • PW WN TRMA BC XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

San Joaquin County Behavioral Health Recovery House
500 West Hospital Road
French Camp, CA 95231
(209) 468-6857
Intake: (209) 468-9600
SAF • SA • RES RS RL • SF • PW WN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Addiction Research and Treatment Inc
(ART)
3103 East Cartwright Avenue
Fresno, CA 93725
(559) 498-7100
SAF • SA • DT DM OTPA • OP OD • SF MD MC PI • SP • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

BAART Behavioral Health Services Inc
Detox Program
539 North Van Ness Avenue
Fresno, CA 93728
(559) 266-9381
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA • DT DM BU NXN OTPA • OP OD ORT CT • SF MD SI • SP FX • CO GL VET CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F37

Central California Recovery Inc
1100 West Shaw Avenue
Suite 130
Fresno, CA 93711
(559) 681-1947
Intake: (559) 273-2942
SAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF MD MC PI • SS • SF FX • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE • F37

Addiction Research and Treatment Inc
Bay Area Addiction Research and Trt
539 North Van Ness Avenue
Fresno, CA 93728
(559) 266-9381
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA • MM BU NXN OTPA • OP OMB ORT CT • SF MD • SP FX • CO GL VET CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F37

Antioch Substance Abuse Programs
3838 North West Avenue
Fresno, CA 93705
(559) 800-4992
Intake: (559) 226-0809
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • CH LD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

BAART Behavioral Health Services Inc
Detox Program
3103 East Cartwright Avenue
Fresno, CA 93725
(559) 498-7100
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • DT DM OTPA • OP OD • SF MD • SP • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

BAART Behavioral Health Services Inc
Detox Program
539 North Van Ness Avenue
Fresno, CA 93728
(559) 266-9381
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA • DT DM BU NXN OTPA • OP OD ORT CT • SF MD SI • SP FX • CO GL VET CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F37

City of Antioch Youth and Family Servs
3103 East Cartwright Avenue
Antioch, CA 94509
(925) 779-9688
Intake: (925) 779-9690
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF PI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
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Comprehensive Addiction Programs Inc
2445 West Whites Bridge Avenue
Fresno, CA 93706
(559) 264-5096
Intakes: (559) 264-5096x12 (559) 264-5096x14
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • SS • SP • AD WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Delphi Care Inc
4705 North Sonora Avenue
Suite 113-A
Fresno, CA 93722
(559) 276-7558
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • SS • SP • AD WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Eminence Healthcare Inc
3535 North Cornelia Avenue
Fresno, CA 93722
(559) 221-8100
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SI • PA • SP FX • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE • F37

Eminence Healthcare Inc
4055 North Byran Street
Fresno, CA 93723
(559) 221-8100
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SI PI • SP • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Eminence Healthcare Inc
2045 North Dickenson Avenue
Rooms 17 and 19 MH 32-34 71-75 SO-A
Fresno, CA 93723
(559) 221-8100
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SI • PA • SP FX • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE • F37

Family and Youth Alternatives
A Program of Mental Health Systems Inc
3122 North Millbrook Avenue
Suites A and B
Fresno, CA 93703
(559) 225-9117
Intakes: (559) 225-9117x227 (559) 225-9117x221
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • MD • AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

Fresno American Indian Health Project
1511 East Shaw Avenue
Suite 139
Fresno, CA 93710
(559) 320-0490
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • MD SI PI • PA • SP • CO GL VET MF CJ SE AD PW WNW M TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Fresno County Board of Supervisors
Pathways to Recovery
515 South Cedar Street
Building 320
Fresno, CA 93702
(559) 600-6068
Intake: (559) 600-6069
SAF • SA BU HH • OP OIT • SF MD PI • SS PA • AH SP • CO GL CJ PW WNW M TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Fresno County Hispanic Commission on Alcohol/Drug Abuse Services Inc
1803 Broadway Street
Fresno, CA 93721
(559) 268-6475
DWI/DUI Clients Only
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF PI • AH SP • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Fresno New Connections
4411 North Cedar Avenue
Suite 108
Fresno, CA 93726
(559) 248-1548
SAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • SP • AD WN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Fresno County Hispanic Commission
1414 West Kearney Boulevard
Fresno, CA 93706
(559) 485-0501
SAF • SA • RES RS RL • SF PI • AH SP • MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

Kaiser Permanente
Chemical Dependency Recovery Program
4785 North 1st Street
2nd Floor
Fresno, CA 93726
(559) 448-4620
SAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP OD OMB ODT OIT ORT • PI • AH SP FX • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE • F37

King of Kings Community Centers
Mens Recovery Home
2267 South Geneva Avenue
Fresno, CA 93706
(559) 266-6449
SAF • SA • RES RL CT • SF PI • SP • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • MALE

King of Kings Community Centers
Sober Living Community House
577 C Street
Fresno, CA 93706
(559) 266-6449

MedMark Treatment Centers Inc
1310 M Street
Fresno, CA 93721
(559) 264-2700
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU OTPA • OP OD OMB ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS PA • SP FX • PW WNW MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F37

Nuestra Casa Recovery Home
Fresno County Hispanic Commission
Chemical Dependency Recovery Program
1414 West Kearney Boulevard
Fresno, CA 93706
(559) 485-0501
SAF • SA • RES RS RL • SF PI • AH SP • MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on page v.
FULLERTON
Alta Institute Inc
Chemical Dependency Intervention Program
1440 North Harbor Boulevard
Suite 725
Fullerton, CA 92835
(714) 680-0241
Intake: (714) 540-9070
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF PI M1 • SS • CJ DV • YAD ADLT • F37
SAF • MALE

Turner Point
1519 East Champilman Avenue
Suite 356
Fullerton, CA 92835
(714) 974-4673
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF PI M1 • SS • CJ DV • YAD ADLT • F36 F65 F119
SAF • MALE

Ccr for the Treatment of Addiction Inc
104 North Raymond Avenue
Suite A-2
Fullerton, CA 92831
(714) 922-1677
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF PI M1 • SP • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
SAF • MALE

Korean Community Services Inc
KC Services
1060 South Brookhurst Road
Fullerton, CA 92833
(714) 449-1339
Intake: (714) 449-1288
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF PI M1 • AH SP FX • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F47
SAF • MALE

Western Pacific Medical Corp
218 East Commonwealth Avenue
Fullerton, CA 92832
(714) 992-4770
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF PI M1 • SP • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
SAF • MALE

Woodglen Recovery Junction Inc
751 West Orangetheroe Avenue
Fullerton, CA 92832
(714) 879-2741
SAF • DT • RES RD • SF • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Woodglen Recovery Junction Inc
771 West Orangetheroe Avenue
Fullerton, CA 92832
(714) 879-0929
Intake: (714) 578-2962
SAF • SA • RES RL • SF • CO GL VET CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

GARBERVILLE
Singing Trees Recovery Center
2061 Highway 101
Garberville, CA 95542
(707) 247-3495
Intake: (800) 344-3799
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF PI M1 • CJ WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
SAF • MALE

GARDEN GROVE
CA Hispanic Commission Alc/Drug Abuse
7942 West 13th Street
Garden Grove, CA 92844
(714) 531-4624
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF PI M1 • SP • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
SAF • MALE

Center for Treatment of Addiction Inc
10031 Lampson Avenue
Garden Grove, CA 92840
(714) 992-1677
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF PI M1 • SP • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
SAF • MALE
Korean Community Services Inc
KC Services
7281 Garden Grove Boulevard
Suite H
Garden Grove, CA 92841
(714) 539-4544
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • SP FX • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F74 F92

GARDEN VALLEY
Progress House Inc
Women and Childrens Facility
5607 Mount Murphy Road
Garden Valley, CA 95633
(530) 333-9460
Intake: (530) 626-9240
SAF • SA • RES RL • SF MD PI H5 ATR • CJ PW WN TRMA BC XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM

GARDENA
Asian American Drug Abuse Program Inc
Youth Outpatient Treatment
13931 South Van Ness Avenue
Suite 202
Gardena, CA 90249
(310) 678-8018
Intake: (310) 768-4152
SAF • SA • OP ORT • NP • PA • SP FX • CJ AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE • F70

Behavioral Health Services
South Bay Family Recovery Center
15519 Crenshaw Boulevard
Gardena, CA 90249
(310) 679-9031x1211
Intake: (310) 679-9031x1200
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MC SI PI ATR • SS • SP • DU CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

GLEN ELLEN
Mountain Vista Farm
3020 Warm Springs Road
Glen Ellen, CA 95442
(707) 996-6716
Intake: (800) 300-6716
SAF • SA DT BU NXXN • RES RS RL RD • SF PI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

GLENDALE
ADAPT Aware Zone Inc
143 South Glendale Avenue
Suite 103
Glendale, CA 91205
(818) 243-2746
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • SP FX • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F70

Glendale Adventist Alcohol/Drug Servs (GAADS)
335 Mission Road
Glendale, CA 91205
(818) 242-3160
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

New Insights Programs
522 East Broadway
Suite 101
Glendale, CA 91205
(818) 242-2308
Intake: (818) 244-0001
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Western Pacific Med Corp
Western Pacific Glendale Medical
4544 San Fernando Road
Suite 201
Glendale, CA 91204
(818) 240-8843
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM OTPA • OP OD OMB ORT • SF MD PI • SS PA • SP • PW WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

GLENDAORA
Pacific Clinics
Sierra Family Center
1160 South Grand Avenue
Glendora, CA 91740
(626) 335-5980
Intake: (877) 722-2737x0
MHC • SA • OP ORT • MD MC • CO CJ AD WN MN TRMA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

GRAND TERRACE
Drug Alternative Program
11868 Arliss Drive
Grand Terrace, CA 92313
(909) 783-1094
Intake: (800) 784-1094
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF • SS • TRMA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Riverside San Bernardino County Indian Health Inc/San Manuel Clinic
11980 Mount. Vernon Avenue
Grand Terrace, CA 92313
(909) 864-1097x4709
Intakes: (888) 268-0008x3320 (909) 864-1097x3320
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • MD MC • SI PI MI • IHS ATR • PA • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

GRASS VALLEY
Community Recovery Resources
Hope House
159 Brentwood Drive
Grass Valley, CA 95945
(530) 271-1140
Intake: (855) 467-3496
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF • SS • TRMA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
### Community Recovery Resources (CORR)
180 Sierra College Drive
Grass Valley, CA 95945
(530) 273-9541x210
Intake: (530) 273-9541x200
MHS\(\text{SA} \quad \text{DT} \quad \text{NXN} \quad \text{VTRL} \quad \text{OP} \quad \text{OD} \quad \text{OIT} \quad \text{ORT} \quad \text{SF} \quad \text{SI} \quad \text{PI} \quad \text{CO} \quad \text{DU} \quad \text{AD} \quad \text{PW} \quad \text{WN} \quad \text{MN} \quad \text{CHLD} \quad \text{ADLT} \quad \text{FEM MALE} \)

### GREENVILLE
Greenville Rancheria of Maidu Indians
410 Main Street
Greenville, CA 95947
(530) 284-7990
Intakes: (530) 284-6135 (530) 528-8600
GHF \(\text{SA} \quad \text{OP} \quad \text{OIT} \quad \text{ORT} \quad \text{CT} \quad \text{SF} \quad \text{SI} \quad \text{PI} \quad \text{IHS} \quad \text{ATR} \quad \text{SS} \quad \text{PA} \quad \text{SP} \quad \text{CO} \quad \text{VET} \quad \text{CJ} \quad \text{SE} \quad \text{AD} \quad \text{PW} \quad \text{WN} \quad \text{MN} \quad \text{TRMA} \quad \text{XA} \quad \text{DV} \quad \text{CHLD} \quad \text{YAD ADLT} \quad \text{FEM MALE} \)

### GROVER BEACH
Casa Solana I
383 South 13th Street
Grover Beach, CA 93433
(805) 481-8555
Intake: (805) 710-0829
SAF \(\text{SA} \quad \text{OP} \quad \text{RES} \quad \text{RL} \quad \text{ORT} \quad \text{SF} \quad \text{YN} \quad \text{YAD ADLT} \quad \text{FEM} \)

Casa Solana II
1355 Baden Street
Grover Beach, CA 93433
(805) 481-8555
HH
San Luis Obispo County Drug and Alcohol Services
1523 Longbranch Street
Grover Beach, CA 93433
(805) 473-7080
SAF \(\text{SA} \quad \text{DT} \quad \text{NXN} \quad \text{OP} \quad \text{OD} \quad \text{OIT} \quad \text{ORT} \quad \text{SF} \quad \text{MD} \quad \text{MC} \quad \text{SS} \quad \text{PA} \quad \text{AH} \quad \text{SP} \quad \text{CO} \quad \text{DU} \quad \text{AD} \quad \text{PW} \quad \text{WN} \quad \text{MN} \quad \text{TRMA} \quad \text{XA} \quad \text{DV} \quad \text{CHLD} \quad \text{YAD ADLT} \quad \text{FEM MALE} \)

### HALF MOON BAY
El Centro de Libertad
The Freedom Center
225 South Cabrillo Highway
Suite 105-D
Half Moon Bay, CA 94019
(650) 560-9995
Intake: (650) 599-9955
SAF \(\text{SA} \quad \text{OP} \quad \text{ORT} \quad \text{SF} \quad \text{MC} \quad \text{SI} \quad \text{PI} \quad \text{SS} \quad \text{SP} \quad \text{CO} \quad \text{GL} \quad \text{VET} \quad \text{CJ} \quad \text{SE} \quad \text{AD} \quad \text{PW} \quad \text{WN} \quad \text{MN} \quad \text{TRMA} \quad \text{XA} \quad \text{DV} \quad \text{CHLD ADLT} \quad \text{FEM MALE} \)

### HAWAIIAN GARDENS
Hawaiian Gardens Medical and Mental Health Services
21505 Norwalk Boulevard
Hawaiian Gardens, CA 90716
(562) 916-7581
Methadone Clients Only
SAF \(\text{SA} \quad \text{DT} \quad \text{MM} \quad \text{DM} \quad \text{OTPA} \quad \text{OP} \quad \text{OD} \quad \text{OMB} \quad \text{ORT} \quad \text{SF} \quad \text{MD} \quad \text{PI} \quad \text{PA} \quad \text{SP} \quad \text{YAD ADLT} \quad \text{FEM MALE} \)

### HAWTHORNE
Behavioral Health Services
Pacifica House
2501 West El Segundo Boulevard
Hawthorne, CA 90250
(323) 754-2816
SAF \(\text{SA} \quad \text{RES} \quad \text{RS} \quad \text{RL} \quad \text{SF} \quad \text{PI} \quad \text{SS} \quad \text{SP} \quad \text{CO} \quad \text{VET} \quad \text{ADM} \quad \text{ME} \quad \text{SE} \quad \text{PW} \quad \text{WN} \quad \text{MN} \quad \text{TRMA} \quad \text{XA} \quad \text{DV} \quad \text{YAD ADLT} \quad \text{FEM MALE} \)

### HARBOR CITY
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF \(\text{SA} \quad \text{DT} \quad \text{MM} \quad \text{DM} \quad \text{OTPA} \quad \text{OP} \quad \text{OD} \quad \text{OMB} \quad \text{ORT} \quad \text{SF} \quad \text{MD} \quad \text{PI} \quad \text{PA} \quad \text{SP} \quad \text{YAD ADLT} \quad \text{FEM MALE} \)

### HARBOR CITY
CA Diversion Intervention Foundation (CDIF)/Outpatient Services
13666 South Hawthorne Boulevard
Office 2
Hawthorne, CA 90250
(800) 842-9089
SAF \(\text{SA} \quad \text{OP} \quad \text{ORT} \quad \text{CT} \quad \text{SF} \quad \text{SS} \quad \text{TRMA} \quad \text{DV} \quad \text{YAD ADLT} \quad \text{FEM MALE} \)

### HARBOR CITY
Family United New Beginnings Inc
11616 Hawthorne Boulevard
Suite 202
Hawthorne, CA 90250
(310) 644-5600
SAF \(\text{SA} \quad \text{OP} \quad \text{ORT} \quad \text{SF} \quad \text{SI} \quad \text{PI} \quad \text{PA} \quad \text{CO} \quad \text{GL} \quad \text{VET} \quad \text{SE} \quad \text{AD} \quad \text{PW} \quad \text{WN} \quad \text{MN} \quad \text{TRMA} \quad \text{XA} \quad \text{DV} \quad \text{CHLD ADLT} \quad \text{FEM MALE} \)
HAYWARD
East Bay Community Recovery Project
OSD/Hayward Division
22971 Sutter Street
Hayward, CA 94541
(510) 728-8600
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT • ORT • SF • MC • SI • CO • VET • CJ • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

Horizon Services
Cronin House
2595 Depot Road
Hayward, CA 94545
(510) 784-5874
Intake: (510) 784-5883
MHSAF • SA • BU • RES • RL • SF • MD • MC • SI • CO • W • MN • TRMA • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

Second Chance Inc
Hayward Recovery Center
107 Jackson Street
Hayward, CA 94544
(510) 886-8696
SAF • SA • OP OIT • ORT • NP • SS • PA • SP • CO • CJ • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

Women on the Way Recovery Center
20424 Haviland Avenue
Hayward, CA 94544
(510) 675-9362
SAF • SA • OP OIT • ORT • SF • SP • CJ • W • MN • DV • CHLD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

HEMET
Hemet Valley Recovery Center and Sage Retreat
371 North Western Place
Hemet, CA 92543
(866) 273-0868
Intake: (951) 765-4903
MHSAF • SA • BU • NXN • VTRL • HH • OP • RES • RS • RL • ODT • OIT • HID • HIT • CT • SF • MC • PI • MI • AH • CO • GL • VET • ADM • MF • SF • W • MN • TRMA • XA • DV • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

Mental Health Systems Inc
Hemet Center for Change
950 North State Street
Hemet, CA 92543
(951) 929-9383
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT • ORT • SF • MD • PA • SP • FX • W • MN • TRMA • XA • DV • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

Riverside County Substance Abuse Prog
Hemet
650 North State Street
Hemet, CA 92543
(951) 791-3350
Intake: (951) 791-3351
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT • ORT • SF • MD • SI • PI • MI • SS • PA • AH • SP • CO • CJ • AD • PDW • W • MN • CHLD • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

SAACS DBA MedMark Treatment Centers
Addiction Counseling Servs Inc (SAACS)
795 Fletcher Lane
Hayward, CA 94544
(510) 247-8300
MHSAF • SA • MM • DM • OTPA • OP • OMB • ORT • SF • SS • SP • CO • GL • VET • ADM • MF • CJ • SE • PW • W • MN • TRMA • XA • DV • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

Sun Ray Addictions Counseling/Educ
950 North State Street
Hemet, CA 92543
(951) 652-3560
MHSAF • SA • BU • OP OIT • ORT • SF • MD • PI • SS • SP • AD • CHLD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

HOLLISTER
San Benito County Behavioral Health Substance Abuse Services
1131 San Felipe Road
Hollister, CA 95023
(831) 636-4020
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT • ORT • SF • MD • PA • SS • SP • AD • PW • TRMA • CHLD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

HOOPA
Hoop Valley Tribal Council
Division of Human Services
68 Orchard Street
Hoop, CA 95546
(530) 625-4236
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT • ORT • CT • SF • IHS • ATR • CO • GL • VET • CJ • SE • AD • PDW • W • MN • TRMA • XA • DV • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE
HUNTINGTON BEACH
Center for the Treatment of Addiction
5482 Business Drive
Unit A
Huntington Beach, CA 92649
(714) 992-1677
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI MI
• SP • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW
WN MN TR MA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

New Life Spirit Recovery Inc
18652 Florida Street
Suite 200
Huntington Beach, CA 92648
(714) 841-1906
Intake: (866) 543-3361
SAF • SA • HH • OP ODT OIT ORT
• SF • CO WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Seacliff Recovery Center
225 7th Street
Suite 2
Huntington Beach, CA 92648
(714) 960-0078
Intake: (800) 581-7274
SAF • SA • OP RES RS RL ODT OIT
ORT • SF PI • CO WN MN • YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

INDIO
ABC Recovery Center Inc
44359 Palm Street
Indio, CA 92201
(760) 342-6616
SAF • SA • DT BU HH • OP RES RS RL
RD ODT OIT ORT • SF PI • SS • CJ PW •
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Riverside County Latino Commission on Alcohol/Drug Abuse Casa Las Palmas
83912 Avenue 45
Suit 9
Indio, CA 92201
(760) 347-0754
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF SI PI • SS
PA • AH SP FX • AD PW WN • CHLD
ADLT • FEM MALE • F81

INGLEWOOD
Asian American Drug Abuse Program Inc
520 North La Brea Avenue
Inglewood, CA 90302
(323) 294-4932
SAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF MD
ATR • PA • SP FX • CJ PW • CHLD YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE • F37 F43 F81 F92

Divine Healthcare Services Inc
Therapy Counseling After School Prog
405 West Manchester Boulevard
Suite A
Inglewood, CA 90301
(310) 672-3820
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC
SI PI ATR • SS PA • SP FX • CO GL VET
ADM MF CJ SE AD WN MN TR MA XA DV •
CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE • F19

El Dorado Community Service Center
Inglewood Medical/Mental Health Servs
4450 West Century Boulevard
Inglewood, CA 90304
(310) 671-9294
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA • DT MM DM BU OTO PA • OP
OD OMB ORT • SF MD PI • SP • PW •
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Los Angeles Drug Treatment Center Inc
3211 West Imperial Highway
Inglewood, CA 90303
(310) 419-9616
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI
PI • SS PA • SP • AD PW WN • CHLD
ADLT • FEM MALE

Southwest Care Inc
2930 West Imperial Highway
Suite 511
Inglewood, CA 90303
(323) 777-0444
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SS PA • GL
AD PW WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

United States Veterans Initiative
Veterans in Progress Program
733 South Hindry Avenue
Inglewood, CA 90301
(310) 348-7600
MHSAF • SA HH • RES RL CT • NP •
PA • CO VET CJ SE MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

IRVINE
Korean Community Services Inc
KC Services
14795 Jeffrey Road
Suite 207
Irvine, CA 92618
(949) 654-9163
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI • WN
MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Morningside Recovery LLC
1400 Reynolds Avenue
Irvine, CA 92614
(949) 675-0006
Intakes: (866) 735-8656 (866) 942-0095
SAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT CT • SF
PI • SS • CO GL VET ADM MF WN
MN TR MA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

JOSHUA TREE
Mental Health Systems Inc
Joshua Tree Center for Change
61607 29 Palms Highway
Suites C and D
Joshua Tree, CA 92252
(760) 366-8641
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • PA • AH • CJ
WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Organization</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone Numbers</th>
<th>Services Provided</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>KINGS BEACH</strong></td>
<td>Community Recovery Resources</td>
<td>Kings Beach Service Center</td>
<td>(530) 546-5641</td>
<td>SAF, SA, OP OIT ORT, SF SI PI SS, DU CJ DV, CHLD YAD ADLT, FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>8491 North Lake Boulevard</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Kings Beach, CA 96143</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>KINGSBURG</strong></td>
<td>Eminence Healthcare Inc</td>
<td>1300 Stroud Avenue</td>
<td>(559) 221-8100</td>
<td>SAF, SA, OP OIT ORT CT, SI PA, SP, AD, CHLD ADLT, FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Kingsburg, CA 93631</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LA HABRA</strong></td>
<td>Gary Center</td>
<td>341 South Hillcrest Street</td>
<td>(562) 691-3263x105</td>
<td>SAF, SA, OP OIT ORT CT, SF MI SP CJ AD WN MN, CHLD ADLT, FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>La Habra, CA 90631</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LA JOLLA</strong></td>
<td>Practical Recovery Psychology Group</td>
<td>8950 Villa La Jolla Drive</td>
<td>(858) 546-1100x222</td>
<td>SAF, SA, OP OIT ORT CT, SF SS, YAD ADLT, FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Suite B</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>La Jolla, CA 92037</td>
<td>(800) 977-6110</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LA MESA</strong></td>
<td>Alvarado Parkway Institute BHS</td>
<td>7050 Parkway Drive</td>
<td>(619) 465-4411</td>
<td>SAF, SA, OP OIT ORT CT, SF SS, YAD ADLT, FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>La Mesa, CA 91942</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LA MESA</strong></td>
<td>McAlister Institute for Trrt and Educ</td>
<td>(MITE)/East Region South Teen Rec Ctr</td>
<td>(619) 465-4349</td>
<td>SAF, SA, OP ODT OIT ORT, SF MD PI SS AH AD CHLD FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>7800 University Avenue</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Parent Care Family Recovery Center</td>
<td>4990 Williams Avenue</td>
<td>(619) 968-4200</td>
<td>SAF, SA, OP OIT ORT CT, SF SI SS, CO WN TRMA DV, YAD ADLT, FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>La Mesa, CA 91942</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LA PUENTE</strong></td>
<td>Addiction Research and Treatment Inc</td>
<td>Bay Area Addiction Research and Trr</td>
<td>(626) 855-5090</td>
<td>SAF, SA, MM OTPA, OP OMB, SF MD SP, YAD ADLT, FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>15229 East Amar Road</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>La Puente, CA 91744</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LAFAYETTE</strong></td>
<td>New Directions</td>
<td>11530 La Mirada Boulevard</td>
<td>(925) 284-5200</td>
<td>SAF, SA, OP ORT, SF AH SP DU GL VET CJ SE WN MN TRMA XA DV, YAD ADLT, FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Suite B</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>La Mirada, CA 90638</td>
<td>(800) 636-8058</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LAFAYETTE</strong></td>
<td>Twin Palms Recovery Center</td>
<td>218 North Glendora Avenue</td>
<td>(925) 284-5200</td>
<td>SAF, SA, MM OTPA, OP OMB, SF MD SP, YAD ADLT, FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>La Puente, CA 91744</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LAGUNA BEACH</strong></td>
<td>SPIRITT Family Services</td>
<td>Share Program</td>
<td>(925) 284-5200</td>
<td>SAF, SA, MM OTPA, OP OMB, SF MD SP, YAD ADLT, FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Behavioral Health Services Inc</td>
<td>Miramar Recovery</td>
<td>(925) 284-5200</td>
<td>SAF, SA, MM OTPA, OP OMB, SF MD SP, YAD ADLT, FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>668 North Coast Highway</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Laguna Beach, CA 92651</td>
<td>(888) 316-4548</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
LAGUNA HILLS
BRIDGE
Bridge Teen Recovery LLC
23151 Verdugo Drive
Suite 115
Laguna Hills, CA 92653
(949) 716-4623
MHSAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF PI • CO GL AD TRMA XA DV • CHLD • FEM MALE

Casa Recovery Inc
25102 Southport Street
Laguna Hills, CA 92653
(888) 928-2272
Intake: (949) 289-2752
SAF • SA DT • OP RES RS RL RD ODT OIT ORT CT • SF PI • SP • CO GL VET CJ SE WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Embrace Recovery
23232 Peralta Drive
Suite 219
Laguna Hills, CA 92653
(949) 525-3696
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI MI • GL SE WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Her Place
23181 Verdugo Drive
Suite 104-A
Laguna Hills, CA 92653
(949) 707-5111
Intake: (949) 707-5111x200
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • CO GL VET CJ SE WN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM

Wel Mor Psychological Group Inc
DBA South Coast Counseling and Psych
25401 Cabot Road
Suite 114
Laguna Hills, CA 92653
(714) 540-9070
MHSAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT CT • SF PI MI • SS • CJ DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

LAKE ELSINORE
Riverside Recovery Resources
Omega Program
600 3rd Street
Lake Elsinore, CA 92530
(951) 674-5354
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI IHS ATR • SP • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

LAKESIDE
Gods House Ministries Inc
Calvary Ranch
13610 Willow Road
Lakeside, CA 92040
(619) 390-9800
Intake: (800) 404-2258
SAF • SA • RES RS RL • SF • CO VET ADM MF CJ SE MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • MALE

LAKEMORE
Home from Home Inc
Counseling/Treatment Program
4125 South Street
Lakewood, CA 90712
(562) 531-0266
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MC IHS • SS • SP • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Positive Steps Inc
5230 Clark Avenue
Suite 18
Lakewood, CA 90712
(562) 804-2700
Intake: (562) 938-8353
SAF • OP OIT ORT • SF ATR • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

DESIGN FOR CHANGE RECOVERY SERVICES
LAMONT
Community Service Organization (CSO)
De Colores Center
10420 Main Street
Lamont, CA 93241
(661) 845-3753
Intake: (661) 327-9376
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF • AH SP • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

LANCASTER
Alcohol Drug Abuse Center
805 West Avenue J
Lancaster, CA 93534
(661) 945-9421
SAF • SA DT BU • OP OD OMB OIT ORT CT • SF PI • SS • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Antelope Valley Council on Alcohol and Drug Dependency
311 East Avenue K-4
Lancaster, CA 93535
(661) 948-5046
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • SS PA • SP • CJ SE AD WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Change Lanes
Youth Support Services
43845 10th Street West
Suite 1-D
Lancaster, CA 93534
(661) 948-2555
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI ATR • SS PA • AH SP • CO GL VET CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • ADLT • FEM MALE

Los Angeles County DPH A VRCs
High Desert Recovery Services
44900 North 60th Street West
CHP Trailer
Lancaster, CA 93536
(661) 945-8458
SAF • SA VTRL • OP ORT • SF MD • SS • CJ SE WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
San Martin Counseling Center  
15342 Hawthorne Boulevard  
Suit 305  
Lawndale, CA 90260  
(310) 644-3300  
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF PI • SS PA •  
SP FX • CO GL VET CJ SE AD PW WN  
MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT •  
FEM MALE • F17 F28 F30 F31 F42 F43  
F67 F70 F81 F92

**LEMONOE**  
McAlister Institute for Trt and Educ  
(MITE)/Options Residential/Kiva  
2049 Skyline Drive  
Lemon, CA 91945  
(619) 465-7300x102  
Intake: (619) 465-7303x101  
SAF • SA DT • RES RL RD CT • SF • SS  
• WN BC • YAD ADLT • FEM

**LEMOORE**  
Santa Rosa Rancheria  
16835 Alkali Road  
Lemoore, CA 93245  
(559) 924-1278  
Intake: (559) 924-1278x4019  
SA • OP ORT • NP • AD WN MN  
TRMA DV • ADLT • FEM MALE

**LIVERMORE**  
Axis Community Health Inc  
Axis Community Health Drug and Alcohol  
446 Lindbergh Avenue  
Livermore, CA 94551  
(925) 249-3191  
Intake: (925) 249-3180  
SAF • SA • OP ORT ORT • SF MD SI PI •  
SS • DU CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Fountain Recovery  
1785 Barcelona Street  
Livermore, CA 94550  
(925) 292-5583  
SAF • SA • OP RES RS RL ODT ORT  
ORT • SF PI M • SS • AH FX • CO GL  
VET ADM MF SE PW WN MN TRMA  
XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F70

**LODI**  
Healthy Connections Inc  
441 South Ham Lane  
Suite A  
Lodi, CA 95242  
(209) 224-8940  
Intake: (209) 334-2126  
Methadone Clients Only  
SAF • SA DT MM DM OTPA • OP OD  
OMB • SF SI • PW • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Valley Community Counseling Services  
1300 West Lodi Avenue  
Suite G-2  
Lodi, CA 95242  
(209) 334-2126  
(209) 956-4240  
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT ORT • SF •  
AH SP • DU DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**LOMPOC**  
Central Coast Headway  
115 East College Avenue  
Suites 15 and 16  
Lompoc, CA 93436  
(805) 737-0015  
Intake: (805) 922-2106  
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • AH SP • DU •  
CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Coast Valley Worship Center  
Coast Valley Substance Abuse Trt Ctr  
133 North F street  
Lompoc, CA 93436  
(805) 735-7525  
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MC • SS  
• SP • CO VET CJ AD WN MN TRMA  
XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE
Good Samaritan Services
113 South M Street
Lompoc, CA 93436
(805) 736-0357
Intake: (805) 736-0357x207
SAF • DT • RES RD • SF MD • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Good Samaritan Services
Turning Point
604 West Ocean Avenue
Lompoc, CA 93436
(805) 736-0357x203
Intake: (805) 736-0357x201
SAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF MD • SS • PW • YAD ADLT • FEM

LONG BEACH

American Indian Changing Spirits
2120 West Williams Street
Building 1
Long Beach, CA 90810
(562) 388-8118
Intake: (562) 388-8115
SAF • SA • HH • RES RL CT • SF IHS ATR • PA • SP • SF • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE • MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • MALE • N18 N23

Behavioral Health Services
Building Blocks
351 East 6th Street
Long Beach, CA 90802
(562) 200-1702
HH

Behavioral Health Services
Redgate Memorial Recovery Center
1775 Chestnut Avenue
Long Beach, CA 90813
(562) 599-8444
Intakes: (562) 599-8444x4213 (562) 299-8444x4211
SAF • SA • DT BU NXN VTRL HH • RES RS RL HID HIT • SF • PI • CO GL CJ PW WN MN DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Cambodian Association of America
2390 Pacific Avenue
Long Beach, CA 90806
(562) 424-6105
Intake: (562) 988-1863
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • SS • PA • SP • FX • CO GL SE AD PW WN • MN • TRMA DV • YAD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F92

Department of Veterans Affairs
Long Beach Healthcare System
5901 East 7th Street
Unit 116A-SATC
Long Beach, CA 90822
(562) 826-5610
GHF • SA • DT BU NXN • OP OD OMB ODT OIT ORT • VAMC • PA • CO GL VET CJ WN MN • TRMA XA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Get Off Drugs/Mens Home
Rehabilitation I
515 East 55th Street
Long Beach, CA 90805
(562) 428-3487
SAF • SA • RES RL CT • SF • ATR • PA • CO • DU • GL • VET • CJ • SE • MN • TRMA • XA • DV • YAD ADLT • MALE

Glorious Manor Inc II
2703 East 7th Street
Long Beach, CA 90804
(562) 433-0454
Intakes: (562) 433-0545 (562) 843-6028
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • MD • MC • SI • PA • SF • FX • CO GL VET • CJ • SE • AD • MN • XA • DV • YAD • CHLD • YAD • ADLT • FEM MALE • F81

National Council on Alc and Drug Dep
Woman to Woman Recovery Program
4201 Long Beach Boulevard
Suite 304
Long Beach, CA 90807
(562) 426-8262
SAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT • NP • SS • PA • SP • CO • PW • WN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

New Found Life
2211 and 2137 East Ocean Boulevard
Long Beach, CA 90803
(562) 434-4060
Intake: (800) 635-9899
SAF • SA • NXN • OP • RES RL • ODT OIT ORT • SF • PI • WN • MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Palm House Inc
Residential Community Recovery Service
2515 East Jefferson Street
Long Beach, CA 90810
(310) 830-7805
SAF • SA • RES RL • SF • SS • CO • VET • ADM • MF • CJ • SE • MN • TRMA • XA • DV • YAD • ADLT • MALE

Safety Consultant Services
5518 North Long Beach Boulevard
Long Beach, CA 90805
(562) 428-6426
DWI/DUI Clients Only
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • SP • DU • WN • MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

National Council on Alc and Drug Dep
Womens Residential Program
431 West 9th Street
Long Beach, CA 90813
(562) 432-6807
Intakes: (562) 426-8262 (562) 426-5283
SAF • SA • RES RL • SF • SS • PA • PW • WN • BC • YAD • ADLT • FEM
Substance Abuse Foundation of Long Beach Inc
3125 East 7th Street
Long Beach, CA 90804
(562) 987-5722
Intakes: (562) 987-5722x309 (562) 987-5722x316
SAF•SA HH•OP RES RL ODT OIT
ORT CT•SF MD PI ATR•SS PA•AH•
CO GL VET CJ WN MN BC DV•YAD
ADLT•FEM MALE

United States Veterans Initiative Veterans in Progress Program
2160 Williams Street
Long Beach, CA 90810
(562) 200-7539
Intake: (562) 200-7345
SA HH•OP RES RS RL ODT OIT ORT
•CO GL VET MF WN MN TRMA BC•
YAD ADLT•FEM MALE

West County Medical Corporation
2272 Pacific Avenue
Suite A
Long Beach, CA 90806
(562) 427-8018
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF•SA DT MM DM BU OTPA•OP
OD OMB ORT•SF SI PI•SP•PW•
YAD ADLT•FEM MALE

Koinonia Foster Homes Inc
DBA Koinonia Homes for Teens
Loomis, CA 95650
(916) 652-0171
MHSAF•SA•RES RL•CO CJ AD
TRMA XA•CHLD•FEM MALE

Koinonia Foster Homes Inc
Koinonia Treatment Clinic
5980 Webb Street
Loomis, CA 95650
(916) 652-0171
MHSAF•SA•OP OIT ORT•MD•
CO CJ AD TRMA XA•CHLD•FEM
MALE

LOS ANGELES

2nd Chance for Recovery Inc
600 East 7th Street
Suites 104 and 105
Los Angeles, CA 90021
(213) 537-0110
SAF•SA HH•OP OIT ORT•SF MD•
SS•CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW
WN MN TRMA XA DV•CHLD ADLT•
FEM MALE

Addiction Research and Treatment Inc
1926 West Beverly Boulevard
Los Angeles, CA 90057
(213) 353-1140
Intakes: (213) 353-1140x31 (213) 353-1140x32
Methadone Clients Only
SAF•SA MM OTPA•OP OMB CT•SF
SI PI•SP•YAD ADLT•FEM MALE

Addiction Research and Treatment Inc
4920 Avalon Boulevard
Los Angeles, CA 90011
(323) 235-5035
Methadone Clients Only
SAF•SA MM OTPA•OP OMB•SF
MD•SS•SP FX•CHLD YAD ADLT•
FEM MALE•F5 F25
**CALIFORNIA**

Alcoholism Center for Women
Miracle House Residential
1135 South Alvarado Street
Los Angeles, CA 90006
(213) 381-8500
SAF • SA HH • RES RL • SF MD MC PI
• SS PA • CO W/N TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM

Alcoholism Center for Women Inc
Outpatient Services
1147 South Alvarado Street
Los Angeles, CA 90006
(213) 381-8500
Intake: (213) 351-8500
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC PI
• SS PA • SP • AD W/N • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

AlkaMed Health Services
Boyle Heights Zonal
1701 Zonal Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90033
(323) 223-6146
SAF • SA • MM BU • OP OMB ORT • SF MD • CO GL VET SE PW/WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

American Drug Recovery Program Inc
2724 West Florence Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90043
(323) 759-3464
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MC
• SS PA • SP • CO GL CJ SE AD PW W/N MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

American Health Services
Hollywood Medical Mental Health Servs
5015 West Pico Boulevard
Los Angeles, CA 90019
(323) 653-1677
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA • DT MM DM BU OTPA • OP OD OMB • SF MD SI • SP • PW • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Amity Foundation
Amistad de Los Angeles
3745 South Grand Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90007
(213) 743-9077
Intake: (213) 743-9023 (213) 440-1039
SAF • SA HH • RES RL • SP NX • CO GL VET CJ SE PW W/N MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • N23

Asian American Drug Abuse Program Inc
1088 South Labrea Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90019
(323) 295-0262
SAF • SA • OP ODT ORT • SF MD MTR
• PA • SP FX • CJ PW • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F37 F43 F47

Asian American Drug Abuse Program Inc
Olympia Academy for Youth
5825 West Olympic Boulevard
Los Angeles, CA 90036
(323) 933-9022
SAF • SA • RES RL CT • SF • SS • SP FX • AD • CHLD • FEM MALE • F43 F47 F81

Asian American Drug Abuse Program Inc
Therapeutic Community
5318 South Crenshaw Boulevard
Los Angeles, CA 90043
(323) 293-6291
Intake: (323) 293-6284
SAF • SA • RES RL • SF PI • SS PA • SP FX • W/N MN TRMA BC • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F17 F47 F92

Avalon Carver Community Center
4920 South Avalon Boulevard
Los Angeles, CA 90011
(323) 232-4391
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • MC SI
• PA • SP • CO DU CJ SE W/N MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

BAART Behavioral Health Services Inc
1926 West Beverly Boulevard
Los Angeles, CA 90057
(213) 353-1400x28
Intakes: (213) 353-1140x31 (213) 353-1140x32
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • DT DM OTPA • OP OD CT • SF SI PI • SP • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

BAART Behavioral Health Services Inc
4920 Avalon Boulevard
Los Angeles, CA 90011
(323) 235-5035
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • DT DM OTPA • OP OD • SF MD
• SS • SP FX • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F5 F25

BLVD Centers Inc
DBA/BLVD Treatment Centers
1776 North Highland Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90028
(855) 277-5363
SAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF SI PI
IHS ATR • CO GL W/N MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Behavioral Health Services Inc
4099 North Mission Road
Building A
Los Angeles, CA 90032
(323) 221-1746x3712
Intake: (323) 221-1746
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • MD • PA • SP
• CO AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

Behavioral Health Services Inc
Boyle Heights Family Recovery Center
3421 East Olympic Boulevard
Los Angeles, CA 90023
(323) 262-1786x3214
Intake: (323) 262-1786x3200
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MC SI PI
• SS PA • SP • CJ AD W/N MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Behavioral Health Services Inc
Hollywood Family Recovery Center
6838 Sunset Boulevard
Los Angeles, CA 90028
(323) 461-3161
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MC PI • SP • CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Bert T Shuvah
8831 Venice Boulevard
Los Angeles, CA 90034
(310) 204-5200
Intake: (310) 204-5200x219
SAF • SA HH • OP RES RL OIT ORT • SP PI • CO CJ SE W/N MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
Bernies Lil Women Center
11905 South Central Avenue
Suites 200 and 206
Los Angeles, CA 90059
(323) 577-3832
Intake: (323) 249-9026
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD • SP • CO GL VET MF SE AD PW WN MN
XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Binelli Recovery Center
Mary Lind Recovery Centers
3905 Stevely Avenue
Apartment 11
Los Angeles, CA 90008
(213) 388-5423
SAF • SA HH • RES RL • SF • CO VET WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Blessed Drug and Alcohol Treatment and Research Program Inc
8407 South Vermont Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90044
(323) 971-1325
Intake: (323) 971-1330
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC • SS PA • SP • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

CA Hispanic Commission Alc/Drug Abuse
Aguila Recovery Home
524 North Avenue 54
Los Angeles, CA 90042
(323) 258-2921
Intake: (323) 722-4529
SAF • SA • RES RL • SF • CJ AD TRMA XA DV • CHLD • MALE

CA Hispanic Commission Alc/Drug Abuse
Latinos Recovery Home/Wabash
2436 Wabash Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90033
(323) 780-8756
Intake: (323) 722-4529
SAF • SA • RES RL • SF • SS • SP • CJ AD TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • MALE

AMN Foundation
Research Program Inc
3905 Stevely Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90008
(213) 388-5423
SAF • SS PA • CO VET MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

CA Hispanic Commission Alc/Drug Abuse
Masa Youth Services Center
2309 North Daly Street
Los Angeles, CA 90031
(323) 222-4523
MHS AF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD IHS • SS • SP • CJ AD TRMA XA • ADLT • FEM MALE

CA Hispanic Commission Alc/Drug Abuse
Mujeres Recovery Home
328 North Avenue 59
Los Angeles, CA 90042
(323) 254-2423
Intake: (323) 254-2423
SAF • SA • RES RL • SF • SP • MF CJ PW WN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

CA Hispanic Commission Alc/Drug Abuse
Paloma Recovery Home
530 North Avenue 54
Los Angeles, CA 90042
(323) 254-2423
Intake: (323) 254-2423
SAF • SA • RES RL • SF • SP • MF CJ PW WN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

CA Hispanic Commission Alc/Drug Abuse
Childrens Hospital Los Angeles
Adolescent Medicine
5000 Sunset Boulevard
Suite 701
Los Angeles, CA 90027
(323) 361-2463
MHS AF • SA • OP OIT ORT • PA • AH SP • CO GL CJ AD TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Clearview Treatment Programs
Outpatient
1334 Westwood Boulevard
Suite 3-A
Los Angeles, CA 90024
(800) 573-0770
MHS AF • SA DT BU NXXN • OP OD ODT OIT ORT • SP PI MI • CO TRMA XA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Clinica Monsenor Oscar A Romero
2052 Marengo Street
Los Angeles, CA 90033
(323) 987-1030
Intakes: (323) 987-1034 (323) 987-1421
MHS AF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC • SS • SP • CO CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Community/Family Counseling Programs
706 South Hill Street
Suite 820
Los Angeles, CA 90014
(213) 489-5425
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • SS • SP • CO VET MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Cris Help Inc
SOCORRO/Drug Free Outpatient Program
2029 Keith Street
Los Angeles, CA 90031
(323) 222-7660
Intakes: (323) 222-4408x03 (323) 222-6509
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF PI MI • PA • SP • CO CJ WN MN • YAD • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service Provider</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dare U to Care</td>
<td>316 West 120th Street</td>
<td>(323) 777-2372</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAF • SA • OP RES RL OIT ORT • SF • SS • CO VET WN MN BC • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Didi Hirsch Psychiatric Services</td>
<td>Youth Substance Abuse Services</td>
<td>12420 Venice Boulevard Suite 200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Los Angeles, CA 90066</td>
<td>(310) 751-1200</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAF • SA • OP ORT • NP • PA • SP • CO CJ AD MN TRMA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Los Angeles Health Task Force</td>
<td>Comprehensive Substance Abuse Program</td>
<td>2120 East 6th Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Los Angeles, CA 90023</td>
<td>(323) 261-2171</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GHF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI IHS ATR • SS • AH SP • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First to Serve Inc</td>
<td>Outreach Ministries</td>
<td>1017 West 50th Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Los Angeles, CA 90037</td>
<td>(323) 759-4670</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAF • SA HH • RES RL • SF SI • CO VET CJ WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friendly House</td>
<td>3112 Castle Heights Avenue</td>
<td>Los Angeles, CA 90034</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(310) 204-3351</td>
<td>Intake: (213) 389-9964</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAF • SA • RES RS RL CT • SF • SF WN • YAD ADLT • FEM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hannas House</td>
<td>Hannas First Step Treatment Center</td>
<td>5900 South Eastern Avenue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suits 186 and 188</td>
<td>Los Angeles, CA 90040</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(323) 278-6501</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MC SI PI MI IHS ATR • SS • SP • CO DU GL VET ADM CJ AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health Right 360</td>
<td>Outpatient Program</td>
<td>145 West 22nd Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st Floor</td>
<td>Los Angeles, CA 90007</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(213) 216-0673</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAF • SA • OP ORT • CJ WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Help Center Inc</td>
<td>3576 Santa Rosalia Drive</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suite 219</td>
<td>Los Angeles, CA 90008</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(323) 299-4357</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT CT • SF SI P1 • SS • AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Higher Goals</td>
<td>10510 South Vermont Avenue</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Los Angeles, CA 90044</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(323) 755-9702</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GHF • SA HH • RES RS RL • SF • SS • YAD ADLT • MALE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>His Sheltering Arms Inc</td>
<td>Outpatient</td>
<td>11101 South Main Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suite 115</td>
<td>Los Angeles, CA 90061</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(323) 755-6646</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intake: (323) 755-6646x0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MHSAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT • NP • PA • CO P W WN TRMA XA • YAD ADLT • FEM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holy Addiction Care Canter Inc</td>
<td>111 North Glendale Boulevard Suite B</td>
<td>Los Angeles, CA 90026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(213) 481-8279</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MHSAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL HH • OP RES RS RL RD OD OMB ODT OIT ORT HID HIT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI IHS ATR • SS PA • SP FX • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE • F4 F5 F25 F70</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homeless Healthcare Los Angeles</td>
<td>2330 Beverly Boulevard</td>
<td>Los Angeles, CA 90057</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(213) 739-1627</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intakes: (213) 744-0724 (213) 342-3114 (213) 381-0510</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • MD • SP • CO WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaiser Permanente</td>
<td>Addiction Medicine</td>
<td>4700 Sunset Boulevard 1st Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Los Angeles, CA 90027</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(323) 783-8206</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAF • SA DT BU NXN • OP OD ODT OIT ORT CT • PI • AH SP • CO GL AD WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaiser Permanente</td>
<td>Culver Marina Chem Depend Recov Prog</td>
<td>12001 West Washington Boulevard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Los Angeles, CA 90066</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(310) 915-4515</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAF • SA DT BU NXN • OP OD OMB ODT OIT ORT CT • SF MC • AH SP FX • CO AD WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE • F28 F30 F70</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Korean Community Services Inc
4416 West Beverly Boulevard
Los Angeles, CA 90004
(323) 668-9007
DWI/DUI Clients Only
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF • SS PA • SF PX
• DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
• F47

Los Angeles Centers for Alcohol/Drug Abuse
(LACADA) Downtown
470 East 3rd Street
Suite A
Los Angeles, CA 90013
(213) 262-6411
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF • SS PA • SF PX • SS PA • TR MA XA DV
SAF • SA • YAD ADLT • MALE
Intake: (323) 483-9207
Intake: (323) 483-9207

Los Angeles New Life Center Inc
1818 South Western Avenue
Suite 300
Los Angeles, CA 90006
(323) 734-3677
Intakes: (323) 568-5400x5438 (323) 568-5400x5419
Intake: (323) 662-0855

Lumpkin House
Transitional Housing
524 West 121st Street
Los Angeles, CA 90044
(323) 568-5400x5417
Intakes: (323) 568-5400x5438 (323) 568-5400x5417
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF • SS PA • SF PX • SS PA • TR MA XA DV
SAF • SA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Medi Cure Health Services Inc
3756 Santa Rosalia Drive
Suite 417
Los Angeles, CA 90008
(323) 295-1136
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD • MC PI • SS • SP • CO GL AD WN MN
TR MA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

MJB Transitional Recovery
11152 South Main Street
Los Angeles, CA 90061
(323) 777-2491
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF • SF PA • CO GL VET CJ • SE WN MN
TR MA XA DV • YAD ADLT • MALE

Matrix Institute
5220 West Washington Boulevard
Suite 101
Los Angeles, CA 90016
(323) 933-9186
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF • SF PA • CO GL VET CJ • SE WN MN
TR MA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Matrix Institute
Addictions/West Los Angeles
1849 Sawtelle Boulevard
Suite 100
Los Angeles, CA 90025
(310) 478-8305
Intake: (800) 310-7700
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF • SF PA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Maxin Healthcare Services Inc
3756 Santa Rosalia Drive
Suite 326-A
Los Angeles, CA 90008
(323) 290-1360
Intake: (310) 941-2276
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF • SF PA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

McIntyre House
544 North Kenmore Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90004
(323) 662-0855
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF • SF PA • CO GL VET MF CJ • SE WN MN
TR MA XA DV • YAD ADLT • MALE

Mary Lind Recovery Centers
Royal Palms Recovery Home
360 South Westlake Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90057
(213) 483-9201
Intake: (213) 483-9207
SAF • SA • RES RL CT • SF • SS • CJ MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

Mela Counseling Services Center Inc
5723 Whittier Boulevard
Los Angeles, CA 90022
(323) 728-0100
Intake: (323) 721-6855
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD • MC PI • SS • SP • SE AD WN MN
CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Narcotics Prevention Project/Methadone Maintenance Treatment Program
942 South Atlantic Boulevard
Los Angeles, CA 90022
(323) 263-9700
Intakes: (323) 610-1690 (323) 263-9700x1010
(323) 263-9700x1001
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA • DT MM DM BU • OTPA • OP OD OMB OIT ORT CT • SF • SF PA • CO GL AD WN MN
TR MA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Ness Counseling Center Inc
8512 Whittworth Drive
Suite 100
Los Angeles, CA 90035
(310) 360-8512x104
Intake: (310) 360-8512
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF • SF PA • CO GL VET MF CJ • SE WN MN
TR MA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

New Hope Drug and Alcohol Trt Prog Inc
1841 West Imperial Highway
Los Angeles, CA 90047
(323) 750-2850
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF • SF PA • CO GL AD WN MN
TR MA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE
New You Center Inc
1030 West Florence Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90044
(323) 750-7580
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI
PI MI ATR • SS PA • SP FX • CO DU GL
CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV •
CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE • F4 F28 F30
F42 F81 F104

People Coord Servs of Southern CA
Castle Subst Abuse Prog/Residential
1319 South Manhattan Place
Los Angeles, CA 90019
(323) 734-1143
Intake: (323) 732-9124
SAF • SA • RES RS RL • SF • SS PA • WN
MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Plaza Community Center
Esperanza Program
5255 Pomona Boulevard
Suite 5
Los Angeles, CA 90022
(323) 888-2530
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • SS PA
• SP • WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM
MALE

Safety Consultant Services
2904 South Main Street
Los Angeles, CA 90007
(213) 748-9444
DWI/DUI Clients Only
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • AH SP • DU
WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Salvation Army
Haven
11301 Wilshire Boulevard
Bldg 212 Haven 2 Transitional House
Los Angeles, CA 90073
(310) 478-3711x4360
Intake: (310) 478-3711x4435
MHSAF • SA DT MM DM HH • RES RS
RL RD • NP • PA • SP • CO VET MF SE
WN MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM
MALE

Seeking Peaceful Solutions Inc
8724 South Vermont Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90044
(323) 753-1314
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MC ATR
• SS PA • SP • CO GL VET CJ SE AD PW
WN MN XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM
MALE

Shields for Families
Genesis Family Day Treatment Program
12021 South Wilmington Avenue
Lot C
Los Angeles, CA 90059
(310) 668-8260
Intake: (323) 242-5000x1200
MHF • SA • OP OD ORT • SF MC
• SS PA • SP • CO PW WN TRMA DV •
YAD ADLT • FEM

Special Service for Groups Inc
5849 South Crocker Street
Los Angeles, CA 90003
(323) 234-4445
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF
• PA • AH SP FX • CO GL CJ SE AD PW
WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT •
FEM MALE • F67

Tri City Institute
Pajo Corporation
2080 Century Park East
Suite 1210
Los Angeles, CA 90067
(310) 553-9500
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM BD UNXN TRMT
OPPA • OP OD OMB OIT ORT CT • SF
MD MC PI MI ATR • SP • FX • DU • YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE • F25 F81

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
Tri City Institute
South
11900 Avalon Boulevard
Suite 200
Los Angeles, CA 90061
(323) 242-0500
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU NXN VTRL OTPA • OP OD OMB OIT ORT CT • SF MC • SP FX • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F25

UCLA
Vine Street Clinic
910 Vine Street
Los Angeles, CA 90038
(323) 461-3106
Intake: (866) 449-8252
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD MC SIPI • SS PA • GL • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

United American Indian Involvement
1125 West 6th Street
Suite 103
Los Angeles, CA 90017
(213) 202-3970
MHSAF • SA BU • OP OMB ORT • MD MC SIPIHIS • PA • CO AD WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

VA Greater LA Healthcare System
11301 Wilshire Boulevard
Building 257 Basement
Los Angeles, CA 90073
(310) 478-3711x9743
Intakes: (310) 478-3711x83904 (310) 478-3711x83173
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU NXN VTRL • OP OD OMB OIT ORT CT • VAMC SF MC PI • SP • CO VET SE WN MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Van Ness Recovery House
1919 North Beachwood Drive
Los Angeles, CA 90068
(323) 463-4266
MHSAF • SA BU NXN VTRL HH • RES RL CT • SF IHS • SS • AH SP • CO GL CJ • SE WN MN TRMA • XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Veterans Affairs Outpatient Clinic
Opiate Treatment Program
351 East Temple Street
Unit 11-C
Los Angeles, CA 90012
(213) 253-2677x7160
Intake: (213) 253-2677x4274
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA MM BU NXN VTRL OTPA • OP OMB ORT • VAMC SF MC PI MI • PA • SP • YAD TRMA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Volunteers of America of Los Angeles
Outpatient Treatment
544 South San Pedro
Los Angeles, CA 90013
(213) 799-1842
Intake: (213) 689-2129
SAF • SA • OP ORT ORT • SF • PA • SP • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Volunteers of America of Los Angeles
Veterans Transitional Housing
5448 Franklin Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90027
(213) 623-8580
Intake: (213) 689-2129
SAF • SA • OP RES RL OIT ORT CT • SF • SS PA • SP • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD WN MN TRMA • XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

LOS BANOS
Merced County Dept of Mental Health
Los Banos Alcohol and Drug Services
40 G Street
Building 2, Suites A-E
Los Banos, CA 93635
(209) 710-6100
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC • SS • AH • AD WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Merced County Mental Health Department
Division of Alcohol and Drug Services
40 G Street
Suite C
Los Banos, CA 93635
(209) 710-6100
Intake: (209) 381-6800
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI • SS • AP • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD WN MN TRMA • XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

LOS GATOS
Summit Estate
Recovery Center
399 Old Mill Pond Road
Los Gatos, CA 95033
(800) 701-6997
Intake: (408) 217-0201
SAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP RES RS RL RD OD OIT ORT HDR HIT CT • SF PI • AH • CO WN MN TRMA • XA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
LOYALTON
Sierra County Health and Human Service Alcohol and Drug Department
704 Mill Street
Loyalton, CA 95618
(530) 993-6746
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF • CJ PW • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Shields for Families
Ark
11705 Deputty Yamamoto Place
Lynwood, CA 90262
(323) 357-6930
Intake: (323) 242-5000x1200
SAF • SA • OP ODT OIT • SF • SS PA • CO WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Creative Care Inc
5941 Trancas Canyon Road
Malibu, CA 90265
(310) 589-9834
Intake: (800) 832-3280
MHSAF • SA DT BU NXN • OP RES RS RL RD ODT OIT ORT CT • SF PI • SP NX FX • CO WN MN TRMA XA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F25 F42 N18

Journey Malibu
22516 Carbon Mesa Road
Malibu, CA 90265
(310) 456-2551
Intake: (877) 673-4225
SAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • RES RS RL RD CT • SF PI • CO DUGL VET ADMMF CJ SE PW WN VN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Malibu Horizon
Residential Treatment
265 South Westlake Boulevard
Malibu, CA 90265
(818) 889-4444
Intake: (877) 338-6964
SAF • SA DT BU NXN • RES RS RL RD • SF PI • WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Paradigm Malibu
6323 Via Escondido Drive
Malibu, CA 90265
(310) 457-6300
MHSAF • SA DT BU • RES RS RL RD CT • SF PI • SP • CO GL AD TRMA XA DV • CHLD • FEM MALE

Passages
6428 Meadows Court
Malibu, CA 90265
(888) 777-8525
Intake: (310) 589-2880
SAF • SA DT BU NXN • RES RS RL RD CT • SF PI MI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

MALIBU
Canyon at Peace Park
2890 South Kanan Dume Road
Malibu, CA 90265
(310) 457-3209
Intakes: (310) 457-1000 (310) 526-8770
MHSAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL HH • OP RES RS RL RD OMB ODT OIT ORT CT • SF PI • AH SP • CO • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Canyon at Peace Park
2900 South Kanan Dume Road
Malibu, CA 90265
(310) 457-3209
Intakes: (310) 457-1000 (310) 526-8770
MHSAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL HH • OP RES RS RL RD OMB ODT OIT ORT CT • SF PI • AH SP • CO • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

LOYALTON
Lake County Alc and Other Drug Servs
6302 13th Avenue
Loyalton, CA 95458
(707) 274-9101
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD MC • SS • AH • CO DU CJ AD PW WN VN TRMA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

LUCERNE
Lake County Alc and Other Drug Servs
6302 13th Avenue
Loyalton, CA 95458
(707) 274-9101
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD MC • SS • AH • CO DU CJ AD PW WN VN TRMA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

LUCERNE VALLEY
Pine Ridge Treatment Center
9401 Crystal Creek Road
Lucerne Valley, CA 92356
(760) 248-9199
SAF • SA DT NXN VTRL • OP RES RS RL RD ODT OIT • SF PI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

MADERA
Madera County Behavioral Health Services
209 East 7th Street
Madera, CA 93638
(559) 673-3508
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC • SS • AH SP • CO CJ SE AD PW WN VN TRMA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

MADDEN
Addiction Research and Treatment Inc
Bay Area Addiction Research and Trt
11315 South Atlantic Avenue
Lynwood, CA 90262
(310) 537-5883
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA MM OTPA • OP OMB • SF MD • AH SP • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

BAART Behavioral Health Services Inc
11315 South Atlantic Avenue
Lynwood, CA 90262
(310) 537-5883
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • DT DM OTPA • OP OD • SF MD • AH SP • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Passages
6428 Meadows Court
Malibu, CA 90265
(888) 777-8525
Intake: (310) 589-2880
SAF • SA DT BU NXN • RES RS RL RD CT • SF PI MI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
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Soba Recovery Center
22669 Pacific Coast Highway
Malibu, CA 90265
(866) 435-0504
Intake: (866) 547-6451
SAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL HH • OP RES RS RL RD ODT OIT CT • SF PI • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW WN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Sunset Malibu
30042 Andromeda Lane
Malibu, CA 90265
(800) 332-9202
SAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • RES RS RL RD CT • SF PI • AH SP • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Intake: (209) 858-2421x15
(209) 858-2421
Manteca, CA 95336
13505 Union Road
Three Rivers Lodge
Native Directions Inc
Intake: (800) 687-1101
(760) 924 -174 0
Mammoth Lakes, CA 93546
3rd Floor

FEM MALE

SAF • SA DT BU NXN • RES RL RD CT • SF PI • AH • TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

MAMMOTH LAKES
Mono County Alcohol and Drug Program
452 Old Mammoth Road
3rd Floor
Mammoth Lakes, CA 93546
(760) 924-1740
Intake: (800) 687-1101
SAF • SA DT • OP OD OIT ORT CT • SF PI • SS • SP • DU CJ • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

MANTECA
Native Directions Inc
Three Rivers Lodge
13505 Union Road
Manteca, CA 95336
(209) 858-2421
Intake: (209) 858-2421x15
SAF • SA HH • OP RES RL ODT OIT ORT CT • SF PI • MI IHS ATR • SS • AH • CO GL VET ADM CJ SE MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • MALE

Valley Community Counseling Services
129 East Center Street
Suite 4
Manteca, CA 95336
(209) 823-1911
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • AH SP • DU CJ DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

MARIPOSA
Mariposa County Behavioral Health Recovery Services
5362 Lemon Lane
Mariposa, CA 95338
(209) 966-2000
Intake: (866) 547-6451
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD MC • SS PA • AH • CO CJ • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

MARKLEEVILLE
Alpine County Behavioral Health Services
75 Diamond Valley Road
Suite C
Markleeville, CA 96120
(530) 694-1816
Intake: (800) 318-8212
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF PI • MI IHS ATR • SS PA • AH • MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

MARTINEZ
Discovery House
4645 Pacheco Boulevard
Martinez, CA 94553
(925) 646-9270
Intakes: (925) 646-9270x13 (925) 646-9270
Intake: (925) 372-2000
MHSF • SA DT BU NXN • OP OD OMB ORT • VAMC MI • VET • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Ujima Family Recovery Services
La Casa Ujima
904 Mellis Street
Martinez, CA 94553
(925) 229-0230
SAF • SA • RES RL • SF MD • CO PW WN TRMA BC XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM

MARYSVILLE
Addiction Treatment Services Inc
1496 North Beale Road
Marysville, CA 95901
(530) 749-8640
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA • SF PI • MI IHS ATR • OP OMB • SF MD PI • SP • PW • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

For Our Recovering (FOR) Families
87th Street
Marysville, CA 95901
(530) 749-5124
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Pathways House I
29th Street
Marysville, CA 95901
(530) 742-6670
SAF • SA • OP OD OIT ORT • SF • CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Salvation Army
Depot/Family Crisis Center
408 J Street
Marysville, CA 95901
(530) 749-8640
SAF • SA • RES RS RL • SF • PA • CO DU CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

MATHER
Northern California VAHCS
10535 Hospital Way
Mather, CA 95655
(800) 382-9387
MHSF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP OD OMB ORT • VAMC PI • VET • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
MENLO PARK
Addiction Research and Treatment Inc
795 Willow Road
Building 332
Menlo Park, CA 94025
(650) 324-1470
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD • SS • SP • CO CJ PW WN MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F2 F4 F70 F81

BAART Behavioral Health Services Inc
795 Willow Road
Building 332
Menlo Park, CA 94025
(650) 324-1470
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU OTPA • OP OD OMB • SF MD SI • SS • AH SP FX • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F4 F70 F81

MERCED
Community Social Model Advocates Inc
Hobie House
1299 and 1301 Yosemite Parkway
1931 and 1941 Highland Avenue
Merced, CA 95340
(209) 722-6335
SAF • SA • RES RL CT • SF • SP • CJ MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

Merced County Dept of Mental Health Center at El Portal
3035 S Street
Merced, CA 95340
(209) 381-6880
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD • AH SP • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Merced County Mental Health Department
Alcohol and Drug Services Division
3090 M Street
Merced, CA 95340
(209) 381-6880
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD • SS • SP • CO CJ PW WN MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

MIDDLETOWN
Hilltop Recovery Services
10155 Socrates Mine Road
Middletown, CA 95461
(707) 987-9972
Intake: (707) 274-8171
SAF • SA BU NXN • RES RS RL • SF PI ATR • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • MALE

MILL VALLEY
Mary Ann Barr PhD
591 Redwood Highway Frontage Road
Suite 2320
Mill Valley, CA 94941
(415) 389-9936
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • CO VET PW WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Teen Solutions
311 Miller Avenue
Suite E
Mill Valley, CA 94941
(415) 360-5445
Intake: (415) 302-1700
MHSF • SA • OP ORT • SF • AD WN MN • ADLT • FEM MALE

MODESTO
Center for Human Services
AOD
1700 Mc Henry Village Way
Suite 11-B
Modesto, CA 95350
(209) 324-1470
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF PI • AH • CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

First Step Perinatal Program
1700 McHenry Village Way
Suite 16
Modesto, CA 95350
(209) 527-3270
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • NP • PA • AH • SP FX • PW • YAD ADLT • FEM • F67

Last Resort
Adolescents Last Resort
3125 East Orangeburg Avenue
Suite D
Modesto, CA 95352
(209) 523-6910
Intake: (209) 523-6900
SAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF MC PI • SS • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Last Resort
Adolescents Last Resort
218 East Orangeburg Avenue
Modesto, CA 95350
(209) 523-6900
Intake: (209) 523-6910
SAF • SA DT • RES RS RL RD • SF SI PI • SS PA • CO AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

Living Center Modesto
1009 McHenry Avenue
Suite E
Modesto, CA 95352
(209) 575-1580
Intake: (209) 368-6865
SAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT CT • SF PI • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
New Hope Recovery
823 East Orangeburg Avenue
Modesto, CA 95350
(209) 527-9797 x111
Intake: (209) 527-9797 (209) 527-2047
MHS\SA - \DT HH • OP RES RS RL
RD ODT OIT ORT CT • SF PI \MI • AH
SP NX FX • CO GL VET MF CJ SE PW
WN MN TR MA XA DV • YAD ADLT •
FEM MALE • F67 N18 N23

Nirvana Drug and Alcohol Institute
1028 Reno Street
Modesto, CA 95350
(209) 579-1151
Intake: (209) 579-1103
SAF • SA DT • RES RS RL RD • SF PI •
PA • SP • CJ MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

Nirvana Drug and Alcohol Institute
Outpatient
1100 Kansas Avenue
Suite B
Modesto, CA 95351
(209) 579-1151
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • PA • CJ
WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Nirvana Drug and Alcohol Institute
Women of Hope
1116 Alice Street
Modesto, CA 95350
(209) 578-3132
SAF • SA DT • RES RS RL RD • HID HIT •
SF PI • WN TR MA XA DV • YAD ADLT •
FEM

Stanislaus County (BHRS)
Detention Day Reporting Center (DRC)
801 11th Street
Modesto, CA 95354
(209) 567-4120
SAF • SA • OP OIT CT • NP • AH • CJ •
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Stanislaus County (BHRS)
Genesis Narcotic Replacement Therapy
800 Scenic Drive
Building 4
Modesto, CA 95350
(209) 525-6146
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM OTPA • OP OD
OMB OIT ORT CT • SF MD PI \MI • AH
SP • PW WN MN DV • YAD ADLT •
FEM MALE

MOJAVE
College Community Services
1640 State Highway 14
Suite F
Mojave, CA 93501
(661) 824-5020
MHS\SA - \DT BU NXN • OP OD
OIT ORT CT • SF • MC PI \MI • YAD ADLT •
FEM MALE

MONROVIA
Living Proof Recovery Center
324 West Foothill Boulevard
Suite 102
Monrovia, CA 91016
(626) 205-2518
Intake: (626) 524-9054
MHS\SA - \DT BU NXN • OP OD
OIT ORT CT • SF • MC PI \MI • SS • CHLD ADLT •
FEM MALE

Santa Anita Family Service
Chemical Dependency Programs
605 South Myrtle Avenue
Monrovia, CA 91016
(626) 359-9358 x26
Intake: (626) 359-9358
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • SD • AD •
CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

MONTPELLENO
CA Diversion Intervention Foundation
(CDFI)
819 West Whittier Boulevard
Office 200
Montebello, CA 90640
(800) 842-9089
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF • SS •
TRMA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

MONTPELLENO
Community Hospital of the Monterey
Peninsula/Behavioral Health Services
576 Hartnell Street
Suite 300
Monterey, CA 93940
(831) 625-4600
Intake: (831) 373-0924
MHS\SA - \DT BU NXN • OP OD
OIT ORT CT • SF • MC PI \MI • YAD ADLT •
FEM MALE

Valley Health Associates
114 Webster Street
Monterey, CA 93940
(831) 372-8392
Intake: (831) 424-6655 x10
SAF • SA • OP OIT CT • SF • MC PI \MI • AH
CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE MN
XAD DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

MORENO VALLEY
Sunrise Alcohol and Drugs Rehab Center
12125 Day Street
Suite E-315
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
(951) 683-0635
Intake: (951) 625-4600
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • MC PI \MI • SS •
SP • AD PW WN MN • CHLD ADLT •
FEM MALE

MORGAN HILL
Advent Group Ministries
Saint John Home
Monte\HILL, CA 95037
(408) 281-0708
Intake: (408) 281-0708 x107
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • MC PI \MI • SS •
SP • AD PW WN MN • CHLD ADLT •
FEM MALE

Advent Group Ministries
Step Up Outpatient
17666 Crest Avenue
Rooms 103 105 106 and 107
Morgan Hill, CA 95037
(408) 281-0708
Intake: (408) 281-0708 x133
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF • PA •
CO CJ AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
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Advent Group Ministries
Summit Ranch
1200 West Edmundson Avenue
Morgan Hill, CA 95037
(408) 281-0708x107
SAF • SA • RES RL • SF PI • AD • CHLD • FEM

Central High School
85 Tilton Avenue
Morgan Hill, CA 95037
(408) 201-6300
Intake: (408) 272-6518
SAF • SA • OP ORT • MD SI PI • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Pathway Society Inc
South County Outpatient
16433 Monterey Road
Suite 140
Morgan Hill, CA 95037
(408) 782-6300
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SI • SP FX • CO CJ WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F4

MOUNTAIN VIEW
Community Health Awareness Council
Alcohol and Drug Treatment
590 West El Camino Street
Mountain View, CA 94040
(650) 965-2020x113
Intake: (650) 965-2020
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • SS • CO CJ AD WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

MURRIETA
MFI Recovery Center
24885 Whitewood Road
Suite 105
Murrieta, CA 92563
(951) 698-8558
Intake: (800) 923-5634
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF PI • SS PA • SP • CO AD WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Temecula Valley Treatment Center
40700 California Oaks Road
Suites 201and 202
Murrieta, CA 92562
(951) 894-5072
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU OTPA • OP OD OMB ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI • SS • AH SP • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

NAPA
Aldea Inc
Aldea Community Behavioral Health Serv
2310 1st Street
Napa, CA 94559
(707) 226-1248
Intake: (707) 226-1248
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • SS PA • SP • AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

Alternatives for Better Living
701 School Street
Napa, CA 94559
(707) 226-1248
Intake: (707) 226-1248
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • SS PA • SP • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Lloyd Wolfe Juvenile Justice Network
Wolfe Center
2310 1st Street
Napa, CA 94559
(707) 226-1248
Intake: (707) 226-1248
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • SS PA • SP • AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

McAlister Institute for Treatment and McAlister Institute Resid Program
2100 Napa Vallejo Highway
Building 253 M1-M2
Napa, CA 94558
(707) 226-1248
Intakes: (707) 226-1248
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • SS PA • SP • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Napa County Health and Human Services Alcohol/Drug Program Services Division
2344 Old Sonoma Road
Napa, CA 94559
(707) 226-1248
Intake: (707) 226-1248
SAF • SA BU • OP OMB OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI • SS • CO CJ PW WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

NEEDLES
Mental Health Systems Inc
Needles Center for Change
300 H Street
Needles, CA 92363
(760) 326-4590
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • PA • AH • CO DU GL WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

NEVADA CITY
Common Goals Inc
103 Providence Mine Road
Suite 101
Nevada City, CA 95959
(530) 265-2914
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • PA • AH • CO DU GL WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Progress House Inc
145 Bost Avenue
Nevada City, CA 95959
(530) 265-9945
Intakes: (530) 265-9945
SAF • SA • RES RL CT • SF PI • GL VET CJ MN TRMA DV • YAD ADLT • MALE
NEWARK
Second Chance Inc
Newark Center
6330 Thornton Avenue
Newark, CA 94560
(510) 792-4357
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • SS PA • SP • CO DU CJ PW WN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

NEWHALL
Action Family Counseling Inc
Newhall IOP
23502 Lyons Avenue
Suite 301
Newhall, CA 91321
(800) 367-8336
Intake: (818) 779-0555
SAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP OD OMB ODT OIT ORT • SF PI ATR • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

El Dorado Community Service Center
Santa Clarita Med/Mental Health Servs
24625 Arch Street
Newhall, CA 91321
(661) 288-2644
Intake: (818) 779-0555
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU OTPA • OP OD OMB ORT • SF MD PI • SP • PW • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

National Council on Alc and Drug Dep
Dependence of the San Fernando Valley
24460 Lyons Avenue
Newhall, CA 91321
(661) 253-9400
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF SI ATR • SS • CJ PW WN MN TRMA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Safety Consultant Services Inc
24506 1/2 Lyons Avenue
Newhall, CA 91321
(661) 255-7720
DWI/DUI Clients Only
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • AH SP • DU WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

NEWPORT BEACH

Hoag Memorial Hospital
Chemical Dependency Recovery Center
1 Hoag Drive
Newport Beach, CA 92658
(949) 764-5656
Intake: (877) 462-4232
SAF • SA DT BU NXN • OP OD OMB ODT OIT ORT HID HIT CT • SF MC PI MI • CO SE WN MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Ocean Recovery
1115 West Balboa Boulevard
Suite 5
Newport Beach, CA 92661
(949) 675-3764
Intake: (949) 723-2388 (800) 641-2388
SAF • SA • OP RES RL OIT ORT • SF PI • MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

Ocean Recovery
1601 West Balboa Boulevard
Newport Beach, CA 92663
(949) 723-2388
SAF • SA DT NXN VTRL • OP RES RS RL OD OIT ORT • SF PI • CO WN • YAD ADLT • FEM

NORTH HIGHLANDS

Mexican American Addiction Program Inc (MAAP) Counseling Center
3612 Madison Avenue
Suite 29
North Highlands, CA 95660
(916) 394-3499
Intake: (916) 338-6835
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • SS • AH SP • CO DU CJ AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

NORTH HILLS

Changing Steps
9527 Langdon Avenue
North Hills, CA 91343
(323) 202-8432
SAF • SA • RES RS RL • SF PI ATR • SS • SP • GL VET SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Reseda Substance Abuse Treatment
8745 Parthenia Place
Suite 4
North Hills, CA 91343
(818) 895-5002
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF ATR • SS • SP FX • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

VA Greater Los Angeles Health System
OTP Treatment/Maintenance
16111 Plummer Street
North Hills, CA 91343
(818) 895-9480
Intake: (818) 891-7711x9480
M5SAF • SA MM BU • OP OMB CT • VAMC NP • CO GL VET CJ SE WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

VA Sepulveda Ambulatory Care Center
Addictive Behaviors Clinic
16111 Plummer Street
North Hills, CA 91343
(818) 891-7711x7730
Intake: (818) 891-7711
SAF • SA NXN VTRL • OP OIT ORT • VAMC MI • CO VET CJ TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

NORTH HOLLYWOOD

Cri Help Inc
Pfleger Outpatient
8330 Lankershim Boulevard
North Hollywood, CA 91605
(818) 255-7030
Intake: (818) 985-3823
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI HHS • PA • SP • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Cri Help Inc
The George T Pfleger Center
11027 Burbank Boulevard
North Hollywood, CA 91601
(818) 985-8323
Intakes: (818) 413-7660 (818) 985-8323x135
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI HHS • PA • SP • CO GL VET CJ SE PW WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
NORWALK

Helpline Youth Counseling Inc
12440 East Firestone Boulevard
Suite 1000
Norwalk, CA 90650
(562) 864-3722
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SI • PA • SP • AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

Western Pacific Med Corp
Norwalk
1902 East Rosecrans Boulevard
Norwalk, CA 90650
(562) 929-7188
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM OTPA • OP OD OMB ORT • SF MD PI • SSPA • SP • PW
WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

OAKLAND

Addiction Research and Treatment Inc
1124 International Boulevard
Oakland, CA 94606
(510) 533-0800
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA MM BU OTPA • OP OMB ORT • SF SI PI • SS • AH SP • CO AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

East Bay Community Recovery Project
2577 San Pablo Avenue
Oakland, CA 94612
(510) 446-7180
MHSAF • SA • OP OD ORT • MD MC SI • PA • CO GL • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
McAlister Institute for Trt and Educ
(MITE)/North County Adolescent Detox
3744 Santa Ynez Way
Oceanside, CA 92056
(760) 806-1495
Intakes: (619) 422-0277x147 (619) 461-4871
SAF • SA DT • RES RS RD CT • SF PI • SS • AD • CHLD • MALE

Rebuild
2103 South El Camino Real
Suite 205
Oceanside, CA 92054
(760) 721-6241
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF SI PI • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

SOAP MAT LLC
3230 Warning Court
Suite A
Oceanside, CA 92056
(760) 305-7528
Intakes: (760) 305-7528x76030 (760) 936-2314

Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU OTPA • OP OD OMB ORT • SF MC • SS • SP FX • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F30 F81

Turning Point Crisis Center
1738 South Tremont Street
Oceanside, CA 92054
(760) 439-2800
MHSAF • SA • RES RS CT • SF MD MC SI PI • SS PA • AH • CO • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

ORANGE
CA Diversion Intervention Foundation
(CDIF)/Substance Abuse Treatment
1095 North Main Street
Suite C
Orange, CA 92867
(800) 842-9089
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF • SS • TRMA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Chapman House Inc
1412 East Chapman Avenue
Orange, CA 92866
(714) 288-6100
Intake: (714) 288-9779
SAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF PI • SS PA • SF FX • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Mariposa Women and Family Center
812 West Town and Country Road
Orange, CA 92868
(714) 547-6494
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • SS PA • SF FX • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F25 F92

Newport Academy
811 North Ranch Wood Trail
Orange, CA 92869
(714) 288-0872
Intake: (866) 647-0651
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • SS PA • SF FX • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

School Ten
1111 Town and Country Road
Suite 25
Orange, CA 92868
(714) 550-9898
DWI/DUI Clients Only
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • AH SP • DU WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Touchstones
Orange, CA 92856
(714) 639-5542
SAF • SA • OP RES RL OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI ML • SP • CO CJ AD TRMA XA • CHLD • FEM MALE

Twin Town Treatment Centers
Twin Town/Orange
705 West La Veta Avenue
Suite 208
Orange, CA 92868
(714) 533-9295
Intake: (866) 594-8844
SAF • SA DT • OP OD ODT OIT ORT CT • SF PI • AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

ORANGE COVE
Eminence Healthcare Inc
1700 Anchor Avenue
Room 306
Orange Cove, CA 93646
(559) 221-8100
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SI • PA • SF • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

ORANGEVALE
Clean and Sober Recovery Services Inc
5820 Chestnut Avenue
Orangevale, CA 95662
(916) 590-0190
Intake: (916) 590-0191
SAF • SA • RES RS RL • SF • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

New Dawn Treatment Centers
Detox Services
8780 Sherry Drive
Orangevale, CA 95662
(916) 784-1149
Intakes: (916) 723-1319 (916) 969-4300
SAF • DT BU NXN • RES RD • SF PI • WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

New Dawn Treatment Centers
Residential Rehab
6043 Roloff Way
Orangevale, CA 95662
(916) 989-1675
Intake: (916) 723-1319
SAF • SA NXN • RES RS RL • SF PI • WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

ORLAND
Glenn County Health Services
Alcohol and Drug Services
1187 East South Street
Orland, CA 95963
(530) 865-1146
Intake: (800) 655-5946
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • AH SP • DU WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
OROVILLE

Behavioral Health Services
Feather River Tribal Health Center
2145 5th Street
Oroville, CA 95965
(530) 534-5394x264
Intake: (530) 534-5394x270
MHSAF • SA DT • SF MC SI PI MI • CO CJ WN MN TR MA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Butte County Dept of Behavioral Health
Oroville Stepping Stones
2167 Montgomery Street
Oroville, CA 95966
(530) 538-7277
Intake: (530) 538-2576 (530) 891-3251
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS • AH • PW WN WN TR MA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Butte County Dept of Behavioral Health
Treatment Courts Oroville
2430 Bird Street
Oroville, CA 95965
(530) 538-7277
Intake: (530) 891-7277
MHF • SA NXN VTRL • OP ORT CT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS • AH • CO CJ WN MN TR MA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Cherokee Restoration Fellowship
Cherokee House
2041 Fogg Avenue
Oroville, CA 95965
(530) 534-3663
Intake: (530) 533-5429
SAF • SA • RES RL • SF • SE MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

Northern California Treatment Services
314 Myers Street
Oroville, CA 95966
(530) 533-7664
SAF • SA BU NXN HH • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF ATR • CJ WN MN TR MA XA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Tri County Treatment
2740 Oro Dam Boulevard
Oroville, CA 95966
(530) 533-5272
MHSAF • SA DT • RES RS RL RD • SF PI ATR • YAD ADLT • MALE

OXNARD

Alternative Action Program
314 West 4th Street
Oxnard, CA 93030
(805) 988-1112
Intake: (805) 988-1112
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD • SS • SP FX • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW WN VN MN TR MA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F70

Prototypes Women’s Center
Ventura County
2150 North Victoria Avenue
Oxnard, CA 93036
(805) 382-5150
Intake: (805) 382-6296x132
SAF • SA DT BU • RES RS RL RD CT • SF PI MI • SS • SP • CJ PW WN TR MA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Ventura County Behavioral Health Dept
Alcohol and Drug Programs/A New Start for Moms
1911 Williams Drive
Suite 140
Oxnard, CA 93036
(805) 981-9250
SAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS • AH • CO PW WN TR MA XA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM

Ventura County Behavioral Health Dept
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
1911 Williams Drive
Suite C
Oxnard, CA 93036
(805) 981-9200
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS • AH SP • CO DU CJ AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

PACIFIC GROVE

Beacon House
468 Pine Avenue
Pacific Grove, CA 93950
(831) 372-2334
Intake: (831) 215-4733
SAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP RES RS RL RD ODT OIT CT • SF PI • CO SE WN MN TR MA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

PACIFICA

Pyramid Alternatives Inc
480 Manor Plaza
Pacifica, CA 94044
(650) 516-0335
Intake: (650) 355-8787
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • SP FX • CO CJ SE AD TR MA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F17 F28 F47 F70 F81

PACOIMA

Didi Hirsch CMHC
Via Avanta Program
11643 Glenoaks Boulevard
Pacoima, CA 91331
(818) 897-2609
MHSAF • SA • RES RS RL • SF • SS • CO VET MF CJ SE PW WN TR MA BC XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM

Maclay Rehabilitation Center
10301 Rincon Avenue
Pacoima, CA 91331
(818) 362-5615
MHSAF • SA HH • RES RS RL • SF IHS ATR • SP • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE MW TR MA XA DV • YAD ADLT • MALE

PALM SPRINGS

Desert Treatment Clinic
1330 North Indian Canyon Drive
Suites A B and C
Palm Springs, CA 92262
(760) 322-9065
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU NXN VTRL OTRP • OP OMB OIT ORT • SF MD PI MI • SP • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
Lifes Journey Center
291 East Camino Monte Vista
Palo Springs, CA 92262
(877) 864-3223
MHSAF • SA DT • RES RS RL RD • SF PI
• SP • GL MF CJ WN MN • YAD ADLT
• FEM MALE

Michaels House
2095 North Indian Canyon Drive
Palm Springs, CA 92262
(760) 416-7951
Intake: (877) 345-3216
SAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • RES RS RL RD • SF PI • CO • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

PALMDALE
American Health Services
Palmdale Medical
2720 East Palmdale Boulevard
Suite 129
Palmdale, CA 93550
(661) 947-3333
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU OTPA • OP OD OMB ORT • SF MD PI • SP • PW • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

PALO ALTO
Adolescent Counseling Services
Adolescent Substance Abuse Trt Prog
1717 Embarcadero Road
Suite 4000
Palo Alto, CA 94303
(650) 424-0852x104
Intake: (650) 424-0852
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF SI PI • SS PA • SP • CO GL AD TRMA XA • CHILD ADLT • FEM MALE

Family and Children Services
375 Cambridge Avenue
Palo Alto, CA 94306
(650) 543-5400
Intakes: (800) 488-9919 (408) 538-0880
MHSAF • SA • OP OR T • SF MD SI • SS • AH FX • CO CJ AD WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F30

Free at Last
Intensive Outpatient Unit
1796 Bay Road
Palo Alto, CA 94303
(650) 462-6999
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • PA • SP • DU WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.

Free at Last
Malaika House
819-823 Jamie Lane
Palo Alto, CA 94303
(650) 462-6999
Intake: (650) 462-6999x6983
SAF • SA • RES RL • SF • PA • WN BC • YAD ADLT • FEM

Our Common Ground Inc
2560 Pulgas Avenue
Palo Alto, CA 94303
(650) 325-6466
Intake: (650) 325-9544
SAF • SA BU • RES RS RL • SF SI PI • SS • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

VA Palo Alto Healthcare System
Addiction Trt Servs/Menlo Park
3801 Miranda Avenue ATS
Unit 116A-MPD
Palo Alto, CA 94304
(650) 493-5000x60050
Intake: (650) 717-1978
MHSAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP RES RS RL OD OMB OIT ORT HID HIT CT • VAMC MI • AH • CO YET ADM CJ WN MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Williams House 1 and 2
1095 Weeks Street
Buildings A and B
Palo Alto, CA 94303
(650) 462-4602
Intake: (650) 462-6999
SAF • SA • RES RL CT • SF MC • MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

PALOS VERDES PENINSULA
Your Empowering Solutions Inc
4020 Palos Verdes Drive North
Suite 201
Palo Verdes Peninsula, CA 90274
(310) 541-6350
Intake: (888) 541-6350
SAF • SA NXN • OP OIT ORT CT • SF • CO GL • SE WN MN TRMA • ADLT • FEM MALE

Bienestar
Substance Abuse Specialists Inc
8134 Van Nuys Boulevard
Suite 211
Panorama City, CA 91402
(818) 908-3820
Intake: (818) 908-3820
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD • PA • SP • YAD • CO GL CJ AD MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

El Proyecto del Barrio
9140 Van Nuys Boulevard
Suite 211
Panorama City, CA 91402
(818) 895-2206
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • SS PA • SP • PW WN MN TRMA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Western Pacific Med Corp
Western Pacific Panorama Medical
9462 Van Nuys Boulevard
Panorama City, CA 91402
(818) 895-2206
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • SS PA • SP • PW WN MN TRMA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
**PARAMOUNT**
Southern CA Alcohol and Drug Progs Inc
Paramount Counseling Services
16247 Colorado Avenue
Paramount, CA 90723
(562) 272-4004
SAF • SA • OP • OIT • ORT • CT • MD • PA • SP • AD • CHLD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

**PARLIER**
Eminence Healthcare Inc
603 3rd Street
Suite 6
Parlier, CA 93648
(559) 221-8100
SAF • SA • OP • OIT • CT • SI • PA • SP • AD • CHLD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

**PASADENA**
Action Family Counseling Inc
Pasadena IOP
3813 East Colorado Boulevard
Pasadena, CA 91107
(800) 367-8336
Intake: (661) 297-8691
SAF • SA • OP • OIT • CT • SF • PI • ATR • SP • CO • GL • VET • ADM • MF • CJ • SE • AD • PW • WN • MN • TRMA • XA • DV • CHLD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

Casa de las Amigas
Sober Living
175 North Oak Knoll Avenue
Pasadena, CA 91101
(626) 792-2770x30
Intake: (626) 792-2770
HH

Eaton Canyon Recovery Services Inc
Eaton Canyon Treatment Center
3323 East Fairpoint Street
Pasadena, CA 91107
(888) 798-0150
Intake: (626) 792-2345
SAF • SA • BU • NXN • OP • RES • RS • RL • OIT • CT • SF • PI • HS • SS • SP • CO • GL • SE • WN • MN • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

Grandview Foundation Inc
225 Grandview Street
Pasadena, CA 91104
(626) 797-1124
Intake: (626) 797-1124x114
SAF • SA • BU • NXN • VTRL • RES • RL • SF • SP • CO • SE • MN • TRMA • YAD • ADLT • MALE

Grandview Foundation Inc
Marengo House
1230 North Marengo Avenue
Pasadena, CA 91103
(626) 797-1124x116
Intake: (626) 797-1124x114 (626) 797-1124x117 (855) 483-3535
SAF • SA • BU • NXN • VTRL • OP • RES • RS • RL • OMB • OIT • ORT • CT • SF • SP • CO • CJ • WN • MN • TRMA • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

Impact Drug and Alcohol Treatment Center
1680 North Fair Oaks Avenue
Pasadena, CA 91103
(626) 798-0884
SAF • SA • DT • BU • HH • RES • RS • RL • RD • SF • PI • SS • PA • SP • CO • CJ • WN • MN • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

Las Encinas Hospital
2900 East Del Mar Boulevard
Pasadena, CA 91107
(626) 795-9901
Intake: (800) 792-2345 (626) 795-9901x2564
MHS • SAF • SA • DT • BU • NXN • OP • RES • RD • ODT • OIT • HID • SF • MD • MC • SI • PI • MI • WN • MN • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

Pacific Clinics
2550 Foothill Boulevard
Pasadena, CA 91107
(626) 744-5230
Intake: (877) 722-2737
SAF • SA • DT • BU • NXN • OP • RES • RD • ODT • OIT • HID • SF • MD • MC • CO • AD • WN • MN • TRMA • CHLD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

Pasadena Council on Alcoholism and Drug Dependence
1245 East Walnut Street
Suite 117
Pasadena, CA 91106
(626) 795-9127
Intake: (626) 332-3145
SAF • SA • OP • OIT • ORT • CT • SF • MD • MC • SI • PI • MI • WN • MN • CHLD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

Pasadena High Road Program
700 South Arroyo Parkway
Pasadena, CA 91105
(626) 793-6159
Intake: (626) 793-6150
SAF • SA • OP • OIT • ORT • CT • SF • SP • DU • WN • MN • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

Pasadena Public Health Department
Substance Abuse Prevention and Trt
1845 North Fair Oaks Avenue
Pasadena, CA 91103
(626) 744-6001
SA • OP • OIT • ORT • CT • SF • SS • PA • SP • DU • GL • CJ • CHLD • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE
PASO ROBLES

Country of San Luis Obispo
San Luis Obispo County Drug/Alcohol Services
1763 Ramada Drive
Paso Robles, CA 93446
(805) 226-3200

MHSAF • SA • DT BU • NXN • OP • OD
OIT • ORT • SF • MD • MC • SI • PI • SS • AH
SP • CO • DU • CJ • PW • YAD • ADLT • FEM
MALE

PERRIS

Perris Valley Recovery Programs
236 East 3rd Street
Suite B
Perris, CA 92570
(951) 657-2960

MHSAF • SA • OP • ORT • CT • SF • MD • PI • SS • CHLD • YAD • ADLT • FEM
MALE

PICO RIVERA

American Health Services LLC
Tavarna Medical Rehab Services
8207 Whittier Boulevard
Pico Rivera, CA 90660
(562) 695-0737

Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA • DT • MM • DM • OTPA • OP • OD
OBT • ORT • SF • MD • PI • SP • FX • SE • PW
YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE • F17

El Dorado Community Health Center
Eastside Health Services
5200 San Gabriel Place
Suites B and C
Pico Rivera, CA 90660
(562) 222-1331
Intake: (310) 671-0555

Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA • DT • MM • DM • BU • OTPA • OP
OD • OMB • ORT • SF • MD • PI • SP • PW
YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

PITTSBURG

Bi Bett Corp
East County Community Women's Center
2 Davi Avenue
Pittsburg, CA 94565
(925) 427-1384

SAF • SA • DT • RES • RS • RL • RD • SF • SI • PI
WN • YAD • ADLT • FEM

Bi Bett Corp
East County Wollam House/Perinatal
2 Davi Avenue
Pittsburg, CA 94565
(925) 427-1384
Intake: (925) 427-1173
SAF • SA • RES • RL • SF • SI • PI • PW • WN
BC • YAD • ADLT • FEM

Ujima Family Recovery Services
Ujima East Intensive Day Treatment
180 East Leland Road
Suites A and B
Pittsburg, CA 94565
(925) 427-9100
SAF • SA • OP • OIT • SF • MC • CO • PW
WN • TRMA • XA • DV • YAD • ADLT • FEM

PLACENTIA

Alternative Options Counseling Ctr Inc
101 South Kraemer Boulevard
Suite 110
Placentia, CA 92870
(714) 538-4133
Intakes: (714) 995-0359 (562) 921-5701

MHSAF • SA • OP • OIT • ORT • SF • SI • PI • MI • SS • CO • AD • CHLD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

PLACERVILLE

El Dorado Council on Alcoholism (EDCA)
Lifekills
893 Spring Street
Placerville, CA 95667
(530) 622-8193
Intake: (530) 622-8194
SAF • SA • OP • OIT • SF • MC • SP • DU
GL • YET • MF • CJ • SE • PW • WN • MNT • TRMA
X A • DV • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

New Morning Youth and Family Services
6765 Green Valley Road
Placerville, CA 95667
(530) 622-5551
MHSAF • SA • OP • OIT • ORT • SF • SI • PI • SS
PA • AD • CHLD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

Progress House Inc
Progress House Counseling Center
2844 Coloma Street
Placerville, CA 95667
(530) 642-1715
Intake: (530) 626-9240
SAF • SA • HH • OP • RES • RS • RL • ODT • OIT
ORT • SF • SS • PA • CJ • WN • MNT • TRMA
X A • DV • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

Shingle Springs Tribal Health Program
Behavioral Health Department
5168 Honapee Road
Placerville, CA 95667
(530) 387-4975
Intakes: (530) 387-4184 (530) 387-4975

MHSAF • SA • BU • NN • OBT • OP • OMB • OIT • ORT • SF • MD • MC • SI • PI
IHS • ATR • CO • CJ • AD • WN • MNT • TRMA
DV • ADLT • FEM • MALE

PLEASANTON

Axis Community Health Inc
6666 Owens Drive
Pleasanton, CA 94588
(925) 462-1755
Intake: (925) 201-6250

MHSAF • SA • OP • OIT • ORT • SF • PI • SS
PA • DU • AD • CHLD • YAD • ADLT • FEM
MALE

R Quest
440 Boulder Court
Suite 100-B
Pleasanton, CA 94588
(925) 426-0501
Intake: (925) 426-0501
SAF • SA • OP • ORT • SF • YAD • ADLT • FEM
MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
POLLOK PINES
Progress House Inc
Camino
5494 Pony Express Trail
Pollock Pines, CA 95726
(530) 644-3758
Intake: (530) 626-9240x4548 (530) 626-9240
SAF • FEM • MALE
• CO GL VET CJ PW WN TRMA BC XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

POMONA
Behavioral Health Services
American Recovery Center
2180 West Valley Boulevard
Pomona, CA 91768
(909) 865-2336
Intake: (909) 865-2336x253
SAF • FEM MALE
• DU • SAF
• SA DT BU VTRL • OP RES RS RL RD OMB ODT OIT ORT HID • SF SI PI • SP • CO GL VET MF CJ S P W WN MN TRMA BC XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Ettric Lee Homes Inc
Ettric Lee Youth and Family Services
160 East Holt Avenue
Suite B
Pomona, CA 91767
(909) 620-2521
Intake: (626) 890-5057
SAF • MALE
• DU • SAF • FEM MALE
• OP ODT OIT ORT CT • SF • MD PI • SS • SP • CO CJ AD TRMA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

National Council on Alc and Drug Dep
East San Gabriel and Pomona Valley
Adult Programs
656 North Park Avenue
Pomona, CA 91768
(909) 629-4084
SAF • FEM MALE
• DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
• OP ORT CT • SF • SS • SP

Pacific Clinic Center
Bonita Family Services
790 East Bonita Avenue
Pomona, CA 91767
(909) 625-7207
Intake: (877) 722-2737
MHF • FEM MALE
• SAF • OP ORT • MD MC • CO CJ AD WN MN TRMA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Pomona Community Crisis Center Inc
240 East Monterey Avenue
Pomona, CA 91767
(909) 623-1588
Intake: (909) 623-1589
SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • SS • SP • CJ DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Prototypes
Outpatient Behavioral Services
831 East Arrow Highway
Pomona, CA 91767
(909) 398-4383
Intake: (909) 634-2950
SAF • FEM MALE
• DU • SAF
• SA DT BU VTRL • OP RES RS RL RD OMB ODT OIT ORT HID • SF SI PI • SP • CO GL VET MF CJ S P W WN MN TRMA BC XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

PORTERVILLE
Alcohol and Drug Services of Tulare
Alternative Services
215 North D Street
Porterville, CA 93257
(559) 783-2402
Intake: (559) 784-9309
SAF • DU • SAF • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
• CO CJ AD TRMA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Indian Health Services
Tule River Alcoholism Program
1012 North Reservation Road
Porterville, CA 93257
(559) 781-8797
Intake: (559) 781-0636x0
MHSAF • SAF • OP RES RS RL OIT ORT • NP • PA • NX • CO VET ADM MF CJ SE MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • MALE • N23 N13 N18

PAAR Center
237 West Beliveau Avenue
Porterville, CA 93257
(559) 782-8982
SAF • FEM MALE
• DU • SAF • YAD ADLT • MALE

PAAR Center
PAAR West
182 West Beliveau Avenue
Porterville, CA 93257
(559) 781-7248
SAF • DU • SAF • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

PAAR Center
Porterville Halfway House
509 North El Granito Street
Porterville, CA 93257
(559) 781-0107
Intake: (559) 781-0133
SAF • DU • SAF • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

SRS Recovery Services
130 East Mill Avenue
Porterville, CA 93257
(559) 789-9881
Intake: (559) 789-9882
SAF • DU • SAF • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Tule River Indian Health Center Inc
380 North Reservation Road
Porterville, CA 93258
(559) 784-2316x227
GHF • SAF • OP OIT ORT CT • SF PI IHS ATR • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE
POWAY
Psycare Associates Inc
Psycare Intensive Outpatient Program
15611 Pomerado Road
Suite 535
Poway, CA 92064
(858) 279-1223x423
Intake: (858) 279-1223
SAF • SA • OP OIT • SF PI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

RAMONA
McAlister Institute for Trt and Educ
North Rural Teen Recovery Center
323 Hunter Street
Ramona, CA 92065
(760) 788-6520
Intake: (619) 442-0277
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD • SS PA • SP • CO AD TRMA • CHLD • FEM MALE

RANCHO CORDOVA
D and A Detox Center
2721 Barbera Way
Rancho Cordova, CA 95670
(916) 364-7660
SAF • DT HH • RES RD • SF • VET WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

RANCHO CUCAMONGA
Matrix Institute
Addictions
1777 Sebastian Way
Suite 102
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730
(909) 989-9724
Intake: (800) 310-7700
SAF • SA NXN • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD PI • SS • AH SP • CO GL VET CJ
SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

RANCHO MIRAGE
Betty Ford Center
Part of Hazelden Betty Ford Foundation
39000 Bob Hope Drive
Rancho Mirage, CA 92270
(800) 854-9211
Intakes: (877) 872-8562 (877) 444-5088
SAF • SA DT BU • OP RES RS RL RD
ODT OIT ORT HID HIT CT • SF PI • GL
WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

RED BLUFF
Tehama County Health Services Agency
Drug and Alcohol Division
1850 Walnut Street
Building G
Red Bluff, CA 96080
(530) 527-7893
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI ATR • SS • AH • CO CJ AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

REDWOOD
Empire Hotel EHARC Inc
Empire Outpatient Services Redding
1263 California Street
Redding, CA 96001
(530) 244-7074
SAF • SA • OP OIT CT • SF SI PI • SP • AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Psychiatric Care Center
2885 Churn Creek Road
Suite A
Redding, CA 96002
(530) 221-6303
Intake: (530) 221-7474
MHSAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP OMB OIT ORT • SF PI • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Shasta Treatment Ctr Drug and Alcohol
2030 Hartnell Avenue
Suite D
Redding, CA 96002
(530) 221-6237
MHSF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI MI • SS • AH • PW WN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

VOTC Inc
3617 Ricardo Avenue
Suite 1
Redding, CA 96002
(530) 722-1144
Intake: (530) 223-0152
SAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF SI PI ATR • SS PA • PW WN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
VOTC Inc  
Visions of the Cross/Residential  
3648 El Portal Drive  
Redding, CA 96002  
(530) 722-1114

SAF • SA • RES RS RL • SF MD SI PI ATR  
• SS • PW WN BC • YAD ADLT • FEM

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v

REDDING

Loma Linda University  
Behavioral Medicine Center  
1710 Barton Road  
Redlands, CA 92373  
(909) 558-9200

Intake: (909) 558-9224

MHSAF • SA DT BU • OP ODT OIT  
HID HIT CT • SF MC PI MI • CO AD  
WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

RESIDENTIAL

3648 El Portal Drive  
Redding, CA 96002  
(530) 722-1114

SAF • SA BU NXN • RES RL • SF SI PI  
PW WN TRMA BC • YAD ADLT • FEM

StarVista  
Insights Adol Substance Abuse Program  
609 Price Avenue  
Suit 101

Redwood City, CA 94063  
(650) 366-8436

MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD • SP  
• CO AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

REDWOOD VALLEY

Consolidated Tribal Health Project Inc  
6991 North State Street  
Redwood Valley, CA 95470  
(707) 485-5155

Intake: (707) 467-5607

GHF • SA • OP ORT • SF PI • CHLD  
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

REEDLEY

Eminence Healthcare Inc  
740 West North Avenue  
Suite 707 E5

Reddel, CA 93654  
(559) 221-8100

SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SI • PA  
• SP FX • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE • F37

RESEDA

Tarzana Treatment Center Inc  
Reseda  
7101 Baird Avenue  
Reseda, CA 91335  
(818) 342-5897

Intakes: (818) 996-1051 (818) 996-1051

SAF • SA VTRL • OP OIT ORT • SF MD  
PI ATR • SS PA • SP • CO CJ SE AD PW  
WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Our Common Ground Inc  
Adolescent  
631 Woodside Road  
Redwood City, CA 94061  
(650) 367-9030x14

Intakes: (650) 325-9544 (650) 367-9030x15

SAF • SA • OP RES RS RL ODT OIT  
ORT • SF MC PI • SP • CO AD WN MN  
TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Service League of San Mateo County  
Hope House  
3789 Hoover Street  
Redwood City, CA 94063  
(650) 363-8735

SAF • SA BU NXN • RES RL • SF SI PI  
PW WN TRMA BC • YAD ADLT • FEM

Western Pacific Med Corp  
Western Pacific Reseda Medical  
7232 Canby Avenue  
Suites 4, 5 and 6  
Reseda, CA 91335  
(818) 705-5561

Methadone Clients Only  
SAF • SA DT MM DM OTPA • OP OD  
OMB ORT • SF MD PI • SS PA • SP FX  
• PW WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F4

Service League of San Mateo County  
Hope House  
3789 Hoover Street  
Redwood City, CA 94063  
(650) 363-8735

SAF • SA BU NXN • RES RL • SF SI PI  
PW WN TRMA BC • YAD ADLT • FEM

Western Pacific Reseda  
Reseda  
7232 Canby Avenue  
Suites 4-6  
Reseda, CA 91335  
(818) 705-5561

Methadone Clients Only  
SAF • SA DT MM DM OTPA • OP OD  
OMB ORT • SF MD PI • SS PA • SP • PW  
WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

San Bernardino County  
Rialto Behav and Addiction Trt Servs  
850 East Foothill Boulevard  
Suite E

Rialto, CA 92376  
(909) 421-9465

SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI • SS PA  
• AH SP • CO WN MN TRMA • YAD  
ADLT • FEM MALE

Addiction Research and Treatment Inc  
1313 Cutting Boulevard  
Richmond, CA 94804  
(510) 232-0874

Intake: (510) 232-0874x322

Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only  
SAF • SA DT MM BU OTPA • OP OD  
OMB ORT • SF MD PI • SS PA • SP • PW  
WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F43  
F48 F58 F86

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v
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BAART Behavioral Health Services Inc
1313 Cutting Boulevard
Richmond, CA 94804
(510) 232-0874
Intake: (510) 232-0874x322
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA DT DM BU OTPA • OP OD ORT • SF MD • SS • SP FX • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F43 F48 F58 F86
Community Health for Asian Americans
(CHAAs)
207 37th Street
Richmond, CA 94805
(510) 233-7555
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • MD SI • SP • CO CJ AD TRMA • CHLD • FEM MALE
Neighborhood House of North Richmond
West County Human Development Center
820 23rd Street
Richmond, CA 94804
(510) 229-5000x221
Intake: (510) 229-5000x211
SAF • SA DT • RES RS RL RD CT • SF • SS PA • SP • CO DU SE WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD • FEM MALE
High Road Program
3579 Arlington Avenue
Suite 200
Riverside, CA 92506
(951) 781-6762
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • AH SP • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
MFI Recovery Center
5870 Arlington Avenue
Riverside, CA 92504
(800) 923-5634
Intake: (951) 683-6596
SAF • SA BU VTRL OTPA • OP OMB OD T OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • SS PA • AH • AD TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
MFI Recovery Center
A Womens Place
4295 Brockton Avenue
Riverside, CA 92501
(951) 341-0251
Intake: (951) 683-6596
SAF • SA BU VTRL OTPA • OP OMB OD T OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • SS PA • AH • AD TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
MFI Recovery Center
Woodcrest Facility
17270 Roosevelt Street
Riverside, CA 92508
(951) 683-6596
MHSAF • SA DT BU VTRL HH • RES RS RL RD CT • SF PI • PA • AH SP • CO GL VET MF CJ • SE PW WN TRMA BC XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM
Mental Health Systems Inc
Riverside Center for Change
3576 Arlington Avenue
Suits 102 and 104
Riverside, CA 92506
(951) 782-9577
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF SI • PA • SP FX • CO GL VET ADM PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F30
My Family Inc
4440 University Avenue
Riverside, CA 92507
(951) 683-6596
SAF • SA BU NXN VTRL HH OTPA • RES RS RL • SF PI • WN • YAD ADLT • FEM
Riverside County Drug Court
Recovery Opportunity Center
1827 Atlanta Avenue
Suite D-1
Riverside, CA 92507
(951) 955-2105
Intakes: (951) 275-0525 (951) 328-1594
SAF • SA • OP OD T OIT ORT CT • SF SI • SS PA • AH • CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
Riverside Country Substance Abuse Prog
Outpatient Drug Free
1827 Atlanta Avenue
Suite D-1
Riverside, CA 92507
(951) 955-2105
SAF • SA • OP OD T OIT ORT CT • SF SI • SS PA • AH • SP • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE
Teen Challenge of Southern CA Inc
5445 Chicago Avenue
Riverside, CA 92507
(951) 683-4241
Intake: (951) 682-4241
SAF • RES RL • PA • SE MN • YAD ADLT • MALE
Western Clinical Health Servs (WCHS)
DBA Riverside Treatment Center
1021 West La Cadena Drive
Riverside, CA 92501
(951) 784-8010
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU VTRL OTPA • OP OD OMB OIT ORT • SF MD PI MI • SP • GL VET SE PW WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions • See KEY on Page v.
Whitecide Manor  
4750 Palm Avenue  
Riverside, CA 92501  
(951) 686-0021  
Intakes: (951) 788-9515x105 (800) 300-7326  
MHSAF • SA DT • RES RS RL RD • SF SI PI • AH SP • CO GL VET MF CJ SE PW • WN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM

Whiteside Manor  
9199 5925 5929 and 5935 Challen Street  
Riverside, CA 92501  
(951) 343-9485  
MHSAF • SA BU • RES RS RL • SF PI • SS • AH SP • WN • YAD ADLT • FEM

Whiteside Manor  
Mens Program  
2743 Orange Street  
Riverside, CA 92501  
(951) 686-9454  
Intakes: (951) 788-9515x15 (800) 300-7326x15  
SAF • SA DT • OP RES RS RL OD OT OIT ORT • SF PI • SP • MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

Whiteside Manor  
Wilshire House  
2452 Wilshire Street  
Riverside, CA 92501  
(951) 788-9515  
Intakes: (951) 788-9515x15 (800) 300-7326x15  
SAF • SA DT BU HH • RES RS RL RD • SF PI • SP • WN • YAD ADLT • FEM

ROSEMEAD  
BHC Alhambra Hospital Inc  
4619 North Rosemead Boulevard  
Rosemead, CA 91770  
(626) 286-1191  
Intake: (626) 286-1191x268  
MHF • SA DT • OP ODT OIT HIT HIT • SF MI • PI • CO SE AD WN MN • YAD ADLT • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

ROSEVILLE  
Full Circle Treatment Center  
730 Sunrise Avenue  
Suite 250  
Roseville, CA 95661  
(916) 787-4357  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

PES/EBS Inc  
340 Lincoln Street  
Roseville, CA 95678  
(530) 888-1010  
Intake: (800) 346-5891  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • AH • CO DU CJ WN MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

RUNNING SPRINGS  
Pine Ridge Treatment Center  
2727 Highland Drive  
Running Springs, CA 92382  
(909) 867-7027  
Intake: (909) 867-7028  
SAF • SA • OP RES RS RL ODT OIT • SF PI • CJ • YAD ADLT • MALE

SACRAMENTO  
Another Choice Another Chance  
7000 Franklin Boulevard  
Suite 625  
Sacramento, CA 95823  
(916) 388-9418x2103  
Intake: (916) 388-9418x2301  
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF SI PI ATR • SSPA • AH SP FX • CO CJ AD TRMA • XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE • F37

Azure Acres Recovery Center  
5777 Madison Avenue  
Suite 1210  
Sacramento, CA 95841  
(916) 338-0400  
Intake: (800) 222-7292  
SAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF PI • CO GL SE WN MN TRMA XA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

BAART Behavioral Health Services Inc  
310 Harris Avenue  
Suite A  
Sacramento, CA 95838  
(916) 649-6793  
Methadone Clients Only  
SAF • SA MM DM BU OTPA • OP OD OMB ORT • SF MD PI • SP FX • CO CJ PW • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F37

Bridges Inc  
Outpatient Services  
3600 Power Inn Road  
Suite C  
Sacramento, CA 95826  
(916) 450-0700  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF PI • SS • CO WN MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

CORE Medical Clinic Inc.  
2100 Capitol Avenue  
Sacramento, CA 95816  
(916) 442-4985x305  
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only  
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU OTPA • OP OD OMB ORT • SF MD PI • SP FX • CO CJ PW • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F37

Care Hope Awareness  
Nurturing Growth Education  
2701 Cottage Way  
Suite 34  
Sacramento, CA 95825  
(916) 489-3552  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Chemical Dependency Recovery Program  
2829 Watt Avenue  
Suite 150  
Sacramento, CA 95821  
(916) 979-3501  
Intake: (916) 482-1132  
SAF • SA DT BU NXN • OP OD OMB • ODT OIT ORT CT • MD MC • AH • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Effort Counseling Center  
1820 J Street  
Sacramento, CA 95811  
(916) 313-8400  
Intake: (916) 313-8475  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC • SI MI • AH • SP • CO CJ AD • WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
Effort Inc
Detoxification Program
1500 Juliesse Avenue
Sacramento, CA 95815
(916) 822-8943
Intakes: (916) 405-4600 (916) 405-4611
SAF • SA DT • RES RS RD • SF • SP • CJ
WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Effort Inc
Mental Health and Addiction Counseling
8233 East Stockton Boulevard
Suite D
Sacramento, CA 95828
(916) 368-3080
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF
MD MC • AH SP • CO CJ AD WHN MN
• CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

El Hogar Community Services Inc
630 Bercut Drive
Suite C
Sacramento, CA 95811
(916) 441-3819
Intake: (916) 875-1055
MHSF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF
MD MC • AH SP • CO CJ PW TR MA XA
DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F17 F37
F66 F70

Kaiser Permanente Medical Center
South Sacramento Chem Dep Servs
8247 East Stockton Boulevard
Sacramento, CA 95828
(916) 525-6790
Intake: (916) 525-6100
MHSF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF PI • AH
• CO AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

MedMark Treatment Centers Inc
Sacramento
7240 East Southgate Drive
Suites E and G
Sacramento, CA 95823
(916) 391-4293
Intake: (916) 391-4297
Methodone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU OTPA • OP
OD OMB OD OBT OT • SF SI PI • SF FX
• PW WN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F37 F58

Mexican American Addiction Program Inc
MAAP Counseling Center
4241 Florin Road
Suites 55 80 85 and 110
Sacramento, CA 95823
(916) 394-3499
Intake: (916) 394-3489
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • SS • AH SP
• CO CJ AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Mexican American Alcoholism Prog Inc
(MAAP) Inc/Mi Casa Recovery Home
2515 48th Avenue
Sacramento, CA 95822
(916) 394-2328
SAF • SA • OP RES RS RL ORT • SF • SP
• CJ MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

National Council on Alc and Drug Dep
1446 Ezerah Way
Sacramento, CA 95825
(916) 924-4818
Intakes: (916) 922-5110 x200 (916) 922-9217 x100
SAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF SI PI
• SS PA • SF FX • CO CJ PW TRMA XA
DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F70

Preparing People For Success
1513 Sports Drive
Suite 100
Sacramento, CA 95834
(916) 807-6768
SAF • SA • OP ORT • NP • PA • AH SP
• CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW
WN MN XA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Promise House
2727 P Street
Sacramento, CA 95816
(916) 452-3073
SAF • SA • RES RL • SF • CO GL CJ SE
PW WN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM

River City Recovery Center Inc
500 22nd Street
Sacramento, CA 95816
(916) 442-3979
SAF • SA BU HH • RES RS RL • SF PI
YAD ADLT • FEM

Sacramento Area Emergency Housing Ctr
Family Shelter
4516 Parker Avenue
Sacramento, CA 95820
(916) 455-2160x205
Intake: (916) 455-2160
SA • OP ORT • NP • PA • CHLD YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

Sacramento County Probation
Adult Drug Court Treatment Center
3201 Florin Perkins Road
Sacramento, CA 95826
(916) 875-1171
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF • SS PA • CO CJ
WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Sacramento Native American
Health Center Inc
2020 J Street
Sacramento, CA 95811
(916) 341-0576
Intake: (916) 341-0575
GHE • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD
MC PI IHS ATR • SS • SP • CO GL
VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN
TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Sacramento Recovery House Inc
1914 22nd Street
Sacramento, CA 95816
(916) 455-6258
SAF • SA BU • RES RS RL CT • SF PI • CJ
MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

Sacramento Veterans Resource Center
7270 East Southgate Drive
Sacramento, CA 95823
(916) 393-8378
Intake: (916) 393-8378 x101
MHSF • SA HH • RES RS RL CT • SF
MI • CO VET TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Sierra Vista Hospital
8001 Bruceville Road
Sacramento, CA 95823
(916) 288-0300
MHSF • SA DT BU NXN • OP ODT
OIT ORT HIT HIT • SF MD MC SI PI MI
• AH • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE
### SAINT HELENA

**Saint Helena Recovery Center**  
10 Woodland Road  
Saint Helena, CA 94574  
(707) 967-5720  
Intake: (800) 454-4673

- **SA**  
- **SA**  
- **OP**  
- **ORT**  
- **CT**  
- **MD**  
- **SI**  
- **SP**  
- **SA**  
- **DT**  
- **RES**  
- **RS**  
- **RD**  
- **OD**  
- **ODT**  
- **SF**  
- **PMI**  
- **AH**  
- **SP**  
- **WN**  
- **MN**  
- **YAD**  
- **ADLT**  
- **FEM**  
- **MALE**

### SALINAS

**Community Human Services**  
{Options for Recovery}  
1083 South Main Street  
Salinas, CA 93901  
(831) 753-5146  
(831) 753-5145

- **SA**  
- **PI**  
- **MI**  
- **SF**  
- **MC**  
- **PI**  
- **YA D**  
- **ADLT**  
- **SD**  
- **BU**  
- **NXN**  
- **VTRL**  
- **RES**  
- **RL**  
- **RD**  
- **SF**  
- **MD**  
- **PI**  
- **CO**  
- **PW**  
- **WN**  
- **MN**  
- **TRMA**  
- **XA**  
- **DV**  
- **CHLD**  
- **YAD**  
- **ADLT**  
- **FEM**  
- **MALE**

### SAN ANDREAS

**Calaveras County Behavioral Hlth Servs**  
{Substance Abuse Programs}  
891 Mountain Ranch Road  
San Andreas, CA 95249  
(209) 754-6555

- **SA**  
- **HH**  
- **PA**  
- **CO**  
- **CJ**  
- **SE**  
- **MN**  
- **DV**  
- **YAD**  
- **ADLT**  
- **FEM**  
- **MALE**

### SAN BERNARDINO

**Christian Alcohol Awareness Program**  
Drugs (CAAPD)/True Vines Mens Home  
1550 North E Street  
San Bernardino, CA 92405  
(909) 884-7087

- **SA**  
- **HH**  
- **OP**  
- **RES**  
- **RL**  
- **ORT**  
- **HIT**  
- **SF**  
- **PA**  
- **CO**  
- **CJ**  
- **SE**  
- **MN**  
- **DV**  
- **YAD**  
- **ADLT**  
- **MALE**

**Foothill AIDS Project**  
670 North Arrowhead Avenue  
Suite A  
San Bernardino, CA 92408  
(909) 884-2722

- **MHS**  
- **SA**  
- **HH**  
- **PA**  
- **CJ**  
- **VET**  
- **PW**  
- **MN**  
- **TRMA**  
- **XA**  
- **DV**  
- **CHLD**  
- **YAD**  
- **ADLT**  
- **FEM**  
- **MALE**

**Inland Behavioral and Health Servs Inc**  
{1963 North E Street}  
San Bernardino, CA 92405  
(909) 708-8158  
(909) 708-8158x164

- **SA**  
- **OP**  
- **ODT**  
- **ORT**  
- **SF**  
- **MD**  
- **MC**  
- **PI**  
- **SS**  
- **AH**  
- **SP**  
- **AD**  
- **PW**  
- **WN**  
- **CHLD**  
- **ADLT**  
- **FEM**  
- **MALE**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inland Valley Recovery Services</td>
<td>San Bernardino, CA 92410</td>
<td>(909) 889-6519</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI • SS • AH SP • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mental Health Systems Inc/PRIDE</td>
<td>San Bernardino, CA 92408</td>
<td>(909) 386-0437</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • SA • OP ORT • MD MC PI • SP • CJ WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pine Ridge Outpatient Center</td>
<td>San Bernardino, CA 92408</td>
<td>(909) 890-0294</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI • SP • CO CJ WN MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mental Health Systems Inc/PRIDE</td>
<td>San Bernardino, CA 92408</td>
<td>(909) 890-0495 (909) 867-7027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • SA • SBXN VTRL • OP OIT • SF PI • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Veterans Alcoholic Rehab Prog (VARP)</td>
<td>San Bernardino, CA 92410</td>
<td>(909) 888-6956</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • SA • RES RS RL • SF • SS • AH SP • WN • YAD ADLT • FEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Veterans Alcoholic Rehab Prog (VARP)</td>
<td>San Bernardino, CA 92410</td>
<td>(909) 888-6956</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • SA • RES RS RL • SF • SS • AH SP • YAD ADLT • MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Veterans Alcoholic Rehab Prog (VARP)</td>
<td>San Bernardino, CA 92410</td>
<td>(909) 888-6956</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • SA • RES RS RL • SF • SS • AH SP • YAD ADLT • FEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Veterans Alcoholic Rehab Prog (VARP)</td>
<td>San Bernardino, CA 92410</td>
<td>(909) 888-6956</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • SA • RES RS RL • SF • SS • AH SP • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latino Commission on Alc/DA Services</td>
<td>San Bruno, CA 94066</td>
<td>(650) 244-1444</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • SA DT • RES RS RL • CT ORT • NP • SS PA • SP • MN • YAD ADLT • MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Mission for Michael Inc</td>
<td>San Clemente, CA 92673</td>
<td>(949) 489-0950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • SA • NBXN VTRL • OP OMB ODT OIT ORT • SF PI • CO • YAD ADLT • MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chapters Capistrano</td>
<td>San Clemente, CA 92672</td>
<td>(949) 307-8787</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • SA • DT BU NBXN VTRL • RES RS RL RD CT • SF PI • CO • YAD ADLT • MALE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**KEY**

- CJ WN BC: Child, Juvenile, Women, Boys
- CJ WN MN: Child, Juvenile, Women, Men
- MALE: Male
- FEM MALE: Female, Male
- SF PI: Same Sex, Partial Intake
- SF MC SI: Same Sex, Mixed Sex, Intake
- AH SP: Adult, Same Sex
- CHLD YAD: Child, Youth, Adult
- RES RS RL: Residential, Same Sex, Residential, Same Sex
- YAD ADLT: Youth, Adult, Female
- WN: Women
- MF SE WN MN: Mixed, Same Sex, Women, Men
- TRMA XA DV: Treatment, Male, Adult, Drug, Violence
- OP OMB ODT: Outpatient, Ombudsman, Ombudsman, Drug, Treatment
- CO GL VET ADM: Community, General, Vet, Admin
- OP ORT: Outpatient, Orphan, Residential, Treatment
- CJ WN MN TRMA XA DV: Child, Juvenile, Women, Men, Treatment, Male, Adult, Drug, Violence
- RES RS RL: Residential, Same Sex, Residential, Same Sex
- YAD ADLT: Youth, Adult, Female
- RES RS: Residential, Same Sex
- YAD ADLT: Youth, Adult, Female
- OPP: Outpatient, Partial Intake
- YAD ADLT: Youth, Adult, Female
Pacific Hills Treatment Center
Mens Residential
217 and 219 Avenida Monterey
Suite A
San Clemente, CA 92672
(949) 369-2915
Intake: (800) 662-2873
SAF • SA NXN VTRL • OP RES RS RL
ODT • SF PI • CO MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

Sovereign Health of California
1211 Puerta Del Sol
Suite 120
San Clemente, CA 92673
(949) 276-5553
Intake: (866) 629-0442
SAF • SA • RES RS RL • SF • SS PA • AH
• CO GL VET MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

San Diego
ABC Sober Living
Soledad House
5330 Soledad Mountain Road
San Diego, CA 92109
(858) 204-1304
SAF • SA • OP RES RS RL • ODT OIT ORT CT • SF PI • CO
WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Advanced Healthcare
7851 Mission Center Court
Suite 300
San Diego, CA 92108
(619) 281-6414
MHF • SA • OP ORT • SF SI PI MI • SS • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Aurora Behavioral Healthcare
San Diego
11878 Avenue of Industry
San Diego, CA 92128
(858) 675-4275
Intakes: (858) 675-4228 (858) 675-4200 (858) 675-4226
MHSAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP OMB ODT OIT ORT HID HIT • SF MD MC PI MI • AH • CO VET ADM SE WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

CRASH
Bill Dawson Residential Recovery Prog
726 F Street
2nd Floor
San Diego, CA 92101
(619) 239-9691
Intake: (619) 233-8054x0
SAF • SA • RES RL • SF • SS PA • AH
• CO GL VET MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

CRASH
Short Term I
4161 Marlborough Avenue
San Diego, CA 92105
(619) 282-7274
Intake: (619) 233-8054
SAF • SA • RES RS RL • SF • SS • SP •
CO TRMA DV • YAD ADLT • MALE

CRASH
Short Term II
2410 E Street
San Diego, CA 92102
(619) 234-3346
Intake: (619) 233-8054
SAF • SA • RES RS • SF SI PI • SS PA • AH • CO VET CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM

Community Research Foundation Inc
Areta Crowell Center
1963 Fourth Avenue
San Diego, CA 92101
(619) 233-3432
MHF • SA • OP ORT CT • MD MC SI • CO • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Crossroads Foundation
3594 4th Avenue
San Diego, CA 92103
(619) 296-1151
SAF • SA HH • RES RL • SF • SS • CO
GL VET MF CJ WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM

Downtown Impact
995 Gateway Center Way
Suite 300
San Diego, CA 92102
(619) 398-2156
MHF • SA BU • OP OIT • MD MC SI •
PA • SP • CO • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Eldorado Community Service Center
Euclid Medical and Mental Health Servs
1733 Euclid Avenue
San Diego, CA 92105
(619) 263-0433
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM OTPA • OP OD
OMB ORT • SF MD PI • SP • PW • YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

Ertridge Center Inc
409 63rd Street
San Diego, CA 92114
(619) 231-6361
MHSAF • SA DT NXN HH • OP RES RS RL RD OD ODT OIT ORT HID HIT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI IHS ATR • SS PA • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Family Health Centers of San Diego
3928 Illinois Street
Suites 101 and 103
San Diego, CA 92104
(619) 515-2588
Intakes: (619) 906-4463 (619) 515-4462
GHF • SA • OP ORT • SF • SS PA • AH
SP • CO GL WN MN TRMA XA • YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

Family Health Centers of San Diego
4040 30th Street
San Diego, CA 92104
(619) 515-2586
Intake: (619) 515-2449
GHF • SA • OP ORT • SF • PA • AH SP •
CO GL VET ADM WN MN TRMA XA • YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
Healthcare Services Inc
The Lighthouse Community
3380 Rosecrans Street
San Diego, CA 92110
(619) 997-3817
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU OTPA • OP OD OMB OJT CT • SF • SP • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

House of Metamorphosis Inc
Residential
2970 Market Street
San Diego, CA 92102
(619) 236-9492
Intakes: (619) 236-9217 • (619) 236-9217 x11
SAF • SA • RES RL • OP OD OMB OJT CT • SS • PA • YAD • SPF • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Kaiser Permanente Medical Group
Chemical Dependency Recovery Program
Dept of Addiction Medicine
3420 Kenyon Street
San Diego, CA 92110
(619) 221-6550
SAF • SA • SA DT BU NXN • OP OD OMB OJT CT • PI • AH SP • CO • GL • AD • WN • MN • TRMA • XA • CHLD • ADLT • FEM MALE

Lasting Recovery Outpatient
Substance Abus Treatment Center
6046 Cornerstone Court West
Suite 113
San Diego, CA 92121
(858) 453-4315
SAF • SA BU NXN • OP OD OJT OIT ORT CT • SF • PIMI • CO • MF • WN • MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

MAAC Project
Recovery Home/Casa de Milagros
1127 Sough 38th Street
San Diego, CA 92113
(619) 262-4002
Intake: (619) 262-4064
SAF • SA • RES RL • SF • SS • SP • WN • BC • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

MHS ReEntry Treatment Program
Mental Health Systems Inc
2136 El Cajon Boulevard
San Diego, CA 92104
(619) 291-1881
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • SS • PA • YAD • CO CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Maria Sardinas Wellness and Recov Ctr
1465 30th Street
Suite K
San Diego, CA 92154
(619) 428-1000
MHS•SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • SS • PA • YAD • CO • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

McAlister Institute for Trrt and Educ (MITE)/North Central Teen Recovery Ctr
7867 Convoy Court
Suite 302
San Diego, CA 92110
(858) 277-4633
Intake: (858) 578-5612
SAF • SA • OP ORT ORT • SF • CO CJ • AD • TRMA • XA • CHLD • ADLT • FEM MALE

Mental Health Systems Inc
Re Entry Program
2136 El Cajon Boulevard
San Diego, CA 92104
(619) 291-1881 x104
Intakes: (619) 281-1881 x101 • (619) 281-1881 x103
MHS•SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF • PA • CO • GL • VET • CJ • SE • WN • MN • TRMA • XA • YAD • ADLT • FEM MALE

Mental Health Systems Inc
San Diego Center for Change
3340 Kemper Street
Suites 101 103 104 and 205
San Diego, CA 92110
(619) 758-1433
MHS•SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • SS • PA • YAD • CO • CN • CJ • WN • MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Mission Treatment Services Inc
San Diego
8898 Clairemont Boulevard H
San Diego, CA 92123
(858) 715-1211
MHS•SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • SS • PA • YAD • CO • CN • CJ • WN • MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Mental Health Systems Inc
Harmony Womans Recovery Center
6154 Mission Gorge Road
Suites 115 and 120
San Diego, CA 92120
(619) 285-1718
SAF • SA • OP ODT • OIT ORT • SF • SS • PA • CO • PW • WN • TRMA • XA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Mental Health Systems Inc
Mid Coast Counseling and Recovery Ctr
3340 Kemper Street
Suite 105
San Diego, CA 92110
(619) 523-8121
SAF • SA • OP ODT ORT • SF • SS • PA • YAD • CO CJ • WN • MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Mental Health Systems Inc
Mission Treatment Services Inc
San Diego
8898 Clairemont Boulevard
San Diego, CA 92123
(858) 715-1211
MHS•SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF • PA • CO • GL • VET • CJ • SE • WN • MN • TRMA • XA • YAD • ADLT • FEM MALE
Navy Substance Abuse Rehab Department  
Navel Base San Diego  
3075 Corbina Alley/Naval Star Clinic  
Building 268 Suite 1  
San Diego, CA 92136  
(619) 556-7633  
Intake: (619) 553-0370  
SAF – MA DW – OP OD IT ORT CT – NP – CO ADM WN MN – YAD ADLT – FEM MALE

Pathfinders of San Diego  
Recovery Home  
2952 and 2980 Cedar Street  
1530 Dale Street  
San Diego, CA 92102  
(619) 239-7370  
SAF – MA CO DW WN MN – SF – YAD ADLT – FEM MALE

Progressive Medical Specialists Inc  
4974 El Cajon Boulevard  
San Diego, CA 92115  
(619) 286-4600  
Intake: (877) 938-4600  
Methadone Clients Only  

Rejuvenations Outpatient Facility  
4101 University Avenue  
San Diego, CA 92105  
(619) 602-9405  
Intake: (619) 846-1477  

San Diego Health Alliance  
Fashion Valley  
7020 Friars Road  
San Diego, CA 92108  
(619) 718-9890  
Intake: (877) 637-6237  
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only  

San Diego Rescue Mission Inc  
Mens Recovery Program  
120 Elm Street  
San Diego, CA 92101  
(619) 687-3720  
Intake: (619) 687-3720x11451  

San Diego Youth Services  
Teen Options  
3660 Fairmount Avenue  
San Diego, CA 92105  
(619) 521-2250x300  
Intake: (619) 521-2250x301  

Scripps Drug and Alcohol Treatment Center  
9609 Waples Street  
San Diego, CA 92121  
(858) 404-8700  

Sharp Mesa Vista Hospital  
Chemical Dependency Programs  
7850 Vista Hill Avenue  
San Diego, CA 92123  
(858) 278-4110  
Intake: (858) 836-8434  

Stepping Stone of San Diego Inc  
Residential  
3767 Central Avenue  
San Diego, CA 92105  
(619) 287-0777x114  
Intake: (619) 584-4010x132  

Substance Abuse Counseling Center  
Behavioral Health Branch M and FP MCCS, MCAS Miramar  
P.O. Box 452008  
San Diego, CA 92145  
(858) 577-1129  
SAF – MA – OP OD ORT CT – YAD ADLT – FEM MALE

Substance Abuse Evaluation Resource Center  
3505 Camino Del Rio South  
Suite 208  
San Diego, CA 92108  
(619) 280-3059  
Intake: (619) 280-3025  

Teen Challenge  
5450 Lea Street  
San Diego, CA 92105  
(619) 265-0337  
Intake: (619) 849-4988  

Turning Point Home of San Diego  
1315 25th Street  
San Diego, CA 92102  
(619) 233-0067  
Intake: (619) 245-0337  

Twelfth Step House of San Diego Inc  
DBA Heartland House  
MCCS, MCAS Miramar  
P.O. Box 452008  
San Diego, CA 92145  
(858) 577-1129  

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
UC San Diego Co Occurring Disorders Treatment and Research Program
140 Arbor Drive
San Diego, CA 92103
(619) 543-7625
Intake: (619) 543-7396
MHSAF | SA | NXN | OP ORT | SF | MD | MC | SI | SS | PA | AH | CO | YAD ADLT | FEM | MALE

Veterans Affairs Medical Center
Alcohol and Drug Treatment Program
3350 La Jolla Village Drive
Unit 116-A
San Diego, CA 92161
(858) 552-8585
Intake: (858) 552-8585x7560
GHF | SA | DT BU | NXN | VTRL | OP RES | RS OD | OMB | OIT | ORT | CT | VAMC SF | PI | PA | AH | CO | VET W | WN | TRMA | YAD | ADLT | FEM | MALE

Vista Hill Foundation
Parent Care Central
4125 Alpha Street
Suite G
San Diego, CA 92113
(619) 266-0166
SAF | SA | OP OIT | ORT | CT | SF | SI | SS
• SP | CO | WN | TRMA | XA | DV | YAD | ADLT | FEM

Way Back Inc
2516 A Street
San Diego, CA 92102
(619) 235-0592
SAF | SA | RES | RL | SF | PA | CO | VET | CJ | SE | MN | TRMA | YAD | ADLT | MALE

**SAN FRANCISCO**

Asian American Recovery Services Inc
Project RECONNECT
2166 Hayes Street
Suite 302
San Francisco, CA 94117
(415) 776-1001
Intake: (415) 213-8051
SAF | SA | OP ORT | NP | PA | CJ | AD | CHLD ADLT | FEM | MALE

Intake: (615) 393-2041
Intake: (415) 750-5111
Intake: (858) 552-8585x7560
SAF | SA | RES | RL | SF | WN | MN | YAD | ADLT | FEM | MALE

BAART Behavioral Health Services Inc
Market Street Clinic
1111 Market Street
San Francisco, CA 94103
(415) 863-3883
Intake: (415) 863-3883x153
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF | SA | DT MM | DM | BU | NXN | OTPA | OP OD | OMB | ORT | CT | SF MD | PI | MI | SS | AH | SP | CO | WN | MN | YAD | ADLT | FEM | MALE

BAART Turk Street Clinic
FACET
433 Turk Street
San Francisco, CA 94102
(415) 928-7800
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF | SA | DT MM | DM | BU | OTPA | OP OD | OMB | ORT | CT | SF MD | PI | MI | SS | AH | SP | CO | WN | MN | YAD | ADLT | FEM | MALE

Intake: (858) 552-8585x7560
Intake: (858) 552-8585x7560
SAF | SA | DT MM | DM | BU | OTPA | OP OD | OMB | ORT | CT | SF MD | PI | MI | SS | AH | SP | CO | WN | MN | YAD | ADLT | FEM | MALE

Intake: (415) 864-1515x202
SAF | SA | RES | RL | SF | SS | PA | AH | GL | MN | YAD | ADLT | MALE

Baker Places Inc
Acceptance Place
1326 4th Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94122
(415) 682-2080
Intake: (415) 864-1515x202
SAF | SA | RES | RL | SF | SS | PA | AH | GL | MN | YAD | ADLT | MALE

Baker Places Inc
Ferguson Place
1249 Scott Street
San Francisco, CA 94115
(415) 922-9104
Intake: (415) 864-1515x202
SAF | SA | RES | RL | SF | AH | SP | FX | CO | YAD | ADLT | FEM | MALE

Bayview Hunters Point Foundation
Substance Abuse Programs
1625 Carroll Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94124
(415) 822-8200x12
Intake: (415) 822-8200x36
Methadone Clients Only
SAF | SA | DT MM | DM | OTPA | OP OD | OMB | ORT | CT | SF MD | AH | YAD | ADLT | FEM | MALE

Bayview Hunters Point Foundation
Youth Services
5015 3rd Street
San Francisco, CA 94124
(415) 822-1585
SAF | SA | OP OIT | ORT | PA | AD | CHLD | ADLT | FEM | MALE

Curry Senior Center
Senior Alcohol and Drug Programs
315 Turk Street
San Francisco, CA 94102
(415) 885-2274
SAF | SA | OP ORT | SF | PA | SP | SE | ADLT | FEM | MALE

Epiphany House
1615 Broderick Street
San Francisco, CA 94115
(415) 409-6003
Intake: (415) 351-4052
SAF | SA | DT MM | DM | OTPA | OP OD | OMB | ORT | CT | SF MD | PI | MI | SS | AH | SP | CO | WN | MN | YAD | ADLT | FEM | MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
Epiphany House
Adult Residential
100 Masonic Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94118
(415) 567-8370x4213
Intake: (415) 567-8370
MHSAF • SA HH • RES RL • SF MC • SS
PA • CO PW WN TR MA BCXA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM

Father Alfred Center
Saint Anthony Foundation
291 10th Street
San Francisco, CA 94103
(415) 592-2880
Intake: (415) 592-2831
MHSAF • SA • RES RL • NP • PA • MN
• YAD ADLT • MALE

Fort Help LLC
915 Bryant Street
San Francisco, CA 94103
(415) 777-9953
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU NXN OTPA • OP OD OMB ORT • SF SI • SP FX • YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE • F81

Fort Help Mission Inc
1101 Capp Street
San Francisco, CA 94110
(415) 821-1427
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM NXN OTPA • OP
OD OMB ORT • SF MD MC SI • SP FX • YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE • F70 F81

Friendship House
Association of American Indians
56 Julian Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94103
(415) 865-0964
SAF • SA • RES RS RL • SF IH S ATR
NX • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • N23

Golden Gate for Seniors
637 South Van Ness Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94110
(415) 626-7553
Intake: (415) 626-7779
SAF • SA • RES RS RL • SF • SS PA • SP
CO SE TR MA • ADLT • FEM MALE

Good Shepherd Gracenter
1310 Bacon Street
San Francisco, CA 94134
(415) 337-1938
Intake: (415) 337-1937
SAF • SA HH • RES RS • SF SI PI • SS
• GL WN TR MA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM

Harbor House ReEntry Program
407 9th Street
San Francisco, CA 94103
(415) 503-3029
GHF • SA HH • RES RL • SF • BC • YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

Harm Reduction Therapy Center
45 Franklin Street
San Francisco, CA 94103
(415) 863-4282
Intake: (415) 863-4282
SAF • DT BU NXN • RES RD • NP •
PA • AH • CO WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Health Right 360
1318 Gateview Street
San Francisco, CA 94130
(415) 217-8440
SAF • SA • RES RS RL • NP • PA • CO
CJ WN TR MA BC XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM

Horizons Unlimited of San Francisco Inc
440 Potrero Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94110
(415) 487-6700
Intakes: (415) 487-6702 (415) 487-6713
SAF • SA • OP ORT • NP • PA • SP
• CO GL CJ AD TR MA XA DV • CHLD
ADLT • FEM MALE

Jelani Inc
The Family Program
1638 and 1640 Kirkwood Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94124
(415) 671-1165
Intake: (415) 822-5945
MHSAF • SA • RES RL • SF • SS PA • CO
GL VET CJ WN MN TR MA BC XA DV
• YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Joe Healy Detox Project
101 Gough Street
San Francisco, CA 94102
(415) 864-4965
Intake: (415) 336-8672
SAF • DT BU NXN • RES RD • NP •
PA • AH • CO WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Kaiser Permanente Hospital
Chemical Dependency Recovery Program
1201 Fillmore Street
San Francisco, CA 94115
(415) 833-9400
SAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP OD
OMB OT D OIT ORT CT • MC SI PI •
AH SP FX • CO GL SE AD WN MN
TR MA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE • F17

Laguna Honda Hospital and
Rehabilitation Center SATS
375 Laguna Honda Boulevard
San Francisco, CA 94116
(415) 759-2300
Intake: (415) 759-2327
GHF • SA BU • OP RES RS RL OMB
ORT HIT • MD MC SI PI • SP FX • CO
GL CJ SE WN MN TR MA XA DV •
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F17

Latino Commission on Alc/DA Services
Casa Quetzal
635 Brunswick Street
San Francisco, CA 94112
(415) 337-4065
Intake: (650) 244-1444
SAF • SA HH • RES RL CT • SF • SP
• CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD MN XA
DV • YAD ADLT • MALE
Native American Health Center
Community Wellness Department
333 Valencia Street
Suite 240
San Francisco, CA 94103
(415) 621-4371
Intake: (415) 503-1046
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • NP • PA • SP
• CO AD TRMA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Ohlhoff Recovery Programs
San Francisco Outpatient Program
2191 Market Street
Suite A
San Francisco, CA 94114
(415) 575-1100 x201
Intake: (415) 575-1100 (877) 677-4543
SAF • SA • OP ORT • NP • PA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Ohlhoff Recovery Programs
Henry Ohlhoff House
601 Steiner Street
San Francisco, CA 94117
(415) 621-4388 x227
Intake: (415) 621-4388 x210 (877) 677-4543
SAF • SA • BU NXXN HH • RES RL • SF PI • MI • MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

Mission Council on Alcohol Abuse for The Spanish Speaking
554 Capp Street
Suite A
San Francisco, CA 94110
(415) 826-6767
Intake: (415) 826-6768
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • PA • SF FX • DU CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Mission Council Family Day Treatment
47 Valencia Street
Suite 135
San Francisco, CA 94103
(415) 864-0554
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • NP • PA • SP • CO CJ • SE • PW • WN • MN • TRMA
• DU CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F17 F47 F81

Salvation Army
Harbor Light Center Recovery Home
1700 Irving Street
San Francisco, CA 94122
(415) 759-9500
SAF • SA • OP ORT • NP • PA • TRMA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

San Francisco AIDS Foundation
The Stonewall Project
1035 Market Street
Suite 400
San Francisco, CA 94103
(415) 487-3100
SAF • SA • BU NXXN • OP ORT • MD • MC • SF • PA • AH SP • CO GL • CJ • SE • YAD ADLT • MALE

San Francisco Bay Counseling/Education
1700 Irving Street
San Francisco, CA 94122
(415) 759-9500
Intake: (415) 759-9600
SAF • SA • OP ORT • CT • SF • SS • CO • VET • ADM • MF • CJ • WN • MN • TRMA
• XA • DV • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE
San Francisco General Hospital (SFGH)
Opiate Treatment Outpatient Program
1001 Potrero Avenue
Building 93
San Francisco, CA 94110
(415) 206-8412
Intake: (415) 206-4288
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA • DT MM DM OTPA • OP OD
OMB • MD • SS PA • AH SP • PW WN •
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

San Francisco General Hospital (SFGH)
Substance Abuse Servs/Meth Maintenance
1001 Potrero Avenue
Building 90 Ward 93
San Francisco, CA 94110
(415) 206-8412
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA • DT MM DM OTPA • OP OD
OMB • SF MD • AH SP FX • GL PW
WN • TRMA • XA • DV • YAD ADLT • FEM
MALE • F17 F70 F81

San Francisco Womens Rehab Foundation
Stepping Stone
255 10th Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94118
(415) 751-5921
SAF • SA • RES RL CT • SF • CO VET
ADM MF • WN • TRMA • XA • DV • YAD
ADLT • FEM

Swords to Plowshares
Residential Program
1433 Halibut Court
Suite F
San Francisco, CA 94130
(415) 834-0341
Intake: (415) 834-0341 x 307
MHSAF • SA • HH • RES RL CT • CO
VET SE • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Tom Waddell Health Clinic
250 Golden Gate Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94102
(415) 355-7500
GHF • SA • MM • BU • OP • OMB ORT • SF
MD • MC • SI • WN • MN • YAD ADLT •
FEM MALE

Veterans Affairs Medical Center
Addiction Recovery Treatment Services
4150 Clement Street
Unit 116-E
San Francisco, CA 94121
(415) 221-4810 x 2818
Intake: (415) 221-4810 x 3878
MHSAF • SA • DT MM • BU • NXN • VTRL
• OP OD • OMB • ODT • OIT • ORT • VAMC
MD • MC • PI • MI • AH SP • CO • GL • VET
ADM SE • WN • MN • TRMA • XA • DV • YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

Westside Methadone Treatment Program
1301 Pierce Street
San Francisco, CA 94115
(415) 563-8200
Intake: (415) 563-8200 x 1307
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA • DT MM • DM OTPA • OP OD
OMB • SF MD • SS PA • SP • WN • MN •
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Santa Ana Family Service
206 East Las Tunas Drive
Suite 12
San Gabriel, CA 91776
(626) 359-9358
Intake: (626) 308-1414
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • AD WN •
CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

SOBOBA
607 Donna Way
San Jacinto, CA 92583
(951) 654-0803
Intake: (951) 654-0803
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • MD
MC • SI • PI • IH • ATR • PA • CO • WN •
MN • TRMA • DV • CHLD • YAD ADLT • FEM
MALE

Valley Wide Counseling
A Program of MFI Recovery Center
1604 South Santa Fe Street
Suite 403
San Jacinto, CA 92583
(951) 654-2026
Intake: (800) 923-5634 (951) 683-6596
MHSAF • SA • DT BU • OP OD • OIT
ORT CT • SF • PI • SS PA • AH • CO • GL
VET • ADM • MF • CJ • SE • AD • PW • WN •
MN • TRMA • XA • DV • CHLD YAD ADLT •
FEM MALE

Advent Group Ministries
Outpatient Services
90 Great Oaks Boulevard
Suite 108
San Jose, CA 95119
(408) 281-0708
Intake: (408) 281-0708 x 133
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • CT • SF • PA •
CO CJ • AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

Amicus House
466 South Buena Vista Avenue
San Jose, CA 95126
(408) 294-2277
SAF • SA • OP RES • RS RL • OIT ORT • SF
• CJ • SE • WN • MN • TRMA • YAD • ADLT •
FEM MALE

Family and Children Services
2218 North First Street
San Jose, CA 95131
(408) 538-0880
Intake: (408) 488-9919
SAF • SA • OP OIT • ORT • SF • SI • SS •
AH SP • FX • CO • GL • CJ • SE • WN • MN
TRMA • DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE •
F30 F36

Family and Children Services
Substance Abuse Treatment Program
2226 North First Street
San Jose, CA 95131
(408) 294-2277
SAF • SA • OP OIT • ORT • SF • SI •
SS • CO CJ • SE • WN • MN • TRMA • DV •
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
Family and Children Services
Substance Abuse Treatment Program
950 West Julian Street
San Jose, CA 95126
(408) 292-9353
Intakes: (800) 488-9919 (408) 538-0880
SAF • SA • OP OIT • SF MD SL • SS • AH SP FX • CO GL CJ AD W N MN • YAD ADLT • FEMA MALE • F36

Gardner Family Care Corporation
Calworks Dual Diagnosis Program
160 East Virginia Street
Suite 380
San Jose, CA 95112
(408) 287-6200
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • MD MC • CO DU CJ AD W N MN • YAD YAD ADLT • FEMA MALE

Horizon Services
Horizon South
650 South Bascom Avenue
San Jose, CA 95128
(408) 283-8555
SAF • SA DT • RES RS RD • SF SI PI MI • SS PA • CO VET CJ SE MN TRMA XA DV • YAD YAD ADLT • MALE

Kaiser San Jose
Alcohol and Drug Abuse Programs
275 Hospital Parkway
Suite 370
San Jose, CA 95119
(408) 972-3366
SAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP OD OMB ORT HID • MC SI PI • SP • AD W N MN • CH LD YAD ADLT • FEMA MALE

Life Choices Treatment Services Inc
1157 East Taylor Street
San Jose, CA 95112
(408) 971-7811
HH

New Life Recovery Centers Inc
782 Park Avenue
Suite 1
San Jose, CA 95126
(408) 297-1182
Intake: (866) 894-6572
SAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL HH • OP RES RS RL RD ODT OIT • SF PI • YAD ADLT • FEMA MALE

PSAP Perinatal Services
2425 Enborg Lane
San Jose, CA 95128
(408) 885-5400
Intakes: (408) 885-5000 (800) 488-9919
SAF • SA MM BU NXN • OP OMB OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI IHS • SS PA • CO GL PW WN TRMA XA DV • YAD YAD ADLT • FEMA

Pathway Society Inc
Mariposa Lodge
950 Malech Road
San Jose, CA 95138
(408) 281-6555
SAF • SA DT • RES RS RL RD CT • SI • SP FX • CO GL CJ WN TRMA XA DV • YAD YAD ADLT • FEMA • F92

Kaiser San Jose
Alcohol and Drug Abuse Programs
275 Hospital Parkway
Suite 370
San Jose, CA 95119
(408) 972-3366
SAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP OD OMB ORT HID • MC SI PI • SP • AD W N MN • CH LD YAD ADLT • FEMA MALE

Life Choices Treatment Services Inc
1157 East Taylor Street
San Jose, CA 95112
(408) 971-7811
HH

New Life Recovery Centers Inc
782 Park Avenue
Suite 1
San Jose, CA 95126
(408) 297-1182
Intake: (866) 894-6572
SAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL HH • OP RES RS RL RD ODT OIT • SF PI • YAD ADLT • FEMA MALE

PSAP Perinatal Services
2425 Enborg Lane
San Jose, CA 95128
(408) 885-5400
Intakes: (408) 885-5000 (800) 488-9919
SAF • SA MM BU NXN • OP OMB OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI IHS • SS PA • CO GL PW WN TRMA XA DV • YAD YAD ADLT • FEMA

Pathway Society Inc
Residential
102 South 11th Street
San Jose, CA 95112
(408) 998-5191
Intake: (408) 998-5191
MHSAF • SA • RES RS RL • SF • SP FX • CO VET CJ WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD YAD ADLT • FEMA • F81 F92

Kaiser San Jose
Alcohol and Drug Abuse Programs
275 Hospital Parkway
Suite 370
San Jose, CA 95119
(408) 972-3366
SAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP OD OMB ORT HID • MC SI PI • SP • AD W N MN • CH LD YAD ADLT • FEMA MALE

Life Choices Treatment Services Inc
1157 East Taylor Street
San Jose, CA 95112
(408) 971-7811
HH

New Life Recovery Centers Inc
782 Park Avenue
Suite 1
San Jose, CA 95126
(408) 297-1182
Intake: (866) 894-6572
SAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL HH • OP RES RS RL RD ODT OIT • SF PI • YAD ADLT • FEMA MALE

Project Ninety Inc
9th Street House
561 South 9th Street
San Jose, CA 95112
(408) 885-1265
Intake: (408) 885-1291
SAF • SA • RES RS RL • SF MD SI PI ATR • SS • TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEMA • MALE

Proyecto Primavera
Garner Family Care Corporation
614 Tully Road
San Jose, CA 95111
(408) 977-1591
Intake: (800) 488-9919
SAF • SA • OP OIT • MD SI PI • FX • AD • CH LD ADLT • FEMA MALE • F92

Santa Clara Cnty Dept of Alc/Drug Serv
Alexian Health Clinic
2101 Alexian Drive
Suites A and B
San Jose, CA 95116
(408) 272-6518
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP RES RS RL RD OD OMB ODT OIRT ORT CT • SF PI MI • AH SP • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE WN MN TRMA XA DV • CH LD YAD ADLT • FEMA MALE

Project Ninety Inc
3rd Street House
792 South 3rd Street
San Jose, CA 95112
(408) 295-3799
Intake: (650) 295-3799
SAF • SA • RES RS RL • SF MD SI PI ATR • SS • TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEMA
Santa Clara Cnty Dept of Alc/Drug Serv
Central Valley Methadone Clinic
2425 Enborg Lane
San Jose, CA 95128
(408) 885-5400

Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU VT RL OTPA • OP OD OMB ORT • SF MD SI PL MI • SS • SP • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW WN MN XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Support Systems Homes Inc
Alcohol and Drug Treatment Center
264 North Morrison Avenue
San Jose, CA 95126
(408) 370-9688

SAF • SA • RES RS RL • SF PL • CJ MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

VA Palo Alto Healthcare System
San Jose CBOC
80 Great Oaks Boulevard
San Jose, CA 95119
(408) 363-3000

GHF • SA • NXXN VT RL • OP OMB ODT ORT CT • VAMC PL MI • PA • CO VET CJ TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

SAN JUAN CAPISTRANO

Able to Change Recovery Inc
31461 Rancho Viejo Road
Suite 105
San Juan Capistrano, CA 92675
(949) 493-6800

Intake: (949) 493-6800
SAF • SA • NXXN • OP RES RS RL ODT OIT ORT CT • SF PL • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Encompass Treatment Services LLC
Encompass Recovery
27122A Paseo Espada
Suite 924
San Juan Capistrano, CA 92675
(949) 218-2228

Intakes: (888) 690-0900 (949) 218-4102
SAF • SA DT • OP RES RS RL RD ODT ORT CT • SF PI • SS • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Hope By The Sea
27432 Calle Arroyo Road
San Juan Capistrano, CA 92675
(949) 218-2690

Intake: (866) 930-4673
MHSAF • SA • BU • NXXN • OP ODT OIT ORT CT • SF PI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Solutions for Recovery
31931 Paseo Terraza
San Juan Capistrano, CA 92675
(949) 218-2690

Intake: (866) 930-4673
MHSAF • SA • BU • NXXN • OP ODT OIT ORT CT • SF PI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

SAN LEANDRO

Women on the Way Recovery Center
1417 Thrush Avenue
Units B-D
San Leandro, CA 94578
(510) 698-6688

HH

SAN LUIS OBISPO

Cottage Outpatient Center
San Luis Obispo
1035 Peach Street
Suite 203
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401
(805) 541-9113

MHSAF • SA • OP OIT • SF PI • CO WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

County of San Luis Obispo
San Luis Obispo County Drug/Alech Servs
277 South Street
Suite T
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401
(805) 781-4275

MHSAF • SA • DT BU NXXN • OP OD OMB OIT ORT • SF MD MC • SS • AH SP • CO CJ TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

San Luis Obispo Addiction Recovery Ctr
835 Aerovista Place
Suite 110
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401
(805) 541-0632

SAF • SA DT BU NXXN VTRL • OP OD OMB ORT • SF MC • WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

San Luis Obispo County Office
Drug and Alcohol Services
2180 Johnson Avenue
San Luis Obispo, CA 93404
(805) 781-4753

Intake: (805) 781-4753
SAF • SA DT BU NXXN VTRL • OP OD OMB ORT • SF MD MC • SS • AH SP • CO DU CJ PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

San Luis Obispo County Office
Sober Community School
2494 Pennington Creek Road
San Luis Obispo, CA 93405
(805) 782-7258

Intake: (805) 782-7388
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SI • PA • AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
SAN MARCOS
CRC Health Group
Capalina Clinic
1560 Capalina Road
San Marcos, CA 92069
(760) 744-2104
Intake: (866) 336-4453
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU VTRL OTPA • OP OD OMB ODT OIT ORT • SF MD PI MI • SS • SP • CJ PW • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Mental Health Systems Inc
North Inland Teen Recovery Center
340 Rancheros Drive
Suite 166
San Marcos, CA 92069
(760) 744-3672
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI MI • SS • AH • AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

Occupational Health Services (OHS)
Driving Under the Influence Program
1050 Los Vallecitos Boulevard
Suite 109
San Marcos, CA 92069
(760) 752-5300
Intake: (855) 384-8055
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • AH SP • DU VET ADM CJ WN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

SAN MATEO
Latino Commission on Alc/DA Services
Casa Maria
300 Rolling Hills
San Mateo, CA 94401
(650) 204-3113
Intake: (650) 244-1444
SAF • SA • RES RS RL • SF MD MC SI PI MI • HHS ATR • SP • PW WN • YAD ADLT • FEM

Mills Peninsula Health Services
Behavioral Health Department
100 South San Mateo Drive
San Mateo, CA 94401
(650) 696-4037
Intake: (650) 696-4666
MHSAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP OIT ORT HID HIT • SF MC SI PI MI • CO • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Palm Avenue Detox/ Horizons Servs Inc
225I Palm Avenue
San Mateo, CA 94403
(650) 513-6500
SAF • DT BU NXN • RES RD • SF SI • PA • AH SP FX • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F87

Project Ninety Inc
OTool Center
15 9th Avenue
San Mateo, CA 94401
(650) 579-7157
Intake: (650) 579-7881
SAF • SA HH • RES RS RL • SF MD SI PI ATR • SS • TRMA • YAD ADLT • MALE
San Clara Cnty Dept of Alc/Drug Serv
South County Clinic
90 Highland Avenue
San Martin, CA 95046
(408) 686-2222
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU VTRL OTPA • OP OD OMB ODT OIT ORT • SF MD PI MI • SS • SP • CO VET ADM CJ PW WN MN TRMA XA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

SAN MATEO
Solidarity Fellowship Inc
Mission House
1679 South Norfolk Street
San Mateo, CA 94402
(650) 341-3803
SAF • SA • RES RL • SF • CJ MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

Womens Recovery Association
San Mateo County/Elms House
202 East Bellevue Avenue
San Mateo, CA 94401
(650) 343-8401
Intakes: (650) 348-6603x301 (650) 348-6603x226
SAF • SA • RES RS RL • SF MD MC SI PI • SS PA • SP • CO GL CJ SE PW WN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM

SAN PABLO
Anka Behavioral Health Inc
West County MSC
1515 Market Avenue
San Pablo, CA 94806
(510) 232-7571
MHSAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT CT • MD • PA • CO VET CJ WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Ujima Family Recovery Services
The Rectory Womens Recovery Center
1901 Church Lane
San Pablo, CA 94806
(510) 236-3134
SAF • SA • RES RS RL • SF MC • CO PW WN TRMA BC XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM
SAN PEDRO

Beacon House Association of San Pedro
1003 South Beacon Street
San Pedro, CA 90731
(310) 514-4940
SAF • SA • RES RL • SF • SS • SP • YAD ADLT • MALE

Fred Brown Recovery Services Inc
276 West 14th Street
San Pedro, CA 90731
(310) 519-8723
Intake: (310) 519-1117
SAF • SA • OP RES RS RL ODT OIT
ORT • SF PI • SS • CO CJ MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

San Pedro

278 West 14th Street
San Pedro, CA 90731
(310) 519-8723
Intake: (310) 519-1117
SAF • SA • OP RES RS RL ODT OIT
ORT • SF PI • SS • CO CJ MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

San Pedro

276 West 14th Street
San Pedro, CA 90731
(310) 519-8723
Intake: (310) 519-1117
SAF • SA • OP RES RS RL ODT OIT
ORT • SF PI • SS • CO CJ MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

San Pedro

270 West 14th Street
San Pedro, CA 90731
(310) 519-8723
Intake: (310) 519-1117
SAF • SA • OP RES RS RL ODT OIT
ORT • SF PI • SS • CO CJ MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

Joint Efforts

590 West 8th Street
Suite 201
San Pedro, CA 90731
(310) 831-2358
SAF • SA • RES RL • SF • SS • SP • YAD ADLT • MALE

HACC Inc

586 West 19th Street
San Pedro, CA 90731
(310) 833-7400
Intake: (310) 519-8723 (310) 519-1117
SAF • SA • OP RES RS RL ODT OIT
ORT • SF PI • SS • CO CJ • YAD ADLT • MALE

House of Hope Foundation

235 West 9th Street
San Pedro, CA 90731
(310) 831-9411
Intake: (877) 403-8016
SAF • SA • RES RS RL • SF • WN • YAD ADLT • FEM

Support for Harbor Area Women’s Lives

936 South Centre Street
San Pedro, CA 90731
(310) 521-9310
SAF • SA HH • RES RL • SF • SS • CO
WN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM

SAN RAFAEL

Bay Area Community Resources Inc
Youth Substance Abuse Program
171 Carlos Drive
San Rafael, CA 94903
(415) 755-2328
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • SP • AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

Bayside Marin

Outpatient

718 Fourth Street
San Rafael, CA 94901
(415) 721-2000
Intake: (800) 757-7131
SAF • SA RXN VTRL • OP OIT ORT •
SFPI • CO SE WN MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Center Point Inc

Lifelink Program

39 Mary Street
San Rafael, CA 94901
(415) 456-6655

Intake: (415) 456-6655x1
HH

Center Point Inc

Non Residential Services

1601 2nd Street
Suite 104
San Rafael, CA 94902
(415) 456-6655

Intake: (415) 456-6655x1
HH

Center Point Inc

Reilly House

812 D Street
San Rafael, CA 94902
(415) 492-4945

Intake: (415) 456-6655x1
HH

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v. 115
Center Point Inc
Residential Program
207 1st Street
San Rafael, CA 94901
(415) 454-9444
Intake: (415) 456-6655x1
SAF • SA BU NXN • RES RL • SF PI MI • SS PA • AH SP • VET CJ WN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM

Center Point Inc
The Manor
603 D Street
San Rafael, CA 94901
(415) 454-9444
Intake: (415) 456-6655x1
MHSAF • SA BU NXN • RES RL • SF PI MI • SS PA • AH SP • CO VET CJ WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Family Service Agency of Marin County
Substance Abuse Recovery Program
555 Northgate Drive
Suite 100
San Rafael, CA 94903
(415) 491-5700
MHF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD • SS • TRMA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Kaiser Permanente Medical Group
Chemical Dependency Services
820 Las Gallinas Avenue
San Rafael, CA 94903
(415) 444-3522
Intake: (415) 444-3008
SAF • SA DT BU NXN • OP OD OMB ORT • PI • AH • CO SE AD WN TRMA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Marin Outpatient and Recovery Services
1005 A Street
Suite 209
San Rafael, CA 94901
(415) 485-6736
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF PI • SP • CO DU CJ WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Marin Services for Men
1005 A Street
Suite 209
San Rafael, CA 94901
(415) 485-6736
HH • MN
Marin Treatment Center
Outpatient Services
1466 Lincoln Avenue
San Rafael, CA 94901
(415) 457-3755
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU • OP OD OMB OIT ORT • SF MD PI • SS • CO • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

North Bay Recovery Center
55 Shaver Street
Suite 200
San Rafael, CA 94901
(415) 494-4357
Intake: (800) 617-5312
SAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL HH • RES RS RL RD HID HIT • SF SI PI • CO MN • TR MA • YA D A DL T • MA LE

SANGER

Fresno County Hispanic Commission on Alcohol/Drug Abuse Servs/DATE Prog
1419 Jensen Avenue
Suite 106
Sanger, CA 93657
(559) 875-0249
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD • PI • AH • CO SE AD WN TRMA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Kings View
Rural Services
1822 Jensen Avenue
Suite 102
Sanger, CA 93657
(559) 875-6300
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF SI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Cornerstone Adult Outpatient
1950 East 17th Street
Suite 150
Santa Ana, CA 92705
(714) 547-4300x108
Intakes: (714) 547-4300 (714) 730-5399 (714) 547-5375
SAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF PI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
Gary Center
Substance Abuse Counseling Systems
1525 East 17th Street
Suite B
Santa Ana, CA 92705
(714) 542-0400
SAF • MALE

Orange County Healthcare Agency
Alcohol/Drug Abuse Services/Santa Ana
1200 North Main Street
Suite 301
Santa Ana, CA 92701
(714) 480-6660
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Orange County Healthcare Agency
Drug Court and DUI Programs
1200 North Main Street
Suite 100-B
Santa Ana, CA 92701
(714) 480-6660
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Phoenix House
Orange County
1207 East Fruit Street
Santa Ana, CA 92701
(714) 953-9373
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

School Ten
Main Street Unit
1772 South Main Street
Santa Ana, CA 92707
(714) 547-7571
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Straight Talk
Gerry House
1225 West 6th Street
Santa Ana, CA 92703
(714) 972-1402
Intake: (714) 619-2516
SAF • MALE

Villa Center Inc
The Villa
910 North French Street
Santa Ana, CA 92701
(714) 541-2732
SAF • MALE

Casa Serena
Casa Serena Graduate Recovery Program
1922 and 1924 Castillo Street
Santa Barbara, CA 93101
(805) 966-1260
Intake: (805) 966-1260x1
SAF • MALE

Casa Serena
Main House
1515 Bath Street
Santa Barbara, CA 93101
(805) 966-1260x1
Intake: (805) 966-1260x4
SAF • MALE

Casa Serena
Oliver House for Mothers and Children
147 Oliver Road
Santa Barbara, CA 93105
(805) 966-1260
Intake: (805) 966-1260x1
SAF • MALE

American Indian Health Services
Counsel Lodge
4141 State Street
Suite A-1
Santa Barbara, CA 93110
(805) 681-7356
Intake: (805) 681-7144
SAF • MALE

Council on Alcoholism and Drug Abuse
Project Recovery
133 East Haley Street
Santa Barbara, CA 93102
(805) 564-6057
SAF • MALE

Council on Alcoholism and Drug Abuse
Project Recovery Detox
1020 Placido Street
Front Building
Santa Barbara, CA 93101
(805) 963-1836
Intake: (805) 564-6057
SAF • MALE

Council on Alcoholism and Drug Abuse
Phoenix of Santa Barbara Inc
107 East Michaelectoens Street
Santa Barbara, CA 93101
(805) 965-3434
SAF • MALE
## CALIFORNIA

Recovery Road Medical Center  
3891 State Street  
Suite 205  
Santa Barbara, CA 93105  
(805) 962-7800  
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT CT • SF • PI • CO • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Sanctuary Psychiatric Centers of Santa Barbara/Outpatient  
222 West Valerio Street  
Santa Barbara, CA 93101  
(805) 569-2785  
Intake: (805) 569-2785x212  
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD • CO CJ WN MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Santa Barbara Cottage Hospital  
COPE and Acute Detox Program  
Pueblo at Bath Street  
Santa Barbara, CA 93102  
(805) 569-8339  
MHSAF • SA • DT BU NXN • OP OIT ORT HID • SF MD PI MI • SP • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Santa Barbara Cottage Hospital  
Cottage Residential Center  
316 West Montecito Street  
Santa Barbara, CA 93101  
(805) 569-7422  
Intake: (805) 569-7439  
SAF • SA BU NXN • RES RS • SF PI MI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Santa Barbara Rescue Mission  
Santa Barbara Outpatient Services  
555 East Yanonali Street  
Santa Barbara, CA 93103  
(805) 966-1316  
Intake: (805) 966-1316x600 (805) 637-7188  
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF • PA • CO VET CJ SE WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Zona Seca Inc  
Alcohol and DA Counseling Agency  
26 West Figueroa Street  
Santa Barbara, CA 93101  
(805) 963-8961  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • AH SP • DU CJ AD MN DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

### SANTA CLARITA

**Action Family Counseling Inc**  
The Ranch  
30035 Bouquet Canyon Road  
Santa Clarita, CA 91350  
(800) 367-8336  
Intake: (661) 297-8691  
SAF • SA DT BU • RES RS RD • SF • PI • CO MF CJ AD TRMA XA DV • CHLD • FEM MALE

**Child and Family Guidance Center**  
Santa Clarita  
21545 Centre Pointe Parkway  
Santa Clarita, CA 91350  
(661) 259-9439  
MHF • SA BU • OP OMB ORT • SF MD • SI MI • SS PA • AH SP • CO AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Live Again Recovery Homes  
Live Again Ministries  
38215 San Francisquito Cyn Road  
Santa Clarita, CA 91350  
(661) 270-0025  
Intake: (661) 951-0180  
SAF • SA HH • RES RL • SF • SP • VET CJ MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

### SANTA CRUZ

**Janus Community Clinic**  
100 Emeline Avenue  
Suite A  
Santa Cruz, CA 95060  
(831) 425-0112  
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only  
SAF • SA MM BU OTPA • OP OMB CT • SF MD PI MI • SP • WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Janus Perinatal  
Mondarano Baskin Center  
516 Chestnut Street  
Apartment A  
Santa Cruz, CA 95060  
(831) 423-9015  
Intake: (831) 462-1060x219  
SAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • RES RL • SF MD MC PI • SS PA • SP • CO PW WN TRMA BC XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**Sobriety Works**  
105 7th Avenue  
Suite F  
Santa Cruz, CA 95003  
(831) 476-1747  
SAF • SA HH • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**Sondra Kay**  
Addiction Specialist  
185 7th Avenue  
Suite 106  
Santa Cruz, CA 95062  
(831) 479-4897  
Intake: (408) 375-0034  
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • SS • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

### SANTA FE SPRINGS

**LA Centers for Alcohol and Drug Abuse (LACADA)/Allen House**  
1121 Bloomfield Avenue  
Santa Fe Springs, CA 90670  
(562) 906-2685  
Intake: (562) 906-2685x223  
SAF • SA HH • RES RL • SF PI • PA • CO GL VET MF SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

---

For Code Definitions • See KEY on Page v.
Pacific Clinics  
Pacific Clinics El Camino  
11721 Telegraph Road  
Suite A  
Santa Fe Springs, CA 90670  
(562) 949-9455  
Intake: (877) 722-2737  
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • MD MC • CO  
WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

SANTA MARIA

Central Coast Headway  
Drug and Alcohol Awareness Program  
318 West Carmen Lane  
Santa Maria, CA 93458  
(805) 922-2106  
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF • AH  
SP • DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Coast Valley Worship Center  
Coast Valley Substance Abuse Trt Ctr  
1125 East Clark Avenue  
Suite A-2  
Santa Maria, CA 93455  
(805) 739-1512  
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF SI • SS  
• SP • CO DU GL VET CJ AD PW WN  
MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Good Samaratin Shelter  
Acute Care Detox  
401 West Morrison Avenue  
Building B  
Santa Maria, CA 93458  
(805) 347-3338x102  
MHSAF • SA DT • RES RS RD • SF • CO GL  
VET MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Mental Health Systems Inc  
Santa Maria Center for Change  
201 South Miller Street  
Suite 108  
Santa Maria, CA 93454  
(805) 925-9811  
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC • SS  
PA • SP • CO GL VET CJ SE PW WN  
MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

SANTA MONICA

Alcohol Drug Council  
High Gain Project  
1424 4th Street  
Suite 205  
Santa Monica, CA 90401  
(310) 451-5881  
D/WI/DUI Clients Only  
SAF • SA DT • OP OD ORT • SF • DU  
WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

CLARE Foundation Inc  
CLARE Drug Court Program  
1020 Pico Boulevard  
Santa Monica, CA 90405  
(310) 314-6200x3111  
MHSAF • SA DT • RES RS RD • SF • CO GL  
VET MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

CLARE Foundation Inc  
Detox/Primary  
907 Pico Boulevard  
Santa Monica, CA 90405  
(310) 314-6200x3181  
Intakes: (310) 314-6200x3151 (310) 314-6200x3152 (310) 314-6200x3154  
MHSAF • SA DT • RES RS RD • SF  
MC PI • SS PA • SP • CO GL VET CJ SE MN  
TRMA • YAD ADLT • MALE

SANTA ROSA

California Human Development Corp  
Athena House  
3555 Sonoma Highway  
Santa Rosa, CA 95409  
(707) 526-3150  
SAF • SA HH • RES RS RL RD CT • SF • SS PA • SP  
• CO GL VET MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA  
BC XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

California Human Development Corp  
Outpatient Treatment Services  
3315 Airway Drive  
Santa Rosa, CA 95403  
(707) 523-2242  
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI • SP • CO DU GL VET CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA  
BC CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Campobello Chemical Dependency  
Outpatient  
2448 Guerneville Road  
Suite 400  
Santa Rosa, CA 95402  
(707) 546-1547  
SAF • SA • OP OD ORT • SF PI • WN  
MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
Campobello Chemical Dependency Recovery Center
3250 Guerneville Road
Santa Rosa, CA 95401
(707) 579-4066
Intake: (800) 805-1833
SAF • SA DT BU NXN • RES RS RD • SF PI • SE WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Casa Calmecac
1711 Ridley Avenue
Santa Rosa, CA 95403
(707) 568-7679
Intake: (707) 526-3150
MHSAF • SA • OP RES RL ORT • SF • AH SP • CO GL VET ADM CJ SE MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • MALE

Casa Teresa
Casa Teresa
916 and 920 West 8th Street
Santa Rosa, CA 95401
(707) 815-5202
SAF • SA • RES RS RL • SF IHS • SP • YAD ADLT • FEM

Drink/Link Moderate Drinking Prgs and Products
Santa Rosa, CA 95402
(707) 539-5465
Intake: (888) 773-7465
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF PI • SS • DU WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Drug Abuse Alternatives Center (DAAC)
Outpatient
2403 Professional Drive
Suite 101
Santa Rosa, CA 95403
(707) 544-3295
Intake: (707) 284-2950
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS • SP • CO DU GL CJ AD WN MN TRMA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Drug Abuse Alternatives Center (DAAC)
Perinatal Day Treatment
2400 County Center Drive
Suite B
Santa Rosa, CA 95403
(707) 566-0170
SAF • SA • OP OIT • PW WN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM

Drug Abuse Alternatives Center (DAAC)
Turning Point
440 Arrowood Drive
Santa Rosa, CA 95407
(707) 284-2950
SAF • SA • RES RS RL • SF SI MJ • CO GL VET MF CJ SE WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Kaiser Foundation Hospital
Chemical Dependency Unit
3554 Round Barn Boulevard
Santa Rosa, CA 95403
(707) 571-3778
Intake: (707) 571-3835
SAF • SA DT BU • OP OD OMB OIT ORT • MC PI • AH SP • CO AD WN MN TRMA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

R House
Speers Facility
429 Speers Road
Santa Rosa, CA 95409
(707) 321-8595
Intakes: (707) 321-0955 (707) 495-7851
MHSAF • SA • OP RES RL ORT CT • SF MD SI PI • PA • SP • CO AD • CHLD • MALE

Santa Rosa Treatment Program Inc
1901 Cleveland Avenue
Suite B
Santa Rosa, CA 95401
(707) 576-0818
Intake: (707) 576-0818
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU OTPA • OP OD OMB • SF MD SI • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Sonoma Cnty Indian Health Project Inc
Behavioral Health Department
141 Stony Point Road
Santa Rosa, CA 95401
(707) 521-4550
MHF • SA BU NXN • ORT CT • MD MC PI IHS ATR • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Womens Recovery Services
98 Hendley Street
Santa Rosa, CA 95404
(707) 527-0412
SAF • SA HH • RES RS RL CT • SF PI • SS • CO GL CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA BC XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM

Santa Ynez

Santa Ynez Tribal Health Clinic
Behavioral Health Services
90 Via Juana Lane
Santa Ynez, CA 93460
(805) 688-7070
Intake: (805) 694-2606
MHSAF • SA BU • OP OMB ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI • SS PA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Sonoma Cnty Indian Health Project Inc
Behavioral Health Department
141 Stony Point Road
Santa Rosa, CA 95401
(707) 521-4550
MHF • SA BU NXN • ORT CT • MD MC PI IHS ATR • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Womens Recovery Services
98 Hendley Street
Santa Rosa, CA 95404
(707) 527-0412
SAF • SA HH • RES RS RL CT • SF PI • SS • CO GL CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA BC XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM

SCOTTSDALE

Santa Ynez Tribal Health Clinic
Behavioral Health Services
90 Via Juana Lane
Santa Ynez, CA 93460
(805) 688-7070
Intake: (805) 694-2606
MHSAF • SA BU • OP OMB ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI • SS PA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

SCOTTS VALLEY

Camp Recovery Center
3192 Glen Canyon Road
Scotts Valley, CA 95066
(831) 438-1868
SAF • SA DT BU VTRL • OP RES RS RL RD ODT OIT • SF PI • CO CJ SE AD WN MN TRMA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
SEASIDE
Community Human Services
Genesis House
1152 Sonoma Avenue
Seaside, CA 93955
(831) 899-2436
SAF • SA • BU • RES RL • SF • SS • PW • WN • MN • TR • MA • BC • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

SEBASTOPOL
Azure Acres Recovery Center
CRC Health
2264 Green Hill Road
Sebastopol, CA 95472
(707) 823-3385
Intakes: (800) 222-7292 (707) 823-5019x110
SAF • SA • DT • BU • NXN • VTRL • OP • RES • RS • RD • ODT • SF • PI • MI • WN • MN • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

SELMA
Eminence Healthcare Inc
1239 Nelson Boulevard
Selma, CA 93662
(559) 221-8100
SAF • SA • OP • OIT • ORT • CT • SI • PA • SP • AD • CHLD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

SHASTA LAKE
Empire Outpatient Services
5014 Shasta Dam Boulevard
Shasta Lake, CA 96019
(530) 275-1076
SAF • SA • OP • OIT • ORT • SF • MD • MC • SI • PI • MI • CJ • SE • AD • PW • WN • MN • TR • MA • BC • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

SIMI VALLEY
Action Family Counseling Inc
SIMI Valley IOP
4380 Apricot Road
Simi Valley, CA 93063
(800) 367-8336
SAF • SA • OP • OIT • SF • PI • AD • CHLD • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

VENTURA COUNTY
Ventura County Behavioral Health Dept
Simi Valley Center
3150 Los Angeles Avenue
Simi Valley, CA 93065
(805) 577-1724
SAF • SA • OP • OIT • ORT • SF • MD • MC • SI • PI • MI • CJ • SE • AD • PW • WN • MN • TR • MA • BC • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

SKYFOREST
Rim Family Services Inc
28545 Highway 18
Skyforest, CA 92385
(909) 336-1800
MHSAF • SA • OP • OIT • ORT • SF • MD • SI • PI • MI • CJ • PW • WN • MN • TR • MA • BC • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

SONORA
Tuolumne County Behavioral Health Dept
105 Hospital Road
Sonora, CA 95370
(209) 533-6245
MHSAF • SA • OP • OIT • ORT • SF • MD • MC • SI • PI • MI • CJ • PW • WN • MN • TR • MA • BC • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

SOUTH GATE
Safety Consultant Services Inc
4120 Tweedy Boulevard
South Gate, CA 90280
(323) 567-0527
DWI/DUI Clients Only
SAF • SA • OP • OIT • ORT • SF • MD • MC • SI • PI • MI • CJ • SE • AD • PW • WN • MN • TR • MA • BC • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

SOUTH LAKE TAHOE
El Dorado County Health Services
Department Alcohol and Drug Division
1360 Johnson Boulevard
Suite 103
South Lake Tahoe, CA 96150
(530) 573-7970
MHSAF • SA • OP • OIT • ORT • SI • PI • MI • CJ • PW • WN • MN • TR • MA • BC • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

Tahoe Turning Point Inc
Treatment Center Main Office
2494 Lake Tahoe Boulevard
Suite B-5
South Lake Tahoe, CA 96151
(530) 541-4594
Intake: (530) 542-1159
SAF • SA • HH • OP • OIT • ORT • SF • MD • SI • PI • MI • CJ • PW • WN • MN • TR • MA • BC • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

SOUTH SAN FRANCISCO
Project Ninety Inc
Elliott Center
314 Baden Avenue
South San Francisco, CA 94080
(650) 579-7881
SAF • SA • OP • OIT • ORT • SF • MD • MC • SI • PI • MI • CJ • SE • AD • PW • WN • MN • TR • MA • BC • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

SPRING VALLEY
McAlister Institute for Trt and Educ
(MITE)/McAlister Institute Group Home
2315 Bar Bit Road
Spring Valley, CA 91978
(619) 442-0277
Intakes: (619) 442-0277x147 (619) 337-3830
SAF • SA • DT • RES • RD • SF • PI • GL • CJ • PW • WN • MN • TR • MA • BC • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

STANTON
Western Pacific Med Corp
Western Pacific Stanton Medical
10751 Dale Street
Stanton, CA 90680
(714) 821-5311
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA • DT • MM • DM • OTPA • OP • OD • OMB • ORT • SF • MD • PI • SS • PA • SH • PW • WN • MN • TR • MA • BC • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE • F4

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
### STOCKTON

**Alcohol Recovery Center**  
DUI Freedom Programs  
33 East Magnolia  
Suites B and C  
Stockton, CA 95202  
(209) 464-7627  
DWI/DUI Clients Only  
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE  
Healthy Connections Inc  
1947 North California Street  
Suites B and C  
Stockton, CA 95202  
(209) 463-0870  
Methadone Clients Only  
SAF • SA DT MM DM OTPA • OP OD OMB ORT • SF • SS • DU • PW • YAD ADLT • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F4

### Stockton

**Saint Josephs Behavioral Health Center**  
2510 North California Street  
Stockton, CA 95204  
(209) 461-8000  
Intake: (209) 938-0831x321

Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP OMB OD ORT OIT HID • SF • MCI PI MI • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

**San Joaquin County Chemical Dependency Counseling Center**  
620 North Aurora Street  
Suites 1, 3-A and 52-S9  
Stockton, CA 95202  
(209) 468-3720  
Intake: (209) 468-3721

SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • SS • AHS • CJ AD PW • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

**Service First Outpatient Program**  
1222 Monaco Court  
Suites 28  
Stockton, CA 95207  
(209) 644-6328  
Intake: (209) 644-6327

SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF SI • SP • CO DU GL VET MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**Service First Outpatient Program**  
445 West Weber Avenue  
Suites 130  
Stockton, CA 95203  
(209) 451-3628  
Intake: (209) 644-4818x4818

SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF • ATR • SP • DU CJ WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**Stockton Circle of Friends Adult Program**  
501-503 South Pershing Street  
Stockton, CA 95203  
(209) 475-8088

SAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • RES RS RL CT • SF • SS • SP • CO DU CJ WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • MALE

### SUN VALLEY

**Narcotic Addiction Trt Agency Inc (NATA)**  
8741 Laurel Canyon Boulevard  
Sun Valley, CA 91352  
(818) 362-0986

Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP OMB OD ORT • SF • MCI PI MI • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

### SUSANVILLE

**Lassen County Behavioral Health**  
1400 Chestnut Street  
Suite A  
Susanville, CA 96130  
(530) 251-8080

Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF • MCI PI MI • HHS • SS PA • AHS • CO DU GL VET MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • FEM MALE

**Lassen County Behavioral Health**  
555 Hospital Lane  
Susanville, CA 96130  
(530) 251-8101

Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF • MCI PI MI • HHS • SS PA • AHS • CO DU GL VET MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • FEM MALE

**Lassen Indian Health Center**  
Behavioral Health Department  
795 Joaquin Street  
Susanville, CA 96130  
(530) 257-2542

GHP • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI IHS • CO DU GL VET SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**Oasis Women's Recovery Community**  
13832 Polk Street  
Sylmar, CA 91342  
(818) 362-0986

SAF • SA • RES RL • SF • SS PA • WN • YAD ADLT • FEM

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
Phoenix House Academy of Los Angeles
11600 Eldridge Avenue
Sylmar, CA 91342
(818) 686-3000x4272
Intakes: (818) 686-3000 (800) 378-4435
SAF • SA • OP RES RS RL OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI ATR • SSPA • SP FX • CO CJ AD TR MA XA • CHLD • FEM MALE • F70

TARZANA
Tarzana Treatment Center Inc
186-46 Oxnard Street
Tarzana, CA 91356
(818) 996-1051
Intake: (818) 996-1051
SAF • SA • OP DT MM DM BU NXN VTRL • OP RES RS RL OMB ODT OIT ORT H1D • SF MD PI MI ATR • AH SP FX • CO DU CJ AD BC • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F70 F81

TENEMECULA
Hill Alcohol and Drug Treatment Center
42145 Lyndic Lane
Suite 108
Temecula, CA 92591
(951) 676-8241
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC PI ATR • SS PA • SP • CHLD • FEM MALE

Ranch Creek Recovery Inc
27600 Sunday Drive
Temecula, CA 92590
(951) 676-9111
Intake: (951) 676-9111x95167
MHSAF • SA DT • RES RS RL RD • SF PI • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Riverside County Substance Abuse Prog
41002 County Center Drive
Building 1
Temecula, CA 92590
(951) 600-6360
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SFMC PI • AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Riverside San Bernardino Country
Indian Health/Pechanga
12784 Pechanga Road
Temecula, CA 95292
(951) 676-6810
Intakes: (800) 851-5816x3220 (951) 654-0803x3220
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • MD MC SI PI MH • PA • CO WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

THERMAL
Riverside County Latino Commission on ALC Drug Servs/Casa Cecilia Recov Home
83885 Rosa Avenue
Thermal, CA 92274
(760) 347-9442
Intake: (760) 398-2008
SAF • SA • RES RL • SF PI • SS • SP • WN • YAD • FEM

Riverside San Bernardino Country
Indian Health/Torres Martinez Clinic
66735 Martinez Road
Thermal, CA 92274
(760) 397-4476
Intakes: (951) 849-4761x1426 (800) 717-4476
GHF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • MD MC SI PI MH • ATR • PA • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

THOUSAND OAKS
Genesis Program Inc
145 Hodencamp Road
Suite 207
Thousand Oaks, CA 91360
(805) 497-6169
Intake: (805) 432-4281
SAF • SA • OP ODT OIT • SF PI • YAD ADLT • FEMMALE

Westlake Village Family Services
3625 East Thousand Oaks Boulevard
Suite 225
Thousand Oaks, CA 91362
(818) 730-2690
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF PI • SS • SP • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Wildwood Recovery
360 Camino de Celeste
Thousand Oaks, CA 91360
(805) 493-5741
SAF • SA DT BU NXN • OP RES RS RL RD OMB ODT OIT • SF PI • WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

TORRANCE
Driver Benefits Inc
Southwest Driver Benefits Program
2370 West Carson Street
Suite 150
Torrance, CA 90501
(310) 320-9550
DWI/DUI Clients Only
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • SS • SP • CO DU CJ WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

National Council on ALC and Drug Dep
1334 Post Avenue
Torrance, CA 90501
(310) 328-2095x226
Intake: (310) 328-2095
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF SI PI • SS PA • SP • CO DU VET CJ SE WN MN TRMA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Options for Recovery
Stork Club
1124 West Carson Street
Building N-33
Torrance, CA 90502
(310) 222-5410
SAF • SA • OP ODT OIT • NP • SS PA • PW WN • YAD ADLT • FEM
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Services Provided</th>
<th>Contact Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tracy</td>
<td>Fresh Beginning Inc</td>
<td>Suite A, Tracy, CA 95376, (209) 830-7400, (209) 830-6394, SAF, SA, OP OIT ORT CT, SF PI ATR, AD, CHLD ADLT, FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tulare</td>
<td>Kings View Substance Abuse Program Tulare County</td>
<td>Tulare, CA 93274, (559) 688-7531, Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only SAF, SA DT, MM DM BU OT PA OMB, SF MD, SF PI, SP, PW, YAD ADLT, FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuolumne</td>
<td>Maynord Recovery Center</td>
<td>Tuolumne, CA 95379, (209) 928-3737, Intake: (800) 228-8208, SAF, SA DT BU, RES RS RL RD, SF PI, SP, WN MN, YAD ADLT, FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tustin</td>
<td>Cornerstone of Southern California Recovery Homes of America Inc</td>
<td>Tustin, CA 92780, (714) 730-5399, Intake: (714) 547-4300 (714) 547-5375, SAF, SA DT BU, NXN, VR, RES RS RD, SF PI, YAD ADLT, FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UKiah</td>
<td>Ford Street Project</td>
<td>Ukiah, CA 95482, (707) 472-2637, SAF, SA DT, OP RES RS RL RD ORT, SF, DU, YAD ADLT, FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Union City</td>
<td>Kaiser Permanent Recovery Center</td>
<td>Union City, CA 94587, (510) 675-2377, SAF, SA DT BU, NXN, VRTL, OP OD OMB, ODT ORT PI, AH SP FX, CO AD PW WN MN, CHLD ADLT, FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upland</td>
<td>Inland Valley Drug and Alcohol Recovery Services/Men/Women/Children</td>
<td>Upland, CA 91786, (909) 932-1069, SAF, SA DT BU, RES RS RL RD CT, SF PI, SS, AH SP, CO GL VET ADM MF, SE PW WN MN, TRMA BC, XA DV, YAD ADLT, FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page vi.
**CALIFORNIA**

**VACAVILLE**
Healthy Partnerships
1286 Callen Street
Vacaville, CA 95688
(707) 447-8982
MHS AF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD
SI PI MI • SP • DU CJ WN MN TRMA •
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**VALLEJO**
Anka Behavioral Health Inc
Hope Program
251 Georgia Street
Vallejo, CA 94590
(707) 558-8195
MHS AF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC PI • SS • SP FX • CO CJ WN MN TRMA XA DN • YAD ADLT • MALE

Genesis House Inc
Genesis House II
133 Renada Street
Vallejo, CA 94590
(707) 642-8654
Intake: (707) 557-3165
SA • RES RL • SF • SS PA • YAD ADLT • MALE

House of Acts
Substance Abuse Prog / House of Acts II
627 Grant Street
Vallejo, CA 94590
(707) 553-1042
SA • RES RS RL CT • SF SI PI ATR • SS • YAD ADLT • MALE

Kaiser Permanente
Chemical Dependency Recovery Program
800 Sereno Drive
Vallejo, CA 94589
(707) 651-1050
SAF • SA HH • RES RS RL • SF MC • CO MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

Bi Bett Corp
Recovery Connection
647 Broadway
Vallejo, CA 94590
(707) 643-2748
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD • DU CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Bi Bett Corp
Shania Recovery Center
126 126 1/2 and 128 Ohio Street
Vallejo, CA 94590
(707) 644-2577
Intake: (707) 784-2220
SAF • SA • RES RS RL • SF MD MC PI •
BC • YAD ADLT • FEM

Bi Bett Corp
Southern Solano Alcohol Council
419 Pennsylvania Street
Vallejo, CA 94590
(707) 643-2715
SAF • DT HH • RES RD • SF • SS PA •
AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Genesis House Inc
Genesis House I
1149 Warren Avenue
Vallejo, CA 94591
(707) 552-5295
Intake: (707) 557-3165
SAF • SA HH • RES RL • SF • SS PA •
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

House of Acts
Substance Abuse Program
115 Ten Court
Vallejo, CA 94589
(707) 553-1042
SAF • SA HH • RES RS RL • SF MC • CO MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

Kaiser Permanente
Chemical Dependency Recovery Program
800 Sereno Drive
Vallejo, CA 94589
(707) 651-1050
SAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP OD
OMB ODT OIT ORT • PI • AH SP FX
CO AD WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE • F30

Successful Alternatives for
Addiction Counseling Servs Inc (SAACS)
1628 Broadway Street
Vallejo, CA 94590
(707) 649-8300
Intake: (877) 331-3630
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM OTPA • OP OD
OMB • SF MD • SS PA • YAD ADLT •
FEM MALE

Valley Health
Community Services
Addiction Counseling Servs Inc (SAACS)
1628 Broadway Street
Vallejo, CA 94590
(707) 649-8300
Intake: (877) 331-3630
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM OTPA • OP OD
OMB • SF MD • SS PA • YAD ADLT •
FEM MALE

**VALLEYS**
Studio 12 Private Alcohol and Drug
Treatment Program / Detox / Male / Female
12406 Magnolia Boulevard
Vallejo, CA 94567
(818) 787-7878
MHS AF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD
MC SI • SP FX • CO CJ WN MN TRMA XA
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**VAN NUYS**
AM/PM Van Nuys Driver Safety DUI
School / Escuela Latina and Assessments
6740 Kester Avenue
Suite 206
Van Nuys, CA 91405
(818) 779-0555
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
MHS AF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD
MC SI • SP FX • CO CJ WN MN TRMA XA
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

American Health Services
Van Nuys
6265 Sepulveda Boulevard
Suite 9
Van Nuys, CA 91411
(818) 786-6632
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
MHS AF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD
MC SI • SP FX • CO CJ WN MN TRMA XA
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Choice and Change
6308 Woodman Avenue
Suite 209
Van Nuys, CA 91401
(818) 786-6632
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
MHS AF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD
MC SI • SP FX • CO CJ WN MN TRMA XA
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

High Road Program
14430 Sherman Way
Van Nuys, CA 91405
(818) 785-9119
MHS AF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • SP • DU
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
National Council on Alcoholism Drug Dependence San Fernando Valley Inc
6166 Vesper Avenue
Van Nuys, CA 91411
(818) 989-0414x15
Intake: (818) 989-0414x16
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF SI ATR • SS • SP • CJ PW WN MN TRMA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Western Pacific Med Corp
Western Pacific Van Nuys Medical
14332 Victory Boulevard
Van Nuys, CA 91401
(818) 989-1996
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM OTPA • OP OD OMB ORT • SF MD PI • SS PA • SP FX • PW WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F4

CLEARVIEW

American Health Services LLC
Venice Medical and Mental Health Servs
717 Lincoln Boulevard
Venice, CA 90291
(310) 399-9883
Intake: (310) 671-0555
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
GHF • SA DT MM DM BU OTPA • OP OD OMB ORT • SF MD MC PI • SP FX • PW • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F81

Clearview Treatment Programs
2435 Glyndon Avenue
Venice, CA 90291
(800) 573-0770
Intake: (310) 862-8972
SAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • RES RS RL RD • SF PI MI • CO WN MN TRMA XA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Phoenix House/Venice
503 Ocean Front Walk
Venice, CA 90291
(310) 392-3070
Intake: (800) 378-4435
SAF • SA DT • OP RES RS RL RD OIT ORT • SF PI • SP • CO CJ WN MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • MALE

VENTURA

Action Family Counseling Inc
Ventura IOP
5850 Thillie Street
Suite 107
Ventura, CA 93001
(805) 653-2596
Intake: (805) 653-2596
SAF • SA • OP OD OMB ODT OIT ORT • SF PI • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Genesis Programs Inc
Ventura
1732 Palma Drive
Suite 208
Ventura, CA 93003
(805) 650-3094
SAF • SA • OP ODT OIT • SF PI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Khepera House
125 West Harrison Avenue
Suite A
Ventura, CA 93001
(805) 653-2596
Intake: (805) 653-2596
SAF • SA • RES RS RL • SF • MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

Paul Booth MFT/CADC/NCACII/CMAT/CSAT
2580 East Main Street
Suite 201
Ventura, CA 93003
(805) 642-6779
MHSAT • SA • OP ORT CT • SF PI MI • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Ventura County Dept of Alc/Drug Progs
Ventura Center
24 East Main Street
Ventura, CA 93001
(805) 652-6919
Intake: (805) 652-6918
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI • SS PA • AH SP • CO GL VET CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Service</th>
<th>Phone Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Victorville</td>
<td>Saint John of God Healthcare Services Outpatient Service Center</td>
<td>(760) 952-9192&lt;br&gt;SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF SI PI • AH SP • CO • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victorville</td>
<td>Western Pacific Med Corp</td>
<td>(805) 641-9100&lt;br&gt;Methadone Clients Only&lt;br&gt;SAF • SA DT MM DM OTPA • OP OD OMB ORT • SF MD PI • SS PA • SP FX • PW WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victorville</td>
<td>High Desert Child Adolescent and Family Services Center Inc</td>
<td>(760) 243-7151&lt;br&gt;MHS • SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI • AH • AD PW • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victorville</td>
<td>Mental Health Systems Inc Victor Valley Center for Change</td>
<td>(760) 843-7809&lt;br&gt;Intake: (760) 843-3730&lt;br&gt;SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SI • AH SP • CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victorville</td>
<td>Pine Ridge Treatment Center</td>
<td>(760) 955-1012&lt;br&gt;SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • OP ODT OIT • SF PI • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victorville</td>
<td>Saint John of God Healthcare Services</td>
<td>(760) 843-7151&lt;br&gt;Methadone Clients Only&lt;br&gt;SAF • SA DT MM DM OTPA • OP OD OMB ORT • SF MD PI • SS • AH SP FX • PW • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F4 F86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visalia</td>
<td>BAART Programs Addiction Research and Treatment Inc</td>
<td>(559) 625-8176&lt;br&gt;Intake: (559) 625-8890&lt;br&gt;SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI • AH • AD PW • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visalia</td>
<td>Pine Ridge Treatment Center</td>
<td>(559) 625-0440&lt;br&gt;SAF • SA • RES RL CT • SF • AH SP • CO WN • YAD ADLT • FEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visalia</td>
<td>Recovery Resources</td>
<td>(559) 625-8176&lt;br&gt;SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • CJ AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visalia</td>
<td>SRS Recovery Services</td>
<td>(559) 625-8176&lt;br&gt;SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • CJ AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visalia</td>
<td>Turning Point of Central CA Inc Turning Point Youth Services</td>
<td>(559) 627-1385x18&lt;br&gt;Intake: (559) 627-1385&lt;br&gt;SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF SI • SP • CO CJ AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visalia</td>
<td>Vista House New Journey</td>
<td>(800) 250-8019&lt;br&gt;Intake: (559) 625-1329&lt;br&gt;MHSAF • SA DT HH • RES RL RD CT • MD • SP • CO GL CJ AD TRMA XA • CHLD ADLT • MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VISTA</td>
<td>Alpha Project</td>
<td>(760) 945-5290&lt;br&gt;SAF • SA • RES RL CT • NP • SS PA • SP • CJ MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VISTA</td>
<td>Bethesda Recovery Center</td>
<td>(760) 945-5290&lt;br&gt;Choices in Recovery/Hill House 1135 North Drive Vista, CA 92083&lt;br&gt;SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VISTA</td>
<td>Bethesda Recovery Center/choices in Recovery Center</td>
<td>(760) 945-5290&lt;br&gt;Choices in Recovery Center 733 South Santa Fe Avenue Vista, CA 92083&lt;br&gt;SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VISTA</td>
<td>Bethesda Recovery Center/Humble House</td>
<td>(760) 945-5290&lt;br&gt;Choices in Recovery Center 248 Hill Drive Vista, CA 92083&lt;br&gt;SAF • SA • RES RL • SF • CJ • YAD ADLT • MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VISTA</td>
<td>Bethesda Recovery Center/New House</td>
<td>(760) 945-5290&lt;br&gt;Choices in Recovery Center 747 Melrose Place Vista, CA 92084&lt;br&gt;SAF • SA • RES RL • SF • CJ • YAD ADLT • MALE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.*
Choices in Recovery Center
Foundation House
619 Civic Center Drive
Vista, CA 92083
(760) 945-5290
SAF • SA DT BU • RES RL RD • SF • CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Mental Health Systems Inc
North County Center for Change
504 West Vista Way
Vista, CA 92083
(760) 940-1836
SAF • SA VTRL • OP OIT • SF MD • AH SP • CO CJ WN MN TR MA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

WALNUT CREEK
Kaiser Permanente
Chemical Dependency Services
710 South Broadway
Walnut Creek, CA 94596
(925) 295-4145
MHSAF • SA DT BU NXN • OP OD OMB ODT OIT ORT • MC PI • AH • AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Weyland Consultation Services
2930 Camino Diablo
Suite 110
Walnut Creek, CA 94597
(925) 945-7816x41
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • AD • CHLD • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

WATSONVILLE
Janus South County
284 Pennsylvania Avenue
Watsonville, CA 95076
(831) 319-4200
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA MM BU NXN VTRL OTPA • OP OMB OIT • SF MC SI PI • SP • CO • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Narconon of Northern California
Narconon Redwood Cliffs
262 Gaffey Road
Watsonville, CA 95076
(831) 768-7190
Intake: (800) 556-8885
SAF • SA DT • OP RES • RS RL RD • OP OMB • OIT ORT • SP PI • SP • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Pajaro Valley Prevention and Student Assistance
335 East Lake Avenue
Watsonville, CA 95076
(831) 728-6445
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD PI • SP • CHLD • FEM MALE

WEAVERVILLE
Trinity County Alcohol and Other Drug Services
1450 Main Street
Weaverville, CA 96093
(530) 623-1362
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI • SS • PW WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

WEST COVINA
Doctors Hospital of West Covina Inc
Dual Diagnosis Day Treatment Program
725 South Orange Avenue
West Covina, CA 91790
(626) 338-0502
Intake: (626) 338-8481
MHF • DT • HID • SF MC PI • SP • CO GI VET SE WN MN TR MA XA DV • YAD • FEM MALE

Kaiser Permanente
1539 West Garvey Avenue North
West Covina, CA 91790
(626) 814-6500
SAF • SA DT BU NXN • OP OD ODT OIT ORT • PI • AH SP • CO • AD WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Safety Education Center
1515 West Cameron Avenue
Suite 300
West Covina, CA 91790
(626) 960-3977
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • SP • DU CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

WEST HOLLYWOOD
Twin Town West Hollywood
8739 Santa Monica Boulevard
West Hollywood, CA 90069
(310) 623-1477
Intake: (866) 594-8844
SAF • SA DT • OP OD ODT OIT ORT CT • SF PI • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

WEST SACRAMENTO
CommuniCare Health Centers
Behavioral Health Services
500-B Jefferson Boulevard
Suite 195
West Sacramento, CA 95605
(916) 403-2970
MHSAF • SA DT • OP OD OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI • SS PA • CO DU CJ PW WN MN TR MA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

WESTLAKE VILLAGE
Intervention Institute
870 Hampshire Road
Suite A
Westlake Village, CA 91361
(805) 379-3611
SAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF PI • AH SP • CO CJ AD WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE
## WESTMINSTER

**College Community Services**
College Community Services/Calworks
13950 Milton Avenue
Suite 306
Westminster, CA 92683
(714) 793-1290

**Orange County Healthcare Agency**
West Alcohol and Drug Abuse Services
14140 Beach Boulevard
Suites 120 and 200
Westminster, CA 92683
(714) 934-4600

**CA Diversion Intervention Foundation**
(CDIF)
7336 South Painter Avenue
Whittier, CA 90602
(800) 842-9089

**CRC Inc**
HOW House
14100 Glengyle Street
Whittier, CA 90604
(562) 777-1222
Intake: (562) 980-6475

**Safety Consultant Services**
13501 East Whittier Boulevard
Whittier, CA 90605
(562) 945-2493

**Southern CA Alcohol and Drug Prog Inc**
Awakenings/Outpatient Program
12322 Clearglen Street
Whittier, CA 90604
(562) 947-3835
Intakes: (562) 242-1074 (562) 242-1076
SAF • SA • OP RES RL OIT ORT CT • SPF • SS PA • AH SP • DU • YAD ADLT • SAF Male • F92

**Southern CA Alcohol and Drug Prog Inc**
Awakenings/Residential Treatment
12322 Clearglen Street
Whittier, CA 90604
(562) 242-1076
Intakes: (562) 947-3835 (562) 242-1074

**Transcultural Health Development**
117 East Harry Bridges Boulevard
Wilmington, CA 90744
(310) 549-2710

**Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only**
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MC PI • SS • DU AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE • F81

## WHITTIER

**ADAPT Aware Zone Inc**
14128 Whittier Boulevard
Whittier, CA 90605
(562) 698-0474

**CA Diversion Intervention Foundation**
(CDIF)
7336 South Painter Avenue
Whittier, CA 90602
(800) 842-9089

**CRC Inc**
HOW House
14100 Glengyle Street
Whittier, CA 90604
(562) 777-1222
Intake: (562) 980-6475

**Safety Consultant Services**
13501 East Whittier Boulevard
Whittier, CA 90605
(562) 945-2493

**Transcultural Health Development**
117 East Harry Bridges Boulevard
Wilmington, CA 90744
(310) 549-2710

**Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only**
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MC PI • SS • DU AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE • F81

## WILLOWS

**Glenn County Perinatal Program**
Discovery House
240 East Laurel Street
Willows, CA 95988
(530) 934-1431

**Transcultural Health Development**
117 East Harry Bridges Boulevard
Wilmington, CA 90744
(310) 549-2710

**Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only**
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MC PI • SS • DU AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE • F81

## WILMINGTON

**Behavioral Health Services**
Wilmington Community Recovery Center
1318 North Avalon Boulevard
Suite A
Wilmington, CA 90744
(310) 549-2710

**Transcultural Health Development**
117 East Harry Bridges Boulevard
Wilmington, CA 90744
(310) 549-8383

**Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only**
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MC PI • SS • DU AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE • F81

## WINNETKA

**Womens Odyssey Organization Inc**
20830 Parthenia Street
Winnetka, CA 91306
(818) 998-8972

**Transcultural Health Development**
117 East Harry Bridges Boulevard
Wilmington, CA 90744
(310) 549-2710

**Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only**
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MC PI • SS • DU AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE • F81

## WINTERHAVEN

**Fort Yuma Alcohol and Drug Abuse Prevention Program**
1888 San Pasqual School Road
Winterhaven, CA 92283
(760) 572-1032

**Transcultural Health Development**
117 East Harry Bridges Boulevard
Wilmington, CA 90744
(310) 549-2710

**Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only**
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MC PI • SS • DU AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE • F81

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
WOODLAND
Cache Creek Lodge Inc
435 Aspen Street
Woodland, CA 95695
(530) 662-5727
SAF • SA HH • RES RL CT • SF • PA • SP
• CO GL VET MF CJ SE MN TR MA XA
DV • YAD ADLT • MALE
CommunCare Health Centers
Behavioral Health Services
215 West Beamer Street
Woodland, CA 95695
(530) 405-2815
Intake: (916) 403-2970
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD
MC SI • SS • CO CJ PW WN
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Fourth and Hope
Walters House
285 4th Street
Woodland, CA 95695
(530) 662-2699x104
Intake: (530) 662-2699
SAF • SA • RES RS RL • SF • PA • VET CJ
SE WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Phoenix House of California Inc
Phoenix House
812 Court Street
Woodland, CA 95776
(530) 661-9092
SAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT CT • SF
MD • CO CJ AD WN MN TR MA
CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Progress House Inc
Progress House Woodland
15450 and 15430 County Road 99
House A and House B
Woodland, CA 95695
(530) 668-9627
Intakes: (530) 626-9240x4548 (530) 626-9240x4543
SAF • SA • RES RL CT • SF MD PI MI
• SP • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW
WN TR MA BC XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM

Yolo County Alcohol Drug and MH Servs
137 North Cottonwood Street
Suite 1510
Woodland, CA 95695
(530) 666-8630
Intake: (888) 965-6647
MHF • SA • OP ORT • SF • SP • YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

WOODLAND HILLS
Matrix Institute
20350 Ventura Boulevard
Suite 230
Woodland Hills, CA 91364
(818) 226-6070
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI
• CO • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

YUBA CITY
First Steps
1251 East Onstott Road
Yuba City, CA 95991
(530) 822-7263
SAF • SA • OP ODT • SF • SS • AH • PW
WN TR MA • YAD ADLT • FEM

Sutter Yuba Mental Health Services
Options for Change
1965 Live Oak Boulevard
Yuba City, CA 95991
(530) 822-7200
Intake: (530) 822-3292
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI MI
• SS • SP FX • CO CJ TR MA • YAD ADLT
• FEM MALE • F37

YUCCA VALLEY
Mental Health Systems Inc
Yucca Valley Center for Change
58945 Business Center Drive
Suite JN
Yucca Valley, CA 92284
(760) 369-1074
SAF • SA • OP ORT • NP • DU WN MN
• CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Provider Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>City, State Zip Code</th>
<th>Phone Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AKRON</td>
<td>Centennial Mental Health Center Inc</td>
<td>871 East 1st Street Akron, CO 80720</td>
<td>(719) 345-2254</td>
<td>MHSAF • SA • BU • UNXN • OP OMB • ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI ATR • SS PA • AH SP • DU CJ AD PW WN MN TRMA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALAMOSA</td>
<td>Ascension Counseling and Transformation LLC</td>
<td>811 Main Street Alamosa, CO 81101</td>
<td>(719) 589-6438</td>
<td>MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • SS • SP • DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Crossroads Turning Points Inc</td>
<td>2265 Lava Lane Alamosa, CO 81101</td>
<td>(719) 589-5176</td>
<td>SAF • SA • DT • OP RES RD • OIT ORT • SF • MD ATR • SS • SP • CO DU • CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hope Grief Loss and Substance Abuse</td>
<td>315 State Avenue Suite 104 Alamosa, CO 81101</td>
<td>(719) 588-6807</td>
<td>MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • PI ATR • SS PA • SP • CO DU CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>San Luis Valley Behavioral Health Group</td>
<td>9th and Dahlia Street Antonio, CO 81120</td>
<td>(719) 589-3671</td>
<td>MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • MD MC PI • AH • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARVADA</td>
<td>Arvada Counseling Center Inc</td>
<td>7850 Vance Drive Suite 280 Arvada, CO 80003</td>
<td>(303) 420-4494</td>
<td>Intake: (303) 420-4494x2 MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • OP OIT ORT CT • SF • IHS • ATR • SS • CO DU CJ SE AD WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Creative Treatment Options</td>
<td>Substance Abuse Treatment Services 6475 Wadsworth Boulevard Suite 324 Arvada, CO 80003</td>
<td>(303) 467-2624x1</td>
<td>MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • MD PI • CO DU CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Empowerment Counseling Services</td>
<td>9940 West 59th Place Suite 2 Arvada, CO 80005</td>
<td>(303) 238-9689</td>
<td>SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • DU SE WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASPEN</td>
<td>Colorado West Regional Mental Health Ctr DBA Mind Springs Health</td>
<td>0405 Castle Creek Road Suite 207 Aspen, CO 81611</td>
<td>(970) 920-5555</td>
<td>MHSAF • SA • DT VTRL • OP ODT ORT ORT CT • SF • MD MC SI PI MI ATR • SS • SP • DU TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
Anchor Counseling Inc
15290 East 6th Avenue
Suite 110
Aurora, CO 80011
(303) 367-9396
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF ATR • SP • DU VET ADM MF CJ SE WN MN DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Arapahoe House
1290 South Potomac Street
Aurora, CO 80012
(303) 657-3700
SAF • DT BU NXN VTRL • RES RD CT • SF MD SI PIMI ATR • AH SP • WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Aurora Counseling Center
2600 South Parker Road
Building 5 Suite 250
Aurora, CO 80014
(303) 367-9396
SAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PIMI ATR • SS • AH SP • DU AD WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Aurora Center for Treatment LTD
1591 Chambers Road
Suite E
Aurora, CO 80011
(303) 340-8990
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MJ • CO DU VET CJ WN MN TRMA XA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Aurora Mental Health Center
Offenders Group
1390 Chambers Road
Aurora, CO 80011
(303) 617-2424
MHF • SA • OP ORT • SF • DU CJ WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

BI Inc
BI Day Reporting Center Colorado
15290 East 6th Avenue
Suite 160
Aurora, CO 80011
(303) 699-8181
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF ATR • SS • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

CEDAR/University of Colorado Hospital
1693 North Quentin Street
Aurora, CO 80045
(720) 848-3000
Intake: (877) 999-0538
SAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP RES RS RL RD OD OMB ODT OIT ORT HID HIT CT • SF PI • AH SP • CO GL VET MF SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Chrysalis Counseling
14201 East 4th Avenue
Building 4 Suite 110
Aurora, CO 80011
(303) 360-0900
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD ATR • SS • DU CJ • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Community Partnerships and Associates
1310 South Chambers Road
Aurora, CO 80017
(303) 337-6720
DWI/DUI Clients Only
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD ATR • SS • DU CJ • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Creative Recovery Counseling and Consulting Inc
2323 South Troy Street
Building 1 Suite 310
Aurora, CO 80014
(303) 752-2390
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF PI • SP • CO DU CJ AD WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Empowerment Program
It Takes a Village
1475 North Lima Street
Aurora, CO 80010
(303) 367-4747
SA • OP ORT • NP • GL • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Eagle Counseling Services Inc
2200 Chambers Road
Unit E
Aurora, CO 80011
(303) 363-8152
Intake: (303) 623-4623
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • SS • SP • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Empowerment Program
It Takes a Village
1475 North Lima Street
Aurora, CO 80010
(303) 367-4747
SA • OP ORT • NP • GL • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Eagle Counseling Services Inc
2200 Chambers Road
Unit E
Aurora, CO 80011
(303) 363-8152
Intake: (303) 623-4623
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • SS • SP • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Empowerment Program
It Takes a Village
1475 North Lima Street
Aurora, CO 80010
(303) 367-4747
SA • OP ORT • NP • GL • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Christian Centers of America
Aurora House
Aurora Outpatient
Arapahoe House
Aurora Center for Treatment LTD
Aurora Mental Health Center
BI Inc
CEDAR/University of Colorado Hospital
Chrysalis Counseling
Community Partnerships and Associates
Creative Recovery Counseling and Consulting Inc
Empowerment Program
Eagle Counseling Services Inc
For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
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Center for Change
Sussex One Building
1790 30th Street
Suite 304
Boulder, CO 80301
(303) 449-1566
SAF • SA • OP ORT • CT • SF MD ATR
• SS • SP • CO DU CJ • AD WN MN
• CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Intervention Clinical Services
5600 Arapahoe Avenue
Suite 103
Boulder, CO 80303
(303) 544-1840
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF ATR • CO DU CJ
• YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Mental Health Partners
1333 Iris Avenue
Boulder, CO 80304
(303) 443-8500
Intake: (303) 413-6263
MHF • SA NXN • VTRL • OP ORT
• SF MD MC • SI PI • SS • SP • CO CJ
• WN MN • YAD • ADLT • FEM MALE

Rangeview Counseling Center
1790 30th Street
Suite 305
Boulder, CO 80301
(303) 447-2038
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD ATR • SS
• DU DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

SAGE Institute
4410 Arapahoe Avenue
Suite 140
Boulder, CO 80303
(303) 443-3920
MHSASF • SA • OP ORT • SF SI PI MI
• YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

BRIGHTON

1st Alliance Treatment Services LLC
191 South Telluride Street
Suite 6
Brighton, CO 80601
(720) 685-8965
Intake: (720) 685-8967 (800) 808-6594
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • PA • DU CJ
• YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Bridge Street Counseling
20 South 5th Avenue
Suite D
Brighton, CO 80601
(720) 263-2256
Intake: (720) 263-9276
MHSASF • SA • OP ORT • ORT • SF • DU
• CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Community Reach Center Inc
1850 East Egbert Street
Brighton, CO 80601
(303) 853-3500
Intake: (720) 263-9276
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • DU
• CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Ideas Directed at Eliminating Abuse
83 North 4th Avenue
Brighton, CO 80601
(303) 659-9440
Intake: (303) 637-9961
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD ATR • SS
• AH SP • CO DU GL VET • AD MF CJ
• SE AD PW • WN • MN • TRMA • XDV
• CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Peaceful Solutions
30 South 3rd Avenue
Suite 102
Brighton, CO 80601
(303) 659-9440
Intake: (720) 263-9276
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD ATR • SS
• AH SP • CO DU GL VET • AD MF CJ
• SE AD PW • WN • MN • TRMA • XDV
• CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

BROOMFIELD

Acacia Counseling Inc
11811 Upham Street
Suite A
Broomfield, CO 80020
(303) 438-9730
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • AH
• DU CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Choices in Living Counseling Center
60 Garden Center
Suite 201
Broomfield, CO 80020
(303) 604-2323
SAF • SA • OP ORT • ORT • SF • SS
• CO DU CJ • AD WN MN • DV • CHLD
ADLT • FEM MALE

BURLINGTON

Centennial Mental Health Center Inc
1291 Circle Drive
Burlington, CO 80807
(719) 346-8183
MHSAF • SA • BU • NXN • OP OMB ORT
• CT • SF MD MC • SI PI MI
• SS PA • AH SP • DU CJ • AD PW • WN MN • TRMA
• CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

First Step Recovery
595 14th Street
Burlington, CO 80807
(719) 346-6060
Intake: (719) 346-6060x0 (719) 346-6062
MHSAF • SA • DT • OP OD ORT • ORT
• SF • CO DU GL VET • AD MF CJ • SE
• AD PW • WN • MN • TRMA • XDV • YAD
• ADLT • FEM MALE

CANON CITY

Canon City Counseling Inc
224 North Cottonwood Avenue
Canon City, CO 81212
(719) 276-0292
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD ATR • SS
• DU CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Rocky Mountain Behavioral Health Inc
3239 Independence Road
Canon City, CO 81212
(719) 276-7650
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD ATR
• SS • DU CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Southern Peaks RTC
700 Four Mile Parkway
Canon City, CO 81212
(719) 276-7600
MHF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD PI MI
• CO GL AD TRMA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Cedar Springs Hospital</strong></th>
<th><strong>Colorado Springs Outpatient Clinic</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chemical Dependency Program</td>
<td>Community Based SA Treatment Program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2135 Southgate Road</td>
<td>3141 Centennial Boulevard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado Springs, CO 80906</td>
<td>Colorado Springs, CO 80907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(800) 888-1088</td>
<td>(719) 327-5660</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intake: (719) 633-4311</td>
<td>Intake: (719) 327-5660x44129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MHSAF • SA • DT NN • OP OD OIT ORT • SF MD MC PI MI ATR • SS • SP • CO DU ADM MIF CJ • SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td>GHF • SA DT BU NN XN VTRL • OP OD OMB ODT ORT CT • VAMC SF PI MI • SSA • CO DU VET CJ TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Beyond Abstinence Counseling</strong></th>
<th><strong>Colorado Treatment Services LLC</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>129 West Costilla Street</td>
<td>2010 East Bijou Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado Springs, CO 80903</td>
<td>Colorado Springs, CO 80909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(719) 471-2514</td>
<td>(719) 434-2061</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC PI MI ATR • SS • AH SP • CO DU CJ • AD WN MN TRMA • CHLD ADLT • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td>SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC PI MI ATR • SS • AH SP • CO DU CJ • AD WN MN TRMA • CHLD ADLT • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Bridge to Awareness Counseling Ctr Inc</strong></th>
<th><strong>Confidential Health Consultants PC</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5698 South Highways 85 and 87</td>
<td>811 South Tejon Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suite 104</td>
<td>Colorado Springs, CO 80903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado Springs, CO 80911</td>
<td>(719) 578-9888</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(719) 390-4652</td>
<td>Intake: (719) 578-9888x0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI IHS ATR • SS • AH SP • CO DU CJ • AD WN MN TRMA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td>MHSAF • SA BU NN XN VTRL • OP OMB ODT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI ATR • SSA • CO DU AD WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Ayuda</strong></th>
<th><strong>Empowerment Therapy Center</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2019 East Bijou Street</td>
<td>5855 Lehman Drive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suite 2</td>
<td>Colorado Springs, CO 80918</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado Springs, CO 80909</td>
<td>(719) 329-1900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(719) 459-6710</td>
<td>MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI ATR • SS • WN • ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intake: (719) 465-3230</td>
<td>SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • SP • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Beyond Milestone Counseling</strong></th>
<th><strong>Fusion Health Services</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5729 Constitution Avenue</td>
<td>3608 Galley Road</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado Springs, CO 80915</td>
<td>Suite 101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(719) 573-5606</td>
<td>Colorado Springs, CO 80909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intake: (719) 264-0718</td>
<td>(855) 384-2656</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI ATR • SS • AH • DU CJ • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td>MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI ATR • PA • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Bridge to Awareness Counseling Ctr Inc</strong></th>
<th><strong>Gregory M Ortega LCSW LAC</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>129 West Costilla Street</td>
<td>2804 Janitell Road</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado Springs, CO 80903</td>
<td>Colorado Springs, CO 80906</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(719) 471-2514</td>
<td>(719) 633-4764</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI IHS ATR • SS • AH SP • CO DU CJ • AD WN MN TRMA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td>SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Haven Corporation</strong></th>
<th><strong>Haven Corporation</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1155 Kelly Johnson Boulevard</td>
<td>125 North Parkside Drive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suite 111</td>
<td>Suite 204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado Springs, CO 80920</td>
<td>Colorado Springs, CO 80909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(719) 590-4124</td>
<td>(719) 633-3290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC PI MI IHS ATR • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td>MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC PI • SS • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>El Paso County Division of</strong></th>
<th><strong>Haven Corporation</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Detoxification and Substance Abuse</td>
<td>CHAD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2723 East Las Vegas Street</td>
<td>125 North Parkside Drive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado Springs, CO 80906</td>
<td>Suite 204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(719) 390-2046</td>
<td>Colorado Springs, CO 80909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intake: (719) 390-2047</td>
<td>(719) 633-3290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAF • SA DT HH • RES RS RD HID HIT • SF MD MC PI MI ATR • SS • WN • ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td>SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • SP • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Empowerment Therapy Center</strong></th>
<th><strong>Health Challenge</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5855 Lehman Drive</td>
<td>1715 Monterey Road</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado Springs, CO 80918</td>
<td>Colorado Springs, CO 80910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(719) 329-1900</td>
<td>(719) 632-8654</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MHSAF • SA • OP ORT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI ATR • SS • WN • ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td>SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • SP • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
Hinds Feet Adventure
Hinds Feet Counseling
125 North Parkside Drive
Suite 202
Colorado Springs, CO 80909
(719) 428-5432
Intake: (719) 428-5147
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • MD • PI ATR • SS • CO DU GL • CJ • SE • AD • WN • TR MA • XD V • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM • MALE

Hoffler and Associates Csl Servs Inc
1880 Dublin Boulevard
Suite B
Colorado Springs, CO 80918
(719) 599-0047
Intake: (719) 599-0047x0
DWI/DUI Clients Only
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • SS • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ • SE • PW • WN • MN • DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM • MALE

Insight Services PLLC
212 East Monument Street
Colorado Springs, CO 80903
(719) 447-0570
Intake: (719) 447-0370x10
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF • MD • MC • SI • PI ATR • SS • CO DU • CJ • AD • WN • TR MA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM • MALE

Laura T Fetters LPC LAC
2804 Janittell Road
Colorado Springs, CO 80906
(719) 636-9126
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF PI • CO DU • AD • WN • MN • TR MA • CHLD • YAD ADLT • FEM • MALE

LifeLine Educ/Counseling Servs LLC
4730 Barnes Road
Colorado Springs, CO 80917
(719) 963-4014
GHF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • DU GL VET ADM MF CJ • SE • WN • MN • TR MA • XD V • YAD ADLT • FEM • MALE

Motivational One Counseling LLC
2860 South Circle Drive
Suite 105
Colorado Springs, CO 80906
(719) 749-1085
Intake: (719) 661-4426
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF • MD • PI ATR • SS • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ • SE • PW • WN • MN • TR MA • XD V • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM • MALE

Penrose Saint Francis Healthcare Servs
The Riegel Center
2312 North Nevada Avenue
Suite 215
Colorado Springs, CO 80907
(719) 776-6850
Intake: (719) 634-1825
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • YAD ADLT • FEM • MALE

Recovery Systems PC
304 South 8th Street
Suite 101-A
Colorado Springs, CO 80905
(719) 578-5433
Intake: (719) 465-7850
SAF • SA • NXXN • OP ODT OIT ORT CT • SF • MD • SI • HS ATR • SS • CO DU • CJ • AD • PW • WN • TR MA • CHLD • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

Recovery Unlimited
112 Iowa Avenue
Suite 4
Colorado Springs, CO 80909
(719) 358-7338
SAF • SA • BU • NXXN • OP OIT ORT CT • SF PI • CO DU • CJ • WN • MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM • MALE

Serenity at Stout Street Foundation
7251 East 49th Avenue
Commerce City, CO 80022
(303) 321-2533
MHSAF • SA • BU • RES • RS • SF • ATR • PW • WN • MN • YAD ADLT • FEM • MALE

Stout Street Foundation
7251 East 49th Avenue
Commerce City, CO 80022
(303) 321-2533
MHSAF • SA • BU • RES • RS • SF • ATR • PW • WN • MN • YAD ADLT • FEM • MALE

Smerking for Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
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Anderson and Hager Connections
3777 Quentin Street
Suite 104
Denver, CO 80239
(303) 307-0320
Intake: (720) 272-7686
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI
ATR • SS • SP FX • CO GL VET ADM
MF SE AD PW WN MN TRMA •
CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F4
F17 F30 F70 F92

Arapahoe House
11495 West 8th Avenue
Suite 200
Denver, CO 80215
(303) 657-3700
SAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP OIT ORT
CT • SF MD SI PI MI ATR • SS • AH SP
• DU WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT •
FEM MALE

Arapahoe House
720 West 84th Avenue
Suite 224
Denver, CO 80260
(303) 657-3700
SAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP OIT ORT
CT • SF MD SI PI MI ATR • SS • AH SP
• DU WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT •
FEM MALE

Arapahoe House
8801 Lipan Street
Denver, CO 80260
(303) 657-3700
Intake: (303) 412-3695
SAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP OIT ORT
CT • SF MD SI PI MI ATR • SS • AH SP
• DU WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT •
FEM MALE

Arapahoe House
Adolescent/Adult Outpatient
55 West 5th Avenue
Denver, CO 80204
(303) 657-3700
SAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP OIT ORT
CT • SF MD SI PI MI ATR • SS • AH SP
• DU AD WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT •
FEM MALE

Arapahoe House
Aspen Center
77 West 5th Avenue
Denver, CO 80204
(303) 657-3700
Intake: (303) 412-3823
SAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • RES RS RL
CT • SF MD SI PI MI ATR • SS • PA • AH •
PW WN BC • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM

Arapahoe House
Case Management
1485 South Colorado Boulevard
Suite 303-B
Denver, CO 80222
(303) 657-3700
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI
PI ATR • SS • AH • CJ WN MN • CHLD
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Arapahoe House
Beyond Education Supportive Treatment
(BEST)
1333 West 120th Avenue
Suite 109
Denver, CO 80234
(303) 590-8311
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD • DU
TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Aspen Treatment Services
1845 South Colorado Boulevard
Suite 200
Denver, CO 80222
(303) 757-4410
Intake: (303) 926-4188
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • SS • SP
• DU WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT •
FEM MALE

Bl Inc
Bl Day Reporting Center
5099 Wadsworth Boulevard
Denver, CO 80214
(303) 238-5755
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • DU CJ
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Bl Inc
Denver Day Reporting Center
1359 Court Place
Denver, CO 80204
(303) 321-1414
SAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP OIT ORT
• SF • ATR • SP • DU WN MN • CHLD
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Bl Inc
Northglenn Day Reporting Center
506 Malley Drive
Denver, CO 80233
(303) 457-3700
SAF • SA BU NXN • OP OIT ORT • SF
ATR • SS • DU CJ AD • CHLD ADLT •
FEM MALE

Behavioral Treatment Services
12364 West Alameda Parkway
Denver, CO 80228
(303) 590-8311
DWI/DUI Clients Only
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD • DU
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Behavioral Treatment Services
701 South Logan Street
Suite 105
Denver, CO 80209
(303) 733-8784
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF ATR • SP
• DU WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM

Broader Horizons Counseling Services
1520 Marion Street
Denver, CO 80218
(303) 995-5011
Intake: (303) 975-6696
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • SS • CO
CJ WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

Broadway Counseling Services LLC
701 South Logan Street
Suite 105
Denver, CO 80209
(303) 733-8784
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF ATR • SP
• DU WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM

Center for Change
1701 Kipling Street
Suite 102
Denver, CO 80215
(303) 274-4200
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF
MD • DU CJ AD MN DV • CHLD ADLT
• FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
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Denver Indian Health and Family Servs
1633 Fillmore Street
Suite GL-1
Denver, CO 80206
(303) 953-6600
GHF • SANXN • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC
SIPI • ADLT • FEM MALE

Denver Inner City Parish
Project Renew
1212 Mariposa Street
Denver, CO 80204
(303) 629-0636
Intake: (720) 275-7318
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF SI PI
ATR • SS • DU CJ • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Denver Veterans Affairs Medical Center
1055 Clermont Street
Unit 3E-116
Denver, CO 80220
(303) 320-1989
Intake: (303) 320-1989 x211
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • SS • DU CJ • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Dimensions in Awareness
2525 Elm Street
Denver, CO 80207
(303) 321-7719
SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • SS • SP • CO
DU GL VET ADM CJ SE WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Dove Counseling Inc
9450 Huron Street
Unit B
Denver, CO 80260
(303) 429-3400
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • SS • DU CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Eagle Counseling Services Inc
1690 South Federal Boulevard
Garden Level
Denver, CO 80219
(303) 238-9689
Intake: (720) 748-0523
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • SS • SP • CO
DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Empowerment Counseling Services
9101 North Pearl Street
Suite 110
Denver, CO 80229
(303) 238-9689
Intake: (720) 275-7318
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • DU SE WN
MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Empowerment Program
1600 York Street
Denver, CO 80206
(303) 320-1989 x211
Intake: (303) 320-1989
SA • OP OIT ORT • NP • PA • CO GL VET CJ SE WN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM

Fusion Health Services
1360 South Wadsworth Boulevard
Suite 112
Denver, CO 80232
(720) 362-3271
Intake: (855) 384-2656
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC
ATR • SS • PA • SP FX • DU GL ADM CJ
SE AD WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Healing Lifes Pains
2515 California Street
Denver, CO 80205
(720) 275-3383
Intake: (303) 295-6180
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF SI PI
ATR • SP • CO DU GL VET ADM MF
SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

Horizon Counseling and Education Ctr
3500 South Wadsworth Boulevard
Suite 407
Denver, CO 80235
(303) 716-3326
Intake: (303) 716-0598
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI
ATR • SS • CO DU CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Ideas Directed at Eliminating Abuse
IDEA Denver
2560 West 29th Avenue
Denver, CO 80211
(303) 477-8280
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD ATR • SS • AH SP • CO DU GL CJ WN MN DV
CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Ideas Directed at Eliminating Abuse
IDEA Thornton
9150 North Washington Street
Suite B
Denver, CO 80229
(303) 996-9966
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD ATR • SS • AH SP • CO DU GL VET ADM MF
CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV •
CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
Independence House South Side
2425 South Broadway
Denver, CO 80210
(303) 727-8881
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • ATR • DU
• YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Integrity
1730 Blake Street
Suite 310
Denver, CO 80202
(303) 298-1655
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • IHS •
CO • CJ • WN • MN • TR • MA • XA • DV
• CHLD • YAD • ADLT • FEM MALE

Intervention Clinical Services
11500 West Security Avenue
Denver, CO 80215
(303) 407-6225
Intakes: (303) 407-6230
MHSAF • SA • BU • NXN • VTRL • HH • OP
RES • RS • RL • OIT • ORT • SF • SI • PI • IHS • ATR •
CO • CJ • WN • TR • MA • XA • DV
• CHLD • YAD • ADLT • FEM MALE

Jefferson Center for Mental Health
12055 West 2nd Place
Denver, CO 80228
(303) 425-0300
MHS • BU • NXN • VTRL • OP • OIT
ORT • SF • MD • MC • PI • MI • ATR • SS • AH
• CO • CHLD • YAD • ADLT • FEM MALE

Mile High Council on Alcoholism and
Drug Abuse/DBA Mile High Behav Hlth
655 Broadway Compass Bank Building
Suite 200
Denver, CO 80203
(303) 825-8113
MHS • SA • BU • NXN • OP • OIT • ORT • SF
MD • SS • PA • CO • DU • GL • VET • MF • CJ • AD
PW • WN • MN • TR • MA • XA • DV
• CHLD • ADLT • FEM MALE

Multi Addictions Processing Agency
(MAPA)
2829 East 16th Avenue
Denver, CO 80206
(303) 377-2849
SAF • SA • OP • OIT • SF • SS • SP • DU
• YAD • ADLT • FEM MALE

National Institute for Change
3225 South Wadsworth Boulevard
Unit T
Denver, CO 80227
(303) 231-0090
Intake: (303) 231-0090 x 0
MHS • SA • OP • OIT • ORT • SF • MD
ATR • SS • DU • CJ • AD • TR • MA • XA • DV
• CHLD • ADLT • FEM MALE

New Journey to Wellness
2150 South Bellaire Street
Suite 101
Denver, CO 80222
(303) 757-4812
SAF • SA • OP • ORT • SF • AD
• CHLD • ADLT • FEM MALE

Parker Froyd and Associates
Mental Health Services
1391 Carr Street
Suite 209
Denver, CO 80214
(303) 202-0801
MHS • SA • OP • ORT • SF • SI • PI • MI • ATR • SS • PA
• CO • DU • GL • CJ • AD • WN
• MN • TR • MA • XA • CHLD • ADLT • FEM MALE

Porter Adventist Hospital
Inpatient Psychiatry/Alcohol Detox
2525 South Downing Street
Unit 1 South
Denver, CO 80210
(303) 778-5811
Intake: (303) 765-6969
MHS • SA • DT • NXN • VTRL • OP • ODT
ORT • ORT • HID • SF • MD • MC • PI • MI • AH
• SE • YAD • ADLT • FEM MALE

Porter Adventist Hospital
The Centre for Behavioral Health
2465 South Downing Street
Suite I10
Denver, CO 80210
(303) 778-5774
MHS • SA • OP • OIT • ORT • SF • MI •
YAD • ADLT • FEM MALE

Professional Counseling Services Inc
4155 East Jewell Avenue
Suite 308
Denver, CO 80222
(303) 691-0225
MHS • SA • OP • ORT • CT • SF • AD
TR • MA • XA • CHLD • ADLT • FEM MALE

Quiet River Addiction Center
2500 Arapahoe Street
Denver, CO 80205
(720) 920-9750
Intake: (303) 669-8963
SAF • SA • BU • NXN • VTRL • HH • RES • RS
RL • CT • SF • WN • MN • YAD • ADLT • FEM MALE

Recovering Spirit LLC
1490 Lafayette Street
Suite 208
Denver, CO 80218
(720) 810-5922
MHS • SA • OP • OIT • ORT • CT • SF
PI • ATR • SS • CO • DU • GL • CJ • WN
TR • MA • XA • YAD • ADLT • FEM MALE

Salvation Army
Adult Rehab Ctr Alcohol Abuse HH Care
4751 North Broadway
Denver, CO 80216
(303) 294-0827
SAF • SA • HH • RES • RL • NP • PA • WN
MN • YAD • ADLT • FEM MALE

Savio House
325 King Street
Denver, CO 80219
(303) 225-4100
SAF • SA • HH • RES • RL • NP • PA • WN
MN • YAD • ADLT • FEM MALE

Serenity Education and Therapy
2255 South Wadsworth Boulevard
Suite G-3
Denver, CO 80227
(303) 694-0590
SAF • SA • OP • ORT • CT • SF • SS • DU
• YAD • ADLT • FEM MALE
Sobriety House Inc
121 Acoma Street
Denver, CO 80223
(720) 381-4336
Intake: (720) 381-4337
SAF • SA HH • OP RES RS RL OIT ORT • SF MD PI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Sobriety House Inc
Phoenix Concept
2162 Lawrence Street
Denver, CO 80205
(720) 381-4337
SAF • SA HH • OP RES RS RL OIT ORT • SF PI ATR • MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

Spanish Clinic LLC
12445 East 39th Avenue
Unit 207
Denver, CO 80232
(303) 975-1922
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF IHS ATR • DU GL CJ AD WN MN TRMA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Spectrum Counseling PLLC
4101 East Louisiana Avenue
Suite 450
Denver, CO 80246
(720) 855-1114
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF PI • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Touchstone Counseling Center
777 South Wadsworth Boulevard
Irongate 2-205
Denver, CO 80226
(303) 989-9757
Intake: (303) 989-9755x1
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF PI • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Transition and Recovery
A Counseling Agency
1181 South Parker Road
Suite 104
Denver, CO 80231
(303) 750-0614
SA NNX • OP OIT ORT • SF • DU CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Treatment Centers XL
Aminokit Labs
1660 South Albion Street
Suite 420
Denver, CO 80222
(303) 782-0599
Intake: (303) 520-8004
SAF • SA • DT NNX VTRL • OP RES RS RL RD OD ODT ORT CT • SF SPI MI ATR • DU GL TRMA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Special Services Clinic Inc
301 Knox Court
Denver, CO 80219
(303) 937-1333
Intake: (303) 781-4999
DWI/DUI Clients Only
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF ATR • SP • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

University of CO Denver/ARTS SOS
Womens Connection
1648 Gaylord Street
Denver, CO 80206
(303) 333-4288
Intake: (303) 336-1600
SAF • SA BU NNX VTRL • OP OMB OIT ORT CT • SF MD PI ATR • SS • YAD CJ WN MN DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Veterans Affairs Medical Center
Substance Abuse Treatment Program
1055 Clermont Street
Unit 3-E 116
Denver, CO 80220
(303) 399-8020x2882
SAF • SA MM BU NNX VTRL • OP OMB OIT ORT CT • VAMC SF MD MC PI MI • PA • CO VET ADM • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

DURANGO

1st Alliance Treatment Services LLC
101 West 11th Street
Suite 106
Durango, CO 81301
(970) 247-1194
Intake: (800) 808-6594
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF ATR • SS • PA • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Axis Health System Inc
281 Sawyer Drive
Suite 100
Durango, CO 81301
(970) 259-2162
MHF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI ATR • SS • DU CJ WN MN DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
**EAGLE**

Colorado Counseling Inc
50 King Road
Eagle, CO 81631
(970) 379-5790
Intake: (970) 926-8196
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD • SS • SP • DU CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Colorado West Regional Mental Health Ctr
DBA Mind Springs Health
137 Howard Street
Eagle, CO 81631
(720) 328-6969
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD • SS • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**EDWARDS**

Colorado Counseling Inc
Men and Women Seeking Empowerment
27 Main Street
Suite 20
Edwards, CO 81632
(970) 926-8196
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • SS • SF • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Healing and Recovery Intensive Program (HRIP)
34500 Highway 6
Suite B-8
Edwards, CO 81632
(970) 376-6660
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD • SS • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**ELIZABETH**

Centennial Mental Health Center Inc
650 East Walnut Street
PO Box 533
Elizabeth, CO 80107
(303) 646-4519
MHSAF • SA • BU NXN • OP OMB ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI ATR • SS PA • AH • CO DU CJ AD PW WN MN TRMA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**ENGLEWOOD**

1st Alliance Treatment Services LLC
300 East Hampden Avenue
Suite 450
Englewood, CO 80113
(720) 214-0808
Intakes: (720) 214-0820 (800) 808-6594
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • PA • DU CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

1st Alliance Treatment Services LLC
300 Hampden Street
4th Floor
Englewood, CO 80113
(720) 214-0808
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD • SS PA • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

A Bridge to Well Being PC
5650 Greenwood Plaza Boulevard
Suite 100
Englewood, CO 80111
(720) 933-3061
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • SP • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Arapahoe/Douglas Mental Health Network
155 Inverness Drive West
Englewood, CO 80112
(303) 779-9676
Intake: (303) 730-8858
MHSAF • SA • BU NXN VTRL • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Bonnie Mucklow
Families at Five
7000 East Belleview Avenue
Suite 203
Englewood, CO 80111
(720) 488-3822
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF SI PI MI • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Broadway Counseling Services LLC
3671 South Huron Street
Suite 301
Englewood, CO 80110
(720) 242-7124
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF PI • CO DU CJ DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Counseling Center of the Rockies/South
4195 South Broadway
Englewood, CO 80113
(303) 806-0933
SAF • SA • BU NXN • OP ORT • SF MD ATR • SS • SF • CO DU CJ WN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Crossover Counseling Inc
6312 South Fiddlers Green Circle
Suite 300-E
Englewood, CO 80112
(720) 244-4963
DWI/DUI Clients Only
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • DU WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
Integrity
6093 South Quebec Street
Suite 102
Englewood, CO 80111
(303) 298-1655

MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF HHS • CO DU CJ AD WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Life Support Behavioral Institute
IOP for Adolescent and Adult Drug/Alc
7853 East Arapahoe Court
Suite 3550
Englewood, CO 80112
(888) 516-5995x3

MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • DU AD WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

National Institute for Change
7353 South Alton Way
Building A Suite 210
Englewood, CO 80112
(303) 231-0090

MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI • DU AD WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

One Day at a Time Counseling
8000 East Prentice Avenue
Suite B-2
Englewood, CO 80111
(720) 488-0878

MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • DU XA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Right Avenue Counseling
6901 South Yosemite Street
Suite 106
Englewood, CO 80112
(303) 694-3360

SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI ATR • SS • CO DU CJ SE WN MN DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

South Denver Valley Hope Outpatient
7108 South Alton Way
Building A
Englewood, CO 80112
(303) 694-3829

Intake: (800) 544-5101
SAF • SA BU • OP OMB OIT CT • SF PI ATR • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Evergreen
Motivational Frame Works LLC
28577 Buffalo Park Road
Suite 270
Evergreen, CO 80439
(303) 679-2649
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI MI ATR • CO DU GL • VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TR MA XD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Fairplay
Family Integration Counseling
548 Front Street
Fairplay, CO 80440
(303) 838-5406
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF PI • DU CJ AD WN MN TR MA XD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Estes Park
Counseling Place
517 Big Thompson Avenue
Suites 120-125
Estes Park, CO 80517
(970) 586-6400

MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI • DU AD WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

FORT COLLINS
1st Alliance Treatment Services LLC
3000 South College Avenue
Suite 104
Fort Collins, CO 80525
(970) 530-0143

Intakes: (800) 808-6594 (303) 908-7709
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF ATR • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

A New Perspective Counseling Centers
1004 McHugh Street
Fort Collins, CO 80524
(970) 419-1100

SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD ATR • SS • SP • DU CJ DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Alcohol Counseling and Guidance Services LLC
1136 East Stuart Street
Suite 2060
Fort Collins, CO 80525
(970) 221-3425

SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF • SS • DU CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Touchstone Health Partners
1950 Red Tail Hawk Drive
Estes Park, CO 80517
(970) 586-9105

Intake: (970) 494-4200
MHF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD PI • AH • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE
Creative Counseling Services
3000 South College
Suite 206
Fort Collins, CO 80525
(970) 494-8427
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD • SS • DU CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Jacob Center
729 Remington Street
Fort Collins, CO 80524
(970) 494-4200
MHSAF • SA • OP RES RL OIT ORT • SF MD PI • DU CJ AD W N MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Touchstone Health Partners
125 Crestridge Street
Fort Collins, CO 80525
(970) 494-9918
MHF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD PI ATR • AH • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Touchstone Health Partners
2001 South Shields Street
Suite K
Fort Collins, CO 80526
(970) 494-4200
MHF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD ATR • AH • AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

Touchstone Health Partners
525 Oak Street
Fort Collins, CO 80526
(970) 494-4306
Intake: (970) 494-4200
MHSAF • SA • BU NXN VTRL • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD PI ATR • AH SP • DU GL CJ PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Turning Point Center for Youth/Family
614 South Mathews Street
Fort Collins, CO 80524
(970) 221-0550
Intake: (970) 567-6461
MHSAF • SA • OP RES RL OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • CO CJ AD TRMA • CHLD ADLT • MALE

FORT LUPTON
North Range Behavioral Health
145 1st Street
Fort Lupton, CO 80621
(303) 857-6365
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC PI MI ATR • SP • CO DU DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

FORT MORGAN
ABC Counseling Center
607 Maple Street
Fort Morgan, CO 80701
(970) 867-2125
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI • DU CJ AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Avery Counseling
324 East Railroad Avenue
Suite 300-B
Fort Morgan, CO 80701
(970) 370-3940
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF IHS ATR • CO DU CJ SE WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Centennial Mental Health Center Inc
625 West Platte Avenue
Fort Morgan, CO 80701
(970) 867-4924
Intake: (970) 867-3275
MHSAF • SA • BU NXN • OP OMB ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI ATR • SS PA • AH SP • CO DU CJ AD PW WN MN TRMA XA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

GLENWOOD SPRINGS
Addictive Behaviors Counseling
0425 Mount Shadows Drive
Glenwood Springs, CO 81601
(970) 945-4854
SAF • SA HH • OP OIT ORT • SF MC SI PI HSA TR • CO DU CJ AD PW WN MN TRMA XA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Addictive Behaviors Counseling
931 Grand Avenue
Suite B
Glenwood Springs, CO 81601
(970) 945-4854
SAF • SA NXN • OP OIT ORT • SF SI PI ATR • DU GL CJ AD WN MN TRMA XA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

FREDERICK
New Hope Counseling Center
142 6th Street
Suite 3
Frederick, CO 80530
(303) 833-0840
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD ATR • SS • DU CJ AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

FRISCO
Bair Counseling Center
619 Main Street
Frisco, CO 80443
(970) 668-3996
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF SI PI MI • SS • DU • ADLT • FEM MALE

Colorado West Regional Mental Hlth Ctr
DBA Mind Springs Health
360 Peak One Drive
Suite 110
Frisco, CO 80443
(970) 668-3478
Intake: (970) 668-9100
MHSAF • SA DT NXN VTRL • OP OD ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI ATR • SS • CO DU CJ WN MN TRMA XA • ADLT • FEM MALE
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Colorado Counseling Inc
818 Colorado Avenue
Suite LL-115
Glenwood Springs, CO 81601
(970) 379-5790
Intake: (970) 963-5791
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF • ATR • SS • SP • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Youth Recovery Center
Valley View Hospital
1906 Blake Avenue
Glenwood Springs, CO 81601
(970) 384-7470
Intake: (970) 384-7484
MHSAP • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF • ATR • SS • DU CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

GOLDEN
1st Alliance Treatment Services LLC
17700 South Golden Road
Suite 220
Golden, CO 80401
(303) 216-9873
Intake: (800) 808-6594
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • SS • DU CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Dove Counseling Inc
607 10th Street
Suite 103
Golden, CO 80401
(303) 216-9873
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • SS • DU CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Telesus
113 Ford Street
Golden, CO 80403
(303) 279-8081
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • SS • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

GRANBY
Colorado West Regional Mental Hlth Ctr
DBA Mind Springs Health
480 East Agate Avenue
Granby, CO 80446
(970) 887-2179
MHSAP • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI ATR • SS • DU CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

GRAND JUNCTION
Adult Adolescent Alcohol Treatment
(AAAT)
726 Colorado Avenue
Grand Junction, CO 81501
(970) 245-6624
MHSAP • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI ATR • SS • DU CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Luna Counseling LLP
191 Agate Avenue
Granby, CO 80446
(970) 531-6173
Intake: (970) 402-0203
MHSAP • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI ATR • DU CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Alpha Center Inc
1170 Colorado Avenue
Grand Junction, CO 81501
(970) 241-2948
MHSAP • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI MI ATR • DU CJ SE AD PW WN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Amos Counselling Center LLC
1105 Ute Avenue
Grand Junction, CO 81501
(970) 778-4360
MHSAP • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI ATR • SS • DU CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Colorado West Regional Mental Hlth Ctr
DBA Mind Springs Health
2800 Riverside Parkway
Grand Junction, CO 81501
(970) 245-4214
Intake: (970) 245-4213
SAF • SA HH • RES RS RL • SF MD SI PI MI ATR • SS • DU CJ PW WN • YAD ADLT • FEM

Dos Rios Counseling Inc
AACES
516 Fruitvale Court
Suite B
Grand Junction, CO 81504
(970) 523-4332
Intake: (970) 628-4629
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF ATR • SS • DU CJ AD WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Foundations 4 Life LLC
2956 North Avenue
Suite 3-F
Grand Junction, CO 81503
(970) 589-1649
MHSAP • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF ATR • CO DU GL VET MF CJ SE AD PW WN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Mesa County Criminal Justice Services
636 South Avenue
Grand Junction, CO 81501
(970) 244-3300
Intake: (970) 623-8000
SAF • SA BU HH • RES RS RL • OP RES RL OIT ORT • SF • SS PA • CO DU CJ BC • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Mesa County Criminal Justice Services
650 South Avenue
Grand Junction, CO 81501
(970) 244-3300
Intake: (970) 244-3889 (970) 623-8000
SAF • SA BU HH • RES RS RL OIT ORT • SF • SS PA • CO DU CJ BC • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
Salvation Army
903 Grand Avenue
Grand Junction, CO 81501
(970) 242-3119
Intake: (970) 242-3343
SAF • SA HH • RES RL • SF • CO GL
VET CJ SE MN TR MA XA DV • YAD
ADLT • MALE

Salvation Army
Womens Facility
915 Grand Avenue
Grand Junction, CO 81501
(970) 242-3343
SAF • SA • RES RL • SF • SS PA • WN •
YAD ADLT • FEM

Soothing Winds Counseling Center
127 North 23rd Street
Suite 103
Grand Junction, CO 81501
(970) 549-1624
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD ATR • SS
• DU CJ WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM
MALE

Tesla Center Counseling LLC
518 28 Road
Building B Suite 101
Grand Junction, CO 81501
(970) 270-4108
MHSASF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF IHS
ATR • CO DU GL ADM MF CJ SE PW
WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM
MALE

Veterans Affairs Medical Center
2121 North Avenue
Grand Junction, CO 81501
(970) 242-0731
GHF • SA DT BU NXN • OP OD OMB
OIT RH HIT CT • VAMC SF SI
PI • AH • CO GL VET ADM CJ SE PW
WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM
MALE

**GREELEY**

1st Alliance Treatment Services LLC
800 8th Avenue
Suite 100
Greeley, CO 80631
(720) 214-0826
Intakes: (970) 475-0157 (800) 808-6594
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • PA • DU CJ •
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Active Cd and Therapeutic Solutions
DBA Active Counseling
1220 11th Avenue
Suite 300
Greeley, CO 80631
(970) 356-3887
SAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT CT • SF
• DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW
WN MN TRMA • CHLD ADLT • FEM
MALE

Behavioral Treatment Services
920 11th Street
Greeley, CO 80631
(720) 737-2423
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD • CJ • YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

Certified Addiction Trt for Substances
800 8th Avenue
Suite 150
Greeley, CO 80631
(970) 351-0248
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF PI • SS • DU AD
• CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Creative Counseling Services
800 8th Avenue
Suite 135
Greeley, CO 80631
(970) 378-8805
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD • SS • DU •
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Institute for Alcohol Awareness of
Greeley
1424 8th Avenue
Greeley, CO 80631
(970) 351-0273
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • SP • DU •
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

North Range Behavioral Health
1140 M Street
Greeley, CO 80631
(970) 313-1173
Intake: (970) 347-2120
MHSASF • DT • RES RD • SF MD MC
PI MI ATR • SP • CO • CHLD ADLT •
FEM MALE

North Range Behavioral Health
1260 H Street
Greeley, CO 80631
(970) 347-2120
MHSASF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI
MI ATR • SP • CO AD • CHLD • FEM
MALE

North Range Behavioral Health
1306 11th Avenue
Greeley, CO 80631
(970) 347-2120
MHSASF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI
MI ATR • CO • CHLD ADLT • FEM
MALE

North Range Behavioral Health
1309 10th Avenue
Greeley, CO 80631
(970) 347-2120
MHSASF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC
PI MI ATR • CO • CHLD ADLT • FEM
MALE

North Range Behavioral Health
1309 10th Avenue
Greeley, CO 80631
(970) 347-2120
MHSASF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC
PI MI ATR • SP • CHLD ADLT • FEM
MALE
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GUNNISON
Midwestern Colorado Mental Health Ctr
710 North Taylor Street
Gunnison, CO 81230
(970) 641-0229
MHSAF • SA • NXN • OP • ORT • SF • MD • PI • MI • ATR • DU • CHLD • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

HOLOSTE
Centennial Mental Health Center Inc
115 North Campbell Avenue
P.O. Box 206
Holstein, CO 80734
(970) 854-2114
MHSAF • SA • BU • OP • OMB • ORT • CT • SF • MD • SI • PI • ATR • SS • SP • DU • W • WN • MN • CHLD • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

HOMELAKE
Crossroads Turning Points Inc
739 1st Street
Homelake, CO 81135
(719) 852-3955
Intake: (719) 738-2076
SAF • SA • OP • OIT • ORT • SF • MD • ATR • SS • SP • DU • CW • CJ • SE • AD • PW • WN • MN • CHLD • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

IDAHO SPRINGS
Awareness Counseling Center LLC
Bridge to Change LLC
217 16th Avenue
Suite 11
Idaho Springs, CO 80452
(303) 519-8100
Intake: (303) 349-5114
MHSAF • SA • OP • ORT • SF • MD • MC • SI • PI • MI • SS • DU • CJ • SE • MN • CHLD • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

IGNACIO
Peaceful Spirit
Southern Ute Community Action Prog
296 Mouache Street
Ignacio, CO 81137
(970) 563-4555
SAF • SA • NXN • OP • RES • RL • OIT • ORT • CT • SF • PI • IHS • ATR • CO • DU • GL • VET • MF • CJ • SE • PW • WN • MN • TRMA • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

JOHNSTOWN
Recovery Abuse Program LLC
118 Charlotte Street
Johnstown, CO 80534
(970) 587-2364
SAF • SA • OP • ORT • SF • DU • W • WN • MN • CHLD • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

JULESBURG
Centennial Mental Health Center Inc
118 West 3rd Street
P.O. Box 62
Julesburg, CO 80737
(719) 474-3769
MHSAF • SA • BU • OP • OMB • ORT • CT • SF • MD • SI • PI • ATR • SS • CO • DU • CHLD • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

LA JARA
Ascension Counseling and Transformation LLC
304 Walnut Street
P.O. Box 126
La Jara, CO 81140
(719) 589-6438
MHSAF • SA • OP • OIT • ORT • SF • SP • DU • CHLD • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE
San Luis Valley Behavioral Health Group
322 Walnut Street
La Jara, CO 81140
(719) 589-3671
Intake: (719) 589-9136
MHSAF • SA • OP • OIT • ORT • SF • MD • PI • MI • SP • DU • AD • CHLD • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

LA JUNTA
Crossroads Turning Points Inc
114 West 3rd Street
La Junta, CO 81050
(719) 383-0662
SAF • SA • OP • OIT • ORT • SF • MD • ATR • SS • SP • DU • CJ • SE • PW • WN • MN • CHLD • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

LAFAYETTE
Aspen Treatment Services
275 Waneka Parkway
Suite 10
Lafayette, CO 80026
(303) 926-4188
MHSAF • SA • OP • ORT • SF • SP • DU • CHLD • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE
Boulder County Public Health
Addiction Recovery Center
1345 North Plaza Court
Lafayette, CO 80026
(720) 564-2706
Intake: (303) 441-1275
SAF • SA • OP • ORT • SF • MD • ATR • SS • AH • CO • CJ • AD • PW • WN • MN • TRMA • XA • DV • CHLD • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE
Men and Women Seeking Empowerment
100 East South Boulder Road
Suite 105
Lafayette, CO 80026
(303) 665-7037
MHSAF • SA • OP • OIT • ORT • SF • MD • SI • PI • MI • ATR • SS • CO • DU • GL • VET • ADM • MF • CJ • SE • PW • WN • MN • TRMA • XA • DV • CHLD • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE
Monarch OTC
129 North Harrison Avenue
Lafayette, CO 80026
(303) 665-9044
SAF • SA • OP • OIT • ORT • SF • ATR • DU • CJ • AD • PW • WN • MN • TRMA • CHLD • ADLT • FEM • MALE
Partnership for Progress
711 Barnes Avenue
La Junta, CO 81050
(719) 384-5446
Intake: (800) 511-5446
SAF • SA • BU • NXN • VTR • OP • OMB • ORT • CT • SF • MD • ATR • SS • SP • DU • CW • CJ • SE • AD • PW • WN • MN • TRMA • DV • CHLD • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LEADVILLE</td>
<td>Crossroads Turning Points Inc</td>
<td>1006 South Main Street</td>
<td>(719) 336-2600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Drug Free Communities</td>
<td>Lamar, CO 81052</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Partnership for Progress</td>
<td>549 Front Street</td>
<td>(719) 336-7501</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Lamar, CO 81052</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAS ANIMAS</td>
<td>Colorado Counseling Inc</td>
<td>714 Front Street</td>
<td>(719) 486-0985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Leadville, CO 80461</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Region Six Alcohol and Drug Abuse</td>
<td>11000 Road GG 5</td>
<td>(719) 456-2600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(RESADA)</td>
<td>Las Animas, CO 81054</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIMON</td>
<td>Centennial Mental Health Center Inc</td>
<td>606 Main Street</td>
<td>(719) 775-2313</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Limon, CO 80828</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MHSASF • SA BU NXN • OP OMB ORT CT • SF MD MC PI MI ATR • SS PA • AH • DU CJ AD W N MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LITTLETON</td>
<td>A New Start</td>
<td>6901 South Pierce Street</td>
<td>(719) 670-1728</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Littleton, CO 80128</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MHSASF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF • DU CJ AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Addiction Treatment Outpatient Servs</td>
<td>7120 East County Line Road</td>
<td>(719) 721-0797</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Littleton, CO 80126</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MHSASF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD PI ATR • SS • CO DU TRMA • CHLD AD • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New Directions for Families</td>
<td>549 Front Street</td>
<td>(719) 657-5700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Littleton, CO 80461</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF • DU W N MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dynamic Directions Counseling Inc</td>
<td>7000 South Broadway</td>
<td>(719) 852-9150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Littleton, CO 80122</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD • AH • DU CJ AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Whittier House LLC</td>
<td>1439 Estes Street</td>
<td>(719) 486-0985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Littleton, CO 80123</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MHSASF • SA BU NXN • OP OMB ORT CT • SF MD MC PI ATR • CO DU W N MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Shadow Mountain Recovery</td>
<td>8200 East Belleview Avenue</td>
<td>(719) 797-1643</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Littleton, CO 80128</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF • SS PA • SP • DU CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lighthouse Counseling Center Inc</td>
<td>7040 South Sycamore Street</td>
<td>(719) 797-9440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Littleton, CO 80120</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MHSASF • SA BU NXN • VTRL • OMB ORT CT • SF MD MC PI ATR • CO DU W N MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Whittier House LLC</td>
<td>1439 Estes Street</td>
<td>(719) 486-0985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Littleton, CO 80123</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MHSASF • SA BU NXN • OP OMB ORT CT • SF MD MC PI ATR • CO DU W N MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**KEY**

- **MALE**
- **FEMALE**
- **SAFE**
- **OP**
- **OIT**
- **ORF**
- **MD**
- **ATR**
- **SS**
- **SP**
- **CO**
- **DU**
- **GL**
- **VET**
- **ADM**
- **MF**
- **CJ**
- **SE**
- **AD**
- **PW**
- **WN**
- **MN**
- **TRMA**
- **XA**
- **DV**
- **CHLD**
- **ADLT**
- **FEM**
- **MALE**
- **SAF**
- **SA**
- **OP ORT CT**
- **SF MD PI ATR**
- **CO DJ PW WN MN TRMA XA DV**
- **CHLD YAD ADLT**
- **FEM MALE**
Williams Counseling  
5808 South Rapp Street  
Suite 111  
Littleton, CO 80120  
(303) 781-9310  
SAF • SA • S.A.X.N. • O.P. O.R.T. • S.F. M.D. • M.C. • S.I.P. • S.S. • D.U. • C.J. • S.E. • A.D. • W.N. • M.N. • C.H.L.D. • Y.A.D. • A.D.L.T. • F.E.M. • M.A.L.E.

LONGMONT  
A Solution for Change LLC  
2130 Mountain View Avenue  
Suite 101  
Longmont, CO 80501  
(303) 882-4360  
SAF • S.A. • O.P. O.R.T. • S.F. M.D. • M.C. • S.I.P. • S.S. • D.U. • C.J. • S.E. • A.D. • W.N. • M.N. • C.H.L.D. • Y.A.D. • A.D.L.T. • F.E.M. • M.A.L.E.

Back to Life Counseling LLC  
500 9th Avenue  
Suite 11  
Longmont, CO 80501  
(303) 651-2554  
SAF • S.A. • O.P. O.R.T. • S.F. • D.U. • Y.A.D. • A.D.L.T. • F.E.M. • M.A.L.E.

Behavioral Treatment Services  
310 Lashley Street  
Suite 108  
Longmont, CO 80504  
(303) 590-8311  
D.W.I./D.U.I. Clients Only  
SAF • S.A. • O.P. O.R.T. • S.F. • D.U. • Y.A.D. • A.D.L.T. • F.E.M. • M.A.L.E.

Boulder County Public Health  
Addiction Recovery Center  
529 Coffman Street  
Suite 200  
Longmont, CO 80501  
(303) 678-6166  
Intake: (303) 441-1275  

Center for Change  
1225 Ken Pratt Boulevard  
Suite 200  
Longmont, CO 80501  
(303) 772-3382  

Family Recovery Center  
850 23rd Avenue  
Suite C  
Longmont, CO 80501  
(303) 776-0855  
SAF • S.A. • O.P. O.R.T. • S.F. • P.I. • W.N. M.N. • Y.A.D. • A.D.L.T. • F.E.M. • M.A.L.E.

Journey Counseling Center  
390 Lashley Street  
Unit B  
Longmont, CO 80501  
(303) 776-1117  

Sample Therapy Services  
620 Kimbark Street  
Longmont, CO 80501  
(720) 684-6309  

CENTENNIAL PEAKS HOSPITAL  
2255 South 88th Street  
Louisville, CO 80027  
(303) 673-9990  
Intake: (303) 666-2088  

Creative Counseling Services  
325 East 7th Street  
Suite E  
Loveland, CO 80537  
(970) 663-2900  
SAF • S.A. • O.P. O.R.T. • S.F. M.D. • S.S. • D.U. • Y.A.D. • A.D.L.T. • F.E.M. • M.A.L.E.

InnerBalance Health Center  
1414 West 28th Street  
Loveland, CO 80538  
(800) 900-2252  
Intake: (970) 203-1300  

LOUISVILLE  
A New Perspective Counseling Centers  
1217 West Eisenhower Boulevard  
Loveland, CO 80537  
(970) 494-4259  
Intake: (970) 494-4200  

Colorado Counseling Inc  
345 6th Street  
Suite 5  
Meeker, CO 81641  
(970) 379-5790  
MONTE VISTA
San Luis Valley
Behavioral Health Group
402 4th Street
Monte Vista, CO 81144
(719) 589-3671
MHSAF • SA VTRL • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC PI MI ATR • AH SP • DU AD
WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

MONTROSE
Midwestern Colorado Mental Health Ctr
605 East Miami Road
Montrose, CO 81402
(970) 249-9694
MHSAF • SA NXN • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI MI ATR • DU AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

MONUMENT
Monument Counseling Center
325 Second Street
Suite E
Monument, CO 80132
(719) 487-1102
Intakes: (719) 487-1102x1 (719) 290-9454
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI MI ATR • SS • CO DU SE AD WN MN TRMA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

NORWOOD
Midwestern Colorado Mental Health Ctr
1350 Aspen Street
Suite B
Norwood, CO 81423
(970) 327-4449
MHSAF • SA NXN • OP ORT • SF MD PI MI ATR • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

ORDWAY
Partnership for Progress
220 East 1st Street
Ordway, CO 81063
(719) 267-4993
Intake: (719) 384-8503
SAF • SA VTRL • OP ORT CT • SF MD ATR • SS PA • SP • CO DU GL CJ SE AD
PW WN MN TRMA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

PAGOSA SPRINGS
Pagosa Recovery Center PC
475 Lewis Street
Pagosa Springs, CO 81147
(970) 264-2010
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

PAonia
Colorado Western Slope Counseling
42218 Highway 133
Paonia, CO 81428
(970) 874-9180
Intakes: (970) 874-9806 (970) 208-7074
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF PI • CO DU SE AD WN MN TRMA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

PARKER
Addiction Treatment Outpatient Servs
19751 East Main Street
Suite 393
Parker, CO 80138
(303) 841-0186
Intake: (303) 329-3105
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD PI MI ATR • SS • CO DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Arapahoe/Douglas Mental Health Network
10350 Dransfeldt Road
Parker, CO 80134
(303) 730-8858
Intake: (303) 597-3860
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI MI AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

First Step Counseling Inc
10292 South Progress Way
Parker, CO 80134
(303) 840-2636
SAF • SA NXN • OP ORT • SF • DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

PUEBLO
Associates for Psychotherapy and Education PC
924 Indiana Avenue
Pueblo, CO 81004
(719) 564-9039
MHSAF • SA BU NXN • OP ORT CT • SF MD MC PI MI ATR • SS PA • SP • CO CJ • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Bridge to Awareness Counseling Ctr Inc
310 West C Street
Pueblo, CO 81003
(719) 296-1366
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SIHHS ATR • AH • DU CJ AD WN MN TRMA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE
COLORADO

CO Mental Health Institute at Pueblo
Circle Program
1600 West 24th Street
Building 129
Pueblo, CO 81003
(719) 546-4797
MHSAF • SA • BU NXN VTRL • HIT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • CO CJ SE AD PW WN MN
TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM
MALE

Crossroads Turning Points Inc
1615 Bonforte Boulevard
Pueblo, CO 81001
(719) 404-1992
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD ATR • SS • AH SP • CO DU CJ SE AD PW WN
MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM
MALE

Crossroads Turning Points Inc
3470 Baltimore Avenue
Pueblo, CO 81008
(719) 545-1181
SAF • SA • RES RL • AH SP • CO CJ SE WN XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM

Crossroads Turning Points Inc
509 East 13th Street
Pueblo, CO 81001
(719) 546-6666
SAF • SA DT MM • OP RES RL RD
OMB OIT ORT • SF MD ATR • SS • AH SP • CO DU CJ SE AD PW WN
MN TRMA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM
MALE

Department of Veterans Affairs
Eastern Colorado Healthcare System
4776 Eagleridge Circle
Pueblo, CO 81008
(719) 553-1000
GHF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP OD
OMB ODT ORT CT • VAMC SF PI MI
• SS PA • CO DU VET CJ TRMA • YAD
ADLT • FEM
MALE

El Pueblo Boys and Girls Ranch
1 El Pueblo Ranch Way
Pueblo, CO 81006
(719) 544-7496
Intakes: (719) 404-1107 (719) 404-1108
MHSAF • SA • OP RES RS RL OIT ORT
• SF MD SI PI MI • SS • AD • CHLD
ADLT • FEM
MALE

MNP Enterprises
Nextep
2415 Lake Avenue
Pueblo, CO 81004
(719) 583-8428
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • SP • DU CJ
• YAD ADLT • FEM
MALE

Parkview Adult
Chemical Dependence Unit
58 Club Manor Drive
Pueblo, CO 81008
(719) 584-4890
Intake: (719) 584-4343
MHSAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP
OD OMB OIT HGD HIT • SF MD MC PI
MI • AH SP • VET ADM MF AD • YAD
ADLT • FEM
MALE

Parkview Medical Center
CDU and Adol Substance Abuse Prog
56 Club Manor Drive
Pueblo, CO 81003
(719) 584-4000
Intake: (719) 584-4022
SAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP OIT
HGD HIT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH SP
• CO VET ADM AD WN MN TRMA •
CHLD ADLT • FEM
MALE

Southern CO Comprehensive Court Servs
200 West B Street
Suite 226
Pueblo, CO 81003
(719) 595-1654
Intake: (719) 334-1010
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • CO DU
GL CJ MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD
ADLT • FEM
MALE

State of Grace
201 West 8th Street
Suite 403
Pueblo, CO 81003
(719) 582-5575
Intake: (719) 582-5576
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD • CO
DU CJ AD WN • CHLD YAD ADLT •
FEM
MALE

RANGELY
Colorado West Regional Mental Hlth Ctr
DBA Mind Springs Health
17497 West Highway 64
Rangely, CO 81650
(970) 675-8411
MHSAF • SA NXN • OP ORT • SF MD
MC SI PI MI ATR • SS • DU • CHLD
ADLT • FEM
MALE

RIFLE
Colorado Counseling Inc
111 3rd Street
Suite 212
Rifle, CO 81650
(970) 379-5790
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI ATR •
SS • SP • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ
SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV •
CHLD ADLT • FEM
MALE

Colorado West Regional Mental Hlth Ctr
DBA Mind Springs Health
796 Megan Way
Suite 300
Rifle, CO 81650
(970) 625-3582
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD
MC SI PI MI ATR • SS • CJ • ADLT •
FEM
MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
SALIDA

Mike Harris LAC
Crest Counseling Services
448 East 1st Street
Suite 326
Salida, CO 81201
(719) 966-7135
Intake: (719) 207-4163
MHSASF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI ATR • SS • DU CJ • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Transitions Behavioral Health
101 1/2 F Street
Salida, CO 81201
(719) 992-0229
MHSASF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD PI MI ATR • SS • DU CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

West Central Mental Health Center
Chaffee County
111 Vesta Road
Salida, CO 81201
(719) 539-6502
MHSASF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD PI MI ATR • SS • DU CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

SAN LUIS

San Luis Valley Behavioral Health Group
409 Trinchera Street
San Luis, CO 81152
(719) 589-3671
MHSASF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC PI MI • AH • AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

SPRINGFIELD

Partnership for Progress
210 East 10th Saint Street
Springfield, CO 81073
(719) 384-5446
Intake: (719) 356-7501
SAF • SA VTRL • OP OIT ORT • SF MD ATR • SS • DU CJ • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

STEAMBOAT SPRINGS

Colorado West Regional Mental Hlth Ctr
DBA Mind Springs Health
407 South Lincoln Street
Steamboat Springs, CO 80477
(970) 879-2141
MHSASF • SA DT • OP OD ORT CT • SF MD SI PI MI ATR • SS • DU CJ • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Routt County Alcohol Council
810 Lincoln Avenue
Steamboat Springs, CO 80477
(970) 992-0229
Intake: (970) 966-7135
MHSASF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI ATR • SS • DU CJ • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

STERLING

Centennial Mental Health Center Inc
211 West Main Street
Sterling, CO 80751
(970) 522-4392
MHSASF • SA • BU XN VTRL • OP OMB OIT ORT CT • SF MD PI MI • SS • DU CJ • CHLD YW MN DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

STRASBURG

Chrysalis Counseling
56541 East Colfax Avenue
Suite B
Strasburg, CO 80136
(303) 360-0900
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD ATR • SS • DU CJ • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

TELLURIDE

Midwestern Colorado Mental Health Ctr
100 West Colorado Boulevard
Suite 213
Telluride, CO 81435
(970) 728-6303
Intake: (970) 327-4449
MHSASF • SA • BU XN • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI ATR • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

TRINIDAD

Crossroads Turning Points Inc
1004 Carbon Place
Trinidad, CO 81082
(719) 846-4481
MHSASF • SA • BT VTRL • OP RES RD OIT ORT • SF MD ATR • SS • AH SP • DU CJ • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

USAF ACADEMY

ADAPT Program
10 MDOS/SGOW
4102 Pinion Drive
Suite 100
USAF Academy, CO 80840
(719) 333-5177
MHSASF • SA • BU XN • OP OIT ORT • MI • ADM MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

VAIL

Colorado West Regional Mental Hlth Ctr
DBA Mind Springs Health
395 East Lionshead Circle
Vail, CO 81657
(970) 476-0930
MHSASF • SA • BU XN • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC PI MI • SS • DU CJ • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

WALDEN

Colorado West Regional Mental Hlth Ctr
DBA Mind Springs Health/Walden Ctr
350 McKinley Street
Walden, CO 80840
(970) 723-0555
Intake: (970) 723-0555
MHSASF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
<th>Services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Walsenburg</td>
<td>Crossroads Turning Points Inc</td>
<td>(719) 545-2746</td>
<td>MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>615 Russell Avenue</td>
<td></td>
<td>SAF, SA, VTR, ATR, SF, MD, MC, PI, MI, ATR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Walsenburg, CO 81089</td>
<td></td>
<td>CHLD, YAD, ADLT, FEM, MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Spanish Peaks Mental Health Center</td>
<td>(719) 545-2746</td>
<td>SAF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>926 Russell Street</td>
<td></td>
<td>MN, DV, CT, SAF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Westminster, CO 80030</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westminster</td>
<td>1st Alliance Treatment Services LLC</td>
<td>(720) 214-0826</td>
<td>SAF, SA, OP, ORT, SF, MD, MC, PI, MI, ATR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8787 Turnpike Drive</td>
<td></td>
<td>CHLD, YAD, ADLT, FEM, MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Westminster, CO 80031</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Choices in Living Counseling Center</td>
<td></td>
<td>SAF, SA, OP, ORT, SF, MD, MC, PI, MI, ATR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5005 West 81st Place</td>
<td></td>
<td>CHLD, YAD, ADLT, FEM, MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Westminster, CO 80031</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Community Reach Center Inc</td>
<td></td>
<td>SAF, SA, OP, ORT, SF, MD, MC, PI, MI, ATR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3051 West 76th Avenue</td>
<td></td>
<td>CHLD, YAD, ADLT, FEM, MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Westminster, CO 80030</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Counseling Center of the Rockies/North</td>
<td></td>
<td>SAF, SA, OP, ORT, SF, MD, MC, PI, MI, ATR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3520 West 92nd Avenue</td>
<td></td>
<td>CHLD, YAD, ADLT, FEM, MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Westminster, CO 80031</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Eagle Counseling Services Inc</td>
<td>(720) 974-2188</td>
<td>SAF, SA, OP, ORT, SF, MD, MC, PI, MI, ATR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7131 Irving Street</td>
<td></td>
<td>CHLD, YAD, ADLT, FEM, MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Westminster, CO 80030</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Set Apart Treatment Inc</td>
<td>(303) 426-4459</td>
<td>SAF, SA, OP, ORT, SF, MD, MC, PI, MI, ATR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3380 West 72nd Avenue</td>
<td></td>
<td>CHLD, YAD, ADLT, FEM, MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Westminster, CO 80030</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Odyssey Counseling</td>
<td></td>
<td>SAF, SA, OP, ORT, SF, MD, MC, PI, MI, ATR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10900 West 44th Avenue</td>
<td></td>
<td>CHLD, YAD, ADLT, FEM, MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wheat Ridge, CO 80033</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Denver Family Therapy Center</td>
<td></td>
<td>SAF, SA, OP, ORT, SF, MD, MC, PI, MI, ATR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Adolescent Substance Abuse Program</td>
<td></td>
<td>CHLD, YAD, ADLT, FEM, MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4891 Independence Street</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jefferson Center for Mental Health</td>
<td></td>
<td>SAF, SA, OP, ORT, SF, MD, MC, PI, MI, ATR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4851 Independence Drive</td>
<td></td>
<td>CHLD, YAD, ADLT, FEM, MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wheat Ridge, CO 80033</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>West Pines Behavioral Health</td>
<td></td>
<td>SAF, SA, OP, ORT, SF, MD, MC, PI, MI, ATR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3400 Lutheran Parkway</td>
<td></td>
<td>CHLD, YAD, ADLT, FEM, MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wheat Ridge, CO 80033</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**WINDSOR**

A New Perspective Counseling Centers  
1226 West Ash Street  
Suite D  
Windsor, CO 80550  
(970) 686-8898  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD • SS • DU CJ DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Seven Lakes Recovery Program  
128 6th Street  
Unit D  
Windsor, CO 80550  
(970) 495-4685  
MHSAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP OD ORT • SF MC PI • CO WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**WINTER PARK**

Luna Counseling LLP  
79050 U.S. Highway 40  
Winter Park, CO 80482  
(970) 531-6173  
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI ATR • SS • SP • CO DU CJ AD WN MN TRMA XA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

**WOODLAND PARK**

Aspen Counseling and Education Center  
321 West Henrietta Avenue  
Woodland Park, CO 80866  
(719) 238-2908  
Intake: (719) 330-4747  
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF PI • SS • DU CJ AD WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Journeys Counseling Center Inc  
320 Burdette Street  
Woodland Park, CO 80863  
(719) 687-6927  
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF • CO DU GL VET CJ SE WN MN TRMA XA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**WRAY**

Pathways to Freedom LLC  
30255 County Road 35  
Wray, CO 80758  
(970) 332-5721  
Intake: (970) 630-9291  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**YUMA**

Centennial Mental Health Center Inc  
215 South Ash Street  
Yuma, CO 80759  
(970) 848-5412  
MHSAF • SA BU NXN • OP OMB ORT CT • SF MD MC SP PI MI ATR • SS PA • AH SP • DU CJ AD PW WN MN TRMA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Service Provider</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone Number</th>
<th>Contact Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Canaan</td>
<td>Mountainside Treatment Center</td>
<td>187 South Canaan Road, Canaan, CT 06018</td>
<td>(860) 824-1397</td>
<td>Intake: (800) 762-5433</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • SA • NXN • VTRL • HH • OP RES RS RL OIT ORT • SF • PI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Danbury</td>
<td>Connecticut Counseling Centers Inc</td>
<td>60 Beaverbrook Road, Danbury, CT 06810</td>
<td>(203) 743-7574</td>
<td>MHSAF • SA DT MM DM • OP OD OMB OIT ORT • SF • MD • SI • PI • MI • SS • SP FX • CO PW WN MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MCCA Outpatient</td>
<td>38 Old Ridgebury Road, Danbury, CT 06810</td>
<td>(203) 792-4515</td>
<td>MHSAF • SA DT • OP RES RS RD OIT ORT • SF • MD • SI • PI • MI • AT • TR • SP • CO DU PW WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MCCA/McDonough House Intensive Residential</td>
<td>38 Old Ridgebury Road, Danbury, CT 06810</td>
<td>(203) 792-4515x1301</td>
<td>Intake: (203) 792-4515x1313</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Derby</td>
<td>Griffin Hospital Dual Diagnosis Services</td>
<td>241 Seymour Avenue, Derby, CT 06418</td>
<td>(203) 732-7541</td>
<td>MHSAF • SA BU • NXN • OP OMB OIT ORT • SF • MD • SI • PI • MI • SS • SP • CO DU PW WN MN • TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • SA • OIT ORT • SF • MD • PI • MI • SS • SP • CO DU CJ WN MN • TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Hartford</td>
<td>InterCommunity Inc Co Occurring Disorder Program</td>
<td>281 Main Street, East Hartford, CT 06118</td>
<td>(860) 569-5900</td>
<td>SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • MD • SI • PI • MI • SS • SP • CO CJ WN MN • TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • MD • PI • MI • SS • AH • DU • CHLD • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • SA • OIT ORT • SF • MD • PI • MI • SS • AH • DU • CHLD • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • MD • PI • MI • SS • AH • DU • CHLD • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • SA • OIT ORT • SF • MD • PI • MI • SS • AH • DU • CHLD • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.**
FAIRMONT
Fairmont Counseling Services Inc
125 Penfield Road
Fairfield, CT 06824
(203) 255-5777
Intake: (203) 255-5777x15
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • SS • TRMA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

GLASTONBURY
Clayton House
203 Williams Street East
Glastonbury, CT 06033
(860) 659-0309
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • SS • CO GL WN MN TRMA XA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
Rushford Center Inc
Positive Steps/Glastonbury
110 National Drive
Glastonbury, CT 06033
(860) 657-8910
Intake: (877) 577-3233
SAF • SA • BU NXN VTRL • OP OMB ORT ORT CT • SF MD PI • SS • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

GREENWICH
Liberation Programs Inc
Greenwich Family and Youth Options
50 East Putnam Avenue
Greenwich, CT 06830
(203) 869-1349
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI • AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

HAMDEN
Children's Center of Hamden
Outpatient and Short Term Residential
1400 Whitney Avenue
Hamden, CT 06517
(203) 248-2116x283
Intakes: (203) 248-2116x308 (203) 248-2116x341
SAF • SA • OP RES RL OIT ORT • SF MD PI MI • SS • SP • AD • CHLD • FEM MALE
Yale New Haven Hospital
Saint Raphael Campus/IOP Program
1100 Sherman Avenue
2nd Floor
Hamden, CT 06514
(203) 784-8770
MHSAF • SA • SXN • OP ODT ORT CT • SF MD PI MI • SS • CO SE WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

HARTFORD
ADRC Inc
Coventry House Pregnant Womans Program
46 Coventry Street
Hartford, CT 06112
(860) 714-3703
SAF • SA • RES RL • SF MD MC SI PI • TRMA • AH FX • CO PW WN TRMA XA • YAD ADLT • FEM • F66
ADRC Inc/Recovery House
Alternate Living Ctr (ALC)
56 Coventry Street
Hartford, CT 06112
(860) 714-3705
HH
Alcohol and Drug Recov Ctrs Inc (ADRC)
Detoxification Center
500 Blue Hills Avenue
Hartford, CT 06112
(860) 714-3700
SAF • DT BU • HID • SF MD MC SI PI • MI IHS • SS PA • AH SP FX • CO SE WN MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • F66
F70
Alcohol and Drug Recov Ctrs Inc (ADRC)
Residential Program/Intensive
500 Blue Hills Avenue
9th Floor
Hartford, CT 06112
(860) 714-3739
MHSAF • SA • RES RL CT • SF MD SI PI • AH SP FX • CO GL VET MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F66 F70 F81
Alcohol and Drug Recov Ctrs Inc (ADRC)
Residential Program/Intermediate
500 Blue Hills Avenue
9th Floor
Hartford, CT 06112
(860) 714-3739
MHSAF • SA • BU RES RL CT • SI PI • AH SP FX • CO GL VET MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F66 F70 F81
Catholic Charities
Family Service Center
896 Asylum Avenue
Hartford, CT 06106
(860) 522-8241
SAF • SA • BU RES RL CT • SI PI • AH SP FX • CO GL VET MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F66 F70 F81
Centro Renacer of Connecticut Inc
Womens Residential
164-166 Bartholomew Avenue
Hartford, CT 06106
(860) 232-7353
Intake: (860) 522-8241
SAF • SA • BU RES RL CT • SI PI • AH SP FX • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F66 F70 F81
For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
CONNECTICUT

Community Health Services Inc
Department of Behavioral Health
500 Albany Avenue
Hartford, CT 06120
(860) 249-9625
Intake: (860) 249-9625x780
MHSASF • SA BU NXN • OP OMB ORT
• SF MD MC SI PI • SP • CO SE WN MN
• CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Community Substance Abuse Centers
Ambulatory Detox
55 Fishify Street
Hartford, CT 06120
(860) 247-8300
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM OTPA • OP OD
OMB ORT CT • SF MD SI • SP • PW
WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Connecticut Valley Hospital
Blue Hills Substance Services
500 Vine Street
Hartford, CT 06112
(860) 293-6400x01
Intake: (860) 293-6400
SAF • SA DT DM BU NXN VTRL • HID
HIT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • PA • AH SP
• CO CJ WN Mn TRMA • YAD ADLT
• FEM MALE

Hartford Behavioral Health
SATEP
1 Main Street
1st Floor
Hartford, CT 06106
(860) 727-8703
Intake: (860) 548-0101x354 (860) 548-0101
MHSASF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI
• PA • AH SP • CO GL MF CJ SE AD PW
WN MN TRMA XA DV • ADLT • FEM MALE

Hartford Dispensary
Henderson/Johnson Clinic MMTP
12-14 and 16-18 Weston Street
Hartford, CT 06120
(860) 527-5100
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM OTPA • OP OD
OMB ORT • SF MD ATR • SS • AH SP
• CO SE PW WN Mn TRMA • YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

Institute for the Hispanic Family
Hispanic Alcohol/Substance Abuse Prog
45 Wadsworth Street
Hartford, CT 06106
(860) 527-1124
MHSASF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD
MC SI PI • SP • CO DU CJ SE AD WN
MN TRMA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Salvation Army Adult Rehab Center
Substance Abuse Treatment Program
333 Homestead Avenue
Hartford, CT 06132
(860) 527-8106
Intake: (203) 865-0511
SAF • SA HH • RES RL CT • NP • PA
WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Wheeler Clinic Inc
Hartford Outpatient
999 Asylum Avenue
Hartford, CT 06105
(860) 523-9788
Intake: (860) 793-3500 (800) 793-3588
MHSASF • SA NXN • OP OIT ORT CT
• SF MD MC SI PI MI ATR • AH SP
• CO GL CJ SE WN Mn TRMA XA DV
• YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Youth Challenge of Connecticut
Long Term Male Residential Center
15 17 and 19 May Street
Hartford, CT 06105
(860) 728-5199
SAF • SA • RES RS RL CT • SF MD MC SI
• SP • MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

METHADONE CLIENTS ONLY

KENT
High Watch Recovery Center
High Watch Farm
62 Carter Road
Kent, CT 06757
(860) 927-3772
Intake: (888) 493-5368
SAF • SA NXN VTRL • RES RS RL • SF
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

MANCHESTER
Community Health Resources
Manchester Clinic
587 Middle Turnpike East
Manchester, CT 06040
(877) 884-3571
MHSASF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD
MC SI PI MI • SS • SP • CO CJ AD
TRMA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Hartford Dispensary
Manchester Clinic
335 Broad Street
Manchester, CT 06040
(860) 643-3210
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM OTPA • OP OD
OMB CT • SF MD ATR • SS • SP • CO
SE PW WN Mn TRMA XA DV • YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

MANSFIELD CENTER
Natchaug Hospital Inc
Sachem House
189 Storrs Road
Mansfield Center, CT 06250
(860) 456-1311
MHSASF • SA DT BU • OP OD OMB
ODT OIT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

MASHANTUCKET
Mashantucket Pequot THS
Behavioral Health Department
102 Mushie Mahchaq Street
Mashantucket, CT 06338
(860) 312-8034
Intake: (860) 312-8012
MHSASF • SA • OP ORT • NP • CHLD
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
MANIFESTO FOR CODE DEFINITIONS - See KEY on Page v.
### NEW CANAAN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Affiliates for Consultation and Psychotherapy</th>
<th>389 Orange Street</th>
<th>New Haven, CT 06511</th>
<th>(203) 562-4235</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Methadone Clients Only</td>
<td>MHS</td>
<td>SAF</td>
<td>DANXVTR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Methadone Clients Only**  
New Haven, CT 06511  
(203) 781-4357  
Methadone Clients Only  
SAF  
SA MM  OTPA  
OP OMB CT  
SF MD MC SI PI  
SS  
SP  
CO GL CJ PW  
WN MN TRMA XA  
YAD  
ADLT  
FEM  
MALE

### NEW HAVEN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>APT Foundation Inc</th>
<th>495 Congress Avenue</th>
<th>New Haven, CT 06519</th>
<th>(203) 781-4740</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Intake: (203) 781-4357 | Methadone Clients Only  
SAF  
SA MM  OTPA  
OP OMB CT  
SF MD MC SI PI  
SS  
SP  
CO GL CJ PW  
WN MN TRMA XA  
YAD  
ADLT  
FEM | MALE |

**APT Foundation Inc**  
Access and Treatment Services  
1 Long Wharf Drive  
Suit 10  
New Haven, CT 06511  
(203) 781-4357  
SAF  
SA DT MM BU  
OP ODM  
ORT CT  
SF MD MC SI PI  
SS  
SF  
CO GL CJ PW  
WN MN TRMA XA  
YAD  
ADLT  
FEM  
MALE

### APT Foundation Inc

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hispanic Clinic</th>
<th>34 Park Street</th>
<th>New Haven, CT 06511</th>
<th>(203) 974-5800</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Intake: (203) 862-4713 | MHS | SAF | DANXVTR | ORT | SF | MC | SI | PA | OP | FX | CO GL SE PW  
WN MN TRMA XA  
DV  
YAD  
ADLT | FEM | MALE | F412 |

- **Crossroads Inc**  
  Womens Unit  
  54 East Ramsdell Street  
  New Haven, CT 06515  
  (203) 832-3404x193  
  Intakes: (203) 387-0094x101 (203) 387-0094x162  
  SAF  
  SA BU NXN  
  RES RL  
  SF MD SI  
  SS  
  PA  
  SP  
  CO CJ PW  
  WN TRMA XA  
  YAD  
  ADLT  
  FEM  
  MALE

### Crossroads Inc Men

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>54 East Ramsdell Street</th>
<th>New Haven, CT 06515</th>
<th>(203) 387-0094</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Intake: (203) 387-0094x158 | SAF  
SA  
RES RL  
SF MD MC IHS  
ATR  
SP  
CO CJ MN TRMA  
YAD  
ADLT  
MALE |

### Crossroads Inc Intensive Outpatient Substance Abuse

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>44 East Ramsdell Street</th>
<th>New Haven, CT 06515</th>
<th>(203) 387-0094</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Intakes: (203) 387-0094x101 (203) 387-0094x119 | SAF  
SA BU NXN  
OP OIT ORT CT  
SF MD ATR  
SS  
SP  
PW WN MN  
YAD  
ADLT  
FEM  
MALE |

### Connecticut Mental Health Center

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>34 Park Street</th>
<th>New Haven, CT 06511</th>
<th>(203) 974-5800</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Intake: (203) 974-5800 | MHS | SAF | DANXVTR | ORT | SF | MC | SI | PA | OP | FX | CO GL SE PW  
WN MN TRMA XA  
DV  
YAD  
ADLT | FEM | MALE | F412 |

- **Connection Inc**  
  Recovery House  
  48 Howe Street  
  Lower Level  
  New Haven, CT 06511  
  (203) 946-3081  
  Intake: (203) 946-3084 HH

- **Grant Street Partnership**  
  Cornell Scott Hill Health Center  
  29 Grant Street  
  New Haven, CT 06519  
  (203) 703-3360  
  Intake: (203) 703-3365  
  SAF  
  SA BU NXN VTRL HH  
  OP ODT OIT ORT  
  SF MD PI MI ATR  
  SP  
  CO WN MN TRMA  
  YAD  
  ADLT  
  FEM  
  MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
MCCA
New Milford
419 Whalley Avenue
Suite 500
New Haven, CT 06511
(203) 285-6475
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD • SI PI • MI • SS • PA • AH • SP • CO • DU • GL • VET • ADM • MF
CJ • SE • PW • WN • MN • TR MA • XA • DV • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

New Era Rehabilitation Center Inc
31 East Street
New Haven, CT 06511
(203) 562-2101
Intake: (203) 372-3333
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
MHSAF • SA • MM • BU • OTPA • OP • OMB
OIT ORT CT • SF • MD • SI PI • ATR • SS • SP • CO • GL • VET • MF
CJ • SE • PW • WN • MN • TR MA • XA • DV • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

Northside Community Outpatient Sers
226 Dixwell Avenue
2nd Floor
New Haven, CT 06511
(203) 503-3470
MHSAF • SA • NXN • VTRL • OP ORT
SF • MD • SI PI • MI • SS • CO • WN • MN • TR MA • XA • DV • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

South Central Rehabilitation Center
Methadone Program
232 Cedar Street
New Haven, CT 06519
(203) 533-3900
SAF • SA • DT • MM • DM • BU • NXN • OP
OD • OMB • OIT ORT • SF • MD • SI PI • SS • SP • CO • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

Substance Abuse Treatment Unit
Evaluation and Treatment
1 Long Wharf Drive
New Haven, CT 06511
(203) 974-5777
SAF • SA • BU • NXN • VTRL • OP ORT CT
SF • MD • SI PI • MI • SS • PA • AH • SP • CO • GL • VET
CJ • SE • AD • PW • WN • MN • TR MA • XA • DV • CHLD • ADLT • FEM • MALE • F4
F28 F30

Yale/New Haven Hosp/St Raphael Campus
Outpatient Psychiatric Services
1294 Chapel Street
New Haven, CT 06511
(203) 784-8700
MHSAF • SA • OP • ODT ORT ORT
SF • MD • MC • SI PI • MI • AH • CO • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

NEW LONDON
Hartford Dispensary
New London Clinic
931 Bank Street
New London, CT 06320
(860) 447-2233
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA • DT • MM • DM • OTPA • OP • OD
OMB ORT • SF • MD • PI • SS • SP • CO • PW • WN • MN • TR MA • XA • DV • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

SE Council on Alc and Drug Dep Inc
(SCADD)
1000 Bank Street
New London, CT 06320
(860) 447-8021
SAF • SA • HH • RES • RL • SF • MD • MC • SI PI • MI • ATR • SS • SP • CO • WN • MN • TR MA • XA • DV • YAD • ADLT • FEM

SE Council on Alc and Drug Dep Inc
(SCADD)/Altruism House Female
62 Coit Street
New London, CT 06320
(860) 442-1017
SAF • SA • HH • RES • RL • SF • SI PI • MI • ATR • SS • AH • WN • TR MA • XA • DV • YAD • ADLT • FEM

SE Council on Alc and Drug Dep Inc
(SCADD)/Detox
47 Coit Street
New London, CT 06320
(860) 447-1717
Intakes: (860) 447-1717 x221 (860) 447-1717 x200
SAF • SA • DT • HID • HIT • SF • MD • MC • SI PI • MI • HHS • ATR • SS • PA • AH • SP • CO • GL
VET • SE • WN • MN • TR MA • XA • DV • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

NEW MILFORD
MCCA
New Milford Outpatient
50 Bridge Street
Suite 2
New Milford, CT 06776
(860) 355-7312
MHSAF • SA • OP • OIT ORT • SF • MD • SI PI • CO • DU • PW • WN • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

NEWINGTON
Veterans Affairs
Connecticut Healthcare System
555 Willard Avenue
Suite 116-A
Newington, CT 06111
(860) 667-6474
Intake: (860) 594-6354
GHE • SA • BU • NXN • VTRL • OP • OMB
ODT ORT CT • VAMC • MI • PA • VET • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

NORTH HAVEN
APT Foundation Inc
Orchard Hill Treatment Services
352 State Street
North Haven, CT 06473
(203) 781-4695
Intake: (203) 781-4357
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA • DT • MM • OTPA • OP • OD
OMB ORT CT • SF • MD • MC • SI PI • SS • AH • SP • CO • GL
CJ • PW • WN • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

NORTH STONINGTON
Stonington Institute
75 Swantown Hill Road
North Stonington, CT 06359
(860) 445-3008
Intakes: (860) 535-1010 (800) 832-1022
SAF • SA • DT • BU • RES • RS • RD • HID • SF
MD • PI • MI • AH • CO • GL • VET • ADM • MF
CJ • SE • AD • PW • WN • MN • TR MA • XA • DV • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
NORWALK

Connecticut Counseling Centers Inc
Norwalk Methadone Program
20 North Main Street
3rd Floor
Norwalk, CT 06854
(203) 838-6508

Connecticut Counseling Centers Inc
Norwalk Outpatient Treatment Program
20 North Main Street
3rd Floor
Norwalk, CT 06854
(203) 838-6508

MHS AF • SA DT NN • OP OD OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI ATR • SS • CO PW WN
MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Connecticut Counseling Centers Inc
Norwalk Counseling Centers Inc
20 North Main Street
Suite 202
Norwalk, CT 06854
(203) 838-6508

MHS AF • SA DT NN • OP OD OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI ATR • SS • CO PW WN
MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Saint Vincent's Medical Center
Outpatient Behavioral Health 1 Lou Street
Norwalk, CT 06851
(203) 221-8878

Intake: (203) 221-8878
MHS AF • SA BU • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI ATR • SS • CO AD •
CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

NORWICH

Backus Center for Mental Health
326 Washington Street
Norwich, CT 06360
(860) 889-8331

Intake: (860) 823-6321
MHS AF • SA DT VTRL • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI ATR • SS • CO TRMA XA •
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Catholic Charities Diocese Norwich Inc
Behavioral Health Clinic
331 Main Street
Norwich, CT 06360
(860) 889-8346

Intake: (860) 823-6321
MHS AF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI ATR • SS • CO TRMA XA • CHLD
ADLT • FEM MALE

Hartford Dispensary
Norwich Clinic
77 West Thames Street
Norwich, CT 06360
(860) 886-0446

Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM OTPA • OP OD OMB • SF MD PI MI ATR • SS • PW WN
MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

SE Council on Alc and Drug Dep Inc
(SCADD)/Altruism House/Male
313 Main Street
Norwich, CT 06360
(860) 893-3414

SAF • SA HH • RES RS RL • SF • CO
VET MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

SE Council on Alc and Drug Dep Inc
(SCADD)/Outpatient Program
321 Main Street
Norwich, CT 06360
(860) 893-3178x10

Intake: (860) 893-3178x14
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI
MI ATR • SS • AH SP • DU CJ SE WN
MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

OLD SAYBROOK

Connection Inc/The Connection
Counseling Center in Old Saybrook
263 Main Street
Suite 301
Old Saybrook, CT 06475
(860) 395-6380

MHS AF • SA NN VTRL • OP ORT •
SF MD MC SI PI MI • DU WN • YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

PLAINVILLE

Wheeler Clinic Inc
Adolescent Substance Treatment Program
91 NW Drive
Plainville, CT 06062
(860) 793-3567

Intake: (860) 793-3588
MHS AF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD PI • SS
• AH SP • CO AD TRMA XA • CHLD
• FEM MALE
Wheeler Clinic Inc
Adult Outpatient
91 NW Drive
Plainville, CT 06062
(860) 793-3500
Intakes: (860) 793-3588 (800) 793-3588
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD
SI PI MI • SS • AH • CO W/N MN TRMA •
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

PORTLAND
Rushford Center Inc
Intermediate Residential Unit
325 Main Street
Portland, CT 06480
(860) 342-3252
Intake: (877) 577-3233
SAF • SA BU NXN • RES RL • SF MD SI
• YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

PUTNAM
Community Health Resources
Putnam Center
391 Pomfret Street
Putnam, CT 06260
(860) 963-4971
Intake: (877) 884-3571
MHSAF • SA MM NXN VTRL HH •
OP RES RL OMB OIT ORT • SF MD
MC SI PI MI • SS • SP • CO PW WN MN
TRMA BC XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

RIDGEFIELD
MCCA
Ridgefield Outpatient
90 East Ridge Road
Ridgefield, CT 06877
(203) 438-8680
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI DI • DU
• CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

ROCKY HILL
Department of Veterans Affairs
Recovery Support Program
287 West Street
Rocky Hill, CT 06067
(860) 616-3831
Intakes: (860) 616-3832 (860) 616-3802
SAF • SA NXN HH • RES RL • MD MC
SI PI MI • PA • VET • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

SHARON
MCCA
Trinity Glen Mens Program
149 West Cornwall Road
Sharon, CT 06069
(860) 672-6689
Intake: (860) 672-6680
SAF • SA BU NXN • RES RL • SF SI
• CO CJ MNTRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • MALE

SHELTON
Wellmore Behavioral Health
Outpatient Clinic for Adults
30 Controls Drive
Shelton, CT 06484
(203) 944-0366
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC
SI PI MI • SS • CO CJ AD WN MN •
CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

STAFFORD SPRINGS
Johnson Memorial Hospital
201 Chestnut Hill Road
Stafford Springs, CT 06076
(860) 684-4251
Intake: (860) 684-8585
MHSAF • SA DT BU NXN • HID HIT
CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

Stafford Family Services
21 Hyde Park Road
Stafford Springs, CT 06076
(860) 684-4239
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD PI MI
• CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

STAMFORD
Connecticut Renaissance Inc
Outpatient Behavioral Health Program
141 Franklin Street
Stamford, CT 06901
(203) 602-4441
MHSAF • SA BU NXN • OP OIT ORT •
SF MD MC SI PI MI ATR • SS • CO DU
CJ AD WN MN TRMA XA • CHLD
ADLT • FEM MALE

Liberation Programs Inc
Liberation House
119 Main Street
Stamford, CT 06901
(203) 356-1980
Intake: (203) 356-1980 x0
SAF • SA VTRL • RES RL • MD • CO
MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • MALE

Liberation Programs Inc
Stamford Outpatient Services
115 Main Street
Suite 125
Stamford, CT 06901
(203) 391-7922
Intake: (203) 391-7940
SAF • SA DT MM DM NXN VTRL • OP
OD OMB OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • SP •
CO CJ SE • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Main Street Clinic/Fac for the Care
Trt of Substance Abusive/Dep Persons
117 Main Street
Stamford, CT 06901
(203) 851-2077
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM NXN VTRL
OTPA • OP OD OMB OIT ORT • SF
MD SI • SP • CO CL CJ SE PW WN MN
TRMA XA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
**CONNECTICUT**

**STRATFORD**

Family Resource Associates
3300 Main Street
Stratford, CT 06614
(203) 380-4514
Intake: (203) 380-5843
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Recovery Network of Programs Inc
Center for Human Services
2 Research Drive
Stratford, CT 06615
(203) 386-8802
Intakes: (203) 386-8802x100 (203) 386-8802x124
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA MM BU OTPA • OP OMB • SF MD PI • AH SP • CO CJ PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**TORRINGTON**

Catholic Charities
132 Grove Street
Torrington, CT 06790
(860) 482-5558
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • WN MN • ADLT • FEM MALE

MCCA
Torrington
30 Peck Road
Torrington, CT 06790
(860) 482-2613
DWI/DUI Clients Only
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • SP • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**VERNON ROCKVILLE**

Natchaug Hospital Inc
River East Day Hospital and Trt Center
428 Hartford Turnpike
Vernon Rockville, CT 06066
(860) 870-0119x254
Intake: (860) 870-0119x253
MHSAF • SA BU NXN • OP OMB ODT OIT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • CO CJ WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**WALLINGFORD**

Addiction and Recovery Consults Inc
44 Fair Street
Wallingford, CT 06492
(203) 265-1327
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

**WATERBURY**

Catholic Charities
13 Wolcott Street
Waterbury, CT 06702
(203) 596-9359
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • SS • SP • CO CJ AD WN TRMA XA DV • ADLT • FEM MALE

McCall Foundation
Carnes Weeks Ctr/Intensive Residential
58 High Street
Torrington, CT 06790
(860) 496-2107
SAF • SA • RES RS • SF MD SI PI • CO WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

McCall Foundation
McCall House
127 Migeon Avenue
Torrington, CT 06790
(860) 496-2105
Intake: (860) 496-2106
MHSAF • SA HH • RES RL • SF SI • SS • WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

McCall Foundation
Outpatient Program
58 High Street
Torrington, CT 06790
(860) 496-2100
MHSAF • SA NXN HH • OP RES RS OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • CO • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Central Naugatuck Valley Help Inc
Rev Edward Dempsey Drug Servs Program
900 Watertown Avenue
Waterbury, CT 06708
(203) 756-8984x108
Intake: (203) 756-8984x107
MHSAF • SA • OP RES RL ORT CT • SF MD SI • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Connecticut Counseling Centers Inc
Methadone Maintenance/Treatment
4 Midland Road
Waterbury, CT 06705
(203) 755-8874
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM OTPA • OP OD OMB OIT ORT CT • SF MD • AH SP FX • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F66 F67

Connecticut Counseling Centers Inc
Waterbury Outpatient Program
4 Midland Road
Waterbury, CT 06705
(203) 755-8874
MHSAF • SA DT MM DM OTPA • OP OD OMB OIT ORT CT • SF MD • SP FX • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F66 F67

Connecticut Junior Republic
80 Prospect Street
Waterbury, CT 06702
(203) 757-9939
SAF • SA • OP ORT • MD • PA • SP • AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

Connecticut Renaissance Inc
East Residential Treatment Facility
31 Wolcott Street
Waterbury, CT 06702
(203) 753-2341
Intake: (203) 753-2341x2710
MHSAF • SA • RES RL • SF MD • GL VET CJ MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v
CLAYMONT

Claymont Treatment Center
2959 Philadelphia Pike
Claymont, DE 19703
(302) 792-0700
Intake: (877) 637-6237
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU VTRL OTPA • OP OD OMB OIT ORT • SF PI MI • SP • CO DU GL PW WN MN XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Open Door Inc
3301 Green Street
Claymont, DE 19703
(302) 798-9555
Intake: (877) 860-6955
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS • DU AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

DOVER

ABR Counseling Associates Kent County
Margaret Leister LCDP
1001 South Bradford Street
Suite 7
Dover, DE 19904
(302) 678-4558
Intake: (302) 678-4558x0
MHSAF • SA NXN VTRL • OP ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Connections CSP Inc
Dover
698 South Bay Road
Dover, DE 19901
(302) 672-9360
Intake: (866) 477-5345
GHF • SA DT MM DM BU • OP OD OMB OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH SP • CO DU GL VET CJ SE PW WN MN XA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Dover Behavioral Health
725 Horsepond Road
Dover, DE 19901
(302) 741-0140
Intake: (855) 609-9711
MHF • SA DT BU • OP ODT OIT ORT HID • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • CO VET ADM MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Open Door Inc
884 Walker Road
Suite B
Dover, DE 19904
(302) 678-4911
SAF • SA HH • RES RL CT • MC • CO MN TR MA • YA D A DL T • MALE

Serenity Place
327 Martin Street
Dover, DE 19901
(302) 674-8036
SAF • SA HH • RES RL CT • MC • CO MN TR MA • YAD ADLT • MALE

Dover Air Force Base
300 Tuskegee Boulevard
Dover AFB, DE 19902
(302) 677-2674
Intake: (302) 677-2674x0
MHSAF • SA NXN VTRL • OP OMB ORT • NP • PA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

DOVER AFB

Dover Behavioral Health
725 Horsepond Road
Dover, DE 19901
(302) 741-0140
Intake: (855) 609-9711
MHF • SA DT BU • OP ODT OIT ORT HID • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • CO VET ADM MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Fellowship Health Resources Inc
Alc and Drugs New Vision Counseling
20707 Dupont Boulevard
Georgetown, DE 19947
(302) 854-0626x20
Intakes: (302) 855-1066x20 (302) 855-1066x21
SAF • SA NXN VTRL • OP ODT ORT CT • MD MC • PA • WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Tau House
11 West Pine Street
Georgetown, DE 19947
(302) 856-4363
HH

Thresholds Inc
20507 DuPont Boulevard
Unit 1
Georgetown, DE 19947
(302) 856-1835
MHSAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP OMB OIT ORT CT • SF MD PI • SS PA • AH SP • CO DU CJ WN MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

GEORGETOWN

Aquila of Delaware/Georgetown
6 North Railroad Avenue
Georgetown, DE 19947
(302) 856-9746
Intake: (302) 856-9746x10
MHSAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS PA • CO AD TRMA • CHLD • FEM MALE

Corinthian House
219-221 South Race Street
Georgetown, DE 19947
(302) 856-4363
SAF • SA HH • RES RL • SF • CO GL VET MF CJ SE MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • MALE

Fellowship Health Resources Inc
Alc and Drugs New Vision Counseling
20707 Dupont Boulevard
Georgetown, DE 19947
(302) 854-0626x20
Intakes: (302) 855-1066x20 (302) 855-1066x21
SAF • SA NXN VTRL • OP ODT ORT CT • MD MC • PA • WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

TAU HOUSE

11 West Pine Street
Georgetown, DE 19947
(302) 856-4363
HH

Thresholds Inc
20507 DuPont Boulevard
Unit 1
Georgetown, DE 19947
(302) 856-1835
MHSAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP OMB OIT ORT CT • SF MD PI • SS PA • AH SP • CO DU CJ WN MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

LAUREL

Kent Sussex Counseling Services
31039 North Poplar Street
Laurel, DE 19956
(302) 877-0444
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD MC • SS PA • SP • CO GL VET ADM CJ SE WN MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Organization</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone Numbers</th>
<th>Intake Numbers</th>
<th>Services Offered</th>
<th>Access</th>
<th>Gender</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>New Castle</td>
<td>ARS New Castle LLC</td>
<td>263 Quigley Boulevard, Suite 1-A</td>
<td>(302) 323-9400</td>
<td>(800) 277-9695</td>
<td>SAF, SA, DT, BU, OP, OD, OMB, OIT, ORT, CT, SF, MD, MC, PI, PI, PI, SS, SP, DU, AD, CHLD, ADLT</td>
<td>FEM</td>
<td>MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rehoboth Beach</td>
<td>AMS of Delaware LLC</td>
<td>20576 Coastal Highway, Suite 101</td>
<td>(302) 227-1320</td>
<td>(302) 212-7963</td>
<td>SAF, SA, DT, MM, BM, BU, OP, OD, OMB, OIT, ORT, CT, SF, MD, MC, PI, PI, PI, SS, DU, AD, CHLD, ADLT</td>
<td>FEM</td>
<td>MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seaford</td>
<td>Open Door Inc</td>
<td>107 Pennsylvania Avenue, Seaford, DE 9973</td>
<td>(302) 629-7900</td>
<td>(877) 860-6955</td>
<td>SAF, SA, OH, OD, CT, SF, GL, VET, CF, SW, MN, TRMA, XA, DV, YAD, ADLT</td>
<td>FEM</td>
<td>MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selbyville</td>
<td>ABR Counseling Associates</td>
<td>33124 Lighthouse Road, Selbyville, DE 9975</td>
<td>(302) 436-5868</td>
<td>(302) 652-7969</td>
<td>SAF, SA, OH, OD, CT, SF, MD, SI, MI, SS, DU, AD, CHLD, ADLT</td>
<td>FEM</td>
<td>MALE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
North East Treatment Centers
Kirkwood Detoxification Center
3315 Kirkwood Highway
Wilmington, DE 19808
(302) 691-0140
Intake: (800) 359-1367
SAF • SA DT BU VTRL • RES RS • SF
MD MC SI PI • AH SP • CO GL VET
ADM MF CJ SE PW WN MN TR MA
XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Pace Inc
5171 West Woodmill Drive
Suite 9
Wilmington, DE 19808
(302) 999-9812
SAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF MD
SI PI • CO DU WN MN • YAD ADLT •
FEM MALE

SODAT Delaware Inc
625 North Orange Street
Wilmington, DE 19801
(302) 656-4044
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD
PI • SS • CO DU CJ AD WN TR MA •
CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Wilmington Veterans Affairs Med Ctr
BHS/Veterans Addiction Recovery Ctr
1601 Kirkwood Highway
Wilmington, DE 19805
(302) 994-2511
Intake: (302) 994-2511x4805
MHSAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP
OMB OIT ORT HIT CT • VAMC SF MC
PI MI • CO VET CJ TRMA XA • YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE
WASHINGTON

Andromeda Transcultural Health Decatur Center
1400 Decatur Street NW
Washington, DC 20001
(202) 291-4707
Intake: (202) 291-4707
GHF • SA BU • OP ORT CT • SF MD MC PI • SS • SP • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Better Way Program
4601 Sheriff Road NE
Washington, DC 20019
(202) 396-4290
MHSAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT CT • MD SI PI PIHS ATR • PA • GL VET SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Calvary Healthcare Inc
Cataada House/Outpatient Trt Program
802 Rhode Island Avenue NE
3rd Floor
Washington, DC 20018
(202) 832-8336x203
SAF • SA • OP ORT • MD • PA • CJ WN MN XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Circles of Hope Psychotherapy and Addictions Services
3000 Connecticut Avenue NW
Suite 321
Washington, DC 20008
(202) 265-2343
Intake: (202) 841-1673
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC PI MI • DU SE WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Circulo de Andromeda
3601 14th Street NW
Washington, DC 20010
(202) 291-0949
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • ATR • PA • SP • FX • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F28

Clean and Sober Streets
425 2nd Street NW
Suite 2N
Washington, DC 20001
(202) 783-7343
SAF • SA NXXN HH • OP RES RS RL OIT ORT CT • MD SI • AH • CO CJ WN MN TRMA XA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Executive Addictive Disease Progs Inc
4335 Wisconsin Avenue NW
Washington, DC 20016
(202) 362-2588
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • DU WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Family and Medical Counseling Service
2041 Martin Luther King Avenue SE
Suite 303
Washington, DC 20020
(202) 889-7900
GHF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS PA • CO DU CJ WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Federal City Recovery Services
920 Bellevue Street SE
Washington, DC 20032
(202) 236-4362
Intake: (202) 562-4939
SAF • SA DT HH • RES RS RD • MD MC SI PI ATR • AH • CO GL VET MF CJ SE WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Foundation for Contemporary MH
The Next Step Program
2112 F Street NW
Suite 404
Washington, DC 20037
(202) 296-4422
Intake: (202) 296-4422x3226
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF ATR • SP • CO DU GL VET CJ SE WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Good Hope Institute
1320 Good Hope Road SE
Washington, DC 20020
(202) 610-1886
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA MM OTPA • OP OMB ORT • SF MD PI • CO DU GL VET CJ SE WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Hillcrest Children and Family Center
915 Rhode Island Avenue NW
2nd Floor
Washington, DC 20001
(202) 232-6100
Intakes: (202) 232-6100x250 (202) 232-6102x2404
MHF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • MD MC SI • CO AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Kolmac Clinic
1411 K Street NW
Suite 703
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 638-1992
Intake: (301) 589-0255
SAF • SA BU NXXN VTRL • OP OMB ORT • SF PI • GL • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Latin American Youth Center
Substance Abuse Program
1419 Columbia Road NW
Washington, DC 20009
(202) 319-2225
Intake: (202) 319-2229
SAF • SA • OP ORT • MD SI • PA • SP • CO GL AD TRMA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Life Stride Inc
3005 Bladensburg Road NE
Washington, DC 20018
(202) 635-2320x1028
DWI/DUI Clients Only
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • CO DU CJ WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
Mental Health Substance Abuse Program
La Clinica del Pueblo Inc
2831 15th Street NW
Washington, DC 20009
(202) 462-4788x241
Intakes: (202) 518-4153 (202) 462-4788x283
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF SI PI ATR • SS • SP • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Neighbors Consejo
3118 16th Street NW
Washington, DC 20010
(202) 234-6855
Intakes: (202) 234-6855x10 (202) 234-6855x06
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • NP • PA • SP • MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Partners in Drug Abuse Rehab and Counseling (PIDARC)
2112 F Street NW
Suite 102
Washington, DC 20037
(202) 296-4455
Intakes: (202) 296-4455x3200 (202) 349-3202
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA HM OTPA • OP OMB OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI ATR • AH • WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Psychiatric Institute of Washington
4228 Wicomico Avenue NW
Washington, DC 20016
(202) 885-5600
Intake: (202) 885-5610
MHSAF • SA DT MM BU VTRL • RES RS RD HID HIT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ
SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Regional Addiction Prev (RAP) Inc
1949 4th Street NE
Washington, DC 20002
(202) 462-7500
MHSAF • SA • OP RES RS OIT ORT • MD ATR • CO GL CJ WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Safe Haven Outreach Ministry Inc
Marks Place at Sibley Plaza
1140 North Capitol Street NW
Suite 924
Washington, DC 20002
(202) 589-1505x305
Intake: (202) 589-1505
SAF • SA HH • RES RS RL • PA • SP • CO GL VET MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Salvation Army
Harbor Light Treatment Center
2100 New York Avenue NE
Washington, DC 20002
(202) 269-6333x207
Intake: (202) 269-6333x0
SAF • SA HH • OP RES RS RL ODT OIT ORT CT • SF IHS ATR • SS PA • CO CJ WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Samaritan Inns
2523 14th Street NW
Washington, DC 20009
(202) 667-8831
Intake: (202) 328-2433
SAF • SA DT • RES RS RD • ATR • CO CJ WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

So Others Might Eat Inc (SOME)
60 O Street NW
Washington, DC 20001
(202) 797-8806x300
Intake: (202) 797-8806x1116
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • MD MC SI PI MI • AH • PA • ATR • CO CJ WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Veterans Affairs Medical Center
Substance Abuse Recovery Program
50 Irving Street NW 3-C North
Unit H6-A
Washington, DC 20422
(202) 745-8336
SAF • SA DT MM BU NXN VTRL • OP OMB OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • VET • ADLT • FEM MALE

Washington Hospital Center
Outpatient Behavioral Health Services
216 Michigan Avenue NE
1st Floor
Washington, DC 20017
(202) 877-6321
Intakes: (202) 877-6464 (202) 877-6508
MHSAF • SA BU • OP OMB OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH SP • CO SE WN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Whitman Walker Clinic/Mental Hlth and Addiction Treatment Service
1701 14th Street NW
Washington, DC 20009
(202) 939-7623
Intake: (202) 797-3539
GHF • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP OMB OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH • CO DU GL • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
**FLORIDA**

### ALTAMONTE SPRINGS

Behavioral Support Services Inc  
801 Douglas Avenue  
Suite 208  
Altamonte Springs, FL 32714  
(407) 830-6412  
Intake: (407) 830-6412x100  
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD SI PI MI • SP FX • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F17 F19 F28 F30 F42 F67

CAS Comprehensive Addiction Solutions  
283 Cranes Roost Boulevard  
Suite 111  
Altamonte Springs, FL 32701  
(407) 637-8095  
Intake: (407) 310-7943  
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF SI PI MI • SS • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WNW MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Management Consulting Services  
307 Cranes Roost Boulevard  
Suite 1018  
Altamonte Springs, FL 32701  
(407) 260-8533  
SA • OP ORT CT • SF PI MI • SS • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

My Freedom Quest Inc  
401 Center Pointe Circle  
Suite 1551  
Altamonte Springs, FL 32712  
(407) 786-1913  
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF SI PI MI • SS • CO DU WNW MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

### APOPKA

ACT Center Inc  
231 West Main Street  
Apopka, FL 32712  
(407) 880-2203  
Intake: (800) 316-7610 (407) 401-8943  
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF PI • AH SP • DU CJ WNW MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

### ARCADIA

First Step of Sarasota Inc  
Adult Outpatient Services  
10 East Oak Street  
Suite E  
Arcadia, FL 34266  
(863) 494-1324  
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF PI • SS • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

### AVON PARK

Tri County Human Services Inc  
Highlands Outpatient Clinic  
100 West College Drive  
Building E  
Avon Park, FL 33825  
(863) 452-0106  
MHSAF • SA BU • OP ORT CT • SF MD SI PI • AH SP • CO AD PW WNW MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

### BARTOW

NAYFS Inc  
Hope Now  
125 Gunn Highway  
Bartow, FL 33830  
(863) 519-5900 x715  
SAF • SA HH • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • VET CJ SE PW WNW MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Tri County Human Services Inc  
RASUW Center for Women  
2725 State Road 60 East  
Bartow, FL 33830  
(863) 533-5860  
Intake: (863) 533-3444  
MHSAF • SA • OP RES RS RL ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS • AH SP • CO GL CJ SE PW WNW TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Upens Foundation  
710 East Main Street  
Suite A  
Bartow, FL 33830  
(863) 537-6009  
SAF • SA HH • OP OIT ORT • SF • SS PA • SP • MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

### BELLE GLADE

Comp Alcoholism Rehab Programs Inc (CARP)/Outpatient Treatment Services  
607 North Main Street  
Suite 101  
Belle Glade, FL 33430  
(561) 844-6400x101  
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF ATR • SS • AH • CJ AD WNW MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Jerome Golden Center  
816 NW Avenue D  
Belle Glade, FL 33430  
(561) 993-8080  
MHS • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI ATR • AH • ADLT • FEM MALE

Jerome Golden Center for Behav Hlth  
Panda Program  
341 NW 11th Street  
Belle Glade, FL 33430  
(561) 383-8000  
Intake: (561) 993-8080  
MHSAF • DT • RES RD • NP • PA • AH SP • WNW MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Jerome Golden Center for Behav Hlth  
808 NW Avenue D  
Belle Glade, FL 33430  
(561) 993-8081  
MHS • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI ATR • PA • AH • BC • YAD ADLT • FEM

### BOCA RATON

Boca Counseling Center  
1499 West Palmetto Park Road  
Suite 172  
Boca Raton, FL 33486  
(561) 620-9797  
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD SI PI • SS • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD WNW MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

### BOCA RATON

Boca Counseling Center  
1499 West Palmetto Park Road  
Suite 172  
Boca Raton, FL 33486  
(561) 620-9797  
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD SI PI • SS • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD WNW MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
FLORIDA

Caron Renaissance
7789 NW Beacon Square Boulevard
Boca Raton, FL 33487
(561) 241-7977
SAF • SA BU NVTRL • OP OMB ODT OIT ORT CT • SF • CO • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Let’s Grow Well Together Inc
3200 North Federal Highway
Suite 206-5
Boca Raton, FL 33431
(561) 279-2080
MHFSF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF ATR • PA • SP • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Marion Stamm Abusive Partners/PB DBA Delray Beach/ATR
1700 North Dixie Highway
Suite 108
Boca Raton, FL 33432
(561) 750-9710
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MC PI • CO DU GL VET CJ SE WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Watershed Treatment Center
1000 NW 15th Street
Boca Raton, FL 33486
(561) 807-7970
Intake: (800) 861-1768
SAF • SA DT DM BU NXN VTRL • RES RS HID HIT • SF PI • AH SP • CO WN MN TRMA XA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Wellness Resource Center
7940 North Federal Highway
Suite 120
Boca Raton, FL 33487
(561) 995-7388
Intake: (800) 455-7483
MHSAF • SA NXN VTRL HH • OP ODT OIT • SF PI • CO WN MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

BOYNTON BEACH

Atlantic Counseling Services
200 Knurth Road
Suite 238
Boynton Beach, FL 33436
(561) 734-6100
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MC PI • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Into Action Treatment LLC
2310 SE 2nd Street
Suite 7
Boynton Beach, FL 33435
(561) 336-2162
Intakes: (855) 933-6732, (786) 942-0502
MHSAF • SA HH • OP RES RL ODT OIT ORT • SF PI • SS PA • FX • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F70

Swinton Place
9075 Carmina Drive
Boynton Beach, FL 33472
(561) 271-2137
HH

Watershed of the Palm Beaches
4905 Park Ridge Boulevard
Boynton Beach, FL 33426
(561) 880-6220
Intake: (800) 861-1768
SAF • SA DT DM BU NXN VTRL • RES RS HID HIT • SF PI • AH SP • CO WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

BRADENTON

Manatee County Drug Court
1051 Manatee Avenue West
Bradenton, FL 34205
(941) 749-3670
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • CO VET CJ PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Manatee Glen Corporation
Adult OP Substance Abuse Program
2020 26th Avenue East
Bradenton, FL 34208
(941) 782-4150
SAF • SA DT • OP RES RS RL RD OD ODT OIT ORT HID HIT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS PA • AH SP FX • CO CJ PW WN MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F4 F19 F28 F30 F70

Operation Par Inc
Medication Assisted Patient Services
6253 14th Street West
Bradenton, FL 34207
(941) 753-0877
Intake: (888) 727-6398
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU OTPA • OP ODM CT • SF MD PI • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

BRANDON

Drug Abuse Coordinating Office (DACCO)/Brandon Outpatient Services
1463 Oakfield Drive
Suite 113
Brandon, FL 33511
(813) 413-1065
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI ATR • SS • AH • CJ AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

BRONSON

Meridian Behavioral Healthcare Inc
100 Isiche Avenue
Bronson, FL 32621
(352) 439-0069
Intakes: (352) 374-5600x2001, (800) 330-5615
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC PI MI • SS • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

BROOKSVILLE

BayCare Behavioral Health
Brooksville
15311 Cortez Boulevard Brooksville
Brooksville, FL 34613
(352) 540-9355
Intakes: (866) 762-1743, (813) 428-6181
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH • CO AD PW • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
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WestBridge
7300 Grove Road
Brooksville, FL 34613
(352) 678-5553
Intake: (603) 634-4446
MHSAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP RES RL RD OMB OIT • SF • CO MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

BUNNELL
Break the Cycle Inc
4721 East Moody Boulevard
Suite 107
Bunnell, FL 32110
(386) 437-0026
Intake: (386) 437-0026 (386) 503-0072
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

CANTONMENT
Metro Treatment of Florida LP
DBA Pensacola Metro Treatment
2420 South Highway 29
Cantonment, FL 32533
(850) 968-3565
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC PI • SS • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

CAPE CORAL
Omega Centre
1508 SE 17th Avenue
Unit 1
Cape Coral, FL 33990
(239) 489-4705
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF PI • SS • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

CASSELBERRY
Human Services and Resources and Associates Inc
220 Live Oaks Boulevard
Casselberry, FL 32707
(407) 767-0039
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI MI • DU WN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

CENTURY
Lakeview Center Inc
Adult Outpatient
6021 Industrial Boulevard
Suite A
Century, FL 32535
(850) 256-6165
Intake: (850) 256-6280
MHSAF • S • M • DM • BU OTPA • CT • SF MD MC PI MI • SS • AH • CO PW WN MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

CITRA
Phoenix Houses of Florida
15681 North Highway 301
Citra, FL 32113
(352) 595-5000
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC PI MI • SS • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

CLEARWATER
Fairwinds Treatment Center
Residential
1569 South Fort Harrison Avenue
Clearwater, FL 33756
(727) 449-0300
Intake: (800) 226-0301 (877) 266-7394
MHSAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP RES RL RD OMB OIT • SF SI PI • AH SP • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

CLERMONT
LifeStream Behavioral Center
Southlake Counseling
2140 Don Wickham Drive
Suite B
Clermont, FL 34711
(352) 394-5922
Intake: (866) 355-9394
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC PI MI IHSS • SS • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

CITRA
Phoenix Houses of Florida
15681 North Highway 301
Citra, FL 32113
(352) 595-5000
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC PI MI • SS • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Clearwater, FL 33765
(727) 442-7800
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • AH • CO CJ TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Service Provider</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clewiston</td>
<td>Hendry/Glades Mental Health Clinic Inc</td>
<td>601 West Alverdez Avenue, Clewiston, FL 33440</td>
<td>(863) 983-1423, (863) 983-1424</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD MC PI ATR • SS • AH SP FX • DU WN MN • ADLT • FEM MALE • F19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Specialized Trt Educ/Prevt Servs Inc</td>
<td>7 North Cocoa Boulevard, Cocoa, FL 32922</td>
<td>(321) 631-4578</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • SA DT MM DM BU OTPA • OP OD OMB ORT • SF MD MC PI ATR • SS • DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Community Treatment Center Inc.</td>
<td>1215 Lake Drive, Cocoa, FL 32922</td>
<td>(321) 632-5958</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Intake: (321) 632-8730</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • SA • OP RES RL ORT ORT • SF • AH • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DeBary</td>
<td>Newman Counseling Alternatives PA</td>
<td>1240 Mason Avenue, Daytona Beach, FL 32117</td>
<td>(386) 253-4559</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MHF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF PI MI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dish Village Inc</td>
<td>SMA Behavioral Healthcare</td>
<td>Detox/Addictions Receiving Facility</td>
<td>(800) 539-4228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • SA DT • RES RS RD • SF PI MI • SS PA • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stewart Marchman Act/Behavioral Healthcare Four Towns Care Center</td>
<td>356 Englenook Drive, DeBary, FL 32713</td>
<td>(361) 668-3579</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Intakes: (800) 539-4228, (386) 668-3570</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD PI MI • AH SP • CJ AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deerfield Beach</td>
<td>Sunlight Recovery LLC</td>
<td>505 South Federal Highway, Deerfield Beach, FL 33441</td>
<td>(954) 421-6242</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Intake: (954) 421-6242</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • SA • OP RES RS RL ODT ORT • ORT • SF PI MI • SS • CO SE WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
DEFUNIAK SPRINGS
COPE Center
TASC
3686 U.S. Highway 331 South
Defuniak Springs, FL 32435
(850) 892-8045
MHSAF • SA VTRL • OP ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

DELAND
Florida Hospital Deland
701 West Plymouth Avenue
Deland, FL 32720
(386) 943-4522
Intake: (386) 943-4670
MHSAF • SA DT • HID HIT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • CO VET CJ TR MA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

DELAND
Haven Recovery Center
Serentity West Residential II
2775 Big John Drive
Deland, FL 32724
(386) 734-3111
Intake: (386) 258-5050x1
MHSAF • SA • RES RS RL • SF • SS PA • AH • CO VET CJ TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • MALE

DEL RAY BEACH
Beachcomber Family Treatment Center
4493 North Ocean Boulevard
Delray Beach, FL 33483
(561) 734-1818
Intake: (561) 276-6226
MHSAF • SA BU NXN • OP RES RS RL ODT OIT ORT • SF PI HI • GL TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Beachway Therapy Center LLC
Outpatient
1205 North Federal Highway
Delray Beach, FL 33483
(877) 284-0353
SAF • SA BU NXN VTRL HH • OP RES RS RL ODT OIT ORT CT • SF PI • CO GL VET ADM MF SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Drug Abuse Foundation of Palm Bch Cnty
Detox Program
400 South Swinton Avenue
Delray Beach, FL 33444
(561) 278-0000
Intakes: (561) 278-0000x335 (561) 732-0800x335
SAF • DT • RES RD • SF MD SI PI • SS • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Drug Abuse Foundation of Palm Bch Cnty
Halfway House
400 South Swinton Avenue
Oak Square
Delray Beach, FL 33444
(561) 732-0800
Intake: (561) 278-0000
SA HH • RES RL CT • SF MD PI • SS • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Drug Abuse Foundation of Palm Bch Cnty
Intensive Residential
400 South Swinton Avenue
Delray Beach, FL 33444
(561) 732-0800
Intake: (561) 278-0000
SAF • SA • RES RL CT • SF MD SI PI • SS • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Drug Abuse Foundation of Palm Bch Cnty
Outpatient
400 South Swinton Avenue
Delray Beach, FL 33444
(561) 278-0000
Intake: (561) 732-0800
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD PI AT R • SS • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Drug Abuse Foundation of Palm Bch Cnty
Phoenix
400 South Swinton Avenue
Delray Beach, FL 33444
(561) 278-0000
Intake: (561) 723-0800
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD PI ATR • SS • AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

Fair Oaks Pavilion
5440 Linton Boulevard
Delray Beach, FL 33484
(561) 495-3737
Intake: (561) 495-1000
MHSAF • SA DT DM BU NXN • HID HIT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • CO TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Family Behavioral Center Inc
5850 West Atlantic Avenue
Suite 101
Delray Beach, FL 33444
(561) 637-2592
Intake: (888) 870-8484
MHSAF • SA NXN VTRL • OP ODT OIT • SF SI PI • GL VET CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Good Future Inc
2230 West Atlantic Avenue
Delray Beach, FL 33445
(561) 926-7772
Intakes: (561) 266-0853 (561) 859-0917
MHSAF • SA HH • OP RES RS RL ODT OIT ORT • SF SI PI • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ AD WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Lighthouse Recovery Institute
Substance Abuse Treatment for Women
4733 West Atlantic Avenue
Suite C-17
Delray Beach, FL 33445
(561) 381-0015
SAF • SA HH • OP OD T OIT ORT • SF PI • PA • CO GL WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Palm Partners Recovery Centers
816 Palm Trail
Delray Beach, FL 33483
(561) 819-3001x3011
Intakes: (561) 278-5800 (877) 711-4673
MHSAF • SA VTRL • OP ORT CT • SF MD SI PI MI • AH • CO TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
Transformations Treatment Center Inc
14000 South Military Trail
Suite 202
Delray Beach, FL 33484
(561) 819-0620
Intake: (866) 211-5538
SAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF PI
• CO GL VET ADM CJ SE WN MN
TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Wayside House Inc
378 NE 6th Avenue
Delray Beach, FL 33483
(561) 278-0055x1001
Intake: (561) 278-0055
SAF • SA NNV VTRL • RES RL • SF MD
PI • CO PW WN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM

DUNDEIN

Rational Steps
1591 Main Street
Dunedin, FL 34698
(727) 347-3284
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MC PI MI • AD
• CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

EDGEWATER

Serenity Springs Recovery Center
1555 Cow Creek Road
Edgewater, FL 32132
(386) 423-4540
Intake: (844) 377-7464
MHSAF • SA BU NN XN VTRL • RES RS
RL • SF PI • AH • CO SE MN TRMA •
YAD ADLT • MALE

Bayshore Retreat LLC
457 Callboun Avenue
Destin, FL 32541
(850) 269-3975
Intake: (850) 687-6831
MHSAF • SA • RES RL CT • SF • DU GL
VET ADM MF SE WN MN TRMA XA
DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Destin Recovery LLC
4100 Legendary Drive
Suite 270
Destin, FL 32541
(850) 638-7258
SAF • SA HH • OP ODT OIT • SF PI
• YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

EGLIN AFB

Eglin Air Force Base/Alcohol and Drug
Abuse Prevention and Treatment (ADAPT)
96 MDOS/GCW
307 Boatner Road Suite 114
Eglin AFB, FL 32542
(850) 883-9352
Intake: (844) 377-7464
MHSAF • SA NNXN • OP ORT • MF
MI • CO ADM MF • YAD ADLT •
FEM MALE

FLYER BEACH

Quantum Health Solutions of Florida
Quantums Oceanside Recovery
3398 North Oceanshore Boulevard
Flagler Beach, FL 32136
(850) 269-3975
MHSAF • SA NNXN VTRL • RES RL
OD ODT OIT ORT CT • SF PI
MI • VET • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM

FLORAL CITY

Eckerd Youth Alternatives Inc
Camp E. Nini Hassee/Residential
7027 East Stage Coach Trail
Floral City, FL 34436
(352) 726-3883
Intake: (888) 726-3883
MHSAF • SA HH • OP RES RL OIT
ORT • SF PI • AD • CHLD • FEM

FORT LAUDERDALE

Advocate Counseling Services
200 SE 6th Street
Suite 400
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33301
(954) 779-7577
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • SS • CO DU
GL VET CJ SE WN MN TRMA XA DV •
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

American Family Counseling Inc
970 West McNab Road
Suite 120
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33309
(954) 772-7696
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC
PI MI • CO DU GL VET CJ SE PW WN
MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT •
FEM MALE

Broward Addiction Recovery Center
BARC/Central
1000 SW 2nd Street
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33312
(954) 357-4880
Intake: (954) 357-4851
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF PI • SP
• CO DU CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Broward Cry Board of Cry Commissioners
Broward Elderly and Veterans Services
2995 North Dixie Highway
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33334
(954) 357-6622x0147
Intake: (954) 357-6622x0301
SA • OP ORT • SF • SS PA • SP • CO SE •
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Broward House Inc
Substance Abuse Treatment Program
501 SE 18th Court
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33316
(954) 523-9454
SAF • SA HH • RES RL • NP • PA • AH
• CO GL • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
CMET LLC
Counseling Mediation Education and Trt
1527 NE 4th Avenue
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33305
(954) 855-5741

MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD • SS • SP FX • CO CJ AD WN MN TR MA XA
DV • ADLT • FEM MALE • F19

Community AIDS Resource
DBA Care Resource
871 West Oakland Park Boulevard
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33311
(954) 567-7141

Intake: (954) 567-7141
GHF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS PA • AH SP FX • GL • CHLD
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F19 F28

Cornerstone Recovery Center
Cornerstone Christian Recovery
3223 Northwest 10th Terrace
Suite 610
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33309
(888) 711-0354
(954) 556-7441

MHSAF • SA • AXN VTRL HH • OP ODT OIT ORT CT • SF PI • SP • CO GL VET MF CJ SE PW WN MN TR MA XA
DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Cove Center for Recovery
1830 SE 4th Avenue
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33316
(954) 376-4783 x 303

Intakes: (954) 376-4831 x 403 (561) 948-6548 x 403
SAF • SA • BU AXN VTRL • OP RES RS RL ODT OIT ORT CT • SF PI • SS • SP • WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Destination Hope Inc
6555 Powerline Road
Suite 112
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33309
(954) 771-2091
(877) 380-9777

MHSAF • SA • AXN VTRL • OP RES RS RL ODT OIT ORT CT • SF PI • SP FX • WN MN TR MA XA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F19 F70

Dr Carmine J Pecoraro Psy D and Assoc
1650 NE 26th Street
Suite 206
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33305
(954) 463-2723

MHSAF • SA • HH • OP ORT CT • SF MD PI MI • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW WN MN TR MA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Drug Court
Broward County Sheriffs Office
4200 NW 16th Street
Suite 200
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33313
(954) 497-3610

SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • AH SP FX • CO CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F19

For Lauderdale Addiction Trt Ctr LLC
307 SW 5th Street
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33315
(954) 764-6556

SAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT CT • SF PI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Fort Lauderdale Hospital
1601 East Las Olas Boulevard
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33301
(954) 463-4321

Intakes: (954) 463-4321 x 659 (954) 463-4321 x 632
MHSAF • SA • DT DM BU AXN • OP ODT OIT HID HIT • SF MD PI MI • AH SP FX • CO GL SE AD • ADLT • FEM MALE • F19

Guy A Wheeler Group
Justice for Life
4330 West Broward Boulevard
Suite R
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33317
(954) 797-1617

SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • AH • DU CJ AD WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Henderson Behavioral Health Center Inc
Central Henderson Mental Hlth Ctr Inc
330 SW 27th Avenue
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33312
(954) 791-4300
Intake: (954) 463-0911

MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS PA • AH SP FX • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F19 F67

House of Hope Inc
Residential/1st Street
908 SW 1st Street
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33312
(954) 524-8989
Intake: (954) 524-8989 x 104

MHSAF • SA • HH • OP RES RL OIT • SF MD PI • PA • AH SP FX • CO VET CJ SE • YAD ADLT • MALE • F19

House of Hope Inc
Stepping Stones Residential
901 NE 17th Street
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33305
(954) 524-8989 x 104
Intake: (954) 524-8989 x 126

MHSAF • SA • HH • RES RL • SF • PA • AH SP FX • CO VET CJ SE • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F19

Inspirations for Yth and Families LLC
24 SW 10th Street
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33315
(954) 376-4783

SAF • SA • OP RES RS RL ODT OIT ORT CT • SF PI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F19

Inspirations for Yth and Families LLC
37 SW 17th Street
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33312
(954) 376-4783
Intake: (888) 757-6237

MHSAF • SA • OP RES RS RL ODT OIT ORT CT • SF PI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F19

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
Metro Treatment of Florida LP
Sunrise Treatment Center
2175 North University Drive
Suite 7
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33322
(954) 578-7684
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM BU OTPA • OP OD OMB ODT OIT ORT • SF • SP • CO GL CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • ODT OIT ORT CT
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU • RES RD HID HIT • SF SI PI MI • SF FX • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F19

New River Wellness Center
420 NE 3rd Street
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33301
(877) 697-3268
SAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP ODT OIT ORT CT • SF PI • SS • CO GL VET MF CJ SE WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Peaceful Ridge Recovery LLC
5337 Orange Drive
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33314
(877) 314-6426
SAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL HH • OP OD OMB ODT OIT ORT • SF SI PI • SP FX • CO GL SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F67

Recovery First Inc
Outpatient
4110 Davie Road Extension
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33312
(800) 734-5192
Intake: (954) 981-4545
SAF • SA DT BU • OP RES RS RD ODT OIT • SF PI • SS • AH • WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Recovery Place
3100 East Commercial Boulevard
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33308
(954) 200-8308
Intake: (877) 959-4034
SAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP RES RS ODT OIT ORT CT • SF PI • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Schick Shadel of Florida
5960 SW 106th Avenue
Broward County
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33328
(954) 680-2700
Intakes: (954) 680-2700x3200 (844) 272-2728
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU • RES RD HID HIT • SF SI PI MI • SF FX • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F19

Spectrum Programs Inc
Broward Outpatient North
1061 West Oakland Boulevard
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33310
(954) 580-0770
Intake: (954) 781-4405
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD SI • PA • AH SP • CJ AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Starting Place Inc
Plantation
1061 West Oakland Park
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33311
(954) 327-4060
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI • SS PA • AH SP FX • CO GL VET CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • ADLT • FEM MALE • F19 F28

Stony Brook Counseling Center
7491 West Oakland Park Boulevard
Suite 308
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33319
(954) 746-5667
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT ORT CT • SF MC PI MI • SS • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

FORT MYERS

AAR Counseling Services
Fort Myers
11595 Kelly Road
Suite 124
Fort Myers, FL 33908
(239) 591-3990
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT ORT CT • SF • CO DU CL CJ SE WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Aim Target Programs Inc
3677 Central Avenue
Suite H
Fort Myers, FL 33901
(239) 939-3363
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • AH SP • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Lutheran Services Florida Inc
3634 Central Avenue
Fort Myers, FL 33901
(239) 887-2579
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • MD • SS PA • AH SP • CO AD TRMA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Omega Centre
8695 College Parkway
Suite 2258
Fort Myers, FL 33919
(239) 489-4705
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF PI • SS • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Therese M Reynolds MA LMHC NCC
3949 Evans Avenue
Suite 108
Fort Myers, FL 33901
(239) 936-1796
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF PI MI • AH • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

FORT PIERCE

Apex Physician Group
Paex Counseling
2296 North U.S. Highway 1
Fort Pierce, FL 34945
(772) 333-2599
MHSAF • SA • CX • OP ORT • SF PI • SS • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Beachside Rehab
4005 North Highway A1A
Fort Pierce, FL 34949
(772) 252-1125
MHSAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF PI • SS • CO GL VET ADM MF SE WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
Breakthrough Recovery Services Inc
2086 South U.S. 1
Suite C-6
Fort Pierce, FL 34982
(877) 930-7772
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • SS • CO DU
GL VET ADM MF CJ MN TRMA XA
DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Central Florida Treatment Center
Fort Pierce
1302 North Lawnwood Circle
Suite B
Fort Pierce, FL 34950
(772) 468-6800
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU OTPA • OP
OD OMB ORT • SF MD • SP • PW
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Counseling and Recovery Center Inc
4753 Orange Avenue
Fort Pierce, FL 34947
(772) 467-3057
SAF • SA • OP ORT ORT • SF MD • SS
PA • AH FX • DU PW WN • YAD ADLT
• FEM • F28

Drug Abuse Treatment Association Inc
(Data/Outpatient Services
4590 Selvitz Road
Building B
Fort Pierce, FL 34981
(772) 595-3322
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC • SS
AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Drug Abuse Treatment Association Inc
(Data/Residential Services
4590 Selvitz Road
Fort Pierce, FL 34981
(772) 464-7575
Intake: (772) 595-3322
SAF • SA • RES RL • SF • SS • AD
CHLD • FEM MALE

Florida Center for Recovery Inc
3451 West Midway Road
Fort Pierce, FL 34981
(772) 460-2777
Intake: (800) 851-3291
SAF • SA DT BU RXN • OP RES RL
RD ODT OIT CT • SF PI • CO GL VET
ADM MF SE PW WN MN TRMA XA
DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

New Horizons of the Treasure Coast Inc
Detox
4500 West Midway Road
Fort Pierce, FL 34981
(772) 672-8483
Intake: (772) 672-8470
SAF • SA DT • HID HJT • SF SI PI MI
AH SP • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

New Horizons of the Treasure Coast Inc
Residential Program Level 3
4500 West Midway Road
Fort Pierce, FL 34981
(772) 672-8483
Intake: (772) 672-8496
SAF • SA • RES RS • SF • YAD ADLT
FEM MALE

Restoration House
609 North 7th Street
Fort Pierce, FL 34950
(772) 468-7900
SAF • SA • OP RES RL ODT ORT • SF
• SS • WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Village of CRC
1025 Orange Avenue
Fort Pierce, FL 34950
(772) 429-2086
Intake: (772) 467-3057
SAF • SA HH • RES RL • NP • AH • CO
PW WN TRMA BC DV • YAD ADLT • FEM

FORT WALTON BEACH

Bridgeway Center Inc
CASA
137 Hospital Drive
Fort Walton Beach, FL 32547
(850) 833-7500
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC
SI PI • SS • AH SP FX • CO DU CJ AD
CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F28

GAINESEVILLE

Meridian Behavioral Healthcare Inc
Addictions Outpatient and Residential
4400 SW 13th Street
Gainesville, FL 32608
(352) 374-5600x8230
Intakes: (352) 374-5600x2 (800) 330-5615x2
SAF • SA DT • OP RES RL RD ODT
ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS • AH SP • CO
VET CJ PW WN MN TRMA BC XA DV
• CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

GULF BREEZE

Gulf Breeze Recovery
350 Pensacola Beach Boulevard
Gulf Breeze, FL 32561
(855) 485-3273
Intake: (850) 934-0790
SAF • SA DT • RES RL RD CT • SF PI
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Lakeview Center Inc
Friary
4400 Hickory Shores Boulevard
Gulf Breeze, FL 32563
(850) 932-9375
Intake: (800) 332-2271
SAF • SA DT BU RXN VTRL • OP RES
RS RL RD OMB OIT ORT • SF PI
MI • AH • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ
SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

Lakeview Center Inc
The Friary IOP OP Aftercare
1830 Hickory Shores Road
Gulf Breeze, FL 32561
(850) 932-9375
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • MF
WN MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM
MALE

HIALEAH

Citrus Health Network Inc
Kiva/Residential
1339 SE 9th Avenue
Hialeah, FL 33010
(305) 572-7129
Intakes: (305) 825-0300x4100 (305) 825-0300
MHF • SA HH • OP RES ORT • SF MD
MC PI • AH SP • CO GL VET CJ SE WN
MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
FLORIDA

Comprehensive Treatment Center
4160 West 16th Avenue
Suite 309
Hialeah, FL 33012
(305) 825-7770
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS PA • SP • WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Dade Family Counseling Inc
Administrative Unit
1840 West 49th Street
Suite 606
Hialeah, FL 33012
(305) 827-3252
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • SS • SP • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Total Rehab Services
14505 Commerce Way
Suite 511
Hialeah, FL 33016
(305) 644-7294
MHSAF • SA DT • OP OD OIT ORT CT • SF PI • SP • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ • SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

HIGHLAND CITY

Tri County Human Services Inc
Lakeland Outpatient Services
5421 U.S. Highway 98 South
Highland City, FL 33846
(863) 701-7373
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD • SS • AH • CO AD TRMA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

HOBESOUND

Unity Recovery Center
11900 SE Federal Highway
Suite 212
Hobe Sound, FL 33455
(561) 910-0121
Intakes: (888) 280-7143 (877) 838-6489
MHSAF • SA • RES RS RL CT • SF PI • WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

HOLLYWOOD

Advanced Addiction Treatment Center
The Phoenix Group
10031 Pines Boulevard
Suite 211
Hollywood, FL 33024
(954) 920-3810
Intake: (954) 290-3810
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • SS • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Associates for Psychological Services
Hollywood Substance Abuse Services
900 South Federal Highway
Suite C
Hollywood, FL 33020
(954) 927-4405
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF PI • SP • CO DU CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Broward Treatment Center
1101 South 21st Avenue
Hollywood, FL 33020
(954) 922-0522
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU OTPA • OP OD OMB CT • SF • SP • PW WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Memorial Regional Hospital
Share Program
3400 North 29th Avenue
Hollywood, FL 33020
(954) 276-3422
Intake: (954) 276-3403
MHSAF • SA DT BU NXN • OP OD ODT OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • SS PA • AH SP FX • CO SE WN MN TRMA XA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Reawakening Wellness Center LLC
3600 Red Road
5th Floor
Hollywood, FL 33025
(954) 544-3000
SAF • SA DT BU • RES RS RL RD • SF PI • SP FX • CO PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F19

Susan B Anthony Recovery Center
1633 Poinciana Drive
Hollywood, FL 33025
(954) 733-6068x2013
Intake: (954) 733-6068x2006
SAF • SA HH • OP RES RS RL ODT OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS PA • AH FX • CO CJ PW WN TRMA BC DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F31

HOMESTEAD

Associates for Psychological Services
Homestead Substance Abuse Program
225 NE 8th Street
Suite 3
Homestead, FL 33030
(305) 245-3875
DWI/DUI Clients Only
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • SS • CO DU CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Community Health of South Florida Inc
Martin Luther King Clinic
810 West Mowry Drive
Homestead, FL 33030
(305) 253-5100
Intake: (305) 253-4988
GFW • SA • OP OD OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • SS PA • AH SP FX • CO • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F19 F28

Miami Dade Rehab Services Bureau
TASC Diversion and Trt Prog South
1600 NW 6th Court
Homestead, FL 33034
(305) 242-7680
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • SS • SP • CO GL CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

New Hope CORPS
1020 North Krome Avenue
Homestead, FL 33030
(786) 243-1003
Intake: (305) 278-2773
MHSAF • SA HH • OP RES RS RL ODT OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS PA • AH SP • CO VET CJ MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
IMMOKALEE
David Lawrence Center
425 North 1st Street
Immokalee, FL 34142
(239) 657-4434
Intake: (239) 455-8500
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH SP • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

INVERNESS
Therapeutic Health Endeavors Institute
1127 Sterling Road
Inverness, FL 34450
(352) 637-0605
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT ORT • SF • AH • CO DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

JACKSONVILLE
Breakthroughs Counseling and Recovery
3810 Williamsburg Park Boulevard
Suite 3
Jacksonville, FL 32257
(904) 419-6102
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT ORT CT • SF MC PI MI • SS • AH • CO DU GL VET ADMMF C JSE AD PW WN MN TRMA X A DV • ADLT • FEM MALE

Community Rehabilitation Center
623 Beechwood Street
Jacksonville, FL 32206
(904) 358-1211
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • CO DU GL VET CJ SE WN MN TRMA X A DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Gateway Community Services Inc
Adolescent Outpatient Program
2951 Parental Home Road
Jacksonville, FL 32216
(904) 646-4889x1400
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS • CO DU GL VET CJ SE WN MN TRMA X A DV • AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

Gateway Community Services Inc
Adolescent Residential Treatment Prog
940 Brider Street
Jacksonville, FL 32206
(904) 646-4889x1400
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MI • SS • PA • AH SP • AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

Gateway Community Services Inc
New Beginnings
555 Stockton Street
Jacksonville, FL 32204
(904) 387-4661x1462
Intake: (904) 646-4889x1400
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD • AH • CO AD • FEM MALE

Gateway Community Services Inc
Substance Abuse Treatment Programs
555 Stockton Street
Jacksonville, FL 32204
(904) 387-4661x1003
Intake: (904) 389-9966 (904) 387-4661
MHSAF • SA DT BUVTL HH • OP RES RL RD OD OIT ORT CT • SF MD PI • AH SP • CO DU PW WN MN BC • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Greenfield Center
3 Shirliff Way
Suite 640
Jacksonville, FL 32204
(904) 389-3784
MHSAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF PI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Jacksonville Metro Treatment Center
4427 Emerson Street
Jacksonville, FL 32207
(904) 398-7015
MHSAF • SA • MM BU OTPA • OP OMB ORT CT • SF • SP FX • VET SEE PW • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F30 F70

Northwest Behavioral Health Services
2392 North Edgewood Avenue
Jacksonville, FL 32254
(904) 781-7797
Intake: (904) 781-7797x10
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI • AH • CO TR MA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Northwest Behavioral Health Services
2400 North Edgewood Avenue
Jacksonville, FL 32254
(904) 781-0600
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD • AH • CO AD • FEM MALE

Panama Youth Services
7287 Wilder Avenue
Jacksonville, FL 32208
(904) 527-3953
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • MD • AD • CHLD • MALE
River Region Human Services Inc
Outpatient Services
390 Park Street
Jacksonville, FL 32204
(904) 546-6302
SAF • SA DT DM BU NXN VTRL • OP OD OMB OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH SP FX • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F28

River Region Human Services Inc
Residential Unit
2981 Parental Home Road
Jacksonville, FL 32216
(904) 899-6300
SAF • SA BU NXN VTRL HH • RES RS RL CT • SF SI PI MI HS ATR • SS • AH • CO GL VET MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA BC XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Sigma Center for Counseling
1727 Blanding Boulevard
Jacksonville, FL 32210
(904) 908-9881
Intake: (904) 546-6301
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF • SS • SP • CO DU CJ AD WN MN TRMA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Stepping Stone Center for Recovery
1815 Corporate Square Boulevard
Jacksonville, FL 32216
(904) 446-1041
Intake: (800) 511-9225
SAF • SA DT DM BU NXN VTRL • OP RES RS RL OD RT OIT HIT • SF PI • GL WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Stepping Stone Center for Recovery
8889 Corporate Square Court
Jacksonville, FL 32216
(904) 446-1041
Intake: (800) 511-9225
SAF • SA DT DM BU NXN VTRL • RES RS RD HHD • SF PI • GL WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Substance Abuse Rehabilitation Program
2080 Child Street
Jacksonville, FL 32214
(904) 546-6302
Intake: (904) 542-3473x174
SAF • SA NXN • OP RES RS RL OD RT ORT • PIMI • PA • VET ADM • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Wekiva Springs
3947 Salisbury Road
Jacksonville, FL 32216
(904) 296-3533
Intake: (904) 296-3533x3067
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • CO VET ADM SE WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

JENSEN BEACH
12 Palms Recovery Inc
12 Palms Recovery Center
618 NE Jensen Beach Boulevard
Jensen Beach, FL 34957
(772) 225-2000
Intakes: (561) 575-2289 (772) 678-0303
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • SE WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Just Believe Recovery Center
1475 NE Jensen Beach Boulevard
Jensen Beach, FL 34957
(772) 225-2000
Intake: (772) 252-1235
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • SS • CO DU WN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Lighthouse Detox at
Jupiter Medical Center
1230 South Old Dixie Highway
Jupiter, FL 33458
(561) 263-5090
SAF • DT BU NXN • RES RD CT • SF PI MI • AH • CO VET ADM MF CJ SE WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

PEC/Best Life Counseling
1001 West Indiantown Road
Jupiter, FL 33458
(561) 745-8899
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • CO DU CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Transformations at Jupiter Counseling
1001 West Indiantown Road
Jupiter, FL 33458
(561) 575-2020
Intakes: (561) 575-2289 (772) 678-0303
SAF • SA • OP OIT • SF PI • SE WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

KEY LARGO
Guidance Care Center Inc
99198 Overseas Highway
Key Largo, FL 33037
(305) 434-7660
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • SS • AH SP • CO TRMA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

KEY WEST
Guidance Care Center Inc
Key West
1205 4th Street
Key West, FL 33040
(305) 434-7660
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • SS • AH • TRMA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Lower Keys Medical Center
Behavioral Health Department
1200 Kennedy Drive
Key West, FL 33040
(305) 294-5531x8433
MHF • SA • OP OIT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • TRMA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
KISSIMMEE
ACT Center Inc
La Mirada Plaza
3501 West Vine Street
Suites 284 and 286
Kissimmee, FL 34741
(407) 846-2511
Intakes: (407) 401-8943 (800) 316-7610
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF PI • AH SP • DU CJ • WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

House of Freedom Inc
2311 North Orange Blossom Trail
Kissimmee, FL 34744
(407) 957-9077
Intakes: (407) 957-9077x1004 (407) 957-9077x1005
SAF • SA DT BU VTRL • OP RES RS RL RD ODT OIT ORT CT • SF PI ATR • SP • CO MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Mid Florida Metro Treatment Center
306 East Oak Street
Kissimmee, FL 34744
(407) 933-8331
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA MM DM BU OTPA • OP OMB • SF • SP • PW WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Osceola Counseling Center
Center for Drug Free Living (CFDFL)
2540 Michigan Avenue
Suite A
Kissimmee, FL 34744
(407) 846-5285
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI MI ATR • SS • AH SP • DU AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Park Place Behavioral Healthcare
Residential Four
511 North Dillingham Avenue
Kissimmee, FL 34741
(407) 846-0023
Intakes: (407) 846-0023x2129 (407) 346-9756
SAF • SA HH • RES RL • SF • PA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

LAKE BUTLER
Meridian Behavioral Healthcare Inc
Union Office
10 West Main Street
Lake Butler, FL 32054
(386) 496-2347
Intakes: (352) 374-5600x2 (800) 374-5615x2
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

LAKE CITY
Meridian Behavioral Healthcare Inc
Behavioral Health of the Palm Beaches
Palm Beach County
439 SW Virginia Street
Hendry/Glades Mental Health Clinic Inc
Columbia County
439 SW Virginia Street
La Belle Unit
80 Euclid Place
Labelle, FL 33935
(863) 674-0050
Intake: (863) 674-0054
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD SI PI MI ATR • SS • AH SP FX • DU WN MN • ADLT • FEM MALE • F19

FLORIDA
FLORIDA

Genesis House
Recovery Residence Inc
4865 40th Way South
Lake Worth, FL 33461
(561) 439-4070
Intake: (800) 737-0933
MHSASF • DT BU NXN • RES RD CT • SF PI • SP • CO VET WN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Genesis House Inc
4865 40th Way South
Lake Worth, FL 33461
(800) 737-0933
Intakes: (800) 737-0933x101 (561) 439-4070x101
MHSASF • SA DT BU NXN • OP RES RS RL RD OD OMB OD T OIT CT • SF PI MI • SP • CO WN MN TR MA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Florida Genesis House Recovery Residence Inc
4865 40th Way South
Lake Worth, FL 33461
(561) 439-4070
Intake: (800) 737-0933
MHSASF • DT BU NXN • RES RD CT • SF PI • SP • CO VET WN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

MHSAF • SAF • SA HH • RES RL • SF SI ATR • MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

Palm Beach Recovery Coalition
GW House
311 North Federal Highway 1
Suite 1
Lake Worth, FL 33460
(561) 386-5307
SAF • SA HH • RES RL • SF SI ATR • MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

Ratchet Realty Inc
Carls Place
402 and 404 A and B Gator Drive
Lake Worth, FL 33462
(561) 541-3882
HH

Stephanies Family Sober House Inc
Coconut Road/ATR
3400 Summer Street
Lake Worth, FL 33461
(561) 502-0305
Intake: (561) 502-0306
SA HH • OP RES RL OIT ORT • SF PI MI
• YAD ADLT • FEM

Stephanies Family Sober House Inc
Coconut Road/ATR
3613 Coconut Road
Lake Worth, FL 33461
(561) 502-0305
Intake: (561) 502-0306
MHSASF • SA HH • RES RL • SF • YAD ADLT • MALE

Sunrise Detoxification Center LLC
3185 Boutwell Road
Lake Worth, FL 33461
(561) 533-0074
Intake: (888) 443-3869
SAF • DT BU • RES RD • SF PI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Teen Treatment Ctr of the Palm Beaches
4445 Pine Forest Drive
Lake Worth, FL 33465
(877) 960-1422
SAF • SA • RES RL • SF PI • CO CJ AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

Total Recovery Now
1718 North Federal Highway
Lake Worth, FL 33461
(561) 822-3620
SAF • SA VTRL • OP ODT OIT ORT CT • SF PI • SS PA • CO GL VET MF CJ WN MN TR MA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Treatement Center of the Palm Beaches
4905 Lantana Road
Lake Worth, FL 33463
(561) 253-6790
Intake: (877) 392-3342
MHSASF • SA DT BU NXN • OP RES RS RL RD OD OMB OD T OIT HID HIT • SF PI • CO WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Wellington Retreat Inc
7051 Seacrest Boulevard
Lake Worth, FL 33462
(561) 296-5288
Intake: (561) 223-2016
MHSASF • SA BU NXN VTRL HH • OP OMB ODT OIT ORT • SF SI PI MI • CO AD PW WN MN TR MA • CH LD AD LT • FEM MALE

LAKELAND

Lakeland Centres
3506 Lakeland Hills Boulevard
Lakeland, FL 33805
(863) 687-9900
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA MM DM OTPA • OP OMB ORT • SF • SP • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

LARGO

Alternatives in Behavioral Health Inc
1301 Seminole Boulevard
Suite H-169
Largo, FL 33770
(727) 584-6055
Intake: (727) 587-0635
MHSASF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF PI MI • CO CJ AD • CH LD • FEM MALE

 Orchid LLC
2925 10th Avenue North
Suite 304
Lake Worth, FL 33461
(561) 453-2336
Intake: (561) 703-9754
SAF • SA HH • OP ODT OIT • SF PI • CO WN TR MA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
CV Counseling Services
417 4th Avenue SW
Largo, FL 33770
(727) 641-8939
Intake: (727) 231-4061
MHS(AF•SA•OP ORT CT•SF•PI•MI•YAD ADLT•FEM MALE

Healthcare Alternatives of West FL Inc
270 Clearwater-Largo Road North
Largo, FL 33770
(727) 373-2453
Intake: (800) 226-0301
MHS(AF•SA•OP ODT OIT ORT•SF•PI•CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW•WN MN TRMA•XA•DU•YAD ADLT•FEM MALE

Integrity Counseling Inc
1886 West Bay Drive
Suite E-8
Largo, FL 33770
(727) 531-7988
SA(F•SA•OP ORT CT•SF•PI•SS•SP•DU•YAD ADLT•FEM MALE

Integrity Counseling Inc
Outpatient Services
1101 Belcher Road South
Suite J
Largo, FL 33771
(727) 531-7988
MHS(AF•SA•OP OIT ORT CT•SF•MC•PI•MI•SS•SP•DU•YAD ADLT•FEM MALE

Operation PAR Inc
Therapeutic Community
13800 66th Street North
Largo, FL 33771
(727) 538-7245
Intake: (888) 727-6398
SA(F•SA•BU•NXN•RES RL CT•SF•MD•MC•PI•MI•SS•AH•BC•YAD ADLT•FEM

Solutions Behavioral Healthcare Consultants
1319 Starkey Road
Suite 14
Largo, FL 33773
(727) 586-6942
SA(F•SA•OP ORT CT•SF•SS•DU•VET CT•YAD ADLT•FEM MALE

Centers Inc
Substance Abuse Programs
3238 South Lecanto Highway
Lecanto, FL 34461
(352) 628-5020
Intakes: (352) 628-5020x1022 (352) 628-5020
MHS(AF•SA•NXN•OP RES RL OIT ORT CT•SF•MD•MC•PI•MI•ATR•SS•AH•CO DU CJ•SE AD PW•WN•MN•TRMA•CHLD•YAD ADLT•FEM MALE

LifeStream Behavioral Center
Hope and Recovery Center
2018 Tally Road
Leesburg, FL 34748
(352) 315-7400
MHS(AF•SA•DT•VTRL•OP RES RL•RD•OIT ORT•SF•MD•MC•PI•MI•SS•AH•SP•CO•TRMA•YAD ADLT•FEM

Meridian Behavioral Healthcare Inc
920 NW Noble Ferry Road
Live Oak, FL 32060
(386) 362-4218
Intakes: (352) 374-5600x2 (800) 330-5615x2
MHS(AF•SA•OP ORT CT•SF•MD•MC•PI•MI•AH•CO•W•N•TRMA•XA•ADLT•FEM

Grove Counseling Center Inc
Outpatient Services
111 West Magnolia Avenue
Longwood, FL 32750
(407) 327-4765x1900
SA(F•SA•OP OIT ORT CT•SF•MD•PI•SS•PA•AH•SP•CO•AD•CHLD ADLT•FEM MALE

River Region Human Services Inc
213 East Mac Clenny Avenue
Macclenny, FL 32063
(904) 259-0264
Intakes: (904) 259-0264x2101 (904) 259-0264x2001
SA(F•SA•OP ORT CT•SF•MD•PI•SS•PA•CO•DU•CJ•AD•PW•WN•MN•YAD

Orlando Behavioral Healthcare
260 Lookout Place
Suite 202
Maitland, FL 32751
(407) 647-1781
Intake: (407) 647-1781
MHS(AF•SA•DT•NXN•OP ODT OIT ORT CT•SF•PI•CO•DU•CJ•AD•PW•WN•MN•TRMA•CHLD•YAD ADLT•FEM

Guidance Care Center Inc
3000 41st Street Ocean
Marathon, FL 33050
(305) 434-7660
Intake: (305) 434-7660x31123
MHS(AF•SA•DT•NXN•OP•RES RL HID•SF•MD•MC•PI•SS•AH•TRMA•CHLD•YAD ADLT•FEM MALE

Jackson County Outpatient Office
4150 Hollis Drive
Marianna, FL 32446
(850) 526-3133
Intakes: (804) 259-0264x2101 (904) 259-0264x2001
SA(F•SA•OP ORT CT•SF•MD•PI•SS•PA•CO•DU•CJ•AD•PW•WN•MN•YAD

Substance Abuse Programs
3000 41st Street Ocean
Guidance Care Center Inc
Grove Counseling Center Inc
Outpatient Services
River Region Human Services Inc
Orlando Behavioral Healthcare
Guidance Care Center Inc
Macclenny, FL 32063
Intake: (407) 647-1781
Jackson County Outpatient Office
Marianna, FL 32446
Marathon, FL 33050
(407) 327-4765x1900
MACCLENNY
MAITLAND
MARIANNA
MARATHON
**FLORIDA**

### MELBOURNE

Archway Counseling  
Archway Enterprises Inc  
240 North Babcock Street  
Melbourne, FL 32935  
(321) 622-5973  
Intake: (321) 698-8782  
MHSAF • SA • OP ODT CT • SF PI MI • CO DU GL VET MF SE WN MN TR MA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Circles of Care Inc Prevent Outpt  
2225 South Babcock Street  
Melbourne, FL 32901  
(321) 676-1260  
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC PI MI • SS • AH • CO DU CJ PW WN MN TR MA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Riverside Counseling Services LLC  
1301 West Eau Gallie Boulevard  
Suite 105  
Melbourne, FL 32935  
(321) 421-6992  
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MC PI MI • SS • CO TRMA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Western Judicial Services Inc  
1600 Sarno Road  
Suite 110  
Melbourne, FL 32935  
(321) 752-7557  
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

### MIAMI

A1 Behavioral Health Services LLC  
20880 West Dixie Highway  
Suite 106  
Miami, FL 33180  
(305) 440-1218x1003  
Intake: (844) 237-6237  
MHSAF • SA DT DM BU NXN VTRL HHH • OP OD ODT OIT ORT • SF PI • SS • SP • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ AD WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Advocate Program  
Adaptive Fitness Center  
3372 Coral Way  
Suite 3  
Miami, FL 33145  
(800) 988-9960  
Intake: (305) 989-4260  
SAF • SA • OP ODT OIT • SF PI • SS • SP • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Advocate Program  
10700 Caribbean Boulevard  
Suite 105  
Miami, FL 33189  
(305) 468-4100x172 (305) 468-400x100  
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • SS • SP • DU CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Advocate Program  
1150 NW 72nd Avenue  
Suite 200  
Miami, FL 33162  
(305) 704-0118  
Intake: (305) 468-400x118  
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • SS • SP FX • DU CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F19

Agape Family Ministries  
South Florida Provider Coalition  
22790 SW 112th Avenue  
Miami, FL 33170  
(305) 235-2616  
MHSAF • SA BU VTRL • OP RES RL • OMB ORT • SF MD MC SI PI AH SP FX • CO TRMA BC XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM • F19

Alpha Health Care Clinic Inc  
1990 NE 163rd Street  
Suite 102  
Miami, FL 33162  
(305) 945-9906  
SA • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • SS • AH SP • CO DU GL CJ SE AD WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Better Way of Miami Inc  
800 NW 28th Street  
Miami, FL 33127  
(305) 634-3409  
Intakes: (305) 634-3409x122 (305) 634-3409x121  
SAF • SA HH • OP RES RS RL OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • SP • DU TRMA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Borinquen Behavioral Health Resource Center  
100 NE 38th Street  
Suite 5  
Miami, FL 33137  
(305) 576-1599  
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • SS • SP FX • GL • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F19 F28

CARE Resource  
3510 Biscayne Boulevard  
Miami, FL 33137  
(305) 576-1234x283  
Intake: (305) 576-1234x211  
GHE • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • SS PA • AH SP FX • GL • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F19 F28

Catholic Charities of Miami  
Saint Lukes Center  
7707 NW 2nd Avenue  
Miami, FL 33150  
(305) 795-0077  
Intake: (305) 795-0077x118  
SAF • SA • OP RES RL ORT CT • SF • SS • AH SP • CO TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
Jessie Trice Community Health Ctr Inc
Reaves House/Women's Residential
2985 NW 54th Street
Miami, FL 33142
(305) 637-3498
Intakes: (305) 637-6400x15170 (305) 637-6498
MHF • SA • RES RL • NP • PA • CO GL
CJ PW WN TR MA BC XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM

Jewish Community Services of South Florida
18999 Biscayne Boulevard
Suite 300
Miami, FL 33180
(305) 933-9820
Intake: (305) 576-6550
MHF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • SP • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Jewish Community Services of South Florida
7000 SW 62nd Avenue
MI • SS • SP • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

LifeLine of Miami Inc
822 NE 125th Street
Suite 110
Miami, FL 33161
(954) 791-5484
Intake: (305) 270-0400
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF SI PI MI • SS • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Maximum Counseling Services Inc
1125 NE 125th Street
Suite 203
Miami, FL 33161
(305) 433-6712
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF PI • SS • CO DU CJ AD WN MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Miami Behavioral Health Center
Casa Nueva Vida
1560 SW 1st Street
Suite 20
Miami, FL 33135
(305) 644-2667
SAF • SA • RES RL • SF MD • PA • AH
SP • CO TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Miami Behavioral Health Center
Crisis Unit
3800 West Flagler Street
Miami, FL 33134
(305) 774-3600
MHSAF • SA DT NXN VTRL • HID
HIT CT • NP • SSPA • AH SP • CO
GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW WN MN
TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Miami Behavioral Health Center
Substance Abuse Outpatient Unit
3850 West Flagler Street
Miami, FL 33134
(305) 774-3300
Intakes: (305) 774-3330 (305) 774-3617
MHSAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP
OMB ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI
ATR • SSPA • AH SP • CO DU GL VET
ADM MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA
XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Miami Counseling Services
2450 SW 137th Avenue
Suite 228
Miami, FL 33175
(305) 388-7774
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • SS • SP • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Miami Dade Community Services Inc
1901 SW 1st Street
2nd Floor
Miami, FL 33135
(305) 631-8933
Intakes: (305) 631-8931 (305) 631-8932
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD • SS • AH SP • CO DU GL VET CJ SE AD
WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Miami Dade Division of Rehab Services
New Direction Residential Trt Program
3140 NW 76th Street
Miami, FL 33147
(305) 694-2734
Intake: (305) 694-2766
SAF • SA HH • RES RL • NP • PA • AH
SP FX • CO WN MN TRMA • YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE • F19

Miami Dade Rehab Services Bureau
3190 NW 116th Street
Miami, FL 33167
(305) 681-4261
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • SS • SP • CO
GL VET CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA
• YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

New Horizons Community MH Center
Substance Abuse Unit
1469 NW 36th Street
Miami, FL 33142
(305) 635-0366
Intake: (786) 433-8500
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • SS • SP • CO
GL VET CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA
• YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

ReCapturing the Vision
9780 East Indigo Street
Suite 301
Miami, FL 33157
(305) 232-6003x10
Intake: (305) 232-6003x20
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC PI
• SS • SP FX • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F19

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
Regis House  
2010 NW 7th Street  
Miami, FL 33125  
(305) 642-7600x210 
Intake: (305) 642-7600x209 (305) 642-7600x205 
MHS • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD • SS • PA • SP • CJ AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE 

Summer House  
1350 Memorial Highway  
Miami, FL 33137  
(877) 933-2869  
Intake: (305) 262-0099 
MHS • SAF • Intake: (800) 522-3383x2340  
(239) 659-2340 
AH • SP • FX • OMB • ORT • MA • BC • XA • DV • SAF • Intake: (813) 246-4899 
SAF • SA • RES RL • SF • SIHS • SS • PA • AH • SP • CO AD BC • CHLD • MALE 

AJM House  
Outpatient Subst Abuse Clinic OSAC  
1201 NW 16th Street  
Miami, FL 33125  
(305) 575-7500  
Intake: (305) 541-8435 
SAF • SA • BU • NXN • OP • RES • RS • RL • ODT • OIT • ORT • SF • PI • SP • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE 

Veterans Affairs Miami Medical Center  
Outpatient Subst Abuse Clinic OSAC  
1201 NW 16th Street  
Miami, FL 33125  
(305) 575-7500  
Intake: (305) 541-8435 
SAF • SA • BU • NXN • OP • RES • RS • RL • ODT • OIT • ORT • SF • PI • SP • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE 

Village South Inc  
400 NE 31st Street  
Miami, FL 33137  
(305) 573-3784  
Intake: (305) 341-1718 
SAF • SA • BU • VTRL • OP • RES • RS • RL • OMB • ORT • SF • MD • MC • SI • PI • MJ • PA • AH • SP • FX • CO • GL • VET • ADM • MF • CJ • SE • PW • WN • MN • TRMA • XA • DV • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE 

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
Metro Treatment of Florida LP
2770 Davis Boulevard
Suite 60
Naples, FL 34112
(239) 280-0487
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF•SA MM MU OTPA•OP OMB•SF•SP•YAD ADLT•FEM MALE

Naples Community Hospital Inc
Dept of Psychiatric Medicine
350 7th Street North
Naples, FL 34102
(239) 624-5000x1671
Intake: (239) 624-1660
MHSASF•SA DT•HID HIT•SF MD MC PI MI•YAD ADLT•FEM MALE

Willough at Naples
9001 Tamiami Trail East
Naples, FL 34113
(239) 775-4500x215
Intakes: (239) 775-4500 (800) 722-0100
MHC•SA DT BU NXN•OP OMB
ODT HID HIT CT•SF MC PI MI•AH SP•CO GL VET ADM MF SE PW WNM TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

New Port Richey
A First Step Counseling
KOPJE
5837 Main Street
New Port Richey, FL 34652
(727) 841-0229
MHSASF•SA•OP OIT ORT•SF PI ATR
•YAD ADLT•FEM MALE

BayCare Behavioral Health
The Academy
6205 Trouble Creek Road
New Port Richey, FL 34653
(727) 841-4466
Intakes: (813) 428-6181 (866) 762-1743
SAF•SA•RES RS RL•SF SI PI•CO AD
•CHLD•FEM MALE

Novus Medical Detox Centers LLC
9270 Royal Palm Avenue
New Port Richey, FL 34654
(800) 505-6604
SAF•DT BU•RES RD•SF PI•WN MN•YAD ADLT•FEM MALE

Pathfinder Counseling Inc
7511 Little Road
Suite 101
New Port Richey, FL 34654
(727) 817-1360
Intake: (727) 817-1360
MHSASF•SA•OP OIT ORT•SF MD SI PI MI•TRMA•CHLD YAD ADLT•FEM MALE

North Fort Myers
Operation Par Inc
Medication Assisted Patient Services
535 Pine Island Road
Suite M
North Fort Myers, FL 33903
(239) 656-7700
Intake: (888) 727-6398
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF•SA DT MM DM BU OTPA•OP OMB CT•SF MD PI•AH•YAD ADLT•FEM MALE

Navarre
Twelve Oaks Alc/Drug Treatment Center
2068 Healthcare Avenue
Navarre, FL 32566
(850) 939-1200
Intake: (800) 622-1255
SAF•SA DT BU NXN VTRL•OP RES RS ODT OIT HHD•SF PI MI•ADM AD WN MN TRMA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Neptune Beach
Gateway Community Services Inc
Beaches Resource Center
700 Sea Gate Avenue
Neptune Beach, FL 32266
(904) 270-8200
MHSASF•SA•OP ORT•MD SI•PA•AH•AD•CHLD•FEM MALE

New Smyrna Beach
Solution of Serenity
310 Julia Street
New Smyrna Beach, FL 32168
(386) 410-4722
SAF•SA•OP ODT OIT ORT•SF SI PI•DU•YAD ADLT•FEM MALE
William Terry Ganaway  
818 U.S. Highway 1  
Suite 5  
North Palm Beach, FL 33408  
(561) 624-3004  
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**NORTH PORT**

Coastal Behavioral Healthcare Inc  
12497 Tamiami Trail  
Suite 4  
North Port, FL 34287  
(941) 492-4300  
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF • MD  
MC SI PI MI • SS • DU WN • CHLD  
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

First Step of Sarasota Inc  
Outpatient Venice Office  
19503 South West Villages Parkway  
Unit A12  
North Port, FL 34286  
(941) 497-7742  
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • PI • SS • CJ  
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Tri County Counseling and Life  
Skills Center Inc  
12543 Tamiam Trail South  
North Port, FL 34287  
(941) 876-3060  
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF • SS  
• CO GL VET MF CJ SE AD WN MN  
TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT •  
FEM MALE

**OCALA**

Centers Inc  
Adult Residential Services  
5664 SW 60th Avenue  
Building 7  
Ocala, FL 34474  
(352) 291-5544  
SAF • SA • RES RL • SF MD PI • AH SP •  
CO CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Comprehensive Addictions Trt Services (CATS) Inc  
730 SE Osceola Avenue  
Ocala, FL 34471  
(352) 732-2287  
SAF • SA DT • OP OD OIT ORT • SF • PI  
• CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Crossings Treatment Center  
The Executive Center  
3501 NE 10th Street  
Ocala, FL 34470  
(352) 875-9848  
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF PI ATR • SS PA • SP • CO DU GL VET  
ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN  
TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Linda Page LMHC CAP  
850 NE 36th Terrace  
Unit B  
Ocala, FL 34470  
(352) 624-2321  
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • ADLT • FEM MALE

**Quad County Treatment Center**  
913 East Silver Springs Boulevard  
Ocala, FL 34470  
(352) 732-6565  
SAF • SA MM BU OTPA • OP OMB  
ORT CT • SF • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Western Judicial Services Inc  
2300 South Pine Avenue  
Ocala, FL 34471  
(352) 622-9006  
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • PA • DU CJ  
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**OCKLAWAHA**

Refuge A Healing Place  
14835 SE 85th Street  
Ocklawaha, FL 32179  
(352) 288-3333  
MHSAF • SA DT BU NXN • RES RS RL  
RD • SF PI MI • CO GL VET MF SE PW  
WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT •  
FEM MALE

**OKKEECHOBEE**

Breakthrough Recovery Services Inc  
202 NW 5th Avenue  
Okeechobee, FL 34972  
(877) 930-7772  
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • SS • SP • CO  
DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW WN  
MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**OPA LOCKA**

Dade Family Counseling Inc  
3926 NW 167 Street  
Opa Locka, FL 33054  
(305) 621-6160  
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • SS • SP • YAD  
ADLT • FEM MALE
Human Services Associates Inc
Outpatient Counseling Program
1703 West Colonial Drive
Orlando, FL 32804
(407) 295-8911
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD • SS PA • AH SP • FEM MALE

New Options and Lifestyles Development
5448 Hoffner Avenue
Suite 403
Orlando, FL 32812
(407) 930-7317
Intakes: (407) 673-2024 (407) 232-4436
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PL MI • SS PA • SP • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Orlando Behavioral Healthcare
Orlando Outpatient
6735 Conroy Road
Suite 221
Orlando, FL 32835
(407) 647-1781
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF PI MI • SS • SP • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Orlando Methadone Treatment Center
1002 North Semoran Boulevard
Orlando, FL 32807
(407) 275-8911
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD • SS PA • AH SP • FEM MALE

Specialized Treatment Education and Prevention Services Inc
1033 North Pine Hills Road
Suite 300
Orlando, FL 32808
(407) 522-2144
MHSAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF MD MC PI ATR • SS PA • SP FX • CO DU GL VET MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F19

University Behavioral Center
2500 Discovery Drive
Orlando, FL 32826
(321) 281-7000
MIF • SADT BU NXN • OP RES RS OIT HID HIT • SF SI PI MI • AH • CO SE WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Human Services and Resources and Associates Inc
184 South Central Avenue
Oviedo, FL 32765
(407) 767-0039
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF PI MI • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Oviedo

Recovery Resources Enterprises
120 State Market Road
Pahokee, FL 33476
(877) 732-6837
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF PI MI • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Pahokee

I TM Group
Palatka
421 Saint Johns Avenue
Suite 2
Palatka, FL 32177
(352) 379-2829
Intake: (877) 225-7486
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Palm Bay

Center for Drug Free Living Inc
(CDFFL)/Outpatient
4670 Lipscomb Street
Suite 11
Palm Bay, FL 32905
(321) 726-2889
Intake: (321) 637-1866x237
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD PI • SS • AH • CO DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Central Florida Treatment Center
Palm Bay
2198 Harris Avenue
Palm Bay, FL 32905
(321) 951-9750
Intake: (800) 229-9793
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU OTPA • OP OD OMB ORT • SF MD • PW • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Palm Beach Gardens

Innovative Treatment Services
12300 Alternate A1A
Suite 111
Palm Beach Gardens, FL 33410
(561) 790-4177
MHSAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF PI • CO DU GL VET SE WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Recovery Road
4362 Northlake Boulevard
Suite 109
Palm Beach Gardens, FL 33410
(561) 899-4388
Intake: (877) 746-3958
SAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP RES RS RL OMB ODT OIT CT • SF PI • CO WN MN TRMA XA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Serenity Now CMHC Inc
357 Hatt Drive
Suite A
Palm Beach Gardens, FL 33418
(561) 802-4211
SAF • SA DT • OP OD ODT OIT ORT • SF PI • CO WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
Sunset House Inc
8800 Sunset Drive
Palm Beach Gardens, FL 33410
(561) 627-9701
SAF • SA HH • OP ORT • SF • CO MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

Synergy Group Services Inc
500 Village Square Crossing
Suite 202
Palm Beach Gardens, FL 33410
(561) 694-1511
SAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF PI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Veterans Affairs Medical Center
7305 North Military Trail
Palm Beach Gardens, FL 33410
(561) 422-8262
Intake: (561) 422-5695 (561) 422-7515
MHSAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP OD OMB OIT ORT HD CT • YAMC • SF PI MI • AH SP • CO VET WN TRMA • XA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**Palm City**

Dream Center for Recovery
3007 SW Martin Downs Boulevard
Palm City, FL 34990
(772) 219-1355
SAF • SA NXN • OP ODT OIT ORT CT • SF SI PI • PA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**Palm Harbor**

Elliott and Associates
Adolescent and Adult Outpatient Prog
1022 Nebraska Avenue
Palm Harbor, FL 34683
(727) 789-0084
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • DU AD • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**Panama City**

Access Recovery Solutions LLC
277 Forest Park Circle
Panaoma City, FL 32405
(850) 522-1516
SAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP OD OMB ODT OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC PI MI • SS • CO DU AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Chemical Addictions Recovery Effort
AWARE
3407 North East Avenue
Panama City, FL 32405
(850) 769-6156
Intake: (850) 872-7676x21
MHSAF • SA HH • RES RL • SF MD SI PI MI ATR • AH • PW WN BC • YAD ADLT • FEM

Chemical Addictions Recovery Effort
Bay County Outpatient Office
4000 East 3rd Street
Panama City, FL 32404
(850) 872-7676
Intake: (850) 872-7676x4456
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI • SS PA • AH • CO CJ AD PW • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Chemical Addictions Recovery Effort
Primary Care Detoxification
4000 East 3rd Street
Panama City, FL 32404
(850) 769-1632x4452
Intake: (850) 872-7676x4460 (850) 872-7676x4463
SAF • DT NXN • RES RD • SF MD SI PI • SS PA • AH • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Chemical Addictions Recovery Effort
Starting Over Straight (SOS)
4000 East 3rd Street
Panama City, FL 32404
(850) 872-7676x4456
SAF • SA • RES RS RL CT • SF MD PI • SS PA • AH • AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

Life Management Center of NW Florida
525 East 15th Street
Panama City, FL 32405
(850) 522-4485
Intake: (888) 785-8750
MHSAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Treatment Center of Panama City
2110 West 23rd Street
Suite A
Panama City, FL 32405
(850) 769-5695
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM OTPA • OP OD OMB • SF • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**Panama City Beach**

JourneyPure Emerald Coast
220 South Arnold Road
Panama City Beach, FL 32413
(850) 249-4300
Intake: (850) 276-7558
MHSAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL HH • OP RES RS RL RD OD ODT OIT ORT • SF PI • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**Pensacola**

Addiction and Mental Health Services
Bradford Health Services
8333 North Davis Highway
Suite 1L A
Pensacola, FL 32514
(850) 308-7720
SAF • SA • OP ODT OIT • SF PI MI • SE AD WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Childrens Home Society
1300 Palafox Street
Suite 1448
Pensacola, FL 32501
(321) 397-3000
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS • AH • CO AD TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Life Management Center of NW Florida
525 East 15th Street
Panama City, FL 32405
(850) 522-4485
Intake: (888) 785-8750
MHSAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Cordova Counseling Center
4400 Bayou Boulevard
Suite 8-D
Pensacola, FL 32503
(850) 474-9882
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**Pensacola**

Addiction and Mental Health Services
Bradford Health Services
8333 North Davis Highway
Suite 1L A
Pensacola, FL 32514
(850) 308-7720
SAF • SA • OP ODT OIT • SF PI MI • SE AD WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Childrens Home Society
1300 Palafox Street
Suite 1448
Pensacola, FL 32501
(321) 397-3000
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS • AH • CO AD TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Cordova Counseling Center
4400 Bayou Boulevard
Suite 8-D
Pensacola, FL 32503
(850) 474-9882
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.**
For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CITY</th>
<th>TYPE</th>
<th>ADDRESS</th>
<th>PHONE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PORT CHARLOTTE</td>
<td>Addiction Services</td>
<td>3596 Tamiami Trail</td>
<td>(941) 255-5900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Suite 205</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Port Charlotte, FL 33952</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Intake: (941) 255-5900</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF PI • SS • CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PORT RICHEY</td>
<td>Medication Assisted Patients</td>
<td>7720 Washington Street</td>
<td>(727) 816-1200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Port Richey, FL 34668</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Intake: (888) 727-6398</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Methadone and Buprenorphine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Clients Only</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • SA • OP ODT ORT CT • SF PI • SS • CO GL VET MF CJ SE WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PORT SAINT LUCIE</td>
<td>Treatment Center</td>
<td>6971 Heritage Drive</td>
<td>(800) 411-9200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Port Saint Lucie, FL 34952</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Intake: (727) 466-7111</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • SA • OP RES RS RL ODT OIT ORT CT • SF PI • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PUNTA GORDA</td>
<td>Treatment Center</td>
<td>1700 Washington Street</td>
<td>(941) 639-8300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Punta Gorda, FL 33950</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Intakes: (941) 639-8300x221</td>
<td>(945) 639-8300x252</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • SA • OP RES RS RL ORT CT • SF PI • SS PA • AH • YAD ADLT • CHLD • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**KEY**

- FEM: Female
- MALE: Male
- SF: Substance-Free
- SS: Substance Sensitive
- CO: Co-Occurring
- CJ: Criminal Justice
- SE: Special Education
- PW: Pregnant Women
- WN: Women's
- MN: Men's
- TRMA: Transgender Male
- XA: Transgender Female
- DV: Dually Diagnosed
- MI: Multilingual
- AH: Adolescent Health
- CHLD: Child
- YAD: Young Adult
- FEM MALE: Female Male
- FEM: Female
- MALE: Male
- FLORIDA: Florida
QUINCY

DISC Village Inc
Gadsden Adult Outpatient
305 West Crawford Street
Quincy, FL 32351
(850) 627-3559
Intake: (850) 487-0432
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Redeemed Inc
2127 Pat Thomas Parkway
Quincy, FL 32351
(850) 627-0251
Intake: (850) 627-0254
SAF • SA DT • OP OD OIT ORT CT
• SF • CO GL VET MF CJ SE PW WN
MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

ROCKLEDGE

Family Counseling Ctr of Brevard Inc
840 Brevard Avenue
Rockledge, FL 32955
(321) 632-5792
Intake: (321) 984-9000
SA • OP ORT • SF MD PI • SS • AH SP • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW
WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

SAINT AUGUSTINE

Colonial Management Group LP
3574 U.S. I South
Saint Augustine, FL 32086
(904) 217-7161
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA MM BU OTPA • OP OMB
ORT • SF • AH • PW • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

EPIC Community Services Inc
1400 Old Dixie Highway
Saint Augustine, FL 32084
(904) 829-2273
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD PI MI • SS • AH • CJ AD WN • ADLT • FEM MALE

SAINT CLOUD

Transition House Inc
3800 5th Street
Saint Cloud, FL 34769
(407) 892-5700x101
Intake: (407) 892-5700x101
MHSAF • SA • OP RES RSL OIT OIT ORT CT
• SF • MF PI • SP • CO VET ADM SE
MN TRMA XA • YAD ADLT • MALE

Turning Point Counseling/Consulting
Outpatient Services
3112 17th Street
Saint Cloud, FL 34769
(407) 957-4176
MHF • SA • OP ORT • SF MF PI MI • SP
• WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

SAINT PETERSBURG

Affordable Counseling Susan McMillan
Saint Petersburg
8601 4th Street North
Suite 300-A
Saint Petersburg, FL 33702
(941) 756-6042
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • DU • YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

Breaking Free by Faith Outreach
Ministry
1701 18th Avenue South
Saint Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 894-6977
MHSAF • SA • HH • RES RL CT • SF • ATR
• SS • CO VET CJ SE WN MN TRMA
XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Footprints Beachside Recovery
151 107th Avenue
Suite 13
Saint Petersburg, FL 33706
(877) 954-3908
MHSAF • SA • BB • OIT ORT CT
• SF • MD PI • PI • AH • CO AD • CHLD
• YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Kirk Stokes PhD
1250 10th Street North
Saint Petersburg, FL 33705
(727) 823-7955
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF PI MI ATR
• SS • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Operation PAR Inc
Cornerstone of Successful Achieve (COSA)
1930 4th Street South
Saint Petersburg, FL 33705
(727) 551-512
Intake: (888) 727-6398
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD
MC SI PI MI ATR • SS • AH • CO WN
MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Operation PAR Inc
Developmental Center (COSA)
1930 4th Street South
Saint Petersburg, FL 33705
(727) 551-512
Intake: (888) 727-6398
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT ORT CT • SF
MD PI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Operation PAR Inc
Shirley Coletti Acad for Behav Change
6720 54th Avenue North
Saint Petersburg, FL 33709
(727) 547-4508
Intakes: (727) 499-2335 (727) 547-4508x211
SAF • SA • OP RES RSL ORT • SF MD
MC SI PI • SS • AH • CO AD • CHLD
• FEM MALE

Suncoast Center Inc
Forensic Focused Outreach
4024 Central Avenue
Saint Petersburg, FL 33711
(727) 327-7656x5504
Intake: (727) 388-1220
MHSAF • SA • OX NN • OP ORT • PI • AH
SP • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
TRANQUIL SHORES
4300 Duhme Road
Saint Petersburg, FL 33708
(727) 391-7001
Intake: (877) 566-1166
SAF • SA BU • OP ODT OIT ORT CT • SF PI • AH SP FX • VET ADM TRMA
XA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F66

CENTRAL FLORIDA
3706 South Sanford Avenue
Sanford, FL 32773
(407) 322-7779
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF SI PI • DP • CJ WN MN DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

5333x1041
Intakes: (941) 366-5333x1008 (941) 366-5333
Sarasota, FL 34234
(941) 552-2075
SAF • SA BU • OP OMB OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS • AH SP • CJ AD PW • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

SANFORD
301 South Church Street
Sanford, FL 32773
(407) 322-7779
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF SI PI • DP • CJ WN MN DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

919 East 2nd Street
Sanford, FL 32771
(407) 323-2036x2237
Intake: (407) 323-2036
MHSAF • SA • RES RL • SF • SS PA • AH • CO CJ WN MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

SCCD/Crossroads of Sanford
919 East 2nd Street
Sanford, FL 32771
(407) 323-2036x2237
Intake: (407) 323-2036
MHSAF • SA • RES RL • SF • SS PA • AH • CO CJ WN MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

SARASOTA
323 Interstate Boulevard
Sarasota, FL 34240
(941) 554-4551
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU OTPA • OP OD OMB • SF • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only

First Step of Sarasota Inc
Detox Program
1726 18th Street
Sarasota, FL 34234
(941) 366-5333
Intakes: (941) 366-5333x1008 (941) 366-5333x1041
SAF • DT • RES RD • SF PI • SS • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

First Step of Sarasota Inc
Outpatient Program / Youth and Adult
1750 17th Street
Building J-2
Sarasota, FL 34234
(941) 552-2075
SAF • SA BU • OP OMB OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS • AH SP • CJ AD PW • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Jewish Family and Children Services
2688 Fruitville Road
Sarasota, FL 34237
(941) 366-2224
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • SS • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Operation PAR Inc
Medication Assisted Patient Services
6124 South Tamiami Trail
Sarasota, FL 34231
(941) 925-6672
Intake: (888) 727-6398
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • SS • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Methodone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU OTPA • OP OD OMB ORT • SF MD • SS • AH SP • CO PW • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Pregnant Substance Abusing Women
1726 18th Street
Sarasota, FL 34234
(941) 366-5333x1013
Intakes: (941) 232-2631 (941) 552-2078x1013 (941) 366-5333x1013
SAF • SA • RES RL • NP • PA • AH • CO CT GL CJ PW WN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

FOR CODE DEFINITIONS - SEE KEY ON PAGE V.
Suncoast Rehabilitation Center  
8213 Cessna Drive  
Spring Hill, FL 34606  
(800) 511-9403  
SAF ▪ SA ▪ RES RL ▪ SF PI ▪ WN MN ▪ YAD ADLT ▪ FEM MALE

Transformations Recovery  
210 SW Atlanta Avenue  
Stuart, FL 34994  
(772) 678-0303  
Intake: (561) 575-2020  
SAF ▪ SA ▪ OP OIT ▪ SF PI ▪ CO SE WN MN ▪ YAD ADLT ▪ FEM MALE

TALLAHASSEE  
A Life Recovery Center Inc  
449 West Georgia Street  
Tallahassee, FL 32301  
(850) 224-9991  
SAF ▪ SA ▪ HH ▪ OP RES RS RL OIT ORT ▪ SF ▪ SS ▪ CJ ▪ WN MN ▪ YAD ADLT ▪ FEM MALE

Bethel Family Counseling/Outreach Ctr  
471 West Tennessee Street  
Tallahassee, FL 32301  
(850) 577-1780  
MHSAF ▪ SA ▪ OP ORT CT ▪ SF MD SI PI ▪ SP ▪ CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA ▪ ADLT ▪ FEM MALE

DISC Village Inc  
3333 West Pensacola Street  
Building 300  
Tallahassee, FL 32304  
(850) 575-4388  
Intakes: (850) 487-0432 (850) 575-4025  
SAF ▪ SA ▪ OP ORT ▪ SF MD ▪ SS ▪ AH SP ▪ CJ AD ▪ CHLD YAD ADLT ▪ FEM MALE

DISC Village Inc  
Adolescent Treatment Program  
2967 Natural Bridge Road  
Tallahassee, FL 32305  
(850) 410-2900  
Intake: (850) 421-4115  
SAF ▪ SA ▪ BU ▪ RES RL ▪ SF MD SI PI MI ▪ AH ▪ CO AD TRMA XA ▪ CHLD ▪ MALE

DISC Village Inc  
Adult Outpatient  
603 North Martin Luther King Boulevard  
Tallahassee, FL 32301  
(850) 561-0717  
Intake: (850) 487-0432  
SAF ▪ SA ▪ OP ORT ▪ SF MD ▪ AH SP ▪ YAD ADLT ▪ FEM MALE

ITM Group  
Starke  
140 West Call Street  
Starke, FL 32091  
(352) 379-2829  
MHSAF ▪ SA ▪ OP ORT ▪ SF ▪ AH SP ▪ CHLD YAD ADLT ▪ FEM MALE

Meridian Behavioral Healthcare Inc  
Bradford Guidance Clinic  
945 Grand Street  
Starke, FL 32091  
(352) 374-5600  
Intakes: (352) 374-5600x2 (800) 330-5615  
MHSAF ▪ SA ▪ OP ORT ▪ SF MD MC PI MI ▪ SS ▪ AH ▪ CHLD YAD ADLT ▪ FEM MALE

New Horizons of the Treasure Coast Inc  
1111 SE Federal Highway  
Suit 230  
Stuart, FL 34994  
(772) 221-4088  
MHF ▪ SA ▪ OP ORT ▪ SF MD MC PI MI ▪ SS ▪ AH ▪ CHLD YAD ADLT ▪ FEM MALE

Serenity Counseling Services  
500 NW Dixie Highway  
Suite 102  
Stuart, FL 34994  
(772) 692-8585  
SAF ▪ SA ▪ OP OIT ORT ▪ SF MC PI ATR ▪ DU ▪ YAD ADLT ▪ FEM MALE

ADAP Counseling Services  
959 SE Central Parkway  
Stuart, FL 34994  
(772) 286-8933  
SAF ▪ SA ▪ OP ORT ▪ SF ▪ SP ▪ AD ▪ CHLD ADLT ▪ FEM MALE

Bradford Addiction Services  
1900 NE 2nd Street  
Starke, FL 32091  
(352) 432-2400  
MHSAF ▪ SA ▪ OP ORT ▪ SF MD MC PI MI ▪ SS ▪ AH ▪ CHLD YAD ADLT ▪ FEM MALE

DISC Village Inc  
Juvenile Outpatient  
536 Appleyard Drive  
Building 400  
Tallahassee, FL 32304  
(850) 575-4025  
Intake: (850) 574-6696  
MHSAF ▪ SA ▪ OP ORT ▪ SF MD ▪ AH ▪ CO GL MF CJ AD TRMA XA DV ▪ CHLD ▪ FEM MALE

Leon County Treatment Center  
3976 Woodville Highway  
Tallahassee, FL 32305  
(850) 878-7776  
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only  
SAF ▪ SA MM BU OTPA ▪ OP OMB ORT ▪ SF ▪ SP ▪ PW ▪ YAD ADLT ▪ FEM MALE

Tallahassee Memorial Hospital  
Chemical Dependency Program  
1616 Physicians Drive  
Tallahassee, FL 32308  
(850) 671-1920  
MHSAF ▪ SA DT BU NXN ▪ OP OD OMB OIT ORT HID HIT CT ▪ SF MD SI PI MI ▪ AH ▪ CO VET ADM MF SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV ▪ YAD ADLT ▪ FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
TAMPA

Addiction Recovery Care of Tampa
(ARC)
13719 North Nebraska Avenue
Suite 101
Tampa, FL 33613
(813) 978-1300
Intake: (813) 731-9375
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • SS • DU CJ • ADLT • FEM MALE

Agency for Community Treatment Servs
(ACST)/Adult Addict Receiving Facility
2214 East Henry Avenue
Tampa, FL 33610
(813) 367-2935
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS PA • AH SP • WN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Agency for Community Treatment Servs
(ACST)/Juvenile Addict Receiving Facility
10719 North Nebraska Avenue
Suite 101
Tampa, FL 33613
(813) 978-1300
Intake: (813) 731-9375
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • SS • DU CJ • ADLT • FEM MALE

Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU HH OTPA • OP RES RS RL RD OD OMB OIT ORT
HID HIC CT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS PA • AH SP • WN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Drug Abuse Comprehensive Coord Office
(DACCO)/Substance Abuse Treatment
3630 North 50th Street
Tampa, FL 33619
(813) 384-4000
Intake: (813) 984-1818x2221
HH

Floridian Treatment Center of Tampa
10719 North Nebraska Avenue
Suite 101
Tampa, FL 33613
(813) 978-1300
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU HH OTPA • OP RES RS RL RD OD OMB OIT ORT
HID HIC CT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS PA • AH SP • WN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Drug Abuse Comprehensive Coord Office
(DACCO)/Substance Abuse Treatment
Tampa, FL 33619
(813) 384-4000
Intake: (813) 984-1818x2221
HH

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
New Beginnings of Tampa Inc
1402 East Chilkoot Avenue
Tampa, FL 33612
(813) 971-6961
SA • RES RL • SF ATR • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Phoenix Houses of Florida
Derek Jeter Center at Phoenix House
5501 West Waters Avenue
Suite 404
Tampa, FL 33634
(813) 881-1000
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI • SS PA • AH SP • CO DU CJ AD PW TRMA XA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Project Recovery
Centre for Women/DBA The Centre
305 South Hyde Park Avenue
Tampa, FL 33606
(813) 251-8437
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF ATR • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Tampa Crossroads Inc
Rose Manor Womens Residential Program
202 West Columbus Drive
Tampa, FL 33602
(813) 238-8557x400
Intake: (813) 238-8557x401
MHSAF • SA • OP RES RL OIT ORT CT • SF MD PI • AH SP • CO GL VET ADM MM CFJ PW WN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Tampa Metro Treatment Center
7207 and 7225 North Nebraska Avenue
Tampa, FL 33604
(813) 236-1182
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA MM BU OTPA • OP OMB ORT • SF • SP • PW WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Town and Country Hospital
Addiction Recovery Unit
6001 Webb Road
Tampa, FL 33615
(813) 884-7060
Intake: (813) 812-5742
MHSAF • SA DT DM BU VTRL • HID HIT CT • SF MD MC PI MI ATR • SP • CO GL VET ADM MM CFJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Turning Point of Tampa Inc
6227 Sheldon Road
Tampa, FL 33615
(813) 882-3003
Intake: (800) 397-3006
SAF • SA • RES RL CT • SF MC PI MI • SS • AH SP • CO AD BC • CHLD • FEM MALE

Tales of Character
(ULOC) 01
3201 East Genesee Street
Suite 6
Tampa, FL 33610
(813) 489-4500
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF ATR • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Unique Ladys of Character
(ULOC) 02
Tampa, FL 33617
(813) 489-4512
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF ATR • CO CJ PW WN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

TARPON SPRINGS
Agency for Community Treatment Servs
Tarporn Springs Site
3575 Old Keystone Road
Tarpon Springs, FL 34688
(727) 942-4181
Intake: (813) 246-4899
MHF • SA • RES RS CT • SF PI MI • SS • AH SP FX • WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • E28 F30 F42

TAVAVERE
Western Judicial Services Inc
888 South Duncan Drive
Tavares, FL 32778
(352) 742-9317
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • WN MN • YAD • FEM MALE

THONOTOSASSA
Agency for Community Treatment Servs
Thonotosassa Youth Residential
11309 Tom Folsom Road
Thonotosassa, FL 33592
(813) 986-5966
Intake: (813) 246-4899
SAF • SA • RES RL CT • SF MC PI MI • SS • AH SP • CO AD BC • CHLD • FEM MALE

TITUSVILLE
ACT Center Inc
3555 South Hopkins Boulevard
Suite B
Titusville, FL 32780
(321) 385-3390
Intake: (800) 316-7610
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF PI • AH • DU CJ SE WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

UMATILLA
Recovery Village
633 Umatilla Boulevard
Umatilla, FL 32784
(352) 669-8000
Intakes: (877) 213-0943 (352) 771-2718
SAF • SA DT MM BU NXN VTRL HH • OP RES RS RL RD OMB ODT OIT ORT • SF PI • AH • CO • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

VENICE
Home Detox Inc
530 U.S. 41 Bypass South
Unit 12-B
Venice, FL 34285
(941) 412-3869
Intake: (941) 412-1240
SAF • SA DT NXN • OP OD ORT • SF • CO DU GL VET ADM MM CFJ SE WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
**VERO BEACH**
Breakthrough Recovery Services Inc
1717 20th Street
Suite 4
Vero Beach, FL 32960
(877) 930-7772
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • SS • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Wellington Counseling and Associates
12794 West Forest Hills Boulevard
Suite 18
Wellington, FL 33414
(561) 795-1518
SAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL HH • OP RES RL OD ODT OIT ORT • SF PI • SP FX • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F19

**WAUCHULA**
Tri County Human Services Inc
Wauhula Outpatient Clinic
202 South 9th Avenue
Wauhula, FL 33873
(863) 773-2226
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS • AH SP • CO DU GL VET MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Ambrosia of the Palm Beaches LLC
2626 Lake Drive
West Palm Beach, FL 33404
(561) 721-8800
Intake: (866) 577-6868 (561) 598-6953
SAF • SA NXN • RES RS RL • SF PI MI • CO GL VET ADM MF SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**WELLINGTON**
Angels House LLC
DBA Angels Recovery
11576 Pierson Road
Suite K-5
Wellington, FL 33414
(877) 634-8488
Intake: (561) 795-0018
SAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP OD OMB ODT OIT ORT • SF PI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

New Options of Royal Palm Beach Inc
12794 West Forest Hills Boulevard
Suite 18
Wellington, FL 33414
(561) 790-3200
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • SP • DU • ADLT • FEM MALE

Peace of Mind Counseling
12765 West Forest Hill Boulevard
Suite 319
Wellington, FL 33414
(561) 328-9130
SAF • SA HH • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF PI MI • CO WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Wellington Counseling and Associates
12794 West Forest Hills Boulevard
Suite 18
Wellington, FL 33414
(561) 795-1518
SAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL HH • OP RES RL OD ODT OIT ORT • SF PI • SP FX • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F19

Comp Alcoholism Rehab Programs Inc
(CARP)/Adolescent Residential Trt
5408 East Avenue
West Palm Beach, FL 33407
(561) 844-6400x101
SAF • SA • RES RL • SF ATR • SS • AH • AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

Comp Alcoholism Rehab Programs Inc
(CARP)/Medical Admissions Program
5400 East Avenue
West Palm Beach, FL 33407
(561) 844-6400
Intakes: (561) 844-6400x102 (561) 844-6400x144
SAF • DT BU • RES RD • SF • SS • AH • SP • AD WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Comp Alcoholism Rehab Programs Inc
(CARP)/Outpatient Treatment Services
5410 East Avenue
West Palm Beach, FL 33407
(561) 844-6400x101
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS • AH • AD WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Drug Abuse Foundation of Palm Bch Cnty
3600 Forest Hill Boulevard
West Palm Beach, FL 33406
(561) 278-0000
Intake: (561) 732-0800
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Drug Abuse Treatment Association Inc
(DATA)/Outpatient
1720 East Tiffany Drive
Suite 102
West Palm Beach, FL 33407
(561) 844-356
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Drug Abuse Treatment Association Inc
(DATA)/Walter D Kelly Treatment Center
1041 45th Street
West Palm Beach, FL 33407
(561) 844-9661
Intake: (561) 844-356
SAF • SA • RES RL • SF • SS • AD • CHLD • FEM MALE
Empathic Recovery
1408 North Killian Drive
Suite 201
West Palm Beach, FL 33403
(561) 318-5954
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF SI PI • SS • SE • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Gratitude House Inc
1700 North Dixie Highway
West Palm Beach, FL 33407
(561) 833-6826
Intake: (561) 833-6826x315
SAF • SA HH • OP RES RL ODIT OIT ORT • SF MD ATR • SS • AH SP FX • PW WN TRMA BC XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM • F19

Hanley Center
933 45th Street
West Palm Beach, FL 33407
(561) 841-1000
Intakes: (800) 444-7008 (866) 542-6539
SAF • SA DT BU NNXN VTRL • OP RES RS RL RD OD IT ORT HID HIT CT • SF • SP • SE AD WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Helping Hand Counseling and Consulting
Yvonne Rose Green
2831 Avenue South
West Palm Beach, FL 33404
(561) 684-7000
MHSAS • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI ATR • SS PA • CO VET CJ • SE AD WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Jesus and You Outreach Ministries Inc
JAY Outreach Ministries
2831 Avenue S
West Palm Beach, FL 33404
(561) 842-4276
SAF • SA HH • RES RL • SF IHS ATR • YAD ADLT • MALE

L&L and RS Stepping Stones LLC
West Palm Beach
4279 Cole Lane
West Palm Beach, FL 33409
(561) 703-2001
HH

Lee Ballard RN LCSW CAP
600 Sandtree Drive
Suite 202-A
West Palm Beach, FL 33403
(561) 845-6722
MHSAS • SA • OP ORT • SF MCM • CO MF SE WN MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Life Changes Addiction Treatment Ctr
900 Osceola Drive
Suite 200
West Palm Beach, FL 33409
(561) 331-8701
SAF • SA • OP ODIT ORT ORT CT • SF SI PI MI • CO GL VET ADM MF SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Metro Treatment of Florida LP
DBA West Palm Beach Treatment Center
1497 Forest Hill Boulevard
Suite E
West Palm Beach, FL 33406
(561) 433-5687
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU OTPA • OP OD OMB ORT • SF • SP FX • PW WN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F19 F28 F42

Palm Beach Institute
310 10th Street
West Palm Beach, FL 33401
(561) 833-7553
SAF • SA DT BU NNXN • OP RES RS RL RD OD IT ORT • SF PI MI • AD WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Recovery Assoc PHP
Outpatient/Intensive Outpatient
300 Butler Street
Suite 3
West Palm Beach, FL 33407
(561) 296-0530
Intake: (800) 392-3180
SAF • SA BU NNXN VTRL HH • OP RES RS OMB ODIT ORT ORT CT • SF PI • SS • CO GL VET W N MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Seventy Seven Recovery
315 11th Street
West Palm Beach, FL 33401
(561) 355-1223
SAF • SA • OP ODIT OIT ORT • SF PI • SP • CO WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Willow Place
400 Executive Drive
Suite 203
West Palm Beach, FL 33405
(561) 623-0142
SAF • SA • OP ODIT OIT ORT CT • SF PI • WN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM

Wimauma
Affordable Counseling Susan McMillan
Highway 301
16650 South U.S. Highway 301
Wimauma, FL 33598
(941) 756-6042
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Winter Haven
Tri County Human Services Inc
Winter Haven Outpatient
41 3rd Street SW
Winter Haven, FL 33880
(863) 299-5286
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD • SS • AH SP • CO DU AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Winter Park
A Stepping Stone to Success
174 West Comstock Avenue
Suite 203
Winter Park, FL 32789
(407) 718-8850
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF ATR • SS • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

ACT Center Inc
3001 Aloma Avenue
Suite 102
Winter Park, FL 32792
(407) 679-5117
Intakes: (407) 401-8943 (800) 316-7610
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • AH SP • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
Another Chance Counseling Center Inc  
711 Executive Drive  
Winter Park, FL 32789  
(407) 629-6167  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • SS • DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Healing Lives Therapeutic Services LLC  
1035 South Semoran Boulevard  
Suite 1047  
Winter Park, FL 32792  
(407) 721-0792  
MHF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MC SI PI MI ATR • SS • SP • CO DU GL VET MF SE W N MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Journeys End Counseling  
Consulting and Training LLC  
1035 South Semoran Boulevard  
Suite 1040  
Winter Park, FL 32792  
(407) 678-9800  
Intake: (321) 972-1875  
MHF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI ATR • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Newbridge Recovery  
1801 Lee Road  
Suite 115  
Winter Park, FL 32789  
(407) 644-1500  
SAF • SA DT BU • OP OD OMB OIT ORT CT • SF PI • CO GL VET W N MN TRMA XA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Turning Point of Central Florida  
2256 Winter Woods Boulevard  
Winter Park, FL 32792  
(407) 740-5655  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD PI • TRMA • ADLT • FEM MALE

Winter Park Recovery Center  
2056 Aloma Avenue  
Suite 100  
Winter Park, FL 32792  
(407) 629-0413  
MHSAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL OTPA • OP OD OMB ODT OIT ORT CT • SF ATR • SP • CO DU GL VET CJ SE PW W N MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Grove Counseling Center Inc  
The Grove Academy  
580 Old Sanford/Oviedo Road  
Winter Springs, FL 32708  
(407) 327-1765x1101  
Intake: (407) 327-1765x1008  
SAF • SA • RES RL CT • SF PI • SS PA • AH • AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

McPherson Counseling Services Inc  
850310 U.S. Highway 17  
Yulee, FL 32097  
(904) 548-0160  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF PI • SS • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Starting Point Behavioral Health Inc  
463142 State Road 200  
Yulee, FL 32097  
(904) 225-8280x448  
MHSAF • SA BU • OP OMB ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH • CO CJ AD W N TRMA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Pathfinder Counseling Inc  
Zephyrhills Office  
37816 State Road 54 West  
Zephyrhills, FL 33542  
(813) 417-4359  
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS • TRMA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
ADEL
Behavioral Health Services of South GA
Romer Jackson
1905 South Hutchinson Avenue
Adel, GA 31620
(229) 896-4559
Intake: (800) 715-4225
MHSAF • SA • OP OMB ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH • DU CJ • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

ALAPAH
Penfield Christian Homes Inc
South Campus
15320 Highway 129
Alapaha, GA 31622
(229) 930-0022
Intake: (229) 930-0023
MHSAF • SA • OP OMB ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH • DU CJ • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

ALBANY
Albany Addiction Associates
DBA Private Clinic Albany
2607 Ledo Road
Albany, GA 31707
(229) 903-0022
Intake: (229) 903-0023
MHSAF • SA • OP OMB ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH • DU CJ • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

ALPHARETTA
Northside Psychological Services Inc
5755 North Point Parkway
Suite 256
Alpharetta, GA 30022
(770) 667-3877
MHSAF • SA • OP OMB ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH • DU CJ • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

AMERICAN
Middle Flint Behavioral Healthcare
415 North Jackson Street
Americus, GA 31709
(229) 934-2504
MHSAF • SA • OP OMB ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • CO GL VET CJ SE AD WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
Perry Wellness Center Inc
302 East Furlow Street
Americus, GA 31709
(229) 924-2430
MHSAF • SA • OP OMB ORT • SF MD • SS PA • CO WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
Advantage Behavioral Health Systems
Miles Street Clinic
195 Miles Street
Athens, GA 30601
(706) 369-5745x2020
Intakes: (706) 369-5745x2010 (706) 369-5745x2011
MHSAF • SA • OP OMB ORT • SF MD • SI PI • SS PA • AH • DU CJ • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE
Advantage Behavioral Health Systems
Womens Day Service
115 Berlin Street
Athens, GA 30601
(706) 227-5321
MHSAF • SA • OP OMB ORT • SF MD • SI PI • SS PA • AH • DU CJ • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE
GraceWay Recovery Residence Inc
412 West Tift Avenue
Albany, GA 31701
(229) 446-7800
Intake: (866) 290-2966
MHSAF • SA • OP OMB ORT CT • SF • WN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

ATLANTA
A Family First Community Services
3783 Presidential Parkway
Suite 130
Atlanta, GA 30340
(770) 414-9676
MHSAF • SA • OP OMB ORT CT • SF • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE
Anchor Hospital
Behavioral Health System
5454 Yorktowne Drive
Atlanta, GA 30349
(770) 991-3500
Intake: (770) 991-6044
MHSAF • SA • OP OMB ORT • SF • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE
Berhan Christian Servs of Georgia Inc
6645 Peachtree Dunwoody Road NE
Atlanta, GA 30328
(770) 455-7111
MHSAF • SA • OP OMB ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS PA • AH • DU CJ • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE
Breakthrough Recovery Outreach LLC
3648 Chamblee Tucker Road
Suite F
Atlanta, GA 30341
(770) 493-7750
Intake: (404) 396-0506
MHSAF • SA • OP OMB ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS PA • AH • DU CJ • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE
Cityside Healthcare
950 Dannon View
Suite 4203
Atlanta, GA 30331
(404) 941-2650

MHSF • SA • OP ORT CT • MD • AH FX
• ADLT • FEM MALE • F 17 F 30

Clearpath Counseling Service
3355 Lenox Road
Suite 750
Atlanta, GA 30326
(404) 250-3230

MHSF • SA • OP OD OT ORT CT • SF MD SI • PA • CO AD WN MN • ADLT • FEM MALE

Community Counseling Solutions LLC
2949 Pearl Street
Atlanta, GA 30308
(678) 705-3828

MHSF • SA • OP OIT CT • SF MD MC SI PI M1 • SS PA • FX • ADLT • FEM MALE • F 28

Comprehensive Counseling Solutions Inc
3330 Cumberland Boulevard
Suite 500
Atlanta, GA 30339
(770) 933-6289

MHSF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI M1 • SS PA • FX • ADLT • FEM MALE • F 28

GPA Treatment Inc
4255 Chamblec Tucker Road
Atlanta, GA 30340
(770) 493-1922

Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA MM NXN OTPA • OP OMB
• SF • CO GL • SE PW WN MN • YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

Georgia Rehabilitation Outreach
1777 Washington Road
Atlanta, GA 30344
(404) 892-0998

MHSF • SA • OP OIT CT • MD MC • AH
• CO GL VET SE PW WN MN • YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

Grady Health System
10 Park Place
Atlanta, GA 30303
(404) 616-3970

MHSF • SA • OP OIT CT • SF MD MC SI PI M1 • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ
AD PW MN TRMA XA DV • ADLT • FEM MALE

HUGS Recovery Center
777 Cleveland Avenue SW
Suite 316
Atlanta, GA 30315
(404) 228-2222

MHSF • SA • OP OD OT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI M1 • CO
• YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Helping Hands Comm Based Servs Inc
Outpatient Program
5524 Old National Highway
Suite B
Atlanta, GA 30349
(404) 763-8555

MHSF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI M1 • YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

Helping Hands Comm Based Servs Inc
Substance Abuse Treatment
5524 Old National Highway
Suite B
Atlanta, GA 30349
(404) 763-8555

MHSF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI M1 • YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

Imara Center LLC
2001 Martin Luther King Jr Drive
Suite 420
Atlanta, GA 30310
(404) 564-4796

MHSF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI M1 • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ
AD PW MN TRMA XA DV • ADLT • FEM MALE

Key Behavior Essentials LLC
1755 The Exchange
Suite 112
Atlanta, GA 30339
(770) 693-7714

MHSF • SA • OP OIT CT • MD MC SI PI M1 • CO GL VET SE AD WN MN TRMA
• ADLT • FEM MALE

MARR Inc
Mens Recovery Center
2801 Clearview Place
Atlanta, GA 30340
(678) 805-5100

MHSF • SA • OP ORT CT • MD MC SI PI M1 • CO GL VET SE AD WN MN TRMA
• ADLT • FEM MALE

MH Comprehensive Services LLC
3103 Clairmont Road
Suite B
Atlanta, GA 30329
(678) 302-1945

MHSF • SA • OP ORT CT • MD MC SI PI M1 • YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

MHF Comprehensive Services LLC
3103 Clairmont Road
Suite B
Atlanta, GA 30329
(678) 302-1945

MHSF • SA • OP ORT CT • MD MC SI PI M1 • YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

Substance Abuse Treatment
5524 Old National Highway
Suite B
Atlanta, GA 30349
(404) 763-8555

MHSF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI M1 • YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

Defying the Odds Inc
5526 Old National Highway
Building 1 Suite D
Atlanta, GA 30349
(404) 209-7258

SA • OP ORT • SF • DU CJ WN MN DV
• CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Covenant Community Inc
623 Spring Street NW
Atlanta, GA 30308
(404) 881-4660

Intakes: (404) 267-4284x1 (404) 267-4294
SAF • SA • RES RL • SF • PA • MN
TRMA • YAD ADLT • MALE

Defying the Odds Inc
5526 Old National Highway
Building 1 Suite D
Atlanta, GA 30349
(404) 209-7258

SA • OP ORT • SF • DU CJ WN MN DV
• CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Key Behavior Essentials LLC
1755 The Exchange
Suite 112
Atlanta, GA 30339
(770) 693-7714

MHSF • SA • OP ORT CT • MD MC SI PI M1 • CO GL VET SE AD WN MN TRMA
• ADLT • FEM MALE

MARR Inc
Mens Recovery Center
2801 Clearview Place
Atlanta, GA 30340
(678) 805-5100

MHSF • SA • OP ORT CT • MD MC SI PI M1 • CO GL VET SE AD WN MN TRMA
• ADLT • FEM MALE

MH Comprehensive Services LLC
3103 Clairmont Road
Suite B
Atlanta, GA 30329
(678) 302-1945

MHSF • SA • OP ORT CT • MD MC SI PI M1 • YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

MHF Comprehensive Services LLC
3103 Clairmont Road
Suite B
Atlanta, GA 30329
(678) 302-1945

MHSF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI M1 • YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE
TK Consulting Inc
3781 Presidential Parkway
Suite 111-D
Atlanta, GA 30340
(678) 688-3407
Intake: (678) 688-5295
MHSAT • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD PI MI • SS PA • CO DU GL VET
ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • ADLT • FEM MALE

Army Substance Abuse Program (ASAP)
183 Academic Drive
Augusta, GA 30905
(706) 787-5392
SAF • SA • OP OIT • ADM • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Augusta Metro Treatment Center
525 Ellis Street
Augusta, GA 30901
(706) 722-3855
Intake: (877) 284-7074
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU OTPA • OP OD OMB OIT • SF • CO GL VET
ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Talbott Recovery Campus
5448 Yorktowne Drive
Atlanta, GA 30349
(800) 445-4232
SAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL HH • OP OD ODT OIT • SF PI • GL WN MN
TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Transitional Family Services Inc
1830 Water Place
Suite 200
Atlanta, GA 30339
(707) 916-9031
MHSAT • SA • OP OIT • SF MD PI MI • SP • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

United Health and Behav Servs LLC
250 Georgia Avenue SE
Suite 201
Atlanta, GA 30312
(404) 963-6579x102
Intakes: (404) 963-6579 (404) 963-1356
MHSAT • SA DT • OP OD OIT • MD SI PI • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW
WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Augusta Steppingstones to Recovery Inc
DBA Awakening Center
1372 Interstate Parkway
Augusta, GA 30909
(706) 650-9666
Intake: (706) 733-1935
SAF • SA HH • OP RES RS RL ORT • SF PI • SS • CO CJ • YAD ADLT • MALE

Bradtell Health Services
Augusta Regional Office
105 Roosmore Place
Whitney Place Professional Park
Augusta, GA 30909
(706) 854-1126
SAF • SA • OP OIT • SF MD PI MI • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

CRSE Advanced Placement Homes Inc
206 Pittcarrin Way
Suite A
Augusta, GA 30909
(706) 955-8647
MHSAT • SA • OP RES RS RL ODT ORT • SF MD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Charlie Norwood VAMC
One Freedom Way (26)
Augusta, GA 30904
(706) 733-0188
Intake: (706) 733-0188x7732
MHSAT • SA BU NXN • OP RES RS RL OMB OIT ORT CT • VAMC PI MI • PA
CO VET WN TRMA XA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Augusta, GA 30906
(706) 772-7500
Intake: (706) 554-0088
MHSAT • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD PI MI • CO DU CJ AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Dwight D Eisenhower Army Medical Ctr
Residential Treatment Facility
300 Hospital Road
ATTN: MCHF-BH-RTF
Augusta, GA 30905
(706) 787-8290
Intake: (706) 787-6084
SAF • SA DT NXN • RES HID HIT • MI • AH • ADM • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

HHC Augusta Inc
300 Perimeter Parkway
Augusta, GA 30909
(706) 651-0005
Intake: (706) 396-2909
MHSAT • SA • OP RES RS RL ORT • SF MD SI PI • AH • CO CJ AD TRMA XA
DV • ADLT • FEM MALE

Hope House Inc
2205 Highland Avenue
Augusta, GA 30904
(706) 737-9879
MHSAT • SA • OP RES RS RL ODT OIT ORT CT • NP • PA • CO CJ PW WN
TRMA BC XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Janes Behavioral Health Inc
114 Pleasant Home Road
Suite A
Augusta, GA 30907
(706) 364-3209
MHSAT • SA BU • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • CO DU GL VET
ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • ADLT • FEM MALE

Counseling Group
3026 Deans Bridge Road
Augusta, GA 30906
(706) 772-7500
Intake: (706) 554-0088
MHSAT • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD PI MI • CO DU CJ AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Georgia Regents Medical Center
Hospital and Clinics
1120 15th Street
Augusta, GA 30912
(706) 731-9331
MHSAT • DT • HID • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

HHC Augusta Inc
300 Perimeter Parkway
Augusta, GA 30909
(706) 651-0005
Intake: (706) 396-2909
MHSAT • SA • OP RES RS RL ORT • SF MD SI PI • AH • CO CJ AD TRMA XA
DV • ADLT • FEM MALE

Hope House Inc
2205 Highland Avenue
Augusta, GA 30904
(706) 737-9879
MHSAT • SA • OP RES RS RL ODT OIT ORT CT • NP • PA • CO CJ PW WN
TRMA BC XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Janes Behavioral Health Inc
114 Pleasant Home Road
Suite A
Augusta, GA 30907
(706) 364-3209
MHSAT • SA BU • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • CO DU GL VET
ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions • See KEY on Page v.
Positive Solutions Family Enrichment Services Inc
1227 Augusta West Parkway
Suite 201
Augusta, GA 30909
(706) 504-7613
MHSASF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • CO AD MD MF AD XA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Serenity Behavioral Health Systems
3421 Mike Padgett Highway
Augusta, GA 30906
(706) 432-3800
Intake: (800) 715-4225
MHSASF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI MI • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Steppingstones to Recovery LLC
2610 Commons Boulevard
Augusta, GA 30909
(706) 733-1935
MHSASF • SA • OP DU CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

AUSTELL
Purpose Inc
5655 Austell Powder Spring Road
Austell, GA 30106
(706) 948-9088
MHSASF • SA • OP ORT • SF SI PI MI • SS • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Wellstar Cobb/New Vision
3950 Austell Road
Austell, GA 30106
(470) 732-1287
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA DT BU OTPA • OP OD ODT HD HIT • SF MD MC PI MI • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

BAINBRIDGE
Bainbridge Treatment Center
931 West Street
Bainbridge, GA 39819
(229) 248-4220
Intake: (229) 248-2078
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA MM OTPA • OP OMB ORT CT • SF • PA • CO PW WN MN XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

GA Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
Intake: (229) 248-2683
MHSASF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC • SS PA • ADLT • FEM MALE

BARNESVILLE
McIntosh Trail MH/AD/DD
Comm Servs Board/DBA Pine Woods
700 Veterans Parkway
Barnesville, GA 30204
(770) 358-8371
Intakes: (770) 358-8338 (770) 358-8365 (770) 358-8371
MHSASF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS PA • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

BLAIRSVILLE
Avita Community Partners
Union County
76 Hunt Martin Street
Suite A
Blairsville, GA 30512
(706) 745-5911
MHSASF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD MC MI • SS PA • AH • AD • ADLT • FEM MALE

BLUE RIDGE
A Private Clinic PC North
403 Sugar Mountain Road
Blue Ridge, GA 30513
(770) 577-3100
Intakes: (800) 971-2348 (404) 403-0739
MHSASF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF PI MI • CO DU VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

BRUNSWICK
Gateway Behavioral Health Services
600 Coastal Village Drive
Brunswick, GA 31520
(912) 554-8500
Intake: (866) 557-9955
MHSASF • SA DT BU DXN VTRL HH • OP RES RS RL OD OMB ODT OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS PA • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • ADLT • FEM MALE

Gateway Behavioral Health Services
Criss Stabilization Program
121 Burgess Road
Brunswick, GA 31523
(912) 554-8473
Intakes: (912) 554-8472 (912) 554-8515
MHSASF • SA DT • RES RS RD CT • SF MD SI PI • SS • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Treatment Center of Brunswick
100 Cornerstone Drive
Brunswick, GA 31523
(912) 262-0311
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA MM OTPA • OP OMB ORT CT • SF • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

CALHOUN
New Serenity LLC
1321 Highway 41 North
Calhoun, GA 30701
(706) 602-5006
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU OTPA • OP OD OMB ODT ORT CT • SF • GL VET PW WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

PATHWAYS CARROLLTON
Substance Abuse Center
153 Independence Drive
Carrolton, GA 30116
(770) 836-6678
Intakes: (888) 247-9048
MHSASF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD MC SI • SS • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
GEORGIA

Tanner Behavioral Health
523 Dixie Street
Carrollton, GA 30117
(770) 836-9551
Intake: (770) 456-3266
MHSAF • SA DT BU • OP OD ODT OIT
ORT HID CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • CO AD WN MN TRMA XA • ADLT • FEM MALE

Highland Rivers Health
SAIOP
180 Wateroak Drive
Cedartown, GA 30125
(770) 387-3538
Intake: (800) 7295700
MHSAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • CO TRMA
DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Murphy/Harpst Childrens Center Inc
740 Fletcher Street
Cedartown, GA 30125
(770) 748-1500x122
Intake: (770) 748-6500x122
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT • SF MD SI PI • CO AD TRMA • CHLD • FEM MALE

Highland Rivers Health
Cercltow, GA 30116
180 Wateroak Drive
Cedartown, GA 30125
(770) 387-3538
Intake: (800) 729-5700
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT • SF MD SI PI • CO AD TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

CLARKSTON

Positive Growth Inc
DBA Positive Growth Interv/Educ Ctr
945 North Indian Creek Drive
Clarkston, GA 30021
(404) 298-9005
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT • SF MD PI • SS • SP • DU SE WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

CERARTERSVILLE

Carrtersville Center Inc
218 Stonewall Street
Carrtersville, GA 30120
(770) 214-9788
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM OTPA • OP OD
OMB ORT CT • SF • CO GL VET SE PW
WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Highland Rivers Health
SAIOP
650 Joe Frank Harris Parkway
Carrtersville, GA 30120
(770) 387-3538
Intake: (800) 729-5700
MHSAF • SA NNX • OP OIT ORT CT
• SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH SP • TRMA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

COLUMBUS

Bradford Health Services
Columbus Regional Office
850 Brookstone Center Parkway
Suite 100
Columbus, GA 31904
(706) 649-3075
SAF • SA DT BU VTIRL • OP OD OIT •
SF SI PI MI • AH • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Bradley Ctr of Saint Francis Hospital
2000 16th Avenue
Columbus, GA 31901
(706) 320-3700
SA DT BU NXN VTIRL • OP OD ODT
HID HIT • SF MD MC PI MI • AH • CO
• YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

House of TIME Inc
1200 Wynnton Road
Columbus, GA 31906
(706) 327-6836
MHSAF • SA BU HH • RES RL CT • NP
• PA • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW
WN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Cedartown Center Inc
218 Stonewall Street
Carrtersville, GA 30120
(770) 214-9788
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM OTPA • OP OD
OMB ORT CT • SF • CO GL VET SE PW
WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

House of TIME Inc
1200 Wynnton Road
Columbus, GA 31906
(706) 327-6836
MHSAF • SA BU HH • RES RL CT • NP
• PA • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW
WN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Cedartown Center Inc
218 Stonewall Street
Carrtersville, GA 30120
(770) 214-9788
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM OTPA • OP OD
OMB ORT CT • SF • CO GL VET SE PW
WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

New Horizons
Child and Adolescent SA Program
1727 Boxwood Place
Columbus, GA 31901
(706) 569-0727
Intakes: (706) 323-0174 (706) 596-5557
SAF • SA • OP OIT CT • SF MD PI MI •
PA • CO CJ AD TRMA • CHLD • FEM MALE

Metro Treatment of Georgia LP
1135 13th Street
Columbus, GA 31901
(706) 887-5030
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA MM BU OTPA • OP OMB
ORT • SF • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Private Clinic Columbus
5617 Princeton Avenue
Suite B
Columbus, GA 31904
(706) 257-7222
Intake: (706) 257-7822
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA MM BU OTPA • OP OMB
ORT • SF • SP • VET SE WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

COLUMBUS

Bradford Health Services
Columbus Regional Office
850 Brookstone Center Parkway
Suite 100
Columbus, GA 31904
(706) 649-3075
SAF • SA DT BU VTIRL • OP OD OIT •
SF SI PI MI • AH • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Bradley Ctr of Saint Francis Hospital
2000 16th Avenue
Columbus, GA 31901
(706) 320-3700
SA DT BU NXN VTIRL • OP OD ODT
HID HIT • SF MD MC PI MI • AH • CO
• YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

New Horizons
Child and Adolescent SA Program
1727 Boxwood Place
Columbus, GA 31901
(706) 569-0727
Intakes: (706) 323-0174 (706) 596-5557
SAF • SA • OP OIT CT • SF MD PI MI •
PA • CO CJ AD TRMA • CHLD • FEM MALE

Metro Treatment of Georgia LP
1135 13th Street
Columbus, GA 31901
(706) 887-5030
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA MM BU OTPA • OP OMB
ORT • SF • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

New Horizons
Child and Adolescent SA Program
1727 Boxwood Place
Columbus, GA 31901
(706) 569-0727
Intakes: (706) 323-0174 (706) 596-5557
SAF • SA • OP OIT CT • SF MD PI MI •
PA • CO CJ AD TRMA • CHLD • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
Ultimate Support Services LLC
3575 Macon Road
Suite 8
Columbus, GA 31907
(706) 221-3575

MHF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MI •
CO MF CJ AD TR MA • ADLT •
FEM MALE

COMMERCE
Robert W Dail Memorial
Treatment Center
734 Hospital Road
Commerce, GA 30529
(706) 335-5180
Intakes: (706) 335-5181 (706) 335-5216
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU OTPA • OP
OD OMB OIT ORT • SF MD MI • SS • CO AD • CHLD YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

CONYERS
Academy for Family Empowerment Servs
1261 Commercial Drive
Suite E
Conyers, GA 30094
(770) 918-8003

MHSAF • SA BU • OP OIT ORT CT •
SF MD SI • SS • CO AD • CHLD YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

Alliance Recovery Center Conyers
3430 Highway 20
Conyers, GA 30013
(770) 922-4482
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU OTPA • OP
OD OMB OIT ORT • SF • AH • CO DU
GL VET CJ PW WN MN TRMA • YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

Atlanta Intervention Network Inc
930 Green Street SW
Conyers, GA 30012
(770) 713-8580
Intake: (770) 602-1979
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • DU • CHLD
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

ConRoc Inc
DBA Rockdale House for Women
995 Milstead Avenue
Conyers, GA 30012
(770) 483-0213
SAF • SA • RES RL • SF • W N • YAD
ADLT • FEM

Rockdale House for Men
1060 Scott Street SE
Conyers, GA 30012
(770) 483-3984
SAF • SA • RES RL • SF • MN • YAD
ADLT • MALE

The Epiphany Center
1775 Parker Road SE
Suite C-210
Conyers, GA 30094
(404) 419-6546
Intakes: (404) 419-6546x2 (404) 419-6546x1
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF PI MI •
SS • CO GL ADM MF WN MN TRMA
XA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

CUMMING
Avita Community Partners
Forsyth County Mental Health
125 North Corners Parkway
Cumming, GA 30040
(770) 341-3840
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD MI • SS PA • AH • CHLD YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

DAHLONEGA
Avita Community Partners
Lumpkin County
150 Johnson Street
Suite A
Dahlonega, GA 30533
(706) 864-6822
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD MI • SS PA • AH • CHLD YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

DALTON
Georgia HOPE
1414 Dug Gap Road
Dalton, GA 30720
(706) 279-0405
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD MI • SS PA • AH • CHLD YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

DECatur
Alliance Recovery Center
1116 East Ponce De Leon Avenue
Decatur, GA 30032
(404) 377-7669
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU OTPA • OP
OD OMB ORT CT • SF • W N MN •
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Intakes: (404) 284-4658x1
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • SS PA •
CO W N • YAD ADLT • FEM

View Point Health
GRAN Recovery Center
215 Kirkland Road
Decatur, GA 30032
(706) 209-2770
Intake: (706) 209-2771
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI • SS •
CO W N MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Breakthru House Inc
1866 Eastfield Street
Decatur, GA 30030
(404) 284-4658
Intake: (404) 284-4658x1
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • SS PA •
CO W N • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

View Point Health
Newton Mental Health Center
8201 Hazelbrand Road
Covington, GA 30014
(678) 209-2600
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI •
PI MI • SS PA • AH SP • CO DU • YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
Caring Works Inc
Hope House
321 West Hall Street
Suite 5
Decatur, GA 30030
(404) 371-1230 x 249
Intake: (404) 564-4181 x 224 (404) 564-4181 x 228
SAF • SA HH • RES RL • NP • AH • CO CJ MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • MALE

Children and Teenager Foundation
4151 Memorial Drive
Suite 204
Decatur, GA 30032
(404) 359-4656 x 1001
Decatur, GA 30035
(404) 783-1009
Intake: (404) 299-2087
MHSAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT • MD MC MJ • SP FX • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F28 F42

Marvelous Light Consultants LLC
4319 Covington Highway
Suite 110
Decatur, GA 30030
(404) 288-0054
Intake: (404) 892-4646 x 231 (866) 314-8287
SAF • SA HH • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF MD MC • CJ WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

New Start Drug Treatment Center
2532 White Oak Drive
Decatur, GA 30032
(404) 286-0054
Intake: (404) 370-1508
SAF • SA HH • RES RL • SF • SS • VET CJ MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

Quilt Transitional Consulting and Development Services LLC
451 Memorial Drive
Suite 207-A
Decatur, GA 30032
(404) 297-8322
Intake: (404) 297-8321
MHSAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI IH • AH SP • CO VET CJ AD WN MN XA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Reunited Counseling and Training LLC
3590 Covington Highway
Decatur, GA 30032
(404) 687-9188
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • DU CJ WN MN DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Seajoy Family Service Center LLC
4151 Memorial Drive
Suite 121-C
Decatur, GA 30032
(404) 974-4820
Intake: (770) 374-7268
SAF • SA HH • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF MD MC • CJ WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Veterans Affairs Medical Center
Substance Abuse Treatment Program
1670 Clairmont Road
Decatur, GA 30033
(404) 321-6111
Intake: (404) 321-611x6900
SAF • SA HH • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MM • CO GL VET MF • SE AD WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Hosanna Youth Facilities Inc
4290 Memorial Drive
Suite C
Decatur, GA 30032
(404) 292-3000
MHSAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT • MD MC MJ • SP FX • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F28 F42

STAND Incorporated
4319 Covington Highway
Suite 117
Decatur, GA 30032
(404) 783-1009
Intake: (404) 299-2087
SAF • SA HH • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF MD MC • CJ WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Avita Community Partners
Habersham Mental Health Center
Substance Abuse Treatment Program
196 Scoggins Drive
Demorest, GA 30535
(706) 894-3700
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS PA • AH • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

DeKalb Addiction Clinic
45 Winn Way
Decatur, GA 30030
(404) 408-6430
Intake: (404) 892-4646
SAF • SA NNXN VTRL • OP ODT OIT
ORT CT • SF MD MC PI • SS PA • CO DU GL VET CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

DeKalb Regional Crisis Center
450 Winn Way
Decatur, GA 30030
(404) 294-0499
Intake: (404) 892-4646
MHSAF • SA DT BU • RES RS RD • SF SI • SS PA • AH • CO WN MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Diagnosis and Comprehensive Counseling
4151 Memorial Drive
Suite 207-A
Decatur, GA 30032
(404) 297-8321
Intake: (404) 297-8322
MHSAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI IH • AH SP • CO VET CJ AD WN MN XA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

STAND Incorporated
4319 Covington Highway
Suite 117
Decatur, GA 30032
(404) 288-4668
SAF • SA HH • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF MD MC • CJ WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Seajoy Family Service Center LLC
4151 Memorial Drive
Suite 121-C
Decatur, GA 30032
(404) 974-4820
Intake: (770) 374-7268
SAF • SA HH • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • CO GL VET MF • SE AD WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Veterans Affairs Medical Center
Substance Abuse Treatment Program
1670 Clairmont Road
Decatur, GA 30033
(404) 321-6111
Intake: (404) 321-611x6900
SAF • SA DT MM BM BU NNXN VTRL • OP ODT OIT ORT CT • VAMC SF PI • SS PA • CO VET MF WN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Georgian Health Partners LLC
5240 Snapfinger Park Drive
Suite 140
Decatur, GA 30035
(678) 359-4656 x 1001
Intake: (678) 389-4856
MHSF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SL • CO GL VET MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
DOUGLAS
Satilla Community Services
Unison Behavioral Health
1005 Shirley Avenue
Douglas, GA 31533
(912) 389-4188
Intake: (800) 342-8168
MHSASF • SA BU • OP OMB ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • ADLT • FEM MALE

Step One Recovery Center
Community Mental Health of Middle GA
600 North Jefferson Street
Dublin, GA 31021
(478) 275-6800x2009
Intakes: (478) 272-1190 (478) 275-6854
SAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Veterans Affairs Medical Center
Substance Abuse Treatment Program
1826 Veterans Boulevard
Unit 15A
Dublin, GA 31021
(478) 272-1210x3217
Intakes: (478) 272-1210x2497 (478) 272-1210x2888
MHSASF • SA DT • OP RES RS RL OD OIT ORT CT • VAMC MD MC PI MI • PA • CO VET MC CJ TR MA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

DOUGLASVILLE
HealthQuest
2109 Fairburn Road
Suite A
Douglasville, GA 30135
(770) 726-7958
Intake: (770) 826-0400
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA MM BU OTPA • OP OMB ORT • SF • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Breaking the Chains
213 Jeff Davis Place
Suit 103
Fayetteville, GA 30214
(706) 460-8283
Intake: (404) 863-4069
SAF • SA DT • OP RES RS RL OD ODT ORT CT • SF • SS • DU DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

DUBLIN
Horizons Family Services Inc
1144 North Jefferson Street
Dublin, GA 31021
(478) 272-6060
MHF • SA • OP OIT • MD • FEM MALE

Preferred Treatment Center LLC
108 Coporate Square Drive
Suite A
Dublin, GA 31021
(478) 274-8426
Intake: (478) 274-8428
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM OTPA • OP OD OMB ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS PA • AH • WN MN • ADLT • FEM MALE

Quentin Price MD
Crisis Residential Unit
2121 Bellevue Road
Building 9 Suite A
Dublin, GA 31021
(478) 275-6811x1175
Intakes: (478) 272-1190 (800) 868-5423
MHSASF • DT • RES RD • SF MD MC SI PI MI • PA • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

EASTMAN
Community Mental Health Center
Eastman Annex
621 Plaza Avenue
Eastman, GA 31023
(478) 448-1040
MHSASF • SA • OP OIT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS PA • AH • WN MN • ADLT • FEM MALE

Southeast Georgia Treatment Center LLC
816 Professional Center Drive
Eastman, GA 31023
(478) 374-0390
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM OTPA • OP OD OMB ORT • SF • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

ELBERTON
Advantage Behavioral Health Systems
50 Chestnut Street
Elberton, GA 30635
(706) 213-2048
MHSASF • SA • OP OIT • SF MD PI MI • SSPA • DU CJ • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Flanigans Counseling and Evaluation
33 Chestnut Street
Elberton, GA 30635
(706) 207-9436
Intakes: (706) 207-9436x706 (706) 353-8188
MHSASF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

EVANS
Treatment Center of Augusta
4158 Washington Road
Suite 4
Evans, GA 30809
(706) 854-9225
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA MM OTPA • OP OMB • SF • WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

FAYETTEVILLE
Breaking the Chains
213 Jeff Davis Place
Suite 103
Fayetteville, GA 30214
(706) 460-8283
Intake: (404) 863-4069
SAF • SA DT • OP RES RS RL OD ODT ORT CT • SF • SS • DU DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Families United Services Inc
500 Lanier Avenue West
Suite 904
Fayetteville, GA 30214
(678) 817-1120
Intake: (706) 719-1100
MHSASF • SA NNXN VTRL • OP ODT OIT ORT CT • MD MC • PA • CO GL MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
FORT BENNING
Directorate of Human Resources
Army Substance Abuse Program
Buildings 975
Fort Benning, GA 31905
(706) 545-7010
Intakes: (706) 545-2495 (706) 545-8362
SAF • SA/NXN • OP ORT • PI MI • PA
• AH SP • ADM MF/WN MN • YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

Lanier Treatment Center
592 Medical Park Drive
Suite A
Gainesville, GA 30501
(770) 503-7721
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU OTPA • OP
OD OMB ORT • SF • YAD ADLT • FEM
MALE

Laurelwood Hospital
200 Wisteria Drive
Gainesville, GA 30501
(770) 219-3800
Intake: (770) 219-2888
MHSAF • SA DT BU • OP ODT OIT
ORT HID HIT • SF MD MC SI PI MI AH
SP • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

GREENVILLE
Pathways Center
Meriwether County
756 Woodbury Highway
Greenville, GA 30222
(706) 672-1118
Intake: (888) 247-9048
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD
MC SI PI MI HS • SS • AH • CHLD
ADLT • FEM MALE

GRANT
McIntosh Trail Community Servs Board
1345 North Expresway
Suite 301
Griffin, GA 30224
(770) 358-5252
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD
MC SI PI MI HS • SS • AH • DU AD • ADLT
• FEM MALE

McIntosh Trail Community Servs Board
Substance Abuse Outpatient Services
1572 Williamson Road
Griffin, GA 30224
(770) 358-8470
Intake: (770) 358-5252
MHSAF • SA HH • OP ODT OIT ORT
• SF MD MC • SS • CO GL • VET SE
WN MN TRMA • ADLT • FEM MALE

HINESVILLE
Darsey Black and Associates
215 East Court Street
Hinesville, GA 31313
(912) 876-4010
MHSF • SA • OP ORT • SF SI PI MI • SS
• CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Fraser Center
203 Mary Lou Drive
Hinesville, GA 31313
(912) 369-7777
MHSF • SA • OP ORT • SF MC PI MI • SS
• YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Malinda Graham and Associates Inc
1518 Airport Road
Hinesville, GA 31313
(912) 877-7928
MHSF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD
MC SI PI MI • SS PA • AH SP • CO GL
ADM MF CJ SE AD WN MN TRMA • XA
DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

JACKSON
Butts County Counseling Center
463 Ernest Biles Drive
Suite B
Jackson, GA 30233
(770) 358-5252
MHSF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD
MC SI PI MI • SS PA • AH • DU AD • ADLT
• FEM MALE

South Georgia Treatment
794 McDonough Road
Suite 104
Jackson, GA 30233
(770) 775-9044
Intake: (770) 775-9043
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM OTPA • OP OD OMB
OIT ORT • SF • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

GAINESVILLE
Avita Community Partners
Ambulatory Detox
3509 Marby Road
Gainesville, GA 30504
(678) 207-1199
Intake: (678) 207-1199
SAF • DT • OP OD CT • SF MD MC SI
MI • SS • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

McIntosh Trail Community Servs Board
Substance Abuse Outpatient Services
1572 Williamson Road
Griffin, GA 30224
(770) 358-8470
Intake: (770) 358-5252
MHSF • SA HH • OP ODT OIT ORT
• SF MD MC • SS • CO GL • VET SE
WN MN TRMA • ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
JONESBORO
Advantage Behavioral Health Systems
Jackson County Clinic
383 Stan Evans Drive
Jefferson, GA 30549
(706) 367-5258
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MHSAF • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Potters House
655 Potters House Road
Jefferson, GA 30549
(706) 543-8388
SAFE • SA HH • RES RL CT • SF • PA • MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

Advantage Counseling Services
1299 Battle Creek Road
Suite 230-B
Jonesboro, GA 30236
(770) 471-0033
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • MD MC • CO MN TRMA XA DV • ADLT • FEM MALE

Clayton Center Community Services Board Substance Abuse Program
853 Battlecreek Road
Jonesboro, GA 30236
(770) 478-1099
MHSAF • SA DT • OP OD ODT OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • SS PA • CO VET CJ PW WN MN TRMA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Consecrated Care Inc
217 Arrowhead Boulevard
Suite B-1
Jonesboro, GA 30236
(770) 472-9110
Methadone Clients Only
SAFE • SA DT MM DM OTPA • OP OD OMB ORT • SF • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

La Fayette
Outpatient Clinic
501 Mize Street
LaFayette, GA 30728
(706) 638-5591
Intakes: (800) 715-4225 (706) 806-1222
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS • AH • CO AD WN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

JENNIFER
Advantage Behavioral Health Systems
North Campus
702 East Villanow Street
La Fayette, GA 30728
(706) 749-1314
Intakes: (706) 453-7929 (866) 542-5378
SAFE • SA HH • RES RL CT • SF • MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

KENNESAW
Creative Intervention Inc
3114 Cherokee Street
Suite 209
Kennesaw, GA 30144
(770) 627-3550
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD SI PI • AD • ADLT • FEM MALE

Devereaux Foundation Inc
1291 Stanley Road NW
Kennesaw, GA 30152
(770) 427-0147
MHF • SA • RES RL • SF MD SI PI • AD • ADLT • FEM MALE

Treatment Center of Kennesaw
1735 Tuscan Heights Boulevard
Suite 116
Kennesaw, GA 30152
(770) 426-7810
Methadone Clients Only
SAFE • SA MM OTPA • OP OMB • SF • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

LA FAYETTE
LaFayette Outpatient Clinic
501 Mize Street
LaFayette, GA 30728
(706) 638-5591
Intakes: (800) 715-4225 (706) 806-1222
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS • AH • CO AD WN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Penfield Christian Homes Inc
North Campus
702 East Villanow Street
La Fayette, GA 30728
(706) 749-1314
Intakes: (706) 453-7929 (866) 542-5378
SAFE • SA HH • RES RL CT • SF • MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

LAFAYETTE
Addiction Recovery Services
100 Smith Street
Suite 1
LaGrange, GA 30240
(706) 594-4735
SAFE • SA • OP ORT CT • SF PI • DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Pathways Center
Group Mental Health
122 Gordon Commercial Drive
Suites D
LaGrange, GA 30240
(706) 845-4054
Intake: (888) 247-9048
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

West Georgia Counseling and Assessment Services Inc
98 Gordon Commercial Drive
LaGrange, GA 30240
(706) 837-0045
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • CO GL VET
ADM MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

LAWRENCEVILLE
Atlanta Family Counseling Center Inc
190 Camden Hill Road
Suite A
Lawrenceville, GA 30046
(770) 513-8988
SAFE • SA • OP ORT CT • SF PI MI • SS • SP • CO DU CJ AD WN MN DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

GEORGIA
MARR Inc  
Womens Recovery Center  
275 West Pike Street  
Lawrenceville, GA 30046  
(678) 805-5170  
Intakes: (678) 805-5131 (800) 732-5430  
SAF • SA NNXN VTRL HH • OP RES RL  
ORT • SF PI • CO WN TRMA • YAD  
ADLT • FEM

New Focus Addiction and  
Behavioral Health  
885 Buford Drive  
Lawrenceville, GA 30043  
(678) 261-7671  
MHSAF • SA BU NNXN VTRL • OP  
OMB OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI  
MI • SS • PA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Toxicology Associates of North Georgia  
Gwinnett Inc  
751 Collins Hill Road  
Lawrenceville, GA 30046  
(770) 248-1616  
Methadone Clients Only  
SAF • SA DT MM OTPA • OP OD OMB  
ORT • SF MI • VET • YAD ADLT • FEM  
MALE

View Point Health Lawrenceville  
Alcohol and Drug Program  
175 Gwinnett Drive  
Lawrenceville, GA 30045  
(678) 209-2411  
MHSAF • SA NXN • OP OIT ORT  
• SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS PA • CO AD  
TRMA • XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM  
MALE

LEESBURG

Anchorage Inc  
162 Hampton Lane  
Leesburg, GA 31763  
(229) 435-5692  
SAF • SA HH • RES RL • NP • PA • MN  
• YAD ADLT • MALE

LILBURN

Family’s Matter Counseling and  
Psychological Services  
4568 Lawrenceville Highway  
Suite 201  
Lilburn, GA 30047  
(404) 602-0182  
Intake: (404) 602-0182x0  
MHSAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT CT  
• SF MD SI PI MI • PA • AH • DU CJ  
• CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

LITHIA SPRINGS

Cobb/Douglas Cnty Comm Servs Board  
Douglas Outpatient Services  
680 Thornton Way  
Suite A  
Lithia Springs, GA 30122  
(770) 949-8082  
Intakes: (770) 422-0202 (800) 715-4225  
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD  
MC SI PI • SS PA • YAD ADLT • FEM  
MALE

LITHONIA

Georgia Center for Health Wellness and  
Recovery Inc  
2520 Hollingsworth Street  
Suite A104  
Lithonia, GA 30058  
(770) 484-8834  
Intake: (678) 974-8586  
MH • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC  
PI MI • SS • CO WN MN TRMA • YAD  
ADLT • FEM MALE

TLB Treatment Services  
4306 Donna Way  
Lithonia, GA 30038  
(470) 268-8427  
MHSAF • SA DT HH • OP OD OIT  
ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • CO  
DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW WN  
MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM  
MALE

MACON

Community Development Systems  
577 Mulberry Street  
Suite 900  
Macon, GA 31201  
(478) 743-8333  
Intake: (478) 254-7292  
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD • CO  
GL CJ AD TRMA XA DV • ADLT • FEM  
MALE

GPA Treatment of Macon Inc  
6132 Hawkinsville Road  
Macon, GA 31216  
(478) 788-0066  
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only  
SAF • SA MM DM BU OTPA • OP OMB  
• SF • PW • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

HealthQwest Frontiers  
Macon  
890 Northwoods Plaza  
Burrus Road  
Macon, GA 31204  
(478) 330-7164  
Intake: (478) 538-2780  
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only  
SAF • SA DT MM BU OTPA • OP OD OMB  
ORT CT • SF • SP • CO PW TRMA • XA DV  
• YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Hephzibah Childrens Home Inc  
6601 Zebulon Road  
Macon, GA 31220  
(478) 477-3383  
Intakes: (478) 477-3383x171 (478) 477-  
3383x109  
MHSAF • SA • OP RES RS RL OIT ORT  
• SF MD SI PI • SP • AD • ADLT • FEM  
MALE

Piedmont Counseling Services Inc  
544 Mulberry Street  
Suite 305  
Macon, GA 31210  
(478) 477-2220  
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD PI •  
AH • AD • ADLT • FEM MALE
River Edge Behavioral Health Center
Addictive Disease Outpatient Program
175 Emery Highway
Macon, GA 31206
(478) 803-8729
Intakes: (478) 471-5388
MHS AF • SF M D MC SI PI MI • AD • CHLD • FEM MA LE
Cobb/Douglas Cnty Comm Servs Board
Hartmann Center
729 Lawrence Street
Marietta, GA 30060
(770) 971-7801
Intake: (770) 422-0202
MHS AF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • PA • AD • CHLD • FEM MA LE
Cobb/Douglas Cnty Comm Servs Board
Mothers Making a Change
331 North Marietta Parkway
Marietta, GA 30067
(770) 818-9400
(770) 612-8264
Intake: (770) 309-3171
(770) 267-8302
MHS AF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • PA • AD • CHLD • FEM MA LE
Trinity Treatment Center Inc
1221 Newbeg Avenue
Macon, GA 31206
(478) 788-5600
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA MM OTPA • OP OMB • SF • PW • YAD ADLT • FEM MA LE
ACE Community Support
2759 Delk Road
Suite 1200
Marietta, GA 30067
(678) 401-4596
MHS AF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI MI • SS • ADLT • FEM MA LE
Warnecke Professional Counseling
2050 Roswell Road
Marietta, GA 30062
(678) 784-4293
Intake: (770) 309-3171
MHS AF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS • SF FX • DU TRMA XA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MA LE • F67

MCDONOUGH
Henry County Counseling Center
139 Henry Parkway
McDonough, GA 30253
(770) 358-5252
MHS AF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI • AH • CO DU CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MA LE
Milledgeville
Oconee Center
Addictive Disease Services
900 Barrows Ferry Road
Milledgeville, GA 31061
(478) 445-5518
Intake: (478) 445-3201
SAF • SA • OP OD • OIT ORT • SF • DU • GL VET • ADM • MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • ADLT • FEM MA LE
Monroe
Advantage Behavioral Health Systems
Walton County Mental Health Clinic
834 Highway 11 SW
Monroe, GA 30655
(770) 267-8302
(770) 267-8302x30
MHS AF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • PA • AH • BC • YAD ADLT • FEM MA LE
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GEORGIA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### MOODY AFB
Moody Air Force Base
Alcohol and Drug Abuse Treatment
23 MDOS/GOMH
3278 Mitchell Boulevard
Moody AFB, GA 31699
(229) 257-3898
Intake: (229) 257-2799
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • MI • ADM • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

### Moultrie
Turning Point Hospital
3015 Veterans Parkway
Moultrie, GA 31788
(229) 985-4815
Intakes: (800) 342-1075 x211 (229) 985-4815 x211
SAF • SA DT BU VTRL • OP OD OT ORT HID HIT • SF MC PI MI • AH • WN MNTRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

### Newnan
Center of Renewed Promises
1485 East Highway 34
Suite I-A
Newnan, GA 30265
(770) 502-0884
Intake: (770) 502-0880
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA MM OTPA • OP OMB ORT • SF • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
S and T Assessment and Counseling Service Inc
37[J] Calumet Parkway
Suite 201
Newnan, GA 30263
(770) 251-0530 x301
Intake: (877) 773-2850
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD • SS • CO VET CJ TRMA XA DV • ADLT • FEM MALE

### Norcross
Atlanta Metro Treatment Center
6500 McDonough Drive
Suite B-2
Norcross, GA 30093
(770) 242-7865
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU OTPA • OP OD OMB ORT CT • SF • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
CETPA Inc
6202 Dawson Boulevard
Suite 1
Norcross, GA 30093
(770) 662-0249
MHSAF • SA DT BU NXN • OP OD OT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI • SS • SP FX • CO DU GL CJ SE AD PW WN MNTRMA XA DV • ADLT • FEM MALE • F67
LakeLand Centers Atlanta
7001 Peachtree Industrial Boulevard
Suite 404
Norcross, GA 30092
(770) 840-9912
Methadone Clients Only
MHSAF • SA DT MM DM OTPA • OP OD OMB ORT CT • SF • SE PW WN MNTRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

### Peachtree City
Grace Harbour Inc
23 Eastbrook Bend
Suite 200
Peachtree City, GA 30269
(770) 486-1140
Intake: (678) 326-4488
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD SI PI MI • AH SP • AD • ADLT • FEM MALE

### Perry
New Pointe Treatment Center LLC
1031 Kerth Drive
Perry, GA 31069
(478) 987-7912
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM OTPA • OP OD OMB • SF • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

### Quitman
McLeod Gaston Inc
DBA Bishop Foundation
102 North Madison Street
Quitman, GA 31643
(229) 263-7757
MHF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD PI • PA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

### Rincon
Durden Consulting Services LLC
5910 U.S. Highway 21 South
Unit 6
Rincon, GA 31326
(912) 988-3649
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • MD SI • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

### Ringgold
Crossroads Treatment Center of Northwest Georgia PC
4083 Cloud Springs Road
Ringgold, GA 30736
(706) 820-6087
Intake: (800) 805-6989
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA MM OTPA • OP OMB ORT • SF • AH • PW WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

### Rome
Floyd Behavioral Health Center
306 Shorter Avenue
Rome, GA 30165
(706) 509-3500
Intake: (800) 365-3548
MHSAF • SA DT BU NXN • OP OIT ORT HIDE HHT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
New Horizons Treatment Center
36 Chateau Court
Rome, GA 30161
(706) 233-9603
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU OTPA • OP OD OMB ORT CT • SF • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
ROSSVILLE
Private Clinic North
822 Chickamauga Avenue
Rossville, GA 30741
(706) 861-6458
Intake: (423) 260-8066
Methadone Clients Only
SAF * SA DT MM DM OTPA * OP OD OMB ORT * SF * AH * CO PW WN MN * YAD ADLT * FEM MALE

SAVANNAH
Access Mental Health Agency LLC
6555 Abercorn Street
Suite 221
Savannah, GA 31405
(912) 200-9818
MHF * SA * OP ORT CT * MD * ADLT * FEM MALE

Assisted Recovery Center of GA Inc
308 Commercial Drive
Suite 100
Savannah, GA 31406
(912) 352-2425
Intake: (888) 570-6391
SAF * SA DT BU NXN VTRL HH * OP RES RD OD OMB ODT OIT ORT * SF * CO GL VET SE WN MN TRMA * YAD ADLT * FEM MALE

HealthQwest Frontiers Inc
6555 Abercorn Street
Suite 129
Savannah, GA 31405
(912) 335-1699
Intake: (912) 655-8716
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF * SA MM BU OTPA * OP OMB ORT * SF * AH * SE PW WN MN * YAD ADLT * FEM MALE

MedMark Services Inc
Turning Point of Savannah
600 Commercial Court
Suite A
Savannah, GA 31406
(912) 352-4357
Intake: (912) 352-0054
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF * SA MM BU OTPA * OP OMB * SF * YAD ADLT * FEM MALE

Recovery Place Inc
PHP and IOP
835 East 65th Street
Suite 104
Savannah, GA 31405
(912) 355-1440
SAF * SA DT VTRL * OP RES RS RD OD ODT OIT ORT * SF MD SI PI MI * SP * DU WN MN TRMA * YAD ADLT * FEM MALE

Recovery Place Inc
Womens Residential Treatment
466 Martin Luther King Boulevard
Savannah, GA 31401
(912) 355-1440
Intake: (912) 349-3308
SAF * SA * RES RL CT * SF MD * PA * SP * CO VET CJ PW WN TRMA BC XA DV * YAD ADLT * FEM

SNELLVILLE
Advance Therapeutic Concepts Inc
2795 Main Street West
Suite 20-B
Snellville, GA 30078
(678) 344-7836
Intake: (877) 754-8057
MHF * SA * OP ORT ORT CT * SF MD SI PI * PA * SP FX * CO AD * ADLT * FEM MALE * F19 F28

STATESBORO
Bulloch Recovery Resources
18 Simmons Center
18 Proctor Street
Statesboro, GA 30458
(912) 489-8401
Intake: (912) 489-8995
MHS * SA * OP ORT CT * SF * SS * AH * CO DU CJ WN MN * CHLD YAD ADLT * FEM MALE

Pineland BHDD
Womens Place
102 West Inman Street
Statesboro, GA 30458
(912) 871-7355
Intake: (912) 764-5125
SAF * SA HH * RES RL * SF MD MC SI PI MI * SS * AH * PW WN TRMA BC * YAD ADLT * FEM

Reliance Treatment Center
Statesboro
201 Donehoo Street
Statesboro, GA 30458
(912) 489-7827
Intake: (912) 352-0054
Methadone Clients Only
SAF * SA DT MM OTPA * OP OD OMB ORT * SF * SP FX * YAD ADLT * FEM MALE * F28

The Addiction Treatment Experts
311 Jones Mill Road
Statesboro, GA 30458
(912) 764-6236
Intake: (912) 764-6236
SAF * SA DT BU NXN VTRL HH * OP RES RS RL OD ODT OIT ORT * SF * AH * SE AD PW WN MN * CHLD ADLT * FEM MALE
Willingway
Womens Residence
125 North Main Street
Statesboro, GA 30458
(912) 764-6236x7260
Intakes: (912) 764-6236 (800) 242-9455
SAF • SA HH • RES RL • SF PI • CO CJ AD PW • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM

**STONE MOUNTAIN**

Visions of New Hope LLC
5300 Memorial Drive
Suite 121
Stone Mountain, GA 30083
(404) 254-4500
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC • SS PA • AH • CO GL CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**SUMMERVILLE**

Lookout Mountain Community Services
83 Highway 48
Summerville, GA 30747
(706) 857-5441
Intakes: (800) 715-4225 (706) 806-1222
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS • AH • CO AD WN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**THOMASVILLE**

Archbold Northside
401 Old Albany Road
Thomasville, GA 31799
(229) 228-8100
Intake: (800) 238-8661
MHSAF • SA DT • HID HIT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**SUGARLOAF**

Crossroads Treatment Center at Sugarloaf
2855 Lawrenceville Suwanee Road
Suite 330
Suwanee, GA 30024
(770) 904-3955
Intake: (800) 805-6989
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU OTPA • OP OD OMB ORT • SF • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**TIFFON**

Behavioral Health Services of South GA
334 Tifton Eldorado Road
Tifton, GA 31794
(229) 391-2300
Intakes: (229) 391-2353 (800) 715-4225
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI • SS PA • AH • CO DU CJ AD WN MN TRMA • ADLT • FEM MALE

**THOMSON**

Serenity Behavioral Health Systems
McDuffie/Wilkes Outpatient Clinic
306 Greenwood Street
Thomson, GA 30824
(706) 595-2739
Intake: (888) 968-0471
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD MC SI • SS PA • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**TUCKER**

Alliance for Change Through Treatment
3548 Habersham at Northlake
Building F, Suite B
Tucker, GA 30084
(678) 406-9707
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
Family Works Inc
3562 Habersham at Northlake
Building J
Tucker, GA 30084
(770) 270-2231

MHF • SA • OP ORT • MD SI • SP FX • CO GL VET ADM MF SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • ADLT • FEM MALE • F19 F28

UNION POINT

Turning Point New Directions Inc
100 Glendale Court
Suite E
Tyrone, GA 30290
(770) 683-9375

MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

VALDOSTA

Behavioral Health Services of South GA
Project Light for Women
3120 North Oak Street Ext
Suite B
Valdosta, GA 31602
(229) 671-6130

SAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT CT • SF MD PI SS PA AH • CO GL MF CJ SE PW WN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM

Greenleaf Counseling Center
2217 Pineview Drive
Valdosta, GA 31602
(229) 671-6700
Intakes: (229) 671-6611 (229) 671-6633
MHSAF • SA DT NXN VTRL HH • OP RES RL ODT OIT HID HIT • SF MC SI PI MI IHS • AH • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Valdosta, Georgia

Pathway to Hope Counseling Servs Inc
1341 West Hill Avenue
Valdosta, GA 31601
(229) 249-7730

MHF • SA DT • OP OD ORT • SF MD SI MI SS DU CJ ADLT • FEM MALE

PeaceWay Counseling and Mediation Services Inc
2405 Bemiss Road
Valdosta, GA 31602
(229) 333-2351
Intake: (229) 333-2352
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • SP • DU CJ AD • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Treatment Center of Valdosta
2301 University Drive
Valdosta, GA 31602
(229) 242-4673
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA MM DM OTPA • OP OMB ORT CT • SF • SP • PW • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

WARNER ROBINS

Great Expectations Unlimited LLC
306 Corder Road
Suite 1
Warner Robins, GA 31088
(478) 971-4684
MHSAF • SA DT • OP OD ORT CT • SF MD SI SP • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • ADLT • FEM MALE

Project Light for Women
2301 University Drive
Valdosta, GA 31602
(229) 242-4673

Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA MM DM BU OTPA • OP ODM ORT CT • SF • AH SP • PW • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Volunteers of America Southeast Inc
Georgia
118 West Hill Avenue
Valdosta, GA 31601
(229) 896-1522
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • NP • PA • CJ • WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

VIDALIA

Extended Wellness
604 Broad Foot Drive
Vidalia, GA 30474
(912) 537-8745
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA MM DM OTPA • OP OMB ORT • SF • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

VILLA RICA

Substance Abuse Treatment
20 Herrell Road
Villa Rica, GA 30180
(770) 456-3266
Intakes: (770) 836-9551 (770) 456-3295
MHSAF • SA BU • OP ODT OIT ORT HIT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • SP FX • CO GL VET CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • ADLT • FEM MALE • F28 F30

WHO LEU ques

Great Expectations Unlimited LLC
306 Corder Road
Suite 1
Warner Robins, GA 31088
(478) 971-4684
MHSAF • SA DT • OP OD ORT CT • SF MD SI SP • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • ADLT • FEM MALE

Villa Rica, GA 30180
(770) 456-3266
Intakes: (770) 836-9551 (770) 456-3295
MHSAF • SA BU • OP ODT OIT ORT HIT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • SP FX • CO GL VET CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • ADLT • FEM MALE • F28 F30

Warner Robins, GA 31088
(478) 971-4684
MHSAF • SA DT • OP OD ORT CT • SF MD SI SP • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • ADLT • FEM MALE

Counseling Services
20 Herrell Road
Villa Rica, GA 30180
(770) 456-3266
Intakes: (770) 836-9551 (770) 456-3295
MHSAF • SA BU • OP ODT OIT ORT HIT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • SP FX • CO GL VET CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • ADLT • FEM MALE • F28 F30

Pathway to Hope Counseling Servs Inc
1341 West Hill Avenue
Valdosta, GA 31601
(229) 249-7730

MHF • SA DT • OP OD ORT • SF MD SI MI SS DU CJ ADLT • FEM MALE

PeaceWay Counseling and Mediation Services Inc
2405 Bemiss Road
Valdosta, GA 31602
(229) 333-2351
Intake: (229) 333-2352
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • SP • DU CJ AD • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Treatment Center of Valdosta
2301 University Drive
Valdosta, GA 31602
(229) 242-4673

Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA MM DM OTPA • OP OMB ORT CT • SF • SP • PW • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Warner Robins, GA 31088
(478) 971-4684

FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
GEORGIA

WAYCROSS

Saint Illa Center
3455 Harris Road
Waycross, GA 31503
(912) 449-7200
Intakes: (912) 449-7200x7202 (912) 449-7214
MHSAF • SA DT • RES RS RL RD CT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS • AH • WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Satilla Community Services
Garden Gate
852 Tiffany Lane
Waycross, GA 31503
(912) 449-7861
Intake: (912) 449-7865
SAF • SA BU • RES RL • NP • PA • AH • PW BC • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Waycross, GA 31501
(912) 285-2658
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA MM OTPA • OP OMB ORT CT • SF • WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

WINDERS

Comprehensive Counseling Services LLC
329 Resource Parkway
Winder, GA 30680
(678) 425-9475
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Lifetime Counseling LLC
138 Park Avenue
Suite 214
Winder, GA 30680
(678) 425-9007
Intake: (404) 217-8822
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS • AD WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Project Adam
Community Assistance Center Inc
112 Lanthier Street
Winder, GA 30680
(770) 867-8003
Intake: (770) 867-3935
SAF • SA NXN • OP RES RL ODT OIT ORT CT • SF PI • AH • DU CJ WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

WAYNESBORO

Ogeechee Behavioral Health Services
292 West 4th Street
Waynesboro, GA 30830
(706) 437-6863
MHF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Woodstock Treatment Center LLC
270 Heritage Walk
Woodstock, GA 30188
(678) 494-5700
Intake: (800) 639-7827
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM OTPA • OP OD OMB • SF MI • SP • PW • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

WILDWOOD

Tri State Treatment
1236 Highway 299
Wildwood, GA 30757
(423) 428-0045
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA MM DM OTPA • OP OMB • SF • AH SP FX • PW • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F30 F70

Focus Counseling and Training Inc
9876 Main Street
Suite 100
Woodstock, GA 30188
(770) 516-1050
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD • SS • SP • CO GL VET CJ SE AD PW • WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

WOODSTOCK

Family Services Unlimited Inc
208 East Fourth Street
Woodstock, GA 30188
(912) 729-1501
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS • AD WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

IHS • SS PA • CO GL VET CJ SE AD PW • WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
**BARRIGADA**

Marianas Psychiatric Services LLC  
USA  
285 Farenholt Avenue  
Oka Plaza C-312  
Barrigada, GU 96913  
(671) 647-1961  
MHSAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP  
OD OMB ORT • SF MI • FX • DU CJ •  
CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F16  
F28  

Salvation Army Lighthouse Recovery Ctr  
Lot Naval Air Station 19  
155004 Corsair Avenue  
Tiyana  
Barrigada, GU 96913  
(671) 477-7671  
Intake: (671) 477-7673  
SAF • SA DT HH • OP RES RS RL RD  
OIT ORT • NP • PA • CO GL VET ADM  
MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV •  
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
AIEA

Women In Need
Oahu Program
98-939 Moanalua Road
Aiea, HI 96701
(808) 486-1996
SAF • SA • OP ORT • NP • PA • AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

YMCA Outreach Services
School Based/Aiea High School
98-1276 Ulunue Street
Aiea, HI 96701
(808) 848-2494
SAF • SA • OP ORT • NP • PA • AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

YMCA of Honolulu
Aiea Intermediate School
99-600 Kulawea Street
Aiea, HI 96701
(808) 848-2494
SAF • SA • OP ORT • NP • PA • AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

EWA BEACH

YMCA Outreach Services
School Based/Campbell High School
91-980 North Road
Ewa Beach, HI 96706
(808) 848-2494
SAF • SA • OP ORT • NP • PA • AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

YMCA of Honolulu
Ilina Intermediate School
91-884 Fort Weaver Road
Ewa Beach, HI 96706
(808) 848-2494
SAF • SA • OP ORT • NP • PA • AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

Young Mens Christian Association
Ewa Makai Middle School
91-6291 Kapolei Parkway
Ewa Beach, HI 96706
(808) 848-2494
SAF • SA • OP ORT • NP • PA • AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

HANA

Ohana Makamae Inc
39 Keaunini Street
Hana, HI 96713
(808) 248-8538
SAF • SA • OP ORT • CF • SF • PA • CO AD • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

HILO

Big Island Substance Abuse Council
Connections
174 Kamehameha Avenue
Hilo, HI 96720
(808) 969-9994
SAF • SA • OP ORT • NP • PA • CJ AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

Big Island Substance Abuse Council
EH OP Facility
297 Waianuenue Avenue
Hilo, HI 96720
(808) 935-4927
Intake: (808) 969-9994x221
MHS • SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • MD • SI • PI • AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

Big Island Substance Abuse Council
Hilo Mens TLP 2
1151 Heanua Place
Hilo, HI 96720
(808) 935-4927
SAF • SA • RES • SF • MD • SI • PI • MI • H • I • A • T • R • PA • CO • GL • VET • ADM • MF • CJ • SM • TRMA • XA • DV • YAD • ADLT • MALE

Big Island Substance Abuse Council
Ke Ana Laahana
160 Baker Avenue
Hilo, HI 96720
(808) 969-9994
SAF • SA • OP ORT • NP • PA • CJ AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

Big Island Substance Abuse Council
School Based Prog/Hilo Intern School
587 Waianuenue Avenue
Hilo, HI 96720
(808) 969-9994
SAF • SA • OP ORT • NP • PA • CJ AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

Big Island Substance Abuse Council
School Based Program/Hilo HS
556 Waianuenue Avenue
Hilo, HI 96720
(808) 969-9994
SAF • SA • OP ORT • NP • PA • CJ AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

Ku Aloha Ola Mau
Hilo Office
900 Leilani Street
Hilo, HI 96720
(808) 961-6822
SAF • SA • OP • OTPA • OP • OMB • ORT • SF • MD • MI • PI • AH • CO • SE • PW • WN • MN • YAD • ADLT • FEM MALE
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Contact Information</th>
<th>Services Provided</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HONOLULU</td>
<td>Action with Aloha</td>
<td>(808) 791-6088</td>
<td>Methadone Clients Only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vineyard Office</td>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS PA • DU GL VET CJ SE AD PW MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>875 Waimanu Street</td>
<td></td>
<td>CARE Hawaii • CARE Hawaii Inc • Hina Mauka/Teen Care • Hina Mauka/Teen Care • Hina Mauka/Teen Care • Hina Mauka/Teen Care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Honokaa, HI 96817</td>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • OP ORT • NP • PA • CJ AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>45-527 Pakalana Street</td>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • AH • AD • CHLD • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Honokaa, HI 96817</td>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • OP ORT • NP • PA • CJ AD • CHLD • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>45-3544 Mamane Street</td>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS PA • DU GL VET CJ SE AD PW MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Honokaa, HI 96817</td>
<td></td>
<td>CARE Hawaii • CARE Hawaii Inc • Hina Mauka/Teen Care • Hina Mauka/Teen Care • Hina Mauka/Teen Care • Hina Mauka/Teen Care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>45-3514 Paahau Road</td>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • OP ORT • NP • PA • CJ AD • CHLD • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Honokaa, HI 96817</td>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • OP ORT • NP • PA • CJ AD • CHLD • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>45-527 Pakalana Street</td>
<td></td>
<td>Comprehensive Health and Attitude Management Program Inc (CHAMP)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Honokaa, HI 96817</td>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS PA • DU GL VET CJ SE AD PW MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Institute for Family Enrichment
George Washington Middle School
1633 South King Street
Honolulu, HI 96826
(808) 973-0177
SAF • SA • OP ORT • NP • AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

Kaiser Permanente
Behavioral Health Services
1441 Kapiolani Boulevard
Suite 1600
Honolulu, HI 96814
(808) 432-7600
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • MD MC PI • AH FX • AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F17 F81

State of Hawaii Judiciary
Dole Middle School
1803 Kam Jr Road
Honolulu, HI 96819
(808) 848-2494
SAF • SA • OP ORT • NP • PA • CHLD • YAD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F43

Institute for Family Enrichment
Kaiser High School
511 Lunalilo Home Road
Honolulu, HI 96815
(808) 394-1200
SAF • SA • OP ORT • NP • AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

Kline Welsh Behavioral Health Foundation
Sand Island Treatment Center
1240 Sand Island Parkway
Honolulu, HI 96819
(808) 841-2319
Intake: (808) 841-3915
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • MD MC PI • SS PA • AH SP FX • CO CJ • YAD • FEM MALE • F81

YMCA of Honolulu
Queens Medical Center
Day Treatment Services
1374 Nuuanu Avenue
Kaheiheimalie Building 2nd Floor
Honolulu, HI 96817
(808) 691-4352
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • MD MC SI PI MI • AH • CO CJ AD • TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

YMCA of Honolulu
Kaiser High School
546 Kaaahi Street
Honolulu, HI 96817
(808) 447-2886
SA • OP OIT ORT • NP • PA • YAD • FEM MALE

Queens Medical Center
Day Treatment Services
1374 Nuuanu Avenue
Kaheiheimalie Building 2nd Floor
Honolulu, HI 96817
(808) 691-4352
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • MD MC SI PI MI • AH • CO CJ AD • TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

YMCA Outreach Services
1355 Kalhi Street
Honolulu, HI 96819
(808) 848-2494
SAF • SA • OP ORT • NP • PA • CJ AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

Institute for Family Enrichment
Kaaahi Service Center
546 Kaaahi Street
Honolulu, HI 96817
(808) 447-2886
SA • OP OIT ORT • NP • PA • YAD • FEM MALE

Salvation Army Addiction Trt Services
Continuum of Care Program
3624 Waokanaka Street
Honolulu, HI 96817
(808) 595-6371
SAF • SA • OP ORT • NP • PA • YAD • FEM MALE

YMCA of Honolulu
Centennial Park
1564 North King Street
Honolulu, HI 96819
(808) 848-2494
SAF • SA • OP ORT • NP • PA • AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • NP • CHLD • FEM MALE

SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • NP • CHLD • FEM MALE
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YMCA of Honolulu
Kalakaua Middle School
821 Kalahi Street
Honolulu, HI 96819
(808) 848-2494
SAF • SA • OP ORT • NP • PA • AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

YMCA of Honolulu
Kawananakoa Middle School
49 Funchal Street
Honolulu, HI 96813
(808) 848-2494
SAF • SA • OP ORT • NP • PA • AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

YMCA of Honolulu
McKinley High School
1039 South King Street
Honolulu, HI 96814
(808) 848-2494
SAF • SA • OP ORT • NP • PA • AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

YMCA of Honolulu
Moanalua Middle School
1289 Mahihi Street
Honolulu, HI 96819
(808) 848-2494
SAF • SA • OP ORT • NP • PA • AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

YMCA of Honolulu
Roosevelt High School
1120 Nehoa Street
Honolulu, HI 96813
(808) 848-2494
SAF • SA • OP ORT • NP • PA • AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

YMCA of Honolulu
School Based/Moanalua High School
2825 Ala Ilima Street
Honolulu, HI 96819
(808) 848-2494
SAF • SA • OP ORT • NP • PA • AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

YMCA of Honolulu
Stevenson Middle School
1202 Prospect Street
Honolulu, HI 96822
(808) 848-2494
SAF • SA • OP ORT • NP • PA • AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

Hale Hookupaa
Molokai High School
2140 Farrington Avenue
Hoolehua, HI 96729
(808) 553-3231
Intake: (808) 658-0515
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • DU AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Hale Hookupaa
Molokai Middle School
2175 Lili Pali Avenue
Hoolehua, HI 96729
(808) 553-3231
SAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF • DU AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

Naval Health Clinic
Substance Abuse Rehabilitation Program
480 Central Avenue
Building 1535
JBPHH, HI 96860
(808) 473-0650x5221
Intake: (808) 473-0650x221
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • MI • VET ADM MF • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Bobby Benson Center
56-660 Kamehameha Highway
Kahuku, HI 96731
(808) 293-7555
Intakes: (808) 293-7555x251 (808) 293-7555x226
SAF • SA DT • OP RES RS RL RD ODT ORT CT • SF SI PI ATR • CO GL MF CJ AD PW TR MA XA DV • CHLD • FEM MALE

Hina Mauka/Teen Care
Kahuku High and Intermediate School
56-490 Kamehameha Highway
Kahuku, HI 96731
(808) 293-8950
Intake: (808) 293-4111
SAF • SA • OP ORT • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Akamai Recovery Maui LLC
95 Lono Avenue
Kahului, HI 96732
(808) 214-5931
MHSAF • SA DT • OP OMB ODT OIT ORT CT • SF SI PI • CO DU WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Malama Na Makua A Keiki
DBA Malama Family Recovery Center
388 Aro Street
Kahului, HI 96732
(808) 877-7117
Intake: (808) 242-9733
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF SI PI • PA • PW WN • YAD ADLT • FEM

Maui Youth and Family Services Inc
Mau High School
660 South Lono Avenue
Kahului, HI 96732
(808) 579-8414
Intake: (808) 873-8830
SAF • SA • OP ORT • NP • AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

Maui Youth and Family Services Inc
Maui Waena Intermediate School
795 Oneloa Street
Kahului, HI 96732
(808) 579-8414
SAF • SA • OP ORT • NP • AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

ReSolution Counseling
95 Lono Avenue
Suite 201
Kahului, HI 96732
(804) 876-0711
SAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF SI PI • SS • CO GL CJ SE WN MN TR MA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
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### KAILUA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
<th>Intake</th>
<th>Services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hawaii Counseling and Educ Center Inc</td>
<td>74 Kihapai Street, Kailua, HI 96734</td>
<td>(808) 254-6484</td>
<td>Intake: (808) 262-2799</td>
<td>MHSAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hina Mauka/Teen Care</td>
<td>Kailua Intermediate School</td>
<td>266-1500</td>
<td>SAF • SA • OP ORT • AD • CHLD</td>
<td>FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaii Counseling and Educ Center Inc</td>
<td>Olomana High School</td>
<td>266-7874</td>
<td>SAF • SA • OP ORT • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poailani Inc</td>
<td>Dual Diagnosis Program</td>
<td>263-1065</td>
<td>Intake: (808) 262-2799</td>
<td>MHSAF • SA • RES RL • SF MD MC SI PI MI ATR • AH • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW WN MN XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### KAILUA KONA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
<th>Intake</th>
<th>Services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Big Island Substance Abuse Council Innovations</td>
<td>75-5815 Queen Kaahumanu Highway, Kailua Kona, HI 96740</td>
<td>(808) 969-9994</td>
<td>SAF • SA • OP ORT • NP • PA • CJ AD • CHLD • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Big Island Substance Abuse Council School Based Program/Kealakehe Inter Sch</td>
<td>74-5062 Onipaa Street, Kailua Kona, HI 96740</td>
<td>(808) 969-9994</td>
<td>Intake: (808) 969-9994x838</td>
<td>SAF • OP ORT • NP • PA • CJ AD • CHLD • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Big Island Substance Abuse Council School Based Program/Kealakehe HS</td>
<td>74-5000 Puohulihuli Street, Kailua Kona, HI 96740</td>
<td>(808) 969-9994</td>
<td>Intake: (808) 969-9994x838</td>
<td>SAF • SA • OP ORT • NP • PA • CJ AD • CHLD • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### KAMUELA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
<th>Intake</th>
<th>Services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Big Island Substance Abuse Council Kanua O Ka Aina</td>
<td>64-1043 Hiiaka Street, Kamuela, HI 96743</td>
<td>(808) 969-9994</td>
<td>SAF • SA • OP ORT • NP • PA • CJ AD • CHLD • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Big Island Substance Abuse Council School Based Program/Waimea Middle School</td>
<td>67-1229 Mamalahoa Highway, Kamuela, HI 96743</td>
<td>(808) 969-9994</td>
<td>Intake: (808) 969-9994x838</td>
<td>SAF • SA • OP ORT • NP • PA • CJ AD • CHLD • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
KANEKOHE
Alcoholic Rehab Services of Hawaii Inc
DBA Hina Mauka Adult Continuum
45-845 Poookela Street
Kaneohe, HI 96744
(808) 236-2600
Intakes: (808) 236-2600x223 (808) 236-2600x246
SAF • SA BU • OP RES RS RL OMB ODT OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI ATR • CO CJ TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
Po’alani Inc
Pahia Residential
45-567 Pahia Road
Kaneohe, HI 96744
(808) 263-3500
Intakes: (808) 262-2799 (808) 262-2499
MHSAF • SA • RES RL • SF MD MC SI PI • AH • CO GL • VET ADM MF CJ SE MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • MALE
CARE Hawaii Inc
Adolescent IOP/OP
46-022 Alaloa Street
Suite 215-A
Kaneohe, HI 96744
(808) 234-5825
Intake: (808) 791-6731
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AD • CHLD • FEM MALE
Habilitat Inc
45-035 Kuhonu Place
Kaneohe, HI 96744
(808) 235-3691
SAF • SA • RES RL • SF • PA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
Hina Mauka/Day Care
Kapaa Middle School
4867 Oloheha Road
Kapaa, HI 96746
(808) 821-4470x196
SAF • SA • OP ORT • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE
Kapaa
Hina Mauka/Teen Care
Kapaa High School
4695 Mailihuna Road
Kapaa, HI 96746
(808) 821-4401x183
Intake: (808) 821-4401
SAF • SA • OP ORT • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE
YMCA of Honolulu
Kapolei High School
91-5007 Kapolei Parkway
Kapolei, HI 96707
(808) 848-2494
SAF • SA • OP ORT • NP • PA • AD • CHLD • FEM MALE
YMCA of Honolulu
Kapolei Middle School
91-5335 Kapolei Parkway
Kapolei, HI 96707
(808) 848-2494
SAF • SA • OP ORT • NP • PA • AD • CHLD • FEM MALE
KAUNAKAKAI
Hale Hookupaa
450 Ala Malama Street
Kaunakakai, HI 96748
(808) 553-3231
SAF • SA DT • OP OD ODT OIT ORT • SF • CO DU GL • VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE
Ka Hale Pomaikai
7533 Kamehameha V Highway
Kailua, HI 96748
(808) 558-8480
Ext: (808) 558-8480x5
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • PA • AH • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ
SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

KEAAU
Big Island Substance Abuse Council
School Based Program/Keaau Middle
16-565 Keaau-Pahoa Road
Keaau, HI 96749
(808) 969-9994
SAF • SA • OP ORT • NP • PA • CJ AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

KEALAKEKUA
Big Island Substance Abuse Council
Kona Pacific
79-7595 Mamalahoa Highway
Kealakekua, HI 96750
(808) 969-9994
SAF • SA • OP ORT • NP • PA • CJ AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

LAHAINA
Maui Youth and Family Services Inc
Lahaina Intermediate School
Lahainaluna Road
Lahaina, HI 96761
(808) 579-8414
SAF • SA • OP ORT • NP • AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

LANAI CITY
Aloha House Inc
IOP/OP for Lanai
730 Lanai Avenue
Room 102
Lanai City, HI 96763
(808) 871-1314
Intakes: (808) 565-9566 (808) 242-9733
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF SI PI • PA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

LAUPAHOEHOE
Big Island Substance Abuse Council
Laupahoehoe Community
35-2065 Old Mamalahoa Highway
Laupahoehoe, HI 96764
(808) 969-9994
SAF • SA • OP ORT • NP • PA • AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

Hui Ho ola O Na Nahulu O Hawaii
15-9226 Pukaek 30th Street
Keaau, HI 96749
(808) 982-9555
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Maui Youth and Family Services Inc
Kihei Public Charter
41 East Lipoa Street
Suite 29
Kihei, HI 96753
(808) 579-8414
SAF • SA • OP ORT • NP • AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

Maui Youth and Family Services Inc
Lokelani Intermediate School
205 East Lipoa Street
Kihei, HI 96753
(808) 579-8414
SAF • SA • OP ORT • NP • AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

KEALAKEKUA
Big Island Substance Abuse Council
Ke Kula O Ehuunikaimalino HI Language
81-1041 Konawaena School Road
Kealakekua, HI 96750
(808) 969-9994
SAF • SA • OP ORT • NP • PA • CJ AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

Maui Youth and Family Services Inc
Lahainaluna High School
980 Lahainaluna Road
Lahaina, HI 96761
(808) 579-8414
SAF • SA • OP ORT • NP • AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

Big Island Substance Abuse Council
School Based Program/Keaau High School
81-0411 Konawaena Road
Kealakekua, HI 96750
(808) 969-9994
SAF • SA • OP ORT • NP • PA • CJ AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

Bridge House
OP Treatment and Recovery Services
81-6687 Mamalahoa Highway
Suite C-203
Kealakekua, HI 96750
(808) 322-3305
SAF • SA • OP ORT ORT CT • NP • PA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Bridge House
OP Treatment and Recovery Services
81-6687 Mamalahoa Highway
Suite C-203
Kealakekua, HI 96750
(808) 322-3305
SAF • SA • OP ORT ORT CT • NP • PA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Hui Ho ola O Na Nahulu O Hawaii
15-9226 Pukaek 30th Street
Keaau, HI 96749
(808) 982-9555
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Big Island Substance Abuse Council
School Based Program/Laupahoehoe HS
35-2065 Old Mamalahoa Highway
Laupahoehoe, HI 96764
(808) 969-9994
SAF • SA • OP ORT • NP • PA • AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

Maui Youth and Family Services Inc
Lanai Elem/Intermediate/High School
555 Frazier Avenue
Lanai City, HI 96763
(808) 579-8414
SAF • SA • OP ORT • NP • AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

Maui Youth and Family Services Inc
Lahainaluna High School
980 Lahainaluna Road
Lahaina, HI 96761
(808) 579-8414
SAF • SA • OP ORT • NP • AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

Keaau, HI 96749
16-1041 Konawaena School Road
Kealakekua, HI 96750
(808) 969-9994
SAF • SA • OP ORT • NP • PA • CJ AD • CHLD • FEM MALE
For Code Definitions • See KEY on Page v.

HAWAII

LIHUE

CARE Hawaii Inc
Kauai Care Dual IOP
3501 Rice Street
Suite 222C
Lihue, HI 96766
(808) 791-6194
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • CO CJ WN MN TR MA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Hina Mauka/Teen Care
Kamakehele Middle School
4431 Nohou Street
Lihue, HI 96766
(808) 241-3200x311
SAF • SA • OP ORT • AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

Hina Mauka/Teen Care
Kauai High School
3577 Lala Road
Lihue, HI 96766
(808) 274-3173
SAF • SA • OP ORT • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Mckenna Recovery Center
Ke Ala Pono Kauai
4374 Kukui Grove Street
Suite 104
Lihue, HI 96766
(808) 246-0663
SAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP OD OMB OIT ORT • SF SI PI MI • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

MAKAWAO

Aloha House Inc
Adult Residential Treatment
4593 Ike Drive
Maunaloa Campus
Makawao, HI 96768
(808) 579-8414
Intake: (808) 442-6548
SAF • SA DT • RES RS RL RD • SF SI PI MI • PA • CO • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Maui Youth and Family Services Inc
Adolescent Community Base Program
1931 Baldwin Avenue
Makawao, HI 96768
(808) 579-8414
Intake: (808) 249-8691
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • PA • AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

Maui Youth and Family Services Inc
Kalama Intermediate School
120 Makani Road
Makawao, HI 96766
(808) 579-9584
Intake: (808) 257-3900
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • NP • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

MCBH KANEHOE BAY

Substance Abuse Counseling Center
Marine Corps Base Hawaii
McBh Kaneohe Bay, HI 96863
(808) 257-3900
SAF • SA • OP ORT • NP • AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

MILILANI

Hina Mauka/Teen Care
Mililani High School
95-1200 Meheula Parkway
Mililani, HI 96789
(808) 627-7747
Intake: (808) 627-7747x2347
SAF • SA • OP ORT • AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

Hina Mauka/Teen Care
Mililani Middle School
95-1040 Lehiwa Drive
Mililani, HI 96789
(808) 626-7355
Intake: (808) 626-7355x568
SAF • SA • OP ORT • AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

New Horizons Counseling
95-580 Naholoholo Street
Mililani, HI 96789
(808) 484-1000
Intake: (808) 696-2668
SAF • SA • OP RES RS OIT ORT • SF • DU AD WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

MOUNTAIN VIEW

Big Island Substance Abuse Council
Waters of Life Public Charter School
18135 Volcano Highway
Mountain View, HI 96771
(808) 969-9994x8
SAF • SA • OP ORT • NP • PA • CJ AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

NAALEHU

Big Island Substance Abuse Council
School Based Prog / Naalehu Inter School
95-554 Mamalahoa Highway
Naalehu, HI 96772
(808) 969-9994
Intake: (808) 969-9994x838
SA • OP ORT • NP • PA • CJ AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

PAAUOLO

Big Island Substance Abuse Council
Sch Based Prog / Paauilo Elem and Inter
43-1497 Old Main Road
Paauilo, HI 96776
(808) 969-9994
SAF • SA • OP ORT • NP • PA • CJ AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

PAHALA

Big Island Substance Abuse Council
School Based Program / Kau High School
96-3150 Pikaki Street
Pahala, HI 96777
(808) 969-9994x838
Intake: (808) 969-9994x26
SAF • SA • OP ORT • NP • PA • CJ AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

Big Island Substance Abuse Council
School Based Program / Pahala Inter Sch
96-3150 Pikaki Street
Pahala, HI 96777
(808) 969-9994
Intake: (808) 969-9994x838
SAF • SA • OP ORT • NP • PA • CJ AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions • See KEY on Page v.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone Numbers</th>
<th>Services</th>
<th>Intake Numbers</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PAPAIKOU</td>
<td>Big Island Substance Abuse Council Sch Bsd Prg/Kalama Ole and Inter 27-330 Old Mamalahoa Highway Papaikou, HI 96781 (808) 969-9994</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEARL CITY</td>
<td>Action with Aloha Pearl City Office 98-1256 Kaahumanu Street Suite E301 Pearl City, HI 96782 (808) 484-4489 MHS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEARL CITY</td>
<td>CARE Hawaii Inc Pearl City Office 803 Kamehameha Highway Suite 407 Pearl City, HI 96782 (808) 791-6731 SAF</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PUKALANI</td>
<td>Maui Youth and Family Services Inc King Kekaulike High School 121 Kula Highway Pukalani, HI 96788 (808) 579-8414 SAF</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAWAII</td>
<td>HOPE Inc 634 Kilani Avenue Suite 2 Wahiawa, HI 96786 (808) 380-3338 Intakes: (808) 678-3323</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VOLCANO</td>
<td>Big Island Substance Abuse Council Volcano School of Arts and Science 99-128 Old Volcano Road Volcano, HI 96785 (808) 969-9994 SAF</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WAIALUA</td>
<td>YMCA of Honolulu Waialua High and Intermediate School 67-160 Farrington Highway Waialua, HI 96791 (808) 842-2494 SAF</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
HAWAII

WAIANAE

Hina Mauka
Teen CARE Waianae
85-165 Plantation Road
Waianae, HI 96792
(808) 476-2559
Intake: (808) 236-2600
SAF • SA • OP ORT • AH • AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

CHLD SAF
(808) 848-2494
Waianae, HI 96792
85-251 Farrington Highway
Waianae High School
YMCA of Honolulu

SAF
Intake: (808) 385-5797
(808) 579-8414
Wailuku, HI 96793
1650 Kaahumanu Avenue
Baldwin High School
Maui Youth and Family Services Inc

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
YMCA of Honolulu
Waipahu High School
94-1211 Farrington Highway
Waipahu, HI 96797
(808) 848-2494
SAF • SA • OP ORT • NP • PA • AD •
CHLD • FEMALE

YMCA of Honolulu
Waipahu Intermediate School
94-455 Farrington Highway
Waipahu, HI 96797
(808) 848-2494
SAF • SA • OP ORT • NP • PA • AD •
CHLD • FEMALE
AMERICAN FALLS
A to Z Family Services Inc
127 Idaho Street
American Falls, ID 83211
(208) 226-1751
MHS AF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI ATR • SS • DU CJ AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Ada County Juvenile Court Services
400 North Benjamin Street
Suite 201
Boise, ID 83704
(208) 287-5600
MHS AF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • MD SI • SP • CO CJ AD TRMA XA • CHLD • FEM MALE

Easter Seals/Goodwill NRM
8620 West Emerald Street
Suite 150
Boise, ID 83704
(208) 672-2900
MHS AF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI ADLT • SS PA • SP • CO DU CJ AD WN MN TRMA • ADLT • FEM MALE

ARCO
Mental Wellness Centers
159 North Idaho Street
Suite 105
Arco, ID 83213
(208) 542-1026
MHS AF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI IHS ATR • SS • CO CJ • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Alcoholism Intervention Services
8436 Fairview Avenue
Suite D
Boise, ID 83704
(208) 338-5249
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI ATR • AH • DU GL VET ADM CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Raise the Bottom Training and Counseling Services
9196 West Barnes Drive
Boise, ID 83709
(208) 433-0400
SAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL OTPA • OP OMB ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • SP • CO PW WN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

BLACKFOOT
A to Z Family Services Inc
150 South Broadway Street
Blackfoot, ID 83221
(208) 785-1326
MHS AF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI ATR • SP • DU AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Road to Recovery Inc
490 North Maple Street
Blackfoot, ID 83221
(208) 785-6688
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF ATR • WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Recovery 4 Life
8950 West Emerald Street
Suite 178
Boise, ID 83704
(208) 376-7083
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI ATR • CO AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

BOISE
Aces Community Services
Pioneer Health
545 North Benjamin Street
Suite 185
Boise, ID 83704
(208) 322-1026
MHS AF • SA VTRL • OP OMB OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI ATR • CO SE AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Ascent Behavioral Health Services
411 North Allumbaugh Street
Boise, ID 83704
(208) 898-9755
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI MI ATR • WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Center for Behavioral Health Idaho Inc
92 South Cole Road
Boise, ID 83709
(208) 376-5021
SAF • SA DT MM DM BM BU NXN VTRL • OP OD OMB OIT ORT CT • SF • DU CJ PW WN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Community Outreach Counseling
2399 South Orchard
Suite 101
Boise, ID 83705
(208) 344-2228
MHS AF • SA NXN VTRL • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI ATR • PA • CO CJ AD WN MN TRMA XA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Community Services Counseling
963 South Orchard Street
Suite B
Boise, ID 83705
(208) 336-6792
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI ATR • SS • CJ WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Veterans Affairs Medical Center
Substance Abuse Treatment Programs
500 West Fort Street
Building 114
Boise, ID 83702
(208) 422-1145
SAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP RES RS RD OD OMB OIT ORT HID CT • VAMC MC PI MI • PA • SP • VET • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
Walker Center
5420 West Franklin Road
Suite A
Boise, ID 83705
(208) 336-9076
Intake: (208) 336-9074
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI ATR • SS • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

BONNERS FERRY
Rawlings Community Counseling
6807 Cody Street
Bonners Ferry, ID 83805
(208) 267-0900
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI ATR • SS PA • CO DU VET ADM MF CJ AD W/N MN TRMA XA DV • ADLT • FEM MALE

BURLINGTON
Preferred Child and Family Services
2271 Overland Avenue
Suite 5
Burley, ID 83318
(208) 678-9114
MHSAF • SA DT • OP OD OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI ATR • SP EX • CO DU CJ AD W/N MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F28

Caldwell, ID 83605
1208 East Linden Street
Caldwell, ID 83605
(208) 459-1883
SAF • SA HH • RES RS RL • SF SI • PW WN BC • YAD ADLT • FEM

Bow Creek Recovery Center
13362 Davenport Lane
Caldwell, ID 83607
(208) 459-1883
Intake: (888) 505-1969
SAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP RES RS RL RD ODT OIT • SF PI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Caldwell Family Services
524 Caldwell Boulevard
Suite 225
Caldwell, ID 83605
(208) 365-2525
Intake: (208) 455-5111
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD IHS ATR • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XDV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

District 3 Probation and Parole
3110 East Cleveland Boulevard
Building D
Caldwell, ID 83605
(208) 454-7601x248
Intake: (208) 454-7601x261
SAF • SA • OP ORT • NP • CJ WN MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Easter Seals Goodwill Adult BHS
1605 South Kimball
Caldwell, ID 83605
(208) 454-8555
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI ATR • SSA • SP • CO DU CJ WN MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Family Services Counseling Center
704 Albany Street
Caldwell, ID 83605
(208) 454-5133
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI ATR • SP • CO CJ AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Pioneer Health Resources
1305 South Kimball Avenue
Caldwell, ID 83605
(208) 459-1039
Intake: (208) 466-2229
MHSAF • SA NXN VTRL • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI IHS ATR • CO GL VET MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XDV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

CHALLIS
Rainbows End Recovery Center LLC
25341 Highway 93
Challis, ID 83226
(208) 879-2267
Intake: (855) 263-2267
MHSAF • SA NXN VTRL • OP RES RS RL OIT ORT • SF PI • CO WN MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

COEUR D'ALENE
Aadvent Community Health Services
202 East Anton Street
Suite 206
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83815
(208) 664-4527
MHSAF • SA BU • OP OMB ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI ATR • SS • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Aces Community Services
1417 North 4th Street
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814
(208) 292-2188
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI ATR • SS • CO CJ TRMA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Aces Community Services
Pioneer Health
410 East Harrison
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814
(208) 292-2188
Intake: (208) 292-2188x104
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC PI ATR • SS • CO CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions • See KEY on Page v.
Answers and Alternatives
1713 East Sherman Avenue
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814
(208) 767-1075
Intake: (208) 667-7603
MHSAF • SA • HH • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • CO DU VET ADM CJ AD WN MN TRMA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Idaho Youth Ranch
Anchor House
1609 Government Way
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83815
(208) 667-3340
Intake: (208) 947-0863
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • CO DU CJ AD WN MN TRMA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Kootenai Behavioral Health
Chemical Dependency Services
2301 North Ironwood Place
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814
(208) 625-4846
Intake: (208) 625-4848
MHSAF • SA • BU RNXN VTRL • OP OMB OIT ORT HIT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Mental Wellness Clinic of CDA
1105 Ironwood Drive
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814
(208) 676-1003
MHF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD PI • PA • CO • ADLT • FEM MALE

Monarch Mental Health
1713 East Sherman Avenue
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814
(208) 676-1075
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI ATR • AH • CO DU CJ AD WN MN TRMA XD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Port of Hope Centers Inc
Region 1
218 North 23rd Street
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814
(208) 664-3300
Intakes: (208) 664-3300x300 (208) 664-3300x302
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MTR • SS • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Port of Hope Centers Inc
1200 Ironwood Drive
Suite 101
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814
(208) 667-2979
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI ATR • SS • CO DU CJ AD WN MN TRMA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Restored Paths
190 East Harrison Street
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83815
(208) 664-8347
SAF • SA • BU RNXN VTRL • OP OMB OIT ORT HIT • SF MD MC SI PI MI ATR • CO DU CJ AD WN MN TRMA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Sequel Alliance Family Services LLC
1200 Ironwood Drive
Suite 101
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814
(208) 667-2979
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI ATR • SS • CO DU CJ AD WN MN TRMA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

DRIGGS

Mental Wellness Centers
620 Centennial Mountain Drive
Suite 12
Driggs, ID 83422
(208) 542-1026
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI ATR • SS PA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

EMMETT

Emmett Family Services
426 Highway 16
Emmett, ID 83617
(208) 365-2525
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MTR • CO DU CJ AD WN MN TRMA XD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

GARDEN CITY

Pioneer Health Resources
5583 North Glenwood
Garden City, ID 83714
(208) 287-2564
MHSAF • SA • VTRL • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI ATR • SS PA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Road to Recovery Inc
Outpatient Clinic
4483 Dresden Place
Suite 103
Garden City, ID 83714
(208) 384-4234
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI ATR • CO WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

GOODING

Walker Center
605 11th Avenue East
Gooding, ID 83330
(208) 934-8461
Intake: (800) 227-4190
SAF • SA • DT BU RNXN • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI ATR • OPS ADL • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

GRANGEVILLE

Camas Professional Counseling LLC
83 Highway 95 North
Grangeville, ID 83530
(208) 983-0235
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI ATR • SS • AH • AD • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
IDAHO

HAILEY

Alliance Family Services Inc
Hailey
141 Citation Way
Suite 5
Hailey, ID 83333
(208) 578-2222
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD ATR • CJ AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

HEYBURN

Oats Family Center
911 South Highway 30
Heyburn, ID 83336
(208) 679-2273
Intake: (208) 670-3116
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI ATR
• SS • CO AD WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

IDAHO FALLS

A to Z Family Services Inc
380 North Capital Street
Idaho Falls, ID 83402
(208) 881-5059
MHSAF • SA BU • OP OMB ODT OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI ATR • SS • CO
VET CJ SE AD WN MN TRMA XA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Beehive Rehabilitation and Counseling
320 B Street
Suite 110
Idaho Falls, ID 83402
(208) 612-5035
MHF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI • CO
GL VET MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

CLUB Inc
620 South Woodruff Avenue
Idaho Falls, ID 83401
(208) 529-4673
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD ATR • CO DU WN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Human Dynamics and Diagnostics
Addiction Recovery Services
2267 Teton Plaza
Idaho Falls, ID 83404
(208) 528-5466x250
Intake: (208) 528-5466x202
MHSAF • SA BU • OP OMB OIT ORT
• SF MD SI PI ATR • CO DU CJ AD WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Human Dynamics and Diagnostics
2267 Teton Plaza
Idaho Falls, ID 83404
(208) 528-5466
MHSAF • SA BU • OP OMB OIT ORT
CT • SF MD MC SI PI ATR • CO DU CJ AD WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Integrated Healthcare and Counseling
3355 South Holmes Avenue
Idaho Falls, ID 83404
(208) 523-2080
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD
SI PI MI ATR • SS PA • AH SP • AD •
CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Mental Wellness Center
Substance Abuse Treatment
2420 25th Circle
Suite A
Idaho Falls, ID 83404
(208) 542-1026
MHSAF • SA NXN VTRL • OP ODT
OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI ATR
• SS • AH • CO DU CJ XA • CHLD YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

Padron Counseling Services LLC
543 3rd Street
Idaho Falls, ID 83401
(208) 522-6925
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD
SI PI HS ATR • SS • SF FX • CO DU GL
VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN
TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM
MALE • F67

Pearl Health Clinic
2705 East 17th Street
Idaho Falls, ID 83406
(208) 346-7500
MHF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP OD
OMB OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI
ATR • SS PA • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ
SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Reach Beyond
756 Oxford Drive
Idaho Falls, ID 83401
(208) 524-8585
MHSAF • SA DT BU NXN • OP OD OIT
ORT • SF MD SI ATR • CO CJ SE AD
WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

Renaissance Ranch
Idaho Addiction Centers
1165 South Utah Avenue
Idaho Falls, ID 83402
(208) 522-6155
MHSAF • SA DT BU NXN • OP OD OIT
ORT • SF MD SI ATR • CO CJ SE AD
WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

Sullivan Mental Health Services
1904 Jennie Lee Drive
Idaho Falls, ID 83404
(208) 523-1558
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD
SI PI MI ATR • SS • CO • YAD ADLT •
FEM MALE

Tueller Counseling Services Inc
2275 West Broadway
Suite G
Idaho Falls, ID 83402
(208) 524-7400
Intake: (208) 745-5205
MHSAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT •
SF MD SI PI MI ATR • PA • SP • CO GL
VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN
TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM
MALE
WW Counseling Services PC  
545 Shoup Street  
Suite 311  
Idaho Falls, ID 83402  
(208) 569-9113  
Intake: (208) 681-1945  
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF SI ATR • SS  
• CO CJ WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

IDAHO

MERIDIAN

Ascent Behavioral Health Services  
366 SW 5th Avenue  
Suite 100  
Meridian, ID 83642  
(208) 898-9755  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD PI MI ATR • CO DU AD WN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Snake River Rehab Counseling Services  
1002 Idaho Street  
Lewiston, ID 83501  
(208) 746-7661  
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI MI • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

MERIDIAN

Bell Chem Dependency Counseling Inc  
Harmony House  
4615 South Locust Grove  
Meridian, ID 83642  
(208) 288-0649  
SAF • SA • RES RL • SF ATR • AH • CO CJ AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

Center for Behavioral Health Idaho Inc  
2275 South Eagle Road  
Suite 190  
Meridian, ID 83642  
(208) 288-0649  
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU NXN VTRL • OP OD OMB OIT ORT CT • SF DU CJ PW WN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

LAV A HOT SPRINGS

Community Outreach Counseling  
1012 Main Street  
Meridian, ID 83642  
(208) 888-6123  
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI ATR • SS PA  
• CO CJ AD WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

LEWISTON

Nez Perce County Justice Services  
1113 F Street  
Lewiston, ID 83501  
(208) 799-3176  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI ATR • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

KELLOGG

Sequel Alliance Family Services LLC  
14 Emerson Lane  
Kellogg, ID 83837  
(208) 783-0660  
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI ATR • SS • CO DU AD WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Ascent Behavioral Health Services  
366 SW 5th Avenue  
Suite 100  
Meridian, ID 83642  
(208) 288-1079  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD PI MI ATR • CO DU AD WN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Bell Chem Dependency Counseling Inc  
Harmony House  
4615 South Locust Grove  
Meridian, ID 83642  
(208) 288-0649  
SAF • SA • RES RL • SF ATR • AH • CO CJ AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

Center for Behavioral Health Idaho Inc  
2275 South Eagle Road  
Suite 190  
Meridian, ID 83642  
(208) 288-0649  
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU NXN VTRL • OP OD OMB OIT ORT CT • SF DU CJ PW WN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

NAMPA

Community Outreach Counseling  
1031 West Sanetta Street  
Nampa, ID 83651  
(208) 466-7443  
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI PI MI ATR • SS PA  
• CO CJ AD WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

MONTPELIER

Ascent Behavioral Health Services  
1140 American Legion Boulevard  
Mountain Home, ID 83647  
(208) 580-0209  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF SI PMI ATR • AD WN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

SHIP  
1165 East 11th North  
Mountain Home, ID 83647  
(208) 590-0326  
HH

MOSCOW

 Weeks and Vietri  
Counseling and Community Services  
818 South Washington Street  
Moscow, ID 83843  
(208) 882-8514  
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI MI ATR • CO DU CJ WN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

MOUNTAIN HOME

Ascent Behavioral Health Services  
1140 American Legion Boulevard  
Mountain Home, ID 83647  
(208) 580-0209  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI MI ATR • AD WN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Community Outreach Counseling  
1012 Main Street  
Meridian, ID 83642  
(208) 888-6123  
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI ATR • SS PA  
• CO CJ AD WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Community Services Counseling  
974 West Corporate Lane  
Suite 102  
Nampa, ID 83651  
(208) 442-0024  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI ATR • SS • CO CJ WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
IDAHO

Life Counseling Center
123 North Yale Street
Nampa, ID 83651
(208) 463-5433
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD
MC SI PI MI ATR • SS PA • AH SP • CO
DU VET CJ AD WN MN XA • CHLD
ADLT • FEM MALE

Montgomery Counseling Center
323 12th Avenue Road
Nampa, ID 83686
(208) 463-0118
Nampa, ID 83686
(208) 463-0118
SAF • OIT ORT • DU ADLT • FEM MALE

Mountain States Chemical Dep and
Counseling Services Inc
1305 2nd Street South
Suite 201
Nampa, ID 83651
(208) 463-0202
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI ATR
• CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Personal Development
An Affinity Inc Company
232 2nd Street South
Nampa, ID 83651
(208) 453-8915
Intake: (208) 375-0752
SAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP OMB
OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI ATR
• YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Pioneer Health Resources
204 10th Avenue South
Nampa, ID 83651
(208) 466-2229
MHSAF • SA VTRL • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI ATR
• CO CJ AD WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Port of Hope Centers Inc
Nampa Treatment Center
508 East Florida Street
Nampa, ID 83686
(208) 463-0118
Intake: (800) 974-0118
SAF • SA DT HH • OP RES RS RL RD
OD OIT ORT • SF MD ATR • DU CJ
• YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

PAYETTE

Aces Community Services
Pioneer Health Resources
540 South 16th Street
Suite 118
Payette, ID 83661
(208) 642-5079
Intake: (208) 466-2229
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI ATR
• CO AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Bell Chem Dependency Counseling Inc
235 North Main Street
Payette, ID 83661
(208) 364-2169
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI ATR
• CO AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Emmett Family Services
Payette Family Services
501 North 16th Street
Suite 108
Payette, ID 83661
(208) 365-2525
Intake: (208) 642-6160
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD ATR
• CO GL VET ADM MF CJ
SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV •
CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

PLUMMER

Benewah Medical Center
427 North 12th Street
Plummer, ID 83851
(208) 686-1449
Intake: (208) 686-1931
GHT • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC
SI PI MI ATR • SS • AH • DU AD
WN MN TRMA • CHLD YAD ADLT •
FEM MALE

Lighthouse for Recovery
1135 Yellowstone Avenue
Suite D
Pocatello, ID 83204
(208) 242-3771
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD
MC PI ATR • ADLT • FEM MALE

POCATELLO

A New Way Counseling
809 North Arthur Avenue
Pocatello, ID 83204
(208) 233-4634
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI ATR
• SS PA • AH • CO MF CJ
PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • ADLT •
FEM MALE

Consumer Care LLC
1133 North Main Street
Pocatello, ID 83204
(208) 234-9361
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • MD • SP
• CO CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Gateway Counseling Inc
224 South Arthur Avenue
Suite 2
Pocatello, ID 83204
(208) 234-9365
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • MD • SP
• CO CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Lighthouse for Recovery
1135 Yellowstone Avenue
Suite D
Pocatello, ID 83204
(208) 234-9365
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD
MC PI ATR • ADLT • FEM MALE

MK Place Adolescent Substance Abuse
Treatment Center
110 South 19th Avenue
Pocatello, ID 83201
(208) 234-4722
SAF • SA HH • OP RES RS OIT ORT
• SF MD ATR • CO CJ AD TRMA •
CHLD • FEM MALE

National Suicide Prevention Lifeline
1-800-273-TALK
(800) 273-8255

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
Mental Wellness Centers
1070 Hilline Road
Suite 210
Pocatello, ID 83201
(208) 478-9081
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI MI ATR • SS PA • CO DU OMT
VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Pacific Rim Consulting LLC
459 South Arthur Avenue
Pocatello, ID 83204
(208) 232-8840
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD ATR • CJ PW WN MN TRMA XA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Redford Counseling and Family Center
1501 Bench Road
Pocatello, ID 83201
(208) 242-3044
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI ATR • SS • AH • CO DU GL
VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Road to Recovery Inc
Outpatient
343 East Bonneville Street
Pocatello, ID 83201
(208) 766-7623
Intake: (208) 232-9135
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF SI ATR • AH • WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Tueller Counseling Services Inc
4650 Hawthorne Road
Suite 3-B
Pocatello, ID 83202
(208) 240-6570
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI ATR HS • SS PA • CO DU OMT
VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

POST FALLS
Abundant Wellness Center
1125 East Polston Avenue
Suite A
Post Falls, ID 83854
(208) 457-1540
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI ATR • SS • AH • CO DU GL
VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Aces Community Services
1700 East Scheinmiller
Suite D
Post Falls, ID 83854
(208) 619-0190
Intake: (208) 292-2188
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC PI MI ATR • SS • CO CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

PRESTON
A to Z Family Services Inc
5th East Oneida Street
Preston, ID 83263
(208) 227-8099
Intake: (208) 478-9822
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI ATR • AH • DU CJ • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

PRIEST RIVER
Alternative Counseling Rehabilitation
37 Highway 57
Priest River, ID 83856
(208) 448-4855
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI ATR • CO DU WN MN • ADLT • FEM MALE

RATHDRUM
Rathdrum Counseling Center LLC
14954 Coeur d’Alene Street
Rathdrum, ID 83858
(208) 687-0538
MHSAF • SA DT BU • OP OD OMT
OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI ATR • SS PA • CO DU CJ AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

REXBURG
Tueller Counseling Services Inc
343 East 4th North Street
Suite 231
Rexburg, ID 83440
(208) 656-4017
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI MI ATR • SS PA • DU CJ AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

RIGBY
Tueller Counseling Services Inc
295 North 3855 East Street
Rigby, ID 83442
(208) 745-5205
Intake: (208) 524-7400
MHSAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI ATR • PA • CO DU
VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

SAINT MARIES
Sequel Alliance Family Services LLC
89 Homer Drive
Saint Maries, ID 83861
(208) 245-5427
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI ATR • SS • CO CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

SALMON
Lemhi Valley Social Services
1301 Main Street
Suite 3-B
Salmon, ID 83467
(208) 756-2927
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI MI ATR • SS • CO DU CJ AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

SANDPOINT
Sequel Alliance Family Services LLC
618 South Division Avenue
Sandpoint, ID 83864
(208) 263-0301
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI ATR • SS • CO AD WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
Tamarack Treatment and Counseling Ctr  
101 North Boyer Avenue  
Unit C  
Sandpoint, ID 83864  
(208) 263-5551  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI  
MI ATR • SS • CJ WN MN TR MA XA •  
CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

IDAHO

Psychiatric Services Behavioral Health  
493 Eastland Drive  
P.O. Box 47  
Twin Falls, ID 83303  
(208) 732-0995  
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SFMD  
MC SI PI MI ATR • SS • CO DU CJ AD •  
ADLT • FEM MALE

Twin Falls County  
Treatment and Recovery Clinic  
233 Gooding Street North  
Twin Falls, ID 83301  
(208) 736-5048x26  
Intake: (208) 736-5048x28  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI  
MI ATR • SS • AD TR MA • CHLD  
ADLT • FEM MALE

Valley Community Counseling  
1092 Eastland Drive North  
Suite C  
Twin Falls, ID 83301  
(208) 736-0695  
MHF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI  
MI ATR • SS • CO DU AD WN • CHLD  
ADLT • FEM MALE

TWIN FALLS

Crosspointe Family Services  
1363 Fillmore Street  
Twin Falls, ID 83301  
(208) 736-7090  
MHF • SA NXN • OP ORT • SF MD PI  
MI ATR • CO VET ADM MF CJ  
SE PW WN MN TR MA XA • YAD  
ADLT • FEM MALE

Lifestyle Changes Counseling  
371 South Locust Street  
Twin Falls, ID 83301  
(208) 734-5230  
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF ATR •  
DU CJ SE PW WN MN • YAD ADLT •  
FEM MALE

Walker Center  
762 Falls Avenue  
Twin Falls, ID 83301  
(208) 734-4200  
Intake: (208) 734-4207  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI  
MI ATR • SS • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM  
MALE

WALLACE

Aces Community Services  
403 7th Street  
Wallace, ID 83873  
(208) 556-0960  
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI  
MI ATR • SS • CJ AD WN MN TR MA •  
CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
ADDISON
Serenity House Counseling Services Inc
Halfway House/Administration/Outpt
891 South Rohrwling Road
Addison, IL 60101
(630) 620-6616
SAF • SA HH • OP RES RL OIT ORT
• SF MD PI • SS • DU WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

ALBION
Wells Center
50 East Main Street
Albion, IL 62806
(618) 445-3656
Intake: (618) 445-3808
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • NP • WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

ALGONQUIN
Proactive Behavioral Services Inc
215 North Main Street
Algonquin, IL 60102
(224) 678-9033
MHS SAF • SA BU • OP OMB OIT ORT • SF MC PI MJ • DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

ALTON
WellSpring Resources
2615 Edwards Street
Alton, IL 62002
(618) 462-2331
MHS AF • SA MM • OP OMB ORT • SF MD PI MI • AH • DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

ANNA
Fellowship House/Rehab
OP/10P/Prev/MISA/Gambling
800 North Main Street
Anna, IL 62906
(618) 833-2194
Intake: (618) 833-4465
SAF • SA DT • OP RES RS RD ODT OIT ORT • SF MD PLATR • SS • CO CJ AD WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
Adult Counseling Center
Substance Abuse Treatment
415 East Golf Road
Suite 104
Arlington Heights, IL 60005
(847) 593-6201
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • SP • DU CJ WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Adult Counseling Center Inc
Outpatient Services
415 East Golf Road
Suite 104
Arlington Heights, IL 60005
(847) 593-6201
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • SP • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Arlington Center for Recovery LLC
1655 South Arlington Heights Road
Suite 200
Arlington Heights, IL 60005
(847) 427-9680
Intake: (800) 278-4357
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • SS • SP • DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Brooktree Arlington II LLC
3265 North Arlington Heights Road
Suite 309
Arlington Heights, IL 60004
(412) 512-7306
SAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT CT • SF PI • SS • WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Counseling Center of Illinois
115 South Wilke Road
Suite 203
Arlington Heights, IL 60005
(773) 777-6767
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF PI • SS • SP • FX • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F66

DUI Counseling Center/Wilke Commons
Bayrach Counseling Services
17 North Wilke Road
Arlington Heights, IL 60005
(847) 632-1740
Intake: (847) 459-8879
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • SS • SP • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

LSSI BHS in the Northwest Suburbs
Outpatient Services
415 West Golf Road
Suites 61-65
Arlington Heights, IL 60005
(847) 640-7954
Intake: (847) 640-7954x10
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI • SS • SP • DU CJ AD WN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Northwest Community Hospital
The Youth Center
901 West Kirchoff Road
Arlington Heights, IL 60005
(847) 618-2700
SAF • SA • DT • OP RES RS RD ODT OIT ORT • SF PI MI • CO AD XA • CHLD • FEM MALE

Omni Youth Services
Arlington Heights Office
1616 North Arlington Heights Road
Arlington Heights, IL 60004
(847) 353-1500
MHS AF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS • SP • CO CJ AD TRMA • CHLD • FEM MALE

Renaissance Center for Counseling
1508 North Arlington Heights Road
Arlington Heights, IL 60004
(224) 723-7445
Intake: (847) 800-3105
DWI/DUI Clients Only
MHS AF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI MI • FX • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F31

AURORA
About Change Counseling
2121 West Galena Boulevard
Aurora, IL 60506
(630) 669-7161
Intake: (847) 668-8969
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF • SS • SP • DU CJ • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
Breaking Free
680 South River Street
Aurora, IL 60506
(630) 966-7400
Intake: (630) 897-1003
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • MD • AH • WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Family Counseling Service of Aurora
70 South River Street
Aurora, IL 60506
(630) 844-2662
Intakes: (630) 844-2662x220 (630) 844-8220
MHF • SA • OP ORT • SF • MD • PI • SS • PA • SP • CO DU CJ AD • WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Family Guidance Centers Inc
522 North Lake Street
Aurora, IL 60506
(630) 896-4650
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • SS • SP • DU CJ WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Gateway Alcohol and Drug Trt Centers
Aurora
400 Mercy Lane
Aurora, IL 60506
(630) 966-7400
Intake: (630) 966-7400x1
SAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP RES • RS RD OMB ODT OIT ORT CT • SF • MD • PI • CO GL • VET ADM MF CJ • SF • AD • PW • WN • MN • TRMA • XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Hope for Tomorrow Inc
469 North Lake Street
Aurora, IL 60506
(630) 966-9000
SAF • SA HH • RES RL • SF • VET • YAD ADLT • MALE

Provena Mercy Medical Center
1325 North Highland Avenue
Aurora, IL 60506
(630) 859-2222
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • SS • SP • DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Cass County Mental Health Association
121 East 2nd Street
Beardstown, IL 62618
(217) 323-2980
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • SP • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

About Change Counseling
8570 Saint Lukes Drive
1st Floor
Bartlett, IL 60103
(224) 323-990
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • SP • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

IDS Group Inc
1706 North Farnsworth Avenue
Aurora, IL 60505
(630) 236-0942
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • SS • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Tools for Life Ltd
35 South Stolp Avenue
Suite 1
Aurora, IL 60506
(630) 906-1200
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • PI AT • SS • SP • DU CJ AD DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

IDS Group Inc
1706 North Farnsworth Avenue
Aurora, IL 60505
(630) 236-0942
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • SS • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Provena Mercy Medical Center
1325 North Highland Avenue
Aurora, IL 60506
(630) 859-2222
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • SS • SP • DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Weaver for Life Ltd
35 South Stolp Avenue
Suite 1
Aurora, IL 60506
(630) 906-1200
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • PI AT • SS • SP • DU CJ AD DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

IDS Group Inc
1706 North Farnsworth Avenue
Aurora, IL 60505
(630) 236-0942
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • SS • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

About Change Counseling
8570 Saint Lukes Drive
1st Floor
Bartlett, IL 60103
(224) 323-990
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • SP • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

IDS Group Inc
1706 North Farnsworth Avenue
Aurora, IL 60505
(630) 236-0942
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • SS • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

IDS Group Inc
1706 North Farnsworth Avenue
Aurora, IL 60505
(630) 236-0942
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • SS • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

IDS Group Inc
1706 North Farnsworth Avenue
Aurora, IL 60505
(630) 236-0942
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • SS • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

IDS Group Inc
1706 North Farnsworth Avenue
Aurora, IL 60505
(630) 236-0942
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • SS • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

IDS Group Inc
1706 North Farnsworth Avenue
Aurora, IL 60505
(630) 236-0942
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • SS • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

IDS Group Inc
1706 North Farnsworth Avenue
Aurora, IL 60505
(630) 236-0942
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • SS • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

IDS Group Inc
1706 North Farnsworth Avenue
Aurora, IL 60505
(630) 236-0942
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • SS • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

IDS Group Inc
1706 North Farnsworth Avenue
Aurora, IL 60505
(630) 236-0942
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • SS • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

IDS Group Inc
1706 North Farnsworth Avenue
Aurora, IL 60505
(630) 236-0942
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • SS • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

IDS Group Inc
1706 North Farnsworth Avenue
Aurora, IL 60505
(630) 236-0942
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • SS • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

IDS Group Inc
1706 North Farnsworth Avenue
Aurora, IL 60505
(630) 236-0942
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • SS • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

IDS Group Inc
1706 North Farnsworth Avenue
Aurora, IL 60505
(630) 236-0942
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • SS • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

IDS Group Inc
1706 North Farnsworth Avenue
Aurora, IL 60505
(630) 236-0942
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • SS • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

IDS Group Inc
1706 North Farnsworth Avenue
Aurora, IL 60505
(630) 236-0942
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • SS • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
DeRousse Counseling and DUI Services
100 West Main Street
Suite 2
Belleville, IL 62220
(618) 277-7616
Intake: (618) 692-4384
SAF • SA • OP OIT • SF • SS • DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Gateway Alcohol and Drug Treatment Centers
Swansea
1 Bronze Pointe Boulevard
Suite 1
Belleville, IL 62226
(618) 234-9002
SAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP OD OIT ORT • SF MD PI • AH • CO DU AD
WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

BELVIDERE
Roscrance Inc
Belvidere Clinic
915 Alexandra Drive
Belvidere, IL 61008
(815) 391-1000
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

BERWYN
McNeal Hospital
Behavioral Health Services
3249 South Oak Park Avenue
Berwyn, IL 60402
(708) 783-3140
GHF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI PI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

BLOOMINGTON
ABC Unlimited Inc
510 East Washington Street
Suite 110
Bloomington, IL 61701
(309) 820-6757
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Ascent Counseling and DUI Services
207 West Jefferson Street
Suite 501
Bloomington, IL 61701
(309) 828-1988
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Chesnut Health Systems Inc
Adolescent Chemical Dependency Services
1003 Martin Luther King Jr Drive
Bloomington, IL 61701
(309) 827-6026
MHSAF • SA HH • OP RES RS OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI • AH • AD • CHLD
ADLT • FEM MALE

Chesnut Health Systems Inc
Adult Chemical Dependency Services
702 West Chestnut Street
Bloomington, IL 61701
(309) 827-6026
SAF • SA BU • OP RES RS OMB ODT OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • AH • AD • CHLD
ADLT • FEM MALE

BLUE ISLAND
Affordable Recovery Housing
13811 Western Avenue
Building C
Blue Island, IL 60406
(312) 519-5902
Intakes: (708) 299-0758 (708) 897-9105
MHSAF • SA • RES RL CT • VET ADM MF CJ SE MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

Guildhaus Halfway House
2413 Canal Street
Blue Island, IL 60406
(708) 385-3228
SAF • SA HH • RES RL • SF PI • SS • YAD ADLT • MALE

BOLINGBROOK
Guiding Light Counseling Inc
538 East Boughton Road
Bolingbrook, IL 60440
(630) 783-0100
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI • SS • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Howard Counseling Services Inc
440 West Boughton Road
Suite 108
Bolingbrook, IL 60440
(630) 679-1170
Intake: (630) 631-6530
MHSAF • SA DT • OP OD OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS • CO DU GL
VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Treatment Centers of Illinois
Bolingbrook Treatment Center
352 North Schmidt Road
Bolingbrook, IL 60440
(630) 705-0556
Intake: (877) 785-0111
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

BOURBONNAIS
Provena Saint Marys Hospital of Bourbonnais
21 Heritage Drive
Suite 102
Bourbonnais, IL 60914
(815) 821-0058
SAF • SA VTRL • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD PI PI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

BROADVIEW
Healthcare Alternative Systems Inc
1915 Roosevelt Road
Broadview, IL 60155
(708) 498-0200
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS PA • SP • DU CJ AD • CHLD
ADLT • FEM MALE
BUFFALO GROVE

Leslie S Berkley and Associates
1207 McHenry Road
Suite 212
Buffalo Grove, IL 60089
(847) 478-8332
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Nicasa NFP
Substance Abuse (NICASA)
2900 North Main Street
Buffalo Grove, IL 60089
(847) 634-6422
Intake: (847) 546-6450
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI • SS • AH • DU CJ AD W’N MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

CAIRO

Community Health and Emergency Servs
13245 Kessler Road
Cairo, IL 62914
(618) 734-4400x3013
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI • SS • SP • CO CJ AD TRMA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

CALUMET CITY

Calumet Counseling and DUI Services
A Behavioral Health Agency
1609 Sibley Boulevard
Calumet City, IL 60409
(708) 862-4054
SAF • SA BU • OP OMB OIT ORT • SF MD • SP • DU SE W’N MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Elite House of Sober Living Inc
321 Memorial Drive
Calumet City, IL 60409
(312) 515-3092
MHSAF • SA HH • OP ORT • SF MD ATR • CO GL CJ SE MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • MALE

Great Heights Family Medicine Ltd
1473 Ring Road
Calumet City, IL 60409
(708) 862-8156
Intake: (708) 862-5849
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF • DU W’N MN DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Gateway Alcohol and Drug Trt Centers
Carbondale
1080 East Park Street
Carbondale, IL 62901
(618) 529-1151x2921
SAF • SA BU • XA • DU CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

H Group BBT Inc
2311 South Illinois Avenue
Carbondale, IL 62903
(618) 457-6703
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI • SS PA • AH • CO DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

CARBONDALE

Canu’s House
1551 Huntington Drive
Main Level
Calumet City, IL 60409
(312) 222-1075
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • DU W’N MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Its About Change Sober Living Inc
1604 Harbor Avenue
Calumet City, IL 60409
(708) 360-3205
Intake: (708) 868-5014
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF • DU W’N MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

North Central Behavioral Health System
At Fulton and McDonough Counties
229 Martin Avenue
Canton, IL 61520
(309) 647-1881
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD PI • CO AD W’N MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

United in Jesus Outreach Ministries
700 East Oak Street
Room 302
Canton, IL 61520
(309) 649-1618
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF • DU • SE AD W’N MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Carbondale DUI and Counseling Program
2015 West Main Street
Suite 103
Carbondale, IL 62901
(618) 457-4044
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF PI • DU CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Accurate Evaluations
951 Fairfax Street
Suite B
Carlyle, IL 62231
(618) 980-7752
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF • SS • CO • GL • VET • ADM • MF • CJ • SE • PW • WN • MN
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF • DU CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Caroline Counseling
1080 East Park Street
Carbondale, IL 62901
(618) 529-1151
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF • DU CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

CARLYLE

Accurate Evaluations
951 Fairfax Street
Suite B
Carlyle, IL 62231
(618) 980-7752
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF • SS • CO • GL • VET • ADM • MF • CJ • SE • PW • WN • MN
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF • DU CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Community Resource Center
580 8th Street
Carlyle, IL 62231
(618) 594-4581
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC PI MI • SS • AH • DU CJ • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
CARMI
Egyptian Public and Mental Health Dept
1705 College Avenue
Carmi, IL 62821
(618) 382-7311
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF
MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH SP • CO DU
AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

CAROL STREAM
Tricon Counseling Centers
380 South Schmale Road
Suite 117
Carol Stream, IL 60188
(630) 933-9556
Intake: (630) 842-2729
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • AH FX
• CO DU SE AD PW WN XA DV •
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

CARTERVILLE
First Choice DUI Services
206 North Division Street
Carterville, IL 62918
(618) 985-1010
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • DU • CHLD
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

CARTHAGE
Mental Health Centers of Western IL
Hancock Site
607 Buchanan Street
Carthage, IL 62321
(217) 357-3176
MHF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC
SI PI MI • CO AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM
MALE

CARY
A New Way of Life Inc
720 Industrial Drive
Suite 106
Cary, IL 60013
(847) 639-6420
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • DU CJ SE
WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

CASEYVILLE
Gateway Alcohol and Drug Trt Centers
Caseyville
600 West Lincoln Street
Caseyville, IL 62232
(618) 345-3970
Intake: (877) 505-4673
SAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • RES RS RL
SF • MD SI PI • WN MN • YAD ADLT
• FEM MALE

CENTRALIA
Community Resource Center
904 Martin Luther King Drive
Centralia, IL 62801
(618) 533-1391
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC
PI MI ATR • SS • AH • DU AD • CHLD
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

CHAMPAIGN
A and L Counseling Services
2917 Crossing Court
Suite B-2
Champaign, IL 61822
(217) 352-5533
Intake: (217) 352-6005
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF • CO
DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW
WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

Champaign Treatment Center LLC
106 South Country Fair Drive
Suite C
Champaign, IL 61821
(217) 373-8200
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA DT HH DM OTPA • OP OD
OMB ORT • SF • PW • YAD ADLT
• FEM MALE

Community Elements Inc
Times Center
70 East Washington Street
Champaign, IL 61820
(217) 398-7785
Intake: (217) 398-8080
SA • OP OIT ORT • MD PI • AH • CO
MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

Kathi Cullop
DBA ACCENT Counseling
1207 South Mattis Avenue
Suite 4
Champaign, IL 61821
(217) 398-8067
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • DU • YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

Prairie Center Health Systems Inc
Hill Street Unit
122 West Hill Street
Champaign, IL 61820
(217) 356-7576
Intakes: (217) 328-4500x0 (217) 477-4500x0
SAF • SA • RES RS • SF MD MC SI PI
MI • SSPA • AH • CJ WN MN • YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

ABBCON Counseling
603 Monroe Street
Charleston, IL 61920
(217) 345-3156
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD PI • SP •
DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Central East Alcohol and Drug Council
720 4th Street
Charleston, IL 61920
(217) 348-8651
Intake: (217) 348-8108
SAF • SA HH • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI
MI ATR • SS • AH • DU CJ WN • YAD
ADLT • FEM

Central East Alcohol and Drug Council
All Alc/Substance Abuse Progs on Site
635 Division Street
Charleston, IL 61920
(217) 348-8108
SAF • SA DT HH • OP RES RS RL RD
ORT • SF MD SI PI MI ATR • SS • AH
SP • DU WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM
MALE
Central East Alcohol and Drug Council
Charleston Primary Outpatient Services
726 4th Street
Charleston, IL 61920
(217) 348-8118
Intake: (217) 348-8108
SAF• SA• OP OIT ORT• SF MD SI PI MI ATR• SS• AH • DU• YAD ADLT• FEM MALE

Central East Alcohol and Drug Council
Women’s Recovery Home
1501 1/2 18th Street
Charleston, IL 61920
(217) 348-5444
Intake: (217) 348-8108
SAF• SA HH• OP OIT ORT• SF MD SI PI MI ATR• SS• AH • PW • WN • YAD ADLT• FEM MALE

CHESTER

Human Service Center of Southern Metro East/Chester Office
115 East Stacey Street
Chester, IL 62233
618-826-4547
Intakes: (618) 282-6233 (888) 310-6233
MHSAF• SA• OP ORT• SF MD MC SI PI MI• AH • DU• CHLD ADLT• FEM MALE

CHICAGO

A DUI Class Inc
5929 North Cicero Avenue
Chicago, IL 60646
(312) 327-9921
Intake: (773) 296-3220
SAF• SA• OP OIT ORT• SF • SS• DU MN• CHLD YAD ADLT• FEM MALE

A Program of Aunt Marthas
Drug Abuse Center (SEADAC)
8640 South Chicago Avenue
Chicago, IL 60617
(773) 731-9100
Intakes: (773) 731-9100x232 (773) 731-9100x228
SAF• SA• OP OIT ORT• SF MD MC SI• SS• SP• CO DU CJ AD PW • WN MN TRMA • CHLD ADLT• FEM MALE

A Safe Haven
7346 South Kingston Avenue
Chicago, IL 60649
(312) 327-9921
Intake: (773) 435-8300
SAF• DA DT HH• OP RES RS RL OD ODT OIT ORT HIT CT• MD MC SI PI MI ATR• PA• AH SP• CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD WN MN TRMA BC XA DV • CHLD ADLT• FEM MALE

A Safe Haven
8640 South Chicago Avenue
Chicago, IL 60617
(773) 731-9100
Intakes: (773) 731-9100x20 (773) 731-9100x0
SAF• SA• OP OIT ORT• SF MD SI• SS• SP• CO DU CJ AD PW • WN MN TRMA • CHLD ADLT• FEM MALE

Access Behavioral Services Inc
3948 West 26th Street
Suite 114
Chicago, IL 60623
(773) 522-5460
SAF• SA • OP OIT ORT• SF• SS• SP• DU• YAD ADLT• FEM MALE

Advance Counseling Services Inc
4125 South Archer Avenue
Chicago, IL 60632
(773) 940-1074
SAF• SA • OP OIT ORT• SF • SS• SP• CJ SE WN MN DV • CHLD YAD ADLT• FEM MALE

Advocate Healthcare
Clean Start
938 West Nelson Street
Chicago, IL 60657
(773) 296-3220
MHF• SA• OP OIT ORT• SF MD MC PI• SS• AH SP• CO DU AD• CHLD YAD ADLT• FEM MALE

Alexian Brothers
Bonaventure House
825 West Wellington Avenue
Chicago, IL 60657
(773) 327-9921
Intakes: (773) 327-9921x210 (773) 327-9921x110
SAF• SA HH• RES RL• CO GL• YAD ADLT• FEM MALE

Alexian Brothers
Bonaventure House
825 West Wellington Avenue
Chicago, IL 60657
(773) 327-9921
MHSAF• SA HH• RES RL• PA• AH• CO GL VET MF CJ SE WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT• FEM MALE
Alliance Behavioral Services Inc  
4715 West Belmont Avenue  
Chicago, IL 60641  
(773) 777-8635
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • SP FX • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F67

Alliance Behavioral Services Inc  
5906 South Troy Avenue  
Chicago, IL 60629  
(773) 777-8635
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • SP FX • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F67

Alternatives Inc  
4730 North Sheridan Road  
Chicago, IL 60640  
(773) 506-7474
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI • SS PA • SP • AD TRMA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

American Indian Health Service Chicago  
4081 North Broadway Street  
Chicago, IL 60613  
(773) 883-9100
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS PA • CO AD TRMA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Anchor Behavioral Centers Inc  
79 West Monroe Street  
Suite 920  
Chicago, IL 60603  
(312) 254-5085
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF PI • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Anixter Center  
Addiction Recovery of the Deaf  
2001 North Clyborn Avenue  
Suite 402  
Chicago, IL 60614  
(773) 227-8530
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI • SS PA • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Anixter Center  
Schwab Rehabilitation Center  
1401 South California Avenue  
Chicago, IL 60608  
(773) 522-2010x5221
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI HS ATR • SS PA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Annie B Jones Community Services Inc  
1818 East 71st Street  
Chicago, IL 60649  
(773) 667-2100
SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD ATR • PA • SE AD PW W N MN • CHLD ADLT • FEMMALE

Arbour Healthcare  
Lester and Rosalie Anixter Center  
1512 West Fargo  
Chicago, IL 60626  
(773) 465-7751
Intake: (773) 549-0208x223 (773) 227-8530
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • CO • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Association House of Chicago  
1116 North Kedzie Avenue  
Chicago, IL 60651  
(773) 772-8009x6902
Intake: (773) 772-8009x6004
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD • SS PA • SP • CO DU GL VET CJ SE AD PW W N MN TRMA • XA • DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Association for Multicultural Behavioral Health L.L.C  
6650 North Northwest Highway  
Suite 215  
Chicago, IL 60631  
(773) 313-3757
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI • SP • CO DU GL CJ SE PW W N MN TRMA • XA • ADLT • FEM MALE

Atrium Health Care Center  
Lester and Rosalie Anixter Center  
1425 West Estes Avenue  
Chicago, IL 60626  
(773) 973-4780
Intake: (773) 549-0208x223 (773) 227-8530
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • CO • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Avance Inc  
4765 North Lincoln Avenue  
Suites 203-204  
Chicago, IL 60625  
(773) 293-1770
Intake: (773) 510-1770
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF • SP • DU • GL CJ W N MN DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

BI Spotlight ReEntry Center  
8007 South Cottage Grove  
Chicago, IL 60619  
(773) 846-6260
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • NP • CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Behavioral Services Center  
Outpatient Services  
161 North Clark Street  
Suite 4700  
Chicago, IL 60602  
(847) 673-8577
Intake: (847) 929-4068
MHSAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP OD OMB OIT ORT CT • SF PI MI • SS • SP FX • CO VET ADM MF CJ AD PW W N MN TRMA • XA • DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F66 F70
Bridging the Tys to Jordan Inc
5500 South Indiana Avenue
Basement
Chicago, IL 60637
(773) 488-9460
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD MC PI ATR • AH • CO DU GL CJ AD PW
WN MN XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Bilingual DUI Counseling and Clinical Services Inc
4001 West Devon Avenue
Suite 342
Chicago, IL 60646
(773) 725-8140
MHSASF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC PI ATR • SS PA • CO DU
GL CJ AD PW WN MN XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Bobby E. Wright CBHC
Addictions Program
9 South Kedzie Avenue
Chicago, IL 60612
(773) 722-7900x4051
Intakes: (773) 722-7900x4064 (773) 722-7900x4084
MHSASF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC PI ATR • SS PA • CO AD WN MN
CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

CCHC
1701 West Monroe Avenue
Suite 2
Chicago, IL 60643
(773) 233-5850
Intake: (773) 233-4100
SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • SS PA • CO • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Calor a Division of Anixter Center
5038 West Armitage Avenue
Chicago, IL 60639
(773) 385-9080x240
Intake: (773) 385-9080x241
SA • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF • PA • SP • CO DU CJ • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Center for Addictive Problems
609 North Wells Street
Chicago, IL 60654
(312) 266-0404
SAF • SA • DT MM DM BU NXXN XA DV • OP OD OMB ORT • SF PI • CHLD
ADLT • FEM MALE

Christian Community Health Center
9718 South Halsted Street
Chicago, IL 60628
(773) 233-4100
GHP • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • SS PA • SP • CO DU • CHLD
ADLT • FEM MALE
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone Numbers</th>
<th>Services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Concerned Citizens Inc/Mothers House</td>
<td>(773) 581-1971 (773) 581-1970</td>
<td>DUI Alternatives Treatment Center Inc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>321 North Mason Avenue</td>
<td>(773) 459-9448</td>
<td>DUI Alternatives Treatment Center Inc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago, IL 60629</td>
<td>(312) 620-0896</td>
<td>DUI Alternatives Treatment Center Inc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(773) 287-8393</td>
<td>(312) 505-2610</td>
<td>DUI Alternatives Treatment Center Inc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intake: (773) 581-1971 (773) 581-1970</td>
<td>(312) 620-0896</td>
<td>DUI Alternatives Treatment Center Inc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SA HH • OP ORT CT • SF • SS PA • DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td>(773) 581-1971 (773) 581-1970</td>
<td>DUI Alternatives Treatment Center Inc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Counseling Center of Illinois</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17 North State Street</td>
<td>(773) 459-9448</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago, IL 60602</td>
<td>(312) 505-2610</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(773) 287-8393</td>
<td>(312) 505-2610</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intake: (773) 581-1971 (773) 581-1970</td>
<td>(312) 620-0896</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SA HH • OP ORT CT • SF • SS PA • DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td>(773) 581-1971 (773) 581-1970</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Counseling Center Inc</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7141 South Jeffrey Boulevard</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Room 11</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago, IL 60649</td>
<td>(815) 455-2610</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(773) 287-8393</td>
<td>(312) 505-2610</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intake: (773) 581-1971 (773) 581-1970</td>
<td>(312) 620-0896</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SA HH • OP ORT CT • SF • SS PA • DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td>(773) 581-1971 (773) 581-1970</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Counseling Center of Illinois Inc</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4515 North Milwaukee Street</td>
<td>(773) 459-9448</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago, IL 60630</td>
<td>(312) 505-2610</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(773) 287-8393</td>
<td>(312) 505-2610</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intake: (773) 581-1971 (773) 581-1970</td>
<td>(312) 620-0896</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SA HH • OP ORT CT • SF • SS PA • DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td>(773) 581-1971 (773) 581-1970</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Counseling Center First</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4750 North Sheridan Road</td>
<td>(312) 620-0896</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suite 207</td>
<td>(312) 620-0896</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago, IL 60640</td>
<td>(312) 620-0896</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(773) 289-4843</td>
<td>(773) 289-4843</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intakes: (773) 289-4843 (773) 882-4517</td>
<td>(773) 289-4843</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SA • OP ORT CT • SF • SS PA • DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td>(773) 289-4843 (773) 882-4517</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DUI Alternatives Treatment Center Inc</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2551 North Laramie Avenue</td>
<td>(773) 289-4843</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suite 1-S</td>
<td>(773) 289-4843</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago, IL 60639</td>
<td>(773) 289-4843</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(773) 289-4843</td>
<td>(773) 289-4843</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intakes: (773) 289-4843 (773) 882-4517</td>
<td>(773) 289-4843</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SA • OP ORT CT • SF • SS PA • DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td>(773) 289-4843 (773) 882-4517</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DUI Alternatives Treatment Center Inc</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4217 West 26th Street</td>
<td>(773) 459-9448</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago, IL 60623</td>
<td>(312) 505-2610</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(773) 287-8393</td>
<td>(312) 505-2610</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intake: (773) 581-1971 (773) 581-1970</td>
<td>(312) 620-0896</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SA HH • OP ORT CT • SF • SS PA • DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td>(773) 581-1971 (773) 581-1970</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DUI Alternatives Treatment Center Inc</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5935 South Pulaski Road</td>
<td>(773) 459-9448</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suite 2</td>
<td>(312) 505-2610</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago, IL 60629</td>
<td>(312) 505-2610</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(773) 287-8393</td>
<td>(312) 505-2610</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intake: (773) 581-1971 (773) 581-1970</td>
<td>(312) 620-0896</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SA • OP ORT CT • SF • SS PA • DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td>(773) 581-1971 (773) 581-1970</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DUI Metropolitan Services Inc</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5200 South Archer Avenue</td>
<td>(773) 459-9448</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unit 7</td>
<td>(312) 505-2610</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago, IL 60632</td>
<td>(312) 505-2610</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(773) 287-8393</td>
<td>(312) 505-2610</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intake: (773) 581-1971 (773) 581-1970</td>
<td>(312) 620-0896</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SA • OP ORT CT • SF • SS PA • DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td>(773) 581-1971 (773) 581-1970</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
DUI Metropolitan Services Inc
5200 South Archer Avenue
Chicago, IL 60632
(773) 775-2928
Intake: (773) 481-9750
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • SS • SP
FX • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F66

DUI Metropolitan Services Inc
6048 West Irving Park Road
Chicago, IL 60634
(773) 993-0031
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • SS • SP
FX • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F66

DUI Metropolitan Services Inc
6254 West Addison Street
Chicago, IL 60634
(773) 481-9750
Intake: (773) 775-2928
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • SS • SP
FX • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F66

Deer Rehabilitation Services Inc
1455 South Michigan Avenue
Suite 230
Chicago, IL 60605
(773) 826-0398
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD
MC PI • DU DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Deer Rehabilitation Services Inc
3936 West Roosevelt Road
Suite 201
Chicago, IL 60624
(773) 826-0398
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF SI PI • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Drexel Counseling Services Inc
956 East 93rd Street
Chicago, IL 60619
(773) 731-5395
SAF • SA DT MM DM HH • OP OD
OMB ODT OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI
IHS ATR • SS • CO DU GL VET ADM
MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Emages Inc
110 East 79th Street
1st Floor
Chicago, IL 60619
(773) 224-7386
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI ATR
• SS PA • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ
SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Eva Mac Recovery Hope Inc
6614 South Halsted Street
Suite 102
Chicago, IL 60621
(773) 952-6861
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM OTPA • OP OD
OMB OIT ORT CT • SF • CHLD ADLT
• FEM MALE

Family Guidance Centers Inc
310 West Chicago Avenue
Chicago, IL 60654
(312) 943-6545
Intake: (312) 943-6545x281
SAF • SA MM VTRL • OP OMB ORT
• SFMD SI • SS PA • AH SP • CO CJ WN
XA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Fola Community Action Services Inc
8014-8018 South Ashland Avenue
Chicago, IL 60620
(773) 487-4310
Intake: (773) 487-4316
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU • OP OD
OMB OIT ORT CT • SF MD • SS PA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

GW and Associates
A Wellness Organization Inc
6926 North Glenwood Avenue
Chicago, IL 60626
(773) 338-9999
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD • SS
• SP • DU CJ MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Garfield Counseling Center Inc
4132 West Madison Street
Chicago, IL 60624
(773) 533-0433
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM OTPA • OP OD
OMB ORT • SF MD • SS PA • SP • CO
DU GL VET MF CJ SE PW WN MN XA
DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Gateway Alcohol and Drug Trt Centers
Chicago River North
44 North Orleans Street
Suite 400
Chicago, IL 60654
(312) 464-9451
Intake: (877) 505-4673
SAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP OD
OMB OIT ORT • SF PI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Gateway Alcohol and Drug Trt Centers
Chicago West
3828 West Taylor Street
Chicago, IL 60624
(773) 826-1916x2893
Intakes: (773) 826-1916x2813 (877) 505-4673
SAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP RES RS
OMB ODT OIT ORT • SF MD PI • SS PA
• SP • CO AD WN MN • CHLD YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

Gateway Alcohol and Drug Trt Centers
Kedzie Recovery Home
1706 North Kedzie Avenue
Chicago, IL 60647
(773) 227-2158
HH

Gutierrez and Associates
505 North LaSalle Street
Suite 400
Chicago, IL 60654
(312) 222-1075
DUI/DUI Clients Only
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • SP • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

ILLINOIS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone Numbers</th>
<th>Services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HRDI/Harriet Tubman Women's Residential Treatment</td>
<td>2311 East 98th Street, Chicago, IL 60617</td>
<td>(773) 785-4955</td>
<td>SAF • SA • RES RL • MD SI PI • PA • PW • WN • YAD ADLT • FEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Habilitative Systems Inc</td>
<td>415 South Kilpatrick Street, Chicago, IL 60644</td>
<td>(773) 261-2252</td>
<td>SAF • SA • RES RL • ORT • SF MD MC PI • ATR • SS PA • CO • DU GL • VET CJ • SE AD • WN • MN • TRMA • XA • DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Healthcare Alternative Systems Inc</td>
<td>210 North Ashland Avenue, Chicago, IL 60607</td>
<td>(312) 948-0200, (773) 252-3100</td>
<td>Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only SAF • SA • DT MM BU • OI OT PA • OP • OD • OMB ORT • SF • MD SI PI • SP • WN • MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Healthcare Alternative Systems Inc</td>
<td>2755 West Armitage Avenue, Chicago, IL 60647</td>
<td>(773) 252-3100</td>
<td>SAF • SA • OP OI OT ORT • SF • MD SI PI • SS PA • SP • DU • MN • YAD ADLT • MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Healthcare Alternative Systems Inc</td>
<td>4534 South Western Avenue, Chicago, IL 60609</td>
<td>(773) 254-5141</td>
<td>SAF • SA • OP OI OT ORT • SF • MD SI PI • IMI • SS • AH SP • CO • DU GL • CJ • AD • PW • WN • MN • TRMA • XA • DV • CHLD • ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Healthcare Alternative Systems Inc</td>
<td>1949 North Humboldt Boulevard, Chicago, IL 60647</td>
<td>(773) 252-2666</td>
<td>SAF • SA • RES RL • MD • PA • PW • WN • BC • YAD ADLT • FEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hazelden Foundation</td>
<td>867 North Dearborn Street, Chicago, IL 60610</td>
<td>(312) 943-3534, (800) 257-7800</td>
<td>SAF • SA • HH • OP ODT OI OT • ORT • CT • SF PI • AH • WN • MN • CHLD • ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Healthcare Alternative Systems Inc</td>
<td>Transitional Housing Program, 1866 North Milwaukee Avenue, Chicago, IL 60647</td>
<td>(773) 782-4734</td>
<td>SAF • SA • HH • MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Healthcare Alternative Systems Inc</td>
<td>Women's Program, 1942 North California Avenue, Chicago, IL 60647</td>
<td>(773) 292-4242</td>
<td>SAF • SA • OP OI OT ORT • SF • MD SI PI • SS PA • SP • WN • YAD ADLT • FEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heartland Health Outreach</td>
<td>Parkways Home Outpatient, 4750 North Sheridan Road, Suite 500, Chicago, IL 60640</td>
<td>(773) 751-4103</td>
<td>MHI • SA • OP OI OI ORT CT • MD • PA • FX • CO • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heartland Human Care Services Inc</td>
<td>Wellness and Prevention, 4411 North Ravenswood Avenue, 3rd Floor, Chicago, IL 60640</td>
<td>(773) 751-4006</td>
<td>SAF • SA • OP OI CT • SF • FX • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Henry Booth House</td>
<td>2907 South Wabash Avenue, Suite 205, Chicago, IL 60616</td>
<td>(312) 949-3600</td>
<td>SAF • SA • HH • OP OI ORT • SF • SS • AH SP • DU • CJ • MN • YAD ADLT • MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Henrys Sober Living House</td>
<td>8032-8034 South Ingleside Street, Chicago, IL 60619</td>
<td>(773) 752-1300</td>
<td>SAF • SA • HH • ORT • SF • SS • AH SP • DU • CJ • MN • YAD ADLT • MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Howard Brown Health Center</td>
<td>4025 North Sheridan Road, Chicago, IL 60613</td>
<td>(773) 388-8891</td>
<td>SAF • SA • HH • MALE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Human Resources Development Institute
(HRDI)/Brass I/Outpatient Opioid Trt
340 East 51st Street
Chicago, IL 60615
(773) 966-0333
Intakes: (773) 966-0333x4508 (773) 966-0333x7300
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM OTPA • OP OD OMB
OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI ATR • SS
PA • SP • CO CJ SE PW WN MN • YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

Indiana Avenue DUI Service
1525 East 53rd Street
Suite 614
Chicago, IL 60615
(773) 684-8507
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF SI PI
MI ATR • SS • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM
MALE

Jack Clarks Family
Recovering Community Inc
2915 West Armitage Street
Suite 17
Chicago, IL 60647
(773) 252-2877
HH

Jack Clarks Family
Recovering Community Inc
3200 West Fulton Street
Suite 06
Chicago, IL 60624
(773) 252-2877
HH

Jesse Brown Addiction Programs
Drug Dependency Trt Program (DDTC)
820 South Damen Avenue
Taylor Pavillion Suite 2225
Chicago, IL 60612
(312) 569-8066
Intakes: (312) 569-8066
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF SI PI
MI ATR • SS • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM
MALE

Katherine Boone Robinson Foundation
4100 West Ogden Avenue
1st Floor
Chicago, IL 60623
(773) 521-1601
Methadone Clients Only
MHS AF • SA DT MM DM OTPA • OP OD
OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI • CO GL CJ SE
PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM
MALE

Kirby Rehabilitation
10824 South Halsted
Suite 102
Chicago, IL 60628
(773) 614-4002
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF SI PI
MI ATR • SS • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM
MALE

Komed/Holman Health Center
4259 South Berkeley Street
Chicago, IL 60653
(773) 268-7600
Intakes: (773) 268-7600
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF SI PI
MI ATR • SS • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM
MALE

Komed/Holman Health Center
4122 E 75th Street
1950 East 75th Street
Chicago, IL 60649
(773) 684-8422
Intakes: (773) 684-8422x221 (773) 684-4122x228
Methadone Clients Only
MHS AF • SA DT MM DM OTPA • OP OD
OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI • CO GL CJ SE
PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM
MALE

Komed/Holman Health Center
4122 E 75th Street
1950 East 75th Street
Chicago, IL 60649
(773) 684-8422
Intakes: (773) 684-8422x221 (773) 684-4122x228
Methadone Clients Only
MHS AF • SA DT MM DM OTPA • OP OD
OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI • CO GL CJ SE
PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM
MALE
Latino Treatment Center
Chicago Outpatient
3434 West Peterson Avenue
Chicago, IL 60659
(773) 465-1161
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • SS • SP • DU CJ WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

LePenseur Youth and Family Servs Inc
1464 West 115th Street
Chicago, IL 60643
(773) 375-8637
Intake: (773) 629-6736
SAF • SA • OP ORT • MD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Living Trees Center Inc
3801 West 63rd Street
Unit 3
Chicago, IL 60629
(773) 294-3788
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • SS • SP • DU WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Loretto Hospital
Addiction Center
645 South Central Avenue
Chicago, IL 60644
(773) 854-5440
Intakes: (773) 854-5444 (773) 854-5445
SAF • SA • OP RES RS ODT OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI • SS PA • AH • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Louis Landau Health Center
Near North Health Service Inc
800 North Kedzie Avenue
Suite 104
Chicago, IL 60651
(773) 826-3450
Intake: (312) 337-1073x4235
GHF • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP OIT ORT • MD MC SI PI MI • ATR • SS PA • CO GL VET ADM MM CF • SE PW WN MN TR MA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Lutheran Social Services of Illinois
Behavioral Health Services
5825 West Belmont Avenue
Chicago, IL 60634
(773) 637-0487
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI ATR • SS • DU CJ WN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Lutheran Social Services of Illinois
Behavioral Health Services/Edgewater
1758 West Devon Avenue
Chicago, IL 60660
(773) 764-4350x12
Intake: (773) 764-4350x10
SAF • SA DT • OP OD OIT ORT • SF MD SI • SS PA • DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Lutheran Social Services of Illinois
Mens Residence North
1640 West Morse Avenue
Chicago, IL 60626
(773) 338-5105
Intake: (847) 390-1458
SAF • SA HH • RES RL • SF • MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

Lutheran Social Services of Illinois
Womens Residence/North Kenmore
5517 North Kenmore Street
Chicago, IL 60640
(773) 275-7962x101
Intake: (773) 275-7962x301
SAF • SA HH • RES RL • SF • WN • YAD ADLT • FEM

McDermott Center
DBA Haymarket Center
22 North Sangamon Street
Chicago, IL 60607
(312) 850-0840
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • PA • WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

McDermott Center/Haymarket Center
Adolescent Outpatient/Haymarket South
106 East 51st Street
Chicago, IL 60615
(773) 548-7593
Intake: (312) 226-7984x480
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI ATR • SS • AH • AD • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

McDermott Center/Haymarket Center
Mens Detox
120 North Sangamon Street
Chicago, IL 60607
(312) 226-7984
Intakes: (312) 226-7984x480 (312) 226-7984x220
SAF • DT BU • RES RD • SF MD PI ATR • SS • SF FX • WN • YAD ADLT • MALE • F66 F70

McDermott Center/Haymarket Center
Mens MISA
108 North Sangamon Street
4th Floor
Chicago, IL 60607
(312) 226-7984x111
Intake: (312) 226-7984
MHS AF • SA • RES RS • SF MD PI ATR • SS PA • DU MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

McDermott Center/Haymarket Center
Womens Treatment
124 North Sangamon Street
Chicago, IL 60607
(312) 226-7984
Intakes: (312) 226-7984x480 (312) 226-7984x220
SAF • SA • RES RS • SF MD PI ATR • SS • SF FX • WN • YAD ADLT • FEM • F66 F70

Mercy Hospital and Medical Center
Alcoholism and Drug Dependency Program
2525 South Michigan Avenue
4th Floor
Chicago, IL 60616
(312) 567-2000
Intake: (312) 567-2000x2446
MHS AF • SA DT BU • OP OMB ODT OIT ORT HID • SF MD MC SI PI MI • CO VET ADM SE PW TR MA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
Mercy Housing Lakefront
1521 South Wabash Avenue
Chicago, IL 60605
(312) 913-1605
SAF • SA • RES RL CT • NP • AH SP • CO GL VET ADM CJ SE W N MN TRMA X A DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Midwest Treatment Center Inc
17 North State Street
Suite 1700
Chicago, IL 60602
(312) 493-0591
Intake: (312) 577-195
SAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF • SS • SP FX • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F66

Near North Health Service Corporation
Winfield Moody Health Center
1276 North Clybourn Street
Chicago, IL 60610
(312) 337-1073
Intakes: (312) 337-1073x233 (312) 337-1073x236
GHF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI • SS PA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

New Age Services Corporation
1330 South Kostner Avenue
Chicago, IL 60623
(773) 542-1150
Intake: (773) 542-1150x100
Methadone Clients Only
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD • SI • SS • SP • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

New Hope Community Service Center
2559 West 79th Street
Chicago, IL 60652
(773) 757-9555
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF • SS • AH • DU • CJ AD PW W N MN TRMA X A DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

New Hope Recovery Center
2835 North Sheffield Avenue
Suite 304
Chicago, IL 60657
(773) 883-3916
Intake: (888) 707-4673
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF PI • CO GL VET CJ SE W N MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

New Age Services Corporation
110 East 79th Street
Suite B
Chicago, IL 60619
(773) 723-2790
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD • SI • SS • SP • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F39 F96

Parkshore Estates and Rehabilitation
Lester and Rosalie Anixter Center
6125 South Kenwood Avenue
Chicago, IL 60637
(773) 752-6000
Intakes: (773) 549-0208x223 (773) 227-8530
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD • SI PI • CO • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Pilsen Little Village CMHC Inc
DBA Pilsen Wellness Center
2319 South Damen Street
Chicago, IL 60608
(773) 579-0832
Intake: (888) 255-5523
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD • SI • SS • SP • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Presence Behavioral Hlth Add Services
134 North LaSalle Street
Suite 400
Chicago, IL 60602
(847) 493-3700
Intake: (847) 493-3717
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD • SI • SS • SP • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Pilsen Wellness Center Inc
3113 West Cermak Road
Chicago, IL 60623
(773) 277-3413
Intake: (888) 255-5523
SAF • SA • MM • OP OMB ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS PA • SP FX • DU CJ PW W N MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F66

Prevention Classes Inc
2913 North LaSalle Street
Suite 600
Chicago, IL 60611
(312) 642-7230
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD • SI • SS • SP • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Presence Behavioral Hlth Add Servs
2913 North Commonwealth Avenue
Manor Building 6th Floor
Chicago, IL 60611
(773) 928-7206
HH

Positive Sobriety Institute LLC
255 West 112th Place
Chicago, IL 60628
(847) 493-3500
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD • SI • SS • SP • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Presence Behavioral Hlth Add Services
213 North Commonwealth Avenue
Manor Building 6th Floor
Chicago, IL 60657
(847) 493-3500
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD • SI • SS • SP • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Prevention Classes Inc
10435 South Kedzie Avenue
Chicago, IL 60655
(773) 239-2830
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD • SI • SS • SP • DU CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
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Renewed Hope Community Services
626 East 71st Street
Chicago, IL 60619
(773) 783-3579
Intake: (773) 783-3580
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA • DT • MM • DM • OTPA • OP • OD
OMB • OIT • ORT • CT • SF • SP • YAD
ADLT • FEM • MALE

Rowan Trees
500 West Englewood Avenue
Chicago, IL 60621
(773) 537-9310
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA • DT • HII • MD • MC • SI • PI • PA
YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

South Shore Hospital
Chemical Dependency
812 South Grand Avenue
Chicago, IL 60617
(773) 356-5077
Intake: (773) 356-5303
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA • DT • MM • DM • OTPA • HII
HIT • CT • SF • MC • SI • PI • ML • TR • AH • YAD
ADLT • FEM • MALE

South Shore Hospital
Medical Detox Services
812 South Grand Avenue
Chicago, IL 60617
(773) 356-5098
Intake: (773) 356-5098x5175
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • DT • DM • OTPA • HII • MD • MC • WN • MN • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

Specialized Assistance Services, NFP
Outpatient
2101 South Indiana Avenue
Chicago, IL 60616
(312) 808-3210x411
Intakes: (312) 808-3210x116 (312) 808-3210x126
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA • MM • OTPA • OP • OMB • OIT • ORT • SF • MD • MC • SS • WN • MN • DV
YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

State of Mind Mental Health and Consultations Services PC
1400 West 41st Street
Suite 111
Chicago, IL 60653
(708) 799-3802
SAF • OP • OIT • ORT • CT • SF • PI • SS • CO • DU • AD • WN • MN • CHLD
ADLT • FEM • MALE

Substance Abuse Treatment and Intervention
4100 West Ogden Avenue
Chicago, IL 60623
(773) 521-1601
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA • DT • MM • DM • OTPA • OP • OD
OMB • ODT • OI • CT • SF • VET • CJ • SE
WN • MN • ADLT • FEM • MALE

Sundance Methadone Treatment Center
4545 North Broadway Street
3rd Floor
Chicago, IL 60640
(773) 784-1111
Intake: (773) 769-4545
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA • MM • OTPA • OMB • ORT • CT • SF • MD • PW • WN • MN • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE
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CHICAGO HEIGHTS

Buena Vista Group LLC
418 Dixie Highway
Chicago Heights, IL 60411
(708) 898-1230
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM OTPA • OP OD
Omb Oit Ort CT • SF MC PI • SS • DU
• YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Elite House of Sober Living Inc
Elite Treatment Center
395 West Lincolin Highway
Chicago Heights, IL 60411
(708) 755-5117
Intake: (312) 515-3092
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU • OP OD
Omb Oit Ort • SF MD SI PI ATR
• AH SP • DU AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

CICERO

Cedar Point Rehab and Nursing
Anixter Center
5825 West Cermak Road
Cicero, IL 60804
(708) 549-0208
Intakes: (773) 227-8530
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • SP • DU
• YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Chicago Treatment and Counseling Centers Inc (CTCCI)
5635 West Roosevelt Road
Cicero, IL 60804
(708) 652-6500
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU OTPA • OP OD
Omb Oit Ort • SF • SP • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

CLINTON

Dewitt County Human Resource Center Substance Abuse Treatment Program
1150 Route 54 West
Clinton, IL 61727
(217) 935-9496
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • SP • DU
• YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

CREST HILL

Hope Behavioral Services at the Jeanine Brent Center Inc
406 Theodore Street
Unit A-1
Crest Hill, IL 60403
(815) 744-2773
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF SI PI • CO
• DU GL CJ AD WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
CRETE
Hill Alcohol and Substance Abuse Prog
1040 East Steger Road
Cretes, IL 60417
(708) 367-0578
Intake: (708) 757-9445
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF • SS
CO DU VET CJ AD WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

CRYSTAL LAKE
Mathers Clinic LLC
145 South Virginia Street
Suite B
Crystal Lake, IL 60014
(815) 391-1000
Intake: (888) 928-5278 (800) 252-6465
(815) 391-1000
Crystal Lake, IL 60014
422 Tracy Court
Crystal Lake
Rosecrance Inc
(815) 444-9999
(815) 444-9999
Intake: (877) 700-6109
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • SS
CO GL VET ADM MF CJ AD TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

NEW DIRECTIONS TREATMENT CENTER
153 North Vermilion Street
Decatur, IL 62523
(217) 428-5046
Intake: (217) 428-5046
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI
CO DU VET CJ AD PN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Next Directions Youth Recovery Services
93 Berkshire Drive
Suite G
Crystal Lake, IL 60014
(773) 213-4457
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • SS
CO GL VET ADM MF CJ AD TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Northwest Community Counseling Services
101 North Virginia Street
Suite 110
Crystal Lake, IL 60014
(815) 459-0499
Intake: (877) 700-6109
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF PI • SP
DU AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Roocrine Inc
Crystal Lake
422 Tracy Court
Crystal Lake, IL 60014
(815) 391-1000
Intakes: (888) 928-5278 (800) 252-6465
MHSAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC PI • CO AD • ADLT • FEM MALE

DANVILLE
Alpha/Omega Counseling Services
120 North Vermilion Street
Danville, IL 61832
(217) 274-7336
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

East Central Illinois Humanitists Inc
1009 Kimber Street
Danville, IL 61832
(217) 709-0282
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI
CO CJ SE AD WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

New Directions Treatment Center
153 North Vermilion Street
Danville, IL 61832
(217) 442-9026
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI
CO DU VET CJ SE AD PW WN MN XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Prairie Center Health Systems Inc
Outpatient Services
128 North Vermilion Street
Danville, IL 61832
(217) 477-4500
Intake: (217) 477-4500
SAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF MD MC SPI PI • SS PA • AH • CO CJ AD WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

VA Illana Healthcare System
Substance Abuse Rehab Program
1900 East Main Street
Ward 103-2
Danville, IL 61832
(217) 554-4177
Intake: (217) 554-4175
SAF • SA BNXN • OP RES RL ODT OIT ORT CT • VAMC SF PI PI • SS PA • VET • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

DECATUR
A and E Behavioral Healthcare
2570 East Federal Drive
Decatur, IL 62526
(217) 872-1003
MHSAF • SA BU NXN • OP OMB ORT CT • SF MD PI • DU • YAD • FEM MALE

Bi Spotlight ReEntry Center
876 West Grand Avenue
East Side
Decatur, IL 62522
(217) 428-5043
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • OP RES RL ODT OIT CT • VAMC SF PI PI • SS PA • VET • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

DUI Services
301 West North Street
Decatur, IL 62522
(217) 428-3843
DUI/ODI Clients Only
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC PI • AH • DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Heritage Behavioral Health Center
151 North Main Street
Decatur, IL 62523
(217) 362-6262
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC PI • AH • DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Patricia A Ray PATS
132 South Water Street
Suite 628
Decatur, IL 62523
(217) 330-9587
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF • SS • DU AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Pleasant Counseling
303 East Wood Street
Suite A
Decatur, IL 62523
(217) 422-6908
Intake: (217) 855-7828
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT ORT CT • SF PI PI • SS • CO DU CJ • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
ILLINOIS

Saint Marys Treatment Center
1800 East Lake Shore Drive
Decatur, IL 62521
(217) 464-2500
SAF • SA BU NXN • OP ODT OIT ORT
• SF MC PI PI • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Des Plaines

Advocate Addiction Treatment Program
701 Lee Street
Suite 800
Des Plaines, IL 60016
(877) 795-3100
Intake: (847) 795-3921
MHSAF • SA DT NXN VTRL • OP OD ODT OIT ORT CT • SF MC PI PI • AH • CO WN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Family Guidance Centers Inc
484 Lee Street
Des Plaines, IL 60016
(847) 827-7517
SAF • SA MM VTRL • OP OMB ORT
• SF MD SI • SS PA • FX • CJ • YAD ADLT
• FEM MALE • F69

Holy Family Medical Center
Keys to Recovery
100 North River Road
Des Plaines, IL 60016
(847) 298-9355 x2394
Intake: (847) 298-9355 (847) 297-1800 x2375
SAF • SA DU BU NXN VTRL • OP RES RS RD OD ODT OIT ORT HID HIT • SF MC PI PI • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Maryville Academy/Des Plaines Campus
1150 North River Road
Des Plaines, IL 60016
(847) 294-1999
MHSF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI
• PA • CO AD WN • CHLD YAD ADLT
• FEM MALE

Maryville Academy/Family Behavioral Health Clinic
145 East Golf Road
Suite 105
Des Plaines, IL 60016
(847) 390-3004
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC PI PI • OP • CO CJ AD PW WN MN TRMA XA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Relapse Prevention Counseling Center
1330 Webford Street
Des Plaines, IL 60016
(847) 824-2479
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF • SP FX • DU VET MF • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE • F66

Soft Landing Interventions
1460 Market Street
Suite 300
Des Plaines, IL 60016
(630) 261-9220
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI PI • AH • CO • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Dixon

Adult Education Associates
748 Timberrcreek Road
Dixon, IL 61021
(815) 284-3940
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI PI • SS • DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF • SF PI PI • SS • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Presence Behavioral Health Add Servs
2001 Butterfield Road
Suite 320
Dixon, IL 60016
(847) 493-3600
SAF • SA DT BU NXN • OP OD ODT OIT ORT CT • SF PI PI • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Dundee

Perry County Counseling Center Inc
Mental Health Services
1016 South Madison Street
Suite A
Du Quoin, IL 62832
(618) 542-4357
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC PI PI • SS PA • AH • CO DU CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE
Perry County Counseling Center Inc  
Outpatient Treatment Services  
1016 South Madison Street  
Du Quoin, IL 62832  
(618) 542-4357  
Intake: (618) 542-4327  
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS PA • AH • CO DU CJ AD WN TR MA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

**DUNDEE**

**Associates in Behavioral Healthcare**  
ABC Century Plaza  
783 South Route 31  
East End of Center  
Dundee, IL 60118  
(847) 791-4380  
Intake: (847) 525-5677  
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS PA • AH • CO DU CJ AD WN TR MA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

**Corporate Health Resource Center Inc**  
455 East Main Street  
Dundee, IL 60118  
(630) 719-9292  
Intake: (708) 383-6770  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS PA • AH • DU CJ AD WN TR MA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE • F66

**Northwest Community Counseling Servs**  
526 Market Loop  
Unit A  
Dundee, IL 60118  
(847) 551-9779  
Intake: (877) 700-6109  
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS PA • AH • DU CJ AD WN TR MA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

**Professional Consultations Inc**  
Behavioral Health Counseling Centers  
745 South 8th Street  
Suite 100  
Dundee, IL 60118  
(800) 428-7260  
Intake: (847) 428-7260  
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS PA • AH • DU CJ AD WN TR MA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

**EAST MOLINE**

**Rock Island Cnty Council on Addictions**  
All Alk/Substance Abuse Progs on Site  
1607 John Deere Expressway  
East Moline, IL 61244  
(309) 792-0292  
SAF • SA • OP RES RL OIT ORT • SF MD • SS • DU AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

**Tri County Alcohol and Drug Servs LLC**  
Outpatient Treatment Services  
926 15th Avenue  
East Moline, IL 61244  
(309) 752-9740  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD • SS • DU AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE • F47

**EAST PEORIA**

**Larry E Hoyle BS CADC**  
Action Consultants  
422 East Washington Street  
Suite 100  
East Peoria, IL 61610  
(309) 613-6694  
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F66

**Peoria Treatment Center**  
731 Sabrina Drive  
Suite C  
East Peoria, IL 61611  
(309) 699-9700  
Methadone Clients Only  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD • SS • DU AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

**Tazwood Mental Health Center Inc**  
DBA Tazwood Center for Wellness  
111 West Washington Street  
Suite 230  
East Peoria, IL 61611  
(309) 694-6462  
Intake: (309) 347-5522  
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH • DU CJ • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

**EDWARDSVILLE**

**Chestnut Health Systems Inc**  
110 Rottingham Court  
Suite B  
Edwardsville, IL 62025  
(618) 205-8290  
Intake: (618) 877-4420  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD • SS • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**DeRousse Counseling and DUI Services**  
3 Sunset Hills Executive Park  
Suite 2  
Edwardsville, IL 62025  
(618) 692-4384  
Intake: (618) 277-7616  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD • SS • DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

**Intensive Outpatient Care Inc**  
2 Club Centre Court  
Suite 1  
Edwardsville, IL 62025  
(618) 656-7064  
Intake: (618) 656-7080  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • SS • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**EAST SAINT LOUIS**

**Comprehensive Behavior Health Center**  
Saint Clair County Inc/Center for ARTS  
505 South 8th Street  
2nd Floor  
East Saint Louis, IL 62201  
(618) 482-7330  
Intake: (618) 261-7051 (618) 261-7047  
SAF • SA • RES RS CT • NP • PA • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**Saint Clair County Inc/SMARTS**  
505 South 8th Street  
East Saint Louis, IL 62201  
(618) 482-7330  
Intake: (618) 261-7051 (618) 261-7047  
SAF • SA • RES RS CT • NP • PA • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
EFFINGHAM

Diel Counseling Inc
444 South Willow Street
Suite 7
Effingham, IL 62401
(217) 347-7179
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • DU AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Heartland Human Services
1200 North 4th Street
Effingham, IL 62401
(217) 347-7179
MHSAS • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI HS ATR • SS • AH • CO DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

ELGIN

About Change Counseling
1523 Weatherstone Lane
Suite 1-A
Elgin, IL 60123
(847) 668-8969
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Braden Counseling Center PC
25 South Grove Avenue
Suite 305
Elgin, IL 60120
(815) 787-9000
MHSAS • SA • OP ORT CT • SF PI MI • SS • SP • DU XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Lutheran Social Services of Illinois
Elgin
675 Varsity Drive
Elgin, IL 60120
(847) 741-2600x38
Intake: (847) 741-2600
SAF • SA BU HH • OP RES RS RL ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS • CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Mathers Clinic LLC
585 Tollgate Road
Suite E
Elgin, IL 60123
(847) 462-6099
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA MM BU OTPA • OP OMB ORT • SF • SP • DU PW WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Renz Addiction Counseling Center
All Alk/Substance Abuse Progs on Site
2 American Way
Elgin, IL 60120
(847) 741-2600x100
Intakes: (847) 741-2600
SAF • SA BU HH • OP RES RS RL ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS • CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

ITS About Change/Sober Living Inc
995 Bode Road
Elgin, IL 60120
(224) 238-3270
SAF • SA BU HH • OP RES RL OIT ORT • SF SI PI MI HS ATR • SS • DU MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

MHSAS • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • DU AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Achieve Recovery and Rehab Inc
360 West Butterfield Road
Suite 340
Elmhurst, IL 60126
(630) 615-7800
MHSAS • SA NXN • OP OMB ODT ORT CT • SF PI • CO WN MN TRMA XA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Behavioral Services Center
188 Industrial Drive
Suite 100
Elmhurst, IL 60126
(847) 929-4068
Intake: (847) 673-8577
MHSAS • SA DT BU NXN VT RL • OP OD OMB DDT OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS PA • AH SP FX • CO VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MNX A DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE • F66 F70

Kevin and Associates Inc
257 North West Avenue
Suite 205
Elmhurst, IL 60126
(630) 941-8270
MHSAS • SA • OP ORT CT • SF PI MI • CO DU GL VET CJ SE AD PW WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

MCM Substance Abuse Center
135 Robert Palmer Drive
Suite 209
Elmhurst, IL 60126
(630) 941-7290
Intake: (630) 673-6389
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF PI • SS PA • DU XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Naperville Psychiatric Ventures
DBA Linden Oaks Hospital
1200 South York Street
Elmhurst, IL 60125
(331) 221-6105
Intake: (331) 221-4400
MHSAS • SA NXN • OP OMB ODT ORT CT • SF MD PI IH HS • SS PA • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
### ELMWOOD PARK

**Saint Michaels Counseling Center**  
7124 West Grand Avenue  
Suite A  
Elmwood Park, IL 60707  
(773) 598-8540  
Methadone Clients Only  
SAF • SA MM OTPA • OP OMB ORT • SF MD PI • SS • SP • DU WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

### EVANSTON

**Bobby Buonauro Clinic Inc**  
1029 West Howard Street  
Suites 301 and 303  
Evanston, IL 60201  
(847) 869-1808  
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only  
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU OTPA • OP OD OMB ORT CT • SF PI • GL SE PW WN MN TR MA XD XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

### FLORA

**Southeastern Illinois Counseling Centers Inc**  
Clay Family Counseling Center  
901 West 3rd Street  
Flora, IL 62839  
(618) 662-2871  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI • SS • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

### FOREST PARK

**Path Recovery Living for Women**  
7530 Lexington Street  
Forest Park, IL 60130  
(708) 657-4024  
SA HH • RES RL CT • SF • WN DV • YAD ADLT • FEM

### FOX LAKE

**Northwestern Lake Counseling**  
17 West Grand Avenue  
Fox Lake, IL 60020  
(847) 587-9810  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • SS • SP • DU WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

### FAIRFIELD

**Southeastern Illinois Counseling Centers Inc**  
Wayne Family Counseling Center  
407 North Basin Drive  
Fairfield, IL 62837  
(618) 842-2125  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI • MM • SS • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

### ILLINOIS

**Little Company of Mary Hospital**  
Behavioral Health  
2800 West 95th Street  
Evergreen Park, IL 60805  
(708) 422-0110  
MHS • SAF • SA DT BU NXN • OP ODT OIT HID • SF MD PI • CO WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**Western Lake Counseling and DUI Programs LLC**  
21 West Grand Avenue  
Fox Lake, IL 60020  
(847) 587-9700  
Intake: (847) 587-9810  
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**FRANKFORT**

**All Types Counseling Services LLC**  
7210 West Benton Drive  
Suite 7240  
Frankfort, IL 60423  
(815) 806-2690  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF SI PI • SS PA • CO DU • GL • VET • ADM • MF • CJ SE AD PW WN MN TR MA XD XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**DUI Court Services by Comgraph**  
20500 South LaGrange Road  
Unit 6 Rear  
Frankfort, IL 60423  
(815) 534-5893  
Intake: (815) 481-9570  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • CO DU • GL • VET • ADM • MF • CJ SE AD PW WN MN TR MA XD XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**Kellys Accurate DUI Evaluations**  
Risk Education Services  
20550 South LaGrange Road  
Basement  
Frankfort, IL 60423  
(815) 630-8828  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**Rosecrance Inc**  
20365 Abbey Woods Court North  
Suite 310-B  
Frankfort, IL 60423  
(815) 391-1000  
Intakes: (888) 928-5278 (800) 252-6465  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD PI • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

**NorthShore University HealthSystem**  
Doreen E Chapman Center  
Evanston Hospital  
2650 Ridge Court  
Evanston, IL 60201  
(847) 570-3100  
Intake: (847) 570-2500x2  
SAF • SA DT BU NXN • OP OD ODT OIT ORT • SF PI • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**PEER Services Inc**  
906 Davis Street  
Evanston, IL 60201  
(847) 492-1778  
SAF • SA MM • OP OMB OIT ORT • SF MD MC PI • TR • SS • AH SP • CO DU CJ SE AD WN MN TR MA XD XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

**EVERGREEN PARK**

**Center for Outpatient Alcoholism Treatment (Project COAT)**  
9730 South Western Avenue  
Suite 204  
Evergreen Park, IL 60805  
(708) 425-3000  
Intake: (708) 425-4680  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • DU MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

---

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
**FRANKLIN PARK**

Leyden Family Service
Mental Health Center
10001 West Grand Avenue
Franklin Park, IL 60131
(847) 451-0330

MHF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD PI • SS • DU • WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**FREEPORT**

Changes Place
773 West Lincoln Boulevard
Suite 101
Freeport, IL 61032
(815) 232-1913

MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • CO DU GL VET CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Sojourn House Inc
565 North Turner Avenue
Freeport, IL 61032
(815) 232-5121

Intake: (815) 777-1104
SAF • SA HH • OP RES RS RL OIT ORT • SF MD PI M1 • SS • DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

**GALENA**

Galena Clinic Inc
9567 U.S. Route 20 West
Suite 100
Galena, IL 61036
(815) 777-1300

MHSAF • SA • MM BU • OP OMB ORT CT • SF MD MC PI M1 • DU • WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Sojourn House Inc
706 South West Street
Galena, IL 61036
(815) 777-1104

Intake: (815) 232-5121
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD PI M1 • SS • DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

**GALESBURG**

Bridgeway Inc
2323 Windish Drive
Galesburg, IL 61401
(309) 344-4200

Intake: (309) 344-2323
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI M1 • SS • DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

**GENESEO**

Good Shepherd Foundation Inc
Henry County
796 Boone Drive
Geneseo, IL 61254
(309) 944-6205

SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • SS PA • DU • SE AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**GENEVA**

Associates in Behavioral Health Care
ABC Recovery Center
524 West State Street
2nd Floor
Geneva, IL 60134
(847) 791-4384

SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • SS • SP • CO VET CJ WN MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Professional Consultations Inc
Behavioral Health Counseling Centers
322 West State Street
Suite 110
Geneva, IL 60134
(800) 428-7260

Intake: (630) 232-4875
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC PI M1 • SS PA • SP • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**GLENDALE**

Lake County Health Department
Behavioral Health Services ACT Program
100 South Atkinson Road
Suite 305
Glenview, IL 60026
(847) 657-7337

SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC PI M1 • SS PA • DU • SE AD TRMA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Renacer Latino Inc
4225 Commercial Way
Glenview, IL 60025
(847) 336-7302

MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • SS • SP • DU • CJ AD WN MN DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F73

**GOLCONDA**

Family Counseling Center Inc
125 North Market Street
Golconda, IL 62938
(618) 685-4601

Intake: (618) 658-2611
MHF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD • WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**GRANITE CITY**

Alcoholic Rehabilitation Community Home
1313 21st Street
Granite City, IL 62040
(618) 877-4987

SAF • SA HH • RES RL • SF PI • SS PA • DU • WN • YAD ADLT • MALE

Chesnut Health Systems Inc
50 Northgate Industrial Drive
Granite City, IL 62040
(618) 877-4420

MHSAF • SA • NXN • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI M1 • AH • CO VET PW WN MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**GRAYSLEE**

Lake County Health Department
Behavioral Health Services ACT Program
100 South Atkinson Road
Suites 202 and 204
Glenview, IL 60025
(847) 548-9425

MHF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI M1 • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
GREENVILLE
Bond County Health Department
Prairie Counseling Center
1520 South 4th Street
Greenville, IL 62246
(618) 664-1455
MHSAF • SA NXN • OP ORT • SF MD
MC S I P I M I • PA • WN • ADLT • FEM MALE

GURNEE
Wekcier and Associates Ltd
68 Ambrogio Drive
Suite 101
Gurnee, IL 60031
(847) 662-5588
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

HANOVER PARK
La Familia Counseling Services
1804 Irving Park Road
Suite A
Hanover Park, IL 60133
(773) 965-1229
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF PI • SP • CO DU CJ • SE WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

HARRISBURG
Egyptian Public and Mental Health Dept
540 North Commercial Street
Suite 120
Harrisburg, IL 62946
(618) 273-3326
Intake: (618) 294-8322
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD MC PI MI • SS • AH • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

HARVARD
Counseling Center Inc
DUI Services
28 North Ayer Street
Harvard, IL 60033
(815) 455-3400
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • SP FX • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F66

HARVEY
Claudia and Eddies Place
14714 Madison Avenue
Harvey, IL 60426
(708) 335-9711
Intake: (708) 566-5081
SAF • SA HH • RES RS RL CT • SF ATR • CO GL CJ WN DV • YAD ADLT • FEM

Family Guidance Centers Inc
15400 Page Avenue
Harvey, IL 60426
(708) 333-8960
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA MMP VTRL OTPA • OP OMB • SF MD SI • SS PA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

IL Institute for Add Recovery at Ingalls Memorial Hospital
Cumberland Business Center
4701 North Cumberland Avenue
Suite 28
Harwood Heights, IL 60706
(773) 489-5200
DWI/DUI Clients Only
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF • SP FX • DU CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F66 F70

HARBOR HEIGHTS
Counseling Center of Illinois Inc
4830 North Cumberland Avenue
Suite 11-B
Harwood Heights, IL 60706
(773) 777-6767
Intake: (773) 965-1229
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF PI • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
### South Suburban Council on Alcoholism and Substance Abuse
1909 Choker Square
Hazel Crest, IL 60429
(708) 647-3333
SAF • SA DT BU • OP RES RS RL RD  
ODT OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI ATR • PA  
• AH • CO DU CJ AD WN MN TRMA  
DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

State of Mind Mental Health and Consultation Services PC
17508 East Carriageway Drive
Hazel Crest, IL 60429
(773) 807-2144
Intake: (708) 799-3802
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF  
SI PI • SS • DU CJ AD WN MN  
CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

### HICKEY HILLS
Pillars Community Services
8020 West 87th Street
Hickory Hills, IL 60457
(708) 745-5277
Intake: (708) 799-3802
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF  
SI PI • SS • DU CJ AD WN MN  
CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

### HIGHLAND PARK
NICASA NFP
1724 1st Street
Highland Park, IL 60035
(847) 433-1303
Intake: (847) 546-6450
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI  
PI • SS • AH SP FX • DU CJ AD WN MN  
CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F70

### HILSBORO
Montgomery County Health Department
11191 Illinois Route 185
Hillsboro, IL 62049
(217) 532-2001
Intake: (217) 324-3430
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI  
PI MI • SS • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

### HINES
Vet Affairs/Edward Hines Jr Hospital  
Substance Abuse Section
5000 South 5th Avenue
Chief SA Section Unit 116-A, Bldg 228
Hines, IL 60141
(708) 202-8387x4704
Intake: (708) 202-8387x23446
GHF • SA DT BU NNXN VTRL  
• OP RES RS RD OD OMB OIT ORT  
• VAMC SF MD MC PI MI • CO GL VET  
MF WN MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

### HINDSDEAL
Challenge Behavioral Healthcare
15 Spinning Wheel Road
Suit 127
Hinsdale, IL 60521
(630) 325-8252
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF  
AD • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

### HOFFMAN ESTATES
Leyden Family Service
SHARE Program
1776 Moon Lake Boulevard
Hoffman Estates, IL 60169
(847) 882-4181
Intake: (847) 843-4949
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • AD  
• YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

### HOMER GLEN
Hope for Recovery of D’Amico and Associates in Counseling
1575 South Bell Road
Suite 1-A and D
Homer Glen, IL 60491
(855) 223-4673
Intake: (855) 223-4673x2
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI •  
DU AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

### HOOPESTON
Iroquois Mental Health Center
701 East Orange Street
Hoopeston, IL 60942
(815) 432-5241
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC  
SI PI MI • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

### IRVING
Continuing Recovery Center
202 West Central Street
Irving, IL 62051
(217) 533-4441
SAF • SA HH • RES RL • SF • CO WN  
MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

### JACKSONVILLE
Wells Center
1300 Lincoln Avenue
Jacksonville, IL 62650
(217) 243-1871
SAF • SA DT • OP RES RS RD OD OIT ORT  
• SF MD PI ATR • SS • AH • CO  
AD WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

### JERSEYVILLE
Wellspring Resources
221 East County Road
Jerseyville, IL 62052
(618) 639-2010
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI  
PI MI • AH • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

---

**For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.**
JOLIET

Adult Counseling and Educational Services Inc
1507 1/2 West Jefferson
Unit F
Joliet, IL 60435
(815) 725-3006
Intake: (815) 235-3006
SAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF • SS • SP • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Aztec Counseling Agency Inc
15 Fairlane Drive
Joliet, IL 60435
(815) 773-6277
Intake: (815) 937-5413
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • SS • SP • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Cornerstone Services Inc
800 Black Road
Joliet, IL 60435
(815) 725-3006
Intake: (815) 235-3006
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • SS • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Counseling Associates
3033 West Jefferson Street
Suite 205
Joliet, IL 60435
(815) 727-6667
MHF • SA • OP OIT ORT • MD • CO • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Family Guidance Centers
2400 Glenwood Avenue
Suite 100
Joliet, IL 60435
(815) 730-7521
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Paramos Counseling Center
815 North Larkin Avenue
Suite 204
Joliet, IL 60435
(815) 729-0055
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF PI • SP • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Stepping Stones Inc
1621 Theodore Street
Joliet, IL 60435
(815) 744-4555
Intake: (815) 744-4555
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • SS • SP • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Stepping Stones Inc
1777 East Court Street
Kankakee, IL 60901
(815) 939-0125
Intake: (815) 939-0125
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD • SS • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Stepping Stones Inc
Conference Center
1620 Plainfield Road
Joliet, IL 60435
(815) 744-4555
Intake: (815) 744-4555
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • SS • YAD ADLT • MALE

Stepping Stones Inc
Mens Recovery Home
501 North Broadway Street
Joliet, IL 60435
(815) 744-4555
Intake: (815) 744-4555
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • SS • YAD ADLT • MALE

Stepping Stones Inc
Womens Recovery Home
205 Bridge Street
Joliet, IL 60435
(815) 744-4555
Intake: (815) 744-4555
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • SS • YAD ADLT • MALE

Traffic School of Behavior Change
54 North Ottawa Street
Suite 500
Joliet, IL 60432
(815) 723-7575
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • SS • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

KANKAKEE

Aunt Marthas Outpt Adult/Adolescent
1777 East Court Street
Kankakee, IL 60901
(815) 939-0125
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

DDBHC/Family Centered Treatment and Recovery Support Services
1015 North 5th Avenue
2nd Floor
Kankakee, IL 60901
(815) 939-0125
Intake: (815) 939-0125
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD • SS • PA • CO CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM

KEWANEE

Bridgeway Inc
137 East College Street
Kewanee, IL 61443
(309) 852-4331
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD • SS • YAD ADLT • FEM

LA GRANGE PARK

Pillars
333 North LaGrange Road
Suite 1
La Grange Park, IL 60526
(708) 745-5277
Intake: (708) 995-3500
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD • SS • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
## LA SALLE
- **LaSalle Outpatient**
  - 118 Sterling Street
  - La Salle, IL 61301
  - (815) 224-1249
  - Intake: (815) 993-1116
  - SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • SS • CO DU GL CJ SE AD WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

North Central Behavioral Health System
- 2960 Chartres Street
- La Salle, IL 61301
- (815) 224-1249
- Intake: (815) 993-1116
- MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD PI • CO AD WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

## LAKE BLUFF
- Child Adolescent and Family Recovery Center LLC
  - 900 North Shore Drive
  - Suite 140
  - Lake Bluff, IL 60044
  - (847) 457-6730
  - Intake: (847) 457-6730x310
  - MHSAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF PI • SS • CO AD TRMA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Presence Behavioral Health Addiction Services
- 71 Waukegan Road
  - Suite 900
  - Lake Bluff, IL 60044
  - (847) 493-3575
  - SAF • SA DT BU NXN • OP OD OMB ODT OIT ORT • SF SI PI • AH • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

## LAKEVILLE
- Counseling Center Inc
  - 95 West Grand Avenue
  - Lake Villa, IL 60046
  - (815) 455-3400
  - SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • SP FX • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F66

Gateway Alcohol and Drug Trt Centers
- Lake Villa
  - 25480 West Cedarcrest Lane
  - Lake Villa, IL 60046
  - (847) 356-8205
  - Intake: (847) 356-8205x3391 (877) 321-7326
  - SAF • SA BU NXN • RES RS RL • SF MD PI • CO AD WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

## LA CON
- Marshall County Health Group
  - North Central Behavioral Systems Inc
  - 319 6th Street
  - Lacon, IL 61540
  - (309) 224-5001
  - Intake: (309) 224-1610
  - MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI • CO AD WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

## LA N S I N G
- Lakar Enterprise
  - 2025 175th Street
  - Lansing, IL 60438
  - (708) 889-9742
  - SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF PI • SS • CO DU CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Midwest Treatment Center Inc
- 17819 Chappel Avenue
  - Lansing, IL 60438
  - (708) 889-9742
  - SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF • SS • SP FX • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F66

## L E M O N T
- Timberline Knolls Residential Treatment Center
  - 40 Timberline Drive
  - Lemont, IL 60439
  - (630) 257-9600
  - Intake: (877) 257-9611
  - MHSAF • SA BU NXN HH • RES RS RL • SF PI MI • CO AD WN TRMA • CHLD ADLT • FEM

## L E R N A
- Central East Alcohol and Drug Council Adolescent Residential Trt Program
  - 8500 East County Road 150 North
  - Lerna, IL 62440
  - (217) 235-1303
  - Intake: (217) 348-8108
  - SAF • SA • RES RS RL • SF MD SI PI MI • SS • AH • AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

## L I B E R T Y V I L L E
- Addictions Associates Therapy Inc
  - 322 Peterson Road
  - Libertyville, IL 60048
  - (847) 349-0083
  - SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Southeastern IL Counseling Centers Inc
- Lawrence Family Counseling Center
  - 1501 Olive Street
  - Lawrenceville, IL 62439
  - (618) 943-3451
  - MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI MI • SS • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Wells Center Inc
- 2012 Lexington Avenue
  - Lawrenceville, IL 62439
  - (618) 943-1818
  - SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • NP • WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

## L I B E R T Y V I L L E
Alliance Institute for the Treatment of Chemical Dependency
501 West Peterson Road
Libertyville, IL 60048
(847) 680-3828
Intake: (847) 772-2603
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI • CO DU CJ TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

LINCOLN
Tazwood Mental Health Center Inc
124 South Chicago Street
Suite 126
Lincoln, IL 62656
(217) 732-6865
Intake: (309) 347-5522
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH • DU CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

LISLE
Alexander Zubenko and Associates
4699 Auvergne Street
Suite 7
Lisle, IL 60532
(630) 960-5860
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF PI • SS • FX • DU CJ • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE • F70

Central Park of Lisle/Sanya Syrstad
3333 Warrenville Road
Suite 200 Room 274
Lisle, IL 60532
(630) 890-2226
MHF • SA • OP ORT • SF PI • SP FX • DU CJ • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE • F20 F42

Robert A Moylan LCPC
3333 Warrenville Road
Suite 200
Lisle, IL 60532
(630) 788-1100
SA • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF PI • CO DU GL VET ADM MF WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

LOMBARD
Adult Children Center Ltd
2 East 22nd Street
Suite 302
Lombard, IL 60148
(630) 495-2014
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF PI • DU WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Treatment Centers of Illinois LLC
Lombard Treatment
5 East Ash Street
Lombard, IL 60148
(630) 705-0556
Intake: (877) 785-0111
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

LOUISVILLE
Clay County Counseling Services
125 Broadway Street
P.O. Box 67
Louisville, IL 62858
(618) 665-4532
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF PI MI • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

LYONS
GE Counseling/Evaluation Services Inc
8553 Ogden Avenue
Unit 2
Lyons, IL 60534
(708) 853-9090
SAF • SA • OP OIT OIT ORT CT • SF • SP FX • CO DU GL CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F66

MACOMB
North Central Behav Health System at Fulton and McDonough Counties
301 East Jefferson Street
Macomb, IL 61455
(309) 833-2191
Intake: (309) 883-2191
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD PI • CO AD WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Western Illinois University
AOD Resource Center
1 University Circle
Seal Hall 208
Macomb, IL 61455
(309) 298-2457
SAF • SA BU NXN • OP ORT • SF • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

MANTENO
Riverside Resolve Center
411 West Division Street
Manteno, IL 60950
(815) 468-3241
Intake: (800) 435-4635
SAF • SA NXN • OP RES RS RL ODT OIT ORT CT • SF MD PI MI • SP • CO DU CJ SE AD WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Specialized Assistance Services NFP
Branden House
333 Evergreen Street
Manteno, IL 60950
(815) 468-6556
Intake: (312) 808-3210x116
SAF • SA MM • RES RS RL • SF ATR • SS • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

MARION
Centerstone of Illinois/Halfway House
1305 1/2 West Main Street
P.O. Box 365
Marion, IL 62959
(618) 997-5336
HH

H Group BBT Inc
Halfway House
1305 West Main Street
P.O. Box 365
Marion, IL 62959
(618) 997-5336
MHSAF • SA HH • RES RL • SF • SS • AH SP • CO • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

LINCOLN
Tazwood Mental Health Center Inc
124 South Chicago Street
Suite 126
Lincoln, IL 62656
(217) 732-6865
Intake: (309) 347-5522
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH • DU CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

LISLE
Alexander Zubenko and Associates
4699 Auvergne Street
Suite 7
Lisle, IL 60532
(630) 960-5860
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF PI • SS • FX • DU CJ • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE • F70

Central Park of Lisle/Sanya Syrstad
3333 Warrenville Road
Suite 200 Room 274
Lisle, IL 60532
(630) 890-2226
MHF • SA • OP ORT • SF PI • SP FX • DU CJ • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE • F20 F42

Robert A Moylan LCPC
3333 Warrenville Road
Suite 200
Lisle, IL 60532
(630) 788-1100
SA • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF PI • CO DU GL VET ADM MF WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

LOMBARD
Adult Children Center Ltd
2 East 22nd Street
Suite 302
Lombard, IL 60148
(630) 495-2014
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF PI • DU WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Treatment Centers of Illinois LLC
Lombard Treatment
5 East Ash Street
Lombard, IL 60148
(630) 705-0556
Intake: (877) 785-0111
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

LOUISVILLE
Clay County Counseling Services
125 Broadway Street
P.O. Box 67
Louisville, IL 62858
(618) 665-4532
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF PI MI • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

LYONS
GE Counseling/Evaluation Services Inc
8553 Ogden Avenue
Unit 2
Lyons, IL 60534
(708) 853-9090
SAF • SA • OP OIT OIT ORT CT • SF • SP FX • CO DU GL CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F66

MACOMB
North Central Behav Health System at Fulton and McDonough Counties
301 East Jefferson Street
Macomb, IL 61455
(309) 833-2191
Intake: (309) 883-2191
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD PI • CO AD WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Western Illinois University
AOD Resource Center
1 University Circle
Seal Hall 208
Macomb, IL 61455
(309) 298-2457
SAF • SA BU NXN • OP ORT • SF • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

MANTENO
Riverside Resolve Center
411 West Division Street
Manteno, IL 60950
(815) 468-3241
Intake: (800) 435-4635
SAF • SA NXN • OP RES RS RL ODT OIT ORT CT • SF MD PI MI • SP • CO DU CJ SE AD WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Specialized Assistance Services NFP
Branden House
333 Evergreen Street
Manteno, IL 60950
(815) 468-6556
Intake: (312) 808-3210x116
SAF • SA MM • RES RS RL • SF ATR • SS • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

MARION
Centerstone of Illinois/Halfway House
1305 1/2 West Main Street
P.O. Box 365
Marion, IL 62959
(618) 997-5336
HH

H Group BBT Inc
Halfway House
1305 West Main Street
P.O. Box 365
Marion, IL 62959
(618) 997-5336
MHSAF • SA HH • RES RL • SF • SS • AH SP • CO • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
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ILLINOIS

H Group BBT Inc
Illinois Centre Healthcare
3111 Williamson County Parkway
Marion, IL 62959
(618) 997-3647
Intakes: (618) 937-6483 (618) 457-6703
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS PA • AH • CO AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

H Group BBT Inc
Outpatient and Intensive Outpatient
1307 West Main Street
Marion, IL 62959
(618) 997-5336
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI ATR • SS • AH SP • CO DU AD WN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

MARKHAM

Link and Option Center
1562 Homan Avenue
Markham, IL 60428
(708) 331-4880
MHSAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI ATR • SS • CO DU VET MF CJ AD PW WNMN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

MARSHALL

Human Resources Center of
Edgar and Clark Counties
1006 South 6th Street
Marshall, IL 62441
(217) 826-6212
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • SS • AH • DU AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

MAYSVILLE

Chestnut Health Systems Inc
2148 Vadalabene Drive
Maryville, IL 62062
(618) 288-3100
SAF • SA • OP RES RS RL OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS PA • AH • CO CJ AD TRMA • CHLD • FEM MALE

MATTESON

One Direction Forward Inc
4747 Lincoln Mall Drive
Suite 412
Mattoon, IL 61938
(708) 300-6977
Intake: (773) 742-8053
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF SI IHS • SS • DU SEW N MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

MATTOON

Central East Alcohol and Drug Council
Adolescent Outpatient Services
513 North 13th Street
Mattoon, IL 61938
(217) 258-6018
Intake: (217) 348-8108
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS • AH • AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

Central East Alcohol and Drug Council
Outpatient Services
416 North 19th Street
Mattoon, IL 61938
(217) 258-2968
Intake: (217) 348-8108
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI MI ATR • SS • AH SP • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

MAYWOOD

Enhanced Clinical Solutions Inc
Eisenhower Tower
1701 South 1st Avenue
Suite 310
Maywood, IL 60153
(708) 344-0884
Intake: (708) 344-0834
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI ATR • SS • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Substance Abuse Operations
308 South 5th Avenue
Maywood, IL 60153
(708) 343-1275
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA MM DM OT PA • OP OMB OIT ORT • SF MD • PA • VET W N MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

MCHENRY

Counseling Center Inc
28940 West Il Route 120
McHenry, IL 60051
(815) 455-3400
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • SP • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Counseling Center Inc
Substance Abuse Treatment Services
133 Rand Road
Route 120
McHenry, IL 60051
(815) 455-3400
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • SP FX • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F66

Pioneer Center for Human Services
4100 Veterans Parkway
McHenry, IL 60050
(815) 344-1230
Intake: (815) 359-7204
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI IHS • PA • SP • CO VET MF CJ AD W NMN TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Rosecrance Inc
McHenry County
4501 Prime Parkway
McHenry, IL 60050
(815) 391-1000
Intakes: (888) 928-5278 (800) 252-6465
MHSAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • CO AD • ADLT • FEM MALE

Way Back Inn Inc
211 South 2nd Avenue
Maywood, IL 60153
(708) 345-8422
Intake: (708) 345-8544
HH

Way Back Inn Inc
Maywood House
104 Fred Hampton Way
Maywood, IL 60153
(708) 345-8422
Intake: (708) 344-3301
SAF • SA HH • OP RES RL ODT OIT ORT CT • SF SI PI MI • VET • YAD ADLT • MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
MORRISON
Psychological Services
230 East Main Street
Suite 100
Morrison, IL 61270
(815) 772-3626
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

MORTON GROVE
Serenity Bridges LLC
8700 Waukegan Road
Suite 225
Morton Grove, IL 60053
(847) 965-8842
Intake: (773) 456-1708
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • SS • FX • CO DU CJ SE AD WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE • F81

MOUNT CARMELO
Southeastern IL Counseling Centers Inc
Wabash Family Counseling Center
602 East 5th Street
Mount Carmel, IL 62863
(618) 262-7473
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI MI • SS • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

MOUNT CARROLL
Sinnissippi Centers Inc
1122 Healthcare Drive
Mount Carroll, IL 61053
(815) 244-1376
Intake: (800) 242-7642
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI MI • SS • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

MOUNT PROSPECT
Victory Vision Counseling
500 West Central Road
Suite 100-C
Mount Prospect, IL 60056
(847) 788-9622
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • AH SP FX • DU CJ WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE • F33 F36 F66 F89

MOUNT STERLING
Mental Health Centers of Western IL
Brown Site
700 SE Cross Street
Mount Sterling, IL 62353
(217) 773-3325
MHF • SA • SNXN • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • CO • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

MOUNT VERNON
ABC DUI Services
730 East Illinois Highway 15
Mount Vernon, IL 62864
(618) 241-9555
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Jefferson County Comp Services Inc
Vantage Point
1638 North IL Highway 37
Mount Vernon, IL 62864
(618) 242-1510
Intakes: (618) 242-1546x3 (618) 242-1547x3
SAF • SA DT • OP RES RS RD OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • AH SP • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Thompson Counseling Services
4230 Lincolnshire Drive
Suite E
Mount Vernon, IL 62864
(618) 242-4290
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF PI • DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

MUNDELEIN
Behavioral Services Center
25975 Diamond Lane Road
Suite 111
Mundelein, IL 60060
(847) 929-4068
Intake: (847) 673-8577
MHSAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL OTPA • OP OD OMB OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI AT • SS • SF FX • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XDAD DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE • F66 F70

DUI and Addiction Counseling Center
333 East Route 83
Suite B-7
Mundelein, IL 60060
(847) 949-4596
Intake: (847) 949-4597
SAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF PI • AH SP • DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Nicasa NFP
1401 South Lake Street
Mundelein, IL 60060
(847) 546-6450
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD SI PI • SS • SP • DU CJ AD DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Renacer Latino Inc
900 North Lake Street
Suite 100
Mundelein, IL 60060
(847) 336-7302
SAF • SA • RES RS RL • MD PI • AD BC • CHLD • FEM MALE

NACHUSA
Lutheran Social Services of Illinois
Nachusa Lutheran Home
1261 Illinois Route 38
Nachusa, IL 61057
(815) 284-7796
SAF • SA • RES RS RL • MD PI • AD BC • CHLD • FEM MALE

NAPERVILLE
Assoc in Professional Csl and Coaching
1804 North Naper Boulevard
Suite 370
Naperville, IL 60563
(630) 505-4720
Intakes: (888) 545-5707x16 (708) 448-0884x16
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Care Clinics of Naperville Inc
121 North Washington Street
Naperville, IL 60540
(630) 357-2012
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • SS • SP • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
OAK LAWN
Advocate Christ Medical Center
Substance Abuse Services
4440 West 95th Street
508 South
Oak Lawn, IL 60453
(708) 684-1337
Intake: (708) 684-5855
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC PI MI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Crossmont and Associates Inc
10522 South Cicero Avenue
Suite 302
Oak Lawn, IL 60453
(708) 229-0700
Intake: (708) 229-0172
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF PI • SPFX • CO DU GL VET CJ SE AD WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F66

Solleys Place
4239 West 95th Street
Oak Lawn, IL 60453
(708) 529-0188
SAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT CT • SF MD PI • SS • CO DU GL VET CJ SE AD WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

OAK PARK
Changes Behavioral Services Inc
1010 Lake Street
Suite 607
Oak Park, IL 60301
(708) 524-1700
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • SS • CO DU GL VET CJ SE AD WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Corporate Health Resource Center Inc
1100 Lake Street
Lower Level 39
Oak Park, IL 60301
(708) 383-6770
Intake: (630) 719-9292
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI MI • FX • DU CJ XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F66

Enhanced Clinical Solutions Inc
1515 North Harlem Avenue
Suite 302
Oak Park, IL 60302
(708) 344-0884
Intake: (708) 344-0834
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI ATR • SS • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Two Dreams Chicago
Encounter Medical Group
610 South Maple Avenue
Suite 3400
Oak Park, IL 60304
(708) 613-4570
Intake: (708) 613-4750
SAF • SA BU NXN • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F66

Way Back Inn Inc
312 South Wesley Street
Oak Park, IL 60302
(708) 345-8227
Intake: (708) 345-3301
SAF • SA BU NXN VTRL HH • OP RES RL ODT OIT ORT • SF MD PI MI • SS • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F66

OAKWILLES
Human Service Center
109 West Elm Street
Oakville, IL 62271
(618) 243-2091
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI MI • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Sinnissippi Centers Inc
100 Jefferson Street
Oregon, IL 61061
(815) 732-3157
MHSAF • SA NXN • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI MI • AH • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Sinnissippi Centers Inc
125 South 4th Street
Oregon, IL 61061
Intake: (800) 242-7642
MHSAF • SA NXN • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • CJ AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

OLNEY
Southeastern IL Counseling Centers Inc
Richland Family Counseling Center
404 Micah Drive
Olney, IL 62450
(618) 397-4406
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI MI • SS • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

OLYMPIA FIELDS
Intercept Programs Inc
20200 Governors Drive
Suite 104
Olympia Fields, IL 60461
(708) 747-8555
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • SS • DU WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

ONARGA
Nexus Adolescent Chemical Health
118 East Lincoln Avenue
Onarga, IL 60955
(815) 268-4274
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD • AD • CHLD ADLT • MALE

OREGON
Sinnissippi Centers Inc
100 Jefferson Street
Oregon, IL 61061
(815) 732-3157
MHSAF • SA NXN • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI MI • AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Palos Community Hospital
Primary Care Center
15300 West Avenue
Suite 313 West Building
Orland Park, IL 60462
(708) 460-2721
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI MI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions • See KEY on Page v.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Service Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OTTAWA</td>
<td>7th Fire Alcohol and Drug Counseling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>218 West Madison Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ottawa, IL 61350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(815) 433-4924</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intake: (815) 433-4829</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • DU CJ AD WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>North Central Behavioral Health System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>727 Ema Road</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ottawa, IL 61350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(815) 434-4727</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intake: (815) 224-1610</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI • DU AD WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| PALATINE       | Bridge Youth and Family Services                                                  |
|               | 721 South Quentin Road                                                            |
|               | Palatine, IL 60067                                                                |
|               | (847) 359-7490                                                                   |
|               | MHF • SA • OP ORT • SF PI • SS • SP • AD • CHLD • FEM MALE                       |
|               | Treatment Centers of Illinois                                                    |
|               | Palatine Treatment                                                               |
|               | 616 North Court                                                                  |
|               | Suite 170                                                                        |
|               | Palatine, IL 60067                                                               |
|               | (630) 705-0556                                                                   |
|               | Intake: (877) 785-0111                                                           |
|               | SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE                        |

| PALOS HEIGHTS  | Assoc in Professional Csd and Coaching                                            |
|               | 7809 West College Drive                                                          |
|               | Suite 2, NE                                                                       |
|               | Palos Heights, IL 60463                                                           |
|               | (708) 448-0884                                                                    |
|               | Intakes: (888) 545-570x16 (708) 448-0884x16                                       |
|               | MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE                       |

| PALOS HEIGHTS  | Palos Community Hospital                                                          |
|               | 12251 South 80th Avenue                                                           |
|               | Palos Heights, IL 60463                                                           |
|               | (708) 923-4000                                                                    |
|               | Intake: (708) 923-5788                                                            |
|               | MHSAF • SA DT BU NXN • HID HIT • SF MC PI MJ • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE               |

| PALOS HEIGHTS  | Presence Health Addiction Services                                                |
|               | Palos Heights                                                                     |
|               | 11824 Southwest Highway                                                           |
|               | Suite 230                                                                        |
|               | Palos Heights, IL 60463                                                           |
|               | (847) 493-3650                                                                   |
|               | Intake: (847) 493-3651                                                            |
|               | SAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP OMB ODT OIT ORT • SF PI • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE    |

| PARIS          | ABBCON Counseling                                                                  |
|               | Edgar Treatment Center                                                             |
|               | 150 East Wood Street                                                              |
|               | Suite A                                                                          |
|               | Paris, IL 61944                                                                   |
|               | (217) 465-2992                                                                   |
|               | SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF PI • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE                                  |
|               | Human Resources Center of Edgar and Clark Counties                                 |
|               | 118 East Court Street                                                             |
|               | P.O. Box 1118                                                                    |
|               | Paris, IL 61944                                                                   |
|               | (217) 465-4118                                                                   |
|               | MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • SS • AH • DU AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE |

| PARK FOREST    | Comgraph Inc                                                                      |
|               | 252 Main Street                                                                   |
|               | Park Forest, IL 60466                                                             |
|               | (708) 481-9570                                                                   |
|               | MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • SP • DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE                     |

| PARK RIDGE     | Eric Gordon and Associates                                                        |
|               | 2644 Dempster Street                                                              |
|               | Suite 115                                                                        |
|               | Park Ridge, IL 60068                                                             |
|               | (847) 824-1700                                                                   |
|               | SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • DU MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE                          |
|               | Maine Center                                                                     |
|               | 832 Busse Highway                                                                 |
|               | Park Ridge, IL 60068                                                             |
|               | (847) 232-2317                                                                   |
|               | Intakes: (847) 232-2917 (847) 232-2911                                            |
|               | MHSF • SA • OP ORT • SF PI • SS • CJ AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE                    |

| PAXTON         | Community Resource and Counseling Ctr                                            |
|               | 1510 West Ottawa Road                                                             |
|               | PO. Box 162                                                                       |
|               | Paxton, IL 60957                                                                  |
|               | (217) 379-4302                                                                   |
|               | MHSF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE                        |
ILLINOIS

PEKIN
Alcohol and Drug Professionals of Fulton County
400 Court Street
Pekin, IL 61554
(309) 346-2002
Intake: (309) 649-1002
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Countermeasures Inc
343 Court Street
Pekin, IL 61554
(309) 347-8282
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • SS • AH • DU AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Gateway Alcoholic and Drug Trt Centers
11 South Capitol Street
Pekin, IL 61554
(309) 346-7800
Intake: (309) 346-7800x0 (877) 505-4673
SAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP OMB OIT ORT • SF MD SI PIMI • SS PA • CO AD TRMA XA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Tazwood Mental Health Center Inc
DBA Tazwood Center for Wellness
3248 Vandever Avenue
Pekin, IL 61554
(309) 347-5522
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PIMI • SS • AH • DU CJ AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

PEORIA
Countermeasures Inc
456 Fulton Street
Suite 271
Peoria, IL 61602
(309) 676-7868
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • SS • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Human Service Center
228 NE Jefferson Street
Peoria, IL 61654
(309) 671-8000
Intake: (309) 671-8040
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PIMI • CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Human Service Center
1200 Hamilton Boulevard
Peoria, IL 61603
(309) 671-8040
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PIMI • SS • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Human Service Center
Rochelle
3420 North Rochelle Lane
Peoria, IL 61654
(309) 671-8040
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA BU NTX • OP OMB OIT ORT • SF MD SI PIMI • SS • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Human Service Center
Richard Pryor Place
130 Richard Pryor Place
Peoria, IL 61605
(309) 671-8960
Intake: (309) 671-8084
MHSAF • SA BU • OP ORT • SF MD SI PIMI • SS • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Human Service Center
Willow Knolls Road
2101 West Willow Knolls Road
Peoria, IL 61614
(309) 689-3080
Intake: (309) 671-8040
SAF • SA BU • RES RS • SF MD SI PIMI • SS • MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

IL Alcohol and Drug Evaluation Servs
7501 North University Street
Suite 201
Peoria, IL 61614
(309) 692-9236
Intake: (888) 374-7623
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF PI • DU AD • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

New Leaf
3500 New Leaf Lane
Peoria, IL 61615
(309) 689-3078
Intake: (309) 671-8040 (800) 475-0257
SAF • SA BU • RES RS RL • SF MD SI PIMI • SS • WN • YAD ADLT • FEM

Rose Medical Association Inc/Peoria
209 West Romeo Street
Garrett Avenue
Peoria, IL 61605
(309) 686-1600
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU NXN • OP OD OMB ODT OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PIMI ATR • SP • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW W N MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

PERU
Two Rivers Outreach
2302 4th Street
Peru, IL 61354
(815) 220-0299
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

PITTSFIELD
Mental Health Centers of Western IL
Pike Site
120 North Williams Industrial Drive
Pittsfield, IL 62363
(217) 285-4436
MHSF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PIMI • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

PLAINFIELD
Assoc in Professional Col and Coaching
24118 West Chicago Street
Suite 200
Plainfield, IL 60544
(815) 254-7535
Intakes: (888) 545-5707x16 (708) 448-0884x16
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

PLANO
DUI Counseling Center of Kendall Cnty
217 East South Street
Suite B
Plano, IL 60545
(630) 552-9910
Intake: (815) 751-5908
SA • OP ORT CT • SF PI • SS • SP • DU • VET CJ M N TRMA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
PONTIAC
Institute for Human Resources
310 East Torrance Avenue
Pontiac, IL 61764
(815) 844-6109
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD PI • SS • DU AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

PRINCETON
New Directions Counseling Center
28 East Marion Road
Suite 5
Princeton, IL 61356
(815) 875-2192
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MC PI MI • SS • DU CJ AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

North Central Behavioral Health System
526 Bureau Valley Parkway
Princeton, IL 61356
(815) 875-4458
Intake: (815) 224-1610
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD PI • CO AD WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

QUINCY
Great River Recovery Resources Inc
428 South 36th Street
Quincy, IL 62301
(217) 224-6300
SAF • SA DT NXN VTRL • OP RES RS RD ODT OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS • DU CJ AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
Hopewell Clinical
314 North 6th Street
Quincy, IL 62301
(217) 223-0170
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • DU CJ AD WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE
Preferred Family Healthcare Inc
DBA Great River Recovery Resources
428 South 36th Street
Quincy, IL 62301
(217) 224-6300
SAF • SA DT • OP RES RS RD OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI • AH • CO CJ AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

ROCHELLE
Braden Counseling Center PC
951 South 7th Street
Suite G
Rochelle, IL 61068
(815) 787-9000
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD PI MI • SS • SP • DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE
Sinnissippi Centers Inc
1321 North 7th Street
Rochelle, IL 61068
(815) 562-3801
Intake: (800) 242-7642
MHSAF • SA NXN • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH • AD DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

ROCK FALLS
Recovery Zone
707 1st Avenue
Suite A
Rock Falls, IL 61071
(815) 626-2800
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF SI PI MI • SS • DU CJ • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

ROCK ISLAND
Alcohol/Drug Evaluations and Treatment
311 18th Street
Rock Island, IL 61201
(309) 788-5000
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC PI • SP FX • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F42
Center for Alcohol and Drug Servs Inc
Rock Island Office
4230 11th Street
Rock Island, IL 61201
(309) 788-4571
SAF • SA MM • OP OMB OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI ATR • SS • AH • DU WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
Family Counseling and Psychology Ctr
DUI Services
303 18th Street
Rock Island, IL 61201
(309) 788-6374
SAF • SA MM DM • OP OMB OIT ORT CT • SF MC PI MI • SS • DU CJ • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

ROCKFORD

AI Tech Services Inc
2233 Charles Street
Suite G
Rockford, IL 61104
(815) 397-3606
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • AH SP • DU WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Jack Clarks Family Recovering Community Inc
2936 West Chatham Lane
Rockford, IL 61101
(773) 252-2877
HH

KP Counseling LTD
6392 Linden Road
Rockford, IL 61109
(779) 368-0060
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MC SI PI • AD WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Mathers Clinic LLC
6090 Strathmoor Drive
Suite 1
Rockford, IL 61107
(815) 397-7654
Intake: (815) 444-9999
MHSAF • SA BU VTRL • OP OMB ORT CT • SF MC PI MI • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Restore Counseling and Recovery Inc
7210 East State Street
Suite 206
Rockford, IL 61108
(815) 708-7392
Intakes: (815) 708-7392x100 (815) 708-8235 (815) 737-8673
MHSAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP OD OMB OIT ORT • SF MC PI MI • CO SE WN MN TR MA XA DV • ADLT • FEM MALE

Rosecrance Inc
3522 Greendale Drive
Rockford, IL 61108
(815) 391-5095
SAF • SA HH • RES RL • SF SI PI • WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Rosecrance Inc
Griffin Williamson Adolescent Campus
1601 University Drive
Rockford, IL 61107
(815) 391-1000
Intakes: (800) 252-6465 (888) 928-5278
SAF • SA BU • OP RES RS RL OMB ODT OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI • SP • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Rosecrance Inc
Harrison Adult Campus/Health Center
3815 Harrison Avenue
Rockford, IL 61108
(815) 391-1000
Intakes: (888) 928-5278 (815) 252-6465 (800) 252-6465
SAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP RES RS RD OMB ODT OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI • CO VET WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Rosecrance Inc
Monarch Homes/Outpatient
1601 North University Drive
Rockford, IL 61107
(815) 391-1000
Intakes: (800) 252-6465 (888) 928-5278
SAF • SA HH • OP ORT CT • SF MD SI PI • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Rosecrance Inc/Berry Campus
8618 Northern Avenue
Rockford, IL 61107
(815) 391-1000
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • CO AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

Rosecrance Ware Center
2704 North Main Street
Rockford, IL 61103
(815) 391-1000
MHF • SA • OP OMB OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI • CO CJ PW WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Wells Center/Bl Spotlight
ReEntry Center
119 North Church Street
Suite 213
Rockford, IL 61101
(815) 961-0281
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • NP • CJ WN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

ROSELLE

IDS Group Inc
444 East Irving Park Road
Roselle, IL 60172
(630) 893-8470
Intake: (630) 236-0942
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • SS • AH SP • DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

ROUND LAKE

Nicasa NFP
Substance Abuse (NICASA)
3197 North Fish Lake Road
Round Lake, IL 60073
(847) 546-6540
Intakes: (847) 546-6450 (847) 546-6452
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI • SS • AH SP FX • DU CJ AD WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE • E70

RUSHVILLE

Schuyler Counseling and Health Services
127 South Liberty Street
Rushville, IL 62681
(217) 322-4373
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF SI PI • DU WN TR MA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Services and Contact Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SAINT CHARLES</td>
<td>DUI Counseling Center/Saint Charles Bayrach Counseling Services, 1750 East Main Street, Suite 80, Saint Charles, IL 60174</td>
<td>Intake: (630) 762-1122, SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Renz Addiction Counseling Center, 309 Walnut Street, Suite 1-A, Saint Charles, IL 60174</td>
<td>Intake: (847) 742-3545, MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC PI MI • SS PA • CJ • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SALEM</td>
<td>ABC DUI Services, 1437 West Whittaker Street, Suite C, Salem, IL 62881</td>
<td>Intake: (618) 539-592, SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • DU CJ • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Community Resource Center, 315 Westgate Street, Salem, IL 62881</td>
<td>Intake: (618) 548-2181, MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC PI MI • SS • AH • AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCHAUMBURG</td>
<td>Alexian Brothers, Behavioral Health Hospital, 1650 Moon Lake Boulevard, Schaumburg, IL 60169</td>
<td>Intake: (847) 882-1600, MHSAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP OD OMB ODT OIT ORT HID • SF MD MC PI MI • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW W N MN TR MA XA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Behavioral Healthcare Associates Ltd, Substance Abuse Services, 1375 East Schaumburg Road, Suite 240, Schaumburg, IL 60194</td>
<td>Intake: (847) 791-4384, MHSAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP OD OMB ODT OIT ORT • SF MD MC PI MI • CO DU VET CJ W N MN TR MA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F66 F70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>McDermott Center/Haymarket Center West, 1900 East Algonquin Road, Suite 211, Schaumburg, IL 60173</td>
<td>Intake: (847) 397-5340, SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI ATR • SS • SP FX • DU W N MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Schaumburg Interventions and Counseling Center LLC, 1340 Remington Road, Suite K, Schaumburg, IL 60173</td>
<td>Intake: (847) 882-8908, Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only MHSAF • SA DT MM DM BU NXN VTRL OTPA • OP OD OMB ORT • SF PI • FX • CO GL VET ADM SE AD W N MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Treatment Centers of Illinois, Hanover Park Treatment, 1734 West Wise Road, Schaumburg, IL 60193</td>
<td>Intake: (877) 785-0111, SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Clybourn Consulting Corporation, 7520 Skokie Boulevard, Skokie, IL 60077</td>
<td>Intake: (847) 673-6733, SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • SS • FX • DU VET ADM MF CJ SE AD W N MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F66 F70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
Innovative Healthcare LLC
5559 West Howard Street
Suite A
Skokie, IL 60077
(847) 410-8785
Intakes: (847) 410-8785x102 (847) 410-8785x101
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

SOUTH HOLLAND
ICAN Community Services Inc NFP
15475 South Park Avenue
Suite 109
South Holland, IL 60473
(708) 596-5680
Intake: (708) 297-8580
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM BU OTPA • OP OD OMB OIT ORT • SF • CO DU VET SE PW WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

SPARTA
Human Service Center
Southern Metro East
104 Northtown Road
Sparta, IL 62286
(618) 443-3045
Intakes: (888) 310-6233 (618) 282-6233
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

SPRING VALLEY
Two Rivers Outreach
1 Les Buzz Way
Spring Valley, IL 61362
(815) 220-0299
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • SS • DU CJ WN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

SPRINGFIELD
Alcohol and Addictions Outpatient Ctr
525 South Grand Avenue West
Springfield, IL 62704
(217) 525-5041
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • SS • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Alternative Counseling Solutions LLC
DBA A DUI Services
1305 Wabash Avenue
Suite E
Springfield, IL 62704
(217) 698-3900
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT ORT CT • SF • SS • AH • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Clinical Counseling Group and DUI Providers LLC
701 South Durkin Drive
Suite B
Springfield, IL 62704
(217) 726-7575
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF SI PI MI • CO DU SE WN MN TRMA • ADLT • FEM MALE

DUI Evaluations and Treatment Services
1999 Wabash Avenue
Suite 209
Springfield, IL 62704
(217) 891-6063
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • SS PA • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Family Guidance Centers
120 North 11th Street
Springfield, IL 62703
(217) 544-9858
SAF • SAMM VTRL HH • OP RES RS RL OMB OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI • SS PA • DU CJ WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Gateway Alcohol and Drug Trt Centers
Springfield
2200 Lake Victoria Drive
Springfield, IL 62703
(217) 529-9266x2670
Intakes: (217) 529-9266x2606 (217) 529-9266x2607
SAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP RES RS RL OMB ODT OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI IHS ATR • AH • CO DU CJ AD WN MN TRMA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Northstar DUI Counseling LLC
725 North Grand Avenue East
Springfield, IL 62702
(217) 741-8239
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF PI MI ATR • SS PA • AH • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Personal Counseling Services
2659 Farragut Drive
Springfield, IL 62704
(217) 726-7273
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • AH • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Solutions Counseling and DUI Services
1306 South 6th Street
Suite B
Springfield, IL 62703
(217) 757-0000
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Wells Center Inc/Memorial Counseling Associates
901 North 1st Street
Suite 225
Springfield, IL 62702
(217) 788-4065
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • AH • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

IL Institute for Addiction Recovery
3050 Montvale Drive
Suite E
Springfield, IL 62704
(217) 726-6611
Intake: (800) 522-3784
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Northstar DUI Counseling LLC
725 North Grand Avenue East
Springfield, IL 62702
(217) 741-8239
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF PI MI ATR • SS PA • AH • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Personal Counseling Services
2659 Farragut Drive
Springfield, IL 62704
(217) 726-7273
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • AH • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Solutions Counseling and DUI Services
1306 South 6th Street
Suite B
Springfield, IL 62703
(217) 757-0000
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Wells Center Inc/Memorial Counseling Associates
901 North 1st Street
Suite 225
Springfield, IL 62702
(217) 788-4065
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • AH • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Solutions Counseling and DUI Services
1306 South 6th Street
Suite B
Springfield, IL 62703
(217) 757-0000
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Wells Center Inc/Memorial Counseling Associates
901 North 1st Street
Suite 225
Springfield, IL 62702
(217) 788-4065
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • AH • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

STERLING
Lutheran Social Services of Illinois
1901 1st Avenue
Sterling, IL 61081
(815) 626-7333
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD • SS • DU AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
Sinnissippi Centers Inc
2611 Woodlawn Road
Sterling, IL 61081
(815) 625-0013
Intake: (800) 284-7642
MHSAF • SA • DX • OP OIT ORT CT
• SF • MD • MC • SI • PI • MI • SS • AH • SP • CHLD • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

STONE PARK
Pilsen Wellness Center Inc
1546 North Mannheim Road
Stone Park, IL 60165
(708) 410-0856
Intake: (888) 255-5523
SAF • SA • MM • OP OMB ORT • SF • MD • SI • SS • PA • SP • CO • DJ • PW • WN • MN • TR • MA • XA • DV • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

STREATOR
North Central Behavioral Health System
17 Northpoint Drive
Streator, IL 61364
(815) 673-3388
Intake: (815) 224-1610
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • MD • PI • CO • AD • WN • MN • CHLD • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

SYCAMORE
Braden Counseling Center PC
2600 DeKalb Avenue
Suite J
Sycamore, IL 60178
(815) 787-9000
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF • MD • PI • SI • SS • PA • SP • DU • CHLD • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

TAYLORVILLE
Liberty Counseling Center
209 South Washington Street
Taylorville, IL 62568
(217) 287-2550
SAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF • MD • MC • SI • PI • MI • SS • CO • DU • VET • CJ • AD • WN • MN • TR • MA • XA • DV • CHLD • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

TOLEDO
Compass Counseling
204 South Meridian Street
Toledo, IL 62468
(217) 259-5852
SAF • SA • OP ORT ORT CT • SF • PI • MI • SS • AH • SP • DU • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

Cumberland Associates Counseling Services
120 Courthouse Square
Toledo, IL 62468
(217) 849-3803
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF • PI • DU • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

TUSCOLA
ABBCON Counseling
Douglas Treatment Center
107 West South Central Avenue
Tuscola, IL 61953
(217) 253-3111
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF • MD • PI • SP • CHLD • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

URBANA
Canaan Development Foundation
Mens Safe House
213 North Central Avenue
Urbana, IL 61801
(217) 344-7233
Intake: (217) 367-2158
MHSAF • SA • OP RES • RL • ODT • OIT • ORT • MD • MC • ATR • PA • CO • DJ • PW • WN • MN • TR • MA • XA • DV • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

Carle Addiction Recovery Center
204 West University Avenue
Urbana, IL 61801
(217) 383-6039
SAF • SA • BU • NXN • VTRL • OP • OMB • OIT • ORT • SF • PI • AH • DU • CHLD • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

Custom Counseling Services
2205 East University Avenue
Suite A
Urbana, IL 61802
(217) 419-4713
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF • PI • CO • DU • WN • MN • DV • ADLT • FEM • MALE

PATS Prevention and Treatment Services
300 South Broadway Avenue
Suite 110-A
Urbana, IL 61801
(217) 954-1128
SAF • SA • OP • OIT • ORT • CT • SF • MD • MC • SI • PI • MI • SS • AH • SP • FX • CO • DJ • PW • WN • MN • TR • MA • XA • DV • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE • F70

VANDALIA
Community Resource Center
421 West Main Street
Vandalia, IL 62471
(618) 283-4229
MHSAF • SA • OP ODT • OIT • ORT • SF • MD • MC • SI • PI • MI • SS • PA • AH • CO • DJ • PW • WN • MN • TR • MA • XA • DV • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

Helm DUI Services
716 School Street
Vandalia, IL 62471
(618) 283-2313
SAF • SA • OP • ODT • OIT • SF • DU • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

VERNON HILLS
Kiva Recovery LLC
935 Lakeview Parkway
Suite 101
Vernon Hills, IL 60061
(847) 549-1500
Intake: (855) 777-5482
SAF • SA • OP • ODT • OIT • ORT • SF • PI • WN • MN • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE
Lake County Health Dept/CHC
Behav Health/Womens Resid Servs
24647 North Milwaukee Avenue
Vernon Hills, IL 60061
(847) 377-7950
Intake: (847) 377-7841
SAF • SA BU • RES RS CT • SF MD PI MI
• SS PA • CJ PW WN TRMA BC XA DV
• YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

ILLINOIS

WATSEKA

Iroquois Mental Health Center
323 West Mulberry Street
Watseka, IL 60970
(815) 432-5241
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI
• DU AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

VIENNA

Family Counseling Center Inc
408 East Vine Street
Vienna, IL 62995
(618) 658-2611
MHF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD ATR
• WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

VILLA PARK

Confidential DUI Services
17 West 662 Butterfield Road
Suite 306
Villa Park, IL 60181
(630) 889-0003
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF ATR • SP
• DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE WN MN
• DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Superior Interventions LLC
1S132 Summit Avenue
Suite 108
Villa Park, IL 60181
(630) 932-8809
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • FX • CO
• DU VET SE WN MN • YAD ADLT •
• FEM MALE • F81

WATERLOO

Human Support Services
Substance Abuse Alternatives
988 North Illinois Route 3
PO. Box 146
Waterloo, IL 62298
(618) 939-4444
MHF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD PI MI
• SS • AH • DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.

JEM Treatment Inc
2424 Washington Street
Suite II-110
Waukegan, IL 60085
(847) 536-7733
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA MM DM OTPA • OP OMB
• ORT • SF • SP • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Lake County Health Dept Behav Health
Addictions Treatment Program
300 Grand Avenue
Waukegan, IL 60085
(847) 377-8200
SAF • SA DT BU • RES RS RD • SF MD •
SS PA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Lake County Substance Abuse Program
3004 Grand Avenue
Waukegan, IL 60085
(847) 377-8120
SAF • SA MM BU • OP OMB ORT
• SF MD MC SI PI • SS PA • CO GL CJ
• SE AD PW WN TRMA XA DV • CHLD
• ADLT • FEM MALE

NICASA Bridgehouse
3016 Grand Avenue
Waukegan, IL 60085
(847) 662-4124
SAF • SA HH • RES RL CT • SF SI • YAD
• ADLT • FEM MALE

Nicasa NFP
Substance Abuse (NICASA)
1113 Greenwood Avenue
Waukegan, IL 60087
(847) 244-4434
Intake: (847) 546-6450
MHSAF • SA HH • RES RL CT • SF SI • YAD
• ADLT • FEM MALE • F70

Renacer Latino Inc
620 Washington Street
Waukegan, IL 60085
(847) 336-7302
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT ORT • SF • SS
• SP • DU CJ AD WN MN • CHLD YAD
• ADLT • FEM MALE
WEST CHICAGO
Virginia M Mejia LCSW CADC
1275 West Roosevelt Road
Suite 114
West Chicago, IL 60185
(630) 231-3554
Intake: (630) 291-3390
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF SI PI • SP • DU AD WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Healthcare Alternative Systems Inc
HAS
373 South County Farm Road
Wheaton, IL 60187
(630) 344-0001
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS • SP • DU AD TRMA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Pape and Associates
618 South West Street
Wheaton, IL 60187
(630) 668-8710
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

WEST FRANKFORT
H Group BBT Inc
West Frankfort Office
902 West Main Street
West Frankfort, IL 62896
(618) 937-6483
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

WESTCHESTER
Restoration MBS Center Inc
RMBS
1127 South Mannheim Road
Suite 315
Westchester, IL 60154
(708) 483-8320
Intake: (630) 660-6308
SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

WESTMONT
Adventist Hinsdale Hospital
New Day Center
740 Pasquinelli Drive
Suite 104
Westmont, IL 60559
(630) 856-7701
SAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP OD ODT OIT CT • SF MCI PII PI • AH • CO WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

WHEATON
DuPage County Psychological Services
Department of Community Services
505 North County Farm Road
Wheaton, IL 60187
(630) 407-6400
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • SS • SP • DU CJ TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

WOOD RIVER
Families in Safe Recovery/Chestnut Health Systems
14 East Penning Avenue
Wood River, IL 62095
(618) 512-1792
Intakes: (618) 877-4420x1789 (618) 877-4420x1788
SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI • SS PA • SP • DU CJ PW WN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM

WOODRIDGE
Corporate Health Resource Center
3510 Hobson Road
Suite 104-C
Woodridge, IL 60517
(630) 719-9292
Intake: (708) 383-6770
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI MI • FX • DU CJ XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F66

WOODSTOCK
Centegra Outpatient Behavioral Health
527 West South Street
Woodstock, IL 60098
(800) 765-9999
MHSAF • SA BU • OP OMB ODT OIT • SF MC PI MI • AH • CO CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Direct Counseling Inc
666 Russel Court
Suite 200
Woodstock, IL 60098
(815) 531-9999
MHSAF • SA BU • OP OMB ODT OIT • SF • DU CJ DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Mathers Clinic LLC
715 West Judd Street
Suite 300-A
Woodstock, IL 60098
(815) 444-9999
MHSAF • SA BU VTRL • OP ORT • SF PI MI • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
Northwest Community Counseling Service  
1400 North Seminary Avenue  
Unit N  
Woodstock, IL 60098  
(815) 308-5077  
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • SS • DU •  
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE  

Rosecrance Inc  
Woodstock Recovery Home  
874 Pleasant Street  
Woodstock, IL 60098  
(815) 391-1000  
SAF • SA HH • RES RL • SF MD SI PI •  
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE  

Youth Services of McHenry County  
Pioneer Center  
101 South Jefferson Street  
Woodstock, IL 60098  
(815) 338-7360  
Intakes: (815) 759-7204 (815) 344-1230  
MHF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS •  
CO AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE  

YORKVILLE  
Kendall County Health Department  
811 West John Street  
Yorkville, IL 60560  
(630) 553-9100  
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT ORT • SF MD PI •  
SS • SP • DU AD • CHLD YAD ADLT •  
FEM MALE  

ZION  
NICASA NFP  
1632 23rd Street  
Zion, IL 60099  
(847) 872-2830  
Intake: (847) 546-6450  
SAF • SA • OP ORT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI • SS • AH SP FX • DU CJ AD WN MN •  
CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE • F66 F70
ALBION
Noble County Office
Orots R Bowen Ctr for Human Servs Inc
101 East Park Street
Albion, IN 46701
(260) 636-6884
Intake: (800) 342-5652
MHSAF • SA DT NXN • OP ORT HID
• SF MD MC PI ATR • SS • AH • DU
AD TRMA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

ANDERSON
Aspire IN Inc
2020 Brown Street
Anderson, IN 46016
(765) 608-5598
Intake: (765) 641-8389
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD
MC SI PI MI • SS • AH • ADL • CHLD
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Community Hospitals of Indiana Inc
Crestview Center
2201 Hillcrest Drive
Anderson, IN 46012
(765) 649-1961
Intake: (317) 621-5719
MHF • SA NXN • OP ORT • SF MD MC
SI PI • AH • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

House of Hope of Madison County Inc
902 High Street
Anderson, IN 46012
(765) 644-7086
SAF • SA HH • RES RL • SF PI • SS
YAD ADLT • MALE

Sowers of Seeds Counseling Inc
601 Meridian Street
Anderson, IN 46016
(765) 649-3453
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

ANGOLA
Northeastern Center Inc
Steuben County Office
3265 Intertech Drive
Suite E
Angola, IN 46703
(260) 665-9494
Intake: (260) 665-949x0
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC
SI PI MI • AH • CO • YAD ADLT • FEM
MALE

Northbound Center Inc
Community Mental Health Center Inc
16 North Park Avenue
Batesville, IN 47006
(812) 934-3245
Intake: (812) 537-1302
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT
• SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH • CHLD
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

North Depot Office
Community Mental Health Center Inc
15 North Depot Street
Batesville, IN 47006
(812) 537-1302
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT
• SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH • DU
CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

BERNE
Adams Memorial Hospital
Behavioral Health Resource Center
1521 West Main Street
Berne, IN 46711
(260) 724-2145x3823
Intake: (800) 736-4303
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD MC
SI PI MI • CO GL VET ADM MF
SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV
CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

BLOOMFIELD
Hamilton Center Inc
431 East Main Street
Bloomfield, IN 47424
(812) 384-9452
Intake: (800) 742-0787
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC
SI PI MI • SS • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM
MALE

BLOOMINGTON
Amethyst House Inc
215 East George Street
Batesville, IN 47006
(812) 934-4210
Intake: (812) 537-1302
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT
• SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH • DU
CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Sowers of Seeds Counseling Inc
601 Meridian Street
Anderson, IN 46016
(765) 649-3453
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

Batesville Counseling Center
Community Mental Health Center Inc
215 East George Street
Batesville, IN 47006
(812) 934-4210
Intake: (812) 336-2812
SAF • SA HH • RES RL • SF MD SI
PI ATR • SS • MN BC • YAD ADLT • MALE
Amethyst House Inc  
322 West 2nd Street  
Bloomington, IN 47401  
(812) 336-2666  
Intake: (812) 336-3570  
SAF • SA HH • RES RL • SF MD SI PI  
ATR • SS • PW WN BC • YAD ADLT • FEM  

Amethyst House Inc  
645 North Walnut Street  
Bloomington, IN 47404  
(812) 336-3570  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI  
SS • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE  

Bluffton Counseling Services  
1115 South Main Street  
Bluffton, IN 46714  
(260) 824-1071  
Intake: (866) 481-2700  
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI  
ATR • SS • AH • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE  

BOONVILLE  
Southwestern Behavioral Healthcare Inc  
Warrick Regional Office  
315 South 3rd Street  
Boonville, IN 47601  
(812) 897-4776  
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI  
ATR • SS • AH • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE  

BROOKVILLE  
Community Mental Health Center Inc  
Franklin County Office  
9127 Oxford Pike  
Brookville, IN 47012  
(765) 647-4173  
Intake: (812) 532-7375  
MHSAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT CT  
• SF MD MC SI PI • SS • AH • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE  

BROWNSBURG  
Willow Center  
515 North Green Street Suite 401  
Brownsburg, IN 46112  
(317) 852-3690  
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF • CO DU  
GL YET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN  
MN TRMA XA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE  

BROOKVILLE  
Community Mental Health Center Inc  
Franklin County Office  
9127 Oxford Pike  
Brookville, IN 47012  
(765) 647-4173  
Intake: (812) 532-7375  
MHSAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT CT  
• SF MD MC SI PI • SS • AH • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE  

BROWNSBURG  
Willow Center  
515 North Green Street  
Suite 401  
Brownsburg, IN 46112  
(317) 852-3690  
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF • CO DU  
GL YET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN  
MN TRMA XA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE  

CHARLESTOWN  
Southern Indiana Treatment Center LLC  
7509 Charlestown Pike  
Charlestown, IN 47111  
(812) 256-4686  
Intake: (812) 256-4686x126  
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI  
• DP • DU • CJ • SE • AD • PW • WN • MN  
• CHLD YAD ADLT • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE  

CHESTERTON  
Frontline Foundations Inc  
1008 Broadway Street  
Chesterton, IN 46304  
(219) 728-1638  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD PI  
• SS • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE  

CLINTON  
Hamilton Center Inc  
510 South Main Street  
Clinton, IN 47842  
(765) 832-2436  
Intake: (800) 742-0787  
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI •  
SS • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE  
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>City</th>
<th>State</th>
<th>Phone</th>
<th>Fax</th>
<th>Intake</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>COLUMBIA CITY</td>
<td>Addictions Recovery Centers Inc</td>
<td>232 West Van Buren Street</td>
<td>Columbia</td>
<td>IN</td>
<td>(260) 244-4006</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Suite 103</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Columbia City, IN 46725</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Oris R Bowen Ctr for Human Servs Inc</td>
<td>Whitley County Office</td>
<td>119 West Market Street</td>
<td>Columbia</td>
<td>(260) 248-8176</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Columbia City, IN 46725</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Intake: (800) 342-5652</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • SS • CJ • YAD• ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| COLUMBUS         | Centerstone                               | 720 North Marr Road                    | Columbus      | IN    | (812) 348-7449 | (812) 344-8802 | (800) 736-4303 |
|                  |                                           | Columbus, IN 47201                     |               |       |            |              |                |
|                  |                                           | Intake: (800) 344-8802                 |               |       |            |              |                |
|                  |                                           | MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF • MD MC SI PI MI ATR • SS • AH • CJ AD • PW TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE |                |       |            |              |                |

| CONNERSVILLE     | Centerstone                               | Fayette County                        | Connersville  | IN    | (765) 825-4124 | (800) 344-8802 | (800) 736-4303 |
|                  |                                           | 390 East Eric Street                   | Connersville  | 47331 |            |              |                |
|                  |                                           | (765) 825-4124                         |               |       |            |              |                |
|                  |                                           | Intake: (800) 344-8802                 |               |       |            |              |                |
|                  |                                           | MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF • MD MC SI PI MI ATR • SS • AH • CJ AD • PW TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE |                |       |            |              |                |

| CORYDON          | LifeSpring Inc                            | 535 Country Club Road SE               | Corydon       | IN    | (812) 738-2114 | (812) 738-2114 | (800) 344-8802 |
|                  |                                           | Corydon, IN 47112                      |               |       |            |              |                |
|                  |                                           | Intake: (800) 344-8802                 |               |       |            |              |                |
|                  |                                           | MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF • MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE |                |       |            |              |                |

| CRAWFORDSVILLE   | Rainbow Recovery Resources                | 210 West Market Street                 | Crawfordsville | IN    | (765) 361-9470 |              | (800) 736-4303 |
|                  |                                           | Crawfordsville, IN 47933               |               |       |            |              |                |
|                  | Wabash Valley Alliance Inc Outpatient Services | 1480 Darlington Avenue             | Crawfordsville | 47933 | (765) 362-2852 |              | (800) 736-4303 |
|                  |                                           | Wabash Valley Alliance Inc Outpatient Services | 1480 Darlington Avenue | Crawfordsville | 47933 | (765) 362-2852 |              | (800) 736-4303 |
|                  |                                           | MHSF • SA DT BU • OP OD OIT ORT • SF • MD MC PI MI • SS • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE |                |       |            |              |                |

| DECatur           | Behavioral Health Adams County Memorial Hospital Inc | 1100 Mercer Avenue                     | Decatur       | IN    | (260) 724-2145 |              | (800) 736-4303 |
|                  |                                           | Decatur, IN 46733                      |               |       |            |              |                |
|                  | Park Center Inc                           | Decatur Counseling Services            | Decatur       | 46733 | (260) 724-9669 |              | (800) 736-4303 |
|                  |                                           | 809 High Street                        |               |       |            |              |                |
|                  |                                           | MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF • MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH • CJ AD • PW TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE |                |       |            |              |                |

| DELPHI            | Wabash Valley Alliance Inc                | 1265 North Bradford Drive              | Delphi        | IN    | (765) 564-2247 |              | (800) 736-4303 |
|                  |                                           | Delphi, IN 46923                       |               |       |            |              |                |
|                  |                                           | MHSF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • MD MC PI MI • SS • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE |                |       |            |              |                |

| DYER              | Franciscan Alliance Inc                  | 204 South Main Street                  | Dyer          | IN    | (219) 865-2141 |              | (800) 736-7200 |
|                  |                                           | Dyer, IN 46311                         |               |       |            |              | (219) 392-6001 |
|                  |                                           | Intake: (800) 783-7663                 |               |       |            |              |                |
|                  |                                           | MHSF • SA DT BU • OP RES RS RD • OMB OIT ORT • SF • MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH • SP • AD WN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE |                |       |            |              |                |

| EAST CHICAGO      | Regional Mental Health Center             | Stark Center                           | East Chicago  | IN    | (219) 398-7050 |              | (219) 736-7200 |
|                  |                                           | 3903 Indianapolis Boulevard            | East Chicago  | 46312 | (219) 392-6001 |              | (800) 736-7200 |
|                  |                                           | Intake: (219) 736-7200                 |               |       |            |              |                |
|                  |                                           | MHSF • SA DT BU • OP OD ODT ORT HDR HIT • SF • MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH • SP • AD WN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE |                |       |            |              |                |

| ELKHART           | Addictions Recovery Centers Inc          | 204 South Main Street                  | Elkhart       | IN    | (574) 293-1086 |              | (574) 293-1086 |
|                  |                                           | Elkhart, IN 46516                      |               |       |            |              |                |
|                  |                                           | SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • SS • SP • CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE |                |       |            |              |                |

|                | Center for Problem Resolution Inc        | 211 South 5th Street                   | Elkhart       | IN    | (574) 293-1086 | (574) 293-1086 | (574) 293-1086 |
|                |                                           | Elkhart, IN 46516                      |               |       |            |              |                |
|                |                                           | SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • PI ATR • SS • SP • DU DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE |                |       |            |              |                |

|                | Oaklawn Psychiatric Center Inc           | 2600 Oaklawn Avenue                    | Elkhart       | IN    | (574) 533-1234 |              | (574) 533-1234 |
|                |                                           | Elkhart, IN 46517                      |               |       |            |              |                |
|                |                                           | MHSF • SA BU NXN • OP ORT CT • SF • MD MC SI PI MI ATR • SS • AH • CO VET CJ AD MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE |                |       |            |              |                |
Recovery Journey Inc
3110 Windsor Court
Suite B
Elkhart, IN 46514
(574) 264-5840
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • DU CJ
WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Evansville, IN 47714
1133 Lincoln Avenue
Counseling for Change Inc

INIANA

SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • DU CJ
WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

ELWOOD

Aspire Indiana
10751 North State Road 13
Elwood, IN 46036
(765) 552-5099
MHSASF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI
PI MI • SS • AH • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

ENGLISH

Crawford County Services
Southern Hills Counseling Center Inc
523 North Main Street
English, IN 47118
(812) 338-2756
MHSASF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI
PI MI • SS SA • AH • DU AD • CHLD
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

EVANSVILLE

ADAPT Counseling Services
715 North 1st Avenue
Suite 44
Evansville, IN 47710
(812) 421-9900
Intake: (270) 454-4558
MHSASF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF SI PI MI • CO DU CJ AD • CHLD YAD ADLT
• FEM MALE

Southwestern Behavioral Healthcare
Moulton Center
1 North Barker Avenue
Evansville, IN 47712
(812) 423-4448
Intake: (812) 423-7791
MHSASF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • CO DU CJ AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

New Visions Substance Abuse Counseling
201 NW 4th Street
Suite 107
Evansville, IN 47708
(812) 422-6812
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF ATR • SS • DU CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Evansville Treatment Center LLC
1510 West Franklin Street
Evansville, IN 47710
(812) 424-0223
Intake: (866) 637-6237
SAF • SA • DT MM DM BU VT • OP
OD OMB OIT ORT • SF PI MI • PW WN
MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Southwestern Behavioral Healthcare
Stepping Stone
4001 John Street
Evansville, IN 47714
(812) 473-3144
Intake: (812) 473-3104 x3104
SAF • SA • DT HH • OP RES RL RD
OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI ATR • SS • AH • CO CJ PW WN MN TRMA
• CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Volunteers of America of Indiana Inc
Hope Hall
811 East Franklin Street
Evansville, IN 47711
(812) 423-1949
Intakes: (812) 423-1949 x107 (812) 423-1949 x101
SA HH • OP RES RL ORT • SF • SS •
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

FORT WAYNE

Allen County Community Corrections and Treatment Center
201 West Superior Street
Fort Wayne, IN 46802
(260) 449-7252
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF ATR • CJ •
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Caring About People Inc
Counseling Services
1417 North Anthony Boulevard
Fort Wayne, IN 46805
(800) 932-4213
Intake: (260) 424-5814
MHSASF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF •
SP • CO CJ AD WN MN TRMA XA DV
• CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Southwestern Behavioral Healthcare Inc
Stepping Stone
4001 John Street
Evansville, IN 47714
(812) 473-3144
Intake: (812) 473-3104 x3104
SAF • SA • DT HH • OP RES RL RD
OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI ATR • SS • AH • CO CJ PW WN MN TRMA •
CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Southwestern Behavioral Healthcare Inc
Stockwell Center
60 South Stockwell Road
Evansville, IN 47714
(812) 476-5437
Intake: (812) 423-7791
MHSASF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI ATR • SS • AH • CO AD • CHLD
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Southwestern Behavioral Healthcare Inc
Stepping Stone
4001 John Street
Evansville, IN 47714
(812) 473-3144
Intake: (812) 473-3104 x3104
SAF • SA • DT HH • OP RES RL RD
OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI ATR • SS • AH • CO CJ PW WN MN TRMA •
CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Southwestern Behavioral Healthcare Inc
Stepping Stone
4001 John Street
Evansville, IN 47714
(812) 473-3144
Intake: (812) 473-3104 x3104
SAF • SA • DT HH • OP RES RL RD
OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI ATR • SS • AH • CO CJ PW WN MN TRMA •
CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Southwestern Behavioral Healthcare Inc
Stepping Stone
4001 John Street
Evansville, IN 47714
(812) 473-3144
Intake: (812) 473-3104 x3104
SAF • SA • DT HH • OP RES RL RD
OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI ATR • SS • AH • CO CJ PW WN MN TRMA •
CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Southwestern Behavioral Healthcare Inc
Stepping Stone
4001 John Street
Evansville, IN 47714
(812) 473-3144
Intake: (812) 473-3104 x3104
SAF • SA • DT HH • OP RES RL RD
OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI ATR • SS • AH • CO CJ PW WN MN TRMA •
CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
Center for Behavioral Health IN Inc
Outpatient Treatment
1414 Wells Street
Fort Wayne, IN 46808
(260) 420-6010
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU NXN VTRL • OP OD OMB OIT ORT CT • SF ATR • DU CJ PW WN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Midwest Addiction Psychiatric Psychological Services (MAPPS)
3010 East State Boulevard
Suite 100
Fort Wayne, IN 46805
(260) 471-0632
MHSAF • SA DT BU VTRL • OP OD OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SP • DU CJ AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Center for Solutions
2722 Fairfield Avenue
Fort Wayne, IN 46807
(260) 456-8616
SAF • SA HH • OP RES RS RL ORT • SF ATR • SS • SP • CO GL VET CJ SE MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • MALE

Counseling Services and Consulting LLC
4660 West Jefferson Boulevard
Suite 200
Fort Wayne, IN 46804
(260) 432-9916
Intake: (260) 438-1828
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF PI MI • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD WN MN TRMA XA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Family and Children's Services Inc
DBA Headwaters Counseling
2712 South Calhoun Street
Fort Wayne, IN 46807
(260) 744-4326
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • SS • AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Hope House I
1115 Garden Street
Fort Wayne, IN 46802
(260) 424-2471
Intake: (260) 424-3711
SA HH • OP RES RL ORT • SF ATR • SS • CJ WN • YAD ADLT • FEM

Hope House II
Marthas Place
1129 Garden Street
Fort Wayne, IN 46802
(260) 424-3711
Intake: (260) 424-2471
SAF • SA HH • OP RES RL ORT • SF ATR • SS • CJ WN • YAD ADLT • FEM

Parkview Behavioral Health
1720 Beacon Street
Fort Wayne, IN 46805
(260) 373-7500
Intake: (800) 284-8439
MHSAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP OIT HID HIT • SF MD MC SI PI MI HHSI • AH • ADLT • FEM MALE

Phoenix Associates Inc
2200 Lake Avenue
Suite 260
Fort Wayne, IN 46805
(260) 424-0411
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC PI MI • SS • DU AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Saint Joseph Health System
Saint Joseph Hospital
700 Broadway
Fort Wayne, IN 46802
(260) 425-3000
Intake: (260) 425-3606
MHSAF • SA DT BU • HID HIT • SF MD MC PI • WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

VA Northern Indiana Healthcare
2121 Lake Avenue
Fort Wayne, IN 46805
(260) 426-5431
Intake: (260) 426-5431 x71605 (260) 426-5431 x71990
GHF • SA NXN VTRL • OP OIT ORT CT • VAMC SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • CO VET MF TRMA XA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Wise Choices Inc
205 East Washington Center Road
Fort Wayne, IN 46825
(260) 482-2586
Intake: (888) 571-8494
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI ATR • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

FRANKFORT
Howard Regional Health System
Community Counseling Center
205 Jackson Street
Frankfort, IN 46041
(765) 659-4771
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
FRANKLIN

Take Back Control LLC
51 1/2 East Court Street
Franklin, IN 46131
(317) 289-2270
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD ATR
• DU CJ AJ WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Tara Treatment Center Inc
6231 South U.S. Highway 31
Franklin, IN 46131
(812) 526-2611
SAF • SA DT BU HH • OP RES RS RL
RD ODT OIT ORT CT • SF PI ATR • SE
MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

INDIANA

GOSHEN

Addictions Recovery Centers Inc
114 North Main Street
Goshen, IN 46526
(574) 533-6154
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF SI • SS • SP • CJ
• YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Center for Problem Resolution Inc
117 West Washington Street
Goshen, IN 46526
(574) 533-0664
Intake: (574) 533-0104
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI ATR
• DU CJ AJ WN DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Oaklawn Psychiatric Center Inc
330 Lakeview Drive
Goshen, IN 46528
(574) 533-1234
Intake: (800) 282-0809
MHF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP
ORT HID • SF MD MC SI PI MI ATR • AH
SP • CO VET CJ AJ MN TRMA XA DV
• CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

GREENCastle

Hamilton Center Inc
239 Hillside Avenue
Greencastle, IN 46135
(765) 653-1024
Intake: (800) 742-0787
MHF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP
ORT HID • SF MD MC SI PI MI ATR • AH
SP • CO VET CJ AJ MN TRMA XA DV
• CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Valle Vista Health System
898 East Main Street
Greencastle, IN 46135
(800) 447-1348
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • CO DU
GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW WN MN
TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

GREENFIELD

Serenity House of Gary Inc
5157 Harrison Street
Gary, IN 46408
(219) 980-1955
Intakes: (219) 980-1955x10 (219) 614-7770
SA HH • RES RS RL • SF ATR • YAD
ADLT • MALE

HAMMOND

Fresh Start Counseling Services
7108 Calumet Avenue
Hammond, IN 46324
(219) 933-7990
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI ATR • SS • SP • DU CJ AJ WN DV • CHLD
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
Lakeside Behavioral Solutions Company
5930 Hohman Avenue
Suite 206
Hammond, IN 46320
(219) 801-1789
Intake: (219) 803-2148
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF PI ATR • SS
PA • SP • CO DU AD WN MN • CHLD
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Alpha Counseling Services Inc
9820 East 38th Street
Indianapolis, IN 46235
(317) 899-2010
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF ATR • SS
DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Aspire IN Inc
Deaf Services
2506 Willowbrook Parkway
Suite 300
Indianapolis, IN 46205
(317) 475-7270
Intake: (317) 634-6341
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH • CHLD
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Bethlehem House
130 East 30th Street
Indianapolis, IN 46205
(317) 920-1519
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • ATR • PA •
CO GL VET CJ WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Community Hospitals of Indiana Inc
DBA Gallahue Mental Health Center
6950 Hillsdale Court
Indianapolis, IN 46250
(317) 621-7600
Intakes: (317) 621-5719 (866) 621-5719
MHF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC PI MI •
AH • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

EmberWood Center
1431 North Delaware Street
Indianapolis, IN 46202
(317) 536-7100
Intake: (317) 536-7100
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD • SS
SP • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

HARTFORD CITY
Hester Hollis Concern Center
Grant Blackford Mental Health Inc
118 East Washington Street
Hartford City, IN 47348
(765) 348-1303
Intake: (765) 662-3971
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD
MC SI PI MI • SS • ADLT • FEM MALE

Aspire IN Inc
Outpatient Services
2506 Willowbrook Parkway
Suite 300
Indianapolis, IN 46205
(317) 574-1254
Intake: (317) 572-9396
MHSAF • SA BU • OP ORT • SF MD
MC SI PI MI • SS • AH • CHLD
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Families First
615 North Alabama Street
Suite 320
Indianapolis, IN 46204
(317) 634-6341
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD
MC SI PI • SS • WN TRMA DV • YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

Fairbanks Hospital
8102 Clearvista Parkway
Indianapolis, IN 46256
(317) 849-8222
SAF • SA DT BU NXN • OP OMB ODT
OIT HID HIT • SF MD MC SI PI MI •
AD WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE
Franciscan Saint Francis Health
Behavioral Health Services
610 East Southport Road
Suite 100
Indianapolis, IN 46227
(317) 783-8383
MHF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH SP • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Gallahue Mental Health Center
Community Hospitals of Indiana Inc
7165 Clearvista Drive
Indianapolis, IN 46256
(317) 621-5700
Intakes: (317) 621-5719 (866) 621-5719
MHF • DT BU NXN VTRL • HID • SF MD MC SI PI ATR • AH • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Indiana Counseling Center Inc
724 North Illinois Street
Indianapolis, IN 46204
(317) 549-0333
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Indianapolis Treatment Center LLC
2626 East 46th Street
Suite J
Indianapolis, IN 46205
(317) 475-9066
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA • MM BU VTRL OTPA • OP OMB OIT ORT CT • SF PI • CO PW
WN MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Indy Cottage Counseling LLC
1138 South High School Road
Indianapolis, IN 46241
(317) 241-9644
SAF • SA DT • OP OD ORT • SF • SS • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Life Recovery Center
3607 West 16th Street
Suite B-3
Indianapolis, IN 46222
(317) 887-3290
Intake: (855) 435-7572
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF ATR • PA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Gallahue Mental Health Center
Warren/Addictions
2040 North Shadeland Avenue
Suite 250
Indianapolis, IN 46219
(317) 355-5009
Intake: (317) 621-5719
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Midtown Community Mental Health Center
Health/Hospital Corp of Marion County
371 North Meridian Street
Indianapolis, IN 46208
(317) 941-5003
Intakes: (317) 880-8491 (317) 941-5010
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF PI MI ATR • SS • DU CJ WN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Midwest Counseling Associates
5321 Cheviot Place
Indianapolis, IN 46226
(317) 545-8490
Intake: (317) 545-6940
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MC PI MI • SS • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Stiles Corporation
Melody Stiles
7447 Glenview Drive East
Indianapolis, IN 46250
(317) 430-7997
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF PI MI • CO MF SE AD WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Saint Francis Hospital and Health Ctrs
Behavioral Health Services
610 East Southport Road
Suite 100
Indianapolis, IN 46227
(317) 783-8383
MHSAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • AH • CO SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Salvation Army Harbor Light Center
2400 North Tibbs Avenue
Indianapolis, IN 46222
(317) 972-1450
Intakes: (317) 972-1450x8208 (317) 972-1450x8212
SAF • SA DT HH • OP RES RS RD OIT HIT • SF ATR • SS • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Springtime Counseling Center LLC
615 East 82nd Street
Suite 102
Indianapolis, IN 46250
(317) 849-0599
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF SI PI MI • DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Roudebush VA Medical Center
Substance Abuse Treatment Section
Indianapolis, IN 46202
(317) 554-0000
Intake: (317) 988-2039
SA DT MM DM BU NXN VTRL • OP OD OMB OIT ORT HDT HIT CT • VAMC SF MD MC PI MI • CO VET • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone Numbers</th>
<th>Additional Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INDIANAPOLIS</td>
<td>3445 West 71st Street</td>
<td>(317) 289-2270</td>
<td>Volunteers of America of Indiana Inc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>611 North Capitol Avenue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(317) 686-9841</td>
<td>Jeffersonville, IN 46204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(812) 288-8030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD ATR • DU CJ AD WN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KOKOMO</td>
<td>LifeSpring Inc DBA LifeSpring Health Systems</td>
<td>(812) 280-6606</td>
<td>SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD ATR • DU CJ AD WN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1036 Sharon Drive</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jeffersonville, IN 47130</td>
<td>(812) 280-2080</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MHSAF • SA BU NxN VTRL • OP OMB ODT ORT OT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH • CO VET CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LA PORTE</td>
<td>Alpine Counseling Center</td>
<td>(219) 362-2145</td>
<td>MHSAF • SA DT BU • OP OMB ODT OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH • CO DU CJ AD WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3733 Rome Drive</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lafayette, IN 47905</td>
<td>(765) 449-9115</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(765) 446-9394</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAFAYETTE</td>
<td>Turning Point Counseling Inc</td>
<td>(765) 742-3246</td>
<td>MHSAF • SA BU NxN VTRL • OP OMB ODT OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH • CO DU CJ AD WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>100 Executive Drive</td>
<td>(765) 807-0030</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lafayette, IN 47901</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(765) 447-9545</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
LAWRENCEBURG
Community Mental Health Center Inc
281 Bielby Road
Lawrenceburg, IN 47025
(812) 537-7378
Intake: (812) 537-1302
MHSAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Community Mental Health Center Inc
283 Bielby Road
Lawrenceburg, IN 47025
(812) 537-7378
Intake: (812) 537-1302
MHSAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

LEBANON
Aspire IN Inc
Outpatient Services
602 Ransdell Road
Lebanon, IN 46052
(765) 482-7100
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

LOGANSPORT
Four County Counseling Center
1015 Michigan Avenue
Logansport, IN 46947
(574) 722-2515
Intakes: (800) 552-3160x308 (574) 722-5151x308
MHSAF • SA • HN VTRL • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH SP • CO AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

MADISON
Centerstone
Jennings County
3008 North Bevcher Street
Madison, IN 47250
(812) 263-1918
Intake: (800) 344-8802
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

James Wortham Counseling Services Inc
975 Industrial Drive
Suite 1
Madison, IN 47250
(888) 642-5739
Intake: (812) 263-1662
SA • OP ORT • SF PI • SE AD WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

MILESTONE SERVICES
Milestone Services
116 East 32nd Street
Marion, IN 46953
(765) 662-2039
Intake: (765) 662-3971
MHSAF • SA • OP ODT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
VA Northern Indiana Healthcare
1700 East 38th Street
Marion, IN 46953
(765) 674-3321 x3746
Intake: (765) 674-3321 x37031
MHF • SA • IXN • OP RES RS RL ORT
CT • VAMCSF MD MC PI MI • CO VET
TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

MARTINSVILLE
Advantage Counseling
Education Services
1710 Hospital Drive
Martinsville, IN 46151
(866) 856-0200
Intakes: (765) 342-8112 (800) 856-0200
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • SF MD SI • SS
• DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

MERRILLVILLE
Addiction/Behavioral Counseling Services
7805 Taft Street
Suite E
Merrillville, IN 46410
(219) 756-3792
Intakes: (219) 756-3792
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • SF MD SI • SS
• DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Awakenings Counseling Center
7853 Taft Street
Merrillville, IN 46410
(219) 791-9083
Intakes: (219) 791-9083
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • SF MD SI • SS
• DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Fresh Start Counseling Services
3490 West 81st Avenue
Merrillville, IN 46410
(219) 736-5990
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF PI ATR • SS • SP
• CO DU CJ SE AD WN MN TRMA DV
• CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Northwest Indiana Treatment Center
8500 Broadway Avenue
Suite H
Merrillville, IN 46410
(219) 769-7710
Intake: (219) 769-7758
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM OTPA • OP OD
OMB • SF • SP • PW • YAD • FEM
MALE

Regional Mental Health Center
8555 Taft Street
Merrillville, IN 46410
(219) 769-4005
MHSAF • SA DT BU • OP RES RS OD
OMB ODT OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI
PI MI • SS • AH • CHLD YAD ADLT •
FEM MALE

MICHIGAN CITY
LaPorte County Comp MH Council Inc
Swanson Center
450 Saint John Road
Suite 501
Michigan City, IN 46360
(219) 879-4621
Intake: (219) 873-2395
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD
MC SI PI MI • SS • AH SP • CO DU CJ
AD PW WN MN DV • CHLD YAD ADLT •
FEM MALE

Monticello
Wabash Valley Alliance Inc
Outpatient Services
920 West Executive Court
Monticello, IN 47960
(812) 583-9350
MHF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC
SI PI MI • SS • AH SP • CO CHLD YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

MUNCIE
Meridian Health Services
240 North Tillotson Avenue
Muncie, IN 47304
(765) 288-1928
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD
MC SI PI MI • SS • YAD ADLT • FEM
MALE

MUNSTER
Confidential Care Ltd
720 45th Street
Munster, IN 46321
(219) 934-6410
Intake: (219) 934-6410
MHSAF • SA DT BU IXN VNTRL • OP
OD OMB OIT ORT CT • SF PI • YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

NASHVILLE
Centerstone
Brown County
91 West Mound Street
Nashville, IN 47448
(812) 988-2258
Intake: (812) 988-2258
SA • OP ORT • SF • DU • CHLD ADLT
• FEM MALE

NEW ALBANY
LifeSpring Inc
DBA LifeSpring Health Systems
2820 Grant Line Road
Suite 10
New Albany, IN 47150
(812) 981-2594
Intake: (812) 981-2594
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD
MC SI PI MI • SS • AH • CHLD YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
INDIANA

Our Place Drug and Alcohol Education Services Inc
400 East Spring Street
New Albany, IN 47150
(812) 945-3400
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • SS • AD • ADLT • FEM MALE

NEW CASTLE

Christian Counseling and Addiction Services Inc
4894 West State Road 38
New Castle, IN 47362
(765) 533-3573
Intake: (765) 520-7583
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • SS • DU AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Meridian Health Services
930 North 16th Street
New Castle, IN 47362
(765) 521-2450 (866) 306-2647
Intake: (765) 521-2450 (866) 306-2647
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD • MC SI PI MI • SS • CO AD • ADLT • FEM MALE

NEWBURGH

Brentwood Meadows
4488 Roslin Road
Newburgh, IN 47630
(812) 858-7200
Intake: (812) 858-7220
SAF • SA • DT NXN VTRL • OP OD • OMB ODT OIT HID HIT CT • SF MD • MC SI PI MI • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

NOBLESVILLE

Aspire IN Inc
Noblesville Outpatient Office
17840 Cumberland Road
Noblesville, IN 46060
(317) 773-6864
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD • MC SI PI MI • SS • AH • CO AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Proactive Resources
Berg Counseling Services Inc
44 North 9th Street
Suite 208
Noblesville, IN 46060
(317) 844-5742
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD • MC SI PI • DU CJ AD WN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Serenity Counseling Services LLC
1100 South 9th Street
Noblesville, IN 46060
(317) 776-3478
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • GLV ET CJ SE • WN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

PAOLI

Southern Hills Counseling Center Inc
Orange County Services
488 West Hospital Road
Paoli, IN 47454
(812) 723-4301
Intake: (800) 552-3106 x308 (574) 722-5151
SAF • SA • DT NXN VTRL • OP OD • SF MD • MC SI PI MI • SS • PA • AH • DU AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

PERU

Four County Counseling Center
Four County Comprehensive Mental Hlth
655 East Main Street
Peru, IN 46970
(574) 722-5151
Intake: (800) 552-3106 x308 (574) 722-5151x308
SAF • SA • DT NXN VTRL • OP OD • SF MD • MC SI PI MI • SS • AH • DU AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Plainview Services
Four County Comprehensive Mental Health
655 East Main Street
Peru, IN 46970
(574) 722-5151
Intake: (800) 552-3106 x308 (574) 722-5151x308
SAF • SA • DT NXN VTRL • OP OD • SF MD • MC SI PI MI • SS • AH • DU AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

PLAINFIELD

Advantage Counseling
Fitness Services
1005 East Main Street
Suite A
Plainfield, IN 46168
(317) 839-7323
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD • SS • DU CJ • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Hamilton Center Inc
900 Southfield Drive
Plainfield, IN 46168
(317) 837-9719
Intake: (800) 742-0787
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD • MC SI PI MI • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

PLYMOUTH

Eric Foster Inc
322 West Jefferson Street
Plymouth, IN 46563
(574) 936-3377
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD • SI PI • DU AD • WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Otis R Bowen Ctr for Human Servs Inc
Marshall County Office
990 Illinois Street
Plymouth, IN 46563
(574) 936-9646
Intake: (800) 342-5652
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD • SI PI • DU AD • WN MN • TRMA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

PORTAGE

Porter Starky Services Inc
3176 Lancer Street
Portage, IN 46368
(219) 762-9557
Intake: (219) 531-3500
SAF • SA • DT NXN VTRL • OP ORT • SF MD • MC SI PI MI • SS • AH • DU AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

PORTLAND

Meridian Health Services
Jay Outpatient Services
931 West State Road
Portland, IN 47371
(260) 726-9348
Intake: (260) 726-9348
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD • MC SI PI MI • SS • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
PRINCETON
Southwestern Behavioral Healthcare Inc
Gibson Regional Services
310 South 5th Avenue
Princeton, IN 47670
(812) 385-5275
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC
SI PI MI ATR • SS • AH • DU TRMA
CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

RICHMOND
Centerstone
Wayne County Office
831 Dillion Drive
Richmond, IN 47375
(765) 983-8000
Intake: (800) 544-8802
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT ORT CT • SF
MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH • CJ AD
PW TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT
• FEM MALE

Meridian Health Services
Wayne County Services
630 East Main Street
Suite 200
Richmond, IN 47374
(765) 983-2220
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT ORT CT • SF
MD MC SI PI MI • SS • YAD ADLT
• FEM MALE

Richmond State Hospital
AIT Building
498 NW 18th Street
Richmond, IN 47374
(765) 962-0019
MHSAF • SA • POS MDCM DM
BU CXN VTRL OTPA • OP OI MT ORT ORT CT
• SF PI • AH • DU TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT
• FEM MALE

Richmond Treatment Center LLC
425 South A Street
Richmond, IN 47374
(765) 962-8843
Intake: (765) 939-2169
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT ORT CT • SF
MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH • DU TRMA
CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

RISING SUN
Community Mental Health Center Inc
315 Industrial Access Road
Rising Sun, IN 47040
(812) 438-2711
Intake: (812) 537-1302
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT ORT CT • SF
MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH • DU TRMA XA DV
CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

ROCHESTER
Four County Counseling Center
401 East 8th Street
Rochester, IN 46975
(574) 722-0561
Intake: (800) 552-3106x308
MHSAF • SA • BUWXN VTRL • HIC
CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

ROCKPORT
Southern Hills Counseling Center Inc
107 North 2nd Street
PO. Box 201
Rockport, IN 47635
(821) 649-9168
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC
SI PI MI • SS • AH • DU • CHLD
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

ROCKVILLE
Hamilton Center Inc
215 North Jefferson Street
Rockville, IN 47872
(765) 569-2031
Intake: (800) 742-0787
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC
SI PI MI • SS • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

RUSHVILLE
Centerstone
Rush County
201 Conrad Harcourt Way
Rushville, IN 46173
(765) 932-3974
Intake: (800) 344-8802
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT ORT CT • SF
MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH • CJ AD
TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT
• FEM MALE

SALEM
LifeSpring Inc
DBA LifeSpring Health Systems
1321 Jackson Street
Salem, IN 47167
(812) 883-3095
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT ORT CT • SF
MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH • CHLD
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

SCOTTSBURG
LifeSpring Inc
DBA LifeSpring Health Systems
75 North 1st Street
Scottsburg, IN 47170
(812) 752-9168
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT ORT CT • SF
MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH • CHLD
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
**SEYMOUR**

Centerstone  
1443 Corporate Way  
Seymour, IN 47274  
(812) 522-4341  
Intake: (800) 344-8802  
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI ATR • SS • AH • CJ AD PW TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**SHELBYVILLE**

ER Counseling  
54 West Broadway Street  
Suite 6  
Shelbyville, IN 46176  
(812) 345-0499  
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Gallahue Behavioral Care Services Community Hospitals of Indiana Inc  
7 East Hendricks Street  
Shelbyville, IN 46176  
(317) 392-2564  
Intake: (317) 621-5791  
MHF • SA NXN • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • AH • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**SOUTH BEND**

Addictions Recovery Centers Inc  
2012 Ironwood Circle  
Suite 200  
South Bend, IN 46635  
(574) 807-8690  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • SS • CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Crossroads Counseling  
2319 Edison Road  
South Bend, IN 46615  
(574) 233-4183  
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF PI MI • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Life Treatment Centers Inc  
1402 South Michigan Street  
South Bend, IN 46613  
(574) 233-5433  
Intakes: (574) 233-5433x224 (574) 233-5433x227  
SAF • SA DT HH • OP RES RL RD ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS • VET WN MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Oaklawn Psychiatric Center Inc  
415 East Madison Street  
South Bend, IN 46617  
(574) 283-1234  
MHF • SA NXN • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI ATR • SS • AH • CO VET CJ AD MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Victory Clinic Services II  
4218 Western Avenue  
South Bend, IN 46619  
(574) 283-1524  
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only SAF • SA DT MM DM BU OTPA • OP OD OMB CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI ATR • SP • WN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

YWCA of North Central Indiana  
1102 South Fellows Street  
South Bend, IN 46601  
(574) 233-9491  
Intake: (866) 937-9922  
SAF • SA • OP RES RL OIT ORT • SF ATR • SSPA • WN BC • YAD ADLT • FEM

**SPENCER**

Centerstone  
Owen County  
272 North U.S. Highway 231  
Spencer, IN 47460  
(812) 829-4871  
Intakes: (800) 344-8802 (812) 339-1691 (812) 829-4871  
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI ATR • SS • AH • CJ AD PW TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**SULLIVAN**

Hamilton Center Inc  
2134 Mary Sherman Drive  
Sullivan, IN 47882  
(812) 268-6376  
Intake: (800) 747-0787  
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**SYRACUSE**

Syracuse Outpatient Office  
The Bowen Center  
901 South Huntington Street  
Syracuse, IN 46567  
(574) 457-4400  
Intake: (800) 342-5652  
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD MC ATR • SS • AH • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**TELL CITY**

Southern Hills Counseling Center Inc  
14439th Street  
Tell City, IN 47586  
(812) 547-7905  
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS PA • AH • DU AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**TERRE HAUTE**

Hamilton Center Inc  
909 West Hillside Avenue  
Spencer, IN 47460  
(812) 829-0037  
Intake: (800) 742-0787  
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
Hamilton Center Inc
66 Wabash Court
Terre Haute, IN 47807
(812) 231-8171
Intake: (800) 742-0787
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PIMI ATR • SS • AH • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Hamilton Center Inc
Child and Adolescent Services
500 8th Avenue
Terre Haute, IN 47804
(812) 231-8376
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PIMI • SS • AH • AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

PTOKEKA
Amish Youth Vision Project Inc
323 East Lake Street
Topeka, IN 46571
(260) 350-1515
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • FX • CJ AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE • F30

BEPARAISO
Care Counseling Services
793 Juniper Road
Suite 2
Valparaiso, IN 46385
(219) 759-6760
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • SI PA • CO DU GL VET ADM CJ SE PW WN
MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Choices Counseling Services
607 East Lincoln Way
Valparaiso, IN 46383
(219) 548-8727
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC PI PI ATR • SP • CO DU
VET ADM MF CJ AD W N MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Porter Starke Services Inc
601 Wall Street
Valparaiso, IN 46383
(219) 531-3500
Intake: (219) 476-4522
SAF • SA • BU NXN VTRL • OP OMB OIT ORT • SF MD MC PI PI MI • SS • AH • CO AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

VEVAY
Switzerland County Counseling Center
Community Mental Health Center Inc
205 West Main Street
Valparaiso, IN 46385
(219) 563-8446
Intake: (219) 563-8453
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC PI PI MI • SS • AH • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

 Otis R Bowen Ctr for Human Servs Inc
255 North Miami Street
Wabash, IN 46992
(260) 563-8446
Intake: (800) 342-5652
SAF • SA • DT NXN • OP OIT ORT HID • SF MD MC PI PI ATR • SS • AH • AD TRMA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Wabash Friends Counseling Center
3563 South State Road 13
Wabash, IN 46992
(260) 563-8453
SAF • SA • OP OIT • SF MD MC PI PI MI • DU CJ • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

WEST HARRISON
Community Mental Health Center Inc
28208 State Road
Suite 1
West Harrison, IN 47060
(812) 576-1600
Intake: (812) 576-1600
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC PI PI MI • SS • AH • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

WINAMAC
Four County Counseling Center
Pulaski County Satellite
118 North Sally Drive
Winamac, IN 46996
(574) 946-4233
Intake: (800) 552-3106 • (574) 722-5151• 308
SAF • SA • NXN VTRL • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC PI PI MI • SS • AH • SP • CO AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

WINCHESTER
Centerstone
Randolph County
325 South Oak Street
Suite 103
Winchester, IN 47394
(765) 583-7125
Intake: (800) 344-8802
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • CO AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
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**ADAIR**
Saint Gregory Retreat Center/Females
608 North Street
Adair, IA 50002
(712) 624-7013
SAF • SA • RES RS RL • SF PI • WN • YAD ADLT • FEM

**AMES**
Barclay and Associates PC
1525 Airport Road
Suite 101
Ames, IA 50010
(515) 292-3023
MHF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD PI MI • CO • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Community and Family Resources
1619 South High Avenue
Ames, IA 50010
(800) 286-3205
Intake: (866) 801-0085
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI MI ATR • SS • DU AD WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Creative Counseling Services Inc
208 5th Street
Suite 103
Ames, IA 50010
(515) 233-1699
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Family Counseling Center
Youth and Shelter Services Inc
125 South Third Street
P. O. Box 1628
Ames, IA 50010
(515) 233-2250
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • DU AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**ANKENY**
Cornerstone Recovery Center
501 SW Ankeny Road
Ankeny, IA 50023
(515) 289-2272
Intake: (515) 289-2272 x200
MHSAF • SA • OP RS RL ODT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI ATR • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

**ATLANTIC**
Zion Recovery
1500 East 10th Street
Atlantic, IA 50022
(712) 243-5091
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD SI PI MI ATR • SS • DU AD WN MN TRMA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**AUDUBON**
New Opportunities Inc
Substance Abuse/Prevention Services
109 North Tracy Street
Audubon, IA 50025
(712) 563-2777
Intake: (712) 792-9266
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI MI ATR • SS • DU AD WN MN TRMA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**BAYARD**
Saint Gregory Retreat Center/Males
601 2nd Street
Bayard, IA 50029
(712) 624-7012
Intake: (888) 778-5833
SAF • SA • RES RL CT • SF SI PI • SP • MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

**BOONE**
Community and Family Resources
823 Keefer Street
Boone, IA 50036
(877) 202-8634
Intake: (866) 801-0085
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI MI ATR • SS • DU AD WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**BURLINGTON**
Alcohol and Drug Dependency Services of Southeast Iowa
1340 Mount Pleasant Street
Lincoln Center
Burlington, IA 52601
(319) 753-6567
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD SI PI ATR • SS • SP • CJ AD WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**CARROLL**
New Opportunities Inc
Behavioral Health Services
23751 Highway 30
Carroll, IA 51401
(712) 792-9266
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI MI ATR • SS • DU AD WN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**CEDAR FALLS**
Cedar Valley Recovery Services
2603 Rainbow Drive
Cedar Falls, IA 52613
(319) 277-5808
Intake: (319) 240-8911
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI MI ATR • SS • DU AD WN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**CEDAR RAPIDS**
Area Substance Abuse Council
3601 16th Avenue SW
Cedar Rapids, IA 52404
(319) 390-4611
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI MI ATR • SS • AH SP • CO AD WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**CECEDAR FALLS**
Cedar Valley Recovery Services
2603 Rainbow Drive
Cedar Falls, IA 52613
(319) 277-5808
Intake: (319) 240-8911
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI MI ATR • SS • DU AD WN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**CECEDAR RAPIDS**
Area Substance Abuse Council
3601 16th Avenue SW
Cedar Rapids, IA 52404
(319) 390-4611
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI MI ATR • SS • AH SP • CO AD WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
Cedar Rapids Treatment Center
5005 Bowling Street SW
Suite C
Cedar Rapids, IA 52404
(319) 531-3824
Intake: (319) 531-3824x1
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA MM BU OTPA • OP OMB
ORT • SF PI • CO • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Mercy Medical Center
Sedlack Treatment Center
5975 Rockwell Drive NE
Cedar Rapids, IA 52402
(319) 398-6226
Intake: (319) 398-6595
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC PI MI • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Saint Luke’s Hospital
Chemical Dependency Services
1030 5th Avenue SE
Cedar Rapids, IA 52403
(319) 363-4429
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • CO DU CJ • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

CENTERVILLE
Sieda Behavioral Health Trt Servs
Appanoose County
111 North Main Street
Suite 2
Centerville, IA 52544
(641) 856-3112
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF PI MI • SS • TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

CHARiton
Lucas County Health Center
1200 North 7th Street
Chariton, IA 50049
(641) 774-3370
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • PA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Sieda Behavioral Health Trt Servs
Substance Abuse Services
115 South Main Street
City Hall
Chariton, IA 50049
(641) 774-8279
Intake: (800) 622-8340
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI ATR • SS • AH • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

CLARINDA
Zion Recovery
1800 North 16th Street
Unit NE 3
Clarinda, IA 51632
(712) 243-5091
Intake: (712) 542-3720
SAF • SA HH • RES RS RL • SF MD ATR • SS • MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

CLARION
Community and Family Resources
120 1st Avenue NW
Clarion, IA 50525
(712) 239-9213
Intakes: (515) 832-5432x1400 (515) 576-7261x1101
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD SI PI MI ATR • SS • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

CLINTON
New Directions
A Service Area/SA Council/King House
2219 Garfield Street
Clinton, IA 52732
(563) 242-6805
SAF • SA HH • RES RL CT • SF MD ATR • SS • MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

New Directions
Hightower Place Women’s Facility
2727 South 19th Street
Clinton, IA 52732
(636) 242-2042
SAF • SA HH • RES RL • SF MD SI PI MI ATR • SS • CJ WN BC • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

CLIVE
Living Recovery LLC
8527 University Boulevard
Suite 11
Clive, IA 50325
(515) 402-5422
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD ATR • CO CJ WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

COUNCIL BLUFFS
Heartland Family Service
515 East Broadway
Council Bluffs, IA 51503
(712) 322-1407
Intake: (402) 552-7400
MHSAF • SA NXN • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI ATR • SS • AH • CO CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

CRESco
Gilbert Alber PC
121 North Elm Street
Cresco, IA 52136
(563) 547-1779
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Creston
Crossroads Behavioral Health Services
Chemical Dependency Treatment Services
1003 Cottonwood Road
Creston, IA 50801
(641) 782-4053
Intake: (641) 782-8457
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI ATR • SS PA • AH • CO CJ PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
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DAVENPORT

Center for Behavioral Health Iowa Inc
3811 North Harrison Street
Davenport, IA 52806
(563) 388-8000
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU VTRL OTPA • OP OD OMB OIRT • SF MI ATR • W N
MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

t Ctr for Alcohol and Drug Services Inc
Country Oaks
12160 Utah Avenue
Davenport, IA 52804
(563) 326-4110
SAF • SA • OP OIRT ORT • SF MD SI PI • ATR • SS • AH • CO W N MN
• YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Center for Behavioral Health Iowa Inc
New Life Outpatient Center Inc
2322 East Kimberly Road (563) 355-0055
Paul Revere Square Suite 200 North
Davenport, IA 52807
SAF • SA • OP OIRT ORT • SF MD SI PI • DU AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

DECORAH

Northeast Iowa Mental Health Center
DBA Northeast Iowa Behavioral Health
905 Montgomery Street
PO Box 349
Decorah, IA 52101
(563) 382-3649
Intake: (800) 400-8923

House of Mercy
1409 Clark Street
Des Moines, IA 50314
(515) 643-6500
Intake: (515) 643-6504
MHSF • SA • OP OIRT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI ATR • SS • AH • CO ADM MF AD PW WN
TRMA BC XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Illinois Lutheran Hospital
Powell Chemical Dependency Center
700 East University Avenue
4th Floor
Des Moines, IA 50316
(515) 263-2424
SAF • SA DT BU NXXN • OP RES R S RD
OIRT ORT HID HLT • SF MD SI PI ATR • AD W N MN • CHLD ADLT •
FEM MALE

Orchard Place
PACE
620 8th Street
Des Moines, IA 50309
(515) 697-5700
Intake: (515) 697-5712

Trinity of Life
1409 Clark Street
Des Moines, IA 50314
(515) 643-6500
Intake: (515) 643-6504
MHSF • SA • OP OIRT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI ATR • SS • AH • CO ADM MF AD PW WN
TRMA BC XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Center for Behavioral Health Iowa Inc

Center for Behavioral Health Iowa Inc
1200 University Street
Suite 106
Des Moines, IA 50314
(515) 244-9500
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU NXXN VTRL • OP OD OMB OIRT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI ATR •
CO CJ PW WN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

United Community Services
4908 Franklin Avenue
Des Moines, IA 50310
(515) 280-3860
MHSF • SA • OP OIRT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI ATR • SS • SP • CO PW WN MN TRMA
• CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Urban Dreams
SAFE
1410 6th Avenue
Des Moines, IA 50314
(515) 288-4742
Intake: (515) 288-4742x23
SAF • SA • OP OIRT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI ATR • SS • SP • CO DU GL CJ SE AD PW WN
MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Des Moines, IA 50314
(515) 282-6610
Intake: (515) 282-6610
MHSF • SA • OP OIRT ORT CT • MD SI PI ATR • SS • CO W N TRMA DV
• YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Broadlawns Medical Center
Addiction Treatment Services
1801 Hickman Road
Des Moines, IA 50314
(515) 282-6610
MHSF • SA • OP OIRT ORT CT • MD SI PI ATR • SS • CO • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Center for Behavioral Health Iowa Inc
1200 University Street
Suite 106
Des Moines, IA 50314
(515) 244-9500
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU NXXN VTRL • OP OD OMB OIRT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI ATR •
CO CJ PW WN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Center for Behavioral Health Iowa Inc

Center for Behavioral Health Iowa Inc
1200 University Street
Suite 106
Des Moines, IA 50314
(515) 244-9500
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU NXXN VTRL • OP OD OMB OIRT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI ATR •
CO CJ PW WN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Center for Behavioral Health Iowa Inc
FORT DODGE
Community and Family Resources
1506 31st Avenue North
Fort Dodge, IA 50501
(515) 576-7261x1100
Intake: (515) 576-7261x1101
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI MI ATR • SS • CO DU CJ ADF AD WN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Community and Family Resources
728 1st Avenue North
Fort Dodge, IA 50501
(515) 576-3002
Intake: (515) 576-5922
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF • SS • DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

New Perspective Treatment Care Servs
1728 Central Avenue
Suite 6
Fort Dodge, IA 50501
(515) 302-8025
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

GUTHRIE CENTER
New Opportunities Inc
Behavioral Health Services
411 State Street
Guthrie Center, IA 50115
(641) 747-3354
Intake: (712) 792-9266
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI ATR • SS • AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

HAZLETON
Behavioral Services LLC
105 North Main Street
Hazleton, IA 50641
(319) 636-2100
Intake: (319) 238-3132
SAF • SA DT • OP OD ORT CT • SF MD SI PI HI • SS • CO DU VET ADM MF CJ SE AD WN MN TRA MA XA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

HUMBOLDT
Community and Family Resources
196th Street South
Humboldt, IA 50548
(515) 576-7261x1100
Intake: (515) 576-7261x1101
SAF • SA DT • OP OD ORT CT • SF MD SI PI MI ATR • SS • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

INDEPENDENCE
Pathways Behavioral Services Inc
209 2nd Avenue NE
Independence, IA 50644
(319) 334-6163
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD SI PI MI ATR • SS • DU WN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

IOWA CITY
MECCA Services
430 Southgate Avenue
Iowa City, IA 52240
(319) 351-4357
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD SI PI MI ATR • SS • DU WN MN TRA MA XA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Agency Name</th>
<th>Phone Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>KNOXVILLE</strong></td>
<td>Addictions Recovery Center LLC</td>
<td>(641) 842-2813, (319) 385-7231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>410 East Robinson Street</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Knoxville, IA 50138</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intakes: (712) 234-2300, (800) 472-9018</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI ATR • SS • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LE MARS</strong></td>
<td>Jackson Recovery Centers Inc</td>
<td>(712) 546-7868</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Plymouth County Satellite</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>19 Lincoln Street SE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Le Mars, IA 51031</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intakes: (712) 655-2072</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI ATR • SS • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MANNING</strong></td>
<td>Manning Regional Healthcare Center</td>
<td>(712) 655-2072</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Manning Family Recovery Center</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1550 6th Street</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Manning, IA 51455</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intakes: (712) 655-2300</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI ATR • SS • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MARION</strong></td>
<td>Cedar Valley Recovery Services</td>
<td>(563) 264-9409</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>151 Marion Boulevard</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Marion, IA 52302</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intake: (319) 363-2678</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI ATR • SS • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MASON CITY</strong></td>
<td>Prairie Ridge Addiction Treatment Services</td>
<td>(641) 792-0045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>320 North Eisenhower Avenue</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mason City, IA 50402</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intakes: (641) 424-2391</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI ATR • SS • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NEWTON</strong></td>
<td>Capstone Behavioral Healthcare Inc</td>
<td>(641) 792-4012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Substance Abuse Division</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>306 North 3rd Avenue East</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Newton, IA 50208</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intake: (641) 792-4012</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI ATR • SS • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MOUNT PLEASANT</strong></td>
<td>Alcohol and Drug Dependency Servs of Southeast Iowa</td>
<td>(319) 385-2216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>122 North Main Street</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mount Pleasant, IA 52641</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intake: (319) 385-7231</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI ATR • SS • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MUSCATINE</strong></td>
<td>Trinity Muscatine New Horizons</td>
<td>(563) 264-9409</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Outpatient Substance Abuse Program</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1605 Cedar Street</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Muscatine, IA 52761</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intake: (563) 264-9409x0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI ATR • SS • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>JOHNSTOWN</strong></td>
<td>Southeast Iowa Recovery Center</td>
<td>(319) 392-2405</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>170 Main Street</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Johnstown, IA 50231</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intake: (319) 392-2405</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI ATR • SS • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
OSCEOLA
Crossroads Behavioral Health Services
405 East McLane Street
Osceola, IA 50213
(641) 342-4888
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC PI 
MI ATR • CO W N MN • CHLD ADLT • 
FEM MALE

OSKALOOSA
Crossroads of Pella
Edge of Recovery
103 North 3rd Street
Oskaloosa, IA 52577
(641) 676-4060
Intake: (641) 780-1087
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD MC PI 
SS • AD W N MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • 
FEM MALE

Mahaska Health Partnership
Behavioral Health Services
1229 C Avenue East
Oskaloosa, IA 52577
(641) 672-3159
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI 
PI MI • SS • AH • CO DU GL VET ADM 
MF CJ SE AD PW W N MN TRMA XA 
DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

OTTUMWA
Sieda Behavioral Health Trt Servs
226 West Main Street
Ottumwa, IA 52501
(641) 683-6747
Intake: (800) 622-8340
SAF • SA • OP ORT ORT • SF MD SI PI 
ATR • SS • AH • CO DU AD W N MN 
TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM 
MALE

POCAHONTAS
Community and Family Resources
406 NW 7th Street
Pochahontas, IA 50574
(877) 239-9160
Intake: (515) 576-7261x1101
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD SI PI MI 
ATR • SS • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

PRAIRIE CITY
Clearview Recovery Inc
501 North Sherman Street
Prairie City, IA 50228
(515) 994-3562
SAF • SA HH • OP RES RS RL OD T OIT 
ORT • SF MD ATR • PW W N BC • YAD 
ADLT • FEM

Jackson Recovery Centers Inc
Marienne Manor
2309 Jackson Street
Sioux City, IA 51104
(712) 258-5424
Intakes: (712) 234-2300
SAF • SA HH • RES RL • SF MD SI PI 
ATR • SS • WN • YAD ADLT • FEM

ROCKWELL CITY
Community and Family Resources
515 Court Street
Office 12
Rockwell City, IA 50579
(515) 576-7261x1101
Intake: (515) 576-7261x1101
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD SI PI MI 
ATR • SS • AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM 
MALE

Jackson Recovery Centers Inc
Outpatient
800 5th Street
Suite 200
Sioux City, IA 51101
(712) 234-2300
Intake: (800) 472-9018
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD SI PI 
ATR • SS • SP • DU CJ W N • YAD 
ADLT • FEM MALE

SAC CITY
New Opportunities Inc
Behavioral Health Services
116 South State Street
Sac City, IA 50583
(712) 662-7921
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI MI 
ATR • SS • AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM 
MALE

Jackson Recovery Centers Inc
Women and Childrens Center
3200 West 4th Street
Sioux City, IA 51103
(712) 258-4578
Intakes: (712) 234-2300
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI MI 
ATR • SS • AD • YAD ADLT • FEM

Ponca Tribe of Nebraska
Behavioral Health Services
125 Sixth Street
Sioux City, IA 51103
(712) 258-0500
Intake: (402) 649-6058
SAF • SA • OP ORT • NP • YAD ADLT • 
FEM MALE

SIoux CENTER
Seasons Center for Behavioral Health
338 1st Avenue NW
Sioux Center, IA 51250
(800) 242-5101
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI 
PI MI ATR • SS • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM 
MALE

POCAHONTAS
Community and Family Resources
406 NW 7th Street
Pochahontas, IA 50574
(877) 239-9160
Intake: (515) 576-7261x1101
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD SI PI MI 
ATR • SS • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

SIoux CITY
Jackson Recovery Centers Inc
Grandview House/Men
1800 Grandview Street
Sioux City, IA 51104
(712) 258-4776
Intakes: (712) 234-2300
SAF • SA HH • RES RL • SF MD SI PI MI 
ATR • SS • CJ MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

Jackson Recovery Centers Inc
Outpatient
1221 Pierce Street
Sioux City, IA 51105
(712) 255-0204
Intakes: (712) 255-0204
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD SI PI MI 
ATR • SS • DU CJ AD W N • CHLD YAD ADLT • 
FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
### SPENCER

Compass Pointe  
Behavioral Health Services  
1900 Grand Avenue North  
Suite A  
Spencer, IA 51301  
(712) 262-2952  
SAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI MI ATR • SS • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Seasons Center for Behavioral Health  
201 East 11th Street  
Spencer, IA 51301  
(800) 242-5101  
MHF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI MI ATR • AH • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Shade of the Tree  
1703 Hill Avenue  
Suite B  
Spirit Lake, IA 51360  
(712) 330-9140  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI MI ATR • AH • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

### SPIRIT LAKE

Seasons Center for Behavioral Health  
2301 Highway 71  
Spirit Lake, IA 51360  
(800) 242-5101  
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI MI ATR • AH • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Shade of the Tree  
1703 Hill Avenue  
Suite B  
Spirit Lake, IA 51360  
(712) 330-9140  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI MI ATR • AH • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

### URBANDALE

Everest Institute  
2500 82nd Place  
Urbandale, IA 50322  
(515) 412-5112  
Intake: (515) 270-1344  
SAF • SA • OP OIT • SF PI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

### WAPELLO

Alcohol and Drug Dependency Serves of Southeast Iowa  
304 Highway 61 North  
Wapello, IA 52653  
(319) 523-8436  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD PI ATR • SS • SP FX • WN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F28 F37

### WATERLOO

Covenant Medical Center Horizons Family Centered Recovery Program  
2101 Kimball Avenue  
Suite 200  
Waterloo, IA 50702  
(319) 272-2650  
SAF • SA DT BU • OP ODT OIT ORT • HID HIT • SF MD MC PI MI • AD WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Helm Counseling and Associates  
3510 Kimball Avenue  
Suite D  
Waterloo, IA 50702  
(319) 232-5024  
MHF • SA • OP OIT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • CO AD MN TRMA XA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Pathways Behavioral Services Inc  
3362 University Avenue  
Waterloo, IA 50701  
(319) 235-6571  
SAF • SA HH • OP RES RS RL ODT OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI MI ATR • SS • AH • CO DU CJ AD WN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Pathways Behavioral Services Inc  
607 Sycamore Street  
Suite 300  
Waterloo, IA 50703  
(319) 232-5363  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI MI ATR • SS • AH • CO CJ • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

### WEBSTER CITY

Community and Family Resources  
500 Fairmedow Drive  
Webster City, IA 50595  
(515) 242-5322x1400  
Intake: (515) 576-7261x1101  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI MI ATR • SS • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

### WEST BURLINGTON

DJ Assessment and Consultation Servs  
313 East Agency Road  
Suite 7  
West Burlington, IA 52655  
(319) 752-4667  
Intake: (319) 671-1150  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW WN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Great River Medical Center  
Addiction Services  
1223 South Gear Avenue  
West Burlington, IA 52655  
(319) 768-3725  
Intake: (319) 768-3700  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI MI ATR • AH • DU CJ • CHLD YAD • FEM MALE

Pathways Behavioral Services Inc  
607 Sycamore Street  
Suite 300  
Waterloo, IA 50703  
(319) 232-5363  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI MI ATR • SS • AH • CO CJ • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

### WINTERSET

Crossroads Behavioral Health Services  
1223 East Buchanan Street  
Winterset, IA 50273  
(515) 832-5432x1400  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI MI ATR • AH • DU CJ • CHLD YAD • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Service Provider</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Contact Details</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>ABILENE</strong></td>
<td>Central Kansas Foundation</td>
<td>306 North Cedar Street, Abilene, KS 67410</td>
<td>(785) 263-1328</td>
<td>SAF • SA BU VTRL • OP OMB OIT ORT CT • SFMD PI MI • SS • CO CJ • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ANTHONY</strong></td>
<td>Mirror Inc of Anthony</td>
<td>118 West Steadman Street, Anthony, KS 67003</td>
<td>(620) 213-1352</td>
<td>SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD PI MI • SS PA • CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ATCHISON</strong></td>
<td>Guidance Center Recovery Services</td>
<td>201 Main Street, Atchison, KS 66002</td>
<td>(913) 367-1593</td>
<td>SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH • CJ • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Valley Hope</td>
<td>Atchison, KS 66002</td>
<td>(913) 367-1593</td>
<td>SAF • SA DT BU VNLXN VTRL • RES RS RD CT • SF PI • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>COLUMBUS</strong></td>
<td>Spring River Mental Health and Wellness Inc</td>
<td>201 West Walnut Street, Columbus, KS 66725</td>
<td>(620) 429-1860</td>
<td>MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CONCORDIA</strong></td>
<td>Kerrs Counseling/Concordia</td>
<td>520 Washington Street, Suite C, P.O. Box 254</td>
<td>Concordia, KS 66901</td>
<td>MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS • AH • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pawnee Mental Health Services</td>
<td>210 West 21st Street, Concordia, KS 66901</td>
<td>(785) 243-8900</td>
<td>MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI • AH • CJ • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DODGE CITY</strong></td>
<td>Catholic Social Services Dodge City</td>
<td>Rural Family Addiction/Behav Health</td>
<td>906 Central Avenue, Dodge City, KS 67801</td>
<td>SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Destructive Behavioral Alternatives</td>
<td>106 West Frontview Street, Suite 6</td>
<td>Dodge City, KS 67801</td>
<td>(620) 225-4600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New Chance Inc</td>
<td>2500 East Wyatt Earp Boulevard</td>
<td>Dodge City, KS 67801</td>
<td>(620) 225-0476</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pawnee Mental Health Services</td>
<td>724 North Oil Hill Road, El Dorado, KS 67042</td>
<td>(316) 322-7057</td>
<td>MHSAF • SA • DT HH • OP RES RS RL RD OIT ORT • SF MD PI SI MI • SS • DU AD PW WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Destructive Behavioral Alternatives</td>
<td>106 West Frontview Street, Suite 6</td>
<td>Dodge City, KS 67801</td>
<td>(620) 225-4600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New Chance Inc</td>
<td>2500 East Wyatt Earp Boulevard</td>
<td>Dodge City, KS 67801</td>
<td>(620) 225-0476</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pawnee Mental Health Services</td>
<td>724 North Oil Hill Road, El Dorado, KS 67042</td>
<td>(316) 322-7057</td>
<td>MHSAF • SA • DT HH • OP RES RS RL RD OIT ORT • SF MD PI SI MI • SS • DU AD PW WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EL DORADO</strong></td>
<td>Doan Center for Counseling</td>
<td>226 West Central Street, El Dorado, KS 67042</td>
<td>(316) 322-7057</td>
<td>SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • DU CJ • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LaForges Addiction Therapy</td>
<td>Winds of Change Program</td>
<td>El Dorado, KS 67042</td>
<td>(316) 452-5646</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pawnee Mental Health Services</td>
<td>Winds of Change Program</td>
<td>El Dorado, KS 67042</td>
<td>(316) 452-5646</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Destructive Behavioral Alternatives</td>
<td>106 West Frontview Street, Suite 6</td>
<td>Dodge City, KS 67801</td>
<td>(620) 225-4600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New Chance Inc</td>
<td>2500 East Wyatt Earp Boulevard</td>
<td>Dodge City, KS 67801</td>
<td>(620) 225-0476</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pawnee Mental Health Services</td>
<td>724 North Oil Hill Road, El Dorado, KS 67042</td>
<td>(316) 322-7057</td>
<td>MHSAF • SA • DT HH • OP RES RS RL RD OIT ORT • SF MD PI SI MI • SS • DU AD PW WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Destructive Behavioral Alternatives</td>
<td>106 West Frontview Street, Suite 6</td>
<td>Dodge City, KS 67801</td>
<td>(620) 225-4600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New Chance Inc</td>
<td>2500 East Wyatt Earp Boulevard</td>
<td>Dodge City, KS 67801</td>
<td>(620) 225-0476</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
South Central Mental Health Counseling Center Inc
524 North Main Street
El Dorado, KS 67042
(316) 321-6036
Intake: (316) 452-5571
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • DU CJ SE AD TRMA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

COMPASS COUNSELING SERVICES

Compass Counseling Services
120 South National Avenue
Suite 202
Fort Scott, KS 66701
(620) 223-1555
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD PI • CO VET CJ AD MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Southeast Kansas Mental Health Center
212 State Street
Fort Scott, KS 66701
(620) 276-0831
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

ELLSWORTH

Counseling Inc
525 East 3rd Street
Ellsworth, KS 67439
(785) 472-4300
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS • DU CJ SE AD MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

EMPORIA

Corner House Inc
418 Market Street
Emporia, KS 66801
(620) 342-3015
MHSAF • SA • OP RES RL OIT ORT • SF MD SI • SS • CJ SE AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

FORT LEAVENWORTH

Army Substance Abuse Program (ASAP)
CDR USAMEDDAC
600 Thomas Avenue
Building 269
Fort Leavenworth, KS 66027
(913) 684-6586
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • MI • ADM WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Garden City

25 Judicial District Youth Services
2701 North 11th Street
Garden City, KS 67846
(620) 271-6225
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI • CJ AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

City on a Hill
116 1/2 Chestnut Street
Suite 2
Garden City, KS 67846
(620) 276-0840
MHSAF • SA • OP OMB ORT CT • SF MD SI PI • SS • DU CJ SE AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

Community Corrections
25th Judicial District
601 North Main Street
Suite A
Garden City, KS 67846
(620) 272-3630
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD • CJ WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

GARINCON

Southeast Kansas Mental Health Center
Alcohol and Drug Abuse Services
519 South Elm Street
Garnett, KS 66032
(785) 448-6806
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

GARDEN CITY

High Plains Mental Health Center
Goodland
723 Main Street
Goodland, KS 67735
(785) 899-5991
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

GREAT BEND

Steinhaus Counseling Inc
Great Bend
1916 16th Street
Great Bend, KS 67530
(620) 792-5405
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS • DU CJ WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

GREENSBURG

Iroquois Center for Human Development
610 East Grant Street
Greensburg, KS 67534
(620) 723-2272
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • DU AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
HAYS
Dream Inc
2818 Vine Street
Suite A
Hays, KS 67601
(785) 628-6655
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • PA • SP • DU AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
High Plains Mental Health Center
Hays
208 East 7th Street
Hays, KS 67601
(785) 628-2871
Intake: (800) 432-0333
MHSAF • SA NXN • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI MI • SP • CO AD WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
Kelly Center FHSU Drug and Alcohol Wellness Network Hays
600 Park Street
Hays, KS 67601
(785) 628-4401
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF • DU WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
Smoky Hill Foundation for Chemical Dep
2714 Plaza Avenue
Hays, KS 67601
(785) 625-5521
Intake: (800) 757-2180
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS PA • DU WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
HIWATHA
Mirror Inc
Hiawatha
601 Utah Street
Hiawatha, KS 66434
(785) 742-7351x106
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD PI • SS PA • CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
HILLSBORO
Prairie View Inc
Hillsboro
508 South Ash Street
Hillsboro, KS 67063
(620) 947-3200
Intake: (800) 362-0180
MHSAF • SA NXN • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC PI MI • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE
Hope Help Health of Holton
11549 222 Road
Holton, KS 66436
(785) 305-0549
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • SP • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE
Horizons Mental Health Center Inc
Substance Abuse Services
1600 North Lorraine Street
Suite 202
Hutchinson, KS 67501
(620) 663-7595
Intake: (620) 694-1099
MHF • SA NXN VTRL • OP ORT • SF MD MC PI MI • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE
Central Kansas Foundation
Junction City
839 North Eisenhower Drive
Junction City, KS 66441
(785) 762-3700
Intake: (785) 764-3700
SAF • SA BU VTRL • OP OMB OIT ORT CT • SF MD PI MI • SS • CO DU CJ • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
Pawnee Mental Health Services
Junction City
814 Caroline Avenue
Junction City, KS 66441
(785) 762-5250
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS • DU CJ • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
Four County Mental Health Center
3751 West Main Street
Independence, KS 67301
(620) 331-1748
Intake: (620) 251-8180
MHSAF • SA NXN • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH • CO DU AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE
Restoration Center Inc JC
235 West 7th Street
Junction City, KS 66441
(785) 762-4470
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD
MC PI MI • SS PA • AH • DU CJ AD DV
• CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Chautauqua Counseling Center KC
707 Minnesota Avenue
Suite 507
Kansas City, KS 66101
(913) 281-1995
Intakes: (816) 213-0586 (816) 281-1995 (913) 645-6652
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI •
SS • DU W N MN • YAD ADLT • FEM
MALE

KANSAS CITY

Addiction Stress Center
Kansas City
1225 North 78th Street
Suite J
Kansas City, KS 66112
(913) 299-9255
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI
PI • DU CJ • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Frontline Intervention Solution Today
734 Armstrong Avenue
Suite 104
Kansas City, KS 66101
(913) 951-5866
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD
MC SI PI MI HS • SS • SP • CO DU GL
VET ADM MF SE PW WN MN TRMA
DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF
MD SI PI • DU CJ AD • CHLD ADLT •
FEM MALE

Alcohol Safety Action Project
Kansas
707 Minnesota Avenue
Suite M-6
Kansas City, KS 66101
(913) 342-3011
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • SS • DV •
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Kansas City Metro Methadone Program
3901 Rainbow Boulevard
Mail Stop 4015
Kansas City, KS 66160
(913) 588-6493
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA MM DP RPA • OP OMB
• SF • CO WN • YAD ADLT • FEM
MALE

Associated Youth Services
(ADAPT) Kansas City
803 Armstrong Avenue
Kansas City, KS 66101
(913) 831-2820
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SS
• SP • CJ AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SS
• SP • CJ AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

Transitions Counseling Services
21 North 12th Street
Suite 470
Kansas City, KS 66102
(913) 371-0352
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF SI PI • DU •
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

LAWRENCE

Alpha Recovery LLC
Lawrence
5040 Bob Billings Parkway
Suite B
Lawrence, KS 66049
(785) 842-6300
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF PI • YAD ADLT
• FEM MALE

Center for Change
Lawrence
1910 Haskell Avenue
Suite A-9
Lawrence, KS 66046
(785) 856-4357
Intakes: (785) 856-4357x102 (785) 856-1175x102
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI MI
• SS PA • CJ W N MN • YAD ADLT • FEM
MALE

MHSAF • SA DT • OP OD OIT ORT •
SF MD SI PI MI • SS • CO CJ SE AD W N
MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT •
FEM MALE

MHSAF • SA • OIT ORT • SF MD PI MI
• SS PA • CJ W N MN • YAD ADLT • FEM
MALE

MHSAF • SA • OBM OD ORT • SF MD PI MI
• SS PA • CJ W N MN • YAD ADLT • FEM
MALE
DCCCA Inc
First Step at Lakeview
3015 West 31st Street
Lawrence, KS 66047
(785) 843-9262
SAF • SA • OT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI • WN TR MA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM

DCCCA Inc
Lawrence
1739 East 23rd Street
Lawrence, KS 66046
(785) 842-7296
Intake: (785) 272-2266
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD SI PI • SS • AH • DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Larry Huey/Heartland Clinical Consulta
544 Columbia Drive
Lawrence, KS 66049
(785) 842-7296
Intake: (785) 272-2266
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD SI PI • SS • AH • CO CJ • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Professional Treatment Services
3205 Clinton Parkway Court
Lawrence, KS 66047
(785) 843-5483
Intake: (785) 249-8477
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD SI PI • SS • AH • DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Road to Recovery LLC
Lawrence
1910 Haskell Avenue
Lawrence, KS 66046
(785) 856-2877
MHSAF • SA • BU NXN VTRL • OP OMB OIT ORT • SF SI PI MI • FX • CO DU GL MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE • F4 F28

LEAVENWORTH
Eastern Kansas VA Healthcare Systems
Addiction Treatment Program
4101 South 4th Street
Unit A-6
Leavenworth, KS 66048
(913) 682-2000
Intake: (913) 682-2000 x 53095
GHD • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP RES RL OMB OIT ORT CT • VAMC SF MD MC PI MI • PA • DU VET WN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Guidance Center Recovery Services
500 Limit Street
Leavenworth, KS 66048
(913) 682-5118 x 416
Intake: (913) 682-5118
MHSAF • SA BU NXN • OP ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI • SS • AH • CO CJ • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

LEAWOOD
Hal Nichols Associates
1100 Ash Street
Suite 100
Leawood, KS 66211
(913) 648-6940
Intake: (913) 648-6940
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF PI • CO DU CJ • AD WN MN TRMA XA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

LEONARD
Affordable Treatment Program
Lenexa
13830 Santa Fe Trail Drive
Suite 103
Lenexa, KS 66215
(913) 438-7818
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

LIBERTY
Cimarron Basin Community Corrections
Alcohol/Drug Treatment Program
415 North Washington Street
Suite 120
Liberty, KS 67901
(620) 626-3284
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • AD WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

LEWISBURG
Eagle Recovery Services
5 South Peoria Street
Lewesburg, KS 66053
(913) 837-4919
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS • PA • DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

MANHATTAN
Healthy Recovery Options
217 Southwind Place
Suite 101
Manhattan, KS 66503
(913) 748-7831
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD MC PI MI • FX • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F23

Pawnee Mental Health Services
Manhattan
1558 Hayes Drive
Manhattan, KS 66502
(785) 587-4315
Intake: (785) 587-4333
SAF • SA • OP ORT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI • AH • SP • CO DU CJ • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Restoration Center Manhattan
122 South 4th Street
Manhattan, KS 66502
(785) 537-8809
Intake: (785) 762-4470
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI • AH • SP • CO DU CJ • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

MARIENTHAL
City on a Hill
1083 East Road
Marienthal, KS 67863
(620) 379-4478
SAF • SA • BU RES RL • SF MD SI PI • SS • CO CJ PW WN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>MARYSVILLE</strong></td>
<td>Pawnee Mental Health Services</td>
<td>406 North 3rd Street, Suite 3, Marysville, KS 66508</td>
<td>(785) 562-3907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • AH • DU CJ • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MCPherson</strong></td>
<td>Carousel Live LLC</td>
<td>105 East Kansas Avenue, McPherson, KS 67460</td>
<td>(620) 241-2300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Client Centered Counseling</td>
<td></td>
<td>MHSF • SA • OP ORT • SF MC SI PI MI • DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Central Kansas Foundation</td>
<td>McPherson</td>
<td>107 West Marlin Street, McPherson, KS 67460</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • SA BU VTRL • OP OMB OIT ORT CT • SF MD PI MI • SS • CO DU CJ • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Prairie View Inc</td>
<td>McPherson</td>
<td>1102 Hospital Drive, McPherson, KS 67460</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Intake: (800) 362-0180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MHSAF • SA NXN VTRL • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MEDICINE LODGE</strong></td>
<td>Mirror Inc</td>
<td>Medicine Lodge</td>
<td>604 North Walnut Street, Medicine Lodge, KS 67104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS PA • CJ AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MISSION</strong></td>
<td>Accredited Addiction Recovery Services</td>
<td>6505 East Frontage Road, Mission, KS 66202</td>
<td>(913) 236-8445</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • SS • CJ AD MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chaumtara Counseling Center Mission</td>
<td>5960 Dearborn Street, Suite 1, Mission, KS 66202</td>
<td>(913) 362-6614</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Intake: (913) 645-6652</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MHSF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Heartland Regional Alcohol and Drug Assessment Center Inc</td>
<td>5500 Buena Vista Street, Mission, KS 66205</td>
<td>(913) 789-0951</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Intake: (800) 281-0029</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MHSF • SA BU VTRL • OP OMB OIT ORT CT • SF MD PI MI • AD • DU CJ • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Johnson County Mental Health Center</td>
<td>6000 Lamar Avenue, Suite 130, Mission, KS 66202</td>
<td>(913) 831-2550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MHSF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Shawnee Mission Medical Center</td>
<td>Addiction Recovery Unit</td>
<td>9100 West 74th Street, Mission, KS 66204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Intake: (913) 789-3218</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MHSF • SA BU VTRL • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**NEODESHA**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>NEODESHA</strong></td>
<td>Road to Recovery LLC</td>
<td>613 West Main Street, Neodesha, KS 66757</td>
<td>(620) 325-5222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI • DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**NEWTON**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>NEWTON</strong></td>
<td>Mirror Inc</td>
<td>Mens Program</td>
<td>1301 North Duncan Street, Newton, KS 67114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • SA HH • RES RS RL • SF MD PI MI • SS PA • CJ MN • YAD ADLT • MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mirror Inc</td>
<td>Womens Program</td>
<td>130 North 5th Street, Newton, KS 67114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • SA HH • RES RS RL • SF MD PI MI • SS PA • CJ MN • YAD ADLT • MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mirror Inc</td>
<td>Newton Outpatient</td>
<td>130 East 5th Street, Newton, KS 67114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • AD • DU CJ AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Prairie View Inc</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Prairie View Inc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Norton
High Plains Mental Health Center
Norton
211 South Norton
Norton, KS 67654
(785) 877-5141
Intake: (800) 432-0333
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • CO AD WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Valley Hope
Norton
709 West Holme Street
Norton, KS 67654
(785) 877-5101
SAF • SA • DT • OP RES RS RL RD OD
ODT OIT ORT CT • SF PI • SP • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Olathe
AppleCore Outpatient Treatment/Olathe
226 South Kansas Avenue
Olathe, KS 66061
(913) 706-4132
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • SS
• CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ • SE PW WN MN TRMA • CHLD • YAD • ADLT • FEM MALE

Barry Reed
Assessment Services
108 East Poplar Street
Olathe, KS 66061
(913) 768-9777x101
Intake: (913) 768-9777x0
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Choices Alcohol and Drug Assessments
Education and Counseling
405 South Clairborne Road
Suite 4
Olathe, KS 66062
(913) 390-0100
Intake: (913) 390-0100x0
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • DU CJ • CHLD • YAD • ADLT • FEM MALE

Full Circle Education Counseling Center
11605 South Burch Street
Olathe, KS 66061
(913) 310-0101
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF PI • SS
• AH • CO CJ WN MN TRMA • XA DV • YAD • ADLT • FEM MALE

Johnson County Mental Health Center
ACT Olathe
301 North Monroe Street
Olathe, KS 66061
(913) 782-0283
SAF • SA • RES RS • SF MD SI PI • CO AD TRMA • CHLD • FEM MALE

Johnson County Mental Health Center
Outpatient Addiction Services
1125 West Spruce Street
Olathe, KS 66061
(913) 715-7700
Intake: (913) 831-2550
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI • AH • CO AD • ADLT • FEM MALE

Kitchen TLC
Outpatient Services
480 South Rogers Road
Olathe, KS 66062
(913) 324-3823
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • AH • AD • ADLT • FEM MALE

Preferred Family Healthcare
Cypress Recovery Inc
1009 East Highway 56
Olathe, KS 66061
(913) 764-7555
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD PI • SS PA • CHLD • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Thumpers Haven Inc
1720 West 159th Street
Olathe, KS 66062
(913) 390-0652
Intake: (913) 530-3960
GHE • SA • DT • OP OD ORT • SF • SS
• DU • CHLD • ADLT • FEM MALE

We Can Recover
1715 East Cedar Street
Suite 103
Olathe, KS 66062
(913) 269-8726
SAF • SA • DT • OP OD ORT • SF • SS
• DU • CHLD • ADLT • FEM MALE

Osborne
High Plains Mental Health Center
Osborne
209 West Harrison Street
Osborne, KS 67473
(785) 628-2871
Intakes: (800) 432-0333 (785) 346-2184
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ • SE AD PW WN
MN TRMA • XA DV • CHLD • ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
### KANSAS

#### OSKALOOSA

Guidance Center Recovery Services  
1102 Walnut Street  
P.O. Box 127  
Oskaloosa, KS 66066  
(785) 863-2929  
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC PI MI • SS PA • AH • CJ • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Challenges Inc  
Overland Park  
10540 Barkley Street  
Suite 269  
Overland Park, KS 66212  
(913) 381-3585  
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF PI • CO GL VET MF CJ • SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

### OTTAWA

Elizabeth Layton Center Ottawa  
2537 Eisenhower Road  
Ottawa, KS 66067  
(785) 863-2929  
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC PI MI • AH • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Recovery Services Center (RSC) Ottawa  
109 West 2nd Street  
Ottawa, KS 66067  
(785) 242-2991  
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD PI MI • DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

### OVERLAND PARK

ACEIS/Addiction Csl Education and Information Services  
8600 West 95th Street  
Suit 104-7  
Overland Park, KS 66212  
(913) 514-4478  
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Addiction Treatment Services  
Overland Park  
10200 West 75th Street  
Suite 113  
Overland Park, KS 66204  
(913) 722-1118  
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF PI • CO DU CJ WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Agape Christian Counseling  
8645 College Boulevard  
Suite 270  
Overland Park, KS 66210  
(913) 328-2998  
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Clinical Associates  
8629 Bluejacket Street  
Suite 100  
Overland Park, KS 66214  
(913) 677-3553  
Intake: (913) 677-3553x0  
MHSF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC PI MI • AH • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

MARS Consulting  
Overland Park  
8100 Marry Street  
Lower Level  
Overland Park, KS 66204  
(913) 206-5317  
Intake: (913) 521-9652  
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF PI • SS • GL CJ TRMA XA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Marillac/IMPACT  
Overland Park  
8000 West 127th Street  
Overland Park, KS 66213  
(913) 951-4300  
MHSF • SA • OPP ORT ORT CT • SF MD MC PI MI • PA • AH • CO DU CJ • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Valley Hope  
Overland Park  
10114 West 105th Street  
Suite 100  
Overland Park, KS 66212  
(913) 432-4037  
SAF • SA BU • OP OMB ORT ORT CT • SF PI • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

We Care HCBS  
Alcohol and Drug Education  
8601 West 95th Street  
Suite 104-4  
Overland Park, KS 66212  
(913) 944-0786  
MHSF • SA • OP ORT ORT CT • SF MD • SS • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ • SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

### PAOLA

Elizabeth Layton Center  
25955 West 327th Street  
Paola, KS 66071  
(913) 557-9096  
MHSF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC PI MI • AH • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

### PARSONS

Labette Center for MH Services  
1730 Belmont Street  
Parsons, KS 67357  
(620) 421-3770  
MHSF • SA • OP ORT ORT CT • SF MD MC PI MI • PA • AH • CO DU CJ • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

### PHILLIPSBURG

High Plains Mental Health Center  
Phillipsburg  
783 7th Street  
Phillipsburg, KS 67661  
(785) 543-5284  
Intake: (800) 432-0333  
MHSF • SA • OPP ORT ORT CT • SF MD • MC PI MI • CO AD WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

### PITTSBURG

Community MHC of Crawford County  
3101 North Michigan Street  
Pittsburg, KS 66762  
(620) 231-5141  
Intake: (620) 231-5130  
MHSF • SA • OP ORT ORT CT • SF MD • MC PI MI • AH • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
Community MHC of Crawford County Outpatient
911 East Centennial Drive
Pittsburg, KS 66762
(620) 231-5130
MHSAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • PA • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

PLEASANTON
Southeast Kansas Mental Health Center Pleasanton
505 West 15th Street
Pleasanton, KS 66075
(913) 352-8214
MHSF • SA • ORT • SF MD SI PI • MI • SS • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

PRAIRIE VILLAGE
Midwest Psychiatric PA
4200 Somerset Drive
Suites 214 and 217
Prairie Village, KS 66208
(913) 677-2223
MHSF • SA • DT BU VXN VTRL OTPA • OP OD OMB OIT ORT CT • SF PI • SP • CO AD WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

PRATT
South Central Kansas Foundation on Chemical Dependency Inc
501 South Ninnescah Street
Pratt, KS 67124
(620) 672-7546
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS PA • CJ AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

RIVERTON
Spring River Mental Health and Wellness Inc
6610 SE Quakervale Road
Riverton, KS 66770
(620) 848-2300
Intake: (620) 429-1860
MHSF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI • MI • SS PA • AH • DU CJ • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

SALINA
Ashby House
153 South 8th Street
Salina, KS 67401
(785) 826-4935
SAF • SA HH • OP RES RL ODT OIT ORT • SF MD SI • SS PA • AH • CO CJ PW WN TR MA BC XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM
Central Kansas Foundation
1805 South Ohio Street
Salina, KS 67401
(785) 825-6224
SAF • SA DT BU VTRL • OP RES RS RL RD OMB OIT ORT CT • SF MD PI MI • SS • CO DU CJ • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
Innovative Solutions Addiction Trt Ctr
Salina, KS 67401
(785) 825-2131
SAF • SA BU VTRL • OP OMB OIT ORT CT • SF MD PI MI • SS • CO CJ • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
Saint Francis Community Services
West Campus
5097 West Cloud Street
Salina, KS 67401
(785) 825-0563
Intake: (785) 825-0563x27
MHSF • SA VXN • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI • CO AD TR MA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
Saint Francis Community Services and Residential Services Inc
405 East Iron Avenue
Salina, KS 67401
(785) 823-0001
Intakes: (785) 823-0001x15 (785) 823-0001x352
SAF • SA • OP RES OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI • SS • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

SHAWNEE
A Allied Assessments
5757 Merriam Drive
Shawnee, KS 66203
(913) 362-5700
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD MN TR MA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
Johnson County Mental Health Center
Adult Detox Unit
1120 West 65th Street
Shawnee, KS 66203
(913) 826-4100
SAF • DT • RES RD • NP • PA • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
Mirror Inc
Shawnee
6221 Richards Drive
Shawnee, KS 66216
(913) 248-1943
SAF • SA • OP RES RL ORT • SF MD PI MI • SS PA • AH • CJ WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
Mirror Inc
Shawnee Outpatient
12510 West 62nd Terrace
Suite 109
Shawnee, KS 66216
(913) 766-1877
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI MI • SS PA • CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
TOPEKA

Eastern Kansas VA Healthcare Systems Substance Abuse Treatment Team
2200 SW Gage Boulevard
Topeka, KS 66622
(785) 350-3111
Intake: (785) 350-3111
GHF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP ODT OIT ORT HID CT • VAMC SF MD MC PI MI • SS PA • VET • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.

Four Winds Family Recovery LLC
Topeka
2445 SW Wanamaker Street
Suite 107
Topeka, KS 66614
(785) 845-5416
Intake: (785) 845-5416
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF SI PI MI • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

GHF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP ODT OIT ORT HID CT • VAMC SF MD MC PI MI • SS PA • VET • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Mirror Inc
Topeka
2201 SE 25th Street
Topeka, KS 66605
(785) 267-0561
SAF • SA HH • OP RES RS RL OIT ORT • SF MD PI • SS PA • CJ WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

New Dawn Wellness and Recovery Center
4015 SW 21st Street
Topeka, KS 66604
(785) 266-0202
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • CO AD WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Pathway Family Services Inc
4101 SW Martin Drive
Suite B
Topeka, KS 66609
(785) 783-8438
MHF • SA • OP RES RL ORT CT • SF MD PI • CO AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Professional Treatment Services
Topeka
1401 SW Topeka Boulevard
Topeka, KS 66612
(785) 232-8623
Intake: (785) 232-8628
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Second Chance Services
501 SE Jefferson Street
Suite 32
Topeka, KS 66607
(785) 845-6872
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MI • SS • CO CJ AD WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Sims Kemper Clinical Counseling and Recovery Services
1701 SW Medford Avenue
Topeka, KS 66604
(785) 233-0666
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI • SS • CO DU GL VET MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Sumner Mental Health Center
Wichita
1601 West 16th Street
Wichita, KS 67152
(316) 260-9101
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC PI • DU AD MN DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

A Clear Direction
Wichita
162 North Hillside Street
Wichita, KS 67214
(316) 265-8600
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC PI • DU AD MN DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

A New Dimension Inc
2422 South Seneca Street
Wichita, KS 67217
(316) 266-4100
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC PI • DU AD MN DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

ABC Health Group
Matrix Center/Wichita
9918 East Harry Street
Wichita, KS 67207
(316) 260-3445
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD PI • AH • CO DU SE WN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

WICHITA

A Clear Direction
Wichita
162 North Hillside Street
Wichita, KS 67214
(316) 265-9101
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC PI • DU AD MN DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

A New Dimension Inc
2422 South Seneca Street
Wichita, KS 67217
(316) 265-8600
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC PI • DU AD MN DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

ABC Health Group
Matrix Center/Wichita
9918 East Harry Street
Wichita, KS 67207
(316) 260-3445
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD PI • AH • CO DU SE WN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
ARROW
Wichita
946 North West Street
Building CEI
Wichita, KS 67203
(316) 518-1965
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • DU • CHLD
ADLT • FEM MALE

Acceptance Being Center
1958 South Cooper Street
Wichita, KS 67207
(316) 558-5495
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF • SS PA
• CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW
WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Advanced Solutions
Addiction Management
9415 East Harry Street
Suite 404
Wichita, KS 67207
(316) 788-1664
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI
• CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD
PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Affiliated Family Counselors
1855 North Webb Road
Wichita, KS 67206
(316) 636-2888
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF PI • CHLD
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Associated Word of Life Counselors
3811 North Meridian Street
Wichita, KS 67204
(316) 938-9200 x2
Intakes: (316) 650-9760 (316) 838-9200
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF PI • CHLD
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Center for Change
1333 North Broadway Street
Suites A-D
Wichita, KS 67214
(316) 201-1234
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU OTPA • OP
OD OMB ORT • SF • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Center for Human Development Inc
2601 East Central Street
Suite 4
Wichita, KS 67214
(316) 683-2300
MHF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI
MI • SS • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Changing Habits LLC
1115 South Glendale Street
Suite 204
Wichita, KS 67218
(316) 409-5242
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI
• CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD
PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

Change Your Life Enterprises Inc
ADAPT
9505 West Central Avenue
Suite 103
Wichita, KS 67212
(316) 721-0971
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • CHLD
ADLT • FEM MALE

Cherokee
1319 West May Street
Wichita, KS 67213
(316) 262-2060
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI
SP • DU CJ • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

COMMERCIAL
Addiction Treatment Services
940 North Waco Street
Wichita, KS 67203
(316) 660-7550
Intakes: (316) 660-7540 (316) 660-7500
MHSAF • SA NXN VTRL • OP OIT
ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS PA • AH
SP • CO DU CJ AD WN MN • CHLD
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

KANSAS

COMCARE
Addiction Treatment Services
940 North Waco Street
Wichita, KS 67203
(316) 660-7550
Intakes: (316) 660-7540 (316) 660-7500
MHSAF • SA NXN VTRL • OP OIT
ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS PA • AH
SP • CO DU CJ AD WN MN • CHLD
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

DCCCA Inc
Womens Recovery Ctr of Central Kansas
1319 West May Street
Wichita, KS 67213
(316) 262-0500 x122
Intake: (316) 262-0505
SAF • SA DT HH • OP RES RS RL RD
OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS • AH • CO
GL CJ SE PW WN TRMA BC XA DV •
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Higher Ground
274 North Market Street
Wichita, KS 67202
(316) 262-2060
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI
• DU CJ • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Hunter Health Clinic
2318 East Central Avenue
Wichita, KS 67214
(316) 262-3611 x1180
Intake: (316) 262-3611 x196
GHP • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI • PA
• YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Knox Center Inc
Wichita
2924 East Douglas Avenue
Wichita, KS 67214
(316) 265-8511 x6
Intakes: (316) 265-8511 x8 (316) 265-8536 x5
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI
• SS PA • CO DU CJ AD DV • CHLD
ADLT • FEM MALE

Metro Treatment Center Inc
Wichita
630 North Saint Francis Street
Suite C
Wichita, KS 67214
(316) 263-1623
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA MM OTPA • OP OMB ORT •
SF MI • PW • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
MHSAF • SA DT HH • RES RS RL RD • MD SI • SS PA • AH • CO GL CJ SE PW WN TRMA BC XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM

MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC PI • SS PA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • MD • SS PA • AH • CO GL CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Miracles Inc
Miracles House
1250 North Market Street
Wichita, KS 67214
(316) 264-5900x101
Intake: (316) 264-5900

MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC PI • SS PA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • MD • SS PA • AH • CO GL CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM

Prairie View Mental Health Center
Wichita at Legacy Park
9333 East 21st Street North
Wichita, KS 67206
(316) 634-4700
Intake: (800) 362-0180

Preferred Family Healthcare Inc
MHSAF
Intake: (316) 361-2222

MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC PI • SS PA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Recovery Concepts Inc
2604 West 9th North
Building 200
Wichita, KS 67203
(316) 262-6633
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS • DU AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Recovery Services Council Inc
1611 South Ratan Court
Wichita, KS 67218
(316) 651-5716
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS • DU • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Recovery Unlimited West Douglas
3835 West Douglas Avenue
Wichita, KS 67213
(316) 941-9948
SAF • SA • DP BU NXN • OP OD OMB OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS • DU • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

STOP Program
East Location
8911 East Orme Street
Suite A
Wichita, KS 67207
(316) 686-7884
MHSAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP OD OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • CO AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Seven Direction Inc
212 North Hillside Street
Wichita, KS 67214
(316) 558-3066x3
Intake: (316) 737-2107
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS PA • SP • CO AD WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Steinhaus Counseling
Wichita
714 South Hillside
Wichita, KS 67211
(316) 295-4800
Intakes: (316) 927-2273 (800) 927-2273
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI • SS • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Substance Abuse Center of KS
Crossover Recovery Center
731 North Water Street
Suite 4
Wichita, KS 67203
(316) 267-3825
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI • SP • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Substance Use Disorder Clinic (SUDC)
Robert J Dole VA Medical Center
BH-SUDC Building 5-A
5500 East Kellogg Avenue
Wichita, KS 67218
(316) 685-2221x57985
Intake: (316) 685-2221x57936
SAF • SA • DP BU NXN • OP OD OIT ORT CT • VAMC SF PI MI • SS • AH • CO VET ADM TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Valley Hope
Wichita
901 West Douglas Street
Wichita, KS 67213
(316) 264-7369
SAF • SA • DP BU • OP OD OIT ORT CT • SF PI • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE
Wichita Treatment Center  
939 North Main Street  
Wichita, KS 67203  
(316) 263-8807  
Intake: (316) 617-7711  
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only  
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU VTRL OTPA  
• OP OD OMB OIT ORT • SF MD PI •  
CO VET ADM CJ PW WN MN TRMA  
• YAD ADLT • FEM MALE  

Yale Crowberg Learning Center Inc  
2002 East 17th Street North  
Wichita, KS 67214  
(316) 841-6549  
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • CO DU CJ •  
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE  

WINFIELD  
Cowley County Community Corrections Day Treatment  
320 East 9th Street  
Suite C  
Winfield, KS 67156  
(620) 221-3454  
Intake: (620) 221-3454x5206  
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF PI • YAD ADLT •  
FEM MALE  

Preferred Family Healthcare Inc  
Winfield Residential  
2720 East 12th Street  
Winfield, KS 67156  
(620) 221-6252  
MHSAF • SA DT • OP RES RS RL RD  
ODT OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI MI • PA  
• YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
ALBANY
Adanta Group
Albany Clinic
101 Adanta Circle
Albany, KY 42602
(606) 387-7635
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD MC SIPIMI • AH • DU CJ AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
Foothills Community Based Intervention
104 Washington Street
Albany, KY 42602
(606) 387-0567
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SIPIMI • AH • DU CJ AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
ASHLAND
Hand of Hope
1212 Bath Avenue
Suite 101
Ashland, KY 41101
(606) 393-5926
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF SIPIMI • SS • CJ JM N • YAD ADLT • MALE
Our Lady of Bellefonte Hospital
Bellefonte Behavioral Health Center
1000 Saint Christopher Drive
Ashland, KY 41101
(606) 836-3148
Intake: (606) 833-3555
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD SIPIMI • CO DU GL VET MF SE WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
Pathways Inc
2165 Winchester Avenue
Ashland, KY 41102
(606) 324-1141
Intake: (800) 562-8909
MHSAF • SANXN VTRL • OP ORT ORT CT • SF MD SIPIMI • SS • AH • CJ PW WM MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
Pathways Inc
Boyd County Outpatient
201 22nd Street
Ashland, KY 41101
(606) 324-1141
Intake: (800) 562-8909
MHSAF • SANXN VTRL • OP ORT ORT CT • SF MD SIPIMI • SS • AH • CO DU VET CJ AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
Pathways Inc
Residential Plus
201 22nd Street
Ashland, KY 41101
(606) 324-1141
Intake: (606) 324-1141x0 (800) 562-8909
SAF • SA DT NU VN VTRL • RES RS RD CT • SF MD MC SIPIMI • SS • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
Ultimate Treatment Center
3655 Winchester Avenue
Ashland, KY 41101
(606) 393-4632
Intake: (606) 393-4632x0
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU OTPA • OP OD OMB OI ORT RT CT • SF MD MC SIPIMI • SS • AH • CO DU CJ PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
BARBOURVILLE
Cumberland River Behavioral Health
704 Pitzer Street
Barbourville, KY 40906
(606) 546-3104
Intake: (606) 526-9598
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD MC SIPIMI • SS PA • AH • CJ AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
Selfrein
415 KY 225
Barbourville, KY 40906
(859) 605-6490
Intake: (866) 755-4258
SAF • SA DT BU OTPA • OP OD OMB ORT CT • SF • CO GL VET ADM MF SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
BARDSTOWN
Communicare Clinic
333 South 3rd Street
Bardstown, KY 40004
(502) 336-7746
Intakes: (888) 344-8066 (502) 348-9206
MHSF • SA • XA • ON CT • SF MD MC SIPIMI • SS • AH • AD PW • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
REACH Program LLC
114 North 4th Street
Suites 2 and 12
Bardstown, KY 40004
(502) 350-7368
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • DU WN TRMA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
BEATTYVILLE
Kentucky River Community Care Inc
Lee Outpatient
1060 Grand Avenue
Beattyville, KY 41311
(606) 464-3212
Intake: (800) 262-7491
MHSAF • SA • XA • ON CT • SF MD MC SIPIMI • SS • AH • AD PW • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
BEAVER DAM
River Valley Behavioral Health
1269 Duval Road
Beaver Dam, KY 42320
(270) 274-0650
Intake: (270) 683-4039
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SIPIMI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
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**BELLFRY**
Mountain Comprehensive Care Center
Pike County Office
26229 U.S. Highway 119 North
Suite C
Belfry, KY 42514
(606) 353-1287
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • AH • CO DU GL VET CJ SE AD PW WN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**BOWLING GREEN**
Agape Counseling Services
1711 Destiny Lane
Suite 111
Bowling Green, KY 42104
(270) 846-3853
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Alternatives in Treatment LLC
836 US-31W Bypass
Suite A
Bowling Green, KY 42101
(270) 791-5806
Intake: (270) 846-8014
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • VET CJ WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Community Resource Center Inc
1733 Campus Plaza
Court 15
Bowling Green, KY 42101
(270) 842-4991
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • SS • AH • DU GL VET CJ SE AD WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Educational Counseling of America
920 Clay Street
Bowling Green, KY 42101
(270) 843-9130
Intake: (270) 303-9085
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF • AH SP • CO CJ TRMA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Haven4Change Inc
500 Parkside Drive
Bowling Green, KY 42101
(270) 796-1764
Intake: (270) 239-4670
SAF • SA HH • RES RL • SF • CO GL VET MF CJ SE PW WN TRMA BC XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM

More to life Counseling
315 Pasco Boulevard
Suite 103-D
Bowling Green, KY 42104
(270) 904-4945
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Park Place Recovery Center
822 Woodway Drive
Bowling Green, KY 42101
(270) 901-5000x1145
Intake: (270) 901-5000x1146
MHSAF • SA BU • RES RS CT • SF MD • CO PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Questhouse Inc
2349 Russellville Road
Bowling Green, KY 42101
(270) 781-3387
Intake: (270) 842-9899
SAF • SA • OP RES RS RL OIT ORT • SF • CO GL VET CJ SE WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Rivendell Behavioral Health Services
1035 Porter Pike
Bowling Green, KY 42103
(270) 843-1199
MHSAF • SA DT • OP OIT OIT HID HIT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

**BROOKSVILLE**
Comprehend Inc
134 Grandview Drive
Brooksville, KY 41004
(606) 735-3611
Intakes: (606) 564-4016 (877) 852-1523
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC PI MI • SS • AH • CO GL VET ADMMF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**BROWNSVILLE**
LifeSkills Inc
Edmonson County Office
205 Mohawk Street
Brownsville, KY 42210
(270) 597-2713
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD PI • AH • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
### CALVERT CITY
A New Day Counseling Service LLC  
1199 South Main Street  
Four Rivers Church Building  
Calvert City, KY 42029  
(270) 994-8997  
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF IHS • DU CJ SE WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Selfreind  
341 Office Park Drive  
Columbia, KY 42728  
(866) 755-4258  
SAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL OTPA • OP OMB ORT • SF • WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

### CAMPBELLSVILLE
Adanta Group  
Campbellsville Clinic  
3020 Old Lebanon Road  
Campbellsville, KY 42718  
(270) 465-7424  
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD • MC SI PI MI • AH • DU CJ AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Counseling Associates  
1320 East Broadway Street  
Suite D  
Campbellsville, KY 42718  
(270) 469-9069  
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF PI • SS • DU WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

### CAMPTON
Kentucky River Community Care Inc  
Wolfe County Outpatient  
129 Kentucky 15 North  
Campton, KY 41301  
(606) 668-7420  
Intake: (800) 262-7491  
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD • MC SI PI MI • AH • DU CJ PW WN MN TRMA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

### COLUMBIA
Adanta Behavioral Health Services  
Columbia Clinic  
200 East Frazier Avenue  
Columbia, KY 42728  
(270) 384-4719  
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD • MC SI PI MI • AH • DU CJ AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Pollard Counseling Services LLC  
203 Burkesville Street  
Suite 111  
Columbia, KY 42728  
(270) 384-1198  
Intake: (270) 250-3288  
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD • SI PI MI • CO DU CJ SE WN MN TRMA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Selfreind  
314 Office Park Drive  
Columbia, KY 42728  
(866) 755-4258  
SAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL OTPA • OP OMB ORT • SF • WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

### CROSBY
Cumberland River Behavioral Health  
Crossroads  
610 American Greeting Road  
Corbin, KY 40701  
(606) 526-9552  
Intake: (606) 526-9598  
SAF • SA DT HH • RES RS RL RD • SF • SI PI MI • SS PA • AH • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Cumberland River Behavioral Health  
Independence House  
3110 Cumberland Falls Highway  
Corbin, KY 40701  
(606) 523-9386  
Intake: (606) 526-9598  
MHSAF • SA • DU CJ AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • MALE

### CORBIN
Cumberland River Behavioral Health  
Independence House  
3110 Cumberland Falls Highway  
Corbin, KY 40701  
(606) 523-9386  
Intake: (606) 526-9598  
MHSAF • SA • DU CJ AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • MALE

Jackson Behavioral Hlth Professionals  
1707 Falls Highway  
Suite 2  
Corbin, KY 40701  
(606) 526-9500  
Intake: (606) 391-9364 (606) 344-2724  
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF PI • SP • DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE
KENTUCKY

COVINGTON
Commonwealth Counseling Services Inc
50 West River Center Boulevard
Suite 448
Covington, KY 41011
(859) 341-2433
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MC PI MI
• CO DU GL VET ADM MF SE AD PW
WN MN TRMA X A DV • CHLD YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

Commonwealth Substance Abuse Specialists/Dougherty House
808 Scott Street
1st Floor Unit 5
Covington, KY 41011
(859) 371-4455
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • SS • YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

Family Service/DBA Life Point Solution
Division of Greater Cincinnati BH
434 Scott Boulevard
Covington, KY 41011
(859) 547-5773
Intake: (859) 547-5750
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD PI
• CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

NKY Med Clinic LLC
1717 Madison Avenue
Covington, KY 41011
(859) 360-0250
Intakes: (859) 360-0250x314 (859) 360-
0250x315
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM OMPA • OP OD
OMB ORT • SF • AH • PW WN MN
TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

NorthKey Community Care
Kenton County Substance Abuse Services
513 Madison Avenue
Covington, KY 41011
(859) 431-2225
Intake: (859) 331-3292
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC PI
• SS • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Transitions Inc
Outpatient Services
808 Scott Street
Dougherty Building
Covington, KY 41011
(859) 431-2531
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • AH • DU
WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

CYNTHIANA
Adams and Associates
216 South Main Street
Cynthiana, KY 41031
(859) 234-0026
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI
PMI • AH • DU CJ AD • CHLD YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

Bluegrass.org Harrison County
Community Mental Health Center
257 Parkland Heights
Cynthiana, KY 41031
(859) 234-6940
Intake: (800) 928-8000
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD
MC SI PMI • SS • AH • CJ • ADLT •
FEM MALE

DANVILLE
Alternatives Counseling LLC
1714 Perryville Road
Suite 117
Danville, KY 40422
(859) 881-1908
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • DU • CHLD
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Bluegrass.org
Boyle County Office
650 High Street
Danville, KY 40422
(859) 336-2726
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD
MC SI PMI • SS PA • AH • VET WN
• CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Central Kentucky Psychiatry
128 Daniel Drive
Danville, KY 40422
(859) 234-0018
MHSAF • SA • OP BU NXN • OP OD
OMB ORT • SF • YAD ADLT • FEM
MALE

Sselfrefind
106 Belinda Boulevard
Danville, KY 40422
(866) 755-4258
SAF • SA DT BU NXN VTR OMPA •
OP OIT ORT • SF • SE PW WN
MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

DAWSON SPRINGS
Behavioral Resources Inc
108 West Keigan Street
Dawson Springs, KY 42408
(270) 824-9355
Intake: (270) 871-2950
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • DU • CHLD
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

DAYTON
Transitions Inc
Droege Detox Program
925 5th Avenue
Dayton, KY 41074
(859) 291-1045
Intake: (859) 291-1043
SAF • SA DT BU • OP RES RL RD OMB
CT • SF • PA • DU • YAD ADLT •
MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
Eddyville

Healthy Choice Center
500 West Dale Avenue
Courthouse
Eddyville, KY 42038
(270) 625-8182
Intake: (270) 584-2060
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Elizabethtown

Communicare Inc
Adolescent Recovery Center
1311 North Dixie Highway
Building D
Elizabethtown, KY 42701
(270) 765-5992 x1256
Intake: (270) 765-5145
MHSAF • SA • OP RES RS RL ODT OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH • CO CJ AD PW TRMA XA • CHLD • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Communicare Inc
Elizabethtown Clinic/Outpatient Servs
1311 North Dixie Highway
Building C
Elizabethtown, KY 42701
(270) 769-1304
Intakes: (888) 344-8066 (800) 641-4673
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI • AH • CO CJ AD PW • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Heartland Counseling Services PSC
200 Sycamore Street
Suite 134
Elizabethtown, KY 42701
(270) 765-6644
MHSAF • SA DT • OP OD OIT ORT CT • SF MD PI MI • ADLT • FEM MALE

Hub City Services LLC
7 Public Square
Elizabethtown, KY 42701
(270) 737-8529
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Passages Transitional Housing Program
Communicare Inc
615 Westport Road
Elizabethtown, KY 42701
(270) 737-6449
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF • SS PA • CO DU GL VET ADM MF SE AD WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Towns Counseling Services PSC
202 South Main Street
Elizabethtown, KY 42701
(270) 982-2223
MHSAF • SA DT • OP OD OIT ORT CT • SF • SS PA • CO DU GL VET ADM MF SE AD WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Dr Suresh B Kodali and Associates
708 Westport Road
Suite 103
Elizabethtown, KY 42701
(270) 766-1234
MHSAF • SA DT NNXN • OP OD ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • CO SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

E Town Addiction Solutions LCC
2645 Leitchfield Road
Suite 104
Elizabethtown, KY 42701
(270) 234-8180
MHSAF • SA DT MM DM BU NNXN VTRL • OP OD OMB OIT ORT CT • SF • DU CJ PW WN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Falmouth

Awareness and Discovery
Modlin Group
135 Shelby Street
Falmouth, KY 41040
(859) 525-1487
Intake: (859) 431-7747
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF PI MI • SS • SP • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

NorthKey Community Care
Pendleton County Outpatient Program
320 Mountjoy Street
Falmouth, KY 41040
(859) 654-6988
Intakes: (859) 331-3292 (877) 331-3292
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC PI • SS • AH • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Saint Elizabeth Healthcare
Falmouth Chemical Dependency
512 South Maple Avenue
Falmouth, KY 41040
(859) 572-3596
Intake: (859) 301-5966
SAF • SA DT • OP ODT HID HIT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Flemingsburg

Comprehend Inc/Fleming County CMHC
610 Elizaville Road
Flemingsburg, KY 41041
(606) 849-2212
Intakes: (606) 564-4016 (877) 852-1523
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • DU CJ • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Emmalena

Kentucky River Community Care Inc
Knort County Outpatient Office
3476 West Highway 80
Emmalena, KY 41740
(606) 785-3556
Intake: (800) 262-7491
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH • CO DU CJ PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Florence

Alcohol Services of Kentucky
7505 Sussex Drive
Suite 112
Florence, KY 41042
(859) 967-4357
DWI/DUI Clients Only
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • PA • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
KENTUCKY

Awareness and Discovery Group LLC
2 Dortha Avenue
Florence, KY 41042
(859) 525-1487
Intake: (859) 431-7747
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • PI • MI • SS • SP • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Commonwealth Counseling Service Inc
7210 Turfway Road
Suite E
Florence, KY 41042
(859) 341-2433
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF • MD • MC • SI • PI • MI • SS • AH • CO DU • GL • VET ADM • MF CJ • SE AD • WN • MN TRMA • XA • DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Commonwealth Subst Abuse Specialists
7000 Houston Road
Building 400 Suite 43
Florence, KY 41042
(859) 371-4455
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • SS • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

NorthKey Community Care
Boone County Substance Abuse Services
7459 Burlington Pike
Florence, KY 41042
(859) 525-6808
Intake: (859) 331-3292
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • MD • MC • PI • SS • AH • MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

FORT MITCHELL

Greatful Life Center
305 Pleasure Isle Drive
Fort Mitchell, KY 41017
(859) 359-4500
SAF • SA • RES • RL • SF • PA • AH • YAD ADLT • MALE

Saint Elizabeth Medical Center
Behavioral Health Center
200 Medical Village Drive
Fort Mitchell, KY 41017
(859) 301-5900
Intake: (859) 301-5966
MHF • SA • DT • OP OIT • ORT • HID • SF • MD • MC • PI • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Saint Elizabeth Medical Center
Intensive Outpatient Program
200 Medical Village
Fort Mitchell, KY 41017
(859) 301-5971
Intake: (859) 301-5966
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT • ORT • SF • MD • MC • PI • AH • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

FORT CAMPBELL

CDR/USAMEDDAC
Army Substance Abuse Program
DHR
Building 2526 22nd Street
Fort Campbell, KY 42223
(270) 412-6883
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • MI • CO • GL • VET ADM • WN • MN • TRMA • XA • DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

TAG Counseling Recovery Center
1009 Twilight Trail
Building D Suite 123
Frankfort, KY 40601
(859) 420-8824
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • PI • SS • DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

FRANKLIN

LifeSkills Inc
Simpson County Office
1031 Brookhaven Court
Franklin, KY 42134
(270) 901-5000x0108
Intake: (270) 586-8826
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • MD • MC • PI • MI • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Peaceful Solutions Counseling Services
608 South Main Street
Franklin, KY 42134
(270) 586-4645
Intake: (270) 586-3245
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • MD • MC • PI • MI • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

FRENCHBURG

Pathways Inc
Menifee County Outpatient
70 Main Street
P.O. Box 284
Frenchburg, KY 40322
(606) 768-2131
Intake: (800) 562-8909
MHSAF • SA • NN • VN • VT • W • OP OD • OMB • OIT • ORT • SF • CJ • PW • WN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

FRANKFORT

Center for Behavioral Health KY Inc
Frankfort
2225 Lawrenceburg Road
Building C
Frankfort, KY 40601
(502) 352-2111
SAF • SA • DT • MM • BB • NN • VN • VT • W • OP OD • OMB • OIT • ORT • SF • CJ • PW • WN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Riverview Counseling
214 West Main Street
Frankfort, KY 40601
(502) 223-7739
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • AH • DU • WN • MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Selrefind
251 Democrat Drive
Frankfort, KY 40601
(859) 209-2370
Intake: (866) 755-4258
MHSAF • SA • BU • OTPA • OP • OMB • CT • SF • PW • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

GEORGETOWN

Counseling Association of Lexington
115 North Broadway
Suite 1
Georgetown, KY 40324
(502) 867-1336
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • ORT CT • SF • MD • MC • SI • PI • MI • SS • AH • DU • WN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions • See KEY on Page v.
Scott County Comprehensive Care Center
110 Roach Street
Georgetown, KY 40324
(502) 863-4734
Intake: (859) 253-2737
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH • CJ AD WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

GLASGOW
Alliance Counseling Associates
104 Reynolds Road
Glasgow, KY 42141
(270) 678-4801
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT ORT CT • SF MD PI MI • CO DU VET MF SE AD PW WN MN TR MA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Family Options Inc
108 Einsminger Drive
Suite B
Glasgow, KY 42141
(270) 659-0035
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • DU AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Hilltop Counseling Services
134 North Race Street
Glasgow, KY 42141
(270) 629-4673
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

LifeSkills Inc
Barren County Service Center
608 Happy Valley Road
Glasgow, KY 42142
(270) 651-8378x1010
Intake: (270) 901-5000x1010
MHSAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • AH • CO CJ AD PW WN MN TR MA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

GRAYSON
Pathways Inc
Carter County Outpatient
840 Interstate Drive
Grayson, KY 41143
(606) 474-5151
Intake: (800) 562-8909
MHSAF • SA • SANXN VTRL • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH • DU CJ PW • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

GREENSBURG
Adanta Group
Greensburg Clinic
521 Old Hodgenville Road
Greensburg, KY 42743
(270) 932-3226
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • DU CJ AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

GREENUP
Pathways Inc
Greenup County Outpatient
57 Dora Lane
Greenup, KY 42141
(606) 473-7333
Intake: (606) 324-1141
MHSAF • SA • SANXN VTRL • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH • DU CJ • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

GREENVILLE
Cindy Baird DUI Services LLC
132 North Main Street
Greenville, KY 42345
(270) 338-2280
Intake: (270) 543-8540
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF • DU CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Pennyroyal Mental Health Services
Muhlenberg County MH/MR Center
506 Hopkinsville Street
Greenview, KY 42345
(270) 338-5211
Intake: (877) 473-7766
MHSAF • SA • SANXN • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • DU CJ • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

HARRODSBURG
Alice G Ransdell Community Mental Health Center
124 East Office Street
Harrodsburg, KY 40330
(859) 734-5486
Intake: (800) 928-8000
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH • CJ AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

HARTFORD
Communicare Inc
207 Fairgrounds Road
Suite B
Hardinsburg, KY 40143
(270) 826-5216
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

HARRODSBURG
Cumberland River Comp Care Center
134 Comprehensive Drive
Harlan, KY 40831
(606) 734-5486
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • PA • AH • CJ AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

HARRODSBURG
Mental Health Center
124 East Office Street
Harrodsburg, KY 40330
(859) 734-5486
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH • CJ AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

HARRODSBURG
Community Resource Center Inc
124 East Washington Street
Suite 3
Hartford, KY 42347
(270) 842-4991
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF • SS PA • CO DU GL VET CJ SE AD PW WN MN TR MA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

HARTFORD
Sabrina L. West LCSW
Counseling Service
121 Apple Alley
Hartford, KY 42347
(270) 298-0088
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC PI MI IHS • CO DU GL VET CJ SE WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

KY

Kentucky River Community Care Inc
Project Advance
91 Little Grapevine Creek Road
Hazard, KY 41701
(606) 435-2839
Intake: (800) 262-7491
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC PI MI • SS • CO CJ PW WN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM

Sabrina L. West LCSW
Counseling Service
121 Apple Alley
Hartford, KY 42347
(270) 298-0088
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC PI MI IHS • CO DU GL VET CJ SE WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

HAWESVILLE

River Valley Behavioral Health
107 Harrison Street
Hawesville, KY 42348
(270) 689-6500
Intake: (270) 683-4039
MHSAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

HENDERSON

ADAPT Counseling Services
125 First Street
Suite 101
Henderson, KY 42420
(270) 454-4558
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF PI MI • CO DU CJ AD DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Appalachian Counseling Services
470 Main Street
Suite 6
Hazard, KY 41702
(606) 438-5649
Intake: (606) 477-9060
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • AH • DU CJ • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Pennyroyal MH/MR Board Inc
Substance Abuse Clinic
607 Hammond Place
Hopkinsville, KY 42240
(270) 886-0486
Intakes: (270) 886-9371 (877) 473-7766 (270) 473-7766
SAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • CO WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Lighthouse Counseling Services Inc
230 2nd Street
Suite 406
Henderson, KY 42420
(270) 826-2034
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Pathways Counseling Services
401 Hoffman Drive
Suite L
Henderson, KY 42420
(270) 826-5216
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Project Advance
91 Little Grapevine Creek Road
Hazard, KY 41701
(606) 435-2839
Intake: (800) 262-7491
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • CO CJ PW WN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM

River Valley Behavioral Healthcare
618 North Green Street
Henderson, KY 42420
(270) 826-8314
Intake: (270) 683-4039
MHSAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Selfrefind
277 Roy Campbell Drive
Hazard, KY 41701
(606) 435-0444
Intake: (866) 755-4258
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF PI MI • CO AD TR MA XA DV • YA D ADLT • FEM MALE

Adapt Counseling Services
125 First Street
Suite 101
Henderson, KY 42420
(270) 454-4558
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF PI MI • CO DU CJ AD DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Community Counseling Center
509 West 9th Street
Hopkinsville, KY 42240
(270) 886-1515
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Hazard, KY 41702
(606) 438-5649
Intake: (606) 477-9060
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • AH • DU CJ • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Genesis
2400 Russellville Road
Hopkinsville, KY 42240
(270) 887-5697
Intakes: (270) 881-9115 (877) 473-7766
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • CO WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Gospel
2400 Russellville Road
Hopkinsville, KY 42240
(270) 881-9115
Intake: (877) 473-7766
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • CO WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Pathways Counseling Services
401 Hoffman Drive
Suite L
Henderson, KY 42420
(270) 826-5216
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Kentucky River Community Care Inc
Perry County
115 Rockwood Lane
Hazard, KY 41701
(606) 436-5761
Intake: (800) 262-7491
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Selfrefind
277 Roy Campbell Drive
Hazard, KY 41701
(606) 435-0444
Intake: (866) 755-4258
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • CO CJ PW WN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM

HOPKINSVILLE

A New Horizon Counseling and
DUI School
403 West 9th Street
Suite B
Hopkinsville, KY 42240
(270) 890-9924
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Community Counseling Center
509 West 9th Street
Hopkinsville, KY 42240
(270) 886-1515
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • MC • AH • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW WN MN XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Community Counseling Center
509 West 9th Street
Hopkinsville, KY 42240
(270) 886-1515
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • MC • AH • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW WN MN XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Genesis
2400 Russellville Road
Hopkinsville, KY 42240
(270) 881-9115
Intake: (877) 473-7766
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Pennington MH/MR Board Inc
Substance Abuse Clinic
607 Hammond Place
Hopkinsville, KY 42240
(270) 886-0486
Intakes: (270) 886-9371 (877) 473-7766 (270) 473-7766
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • DU VET CJ • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
Western KY Medical LLC
609 Hammond Plaza
Hopkinsville, KY 42240
(270) 887-8333
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM OTPA • OP OD
OMB ORT CT • SF • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

HYDEN
Kentucky River Community Care Inc
Leslie County Outpatient
28 Firehouse Lane
Hyden, KY 41749
(606) 672-4215
Intake: (800) 262-7491
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD
MC SPI MI • SS • AH • CO DU CJ PW
WN MN TRMA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

INEZ
Mountain Comprehensive Care Center
Martin County Clinic
Rockcastle Road
Route 3
Inez, KY 41224
(606) 298-7902
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD
MC SPI MI • SS • AH • CO DU CJ PW
WN MN TRMA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

IRVINE
Bluegrass.org
100 Tyler Lane
Irvine, KY 40336
(606) 723-5128
Intake: (800) 928-8000
MHF • SA NXN • OP ORT • SF MD MC
SPI MI • SS • AH • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

WestCare DUI Program
108 Main Street
Irvine, KY 40336
(606) 726-0385
SAF • SA HH • OP ORT CT • SF PI • DU
CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

IVEL
Selfrefind
71 Conn Street
Ivel, KY 41642
(866) 755-4258
SAF • SA DT BU OTPA • OP OD OMB
ORT • SF • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

JACKSON
Kentucky River Community Care Inc
Breathitt Outpatient
3830 Highway 15 South
Jackson, KY 41339
(606) 666-7591
Intakes: (800) 262-7491 (606) 666-7591x1000
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD
MC SPI MI • SS • AH • CO DU CJ PW
WN MN TRMA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Kentucky River Community Care Inc
Sewell Family and Childrens Center
3826 Highway 15 South
Jackson, KY 41339
(606) 666-8820
Intake: (800) 262-7491
MHSAF • SA • RES RS CT • SF MD MC
SPI MI • SS • AD TR MA • XA DV
CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

JAMESTOWN
Adanta Behavioral Health Services
Jamestown Clinic
119 Herriford Curve Road
Jamestown, KY 42629
(270) 343-2551
Intake: (270) 343-4544
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD
MC SPI MI • AH • DU CJ AD • CHLD
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

LaGrange
AA and Associates Approved Alc/Drug
Programs CRS Inc
1005 New Moody Lane
La Grange, KY 40031
(502) 896-6900
Intake: (800) 357-0767
SAF • SA • OIT ORT CT • SF • SP • DU
CJ SE WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

LATONIA
Catholic Charities
Diocese of Covington
3629 Church Street
Latonia, KY 41015
(859) 581-8974
Intake: (859) 581-8974
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF PI • SS •
CO AD TRMA • ADLT • FEM MALE

LEBANON
Communicare Inc
65 Old Springfield Road
Suite 2
Lebanon, KY 40033
(270) 692-2509
Intake: (888) 344-8066
MHF • SA • OIT ORT • SF • DU • YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

Lanham Counseling and Therapy
305 East Martin Luther King Avenue
Lebanon, KY 40033
(270) 692-1466
MHSAF • SA • OIT ORT • SF PI • DU
WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Lebanon Alcohol and Drug Counseling
Center
241 North Depot Street
Lebanon, KY 40033
(270) 699-1542
SAF • SA • OIT ORT • SF • SP • CO
DU GL VET ADM MF CJ PW WN MN
TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Services Provided</th>
<th>Contact Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Leitchfield</td>
<td>Pathways Counseling Services</td>
<td>(859) 276-0533x118 Suite 28, 340 Legion Drive, Leitchfield, KY 40504</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bluegrass Counseling Services</td>
<td>Intake: (859) 276-0533x118, 1029 Monarch Street, Lexington, KY 40513</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chrysalis House Inc</td>
<td>Intake: (859) 492-5283, 120 Chrysalis Court, Lexington, KY 40508</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fayette County DUI Services</td>
<td>Intake: (859) 971-9710, 251 East Maxwell Street, Lexington, KY 40508</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Counseling Association of Lexington</td>
<td>Intake: (859) 276-0533x118, 1029 Monarch Street, Lexington, KY 40513</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Behavioral Health Group/Lexington</td>
<td>Intake: (859) 492-5283, 120 Chrysalis Court, Lexington, KY 40508</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lexington</td>
<td>Balanced Life Solutions</td>
<td>Intake: (859) 971-9710, 251 East Maxwell Street, Lexington, KY 40508</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chrysalis House Inc</td>
<td>Intake: (859) 492-5283, 120 Chrysalis Court, Lexington, KY 40508</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fayette County DUI Services</td>
<td>Intake: (859) 971-9710, 251 East Maxwell Street, Lexington, KY 40508</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Counseling Association of Lexington</td>
<td>Intake: (859) 276-0533x118, 1029 Monarch Street, Lexington, KY 40513</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Behavioral Health Group/Lexington</td>
<td>Intake: (859) 492-5283, 120 Chrysalis Court, Lexington, KY 40508</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bluegrass Counseling Services</td>
<td>Intake: (859) 276-0533x118, 1029 Monarch Street, Lexington, KY 40513</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chrysalis House Inc</td>
<td>Intake: (859) 492-5283, 120 Chrysalis Court, Lexington, KY 40508</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
LEAP Inc
3499 Lansdowne Drive
Lexington, KY 40517
(859) 263-2700
Intake: (859) 263-3353
DWI/DUI Clients Only
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • PA • AH
• DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

New Life Counseling Services
1099 South Broadway
Suite 280
Lexington, KY 40504
(859) 368-3160
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SE AD PW WN MN TR MA XA DV
• CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Patti Hards Marriage and Family Therapy Practice
1517 Nicholasville Road
Doctors Park Building 300
Lexington, KY 40503
(859) 278-4364
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF PI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Ridge Behavioral Health System
3050 Rio Dosa Drive
Lexington, KY 40509
(859) 269-2325
Intake: (800) 753-4673
MHSAF • SA DT NXN • OP OD ODT OIT ORT HID HIT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • CO SE AD WN MN • ADLT • FEM MALE

Schwartz Center
Chemical Dependency Treatment Center
3479 Buckhorn Drive
Suite 106
Lexington, KY 40515
(859) 246-7201
Intake: (859) 246-7282
SAF • SA DT • RES RS RD • SF • AH
• CO WN MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Shepards House Inc
154 Bonnie Brae Drive
Lexington, KY 40508
(859) 252-1939
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Van Hoose and Associates
501 Darby Creek Road
Suite 3
Lexington, KY 40509
(859) 263-2377
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF PI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Veterans Affairs Medical Center
 Substance Abuse Treatment Program
1101 Veterans Drive
48-25-LD
Lexington, KY 40502
(859) 233-4511
Intakes: (859) 233-4511 • (859) 233-4511
MHSAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP OMB OIT ORT • VAMC SF PI MI • CO VET CJ TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Karens Place
2135 Highway 1185
Louisa, KY 41230
(606) 638-0938
SAF • SA NXN VTRL • RES RL CT • SF PI • WN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Pathways Inc
Lawrence County Outpatient
60 Professional Park Drive
Louisa, KY 41230
(606) 638-4332
MHSAF • SA NXN VTRL • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH • DU CJ PW WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

AA and Associates Approved Alc/Drug Programs
CRS Inc
4006 Dutchmans Lane
Suite 200
Louisville, KY 40207
(502) 896-6900
Intake: (800) 357-0767
MHSAF • SA BU VTRL • OP OMB OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • CO VET CJ SE AD PW WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Above and Beyond Counseling
5330 South 3rd Street
Suite 234
Louisville, KY 40214
(502) 361-1200
Intakes: (502) 377-7720 • (502) 896-8006 • (606) 558-5107
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF SI PI MI • SS • SP • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV
• CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
KENTUCKY

Alcohol Education and Counseling Services
6801 Dixie Highway
Dixie Manor Suite 230
Louisville, KY 40258
(502) 933-4504
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF SI • DU CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

All About Change
5103 Preston Highway
Suite 2
Louisville, KY 40213
(502) 969-0600
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Beacon House Aftercare Program Inc
963 South Second Street
Louisville, KY 40203
(502) 581-0765
SAF • SA HH • RES RL • SF • YAD ADLT • MALE

Better Alternatives Counseling
10611 West Manslick Road
Louisville, KY 40218
(502) 454-6350
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF • SS • CJ
WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Better Alternatives Counseling
1169 Eastern Parkway
Medical Arts Building Suite 1138
Louisville, KY 40217
(502) 454-6350
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF • DU
CJ • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Bradford at the Innerview
4229 Bardstown Road
Louisville, KY 40218
(502) 491-3799
SAF • SA • NXN VTRL • OP OIT ORT
CT • SF PI • CO SE AD WN MN TRMA
• CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Brook Hospital
KMI/Substance Abuse Services
8521 LaGrange Road
Louisville, KY 40242
(502) 426-6380
Intake: (800) 866-8876
MHF • SATD H3 • OP RES RS ODT
OIT HID HIT • SF MD MC SI PI MI
AH • CO AD MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Brook Hospital/Dupont
1405 Browns Lane
Louisville, KY 40207
(502) 896-0495
Intake: (800) 866-8876
MHF • SATD • OP ODT OIT HID HIT
• SF MC SI PI MI • AH • CO AD MN
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Center for Behavioral Health KY Inc
1402 Browns Lane
Suite A
Louisville, KY 40207
(502) 894-0234
SAF • SATD MM DM BUXN VTRL •
OP OD OMB OIT ORT CT • SF • DU CJ
PW WN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Central State Hospital
10510 LaGrange Road
Louisville, KY 40223
(502) 253-7158
Intake: (502) 253-7000
MHF • SATD VTRL • H1D HIT • SF
MD PI • SS • CO • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Clear Vision Counseling LLC
7160 Dixie Highway
Louisville, KY 40258
(502) 995-3350
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • SS • SP • DU
WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Corner of Hope Inc
1811 Standard Avenue
Louisville, KY 40210
(502) 413-0102
MHSAF • SATD BU HH • OP RES RS
RL RD ODT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI
• CO DU VET CJ WN MN TRMA
XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Creative Spirits Ministries
12730 Towne Parkway
Suite 201
Louisville, KY 40243
(502) 254-9555
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF PI
MI • SP • CO DU GL VET ADM CJ SE
AD PW WN MN TRMA DV • CHLD
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

David Harmon and Associates Inc
4010 Dupont Circle
Suite 226
Louisville, KY 40207
(502) 896-8006
Intake: (502) 377-7720
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF PI
MI • SS • SP • CO DU GL VET ADM M F
CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV •
CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

David Harmon and Associates Inc
The Professional Centre
3934 Dixie Highway Suite 310
Louisville, KY 40216
(502) 896-8006
Intake: (502) 377-7720
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI MI
• SS • SP • CO DU GL VET ADM M F
CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV •
CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Dr Donald T Stokes and Associates Inc
1941 Bishop Lane
Watterson City West Building Suite 505
Louisville, KY 40218
(502) 459-6675
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • CHLD YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

Halfway Back Program
1436 South Shelby Street
Louisville, KY 40217
(502) 636-0742 • (502) 636-4525
Intake: (502) 636-0724 • (502) 636-4525
MHSAF • SA HH • RES RL • CO VET
MF CJ SE MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
Healing Place
Womens Community
1503 South 15th Street
Louisville, KY 40210
(502) 686-6680
Intake: (502) 568-6680
SAF • SA DT • RES RL RD • NP • PA
GL VET MF CJ WN TRMA BC XA DV
YAD ADLT • FEM

Interlink Counseling Services Inc
8311 A and B Preston Highway
Louisville, KY 40219
(502) 964-7147
Intake: (502) 287-4178
MHSASF • SA DT HH • OP RES RS RL
OD OIT ORT HIT • SF • SS PA • CO
DU VET MN DV • YAD ADLT • FEM

Kentucky Driving School
37 15 Bardstown Road
Suite 410
Louisville, KY 40218
(502) 456-5266
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF • SS •
CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE WN MN TRMA
XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM

Life Management Inc
116 Bauer Avenue
2nd Floor
Louisville, KY 40207
(502) 773-3406
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF • SS •
CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE WN MN TRMA
XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM

Methadone/Opiate Rehabilitation and
Education Center (MORE)
1418 South 15th Street
Louisville, KY 40210
(502) 574-6414
Intake: (502) 574-6500
SAF • SA MM OTPA • OP OMB ORT •
SF • AH • PW MN • YAD ADLT • FEM

Morton Center Inc
1028 Barrer Avenue
Louisville, KY 40204
(502) 451-1221
Intake: (502) 451-2107
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT ORT CT • SF PI
• CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD WN
MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM

New Age Consulting
2900 West Broadway
Suite 224
Louisville, KY 40211
(502) 708-2877
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • DU • YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

Our Lady of Peace
2020 Newburg Road
Louisville, KY 40205
(502) 451-3330
Intakes: (502) 451-3333 (502) 479-4174
MHSASF • SA DT NXXN • OP OD ODT
OIT ORT HIT HIT CT • SF MD MC SI
PI • AH • CO DU GL VET MF CJ SE AD
PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

Saint Jude Womens Recovery Center
43 1 East Saint Catherine Street
Louisville, KY 40203
(502) 589-6024
MHSASF • SA HH • OP RES RL ORT • SF
• PA • CO GL VET SE PW WN TRMA
XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM

Seven Counties Services
Lighthouse Adolescent Recovery Center
2210 Tuckor Station Road
Louisville, KY 40299
(502) 366-0705
MHSASF • SA • RES RL • SF MD SI PI
• CO GL CJ AD TRMA XA DV • YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

Shelby Mens Center
1436 South Shelby Street
Louisville, KY 40217
(502) 636-0742
Intake: (502) 636-4531
MHSASF • SA HH • RES RL • SF MD •
CO VET CJ MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

Talbot House
520 West Saint Catherine Street
Louisville, KY 40203
(502) 587-0669
HH

Volunteers of America Inc
Freedom House
1432 South Shelby Street
Louisville, KY 40217
(502) 636-0742
MHSASF • SA • RES RL CT • MD SI PI MI
• CO GL VET ADM CJ PW WN TRMA
BC XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM

Volunteers of America Inc
Third Step Program
1436 South Shelby Street
Louisville, KY 40217
(502) 634-0656
Intakes: (502) 636-0742 (502) 635-4530
SAF • SA HH • RES RL CT • CO VET CJ
MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

MADISONVILLE

Behavioral Resources Inc
16 Court Street
Madisonville, KY 42431
(270) 824-9355
Intake: (270) 871-1950
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • DU • YAD
ADLT • FEM

Healthy Choice Center
1 North Main Street
Madisonville, KY 42431
(270) 825-2070
Intake: (270) 825-2070
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • SP •
DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
KENNETUCK

Penroyal MH/MR Board
436 North Main Street
Madisonville, KY 42431
(270) 821-8874
Intake: (877) 473-7766
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD
MC SI PI MI • AH • DU CJ • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

MAYFIELD

Four Rivers Behavioral Health
William H Fuller Resid SA Trt Center
1525 Cuba Road
Mayfield, KY 42066
(270) 247-2588
MHSAF • SA DT • OP RES OD ODT
OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • CO
DU CJ AD PW MN TRMA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

West Kentucky Drug and Alcohol Intervention Services LLC/Mayfield
1325 U.S. Highway 45 North
Suite C
Mayfield, KY 42066
(270) 247-4212
Intake: (800) 273-1282
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • SP • YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

MAYFIELD

Kentucky River Community Care Inc
Letcher County Outpatient Office
3367 Highway 119 North
Maysville, KY 41056
(606) 564-4016
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD
MC SI PI MI • AH • DU CJ AD PW
WN TRMA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

New Hope Community Services
901 Highway 68
Suite 1000
Maysville, KY 41056
(606) 584-7095
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • HS • SS • CO DU CJ AD PW
WN TRMA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

MCKEE

Cumberland River Behavioral Health
1348 Highway 421 North Street
Mckee, KY 40447
(606) 287-7137
Intake: (606) 526-9598
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD
MC SI PI MI • SS PA • AH • DU CJ AD •
CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

MIDDLEBORO

Cumberland River Behavioral Health
324 1/2 North 19th Street
Middlesboro, KY 40965
(606) 248-4949
Intake: (606) 526-9598
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD
MC SI PI MI • SS PA • AH • DU CJ AD •
CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

MOREHEAD

Family Healing Center
241 East Main
The Blair Building
Morehead, KY 40351
(606) 784-4161
Intake: (800) 562-8909
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • SS
PA • CO DU SE AD PW WN MN XA •
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Pathways Inc
Rowan County Outpatient
325 East Main Street
Morehead, KY 40351
(606) 755-4258
SAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP OIT
ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH •
DU CJ PW WN MN TRMA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

MONTICELLO

Selfrefind
550 Hecks Plaza
Morehead, KY 40351
(606) 548-1502
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD
MC SI PI MI • SS • AH • DU CJ AD PW
WN MN TRMA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

MORGANFIELD

Counseling Center Inc
110 East Main Street
Morganfield, KY 42437
(270) 313-4714
Intake: (270) 389-3400 (270) 313-8830
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI •
DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
River Valley Behavioral Healthcare  
233 North Townsend Street  
Morganfield, KY 42437  
(270) 689-6548  
Intake: (270) 683-4039
MHSAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

MORGANTOWN
LifeSkills Inc  
Burler County Office  
222 Industrial Drive North  
Morgantown, KY 42261  
(270) 526-3877  
Intakes: (270) 901-5000 (270) 843-4357
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD PI MI • AH • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

MOUNT STERLING
Pathways Inc  
Hillcrest Hall  
209 Davis Road  
P.O. Box 385  
Mount Sterling, KY 40353  
(859) 498-6574  
Intake: (877) 521-0599
SAF • SA • RES RL • SF MD SI PI • SS • AD • CHLD • MALE

Pathways Inc  
Montgomery County Outpatient  
300 Foxglove Drive  
Mount Sterling, KY 40353  
(859) 498-2135  
Intake: (800) 562-8909
MHSAF • SA NXN VTRL • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH • DU CJ PW • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

MOUNT VERNON
Cumberland River Behavioral Health  
260 Old U.S. 25 South  
Mount Vernon, KY 40456  
(606) 256-2129  
Intake: (606) 526-9883
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

MUNFORDVILLE
LifeSkills Inc  
Hart County Office  
118 West Union Street  
Munfordville, KY 42765  
(270) 524-9883
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

MUNFORDVILLE
Intake: (606) 526-9883

MURRAY
Four Rivers Behavioral Health  
Lakes Center  
1051 North 16th Street  
Murray, KY 42071  
(270) 753-6622  
Intake: (270) 442-7121
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • CO SE AD PW WN MN TRMA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

NICHOLASVILLE
Alternatives Counseling  
134 Imperial Way  
Nicholasville, KY 40356  
(859) 881-1908
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • DU VET CJ SE WN MN TRMA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

NEWPORT
Awareness and Discovery Group LLC  
1701 Monmouth Street  
Newport, KY 41071  
(859) 431-7747  
Intake: (859) 525-1487
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF PI MI • SS • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Commonwealth SA Specialists  
1002 Washington Avenue  
Suite 1  
Newport, KY 41071  
(859) 442-7700
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MC PI MI • DU DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Commonwealth SA Specialists  
4150 Alexandria Pike  
Suite 102  
Newport, KY 41076  
(859) 442-7700
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC PI MI • DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Commonwealth SA Specialists  
525 Alexandria Pike  
Suite 250  
Newport, KY 41071  
(859) 442-7700
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD PI MI • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

OWENSBORO
Boulware Mission Inc  
DUI Services  
609 Wing Avenue  
Owensboro, KY 42303  
(270) 926-0771  
Intake: (270) 683-8267
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • SS • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Counseling Center Inc  
101 East 2nd Street  
Suite 105  
Owensboro, KY 42303  
(270) 689-3884  
Intake: (270) 313-8830
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

NorthKey Community Care  
718 Columbia Street  
Newport, KY 41071  
(859) 578-3200
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • AH • XA • FEM MALE

Transitions Inc  
York Street House  
601 York Street  
Newport, KY 41071  
(859) 291-3660
SAF • SA • OP OIT OI RT CT • SF • PA • CJ MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • MALE
Lighthouse Counseling Services Inc  
920 Frederica Street  
Midtown Building Suite 407  
Owensboro, KY 42301  
(270) 689-0073  
MHS AF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT CT  
SF MD MC SI PI MI • CO CJ AD XA DV  
• ADLT • FEM MALE

New Way of Life Counseling  
235 Saint Ann Street  
Owensboro, KY 42303  
(270) 684-8005  
Intake: (800) 681-4607  
SAF • SA • OP OIT • SF • SS PA • AH  
• DU CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

River Valley Behavioral Healthcare  
Outpatient Clinic  
1100 Walnut Street  
Owensboro, KY 42301  
(270) 689-6500  
Intake: (270) 683-4039  
MHS AF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

River Valley Behavioral Healthcare  
Regional Chemical Dependency Program  
Cigar Factory Complex  
1100 Walnut Street  
Owensboro, KY 42302  
(270) 689-6548  
Intake: (270) 683-4039  
MHS AF • SA • OP ODT OIT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • CO GL VET ADM CJ SF PE W N MNT TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Selfrefind  
710 Carlton Drive  
Owensboro, KY 42302  
(866) 755-4258  
SAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL OTPA • OP OD OMB ORT • SF MC • W N MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Solutions Counseling Services  
227 Saint Ann Street  
Suite 304  
Owensboro, KY 42303  
(270) 684-7239  
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF PI • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

NorthKey Community Care  
Owen County  
155 West Seminary Street  
Owenton, KY 40359  
(502) 443-1201  
Intake: (800) 562-8909  
SAF • SA • OP OIT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Pathways Inc  
Bath County Outpatient  
664 Slate Avenue  
P.O. Box 327  
Owensville, KY 40360  
(606) 674-6690  
Intake: (800) 562-8909  
MHS AF • SA • OP OIT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH • DU PW TRMA XA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Center for Adult Services  
425 Broadway Street  
Suite 102  
Paducah, KY 42001  
(270) 443-1201  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • DU CJ W N MN DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Ensite LLC  
611 Broadway Street  
Paducah, KY 42001  
(270) 443-1201  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • DU CJ W N MN DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

New Start Counseling LLC  
718 Leiberman Street  
Paducah, KY 42003  
(270) 441-7924  
MHS AF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF • SS • CO DU W N MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Selfrefind  
216 Berger Road  
Paducah, KY 42003  
(866) 755-4258  
SA • OP OIT • SF • DU W N MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

West Kentucky Drug and Alcohol Intervention Services LLC/Paducah  
105 South 6th Street  
Paducah, KY 42001  
(270) 247-4212  
Intake: (800) 273-1282  
SA • OP ORT • SF • DU W N MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

A Point of Change LLC  
1005 Broadway Street  
Paintsville, KY 41240  
(606) 789-4779  
MHS AF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • DU SE W N MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Mountaintop Comprehensive Care Center  
Community of Hope  
221 Main Street  
Paintsville, KY 41240  
(606) 264-5935  
MHS AF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • AH • CO GL VET PW W N TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
Mountain Comprehensive Care Center
Johnson County Clinic
1110 South Mayo Trail
Paintsville, KY 41240
(606) 789-3518
MHSASF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI • AH • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XD V • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Pikeville, KY 41501
(606) 432-9983
Intake: (606) 886-9989
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • AH • DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

WestCare Kentucky
Community Involvement Center
173 Redale Road
Pikeville, KY 41501
(606) 432-9442
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MCS SI PI M • SS • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Pineville, KY 40977
(606) 337-6137
Intake: (606) 526-9598
MHSASF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD MCS SI PI M • AH • CO DU ADM AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Pineville, KY 40401
(606) 526-9060
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • AH • DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Prestonsburg, KY 41653
(606) 886-9989
Intake: (606) 477-9060
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • AH • DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

VanArk Behavioral Mangement Inc
3416 Chloe Road
Suite 2
Pikeville, KY 41501
(606) 432-9983
Intake: (606) 886-9989
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • AH • DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Comprehensive Care Center
Prestonsburg, KY 41653
(606) 874-0240
Intake: (606) 874-1666
SAF • SA • RES RL CT • SF • DU WN DV • YAD ADLT • FEM

Bourbon Community Hospital
Stoner Creek Behavioral Health Centre
9 Linville Drive
Paris, KY 40361
(859) 987-6127
Intake: (800) 928-8000
MHSASF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MCS SI PI M • AH • CO DU ADM AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Pennyroyal MH/MR Board
1416 South Lake Drive
Prestonsburg, KY 41653
(606) 886-7839
SAF • SA • DT • RES RS RL RD • SF • SS PA • AH • DU WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Training Unlimited
320 Pleasant Street
Suite B
Paris, KY 40361
(859) 340-9119
MHSASF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MCS SI PI M • AH • CO DU ADM AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

East Kentucky Rehabilitation Center
921 South Lake Drive
Prestonsburg, KY 41653
(606) 263-4714
Intake: (606) 263-4715
MHSASF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF SI PI • CO DU VG ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XD V • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Hope in the Mountains
105 Trimble Chapel Square
Prestonsburg, KY 41653
(606) 874-0240
Intake: (606) 874-1666
SAF • SA • RES RL CT • SF • DU WN DV • YAD ADLT • FEM

VanArk Behavioral Mangement Inc
207 West Court Street
Prestonsburg, KY 41653
(606) 886-9989
Intake: (606) 477-9060
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • AH • DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Prestonsburg, KY 41653
(606) 886-9989
Intake: (606) 477-9060
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • AH • DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

WestCare Kentucky
Community Involvement Center
173 Redale Road
Pikeville, KY 41501
(606) 432-9442
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MCS SI PI M • SS • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Pineville, KY 40977
(606) 337-6137
Intake: (606) 526-9598
MHSASF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD MCS SI PI M • AH • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XD V • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Prestonsburg, KY 41653
(606) 886-9989
Intake: (606) 477-9060
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • AH • DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Mountain Comprehensive Care Center
Outpatient
104 South Front Avenue
Prestonsburg, KY 41653
(606) 886-4350
MHSASF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MCS SI PI M • AH • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XD V • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Training Unlimited
320 Pleasant Street
Suite B
Paris, KY 40361
(859) 340-9119
MHSASF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MCS SI PI M • AH • CO DU ADM AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Prestonsburg, KY 41653
(606) 886-9989
Intake: (606) 477-9060
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • AH • DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE
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KENTUCKY

West Kentucky Drug and Alcohol Intervention Services L.L.C./Princeton
102 Highway 62 West
Suite B
Princeton, KY 42445
(270) 247-4212
Intake: (800) 273-1282
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • SP • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

PROVIDENCE
Behavioral Resources Inc
City Chambers Building
230 North Willow Street
Providence, KY 42450
(270) 824-9355
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

River Valley Behavioral Healthcare
606 1st Street
Providence, KY 42450
(270) 689-6500
Intake: (270) 683-4039
MHSAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

RADCLIFF
AA and Associates Approved Alc/Drug Programs CRS Inc
1402 North Dixie Highway
Radcliff, KY 40160
(270) 352-5220
Intake: (800) 357-0767
SAF • SA BUVTREL • OP OMB OIT ORT CT • SF • DU CJ SE WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Communicare Inc
1072 South Dixie Boulevard
Radcliff, KY 40160
(270) 351-8166
Intake: (888) 344-8066
MHF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF • AH • CO AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Kentucky Driving School
543 North Wilson Road
Suite C
Radcliff, KY 40160
(270) 351-5102
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • SS PA • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE WN MN
TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Lincoln Trail Behavioral Health System
United Healthcare of Hardin Inc
3909 South Wilson Road
Radcliff, KY 40160
(270) 351-9444
Intakes: (800) 274-7374 x435 (270) 351-9444 x239
MHSAF • SA DT BUNXN • OP ODT HID HIT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • CO VET ADM MF AD WN MN
CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

RICHMOND
Bluegrass Alcohol Counseling
236 East Main Street
Richmond, KY 40475
(859) 353-2528
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Liberty Place Recovery Ctr for Women
218 Lake Street
Richmond, KY 40475
(859) 625-0104
SAF • SA • RES RL • NP • PA • CJ WN • YAD ADLT • FEM

RUSSELL SPRINGS
Renewed Living DUI and Substance Abuse Services
72 High Street
Russell Springs, KY 42642
(270) 866-3535
Intake: (270) 403-9735
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • AH • DU SE WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

RUSSELLVILLE
Advanced Behavioral Consultants
156 South Summer Street
2nd Floor
Russellville, KY 42276
(270) 726-2211
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI HS • DU CJ WN MN • ADLT • FEM MALE

LifeSkills Inc
237 East 6th Street
P.O. Box 323
Russellville, KY 42276
(270) 726-3629
MH • SA NNXN VTRL • OP ORT • SF PI MI HS • SS • AH • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

SALLYERSVILLE
ADO SA Counseling
HC 60 Box 10
Salyersville, KY 41465
(606) 349-7793
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI MI • DU AD PW WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Mountain Comprehensive Care Center
Magoffin County Courthouse
100 East Maple
Salyersville, KY 41465
(606) 349-315
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH • DU WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Mountain Comprehensive Care Center
Magoffin County Clinic
145 Allen Drive
Highway 114
Salyersville, KY 41465
(606) 349-315
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN
TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

RUSSELLVILLE
Advanced Behavioral Consultants
156 South Summer Street
2nd Floor
Russellville, KY 42276
(270) 726-2211
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI HS • DU CJ WN MN • ADLT • FEM MALE

LifeSkills Inc
237 East 6th Street
P.O. Box 323
Russellville, KY 42276
(270) 726-3629
MH • SA NNXN VTRL • OP ORT • SF PI MI HS • SS • AH • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

SALLYERSVILLE
ADO SA Counseling
HC 60 Box 10
Salyersville, KY 41465
(606) 349-7793
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI MI • DU AD PW WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Mountain Comprehensive Care Center
Magoffin County Courthouse
100 East Maple
Salyersville, KY 41465
(606) 349-315
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH • DU WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Mountain Comprehensive Care Center
Magoffin County Clinic
145 Allen Drive
Highway 114
Salyersville, KY 41465
(606) 349-315
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN
TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
SANDY HOOK
Pathways Inc
Elliott County Outpatient
374 North KY State Route 7
Sandy Hook, KY 41171
(606) 738-6163
Intake: (800) 562-8909
MHSAF • SA • NXN • VTRL • OP • ORT • SF • MD • MC • SI • PI • MI • SS • AH • DU • CJ • WN • MN • CHLD • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

SHEPHERDSVILLE
180 Counseling Services Inc
1729 Highway 44
Shepherdsville, KY 40165
(502) 543-4766
Intake: (502) 724-6738
SAF • SA • OP • ORT • ORT • SF • PI • MI • SS • DU • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE
Miller Counseling Inc
4815 North Preston Highway
Shepherdsville, KY 40165
(270) 237-3463
SAF • SA • OP • ORT • SF • MD • PI • MI • SS • AH • DU • CJ • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

SCOTTSVILLE
Hilltop Counseling Services
Outpatient Services
1421 Old Gallatin Road
Suite E
Scottsville, KY 42164
(270) 237-3722
MHSAF • SA • OP • ORT • SF • MD • MC • SI • PI • MI • SS • CO • DU • CJ • AD • MN • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

SHEPHERDSVILLE
Seven Counties Services
Bullitt
130 South Joe B Hall Avenue
Shepherdsville, KY 40165
(502) 543-7033
Intakes: (502) 955-6447 (800) 264-8799
MHF • SA • OP • ORT • SF • MD • PI • MI • SS • AH • DU • CJ • YAD • AD • MN • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

SOMERSET
Adanta Group
Somerset Clinic Hardin Lane
259 Parkers Mill Road
Somerset, KY 42503
(606) 679-6251
MHSAF • SA • OP • ORT • SF • MD • PI • MI • SS • AH • DU • CJ • YAD • AD • MN • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE
Catalyst Inc
321 Ringgold Road
Somerset, KY 42503
(606) 451-1936
MHSAF • SA • OP • ORT • SF • PI • MI • DU • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

SHELBYVILLE
Seven Counties Services
Shelby County
250 Alpine Drive
Shelbyville, KY 40065
(502) 633-5683
Intakes: (502) 589-1100 (800) 264-8799
MHF • SA • OP • ORT • SF • MD • PI • MI • SS • AH • DU • CJ • AD • MN • YAD • AD • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

SHEPHERDSVILLE
Oasis Care Center
Eagle Heights Church
200 Jessie Lane
Somerset, KY 42501
(606) 416-1307
Intake: (606) 802-2927x60680
SAF • SA • OP • ORT • ORT • SF • PI • MI • SS • DU • YAD • AD • MN • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

SOUTH WILLIAMSON
Clinic
160 Hospital Drive
South Williamson, KY 41503
(606) 237-4800
GHE • SA • BU • OTPA • OP • OMB • ORT • SF • CO • GL • VET • ADM • MF • SE • PW • WN • MN • TRMA • YAD • XA • DV • YAD • AD • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

SPRINGFIELD
Communicare Inc
24 East Main Street
Springfield, KY 40069
(859) 336-9171
Intake: (888) 344-8066
MHSAF • SA • OP • ORT • SF • MD • PI • MI • SS • AH • DU • CJ • YAD • AD • PW • YAD • AD • AD • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE
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### STANFORD

Alternative Counseling  
310 West Main Street  
Stanford, KY 40484  
(859) 881-1908  
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Fort Logan Comprehensive Care Center  
322 Frontier Boulevard  
Stanford, KY 40484  
(606) 365-2197  
Intake: (800) 928-8000  
MHF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD • MC SI PI MI • SS • AH • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

### TAYLORSVILLE

Seven Counties Services  
Spencer County Service Center  
80 East Main Street  
Suite 4  
Taylorsville, KY 40071  
(502) 487-2577  
MHF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD • SS • AH • CO DU W/N MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

### TOMPKINSVILLE

LifeSkills Inc  
Monroe County Service Center  
80 North Main Street  
Tompkinsville, KY 42167  
(270) 487-5655  
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD PI • SS • AH • DU CJ AD PW • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

### VANCEBURG

Comprehend Inc  
Lewis County CMHC  
505 2nd Street  
Vanceburg, KY 41179  
(606) 796-3021  
Intakes: (606) 564-4016 (877) 852-1523  
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • DU CJ • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

### WARSAW

Evergreen Counseling LLC  
303 West High Street  
Warsaw, KY 41095  
(859) 567-5507  
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF PI • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

NorthKey Community Care  
Gallatin County Substance Abuse Servs  
203 West Main Street  
Warsaw, KY 41095  
(859) 567-4430  
Intake: (859) 331-3292  
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD • MC SI PI MI • SS • AH • DU CJ AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

### WEST LIBERTY

Pathways Inc  
Morgan County Outpatient  
767 North Main Street  
West Liberty, KY 41792  
(606) 743-3139  
Intake: (800) 562-8909  
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD • MC SI PI MI • SS • AH • DU CJ AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

### WHITLEY CITY

Adanta Group  
Whitley City Clinic  
South Fork Plaza  
90 Medical Lane  
Whitley City, KY 42653  
(606) 376-2466  
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD • MC SI PI MI • AH • DU CJ AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

### WILLIAMSBURG

Cumberland River Behavioral Health  
285 Cemetery Road  
Williamsburg, KY 40769  
(606) 549-1440  
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD • MC SI PI MI • SS PA • AH • DU CJ AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

L and N Counseling  
688 South Highway 25 West  
Suite 2  
Williamsburg, KY 40769  
(606) 521-5009  
Intake: (606) 261-4286  
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF • SS PA • CO DU VET CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

### WILLIAMSTOWN

Awareness and Discovery Group LLC  
214 South Main Street  
Suite C  
Williamstown, KY 41097  
(859) 525-1487  
Intake: (859) 431-7747  
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF PI MI • SS • SP • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

NorthKey Community Care  
Grant County Outpatient Services  
308 Barnes Road  
Williamstown, KY 41097  
(859) 824-4442  
Intake: (859) 331-3292  
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD • MC PI MI • SS • AH • DU CJ AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

### WILLISBURG

Isaiah House Recovery Center  
2084 Main Street  
Willisburg, KY 40769  
(859) 824-4442  
Intake: (859) 375-9201 (859) 375-9202  
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF • SS PA • CO DU VET CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
WINCHESTER

Bluegrass Counseling Services
120 South Main Street
Winchester, KY 40391
(859) 744-8888
Intake: (859) 368-7660
MHSAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT CT •
SF PI • AH • CO DU GL VET ADM MF
CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV •
CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Bluegrass.org
Clark County Office
325 Professional Avenue
Winchester, KY 40391
(859) 737-9108
Intake: (800) 928-8000
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC PI
MI • SS • AH • AD • CHLD YAD ADLT •
FEM MALE
ALEXANDRIA
Choices of Louisiana Inc
2116 North Bolton Avenue
Alexandria, LA 71303
(318) 445-1250
SAF • SA MM DM VTRL • OP OMB ORT CT • SF PI • CO PW • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Baton Rouge
Bastrop Behavioral Health Clinic
320 South Franklin Street
Bastrop, LA 71220
(318) 283-0868
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI ATR • SS PA • AH • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Baton Rouge Area
Alcohol and Drug Center Inc
1819 Florida Boulevard
Baton Rouge, LA 70802
(225) 389-3325
SAF • SA DT • OP RES RS RL RD OIT ORT HID HIT • SF MD PI MI ATR • SS PA • AH • ADM • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Baton Rouge Treatment Center Inc
11445 Reiger Road
Baton Rouge, LA 70809
(225) 932-9867
Intake: (866) 762-3766
SAF • SA DT MDM BU VTBL OTPA • OP OD OMB ORT CT • SF PI MI • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Capital Area Ctr for Adult Behav Hlth
Addiction Recovery Services
4615 Government Street
Building 2
Baton Rouge, LA 70806
(225) 925-1906
SAF • SA NNX • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC PI • SS • AH • DU WN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Capital Area Recovery Program
2455 Wooddale Boulevard
Baton Rouge, LA 70805
(225) 922-3169
Intake: (225) 922-3227
MHSAF • SA DT • RES RS RD • MD MC SI PI • SS • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • MALE

Cenikor Foundation
2414 Bunker Hill Drive
Baton Rouge, LA 70808
(225) 218-1960
Intake: (888) 236-4567
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD PI MI ATR • PA • CO GL VET CJ WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

IHRC
Reality House
2056 North Boulevard
Baton Rouge, LA 70806
(225) 343-3438
SAF • SA HH • RES RL • MD • PA • CO PW WN • YAD ADLT • FEM

OBrien House
131 Laurel Street
Baton Rouge, LA 70802
(225) 344-6345
SAF • SA HH • OP RES RL OD RT OIT ORT • SF MD PI IHS ATR • SS PA • CO DU VET WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Salvation Army
7361 Airline Highway
Baton Rouge, LA 70805
(225) 355-4483
Intake: (225) 355-4483x0
SAF • SA HH • RES RL • ATR • PA • SE MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

Woodlake Addiction Recovery
10473 Old Hammond Highway
Baton Rouge, LA 70816
(225) 924-9110
Intake: (225) 933-9000
MHSAF • SA DT BU NNX VTRL HH • OP RES RS RL RD OD OMB ODT OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI MI ATR • PA • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

BOGALUSA
CADA Bossier
1525 Fullilove Drive
Bossier City, LA 71112
(318) 747-1211
Intake: (318) 222-8511
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS PA • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

BOSSIER CITY
CADA Bossier
1525 Fullilove Drive
Bossier City, LA 71112
(318) 747-1211
Intake: (318) 222-8511
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS PA • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

BREAUX BRIDGE
Opiate Replacement Therapy Ctrs of America Inc
2013 Rees Street
Breaux Bridge, LA 70517
(337) 332-4878
Intake: (337) 332-4562
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS PA • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

BRENTWOOD
Guidance Center Inc
2626 Charles Drive
Suite 210
Chalmette, LA 70044
(504) 278-4006
MHSF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS PA • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
Charenton
Chitimacha Tribe of Louisiana Human Services
3231 Chitimacha Trail
Charenton, LA 70523
(337) 923-7000
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF PI IHS • PA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Cheneyville
Edgefield Recovery Center
10627 Highway 71 South
Cheneyville, LA 71325
(318) 279-2751
Intake: (888) 372-2673
SAF • SA DT NXN VTRL • OP RES RS RL RD ODT HID HIT • SF PI • CO GL CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Clinton
Feliciana Ctr for Addictive Disorders
12080 Marston Street
Clinton, LA 70722
(225) 683-3874
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC PI • SS • YAD • FEM MALE

Colfax
Grant Addictive Disorders Clinic
211 Main Street
Colfax, LA 71417
(318) 627-3528
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD • SS PA • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Covington
Youth Service Bureau of St Tammany
430 North New Hampshire Street
Covington, LA 70433
(985) 893-2570
Intakes: (985) 893-6113x108 (985) 893-6113x111
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • SS PA • CO CJ AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

Crowley
Crowley Behavioral Health Clinic
1822 West 2nd Street
Crowley, LA 70526
(337) 788-7511
Intake: (337) 788-7515
MHSAF • SA NXN VTRL • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS PA • AH • DU AD PW WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Denham Springs
Journey Home Inc
10875 Fontenot Road
Denham Springs, LA 70726
(225) 667-3933
SAF • SA HH • RES RS RL • SF PI • CO WN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Narcotcon Louisiana
New Life Retreat Inc
53059 Bend Road
Denham Springs, LA 70706
(225) 243-5047
SAF • SA DT • OP RES RS RL RD OIT ORT • SF PI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Deridder
Beauregard Behavioral Health Clinic
106 West Port Street
Deridder, LA 70634
(337) 462-1641
MHSAF • SA NXN • OP ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Gonzales
Parish of Ascension
Ascension Counseling Center
1112 SE Ascension Complex Avenue
Suite A
Gonzales, LA 70737
(225) 450-1158
MHF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS • AH • AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Power House Services Inc
715 West Worthy Road
Gonzales, LA 70737
(225) 647-8277
SAF • SA HH • RES RL • SF • CO GL VET MF CJ MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • MALE

Gretna
Family House/Louisiana
112 Holmes Boulevard
Apartment B-1
Gretna, LA 70056
(504) 367-7600
SAF • SA • RES RL CT • MD MC • SS PA • AH • CO CJ PW WN TRMA BC • YAD ADLT • FEM

Responsibility House
1799 Stumpf Boulevard
Building 1 Suites 2 and 4
Gretna, LA 70056
(504) 324-6265
Intake: (504) 367-4234
SAF • SA HH • OP RES RL ODT OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI ATR • PA • CO CJ MN TRMA XA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Hammond
Choices of Louisiana at North Shore
615 Pride Drive
Hammond, LA 70401
(985) 419-1666
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM OTPA • OP OD OMB CT • SF PI MI • CO PW WN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Hammond Addictive Disorders Clinic
835 Pride Drive
Suite B
Hammond, LA 70401
(985) 543-4730
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS PA • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
Acadiana Recovery Center
401 West Vermillion Street
Lafayette, LA 70501
(337) 236-5446
SAF • SA • OP RES RS OIT ORT • SF MD ATR • SS PA • AH • CO CJ PW WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Alternative Outpatient Services
341 Doucet Road
Lafayette, LA 70503
(337) 234-0830
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF • DU CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Lake Charles Behavioral Health Clinic
4105 Kirkman Street
Lake Charles, LA 70607
(337) 475-8022
Intake: (866) 698-5304
MHSAF • SA NXN • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • PA • AH • DU TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Nepenthe House
1414 Martha Street
Lake Charles, LA 70601
(337) 439-3061
SAF • SA HH • RES RL • SF MD SI • SS PA • CJ MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

Delta Recovery Center
411 Sparrow Street
Lake Providence, LA 71254
(337) 559-3356
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD • SS PA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Saint Charles Parish Hospital
Psychiatric Unit
1057 Paul Maillard Road
Luling, LA 70070
(504) 884-4947
MHF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • PA • AH • DU TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Jefferson Parish Human Servs Authority
West Jefferson
5001 Westbank Expressway
Marrero, LA 70072
(504) 349-8833
MHSAF • SA BU NXN • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD PI MI ATR • SS PA • AH SP • CO DU AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
LOUISIANA

METAIRIE
Addiction Recovery Resources Inc
4933 Wabash Street
Metairie, LA 70001
(504) 780-2766
Intakes: (504) 780-2766x113 (504) 780-2766x117 (866) 399-4673
SAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL HH • OP RES SS RL RD OD OMB ODT OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI PMI • CO • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Fairview Treatment Center
1101 Southeast Boulevard
Morgan City, LA 70380
(985) 395-6750x106
Intake: (985) 395-6750
SAF • SA • RES RS • SF PI • SS PA • CO WNMN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

NATCHITOCHES

Natchitoches Center for Addictive Disorders
210 Medical Drive
Natchitoches, LA 71457
(318) 357-3122
MHSAF • SA NXN • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC PI PMI • SS PA • AH • CO GL VET CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA • ADLT • FEM MALE

NEW IBERIA

Keys For Sober Living LLC
132 West Saint Peter Street
New Iberia, LA 70560
(337) 364-9094
MHSAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC PI PMI • SS PA • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

New Iberia Behavioral Health Clinic
611 West Admiral Doyle Drive
New Iberia, LA 70560
(337) 373-0002
Intake: (337) 373-2135
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC PI PMI • SS PA • AH • CO AD • ADLT • FEM MALE

NEW ORLEANS

Bridge House Incorporated
4150 Earhart Boulevard
New Orleans, LA 70123
(504) 734-4740
SAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP OMB ODT OIT ORT HIT HI • SF MD PI PMI • CO VET CJ SE WNMN TRMA • XA • ADLT • FEM MALE

Drug Court/Family Services of Greater New Orleans
2601 Tulane Avenue
New Orleans, LA 70119
(504) 822-2130
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • NP • CO GL VET CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Grace House
1401 Delachaise Street
New Orleans, LA 70115
(504) 899-2423
Intakes: (504) 821-7120 (504) 821-7147
SAF • SA • RES RL • SF MD • PA • WN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Ochsner Inpatient Psychiatric Unit
1514 Jefferson Highway
Brent House 4th Floor
New Orleans, LA 70121
(504) 842-4470
Intake: (504) 842-3999
SAF • SA DT NXN VTRL • OP OD ODT ORT CT • MC PI PMI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Odyssey House Louisiana Inc
1125 North Tonti Street
New Orleans, LA 70119
(504) 821-9211
Intakes: (504) 821-9211x7412 (504) 821-9211x7819
SAF • SA HH • RES RS RL CT • MD SI • CO SE WNMN BC • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

River Oaks Hospital
Dual Diagnosis Program
1525 River Oaks Road West
New Orleans, LA 70123
(504) 734-4740
SAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP OMB ODT OIT ORT HIT HI • SF MD PI PMI • CO VET CJ SE WNMN TRMA • XA • ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
### NEWELLTON
Delta Community Action Association  
Delta Recovery Center  
1847 Highway 605  
Newellton, LA 71357  
(318) 467-5505  
SAF • SA • OP OIT • SF MD • SS PA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

### OAK GROVE
Northeast LA Substance Abuse Inc  
Oak Grove  
305 East Main Street  
Oak Grove, LA 71263  
(318) 428-9202  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • MD MC • CO DU GL VET CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

### OAKDALE
Allen Outreach Inc  
113 North 13th Street  
Oakdale, LA 71463  
(318) 335-3578  
Intake: (318) 335-3990  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI • SS PA • DU AD WN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

### OPELOUSAS
New Beginnings Addiction Recovery Ctr  
1649 Linwood Loop  
Opelousas, LA 70570  
(337) 942-1171  
Intakes: (337) 942-1171x202 (337) 580-6129  
SAF • SA DT NXN • OP RES RS RL ODT OIT HID HIT • SF PI MI • CO AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE  

Opelousas Behavioral Health Clinic  
220 South Market Street  
Opelousas, LA 70570  
(337) 948-0226  
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS PA • DU AD WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

### PINEVILLE
9th Judicial Juvenile Drug Court Trt  
Central LA State Hospital  
Unit 24 Lincoln Road  
Pineville, LA 71360  
(318) 484-6778  
SAF • SA • OP OIT • SF MD MI • PA • AH • CO CJ AD TRMA XA • CHLD • FEM MALE  

Cena Chemical Dependency Council  
Adolescent Outpatient  
Unit 24 Lincoln Street  
Central LA State Hospital  
Pineville, LA 71360  
(318) 484-6778  
Intake: (318) 441-5943  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MI • AH • CO CJ AD TRMA XA • CHLD • FEM MALE  

Cena Chemical Dependency Council  
Gateway Adolescent Unit  
Central Louisiana State Hospital  
Unit 6 Meadow Lane  
Pineville, LA 71360  
(318) 441-5900x3494  
Intakes: (318) 484-6898 (318) 484-6925  
SAF • SA • RES RS • SF MD • AH • AD • CHLD • FEM MALE  

Veterans Affairs Medical Center  
Substance Use Disorder Service  
2495 Shreveport Highway  
Pineville, LA 71360  
(318) 466-2774  
Intakes: (318) 466-0100x2774 (318) 466-2775  
SAF • SA DT NXN • OP RES RD ODT OIT ORT HID CT • VAMC PI MI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

### RAYVILLE
Northeast LA Substance Abuse Inc  
112 Morgan Street  
Rayville, LA 71269  
(318) 728-2057  
SAF • SA • OP OIT • SF • PA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE  

Palmetto Addiction Recovery Center  
86 Palmetto Road  
Rayville, LA 71269  
(318) 728-2970  
SAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP RES RS RL RD ODT OIT ORT • SF PI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

### RUSTON
Professional Counseling Services of Ruston  
101 East Reynolds Drive  
Ruston, LA 71270  
(318) 255-9210  
MHF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI MI • ADLT • FEM MALE

Ruston Behavioral Health Clinic  
602 East Georgia Avenue  
Ruston, LA 71270  
(318) 251-4125  
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC PI MI • SS • AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

### SCHRIEVER
Assisi Bridge House  
600 Bull Run Road  
Schriever, LA 70395  
(985) 872-5529  
SAF • SA HH • OP RES RL ORT • SF MD • MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

### SCOTT
Keystone Acquisitions LLC cert to oper  
Townsend Recovery Center  
808 Pirt Road  
Scott, LA 70583  
(337) 443-4825  
Intakes: (337) 886-4700 (337) 886-4699  
SAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP RES RS RL RD OMB ODT OIT ORT HID HIT • SF PI MI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

### PORT ALLEN
West Baton Rouge CAD  
685 Louisiana Avenue  
Port Allen, LA 70767  
(225) 342-7525  
Intake: (225) 687-5893  
SAF • SA • OP OIT • SF MD • SS PA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
LOUISIANA

SHREVEPORT

Brentwood Hospital
1006 Highland Avenue
Shreveport, LA 71101
(318) 678-7500
Intakes: (877) 678-7500x7532 (318) 678-7500x7552
MHSAF • SA DT BU • HID HIT • SF MD MC PI MI • AH • CO • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Center for Behavioral Health Louisiana Inc
1303 Line Avenue
Suite 600
Shreveport, LA 71101
(318) 425-3400
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU NXN VTRL • OP OD OMB OIT ORT CT • SF • CO DU CJ PW WN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Center for Families Inc
Center for Addictive Disorders
864 Olive Street
Shreveport, LA 71104
(318) 222-0759
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS PA • SP • CO DU SE WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Council on Alcoholism and DA of Northwest Louisiana
2000 Fairfield Avenue
Shreveport, LA 71104
(318) 222-8511x26
Intake: (318) 222-8511
SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI • SP • WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

LA Horsemens Benevolent and Protective Assoc Council on Alcoholism and Drug Abuse
2000 Fairfield Avenue
Shreveport, LA 71104
(318) 222-8511
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • NP • PA • DU WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Shreveport Behavioral Health Clinic
1310 North Hearne Avenue
Shreveport, LA 71107
(318) 676-5111
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC PI MI • SS PA • AH • AD WN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Substance Use Disorder Services (SUDS)
510 East Stoner Avenue
Suite 116-A
Shreveport, LA 71101
(318) 990-5066
Intakes: (318) 221-8411x5066 (800) 863-7441x5066
SAF • SA DT BU NXN • OP OD OMB OIT ORT CT • VAMC PI MI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Willis Knighton South Hospital
Behavioral Medicine Institute HI/IOP
2510 Bert Kouns Street
Industrial Loop
Shreveport, LA 71118
(318) 212-5200
MHSAF • SA DT • OP ORT HID • SF MD MC PI MI • AH • CO SE • YA D A DL T • FEM MALE

SLIDELL

Slidell Addictive Disorder Clinic
FPHSA/ADS
2331 Carey Street
Slidell, LA 70458
(985) 646-6406
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS PA • AH • WN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Slidell Youth Serv/Bureau of
Saint Tammany
150 Cleveland Avenue
Slidell, LA 70458
(985) 643-5746
Intakes: (985) 643-5746x108 (985) 643-5746x119
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • SS PA • CJ AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

TALLULAH

Delta Community Action Association
Delta Recovery Center
404 East Craig Street
Tallulah, LA 71282
(318) 574-4164
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD • SS PA • DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

VILLE PLATTE

Ville Platte
Office of Behavioral Health
312 Court Street
Ville Platte, LA 70586
(337) 363-5525
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • PA • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

WINNSBORO

Northeast LA Substance Abuse Inc
6564 Main Street
Winnsboro, LA 71295
(318) 435-7558
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • SS PA • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
**ALFRED**
Yankton County Shelters Programs Inc
147 Shaker Hill Road
Alfred, ME 04002
(207) 324-1137
Intake: (207) 324-6591
MHSAF • SA • BU NXN HH • OP RES RS RL ORT CT • SF MC • SS PA • MN BC • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**ANSON**
Searsport Counseling Associates
Maxine Wolph Johnson LSW LADC
173 Dill Road
Anson, ME 04911
(207) 696-4225
Intake: (207) 858-5847
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**AUBURN**
Catholic Charities Maine
Saint Francis Recovery Center
24 Dunn Street
1st Floor
Auburn, ME 04210
(207) 784-2901x7884
Intake: (207) 784-2901x7878
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD • MC • SI PI MI • SS • AH • CO DU CJ WN
MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Catholic Charities Maine
Saint Francis Recovery Center
24 Dunn Street
3rd Floor
Auburn, ME 04210
(207) 784-2901
Intake: (207) 784-2901x7889
SAF • SA • RES RL CT • SF MD • SS • AH • MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

Health Affiliates Maine
1120 Center Street
Auburn, ME 04210
(207) 333-3227
Intake: (877) 888-4304
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD • MC • SI PI MI • AH • CO DU AD WN
TRMA XA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Sweetser Affiliate
Ruth DeWirt LCPC LADC
79-B Main Street
Auburn, ME 04210
(207) 513-8110
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD • PI • SS • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW WN
MN TRMA XA • DW • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**AUGUSTA**
Augusta Family Medicine
35 Medical Center Parkway
Suite 200
Augusta, ME 04330
(207) 621-8800
Intake: (877) 777-9393
GHF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD • MC • SI PI MI • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Crisis and Counseling Centers Inc
10 Caldwell Road
Augusta, ME 04330
(207) 626-3448
MHSAF • SA • BU NXN • OP ORT CT • SF MD • MC • SI PI MI • AH • CO DU CJ WN
TRMA XA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Jeffrey Bickford LCPC LADC
295 Water Street
Suite 8
Augusta, ME 04330
(207) 626-3373
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD • PI • CO DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Kennebec Behavioral Health
Substance Abuse Services
66 Stone Street
Augusta, ME 04330
(207) 626-3455x2000
Intake: (888) 322-2136
MHSAF • SA • BU NXN • VTRL • OP ORT CT • SF MD • MC • SI PI MI • AH • CO DU AD WN
MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Maine Behavioral Health Organization
49 Oak Street
Augusta, ME 04330
(207) 542-4301
Intake: (207) 458-4642
MF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD • MC • SI PI MI • AH • ADLT • MALE

MaineGeneral Residential Services for Men
2093 Belgrade Road
Augusta, ME 04330
(207) 547-3065
SAF • SA • BU NXN • RES RL • SF MD • SS PA • AH • MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

MaineGeneral Counseling Center
9 Spruce Street
Augusta, ME 04330
(207) 621-7218
SAF • SA • BU NXN • RES RL • SF MD • SS PA • AH • WN • YAD ADLT • FEM

MaineGeneral Residential Services for Women
9 Spruce Street
Augusta, ME 04330
(207) 861-5228
Intake: (877) 777-9393
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD • MC • SI PI MI • SS • AH • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

MaineGeneral Medical Center
Inpatient
35 Medical Center Parkway
3 South
Augusta, ME 04330
(877) 777-9393
MHSAF • DT BU NXN • HID • SF MD • MC • SI PI MI • PA • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Marlee C Poulin LCSW
136 State Street
Augusta, ME 04330
(207) 623-7197
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD • MC • PI • SS • ADLT • FEM MALE
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MAINE</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sweetser Affiliate</strong></td>
<td><strong>Arleen Belval</strong></td>
<td>295 Water Street</td>
<td>Suite 311</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Augusta, ME 04330</td>
<td>(207) 582-1336</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intake: (207) 248-1753</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MHS AF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD PI • SS • CO DU VET SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD AD LT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MAINE</strong></td>
<td><strong>Sweetser Affiliate</strong></td>
<td><strong>Brandin Turner LADC</strong></td>
<td>12 Shuman Avenue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Suite 9 Unit 4</td>
<td>Augusta, ME 04330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(207) 446-8207</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD • SS • AD MN • CHLD YAD AD LT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Togus VA Medical Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1 VA Center</td>
<td>Augusta, ME 04330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(207) 623-8411</td>
<td>Intake: (207) 623-8411x595</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>GHF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP OMB OI T ORT HID • VAMC SF MD MC S PI MI • VET TRMA XA • YAD AD LT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BANGOR</strong></td>
<td><strong>Acadia Hospital</strong></td>
<td>268 Stillwater Avenue</td>
<td>PO Box 422</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Bangor, ME 04401</td>
<td>(207) 973-6100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intake: (207) 973-6443</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MHF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC • CO DU GI VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD AD LT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Full Circle Wellness Center Inc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>265 Hammond Street</td>
<td>Bangor, ME 04401</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(207) 942-5055</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MHS AF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • DU • AD LT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Life by Design PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1510 State Street</td>
<td>Bangor, ME 04401</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(207) 404-4596</td>
<td>Intake: (207) 532-9660</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MHF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • CHLD YAD AD LT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Manna Inc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Derek House</td>
<td>629 Main Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Bangor, ME 04401</td>
<td>(207) 990-2870</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intake: (207) 990-2870x105 (207) 990-2870x109</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • SA NXN HH • OP RES RS RL ORT • SF MD MC PI MI • SS • AH • CO DU GI VET MF SE PW WN MN TRMA BC XA DV • YAD AD LT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Manna Inc  
Outpatient Counseling Services  
629 Main Street  
Bangor, ME 04401  
(207) 942-6387  
Intake: (207) 990-2870  
MHSAF • SA • OP RS RL OIT ORT  
• SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • CO DU  
VET MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA  
• CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Penobscot County Metro Treatment Ctr  
665 Hogan Road  
Bangor, ME 04401  
(207) 973-0400  
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only  
SAF • SA MM BU OTPA • OP OMB  
ORT • SFSI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Sweetser Affiliate  
Dwayne Hogan LADC LCSW  
96 Harlow Street  
Sweetser Clients Suite 311  
Bangor, ME 04401  
(207) 945-9333  
MHF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC • CO  
DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW WN  
MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Sweetser Affiliate  
Gordanna Hassett  
31 Central Street  
Bangor, ME 04401  
(207) 941-0006  
Intake: (207) 266-4262  
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI  
MI • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Sweetser Affiliate  
Joseph Farese LADC  
61 Main Street  
Bangor, ME 04401  
(207) 341-5844  
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI MI  
• SS • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD  
PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD  
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Sweetser Affiliate  
Kathryn Maietta LCSW  
1 Cumberland Place  
Bangor, ME 04401  
(207) 217-6588  
SAF • SA DT • OP OD ORT • SF MD  
MC SI PI • FX • CHLD YAD ADLT •  
FEM MALE • F28

Sweetser Affiliate  
Matthew Nurt LCSW CCS  
61 Maine Street  
Suite 35  
Bangor, ME 04401  
(207) 478-8645  
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC  
SI PI • WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Sweetser Affiliate  
Tanya Dunton  
189 Exchange Street  
Bangor, ME 04401  
(207) 949-5033  
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD PI • SS  
• DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Wellspring Inc  
Mens Program  
98 Cumberland Street  
Bangor, ME 04401  
(207) 941-1600  
Intake: (207) 941-1600x201  
SAF • SA BU NXN HH • OP RES RL  
ORT • SF MD • SPPA • AH • CO MN  
YAD ADLT • MALE

Wellspring Inc  
Outpatient Services  
255 Hammond Street  
Bangor, ME 04401  
(207) 941-1612  
Intakes: (207) 941-1612x201 (207) 941-1612x208  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC PI  
MI • SPPA • AH • CO WN MN • CHLD  
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Wellspring Inc  
Womens Program  
319 State Street  
Bangor, ME 04401  
(207) 941-1639  
Intake: (207) 941-1639x201  
SAF • SA BU NXN HH • OP RES RL  
ORT • SF MD MI • SPPA • AH • CO  
WN • YAD ADLT • FEM

BATH

Carole A Goulette LCPC CCS  
1 Lincoln Street  
Suite 6  
Bath, ME 04530  
(207) 443-9615  
Intakes: (207) 443-9615x1 (207) 776-1060  
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF SI PI MI  
• DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Health Affiliates Maine  
Carole Goulette LCPC CCS  
1 Lincoln Street  
Suite 6  
Bath, ME 04530  
(207) 776-1060  
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF SI PI MI  
• DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

BELFAST

Health Affiliates Maine  
Kelley Rambo LADC CCS  
147 High Street  
Belfast, ME 04915  
(888) 391-8330  
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD • CHLD  
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Partners for Change Inc  
37 East Trout Lane  
Swan Lake  
Belfast, ME 04915  
(207) 338-6055  
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD PI MI  
• CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Partners for Change Inc  
Belfast Bay Office  
143 High Street  
Suite 25-A  
Belfast, ME 04915  
(207) 338-6055  
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD PI MI  
• YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
MAINE

Searsport Counseling Associates
Belfast Center
9 Field Street
Suite 106
Belfast, ME 04915
(207) 338-9145
Intakes: (207) 338-9145 x1 (207) 338-2022 x3
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD SI PI MI • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD W N MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**MAINE**

**BIDDEFORD**

Food Addiction and Chemical Dependency Consultants LLC
5 Allfred Street
Suites 1 and 2
Biddeford, ME 04005
(207) 229-5383
Intake: (207) 774-4564
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • DU TR MA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Sweetser Affiliate
Laurie Manchester LADC
5 Washington Street
2nd Floor
Biddeford, ME 04005
(207) 229-5706
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MC PI • SS • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW W N MN XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Sweetser Affiliate
Mary Lyons
5 Washington Street
Suite 21
Biddeford, ME 04005
(207) 284-0074
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD PI MI • CO W N TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**BLUE HILL**

Health Affiliates Maine
Theresa Weigel LCSW
6 Mines Road
Suite 1
Blue Hill, ME 04614
(207) 374-5780
MHF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • ADLT • FEM MALE

**BRENNER**

Higher Ground Services
235 Center Street
Brewer, ME 04412
(207) 561-9496
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD PI MI • DU TR MA • ADLT • FEM MALE

**BRIDGTON**

Crooked River Counseling PA
87 South High Street
Bridgton, ME 04009
(207) 743-1677
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Tri County Mental Health Services
Substance Abuse Services
32 North High Street
Bridgton, ME 04009
(207) 647-5629
Intake: (888) 304-4673
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • CO GL VET MF CJ SE AD PW W N MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

**BRUNSWICK**

Health Affiliates Maine
Clayne Chase LCSW
39 Baribeau Drive
Brunswick, ME 04011
(207) 522-2072
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC PI • SS • CO GL CJ SE PW W N MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Health Affiliates Maine
George Repp LCPC LADC
146 Merc Point
Brunswick, ME 04011
(207) 272-2361
MHF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD PI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Mid Coast Hospital
Addiction Resource Center
66 Baribeau Drive
Suite 8
Brunswick, ME 04011
(207) 373-6950
Intake: (800) 244-3805
MHSAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP OD OMB OD T OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • CO PW W N MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Sarah A Thacher LADC LCSW
10 Cumberland Street
Brunswick, ME 04011
(207) 729-1313
Intake: (207) 751-7936
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC PI MI • AH • CO TR MA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Sweetser Affiliate
329 Bath Road
Brunswick, ME 04011
(800) 434-3000
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • CO TR MA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**BROOKLIN**

Health Affiliates Maine
Lila Balch LCSW
438 Naskeag Road
Suite 308
Brooklin, ME 04616
(207) 491-4802
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SP • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

**BROOKLIN**

Health Affiliates Maine
Lila Balch LCSW
5 Washington Street
Suite 21
Brooklin, ME 04616
(207) 491-4802
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SP • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

**BROOKLIN**

Health Affiliates Maine
Mary Lyons
3 Washington Street
Suite 21
Brooklin, ME 04616
(207) 491-4802
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SP • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

**BROOKLIN**

Health Affiliates Maine
Lila Balch LCSW
3 Washington Street
Suite 21
Brooklin, ME 04616
(207) 491-4802
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SP • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

**BROOKLIN**

Health Affiliates Maine
Lila Balch LCSW
4 Washington Street
Suite 21
Brooklin, ME 04616
(207) 491-4802
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SP • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
Regional Medical Center
5 Lowell Street
Suite 5
Calais, ME 04619
(207) 454-8346
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

CAMDEN
Paul J Kemberling LCPC
41 Mechanic Street
Camden, ME 04843
(207) 230-1177
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF PI MI • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

CARIBOU
Aroostook Mental Health Services
24 Sweden Street
PO. Box 1018
Caribou, ME 04736
(207) 493-3361
Intake: (800) 244-6431
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH • CO • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Lela L Lyons LADC
Hope Recovery Services
2 Armco Avenue
PO. Box 313
Caribou, ME 04736
(207) 493-1700
SAF • SA DT • OP OD ORT • SF MD PI • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Life By Design PA
27 Birdseye Avenue
Caribou, ME 04736
(207) 492-1653
MHF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC PI MI • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

CASCO
Spurwink Services
Casco Program
1002 Meadow Road
Casco, ME 04015
(207) 871-1200
MHSF • SA • RES RL • MD PI • CO AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

DAMARISCOTTA
Mid Coast Hospital
Addiction Resource Center
20 Bristol Road
Damariscotta, ME 04543
(207) 563-2311
Intake: (207) 373-6950
SAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP OD OMB ODT OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • WN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

SWEETSER AFFILIATE
Rebecca Murray
157 Main Street
Damariscotta, ME 04543
(207) 563-8989
MHSF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

EASTPORT
Eastport Healthcare Inc
30 Boynton Street
P. O. Box H
Eastport, ME 04631
(207) 853-6001
GHF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • CO • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

ELLSWORTH
Aroostook Mental Health Center
710 Bucksport Road
Ellsworth, ME 04605
(207) 667-6890
Intake: (207) 667-6890
MHSF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH • PW • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
MAINE

Astor Gillis LADC
59 Franklin Street
Suite B
Ellsworth, ME 04605
(207) 667-2730
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD PI • SS •
CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW
WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

Clifford Kip Young
Atlantic Counseling
20 Oak Street
Ellsworth, ME 04605
(207) 664-1500
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS •
FX • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F86

Cornerstone BHC Affiliate
Edith Lyman
75 State Street
Ellsworth, ME 04605
(207) 667-9101
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD
MC SI PI MI • SS • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Open Door Recovery Center
8 Old Mill Road
Ellsworth, ME 04605
(207) 667-3210
Intake: (866) 783-3271
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS PA • AH • CO DU CJ SE AD PW
WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Searsport Counseling Associates
Irene Lancy LADC LMSWCC
198 Main Street
Suite 202
Ellsworth, ME 04605
(207) 667-3100
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD PI MI •
CO DU TRMA • ADLT • FEM MALE

Suzanne Lawrence BS LADC
64 Church Street
Ellsworth, ME 04605
(207) 667-7790
Intake: (207) 460-2448
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF PI • DU •
CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

FARMINGTON

Cornerstone BHC Affiliate
Jim Tibbetts
186 Main Street
Suite 1
Farmington, ME 04938
(207) 399-3270
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD PI • CO DU
GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW
WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Heath Affiliates Maine
Sheila Hoyt LCSW LADC
684 Wilton Road
Farmington, ME 04938
(207) 491-0378
Intake: (207) 441-0378
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI MI •
SS • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Sweetser Affiliate
Kary Laban LCPC LADC
140 Pleasant Street
Suite 2
Farmington, ME 04938
(207) 860-2647
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI •
VET TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Tri County Mental Health Services
144 High Street
Suite 1
Farmington, ME 04938
(207) 778-3556
Intake: (888) 304-4673
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • CO DU GL VET CJ SE AD
PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

FORT KENT

Aroostook Mental Health Center
Outpatient Substance Abuse Services
139 Market Square
Fort Kent, ME 04743
(207) 834-3186
Intake: (800) 244-6431
MHSAF • SA DT NXN • OP OD OIT
ORT CT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS • AH FX •
CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F28

Life By Design PA
31 Market Street
Suite 101
Fort Kent, ME 04743
(207) 834-5340
MHSF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC PI MI •
CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

FRYEBURG

Common Ground Counseling LLC
639 Main Street
Fryeburg, ME 04037
(207) 935-2288
Intake: (207) 739-2644
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS •
AH • AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Summit Achievement
69 Deer Hill Road
Fryeburg, ME 04037
(207) 697-2020
Intakes: (207) 697-2020x34 (207) 697-2020x33
MHSF • SA • RES RL • SF PI • AD •
CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone Number</th>
<th>Intake Phone</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>GORHAM</strong></td>
<td>Sweetser Affiliate</td>
<td>Rachael ODonnell LADC LCSW</td>
<td>88 State Street, Suite 201, Gorham, ME 04038</td>
<td>(207) 939-3295</td>
<td>MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HARRINGTON</strong></td>
<td>Harrington Family Health Center</td>
<td>50 East Main Street, Harrington, ME 04643</td>
<td>(207) 483-4502</td>
<td>(207) 483-4502x387</td>
<td>SAF • SA DT NXN • RES RL RD • SF MC SI PI MI • SS • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HINCKLEY</strong></td>
<td>Day One</td>
<td>Goodwill Hinckley</td>
<td>14 Wandrup Drive, Hinckley, ME 04944</td>
<td>(207) 238-0277</td>
<td>SAF • SA DT NXN • RES RL RD • SF MC SI PI MI • SS • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HIRAM</strong></td>
<td>Sweetser Affiliate</td>
<td>Charlene Barton</td>
<td>19 River Road, Hiram, ME 04041</td>
<td>(207) 625-3100x1</td>
<td>MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HOLLIS CENTER</strong></td>
<td>Drug Rehabilitation Inc</td>
<td>Day One Residence</td>
<td>408 Bar Mills Road, Hollis Center, ME 04042</td>
<td>(207) 767-0991x100</td>
<td>MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS • DU • CHLD • MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HOULTON</strong></td>
<td>Aroostook Mental Health Center</td>
<td>Outpatient Substance Abuse Services</td>
<td>11 Mill Street, Houlton, ME 04730</td>
<td>(207) 532-6523</td>
<td>Intake: (800) 244-6431</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HOLLYWOOD</strong></td>
<td>Life By Design PA</td>
<td>18 High Street, Hollywood, ME 04643</td>
<td>(207) 694-1420</td>
<td></td>
<td>MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>KENNEBUNK</strong></td>
<td>Crossroads</td>
<td>Kennebunk Counseling Center</td>
<td>2 Livewell Drive, Suite 202, Kennebunk, ME 04043</td>
<td>(207) 467-3369</td>
<td>MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS PA • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LEWISTON</strong></td>
<td>Addicted No More</td>
<td>1008 Lisbon Street, Lewiston, ME 04240</td>
<td>(207) 754-4050</td>
<td></td>
<td>MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Central Maine Family Counseling PA</td>
<td>Blue Willow Counseling</td>
<td>300 Pine Street, Lewiston, ME 04240</td>
<td>(207) 777-3399</td>
<td>MHSF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS • ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Community Clinical Services
Outpatient Counseling (CCSOPC)
100 Campus Avenue
Suites A and B
Lewiston, ME 04243
(207) 755-3434
Intake: (207) 777-8700
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI
PI MI • AH • CO SE WN MN • CHLD
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Community Concepts Inc
School Based Services
240 Bates Street
Lewiston, ME 04240
(207) 333-6440
Intake: (207) 333-6425
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • NP • AD •
CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Community Substance Abuse Centers
Merrimack River Medical Services Inc
18 Mollison Way
Lewiston, ME 04240
(207) 312-6860
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM OTPA • OP OD
OMB • SF MD • AH • WN MN • YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

Facing Change PA
4 Park Street
Suite I
Lewiston, ME 04240
(207) 784-0922
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF
MD MC SI PI MI • SS PA • DU AD •
CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Grace Street Services LLC
550 Lisbon Street
Suite I
Lewiston, ME 04240
(207) 795-0149
MHSAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP
OD OMB OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI
PI • SS • AH • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ
SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Health Affiliates Maine
Milton Ayer LCPC CCS
1008 Lisbon Street
Lewiston, ME 04240
(207) 784-1480
MHSF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD PI MI • SS •
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Jody Cyr LCSW LADC CCS
183 Main Street
Lewiston, ME 04240
(207) 513-8946
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI
PI MI • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Jodi C
tLCSW LADC CCS
183 Main Street
Lewiston, ME 04240
(207) 513-8946
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI
PI MI • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Jody Cyr LCSW LADC CCS
183 Main Street
Lewiston, ME 04240
(207) 513-8946
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI
PI MI • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

LIMA

LIMESTONE
Aroostook Mental Health Center
Residential Treatment Facility
Route I-A
Limestone, ME 04750
(207) 325-4727
Intake: (800) 244-6431
SAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • RES RS CT •
SF MD SI PI MI • SS • AH FX • BC • YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE • F28

LINCOLN
Dirigo Counseling Clinic
Alan Algee
356 West Broadway
Lincoln, ME 04457
(207) 973-0505
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD PI •
CO VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN
MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT •
FEM MALE

Full Circle Wellness Center Inc
52 Main Street
Suite 2
Lincoln, ME 04457
(207) 794-6166
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI
PI MI • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM
MALE

Northeast Occupational Exchange
25 Airport Road
Lincoln, ME 04457
(800) 857-0500
MHSAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF MD
MC SI PI MI • WN MN • CHLD YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

Sweetser Affiliate
Loretta Severson PsyD
8 Fleming Street
Lincoln, ME 04457
(207) 794-8990x1
Intake: (207) 794-8990
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI
PI MI • SS PA • ADLT • FEM MALE

Loretta Severson PsyD
8 Fleming Street
Lincoln, ME 04457
(207) 794-8990x1
Intake: (207) 794-8990
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI
PI MI • SS PA • ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions • See KEY on Page v.
LUBEC
Regional Medical Center
43 South Lubec Road
Lubec, ME 04652
(207) 733-5541
Intake: (207) 733-5541x2198
GHF • SA BU NXN • OP OMB ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

MACHIAS
Aroostook Mental Health Center
Washington County
1 Stackpole Road
Machias, ME 04654
(207) 255-0996
Intake: (800) 244-6431
MHSAF • SA BU NXN • OP OD OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS • AH • CJ • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

MADAWASKA
Aroostook Mental Health Center
Outpatient Substance Abuse Services
88 Fox Street
Suite 101
Madawaska, ME 04756
(207) 728-6341
Intake: (800) 244-6431
MHSAF • SA • OP OD OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS • AH • CJ • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Sweetser Affiliate
Jennifer Desjardins
325 Main Street
Suite 105
Madawaska, ME 04756
(207) 231-2306
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD PI MI • AH • CO TRMA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

MEDWAY
Kathryn Klein LCSW
73 Wilderness Drive
Medway, ME 04660
(207) 746-5736
MHF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC PI MI • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

MEXICO
Common Ground Counseling LLC
89 Main Street
Mexico, ME 04257
(207) 364-1717
Intake: (207) 739-2644
SAF • SA • OP ORT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS • AH • AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

NORTH BERWICK
Recovery Maine
33 Main Street
North Berwick, ME 03906
(207) 558-2111
SAF • SA HH • OP RES RL ORT • SF MD PI • SS • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW W/N MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

NORWAY
Common Ground Counseling LLC
235 Main Street
Norway, ME 04268
(207) 379-2644
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS • AH • CJ AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

ORONO
Sweetser Affiliate
B Anne Perkins
165 Kelly Road
Orono, ME 04473
(207) 478-7091
MHF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD PI • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

OXFORD
Tri County Mental Health Services
Oxford Hills Clinic
143 Portle Road
Oxford, ME 04270
(207) 743-7911
Intakes: (888) 304-4673 (207) 783-9141
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • CO GL VET ADM CJ SE AD PW W/N MN TRMA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

PERRY
Pleasant Point Health Center
Wolpomawusu Behavioral Health Program
Pleasant Point Sipayik
11 Back Road
Perry, ME 04667
(207) 853-0644
MHSAF • SA BU NXN • OP ORT CT • MD MC SI PI MI • HA • CO TRMA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Penobscot Nation Counseling Services
Penobscot Nation Health Department
23 Wabanaki Way
Old Town, ME 04468
(207) 817-7400
Intake: (207) 817-7411
MHSAF • SA BU NXN • VTRL • OP OMB ORT • MD MC SI PI MI • HS • CO DU PW W/N MN TRMA XA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

OLD TOWN
Penobscot Nation Counseling Services
Penobscot Nation Health Department
Old Town, ME 04468
(207) 817-7400
Intake: (207) 817-7411
MHSAF • SA BU NXN • VTRL • OP OMB ORT • MD MC SI PI MI • HS • CO DU PW W/N MN TRMA XA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

OLD ORCHARD BEACH
Health Affiliates Maine
Gloria Giroux LCSW LADC
18 Rockland Drive
Old Orchard Beach, ME 04064
(207) 485-4914
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Milestone Foundation
Extended Care
28 Portland Avenue
Old Orchard Beach, ME 04064
(207) 934-5231
SAF • SA HH • OP RES RL ORT • SF MD MC PI • SS PA • MN • YAD ADLT • MALE
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PORTLAND

Catholic Charities Maine
Substance Abuse and Mental Health Cld
11 Baxter Boulevard
Portland, ME 04101
(207) 775-5671
Intakes: (207) 775-5671x5320 (207) 784-2901
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • VET SEW
MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Health Affiliates Maine
David Veillette LADC
25 Middle Street
Portland, ME 04101
(207) 650-3754
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • VET SEW
MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

City of Portland/Public Health Div
Healthcare for the Homeless
20 Portland Street
Portland, ME 04101
(207) 874-8445
Intakes: (207) 875-8445x8445 (207) 875-8771
GHF • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP OMB ORT • SF MD MC PI MI • SS • AH • DU CJ TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Community Substance Abuse Centers
Merrimack River Medical Services Inc
2300 Congress Street
Portland, ME 04102
(207) 221-2292
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC PI MI • SS • AH • PW WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Crossroads Back Cove
575 Forest Avenue
Portland, ME 04101
(207) 773-9931
SAF • SA • RES RS • SF MD PI • AH • CO WN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Grace Street Services LLC
494 Forest Avenue
Portland, ME 04101
(207) 245-1800
SAF • SA BU NXN VTRL OTPA • OP OMB ORT ORT CT • SF MD MC PI IHS • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Health Affiliates Maine
Deborah Brown LCSW LADS
222 Saint John Street
Suite 144
Portland, ME 04101
(207) 240-7199
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC PI MI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Serenity House Inc
30 Mellen Street
Portland, ME 04101
(207) 324-1137
MHSAF • SA BU NXN HH • RES RL • SFMD • PA • MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

Spurwink Services
Portland Help Center
477 Congress Street
Suite 408
Portland, ME 04101
(207) 773-7811
Intake: (207) 773-7781
MHF • SA • OP ORT • MD MC • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Sweetser Affiliate
Carolyn Wallace
25 Middle Street
Portland, ME 04101
(207) 653-3999
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD PI • CO DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Sweetser Affiliate
David Prichard
25 Middle Street
Portland, ME 04101
(207) 272-8841
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD PI • AD WN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Princeton

Aroostook Mental Health Center
Outpatient Substance Abuse Services
One Edgemont Drive
Presque Isle, ME 04769
(207) 764-3319
Intake: (800) 244-6431
MHSAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP OD OMB ORT • SF MD MC PI MI • SS • AH • CO • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Life By Design PA
147 Academy Street
Presque Isle, ME 04769
(207) 764-6825
Intake: (207) 764-6825x10
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC PI MI • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

PRINCETON

Passamaquoddy Health Center
Passamaquoddy Tribe
401 Peter Dana Point Road
P.O. Box 97
Princeton, ME 04668
(207) 796-3212
Intake: (207) 796-2312x27
SA DT NXN VTRL • OP OD OMB ORT CT • SF MD MC PI MI IHS • PA • SE WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Service Provider</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone Numbers</th>
<th>Intake Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ROCKLAND</td>
<td>Choice Skyward</td>
<td>12 Union Street, Rockland, ME 04841</td>
<td>(207) 701-4400, (207) 701-4446</td>
<td>MHSAF, SA, OP OIT ORT, SF MD MC SI PI MI SS AH CO DU VET TRMA CHLD ADLT FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROCKLAND</td>
<td>Cornerstone BHC Affiliate</td>
<td>Raymond Plotnick, 91 Camden Street, Rockland, ME 04841</td>
<td>(207) 632-5061x20763</td>
<td>MHSAF, SA, OP ORT, SF MD PI MI SS CO DU CJ WN MN CHLD YAD ADLT FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROCKLAND</td>
<td>Eureka Counseling Services Inc</td>
<td>474 Main Street, Rockland, ME 04841</td>
<td>(207) 632-5061</td>
<td>SAF, SA, OP OIT ORT, SF MD PI MI SS DU CJ WN MN CHLD YAD ADLT FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROCKLAND</td>
<td>Rockland Metro</td>
<td>166 New County Road, Rockland, ME 04841</td>
<td>(207) 596-0312</td>
<td>SAF, SA, DT MM DM OTPA OP OD OMB SF PW WN MN XA DV YAD ADLT FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROCKPORT</td>
<td>PARC Program</td>
<td>Pen Bay Medical Center, 6 Glen Cove Drive, Rockport, ME 04856</td>
<td>(207) 921-8390, (207) 596-8390</td>
<td>MHSAF, SA, DT BU NXN VTRL HID HIT CT SF MD MC SI PI MI SS AH YAD ADLT FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RUMFORD</td>
<td>River Valley Counseling LLC</td>
<td>28 Congress Street, Rumford, ME 04276</td>
<td>(207) 364-1610</td>
<td>SAF, SA, OP OIT ORT CT SF MD PI CHLD ADLT FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RUMFORD</td>
<td>Tri County Mental Health Services</td>
<td>49 Congress Street, Rumford, ME 04276</td>
<td>(207) 364-9781</td>
<td>MHSAF, SA, OP ORT SF MD MC SI PI MI AH CO GL VET MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV CHLD ADLT FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saco</td>
<td>Our Fathers House</td>
<td>325 North Street, Saco, ME 04072</td>
<td>(207) 571-4981</td>
<td>SAF, SA, OP RES RS RL OIT ORT SF YAD ADLT FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saco</td>
<td>Sweetser Affiliate</td>
<td>50 Moody Street, Saco, ME 04072</td>
<td>(207) 294-4400</td>
<td>MHSAF, SA, OP ORT SF MD PI MI AH TRMA CHLD YAD ADLT FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANFORD</td>
<td>Spectrum Health Systems</td>
<td>69 Eagle Drive, Sanford, ME 04073</td>
<td>(207) 232-2007</td>
<td>MHSAF, SA, DT MM DM OTPA OP OD OMB CT SF MD DU PW WN MN YAD ADLT FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCARBOROUGH</td>
<td>Crossroads</td>
<td>71 U.S. Route 1, Suite E, Scarborough, ME 04074</td>
<td>(207) 773-9931</td>
<td>MHSAF, SA, OP OIT ORT SF MD MC PI MI CO DU WN MN YAD ADLT FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCARBOROUGH</td>
<td>Diane Pelletier</td>
<td>27 Gorham Road, Suite 206, Scarborough, ME 04070</td>
<td>(207) 883-6666</td>
<td>MHF, SA, OP ORT SF MD MC SI PI CHLD YAD ADLT FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SKOWHEGAN</td>
<td>Cornerstone BHC Affiliate</td>
<td>Don Acorn, 60 Water Street, Skowhegan, ME 04976</td>
<td>(207) 612-2968</td>
<td>MHSAF, SA, OP ORT SF MD MC SI PI MI CO CHLD YAD ADLT FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SKOWHEGAN</td>
<td>Crisis and Counseling Centers Inc</td>
<td>346 Water Street, Skowhegan, ME 04976</td>
<td>(207) 626-3448</td>
<td>MHSAF, SA, OP ORT SF MD MC SI PI MI CO CHLD YAD ADLT FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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MAINE

Scott LeBlanc LADC
Private Practice
316 Water Street
Skowhegan, ME 04976
(207) 399-3286
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF SI • SS • CO
DU GL ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN
MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT
• FEM MALE

SOUTH PORTLAND

Day One
Outpatient Office
525 Main Street
South Portland, ME 04106
(207) 874-1045
Intake: (207) 874-1045x115
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI
PI MI • SS • CO DU AD TR MA
• YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Discovery House
400 Western Avenue
South Portland, ME 04106
(207) 774-7111
Intake: (888) 366-7929
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU OTPA • OP
OD OMB ORT • SF MD • DV • YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

Food Addiction and
Chemical Dependency Consultants LLC
650 Main Street
Suite 103
South Portland, ME 04106
(207) 774-4564
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI
PI MI • SS • CO DU GL VET ADM MF
CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV •
CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Mary Menard LADC
Greater Portland Bone and Joint
800 Main Street
South Portland, ME 04106
(207) 329-9555
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • AH • DU
• CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

SOUTHWEST HARBOR

Acadia Family Center
1 Fernald Point Road
P.O. Box 807
Southwest Harbor, ME 04679
(207) 244-4012
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI
PI MI • SS • CO DU SE AD WN MN
TRMA XA • ADLT • FEM MALE

SOUTHWEST HARBOR

Eureka Counseling Services Inc
235 Jefferson Street
Waldoboro, ME 04572
(207) 594-4006
Intake: (207) 542-5282
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF SI PI • SS • CO
DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW
WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

SPRINGVALE

Recovery Associates of Southern Maine
49 Pleasant Street
Springvale, ME 04083
(207) 324-4411
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD PI
DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

STANDISH

Elaine Goodrich
22 Ossipee Trail West
Suite A
Standish, ME 04084
(207) 642-2098
MHF • SA • OP ORT • SF MC PI MI • SS
• AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Health Affiliates Maine
Sherrie St Thomas Simonneau LCSW CAD
Bonny Eagle High School
700 Saco Road
Standish, ME 04084
(207) 929-3840x829
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC PI
MI • AH • ADLT • FEM MALE

Sweetser Affiliate
Monique Murray LCPC/C CADC
70 Ossipee Trail East
Standish, ME 04084
(207) 850-0314
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF SI PI • SS
DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

STANDISH

Cornerstone Behavioral Healthcare LLC
32 College Avenue
Suite 206
Waterville, ME 04901
(207) 680-2065
MHF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI
MI • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

WATERVILLE

David Lawrence LADC CCS
Behavioral Health Services
136 State Street
P.O. Box 2850
Waterville, ME 04903
(207) 838-0146
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD
MC SI PI • SS PA • SP • CO DU CJ MN
TRMA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Jeffrey Bickford LCPC LADC
60 Front Street
Suite 9
Waterville, ME 04901
(207) 626-3373
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD PI
DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions • See KEY on Page v.
Kennebec Behavioral Health
67 Eustis Parkway
Waterville, ME 04901
(888) 322-2136
MHSAF • SA • BU • NXN • VTRL • OP OMB • ORT • SF • MD • MC • SI • PI • MI • AH • CO • DU • AD • WN • MN • CHLD • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Maine General Counseling Center
10 Water Street
Suite 302
Waterville, ME 04901
(207) 861-3500
Intake: (877) 777-9393
MHSAF • SA • OP • ORT • SF • MD • MC • SI • PI • MI • SS • AH • CHLD • YAD • ADLT • FEM MALE

Maine General Intensive Outpatient Program
24 Chase Avenue
Seton Center for MH and SA Services
Waterville, ME 04901
(207) 861-5228
MHSAF • SA • BU • NXN • OP • OMB • ORT • SF • MD • MC • SI • PI • MI • SS • AH • YAD ADLT • AD • FEM MALE

Seedsport Counseling Associates
Maxine Wolph Johnson LSW LADC
2 School Street
Waterville, ME 04901
(207) 696-4225
SAF • SA • OP • ORT • SF • MD • YAD ADLT • CHLD YAD • FEM MALE

Sweeter Affiliate
Leonette Ireland LADC
10 Railroad Square
Waterville, ME 04903
(207) 692-7215
SAF • SA • OP • ORT • SF • MD • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
Smart Child and Family Services
86 Tandberg Trail
P.O. Box 1360
Windham, ME 04062
(207) 893-0386
Intake: (207) 893-0386x111
MHSAF • SA DT BUNXN VTRL •
OP OD OMB OIT ORT • SF MD MC
SI PI MI • SS PA • AH SP • CO DU GL
VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN
TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT •
FEM MALE

Sweetser Affiliate
John Wood LADC
76 Tandberg Trail
Unit 2-A
Windham, ME 04062
(207) 893-8544
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI MI •
SS • DU AD MN • CHLD YAD ADLT •
FEM MALE

YORK

Health Affiliates Maine
Reid Lesneski LCPC LADC
433 U.S. Route 1
Suite 204
York, ME 03909
(207) 363-8300x2
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD PI •
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

York Hospital
Cottage Program
15 Hospital Drive
York, ME 03909
(207) 351-2118
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC
SI PI • PA • AH • DU AD WN TRMA •
CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE
ABERDEEN
ARS of Aberdeen
24 West Bel Air Avenue
Aberdeen, MD 21001
(410) 722-0230
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU/NXN VTRL
OTPA • OP OD OMB OIT ORT CT • SF MD • DU CJ PW WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
Serenity Health Aberdeen
780 West Bel Air Avenue
Suite B
Aberdeen, MD 21001
(410) 273-1030
Intakes: (410) 273-1030x100 (410) 273-1030x106
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU • OP OD
OMB OIT ORT CT • SF MD MJ • CO
DU VET MF SE PW WN MN TRMA
XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

ABINGDON
Emmorton Treatment Services
3105 Emmorton Road
Abingdon, MD 21009
(410) 569-5900
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • DU CJ
WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

ANDREWS AFB
Malcolm Grow Medical Clinic
Intensive Addiction Service
779 MDOS/SGOW
1050 West Perimeter Road
Andrews AFB, MD 20762
(240) 857-7186
Intake: (240) 857-8950
SAF • SA • OP ODT ORT • PI MJ • AH
• CO GL VET ADM MF SE WN MN
TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

ANNAPOlis
Alcohol and Drug Recovery (ADR)
929 West Street
Suite 207
Annapolis, MD 21401
(410) 268-6800
Intake: (410) 768-5242
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI • SS
• DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
First Step Recovery Center Inc
Outpatient Treatment
1419 Forest Drive
Suite 104
Annapolis, MD 21403
(410) 280-2333
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI
• DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
New Journey Inc
32 Defense Street
Annapolis, MD 21401
(443) 214-5445
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI
PI MJ • SS • DU WN MN DV • CHLD
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
Pathways Alcohol/Drug Treatment Ctr
Anne Arundel Health Systems
2620 Riva Road
Annapolis, MD 21401
(410) 573-5400
Intake: (800) 322-5858
SAF • SA DT BU/NXN • OP OD ODT
OIT ORT HID HIT • SF MD PI ATR
• AH • DU AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE
Samaritan House
2610 Green Briar Lane
Annapolis, MD 21401
(410) 269-5605
SAF • SA HH • OP RES RL ORT • SF
MD SI ATR • SS PA • CO GL VET MF CJ
SE MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • MALE

ARNOLD
McClanahan and Associates
1454 Baltimore-Annapolis Boulevard
Arnold, MD 21012
(410) 626-7550
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF PI • DU • YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

BALTIMORE
A Step Forward Inc
800 North Fulton Avenue
Balitmore, MD 21217
(410) 462-6001
Intake: (410) 462-6002
MHSAF • SA HH • OP OIT ORT • SF
SI ATR • SS • DU CJ WN MN • YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE
A Step Forward Inc
803 North Fulton Avenue
Balitmore, MD 21217
(410) 225-3676
Intakes: (410) 462-6001 (410) 462-6002
SAF • SA HH • OP RES RL OIT ORT
• SF MC SI ATR • SS • CJ PW WN MN
• YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
A Step Forward Inc
807 North Fulton Avenue
Balitmore, MD 21217
(410) 462-6001
Intake: (410) 462-6002
MHSAF • SA DT HH • OP RES RL OD
OIT ORT • SF MC SI ATR • DU CJ PW
WN MN BC • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
ADAPT Cares
3101 Towanda Avenue
Baltimore, MD 21215
(410) 383-4995
Intake: (410) 383-4978
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA MM OTPA • OP OMB ORT • SF
MD SI PI • SS • AH • CO WN MN
• YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service Type</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Phone Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Addiction Treatment Services</td>
<td>5200 Eastern Avenue, Baltimore, MD 21224</td>
<td>(410) 350-0051, Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • SA DT MM DM BU NN OTPA • OP OD OMB OIT • SF MD MC PI • AH • CO • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcohol and Drug Abuse Program</td>
<td>1001 West Pratt Street, Baltimore, MD 21223</td>
<td>(443) 462-3400, Intake: (443) 462-3402x0.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • SA MM BU NN • OP OMB OIT ORT • SF MD SI AT • SS PA • AH • CO.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apex Counseling Center LLC</td>
<td>3200 Eastern Avenue, Baltimore, MD 21224</td>
<td>(410) 522-1181, MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC PI • CO DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore Behavioral Health Inc</td>
<td>1101 West Pratt Street, Baltimore, MD 21223</td>
<td>(410) 962-7180, Intake: (410) 962-7180x147, MHSAF • SA DT BU NN VTRL • OP OD OMB OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI • CO CJ WN MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore City Counseling Center</td>
<td>3 South Frederick Street, Baltimore, MD 21202</td>
<td>(410) 327-6503, MHSF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC PI • SS • ADLT • FEM MALE.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Baltimore City Counseling Center.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>301 Bel Air Road, Baltimore, MD 21213, Intake: (410) 723-0983.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MHSF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC PI • SS • ADLT • FEM MALE.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Baltimore City Juvenile Drug Court.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>300 North Gay Street, 3rd Floor, Baltimore, MD 21202, Intake: (443) 263-2734.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • SA • OP ORT • NP • AH • AD • CHLD • FEM MALE.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • SA BU • OP OMB OIT ORT • SF MD PI • SS PA • WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Baltimore Community Resource Center.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Alexis House, 1049 Roland Heights Avenue, Baltimore, MD 21211, Intake: (410) 243-3039.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MHSAF • SA HH • RES RL CT • SF MD SI PI • SS PA • CO GL VET ADM CJ SE WN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Baltimore Community Resource Center Courage House.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1706 East 33rd Street, Baltimore, MD 21218, Intake: (410) 467-0460.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • SA HH • RES RL CT • SS • CO GL VET ADM CJ SE MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • MALE.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Bon Secours Hospital.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>New Hope Treatment Center.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2401 West Baltimore Street, Baltimore, MD 21223, Intake: (410) 945-7706.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • SA OTPA • OP OMB • SF MD • PW • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Bon Secours Next Passage.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Substance Abuse Program.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3101 Towanda Avenue, Baltimore, MD 21215, Intake: (410) 728-8901.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • SA DT MM BU • OP OD OMB OIT ORT CT • MD MC SI • SS PA • DU YAD ADLT • FEM MALE.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Bridge House Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>30 South Broadway, Baltimore, MD 21231, Intake: (410) 675-7765.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • SA HH • RES RL CT • SF ATR • SS PA • CJ TRMA • YAD ADLT • MALE.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Britteyns Heart
1621 West North Avenue
Suite B
Baltimore, MD 21217
(410) 550-0051
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI MI • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

CAST Program Hopkins Bayview
200 Eastern Avenue
Mason F Lord Building Floor 6-E
Baltimore, MD 21224
(410) 550-0051
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • MD SI PI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Center for Addiction Medicine
827 Linden Avenue
Baltimore, MD 21201
(410) 225-8240
Intake: (410) 225-8230
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • MD SI PI • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Concerted Care Groups
428 East 25th Street
Baltimore, MD 21218
(410) 671-0142
MHSAF • SA BU • OP OMB ORT • SF • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Dayspring Village
1125 North Patterson Park Avenue
Baltimore, MD 21213
(410) 563-3459
Intake: (410) 563-3459x106
SAF • SA HH • OP RES RL OIT • MD MC PI • PA • CO WN BC • YAD ADLT • FEM

DeVaugh Intervention Teach and Treat Options (DITTO)
5900 York Road
Suite 205
Baltimore, MD 21212
(443) 462-3416
Intake: (443) 965-9172
MHSAF • SA BU • OP OMB ORT CT • SF MD SI PI • PA • AH • CO DU WN MN DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Deaf Addiction Services at Maryland (DASAM)/Outpatient and IOP
1001 West Pratt Street
Baltimore, MD 21223
(443) 462-3416
Intake: (443) 965-9172
MHSAF • SA BU • OP OMB ORT CT • SF MD SI PI • PA • AH • CO DU WN MN DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

EPOCH Counseling Center
Dundalk Center
1107 North Point Boulevard
Suites 205 and 224
Baltimore, MD 21224
(410) 284-3070
SAF • SA BU • OP OMB ORT CT • SF MD SI PI ATR • SS • AH • CO DU AD WN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Eastern Avenue Health Solutions Inc
520 Eastern Avenue
Suites 205 and 224
Baltimore, MD 21224
(410) 284-3070
SAF • SA BU • OP OMB ORT CT • SF MD SI PI ATR • SS • AH • CO DU AD WN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Focus on Recovery LLC
2115 North Charles Street
Suite 2-B
Baltimore, MD 21218
(443) 414-0917
Intake: (443) 744-9043
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Gaudenzia Inc
Non Hospital Residential
4615 Park Heights Avenue
Baltimore, MD 21215
(443) 423-1500
Intake: (443) 423-1501
MHSAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • RES RS RL HD HIT CT • SF MD SI PI • PA • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA BC XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Gaudenzia Inc
Outpatient Treatment Services
4450 Park Heights Avenue
Baltimore, MD 21215
(443) 453-9075
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI • SS PA • AH • DU CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Gaudenzia Inc
Weinberg Center
3643 Woodland Avenue
Baltimore, MD 21215
(410) 376-5551
Intake: (410) 376-2772
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA MM OTPA • OP OMB ORT • SF MD SI • WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Glenwood Life Counseling Center
516 Glenwood Avenue
Baltimore, MD 21212
(410) 323-9811
Intake: (410) 947-1700
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA MM DM BU OTPA • OP OMB ORT CT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS • SF • CO SE PW WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

MARYLAND
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Hampden Health Solutions at
The Rail Inc
3612 Falls Road
Baltimore, MD 21211
(410) 467-4357
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA MM DM OTPA • OP OMB • SF MD • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Harbel Prevention and Recovery Center
Adolescent Clinic
5807 Harford Road
Baltimore, MD 21214
(410) 444-2100
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS PA • AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Harbel Prevention and Recovery Center
Adult Clinic
5807 Harford Road
Baltimore, MD 21214
(410) 444-2100
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS • DU GL AD WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Healthcare for the Homeless Inc
421 Fallsway Street
Baltimore, MD 21202
(410) 837-5533
GHF • SA BU NXN • OP OMB ORT • MD MC SI • SS PA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Helping Up Mission
1029 East Baltimore Street
Baltimore, MD 21202
(410) 675-7500
Intakes: (410) 675-7500x119 (410) 675-7500
SAF • SA DT HH • RES RL RD • NP PA • VET MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

Hidden Garden Keepers Club at
Park West Health System Inc
4120 Patterson Avenue
Baltimore, MD 21215
(410) 764-2266x7642
Intakes: (443) 884-7645 (443) 884-7648
GHF • SA BU • OP OMB ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI • SS • CO GL CJ MN TRMA XA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Huber and Associates Counseling Ctr
500 Woodbourne Avenue
Baltimore, MD 21212
(410) 248-0257
MHSASF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI ATR • SS PA • CO DU CJ WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

I Cant We Can
Counseling Center
4432 Park Heights Avenue
Baltimore, MD 21215
(410) 728-5174
Intake: (410) 728-4491
MHSASF • SA HH • OP RES RS RL ORT ORT • SF MC SI • CO GL VET CJ SE WN MN DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Impact DUI Inc
6006 Park Heights Avenue
Lower Level
Baltimore, MD 21215
(410) 581-4900
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • DU SE WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Institutes for Behavior Resources Inc
REACH Health Servs/Outpt Servs
2104 Maryland Avenue
Baltimore, MD 21218
(410) 752-6080
Intakes: (410) 752-6850x134 (410) 752-6148 (410) 752-6080
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA MM BU OTPA • OP OMB ORT • SF MD PI • SS • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Isaiah Associates Inc
113 East 25th Street
Baltimore, MD 21218
(410) 900-3144
Intake: (410) 585-9019
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI ATR • SS PA • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

JHH Houses
Wilson House
2122-2126 Mura Street
Baltimore, MD 21213
(410) 522-4111
Intake: (410) 955-5578
SAF • SA HH • RES RL • SF • SS PA • WN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

JR Healthcare Associates LLC
1101 West Pratt Street
Baltimore, MD 21223
(410) 962-7180
MHSASF • SA DT BU HH • OP OD OMB ORT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI • CO CJ WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Johns Hopkins Bayview Medical Center
Center for Addiction and Pregnancy
4940 Eastern Avenue
Suite D-4 East
Baltimore, MD 21224
(410) 550-3020
Intakes: (410) 550-3066 (410) 550-3051 SAF • SA DT BU NXN • OP OD OMB ORT ORT • SF MD MC PI • PW • YAD ADLT • FEM

Johns Hopkins Bayview Medical Center
Comm Psychiatry Prog/Adult OP/MISA
5200 Eastern Avenue
Building 3-D East
Baltimore, MD 21224
(410) 550-0016
Intake: (410) 550-0104
MHSASF • SA NXN VTRL • OP ORT • MD MC SI PI MI • CO • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Johns Hopkins Hospital
Baltimore, MD 21205
(410) 955-5439
Intake: (410) 955-5578
SAF • SA MM BU • OP OMB ORT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS PA • CO CJ WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
Maryland

PBA Associates Inc
115 North Monroe Street
Baltimore, MD 21223
(410) 708-4391

MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD PI • SP • CO DU GL VET SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

People Encouraging People Inc
Co Occuring Disorders Program
4201 Primrose Avenue
Baltimore, MD 21215
(410) 764-8560

MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • MD MC SI PI • PA • AH FX • CO CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F28 F79

Pine Heights Treatment Center
3455 Wilkens Avenue
Lower Level 20
Baltimore, MD 21229
(410) 646-6970

Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA MM BU VTRL OTPA • OP OMB ORT • SF MD PI • CO GL VET SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Recovery Network
1208 10 James Street
Baltimore, MD 21223
(410) 567-9191

SAF • SA BU HH • RES RL • SF MD SI PI ATR • CO CJ MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • MALE

Recovery Network
15 South Fulton Avenue
Baltimore, MD 21223
(410) 567-9191

SAF • SA BU HH • RES RL • SF MD SI PI ATR • CO PW WN TRMA BC • YAD ADLT • FEM

Recovery Network
2425 Guilford Avenue
Baltimore, MD 21218
(410) 576-9191

SAF • SA BU HH • RES RL • SF MD SI PI ATR • CO MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • MALE

Recovery Network
2617-19 North Calvert Street
Baltimore, MD 21218
(410) 576-9191

SAF • SA BU HH • RES RL • SF MD SI PI ATR • CO PW WN TRMA BC • YAD ADLT • YAD ADLT • FEM

Recovery Network
2720 Maryland Avenue
Baltimore, MD 21218
(410) 752-3500

SAF • SA BU HH • RES RL • SF MD SI PI ATR • CO CJ MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • MALE

Recovery in Community
31 North Fulton Avenue
Baltimore, MD 21223
(410) 362-1400

SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI ATR • SS PA • DU WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Reflective Treatment Center
301 North Gay Street
Lower Level
Baltimore, MD 21202
(410) 752-3500

Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI ATR • SS PA • DU WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Safe House
7 West Randall Street
Baltimore, MD 21230
(410) 385-1466

SAF • SA HH • RES RL • SF MD • SS PA • CO GL VET MF CJ PW WN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM

Secondd Chance LLC
5801 Moravia Road
Suites 5817 and 5819
Baltimore, MD 21206
(410) 617-2928

Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA MM OTPA • OP OMB ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS • AH • CO PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Sober Transitions and Recovery Services
3218 Belair Road
1st Floor
Baltimore, MD 21213
(410) 813-5677

MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • CO PW WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Student Support and Wellness Promotion
Drug Education and Support Services
4501 North Charles Street
Seton Court 02-B
Baltimore, MD 21210
(410) 617-2928

MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • CO GL VET CJ AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Total Healthcare Inc
Substance Abuse Services
1501 West Saratoga Street
Baltimore, MD 21223
(410) 383-7197

Intake: (410) 383-7196

MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • CO PW WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Treatment Resources for Youth (TRY)</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Turning Point Clinic</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2517 North Charles Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore, MD 21218</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(410) 366-2123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intake: (410) 366-2123x30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI • SS PA • AH • DU AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **Tuerc House**                           |
| Alcohol and Drug Treatment Program       |
| 730 Ashburton Street                     |
| Baltimore, MD 21216                      |
| (410) 233-0684                           |
| Intakes: (410) 233-0684x122 SAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP RES RL RD OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI ATR • SS • AH • CJ WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE |

| **Tuerc House**                           |
| Outpatient Clinic                        |
| 730 Ashburton Street                     |
| Baltimore, MD 21216                      |
| (410) 233-0684                           |
| Intakes: (410) 233-0684x122 SAF • SA DT BU HH • OP RES RL RD OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI ATR • SS • AH • CJ WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE |

| **Weisman Kaplan House**                 |
| 2521-2523 Maryland Avenue                |
| Baltimore, MD 21218                      |
| (410) 467-5291                           |
| SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI ATR • SS • CJ WN MN • YAD ADLT • AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE |

| **University of Maryland**               |
| Methadone Treatment Program              |
| 1001 West Pratt Street                   |
| Baltimore, MD 21223                      |
| (443) 462-3400                           |
| Methadone Clients Only SAF • SA DT BU MM DM OTPA • OP OD OMB CT • SF MD PI • SS PA • AH • CO GL CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XDV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE |

| **University of Maryland Medical Center**|
| Outpatient Addiction Treatment Service   |
| 701 West Pratt Street                    |
| 1st Floor                                |
| Baltimore, MD 21201                      |
| (410) 328-6600                           |
| SAF • SA DT BU • OP OD OMB OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI ATR • AH • OP OD • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE |

| **VA Maryland Healthcare System**        |
| Addiction Treatment Program              |
| 10 North Greene Street                   |
| Unit 116-MH                              |
| Baltimore, MD 21201                      |
| (410) 605-7403                           |
| Intakes: (410) 605-7309 (410) 605-7357 SAF • SA DT MM BU NXN VTRL • OP RES RL OD OMB OIT ORT • VAMC SF PI MI • CO SETRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE |

| **Valley Bridge House Inc**              |
| 28 South Broadway                        |
| Baltimore, MD 21231                      |
| (410) 675-7765                           |
| Intake: (410) 675-1080 SAF • SA HH • RES RL • SF ATR • SS PA • CJ • YAD ADLT • MALE |

| **For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.** |
Bel Air, MD 21014
210 North Tollgate Road

TRW Associates
(410) 879-4532
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Harford County Health Department Division of Behavioral Health
120 South Hays Street
Suite 300
Bel Air, MD 21014
(410) 399-2904
SAF • SA HH • RES RL CT • SF • MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

Homecoming Project Inc
502 South Tollgate Road
Bel Air, MD 21014
(410) 877-2340
SAF • SA BU VTRL • OP OMB OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI • SS • AH • CJ AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Jude House Inc
9505 Crain Highway South
Bel Air, MD 21011
(301) 932-0700
Intake: (301) 932-0700
SAF • SA BU • OP RES RL OMB OIT ORT CT • SF SI PL ATR • SS • AH • CO GL VET ADM CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD • FEM MALE

Matt Program
1361 Brass Mill Road
Suite A
Belcamp, MD 21017
(410) 273-9700
Intake: (877) 556-3809
SAF • SA MM DM • OP OMB OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PL • SP • DU PW WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Counseling Assoc/Gateway Behav Health
Atlantic Professional Center
10031 Old Ocean City Boulevard
Suite 106
Berlin, MD 21811
(410) 641-3121
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF • CO DU WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Worcester County Health Department
9730 Healthway Drive
Berlin, MD 21811
(410) 629-0164
Intake: (410) 632-1100
MHF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI ATR • SS • AH • CO AD WN TRMA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Bel Air, MD 21014
21 West Courtland Street
Bel Air, MD 21014
(410) 838-3442
SAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT CT • SF PI • WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Maryland IOP Partners
200 South Tollgate Road
Bel Air, MD 21014
(410) 879-4532
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF • SI • DU SE WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Turning Corners Inc
260 Gateway Drive
Suite 18A
Bel Air, MD 21014
(410) 893-3896
Intake: (410) 485-8876
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Jude House Inc
9505 Crain Highway South
Bel Air, MD 21011
(301) 932-0700
Intake: (301) 932-0700
SAF • SA BU • OP RES RL OMB OIT ORT CT • SF SI PL ATR • SS • AH • CO GL VET ADM CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD • FEM MALE

Bel Alton
9505 Crain Highway South
Bel Alton, MD 20611
(301) 932-0700
Intakes: (301) 932-0700 (301) 932-0700x114
SAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • HHD HIT • SF MD MC PI MI • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

By Grace Inc
Counseling Services
1000-1004 East Patapsco Avenue
Brooklyn, MD 21225
(410) 355-3711
SAF • SA MM DM • OP OMB OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI ATR • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Counseling Services
Suburban Hospital
Behavioral Health Services
8600 Old Georgetown Road
Bethesda, MD 20814
(301) 896-2537
Intakes: (301) 896-2036 (301) 896-7316
GHF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • HHD HIT • SF MD MC PI MI • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Damascus House
4203 Ritchie Highway
Brooklyn, MD 21225
(410) 789-7446
SAF • SA MM DM • OP OMB OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI ATR • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Suburban Hospital
Behavioral Health Services
8600 Old Georgetown Road
Bethesda, MD 20814
(301) 896-2537
Intakes: (301) 896-2036 (301) 896-7316
GHF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • HHD HIT • SF MD MC PI MI • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Bethesda, MD 20814
8600 Old Georgetown Road
Bethesda, MD 20892
(301) 496-1993
SAF • SA DT NXN • OP ORT HHD HIT • NP • PA • AH • SP • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Bethesda, MD 20892
10 Center Drive (10CRC/15330)
Bethesda, MD 20814
(301) 496-1993
SAF • SA DT NXN • OP ORT HHD HIT • NP • PA • AH • SP • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
Family Health Centers of Baltimore
Community Recovery Program
631 Cherry Hill Road
Brooklyn, MD 21225
(410) 354-2005
Intake: (410) 354-2000x11263
GHF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP OD
OMB OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • SS PA • CO CJ WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Im Still Standing By Grace
1003 East Patapsco Avenue
Brooklyn, MD 21225
(410) 355-3711
MFSAF • SA DT HH • OP RES RS RL
RD OD ODT OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI • CO DUGL VET ADM CJ SE AD PW
WN MN TRMA BCXA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

MARYLAND

J David Collins and Associates LLC
Addictions and Mental Health Services
828 Airpax Road
Building B Suite 300
Cambridge, MD 21613
(410) 901-3333
Intakes: (410) 901-0333 (410) 548-3333
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD PI • CO DUMM FN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Starting Point
4109 Ritchie Highway
Brooklyn, MD 21225
(410) 609-0040
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM OTPA • OP OD
OMB • SF MD • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

CAPITOL HEIGHTS

Children and Parents Program
501 Hampton Park Boulevard
Capitol Heights, MD 20743
(301) 324-2872
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF SI ATR
• CO DWN MN TRMA XA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Renaissance Treatment Center
525 Eastern Avenue
2nd Floor
Capitol Heights, MD 20743
(301) 925-2255
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • SS
• CO DJ WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

CATONSVILLE

Counseling Resource Associates
6423 Frederick Road
Suite B
Catonsville, MD 21228
(410) 788-4360
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • SS • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

EPOCH Counseling Center
West
800 Ingleside Avenue
Catonsville, MD 21228
(410) 744-5937
SAF • SA BU • OP OMB OIT ORT CT • SF MD PI M • SS • CO DU AD WN MN
• CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Phoenix Therapeutic Foundation Inc
5602 Baltimore National Pike
Suite 508
Catonsville, MD 21228
(410) 744-9100
MHSAF • SA DT BU NXN • OP OD
OMB OIT ORT • SF MD SI • PA • SS • FX
• CO DWN MN TRMA XA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
• F4

CENTREVILLE

Queen Anne's County Health Dept
Alc and Drug Abuse Trt and Prev Servs
205 North Liberty Street
Centreville, MD 21617
(410) 758-1306
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD SI • PI
• AH • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

CHESAPEAKE BEACH

Calvert Substance Abuse Services
Captains Quarters
3819 Harbor Road
Chesapeake Beach, MD 20732
(410) 286-0547
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI
• PI • AH • DU WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

CHESTERTOWN

A F Whitsitt Center
300 scheeler Road
Chestertown, MD 21620
(410) 778-7788
Intake: (410) 778-6404x3223
MHSAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • RES
RS RD CT • SF MD SI PI • SS PA
• AH FX • CO DUL VET ADM MF CJ SE
PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
• F70

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
381
Hope House Treatment Center
Residential Medical Facility
26 Marbury Drive
Crownsville, MD 21032
(410) 923-6700

MHSAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP RES OMB ODT OIT ORT HID HIT CT • SF MD PI MTR • CO DU VET MF CJ SE WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Serenity Acres Treatment Center LLC
2015 Martins Grant Court
Crownsville, MD 21032
(410) 721-6353

Intakes: (301) 777-2352 (301) 777-2447 (301) 777-2290
Cumberland, MD 21502

Allegany County Health Department
Behavioral Health Unit
12503 Willowbrook Road SE
Cumberland, MD 21501
(301) 759-5050

SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS • AH • DU • YAD ADLT • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Allegany County Health Department
Intensive Outpatient Addictions Prog
12503 Willowbrook Road SE
Brook Building
Cumberland, MD 21502
(301) 759-5050

SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS • AH • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Alternative Drug and Alcohol Counseling (ADAC)
994 National Highway
Cumberland, MD 21502
(301) 729-0340

SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI • SS • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Cumberland Treatment Center
14701 National Highway
Suites 5 and 6
Cumberland, MD 21502
(301) 687-0940

SAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP OD OMB ORT • SF MD • DU PW • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Western Maryland Health System
Behavioral Health Services
12500-12502 Willowbrook Road
Cumberland, MD 21502
(240) 964-2200

Intake: (240) 964-8585
MHS AF • SA DT BU NXN • OP OD OMB ORT HID HIT • SF MD MC PI MI • SS PA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Allegany Couny Health Dept Add Servs
Lois E Jackson Unit
10102 Country Club Road SE
Cottage 3
Cumberland, MD 21502
(301) 777-2290

Intakes: (301) 777-2352 (301) 777-2447
SAF • SA DT BU • RES RL RD CT • SF MD SI PI • SS • DU CJ WN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Allegany County Addictions Services
Joseph S Massie Unit
10102 SE Country Club Road
Thomas B Finan Center Cottage 4
Cumberland, MD 21502
(301) 777-2285

SAF • SA DT BU • RES RS RD CT • SF MD PI MI • SS • AH • MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

CUMBERLAND

Acorn Counseling Center
60 Pershing Street
Cumberland, MD 21502
(240) 362-7343

SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI • SS • DU CJ WN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Allegany County Addictions Services
Joseph S Massie Unit
10102 SE Country Club Road
Thomas B Finan Center Cottage 4
Cumberland, MD 21502
(301) 777-2285

SAF • SA DT BU • RES RS RD CT • SF MD PI MI • SS • AH • MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

CUMBERLAND

DELMAR

Delmarva Counseling Center
28 East State Street
Delmar, MD 21875
(410) 896-3995

Intake: (410) 896-2149
MHS AF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • SP • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

DENTON

Caroline County Health Department
Caroline Counseling Center
403 South 7th Street
Denton, MD 21629
(410) 479-1882x10
(410) 479-1882x8038

Intake: (410) 479-1882x10
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI • SS • CO DU AD WN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

DERWOOD

Metro Counseling Services Inc
15719 Crabbs Branch Way
Derwood, MD 20855
(301) 670-6161

SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI • SS • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW

WESTERN MARYLAND

Delmarva Counseling Center
28 East State Street
Delmar, MD 21875
(410) 896-3995

Intake: (410) 896-2149
MHS AF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • SP • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

DISTRICT HEIGHTS

Alcohol and Drug Recovery (ADR)
15719 Crabbs Branch Way
Derwood, MD 20855
(301) 670-6161

SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI • SS • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW

MARYLAND

WESTERN MARYLAND

Western Maryland Recovery Services
11604 Bedford Road NE
Cumberland, MD 21502
(301) 724-1144

Intake: (301) 724-2270
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA MM BU OTPA • OP OMB ORT CT • SF MD SI PI • PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

DELMAR

Delmarva Counseling Center
28 East State Street
Delmar, MD 21875
(410) 896-3995

Intake: (410) 896-2149
MHS AF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • SP • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

DENTON

Caroline County Health Department
Caroline Counseling Center
403 South 7th Street
Denton, MD 21629
(410) 479-1882x10
(410) 479-1882x8038

Intake: (410) 479-1882x10
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI • SS • CO DU AD WN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

DERWOOD

Metro Counseling Services Inc
15719 Crabbs Branch Way
Derwood, MD 20855
(301) 670-6161

SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI • SS • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW

DISTRICT HEIGHTS

Alcohol and Drug Recovery (ADR)
7610 Pennsylvania Avenue
Suite 103
District Heights, MD 20747
(301) 420-4663

SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI • SS • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
MARYLAND

Fields and Fields Treatment Center LLC
6108 Old Silver Hill Road
Suite 217
District Heights, MD 20747
(240) 788-6125
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF
MD • SP • CO DU GL VET MF CJ SE AD
PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

DUNDALK

BD Health Services
3955 North Point Road
Dundalk, MD 21222
(410) 477-0744
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA MM OTPA • OP OMB • SF
MD SI • WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM
MALE

EAST NEW MARKET

Warwick Manor Behavioral Health Inc
3680 Warwick Road
East New Market, MD 21631
(410) 943-8108
Intake: (410) 943-8108x106
SAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • HID
HIT • SF MD SI PI ATR • CO WN MN
TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

EASTON

Eastern Shore Psychological Servs LLC
29520 Canvasback Drive
Easton, MD 21601
(410) 822-5007
MHSAF • SA VTRL • OP OMB ORT •
SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS PA • CO DU GL
VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN WN
TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM
MALE

Easton Treatment Solutions
505 Dutchmans Lane
Suite B-2
Easton, MD 21601
(410) 299-2039
SAF • SA OTPA • OP OMB ORT CT • SF
MD MC • WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM
MALE

Shore Behavioral Health Services
219 South Washington Street
Easton, MD 21601
(410) 822-1000x5452
Intake: (410) 822-1000x2100
SAF • SA NXN • OP OIT ORT • SF MD
MC PI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Talbot County Addictions Program
100 South Hanson Street
Easton, MD 21601
(410) 819-5600
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI MI
HIT • SF MD SI PI ATR • CO WN MN
TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Global Healthcare Systems Inc
2203 Philadelphia Road
Edgewood, MD 21040
(410) 612-0275
Intake: (443) 414-3587
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD
SI PI MI IHS ATR • SS • SP • CO DU GL
VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN
TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM
MALE

Phoenix Recovery Center Inc
107 Edgewood Road
Edgewood, MD 21040
(410) 671-7374
Intake: (800) 671-9516
SAF • SA DT BU • OP RES RL OIT ORT •
SF MD MC SI PI MI • CO DU GL VET
ADM CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV •
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Cecil County Health Department
Alcohol and Drug Recovery Center
401 Bow Street
Elkton, MD 21921
(410) 996-5106
SAF • SA BU NXN • OP OMB OIT ORT •
SF MD PI ATR • SS PA • AH • CO AD
WN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Elkton Treatment Center
CRC Healthgroup
212 Blue Ball Avenue
Elkton, MD 21921
(410) 620-6077
SAF • SA BU VTRL OTPA • OP OMB
ORT • SF MD SI • PW • YAD ADLT •
FEM MALE

Warwick Manor Behavioral Health Inc
3680 Warwick Road
East New Market, MD 21631
(410) 943-8108
Intake: (410) 943-8108x106
SAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • HID
HIT • SF MD SI PI ATR • CO WN MN
TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Haven House Inc
Inpatient
1195 Augustine Herman Highway
Elkton, MD 21922
(410) 398-9900
Intake: (410) 398-5868
DWI/DUI Clients Only
SAF • SA HH • OP RES RL OIT ORT •
SF ATR • DU • YAD ADLT • MALE

Haven House Inc
Outpatient
1195 Augustine Herman Highway
Elkton, MD 21922
(410) 398-5868
Intake: (410) 398-9900
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF ATR • DU •
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Open Door Inc
718 Bridge Street
Elkton, MD 21921
(410) 398-4060
Intake: (877) 860-6955
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF SI • SS •
DU AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM

Serenity Health Elkton
203 West Pulaski Highway
Elkton, MD 21921
(443) 485-6544
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU VTRL • OP
OD OMB OIT ORT CT • SF MD
PI MI ATR • AH • CO DU GL MF CJ SE
PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT •
FEM MALE

Haven House Inc
Inpatient
1195 Augustine Herman Highway
Elkton, MD 21922
(410) 398-9900
Intake: (410) 398-5868
DWI/DUI Clients Only
SAF • SA HH • OP RES RL OIT ORT •
SF ATR • DU • YAD ADLT • MALE

Haven House Inc
Outpatient
1195 Augustine Herman Highway
Elkton, MD 21922
(410) 398-5868
Intake: (410) 398-9900
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF ATR • DU •
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Open Door Inc
718 Bridge Street
Elkton, MD 21921
(410) 398-4060
Intake: (877) 860-6955
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF SI • SS •
DU AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM

Serenity Health Elkton
203 West Pulaski Highway
Elkton, MD 21921
(443) 485-6544
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU VTRL • OP
OD OMB OIT ORT CT • SF MD
PI MI ATR • AH • CO DU GL MF CJ SE
PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT •
FEM MALE

Elkton Treatment Center
CRC Healthgroup
212 Blue Ball Avenue
Elkton, MD 21921
(410) 620-6077
SAF • SA BU VTRL OTPA • OP OMB
ORT • SF MD SI • PW • YAD ADLT •
FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
MARYLAND

ELLCOTT CITY
Counseling Resources
8388 Court Avenue
Wall Building
Ellicott City, MD 21043
(410) 461-8662
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF PI • SS • SP FX • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE • F31

Howard County Halfway House
4100 College Avenue
Building 8
Ellicott City, MD 21043
(410) 313-1458
SAF • SA HH • RES RL • NP • SS PA • MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

JAEL Health Services Inc
10176 Baltimore National Pike
Suite 115
Ellicott City, MD 21042
(410) 203-2120
Intake: (443) 470-0022
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA MM OTPA • OP OMB ORT • SF MD PI • CO AD WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

EMMITSBURG
Mountain Manor Safe Harbor Project
Potomac Health Servs Pregnant Clients
9701 Keysville Road
 Emmitsburg, MD 21727
(301) 663-4130
Intakes: (301) 447-2361
SAF • SA DT BU NXN • RES RS RL RD • MD • AH • PW BC • YAD ADLT • FEM

Mountain Manor Treatment Center
Emmitsburg Rehabilitation
9701 Keysville Road
Emmitsburg, MD 21727
(301) 447-2361
Intakes: (301) 447-2361
SAF • SA DT BU NXN • OP RES RS RL RD ODT OIT ORT • SF MD PI • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

ESSEX
Alternatives to Dependency
532 Eastern Boulevard
Suite 202
Essex, MD 21221
(410) 391-8240
Intake: (410) 583-2222
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF PI • MI • AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

EPOCH Counseling Center
East
621 Stemmers Run Road
Stem-Ross Professional Center Suite E
Essex, MD 21221
(410) 574-2500
SAF • SA BU • OP ORT • SF PI • CO AD WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

FALLSTON
Bergand Group
1803 Harford Road
Fallston, MD 21047
(410) 853-7691
SAF • SA DT BU NXN • OP OD OMB ORT • SF PI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

FEDERALSBURG
Latino Counseling Services
102 Morris Avenue
Federalsburg, MD 21632
(410) 829-1080
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • SP • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

South County Addiction Services
Town Hall
Main Street and Morris Avenue
Federalsburg, MD 21632
(410) 829-1080
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • SP • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

FREDERICK
Allied Counseling Group
Drug and Alcohol Treatment
306 West Patrick Street
1st Floor
Frederick, MD 21701
(301) 698-7077
Intake: (301) 698-4849
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF PI • CO DU CJ MN TRMA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Crossroads Centers
Frederick
511 West South Street
Suite 104-A
Frederick, MD 21701
(301) 696-1950
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI MI IHS • DU AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Frederick County Health Department
Behavioral Health Services Addictions
300 Scholls Lane
Suite B
Frederick, MD 21701
(301) 600-1775
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU NXN • OP OD OMB OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI • SS • AH SP • CO DU CJ WN MN TRMA YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Frederick Institute
5716 Industry Lane
Suite C
Frederick, MD 21704
(301) 663-4130
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA MM DM OTPA • OP OMB ORT • SF MD SI • WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
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GAITHERSBURG

Circle Treatment Center PC
424 North Frederick Avenue
Suite 8-A
Gaithersburg, MD 20877
(301) 258-2627
Intake: (301) 963-2222
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI • SS • DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Family Health Center
Psychological Services
818 West Diamond Avenue
Suite 110
Gaithersburg, MD 20878
(301) 330-7696
Intake: (301) 589-0295
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI • SS • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Kolmac Clinic
15932 B Shady Grove Road
Gaithersburg, MD 20877
(301) 589-0255
Intake: (301) 330-7696
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI • SS • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

MRB Counseling Services Inc
101 Chestnut Street
Suite 100
Gaithersburg, MD 20877
(301) 527-0854
Intake: (301) 527-0854
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI • SS • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Serenity Treatment Center Inc
420 East Patrick Street
Suite 100
Frederick, MD 21701
(301) 898-2627
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI • SS • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Mountain Manor Outpatient Services
603 West Patrick Street
Suite A
Frederick, MD 21701
(301) 662-1407
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

GLEN BURNIE

Adult Addiction Clinic
122 Langley Road North
Suite B
Glen Burnie, MD 21060
(410) 222-0100
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA • MM BU OTPA • OP OMB OIT ORT • SF MD PI • SS • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Alcohol and Drug Intervention Inc
7458 Baltimore Annapolis Boulevard
2nd Floor
Glen Burnie, MD 21061
(410) 787-2288
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI • SS • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Anne Arundel Counseling Inc
122 Langley Road North
Suite A
Glen Burnie, MD 21061
(410) 768-5242
Intake: (410) 768-3526
SAF • SA • DT BU • OP OD OIT ORT • SF MD PI • SS • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Anne Arundel County Health Department Addictions Services/Adelescent/Family
122 Langley Road North
Suite A
Glen Burnie, MD 21061
(410) 768-5988
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • AH SP • AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

BNJ Health Services LLC
7541 Ritchie Highway
Glen Burnie, MD 21061
(410) 553-0506
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA • MM OTPA • OP OMB ORT • SF MD PI • SS • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

FROSTBURG

Family Therapy Services
19022 National Highway NW
Frostburg, MD 21532
(301) 898-2627
Intake: (301) 387-7998
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI • DU CJ • SS • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Gale Recovery Inc
336 North Market Street
Frederick, MD 21701
(301) 662-2303
Intake: (301) 606-3396
SAF • SA HH • RES RL • SF ATR • SS • CJ WN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Gale Recovery Inc
Olson House
608 East Patrick Street
Frederick, MD 21701
(301) 662-7003
Intake: (301) 606-3396
SAF • SA HH • RES RL • SF ATR • SS • CJ MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

MRB Counseling Services Inc
5 Hillel Drive
Frederick, MD 21703
(240) 566-5656
Intake: (301) 512-0663
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF PI • SS • SP • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Mountain Manor Outpatient Services
603 West Patrick Street
Suite A
Frederick, MD 21701
(301) 662-1407
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Serenity Treatment Center Inc
420 East Patrick Street
Suite 100
Frederick, MD 21701
(301) 898-2627
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI • PI • ATR • SP FX • CO DU GL VET MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE • F28
Integrative Counseling LLC
804 Landmark Drive
Suite 118
Glen Burnie, MD 21061
(410) 740-8067

MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • DU CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

We Care Arundel Health Services Inc
13 Aquahart Road
Suite A
Glen Burnie, MD 21061
(410) 766-9668

Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA MM OTPA • OP OMB CT • SF MD • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Gwynn Oak
Step By Step of Maryland LLC
3602 Mohawk Avenue
Suite 101
Gwynn Oak, MD 21207
(410) 744-5200

MHSAF • SA DT • OP OD OIT ORT CT • MD • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TR MA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Hagerstown
Alternative Drug and Alcohol Counseling ADAC
370 Virginia Avenue
Hagerstown, MD 21740
(301) 766-0065

Intake: (301) 766-0896
SAF • SA • OP ORT ORT • SF MD SI • SS • DU • CH LD YAD AD LT • FEM MALE

CAMEO House
750 Hospital Way
Hagerstown, MD 21742
(240) 313-3321

Intake: (240) 313-3322
SAF • SA BU NXN VT RL HH • OP RES RL OMB ORT CT • SF MD MC SI P IMI ATR • SSPA • AH SP • CO PW WN TR MA BC • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Catoctin Counseling Center
228 East Washington Street
Hagerstown, MD 21740
(301) 745-6687

Intake: (301) 745-6687x201
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF P IMI • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Metro Treatment of Maryland LP
DBA Hagerstown Treatment Center
1611 Eversy Road
Hagerstown, MD 21740
(301) 714-0837

Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU OTPA • OP OD OMB ORT • SF MD • AH • CO GL CJ PW WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Phoenix Health Center LLC
217 East Antietam Street
Hagerstown, MD 21740
(240) 420-0000

Intake: (301) 766-0033
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU NXN VTRL • OP OD OMB ORT ORT CT • SF MD • FX • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW WN MN TR MA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F4 F28

W House Foundation Inc
519 North Locust Street
Hagerstown, MD 21740
(301) 791-7826

SAF • SA HH • OP RES RL ORT • SF MD SL AT R • SS • YAD ADLT • FEM

Washington County Health Department Adult Comprehensive Treatment Services
13114 Pennsylvania Avenue
Hagerstown, MD 21742
(240) 313-3310

MHSAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP OMB ORT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI P IMI ATR • SSPA • AH SP • CO DU GL VET MF CJ SE AD PW WN TR MA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Welks House Inc
Residential and Outpatient Treatment
124 East Baltimore Street
Hagerstown, MD 21740
(301) 739-7748

Intake: (301) 739-7748x1
SAF • SA BU NXN HH • OP RES RL OMB ORT ORT CT • SF MD SI P IMI ATR • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE WN MN TR MA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Welks House Inc
Residential and Outpatient Treatment
324 North Locust Street
Hagerstown, MD 21740
(301) 739-5141

Intake: (301) 739-7748x1
SAF • SA BU NXN HH • OP RES RL OIT ORT • SF MD SI P IMI ATR • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE MN TR MA XA DV • YAD ADLT • MALE

Women In Treatment Services
740 Hospital Way
Hagerstown, MD 21742
(240) 313-3321

Intake: (240) 313-3322
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • SS PA • AH SP • CO PW WN TR MA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM

Hampstead
North Carroll Counseling Center
North Carroll Addictions Prog (NCARP)
1011 South Main Street
Hampstead, MD 21074
(410) 552-9007

Intake: (443) 293-2665
SAF • FEM MALE

HAVRE DE GRACE
Father Martins Ashley OP
800 Tydings Lane
Havre de Grace, MD 21078
(800) 799-4673

Intakes: (800) 799-4673x213 (410) 273-2213
SAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • RES RS RD • SF P IMI • PA • AH • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW WN MN TR MA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v. 387
HUNTINGTOWN
Living Waters Program
125 Thomas Gantt Road
Huntingtown, MD 20639
(301) 955-1458
SAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT CT • SF MD • SS • CO DU VET ADM MF SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

HYATTSVILLE
Family Health Center
Hampton Medical Building
3415 Hamilton Street
Suite 9
Hyattsville, MD 20782
(301) 579-7261
MHSASF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD • SF FX • CO DU VET ADM MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F3

MRB Counseling Services Inc
1835 University Boulevard
Suite 220
Hyattsville, MD 20783
(301) 326-4356
Intake: (301) 326-4358 (301) 512-0663
MHSASF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF SI PI • SS • SP • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Prince Georges County Health Dept
Addictions/Northern Region
3003 Hospital Drive
Ground Floor
Hyattsville, MD 20785
(301) 583-5920
MHSASF • SA MM BU NXN • OP OMB OIT ORT • SF MD • SS • CO DU CJ AD WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

JOPLA
JOPLA Health Services Inc
623 Pulaski Highway
Suite A
Joppa, MD 21085
(410) 538-5809
Intake: (410) 766-9668
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA MM OTPA • OP OMB • SF MD • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

KENSINGTON
Ryan Rehabilitation LLC
3821 Farragut Avenue
Kensington, MD 20895
(301) 949-7771
Intakes: (301) 258-7771 (240) 277-7128
SAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT CT • SF MD • SS • PI • MI • ATR • SP • CO DU CJ SE WN MN DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

LANHAM
Affiliated Sante Group (ASG)
4372 Lottsford Vista Road
Lanham, MD 20706
(301) 429-2171
Intake: (301) 429-2171 x3100
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD • CO DU VET MF CJ SE AD WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Interdynamics Inc
4601 Forbes Boulevard
Suite 100
Lanham, MD 20706
(301) 306-4590
MHSASF • SA DT • OP OD ODT OIT ORT • SF MC PI MI • SS • CO DU CJ WN MN XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

LEXINGTON PARK
Walden Sierra Inc
Outpatient
21770 FDR Boulevard
Lexington Park, MD 20653
(301) 997-1300
MHSASF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI MI • SS • CO WN MN TRMA XA DV • ADLT • FEM MALE

LUSBY
Calvert Substance Abuse Services
South Maryland Community Center
20 Appeal Lane
Lusby, MD 20657
(410) 535-3079x14
Intake: (410) 394-0681
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SS MD SI • AH • DU WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

LUTHERVILLE TIMONIUM
Bergand Group
1300 York Road
Building C Suite 300
Lutherville Timonium, MD 21093
(410) 853-7691
SAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP OD OMB OIT ORT • SF PI • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

New Horizons Health Services Inc
605 Main Street
Laurel, MD 20707
(301) 483-0134x403
Intake: (301) 483-0134x401
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU NXN VTRL • OP OD OMB OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI MI • AH SP FX • CO DU VET ADM MF WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Mosaic Community Services
Dual Diagnosis Program
1931 Greenspring Drive
Lutherville Timonium, MD 21093
(410) 453-9553
MHS • SA NXN • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI • CO • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
MECHANICSVILLE
Certified Counseling Services Inc
29190 Three Notch Road
Suite 2
Mechanicsville, MD 20659
(301) 884-8700
Intake: (240) 925-6570
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

MOUNT RAINIER
C A Mayo and Associates Inc
3403 Perry Street
Mount Rainier, MD 20712
(301) 699-0344
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC PI • SS • DU CJ WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

OAKLAND
Garrett County Health Department
Subst Abuse Prog/Behav Health Unit
1025 Memorial Drive
Oakland, MD 21550
(301) 334-7670
Intake: (301) 334-7680
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI ATR • SS • AH • DU CJ AD WN MN TRMA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

ODENTON
Ferry Point Inc
Treatment Center
1113 Odenton Road
Suite F
Odenton, MD 21113
(410) 674-8500
SAF • SA DT • OP OD OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • FX • DU CJ AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE • F67

OLNEY
Harrison and Feldhausen PC
2923 Olney Sandy Spring Road
Suite E
Olney, MD 20832
(301) 570-4400
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MC • CO DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

MedStar Montgomery Medical Center
Addiction and Mental Health Center
18101 Prince Phillip Drive
Olney, MD 20832
(301) 774-8800
Intake: (888) 420-2642
GHF • SA DT • OP OIT ORT ORT HID • SF MD MC PI • AH • CO AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

OWINGS MILLS
1st Alternative Counseling
10806 Reisterstown Road
Suite 3-C
Owings Mills, MD 21117
(410) 356-9466
Intake: (410) 215-1072
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF PI • SF FX • CO DU GL VET ADM CJ SE MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE • F31

Gaudenzia Inc
Owings Mills
10225 Jensen Lane
Owings Mills, MD 21117
(410) 779-4070
Intake: (443) 423-1500
MHSAF • SA HH • OP RES RS RL OIT ORT CT • SF SI PI MI ATR • AH SP • CO DU CJ WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

OXON HILL
Trinity Therapeutic Center LLC
6196 Oxon Hill Road
Suite 260
Oxon Hill, MD 20745
(410) 485-1657
Intake: (301) 613-6043
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF PI MI • CO DU VET CJ SE AD WN MN DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

PARKVILLE
Hart Group
2914 East Joppa Road
Suite 204
Parkville, MD 21234
(410) 661-7200
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • DU CJ • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Port Recovery IOP Inc
7000 Harford Road
Parkville, MD 21234
(443) 869-4909x0
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC PI • SS • CO DU WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Turning Corners Inc
8831 Satyr Hill Road
Parkville, MD 21234
(410) 485-8876
Intake: (410) 893-3896
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

PASADENA
Alcohol and Drug Abuse Education
Prevention and Treatment/The Horizons
8028 Ritchie Highway
Suite 308
Pasadena, MD 21122
(410) 761-0725
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI ATR • SS • CO DU VET MF CJ AD WN MN DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

New Life
Addiction Counseling Services Inc
2528 Mountain Road
Suite 204
Pasadena, MD 21122
(410) 255-4475
SAF • SA • DU BU NXN VTRL • OP OD OMB OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

PATUXENT RIVER
Substance Abuse Rehabilitation Program
Naval Health Clinic Patuxent River
47149 Buse Road
Building 1370
Patuxent River, MD 20670
(301) 342-3824
SAF • SA • OP ORT • MI • ADM MF • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>County</th>
<th>Facility Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone Numbers</th>
<th>Services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PERRYPOINT</td>
<td>VA Maryland Healthcare System</td>
<td>Perry Point Division/SARRTP</td>
<td>(410) 642-2411x5526</td>
<td>(400) 642-2411x5444 (800) 949-1003x5525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Building 22 H</td>
<td></td>
<td>SAF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Perry Point, MD 21902</td>
<td></td>
<td>SA BU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Intake: (410) 642-2411x5526</td>
<td></td>
<td>NXN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>OP RES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>RS RL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>OMB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ODT OIT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ORT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>VAMC SF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PI MI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>AH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CO VET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>WN YAD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ADLT FEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIKESVILLE</td>
<td>A Helping Hand LLC</td>
<td>6401 Dogwood Road</td>
<td>(410) 653-0021</td>
<td>(410) 653-0021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Suite 201</td>
<td></td>
<td>SAF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Pikesville, MD 21207</td>
<td></td>
<td>SA BU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Intake: (410) 979-0488</td>
<td></td>
<td>NXN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>VTRL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>OP ORT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SF MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>DU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>YAD ADLT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Addictions Counseling Services</td>
<td>17 Warren Road</td>
<td>(410) 483-3333</td>
<td>(410) 483-3333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Suite 26-B</td>
<td></td>
<td>SAF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Pikesville, MD 21208</td>
<td></td>
<td>SA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Intake: (410) 979-0488</td>
<td></td>
<td>OP ORT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>DU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>YAD ADLT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Arthur Flax's</td>
<td>Comprehensive Psychosocial Services</td>
<td>(410) 653-3600</td>
<td>(410) 653-3600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Pikesville, MD 21282</td>
<td></td>
<td>MHSAF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>VTRL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>OP OMB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ORT CT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SF MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>DU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CJ AD DV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CHLD ADLT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POTOMAC</td>
<td>JHH Suburban Hospital Addiction Treatment Center</td>
<td>6001 Montrose Road</td>
<td>(301) 251-8920</td>
<td>(301) 251-8920</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Suite 102</td>
<td></td>
<td>SAF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Potomac, MD 20852</td>
<td></td>
<td>SA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Intake: (301) 896-2036</td>
<td></td>
<td>OP ORT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SF MD MC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SI PI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>AH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CO CJ SE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>WN MN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CHLD ADLT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROCKVILLE</td>
<td>Avery House</td>
<td>Halfway House for Women and Children</td>
<td>(301) 251-8920</td>
<td>(301) 251-8920</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>14705 Avery Road</td>
<td></td>
<td>SAF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Rockville, MD 20853</td>
<td></td>
<td>SA HH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Intake: (301) 762-4651</td>
<td></td>
<td>RES RL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SF ATR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>YAD ADLT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
Montgomery County Dept Health/Human Medication Assisted Treatment Program
981 Rollins Avenue
Rockville, MD 20852
(240) 777-1680
Intakes: (240) 777-4710 (240) 777-1679
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA MM OTPA • OP OMB OIT ORT • SF MD • SS PA • AH • WN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Montgomery Recovery Services Inc
14636 Rothgeb Drive
Rockville, MD 20850
(301) 762-5300
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA MM OTPA • OP OMB OIT ORT • SF MD • PW WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

White Flint Recovery Inc
416 Hungerford Drive
Suite 319
Rockville, MD 20850
(301) 294-6545
SAF • SA BU • OP ORT • SF • CO DU GL • SE AD • PW WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

ROSEDALE
S and S Counseling Services
1212 Philco Road
Suite B
Rosedale, MD 21237
(410) 574-1850
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • SS • DU CJ • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

SABILLASVILLE
Catotcin Summit
Adolescent Program
5980 Cullen Drive
Sabillasville, MD 21780
(240) 420-5400
SAF • SA BU NXN • RES RS • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS PA • AH • CO AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

Washington County HD Adol OP East
5989 Cullen Drive
Sabillasville, MD 21780
(240) 420-5400
SAF • SA BU • OP OMB OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS PA • AH • AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

Salisbury
Community Behavioral Health Salisbury
814 Eastern Shore Drive
Salisbury, MD 21801
(410) 334-6687
Intake: (443) 598-2945
MHSAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL OTPA • OP OD OMB OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS PA • AH • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ • SE WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Counseling Assoc/Gateway Behav Health
106 Milford Street
Suite 501-B
Salisbury, MD 21804
(410) 546-1692
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • DU WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Eastern Shore Psychological Servs LLC
2336 Goddard Parkway
Salisbury, MD 21801
(410) 334-6961
MHS • SA VTRL • OP OMB ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS PA • DU • ADLT • FEM MALE

Hudson Health Services Inc
Broad Street Halfway House
221 Broad Street
Salisbury, MD 21801
(410) 726-5420
Intakes: (410) 251-0622 (443) 880-5828
SAF • SA HH • OP RES RL ORT • SF SI • PW BC • YAD ADLT • FEM

Salisbury
J David Collins and Associates LLC
540 Riverside Drive
Suite 8
Salisbury, MD 21801
(410) 548-3333
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI • DU CJ • WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Peninsula Addiction Services
104 West Market Street
Salisbury, MD 21801
(410) 860-2673
Intake: (410) 860-2673x108
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI • SS • DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Second Wind Inc
309 Newton Street
Salisbury, MD 21801
(410) 749-8038
SAF • SA HH • RES RL • SF ATR • MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

White Flint Recovery
Eastern Shore Inc
130 East Main Street
1st Floor
Salisbury, MD 21801
(410) 749-6422
Intake: (410) 749-6537
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Wicomico Behavioral Health
108 East Main Street
Salisbury, MD 21801
(410) 742-3784
SAF • SA MM BU • OP OMB OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI • SS PA • AH • CO AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Wills W Hudson Center
1506 Harting Drive
Salisbury, MD 21801
(410) 219-9000
Intake: (888) 288-9086
SAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL HH • OP RES RS OD OD ORT CT • SF MD SI PI ATR • AH • CO WN MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

MARYLAND
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Worcester County Health Department
Center 4 Clean Start
926 Snow Hill Road
Cottage 200
Salisbury, MD 21804
(410) 742-3460
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD
MC SI PI MI • SS PA • AH • CO PW WN
• YAD ADLT • FEM • MALE

Silver Spring
Bilingual Counseling Center
11301 Georgia Avenue
2nd Floor
Silver Spring, MD 20902
(301) 942-7821
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD
MC SI PI MI • SS PA • AH • CO PW WN
• YAD ADLT • FEM • MALE

Counseling Plus Inc
8561 Fenton Street
Suite 230
Silver Spring, MD 20910
(301) 565-9001
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD
MC SI PI MI • SS PA • AH • CO PW WN
• YAD ADLT • YAD • FEM • MALE

D A Wynne and Associates Inc
10230 New Hampshire Avenue
Suite 206
Silver Spring, MD 20903
(301) 439-6700
Intake: (800) 645-8158
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD
MC SI PI MI • SS PA • AH • CO PW WN
• YAD ADLT • FEM • MALE

Journey to Self Understanding
Outpatient Substance Abuse Program
8720 Georgia Avenue
Suite 706
Silver Spring, MD 20910
(240) 403-4036
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD
MC PI • SS • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM

Total Health Resources Inc (THR)
Substance Abuse Program
1717 Elton Road
Suite 210
Silver Spring, MD 20903
(301) 439-2000
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD
MC SI PI MI • SS PA • AH • CO PW WN
• YAD ADLT • FEM • MALE

Phoenix Houses of Mid Atlantic Inc
7295 Buttercup Road
Sykesville, MD 21784
(410) 795-5767
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD
MC SI PI MI • SS PA • AH • CO PW WN
• YAD ADLT • FEM • MALE

Shoemaker Center
6655 Sykesville Road
Medical Services Building 3rd Floor
Sykesville, MD 21784
(410) 876-1989
Intake: (410) 876-1990
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD
MC SI PI MI • SS PA • AH • CO PW WN
• YAD ADLT • FEM • MALE

Takoma Park
Another Way Inc
1363 Holton Lane
Takoma Park, MD 20912
(301) 434-2622
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD
MC SI PI MI • SS PA • AH • CO PW WN
• YAD ADLT • FEM • MALE

Washington Adventist University
Community Counseling Center
7600 Flower Avenue
Suite 342
Takoma Park, MD 20912
(301) 576-0131
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD
MC SI PI MI • SS PA • AH • CO PW WN
• YAD ADLT • FEM • MALE

Temple Hills
Urban Counseling Institute
4400 Stamp Road
Suite 208-B
Temple Hills, MD 20748
(301) 278-7956
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD
MC PI • SS PA • AH • CO PW WN
• YAD ADLT • FEM • MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
MARYLAND

TOWSON
Alternatives to Dependency
110 East Pennsylvania Avenue
Towson, MD 21286
(410) 583-2222
Intake: (410) 391-8240
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • PI • MI • AD • CHLD • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

Center for Mental Health LLC
658 Kenilworth Drive
Suite 206
Towson, MD 21204
(410) 321-9311
Intake: (443) 803-3848
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • PI • MI • AD • CHLD • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

GLOBAL HEALTHCARE SYSTEMS INC
605 Taylor Avenue
Suite 104
Towson, MD 21204
(410) 296-0180
Intake: (443) 414-3587
SAF • SA • OP ORT • CT • SF • PI • MI • AD • CHLD • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

Kolmac Clinic
625 North Charles Street
The Gibson Building Suite 085
Towson, MD 21204
(410) 296-2232
Intake: (301) 589-0255 (410) 296-2359
SAF • SA DT BU • NXN • VTRL • OP • OD • OMB • ORT • CT • SF • PI • AH • TRMA • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

Polaris Recovery Center LLC
DBA Maryland Addiction Recovery Center
8600 Lasalle Road
Carroll Building Suite 212
Towson, MD 21286
(410) 773-0500
SAF • SA DT BU • VTRL • OP • OD • OMB • ODT • ORT • SF • PI • SS • CO • DU • AD • WN • MN • CHLD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

Ralph D Raphael PhD PA
21 West Road
Suite 150
Towson, MD 21204
(410) 825-0042
MHS • SA • OP ORT • SF • PI • MI • AD • CHLD • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

Towson Addictions Center
102 West Pennsylvania Avenue
Suite 306
Towson, MD 21204
(410) 337-8193
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • DU AD • WN • CHLD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

UPPER MARLBORO
Community Counseling and Mentoring Services Inc
1400 Mercantile Lane
Suite 232
Upper Marlboro, MD 20774
(301) 583-0001
MHS • SA • OP ORT • CT • SF • PI • MI • AD • CHLD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

Institute of Life and Health Alcohol Drug Assessment and Therapy Program
5311 Water Street
Suites D
Upper Marlboro, MD 20772
(301) 627-3007
Intake: (301) 627-3015
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • PI • DU CJ • CHLD • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

VALLEY LEE
Seafarers
Addiction Rehabilitation Center
47505 Locust Grove Drive
Valleym Lee, MD 20692
(301) 994-0010 x5330
SAF • SA • RES • RS • RL • PI • SP • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

WALDORF
Alcohol and Drug Recovery (ADR)
3475 Leonardtown Road
Suite 102
Waldorf, MD 20601
(301) 932-9720
Intake: (301) 936-5233
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • MD • PI • SS • DU • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

Changing Cycle LLC
3475 Leonardtown Road
Suite 206
Waldorf, MD 20601
(301) 537-3677
Intake: (301) 705-5300
SAF • SA • OP ORT • CT • SF • MD • PI • MI • SS • CO • DU • VET • CJ • WN • MN • TRMA • XA • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

Open ARMMS Inc
2590 Business Park Court
Waldorf, MD 20601
(301) 645-5538
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA • MM • OTTA • OP • OMB • ORT • SF • MD • PI • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

Walden Behavioral Health Outpatient
85 High Street
Suite 4
Waldorf, MD 20602
(301) 997-1300 x819
Intakes: (888) 912-7366 (301) 863-6661
MHS • SA • SA • MM • OTTA • OP • OMB • ORT • SF • MD • PI • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

Washington Pastoral Counseling Service
Substance Abuse Services
3235 Leonardtown Road
Waldorf, MD 20601
(240) 210-6073
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • PI • ATR • CO • DU • VET • CJ • SE • PW • WN • MN • TRMA • XA • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
WESTMINSTER

BH Health Services Inc
450 East Main Street
Westminster, MD 21157
(410) 871-3005
SAF • SA MM • OP OMB CT • SF MD SI
• YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

CCYSB Alcohol and Substance Abuse
Treatment Services
59 Kate Wagner Road
Westminster, MD 21157
(410) 848-2500
Intakes: (410) 848-2500x2 (410) 848-6100x2
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI
MI • SS • CO VET AD WN MN TRMA
• ADLT • FEM MALE

Carroll County Health Department
Outpatient Addictions Treatment Sers
290 South Center Street
Westminster, MD 21157
(410) 876-4800
SAF • SA BU VTRL • OP OIT ORT • SF
MD MC SI PI ATR • AH • CO WN MN
• YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Carroll Hospital Center
Behavioral Health Services IOP Program
200 Memorial Avenue
Westminster, MD 21157
(410) 871-7110
Intakes: (410) 871-6964 (410) 871-6983
MHSAF • SA BU NXN • OP OMB ORT
• SF MD MC PI MI • AH • CO AD
• CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Caroctin Counseling Center
63 East Main Street
Westminster, MD 21157
(410) 848-9091
Intake: (410) 848-9091x1
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD PI • SS
• DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Mountain Manor Treatment Center
Carroll Plaza Shopping Center
Suite 20-C
Westminster, MD 21157
(410) 876-2425
SAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP OD
OMB OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI ATR • SS
• CO DU CJ AD PW WN MN • CHLD
ADLT • FEM MALE

ReEntry Mental Health Services
Addiction Services
40 South Church Street
Suite 105
Westminster, MD 21157
(410) 848-9244
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • DU WN
MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Westminster Rescue Mission
658 Lucabaugh Mill Road
Westminster, MD 21157
(410) 848-2222
SAF • SA HH • RES RL • NP • PA • YAD
ADLT • MALE

WESTOVER

Somerset County Behavioral Health
8928 Sign Post Road
Suite 2
Westover, MD 21871
(443) 523-1790
SAF • SA BU VTRL • OP OMB OIT ORT
• SF MD SI PI • SS • DU AD WN MN
• CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

WHITE PLAINS

Charles County Department of Health
Substance Use Services
4545 Crain Highway
P.O. Box 1050
White Plains, MD 20695
(301) 609-6600
Intake: (301) 609-6601
SAF • SA BU NXN • OP OMB OIT ORT
• SF MD MC SI PI • SP • CO SE AD WN
MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE
AGAWAM  
Mount Tom Center for MH and Recovery  
30 Southwick Street  
Agawam, MA 01001  
(413) 786-6410  
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

ALLSTON  
Arbour Counseling Services  
14 Fordham Road  
Allston, MA 02134  
(617) 782-6460  
MHSAF • SA BU • OP OMB ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SP FX • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

ASHBURNHAM  
McLean Ambulatory and Residential Treatment Center at Naukeag  
216 Lake Road  
Ashburnham, MA 01430  
(800) 230-8764  
Intake: (978) 827-5115  
MHSAF • SA BU • OP OMB ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SP FX • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

ASHBURY  
Spring Hill Recovery Center Inc  
Recovery Home  
250 Spring Hill Road  
Ashby, MA 01431  
(978) 386-7100x303  
Intakes: (978) 386-7100  
SAF • SA • RES RS RL • SF PI • CO • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

ATHOL  
Clinical and Support Options  
Satellite  
491 Main Street  
Athol, MA 01331  
(978) 249-9400  
Intake: (978) 249-9470  
MHF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD WVN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

ATTLEBORO  
Arbour Fuller  
EATS  
200 May Street  
Attleboro, MA 02703  
(508) 761-8500  
Intake: (800) 222-2237  
MHSAF • SA DT BU NXN • OP OMB OD T OIT HID HIT CT • SF SI PI MI • AH SP • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE WVN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Arbour Fuller  
Outpatient Program  
200 May Street  
Attleboro, MA 02703  
(508) 761-8500  
Intake: (800) 222-2237  
MHSAF • SA BU NXN • OP OMB OD T OIT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH SP • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW WVN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Arbour Fuller  
Outpatient Substance Abuse Services  
140 Park Street  
Attleboro, MA 02703  
(508) 226-1660  
Intake: (508) 226-1660  
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF SI • SS • AH • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WVN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

BELMONT  
McLean Hospital  
Alcohol and Drug Abuse Treatment  
115 Mill Street  
Belmont, MA 02478  
(617) 855-2242  
Intakes: (617) 855-2242  
MHSAF • SA BU NXN • OP OMB OD T OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WVN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Community Care Services  
Outpatient Substance Abuse Services  
115 Mill Street  
Belmont, MA 02478  
(617) 855-2242  
Intakes: (617) 855-2242  
MHSAF • SA BU NXN • OP OMB OD T OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WVN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Community Counseling of Bristol County  
5 Bank Street  
Attleboro, MA 02703  
(508) 222-8836  
Intakes: (508) 222-8836  
MHSAF • SA BU NXN • OP OMB ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WVN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Advocates Community Counseling  
Satellite  
11 Depot Street  
Ayer, MA 01432  
(978) 772-1846  
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • CO DU CJ WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Veterans MH and Addiction Programs (VMHAP)  
200 Springs Road  
Building 2-A 2nd Floor  
Bedford, MA 01730  
(800) 838-6331x2580  
Intake: (800) 838-6331x2354  
MHSAF • SA BU NXN • VTRL ORT • OP RES RS OD OMB OD T OD T ORT CT • VAMC MD MC SI PI MI • PA • CO VET SE WVN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
McLean Hospital
East House II Acute Rehabilitation
115 Mill Street
Belmont, MA 02478
(617) 855-2743
Intake: (617) 855-2800
MHSAF • SA BU NXN • RES RS RL CT • SF MD PI • CO GL AD TR MA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

BEVERLY
North Shore Counseling Center
Outpatient Substance Abuse Services
900 Cummings Center
Suite 324-S
Beverly, MA 01915
(978) 522-5500
MHF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

BOSTON
ADCARE Hospital
Outpatient
14 Beacon Street
Suite 801
Boston, MA 02108
(617) 227-2622
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • CO WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

After Care Services Inc
2 Lexington Street
Suite 1
Boston, MA 02128
(617) 569-4561
Intake: (617) 561-4455
MHSAF • SA HH • OP OIT ORT • MD MC SI • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TR MA XA DV • ADLT • FEM MALE

Askia Academy at Dimock
34 Dimock Street
Boston, MA 02119
(617) 442-8800
Intake: (617) 427-4562 (617) 427-1350
SAF • SA BU HH • RES RL • SF • PA • AH SP • CO CJ MN TR MA • YAD ADLT • MALE

BPHC Substance Abuse Prevention and Treatment Services Satellite
1226 Columbia Road
Suite A
Boston, MA 02127
(617) 534-9500
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI ATR • SS PA • SP • AD WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Bay Cove Human Services
Methadone Services
66 Canal Street
Boston, MA 02114
(617) 371-3030
Intakes: (617) 371-3030x1 (617) 371-3040 Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM OTPA • OP OD OMB ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • SS PA • AH SP FX • CO VET SE PW WN MN XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F19 F28

Boston Alcohol and Substance Abuse Programs Inc
29 Winter Street
2nd Floor
Boston, MA 02108
(617) 482-5292
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI ATR • PA • AH SP FX • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F67 F92

Boston Public Health Commission
Bureau of Addictions
774 Albany Street
Boston, MA 02118
(617) 534-2730
Intakes: (617) 494-4057 (617) 534-5108 SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS PA • SP • CO WN MN TR MA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Boston Rescue Mission OP Counseling
39 Kingston Street
Boston, MA 02111
(617) 482-8819x1215
Intake: (617) 482-8819x1238
SAF • SA HH • OP RES RS RL ODT ORT • MD ATR • SP • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
Dept of Veterans Affairs Medical Ctr
Drug Dependency Treatment Center Outpt
251 Causeway Street
Boston, MA 02114
(617) 248-1007
Intakes: (617) 248-1054 (617) 248-1075
SAF ▪ SA MM BU NXN VTRL ▪ OP
OMB ORT CT ▪ VAMC SF PI MI ▪ CO
VET MN TRMA ▪ CHLD YAD ADLT ▪ FEM MALE

Fenway Community Health Center
Substance Abuse Treatment Program
1340 Boylston Street
Boston, MA 02215
(617) 267-0900
Intake: (617) 927-6202
MHSAF ▪ SA DT BU NXN VTRL ▪ OP
OD OMB ORT ▪ SF MD MC SI PI MI ▪ SS
PA ▪ AH SP ▪ CO GL WN MN TRMA
XADV ▪ YAD ADLT ▪ FEM MALE

Dimock Center
John Flowers Recovery Home
50 Dimock Street
Boston, MA 02119
(617) 442-8800x1602
Intake: (617) 442-8800x1336
SAF ▪ SA BU NXN HH ▪ RES RL CT ▪ SS
SP FX ▪ MN ▪ YAD ADLT ▪ MALE ▪ F67

Gavin Foundation Inc
Center for Recovery Services
210 Old Colony Avenue
Boston, MA 02127
(617) 268-5000
SAF ▪ SA VTRL ▪ OP OIT ORT ▪ SF MD
SI PI ATR ▪ SP ▪ AD ▪ CHLD ADLT ▪ FEM MALE

Dimock Community Health Center
Alcohol and Drug Detoxification Prog
41 Dimock Street
Boston, MA 02119
(617) 442-8800x1392
Intakes: (617) 442-8800x1320 (617) 442-
8800x1315
MHSAF ▪ DT DM BU ▪ HID ▪ SF MD SI
PI ▪ SS PA ▪ AH SP ▪ CO CJ SE PW WN
MN TRMA ▪ YAD ADLT ▪ FEM MALE

Gavin Foundation Inc
Cushing House/Male and Female Programs
54-58 Old Colony Avenue
Boston, MA 02127
(617) 269-2933
Intakes: (617) 269-2933x5 (617) 269-2933x6
SAF ▪ SA HH ▪ RES RL CT ▪ SF ▪ SS
AH ▪ AD ▪ CHLD ADLT ▪ FEM MALE

Dorchester House
1353 Dorchester Avenue
Boston, MA 02122
(617) 288-3230
Intakes: (617) 740-2212 (617) 740-2250
GHF ▪ SA BU NXN ▪ OP OMB ORT CT ▪ SF
MD MC SI PI ▪ CO GL WN MN
TRMA XADV ▪ CHLD YAD ADLT ▪ FEM MALE

Gavin Foundation Inc
Gavin House
675 East 4th Street
Boston, MA 02127
(617) 268-5517x13
Intake: (617) 268-5517
SAF ▪ SA BU NXN VTRL HH ▪ RES RL
CT ▪ SF ATR ▪ SS PA ▪ AH ▪ CJ MN
YAD ADLT ▪ MALE

Fenway Community Health Center
Fenway South End
142 Berkeley Street
Boston, MA 02116
(617) 247-7555
Intake: (617) 927-6202
MHSAF ▪ SA NXN ▪ OP ORT ▪ SF MD
MC SI PI MI ▪ SS PA ▪ AH SP ▪ CO GL
AD WN MN TRMA XADV ▪ CHLD ADLT ▪ FEM MALE

Habit OPOC
99 Topeka Street
Boston, MA 02118
(617) 442-1499
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF ▪ SA DT MM DM BU OTPA ▪ OP
OD OMB ▪ SF MD MC SI PI MI ▪ AH
SP ▪ CO SE PW WN MN TRMA ▪ YAD
ADLT ▪ FEM MALE

Institute for Health and Recovery
Boston
95 Berkeley Street
Suite 201-A
Boston, MA 02116
(617) 661-3991
SAF ▪ SA ▪ OP ORT ▪ SF MD PI ATR ▪ CO
CJ AD PW WN TRMA XA DV ▪ CHLD ADLT ▪ FEM MALE

Interim House Inc
Recovery Home
62 Waldeck Street
Boston, MA 02124
(617) 265-2636
SAF ▪ SA BU NXN HH ▪ RES RL ▪ SS PA
MN ▪ YAD ADLT ▪ MALE

MGH Addiction Recovery Management Servs
151 Merrimas Street
6th Floor
Boston, MA 02114
(617) 643-4699
SAF ▪ SA BU NXN VTRL ▪ OP OMB
OIT ORT CT ▪ SF MD MC SI PI ▪ AH ▪ CO
AD ▪ CHLD ADLT ▪ FEM MALE

Massachusetts General Hospital
Addiction Services
16 Blossom Street
Boston, MA 02114
(617) 724-7792
Intakes: (617) 726-2712 (617) 726-7753
SAF ▪ SA BU NXN VTRL ▪ OP OMB
OIT ORT CT ▪ SF MD MC SI PI ▪ AH ▪ CO
SP FX ▪ CO GL VET SE PW WN MN
TRMA XADV ▪ CHLD ADLT ▪ FEM MALE ▪ F30 F31 F88

Middlesex Human Service Agency Inc
Answer House Recovery Home
5 G Street
Boston, MA 02127
(617) 268-7124
SAF ▪ SA HH ▪ RES RL ▪ SF MD MC SI
PI ATR ▪ SS PA ▪ MN ▪ YAD ADLT ▪ MALE
North Suffolk Mental Hlth Association

Meridian House
408 Meridian Street
Boston, MA 02128
(617) 569-6050
Intake: (617) 569-6050x11
SAF • SA • OP RES RL ORT • SF PI ATR • PA • CO CJ TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

North Suffolk Mental Health Association

Noddles Island
14 Porter Street
Boston, MA 02128
(617) 912-7504
Intakes: (888) 294-7802 (617) 912-7500
MHSAF • SA BU NXN • OP OMB ODT OIT ORT • SF MD MC S I PI MI IHS ATR • SS PA • AD TRMA XA • CHLD ADLT
• FEM MALE

Volunteers of America

Hello House
686 Massachusetts Avenue
Boston, MA 02118
(617) 262-7142
Intake: (617) 522-8086x0
SAF • SA HH • RES RL • ATR • PA • CO GL VET CJ SE MN TRMA XA • YAD ADLT • MALE

BRIGHTON

Addiction Treatment Center of NE

77 Warren Street
Suite F
Brighton, MA 02135
(617) 254-1271
Intakes: (617) 254-1271x119 (617) 254-1271
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU • OP OD OMB ORT CT • SF MD SI • SS • AH SP • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Phoenix House Dorchester Center

90 Cushing Avenue
Boston, MA 02125
(617) 379-3303
Intake: (617) 379-3308
SAF • SA HH • RES RL • SF MC ATR • PA • SP FX • CO PW/WN TRMA BC • YAD ADLT • FEM • F4 F19 F28

Rehabilitation and Health Inc

East Boston
52 White Street
Boston, MA 02128
(617) 569-2089
SAF • SA HH • RES RL CT • SF ATR • SS PA • AH SP FX • CO VET CJ SE MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • MALE • F42

BROCKTON

Addiction Treatment Center of NE

77 Warren Street
Suite F
Brighton, MA 02135
(617) 254-1271
Intakes: (617) 254-1271x119 (617) 254-1271
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU • OP OD OMB ORT CT • SF MD SI • SS • AH SP • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

High Point Y outh

20 Meadowbrook Road
Brockton, MA 02302
(508) 408-6190
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA DT BU VTRL OTPA • OP OD OMB ORT CT • SF MD PI • AH SP • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

High Point Youth

20 Meadowbrook Road
Brockton, MA 02302
(508) 638-6000
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA DT BU VTRL OTPA • OP OD OMB ORT CT • SF MD PI • AH SP • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Economic and Mental Health Services

Addiction Treatment Center of NE

77 Warren Street
Suite F
Brighton, MA 02135
(617) 254-1271
Intakes: (617) 254-1271x119 (617) 254-1271
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU • OP OD OMB ORT CT • SF MD SI • SS • AH SP • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Volunteers of America

Hello House
686 Massachusetts Avenue
Boston, MA 02118
(617) 262-7142
Intake: (617) 522-8086x0
SAF • SA HH • RES RL • ATR • PA • CO GL VET CJ SE MN TRMA XA • YAD ADLT • MALE

Brockton Addiction Treatment Center

30 Meadowbrook Road
Brockton, MA 02302
(508) 584-9210
Intake: (800) 734-3444
SAF • SA DT DM BU NXN VTRL • RES RSH HID CT • SF MD SI PI • SS PA • AH FX • W N TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F67

Brockton Opioid Treatment Program

30 Meadowbrook Road
Brockton, MA 02301
(508) 408-6190
SAF • SA MM DM BU NXN VTRL • OP OMB ORT • SF MD • PW • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Addiction Treatment Center of NE

77 Warren Street
Suite F
Brighton, MA 02135
(617) 254-1271
Intakes: (617) 254-1271x119 (617) 254-1271
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU • OP OD OMB ORT CT • SF MD SI • SS • AH SP • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Gosnold/Thorne Counseling Center

111 Torrey Street
Brockton, MA 02301
(508) 584-5190
Intakes: (800) 444-1554 (508) 540-6550x5278
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • CO SE AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Habop OPCO

180 Centre Street
Brockton, MA 02302
(508) 586-6300x202
Intake: (508) 586-6300x0
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU OTPA • OP OD OMB ORT CT • SF MD PI • AH SP • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Meridian House

408 Meridian Street
Boston, MA 02128
(617) 569-6050
Intake: (617) 569-6050x11
SAF • SA • OP RES RL ORT • SF PI ATR • PA • CO CJ TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
### CAMBRIDGE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mens Addiction Treatment Center</td>
<td>10 Meadowbrook Road, Brockton, MA 02301</td>
<td>(508) 742-4400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAF • SA DT MM DM BU NXN VTRL • RES RS RD • MD MC SI PI • AH • CO VET SE MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • MALE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Old Colony YMCA</td>
<td>15 Bolton Place, Suite A, Brockton, MA 02301</td>
<td>(508) 427-4383</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Bay Mental Health Center</td>
<td>103 Commercial Street, Brockton, MA 02302</td>
<td>(508) 580-4691</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Veterans Affairs Medical Center</td>
<td>Boston Healthcare System, Brockton Div 940 Belmont Street, Brockton, MA 02301</td>
<td>(508) 583-4500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caspar Inc</td>
<td>Womanplace, 11 Russell Street, Cambridge, MA 02140</td>
<td>(617) 661-6020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### CATAUMET

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IMPACT</td>
<td>54 Washburn Avenue, Cambridge, MA 02140</td>
<td>(617) 661-0405x318</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(617) 661-5700x43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Charles Institute for The Addictions</td>
<td>54 Washburn Avenue, Cambridge, MA 02140</td>
<td>(617) 661-5700x42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prevention and Recovery Center</td>
<td>Mount Auburn Hospital, 330 Mount Auburn Street, Cambridge, MA 02138</td>
<td>(617) 499-5051x407</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gosnold Inc</td>
<td>Gosnold at Cataumet, 1140 Route 28, Suite A, Cataumet, MA 02354</td>
<td>(508) 563-9229</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(800) 444-1554</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### CHELSEA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bay Cove Human Services</td>
<td>Chelsea ASAP Substance Abuse Programs, 100 Everett Avenue, Suite 4, Chelsea, MA 02150</td>
<td>(617) 884-6829</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gosnold Inc</td>
<td>Gosnold at Chelsea, 110 Russell Street, Cambridge, MA 02140</td>
<td>(617) 746-0051x318</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(617) 746-0051x101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### CHESTNUT HILL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bournewood Hospital</td>
<td>Chestnut Hill, MA 02467</td>
<td>(617) 469-0300x3301</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gosnold Inc</td>
<td>Gosnold/Thorne Counseling Center, 1185 Falmouth Road, Centerville, MA 02632</td>
<td>(508) 862-9929</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(800) 444-1554</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### CHICOPPEE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Community Healthcare Inc</td>
<td>Community Substance Abuse Centers, 628 Center Street, Chicopee, MA 01013</td>
<td>(413) 746-0051x318</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(413) 746-0051x101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Concord
Emerson Hospital Addiction Recovery Program 133 Old Road to Nine Acre Corner Concord, MA 01742 (978) 287-3520 GHF • SA DT NXN • OP ODT OIT HID HIT CT • SF MC SI PI MI • AH • CO • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Northeast Behavioral Health Detoxification Unit 111 Middleton Road Danvers, MA 01923 (978) 777-2121 Intake: (978) 777-2121x675 SAF • SA DT DM BU HH • HID HIT • SF MD MC SI PI MI ATR • SS PA • AH SP • MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Danesers
CAB/Post Step Down Services/STIT 111 Middleton Road Danvers, MA 01923 (978) 777-2121 Intakes: (978) 739-7621 (978) 739-7659 SAF • SA MM DM BU NXN VTRL • RES RS CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • PA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE Catholic Charities Family Counseling and Guidance Center 152 Sylvan Street Danvers, MA 01923 (978) 774-6820 MHF • SA BU • OP OMB ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • CO • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Catholic Charities Family Counseling and Guidance Center 152 Sylvan Street Danvers, MA 01923 (978) 774-6820 MHF • SA BU • OP OMB ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • CO • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Lahey Health Behavioral Services Methadone Program 111 Middleton Road Danvers, MA 01923 (978) 739-7664 Intake: (978) 777-2121 SAF • SA • OP OMB CT • SF MD MC PI • SS • AH SP • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Lahey Health Behavioral Services Residential Adolescent Program 111 Middleton Road Danvers, MA 01923 (978) 739-7615 SAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • RES RL • SF • PA • CO GL CJ AD TRMA XA DV • CHLD • MALE

DORCHESTER
Boston Hamilton House Inc Hamilton Recovery Home 25 Mount Ida Road Dorchester, MA 02122 (617) 288-1854 SAF • SA HH • OP RES RL ORT • SF • SS PA • MN • YAD ADLT • MALE Victory Programs Inc Joelyns Family Home 1 Long Island Road Administration Building Dorchester, MA 02122 (617) 456-1201 Intake: (617) 456-1201x102 SAF • SA • RES RL • SF • SS PA • YAD ADLT • FEM

Victory Programs Inc New Victories Recovery Home 9 Virginia Street Dorchester, MA 02125 (617) 825-6088 Intake: (617) 825-6088x5 SAF • SA BU • RES RL CT • MD MC SI PI • PA • CO MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

Lahey Health Behavioral Services Residential Adolescent Program 111 Middleton Road Danvers, MA 01923 (978) 739-7615 SAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • RES RL • SF • PA • CO GL CJ AD TRMA XA DV • CHLD • MALE

EAST WAREHAM
Habit OPCO 3088 Cranberry Highway Suite A East Wareham, MA 02538 (508) 295-7990x157 Intake: (508) 295-7990 Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only MHSAF • SA DT MM DM BU OTPA • OP OD OMB ORT • SF MD MC • SS • AH • CO GL VET CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

EAST WAREHAM
Volunteers of America Project Rebound Long Island Campus Dorchester, MA 02122 (617) 778-0453 Intake: (617) 661-3991 SAF • SA BU • RES RS RL CT • SF SI HHS • SP • CO CJ AD TRMA XA • CHLD • MALE

Lahey Health Behavioral Services Residential Adolescent Program 111 Middleton Road Danvers, MA 01923 (978) 739-7615 SAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • RES RL • SF • PA • CO GL CJ AD TRMA XA DV • CHLD • MALE

EVERETT
Eliot Community Human Health Services 173 Chelsea Street Everett, MA 02149 (781) 388-6200 Intake: (781) 388-6225 MHSAF • SA NNXN • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • SS PA • SF FX • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F17 F31 F42

Victory Programs Inc Shepherd House 22, 24 and 26 Windermere Road Dorchester, MA 02125 (617) 288-3906 Intake: (617) 288-3906x102 SAF • SA • RES RL CT • PA • CO CJ WR TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM

Arbour Counseling Services 1082 Davol Street Fall River, MA 02720 (508) 678-2833 MHSAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • CO CJ SE WN MN TRMA XA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

22, 24 and 26 Windermere Road Dorchester, MA 02125 (617) 288-3906 Intake: (617) 288-3906x102 SAF • SA • RES RL CT • PA • CO CJ WR TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM

EAST WAREHAM
Volunteers of America Project Rebound Long Island Campus Dorchester, MA 02122 (617) 778-0453 Intake: (617) 661-3991 SAF • SA BU • RES RS RL CT • SF SI HHS • SP • CO CJ AD TRMA XA • CHLD • MALE

Everett
Eliot Community Human Health Services 173 Chelsea Street Everett, MA 02149 (781) 388-6200 Intake: (781) 388-6225 MHSAF • SA NNXN • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • SS PA • SF FX • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F17 F31 F42

FALL RIVER
Arbour Counseling Services 1082 Davol Street Fall River, MA 02720 (508) 678-2833 MHSAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • CO CJ SE WN MN TRMA XA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fall River, MA</td>
<td>Habit OPCO</td>
<td>22 Front Street</td>
<td>(508) 676-1307x101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Intakes: (508) 676-1307x100 (508) 676-1307x112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Seven Hills Behavioral Health Inc</td>
<td>1402 Pleasant Street</td>
<td>(508) 679-0962</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## MASSACHUSETTS

### FOXBORO

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
<th>Services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Steward Good Samaritan/NORCAP/ATS 71 Walnut Street Foxboro, MA 02035</td>
<td>(508) 543-1873</td>
<td>SAF, SA, RES RL, NP, PA, CO, PW, WN, MN, TRMA, BC, XA, DV, YAD, ADLT, FEM, MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spectrum Health Systems Inc 68 Franklin Street Framingham, MA 01702</td>
<td>(508) 875-5801</td>
<td>SAF, SA, DT, BU, NXN, TRMA, BC, XA, DV, YAD, ADLT, FEM, MALE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### FRAMINGHAM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
<th>Services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Advocates Community Counseling 354 Waverly Street Second Floor Framingham, MA 01702</td>
<td>(508) 661-2020</td>
<td>SAF, SA, OP, ORT, CT, SF, MD, MCI, SP, PI, SS, AH, SP, CO, GL, CJ, SE, WN, MN, TRMA, ADLT, FEM, MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genesis Counseling Services Inc 24 Union Avenue Suite 11 Framingham, MA 01702</td>
<td>(508) 620-2992</td>
<td>SAF, SA, OP, ORT, SF, MD, MCI, SP, PI, SS, AH, SP, CO, MN, YAD, ADLT, FEM, MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New England Aftercare Ministries Inc The Bridge House 18 Summit Street Framingham, MA 01702</td>
<td>(508) 872-6194x102</td>
<td>SAF, SA, RES, RL, SF, MD, MCI, SP, PI, SS, PA, SP, CO, MN, YAD, ADLT, MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMOC Behavioral Health Services 300 Howard Street Framingham, MA 01702</td>
<td>(508) 879-2250</td>
<td>MHSAF, SA, NXN, OP, ORT, CT, SF, MD, MCI, SP, PI, SS, PA, SP, FX, CO, DU, CHLD, YAD, ADLT, FEM, MALE, F19, F28, F67, F70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### FRANKLIN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
<th>Services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arbour Counseling Services Franklin 38 Pond Street Suite 101 Franklin, MA 02038</td>
<td>(508) 528-6037</td>
<td>MHSAF, SA, OP, ORT, CT, SF, MD, MCI, SP, PI, SS, AH, SP, DU, WN, MN, TRMA, YAD, ADLT, FEM, MALE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GARDNER

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
<th>Services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GARDNER</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GREAT BARRINGTON

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
<th>Services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CMC Berkshire 100 Stone Manor Drive Great Barrington, MA 01230</td>
<td>(413) 229-3333</td>
<td>SAF, SA, DT, BU, NXN, TRMA, BC, XA, DV, YAD, ADLT, FEM, MALE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GREENFIELD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
<th>Services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clinical and Support Options 1 Arch Place Floor 1 Greenfield, MA 01301</td>
<td>(413) 774-1000</td>
<td>Methadone Clients Only SAF, SA, DT, BU, NXN, TRMA, BC, XA, DV, YAD, ADLT, FEM, MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community Healthcare Inc Community Substance Abuse Centers 177 Shelburne Road Greenfield, MA 01301</td>
<td>(413) 774-3321</td>
<td>Methadone Clients Only SAF, SA, DT, BU, NXN, TRMA, BC, XA, DV, YAD, ADLT, FEM, MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beacon House for Men Recovery House 57 Beacon Street Greenfield, MA 01301</td>
<td>(413) 773-1706</td>
<td>SAF, SA, HH, RES, RL, CT, CO, MALE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
HOLYOKE

Gandara Residential Services for Women
507 Appleton Street
Suite 1
Holyoke, MA 01040
(413) 536-5473
Intake: (413) 536-5111
SAF • SA BU NXN • OP OMB • OIT • ORT
SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH SP • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Holyoke Medical Center Inc
Partial Hosp and Intensive Outpt Prog
575 Beech Street
Holyoke, MA 01040
(413) 536-5111
MHS AF • SA • OP ODT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • CO TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Mount Tom Center for MH and Recovery
Satellite
230-235 Maple Street
Holyoke, MA 01040
(413) 532-3089
MHS AF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH SP • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Providence Behavioral Health Hospital
Detoxification Unit
1233 Main Street
Holyoke, MA 01040
(413) 536-5111
Intake: (413) 536-5111
SAF • DT BU NXN OTPA • HID • SF MD MC SI PI MI • PA • AH SP • DU CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

INDIAN ORCHARD

New Life Center for Recovery
1323 Worcester Street
Indian Orchard, MA 01151
(413) 209-9820
SAF • SA HH • OP ORT • SF SI ATR • SS • CO VET CJ • SE WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
MASSACHUSETTS

IPSWICH
Lahey Health Behavioral Services
25 Rear Market Street
Ipswich, MA 01938
(978) 356-1776
Intake: (978) 356-1776x355
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TR MA XA DA • ADLT • FEM MALE

JAMAICA PLAIN
Arbour Counseling Services
157 Green Street
Jamaica Plain, MA 02130
(617) 524-1120
Intake: (617) 390-1320 (617) 390-1409
MHSAF • SA • BU NXN • OP OMB ODT OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI • SP • WN MN TR MA XA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Arbour Substance Abuse Trt Program Detox
49 Robinwood Avenue
Jamaica Plain, MA 02130
(617) 524-4400x204
Intake: (617) 390-1320
MHSAF • SA • DT BU NXN OTPA • HID HIT • SF MC PI MI • AH • CO • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Brigham and Womens Faulkner Hospital
153 Centre Street
Jamaica Plain, MA 02130
(617) 983-7474
MHSAF • SA • DT BU • OP OMB ODT OIT ORT HID HIT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH SP • CO WN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Brookside Community Health Center
3297 Washington Street
Jamaica Plain, MA 02130
(617) 983-6047
GHF • SA • BU NXN • OP OMB ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS PA • AH SP • CO DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Community Healthcare Inc
170 Morton Street
Jamaica Plain, MA 02130
(617) 544-3670
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA • DT MM DM OTPA • OP OD OMB OIT ORT CT • SF MC • SS • SP FX • CO SE PW WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F28

Pine Street Inn
170 Morton Street
Jamaica Plain, MA 02130
(617) 892-7937
Intakes: (617) 892-7893 (617) 892-7894
SAF • SA • OP ODT CT • MD SI • PA • SP FX • YAD ADLT • MALE • F67 F70

Substance Abuse Treatment Program
VA Boston Healthcare System
150 South Huntington Avenue
Jamaica Plain, MA 02130
(617) 364-5969
Intakes: (617) 364-4690 (617) 364-4689
GHF • SA • BU NXN VTRL HH • OP RES RL OMB ORT CT • VAMC PI MI • CO VET ADM MN TR MA XA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Sullivan House
65 Glen Road
Jamaica Plain, MA 02130
(617) 524-4416
SAF • SA • HH • RES RL • NP • PA • SP • CO GL VET MF CJ SE MN TR MA XA • YAD ADLT • MALE

Victory Programs Inc Living and Recovery Community
170 Morton Street
11 North
Jamaica Plain, MA 02130
(617) 522-2936x824
Intake: (617) 522-2936x840
SAF • SA • RES RL • MD • AH SP FX • GL WN MN TR MA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F67

Victory Programs Inc
Womens Hope
170 Morton Street
Jamaica Plain, MA 02130
(617) 442-0048x302
Intakes: (617) 445-0208 (617) 442-0048x301
SAF • SA • DT BU NXN • RES RS CT • MD MC SI PI • PA • CO GL VET MF CJ SE PW WN TR MA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM

LAWRENCE
Habit OPCO
10 Embankment Street
Lawrence, MA 01841
(978) 687-6300 x1600
Intakes: (978) 687-6300 (800) 797-6237
SAF • SA • DT MM DM BU • OP OD OMB ORT • SF MD SI PI • AH SP FX • CO CJ SE PW WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F31 F66

Psychological Center
Pegasus
482 Lowell Street
Lawrence, MA 01841
(978) 687-4257
Intake: (617) 661-3991
SAF • SA • RES RL • NP • PA • CO TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM

Psychological Center
Womens View
582-584 Haverhill Street
Lawrence, MA 01841
(978) 687-1658
MHSAF • SA • HH • RES RL • SF • PA • SP • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW WN TR MA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM

LEEDS
VA Central Western Massachusetts HCS Substance Use Disorders Clinic
421 North Main Street
Leeds, MA 01053
(413) 584-4040x2600
Intake: (413) 584-4040x2603
SAF • SA • DT BU NXN VTRL • OP OD OMB OIT ORT HID CT • VAMC SF MD MC PI MI • PA • VET WN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
LEOMINSTER
Community Healthlink Inc
Orchard Street Program
17 Orchard Street
Leominster, MA 01453
(978) 537-3109
SAF • SA BU NXN • RES RL • SS PA • SP • CO GL VET MF CJ PW WNT TRMA
BC XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM

LOWELL
Habit OPCO
22 Olde Canal Drive
Lowell, MA 01851
(978) 452-5155
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU OTPA • OP OD OMB • SF MD PI • AH SP • WN
MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Lowell Community Health Center Inc
Behavioral Health Services Outpatient
161 Jackson Street
Lowell, MA 01852
(978) 937-9700x6730
Intakes: (978) 934-0164x262 (978) 937-9448
SAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP OMB ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS PA
• AH SP • CJ • ADLT • FEM MALE

Lowell House Inc
Outpatient Substance Abuse Services
55 Merrimack Street
Lowell, MA 01854
(978) 459-8656
SAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI • PA • AH SP FX • CO DU CJ AD
PW • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE • F67

Lowell House Inc
Residential Services
102 Appleton Street
Lowell, MA 01852
(978) 459-3371
SAF • SA HH • RES RL • SF • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

South Bay Medical Center
77 East Merrimack Street
Lowell, MA 01854
(978) 453-6800
Intake: (508) 427-5362
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SP FX • ADLT • FEM MALE • F67 F70

LYNN
Eliot Community Human Health Services
Satellite
95 Pleasant Street
Lynn, MA 01901
(781) 581-4400x4473
Intakes: (781) 581-4402 (781) 581-4473
SAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP ODT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • SS PA
• CO DU GL CJ SE AD WNW NT TRMA
XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F92

Habit OPCO
11 Circle Avenue
Lynn, MA 01905
(781) 595-2413x106
Intake: (781) 595-2413x136
SAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP OMB ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS PA
• AH SP • CJ • ADLT • FEM MALE

Lowell House Inc
Outpatient Substance Abuse Services
55 Merrimack Street
Lowell, MA 01854
(978) 459-8656
SAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI • PA • AH SP FX • CO DU CJ AD
PW • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE • F67

NBH DBA Lacey Health Behavioral Svcs
Ryan Rehabilitation Center
100 Green Street
Lynn, MA 01902
(781) 593-9434
Intakes: (781) 593-9434x226 (781) 593-9434x219
SAF • SA HH • RES RL • NP • PA • AH • CO CJ SE WNW NT TRMA XA DV
• YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Project COPE Inc
Outpatient Substance Abuse Services
66 Silsbee Street
Lynn, MA 01901
(781) 581-9270
Intake: (781) 581-9270x473
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS • SP • DU AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

LYNNFIELD
Riverside Outpatient Center at
Wakefield
6 Kimbal Lane
Suite 310
Lynnfield, MA 01940
(781) 246-2010
SAF • SA HH • RES RL • MD MC SI PI MI • SS • SP • DU AD • ADLT • FEM MALE

MALDEN
Eastern Middlesex Alcoholism Services
Residential Rehab/Recovery House
12 Cedar Street
Malden, MA 02148
(781) 321-2600
Intake: (781) 321-2600x23
SAF • SA HH • RES RL • MD MC SI PI MI • YAD ADLT • MALE

MARLBOROUGH
Advocates Community Counseling
340 Maple Street
Marlborough, MA 01752
(508) 485-9300
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI • SS • AH SP • CO DU GL VET
CJ SE WNW NT TRMA • ADLT • FEM MALE

MASHPEE
Project COPE Inc
Womens Residential
66 Johnson Street
Lynn, MA 01905
(781) 584-8490
Intakes: (781) 584-8490x112 (781) 584-8490x100
SAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • RES RL • SF • PA • AH SP • CO GL VET CJ PW
WNT TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM

MASHPEE
Wampanoag Tribe
483 Great Neck Road South
Mashpee, MA 02649
(508) 477-0208
SAF • SA HH • RES RL • MD MC SI PI MI • YAD ADLT • MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
### MATTAPAN
Boston Public Health Commission
Entre Familia
209 River Street
E Building
Mattapan, MA 02126
(617) 534-2922
SAF • SA • RES RL • MD ATR • PA • SP • CO CJ PW WN TRMA BC XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM

Boston Public Health Commission
Transitions
201 River Street
Mattapan, MA 02126
(617) 534-9150x2524
Intakes: (617) 534-9159 (617) 534-9171
SAF • SA • RES RL CT • NP • PA • SP • CO WN MN TRMA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

### MILFORD
Spectrum Health Systems Inc
Spectrum Outpatient Services
200 East Main Street
Milford, MA 01757
(508) 634-1877
Intakes: (617) 534-9159 (617) 534-9171
SAF • SA • RES RL CT • NP • PA • SP • CO WN MN TRMA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

### NANTUCKET
Family and Children’s Service of Nantucket County Inc
20 Vesper Lane
Suite L-1
Nantucket, MA 02554
(508) 228-2689
MHSASF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF SI PI • SS PA • CO DU CJ JD TRMA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

### NEW BEDFORD
Community Substance Abuse Centers
8 Kilburn Street
New Bedford, MA 02740
(508) 979-1122
SAF • SA DT MM DM • OP OD OMB ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI • SS PA • CO PW WN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Harmony House
234 Earle Street
New Bedford, MA 02746
(508) 992-8948
Intake: (508) 992-7788
SAF • SA BU VTRL HH • RES RL CT • SF • PA • CO VET MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • MALE

High Point Treatment Center Inc
Outpatient
497 Belleville Avenue
New Bedford, MA 02746
(508) 994-0885x3150
MHSASF • SA BU NXN • OP OMB ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI • FX • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F67

Monarch House
252 County Street
New Bedford, MA 02740
(508) 992-0800
SAF • SA HH • RES RL • SF • AH SP FX • CO GL VET MF CJ SE PW WN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM • F19 F28 F67

New Chapters
33 South Sixth Street
New Bedford, MA 02740
(774) 202-4820
Intakes: (774) 202-4820x101 (774) 202-4827x103
SAF • SA BU VTRL HH • RES RL CT • SF • PA • CO VET MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • MALE

Reflections
CAP Womens Residence
105 South Street
New Bedford, MA 02740
(508) 207-1572
Intake: (508) 994-3678
SAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • RES RL • NP • SP • CO GL VET MF CJ SE PW WN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM

Reflections
Mens Residence
497 Belleville Avenue
New Bedford, MA 02746
(508) 994-3678
MHSASF • SA BU NXN VTRL • RES RL • NP • AH SP • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • MALE
NEWTON

Catholic Charities
Bureau Arch Boston Genesis 11
295 Adams Street
Rear
Newton, MA 02458
(617) 332-9905
Intake: (617) 661-3991
SAF • SA BU • RES RL • NP • PA • CO PW WN TR MA BC XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Square Medical Group
38 Crafts Street
Suite F-1
Newton, MA 02458
(617) 916-5069
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • WN • ADLT • FEM MALE

NORTH ADAMS

Brien Center
MH/Subst Abuse Servs
124 American Legion Drive
North Adams, MA 01247
(413) 664-4541
Intake: (413) 499-0412
MHSAF • SA BU • VTRL • OP OD OMB ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH SP • CO DU PW WN TR MA BC XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

NORTHAMPTON

Clinical and Support Options
Satellite
8 Arwood Drive
Northampton, MA 01060
(413) 586-8213
Intake: (413) 746-0051x101
SAF • SA BU • RES RL • NP • PA • CO PW WN BC • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Grace House
Center for Human Development
145 West Street
Northampton, MA 01060
(413) 285-2701
MHSAF • SA BU • RES RL CT • NP • PA • SP • CO PW WN BC • YAD ADLT • FEM

NORTON

North Cottage Program Inc
Halfway House
69 East Main Street
Norton, MA 02766
(508) 584-2404
Intake: (413) 995-7560
SAF • SA BU • VTRL • NP • PA • CO PW WN BC • YAD ADLT • MALE

NORWELL

Arbour Counseling Services
384 Washington Street
Suite 202
Norwell, MA 02061
(781) 871-6550
Intake: (781) 871-6550
MHSAF • SA BU • VTRL • NP • PA • CO PW WN BC • YAD ADLT • MALE

Seven Hills Behavioral Health
Outpatient
34 Gifford Street
New Bedford, MA 02744
(508) 999-3126
SAF • SA MM DM BU NXN VTRL • OP OMB ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS PA • AH SP FX • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F67

Seven Hills Behavioral Health Inc
Methadone Services
34 Gifford Street
New Bedford, MA 02741
(508) 999-3126
Intake: (508) 996-8501
MHSAF • SA BU BU MM DM BU NXN VTRL • OP OD OMB ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS PA • AH SP FX • PW • YAD ADLT • F7 FEM MALE

Steppingstone Inc
Women’s Program
979 Pleasant Street
New Bedford, MA 02740
(508) 984-1880
Intake: (508) 674-8288
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS PA • AH SP FX • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F67

Link House Inc
37 Washington Street
Newburyport, MA 01950
(978) 624-7341
SAF • SA • RES RL • SF • AH • MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

NORWELL
## OAK BLUFFS
Marthas Vineyard Community Services  
Island Counseling Center/Outpatient  
111 Edgartown Road  
Oak Bluffs, MA 02557  
(508) 693-7900 x235  
Intakes: (508) 693-7900 x225 (508) 693-7900 x223  
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • SP FX • CO DU SE WN MN • ADLT • FEM MALE • F67

## ORLEANS
Gosnold/Thorne Counseling Center  
Satellite  
81 Old Colony Way  
Orleans, MA 02653  
(508) 255-3584  
Intakes: (800) 444-1554 (508) 540-6550 x5278  
MHSAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP OMB ORT • SF MD SI PI • AH • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

## PALMER
Baystate Wing Hospital  
Griswold Center  
42 Wright Street  
Palmer, MA 01069  
(413) 284-5285  
Intake: (413) 283-1178  
MHSAF • SA BU • OP OMB ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

## PEABODY
Inn Transition  
42 Washington Street  
Peabody, MA 01960  
(978) 531-9951  
Intake: (617) 661-3991  
SAF • SA • RES RL • MD MC • CO WN MN TRMA BC XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

## PITTSFIELD
Berkshire Medical Center  
Mcgee Unit Jones I  
725 North Street  
Pittsfield, MA 01201  
(413) 442-1400  
Intake: (413) 445-9228  
SAF • SA DT DM BU • HHD HIT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Brien Center  
Keenan House  
202 Bradford Street  
Pittsfield, MA 01201  
(413) 499-2756  
Intake: (413) 499-0501  
SAF • SA BU NXN HH • RES RL • SF • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Brien Center  
Mental Health/Substance Abuse Servs  
333 East Street  
Pittsfield, MA 01201  
(413) 499-0412  
MHSAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP OMB ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS PA • AH • CO CJ AD TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE • F67

Brien Center  
MH/Subst Abuse Servs/Satellite  
251 Fenn Street  
Pittsfield, MA 01201  
(413) 499-0412x1222  
Intakes: (413) 499-0412 (800) 252-0227  
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS PA • AH • CO CJ AD TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Spectrum Health Systems Inc  
42 Summer Street  
Pittsfield, MA 01201  
(413) 442-0402x6302  
Intake: (508) 831-0045x1161  
Methadone Clients Only  
SAF • SA DT MM DM OTPA • OP OD OMB CT • SF MD SI PI • SS • AH • PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

## PLYMOUTH
High Point Treatment Center Inc  
CSS  
1233 State Road  
Plymouth, MA 02360  
(508) 224-7700 x2436  
Intake: (508) 224-7701 x2409  
SAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • RES RS • SF MD SI PI • CO WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

High Point Treatment Center Inc  
Detoxification Program  
1233 State Road  
Plymouth, MA 02360  
(508) 224-7700 x2436  
Intake: (508) 224-7701 x2406  
SAF • SA DT DM BU NXN VTRL • RES RS RD • SF MD SI PI • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

High Point Treatment Center Inc  
Outpatient Program  
2 School Street  
Plymouth, MA 02360  
(508) 830-1234  
Intake: (508) 830-1234 x211  
MHSAF • SA BU NXN • OP OMB ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH • CO DU WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

High Point Treatment Center Inc  
Outpatient Treatment  
1233 State Road  
Plymouth, MA 02360  
(508) 224-7700 x2436  
Intake: (508) 224-7705  
MHSAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP OMB ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

## PRINCETON
McLean Center at Fernside  
162 Mountain Road  
Princeton, MA 01541  
(978) 464-2141  
SAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • RES RS RL • CT • SF • AH • CO WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
PROVINCE TOWN

Gosnold Thorne Counseling Center
43 Race Point Road
Provincetown, MA 02657
(508) 487-2449
Intake: (800) 444-1554
MHS AF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI
PI MI • SS • CO • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

ROSLINDALE

Home for Little Wanderers
DBA Child and Family Counseling Center
780 American Legion Highway
Roslindale, MA 02131
(617) 469-8500
Intake: (855) 240-4663 (617) 469-8577
MHS AF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD PI • ADLT
• FEM MALE

QUINCY

Bay Cove Human Services
Andrew House Detoxification Center
1 Long Island Road
Quincy, MA 02171
(617) 479-9320
SAF • DT BU • RES RD • SF MD MC SI
• PA • SP FX • CO GL VET ADM MC CJ
SE WN MN TRMA XA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F19 F28 F30 F67

ROXBURY

Casa Esperanza Inc
Latinas y Ninos Center
263 Eustis Street
Roxbury, MA 02119
(617) 445-1123x205
Intake: (617) 445-1104x205
MHS AF • SA • RES RL CT • SF SI • SS PA
• SP • CO CJ PW WN TRMA BC XA DV
• YAD ADLT • FEM

Hope House Inc
Outpatient
8 Farnham Street
Roxbury, MA 02119
(617) 971-9360
Intake: (617) 971-9370
SAF • SA • OP ORT • MD • WN • YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

BAY STATE COMMUNITY SERVICES INC

1120 Hancock Street
Quincy, MA 02169
(617) 47-8400
Intake: (617) 471-8400x121 (800) 675-8108
MHS AF • SA BU NXN • OP OIT ORT
• SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH SP FX • CO
DU CJ AD WN TRMA • ADLT • FEM
MALE • F28 F42 F67

Habit OPCO
Satellite
1515 Hancock Street
Quincy, MA 02169
(617) 479-0102
Intake: (508) 586-6300
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU OTPA • OP
OD OMB ORT • SF MD PI • YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

South Shore Recovery Home
10 Dysart Street
Quincy, MA 02169
(617) 773-7023
SAF • SA HH • RES RL • MN • YAD
ADLT • MALE

Roxbury Crossing
Whittier Street Health Center
1290 Tremont Street
Roxbury Crossing, MA 02120
(617) 427-1000
Intake: (617) 989-3121
MHS AF • SA BU VTRL • OP OMB ODT
ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • PA • SP
• CO CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV
• YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Dimock Substance Abuse T r x Service
Satellite
40 Dimock Street
Roxbury, MA 02119
(617) 442-8800
Intake: (617) 442-8800x1289
MHS AF • SA BU VTRL • OP OMB ODT
ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • PA • SP
• CO CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV
• YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Hope House Inc
Recovery Home
8 Farnham Street
Roxbury, MA 02119
(617) 971-9360
Intake: (617) 267-4673
SAF • SA • RES RL ORT • SF MD SI PI ATR
• SS • SP • MN • YAD
ADLT • MALE

My Sisters House at Dimock
56 Dimock Street
Roxbury, MA 02119
(617) 442-8800x1420
Intake: (617) 442-8800x1622
MHS AF • SA BU • RES RL • PA • AH SP
• CO CJ SE PW WN TRMA XA • YAD
ADLT • FEM

Childrens Services of Roxbury
Substance Abuse Service
520 Dudley Street
Suite 2
Roxbury, MA 02119
(617) 989-1093
Intake: (617) 989-9623
MHS AF • SA • OP ORT CT • CO AD
WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Dimock CSS Womens Renewal at Dimock
56 Dimock Street
Roxbury, MA 02119
(617) 442-8800
Intake: (617) 442-8800x1622
MHS AF • SA BU • RES RL • SF MD SI
ATR • SS PA • SP • CO CJ SE PW WN
TRMA XA • YAD ADLT • FEM

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
**RUTLAND**

Integrated Treatment Unit
60 Miles Road
Rutland, MA 01543
(508) 886-4746x452
Intakes: (508) 886-4746x322 (508) 886-4746x330
MHSAF • SA NXN • RES RL • SF • CO
GL CJ AD TR MA XA DV • CHLD • MALE

**SOMERVILLE**

Cambridge Health Alliance
Outpatient Addiction Service
26 Central Street
2nd Floor
Somerville, MA 02143
(617) 591-6051
Intake: (617) 591-6021
SAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP OMB
OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • FX
• CO GL VET MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F67

Caspar Inc
3 Summit Avenue
Somerville, MA 02143
(617) 776-6036
SAF • SA HH • RES RL • SF PI • MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

Caspar Inc
Mens Recovery Home
16 Highland Avenue
Somerville, MA 02143
(617) 623-5277x351
SAF • SA HH • RES RL • SF PI • MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

Caspar Inc
New Day for Preg and Postpartum Women
242 Highland Avenue
Somerville, MA 02143
(617) 628-8188
SAF • SA HH • RES RL • SF • SSPA • GL
PW WN BC • YAD ADLT • FEM

**SOUTH WEYMOUTH**

Bay Cove Human Services
New Hope Transition Support Program
61 Redfield Road
Building 115
South Weymouth, MA 02190
(617) 878-2550
Intake: (617) 878-2550x2574
SAF • SA HH • RES RS • ATR • PA •
WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Baystate Community Services
Satellite
549 Columbian Street
South Weymouth, MA 02190
(781) 331-1906
Intake: (781) 331-1906x26
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • SS • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Clinical Stabilization Services (CSS)
861 Main Street
South Weymouth, MA 02190
(781) 331-3709x6215
Intakes: (781) 331-3709x6227 (781) 331-3709x6221
SAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • RES RS • SF MD MC SI PI • SS • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

South Bay Mental Health Center
541 Main Street
Stetson Building
South Weymouth, MA 02190
(781) 331-7866
Intake: (508) 427-5362
MHF • SA NXN • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • SS • FX • CO MN • ADLT • FEM MALE • F17 F28 F43

Spectrum Health Systems Inc
Project Turnabout
861 Main Street
South Weymouth, MA 02190
(781) 331-3709x6208
Intake: (781) 331-3709x6207
SAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • RES RL • SF MD MC SI PI MI • PA • CO • YAD ADLT • MALE

**SOUTH YARMOUTH**

Habit OPCO
31 Workshop Road
Suite A
South Yarmouth, MA 02664
(508) 398-5155
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU OTPA • OP
OD OMB ORT • SF MD SI • CO WN MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Spectrum Health Systems Inc
176 Main Street
Southbridge, MA 01550
(508) 765-5940
Intakes: (508) 854-3320x1156 (508) 765-5940x5204
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA MM DM OTPA • OP OMB
OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • PA • AH • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**SOUTHBRIDGE**

Harrington Memorial Hospital
Recovery Services
176 Main Street
Southbridge, MA 01550
(508) 765-5940
Intakes: (508) 854-3320x1156 (508) 765-5940x5204
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA MM DM OTPA • OP OMB
OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • PA • AH • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**SPRINGFIELD**

Behavioral Health Network Inc
Carlson Recovery Center
471 Chestnut Street
Springfield, MA 01107
(413) 733-1431
Intakes: (413) 731-1431 (413) 731-1423
MHSAF • SA DT MM DM BU OTPA • OP
OIT ORT HIT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS PA • SP • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
Family Center for Counseling and Educ
4 Court Street
Taunton, MA 02780
(508) 822-4027
Intake: (617) 770-9690x 2
MHSAF • SA BU • OP ORT • SF MD
MC SI PI • FX • CO VET ADM MF CJ
PW/WN MN TRMA DA • ADLT • FEM
MALE • F67

Habit OPCO
66 Main Street
Taunton, MA 02780
(508) 880-1598
Intake: (855) 554-2248
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU OTPA • OP
OD OMB ORT • SF MD • SP • CO PW
WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

High Point DAE
4 Post Office Square
Taunton, MA 02780
(508) 830-1234
Intake: (508) 823-3291
MHSAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP
OD OMB ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI
• CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW
WN MN TRMA DA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

High Point Taunton TSS
60 Hodges Avenue
Taunton, MA 02780
(774) 628-1051
Intake: (774) 501-3890x2
SAF • SA • RES RS • AH • YAD ADLT •
FEM MALE

TEWKSBURY
Middlesex Human Service Agency Inc
Middlesex DUII Program
365 East Street
Building Hall III
Tewksbury, MA 01876
(978) 863-0048
DWI/DUI Clients Only
SAF • SA • RES RS CT • SF • AH SP
• DU VET WN MN • CHLD ADLT •
FEM MALE

Northeast Behavioral Health
365 East Street
Saunders Building
Tewksbury, MA 01876
(978) 259-7000
SAF • DT • RES RD CT • SF MD MC
SI PI • SP • CO GL VET CJ SE PW WN
MN TRMA DA • YAD ADLT • FEM
MALE

WALPOLE
Bay State Community Services Inc
Ctr for Community Counseling and Educ
32 Common Street
Walpole, MA 02081
(508) 668-3223
SAF • SA BU NXN • OP ORT •
SF MD MC SI PI M1 • SP • CHLD YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

WALTHAM
Hurley House
Recovery Home
12 Lowell Street
Waltham, MA 02454
(781) 899-2540
MHSAF • SA HH • RES RL CT • SF • AH
• MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

McLean Brook
Waltham, MA 02452
(781) 647-0155
MHSAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • RES RL
• SF • AH • CO GL VET ADM MF SE
WN MN TRMA DA • YAD ADLT •
FEM MALE

Spectrum Health Systems Inc
Primary Care
154 Oak Street
Westborough, MA 01581
(508) 898-1570x2100
Intake: (508) 898-1570x2152
SAF • SA • RES RD • SF MD SI PI
• SS PA • SF FX • PW • YAD ADLT • FEM
MALE • F67

Spectrum Outpatient Services
210 Bear Hill Road
Waltham, MA 02452
(781) 290-4970
Intake: (800) 464-9555x1161
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM OTPA • OP OD
OMB ORT • SF MD MC SI PI M1 • DU GL VET
CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA DA •
CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

WATERTOWN
Right Turn
440 Arsenal Street
Watertown, MA 02472
(781) 646-3800
MHSAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP
OD OMB ODT OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI
• SS • CO WN MN TRMA DA • YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

WEST FALMOUTH
Gosnold Inc
Emerson House
558 West Falmouth Highway
West Falmouth, MA 02574
(508) 540-1554
Intakes: (800) 444-1554x228 (508) 540-
650x201
SAF • SA • RES RL CT • SF PI • AH •
PW WN TRMA BC DV • CHLD YAD
ADLT • FEM

WESTBOROUGH
Spectrum Health Systems Inc
Primary Care
154 Oak Street
Westborough, MA 01581
(508) 898-1570x2100
Intake: (508) 898-1570x2152
SAF • DT DM • RES RD • SF MD SI PI
• SS PA • SF FX • PW • YAD ADLT • FEM
MALE • F67

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
Community Healthlink Inc
Highland Grace House
280 Highland Street
Worcester, MA 01602
(508) 860-1172
MHSAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • RES RL CT • SF • SS • AH SP • AD PW • CHLD • FEM

Hector Reyes House
27 Vernon Street
Worcester, MA 01610
(508) 459-1801
MHSAF • SA BU NXN VTRL HH • OP RES RL OMB • SF • PA • SP • MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

Jeremials Hospice Inc
Jeremials Inn
1059 Main Street
P.O. Box 30035
Worcester, MA 01603
(508) 755-6403
SAF • SA HH • RES RL • SF • MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

Mental Health 8 East UMASS Memorial Medical Center University Campus
55 North Lake Avenue
Worcester, MA 01605
(774) 443-2761
Intake: (508) 334-3562
MHF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • HID HIT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • PA • AH SP • CO GL VET ADM MF SE AD PW WN WN TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Motivating Youth Recovery Program
26 Queen Street
5th floor
Worcester, MA 01610
(508) 860-1244
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU NXN • RES RS HID HIT • SF MD SI PI • AH SP • CO GL AD PW TRMA XA DV • CHLD • FEM MALE

Multicultural Wellness Center Inc
250 Commercial Street
Suite 330
Worcester, MA 01608
(508) 752-4665
MHSAF • SA NXN • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • SP • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Passages
68 Jaques Avenue
Worcester, MA 01610
(508) 860-1200
Intake: (508) 421-5030
SAF • SA BU • HIT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS PA • AH SP FX • CO • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F37 F67

Spectrum Health Systems Inc
Outpatient Services
105 Merrick Street
Worcester, MA 01609
(508) 797-6100
Intakes: (800) 464-9555x1161 (508) 831-0045x1161
MHSAF • SA MM DM BU VTRL OTPA • OP OMB ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • PA • AH SP • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Spectrum Health Systems Inc
Outpatient Services
585 Lincoln Street
Worcester, MA 01604
(508) 770-0511x109
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI PI MI • CO AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Thayer TSS
12 Queen Street
5th Floor
Worcester, MA 01610
(774) 312-2400
Intake: (508) 438-5662
SAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • HIT • NP • AH SP • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Worcester LUK Site
40 Southbridge Street
4th Floor
Worcester, MA 01608
(508) 762-3000
Intakes: (800) 829-2312 (800) 579-0000
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI • SS PA • MF AD TRMA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Youth Opportunities Upheld Inc
Substance Abuse Services
81 Plantation Street
Worcester, MA 01604
(508) 855-4968
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI PI MI • CO AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Thayer TSS
12 Queen Street
5th Floor
Worcester, MA 01610
(774) 312-2400
Intake: (508) 438-5662
SAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • HIT • NP • AH SP • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Worcester LUK Site
40 Southbridge Street
4th Floor
Worcester, MA 01608
(508) 762-3000
Intakes: (800) 829-2312 (800) 579-0000
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI • SS PA • MF AD TRMA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Youth Opportunities Upheld Inc
Substance Abuse Services
81 Plantation Street
Worcester, MA 01604
(508) 855-4968
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI PI MI • CO AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions • See KEY on Page v.
ADRIAN

Catholic Charities of Jackson Lenawee
Hillsdale Counties
199 North Broad Street
Adrian, MI 49221
(517) 263-2191
MHS AF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • SP • DU CJ • ADLT • FEM MALE

Intakes: (800) 261-8850x1 (269) 968-2811x1
MHS AF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • DU CJ • ADLT • FEM MALE

Intake: (517) 629-5591x2306
MHS AF • SA • RES RL • CJ AD TR MA XA • CH LD • CH LD YAD AD LT • FEM MALE

Albion, MI 49224
(800) 837-5591

ALBION

Counseling of Lenawee PC
Adrian Outreach Office
604 South Main Street
Adrian, MI 49221
(517) 424-7345
MHS AF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC PI MI • SS • CO DU GL SE AD PW WN MN TR MA XA DV • AD LT • FEM MALE

McCullough Vargas and Associates
770 Riverside Avenue
Suite 11
Adrian, MI 49221
(517) 264-2244
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC PI MI • SS • CO DU CJ WN MN TR MA • CH LD AD LT • FEM MALE

ALLEGAN

Pathways MI (Formerly Child and Family Services of Western MI)
217 Hubbard Street
Allegan, MI 49010
(616) 673-1896
MHS AF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC PI MI • SS • CJ • CH LD YAD AD LT • FEM MALE

Portage/PORT Teams
110 North 4th Street
Ann Arbor, MI 49108
(734) 222-3750
Intakes: (734) 344-3000 (800) 440-7548
MHS AF • SA N NXN • OP ORT ORT CT • SF MD MC PI • AH • CO GL VET CJ SE PW WN MN TR MA XA DV • YAD AD LT • FEM MALE

ALPENA

Catholic Human Services Inc
154 South Ripley Boulevard
Alpena, MI 49707
(989) 356-6385
MHS AF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH • AD WN MN • CH LD AD LT • FEM MALE

Sunrise Centre
630 Walnut Street
Alpena, MI 49707
(989) 356-6649
SAF • SA DT • OP RES RL RD ORT • SF MD SI TR • CJ MN TR MA • YAD AD LT • FEM MALE

ANN ARBOR

Catholic Social Services of Washtenaw County
4925 Packard Road
Ann Arbor, MI 49108
(734) 971-9781
MHS AF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • CJ WN MN DV • CH LD YAD AD LT • FEM MALE

Algonac, MI 49707
(989) 356-6385

Catholic Charities of Jackson Lenawee
Albion, MI 49224
(800) 837-5591

Intake: (517) 629-5591x2306
MHS AF • SA • RES RL • CJ AD TR MA XA • CH LD • CH LD YAD AD LT • FEM MALE

Sacred Heart Rehabilitation Center Inc
55 Saint Clair River Drive
Algonac, MI 49707
(810) 794-4982
Intake: (810) 794-4982x142
MHS AF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI • AH • CO DU CJ • CH LD AD LT • FEM MALE

Community Support and Treatment Servs
2140 Ellsworth Street
Ann Arbor, MI 49108
(734) 222-3500
Intakes: (734) 344-3000 (800) 440-7548
MHS AF • SA N NXN • OP ORT ORT CT • SF MD MC PI • AH • CO GL VET CJ SE PW WN MN TR MA XA DV • YAD AD LT • FEM MALE
Dawn Inc
Dawn Farm Outpatient Services
320 Miller Street
Suite 100
Ann Arbor, MI 48103
(734) 821-0216
Intake: (734) 669-8265
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • SS PA • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Heron Ridge Associates PLC
1785 West Stadium Boulevard
Suite 203-C
Ann Arbor, MI 48106
(734) 764-0231
Ann Arbor, MI 48109
(734) 786-4900
Intake: (734) 786-4900 x2
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC PI • SS • DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Saint Joseph Mercy Health System
Behavioral Health/Greenbrook Recovery
5401 McAuley Drive
PO Box 995
Ann Arbor, MI 48106
(734) 786-4900
Intake: (734) 786-4900 x2
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC PI • SS PA • AH • CO PW MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

University of Michigan
Addiction Treatment Services (UMATS)
Rachel Upjohn Building
4250 Plymouth Road
Ann Arbor, MI 48109
(734) 764-0231
Intake: (800) 525-5188
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • OP OD OMB OIT ORT • SF • SM PI • AH • CO AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

VA Ann Arbor Healthcare System
2215 Fuller Road
Ann Arbor, MI 48105
(734) 769-7100
Intakes: (734) 845-3471
(734) 845-3472
GHP • SA • DT BU • NNXN VTRL • OP OD OMB OIT ORT • SF • SM PI • MI • CO TRMA • XA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Havenwyck Hospital
Substance Abuse Services
1525 University Drive
Auburn Hills, MI 48326
(248) 475-6300
MHP • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI • AH • AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

Easter Seals/Family Mental Health
North
2399 East Walton Boulevard
Auburn Hills, MI 48326
(248) 475-6300
MHP • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI • AH • AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

Havenwyck Hospital
Substance Abuse Services
1525 University Drive
Auburn Hills, MI 48326
(248) 373-9200
Intake: (800) 401-2727
MHP • SA • BU • HIT • SF MD MC PI • MI • AH • AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

Family Healthcare
1615 Michigan Avenue
Baldwin, MI 49304
(231) 745-4624
SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • MI • SS PA • AH • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

West Michigan Community Mental Health
1090 North Michigan Avenue
Baldwin, MI 49304
(800) 992-2061
MHSAP • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Baraga
KBICSA
Outpatient Counseling Services
202 U.S. 41 South
Baraga, MI 49908
(906) 353-8121
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI ATR • PA • CO GL • VET ADM • F C • J • SE AD • PW • WN • MN • TRMA • XA • DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Battle Creek
A Forever Recovery
216 Saint Marys Lake Road
Battle Creek, MI 49017
(269) 788-0496
Intake: (877) 466-3313
SAF • SA • DT BU • OP RES RS RD OIT • ORT CT • SF • P L • TR • WN • MN • YAD • ADLT • FEM MALE

Department of Veteran Affairs
Medical Center
5500 Armstrong Road
Battle Creek, MI 49037
(269) 966-5600
Intakes: (269) 966-5600 x30086
(888) 214-1247 x30086
GHP • SA • DT BU • NNXN VTRL • OP RES RS RD OIT • ORT • HID • CT • VAMC • SF PI • MI • SS PA • CO VET • TRMA • YAD • ADLT • FEM MALE

HelpNet EAP and Counseling Services of Bronson Battle Creek
36 West Manchester Street
Battle Creek, MI 49037
(800) 969-6162
Intake: (269) 245-3900
MHP • SA • OP ORT • SF PI • MI • AD • FEM MALE

Psychological Consultants of MI PC
DBA Chem Dep Resources/SA Trt
151 North Avenue
Battle Creek, MI 49017
(800) 261-8850
Intakes: (800) 261-8850 x1
(269) 968-2811
(800) 261-8850 x2
GHP • SA • DT BU • NNXN VTRL • OP OD OMB OIT ORT • HID • CT • VAMC • SF PI • MI • SS PA • CO VET • TRMA • YAD • ADLT • FEM MALE
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Services Provided</th>
<th>Contact Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bay City</td>
<td>Bay Psychological Associates PC</td>
<td>Educational Therapy</td>
<td>(989) 686-1990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>601 North Van Buren Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Bay City, MI 48708</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>List Psychological Services PLC</td>
<td></td>
<td>162 Washington Avenue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Bay City, MI 48708</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>List Psychological Services PLC</td>
<td></td>
<td>3720 East Wilder Road</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Bay City, MI 48706</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Recovery Pathways LLC</td>
<td></td>
<td>717 East Midland Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Bay City, MI 48706</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sacred Heart Bay City BASIS</td>
<td></td>
<td>1106 Washington Avenue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Bay City, MI 48708</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Smith Counseling Centers</td>
<td></td>
<td>2790 Coolidge Highway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Berkley, MI 48072</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(248) 398-7061</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI • SS • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Phoenix House Outpatient Counseling</td>
<td></td>
<td>101 East Mary Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Bessemer, MI 49911</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(906) 663-2141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • PA • DU AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Novus Counseling Associates Inc</td>
<td></td>
<td>1724 North State Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Big Rapids, MI 49307</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(231) 796-4637</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • SS • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ten Sixteen Recovery Network</td>
<td></td>
<td>21061 19 Mile Road</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Big Rapids, MI 49307</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(231) 527-2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • CJ AD WN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ann Arbor Consultation Services Inc</td>
<td></td>
<td>2040 Grand River Annex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Suite 300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Brighton, MI 48114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(734) 996-9111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • CO Gl VET MF CJ AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only</td>
<td></td>
<td>2512 Harte Drive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Brighton, MI 48114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(810) 229-9220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI • SS • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Key:**
- **SAFE**: Substance Abuse
- **FEM**: Female
- **MALE**: Male
- **SAF**: Substance Abuse Family
- **SA**: Substance Abuse
- **MD**: Medical
- **MC**: Mental Health Counseling
- **SI**: Substance Interventions
- **PI**: Prevention
- **AH**: Alternative Health
- **DU**: Drug Use
- **AD**: Addiction
- **DV**: Dual Diagnosis
- **CHLD**: Child
- **YAD**: Adolescent
- **ADLT**: Adult
- **PT**: Physical Therapy
- **RM**: Rehabilitation
- **VTRL**: Vocational Rehabilitation
- **SA HH**: Statistical Analysis
- **CO**: Counseling
- **OP**: Occupational Therapy
- **ORT**: Orthopedic Therapy
- **RT**: Respiratory Therapy
- **MDH**: Medical Director
- **MF**: Medical Fusion
- **AD**: Addiction
- **DJ**: Drug Interactions
- **PW**: Physical Wellness
- **WN**: Wellness
- **NT**: Nutrition Therapy
- **TR**: Trauma
- **MA**: Maternal
- **PV**: Physical Violence
- **WN**: Wellness
- **MN**: Mental
- **TR**: Trauma
- **MA**: Maternal
Brighton Hospital
Chemical Dependency Treatment Programs
12851 Grand River Road
Brighton, MI 48116
(810) 227-1211
Intakes: (877) 976-2371 (800) 523-8198
SAF • SA DT BU NXN HH • OP RES RS RL OD T ORT HID HIT • SF MC PI MI • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Karen Berbower and Associates PC
10299 Grand River Road
Suite P
Brighton, MI 48116
(810) 225-9550
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MC PI • CO DU CJ WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Key Development Center
2060 Grand River Annex
Suite 600
Brighton, MI 48114
(810) 220-8192
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS • AH • CO AD XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Saint Joseph Mercy
Outpatient Behavioral Servs Brighton
2300 Genoa Business Park Drive
Suite 180
Brighton, MI 48114
(810) 844-7300
Intakes: (734) 786-2301 (800) 289-0014
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS • AH • CO CJ WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Bay Mills Health Center
Substance Abuse Program
12124 West Lakeshore Drive
Brimley, MI 49715
(906) 248-3204
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI IHS ATR • SS • AH • CO AD XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Catholic Human Services Inc
421 South Mitchell Street
Suite 2
Canton, MI 48114
(734) 673-5700
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS • AH • CO CJ WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Pine Rest Christian Mental Hlth Servs
Caledonia Clinic
9090 South Rodgers Court SE
Suite D
Caledonia, MI 49316
(616) 891-8770
MHF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD MC PI • MI • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Phoenix House Inc
Substance Abuse Treatment
57467 Waterworks Street
Calumet, MI 49913
(906) 337-0763
MHF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC PI • MI • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Advanced Counseling Services PC
5958 North Canton Center Road
Suite 900
Canton, MI 48187
(734) 672-0784
MHF • SA • OP ORT • SF MC PI MI • FX • CO TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Services Provided</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Caspian** | Superior Psychology Services  
340 East Caspian Avenue  
Caspian, MI 49915  
(906) 265-5455  
Intake: (906) 774-5550  
MHSAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT CT • SF MD SPI • SS PA • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE |
| **Charlevoix** | Bay Area Substance Education Servs Inc (BASES)  
208 West Lincoln Street  
Charlevoix, MI 49720  
(231) 547-1144  
Intake: (231) 547-2298  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF ATR • DU CJ AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE  
Catholic Human Services Inc  
12900 U.S. 31 North  
Charlevoix, MI 49720  
(231) 237-0048  
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE |
| **Cassopolis** | Cass County Community Mental Health  
DBA Woodlands Behavioral Healthcare  
960 M60 East  
Cassopolis, MI 49031  
(269) 445-2451  
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC MI • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE |
| **Central Line** | New Alternatives Inc  
26120 Van Dyke Boulevard  
Center Line, MI 48015  
(586) 755-3550  
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF • CO DU VET CJ SE WN MN TRMA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE |
| **Centreville** | Comm Mental Health and SA Services of Saint Joseph County  
677 East Main Street  
Suite A  
Centreville, MI 49032  
(269) 467-1000  
Intake: (800) 622-3967  
MHSAF • SA BU • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH SP • CO DU CJ WN TRMA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE |
| **Chelsea** | Chelsea Community Hospital  
Older Adult Recovery Center  
Clock Tower Commons  
350 North Main Street Suite 150  
Chelsea, MI 48118  
(734) 593-5250  
Intake: (734) 593-5251  
SAF • SA NXN • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC PI • SE • ADLT • FEM MALE |
| **Clare** | Ten Sixteen Recovery Network  
703 North McEwan Street  
4th Floor  
Clare, MI 48617  
(989) 802-0742  
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS • CO DU AD W N • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE |
| **Clarkston** | Advanced Counseling Services PC  
7300 Dixie Highway  
Suite 1000  
Clarkston, MI 48346  
(248) 922-2300  
MHF • SA BU VTRL • OP ORT • SF MC PI MI • SP • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE  
Garwood and Associates LLC  
9340 Dixie Highway  
Clarkston, MI 48348  
(248) 625-3123  
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC PI MI • SS • CO DU GL VET ADM MF SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE |
| **Cheboygan** | Catholic Human Services Inc  
520 North Main Street  
Suite 202  
Cheboygan, MI 49721  
(231) 627-9917  
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE  
Harbor Hall Cheboygan Outpatient Substance Abuse Program  
520 North Main Street  
Suite 202  
Cheboygan, MI 49721  
(231) 597-9235  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI ATR • SS • AD WN TRMA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE |
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MICHIGAN

New Oakland Child Adolescent Family Center
65-49 Town Center Drive
Suite A
Clarkston, MI 48346
(248) 620-6400
MHF • SA DT • OP OD OMB ODT OIT
ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • CHLD YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

North Oakland Counseling Associates
6887 Dixie Highway
Clarkston, MI 48346
(248) 620-1019
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF
MD MC PI MI • SS • CO DU GL VET
ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN
TRMA XA DV • ADLT • FEM MALE

MICHIGAN

CLINTON TOWNSHIP

Action Counseling Clinic Inc
Substance Abuse Services
33985 Harper Avenue
Suite 114
Clinton Township, MI 48035
(586) 792-5260
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI MI • SS
• CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW
WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Eastwood Clinics
35455 Garfield Road
Clinton Township, MI 48035
(586) 792-5335
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD
MC SI PI MI • AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Macomb Family Services Inc
36975 Urca Road
Suite 104
Clinton Township, MI 48036
(586) 226-3440
MHF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI
PI MI • SP • DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Salvation Army
Macomb Harbor Light
42590 Stepnitz Drive
Clinton Township, MI 48036
(586) 954-1838
SAF • SA DT HH • OP RES RS RL RD
ORT • SF • SS • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

COMMERCIAL TOWNSHIP

ADF Counseling
3515 Ravinwood Court
Commerence Township, MI 48382
(586) 994-9757
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF
MD MC SI PI MI • SS • CO DU GL
VET MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN
TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

DEARBORN HEIGHTS

Premier Services of Michigan LLC
25639 Ford Road
Dearborn Heights, MI 48127
(313) 277-3293
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM OTPA • OP OD
OMB ORT • SF PI • PW WN MN • YAD
• FEM MALE

Vista Maria/Girls Care Program
20651 West Warren Avenue
Dearborn Heights, MI 48127
(313) 271-3000
MHSAF • SA • RES RS RL • SF MD • CO
CJ AD PW TRMA XA • CHLD • FEM

DEARBORN

Apex Behavioral Health
Dearborn PLLC
6 Park Lane Boulevard
Suite 695
Dearborn, MI 48126
(313) 271-8170
MHF • SA DT BU NXN • OP OD OMB
ORT • SF MC SI PI • FX • ADLT • FEM
• F65 F91

Henry Ford Behavioral Health Services
Dearborn Office
5111 Auto Club Drive
Suite 112
Dearborn, MI 48126
(313) 371-2000
MHSAF • SA NXN • OP ORT • SF MC
PI MI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Adult Well Being Services
1413 Field Street
Detroit, MI 48214
(313) 347-2055
Intakes: (313) 347-2070 (313) 924-7860
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF
• SS • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD
WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

Absolutely Private Counseling
14341 West McNichols Road
Detroit, MI 48235
(313) 303-4449
Intake: (313) 505-5111
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF • SS
• CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD
WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

DEARBO RN

A Few Steps Counseling Services
14219 Flanders Street
Detroit, MI 48205
(313) 521-7877
DWI/DUI Clients Only
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF
MD MC SI PI • FX • ADLT • FEM
• F65 F91

Intake: (313) 505-5111
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF • SS
• CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD
WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
McCain LLC
7633 East Jefferson
Suite 110
Detroit, MI 48214
(313) 952-1963
MALE
SAF
MD SI PI M IHS ATR • SS PA • AH SP • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW
WN MN TRMA XA DV • ADLT • FEM MALE

Metro East
Substance Abuse Treatment Corporation
13929 Harper Avenue
Detroit, MI 48213
(313) 371-0055
Intake: (313) 371-0056
Methadone Clients Only
SA DT MM DM OTPA • OP OD OMB
OFT ORT • SF MD MC PI • SS • SE WN
MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

National Council on Alcoholism and
Drug Depend GDA Vantage Point West
16647 Wyoming Street
Detroit, MI 48221
(313) 341-9891
Intake: (313) 861-0666
DWI/DUI Clients Only
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC PI
ATR • SS PA • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Phillip Street Friends Outpatient
16352 East Warren Street
Detroit, MI 48224
(877) 312-1458
Intake: (313) 854-0082
SAF • SA AA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF
MD MC SI PI • SS • CO DU GL VET
ADM MF CJ SE AD PW
WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Positive Images
13340 East Warren Avenue
Detroit, MI 48215
(313) 822-6940
Intake: (313) 822-6940
SAF • SA AA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF
MD MC SI PI • SS • CO WN TRMA
DV • YAD ADLT • FEM

Quality Behavioral Health Inc
745-751 East Grand Boulevard
Detroit, MI 48207
(313) 922-2222
Intake: (313) 922-6940
SAF • SA BU XN • RES RS RL • SF
MD MC PI • SS • AH • CO WN TRMA
BC XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM

Salvation Army Harbor Light System
Subst Abuse Ctr/ Women/Children/Men
3737 Lawton Street
Detroit, MI 48208
(313) 361-6136
Intake: (313) 361-6136x274
SAF • SA DT HH • OP RES RS RL RD
ODT OIT ORT • SF MD PI ATR • SS PA
• CO GL VET MF CJ SE PW WN
MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Self Help Addiction Rehab (SHAR)
Main
1852 West Grand Boulevard
Detroit, MI 48208
(313) 894-8444
Intakes: (313) 894-8444x2226 (313) 894-8276
SA DT BU HH • OP RES RS RL RD
ODT OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • PA • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Sims Counseling PC
8200 East Jefferson Avenue
Apartment 904
Detroit, MI 48214
(313) 568-1808
SAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT CT • SF
MD MC PI ML • CO DU GL VET ADM
MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA
DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Sobriety House Inc
2081 West Grand Boulevard
Detroit, MI 48208
(313) 895-0500
SAF • SA HH • OP RES RS RL OIT ORT
CT • SF MD SI PI • SS PA • DU CJ MN
• YAD ADLT • MALE

Star Center Inc
13575 Leicester Street
Detroit, MI 48227
(313) 312-4410
Intake: (313) 312-4410
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM OTPA • OP OD OMB
OFT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI • SS • EX
• CO SE WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F4

Starr Detroit
22400 West 7 Mile Road
Detroit, MI 48219
(313) 794-4447
Intake: (313) 794-4484
SAF • SA • OPORT • HHS + ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
UPC Tolan Park Research Clinic
3901 Chrysler Drive
Detroit, MI 48202
(313) 993-3964
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
MHSAM • SA MM BU NXXN VTRL
OTPA • OP OMB ORT CT • SF MD MC
SI PI MI • CO PW TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

DOWAGIAC
Pokagon Band of Potawatomi Indians
Behavioral Health
57392 M-51 South
Dowagiac, MI 49047
(269) 782-4131
Intake: (269) 782-4131
MHSAM • SA • OP ORT CT • MD MC PI
IHS ATR • ADLT • FEM MALE

EAST LANSING
Lansing Psychological Associates PC
234 Michigan Avenue
East Lansing, MI 48823
(517) 337-6545
MHSAM • SA • OP ORT • SF MC SI PI
MI • CO • ADLT • FEM MALE

Meridian
Professional Psychological Consultants
5031 Park Lake Road
East Lansing, MI 48823
(517) 332-0811
MHSAM • SA BU • OP OMB ODT ORT
ORT • SF MC SI PI MI • CO SE AD WN
MN TRMA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

ESCANABA
Catholic Social Services of the UP
The Upper Peninsula
1100 Ludington Street
Suite 401
Escanaba, MI 49829
(906) 786-7212
MHSAM • SA NXXN • OP ORT • SF MD
MC SI PI MI • SS • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Great Lakes Recovery Centers Inc
Escanaba Outpatient Services
1401 North 26th Street
Suite 109
Escanaba, MI 49829
(906) 789-3528
Intake: (906) 228-6545
MHSAM • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI MI
ATR • AH • DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

FARMINGTON
Action Net Psychological Services PLLC
27600 Farmington Road
Suite 103
Farmington, MI 48334
(248) 884-2187
Intake: (248) 925-6644
MHSAM • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF
ATR • SS • FX • CO DU GL VET ADM
MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA
DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE • F4
F15 F28
Community Network Services Inc
38855 Hills Tech Drive
Farmington, MI 48331
(248) 745-4900
Intake: (877) 211-8611
MHSAM • SA BU VTRL • OP OMB ORT
• SF MD MC SI PI MI • PA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Counseling/Assessment Associates LLC
32969 Hamilton Court
Suite 100
Farmington, MI 48334
(248) 324-9744
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • SS • CO DU
GL VET CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA
XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

McCain LLC
Dr Annette McCain
32841 Middlebelt Road
Suite 409
Farmington, MI 48334
(313) 952-1963
MHSAM • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF
MD MC SI PI MI • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ
SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA • CHLD
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F4

FLINT
Above the Water House
4105 Keyes Street
Flint, MI 48504
(810) 877-2907
SAF • SA HH • RES RL • SF • CO WN •
YAD ADLT • FEM

Auburn Counseling Associates
3600 South Dort Highway
Suite 44
Flint, MI 48507
(810) 744-3300
MHSAM • SA NXXN • OP ORT • SF MD
MC SI PI MI • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Bio Medical Behavioral Health System
1044 Gilbert Street
Flint, MI 48532
(810) 422-9406
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA MM BU OTPA • OP OMB
ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • AH SP FX • CO
• YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F28 F66
Holy Cross Childrens Services
DBA Holy Cross Counseling Services
712 North Grand Traverse
Flint, MI 48503
(810) 391-2295
Intake: (810) 249-9924
SAF • SA HH • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • AH • DU CJ AD WN
MN DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Flint Odyssey House Inc
1108 Lapeer Road
Flint, MI 48503
(810) 238-5888
Intake: (810) 233-5340
SAF • SA HH • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI • AH • DU CJ AD WN
MN DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Flint Odyssey House Inc
529 Martin Luther King Jr Avenue
Flint, MI 48502
(810) 238-7226
Intake: (810) 233-5340
SAF • SA HH • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI • AH • DU CJ AD WN
MN DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Holy Cross Childrens Services
DBA Holy Cross Counseling Services
504 North Grand Traverse Street
Flint, MI 48503
(810) 249-9924
SAF • SA HH • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI • AH • AD • YAD ADLT • MALE

New Passages
Hope Network
1100 Eldon Baker Drive
Flint, MI 48507
(810) 233-5340
Intake: (810) 232-2766
SAF • SA HH • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS • AH • WN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

New Parhs Inc
765 East Hamilton Avenue
Flint, MI 48505
(810) 238-5340
Intake: (810) 233-5340
SAF • SA HH • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI • AH • DU CJ AD WN
MN DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Oakland Psychological Clinic (PC)
2222 South Linden Road
Suite J
Flint, MI 48532
(810) 732-0560
SAF • SA BU NXN • OP OMB ORT CT • SF MC PI MI • AH • DU CJ AD WN
MN DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Recovery Unlimited Treatment Center
3169 West Pierson Road
Flint, MI 48504
(810) 785-4950
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU OTPA • OP OMB ORT CT • SF MC PI MI • AH • DU CJ AD WN
MN DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Sacred Heart Rehabilitation Center Inc
2091 Professional Drive
Flint, MI 48532
(810) 732-1652
Intake: (810) 238-7226
SAF • SA HH • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS • AH • W N • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

CatholicHuman Services Inc
Alcohol and Drug Services
829 West Main Street
Gaylord, MI 49735
(989) 732-6761
SAF • SA HH • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI • AH • DU CJ AD WN
MN DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Catholic Human Services Inc
901 Chippewa Street
Flint, MI 48503
(810) 391-2295
Intake: (810) 249-9924
SAF • SA HH • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI • AH • YAD ADLT • MALE

Catholic Charities of Shiawassee and Genesee Counties
259 Martin Luther King Jr Avenue
Flint, MI 48502
(810) 238-7226
Intake: (810) 233-5340
SAF • SA HH • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI • AH • DU CJ AD WN
MN DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Catholic Charities of Shiawassee and Genesee Counties
529 Martin Luther King Jr Avenue
Flint, MI 48502
(810) 238-7226
Intake: (810) 233-5340
SAF • SA HH • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI • AH • DU CJ AD WN
MN DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Catholic Charities of Shiawassee and Genesee Counties
3169 West Pierson Road
Flint, MI 48504
(810) 785-4950
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU OTPA • OP OMB ORT CT • SF MC PI MI • AH • DU CJ AD WN
MN DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Catholic Charities of Shiawassee and Genesee Counties
504 North Grand Traverse Street
Flint, MI 48503
(810) 391-2295
Intake: (810) 249-9924
SAF • SA HH • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI • AH • AD • YAD ADLT • MALE

Catholic Charities of Shiawassee and Genesee Counties
712 North Grand Traverse
Flint, MI 48503
(810) 391-2295
Intake: (810) 249-9924
SAF • SA HH • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI • AH • YAD ADLT • MALE

Catholic Charities of Shiawassee and Genesee Counties
765 East Hamilton Avenue
Flint, MI 48505
(810) 238-7226
Intake: (810) 233-5340
SAF • SA HH • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI • AH • DU CJ AD WN
MN DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
Michigan Therapeutic Consultants PC
711 South Illinois Avenue
Gaylord, MI 49735
(989) 732-4357
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA MM OTPA • OP OMB ORT CT • SF MD SI PI • CO DU VET ADM MF CJ PW/WN/MN TRMA/XA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

NMSAS Recovery Center
2136 West M32
Gaylord, MI 49735
(989) 732-1791
SAF • SA BU NXN • OP OMB ORT CT • SF MD SI PI • AH • WN/MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

GRAND BLANC
Oakland Psychological Clinic (PC)
10785 South Saginaw Street
Suite A Building E
Grand Blanc, MI 48439
(810) 695-0055
MHSASF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS • CO AD WN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

GRAND HAVEN
Ortagan Addictions Recovery Inc (OAR)
700 Washington Avenue
Suite 220
Grand Haven, MI 49417
(616) 842-6710
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC PI • SS PA • WN/MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Pathways MI (Formerly Child and Family Services of Western MI)
321 South Beechtree Street
Grand Haven, MI 49417
(616) 846-5880
MHSASF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC PI • SS • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

GRAND HAVEN

NMSAS Recovery Center
2136 West M32
Gaylord, MI 49735
(989) 732-1791
SAF • SA BU NXN • OP OMB ORT CT • SF MD SI PI • AH • WN/MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

GRAND BLANC
Oakland Psychological Clinic (PC)
10785 South Saginaw Street
Suite A Building E
Grand Blanc, MI 48439
(810) 695-0055
MHSASF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS • CO AD WN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

GRAND HAVEN
Ortagan Addictions Recovery Inc (OAR)
700 Washington Avenue
Suite 220
Grand Haven, MI 49417
(616) 842-6710
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC PI • SS PA • WN/MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Pathways MI (Formerly Child and Family Services of Western MI)
321 South Beechtree Street
Grand Haven, MI 49417
(616) 846-5880
MHSASF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC PI • SS • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

GRAND RAPIDS
Alcohol and Chemical Abuse Consultants
(ACAC) Inc
3949 Sparks Drive SE
Suite 103
Grand Rapids, MI 49546
(616) 957-5850
MHSASF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • CO DU VET CJ SE AD PW/WN/MN TRMA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Anderson Substance Abuse Treatment Center
3501 Lake Eastbrook Boulevard
Suite 120
Grand Rapids, MI 49505
(616) 648-2593
Intake: (616) 975-0400
MHSASF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF PI MI • SS • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Arbor Circle Corporation
115 Ball Avenue
Building C
Grand Rapids, MI 49505
(616) 459-7215
Intake: (616) 459-7215x6116
MHSASF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC PI MI • AH • CO DU GL CJ SE AD PW/WN/MN TRMA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Bartholomew Christian Services
Substance Abuse Counseling Program
901 Eastern Avenue NE
Grand Rapids, MI 49501
(616) 224-7617
Intake: (616) 224-7406
MHSASF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC PI MI • SS • SP FX • TRMA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE • F28 F92

Catholic Charities West Michigan
Grand Rapids
40 Jefferson Street SE
Grand Rapids, MI 49503
(616) 456-1443
Intake: (616) 356-6247
MHSASF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC PI MI • CO CJ AD WN/MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Cherry Street Health Services
100 Cherry Street SE
Grand Rapids, MI 49503
(616) 965-8200x8220
Intake: (616) 965-8200
GHE • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS PA • AH SP • CO WN/MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Cherry Street Health Services
Southside Health Care/MATP
2303 Kalamazoo Avenue SE
Suite 100
Grand Rapids, MI 49507
(616) 965-8390
Intake: (616) 965-8300
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU NXN VTRL OTPA • OP OD OMB ODT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • AH • CO DU GL CJ SE AD PW/WN/MN TRMA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Family Outreach Center
OPMH and Substance Use Disorder Prog
1939 South Division Avenue
Grand Rapids, MI 49507
(616) 247-3815
MHSASF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI • SS PA • SP • CO CJ AD WN/MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Freedom House
160 68th Street SE
Grand Rapids, MI 49548
(616) 222-4501
Intake: (616) 281-0061x6613
MHSASF • SA • RES RS RL • SF MD SI PI • SS PA • CO CJ BC • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
Guiding Light Mission
255 South Division Street
Grand Rapids, MI 49503
(616) 451-0236
SAF • SA HH • OP RES RS RL OIT ORT • NP
• PA • GL VET SE MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

North Kent Guidance Services LLC
5250 Northland Drive NE
Suite A
Grand Rapids, MI 49503
(616) 258-7500 (616) 281-6302
MHSAF • SA • OIT ORT • SF MD MC PI MI • ADLT • FEM MALE

Our Hope Association
324 Lyon Street NE
Grand Rapids, MI 49503
(616) 451-2039
SAF • SA HH • OP RES RS RL OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • DU CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Pine Rest Christian Mental Hlth Servs
Northeast Clinic
3225 North Evergreen Drive NE
Suite 301
Grand Rapids, MI 49525
(616) 364-1500
MHF • SA • OIT ORT • SF MD MC PI MI • ADLT • FEM MALE

Pine Rest Christian Mental Hlth Servs
Northwest Clinic
2118 Three Mile Road NW
Grand Rapids, MI 49544
(616) 222-3720
MHF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC PI MI • AH • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Reality Counseling Services
2610 Buchanan Avenue SW
Grand Rapids, MI 49548
(616) 875-8660
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • DU CJ • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

SOS Counseling Services
Substance Abuse Treatment Services
942 West Fulton Street
Grand Rapids, MI 49504
(616) 732-8110
SAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT CT • SF • DU GL VET ADM MF CJ AD WN MN XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Salvation Army
Turning Point Programs
1215 Fulton Street
Suite E
Grand Rapids, MI 49503
(616) 742-0351
MHSAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP RES RS RL OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • AH • CO TR MA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

West Brook Recovery Center LLC
3210 Eagle Run Drive NE
Suite 200
Grand Rapids, MI 49525
(616) 957-1200
SAF • SA DT BU NXN VT RVL HH • OP RES RS RL OD OMB OIT ORT CT • SF PI • CO W N MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

W edgwood Christian Services
Summit Prog / Residential Intensive OP
3300 36th Street SE
Grand Rapids, MI 49512
(616) 942-2110
Intake: (616) 281-6449
SAF • SA • OP RES RS RL OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • AH • AD BC • CHLD • FEM MALE

WEST BROOK RECOVERY CENTER LLC
3210 Eagle Run Drive NE
Suite 200
Grand Rapids, MI 49525
(616) 957-1200
SAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL HH • OP RES RS RL OD OMB OIT ORT CT • SF PI • CO W N MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

GRAYLING
Grace Center
6459 West M-72
Grayling, MI 49738
(989) 348-2544
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MC PI • ADLT • FEM MALE

GREENVILLE
North Kent Guidance Services LLC
106 South Greenville West Drive
Suite 3
Greenville, MI 48838
(616) 754-2364
Intakes: (616) 754-2364x105 (616) 361-5001
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MC PI MI • AH • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
Wedgwood Christian Services
126 East Cass Street
Greenville, MI 48838
(616) 255-6334
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AD WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

GROSSE POINTE

Eastwood Clinics
22151 Moross Road
PBI Suite 334
Grosse Pointe, MI 48236
(313) 343-7230
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS PA • AH • WN MN • ADLT • FEM MALE

HAMTRAMCK

Guidance and Prevention Services
2649 Caniff Street
Hamtramck, MI 48212
(313) 368-4600
Intake: (313) 368-4800
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • SS • DU VET ADM CJ SE WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Sunshine Treatment Institute LLC
4821 East McNichols Road
Hamtramck, MI 48212
(313) 368-9877
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS PA • AH • WN MN • ADLT • FEM MALE

HANCOCK

Christian Counseling
100 Quincy Street
Hancock, MI 49930
(906) 482-2231
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF SI PI MI • CO DU VET SE AD WN MN TRMA XA • ADLT • FEM MALE

HART

West Michigan Community Mental Health
105 Lincoln Street
Hart, MI 49420
(800) 992-2061
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI • AH • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

HARTFORD

Van Buren/Cass District Health Dept
Substance Abuse Services
57418 County Road 681
Suite A
Hartford, MI 49057
(269) 621-3143
Intake: (269) 621-3143x304
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • AH • DU CJ PW WN MN TRMA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

HASTINGS

Barry County Community Mental Health Authority
915 West Green Street
Hastings, MI 49058
(269) 948-8041
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS PA • AH • DU CJ AD TRMA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

HIGHLAND PARK

Arab American and Chaldean Council
62 West Seven Mile Road
Highland Park, MI 48203
(313) 893-6172
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • AH • DU CJ PW WN MN TRMA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Rainbow Center of Michigan Inc
12501 Hamilton Avenue
Highland Park, MI 48203
(313) 865-1580
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

HILLSDALE

Gayle Seely LLC
44 South Broad Street
Hillsdale, MI 49242
(517) 437-0309
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF SI PI • SS • DU WN MN TRMA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

McCullough Vargas and Associates
110 Reading Avenue
Hillsdale, MI 49250
(517) 849-2333
Intake: (517) 439-2333
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • AH • DU CJ SE WN MN TRMA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

HOLLAND

Catholic Charities West Michigan Crossroads
355 Settlers Road
Holland, MI 49423
(616) 796-9595
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • AH • DU CJ AD TRMA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

New Light Recovery Center Inc
300 West McNichols Street
Highland Park, MI 48203
(313) 867-8015
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
MHSAF • SA MM DM BU OTPA • OP OMB ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI • AH • CO WN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Naomis Nest
245 Pinklin Street
Highland Park, MI 48203
(313) 865-1500
SAF • SA • OP RES RL OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • SS PA • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM

Naomis Nest
245 Pinklin Street
Highland Park, MI 48203
(313) 865-1500
SAF • SA • OP RES RL OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • SS PA • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
Holland Hospital
Behavioral Health Services
854 South Washington Avenue
Suite 330
Holland, MI 49423
(616) 355-3926
MHF • SA • BU • NXN • VTRL • OP • OMB
OIT • ORT • SF • MD • MC • PI • MI • CHLD
YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

Ortagan Addictions Recovery Inc (OAR)
483 Century Lane
Holland, MI 49423
(616) 396-5284
SAF • SA • OP • OIT • ORT • SF • MD • MC • PI • SS • PA • DU • CHLD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

Ortagan Addictions Recovery Inc (OAR)
Chester A Ray Center
231 Washington Boulevard
Holland, MI 49423
(616) 396-6872
Intakes: (616) 396-6872 (616) 396-5284
SAF • SA • RES • RL • CT • SF • MD • SS • MN • YAD • ADLT • MALE

Ortagan Addictions Recovery Inc (OAR)
Harbor House for Women
377 Lincoln Avenue
Holland, MI 49423
(616) 355-7095
Intake: (616) 355-7095
SAF • SA • RES • RL • CT • SF • MD • SS • PA • WN • BC • YAD • ADLT • FEM

Pathways MI (Formerly Child and Fam Servs of Western MI)
412 Century Lane
Holland, MI 49423
(616) 396-2301
MHSAF • SA • OP • ORT • SF • MD • MC • PI • MI • SS • SP • CHLD • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

Pine Rest Christian Mental Hlth Servs
Holland Clinic
926 South Washington Street
Suite 210
Holland, MI 49423
(616) 820-3780
Intake: (866) 852-4001
MHF • SA • NXN • OP • ORT • SF • MD • MC • PI • MI • CHLD • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

HOLLAND
Complete Counseling Center Inc
721 East Grand River Avenue
Howell, MI 48843
(517) 546-4445
Intake: (517) 546-7520
SAF • SA • OP • ORT • SF • SS • DU • CJ
WN • MN • TRMA • DV • CHLD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

IONA
Amazing Miracles LLC
321 West Main Street
P.O. Box 433
Ionia, MI 48846
(616) 690-5319
SAF • SA • OP • ORT • SF • MD • SS • MN • YAD • ADLT • MALE

Inner Access Therapy Center
112 South Depot Street
Ionia, MI 48846
(616) 527-2619
MHSAF • SA • OP • ORT • SF • MD • MC • PI • MI • CHLD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

Ionia Cnty Substance Abuse Initiative
175 East Adams Street
Ionia, MI 48846
(616) 527-5341
SAF • SA • RES • RL • CT • SF • MD • SS • PA • CO • CJ • AD • PW • WN • MN • TRMA • CHLD • YAD • ADLT • MALE

IRON RIVER
Samaritan Counseling Centers of The Western Upper Peninsula
117 West Genesee Street
Iron River, MI 49935
(906) 265-2000
MHSAF • SA • OP • ORT • SF • MD • MC • PI • MI • CHLD • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

IRONWOOD
Great Lakes Recovery Centers Inc
Ironwood Outpatient Services
220 Roosevelt Street
Suite 2
Ironwood, MI 49938
(906) 364-7506
Intakes: (906) 228-9696 (906) 906-4572 (888) 457-2732
SAF • SA • OP • ORT • SF • MD • MC • PI • MI • CHLD • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Edward W Sparrow Hospital</td>
<td>(517) 364-7740</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Substance Abuse Program</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1210 West Saginaw Street</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Lawrence Campus</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lansing, MI 48915</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(517) 364-7740</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAF • SA DT TXN • OP OIT ORT HMD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIT • SF MC PI MI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glass House</td>
<td>(517) 882-2028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>419 North Martin Luther King Jr Blvd</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lansing, MI 48915</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(517) 882-2028</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAF • SA DT • RES RS RL RD • SF MD SI PI • SS • WN • YAD ADLT • FEM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holden House</td>
<td>(517) 394-0004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3300 South Pennsylvania Avenue</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lansing, MI 48910</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(517) 394-0004</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAF • SA • RES RS RL • SF MD MC SI PI • SS • MN • YAD ADLT • MALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Life Journeys</td>
<td>(517) 485-1877</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>820 North Capitol Avenue</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lansing, MI 48906</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(517) 485-1877</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF • SS • CO DU VET CJ WN MN TRMA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan Access Center Inc</td>
<td>(517) 352-9000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2722 East Michigan Avenue</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lansing, MI 48912</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(517) 352-9000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF • SS • CO DU VET CJ WN MN TRMA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only</td>
<td>(517) 267-7623</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAF • DT • RES RD • SF MD MC • SS • AH • WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red Cedar Clinic</td>
<td>(517) 371-1111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2025 South Washington Avenue</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lansing, MI 48910</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(517) 371-1111</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methadone Clients Only</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAF • SA MM OTPA • OP OMB ORT CT • SF MD SI PI • CO GL VET CJ • SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lansing Regional Area</td>
<td>(517) 887-0226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3400 South Cedar Street</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lansing, MI 48910</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(517) 887-0226</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC PI MI • SS • WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prevention and Training Services</td>
<td>(517) 323-8149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4601 West Saginaw Street</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lansing, MI 48917</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(517) 323-8149</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • SS • DU AD WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recovery Center</td>
<td>(517) 484-3997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>810 West Saginaw Street</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lansing, MI 48906</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(517) 484-3997</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • SS • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MICHIGAN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAKE ORION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oakland Psychological Clinic (PC)</td>
<td>(248) 393-5555</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1455 South Lapeer Road</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suite 175 North</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lake Orion, MI 48360</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(248) 393-5555</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MC SI PI • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LANSE</td>
<td>(906) 524-4411x103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keweenaw Bay Indian Comm SAP</td>
<td>(906) 524-4411x115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Day Treatment Center</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16025 Brewery Road</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lansing, MI 49946</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(906) 524-4411x103</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAF • SA • RES RL • SF MD IHS ATR • PA • SE WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LANSPORT</td>
<td>(517) 887-0226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child and Family Charities</td>
<td>(517) 882-4000x123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4287 Five Oaks Drive</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lansing, MI 48911</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(517) 882-4000x123</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • SP • CO CJ WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cognitive Consultants LLC</td>
<td>(517) 322-3050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4500 Empire Way</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suite 12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lansing, MI 48917</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(517) 322-3050</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • SP • CO CJ WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cristo Rey Community Center</td>
<td>(517) 372-4700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Substance Abuse Program</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1717 North High Street</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lansing, MI 4806</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(517) 372-4700</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI • SP • CO CJ PW WN MN TRMA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Victory Clinical Services Lansing
4902 South Cedar Street
Lansing, MI 48910
(517) 394-7867
Intake: (517) 394-7867x10
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA MM DM BU OTPA • OP OMB
OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI • AH •
CO PW DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Wellness InX
913 West Holmes Street
Suite 275
Lansing, MI 48910
(517) 272-0520
MHSAF • SA HH • OP ORT CT • SF •
SS • CO GL CJ PW WN MN TRMA XA
DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Concepts in Counseling LLC
608 Fox Street
Lapeer, MI 48446
(810) 538-0229
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC
PI • SS • CO DU VET ADM MF CJ SE
AD WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Lapeer County Community MH Center
1570 Suncrest Drive
Lapeer, MI 48446
(810) 667-0500
Intake: (888) 225-4447
MHSAF • SA NXXN • OP OIT ORT • SF MD
MC SI • AH SP FX • CO SE AD WN MN
• CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F30
F66 F70

List Psychological Services PLC
624 West Nepessing Road
Suite 300
Lapeer, MI 48446
(810) 667-4500
MHF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC PI MI
• CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Lexington Community Counseling Center
5517 Main Street
Lexington, MI 48445
(810) 985-5437
Intake: (810) 985-5618 (810) 359-2711
MHSAF • SA NXXN • OP OMB ORT
• SF MD MC SI PI • SS • DU • ADLT •
FEM MALE

Working for the Lord Ministry
Drug Prevention Program
1772 Emmons Boulevard
Lincoln Park, MI 48146
(313) 389-7525
Intake: (313) 389-7500
MHSAF • SA NXXN VTRL • OP OIT
ORT • SF MD MC PI MI • AH • CO
• CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Saint Mary Mercy Hospital
Dept of Behavioral Medicine
36475 5 Mile Road
Livonia, MI 48154
(734) 522-0280
MHSAF • SA BU NXXN • OP OMB ORT
• SF MD MC PI MI • AH SP • DU • ADLT •
FEM MALE

Ultimate Solutions Inc
29240 Buckingham Street
Suite 11
Livonia, MI 48154
(734) 513-2800
Intake: (313) 414-7095
MHSAF • SA BU NXXN VTRL • OP
OMB OIT ORT • SF MD MC PI MI •
AH SP • DU • ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
University Psychiatric Center
Livonia Substance Abuse Program
16836 Newburgh Road
Livonia, MI 48154
(734) 464-4220

MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MC PI • CO SE WN MN TRMA XA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

LUDINGTON
West Michigan Community MH System
920 Diana Street
Ludington, MI 49431
(231) 845-6294

Intake: (800) 992-2061

MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • AH • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

MADISON HEIGHTS
Scared Heart Rehabilitation Center
1400 East 12 Mile Road
Madison Heights, MI 48071
(248) 658-1116

MHSAF • SA BU VTRL • OP OMB ODT OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • CO DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

MANISTEE
Be Da Bin Behavioral Health Program
2608 Government Center Drive
Manistee, MI 49660
(231) 723-8299

Intake: (231) 398-6741

SAF • SA • OP ORT • ATR • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Catholic Human Services Inc
2198 U.S. 31 South
Manistee, MI 49660
(231) 723-6321

SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

MANISTIQUE
Great Lakes Recovery Centers Inc
Manistique Outpatient Office
601 East Lakeshore Drive
Suite 101
Manistique, MI 49854
(906) 341-2244

SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI ATR • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Sault Tribe Health and Human Services
Behavioral Health Program
5968 West Highway U.S. 2
Manistique, MI 49854
(906) 341-6993

Intakes: (906) 341-6993x29508 (906) 341-6993x29507

MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

MARQUETTE
Catholic Social Services of the UP
The Upper Peninsula
347 Rock Street
Marquette, MI 49855
(906) 227-9116

Intakes: (906) 227-9119 (906) 227-9118

MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Great Lakes Recovery Centers Inc
Adult Residential Services
241 Wright Street
Building 2
Marquette, MI 49855
(906) 228-7611x1201

Intake: (906) 228-9699x1031

SAF • SA BU VTRL HH • RES RL CT • SF MD PI PIHS ATR • AH • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Great Lakes Recovery Centers Inc
Marquette Outpatient Services
1009 West Ridge Street
Suite C
Marquette, MI 49855
(906) 228-6545

Intake: (888) 457-2732

SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • ATR • AH • CO DU VET WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

MASON
House of Commons
Clinton Eaton and Ingham Counties
706 Curtis Street
Mason, MI 48854
(517) 244-0393

SAF • SA • RES RS RL • SF MD MC SI • SS • AH • CJ MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Service Provider</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>City/State</th>
<th>Phone Number</th>
<th>Intake Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Monroe, MI</td>
<td>Catholic Charities of Southeast Michigan</td>
<td>1070 South Telegraph Road</td>
<td>Monroe, MI 48161</td>
<td>(734) 240-3850</td>
<td>Intake: (888) 773-3869</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monroe, MI</td>
<td>Rainbow Center of Michigan Inc</td>
<td>14733 South Telegraph Road</td>
<td>Monroe, MI 48161</td>
<td>(734) 243-8707</td>
<td>Intake: (800) 385-7745</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monroe, MI</td>
<td>Salvation Army Harbor Light Center</td>
<td>3250 North Monroe Street</td>
<td>Monroe, MI 48162</td>
<td>(734) 384-3402</td>
<td>Intake: (906) 228-6545</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monroe, MI</td>
<td>Great Lakes Recovery Centers Inc</td>
<td>2885 Health Parkway</td>
<td>Mount Pleasant, MI 48858</td>
<td>(989) 775-4850</td>
<td>Intake: (989) 681-5119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monroe, MI</td>
<td>Ten Sixteen Recovery Network</td>
<td>804 East Palmer Street</td>
<td>Mount Pleasant, MI 48858</td>
<td>(989) 779-7722</td>
<td>Intake: (989) 681-5119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monroe, MI</td>
<td>Saginaw Chippewa Indian Tribe Behavioral Health Programs</td>
<td>2800 South Shepherd Road</td>
<td>Mount Pleasant, MI 48858</td>
<td>(989) 775-8850</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monroe, MI</td>
<td>Sault Tribe Health and Human Services</td>
<td>622 West Superior Street</td>
<td>Munising, MI 49862</td>
<td>(906) 387-3626</td>
<td>Intake: (906) 387-3626</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monroe, MI</td>
<td>Sault Tribe Health and Human Services</td>
<td>804 East Palmer Street</td>
<td>Mount Pleasant, MI 48858</td>
<td>(989) 779-7722</td>
<td>Intake: (989) 681-5119</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
MICHIGAN

MUSKEGON
Alcohol and Chemical Abuse Consultants (ACAC) Inc
635 West Summit Street
Muskegon, MI 49441
(231) 737-9840
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC PI MI • FX • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE • F42

Catholic Charities West Michigan
1095 3rd Street
Suite 125
Muskegon, MI 49441
(231) 726-4735
Intakes: (231) 726-4735x284 (616) 356-6289
MHF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC PI MI • SS PA • CJ AD WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Community Mental Health Services of Muskegon County/ACT/Outpatient
376 Apple Avenue
Muskegon, MI 49442
(231) 724-3300
Intake: (231) 720-3200
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • MD MC • PA • AH • CO AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Eastside Outpatient Services
445 East Sherman Boulevard
Muskegon, MI 49444
(231) 739-4359
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU NXN OTPA • OP OD OMB ORT CT • SF MD SI • CO PW WN MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Hackley Life Counseling
DBA Mercy Health Life Counseling
125 East Southern Avenue
Muskegon, MI 49442
(231) 726-3582
Intake: (888) 251-5366
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC PI MI • SS • AH • DU CJ PW WN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

West Michigan Therapy Inc
1823 Commerce Street
Muskegon, MI 49441
(231) 728-2138
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD MC PI MI • SS PA • CO DU CJ TRMA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

NEW HAVEN
Sacred Heart Rehabilitation Center Inc
58144 Gratiot Avenue
P.O. Box 480430
New Haven, MI 48048
(586) 749-5173
Intake: (586) 749-5173x225
MHSAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC PI MI • SS PA • AH • DU CJ TR MA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

NEWAYGO
Arbor Circle Counseling Services
Newaygo County
231 West Pine Lake Drive
Newaygo, MI 49337
(231) 652-1780
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC PI MI • SS PA • AH • DU CJ SE WN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

NEWBERRY
Great Lakes Recovery Centers Inc
Luce
405 Newberry Avenue
Room 2
Newberry, MI 49868
(906) 293-1622
Intake: (906) 632-9809
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI ATR • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

NILES
Community Healing Centers
1225 South 11th Street
Niles, MI 49120
(269) 684-7741
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD PI • AH SP • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

NORTHVILLE
Hegira Programs Inc (HIPI)
Northville Counseling Center
670 Griswold Street
Suite 3
Northville, MI 48167
(248) 347-3470
Intake: (734) 793-5026
MHSAF • SA NXN VTRL • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC PI MI • AH • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

NOVI
Eastwood Community Clinics
26850 Providence Parkway
Suite 410
Novi, MI 48374
(248) 465-4335
MHSAF • SA NXN VTRL • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC PI MI • FEM MALE

OAK PARK
Jewish Family Service
25900 Greenfield Street
Suite 405
Oak Park, MI 48237
(248) 592-2300
Intake: (248) 592-2313
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC PI MI • SS • FX • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F28 F30 F35 F70

Metropolitan Rehabilitation Clinics
21700 Greenfield Street
Suite 130
Oak Park, MI 48237
(248) 967-4310x129
Intake: (248) 967-4310
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM OTPA • OP OD OMB ORT CT • SF MD SI • CO PW WN MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

OSCODA
Turning Point Counseling Inc
5671 North Skeel Avenue
Suite 7
Oscoda, MI 48750
(989) 747-0420
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
OWOSSO
Catholic Charities of Shiawassee and Genesee Counties
120 West Exchange Street
Suite 300
Owosso, MI 48867
(989) 723-8239
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD MC S I PI MI • PA • AH • CO C J AD PW
WN MN DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

PETOSKEY
Harbor Hall Residential
704 Emmet Street
Petoskey, MI 49770
(888) 880-5511
Intake: (231) 347-5511
SAF • SA DT HH • RES RL RD CT • SF MD SLATR • AH • CO MN TRMA •
YAD ADLT • MALE

Harbor Hall Outpatient Substance Abuse Program
2236 East Mitchell Road
Unit 5
Petoskey, MI 49770
(231) 347-9880
SAF • SA BU • OP ORT • SF MD S I PI MI ATR • CO DU C J AD W N MN •
CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD MC S I PI MI • PA • AH • CO C J AD PW
WN MN DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

PLAINWELL
Counseling Center PC
DBA Plainwell Counseling Center
319 Park Street
Plainwell, MI 49080
(269) 685-9401x11
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD MC PI MI ATR • SS • DU GI WN MN •
CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

PONTIAC
McLaren Oakland Hospital
50 North Perry Street
Pontiac, MI 48342
(248) 338-5292
SAF • SA BU • OP RES RS OIT HIT • SF MC PI MI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
Oakland County Community Corrections
Step Forward
250 Elizabeth Lake Road
Suite 1520
Pontiac, MI 48341
(248) 451-2342
Intake: (248) 451-2340
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • CO DU CJ
WN MN TR MA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Oakland Family Services
Substance Abuse Services
114 Orchard Lake Road
Pontiac, MI 48341
(248) 858-7766
Intake: (248) 858-7766
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • CO DU CJ
WN MN TR MA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Woodward Counseling Inc
44428 Woodward Avenue
Suite 020
Pontiac, MI 48341
(248) 333-7222
Intake: (810) 249-9924
MHSAF • SA BU • OP ORT • SF MD MC PI • AH • CO DU CJ WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

PORT HURON
Blue Water Crr for Independent Living
1042 Griswold Street
Suite 2
Port Huron, MI 48060
(810) 985-5168
Intake: (810) 985-5437
MHSAF • SA BU • OP ORT • SF • CO DU VET CJ MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Center for Human Resources
1001 Military Street
Port Huron, MI 48060
(866) 985-5168
Intake: (810) 985-5437
MHSAF • SA BU • OP ORT • SF • CO DU VET CJ MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Professional Counseling Center PC
520 Superior Street
Port Huron, MI 48060
(810) 984-4202
Intakes: (810) 984-4202x101 (800) 984-3725x10
MHSAF • SA BU • OP ORT • SF MD MC PI • AH • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Sacred Heart Rehabilitation Center Inc
Port Huron Outpatient
1406 8th Street
Port Huron, MI 48060
(810) 987-1258
MHSAF • SA HH • OP ORT • SF MD MC PI • AH • CO DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Saint Clair County Community MH
Region 10
3111 Electric Avenue
Port Huron, MI 48060
(810) 985-8900
Intakes: (810) 987-6911 (888) 225-4447
MHF • SA BU • OP OMB ORT • SF MD MC PI • AH • SP FX • CO GL
MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TR MA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

PORTAGE
Mid America Psychological Services
8036 Moorsbridge Road
Suite 2
Portage, MI 49024
(269) 327-1438
MHF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC PI • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

PORTLAND
Two Rivers Counseling Consulting PC
307 Kent Street
Portland, MI 48875
(517) 647-4747
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC PI • CO VET WN MN TR MA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

REDFORD
Redford Counseling Center
25945 West 7 Mile Road
Redford, MI 48240
(313) 535-6560
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI • AH • CO TR MA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

RICHMOND
Macomb Family Services Inc
35000 Division Road
Suite 2
Richmond, MI 48062
(586) 727-5529
MHF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
ROCHESTER
Eastwood Clinics
3950 South Rochester Road
Suite 1400
Rochester, MI 48307
(248) 844-6234
MHSAF • SA • OP • ODT • OIT • ORT • SF • MD • MC • SI • PI • MI • AH • ADLT • FEM • MALE

Oakland Family Services
Substance Abuse Services
130 Hampton Circle
Suite 100
Rochester, MI 48307
(248) 853-0750
Intake: (248) 853-0750x216
MHSAF • SA • OP • OIT • ORT • SF • MD • MC • SI • PI • MI • SS • AH • CO • YAD • ADLT • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

ROSES
Bio Medical Behavioral Healthcare Inc
31581 Gratiot Avenue
Suite 100
Roseville, MI 48066
(586) 783-4802
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA • DT • MM • BU • OTA • OP • ODT • ORT • CT • SF • MD • MC • SI • PI • MI • AH • SP • FX • CO • YAD • ADLT • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE • F28 • F30 • F66

Choices Counseling Center
27730 Gratiot Avenue
Roseville, MI 48066
(586) 772-5101
SA • OP • ORT • SF • SS • DU • GL • VET • CJ • SE • AD • PW • WN • MN • TRMA • XA • DV • ADLT • ADLT • FEM • MALE

ROYAL OAK
Catholic Charities of Southeast Michigan
1424 East 11 Mile Road
Royal Oak, MI 48067
(248) 548-4044
Intake: (248) 548-4044x3100 (855) 882-2736
MHSAF • SA • OP • ORT • CT • SF • MD • MC • SI • PI • MI • CHLD YAD • ADLT • ADLT • FEM • MALE

Guidance and Prevention Services
1500 North Stephenson Highway
Suite 220
Royal Oak, MI 48067
(248) 765-5969
SAF • SA • OP • OIT • ORT • SF • SS • DU • VET • ADM • CJ • WN • MN • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

SAGINAW
DOT Caring Centers Inc
3190 Hallmark Court
Saginaw, MI 48603
(989) 790-3366
Intake: (800) 822-7464
SAF • SA • BU • OMB • ORT • SF • MD • PI • HHS • AH • CO • DU • CJ • WN • MN • TRMA • XA • DV • CHLD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

EDM Treatment Center
3605 Davenport Avenue
Saginaw, MI 48602
(989) 401-1440
MHSAF • SA • DT • BU • NXN • VTRL • OP • ODT • ORT • CT • SF • MD • SI • PI • MI • CO • TRMA • DV • FT • MALE

Kairos Healthcare
1321 South Fayette Street
Saginaw, MI 48602
(989) 792-8000
SAF • SA • BU • NXN • VTRL • OP • RES • RS • RL • OMB • ODT • ORT • ORT • CT • SF • MD • PI • SS • AH • CO • DU • MN • YAD • ADLT • MALE

List Psychological Services PLC
5024 North Center Road
Saginaw, MI 48604
(989) 790-3130
Intake: (800) 968-5701
MHSAF • SA • DT • BU • NXN • VTRL • OP • ODT • ORT • CT • SF • MD • SI • PI • MI • AH • SP • FX • CO • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

Pathways Chemical Dependency Services
3340 Hospital Road
Saginaw, MI 48608
(989) 790-750
MHSAF • SA • DT • BU • NXN • HHD • HIT • SP •FX • CO • YAD • ADLT • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

ASHE GRANT ANORI

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone Numbers</th>
<th>Services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>SAINT CLAIR SHORES</strong></td>
<td>Downriver Mental Health Clinic, 24715 Little Mack Avenue, Ste 200, Saginaw, MI 48080 (586) 777-9000</td>
<td>Intakes: (989) 754-4673 (989) 754-8598x301</td>
<td>SAF, SA, OP ORT CT, SF MD MC SI PI MI, CO CJ XA DV, CHLD ADLT, FEM, MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SAINT IGNACE</strong></td>
<td>Great Lakes Recovery Centers Inc, Saint Ignace Outpatient Services, 396 North State Street, Ste 4th Floor Municipal Building, Saint Ignace, MI 49781 (906) 643-0944</td>
<td>Intake: (989) 779-7722</td>
<td>SAF, SA, OP ORT CT, SF MD MC SI PI MI, CO PJ MHS ATR, CHLD YAD ADLT, MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SAINT LOUIS</strong></td>
<td>Recovery Unlimited Counseling Services, 214 West Saginaw Street, PO Box 279, Saint Louis, MI 48880 (989) 681-5119</td>
<td>Intake: (989) 681-5119</td>
<td>SAF, SA, OP ORT CT, SF MD MC SI PI MI, CO PJ MHS ATR, CHLD YAD ADLT, MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SANDUSKY</strong></td>
<td>Sanilac County Health Department, Sanilac County Counseling Services, 171 Dawson Street, Sandusky, MI 48471 (810) 648-4098x6</td>
<td>Intake: (810) 648-4098x6</td>
<td>SAF, SA, OP ORT CT, SF MD MC SI PI MI, CO PJ MHS ATR, CHLD YAD ADLT, MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SAINT JACINE</strong></td>
<td>Great Lakes Recovery Centers Inc, New Hope House for Women, 2655 Ashmun Street, Main Entrance, Sault Ste Marie, MI 49783 (906) 632-2522</td>
<td>Intake: (888) 457-2732</td>
<td>SAF, SA, OP ORT CT, SF MD MC SI PI MI, CO PJ MHS ATR, CHLD YAD ADLT, MALE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Great Lakes Recovery Centers Inc
New Hope House for Men
301 East Spruce Street
Sault Sainte Marie, MI 49783
(906) 635-5542
SAF • SA DT HH • OP RES RS RL RD
OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI ATR • MN •
YAD ADLT • MALE

Sault Tribe Health and Human Services
Behavioral Health Program
2864 Ashmun Street
3rd Floor
Sault Sainte Marie, MI 49783
(906) 635-6075
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD
MC SI PI MI IHS ATR • DU CJ TR MA
XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM
MALE

Horizon Treatment Center
24681 Northwestern Highway
Suite 306
Southfield, MI 48075
(248) 423-1728
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD
MC PI MI • SS • CO DU VET CJ AD
WN MN TRMA XA DV • ADLT • FEM
MALE

Michigan Detox Specialists
(MDS) Drug Detox Clinic
25835 Southfield Road
Southfield, MI 48075
(888) 637-6968
Intake: (248) 559-8800
SAF • SA DT NXN VTRL • OP OD OIT
• SF • FX • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE
F4 F15 F35 F70

Oakland Psychological Clinic PC
17352 West 12 Mile Road
Suite 100
Southfield, MI 48076
(248) 849-3000
MHSAF • SA NXN • OP ORT • SF MC
PI MI • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Providence Hospital and Medical Center
16001 West 9 Mile Road
Southfield, MI 48075
(248) 849-3000
Intake: (248) 849-3301
GHF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • HID
HIT • SF MD MC PI MI • AH • FX • CO
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F4 F66

Saint John Providence Eastwood Clinics
Outpatient Behavior Health
22255 Greenfield Road
Suite 300
Southfield, MI 48075
(248) 849-3301
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD
MC SI PI MI • AH • CJ • ADLT • FEM
MALE

Michigan Psychological Clinic
13101 Allen Road
Southgate, MI 48195
(734) 785-7700
Intake: (734) 785-7701
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD
MC SI PI MI • AH • CO TR MA • YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

Guidance Center
Adult and Family Services
19291 Northline Road
Southfield, MI 48195
(734) 287-1500
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD
SI PI • SS PA • CO WN • CHLD YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

Sterling Area Health Care Services
725 East State Street
Sterling, MI 48892
(810) 654-3501
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MC PI
• AH SP • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM
MALE

Metro Family Support Counseling
39393 Van Dyke Avenue
Suite 209
Sterling Heights, MI 48313
(586) 274-4394
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MC
PI MI • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM
MALE

Quality Behavioral Health
37490 Dequindre Street
Sterling Heights, MI 48310
(586) 480-1438
Intake: (313) 922-2222
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI • SS •
AH • CJ WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM
MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>SUTTONS BAY</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Grand Traverse Band of Ottawa and Chippewa Indians | Behavioral Health Services  
2605 NW Bayshore Drive  
Suttons Bay, MI 49682  
(231) 934-7090  
Intake: (800) 243-3487  
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • ATR • AH • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE |                                                                               |
| **TAYLOR**        | Community Care Services (CCS)  
Substance Abuse Services  
26650 Eureka Road  
Suite A  
Taylor, MI 48180  
(734) 955-3550  
Intake: (313) 389-7500  
MHSAF • SA NXN VTRL • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC PI MI • AH • CO WN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE | Downriver Mental Health Clinic  
Advanced Counseling Services  
20600 Eureka Road  
Suite 819  
Taylor, MI 48180  
(734) 285-8282  
Intake: (734) 285-8282x2100  
SA BU VTRL • OP OMB ORT • SF MC PI • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE |
| **TECUMSEH**     | Insight Counseling of Tecumseh LLC  
106 South Maumee Street  
Tecumseh, MI 49286  
(517) 424-5438  
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC PI • SS • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW WN MNT TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE | Rainbow Center of Michigan Inc  
20724 Eureka Road  
Taylor, MI 48180  
(734) 759-0510  
Intake: (800) 385-7745  
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only  
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU OTPA • OP OD OMB ORT CT • SF MD MC PI MI • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE |
| **TRaverse CITY** | Addiction Treatment Services Inc  
940 East 8th Street  
Traverse City, MI 49686  
(231) 922-4810  
Intake: (231) 922-4810x114 (231) 922-4810x212  
SAF • DT • RES RD CT • SF MD PI ATR • CO SE PW WN MNXA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE | Addiction Treatment Services Inc  
Dakoske Hall  
116 East 8th Street  
Traverse City, MI 49684  
(231) 922-4810  
Intake: (231) 922-4810x114 (231) 922-4810x212  
SAF • SA DT • RES RS RL RD CT • SF MD PI MI ATR • CO SE MNT TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • MALE |
| **TROY**          | Michigan Behavioral Medicine  
2525 Crooks Road  
Suite 100  
Troy, MI 48084  
(248) 731-7305  
MHF • SA BU • OP OMB ORT • SF MC PI MI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE | Riverside Bend PC  
800 Stephenson Highway  
Suite 250  
Troy, MI 48083  
(248) 585-3239  
Intake: (248) 583-1110  
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MC PI • SS • AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE |
| **UTICA**         | Abaris Health  
DBA Great Lakes Counseling Centers  
5050 Schoenherr Road  
Suite 270  
Utica, MI 48315  
(586) 263-1234  
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MC PI MI • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MNT TRMA XA DV • ADLT • FEM MALE | Debra L. Gainer MA LLP CA ADC  
52188 Van Dyke Street  
Suite 320  
Utica, MI 48316  
(586) 549-3788  
MHF • SA • OP ORT • SF PI • SS • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE |
|                  | Catholic Human Services Inc  
1000 Hastings Street  
Traverse City, MI 49686  
(231) 947-8110  
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH • CO CJ AD WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE | Shelby Township  
45660 Schoenherr Road  
Utica, MI 48315  
(586) 566-3020  
MHSAF • SA BU • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC PI MI • SS • AH FX • ADLT • FEM MALE • F42 |
|                  | Munson Medical Center  
Outpatient Behavioral Health  
1105 6th Street  
Traverse City, MI 49684  
(231) 935-6382  
Intake: (800) 662-6766  
MHSAF • SANXN VTRL • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE | For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v. |
### WALLED LAKE

Oakland Family Services  
Substance Abuse Services  
2045 West Maple Road  
Suite D-407  
Walled Lake, MI 48390  
(248) 624-3812  
Intake: (248) 624-3812x213  
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD  
MC SI PI • AH • CO GL VET CJ SE AD  
PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • ADLT • FEM MALE

Sacred Heart Rehabilitation Center Inc  
8150 East 13 Mile Road  
Suite 100  
Warren, MI 48093  
(586) 758-6670  
Methadone Clients Only  
SAF • SA DT BU • OP OD  
OMB ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • SS  
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

### WARREN

Mental Morphosis Inc  
12200 East 13 Mile Road  
Suite 110  
Warren, MI 48093  
(586) 573-8500  
MHSF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF • SS  
CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Premier Services of Michigan  
23700 Van Dyke Avenue  
Warren, MI 48089  
(586) 758-6670  
Methadone Clients Only  
SAF • SA DT BU • OP OD  
OMB ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • AH • PW WN  
MN • YAD • FEM MALE

### WATERFORD

Bio Medical Behavioral Healthcare Inc  
2520 Elizabeth Lake Road  
Waterford, MI 48328  
(248) 706-5041  
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only  
SAF • SA MM BU OTPA • OP OMB  
ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • AH SP FX • CO  
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F30 F66

Catholic Charities of Southeast MI  
6637 Highland Road  
Waterford, MI 48327  
(248) 666-8870  
Intakes: (248) 666-8870x3600 (855) 882-2736  
MHSF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD  
MC SI PI • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

### WEST BLOOMFIELD

Counseling Associates Inc  
6960 Orchard Lake Road  
Suite 100  
West Bloomfield, MI 48322  
(248) 626-1500  
MHSF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI  
SS • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

### WESTLAND

Apex Behavioral Health Western Wayne  
1547 South Wayne Road  
Westland, MI 48186  
(734) 729-3133  
MHSF • SA BU • OP ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI  
SS • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
Hegira Programs Inc (HPI)
Westland Counseling Center
8623 North Wayne Road
Suite 310
Westland, MI 48185
(734) 425-0636
Intake: (734) 793-5026
MHSAF • SA • NXN • OP • ORT • SFMD
MC • SI • PI • AH • SP • TRMA • YAD • ADLT
• FEM • MALE

POEM Human Services
33250 Warren Street
Suite 202
Westland, MI 48185
(810) 282-6960
Intakes: (313) 410-1829 (734) 331-0891
SAF • SA • OP • OIT • ORT • CT
SF • SS
CO • DU • GL • VET • ADM • MF • CJ • SE • AD
PW • WN • MN • TRMA • XA • DV
• CHLD • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

Hannahville Behavioral Health Services
Hannahville B-1 Road
NJ 5019
Wilson, MI 49896
(906) 466-2878
MHSAF • SA • BU • NXN • VTRL • OP
OMB • OIT • ORT • SFMD • MC • PI • IHS • ATR
• PA • ADLT • FEM • MALE

1st Step Referral Services
110 Pearl Street
Ypsilanti, MI 48197
(734) 485-6161
SAF • SA • OP • ORT • CT
SF • DU
• CHLD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

Community Support and Treatment Servs
Towner Site
555 Towner Street
Ypsilanti, MI 48197
(734) 544-3000
Intakes: (734) 544-3050 (800) 440-7548
MHSAF • SA • NXN • OP • OIT • ORT • CT
SFMD • MC • SI • PI • AH • CO • GL • VET • CJ
SE • PW • WN • MN • TRMA • XA • DV • YAD
• ADLT • FEM • MALE

Dawn Inc
Dawn Farm
6633 Stony Creek Road
Ypsilanti, MI 48197
(734) 485-8725
SAF • SA • RES • RL • SF • PA • CHLD
ADLT • FEM • MALE
YAP

Yap Memorial Hospital
Department of Health Services
1 Keng Street Weloy
Yap, FM 96943
(691) 350-2115x123
Intake: (691) 350-2114

MHSAF • SA DT NXN VTRL • OP OD
ORT HID • NP • PA • FX • CO DU CJ SE
WN MN XA DV • CHILD ADLT • FEM
MALE • F94
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Organization</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone Number</th>
<th>Intake Phone</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>ALBERT LEA</strong></td>
<td>Fountain Centers</td>
<td>408 West Fountain Street, Albert Lea, MN 56007</td>
<td>(507) 377-6411</td>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • SA DT • OP RES RS RD ODT OIT ORT • SF SI PI • CO AD W N MN • YAD AD LT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(800) 533-1616</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ALEXANDRIA</strong></td>
<td>New Visions Center</td>
<td>222 9th Avenue West, Alexandria, MN 56308</td>
<td>(320) 763-0124</td>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • SA BU NXN HH • RES RS RL CT • SF SI PI • CO WN MN • YAD AD LT • MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(320) 763-3912</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New Visions Center</td>
<td>909 Broadway Street, Alexandria, MN 56308</td>
<td>(320) 763-0124</td>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • SA BU NXN HH • RES RS RL CT • SF SI PI • CO WN MN • YAD AD LT • MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(320) 763-3912</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ANOKA</strong></td>
<td>Community Addiction Recovery Enterprise (CARE)/Anoka</td>
<td>3301 7th Avenue North, Anoka, MN 55303</td>
<td>(651) 431-5250</td>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP OMB OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • CO • CHLD AD LT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(651) 431-5247</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>13045 Falcon Drive Suite 100, Baxter, MN 56425</td>
<td>(218) 270-3001</td>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • SA • RES RS RL • SF MD MC SI PI MI IHS • SS • CO GL • CJ AD PW • TRMA • XA • DV • CHLD AD LT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(218) 829-9307</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Nystrom and Associates Ltd</td>
<td>330 15th Street, Bemidji, MN 56601</td>
<td>(218) 751-6553</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(218) 751-6553</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1741 15th Street NW, Bemidji, MN 56601</td>
<td>(218) 751-6553</td>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • SA • RES RS RL • SF MD • YAD AD LT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(218) 751-6553</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1001 Mississippi Avenue NW, Bemidji, MN 56601</td>
<td>(218) 444-9102</td>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • SA • RES RS RL • SF MD • YAD AD LT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(218) 444-9102</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5176 229th Avenue NW, Bemidji, MN 56601</td>
<td>(218) 444-9420</td>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • SA • RES RS RL • SF MD • YAD AD LT • MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(218) 444-9420</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>722 15th Street, Bemidji, MN 56601</td>
<td>(218) 751-3280</td>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • SA • RES RS RL • SF MD • SI PI IHS • SS • CJ • YAD AD LT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(218) 751-3280</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>403 4th Street NW, Bemidji, MN 56601</td>
<td>(218) 444-5155</td>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • CO DU AD W N MN • CHLD AD LT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(218) 444-5155</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1741 15th Street NW, Bemidji, MN 56601</td>
<td>(218) 751-6553</td>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI IHS • SS • CO GL • PW • TRMA • XA • DV • CHLD AD LT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
BOVEY
Lake Place Retreat Center
25704 County Road 338
Bovey, MN 55709
(218) 245-1395
SAF • SA • OP RES RS RL OIT ORT • SF SI PI • PA • VET CJ • SE WN MN TR MA
XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

BRAINERD
Central Minnesota Adult Teen Challenge Life Renewal
603 Oak Street
Brainerd, MN 56401
(218) 833-8777
Intakes: (218) 833-8758 (218) 833-8760
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • CO AD • WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
Community Addiction Recovery Enterprise (CARE)/Brainerd
11600 State Avenue
Brainerd, MN 56401
(218) 828-2399
Intake: (218) 828-2393
SAF • SA • RES RS RL • SF SI PI MI • CO CJ • WN MN • TR MA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
Northern Pines Chemical Hlth Servs of Brainerd
823 Maple Street
Brainerd, MN 56401
(218) 839-7796
Intakes: (218) 454-3821 (218) 454-4069
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF SI PI MI • CO AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE
Pinnacle Recovery Services
2215 South 6th Street
Brainerd, MN 56401
(218) 454-1010
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA MM OT PA • OP OMB ORT • SF MD SI PI • CO PW • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
Saint Josephs Medical Center Focus Unit
523 North 3rd Street
Brainerd, MN 56401
(218) 828-7737
SAF • SA NNXN • OP OIT ORT HIT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

BRECKENRIDGE Community Add Recovery Enterprise Valley Lake Boys Home Site
3850 200th Avenue
Breckenridge, MN 56420
(218) 736-1800
Intakes: (218) 736-1820 (218) 643-0033
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF SI PI MI • AD • CHLD • MALE
Saint Francis Healthcare Campus
Hope Unit
2400 Saint Francis Drive
Breckenridge, MN 56420
(218) 643-0499
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH • DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

BROOTEN Serenity Path Brooten
145 Central Avenue
Brooten, MN 56316
(320) 993-6006
SAF • SA • OP OIT • SF SI PI • SS PA • WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

BUFFALO Central Minnesota Mental Health Center
308 12th Avenue South
Buffalo, MN 55313
(763) 682-4400
MHF • SA • OP ODT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • DU AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE
Professional Counseling Center
Wright One Plaza
Highway 55 West
Buffalo, MN 55313
(763) 972-6527
SAF • SA • OP ODT ORT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI • SS • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

BURNSVILLE
Anthony Louis Center
151 West Highway 13
Burnsville, MN 55337
(952) 890-8879
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF SI PI MI
IHS • AH • AD • CHLD • FEM MALE
Community Drug and Alcohol Services
DBA Options Family and Behav Servs
151 West Burnsville Parkway
Suite 100
Burnsville, MN 55337
(952) 564-3000
Intake: (651) 209-6632
MHSAF • SA • OP ODT ORT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI • CO AD • TR MA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE
Dakota Treatment Center
11939 West River Hills Drive
Burnsville, MN 55337
(952) 890-4480
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA MM • DM BU OTPA • OP OMB • SF SI PI • CO GL • VET • WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
Fairview Ridges
Adult Outpatient Program
156 Cobblestone Lane
Burnsville, MN 55337
(612) 672-2736
Intake: (612) 672-6600
SAF • SA • OP OIT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • CO • WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
River Ridge Treatment Center
14750 Lac Lavo Drive
Burnsville, MN 55337
(952) 894-7722
MHSAF • SA BU NXN • OP OIT ORT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI • CO DU • WN MN • TR MA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
Hiawatha Valley Mental Health Center
121 South Marshall Street
Caledonia, MN 55921
(507) 725-2022
Intake: (800) 657-6777
MHF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • CO • ADLT • FEM MALE

Dellwood Recovery Center
Cambridge Medical Center/Adolescent
626 Main Street
Cambridge, MN 55008
(763) 688-8269
Intake: (763) 688-7723
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Dellwood Recovery Center
Crossroads
1001 1st Avenue NE
Cambridge, MN 55008
(763) 688-8269
Intake: (763) 688-7723
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Dellwood Recovery Center
Outpatient
701 Dellwood Street South
Cambridge, MN 55008
(763) 688-7723
SAF • SA • OP RES RS ODT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Anishinabe Womens Halfway House
1137th Street NW
Cass Lake, MN 56633
(218) 335-8288
Intake: (218) 335-7271
SAF • SA • SA • SA • OP OIT ORT • RES RL • MD MC SI PI IHS • PA • GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW W’N TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Leech Lake
Mens Outpatient Program
6905 161st Street NW
Cass Lake, MN 56633
(218) 335-8308
Intake: (218) 335-8305
SAF • SA • SA • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI IHS • PA • GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW W’N TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Leech Lake
Opioid Program
110 Balsam Avenue
Cass Lake, MN 56633
(218) 335-4514
Intake: (218) 335-4514
SAF • SA • SA • SA • MM BU OMPA • OP OMB ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI IHS • SS • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Leech Lake Tribal Adolescent Program
115 6th Street NW
Cass Lake, MN 56633
(218) 335-3682
Intake: (218) 335-7282 (218) 335-3599
SAF • SA • SA • OP OIT ORT • MD MC SI PI IHS • NX • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Grace Counseling Services
21471 NE Ulysses Street
Suite 300
Cedar, MN 55011
(763) 413-8838
SAF • SA • SA • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI SS • CO GL VET CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Hazelden Foundation
Center City
15251 Pleasant Valley Road
Center City, MN 55012
(651) 213-4200
Intake: (800) 257-7810
SAF • SA • SA • SA • DT BU NXN VTRL • OP RES RS RL RD OMB OIT CT • SF PI • AH • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Five Stars Recovery Center
102 East 2nd Street
Suite 110-B
Chaska, MN 55318
(952) 448-6557
Intake: (952) 448-6557
SAF • SA • SA • SA • HH • OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI SS • DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Hazelden
1107 Hazeltine Boulevard
Suite 300
Chaska, MN 55318
(952) 679-2920
Intake: (800) 257-7810
SAF • SA • SA • SA • HH • OIT ORT • SF PI • AH • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE
### CHISAGO CITY

Fairview Recovery Services  
Chisago Adolescent Chemical Dependency  
11725 Sunson Avenue  
Chisago City, MN 55013  
(612) 672-2736  
Intake: (612) 672-6600  
SAF • SA • OP RES RS ODT • SF MD MC PMI • AH • AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

| COTTAGE GROVE |  
| New Choices for Recovery  
Canvas Health  
8451 East Point Douglas Road  
Suite 300  
Cottage Grove, MN 55016  
(651) 777-5222  
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MC SI PMI • DU AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE  

| CLOQUET |  
| Fond du Lac Human Services  
Mino Wi Jii Win Adolescent Outpatient  
63 Marigold Lane  
Cloquet, MN 55720  
(218) 879-7127  
Intake: (218) 878-3808  
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • MD SI PI MIHIS • PA • CO AD • CHLD • FEM MALE  

| CROOKSTON |  
| Northwestern Change Program  
Tri County Community Corrections  
603 Bruce Street  
Crookston, MN 56716  
(218) 470-8134  
Intake: (218) 470-8133  
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF SI PI • CO GL CJ AD PW TRMA XA DV • CHLD • FEM MALE  

| CROCKET |  
| Fond du Lac Human Services  
Taqwii  
61 Marigold Lane  
Cloquet, MN 55720  
(218) 879-7127  
Intake: (218) 878-3808  
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • MD MC SI MIHIS • PA • PW • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE  

| COTTAGE GROVE |  
| Haven Chemical Health Systems LLC  
1003 Cloquet Avenue  
Suite 117  
Cloquet, MN 55720  
(218) 879-5545  
SAF • SA • OP OIT • SF SI PI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE  

| CROOKSTON |  
| Northwestern Mental Health Center Inc  
Community Intervention Project  
603 Bruce Street  
Crookston, MN 56716  
(218) 281-3940  
MHF • SA NXN • OP ORT CT • SF SI PI MIHIS • SS • CO GL CJ AD PW TRMA XA DV • CHLD • FEM MALE  

| DULANO |  
| PCC Inc/DBA Professional Counseling Center of Delano  
620 Highway 12 East  
Delano, MN 55328  
(763) 972-6527  
SAF • SA BU NXN HH • OP RES RS RL ODT OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI • SS • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE  

| DETROIT LAKES |  
| Drake Residential Treatment Center  
28579 Highway 10 East  
Detroit Lakes, MN 56501  
(218) 847-1329  
SAF • SA • RES RL • SF MD SI PI MI • GL AD TRMA XA • CHLD • FEM MALE  

| DETROIT LAKES |  
| Lakes Counseling Center  
1000 8th Street SE  
Detroit Lakes, MN 56501  
(218) 847-0696  
Intake: (866) 847-0696  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF SI PI • DU AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE  

| DODGE CENTER |  
| Red River Recovery Center  
701 Center Avenue East  
Dilworth, MN 55629  
(218) 284-7772  
SAF • SA HH • RES RL CT • SF MD SI PI • WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE  

| DULUTH |  
| Bethel Outpatient Services  
23 Mesaba Avenue  
Duluth, MN 55806  
(218) 727-0504  
SAF • SA HH • OP RES RL OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • CJ WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE  

| DULUTH |  
| Bethel Port Rehabilitation Center  
23 Mesaba Avenue  
Duluth, MN 55806  
(218) 727-7415  
Intakes: (218) 727-7415x110 (218) 727-0504x150  
SAF • SA HH • RES RL • MD SI PI • WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE  

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
Center for Alcohol and Drug Treatment
1402 East Superior Street
Duluth, MN 55805
(218) 723-8444
SAF • SA DT BU • RES RS RD • SF SI PI MI • CO GL VET MF CJ MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Center for Alcohol and Drug Treatment
Marty Mann House
2211 Greysonl Road
Duluth, MN 55812
(218) 723-8444
SAF • SA BU • RES RS RL • SF SI PI MI • WN • YAD ADLT • FEM

Genesis Recovery Service
5 North 3rd Avenue West
Suite 310
Duluth, MN 55805
(218) 722-2368
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF SI PI • SP • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Lake Superior Treatment Center
14 East Central Entrance
Suite B
Duluth, MN 55811
(218) 786-0223
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA MM BU OTPA • OP OMB ORT • SFSI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Life Renewal MN Adult/Teen Challenge
1 East First Street
Suite 100
Duluth, MN 55802
(218) 740-5506
Intake: (218) 740-5519
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF SI PI • AD • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Nystrom and Associates Ltd
332 West Superior Street
Suite 300
Duluth, MN 55802
(218) 722-4379
MHSAF • SA BU NXN • OP OMB OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Ridgewood Recovery Inc
DBA The Superior Treatment Center
202 West Superior Street
Suite 700
Duluth, MN 55802
(218) 336-9300
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Thunderbird/Wren House
229 North 4th Avenue West
Duluth, MN 55806
(218) 727-7699
Intake: (218) 722-2703
SAF • SA HH • RES RS RL • SF MD SI PI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

East Grand Forks
Glenmore Recovery Center
210 Gateway Drive NE
Suite 4
East Grand Forks, MN 56721
(218) 773-4994
Intake: (218) 230-0650 (218) 230-0787
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF SI PI MI IHS • AH • DU PW WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Eden Prairie
Nystrom and Associates
11010 Prairie Lakes Drive
Suite 350
Eden Prairie, MN 55344
(952) 746-2522
Intake: (952) 746-2522
MHSAF • SA NXN • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • DU AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Elk River
Riverplace Counseling Center
Elk River Inc
9816 NW Highway 10
Elk River, MN 55330
(763) 747-9492
Intake: (763) 421-5590
SAF • SA • OP ODT • SF MD MC PI MI • AH • CO AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

Fairmont
Adolescent Outpatient Program
1230 School Street
Fairmont, MN 56031
(507) 399-0791
Intake: (507) 399-0791
MHSAF • SA DT BU NXN • RES RS RL RD • SF SI PI • CO GL SE WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Lakeville
Pride Institute
14000 Martin Drive
Eden Prairie, MN 55344
(800) 547-7433
Intake: (952) 934-7554
MHSAF • SA DT BU NXN • RES RS RL RD • SF SI PI • CO GL SE WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Maiden Rock
Fairview Recovery Services
Adolescent Outpatient Program
16201 90th Street NE
Suite 200
Elk River, MN 55330
(612) 672-2736
Intake: (612) 672-6600
SAF • SA • OP ODT • SF MD MC PI MI • AH • CO AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

Fountain Centers in Fairmont
828 North North Avenue
Fairmont, MN 56031
(507) 238-4382
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF SI PI • CJ AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

House of Hope III
1100 Indus Street
Fairmont, MN 56031
(507) 625-4373
Intake: (507) 399-0791
SAF • SA • RES RL • SF SI PI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
MINNESOTA

FARIBAULT
Fountain Centers in Faribault
2301 4th Street NW
Faribault, MN 55021
(507) 334-6413
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF SI PI • CO • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

FARMINGTON
Journey Counseling Services
821 3rd Street
Suite 100
Farmington, MN 55024
(651) 460-8085
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF SI PI MI • CO DU CJ WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

FERGUS FALLS
Community Addiction Recovery Enterprise (CARE)/Fergus Falls
1174 Western Avenue
Fergus Falls, MN 56537
(218) 736-1800
Intake: (218) 736-1807
SAF • SA BU NXN • OP RES RS ORT • SF SI PI • MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

Lake Region Halfway Homes Inc
217 North Union Avenue
Fergus Falls, MN 56537
(218) 739-9084
SAF • SA HH • RES RL • SF SI PI • CHLD ADLT • MALE

Productive Alternatives Detox Center
1017 North Tower Road
Fergus Falls, MN 56537
(218) 998-4387
SAF • DT • RES RD • SI PI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

FOREST LAKE
Canvas Health
121 11th Avenue SE
Forest Lake, MN 55025
(651) 777-5222
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MC SI PI MI • DU AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Fairview Recovery Services
Outpatient Program
20 North Lake Drive
Suite 210
Forest Lake, MN 55025
(612) 672-2736
Intake: (612) 672-6600
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • CO WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

GARDEN CITY
Welcome Manor Family Services
114 West Pleasant Street
Garden City, MN 56034
(507) 546-3295
Intake: (651) 734-9633
SAF • SA • OP RES RS ORT • SF SI PI • MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

GRAND MARAIS
Cook County
Wilderness Outpatient Trt Services
Court House
411 West 2nd Street
Grand Marais, MN 55604
(218) 387-3620
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS • AH • WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

GRAND RAPIDS
Hope House of Itasca County
2002 Cromell Drive
Grand Rapids, MN 55744
(218) 326-1443
SAF • SA HH • RES RL CT • SF SI PI • CO DU WN TRMA • YAD ADLT • MALE

Northland Recovery Center
Adolescent Center
510 SE 13th Street
Grand Rapids, MN 55744
(218) 327-2570
Intake: (218) 327-2570x405
SAF • SA • RES RS RL • SF MD SI PI • AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

Northland Recovery Center
Substance Abuse Services
1215 SE 7th Avenue
Grand Rapids, MN 55744
(218) 327-1105
Intakes: (218) 313-1313 (218) 313-1319
MHSAF • SA DT • OP RES RS RL RD OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • AH • CO DU GL CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Northland Recovery Womens Center
213 SE 11th Street
Grand Rapids, MN 55744
(218) 327-1890
Intake: (218) 327-1890x420
MHSAF • SA • RES RS RL • SF MD SI PI • CO GL CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM

Pear Lake Womens Program
Hope House
2086 Ridgeway Drive
Grand Rapids, MN 55744
(218) 327-9944
SAF • SA HH • RES RL CT • SF SI PI • CO DU WN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
Rapids Counseling Services Inc
516 South Poykemga Avenue
Suite A
Grand Rapids, MN 55744
(218) 327-2001
Intake: (800) 862-1453
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MDF SPPI • AH • DU WN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

GRANITE FALLS
Project Turnaround
660 18th Street
Granite Falls, MN 56241
(320) 564-4911
Intake: (800) 862-1453
SAF • SA DT NXN • OP RES RS RL RD
OIT ORT CT • SF MDF SPPI • AH SP • DU WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

HASTINGS
Cochran Recovery Program
1294 East 18th Street
Building 2
Hastings, MN 55033
(651) 437-4209
Intake: (800) 862-1453
MHSAF • SA HH • OP RES RS RL
OIT ORT • SF SPPI • CO PW WN MN
TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Dakota County Receiving Center Inc
Detox
1294 East 18th Street
Building 1
Hastings, MN 55033
(651) 437-4209
Intake: (800) 862-1453
SAF • DT • RES RD • SF SPPI • AD WN
MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Faith Family Recovery Center
1303 South Frontage Road
Suite 11
Hastings, MN 55033
(651) 437-1628
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF SPPI • WN
MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

HIBBING
Mid Range Chemical Dependency Services
302 East Howard Street
Suite 11A
Hibbing, MN 55746
(218) 262-0860
Intake: (218) 966-2260
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF SPPI • SS •
DU AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

Range Treatment Center
3203 3rd Avenue West
Hibbing, MN 55746
(218) 263-9237
Intake: (218) 741-9120
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MDF SPPI •
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

HINCKLEY
Mille Lacs Band
Outpatient Program
502 Weber Avenue
Hinckley, MN 55037
(320) 384-6696
Intake: (320) 532-7773
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SI PIIHS • WN
MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Avalon Marsh Run
11900 Wayzata Boulevard
Suite 100
Hopkins, MN 55305
(612) 454-2009
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF SI PIMI
IHS • DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW
WN MNTSRM XA DV • YAD • FEM MALE

Omegon Inc
2000 Hopkins Crossroad
Hopkins, MN 55305
(952) 541-4738
MHSAF • SA • RES RL • SF SI PIMI •
CO AD TRMA • CHLD • FEM MALE

One Twelve
12218 Lake Street Extension
Hopkins, MN 55305
(952) 513-7475
SAF • SA BU HH • RES RL • SF SPPI •
GL VET ADM MF CJ SE MN TRMA XA
DV • YAD ADLT • MALE

HUTCHINSON
Integrations Wellness and Recovery Ctr
504 East Highland Park Drive NE
Hutchinson, MN 55350
(320) 434-1312
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF
MDF SI PIMI • SS • CO AD • CHLD
ADLT • FEM MALE

Fountain Centers in Jackson
308 West Ashley Street
Jackson, MN 56143
(507) 847-3148
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF SI PIMI •
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

LA CRESCENT
Counseling Clinic
La Crescent
33 South Walnut Street
Suite 100
La Crescent, MN 55947
(507) 895-6666
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF SI PIMI •
CO AD DU WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE • F66

LITCHFIELD
New Beginnings at Litchfield
114 North Holcombe Street
Suite 140
Litchfield, MN 55355
(320) 693-2461
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MDF SI
PIMI • WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Wings Adolescent Treatment Services
1326 East Ripley Street
Litchfield, MN 55355
(320) 593-0440x10
Intake: (320) 593-0440x10
SAF • SA • RES RL • SF SI PIMI • SP •
AD • CHLD • FEM MALE
LITTLE FALLS
Effective Living Center Inc
103 6th Street NE
Little Falls, MN 56355
(320) 632-3166
Intake: (320) 259-5381
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF | PI • MI • CO | CJ | WN | MN • CHLD | ADLT • FEM | MALE

LITTLEFORK
Pineview Recovery Center
912 Main Street
Littlefork, MN 56653
(218) 278-4607
SAF • SA DT NXN • RES | RS | RL | RD • SF | MD | SI | PI | MI • VET MF | SE | WN | MN • TRMA | XA | DV • YAD | ADLT • FEM | MALE

LONG PRAIRIE
Aneway
17 2nd Street North
Long Prairie, MN 56347
(320) 732-2200
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF | SI | PI • WN • CHLD | YAD | ADLT • FEM | MALE

LORETTO
Vinland National Center
Inpatient Program
3675 Ihdauhapi Road
Loretto, MN 55357
(763) 479-3555
SAF • SA NXN • RES RS RL • SF SI | PI | MI • CO | GL | VET MF | CJ | SE | PW | WN • MN • TRMA | XA | DV • YAD | ADLT • FEM | MALE

LUVERNE
Sanford Hospital
Luverne Outpatient Program
1600 North Kniss Avenue
Luverne, MN 56156
(507) 283-231x246
Intake: (507) 449-1246
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF | MD | MC | SI | PI • YAD | ADLT • FEM | MALE

MANKATO
Addiction Recovery Technologies
12 Civic Center Plaza
Suite 2116
Mankato, MN 56001
(507) 345-4670
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF | SI | PI • AH • AD • CHLD | ADLT • FEM | MALE

House of Hope Inc
1429 3rd Avenue
Mankato, MN 56001
(507) 625-4373
Intake: (507) 399-0791
SAF • SA • OP RES RL OIT ORT • SF | SI | PI | MI • YAD | ADLT • FEM | MALE

Fountain Centers in Mankato
1400 Madison Avenue
Suite 326
Mankato, MN 56001
(507) 625-3372
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF | SI | PI • MI • CHLD | YAD | ADLT • FEM | MALE

House of Hope Inc II
1614 3rd Avenue
Mankato, MN 56001
(507) 625-4373
Intake: (507) 399-0791
SAF • SA • RES RL • SF | SI | PI | MI • WN • YAD | ADLT • FEM

New Ulm Medical Center
Mankato
1600 Madison Avenue
Suite 110
Mankato, MN 56001
(507) 344-0572
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF | SI | PI | MI • AH • CO | CJ | WN | MN • YAD | ADLT • FEM | MALE

New Ulm Medical Center
Mankato
1600 Madison Avenue
Suite 110
Mankato, MN 56001
(507) 385-0668
Intake: (651) 403-6409
SAF • SA • OP OIT CT • SF | MD | MC | SI | PI | MI • IHS • CO | CJ | AD | TRMA • CHLD | ADLT • MALE

MAPLE GROVE
Hazelden Maple Grove
7001 East Fish Lake Road
Maple Grove, MN 55311
(763) 420-4680
Intake: (800) 257-7810
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF | PI • YAD | ADLT • FEM | MALE

MAPLE LAKE
Dimension in Recovery
33 Birch Avenue
Maple Lake, MN 55358
(320) 963-6865
Intake: (651) 338-3317
SAF • SA • RES RL • SF | SI | PI • CO AD • CHLD • FEM | MALE

MAPLE LAKE
Maple Lake Recovery Center
207 Division Street East
Maple Lake, MN 55358
(320) 963-6865
Intake: (651) 338-3317
SAF • SA • RES RL • SF | SI | PI • CO AD • CHLD • MALE

MARSHALL
Project Turnabout
Marshall
1220 Birch Street
Marshall, MN 56258
(507) 532-3008
SAF • SA HH • OP RES RL OIT ORT • SF | SI | PI | MI • CO | DU | GL | VET MF | CJ | SE | PW | WN | MN | TRMA | DV • CHLD | ADLT • FEM | MALE

MILACA
Sobriety First Treatment Center
545 Highway 23 East
Suite 203
Milaca, MN 56353
(320) 982-1818
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF | SI | PI • YAD | ADLT • FEM | MALE
### MINNEAPOLIS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service Provider</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Contact Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Center for African Immigrants</td>
<td>5201 Bryant Avenue North</td>
<td>(612) 886-3777</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recovery from Drugs and Alcohol</td>
<td>Minneapolis, MN 55430</td>
<td>Intake: (612) 227-2719</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fluent Dialect Counseling/Outpatient</td>
<td>Protection Services Extension Mn</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3444 4th Avenue</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Minneapolis, MN 55411</td>
<td>(612) 339-1679</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intake: (612) 227-2719</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Club Recovery LLC</td>
<td>6550 York Avenue South</td>
<td>(952) 926-2526</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Minneapolis, MN 55435</td>
<td>Intake: (612) 996-1679</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intake: (612) 227-2719</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Indian Community Development</td>
<td>1800 Chicago Avenue South</td>
<td>(612) 879-4292</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corp Detox Program</td>
<td>Minneapolis, MN 55403</td>
<td>Intake: (612) 746-3500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intake: (612) 879-4292</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANAADD/MDSC</td>
<td>2450 Riverside Avenue</td>
<td>(612) 747-9010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Minneapolis, MN 55427</td>
<td>Intake: (612) 537-1600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intake: (612) 747-9010</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAIRVIEW REHAB</td>
<td>2450 Riverside Avenue</td>
<td>(612) 672-2736</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Minneapolis, MN 55427</td>
<td>Intake: (612) 672-6600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intake: (612) 672-2736</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>El Primer Paso</td>
<td>13895 Industrial Park Boulevard</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Counseling Services</td>
<td>Minneapolis, MN 55441</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intake: (612) 537-1600</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADAPT of Minnesota</td>
<td>13895 Industrial Park Boulevard</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Minneapolis, MN 55441</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intake: (612) 537-1600</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alliance Clinic</td>
<td>3329 University Avenue SE</td>
<td>(612) 454-2260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3444 4th Avenue</td>
<td>Minneapolis, MN 55414</td>
<td>Intake: (612) 454-2289</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Methadone Clients Only</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF SI PI • CO • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Indian Community Development</td>
<td>1800 Chicago Avenue South</td>
<td>(612) 879-3646</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corp Detox Program</td>
<td>Minneapolis, MN 55403</td>
<td>Intake: (612) 746-3500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intake: (612) 879-3646</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alliance Clinic</td>
<td>3329 University Avenue SE</td>
<td>(612) 454-2260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3444 4th Avenue</td>
<td>Minneapolis, MN 55414</td>
<td>Intake: (612) 454-2289</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Methadone Clients Only</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF SI PI • CO • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthony Louis Center</td>
<td>1000 Paul Parkway</td>
<td>(763) 757-2906</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blaine</td>
<td>1000 Paul Parkway</td>
<td>Intake: (763) 367-6954</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • SA • OP RES RS RL OIT ORT • SF MC SI PI MI • AH • AD • CHLD • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eden Mens Program</td>
<td>1025 Portland Avenue South</td>
<td>(612) 874-9811</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Minneapolis, MN 55403</td>
<td>Intake: (612) 874-9811x1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • DU CJ W/N MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eden Mens Program</td>
<td>1025 Portland Avenue South</td>
<td>(612) 338-0723</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Minneapolis, MN 55404</td>
<td>SAFE • BU NXN HH • OP RES RL ODT OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • CO CJ MN • YAD ADLT • MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eden Mens Program</td>
<td>1025 Portland Avenue South</td>
<td>(612) 874-9811</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Minneapolis, MN 55404</td>
<td>Intake: (612) 874-9811x1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • DU CJ W/N MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Family Restoration Services
7157 Commerce Circle
Minneapolis, MN 55432
(763) 600-6555
Intake: (763) 316-5023
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF SI PI • SS • CO DU VET CJ SF W MN TRMA XA
DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

First Nations Recovery Center
2020 Bloomingon Avenue South
Minneapolis, MN 55404
(612) 871-1208
SAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI IHS • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Hazelden Plymouth
11505 36th Avenue North
Minneapolis, MN 55441
(888) 257-7800
Intake: (800) 554-9155
SAF • SA DT BU NXXN VTRL • OP RES RS RL RD ODT OIT ORT CT • SF PI • AH • CO AD W N MN TRMA XA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Health Recovery Center Inc
3255 Hennepin Avenue South
Minneapolis, MN 55408
(612) 827-7800
Intake: (800) 554-9155
SAF • SA DT BU NXXN HH • OP OD OMB ODT OIT • SF PI • DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

House of Charity
Day by Day Program
510 South 8th Street
Minneapolis, MN 55404
(612) 594-2000
Intake: (612) 594-2002
MHSASF • SA HH • OP OIT • SF MD SI PI MI • WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Lifestyle Counseling of Bloomington
Richfield Bloomington
9613 Girard Avenue South
Minneapolis, MN 55431
(952) 888-3511
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF SI PI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Living Free Recovery Services
9201 75th Avenue North
Minneapolis, MN 55428
(763) 315-7170
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Micah House
3047 5th Avenue North
Minneapolis, MN 55408
(612) 827-0484
Intake: (612) 316-2460
SAF • SA HH • OP RES RS RL OIT ORT • SF SI PI • SP • CO CJ MN DV • YAD ADLT • MALE

Minneapolis VA Healthcare System
Addiction Recovery Services
1 Veterans Drive
Highway 55 and County 62 Unit 116A-4
Minneapolis, MN 55417
(612) 467-2228
MHSASF • SA DT MM BU NXXN VTRL • OP OD OMB OIT ORT CT • VAMC SF MD MC SI PI MI • PA • CO GL VET W N TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Minnesota Alternative LLC
7766 Highway 65 NE
Minneapolis, MN 55432
(763) 789-4895
SAF • SA BU NXXN VTRL • OP OMB ODT OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS PA • WN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Minnesota Teen Challenge
3231 1st Avenue
Minneapolis, MN 55408
(612) 373-366x6104
Intakes: (612) 373-366x6536 (612) 373-3366
SAF • SA • RES RS RL CT • SF MD SI PI • AD • CHLD ADLT • MALE

Mission Detox Center
3409 East Medicine Lake Boulevard
Minneapolis, MN 55441
(763) 559-1402
SAF • DT • RES RD • SF SI PI • PA • AH • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Moving Forward Assessment Services
8445 Center Drive NE
Minneapolis, MN 55432
(763) 355-5092
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF SI PI • SS • DU VET W N MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Muscala Chemical Health Clinic
AA Alternatives
6950 France Avenue South
Suite 11
Minneapolis, MN 55435
(952) 920-1351
SAF • SA DT BU NXXN VTRL • OP OD OMB OIT ORT CT • SF PI MI • CO CJ W N • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

New Directions for Change
6500 Brooklyn Boulevard
Suite 103
Minneapolis, MN 55429
(763) 566-6334
SAF • SA • OP RES RL OIT ORT • SF SI PI • SS • DU CJ SF W N MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

New Perspectives
Behavioral Health Systems LLC
6427 Penn Avenue South
Minneapolis, MN 55423
(612) 465-8110
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Nokomis Endaad Treatment Program
2300 15th Avenue South
Minneapolis, MN 55404
(612) 728-2021
Intake: (612) 728-2021
MHSASF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT • MD SI PI H S • CO W N • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

NorthPoint Health and Wellness Center
Renaissance Program
1315 Penn Avenue North
Minneapolis, MN 55411
(612) 767-9192
MHSASF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • CO W N MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
NuWay Counseling Center
2217 Nicollet Avenue South
Minneapolis, MN 55404
(612) 235-4677
SAF • SA • RES RL • SF SI PI • SS • CO • YAD ADLT • FEMALE

Onelay House
15 Forestview Lane North
Minneapolis, MN 55441
(763) 946-8008
SAF • SA • RES RL • SF SI PI • AH • CO • GL • CJ • AD • MN • TRMA • XA • CHLD • MALE

People Inc
Huss Recovery Services
2120 Park Avenue South
Minneapolis, MN 55404
(612) 872-2050
SAF • SA • BU • SXN • VTRL • OP • RES RL • ODT • OIT • ORT • SF • MD • SI PI • PW • MN • YAD • ADLT • FEMALE

Perspectives Inc
3301 Gorham Avenue
Minneapolis, MN 55426
(952) 926-2600
SAF • SA • HA • OIT • ORT • MD • MC • SI • AD • WN • TRMA • XA • DV • YAD • ADLT • FEM

Pride Institute
Outpatient Program
2010 Hennepin Avenue
Minneapolis, MN 55408
(612) 825-7871
SAF • SA • OIT • ORT • SF • SI PI • CO • GL • TRMA • XA • YAD • ADLT • FEMALE

Professional Counseling Center
6200 Excelsior Boulevard
Suite 203
Minneapolis, MN 55416
(612) 235-4677
SAF • SA • BU • SXN • VTRL • HH • OIT • ORT • SF • MD • SI PI • PP • MN • YAD • ADLT • FEMALE

Progress Valley I
3033 Garfield Avenue South
Minneapolis, MN 55408
(612) 827-2518
SAF • SA • BU • HH • OP • RES RL • OIT • ORT • SF • MD • SI PI • PA • CO • CJ • MN • YAD • ADLT • MALE

Progress Valley II
308 East 78th Street
Minneapolis, MN 55423
(612) 693-3223
SAF • SA • BU • SXN • HH • OP • RES RL • OIT • ORT • SF • MD • SI PI • PA • CO • WN • TRMA • YAD • ADLT • FEMA

Rehabilitation Consultants
CD Treatment Program
8040 Old Cedar Avenue
Suite 165
Minneapolis, MN 55425
(612) 789-8022
SAF • SA • RES RL • OP • OMB • OIT • ORT • SF • MD • SI PI • AH • CO DU • YAD • ADLT • FEMA

South East Homes Inc
2732 Bloomingdale Avenue South
Minneapolis, MN 55407
(612) 702-7231
Intake: (612) 722-5411
SAF • SA • RES RL • SF • MD • SI PI • BUP • FX • DU • MN • CHLD • ADLT • MALE • F104

Specialized Treatment Services Inc
1121 Jackson Street NE
Suite 105
Minneapolis, MN 55413
(612) 236-1710
Intake: (612) 902-5915
METHADONE AND BUPRENORPHINE CLIENTS ONLY
SAF • SA • MM • BU • OTPA • OIT • ORT • SF • MD • SI PI • AH • YAD • ADLT • FEMA

South East Homes Inc
2732 Bloomingdale Avenue South
Minneapolis, MN 55407
(612) 702-7231
Intake: (612) 722-5411
SAF • SA • RES RL • SF • MD • SI PI • BUP • FX • DU • MN • CHLD • ADLT • MALE • F104

Specialized Treatment Services Inc
1121 Jackson Street NE
Suite 105
Minneapolis, MN 55413
(612) 236-1710
Intake: (612) 902-5915
METHADONE AND BUPRENORPHINE CLIENTS ONLY
SAF • SA • MM • BU • OTPA • OIT • ORT • SF • MD • SI PI • AH • YAD • ADLT • FEMA

Restoration Counseling and Community Services
1901 44th Avenue North
Minneapolis, MN 55412
(612) 767-6601
Intake: (612) 767-6601x61276
SAF • SA • HH • OIT • ORT • SF • MD • SI PI • PA • CO • DU • CJ • PW • WN • TRMA • XA • YAD • ADLT • FEMA

Salvation Army Harbor Light
The Beacon Program
Multi Service Center
1010 Currie Avenue North 4th Floor
Minneapolis, MN 55403
(612) 767-3112
Intakes: (612) 767-3110 (612) 767-3100x3140
SAF • SA • OIT • ORT • SF • MD • SI PI • MM • OMB • ORT • SI PI • MI • AH • YAD • ADLT • MALE

Specialized Treatment Services Inc
1121 Jackson Street NE
Suite 105
Minneapolis, MN 55413
(612) 236-1710
Intake: (612) 902-5915
METHADONE AND BUPRENORPHINE CLIENTS ONLY
SAF • SA • MM • BU • OTPA • OIT • ORT • SF • MD • SI PI • AH • YAD • ADLT • FEMA

Specialized Treatment Services Inc
1132 Central Avenue NE
Minneapolis, MN 55413
(612) 236-1700
Intake: (612) 902-5915
METHADONE CLIENTS ONLY
SAF • SA • MM • OTPA • OIT • ORT • SF • SI PI • FX • CO • GL • VET • ADM • CJ • SE • PW • WN • TRMA • XA • DV • YAD • ADLT • FEMA • F37

Resource Chemical and Mental Health
1826 Chicago Avenue South
Minneapolis, MN 55404
(612) 752-8165
Intake: (612) 752-8050
SAF • SA • RES RL • SF • MD • SI PI • CO • PW • WN • TRMA • BC • YAD • ADLT • FEMA

Resource Chemical and Mental Health
1900 Chicago Avenue South
Minneapolis, MN 55404
(612) 752-8050
SAF • SA • HH • OIT • ORT • SF • MD • SI PI • SS • CJ • PW • WN • TRMA • YAD • ADLT • FEMA

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v...
Specialized Treatment Services Inc
7472 Lakeland Avenue North
Minneapolis, MN 55428
(763) 777-5000
Intake: (612) 902-5915
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA MM OTPA • OP OMB ORT
• SF SI PI • FX • CO GL VET ADM CJ
SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE • F37

Time to Change
8609 Lyndale Avenue South
Suite 110
Minneapolis, MN 55420
(952) 358-1009
SAF • SA • OP OIT • SF MD SI PI • DU •
CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Transformations House II for
Women
351 74th Avenue NE
Minneapolis, MN 55432
(763) 786-8172
Intake: (763) 427-7155
SAF • SA BU NXN • OP RES RS RL
ODT OIT ORT • SF SI • CO CJ WN •
YAD ADLT • FEM

True Foundation Counseling Services
8557 Wyoming Avenue North
Suite 6
Minneapolis, MN 55445
(763) 657-3551
SA • OP ORT CT • SF PI • SS • DU AD •
CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Tubman Mental Health Center at the
Chrysalis Site
4432 Chicago Avenue South
Minneapolis, MN 55407
(612) 871-0118
Intake: (612) 870-2426
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD
MC SI PI MI • CO WN TRMA XA DV •
YAD ADLT • FEM

Turning Point Inc
IOP and Mens Residential
1500 Golden Valley Road
Minneapolis, MN 55411
(612) 520-4004
Intake: (612) 520-9181
SAF • SA HH • OP RES RS RL OIT ORT
CT • SF MD MC SI PI • CO GL VET CJ
SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

Turning Point Inc
Male Halfway House
1500 Golden Valley Road
Minneapolis, MN 55411
(612) 520-4004
Intake: (612) 520-9181
SAF • SA HH • OP RES RS RL OIT ORT
CT • SF MD MC SI PI • CO GL VET
ADM CJ SE WN MN TRMA XA DV •
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Unity Hospital
Outpatient Services
7590 Lyric Lane NE
Minneapolis, MN 55432
(763) 236-4300
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF SI PI MI •
AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Unity Hospital
Substance Abuse Services
550 Osborne Road
2 East
Minneapolis, MN 55432
(763) 236-4500
Intake: (763) 236-4506
SAF • SA DT BU NXN • HID HIT • SF
MD MC SI PI MI • AH • YAD ADLT •
FEM MALE

Valhalla Place Inc
2807 Brookdale Drive
Minneapolis, MN 55444
(763) 237-9898 x65134
Intakes: (763) 237-9898 (651) 925-8200
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SAMM BU VTRL OTPA • OP
OMB OIT CT • SF SI PI • DU • YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

Vinland East Campus
Vinland National Center
931 20th Avenue North East
Minneapolis, MN 55418
(763) 479-355x560
Intake: (763) 479-0355x559
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF SI PI MI
• CO WN MN TRMA • YAD ADLT •
FEM MALE

Wayside House Inc
3705 Park Center Boulevard
Minneapolis, MN 55416
(952) 926-5626
Intakes: (952) 405-7650 (952) 926-5626x222
SAF • SA BU NXN • OP RES RS RL
ODT OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI • CO
GL PW WN TRMA XA DV • YAD
ADLT • FEM

White Earth SA Treatment Prog
1730 Clifton Place
Minneapolis, MN 55403
(612) 872-8207
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • MD MC
SI PIHHS • AH • CO GL VET ADM MF
CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV •
CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

MINNETONKA

Glen Creek Lodge
5708 Glen Avenue
Minnetonka, MN 55345
(952) 345-2390
Intake: (952) 894-7722
MHSAS • SA BU NXN • RES RS • SF SI
PI • CO TRMA • YAD ADLT • MALE

New Beginnings at Minnetonka
13100 Wayzata Boulevard
Suite 140
Minnetonka, MN 55345
(952) 681-2454
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF SI PI • YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

MONTICELLO

Central MN Mental Health Center
407 Washington Street
Monticello, MN 55362
(763) 295-4001
MHSAS • SA • OP ORT CT • SF SI PI MI
• AH • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE
MORRIS

New Visions Center of Morris
712 Atlantic Avenue
Morris, MN 56267
(320) 585-6180
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF SI PI • DU AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

MORRIS

Prairie House Recovery
305 Prairie Road
Monticello, MN 55362
(320) 963-6865
Intake: (651) 338-3317
SAF • SA • RES RL • SF SI PI • AD • CHLD • FEM

MOORHEAD

Anchorage
725 Center Avenue
Suite 5
Moorhead, MN 56560
(218) 287-1500
MHSAF • SA HH • OP RES RS RL ODT OIT ORT CT • SF MC SI PI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

MORA

MORTON

Woniya Kini Behavioral Services
39527 Reservation Highway 1
Morton, MN 56270
(507) 697-9108
Intake: (507) 430-2086
MHSAF • SA • OP ODT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI HS • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA DA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

MORRIS

NEVIS

Pine Manor Inc
Chemical Dependency Services
22195 State 34
Nevis, MN 56467
(218) 732-4337
SAF • SA DT BU NXN • OP RES RS RD ODT • SF MC SI PI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

MORTON

Addiction Intervention Recovery
Resources of Minnesota
2389 Blaine Avenue
P.O. Box 21
Navarre, MN 55392
(952) 472-3444
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF SI PI • SS PA • DU GL VET WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

NAVARRRE

White Earth Substance Abuse Program
Naytahwaush
2531 310th Avenue
Naytahwaush, MN 56666
(218) 983-3286
Intake: (218) 935-5554
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • MD MC SI PI MI HS • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

NEW YORK MILLS

ShareHouse Stepping Stones
102 Miller Street
P.O. Box 219
New York Mills, MN 56571
(218) 385-2991
Intake: (218) 385-2994
MHSAF • SA HH • RES RS RL CT • SF SI PI • CO CJ PW WN TRMA BC XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM

NETT LAKE

Anishinaabe Miikana Gidamaajitaamin
Adult Outpatient Program
13071 Nett Lake Road
Suite B
Nett Lake, MN 55772
(218) 757-3295x290
Intake: (218) 757-3295x291
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI HS • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

NEW ULM

ShareHouse Stepping Stones
102 Miller Street
P.O. Box 219
New York Mills, MN 56571
(218) 385-2991
Intake: (218) 385-2994
MHSAF • SA HH • RES RS RL CT • SF SI PI • CO CJ PW WN TRMA BC XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM

NORTHFIELD

Omada Behavioral Health Services
Northfield
401 Division Street South
Suite A
Northfield, MN 55057
(507) 664-9407
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • AH • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

NORTHFIELD

West Hills Lodge Woman's Program
1101 South Spring Street
Northfield, MN 55057
(507) 645-6226
SAF • SA HH • RES RL • SF SI PI • CO GL VET PW WN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Services Provided</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **OGEMA** | Faith Family Recovery Center  
6240 Quinwood Lane  
Suite 206  
Osseo, MN 55369  
(763) 308-4753  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE |
| **OWATONNA** | Beaulieu Recovery Institute  
2480 South County Road 45  
Owatonna, MN 55060  
(612) 454-2130  
SAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • RES RS CT • SF PI IHHS • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE |
| **ONAMIA** | Mille Lacs Band  
Outpatient Program  
42293 Twilight Road  
Onamia, MN 55359  
(320) 532-3083  
Intakes: (320) 532-7773  
SAFE • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI IHHS • MN • YAD ADLT • MALE |
| **OSSEO** | Faith Family Recovery Center  
6240 Quinwood Lane  
Suite 206  
Osseo, MN 55369  
(763) 308-4753  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF SI PI • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE |
| **PINE CITY** | Meridian Behavioral Health  
Avalon Pine City Outpatient  
645 3rd Avenue SW  
Pine City, MN 55063  
(612) 376-1715  
Intake: (763) 308-1362  
SAFE • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF SI PI • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE |
| **PONSFORD** | White Earth Substance Abuse/Ponsford  
4725 Mask Ki Ki Street  
Ponsford, MN 56775  
(218) 573-3900  
SAFE • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • MD MC SI PI MI IHHS • AH • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE |
| **PRESTON** | Nehemiah Family Services  
212 Anthony Street North  
Preston, MN 55965  
(507) 274-9047  
SAFE • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI • W N MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE |
| **PAYNESVILLE** | Serenity Path Inc  
117 West James Street  
Box 3  
Paynesville, MN 56362  
(320) 243-3379  
SAFE • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF SI PI MI • SS PA • CO DU AD WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE |
| **PERHAM** | Rewind Inc  
840 East Main Street  
Perham, MN 56573  
(218) 346-6100  
SAFE • SA BU NXN HH • OP RES RL ORT CT • SF PI MI • DU WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE |
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**PRIORITY LAKE**
Lifestyle Counseling Services
14162 Commerce Avenue NE
Suite 400
Prior Lake, MN 55372
(952) 447-1117
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF SI PI • CJ MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**RED WING**
Wenden Recovery Services Inc
217 Plum Street
Suite 220
Red Wing, MN 55066
(651) 385-0600
Intake: (877) 574-7328
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF SI PI • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**REDBY**
Northern Winds Treatment Center
15566 Dakota Avenue
Redby, MN 56670
(218) 679-2375
Intakes: (218) 679-3387 (218) 679-2455
SAF • SA HH • RES RS RL • SF MC SI IHS • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

**REDWOOD FALLS**
Project Turnabout
334 South Jefferson Street
Redwood Falls, MN 56283
(507) 637-8783
Intake: (800) 862-1453
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

**ROCHESTER**
Common Ground
1027 7th Street NW
Suite 207
Rochester, MN 55901
(507) 281-0023
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI • DU AD WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

EmPower CTC
602 11th Avenue NW
Suite 300
Rochester, MN 55901
(507) 292-1379
Intake: (507) 252-6985
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF SI PI • CO DU PW WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Fountain Centers in Rochester
4122 18th Avenue NW
Rochester, MN 55901
(507) 252-0818
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF SI PI • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Gables
604 5th Street SW
Rochester, MN 55902
(507) 282-2500
SAF • SA HH • RES RS RL CT • SF MD PI • GL VET SE PW WN XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM

Guest House Inc
4800 48th Street NE
Rochester, MN 55903
(507) 288-4693
Intake: (800) 634-4155
MHSAF • SA NNX • RES RS RL CT • SF • SP • CO SE MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • MALE

Mayo Clinic Hospital/Rochester Addiction Services
1216 2nd Street Southwest
Rochester, MN 55902
(507) 255-4151
MHSAF • SA DT NXN VTRL • OP OD ODT OIT ORT CT • SF SI PI MI • AH • CO WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Metro Treatment of Minnesota LP
Rochester Metro Treatment Center
2360 North Broadway
Rochester, MN 55906
(507) 282-0142
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA MM DM BU OTPA • OP OMB ORT • SF MD • PW WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Project Turnabout
334 South Jefferson Street
Redwood Falls, MN 56283
(507) 637-8783
Intake: (800) 862-1453
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

EmPower CTC
602 11th Avenue NW
Suite 300
Rochester, MN 55901
(507) 292-1379
Intake: (507) 252-6985
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF SI PI • CO DU PW WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Fountain Centers in Rochester
4122 18th Avenue NW
Rochester, MN 55901
(507) 252-0818
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF SI PI • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Gables
604 5th Street SW
Rochester, MN 55902
(507) 282-2500
SAF • SA HH • RES RS RL CT • SF MD PI • GL VET SE PW WN XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM

Guest House Inc
4800 48th Street NE
Rochester, MN 55903
(507) 288-4693
Intake: (800) 634-4155
MHSAF • SA NNX • RES RS RL CT • SF • SP • CO SE MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • MALE

Mayo Clinic Hospital/Rochester Addiction Services
1216 2nd Street Southwest
Rochester, MN 55902
(507) 255-4151
MHSAF • SA DT NXN VTRL • OP OD ODT OIT ORT CT • SF SI PI MI • AH • CO WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Metro Treatment of Minnesota LP
Rochester Metro Treatment Center
2360 North Broadway
Rochester, MN 55906
(507) 282-0142
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA MM DM BU OTPA • OP OMB ORT • SF MD • PW WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Minnesota Adult and Teen Challenge
1530 Assisi Drive NW
Rochester, MN 55901
(507) 288-3733
MHSAF • SA BU HH • OP RES RS RL OIT ORT • SF SI PI • CO MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

Odyssey Program
Common Ground
104 4th Street SE
Rochester, MN 55904
(507) 281-0023
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI • DU WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Pathway House
Mens Program
613 2nd Street SW
Rochester, MN 55902
(507) 287-6121
SAF • SA HH • RES RL • SF SI • MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

Pathway House
Womens Program
103 6th Avenue SW
Rochester, MN 55902
(507) 281-0441
SAF • SA HH • RES RL • SF SI • WN • YAD ADLT • FEM

Perkins Counseling Center
1700 Broadway Avenue North
Suite 103
Rochester, MN 55906
(507) 529-1758
Intake: (507) 529-1738
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF SI PI • SS • DU CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Zumbro Valley Mental Health Center
Crisis Receiving Unit
345 Wood Lake Drive SE
Rochester, MN 55904
(507) 281-6248
MHSAF • SA BU HH • OP RES RS RD OD OIT ORT • SF PI • FX • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE • F104
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Zumbro Valley Mental Health Center
Pacing Recovery Effectively Program
343 Wood Lake Drive SE
Rochester, MN 55904
(507) 289-2089
MHSAF • MA • OPIOT • SF • SI PI • CO
DU CJ WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

Zumbro Valley Mental Health Center
Recovery Basics
343 Wood Lake Drive SE
Rochester, MN 55904
(507) 289-2089
MHSAF • MA • OPIOT • SF • SI PI • CO
DU CJ WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

Zumbro Valley Mental Health Center
Right to Recovery
297th Street NE
Rochester, MN 55906
(507) 289-2089
MHSAF • MA • OPIOT • SF • SI PI • CO
DU CJ WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

RUSH CITY

Teen Focus Recovery Center
475 South Dana Avenue
P.O. Box 106
Rush City, MN 55069
(320) 358-4065
MA • SA • OPIOT ORT CT • SF • SI PI
• AD CJ WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM
MALE

SAINT CLOUD

Central Minnesota Mental Health Center
Detox
1321 13th Street North
Saint Cloud, MN 56303
(320) 252-6654
MA • DT • OPIOT RD OD CT • SF • SI PI
• SS PA • AH • CHLD ADLT • FEM
MALE

Claras House
1564 County Road 134
Saint Cloud, MN 56303
(320) 229-4950
Intake: (320) 229-5199x79948
MHSAF • MA • OPIOT ORT
• SF • MD • SI PI • MI • AH • CO AD
• FEM MALE

Eastaven Halfway House
1425 East Saint Germain Street
Saint Cloud, MN 56304
(320) 202-7881
SAF • MA • OPIOT ORT • SF • SI PI
• CO CJ WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM
MALE

Effective Living Center Inc
821 West Saint Germain Street
Saint Cloud, MN 56301
(320) 259-5381
SAF • MA • OPIOT ORT • SF • SI PI
• CO CJ WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM
MALE

Elements Mental Health Services LLC
1204 7th Street South
Suite 105
Saint Cloud, MN 56301
(320) 257-6020
MHSAF • MA • OPIOT ORT • SF • SI PI
• CO CJ WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM
MALE

Focus 12 Halfway House
3220 8th Street North
Office 6
Saint Cloud, MN 56303
(320) 252-2425
SAF • MA • OPIOT ORT • SF • SI PI
• MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

Metro Treatment of Minnesota LP
Saint Cloud Metro Treatment Center
524 25th Avenue North
Saint Cloud, MN 56303
(320) 202-1909
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • MA • OPIOT ORT • SF • SI PI
• YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Recovery Plus Residential Adolescent
1572 County Road 134
Saint Cloud, MN 56303
(320) 229-4996
MHSAF • MA • OPIOT ORT
• SF • MD • SI PI • MI • AH • CO AD
• CHLD • FEM MALE

Saint Cloud Hospital
Recovery Plus
713 Anderson Avenue
Saint Cloud, MN 56303
(320) 229-7360
Intake: (320) 229-3762x33806
MHSAF • MA • OPIOT ORT • SF
MD • SI PI • PA • AH • CO CJ
MF • SF • SI PI • MI • AH • CO
CHLD • ADLT • FEM MALE

Passages
121 Park Avenue South
Saint Cloud, MN 56301
(320) 259-5692
Intake: (320) 259-5692x108 (320) 259-
9149x22303
MHSAF • MA • OPIOT ORT
• SF • SI PI • PA • AH • CO CJ
MN • CHLD • YAD • MALE

Saint Cloud Hospital
Veterans Affairs Medical Center
4801 Veterans Drive
Saint Cloud, MN 56301
(320) 251-0035
DWI/DUI Clients Only
SAF • MA • OPIOT ORT • SF • SI PI
• DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Saint Cloud Hospital
Veterans Affairs Medical Center
MH RRTP
4801 Veterans Drive
Saint Cloud, MN 56301
(320) 251-0035
DWI/DUI Clients Only
SAF • MA • OPIOT ORT • SF • SI PI
• DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
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Amethyst Counseling Services
OP Chemical Department Treatment Servs
1403 Silver Lake Road
Saint Paul, MN 55112
(651) 633-4532
SAF ▪ SA BU NXN VTRL ▪ OP OMB
ODT OIT ORT ▪ SF MD MC SI PI MI
▪ CO WN MN TRMA ▪ YAD ADLT ▪ FEM MALE

Anthony Louis Center
Woodbury/Outpatient
7700 Hudson Road
Suite 600
Saint Paul, MN 55125
(651) 731-0031
SAF ▪ SA ▪ OP OIT ORT ▪ SF SI PI MI
IHS ▪ AH ▪ AD ▪ CHLD ▪ FEM MALE

Community Drug and Alcohol Services
Options Family and Behavior Services
2675 Long Lake Road
Suite 125
Saint Paul, MN 55113
(952) 564-3000
MHSAF ▪ SA ▪ OP ODT OIT ORT ▪ SF MD SI PI MI
ADLT ▪ CHLD ADLT ▪ FEM MALE

Comunidades Latinas Unidas en Servicio (CLUES)
797 East 7th Street
Saint Paul, MN 55106
(651) 379-4200
Intake: (612) 746-3500
MHSAF ▪ SA ▪ OP OIT ORT ▪ SF SI PI MI
DU ▪ YAD ADLT ▪ FEM MALE

Conceptual Counseling Inc
287 East 6th Street
Suite 300
Saint Paul, MN 55101
(651) 221-0334
SAF ▪ SA ▪ OP ORT ▪ SF PI MI ▪ DU WN
MN ▪ YAD ADLT ▪ FEM MALE

Create Inc
South
15025 Glazier Avenue
Suite 240
Saint Paul, MN 55124
(651) 633-4532
Intake: (612) 874-9811
SAF ▪ SA ▪ OP ODT OIT ORT ▪ SF MD
SI PI MI IHS ▪ CO DU CJ ▪ YAD ADLT ▪
FEM MALE

Haven in Woodbury Outpatient Program
2042 Wooddale Drive
Suite 220
Saint Paul, MN 55125
(651) 734-9633
Intake: (651) 734-9533
SAF ▪ SA ▪ OP OIT ORT ▪ SF SI PI MI
DU GL VET MF SE AD PW WN MN
TRMA XA DV ▪ CHLD ADLT ▪ FEM
MALE

Hazelden Foundation
Saint Paul
680 Stewart Avenue
Saint Paul, MN 55102
(651) 292-2410
Intakes: (651) 292-2405 (800) 257-7810
SAF ▪ SA BU NXN VTRL HH ▪ OP RES
RL ODT OIT ORT CT ▪ SF PI ▪ YAD
ADLT ▪ FEM MALE

Juel Fairbanks
Chemical Dependency Services
806 Albert Street North
Saint Paul, MN 55104
(651) 644-6204
Intake: (612) 282-0464
SAF ▪ SA HH ▪ OP RES RS RL ODT OIT
CT ▪ SF SI PI MI IHS ▪ NX ▪ CO GL VET
CJ SE MN TRMA XA DV ▪ YAD ADLT ▪
MALE ▪ NIB N24

Kingdom Pathways
1088 University Avenue West
Saint Paul, MN 55104
(651) 387-8393
Intake: (612) 917-3227
SAF ▪ SA ▪ OP OIT ORT CT ▪ MD SI PI MI
SP ▪ MN ▪ YAD ADLT ▪ MALE

Margaret’s House
2535 Condon Court
Saint Paul, MN 55120
(651) 686-0518
Intake: (651) 734-9633
SAF ▪ SA BU NXN ▪ RES RS ▪ SF SI PI
▪ WN ▪ YAD ADLT ▪ FEM

Mental Health Systems PC
6063 Hudson Road
Suite 200
Saint Paul, MN 55125
(651) 835-2002
SAF ▪ SA ▪ OP OIT ▪ SF MD MC SI PI MI
▪ CO ▪ YAD ADLT ▪ FEM MALE

Meridian Behavioral Health
Avalon Eagan Outpatient
3470 Washington Drive
Suite 165
Saint Paul, MN 55122
(877) 367-1715
Intake: (651) 454-2833
SAF ▪ SA ▪ OP OIT ORT ▪ SF SI PI ▪ VET
ADM MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA
XA DV ▪ YAD ADLT ▪ FEM MALE

Meridian Behavioral Health
Avalon Midway Outpatient
1885 University Avenue
Suite 246
Saint Paul, MN 55104
(877) 367-1715
Intakes: (651) 647-0095 (612) 326-7579
MHF ▪ SA NXN VTRL ▪ OP OIT ORT
▪ SF SI PI MI ▪ CO GL VET CJ PW WN
TRMA XA DV ▪ YAD ADLT ▪ FEM

Meridian Behavioral Health
Lake Shore
140 Quail Street
Saint Paul, MN 55115
(651) 429-2311
MHSAF ▪ SA DT BU NXN VTRL ▪ RES
RS RL CT ▪ SF MD MC SI PI MI ▪ CO MN
TRMA ▪ YAD ADLT ▪ MALE
Meridian Behavioral Health
Latitudes LGBT Residential
1609 Jackson Street
Saint Paul, MN 55117
(877) 367-1715
Intake: (612) 454-2017
SAF • SA BU BNXN • RES RS RL CT • SF SI PI MI • CO GL WN MN TR MA XA DV • YAD AD LT • FEM MA LE

Meridian Behavioral Health
Tapestry Womens Residential
135 East Colorado Street
Saint Paul, MN 55107
(877) 367-1715
Intake: (877) 367-5000
MHSAF • SA BU BNXN VTRL • RES RS RL • SF MC SI PI MI • CO WN TR MA • YAD AD LT • FEM

Meridian Behavioral Health
Twin Town Mens Outpatient
1706 University Avenue
Saint Paul, MN 55104
(877) 367-1715
SAF • SA BU BNXN VTRL • OP RES RS RL OMB ODT OIT ORT • SF SI PI • CO DU MN • YAD ADLT • MA LE

My Home Inc
651 University Avenue West
Suite 1
Saint Paul, MN 55104
(651) 659-0359
Intake: (651) 659-0384
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS PA • FX • CJ WN MN TR MA DV • YAD AD LT • FEM MA LE • F4

Nystrom and Associates
1811 Weir Drive
Suite 270
Saint Paul, MN 55125
(612) 714-9646
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • DU AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MA LE

Nystrom and Associates Ltd
1900 Silver Lake Road
Saint Paul, MN 55112
(651) 628-9566
MHSAF • SA BU BNXN • OP OMB OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • DU AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MA LE

Nystrom and Associates Ltd
7300 West 147th Street
Suite 204
Saint Paul, MN 55124
(952) 997-3020
MHSAF • SA NXN • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • DU AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MA LE

Open Arms Minnesota
Alcohol and Drug Program
1166 University Avenue
Saint Paul, MN 55114
(612) 392-0307
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • MI IH5 • SS • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MA LE

Pangea Care Behavioral Health Services
1 West Water Street
Suite 288
Saint Paul, MN 55107
(612) 414-0063
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF SI PI • SF • CO DU SE W N MN TR MA • CHLD YAD AD LT • FEM MA LE

Partners in Recovery
1611 Country Road B
Suite 212
Saint Paul, MN 55113
(651) 433-5505
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI • DU AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MA LE

Phoenix Recovery Programs
2055 White Bear Avenue North
Saint Paul, MN 55109
(651) 209-0560
Intakes: (507) 385-0668x1 (651) 209-0560x1
MHSAF • SA BU BNXN • OP RES RL OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS PA • CO AD TR MA • CHLD ADLT • MA LE

Ramsey County Detoxification Center
402 University Avenue East
Saint Paul, MN 55130
(651) 266-4009
SAF • DT • RES RD • SF PI • AH • CHLD ADLT • FEM MA LE

Ramsey County Mental Health Center
1919 University Avenue
Suite 200
Saint Paul, MN 55104
(651) 266-7999
MHF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • SS • CO • YAD ADLT • FEM MA LE

Regions Alcohol and Drug Abuse Program
445 Eina Street
Suite 55
Saint Paul, MN 55106
(612) 254-4804
SAF • SA NXN • OP RES RS OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • CO WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MA LE

Resurrection Recovery
2002 Suburban Avenue
Saint Paul, MN 55118
(651) 702-2700
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • MD MC SI PI • PA • CO WN MN • YAD AD LT • FEM MA LE

Saint Johns Hospital
Healthcast
1675 Beam Avenue
Suite 101-A
Saint Paul, MN 55109
(651) 326-7477
Intakes: (651) 326-3645 (651) 326-3644
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • CO • YAD ADLT • FEM MA LE

Saint Josephs Hospital
Addiction Services
45 West 10th Street
Saint Paul, MN 55102
(651) 326-3792
Intakes: (651) 326-3645 (651) 326-3644
SAF • SA BU BNXN VTRL • OP OMB OIT ORT HIT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • CO GL TR MA • YAD ADLT • FEM MA LE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
Saint Paul Metro Treatment Center
2311 Woodbridge Street
Saint Paul, MN 55113
(651) 773-0832
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU OTPA • OP OD OMB ORT CT • SF MC SI PI • WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Senior Recovery Program
200 Plato Boulevard East
Saint Paul, MN 55107
(651) 773-0473
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF SI PI • SE • ADLT • FEM MALE

Specialized Treatment Services
311 Spruce Street
Saint Paul, MN 55101
(651) 888-6800
Intakes: (612) 902-5915 (612) 236-1700
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA MM OTPA • OP OMB • SF SI PI • FX • CO GL VET ADM CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F37

Transitions Outpatient Program
366 Prior Avenue North
Suite 204
Saint Paul, MN 55104
(651) 644-1304
Intake: (651) 366-7730
SAF • SA HH • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • CO DU CJ SE WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Twin City Chemical Health Services
1700 Livingston Avenue
Suite 102
Saint Paul, MN 55118
(612) 495-9494
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • SS • DU VET CJ PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Valhalla Place
6043 Hudson Road
Suite 220
Saint Paul, MN 55125
(651) 925-8200
SAF • SA MM BU VTRL • OP OMB OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • FX • CO DU GL WN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F28 F37 F92

We Care Counseling Center
6027 Georgia Boulevard North
Saint Paul, MN 55128
(651) 777-4233
SAF • SA • OP OIT • SF SI PI • DU WN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

SAINT PETER

Add Recovery Technologies of Saint Peter
201 West Park Row
Suite B
Saint Peter, MN 56082
(507) 934-4405
Intake: (507) 280-8826
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF SI PI • AH • CO CJ AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Community Addiction Recovery Enterprise (CARE)/Saint Peter
1703 CSAH 15
Saint Peter, MN 56082
(507) 933-5199
MHSAF • SA NNX • RES RS RL CT • SF PI MI • AH • CO WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

New Beginnings at Saint Peter
Outpatient Program
320 Sunrise Drive
Suite B
Saint Peter, MN 56082
(507) 931-0918
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF SI PI • AH • WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

SANDSTONE
Mille Lacs Band
Aazhoomog Clinic Outpatient Program
45741 Grace Lake Road
Sandstone, MN 55072
(320) 384-0149 x304
GHP • SA • OP ORT • SF SI PI IH S • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

SAUK CENTRE
Sobriety First Treatment Center
310 Highway 71 North
Suite 881
Sauk Centre, MN 56378
(320) 351-9324
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF SI PI MI • VET MF MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

Sobriety First Treatment Center
520 4th Street South
Sauk Centre, MN 56378
(320) 351-9324
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF SI PI • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

SAUK RAPIDS
Journey Home
1485 10th Avenue
Sauk Rapids, MN 56379
(320) 259-9149
Intakes: (320) 259-9149 x22303 (320) 255-5949 x22303
SAF • SA BU NNX HH • RES RL • SF SI PI • AH • PW BC • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM

SAVAGE
Kala Counseling Services
7675 Highway 13 West
Suite 5
Savage, MN 55378
(952) 447-4344
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF SI PI IH S • CO WN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
### SAWYER
Mash Ka Wisen Treatment Center  
1150 Mission Road  
P.O. Box 66  
Sawyer, MN 55780  
(218) 879-6731  
SAF • SA • RES RS RL • SF MD SI PI • CO AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

### STILLWATER
Canvas Health  
375 East Orleans Street  
Stillwater, MN 55082  
(651) 351-3140  
Intake: (651) 777-5222  
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MC SI PI MI • SP • AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE  
Meridian Behavioral Health  
Avalon Stillwater Outpatient  
1825 Curve Crest Boulevard  
Suite 103  
Stillwater, MN 55082  
(777) 367-777  
Intake: (612) 326-7584  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF SI PI MI • SS • WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE  
Meridian Behavioral Health  
Cedar Ridge  
1400 Julianne Avenue North  
Stillwater, MN 55082  
(651) 426-3300  
MHSAF • SA DT BU NXN • RES RS RD • SF MC SI PI MI • CO MN TR MA • YAD ADLT • MALE

### SCANDIA
Rebeccas Residence  
21077 Penrose Avenue North  
Scandia, MN 55073  
(651) 433-5839  
Intake: (651) 734-9633  
SAF • SA BU VTRL • RES RS • SF SI PI MI • WN • YAD ADLT • FEM

### SHAKOPEE
Haven in Shakopee  
275 1st Avenue East  
Shakopee, MN 55379  
(651) 496-3366  
Intake: (651) 734-9633  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF SI PI MI • SS • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

### STACY
Life House  
5675 Stacy Trail  
Stacy, MN 55079  
(651) 408-7121  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF SI PI MI • SS • DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

### STAPLES
Next Step  
Adolescent Residential  
201 6th Street NE  
Staples, MN 56479  
(218) 894-0034  
SAF • SA • RES RS RL • SF SI PI • AD • CHLD • MALE

### TWO HARBORS
Agate Bay Professional Chemical Health Services  
120 7th Street  
Two Harbors, MN 55616  
(218) 830-8085  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE  
Center for Alcohol and Drug Treatment  
325 11th Avenue  
Two Harbors, MN 55616  
(218) 723-8444  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MC SI PI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

### VERNDALE
Endeavor Place LLC  
2153 120th Street  
Verndale, MN 56481  
(218) 445-1466  
Intake: (218) 445-1467  
SAF • SA HH • RES RL • SF MD MC SI PI • CO AD • CHLD ADLT • MALE

### VIRGINIA
Arrowhead Center Inc  
505 12th Avenue West  
Suite 1  
Virginia, MN 55792  
(218) 749-2877  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • DU AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE  
Twelfth Step House Inc  
512 2nd Street North  
Virginia, MN 55792  
(218) 749-4328  
Intake: (888) 749-4670  
HH

### WACONIA
Haven in Waconia  
233 West 1st Street  
Waconia, MN 55387  
(952) 442-6227  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF SI PI • SE PW WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

---

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
Wadena
Bell Hill Recovery Center
12214 200th Street
Wadena, MN 56482
(218) 631-3610
Intakes: (218) 631-3610x10 (218) 631-3610x0
SAF • SA • RES RL • SF PI • MN • YAD
ADLT • MALE

Northern Pines Chemical Health Services of Wadena
11 Second Street SW
Suite 1
Wadena, MN 56482
(218) 839-7796
Intakes: (218) 631-1714 (218) 454-4069
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF SI PI MI • CO • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Waseca
Fountain Centers in Waseca
505 South State Street
Suite 6
Waseca, MN 56093
(507) 835-4342
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF SI PI • YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

Waverly
New Beginnings
Women's Program
7300 Estes Avenue
Waverly, MN 55390
(763) 658-5800
Intake: (800) 487-8758
MHSAF • SA • OP RES RS ODT • SF SI PI • AH • PW W N • YAD
ADLT • FEM

New Beginnings
Minnesota Waverly
109 North Shore Drive
Waverly, MN 55390
(800) 487-8758
MHSAF • SA DT • OP RES RS RD ODT ORT • SF SI PI • AH • W N MN • YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

White Earth
White Earth Substance Abuse Program
26246 Crane Road
White Earth, MN 56591
(218) 983-3286x1340
Intakes: (218) 983-3286x1297 (218) 983-3285x1297
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SI PI MI • AD ADLT • MALE

Adolescent Treatment Center of Winnebago/Inpatient
620 1st Avenue SW
Winnebago, MN 56098
(507) 893-3885
Intakes: (507) 526-6114 (800) 637-2460
SAF • SA • RES RS RL • SF SI PI MI • AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

Winden Recovery Services Inc
131 Harriet Street
P.O. Box 1186
Winona, MN 55987
(507) 454-2839
Intake: (888) 574-7328
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF SI PI • CO
DU GL VET ADM CJ SE PW W N MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Winona
Common Ground
51 4th Street West
Suite 101
Winona, MN 55987
(507) 281-0023
S A F • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI • DU
W N MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Counseling Associates LLC
111 Market Street
Suite 4-A
Winona, MN 55987
(507) 452-5023
Intake: (507) 452-5033
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF SI PI MI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Hiawatha Valley Mental Health Center
166 Main Street
Winona, MN 55987
(507) 454-4341
Intake: (800) 657-6777
MHSF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • CO DU MN • ADLT • FEM MALE

Hiawatha Valley Mental Health Center
166 Main Street
Winona, MN 55987
(507) 454-4341
Intake: (800) 657-6777
MHSF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • CO DU MN • ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
WINSTED
Recovery Resources Winsted LLC
471 2nd Street North
Winsted, MN 55395
(320) 485-2323
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF SI PI •
SS • DU AD PW WN • CHLD ADLT •
FEM MALE

WOODSTOCK
New Life Treatment Center
130 Dakota Street South
Woodstock, MN 56186
(507) 777-4321
Intakes: (507) 777-4321x10 (800) 934-2874
SAF • SA DT NXN • OP RES RS RL RD
ODT OIT ORT • SF SI PI • SS PA • DU
AD WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT •
FEM MALE
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
<th>Intake Phone</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>BAY SAINT LOUIS</strong></td>
<td>Gulf Coast Mental Health Center</td>
<td>(601) 591-5553</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hancock County Office</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>819 Central Avenue</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bay Saint Louis, MS 39520</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(228) 467-1881</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MHF: SA • OP ORT • MD MC SI PI MI</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• SS • AH • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BILOXI</strong></td>
<td>Gulf Coast Veterans Healthcare System</td>
<td>(228) 535-3000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Biloxi</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>400 Veterans Avenue</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>193 Ward</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Biloxi, MS 39531</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(228) 376-3452</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MHSAF: SA • OP ORT CT • M4 • CO</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AD MNT TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BOONEVILLE</strong></td>
<td>Region IV MH/MR Commission</td>
<td>(662) 286-7199</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Booneville Extension Office</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2100 Chambers Street</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Booneville, MS 38829</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(662) 728-3174</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MHF: SA • OP ORT OIT ORT CT • SF</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MD MC SI PI MI • CJ TRMA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BRANDON</strong></td>
<td>COPAC</td>
<td>(601) 591-5553</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3949 Highway 43 North</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Brandon, MS 39047</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(855) 820-2935</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intakes: (800) 446-9727 (601) 829-2500</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SAF: SA DT BU NXN HH • RES RS RL RD CT • SF PI MI • CO DU SE WN MN TRMA XA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>COLUMBUS</strong></td>
<td>Pines and Cady Hills</td>
<td>(662) 327-7916</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chemical Dependency Treatment Center</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1011 Main Street</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Columbus, MS 39701</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MHSAF: SA DT • RES RS RL RD • SF • CO</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GL VET MF CJ SE WN MNT TRMA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>COLUMBUS</strong></td>
<td>Recovery House Inc</td>
<td>(662) 329-4333</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>770 Golden Road</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Columbus, MS 39702</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CORINTH</strong></td>
<td>Region IV MH/MR Commission</td>
<td>(662) 286-7199</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>401 New Hope Drive</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Corinth, MS 38835</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intake: (662) 286-9883</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SAF: SA HH • RES RS RL • SF • WN</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TRMA XA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DE KALB</strong></td>
<td>Weems Community Mental Health Center</td>
<td>(601) 743-5616</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kemper County Office</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>121 Hopper Avenue</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>De Kalb, MS 39328</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(601) 743-5616</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MHSAF: SA • OP ODT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • CO SE AD WN • ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DECATUR</strong></td>
<td>Weems Community Mental Health Center</td>
<td>(601) 635-3342</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Newton County Office</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>90 South 6th Avenue</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Decatur, MS 39327</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(601) 635-3342</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MHSAF: SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FOREST

Weems Community Mental Health Center
Scott County Office
13682 Highway 80 West
Forest, MS 39074
(601) 469-2211
MHSASF SA OP ODT OIT ORT SF MD MC SI PI AH DU CJ CHLD YAD ADLT FEM MALE

GREENWOOD

Life Help
Denton House
113 Highway 7 South
Greenwood, MS 38930
(662) 455-3222x104
Intake: (662) 455-3222x105
SAF SA RES RS SF AH YAD ADLT FEM MALE

GULFPORT

Crossroads Recovery Center
Gulf Coast Mental Health Center
15049 County Barn Road
Gulfport, MS 39503
(228) 248-0125
Intake: (228) 248-0126
MHSASF SA OP RES RS OIT ORT CT SF MD PI HS SS AH DU CHLD ADLT FEM MALE

HATTIESBURG

Pine Belt Mental Healthcare Resources
Oak Arbor
4507 U.S. Highway 49 South
Hattiesburg, MS 39401
(601) 545-2925
Intake: (601) 544-1499
SAF SA HH OP RES RL OIT ORT CT SF YAD ADLT FEM MALE

Pine Grove Behavioral Health and Addiction Services
2255 Broadway Drive
Hattiesburg, MS 39402
(800) 321-8750
MHSASF SA DT BU OP RES RL OIT ORT H D SF MD MC SI PI MI AH CO CHLD ADLT FEM MALE

HOLLY SPRINGS

Communicare
820 Highway 178 East
Holly Springs, MS 38635
(662) 252-4140
MHSASF SA OP ORT SF MD PI MI SS AH CO CJ AD W N MN CH LD ADLT FEM MALE

IUKA

Timber Hills Region IV
MH/MR Comm Inc/AD Abuse Servs
1213 Maria Lane
Iuka, MS 38852
(662) 423-3332
MHSASF SA OP ORT SF MD MC SI PI MI CO DU CHLD YAD ADLT FEM MALE

JACKSON

ALTR of Jackson LLC
500 East Woodrow Wilson Drive
Suite D
Jackson, MS 39216
(601) 362-3131
Methadone Clients Only
SAF SA MM DM OTPA OP OMB OIT SF YAD ADLT FEM MALE

Alcohol Services Center Inc
950 North West Street
Jackson, MS 39202
(601) 948-6220
SAF SA OP ORT CT SF SS PA CO DU VET CJ WN MN TRMA XA CHLD YAD ADLT FEM MALE

Center for Independent Learning
The Friendship Connection
1480 Raymond Road
Jackson, MS 39204
(601) 373-1553
Intake: (601) 373-1553x304 (601) 373-7983x2
SAF SA RES RS RL SF SS CJ PW YAD ADLT FEM

Friends of Alcoholics
1298 FOA Road
Jackson, MS 39209
(601) 362-4275
HH

Hinds Behavioral Health Services
3450 Highway 80 West
Jackson, MS 39209
(601) 321-2400
MHSASF SA OP ORT SF MD MC PI MI SS AH CO DU W N MN YAD ADLT FEM MALE

Metro Counseling Center Inc
911 Palmyra Street
Jackson, MS 39205
(601) 353-0502
Intake: (601) 353-0147
SAF SA OP ODT OIT ORT SF DU CJ WN MN YAD ADLT FEM MALE

Mississippi Childrens Home Services
Ark
1900 Northwest Street
Jackson, MS 39202
(601) 355-0077
Intake: (601) 709-1535
SAF SA OP OIT ORT SF MD SI SS AH SP AD CHLD ADLT FEM MALE

New Beginnings Res Transitional
Trt Program of Catholic Charities Inc
799 Flag Chapel Road
Jackson, MS 39209
(601) 922-0026
SAF SA HH RES RL CT SF CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW WN TRMA BCX A DV YAD ADLT FEM

Veterans Affairs Medical Center
Addictive Disorders Treatment Program
1500 East Woodrow Wilson Drive
Unit 116-A4
Jackson, MS 39216
(601) 364-1254
SAF SA DT BU NXN VTRL OP RES RS OD OMB ODT ORT HID VAMC SF PI SS PA AH CO TRMA YAD ADLT FEM MALE

For Code Definitions See KEY on Page v.
For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Contact Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PITTSBORO</td>
<td>Communicare Calhoun County Office 235 South Murphee Street Pittsboro, MS 38951 (662) 412-3251 MHS:SA • OP:ORT • SF:MD:MC:PI:MI • SS • AH • CO: CJ: AD:WN:MN • CHLD:ADLT • FEM:MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QUITMAN</td>
<td>Weems Community Mental Health Center Clarke County Office 102 Park Place Quitman, MS 39355 (601) 776-6051 MHS:SA • OP:ORT • SF:MD:MC:PI:MI • SS • DU • CHLD:YAD:ADLT • FEM:MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RALEIGH</td>
<td>Weems Community Mental Health Center Smith County Office 355 Highway 37 South Raleigh, MS 39153 (601) 782-9461 Intake: (601) 782-4363 MHS:SA • OP:ORT • SF:MD:MC:PI:MI • SS • DU • CHLD:YAD:ADLT • FEM:MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RICHMOND</td>
<td>Pine Belt Mental Healthcare Resources Perry County Office 9180 Highway 42 West Richton, MS 39476 (601) 788-6308 MHS:SA • OP:ORT • SF:MD:MC:PI:MI • SS • AH • DU:AD • CHLD:YAD:ADLT • FEM:MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SENATOBIA</td>
<td>Communicare Tate County Office 101 Preston McKay Drive Senatobia, MS 38668 (662) 562-5216 MHS:SA • OP:ODT:ORT • SF:MD:PI:MI • SS • AH • CO: CJ: AD:WN:MN • CHLD:ADLT • FEM:MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TUPELO</td>
<td>North Mississippi Medical Center Behavioral Health Center 4579 South Eason Boulevard Tupelo, MS 38801 (662) 377-3161 Intake: (662) 377-3161x3154 (800) 442-2238 (662) 377-3161x2859 MHS:SA • OP:ORT • SF:MD:PI:MI • SS • AH • CHLD:ADLT • FEM:MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WAYNESBORO</td>
<td>Pine Belt Mental Healthcare Resources 1104 Cedar Street Suite B Waynesboro, MS 39367 (601) 735-3350 MHS:SA • OP:ORT • SF:MD:MC:PI:MI • SS • AH • CO: CJ: AD:PW • CHLD:ADLT • FEM:MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VICKSBURG</td>
<td>Marian Hill Chemical Dependency Center 1111 North Frontage Road Vicksburg, MS 39180 (601) 883-3838 Intake: (800) 843-2131 MHS:SA • OP:ORT • SF:MD:MC:PI:MI • SS • AH • CO: CJ: AD:PW • CHLD:ADLT • FEM:MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WATER VALLEY</td>
<td>Communicare Yalobusha County Office 214 Frostland Drive Water Valley, MS 38965 (662) 473-3693 MHS:SA • OP:ORT • SF:MD:MC:PI:MI • SS • AH • CHLD:ADLT • FEM:MALE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.**
**WEST POINT**

Community Counseling Services  
Clay County Office  
217 Court Street  
West Point, MS 39773  
(662) 494-7060  
MHF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI •  
ADLT • FEM MALE

---

**WHITFIELD**

Mississippi State Hospital  
Chemical Dependency Unit  
3550 Highway 468 West  
Buildings 81 and 84  
Whitfield, MS 39193  
(601) 351-8000  
SAF • SA DT • RES RL RD • SF MD MC  
SIP IMI • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE  
PW WN MNT RMA X A DV • YAD  
ADLT • FEM MALE

---

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Address/Contact Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arnold</td>
<td><strong>COMTREA Inc</strong>&lt;br&gt;21 Municipal Drive&lt;br&gt;Arnold, MO 63010&lt;br&gt;(660) 882-6206&lt;br&gt;MHS/SAF/SA BU/NXN/VTRL/OP OMB/OIT ORT/SP MD MC PI MI SS PA/AH/CO AD/YAD ADLT/FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aurora</td>
<td><strong>Alliance Counseling Associates</strong>&lt;br&gt;1602 D South Elliott Avenue&lt;br&gt;Aurora, MO 65605&lt;br&gt;(417) 244-4417&lt;br&gt;MHS/SA/OP ORT CT/SP MI/SS/PW/WN/MN/TRA MA/XA/CHLD YAD ADLT/FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blue Springs</td>
<td><strong>Central State MHC Inc</strong>&lt;br&gt;1132 SW Luttrell Road&lt;br&gt;Suite F&lt;br&gt;Blue Springs, MO 64015&lt;br&gt;(816) 224-4417&lt;br&gt;SAF/SA/OP OIT ORT/SP/DU/CHLD YAD ADLT/FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bolivar</td>
<td><strong>Correction Services</strong>&lt;br&gt;640 East Buffalo Street&lt;br&gt;Bolivar, MO 65613&lt;br&gt;(417) 777-8970&lt;br&gt;SAF/SA/OP ORT/SP/AH/DU/CHLD YAD ADLT/FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boonville</td>
<td><strong>Valley Hope Association</strong>&lt;br&gt;Boonville Valley Hope&lt;br&gt;1415 Ashley Road&lt;br&gt;Boonville, MO 65233&lt;br&gt;(660) 882-6547&lt;br&gt;SAF/SA/DT BU/NXN/OP RES RS RD ODT OIT ORT CT/SP PI/WM/N/CHLD YAD ADLT/FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bowling Green</td>
<td><strong>Hannibal Council on Alc/Drug Abuse Inc</strong>&lt;br&gt;1420 Business 61 South&lt;br&gt;Bowling Green, MO 63334&lt;br&gt;(573) 324-2929&lt;br&gt;SAF/SA BU/NXN/VTRL/OP ORT CT/SP MD PI MI ATR/SS/AH/YAD ADLT/FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Branson</td>
<td><strong>Burrell Behavioral Health</strong>&lt;br&gt;Larry Simmering Recovery Center&lt;br&gt;360 Rinehart Road&lt;br&gt;Branson, MO 65616&lt;br&gt;(417) 893-7740&lt;br&gt;SAF/SA/DT BU/NXN/VTRL/OP RES RS RD OMB/OIT ORT/SP/PI MI ATR/AH/CO/DV/CJ/WM/MN/TRA MA/CHLD ADLT/FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brookfield</td>
<td><strong>Preferred Family Healthcare Inc</strong>&lt;br&gt;Brookfield Adult Program&lt;br&gt;1 Center Drive&lt;br&gt;Burriss Community Center Suite 3&lt;br&gt;Brookfield, MO 64628&lt;br&gt;(660) 258-4188&lt;br&gt;SAF/SA BU/NXN/VTRL/OP OIT ORT CT/SP MD PI MI ATR/SS PA/AH/DU/YAD ADLT/FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canton</td>
<td><strong>Hannibal Council on Alc/Drug Abuse Inc</strong>&lt;br&gt;Canton&lt;br&gt;504 Lewis Street&lt;br&gt;Canton, MO 63435&lt;br&gt;(573) 288-3487&lt;br&gt;SAF/SA/OP OIT ORT/SP/DU/SL/VET ADM/CF/CJ/SE/WM/MN/TRA/XA/DV/YAD ADLT/FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cape Fair</td>
<td><strong>Ozark Mountain Counseling Center</strong>&lt;br&gt;126 Hannah Circle&lt;br&gt;Cape Fair, MO 65624&lt;br&gt;(417) 846-0700&lt;br&gt;SAF/SA/OP OIT ORT/SP PI MI/CO/DV/SL/VET/AD/CJ/SE/WM/MN/TRA/YAD ADLT/FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cape Girardeau</td>
<td><strong>Community Counseling Center</strong>&lt;br&gt;402 South Silver Springs Road&lt;br&gt;Cape Girardeau, MO 63703&lt;br&gt;(573) 334-1100&lt;br&gt;SAF/SA/OP OIT ORT CT/SP MD MC PI MI ATR/CO/CHLD YAD ADLT/FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
MISSOURI

Family Counseling Center Inc
Cape Girardeau Office
20 South Sprigg Street
Suite 2
Cape Girardeau, MO 63703
(573) 651-4177
Intake: (573) 651-4177x200
SAF • SA HH • OP RES RS RL ODT
ORT CT • SF MD MC PI IMI • SS PA
• AH • CO TR MA BC • CHLD YAD
ADLT • FEM

Gibson Recovery Center
213 North Sprigg Street
Cape Girardeau, MO 63703
(573) 651-5434
MHSAF • SA NXN VTRL • OP OMB
ODT OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI MI
ATR • SS PA • CO CJ WN MN TRMA • YAD ADLT
• FEM

Gibson Recovery Center Inc
1112 Linden Street
Cape Girardeau, MO 63703
(573) 354-5513
MHSAF • SA DT NXN VTRL • OP
RES RS RD ODT OIT ORT CT • SF MD
PI ATR • SS PA • CO DU CJ WN MN TRMA • YAD ADLT
• FEM MALE

CASSVILLE
Clark Community Mental Health Center
404 East Highway 248
Suite 5
Cassville, MO 65625
(417) 476-1030
Intake: (417) 846-1935
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD PI
DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

CHARLESTON
Family Counseling Center
DOC Outpatient/Charleston
801 East Marshall Street
Charleston, MO 63834
(573) 359-2600x0
Intake: (573) 359-9840
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF
MD MC PI IMI • SS PA • AH • CO GL
VET ADM SE PW WN MN TRMA XA
DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

CHESTERFIELD
Assisted Recovery Centers of America
1585 Woodlake Drive
Suite 111
Chesterfield, MO 63017
(314) 645-6840
SAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP OMB
ORT CT • SF PI • YAD ADLT • FEM
MALE

Bridgeway Behavioral Health Inc
14426 South Outer 40 Road
Chesterfield, MO 63017
(636) 224-1601
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI
PI • SS • AH • CO DU GL VET ADM MF
CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV •
CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

CLINTON
Compass Health Inc
Pathways Comm Behavioral Healthcare
1800 Community Drive
Clinton, MO 64735
(660) 885-8131
MHSAF • SA NXN VTRL HH • OP RES
RS ODT OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI IMI
ATR • SS • AH • DU AD • CHLD ADLT
• FEM MALE

COLUMBIA
Burrell Behavioral Health
1805 East Walnut Street
Columbia, MO 65201
(573) 777-7589
Intake: (573) 777-8455
MHSF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI IMI
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Burrell Behavioral Health
3401 Berrywood Drive
Suite 204
Columbia, MO 65201
(573) 777-8330
Intake: (573) 777-8455
MHSF • SA NXN VTRL • OP ORT CT •
SF MD MC PI IMI • SS • AH • CO AD •
CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Compass Health Inc
Pathways Comm Behavioral Healthcare
117 North Garth Avenue
Columbia, MO 65203
(573) 449-2381
MHSF • SA NXN VTRL • OP OIT
ORT • SF MD MC PI IMI • SS • AH • DU
AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Compass Health Inc
Pathways Comm Behavioral Healthcare
201 North Garth Avenue
Columbia, MO 65203
(573) 449-3953
SAF • SA NXN VTRL • OP RES RS OIT
ORT • SF MD MC PI IMI • SS • AH • DU
BC • ADLT • FEM

Compass Health Inc
Pathways Community Behavioral Healthca
403 Dysart Street
Columbia, MO 65201
(573) 449-4770
MHSF • SA HH • RES RS CT • SF MD
PI IMI ATR • SS • AH • CHLD • FEM
MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
CUBA

Compass Health Inc
Pathways Comm Behavioral Healthcare
1019 Westside Drive
Cuba, MO 65453
(573) 885-1607
MHSAF • SA VTRL • OP ORT CT • SF MD PI • SS • AH • ADLT • FEM MALE

Southeast Missouri Behavioral Health
312 North Franklin Street
Cuba, MO 65453
(573) 677-0262
Intakes: (573) 775-4080 (573) 729-8452
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI M I • SS • AH • DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Dexter

Family Counseling Center Inc
1719 Business Highway 60
Dexter, MO 63841
(573) 624-3334
Intake: (573) 888-6545x217
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD SI PI M I • SS PA • CO AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

Southeast Missouri Behavioral Health
1526 West Business Highway 60
Dexter, MO 63841
(573) 624-6937
Intake: (573) 686-5090
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI M I • SS • AH • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

DONIPHAN

Southeast Missouri Behavioral Health
104 Washington Street
Suite A
Doniphan, MO 63935
(573) 996-5017
Intake: (573) 686-5090
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD PI ATR • SS • AH • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

EL DORADO SPRINGS

Compass Health Inc
Pathways Comm Behavioral Healthcare
107 West Broadway Street
El Dorado Springs, MO 64744
(417) 876-5314
MHSAF • SA NXN VTRL • OP ORT CT • SF MD PI • SS • AH • DU CJ • ADLT • FEM MALE

ELDON

Compass Health Inc
Pathways Comm Behavioral Healthcare
206 South Mill Street
Eldon, MO 65026
(573) 392-1828
MHSAF • SA VTRL • OP ORT CT • SF MD PI • SS • AH • ADLT • FEM MALE

FARMINGTON

SE Missouri Behavioral Health
Aquinas Center
5536 State Highway 32
Farmington, MO 63640
(573) 756-5749
Intake: (573) 431-0554
DT HH • RES RD • SF MD MC SI PI M I • ATR • SS • AH • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

FESTUS

Assessment and Counseling Solutions
109 Main Street
Suite F
Festus, MO 63028
(636) 931-5500
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF PI • SS • DU CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

COMTREA Inc
110 North Mill Street
Festus, MO 63028
(636) 931-2700
Intake: (636) 931-2700x1000
MHSAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP OMB ODT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI M I • SS PA • AH • CO AD • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
FLORISSANT
Eastern MO Alt Sentencing Services Inc
EMASS/Florissant CIP/STOP
71 Florissant Oak Shopping Center
Florissant, MO 63031
(314) 921-5481
Intake: (636) 946-2815
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • SS • AH • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Preferred Family Healthcare Inc
Probation and Parole
11701 West Florissant Avenue
Suite 273
Florissant, MO 63033
(314) 972-8132
MHSAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT CT • SF PI MI • PA • AH • CHLD • FEM MALE

FREDERICKTOWN
Community Counseling Center
309 Garrett Street
Fredericktown, MO 63645
(573) 783-4104
MHF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • CO DU CJ • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

FULTON
Compass Health Inc
Pathways Community Behavioral Healthcare
2625 Fairway Drive
Suite E
Fulton, MO 65251
(573) 668-3239
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD PI MI • SS • ADLT • FEM MALE

HANNIBAL
Hannibal Council on Alc/Drug Abuse Inc
146 Communications Drive
Hannibal, MO 63401
(573) 248-1196
MHSAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL HH • OP RES RS RL RD OMB ODT OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI ATR • SS • AH • CO DU CJ W/N MN TRMA BC • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Preferred Family Healthcare Inc
Hannibal Office
4355 Paris Gravel Road
Hannibal, MO 63401
(573) 248-3811
MHF • SANXN VTRL • OP ODT OIT ORT CT • MD SI PI MI • CO AD W/N MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

HARRISONVILLE
Comm Mental Health Consultants Inc
Cass County Psychological Services
306 South Independence Street
Harrisonville, MO 64701
(816) 380-4010
MHSAF • SA DT • OP OD ODT OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • DU • ADLT • FEM MALE

Compass Health Inc
Pathways Comm Behavioral Healthcare
300 Galaxie Avenue
Harrisonville, MO 64701
(816) 380-5167
MHSAF • SA NXN VTRL • OP ORT CT • SF MD PI MI ATR • SS • AH • DU • ADLT • FEM MALE

HAYTI
Family Counseling Center Inc
501 Highway J North
Hayti, MO 63851
(573) 359-2600
Intake: (573) 359-2600x24
SAF • SA DT VTRL • OP OD OIT ORT CT • SF PI MI IH S ATR • SS PA • AH • SP • DU CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

HAZELWOOD
Center for Life Solutions
637 Dunn Road
Suite 180
Hazelwood, MO 63042
(314) 731-0100
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SAMM VTRL OTPA • OP OMB ORT CT • SF MD • SS PA • CO CJ PW W/N MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

HIGH RIDGE
COMTREA Inc
1817 Gravois Road
High Ridge, MO 63049
(636) 376-0079
Intake: (636) 932-2700x1410
MHSAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP OMB OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS PA • CO • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

HILLSBORO
COMTREA Inc
9501 Gold Finch Lane
Hillsboro, MO 63050
(636) 932-2700x1428
Intake: (636) 296-6206x4328 (636) 296-6206x4306
SAF • SA • RES RL CL • SF MD PI MI • SS • CO AD • CHLD • MALE

HOUSE SPRINGS
COMTREA Inc
4300 Gravois Road
House Springs, MO 63051
(636) 296-6206
Intake: (636) 296-6206x4420 (636) 296-6206x4306
SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI • CO AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

HOUSTON
Southeast Missouri Behavioral Health
Houston Office
1597 North Highway 63
Houston, MO 65483
(417) 967-2887
Intake: (573) 729-8452
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI ATR • SS • AH • DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

INDEPENDENCE
Comprehensive Mental Health Services
Parkway Addiction Services
4231 South Hocker Drive
Independence, MO 64055
(816) 254-3652
Intake: (816) 836-6301
SAF • SA • OP RES RS ODT OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS PA • AH • CO CJ AD W/N MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE
JOPLIN

BHJ Joplin Treatment Center
Joplin Treatment Center
2919 East 4th Street
Joplin, MO 64801
(417) 782-7966
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU OTPA • OP OD OMB OT ORT CT • SF • SP • CO PW
MN TRMA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Family Self Help Center Inc
DBA Lafayette House/CSTAR
1809 South Connor Avenue
Joplin, MO 64804
(417) 782-1772
Intake: (800) 416-1772
SAF • SA DT TXN VCTRL • OP RES RS RD ODT IT ORT CT • SF MD PIMI • SS PA • CO DU PW TRMA BC XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM

Options Outpatient Counseling Services
1515 West Tenth Street
Joplin, MO 64801
(417) 782-7700
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PIMI • DU AD • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Preferred Family HealthCare Inc
Joplin Adolescent CSTAR
5620 West Wildwood Ranch Parkway
Joplin, MO 64804
(417) 623-1990
Intake: (417) 623-9931
MHSAF • SA • OP RES RS RL ODT OIT ORT CT • SF MD PIMI • SS PA • AH • AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

JEFFERSON CITY

Compass Health Inc
Pathways Comm Behavioral Healthcare
1905 Stadium Boulevard
Jefferson City, MO 65110
(573) 634-3000
MHSAF • SA VCTRL • OP ORT CT • SF MD P1 • SS • AH • ADLT • FEM MALE

Compass Health Inc
Pathways Comm Behavioral Healthcare
204 Metro Drive
Suite B
Jefferson City, MO 65109
(573) 634-4591
Intake: (573) 634-4591x8451
MHSAF • SA TXN VCTRL • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • DU • ADLT • FEM MALE

Preferred Family HealthCare Inc
210 Hoover Road
Jefferson City, MO 65109
(573) 632-4321
SAF • SA DT BU TXN VCTRL • OP RES RS RD OMB ODT IT ORT CT • SF MD MC PI AT • SS • AH • CO DU TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Preferred Family HealthCare Inc
Jefferson City Adolescent CSTAR
101 Adams Street
Jefferson City, MO 65101
(573) 556-6589
MHSAF • SA • OP RES RS RL ODT OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS PA • AH • AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

PREFERRED FAMILY HEALTHCARE INC
204 Metro Drive
Suite B
Jefferson City, MO 65109
(573) 556-6589
MHSAF • SA • OP RES RS RL ODT OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS PA • AH • AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

KANSAS CITY

Benilde Hall Program
3220 East 23rd Street
Kansas City, MO 64127
(816) 842-5836
MHSAF • SA HH • OP RES RL ODT OIT ORT CT • SF PI AT • SS • CO VET CJ SE MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • MALE

Comprehensive Mental Health Services
Renaissance West
5840 Swope Parkway
Kansas City, MO 64130
(816) 333-2990
Intake: (816) 333-2990x3045
SAF • SA TXN VCTRL • OP RES RS OMB ODT IT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI AT • SS PA • PW WN MN BC • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Cornerstone of Care
Ozam
421 East 137 Street
Kansas City, MO 64145
(816) 508-3600
MHSAF • SA • OP RES RL ORT CT • SF MD SI PI MI • AH • CO GL CJ AD TRMA XA • CHLD • FEM MALE
Crittenton Childrens Center
Hospital/Residential/Outpatient
10918 Elm Avenue
Kansas City, MO 64134
(816) 767-6600

MHSAF • SA NNX • OP RES RS RL
ODT OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • CO
GL MF CJ AD TR MA BC XA DV •
CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Crittenton Childrens Center
Intensive Outpatient Program
10918 Elm Avenue
Kansas City, MO 64134
(816) 767-4317
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI MI •
CO AD TR MA BC XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

DrD Kansas City Medical Clinic
DBA BHG Kansas City Treatment Center
723 East 18th Street
Kansas City, MO 64108
(816) 283-3877

Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA MM BU OTPA • OP OMB
ORT CT • SF • CO PW WN MN • YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

Guadalupe Center Inc
1015 Avenida Cesar Chavez Street
Kansas City, MO 64108
(816) 547-2010

Intake: (816) 531-6911
SAF • SA • OP OIT • SF • SS PA • SP •
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Kansas City Indian Center
Morningstar Outpatient Program
600 West 39th Street
Kansas City, MO 64111
(816) 421-7608

SAF • SA • OP OIT CT • IHS • SS PA •
CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW WN
MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Niles Home for Children
1911 East 23rd Street
Kansas City, MO 64127
(816) 241-3448x129

Intake: (816) 241-3448x267

MHSF • SA • RES RL • MD • CO AD
TR MA BC XA DV • FEM MALE

Northland Dependency Services LLC
3917 Broadway
Kansas City, MO 64111
(816) 472-4637

SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF • AH SP • DU
• CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Paseo Comprehensive Rehab Clinic
1000 East 24th Street
Kansas City, MO 64108
(816) 512-7143

Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM OTPA • OP OD OMB
ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH SP
• CO WN MN TRMA • YAD ADLT •
FEM MALE

Preferred Family Healthcare Inc
8333 East Blue Parkway
Kansas City, MO 64133
(816) 474-7677

MHSF • SA • OP RES RS RL ODT OIT
ORT CT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS PA • AH
• CHLD • FEM MALE

ReDiscover
2701 East 31st Street
Kansas City, MO 64128
(816) 861-7070

SAF • SA MM DM NXN VTRL • OP
OMB OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI •
SS PA • AH • WN MN • YAD ADLT •
FEM MALE

ReDiscover
Women and Children
301 East Armour Boulevard
Suite 400
Kansas City, MO 64111
(816) 931-6500

Intake: (816) 966-0900
SAF • SA NXN VTRL • OP RES RS ODT
ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • PA • AH •
CO PW WN TRMA BC XA DV • YAD
ADLT • FEM

Rose Brooks Center
3350 East 77th Street
Kansas City, MO 64132
(816) 323-5550

Intake: (816) 861-6000
SA HH • OP ORT • NP • AH • WN
TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM

Salvation Army
MO Shield of Service/Harbor House
101 West Linwood Boulevard
Kansas City, MO 64111
(816) 483-2281

Intake: (816) 912-2381
SAF • DT • RES RD • SF ATR • PA • VET
MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

Swope Health Services
Imani House
3950 East 51st Street
Kansas City, MO 64130
(816) 292-2600

SAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP RES
RS RD OMB OIT OIT ORT • SF • SS
PA • AH • CO DU CJ WN MN TRMA •
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Tri County Mental Health Services
1505 NE Parvin Road
Suite D
Kansas City, MO 64116
(816) 452-6550

Intake: (816) 468-0400
SAF • SA NXN • OP OIT ORT • SF
MD MC PI • SS PA • CO WN TRMA •
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Tri County Mental Health Services
1520 NE Parvin Road
Kansas City, MO 64116
(816) 719-0099

MHSF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD
SI PI • SS PA • AH • CO AD • CHLD •
FEM MALE

Tri County Mental Health Services
1520 North East Parvin Road
Suite B
Kansas City, MO 64116
(816) 719-0099

MHSF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD
PI MI • SS PA • AH • CO AD • CHLD •
FEM MALE

For Code Definitions • See KEY on Page v.
Tri County Mental Health Services
6060 North Oak Trafficway
Kansas City, MO 64118
(816) 468-0400
SA • OP ORT CT • MD MC • AH • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Tri County Mental Health Services
Main Office
3100 NE 83rd Street
Suite 1001
Kansas City, MO 64119
(816) 468-0400
MHSF • SA VTRL • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF MD MC PI MI • SS PA • AH • CO • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Two Rivers Behavioral Health System
5121 Raytown Road
Kansas City, MO 64133
(816) 382-6300
Intake: (800) 225-8577
SAF • SA DT BU NXN • OP RES RS OMB ODT OIT ORT HID CT • VAMC SF PI MI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Veterans Affairs Medical Center
Substance Abuse Treatment Prog
4801 Linwood Boulevard
Kansas City, MO 64128
(816) 922-2500 x 56669
Intake: (816) 922-2641
SAF • SA DT BU NXN • OP RES RS OMB ODT OIT ORT HID CT • VAMC SF PI MI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

KENNER

Family Counseling Center Inc
1401 Laura Drive
Kennebunk, ME 04043
(207) 985-5955
Intake: (207) 985-5925
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC PI MI • AH • CO • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Family Counseling Center Inc
Adolescent CSTAR
1109 Jones Street
Kennebunk, ME 04043
(207) 985-5925
Intakes: (207) 985-5925
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC PI MI • SS • CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Family Counseling Center Inc
Adolescent CSTAR
1109 Jones Street
Kennebunk, ME 04043
(207) 985-5925
Intakes: (207) 985-5925
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC PI MI • SS • CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

MISSOURI

KIRKSVILLE

Preferred Family Healthcare Inc
Adolescent CSTAR
1101 South Jamison Street
Kirkville, MO 65351
(660) 665-1962
Intake: (660) 665-1962 x 874
MHSF • SA • OP RES RS RL ODT OIT ORT CT • SF MD PI MI • SS PA • AH • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Preferred Family Healthcare Inc
Kirkville Adult CSTAR Program
1101 South Jamison Street
Kirkville, MO 65351
(660) 665-1962
Intake: (660) 785-8860
MHSF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP RES RS RL ODT OIT ORT CT • SF MD PI MI • SS PA • AH • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

LAMAR

Ozark Center/New Directions
307 West 11th Street
Lamar, MO 64759
(417) 681-0552
Intake: (417) 347-7130
SAF • SA • OP ORT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS • AH • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

LEBANON

Pathways Comm Behavioral Healthcare
1216 Deardra Drive
Lebanon, MO 65536
(417) 532-1020
MHSF • SA • OP ORT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS • AH • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Lake Area Citizens Advisory Board (LACAB)
545 East Elm Street
Lebanon, MO 65536
(417) 533-5332
SAF • SA • OP ORT ORT • SF • DU CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
LEES SUMMIT
ReDiscover
622 Swan Circle
Lees Summit, MO 64086
(816) 404-6170
SAF • SA • RES RS CT • SF MD PI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Truman Medical Center Behavioral
Lakewood Counseling Services
300 SE 2nd Street
Suite 100
Lees Summit, MO 64063
(816) 259-3898
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

LEXINGTON
Compass Health Inc
Pathways Community Behavioral Healthca
819 South 13 Highway
Lexington, MO 64067
(660) 259-3898
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI • SF MD PI ATR • SS • AH • ADL • FEM MALE

LIBERTY
Norcon Family Counseling Services
40 Westwood Drive
Suite A
Liberty, MO 64068
(816) 781-2349
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI • SF MD PI ATR • SS • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Northland Dependency Services LLC
26 South Gallatin Street
Liberty, MO 64068
(816) 781-8999
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • AH • DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Preferred Family Healthcare Inc
Liberty
7 Westowne Street
Liberty, MO 64068
(816) 407-1754
SAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF MD PI • SS PA • CO DU CJ AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

LINN CREEK
Family Counseling Ctr of Missouri Inc
Cedar Ridge Treatment Center
1091 Midway Drive
Linn Creek, MO 65052
(573) 346-6758
MHSAF • SA • VTRL • OP RES RS ODT OIT ORT • SF MD MC PI MI • SS • AH • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

MACON
Hannibal Council on Alc/Drug Abuse Inc
303 North Missouri Street
Suite E
Macon, MO 63552
(573) 385-9600
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI • SF MD SI PI MI • SS • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

MARMARILL
Community Counseling Center
208 Broadway
Marble Hill, MO 63764
(573) 385-3969
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD PI • SF MD PI ATR • SS • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

ReDiscover
622 Swan Circle
Lees Summit, MO 64086
(816) 404-6170
SAF • SA • RES RS CT • SF MD PI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Truman Medical Center Behavioral
Lakewood Counseling Services
300 SE 2nd Street
Suite 100
Lees Summit, MO 64063
(816) 259-3898
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

MAVERILL
Compass Health Inc
Pathways Community Behavioral Healthca
819 South 13 Highway
Lexington, MO 64067
(660) 259-3898
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI • SF MD PI ATR • SS • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

LIBERTY
Norcon Family Counseling Services
40 Westwood Drive
Suite A
Liberty, MO 64068
(816) 781-2349
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI • SF MD PI ATR • SS • AH • ADL • FEM MALE

Northland Dependency Services LLC
26 South Gallatin Street
Liberty, MO 64068
(816) 781-8999
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • AH • DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Preferred Family Healthcare Inc
Liberty
7 Westowne Street
Liberty, MO 64068
(816) 407-1754
SAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF MD PI • SS PA • CO DU CJ AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

MARSHFIELD
Tri County Psych Services Inc
541 West Hubble Drive
Marshfield, MO 65706
(417) 859-7746
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • CJ • ADLT • FEM MALE

MARYVILLE
Family Guidance Ctr for Behav Hlthcare
Maryville
109 East Summit Drive
Maryville, MO 64468
(660) 582-3139
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF PI • SS PA • AH • DU WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

New Beginnings Counseling Group Inc
DBA New Beginning Counseling Center
318 North Main Street
Maryville, MO 64468
(660) 562-3000
MHSAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

MEXICO
Hannibal Council on Alc/Drug Abuse Inc
201 East Monroe Street
Suite 103
Mexico, MO 65265
(573) 581-8828
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SD MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH • AD DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

MILAN
Preferred Family Healthcare Inc
109 North Main Street
Milan, MO 63556
(660) 359-4600
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI • SF MD PI ATR • SS • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
**MOBERLY**
Escape Alcohol and Drug LLC
Licensed Clinical Addiction Counseling
501 North Ault Street
Moberly, MO 65270
(660) 263-7552
Intake: (573) 441-0120
MHSAF • SA • OP RES RS ODT OIT ORT • SF SI PI • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Hannibal Council on Alc/Drug Abuse Inc
Moberly
100 East Rollins Street
Suite A
Moberly, MO 65270
(660) 269-8852
MHSAF • SA BUNXN VTRL • OP OMB OIT ORT CT • SF MD PI MI • SS • AH • DU WN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Preferred Family Healthcare Inc
Moberly Adult Program
1715 South Morley Street
Suite A
Moberly, MO 65270
(660) 263-1113
MHSAF • SA BUNXN VTRL • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD PI MI • SS PA • AH • CO DU CJ PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**MONETT**
Clark Community Mental Health Center
411 3rd Street
Monett, MO 65708
(417) 235-6610x499
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • AH • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**MONROE CITY**
Bridgeway Behavioral Health Inc
108 North Sturgeon Street
Monroe City, MO 63361
(573) 224-1500
Intake: (573) 224-1535
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI • AH • DU CJ SE PW WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**MOUNTAIN GROVE**
Family Counseling Center Inc
219 East Second Street
Mountain Grove, MO 65711
(417) 926-1500
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MI • SS • AH • CJ • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Ozark Center/New Directions
Lafayette House
118 West Spring Street
Neosho, MO 64850
(417) 451-6106
Intake: (800) 416-1772
SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MI • SS PA • AH • CO DU CJ PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Preferred Family Healthcare Inc
305 West Spring Street
Neosho, MO 64850
(417) 347-7840
SAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS • AH • CO DU CJ TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**NEOSHO**
Family Self Help Center Inc
Lafayette House
118 West Spring Street
Neosho, MO 64850
(417) 451-6106
Intake: (800) 416-1772
SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MI • SS PA • AH • CO DU CJ PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Door to Hope Counseling and Education
119 Aldergate Drive
Nixa, MO 65714
(417) 724-9767
DWI/DUI Clients Only
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF • SS • AH • CO DU GL VET ADM MF • PE • PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

**ODESSA**
Compass Health Inc
Pathways Comm Behavioral Healthcare
1278 West U.S. Highway 40
Odessa, MO 64076
(816) 633-5921
MHSAF • SA BUNXN VTRL • OP ORT CT • SF MD PI MI • SS • AH • DU • ADLT • FEM MALE

**OWENSVILLE**
Compass Health Inc
Pathways Comm Behavioral Healthcare
704 East Highway 28
Owensville, MO 65066
(573) 437-2959
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS • AH • DU • ADLT • FEM MALE

Missouri Alcohol Drug Assessment Consultants
1014 West Highway 28
Owensville, MO 65066
(573) 437-7347
Intake: (573) 437-7347
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • DU AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE
Southeast Missouri Behavioral Health
1014 West Highway 28
Owensville, MO 65066
(573) 437-7347
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI MI ATR • SS • AH • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

PARK HILLS
SE Missouri Behavioral Health Inc Outpatient Services and Residential
512 East Main Street
Park Hills, MO 63601
(573) 431-0554
Intakes: (573) 431-3341 (800) 455-5749
MHSAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI ATR • SS • AH • DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Southeast Missouri Behavioral Health
528 East Main Street
Park Hills, MO 63601
(573) 431-3341
Intake: (573) 431-0554
MHSAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI ATR • SS • AH • DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

POPLAR BLUFF
Access Heartland Alternative Service
106 South Main Street
Poplar Bluff, MO 63901
(573) 686-5488
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF • SS • DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

BHG XXIX LLC
1369 North Westwood Boulevard
Poplar Bluff, MO 63901
(573) 772-2937
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU OTPA • OP OD OMB ORT CT • SF MI • DU VET • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Family Counseling Center Inc
Adolescent CSTAR Poplar Bluff
3001 Warrior Lane
Poplar Bluff, MO 63901
(573) 686-2100
Intakes: (573) 686-1200 (573) 888-6545x217
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS PA • CO AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

Southeast Missouri Behavioral Health
3150 Warrior Lane
Poplar Bluff, MO 63901
(573) 686-5090
Intake: (573) 431-0554
MHSAF • SA DT • RES RS RL RD CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI ATR • SS • AH • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

PILOT KNOB
Southeast Missouri Behavioral Health
200 Saint Mary Street
Pilot Knob, MO 63663
(573) 327-9803
Intakes: (573) 546-4005 (573) 431-3341
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI MI ATR • SS • AH • DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

POLENTON
Southeast Missouri Behavioral Health
1010 Remington Plaza
Pathways Community Behavioral Healthca
Compass Health Inc
Potosi, MO 63664
(573) 438-6706
Intakes: (573) 772-2937 (573) 888-6545x217
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS • AH • DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

POTOSI
Southeast Missouri Behavioral Health
3150 Warrior Lane
Pilot Knob, MO 63663
(573) 686-5090
Intake: (573) 431-0554
MHSAF • SA DT • RES RS RL RD CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI ATR • SS • AH • DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

RAYMORE
Compass Health Inc
Pathways Community Behavioral Healthca
1010 Remington Plaza
Raymore, MO 64083
(816) 318-4430
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD PI • SS • AH • DU • ADLT • FEM MALE
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Agency Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>City, State, Zip</th>
<th>Phone Number</th>
<th>Services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rolla, MO</td>
<td>Southeast Missouri Behavioral Health</td>
<td>Rolla Office</td>
<td>Rolla, MO 65401</td>
<td>(573) 364-8511</td>
<td>Intake: (573) 729-4103&lt;br&gt;SAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI ATR • SS • AH • DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richmond, MO</td>
<td>Bridgeway Behavioral Health Inc</td>
<td>Bridgeway Behavioral Health Inc</td>
<td>Saint Charles, MO 63003</td>
<td>(636) 224-1100</td>
<td>Intakes: (636) 224-1100&lt;br&gt;(636) 224-1000&lt;br&gt;SAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • RES RS RD • SF MD SI PI MI • SS PA • AH • CO MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td></td>
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</table>

**Missouri**

**Rolla**

- Compass Health Inc
  - Pathways Community Behavioral Healthca
  - 1450 East 10th Street
  - Rolla, MO 65401
  - (573) 364-7551
- MHSAF • SA VTRL • OP RES RS OIT ORT CT • SF MD PI • SS • AH • ADLT • FEM MALE

**Richmond**

- Heartland Center for Behavioral Change
  - Kansas City Community Center (KCCC)
  - 115 West Main Street
  - Richmond, MO 64085
  - (816) 836-3677
- MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD • SS • CJ WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

- Mid Missouri Counseling
  - 108 West North Main Street
  - Suite 1
  - Richmond, MO 64085
  - (816) 468-0400
- SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • CO • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

- Tri County Mental Health Services
  - 108 West North Main Street
  - Richmond, MO 64085
  - (816) 470-6300
- Intake: (816) 468-0400
- SAF • SA NXNV VTRL • OP OMB ODT OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS PA • AH • CO CJ WN MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**Saint Joseph**

- Bridgeway Behavioral Health Inc
  - Saint Charles Center
  - 1601 Old South River Road
  - Saint Charles, MO 63003
  - (636) 224-1100
- Intakes: (636) 224-1100<br>(636) 224-1000
- SAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • RES RS RD • SF MD SI PI MI • SS PA • AH • CO DU PW WWN TRMA BC XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM

- CenterPointe Hospital
  - 4801 Weldon Spring Parkway
  - Saint Charles, MO 63304
  - (636) 441-7300
- MHSAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • RES RS RD HID HIT • SF PI MI • CO W N MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

- Eastern MO Alt Sentencing Services Inc
  - 8 Westbury Drive
  - Saint Charles, MO 63301
  - (636) 946-2815
- SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • SS • AH • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

- Preferred Family Healthcare Inc
  - Saint Joseph Adolescent Program
  - 2 Westbury Drive
  - Saint Charles, MO 63001
  - (636) 946-6576
- SAF • SA • OP RES RL ODT OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS • AH • CO AD TRMA • CHLD • FEM MALE

- Addiction Awareness LLC
  - 342 Ashland Avenue
  - Saint Joseph, MO 64506
  - (816) 749-4060
- SAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP OMB ORT • SF PI • AH • CO CJ WN MN DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

- Eastern Kansas HCS
  - Saint Joseph CBOC
  - 3302 South Belt Highway
  - Suite P
  - Saint Joseph, MO 64503
  - (800) 952-8387x51680
- Intake: (800) 952-8387
- GHF • SAF • OP ORT • VAM CS SI PI MI • SS PA • CO VET TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

- Family Guidance Center
  - 901 Felix Street
  - Saint Joseph, MO 64501
  - (816) 364-1862
- Intake: (816) 236-2431
- SAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP RES RS RD OMB ODT OIT ORT CT • SF MD PI MI • SS PA • AH • CO DU CJ WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

- Preferred Family Healthcare Inc
  - Saint Joseph Adolescent Program
  - 3510 Frederick Avenue
  - Saint Joseph, MO 64506
  - (816) 236-2431
- SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS PA • AH • AD • CHLD • FEM MALE
MISSOURI

Saint Joseph Metro Treatment Center
3935 Sherman Avenue
Saint Joseph, MO 64506
(816) 233-7300
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT • OP OD OMB ORT • SF • PS • PW • WN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Black Alc/Drug Service Information Ctr
Charlotte Merritts Orteley Trans Women
3029 Locust Street
Saint Louis, MO 63103
(314) 621-9009
SAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF MD PI • SS PA • PW • WN • YAD ADLT • FEM

SAINT LOUIS

Assessment and Counseling Solutions
Kirkwood/WIP
1200 South Kirkwood Road
Saint Louis, MO 63122
(314) 849-2800
DWI/DUI Clients Only
SAF • SA • ORT • SF • SS • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Assessment and Counseling Solutions
Saint Louis Site
11648 Gravois Road
Suite 245
Saint Louis, MO 63126
(314) 849-2800
SAF • SA • ORT • SF SI PI • DU CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Assisted Recovery Centers of America
1430 Olive Street
Suite 100
Saint Louis, MO 63103
(314) 645-6840
MHSAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP OD OMB ORT CT • MD MC SI PI MI • AH • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Black Alc/Drug Service Information Ctr
3028 Locust Street
Saint Louis, MO 63103
(314) 621-9009
SAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF MD PI • SS PA • MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

Bridgeway Behavioral Health Inc
1027 South Vandeventer Avenue
Saint Louis, MO 63110
(314) 224-1700
Intake: (636) 224-1728
SAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP RES RS RD OD OMB ORT ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS PA • AH • WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Bridgeway Behavioral Health Inc
2510 South Brentwood Boulevard
Suite 315
Saint Louis, MO 63144
(314) 224-1600
MHSAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT CT • SF MD PI • SS • AH • CO DU GL VET MF CJ SF PW • WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Centrec Care Inc
1224 Fern Ridge Parkway
Suite 305
Saint Louis, MO 63141
(314) 205-8068
Intake: (314) 205-8068x0
MHSAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP OD OMB ORT ORT CT • SF SI PI MI • CO GL AD WN MN • ADLT • FEM MALE

Christian Hospital
Recovery Center
11125 Dunn Road
Suite 401
Saint Louis, MO 63136
(314) 953-8100
Intake: (314) 839-3171
MHSAF • SA NXN • OP ODT OIT • SF MC PI • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Eastern MO Alt Sentencing Services Inc
3819 South Grand Boulevard
Saint Louis, MO 63118
(314) 664-9555
Intake: (636) 946-2815
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • SS • AH • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Gateway Foundation Inc
1430 Olive Street
Suite 300
Saint Louis, MO 63103
(314) 421-6188
SAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP OD OIT ORT • SF • AH • CO CJ MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Harris House Foundation
8315 South Broadway
Saint Louis, MO 63111
(314) 631-4299
SAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL HH • OP RES RS RL RD ORT • SF PI • CO WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Harris House Foundation
711 Old Ballas Road
Suite 203
Saint Louis, MO 63141
(314) 569-2253
SAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP OD OMB ORT ORT • SF • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Midwest Institute for Addiction
11125 Dunn Road
Suite 401
Saint Louis, MO 63136
(314) 953-8100
Intake: (314) 839-3171
MHSAF • SA NXN • OP ODT OIT • SF MC PI • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

New Beginnings CSTAR Inc
1408 North Kingshighway Boulevard
Suite 004
Saint Louis, MO 63113
(314) 367-8989
Intake: (314) 367-8989x252
SAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT • MD • SE WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Places for People
4130 Lindell Boulevard
Saint Louis, MO 63108
(314) 335-5600
MHF • SA NXN VTRL • OP ORT • SF • CO WN MN TRMA • YAD • FEM MALE

Saint Joseph Safety and Health Council
118 South Fifth Street
Saint Joseph, MO 64501
(816) 233-3330
SAF • SA • OP OIT • SF • AH • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Saint Joseph Site
Assisted Recovery Centers of America
1430 Olive Street
Suite 100
Saint Joseph, MO 64501
(816) 233-3330
SAF • SA • OP OIT • SF • SS • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
Preferred Family Healthcare Inc
5025 Northrup Avenue
Saint Louis, MO 63110
(314) 773-3670
SAF • SA • OP RES RL ODT OIT ORT • MD SI PI MI • AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

Missouri Preferred Family Healthcare Inc
Adult CSTAR
3800 South Broadway
Saint Louis, MO 63118
(314) 772-2205
MHSAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP ODT OIT ORT CT • SF MD PI ATR • SS PA • AH • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Queen of Peace Center at Cathedral
Cathedral Tower
325 North Newstead Avenue
Saint Louis, MO 63108
(314) 531-0511
Intakes: (314) 531-0511x102 (314) 531-0511x101
SAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP RES RS RL ODT OIT ORT CT • SF MD PI ATR • SS PA • SE PW WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Saint Louis Metro Treatment Center
9733 Saint Charles Rock Road
Suite 108
Saint Louis, MO 63114
(314) 423-7030
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP OMB ODT OIT ORT CT • SF SI PI • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Saint Louis Valley Hope
12777 Olive Boulevard
Suite C
Saint Louis, MO 63141
(314) 514-9220
Intake: (800) 544-5101
SAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP OMB OIT ORT CT • SF SI PI • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Saint Patrick Center
800 North Tucker Boulevard
Saint Louis, MO 63101
(314) 802-0700x3501
Intake: (314) 802-0700
MHSAF • SA • OP ODT OIT • NP • PA • CO W N MN TR MA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Salvation Army
Harbor Light Center
3010 Washington Avenue
Saint Louis, MO 63103
(314) 531-0511
Intake: (314) 531-0511x102 (314) 531-0511x101
SAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP RES RS RD ODT OIT ORT CT • SF SI PI • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Saint Patrick Center
800 North Tucker Boulevard
Saint Louis, MO 63101
(314) 802-0700x3501
Intake: (314) 802-0700
MHSAF • SA • OP ODT OIT • NP • PA • CO W N MN TR MA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Saint Patrick Center
800 North Tucker Boulevard
Saint Louis, MO 63101
(314) 802-0700x3501
Intake: (314) 802-0700
MHSAF • SA • OP ODT OIT • NP • PA • CO W N MN TR MA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

SAINT PETERS
Alternative Behavioral Care
255 Spencer Road
Suite 101
Saint Peters, MO 63376
(636) 477-6111
MHSAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP OMB ODT OIT ORT CT • SF SI PI • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Bridgeway Behavioral Health
2120 Parkway Drive
Saint Peters, MO 63376
(636) 224-1142
Intakes: (636) 224-1200 (636) 224-1000
SAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI M • SS PA • AH • DU W N • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Sainte Genevieve
Community Counseling Center
820 Park Drive
Sainte Genevieve, MO 63670
(573) 883-7407
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

SALEM
Compass Health Inc
Pathways Comm Behavioral Healthcare
913 South Pershing Avenue
Salem, MO 65560
(573) 729-6222
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD PI • AH • ADLT • FEM MALE

SF Missouri Behavioral Health
Salem Center
203 North Grand Street
Salem, MO 65560
(573) 729-4103
Intake: (573) 431-0554
MHSAF • SA DT • OP RES RS RD OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI MI ATR • SS • AH • DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Sedalia
Compass Health Inc
Pathways Community Behavioral Healthcare
1700 West Main Street
Sedalia, MO 65301
(660) 826-5885
MHSAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD PI ATR • SS • AH • DU CJ • ADLT • FEM MALE

Sikeston
Gibson Recovery Center Inc
137 East Front Street
Sikeston, MO 63801
(573) 472-2253
MHSAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP OIT ODT ORT CT • SF MD PI ATR • SS • CO W N MN TR MA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
SPRINGFIELD

A and M Recovery LLC
3322 South Campbell Avenue
Suite P
Springfield, MO 65807
(417) 823-3808
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF ATR • CO DU CJ PW WN MN TR MA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Alternatives Inc
5337 South Campbell Avenue
Suite F
Springfield, MO 65810
(417) 883-7227
SAF • SA • FEM MALE • PI MI • MHSAF • (636) 528-7226
Troy, MO 63379
Suite 1
1011 East Cherry Street
Troy, MO 63379
(636) 224-1500
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • OP RES RS RD ODT OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI ATR • SS PA • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Burrell Behavioral Health
1931 East Cherry Street
Springfield, MO 65802
(417) 761-5400
SAF • SA • FEM MALE • PI MI • MHSAF • (636) 224-1500
Troy, MO 63379
Suite 1
1011 East Cherry Street
Troy, MO 63379
(636) 224-1500
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI ATR • SS PA • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Burrell Behavioral Health
Transitions
323 East Grand Street
Springfield, MO 65807
(417) 761-5600
Intake: (417) 761-5601
SAF • SA • OP RES RS RL ODT OIT ORT • SF MC SI PI MI • CO DU CJ AD • CHLD ADLT • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Heartland Center for Behavioral Change
Kansas City Community Center (KCCC)
840 South Glenstone Avenue
Springfield, MO 65802
(417) 866-3293
Intake: (417) 869-5169
SAF • SA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Preferred Family Healthcare Inc
1111 South Glenstone Avenue
Suites 1-103
Springfield, MO 65804
(417) 831-5106
Intakes: (417) 831-5106x130 (417) 862-3455x739
SAF • SA • CHLD ADLT • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Preferred Family Healthcare Inc
2411 West Catalpa Street
Springfield, MO 65807
(417) 862-3455x740
Intake: (417) 862-3455
SAF • SA • FEM MALE • PI MI • SS PA • AH • DU CJ PW WN BC • YAD ADLT • FEM

Recovery Outreach Services LLC
1925 East Bennett Street
Suite L
Springfield, MO 65804
(417) 823-9691
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF ATR • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW WN MN TR MA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

TROY

Bridgeway Behavioral Health Inc
Troy Site
1011 East Cherry Street
Troy, MO 63379
(636) 224-1500
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI ATR • SS PA • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Eastern MO Alt Sentencing Services Inc
EMASS/Troy CIP/SROP
415 East Cherry Street
Troy, MO 63379
(636) 528-6517
Intake: (636) 946-2815
SAF • SA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Preferred Family Healthcare Inc
Troy Adolescent
101 West College Street
Troy, MO 63379
(636) 528-7226
SAF • SA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE
UNION

Advanced Treatment and Recovery
1580 Denmark Road
Union, MO 63084
(636) 583-1785
Intake: (800) 886-3860
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF • SS • CO DU GL VET ADM CJ SE PW WN
MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Bridgeway Behavioral Health Inc
100 West Main Street
Union, MO 63084
(636) 224-1400
MHSAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT CT • SF • SS • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Clearwater Counseling/Court Services
116 North Church Street
Union, MO 63084
(636) 583-6115
MHSAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT CT • SF • SS • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Missouri Alcohol Drug Assessment Consultants Inc
100 East Main Street
Union, MO 63084
(636) 584-0808
Intake: (573) 437-7347
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • DU AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

WARRENSBURG

Compass Health Inc
Pathways Comm Behavioral Healthcare
204 East Market Street
Warrensburg, MO 64093
(660) 747-1355
MHSAF • SA NXN VTRL • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI • SS • AH • DI
ADLT • FEM MALE

Compass Health Inc
Pathways Comm Behavioral Healthcare
520 Burkarth Road
Suite C
Warrensburg, MO 64093
(660) 747-7127
MHSAF • SA NXN VTRL • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI • SS • AH • YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

Compass Health Inc
Pathways Comm Behavioral Healthcare
703 North Devasher Road
Warrensburg, MO 64093
(660) 747-1550
MHSAF • SA NXN VTRL • RES RS CT • SF MD SI PI • SS • AH • YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

WAYNESVILLE

Pathways CBH Inc
Waynesville Office
704 West Historic Route 66
Suites 200 201 and 202
Waynesville, MO 65583
(573) 774-3121
Intake: (888) 403-1071
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD MI PI • SS • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Southeast Missouri Behavioral Health
403 School Street
Waynesville, MO 65583
(573) 729-4103
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD PI • MI • SS • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Woodridge of Missouri LLC
DBA Piney Ridge Center
1000 Hospital Road
Waynesville, MO 65583
(573) 774-5353
Intakes: (573) 774-5353x190 (573) 774-5353x140
SA NXN HH • RES RS RL HIT • SF MD SI PI • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

WEST PLAINS

Preferred Family Healthcare Inc
Wentzville/Adolescent
1776 Crosswinds Drive
Wentzville, MO 63385
(636) 332-5835
Intake: (636) 332-5835
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SS • AH • CHLD • MALE

BHG XXVIII LLC
Behav Hlth Group West Plains Training
1639 Bruce Smith Parkway
West Plains, MO 65775
(417) 257-1833
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA • MM DM BU OTPA • OP OMB ORT CT • SF MD PI MI • SS PA • AH • CHLD • MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
Family Counseling Center Inc
1015 Lanton Road
West Plains, MO 65775
(417) 256-2570
Intakes: (417) 256-2570x114 (800) 310-8170
SAF•SA DT BU NXN VTRL•OP RES
RS RL RD ODT OIT ORT CT•SF MD
MC PI MI ATR•SS PA•AH•CO DU
GL VET MF CJ SE PW WN MN TR MA
XA DV•YAD ADLT•FEM MALE

Family Counseling Center Inc
West Plains Office
3411 Division Drive
West Plains, MO 65775
(417) 257-9152
SAF•SA NXN•OP RES RS RL ODT
OIT ORT CT•SF MD SI PI MI•SS PA
AH•AD•CHLD•FEM MALE

South Central Missouri
Citizens Advisory Board Inc
1015 Lanton Road
West Plains, MO 65775
(417) 257-7568
Intake: (417) 256-2570
DWI/DUI Clients Only
SAF•SA•OP ORT•SF•SS•AH•DU
•CHLD YAD ADLT•FEM MALE

WINDSOR
Royal Oaks Hospital
307 North Main Street
Windsor, MO 65360
(660) 647-2182
MHF•SA DT BU NXN VTRL•HID
HIT•SF MD MC SI PI MI•AH•AD
WN MN•ADLT•FEM MALE
## ANACONDA
Western Montana Tri County Addictions Services  
307 East Park Street  
Suite 201  
Anaconda, MT 59711  
(406) 563-7038  
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI IHS ATR • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Rimrock Foundation  
1231 North 29th Street  
Billings, MT 59101  
(406) 248-3175  
Intake: (800) 227-3953  
SAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP RES RS RD ODT OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI IHS ATR • CO • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Silver Leaf  
2125 8th Avenue North  
Billings, MT 59101  
(406) 248-3175  
Intake: (800) 227-3953  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI ATR • SS • CO DU WN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

## BILLINGS
Community Medical Services  
Billings  
2040 Rosebud Drive  
Suite 7  
Billings, MT 59102  
(406) 969-4812  
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only  
SAF • SA MM BU OTPA • OP OMB • SF ATR • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Indian Health Board of Billings Substance Abuse Program  
1127 Alderson Avenue  
Suite 1  
Billings, MT 59102  
(406) 245-7318  
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI IHS • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

New Choices  
1220 Poly Drive  
Billings, MT 59102  
(406) 248-3175  
Intake: (800) 227-3953  
SAF • SA • OP RES RS ODT OIT • SF MD SI PI IHS • AD • CHLD • MALE

Youth Dynamics  
2334 Lewis Avenue  
Billings, MT 59102  
(406) 245-6539  
Intake: (877) 458-7022  
MHF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI MI ATR • SS • CO GL AD PW WN TRMA XA DV • CHLD • FEM MALE

## BOZEMAN
Alcohol and Drug Services of Gallatin County  
2310 North 7th Avenue  
Bozeman, MT 59715  
(406) 586-5493  
Intake: (406) 586-5494  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS PA • SP • CO DU AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

## BUTTE
Butte Community Health Center  
445 Centennial Avenue  
Butte, MT 59701  
(406) 723-4075  
SAF • OP ORT • SF MD MC PI MI • SS • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Montana Chemical Dependency Center  
525 East Mercury Street  
Butte, MT 59701  
(406) 496-5400  
Intake: (406) 496-5412  
SAF • SA DT NXN • RES RS RD • SF MD MC SI PI MI ATR • SS PA • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

## BOULDER
Boyd Andrew Community Services  
114 South Washington Street  
Annex A-Basement  
Bozeman, MT 59732  
(406) 496-5400  
Intake: (406) 496-5412  
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • DU AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

North American Indian Alliance Chemical Dependency Program  
55 East Galena Street  
Butte, MT 59701  
(406) 782-0461  
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI IHS • SS PA • AH • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
MONTANA

CHOTEAU
Center for Mental Health
316 1st Street NW
Suite A
Choteau, MT 59422
(406) 466-5681
Intake: (406) 278-3205
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • CO DU GL TR MA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

CROW AGENCY
Crow Hospital
10110 South 7650 East
Crow Agency, MT 59022
(406) 638-3361
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • PA • NX • AD WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • N9

Crow Tribal Health Department
Crow Nation Wellness Center
10110 South 7650 East
Crow Agency, MT 59022
(406) 638-3361
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • IHS ATR • PA • NX • CO AD WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • N9

FORT BENTON
New Horizon Recovery
1308 Franklin Street
Court House Annex
Fort Benton, MT 59442
(406) 622-3211
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI ATR • SS • CO DU AD PW WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

FORT HARRISON
VA Montana Healthcare Services
Outpatient Program
1892 Williams Street
Fort Harrison, MT 59636
(406) 447-6000
GHF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP RES RS OD OMB OIT ORT HIR HIR CT • VAMC PI MI • VET ADM TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

GLASGOW
Eastern Montana CMHC
Substance Abuse
1009 6th Avenue North
Glasgow, MT 59230
(406) 228-9349
Intake: (406) 228-9349
MHSAF • SA DT BU NXN • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS PA • AH • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

GLENDIVE
District II
Alcohol and Drug Program
119 South Kendrick Street
Glendive, MT 59330
(406) 377-5942
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS PA • CO DU CJ AD WN MN TRMA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

GREAT FALLS
Benefits Healthcare
500 15th Avenue South
Great Falls, MT 59405
(406) 455-2367
MHSAF • SA DT BU NXN • OP OD OMB OIT ORT HIR HIR HIR CT • SF MD MC PI MI • AH • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Gateway Community Services
26 4th Street North
Great Falls, MT 59401
(406) 727-2512
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS PA • AH • CO DU CJ AD WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

HAMILTON
Western Montana Addiction Services
Ravalli County
209 North 10th Street
Suite C
Hamilton, MT 59840
(406) 532-9140
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC PI • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

HARLEM
Fort Belknap Chemical Dependency Program
Fort Belknap Reservation
656 Agency Main Street
Harlem, MT 59526
(406) 353-4175
Intake: (406) 353-4376
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI IHS ATR • SS PA • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Indian Family Health Clinic
1220 Central Avenue
Suite 1-B
Great Falls, MT 59401
(406) 268-1587
Intake: (406) 268-1587
GHF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI IHS ATR • SS • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Rocky Mountain Treatment Center
920 4th Avenue North
Great Falls, MT 59401
(406) 727-8832
Intake: (800) 521-6572
SAF • SA DT BU NXN • OP RES RS RL RD ODT ORT HIR HIR HIR CT • SF SI PI IHS ATR • AH • WN MN TRMA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
HAVRE
Bullhook Community Health Center Inc
521 4th Street
 Havre, MT 59501
(406) 266-4305
Intake: (406) 265-4541
GHF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP OD ODT OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

HELENA
Boyd Andrew Community Services
60 South Last Chance Gulch Street
Helena, MT 59624
(406) 443-2343
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • DU AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

KALISPELL
Alternative Youth Care
4880 U.S. Highway 93 South
Kalispell, MT 59901
(406) 857-2506
Intake: (406) 857-2504
SAF • SA HH • RES RL • SF IHS • AD • CHLD ADLT • MALE

Community Medical Services
Kalispell
795 Sunset Boulevard
Suite F
Kalispell, MT 59901
(406) 261-4181
Intake: (406) 260-4181
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA DT BU MM DM BU OTPA • OP OD OMB ORT CT • SF ATR • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

LAME DEER
Northern Cheyenne Recovery Center
100 Eagle Feather Street
Lame Deer, MT 59043
(406) 477-4924x7
Intake: (406) 477-4924
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • IHS ATR • AD WNMN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

LAUREL
Wellness Possibilities Inc
319 1st Avenue
Laurel, MT 59044
(406) 672-2693
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • IHS • SS • CO WN TRMA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

LIBBY
Flathead Valley Chem Dependency Clinic
Libby Office
711 California Avenue
Libby, MT 59923
(406) 293-7731
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS • AH • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

LIVINGSTON
Southwest Chemical Dependency Program
430 East Park Street
Livingston, MT 59047
(406) 222-2812
MHSAF • SA DT HH • OP OD OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI ATR • SS • AH • DU AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

MARION
Wilderness Treatment Center
200 Hubarb Dam Road
Marion, MT 59925
(406) 854-2832
SAF • SA • RES RS RL • SF PI • AD • CHLD ADLT • MALE

MILES CITY
Eastern Montana Mental Health Substance Abuse Dependency Services
2508 Wilson Street
Miles City, MT 59301
(406) 234-1687x37
Intake: (406) 234-1687x10
MHSAF • SA NXN HH • OP RES RL OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • ATR • SS PA • AH • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

MISSOULA
Community Medical Services
Missoula
2415 South Catlin Street
Suite 4
Missoula, MT 59801
(406) 549-0114
Intake: (406) 249-0114
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA MM BU OTPA • OP OMB ORT • SF • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Recovery Center Missoula
1201 Wyoming Street
Missoula, MT 59801
(406) 532-9900
MHSAF • SA DT BU NXN • OP RES RS RL RD OMB ODT OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS • AH • CO WN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Western Montana Addiction Services
Adolescent Program
1321 Wyoming Street
Missoula, MT 59801
(406) 532-9800
Intake: (406) 532-9858
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI ATR • SS • AD • CHLD • FEM MALE
Western Montana Addiction Services
Carol Graham
1330 South 4th Street West
Missoula, MT 59801
(406) 549-8309
SAF • SA VTRL HH • RES RL • SF MD
MC SI ATR • AH • BC • YAD ADLT • FEM

Western Montana Addiction Services
Share House
1335 Wyoming Street
Missoula, MT 59801
(406) 532-9830
MHSAF • SA BU HH • OP RES RL OIT
ORT • SF MD SI IHS ATR • PA • YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

Western Montana Addiction Services
Teen Recovery Center
1467 Hayes Drive
Missoula, MT 59804
(406) 532-8952
Intake: (406) 532-8952x2244
SAF • SA • RES RL • SF MD SI PI MI IHS
ATR • SS • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM
MALE

Western Montana Addiction Services
Turning Point
1325 Wyoming Street
Missoula, MT 59801
(406) 532-9800
SAF • SA BU HH • OP OMB OIT ORT
SF MD MC SI PI MI IHS ATR • SS • AH • CO
DU CJ WN MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM
MALE

Western Montana Addiction Services
Mineral County
405 Brooklyn Avenue
Superior, MT 59872
(406) 532-9150
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF
MD MC SI PI MI ATR • SS • CO DU GL
VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN
TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

POPLAR

Spotted Bull Recovery Resource Center
603 1/2 Court Avenue
Poplar, MT 59255
(406) 768-3852
Intake: (406) 768-5364
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • IHS ATR •
PA • DU AD WN MN • CHLD ADLT •
FEM MALE

SAINT IGNATIUS

Confederated Salish/Kootenai Tribes
Saint Ignatius, MT 59865
(406) 745-3525x5014
Intake: (406) 745-3525x5110
MHSAF • SA BU • OP OMB OIT ORT
• MD MC SI PI MI ATR • CO VET CJ
AD MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM
MALE

SUPERIOR

Choices for Change Counseling
304 4th Avenue East
Superior, MT 59872
(406) 822-5422
(406) 649-2761
Intake: (406) 822-5422
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF
MD MC SI PI MI • SS • CO DU GL
VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN
TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

THOMPSON FALLS

Flathead Valley Chem Dependency Clinic
Thompson Falls Office Sanders County
1029 Main Street
Thompson Falls, MT 59873
(406) 827-4241
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI
MI ATR • SS • CO DU SE AD WN MN •
CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone Numbers</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ALLIANCE</td>
<td>Human Services Inc&lt;br&gt;419 West 25th Street&lt;br&gt;Alliance, NE 69301&lt;br&gt;(308) 762-7177</td>
<td>SAF • SA HH • OP RES RS RL OIT ORT&lt;br&gt;SF MD PI • SS • DU CJ WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUBURN</td>
<td>Blue Valley Behavioral Health&lt;br&gt;820 Central Avenue&lt;br&gt;Suite 4&lt;br&gt;Auburn, NE 68305&lt;br&gt;(402) 274-4373</td>
<td>MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD MC PI • SS • AH • CO GL VET ADM&lt;br&gt;MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA&lt;br&gt;DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BEATRICE</td>
<td>Blue Valley Behavioral Health&lt;br&gt;1123 North 9th Street&lt;br&gt;Beatrice, NE 68310&lt;br&gt;(402) 228-3386</td>
<td>MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC PI • SS • AH • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BELLEVUE</td>
<td>Lutheran Family Services&lt;br&gt;Bellevue&lt;br&gt;730 North Fort Crook Road&lt;br&gt;Bellevue, NE 68005&lt;br&gt;(402) 292-9105</td>
<td>Intake: (855) 659-2706&lt;br&gt;MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD PI • SS • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BROKEN BOW</td>
<td>St Francis Alcohol and Drug Treatment&lt;br&gt;1015 South D Street&lt;br&gt;Broken Bow, NE 68822&lt;br&gt;(308) 398-5469</td>
<td>Intake: (308) 872-6449&lt;br&gt;SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD PI • SS • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHADRON</td>
<td>Northeast Panhandle Substance Abuse Center&lt;br&gt;224 Main Street&lt;br&gt; Chadron, NE 69337&lt;br&gt;(308) 282-1101</td>
<td>SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLUMBUS</td>
<td>Catholic Charities of Greater Nebraska&lt;br&gt;3020 18th Street&lt;br&gt;2nd Floor&lt;br&gt;Columbus, NE 68601&lt;br&gt;(402) 563-3833x712</td>
<td>Intake: (402) 563-3833&lt;br&gt;MHSAF • SA • OP RES RL OIT ORT&lt;br&gt;SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • CO DU&lt;br&gt;CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FALLEN CITY</td>
<td>Blue Valley Behavioral Health&lt;br&gt;116 West 19th Street&lt;br&gt;Falls City, NE 68355&lt;br&gt;(402) 245-4458</td>
<td>MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD&lt;br&gt;MC SI PI • SS • AH • CO GL VET ADM&lt;br&gt;MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA&lt;br&gt;DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FREMONT</td>
<td>Lutheran Family Services&lt;br&gt;1420 East Military Avenue&lt;br&gt;Suite 100&lt;br&gt;Fremont, NE 68025&lt;br&gt;(402) 721-1774</td>
<td>Intake: (855) 659-2705&lt;br&gt;MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GORDON</td>
<td>Northeast Panhandle Substance Abuse Center&lt;br&gt;305 Foch Street&lt;br&gt;Gordon, NE 69343&lt;br&gt;(308) 282-1101</td>
<td>Intake: (308) 282-1370&lt;br&gt;SAF • SA DT • OP RES RS RD ORT • SF MD • SS • WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRAND ISLAND</td>
<td>Friendship House&lt;br&gt;406 West Koenig Street&lt;br&gt;Grand Island, NE 68801&lt;br&gt;(308) 382-0422x1</td>
<td>Intakes: (308) 382-0422x3 (308) 382-0738x3&lt;br&gt;SAF • SA HH • RES RL • SF • SS • SP • MN • YAD ADLT • MALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAVID CITY</td>
<td>Blue Valley Behavioral Health&lt;br&gt;367 East Street&lt;br&gt;David City, NE 68632&lt;br&gt;(402) 367-4216</td>
<td>MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD MC PI • SS • AH • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUMBERKETT</td>
<td>Lutheran Family Services&lt;br&gt;Bellevue&lt;br&gt;730 North Fort Crook Road&lt;br&gt;Bellevue, NE 68005&lt;br&gt;(402) 292-9105</td>
<td>Intake: (855) 659-2706&lt;br&gt;MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD PI • SS • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mid Plains Center for Behavioral Healthcare Services Inc&lt;br&gt;914 Baumann Drive&lt;br&gt;Grand Island, NE 68803&lt;br&gt;(308) 385-5250</td>
<td>Intake: (800) 515-3326&lt;br&gt;MHSAF • SA DT VTRL • OP OD ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS PA • CO • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Saint Francis
Alcoholism and Drug Treatment Center
2116 West Faidley Avenue
Grand Island, NE 68803
(308) 398-5427
SAF • SA • OP RES RS ODT OIT ORT • SF MD PI PI MI • SS • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Veterans Affairs Medical Center
Substance Abuse Treatment
2201 North Broadwell Street
Unit 116-B
Grand Island, NE 68803
(308) 382-3660x92296
Intake: (308) 382-3660x92331
SAF • SA BU NXN HH • OP RES RL ORT CT • VAMC PI PI MI • PA • VET • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

HASTINGS
Bridge Inc
907 South Kansas Street
Hastings, NE 68901
(402) 462-4677
SAF • SA • RES RL CT • SF MD SI PI • SP • CO CJ PW WN TRMA BC • YAD ADLT • FEM

Horizon Recovery and Counseling Center
835 South Burlington Avenue
Suite 115
Hastings, NE 68901
(402) 462-2066
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD PI • CO DU CJ SE AD WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

South Central Behavioral Services
Hastings Clinic
616 West 5th Street
Hastings, NE 68901
(402) 463-5684
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH • AD TRMA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

HOLDREGE
South Central Behavioral Services
Holdrege Clinic
701 4th Avenue
Johnson Center Suite 11
Holdrege, NE 68949
(308) 237-5951
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS • AH • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

LENTON
Saint Francis
Alcoholism/Drug Treatment Ctr/Kearney
1755 Prairie View Place
Kearney, NE 68845
(308) 865-2338
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD PI PI MI • SS • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

LEXINGTON
South Central Behavioral Services
Lexington
307 East 5th Street
Lexington, NE 68850
(308) 324-6754
MHSAF • SANXN • OP ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS PA • AH • CO • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Region II Human Services
Lexington Medical Education Partnership
4600 Valley Road
Lincoln, NE 68510
(402) 488-6511
Intake: (402) 483-7666
MHSAF • SA BU SI PI MI • SS • AH • AD TRMA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Lincoln Medical Education Partnership
4600 Valley Road
Lincoln, NE 68510
(402) 488-6511
Intake: (402) 483-7666
MHSAF • SA BU SI PI MI • SS • AH • AD TRMA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS • AH • AD TRMA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Lincoln Lancaster County
Child Guidance Center
2444 O Street
Lincoln, NE 68510
(402) 475-7666
MHSAF • SA BU SI PI MI • SS • AH • AD TRMA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Lincoln Medical Education Partnership
4600 Valley Road
Lincoln, NE 68510
(402) 488-6511
Intake: (402) 483-4581x275
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD • AH • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Lincoln Treatment Center
4305 O Street
Lincoln, NE 68510
(402) 488-2122
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS • AH • AD TRMA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
Lutheran Family Services
Substance Abuse Program
2900 O Street
Suite 200
Lincoln, NE 68510
(402) 435-2910
Intake: (402) 441-7940
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

NWIHCs/Lincoln VA
Substance Use Disorders Program
600 South 7th Street
Building 2
Lincoln, NE 68510
(402) 489-3802x6619
Intake: (402) 489-3802x7823
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • PA • CO VET SE WN MTRMA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Parallels
4706 South 48th Street
Lincoln, NE 68516
(402) 489-9792
Intake: (866) 489-9792
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC PI MI • SP • CO CJ • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Saint Monicas
Project Mother and Child
Lincoln, NE 68510
(402) 441-3768
Intake: (402) 436-2508
SAF • SA • RES RL • SF MD SI PI • SS • AH SP • PW WN BC • YAD ADLT • FEM

Summit Care and Wellness
1700 South 24th Street
Lincoln, NE 68502
(402) 435-2273
SAF • SA • OP RES RS OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS • SP FX • CO CJ WN MN • ADLT • FEM MALE • F67

Touchstone Short Term Residential
Substance Abuse Treatment Program
2633 P Street
First Floor
Lincoln, NE 68503
(402) 474-4343
MHSAF • SA • BU NNXN • RES RS • SF MD SI PI MI • PA • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Vet Center
Readjustment Counseling Service
3119 O Street
Suite A
Lincoln, NE 68510
(402) 476-9736
Intake: (800) 228-6838
MHSF • SA • OP ORT CT • VAMC NP • PA • VET TRMA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Macy
Omaha Tribe Alcohol Program
575 Indian Hill Drive
Suite 327
Macy, NE 68039
(402) 837-4053x0 (402) 837-4069
Intakes: (402) 837-4053x0 (402) 837-4069
SAF • SA HH • OP OIT ORT ORT • MD IHS • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

MC Cook
Lutheran Family Services
McCook
802 West B Street
Suite 105
McCook, NE 69001
(308) 345-7914
Intake: (308) 345-7914x202
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS • CO VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Region II Human Services
1012 West 3rd Street
McCook, NE 69001
(308) 345-2770
MHSAF • SA NNXN • OP ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS PA • AH • CO DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Blue Valley Behavioral Health
1903 4th Corso Street
Nebraska City, NE 68410
(402) 873-5505
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD MC PI • SS • AH • CO DU GL VET MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Health Education and Addictions Recovery Training (HEART)
110 South Visiting Eagle Street
P.O. Box 5087
Niobrara, NE 68760
(402) 857-2508
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF IHS • PA • DU • ADLT • FEM MALE

Behavioral Health Specialists Inc
900 West Norfolk Avenue
Suite 200
Norfolk, NE 68701
(402) 370-3140
Intakes: (402) 370-3140x2411 (402) 370-3140x2102
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC PI MI • SS • AH • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Link Inc
1001 West Norfolk Avenue
Norfolk, NE 68701
(402) 371-5310
SAF • SA HH • OP RES RS RL OIT • SF MD MC SI PI • PA • CJ MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

Oasis Counseling International
333 West Norfolk Avenue
Suite 201
Norfolk, NE 68701
(402) 379-2030
Intake: (402) 379-2030x5
MHSAF • SA BU • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS PA • CO AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
NEBRASKA

NORTH PLATTE
Heartland Counseling and Consulting Clinic/Region II Human Services
110 North Bailey Street
North Platte, NE 69103
(308) 534-6029
MHSAF • SA NXN • OP ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS PA • AH • CO DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Lutheran Family Services
120 East 12th Street
North Platte, NE 69101
(308) 532-0587
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS • CO GL • VET ADM CJ AD • PW • WN MN • TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • MALE

New Beginnings Therapy Associates LLC
308 West 4th Street
North Platte, NE 69101
(308) 532-0777
Intake: (308) 532-0777
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • CO DU • AD • WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

OMAHA
ARCH Inc
(ARCH) Inc
604 South 37th Street
Omaha, NE 68105
(402) 346-8898
SAF • SA HH • RES RL • SF • MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

ARCH Inc
OHanlon House
1502 North 58th Street
Omaha, NE 68105
(402) 556-6425
Intake: (402) 346-8898
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • PI MI • CO CJ AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • MALE

Addiction and Behav Health Srvs Inc
(ABH)
5847 North 90th Street
Omaha, NE 68134
(402) 571-7148
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • CO CJ AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Adlerian Center for Therapy Consultation and Education
11911 Arbor Street
Omaha, NE 68114
(402) 334-3044
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF PI MI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Arbor Family Counseling Associates Inc
11605 Arbor Street
Suite 106
Omaha, NE 68144
(402) 330-0960
Intake: (402) 330-4700x1
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT ORT • SF PI MI • CO DU GL • MF • SE • AD • WN MN • TRMA XA DV • ADLT • FEM MALE

Eastern Nebraska Community Action Partnership Behavioral Health Services
2406 Fowler Avenue
Omaha, NE 68111
(402) 453-5656
Intake: (402) 453-5656x254
MHSAF • SA • DT • NXN • VTRL • RES RS • RL • RD CT • SF MD • MC SI PI MI • SS • AH • CO • WN MN • TRMA XA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Heartland Family Service
1016 Park Avenue
Suite 210
Omaha, NE 68105
(402) 342-1245
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD • MC SI PI MI • SS • CO CJ • ADLT • FEM MALE

OGALLALA
Region II Human Services
401 West 1st Street
Ogallala, NE 69153
(308) 284-6767
MHSAF • SA NXN • OP ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS PA • AH • CO DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
Heartland Family Service
2101 South 42nd Street
Omaha, NE 68105
(402) 553-3000
Intake: (402) 552-7400
MHS AF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI
PI MI • SS • AH SP • CHLD YAD ADLT
• FEM MALE

NOVA Treatment Community
Intensive Outpatient
8502 Morman Bridge Road
Omaha, NE 68152
(402) 455-8303
Intakes: (402) 455-8347 (402) 455-8303x131
(402) 455-8303x154
MHS AF • SA • OP RES RS RL OIT ORT
• SF MD SI PI MI • SS PA • SP • CO CJ
AD TR MA • CHLD YAD ADLT
• FEM MALE

Nebraska Urban Indian Health Coalition
Inter Tribal Treatment Center
2240 Landon Court
Omaha, NE 68102
(402) 346-0902x204
SAF • SA HH • OP RES RL ORT • SF IHS
• PA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM OTPA • OP OD
OMB ORT CT • SF • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

One World Community Health Center
4920 South 30th Street
Suite 103
Omaha, NE 68107
(402) 619-5314
GHF • SA BU NXN • OP OMB ORT
• SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH SP • CO
VET PW • ADLT • FEM MALE

One World West Omaha
4101 South120th Street
Omaha, NE 68152
(402) 505-3907
Intake: (402) 619-5314
GHF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI
PI MI • SS • SP • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Ponca Health and Wellness Center
2602 J Street
Omaha, NE 68107
(402) 738-3169
Intakes: (402) 734-5275x3169 (402) 734-
(402) 738-3169
Intakes: (402) 734-5275x3170
GHF • SA • OP ORT CT • IHS • PA
• CO • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Santa Monica Inc
130 North 39th Street
Omaha, NE 68131
(402) 558-7088
SAF • SA HH • RES RL • SF MD • SS
• CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW WN
TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Sienna Francis House
1702 Nicholas Street
Omaha, NE 68102
(402) 341-1821
SAF • SA DT HH • OP RES RL RD ORT
• NP • PA • SP • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Stephen Center Inc
5217 South 28th Street
Omaha, NE 68107
(402) 715-5440
MHS AF • SA HH • OP RES RS RL ODT
OIT ORT • SF • SS • AH • CO CJ WN
MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Veterans Affairs Medical Center
Substance Use Disorder Program
4101 Woolworth Avenue
Omaha, NE 68105
(402) 346-8800x318
Intakes: (402) 346-8800x301 (402) 346-
8800x302
SAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP RES
RS RL RD OD OMB ODT OIT CT
• VAMC SF SI PI MI • PA • AH • CO
VET ADM • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Hampton Behavioral Health and
Family Services Inc
138 West Douglas Street
Suite B
Onell, NE 68763
(402) 336-3200
MHS AF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI
MI • SS PA • CO DU GL VET ADM MF
CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV •
ADLT • FEM MALE

Onell Valley Hope
Alcoholism Treatment Center
1421 North 10th Street
Onell, NE 68763
(402) 336-0008
Intakes: (800) 544-5101 (402) 336-3747
SAF • SA DT BU NXN • RES RS RL RD
CT • SF PI • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Heartland Family Services Inc
302 American Parkway
Papillion, NE 68046
(402) 339-2544
Intake: (402) 552-7400
MHS AF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI
MI • SS • AH • AD • CHLD YAD ADLT
• FEM MALE

Lutheran Family Services
Papillion Clinic
1410 East Gold Coast Road
Suite 200
Papillion, NE 68046
(402) 592-0639
Intake: (855) 659-2706
MHS AF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD
PI MI • SS • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
PLATTSMOUTH
Lutheran Family Services
546 Avenue A
Suite 1
Plattsmouth, NE 68048
(402) 296-3316
Intakes: (402) 292-9105 (855) 659-2706
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD • SS •
CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

SCOTTSBLUFF
Panhandle Mental Health Center
Substance Abuse Treatment Services
4110 Avenue D
Scottsbluff, NE 69361
(308) 655-3171
Intake: (877) 492-7001
MHS AF • SA • OP ORT ORT CT • SF
MD MC SI PI MI • SS PA • AH SP • SE
AD WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT •
FEM MALE

SEWARD
Blue Valley Behavioral Health
459 South 6th Street
Suite 1
Seward, NE 68434
(402) 643-3343
MHS AF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD
MC PI • SS • AH • CHLD YAD ADLT •
FEM MALE

SOUTH SIOUX CITY
Heartland Counseling Services Inc
917 West 21st Street
South Sioux City, NE 68776
(402) 494-3337
MHS AF • SA • OP ORT ORT CT • SF
MD MC SI PI MI • SS PA • AH • DU AD
• ADLT • FEM MALE

WAHOO
Blue Valley Behavioral Health
Substance Abuse Program
355 East 4th Street
Wahoo, NE 68066
(402) 443-4414
MHS AF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC
SI PI MI • SS • AH • SE AD WN MN •
CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

WINNEBAGO
Chee Woy Na Zhee
Halfway House
208 Maple Street
Winnebago, NE 68071
(402) 878-2480
Intakes: (402) 878-2480x3 (402) 878-2231
SAF • SA HH • OP RES RL ORT CT •
IHS • SS PA • WN MN • YAD ADLT •
FEM MALE

YORK
Blue Valley Behavioral Health
722 South Lincoln Avenue
Suite 1
York, NE 68467
(402) 362-6128
MHS AF • SA • OP ORT ORT CT • SF
MD MC PI • SS • AH • CHLD YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

Family First Counseling Center
202 East 5th Street
York, NE 68467
(402) 362-5650
Intake: (402) 366-6528
MHS AF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI
MI • SS • WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT
• FEM MALE
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NEVADA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>CARSON CITY</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Behavioral Health Services of Carson 
775 Fleischmann Way 
2nd Floor 
Carson City, NV 89703 
(775) 445-7756 |
| MHSAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF MD MC PI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE |
| Carson City Community Counseling Ctr 
205 South Pratt Street 
Carson City, NV 89701 
(775) 882-3940 |
| SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI IHS • SS • SP • CO GL VET MF CJ SE PW WN MN XA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE |
| **DAYTON** |
| Rural Nevada Counseling 
50 River Street 
Dayton, NV 89403 
(775) 246-6214 |
| SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD PI • SS • DU AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE |
| **ELY** |
| Ely Health Station 
400 Newe View Drive 
Suite B 
Ely, NV 89301 
(775) 289-4133 |
| Intake: (775) 289-4133x205 |
| SAF • XNN VTRL • OP ORT CT • NP • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE |
| **FALLON** |
| Department of the Navy 
Naval Branch Health Clinic NAS Fallon 
Substance Abuse Rehabilitation Program 
4755 Pasture Road Building 299 
Fallon, NV 89406 
(775) 426-3139 |
| SA • OP ORT CT • PI MI • ADM • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE |
| Fallon Tribal Health Clinic 
1001 Rio Vista Drive 
Fallon, NV 89406 
(775) 423-3634 |
| Intake: (775) 423-3634x250 |
| GHF • SA DT • OP OD ORT CT • MD MC SI PI MI IHS • AH • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE |
| **GARDNERTVILLE** |
| Tahoe Youth and Family Services 
1512 Highway 395 
Suite 3 
Gardnerville, NV 89410 
(775) 782-4202 |
| MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS PA • CO DU GL MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • ADLT • FEM MALE |
| **HENDERSON** |
| Mission Treatment Centers Inc 
704 West Sunset Road 
Suite 9-B 
Henderson, NV 89011 
(702) 558-8600 |
| Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only |
| SAF • SA DT MM DM BU NNX VTRL • OTPA • OP OD OMB ORT • SF MD • SP • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE |
| **LAS VEGAS** |
| Bridge Counseling Associates 
1640 Alta Drive 
Suite 4 
Las Vegas, NV 89106 
(702) 474-6450 |
| MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • SS PA • CO WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F47 |
| Center for Behavioral Health 
3050 East Desert Inn Road 
Suite 116 
Las Vegas, NV 89121 
(702) 796-0660 |
| SAF • SA DT MM DM BU NNX VTRL • OP OD OMB ORT CT • SF MD • DU CJ PW WN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE |
| **ELY** |
| Seven Hills Behavioral Institute 
3021 West Horizon Ridge Parkway 
Henderson, NV 89052 
(844) 460-0703 |
| MHSAF • SA DT BU NNX • HID HIT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • CO DU SE AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE |
| WestCare Nevada Inc 
Henderson Safe House 
921 American Pacific Drive 
Suite 300 
Henderson, NV 89014 
(702) 385-3330 |
| SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF PI • SS PA • CO WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE |
| **ELY** |
| Central Recovery Treatment L.L.C 
3321 North Buffalo Drive 
Las Vegas, NV 89129 
(702) 515-8525 |
| Intake: (888) 538-3729 |
| SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE |
Choices Group Inc  
2725 East Desert Inn Road  
Suite 180  
Las Vegas, NV 89121  
(702) 252-8342

MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD PI • SS • SP • CO DU GL VET CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE  

Community Counseling Center  
714 East Sahara Avenue  
Suite 101  
Las Vegas, NV 89104  
(702) 369-8700xs227  
Intake: (702) 369-8700x0

SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS • SP • CO DU GL VET MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE  

Dr Miriam/Sheldon G Adelson  
Clinic for Drug Abuse Trt and Res Inc  
3661 South Maryland Parkway  
Suite 64  
Las Vegas, NV 89169  
(702) 735-7900

Methadone Clients Only  
SAF • SA DT MM DM OTPA • OP OD OMB ORT • SF MD SI • SS • SP FX • SE AD PW • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE • F35

HELP of Southern Nevada  
Youth Center  
1417 Las Vegas Boulevard North  
Las Vegas, NV 89101  
(702) 385-3776  
Intake: (702) 385-3776x1296  
(702) 385-3776x1295

MHSAF • SA HH • OP RES RS RL ORT CT • SF MD • SS PA • CO CJ AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE  

Las Vegas Paiute Tribe  
Health and Human Services  
1257 Paiute Circle  
Las Vegas, NV 89106  
(702) 382-0784

MHSAF • SA DT BU NXN • OP OD ORT • SF MD PI IHS • PA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE  

Las Vegas Recovery Center  
3371 North Buffalo Drive  
Las Vegas, NV 89129  
(702) 515-1373  
Intake: (888) 538-3729 (800) 790-0091

SAF • SA DT BU NXN • HID HIT • SF PI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Michael S Levy  
Center for Addiction Medicine  
4445 South Jones Boulevard  
Suite 3  
Las Vegas, NV 89103  
(702) 873-7800

SAF • SA DT BU NXN • OP OD OMB ORT • SF • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Mission Treatment Centers Inc  
1800 Industrial Road  
Suite 100  
Las Vegas, NV 89102  
(702) 474-4104

Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only  
SAF • SA DT MM MM BU NXN XTRL OTPA • OP OD OMB ORT • SF MD SI • SP • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Montevista Hospital  
Inpatient Program  
5900 West Rochelle Avenue  
Las Vegas, NV 89103  
(702) 364-1111

MHSAF • SA DT BU NXN • OP ODT OIT HIT HID HIT • SF MD MC PI MI • AH SP • VET ADM MF SE TRMA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE  

New Beginnings Counseling Centers  
3376 South Eastern Avenue  
Suite 148  
Las Vegas, NV 89169  
(702) 538-7412  
Intake: (702) 834-8319

Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only  
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU OTPA • OP OD OMB ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS • SP FX • CO DU VET CJ WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F42

Solutions Recovery Inc  
2975 South Rainbow Boulevard  
Suite E  
Las Vegas, NV 89146  
(800) 771-8599

SAF • SA DT NXN VTRL • OP RES RS RD OD OMB ODT OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

US VETS  
Las Vegas  
525 East Bonanza Road  
Las Vegas, NV 89101  
(702) 947-4442  
Intake: (702) 947-4446 (702) 947-4447

SA HH • RES RL • NP • PA • CO VET WN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Vitality Unlimited  
Restoration Counseling Services  
6885 West Charleston Boulevard  
Las Vegas, NV 89117  
(702) 629-7799

MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

We Care Foundation  
2216 South 6th Street  
Las Vegas, NV 89104  
(702) 369-0613

SAF • SA • RES RS RL • SF • YAD ADLT • FEM

WestCare Nevada Inc  
Community Triage  
930 North 4th Street  
Las Vegas, NV 89101  
(702) 383-4044

SAF • DT BU • RES RD • SF • SS PA • SP • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE  

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
WestCare Nevada Inc
Substance Abuse Treatment
401 South Martin Luther King Boulevard
Las Vegas, NV 89106
(702) 385-3330
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS PA • SP • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

WestCare Nevada Inc
Women and Children Campus
5659 Duncan Drive
Las Vegas, NV 89130
(702) 385-3330
SAF • SA • RES RS RL • SF MD SI PI MI • SS PA • SP • AD MN • CHLD ADLT • MALE

NORTH LAS VEGAS

Center for Behavioral Health Las Vegas Inc
3470 West Cheyenne Avenue
Suite 400
North Las Vegas, NV 89032
(702) 636-0085
SAF • SA • DT MM DM BU NXN VTRL • OP OD OMB OIT ORT CT • SF MD • DU CJ PW WN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Center for Behavioral Health
2290 McDaniel Street
Suite I-C
North Las Vegas, NV 89030
(702) 399-1600
SAF • SA • DT MM DM BU NXN VTRL • OP OD OMB OIT ORT CT • SF MD MI • DU CJ PW • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Las Vegas VA Outpatient Clinic
6900 North Pecos Road
North Las Vegas, NV 89086
(702) 791-9000
Intake: (702) 791-9026
MHSAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP OMB ORT HHD CT • VAMC MD MC SI PI MI • PA • CO GL VET CJ SE WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

New Beginnings Counseling Centers
2035 East Lake Mead Boulevard
Suite 3
North Las Vegas, NV 89030
(702) 834-8319
Intake: (702) 538-7412
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU OTPA • OP OD OMB OIT ORT • SF MD • SS • SP • CO DU MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

North Las Vegas Awareness School and Treatment Center
2934 Vandermeer Street
North Las Vegas, NV 89030
(702) 642-9866
Intake: (702) 727-9749
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • SP • DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE WN MN TRMA XD V • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Salvation Army
Adult Rehabilitation Center
211 Judson Avenue
North Las Vegas, NV 89030
(702) 399-2769
Intake: (702) 399-2769x10
SAF • SA • RES RL • NP • PA • SP • WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

OWYHEE

Owyhee Community Health Facility
Substance Abuse Program
1623 Hospital Loop
Owyhee, NV 89832
(775) 757-2415
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • MD MC IHS • AD WN MN • ADLT • FEM MALE

RENO

Advanced DUI School
1000 Bible Way
Suite 66
Reno, NV 89502
(775) 233-5316
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MI • SS • SP • CO DU CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Bristlecone Family Resources
704 Mill Street
Reno, NV 89502
(775) 954-1400x405
Intakes: (775) 954-1400x104 (775) 954-1400
SAF • SA DT HH • OP RES RS RL RD ORT ORT • SF MD PI • SS • SP • CO DU CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Center for Behavioral Health
Nevada
160 Hubbard Way
Suite A
Reno, NV 89502
(775) 829-4472
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU NXN VTRL • OP OD OMB OIT ORT CT • SF MD • DU CJ PW WN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Family Counseling Service of Northern Nevada Inc
575 East Plumb Lane
Suite 100
Reno, NV 89502
(775) 329-0623
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD PI MI • SS • ADLT • FEM MALE

Keystone
78 Keystone Avenue
Reno, NV 89503
(775) 322-8941
SAF • SA • OP RES RL ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS PA • CJ MN • YAD ADLT • MALE
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Provider</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Quest Counseling and Consulting</td>
<td>3500 Lakeside Court, Suite 101, Reno, NV 89509</td>
<td>(775) 786-6880, (775) 329-9830</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ridge House Inc</td>
<td>900 West 1st Street, Reno, NV 89503</td>
<td>(775) 322-8941, (775) 348-8811</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ridge House Inc</td>
<td>905 Mauldin Street, Reno, NV 89502</td>
<td>(775) 348-8811</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ridge House Inc</td>
<td>97 Vine Street, Reno, NV 89503</td>
<td>(775) 322-8941</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ridge House Inc</td>
<td>3700 Safe Harbor Way, Reno, NV 89512</td>
<td>(775) 787-9411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ridge House Inc</td>
<td>3220 Coronado Way, Reno, NV 89503</td>
<td>(775) 787-2459, (775) 787-9411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ridge House Inc</td>
<td>1015 North Sierra Street, Reno, NV 89503</td>
<td>(775) 329-9830</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ridge House Inc</td>
<td>1080 South Highway 95-A, Unit D, Silver Springs, NV 89429</td>
<td>(775) 463-6597</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ridge House Inc</td>
<td>480 Galletti Way, Building 2-A, Sparks, NV 89431</td>
<td>(775) 329-0623, (775) 329-3305, (775) 688-3327</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ridge House Inc</td>
<td>1755 Sullivan Lane, Sparks, NV 89431</td>
<td>(775) 355-7734, (775) 355-7734</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Life Change Center</td>
<td>1015 North Sierra Street, Reno, NV 89503</td>
<td>(775) 329-9830</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vitality Center</td>
<td>Footprints Counseling, 1135 Terminal Way, Reno, NV 89502</td>
<td>(775) 322-3668</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vitality Center</td>
<td>WestCare Nevada Inc, Reno, NV 89502</td>
<td>(775) 348-8811, (775) 322-8941</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vitality Center</td>
<td>Vitality Unlimited, Silver Sage Counseling Services, 530 Mclarkin Street, Suite 206, Winnemucca, NV 89445</td>
<td>(775) 623-3626</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vitality Center</td>
<td>Rural Nevada Counseling, 1080 South Highway 95-A, Unit D, Silver Springs, NV 89429</td>
<td>(775) 463-6597</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vitality Center</td>
<td>Family Counseling Service of Northern Nevada Inc, 480 Galletti Way, Building 2-A, Sparks, NV 89431</td>
<td>(775) 329-0623, (775) 329-3305, (775) 688-3327</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
KEENE
Community Improvement Associates (CIA)
170 Emerald Street
Suite 203
Keene, NH 03431
(603) 352-1016
Intake: (603) 352-1017
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF ATR • AH
• CO DUG VET ADM CJ SE WN MN
DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Monadnock Family Services
Monadnock Region Substance Abuse
17 93rd Street
Keene, NH 03431
(603) 357-4400
Intake: (603) 357-5270
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC
SIP MI ATR • SS • AH • CO • CHLD
ADLT • FEM MALE

Phoenix House
Keene Center
106 Roxbury Street
Keene, NH 03431
(603) 358-4041x9601
SAF • SA BU NXN • OP RES RS ODT
OIT CT • SF MD PI • FX • WN MN
• YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

LEBANON
Dartmouth Hitchcock Psychiatric Assoc
DHMC Addiction Treatment Program
85 Mechanic Street
Suite 3B-1
Lebanon, NH 03766
(603) 653-1860
Intake: (603) 653-1862
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI
ATR • CO DUG CJ SE AD WN MN
TRMA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM
MALE

Child and Family Services
464 Chestnut Street
Manchester, NH 03010
(603) 518-4000
Intake: (603) 518-4000x4362
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI
A TR • SSPA • AD • CHLD YAD ADLT •
FEM MALE

Farnum Center
140 Queen City Avenue
Manchester, NH 03103
(603) 622-3020
Intake: (888) 840-4243
SAF • SA DT BU • OP RES RS RD OMB
ODT OIT ORT HID • SF MD PI MI ATR
• SS • SP • DU WN MN • YAD ADLT •
FEM MALE

Habit OPCO
20 Market Street
Manchester, NH 03101
(603) 622-4747
Intake: (603) 622-9382
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM OTPA • OP OD
OMB ORT • SF MD PI • AH • CO DUG
CJ PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

West Central Behavioral Health
85 Mechanic Street
Suite 360
Lebanon, NH 03766
(603) 448-1101
Intake: (603) 542-5128
MHF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC PI •
CO • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

MANCHESTER
Bresnahan and Ball Counseling Services
Substance Abuse Outpatient
66 Prospect Street
Manchester, NH 03014
(603) 965-6477
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF SI
PI ATR • CO DUG CJ SE AD WN MN
TRMA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM
MALE

Child and Family Services
464 Chestnut Street
Manchester, NH 03010
(603) 518-4000
Intake: (603) 518-4000x4362
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI
A TR • SSPA • AD • CHLD YAD ADLT •
FEM MALE

Farnum Center
140 Queen City Avenue
Manchester, NH 03103
(603) 622-3020
Intake: (888) 840-4243
SAF • SA DT BU • OP RES RS RD OMB
ODT OIT ORT HID • SF MD PI MI ATR
• SS • SP • DU WN MN • YAD ADLT •
FEM MALE

Serenity Place
NCADD Affiliate
101 Manchester Street
Manchester, NH 03101
(603) 625-6980
SAF • SA HH • RES RL • SS • MN •
YAD ADLT • MALE

NASHUA
Greater Nashua Council on Alcoholism
Cynthia Day Family Center
615 Amherst Street
Nashua, NH 03063
(603) 881-4848
Intake: (603) 881-4848x3100
SAF • SA • RES RL • SF MD SI PI ATR
• PA • SP FX • CO CJ PW TRMA BC XA
DV • YAD ADLT • FEM • F28 F67

Greater Nashua Council on Alcoholism
Keystone Hall
615 Amherst Street
Nashua, NH 03063
(603) 881-4848x3111
Intake: (603) 881-4848x3106
SAF • SA DT • OP RES RL RD OIT
ORT • SF MD MC SI PI ATR • SP FX • CO
DUG CJ PW WN MN BC XA DV • YAD •
FEM MALE • F19 F28

Metro Treatment of New Hampshire LP
Manchester Metro Treatment Center
5 Driving Park Road
Suite A
Manchester, NH 03103
(603) 622-5005
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU OTPA • OP
OD OMB ODT ORT CT • SF MD SI • SP
• CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW WN
MNT RMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM
MALE

NH Dv Alcohol/Drug Abuse Prev and
Recovery/Tirrell Halfway House
15 Brook Street
Manchester, NH 03104
(603) 836-5145
Intake: (603) 836-5450
SAF • SA HH • RES RL • SS • MN •
YAD ADLT • MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
Youth Council
Substance Abuse Treatment
112 West Pearl Street
Nashua, NH 03060
(603) 889-1090
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI
MI • SS • CO AD • ADLT • FEM MALE

PORTSMOUTH
Merrimack River Medical Services
177 Shatuck Way
Portsmouth, NH 03801
(603) 436-0448
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM OTPA • OP OD
OMB ORT CT • SF MD MI • YAD ADLT
• FEM MALE

SOMERSWORTH
Merrimack River Medical Associates
Somersworth Methadone Clinic
200 Route 108
Somersworth, NH 03878
(603) 953-0077
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM OTPA • OP OD
OMB ORT • SF MD MI • CO GL VET
ADM MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA
XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

SWANZEY
Metro Treatment of New Hampshire LP
Keene Metro Treatment Center
1076 West Swanzey Road
Swanzey, NH 03446
(603) 358-0050
Intake: (877) 284-7074
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU OTPA • OP OD
OMB ORT • SF MD MI • CO GL VET
ADM MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA
XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

WEST LEBANON
Habit OPCO
254 Plainfield Road
West Lebanon, NH 03784
(603) 298-2146
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU OTPA • OP OD
OMB ORT • SF MD SI • PW WN
MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

WOODSVILLE
Friendship House at Woodsville
Tri County Community Action Prog Inc
6 Church Street
Woodsville, NH 03785
(603) 747-2535
Intake: (603) 869-2210x16
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF PI ATR • SS •
DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
NEW JERSEY

ABSECON

Addiction Trt Servs International
313 East Jimmie Leeds Road
Suite 200
Absecon, NJ 08205
(609) 498-6009
SAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT CT • SF PI • SS • CO WN MN TR MA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Thomas E Hand and Professional Assoc
AKA Intoxicated Drivers Counseling
283 East Jimmie Leeds Road
Absecon, NJ 08205
(609) 748-3331
SAF • FEM • MALE

ASBURY PARK

Epiphany House
110 Grand Avenue
Asbury Park, NJ 07712
(732) 775-0720
Intake: (732) 775-0720x226
SAF • SA • BU • OP ORT CT • SF • SS • DU CJ AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Epiphany House
304 4th Avenue
Asbury Park, NJ 07712
(732) 775-0720
Intake: (732) 775-0720x226
SAF • SA • VTRL HH • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF • SI PI MI • SS PA • AH SP • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Jewish Family and Children Services of Greater Monmouth County
705 Summerfield Avenue
Asbury Park, NJ 07712
(732) 774-6886
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • CO DU GL VET CJ SE AD PW WN MN TR MA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Monmouth County Division of Social Services
2405 Route 66
Project Transition
Asbury Park, NJ 07712
(732) 431-6000x5854
Intakes: (732) 431-6000x5848 (732) 431-6000x1641
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • NP • PA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

ATLANTIC CITY

Atlantic Care Health Services
Mission Healthcare
2009 Bacharach Boulevard
Atlantic City, NJ 08401
(609) 344-5714
GHF • SA DT • BU NXN VTRL • OP OD OMB OIT ORT CT • SF • MD MC PI MI • SS PA • CO CJ SE WN MN TR MA XA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Atlantic City Rescue Mission
2009 Bacharach Boulevard
Atlantic City, NJ 08401
(609) 345-5517x116
Intake: (609) 345-5517x142
MHSAF • SA DT • RES RS RL RD • MD MC SI PI MI • CO VET SE PW WN MN TR MA BC XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

John Brooks Recovery Center
1315 Pacific Avenue
Atlantic City, NJ 08401
(609) 345-4035x1313
Intake: (609) 345-4035x1342 (609) 345-4035
SAF • SA DT • MM BU • OP RES RL OD OMB ORT • SF • MD • SP • CO DU PW WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

BAYONNE

Community Psychotherapy Associates
479 Avenue C
Bayonne, NJ 07002
(201) 339-0142
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • MD MC • SI PI MI • M1 • FX • CO CJ SE WN MN TR MA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Dorothy Rose Psychotherapy and Hypnotherapy Services
371 Avenue A
Bayonne, NJ 07002
(201) 858-1477
MHF • SA • OP ORT • SF • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

New Pathway Counseling Services Inc
995 Broadway
Bayonne, NJ 07002
(201) 436-1022
SAF • SA BU • OP OMB OIT ORT • SF SI PI • SS • DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Northstar Health Systems
354 Avenue C
Penthouse Suite
Bayonne, NJ 07002
(201) 538-5959
Intake: (201) 535-5960
MHSAF • SA BU • OP OMB OIT ORT • SF • MD MC • CO DU WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

BAYVILLE

Ocean Mental Health Services Inc
Project Recovery
160 Atlantic City Boulevard
Bayville, NJ 08721
(732) 349-5550
Intake: (732) 575-1111
MHSAF • SA • BU NXN • OP OMB ODT OIT ORT • SF • MD MC SI PI • CO DU CJ WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Milestone Group LLC
84 First Avenue
south Floor
Atlantic Highlands, NJ 07716
(732) 291-1993
Intake: (908) 461-5829
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF SI PI MI • CO TR MA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
**NEW JERSEY**

**BELLE MEAD**
Carrier Clinic
Blake Recovery Center
252 County Route 601
Belle Mead, NJ 08502
(908) 281-1000
SAF • SA DT BU NXN • OP RES RS RD
OMB OIT • SF PI MI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**BELLEVILLE**
Marriage and Family Counseling Center
387 Union Avenue
Belleville, NJ 07109
(973) 759-3388
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT OIT ORT • SF MD MC • SS • CO DU CJ SE PW WN
TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

North West Essex Community Healthcare Network
570 Belleville Avenue
Belleville, NJ 07109
(973) 450-3100
MHSAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF MD MC • SS • CO DU • ADLT • FEM MALE

**BELMAR**
Wall Youth Center and Community Services
1824 South M Street
Belmar, NJ 07719
(732) 681-1375
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF • SS PA • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

**BERKELEY HEIGHTS**
Richard Colligan LCADC CSW
430 Springfield Avenue
Suite 205
Berkeley Heights, NJ 07922
(908) 347-9551
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF PI • SS • CO DU GL VET CJ SE WN MN XA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

**BERLIN**
Women of Hope Resource Center Inc
14 Esthaugh Avenue
Berlin, NJ 08009
(856) 767-3700
Intake: (856) 767-3729
MHSAF • SA • VTRL • OP OIT ORT • SF MD • SS • SP • DU CJ SE PW WN
TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

**BLAIRSTOWN**
Haley House
62 Ward Road
Blairstown, NJ 07825
(908) 362-5417
Intake: (908) 362-6183
SAF • SA • NXN HH • RES RL • SF • CO WN • YAD ADLT • FEM

Little Hill
Alina Lodge
61 Ward Road
Blairstown, NJ 07825
(908) 362-6114
Intake: (800) 575-6343
SAF • SA • BU NXN VTRL • RES RL • SF • CO GL VET CJ SE PW WN MN
TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**BLOOMFIELD**
Allan D Wright Addiction Counselor
33 Park Street
Bloomfield, NJ 07003
(973) 748-4252
Intake: (201) 463-8014
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • DU MF
SE AD WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

**BORDENTOWN**
Paul Piconcelli MA/LPC/NCC
348 Farmworth Avenue
Suite 1
Bordentown, NJ 08505
(609) 638-3022
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF SI PI MI • SS PA • SP • DU GL VET ADM MF
CJ SE AD MN TRMA XA DV • ADLT • FEM MALE

**BOUND BROOK**
Family and Community Services of Somerset County
339 West 2nd Street
Bound Brook, NJ 08805
(732) 356-1082
Intake: (732) 356-1082x13
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD PI • SS • SP • AD WN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**BRICK**
HH4 Counseling
74 Brick Boulevard
Suite 4-2068
Brick, NJ 08723
(732) 477-0862
Intakes: (732) 477-0862x101 (732) 477-0862x102
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF PI MI • SS • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Ocean Monmouth Care, LLC
495 Jack Martin Boulevard
Brick, NJ 08724
(732) 458-2180
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA MM BU O&PA • OP OMB OIT ORT • SF MD • SP • PW WN MN
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Scashore Family Services of New Jersey
35 Beaverson Boulevard
Suite 6-A
Brick, NJ 08723
(732) 477-3507
Intakes: (732) 477-3507
SAF • SA VTRL • OP OMB ORT • SF • SS PA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
BRIDGEWATER
Catholic Charities/Somerset
Comprehensive Family Trt of Addictions
540 Route 22 East
Bridgewater, NJ 08807
(908) 722-1881
MHSASF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD • AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Genesis Counseling Center/Camden
1000 Atlantic Avenue
5th Floor
Camden, NJ 08104
(856) 964-3955
Intake: (856) 964-3955
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI • SP • PW WN MN YAD ADLT • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Sikora Center Inc
613-615 Clinton Street
Camden, NJ 08103
(856) 963-1312
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • MD • PA • PW WN MN YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

NEW JERSEY

BRIDGETON
Cumberland County Alcoholism and Drug
AKA First Step Clinic
72 North Pearl Street
Bridgeton, NJ 08302
(856) 451-3727
Intake: (856) 451-3727x24
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD • SS • AD PW WN MN • CHLD • FEM MALE

Seabrook House
133 Polk Lane
Bridgeton, NJ 08302
(800) 761-7575
Intake: (856) 964-3955
MHSASF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD • SF PI MI • AH • WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

South Jersey Drug Treatment Center
162 Sunny Slope Drive
Bridgeton, NJ 08302
(856) 455-5441
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

CALDWELL
Bridge Inc
14 Park Avenue
Caldwell, NJ 07006
(973) 228-3000
Intake: (973) 228-3000
MHSASF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI • PA • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Camden Treatment Associates
T/A Urban Treatment Associates
424-32 Market Street
Camden, NJ 08102
(856) 338-1811
Intake: (973) 228-3000
MHSASF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI • PA • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

CAMDEN
Volunteers of America Delaware Valley
Addiction Treatment Program
510 Liberty Street
Camden, NJ 08104
(856) 583-2220
Intakes: (856) 583-2220x2117
SAF • SA • BU • OP RES RS RL • OMB ORT ORT • SF • SS • YAD ADLT • MALE

CAPE MAY COURT HOUSE
Addiction Recovery Systems
1200 South Route 9
Cape May Court House, NJ 08210
(609) 463-0500
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA MM DM • BU OTPA • SF • OMB ORT ORT • SF MD SI • SP • PW WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Velez Professional Services
1000 Atlantic Avenue
1st Floor
Camden, NJ 08104
(856) 966-4515
Intake: (856) 966-4515
MHSAF • SA • DT • OP OD ODT OIT ORT • SF • MD • SP • CO GL • VET ADM MF CJ SE AD WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • MALE

Nancy C Craft Counseling Services
223 South Main Street
Cape May Court House, NJ 08210
(609) 465-7788
Intake: (609) 465-7788
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MC PI MI • SS • CO DU GL VET MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

RKP Associates
1 Fairway Drive
Cape May Court House, NJ 08210
(609) 465-2233
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v. 509
### CHERRY HILL

**Humble Beginnings LLC**
1930 East Marlton Pike
Building G
Cherry Hill, NJ 08003
(856) 336-8506
Intake: (856) 336-5806
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF PI • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Kennedy Univ Hosp/Cherry Hill Division Substance Abuse Servs and Outpt
Chapel Avenue and Cooperlanding Road
Cherry Hill, NJ 08002
(800) 528-3425
Intake: (856) 488-6789x2
MHSASF • SA BU VTRL • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • PA • CO GL VET MF AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Unity Place
1 Keystone Avenue
Suite 100
Cherry Hill, NJ 08003
(856) 424-4142
MHSASF • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP OMB ODT OIT ORT • SF MD • GL WN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

### CLAYTON

**Helping Hand Behavioral Health Corp**
25 Pop Kramer Boulevard
Clayton, NJ 08312
(856) 881-9000x238
MHSASF • SA VTRL • OP OMB ODT OIT ORT • SF MD MC • SS • CO • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

North East Counseling Services LLC
249 South Delsea Drive
Clayton, NJ 08312
(856) 899-7130
MHSASF • SA • OP ORT • SF PI MI • SP • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

### CLINTON

**Clifton Counseling Services**
60 Hadley Avenue
Suite A
Clifton, NJ 07011
(973) 454-4585
MHSASF • SA • OP ORT • SF PI MI • CO DU GL VET CJ SE WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

SERV Behavioral Health System Inc
777 Bloomfield Avenue
Clifton, NJ 07012
(973) 594-0125x20
MHSASF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC PI • SS • ADLT • FEM MALE

### COLLINGSWOOD

**Genesis Counseling Center**
Drug/Alcohol/Mental Outpatient Servs
566 Haddon Avenue
Collingswood, NJ 08108
(856) 858-9314
MHSASF • SA • OP ORT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • SP • CO DU CJ AD WN MN • ADLT • FEM MALE

Lighthouse at Haddon Township
215 Highland Avenue
Suite C-28
Collingswood, NJ 08108
(856) 854-0008
Intake: (888) 732-8977
SAF • SA • OP ORT ORT • SF PI • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Village Wrap Inc
316 Haddon Avenue
Collingswood, NJ 08108
(856) 240-1417
MHSASF • SA • OP ORT ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS • AH FX • CO DU GL VET MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE • F4 F81

### COLTS NECK

**Colts Neck Consulting Group**
415 Route 34
Suite 6
Colts Neck, NJ 07722
(732) 546-5138
MHSASF • SA • OP ORT • SF PI • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Elaine Hopkins LCSW
Psychotherapy Services
415 Route 34
Colts Neck, NJ 07722
(732) 546-5138
MHSASF • SA • OP ORT • SF PI • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

### CRANFORD

**High Focus Centers**
16 Commerce Drive
Cranford, NJ 07016
(908) 272-2474
Intake: (800) 877-3628
MHSASF • SA BU NXN • OP OIT ORT • SF PI MI • AH • CO AD TRMA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

### DEPTFORD

**Family Care Connection LLC**
44 Cooper Street
Suite 6
Deptford, NJ 08096
(856) 579-7303
MHSASF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI MI • SS • SP • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

SODAT of New Jersey Inc
124 North Broad Street
Deptford, NJ 08096
(856) 845-6363
Intake: (888) 792-4383
SAF • SA • OP ORT ORT • SF MD • SS • PA • CO DU GL CJ SE AD WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE
**DOVER**

Hope House
Outpatient Services
19-21 Belmont Avenue
Dover, NJ 07802
(973) 361-5555
Intakes: (973) 361-5555x170 (973) 361-5555x171
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • SS PA • SP • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

**DUMONT**

Vantage Health System
2 Park Avenue
Dumont, NJ 07628
(201) 385-4400
Intake: (201) 567-0059
MHF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**EAST BRUNSWICK**

Laszlo Center 4 Hope and Healing
367 Old Bridge Turnpike
East Brunswick, NJ 08816
(732) 794-3629
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF PI • FX • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE • F66

**EAST ORANGE**

Airmid Counseling Services
137 Evergreen Place
Suite 2-B
East Orange, NJ 07018
(973) 678-0550
Intake: (973) 678-0553
SAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF MD • SS • SP • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Consumer Friends Inc
60 Evergreen Place
Suite 904-B
East Orange, NJ 07018
(973) 678-3966
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI • SS • SP • CO DU GL VET MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA • DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

East Orange Substance Abuse Trt Prog
160 Halsted Street
1st Floor
East Orange, NJ 07018
(973) 266-5200
SAF • SA • MM • OP OMB OIT ORT • SF MD • SS • WN MN TRMA XA • DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Marilyn Center
220 South Harrison Street
Suite M
East Orange, NJ 07018
(973) 474-6492
Intake: (732) 261-1127
MHSAF • SA • MM • OP ORT • SF MD PI MI • ATR • SS PA • SP • CO DU VET CJ WN MN TRMA XA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Veterans Affairs Medical Center
Substance Use Disorders Services
385 Tremont Avenue and Center Street
East Orange, NJ 07018
(973) 676-1000x1558
Intake: (609) 965-3699
MHSAF • SA HH • RES RL CT • SF MD • CO CJ WN MN TRMA XA • DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**EATONTOWN**

Advanced Health and Education
3 Corbett Way
Eatontown, NJ 07724
(732) 321-7189
Intake: (732) 321-7189
MHSAF • SA HH • RES RL CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Recovery Innovations Inc
1 Corbett Way
Suite K
Eatontown, NJ 07724
(732) 580-7061
SAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF MD • SP • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

EDISON

Diamond Counseling Center
1 Ethel Road
Building 1 Suite 101-B
Edison, NJ 08817
(732) 248-1805
MHSAF • SA NHN • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • SP • DU AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

JFK Center for Behavioral Health
69 James Street
Edison, NJ 08818
(732) 321-7189
MHSAF • SA NHN • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC PI • PA • AH • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**EGG HARBOR CITY**

Hansen House for Men and Women
411 Aloe Street
Egg Harbor City, NJ 08215
(609) 965-6710
Intake: (609) 965-3699
MHSAF • SA NHN • RES RL CT • SF MD • CO CJ WN MN TRMA XA • DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**EGG HARBOR TOWNSHIP**

Atlanticare Behavioral Health
501 Scarborough Drive
Egg Harbor Township, NJ 08234
(609) 646-5142
Intake: (609) 646-9159
MHSAF • SA NHN • RES RL CT • SF MD • CO CJ WN MN TRMA XA • DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Community Psychiatric Institute
67 Sanford Street
East Orange, NJ 07018
(973) 673-3342
MHSAF • SA NHN • OP OIT ORT • SF MD • SS • CO DU CJ WN MN TRMA XA • DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
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Atlanticare Behavioral Health
Child and Adolescent
6010 Black Horse Pike
Suite 1000
Egg Harbor Township, NJ 08234
(609) 272-0909
Intake: (609) 646-9159
MHSASI • SA • OT OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

Behav Crossroads Recovery Servs LLC
205 West Parkway Drive
Suite 2
Egg Harbor Township, NJ 08234
(609) 645-2500
Intakes: (609) 645-2500x133 (609) 645-2500x112
SAF • SA NXXV VTRL • OP OMB ODT OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI • CO PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Elizabeth

Intervention Specialists LLC
583 Cherry Street
Elizabeth, NJ 07208
(908) 289-0700
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD • SS PA • AH SP • CO DU CJ AD WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Lennard Clinic Inc
850 Woodruff Lane
Elizabeth, NJ 07201
(908) 352-0850
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM OTPA • OP OD OMB OIT ORT • SF MD SI • SS • SP • CJ PW • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Proceed Inc
Addiction Services
1126 Dickinson Street
Elizabeth, NJ 07201
(908) 351-7727x251
Intake: (908) 351-7727
MHSASI • SA • OP ORT • SF SI PI MI • SS • SP FX • CO DU GL VET CJ • SE AD WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE • F67

Elizabethport

Trinitas Hospital
Substance Abuse Services
654 East Jersey Street
1st Floor
Elizabethport, NJ 07206
(908) 994-7090
MHSASI • SA DT BU NXXV VTRL • OP OD ODT OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI ATR • PA • AH SP FX • CO GL VET CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F19 F66

Fair Lawn

Counseling Center at Fair Lawn
16-01 Broadway
Fair Lawn, NJ 07410
(201) 797-0001
Intake: (877) 572-9521
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI MI • CO AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Fairfield

Full Recovery Wellness Center
333 Route 46 West
Suite B 205
Fairfield, NJ 07004
(973) 244-0022
Intake: (877) 572-9521
MHSASI • SA DT BU VTRL • OP OD ODT OIT ORT • SF PI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Rehabilitation Counseling Associates
59 Glen Avenue
Fairfield, NJ 07004
(973) 256-2080
MHSASI • SA • OP ORT • SF MC SI PI • SS • SP FX • DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE • F42 F66

Flemington

Good News Home for Women
33 Bartles Corner Road
Flemington, NJ 08822
(908) 806-4220
Intakes: (908) 806-4220x223 (908) 806-4220x221
MHSASI • SA NXXN • RESRSRL • SF MD • SS PA • CO PW WN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM

High Point DAS Program
162 Broad Street
Flemington, NJ 08822
(908) 788-5979
Intakes: (908) 788-5979x325 (908) 788-5979x304
SAF • SA BU NXXV VTRL • OP OMB ODT OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI • SS • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

High Point Partial Care
162 Broad Street
Flemington, NJ 08822
(908) 788-5979
Intakes: (908) 788-5979x325 (908) 788-5979x304
MH • SA BU NXXV VTRL • OP OMB ODT OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI • SS • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Hunterdon Drug Awareness Program
8 Main Street
Suite 7
Flemington, NJ 08822
(908) 788-1900
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MC SI PI • SS PA • SP • CO DU AD PW WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Hunterdon Med Ctr/Addictions Trt Servs
Hunterdon Behavioral Health
2100 Wescott Drive
Flemington, NJ 08822
(908) 786-6401
Intake: (908) 786-6401x4
SAF • SA DT NXXV VTRL • OP ODT OIT ORT HTD • SF MD MC SI PI • SS • AH SP FX • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE • F17 F66 F67

Hunterdon Prevention Resources
4 Walter Foran Boulevard
Suite 410
Flemington, NJ 08822
(908) 782-3909
MHSASI • SA • OP ORT • SF • SS • DU AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
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FORT DIX
Army Substance Abuse Program
Building 5616
Doughboy Loop
Fort Dix, NJ 08640
(609) 562-4011
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • NP • PA
• DU ADM MF • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

FORT LEE
Candace Boltuch Fagan
2357 Lemoine Avenue
Fort Lee, NJ 07024
(201) 585-9814
Intake: (201) 815-6863
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF PI • DU
CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

FRANKLIN
Sunrise House/Halfway House
47 Main Street
Franklin, NJ 07416
(973) 827-5489
Intake: (973) 827-5780
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF PI • DU
CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

FREEHOLD
Center for Healing Behavioral Health
958 Adelphia Road
Freehold, NJ 07728
(732) 432-5464
Intake: (888) 500-9279
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • YAD
CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

High Focus Centers
6 Paragon Way
Suite 104
Freehold, NJ 07728
(732) 303-9900
Intake: (800) 877-3628
MHSAF • SA BU NXN • OP OIT ORT •
SF PI MI • AH • CO AD TRMA • CHLD
ADLT • FEM MALE

GLEN GARDNER
Freedom House
3 Pavilion Road
Glen Gardner, NJ 08826
(908) 537-6043
SAF • SA HH • RES RL CT • SF • SS PA
• SP • CO GL VET PW WN TRMA BC
DV • YAD ADLT • FEM

GLASSBORO
Maryville Inc
707 North Main Street
Suite 2
Glassboro, NJ 08028
(856) 863-3913
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF PI PI
• SS • CO DU CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM

GLOUCESTER CITY
My Fathers House Inc
104 North King Street
Gloucester City, NJ 08030
(856) 742-0113
SAF • SA • VTRL • OP OMB OIT
ORT • SF MD • SP • DU CJ SE AD WN
MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

HACKENSACK
Addiction Treatment for Latinos
Latin American Inst for Social Servs
10 Banta Place
Suite 110
Hackensack, NJ 07601
(201) 525-1700
Intake: (201) 289-2832
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF
PI AT TR • SS PA • SP • CO DU GL VET
ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN
TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM

Adolescent Substance Abuse Program
1 Bergen County Plaza
2nd Floor
Hackensack, NJ 07601
(201) 336-7350
Intake: (201) 336-7359
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • NP • AH SP
FX • CO GL CJ AD PW TRMA XA DV
CHLD • FEM MALE • F4 F17 F19 F42 F43
F47 F66 F70

Bergen County Community Action Partner
Ladder Project
261 State Street
Hackensack, NJ 07601
(201) 342-0029
Intake: (201) 342-8462
SAF • SA HH • RES RL • SI • CO VET CJ
MN TRMA XA • YAD ADLT • MALE

Bergen County Dept of Health Services
Addiction Recovery Program
103 Hudson Street
Hackensack, NJ 07601
(201) 336-3300
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • SS PA
• SP • CO DU CJ WN MN • YAD ADLT •
FEM MALE

Center of Revitalizing Psychiatry PC
795 North Main Street
Hackensack, NJ 07601
(201) 488-5161
Intake: (888) 488-5161
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF
PI MI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
New Focus Program
Buddies of New Jersey
149 Hudson Street
Hackensack, NJ 07601
(201) 489-2900x15
Intake: (201) 489-2000x15
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • NP • PA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Team Management 2000 Inc
84 Main Street
Suite 1
Hackensack, NJ 07601
(201) 487-4700
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD ATR • AH FX • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE • F88

HACKETTSTOWN
Hackettstown Regional Medical Center
The Counseling and Addiction Center
112 East Avenue
Unit 9
Hackettstown, NJ 07840
(908) 441-1559
Intake: (908) 441-1559
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • PA • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

HAZLET
Daniel Struble LCSW LCADC
32 Village Court
Hazlet, NJ 07730
(732) 355-1675
MHSASF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD PI • SS • DU GL AD EA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

HOBOKEN
Hoboken University Medical Center
Giant Steps Program
61 Monroe Street
Hoboken, NJ 07030
(201) 792-8290
SAF • SA • OP ODT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH SP • DU AD MN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

IRVINGTON
Bridge Inc
1065 Clinton Avenue
Irvington, NJ 07111
(973) 372-2624
Intake: (973) 372-2624x304
MHSASF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD PI • SS PA • DU WN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

New Hope Behavioral Health Center
277-285 Coit Street
Irvington, NJ 07111
(973) 373-5100
Intake: (973) 373-5100
MHSASF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT CT • MD • SP FX • CO GL CJ SE AD WN MN XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F19 F28

JERSEY CITY
Alpha Healing Center LLC
600 Pavonia Avenue
8th Floor Suite B
Jersey City, NJ 07306
(732) 228-8060
Intake: (844) 244-4325
SAF • SA • DT BU XN • OP OD ODT OIT ORT • SF PI • SS • CO CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

C Line Community Outreach Services
110 Martin Luther King Drive
Jersey City, NJ 07305
(201) 200-1965
Intake: (201) 200-1550
MHSASF • SA • BU XN VTRL • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI MI ATR • SS PA • SP • CO DU GL VET CJ SE AD PW WN MN XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Christ Hospital
Department of Psychiatry
179 Palisade Avenue
Jersey City, NJ 07306
(201) 795-8375
Intake: (201) 795-8375x5454
MHSASF • SA • BU • OP OMB OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC PI MI • PA • AH SP FX • CO DU CJ AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F28 F30

Jersey City Medical Center
Addiction Services Outpatient
395 Grand Street
Jersey City, NJ 07302
(201) 915-2883
Intake: (201) 915-2272
MHSASF • SA • BU XN VTRL • OP OMB ODT OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • PA • SP • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

KHALEDOSCOPE HEALTHCARE INC
75 Harrison Avenue
Jersey City, NJ 07304
(201) 451-5425
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA • BU XN OTPA • OP OMB ODT OIT ORT • SF MD MC PI MI • AH SP • CO CJ PW WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

KLAIDOSCOPE HEALTHCARE INC
75 Harrison Avenue
Jersey City, NJ 07304
(201) 451-5444
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA • BU XN OTPA • OP OD OMB OIT ORT • SF MD SI • AH SP • CO PW WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

SPECTRUM HEALTHCARE INC
74-80 Pacific Avenue
Jersey City, NJ 07304
(201) 860-2544
Intakes: (201) 860-2544 (201) 860-6100
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA • BU XN OTPA • OP OD OMB OIT ORT • SF MD SI • AH SP • CO PW WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

SPECTRUM HEALTHCARE INC
74-80 Pacific Avenue
Jersey City, NJ 07304
(201) 860-2544
Intakes: (201) 860-2544 (201) 860-6100
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA • BU XN OTPA • OP OD OMB OIT ORT • SF MD SI • AH SP • CO PW WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

STANDARDS FOR CODE DEFINITIONS - SEE KEY ON PAGE 175
KEYPORT
Endeavor House
6 Broadway Street
Keyport, NJ 07735
(732) 264-3824
Intake: (800) 570-2626
SAF • SA BU • OP OMB ODT ORT • SF PI • AH • CO
SE WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

LAFAYETTE
Sunrise House Foundation Inc
Detoxification and Residential Trt
37 Sunset Inn Road
Lafayette, NJ 07848
(732) 961-9666
Intakes: (973) 383-6300x115 (800) 538-0800x7118
SAF • SA DT BU • OP RES RS RL RD
OIT ORT • SF PI • AH SP • WN BC •
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

LAKEWOOD
Ctr at Advanced Behav Care Servs LLC
5 Airport Road
Lakewood, NJ 08701
(732) 961-9666
MHSAF • SA • OP ODT OIT • SF MD PI
MI • SS • CO DU CJ AD TR MA • YAD ADLT
• FEM MALE

Preferred Behavioral Health of
New Jersey
700 Airport Road
Lakewood, NJ 08701
(732) 367-4700
Intake: (732) 367-4700
MHSAF • SA BU VTRL • OP OMB ODT
OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS
PA • SP • DU CJ GL VET ADM MF CJ
SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV •
CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

LANOKA HARBOR
Agape Counseling Services
815 Route 9
Lanoka Harbor, NJ 08734
(609) 242-0086
SAF • SA BU • OP OMB OIT ORT • SF •
DU CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

LEGGEDWOOD
Mount Olive Counseling and Clinic
1278 Route 46
Lildedwood, NJ 07852
(973) 584-6700
MHSAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT CT •
SF PI • SS • CO DU CJ AD MN • YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

LIBERTY CORNER
Bonnie Brac
3415 Valley Road
Liberty Corner, NJ 07938
(908) 647-0800
Intakes: (908) 647-0800x7101 (908) 647-
0800x707
SAF • SA RES RL • SF MD MC SI PI • SP
• CO DU CJ AD TR MA • YAD ADLT •
MALE

LINDEN
Life Options Counseling LLC
821 North Wood Avenue
1st Floor Rear Entrance
Linden, NJ 07036
(908) 290-3580
Intake: (908) 290-3550
MHSAF • SA • OP ODT OIT • SF MD MC SI PI •
SP FX • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM
MALE • F42

LITTLE SILVER
Little Silver Behavioral Health
34 Sycamore Avenue
Building 2
Little Silver, NJ 07739
(732) 576-8925x4
Intake: (732) 576-8925x4
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF •
DU CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

LYNDHURST
Comprehensive Behavioral Healthcare
516 Valley Brook Avenue
Lyndhurst, NJ 07071
(201) 935-3322
Intake: (201) 646-0195
SAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP
OMB OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • AH
• DU • ADLT • FEM MALE

MAMAHAWKIN
Lighthouse at Mahwah
400 North Main Street
Building 1 Suite 2
Mahwah, NJ 07030
(888) 743-5748
Intake: (609) 743-5748
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI •
CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

MANASQUAN
Frank Murano LCSW LCADC
2517 Highway 35
Suite 205 Building H
Manasquan, NJ 08736
(732) 530-0008
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF SI PI •
DU CJ GL VET AD MN TRMA XA •
CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
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### MARLBORO

- **Discovery Institute for Addictive Disorders/Long/Short Term Resid**
  
  80 Conover Road
  
  Marlboro, NJ 07746
  
  (732) 946-9444

- **DWI/DUI Clients Only**

  - SAF • SA • HH • OP • RES • RS • RL • ODT • OIT
  
  - ORT • CT • SF • MD • PI • SP • CO • DU • GL
  
  - MF • CJ • SE • MN • XA • DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

- **New Hope Foundation Inc**

  - Substance Abuse Services
  
  80 Conover Road
  
  Marlboro, NJ 07746
  
  (732) 946-3030

  - Intakes: (732) 946-3030x201 (732) 946-3030x202

  - SAF • SA • DT BU • VTRL • RES • RS • RL • RD • HID • SF • MD • PI • MI • SS • PA • AH • SP
  
  - AD • WN • MN • CHLD • ADLT • FEM MALE

### MARLTON

- **Growth and Recovery Services**

  2001 Lincoln Drive West
  
  Marlton, NJ 08053
  
  (856) 663-3000

- **SAF • SA • DT BU • NNXN • VTRL • OP • OMB • OI • OIT • ORT • CT • SF • SS • CO • GL
  
  - VET • AD • MF • CJ • SE • MN • XA • DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

- **Rehab After Work**

  851 Route 73 North
  
  Suite C
  
  Marlton, NJ 08053
  
  (800) 238-4357

- **SAF • SA • ORT • OIT • CT • SF • PI • SS • DU • WN • MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

### MAYS LANDING

- **George Wolos**

  5918 Main Street
  
  Suite 204
  
  Mays Landing, NJ 08330
  
  (609) 287-2747

- **Intake: (609) 287-2747x60928**

  - SAF • SA • OP • ORT • SF • DU • CHLD
  
  - YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

- **Recovery Services of New Jersey Inc DBA Lighthouse at Mays Landing**

  5034 Atlantic Avenue
  
  Mays Landing, NJ 08330
  
  (609) 625-4900x106

- **Intakes: (609) 625-4900 (800) 852-8851**

  - SAF • SA • DT BU • NNXN • OP • RES • RS • RL • ODT • OIT • ORT • SF • PI • SS
  
  - DU • WN • MN • CHLD • ADLT • FEM MALE

### MATAWAN

- **Community YMCA Family Services**

  166 Main Street
  
  Matawan, NJ 07747
  
  (732) 290-9040

- **Intake: (732) 290-9040x0**

  - MHSAF • SA • OP • OIT • ORT • SF • PI • MI
  
  - SS • CO • AD • WN • MN • CHLD • YAD • ADLT • FEM MALE

- **Mattie House**

  Residential Halfway House/Males Only
  
  86 Conover Road
  
  Matawan, NJ 07746
  
  (732) 817-0616

- **SAF • SA • BU • NNXN • VTRL • HH • RES • RL • SF • MN • YAD ADLT • MALE**

- **New Hope Foundation Inc**

  Substance Abuse Services
  
  80 Conover Road
  
  Matawan, NJ 07746
  
  (807) 946-9444

- **Intake: (732) 946-9445**

  - SAF • SA • BU • NNXN • VTRL • OP • RES • RS • RL • ODT • OIT • ORT • SF • PI • CO • DU • GL
  
  - MF • CJ • SE • MN • XA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

### MEDFORD

- **Alliance Consultants**

  520 Stokes Road
  
  Suite B-12
  
  Medford, NJ 08055
  
  (609) 859-2738

- **MHSAF • SA • OP • OIT • ORT • SF • PI • DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE**

- **Ambrosia of New Jersey LLC**

  287 Old Marlton Pike
  
  Medford, NJ 08055
  
  (609) 678-0730

- **Intake: (561) 578-8600**

  - SAF • SA • DT BU • NNXN • VTRL • OP • OMB • OI • OIT • ORT • CT • SF • PI • MI • AH
  
  - WN • MN • YAD • ADLT • FEM MALE

- **Elm Lifelines**

  23 South Main Street
  
  Suite 1
  
  Medford, NJ 08055
  
  (609) 654-404x2

- **SAF • SA • OP • ORT • SF • MD • PI • MI • SS • PW • WN • TRMA • XA • DV • YAD • ADLT • FEM MALE**
**MERCHANDTVILLE**

Delaware Valley Medical
7980 South Crescent Boulevard
Route 130
Menton Township, NJ 08831
(856) 665-5100x206
Intake: (856) 665-5100
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM OTPA • OP OD OMB OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI • SP FX • DU PW WN MN TRMA • ADLT • FEM MALE

Harmony Place
7070 Knighn Avenue Route 70 East
Suite A
Menton Township, NJ 08831
(856) 910-0303x112
SAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP ODT OIT ORT CT • SF MD • SP • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**MIDDLESEX**

Center for Change and Recovery LLC
1255 Bound Brook Road
Middlex, NJ 08846
(732) 667-5567
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • CO CJ WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Center for Network Therapy
333 Cedar Avenue
Building B Suite 3
Middlex, NJ 08846
(732) 560-1080
SAF • SA DT DM BU NXN VTRL • OP OD ODT OIT ORT • SF PI • SP FX • CO DU GL CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**MONROE TOWNSHIP**

Pathway to Wellness LLC dba Center for Wellness
312 Applegarth Road
Suite 200
Monroe Township, NJ 08831
(732) 655-4239
SAF • SA BU NXN • OP OIT ORT • SF PI MI • SS • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

**MONTCLAIR**

COPE Center Inc
104 Bloomfield Avenue
Montclair, NJ 07042
(973) 783-6655
SAF • SA BU NXN • OP OMB OIT ORT • SF MD PI • SS • CO DU AD WN MN TRMA • ADLT • FEM MALE

Real House Inc
127 Pine Street
Annex
Montclair, NJ 07042
(973) 746-0487
Intake: (973) 746-2401
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS • CO CJ WN MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**MONTVILLE**

New Bridge Services Inc
390 Main Road
Montville, NJ 07045
(973) 316-9333
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**MOORESTOWN**

Blum and Associates LLC
74 East 2nd Street
2nd Floor
Moorestown, NJ 08057
(856) 304-2469
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF PI MI • VET ADM MMF • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**MORRISTOWN**

Alf Inc
DBA Mrs Wilsons
56 Mount Kemble Avenue
Morristown, NJ 07960
(973) 540-0116
Intake: (973) 540-1781
SAF • SA NXN HH • OP RES RL OIT ORT CT • SF • CO GL JET WN MN TRMA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Atlantic Behavioral Health
Chemical Dependency Outpatient Service
95 Mount Kemble Avenue
6th Floor
Morristown, NJ 07962
(973) 971-4700
Intake: (888) 247-1400
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Herbert Goodfriend LSW LCADC
24 Elm Street
Suite 6
Morristown, NJ 07960
(908) 351-6080
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD PI MI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Market Street Mission
Life Change Recovery Program
9 Market Street
Morristown, NJ 07960
(973) 538-0431
Intake: (973) 993-2878
SA HH • RES RL • NP • PA • CO CJ SE WN MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • MALE

People Helping People in Need
23 Clyde Ports Drive
Morristown, NJ 07960
(973) 998-6327
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI • SS • CO CJ SE WN MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Therapy Resources of Morris County LLC
18 Bank Street
4th Floor Suite 403
Morristown, NJ 07960
(973) 998-7900
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI • SS • DU • YAD ADLT • MALE

Thought Exchange
Center for Personal Achievement
150-152 Speedwell Avenue
Morristown, NJ 07960
(973) 984-8244
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • SS • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**NEW JERSEY**
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**MOUNT HOLLY**
Burlington Comp Counseling Inc
75 Washington Street
Mount Holly, NJ 08060
(609) 267-3610
Intake: (609) 267-9553
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA • OPI OI RT CT • SF MD • CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

SODAT of New Jersey Inc
60 High Street
Suite 100
Mount Holly, NJ 08060
(609) 265-7884
SAF • SA • OPI OI RT CT • SF SI • SS • DU CJ AD PW WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

**MOUNT LAUREL**
Journey into Wellness LLC
4201 Church Road
Suite 6
Mount Laurel, NJ 08054
(856) 793-7614
SAF • SA • OPI OI RT CT • SF MD SI PI • SS • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

**NEPTUNE**
JSAS Healthcare
685 Neptune Boulevard
Suite 101
Neptune, NJ 07753
(732) 987-7701
Intake: (732) 987-7701
SAF • SA • OPI OI RT CT • SF MD SI PI • SS • DU CJ AD PW WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Project Free Catholic Charities
238 Neptune Boulevard
Suite 2-B
Neptune, NJ 07753
(732) 897-7701
Intake: (732) 897-7701
SAF • SA • OPI OI RT ORT • SF • SS • SP • DU PW WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**NEW PROVIDENCE**
Gannon Counseling
48 Hunterdon Boulevard
New Providence, NJ 07974
(908) 964-4233
SAF • SA • OPI OI RT • SF PI • SS • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**NEW BRUNSWICK**
Damon House Inc
105 Joyce Kilmer Avenue
New Brunswick, NJ 08901
(732) 828-6002
Intake: (732) 828-3988
SAF • SA • RES RL CT • SF ATR • PA • CO VET CJ WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

New Brunswick Counseling Center
320 Suydam Street
New Brunswick, NJ 08901
(732) 246-4025
SAF • SA • RES RL CT • SF MD SI PI • SS • DU CJ AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

New Hope Foundation Inc
Open Door
2-4 Kirkpatrick Street
New Brunswick, NJ 08901
(732) 246-4800
SAF • SA VTRL ORT CT • SF SI PI • SS PA • DU CJ AD WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Victor H Lopez LSW MSW LCADC CCS
103 Bayard Street
Suite 19
New Brunswick, NJ 08903
(732) 878-1365
Intake: (732) 878-1365
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF • SP • DU CJ AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**NEWARK**
ARFC
Saint Clares Social Services
77 Academy Street
Newark, NJ 07102
(973) 643-0400
SA • OPI ORT • NP • PA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

American Habitare and Counseling Inc
687 Frelinghuysen Avenue
Newark, NJ 07114
(973) 799-0508
Intake: (973) 799-0508
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU • OP OD OMB OI RT CT • SF MD SI PI • AH SP FX • CO CJ WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F4 F17 F28 F30 F31 F36 F42 F65 F66 F67 F70 F91

Angel Hope House
800 Clinton Avenue
Newark, NJ 07102
(973) 373-6800
SAF • SA BU NXN HH • RES RL CT • SF MD SI PI • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM

Bethel Counseling Services
63 Pierce Street
Suite 65
Newark, NJ 07103
(973) 643-6565
SAF • SA • OPI OI RT ORT • MD • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**NEWS ERA**
Jersey Shore Medical Center
Addiction Recovery Services
1200 Jumping Brook Road
Building 5
Neptune, NJ 07753
(732) 643-4400
MHS AF • SA NXN • OPI OI RT • SF MD MC PI • SS • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE
CURA Inc
Outpatient and Residential Short Term
61 Lincoln Park
Newark, NJ 07101
(973) 645-4390
SAF • SA • OP RES RS RL OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI ATR • SP • CO DU WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Family Service Bureau of Newark
Gateway to Freedom Addiction Program
274 South Orange Avenue
2nd Floor
Newark, NJ 07103
(973) 412-2056
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD • SS • SF FX • CO CJ SE PW WN MN XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F17 F19

Greater Essex Counseling Services
Drug and Alcohol OF and JOP Treatment
30 Clinton Street
5th Floor
Newark, NJ 07102
(973) 623-7878
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS • SP • CO DU CJ SE WN MN XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Health Resources and Referral Services
393 Central Avenue
Newark, NJ 07103
(973) 609-8398
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF PI • SS PA • FX • CO DUGL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW WN MN XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F19 F28

Integrity House Inc
Mens Facility
105 Lincoln Park
Newark, NJ 07102
(973) 623-0600
Intakes: (973) 642-5891 (973) 642-5882 (973) 642-5890
MHSAF • SA • RES RL CT • SF MD MC PI • SS PA • CO VET CJ MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • MALE

Integrity House Inc
2nd Floor
303 Washington Street
Newark, NJ 07102
(973) 373-0100
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI • SS • CO GL VET MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Oradell Counseling Center
3rd Floor
305 5th Street
Newark, NJ 07101
(973) 383-4787
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD • SS • SF MC PI • MI IHS ATR • SS PA • DU WN MN DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

New Directions Behavioral Health Ctr
9 Lincoln Park
Newark, NJ 07102
(973) 242-6599
Intake: (973) 242-6899
MHSAF • SA BU • OP ODT OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI IHS ATR • SS PA • DU WN MN DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Newark Renaissance House Inc
50 Norfolk Street
Newark, NJ 07103
(973) 623-3386x310
Intake: (973) 623-3386x335
MHSAF • SA • OP RES RL ODT OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI ATR • SS PA • SP • CO GL MF CJ AD TRMA XA DV • CHLD • FEM MALE

OAR Counseling Center
303 Washington Street
3rd Floor
Newark, NJ 07102
(973) 373-0100
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI • SS • CO GL VET MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Pressing Toward the Mark
226-230 Warren Street
Newark, NJ 07103
(973) 624-5541
Intake: (973) 273-0559
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS PA • DU CJ WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Restoration Center
340 South 12th Street
Newark, NJ 07103
(973) 622-4934
Intake: (973) 622-4934x111
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC • SS • GL VET SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

NEWTON

Center for Prevention and Counseling
61 Spring Street
Newton, NJ 07860
(973) 383-4787
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • SS • SP • DU TRMA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

NORTHFIELD

Associates for Life Enhancement Inc
505 New Road
Northfield, NJ 08225
(609) 569-1144
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF PI MI • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

ORADELL

Professional Counseling Associates
550 Kinderkamack Road
Office Complex
Oradell, NJ 07649
(201) 265-0679
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MC PI • SS • DU WN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

ORANGE

Family Connections Inc
395 South Center Street
Orange, NJ 07050
(973) 675-3817
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC • PA • FX • CO AD PW WN MN TRMA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE • F19
**PARAMUS**

Care Plus New Jersey Inc
610 Valley Health Plaza
Paramus, NJ 07652
(201) 265-8200
Intake: (201) 986-5000
MHSADF • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP OMB ODT OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • SP • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TR MA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Evergreen Treatment Center
230 East Ridgewood Avenue
Department 11-3
Paramus, NJ 07652
(201) 967-4189
Intake: (201) 967-9020
MHSADF • SA BU NXN • OP OMB OIT ORT HID HIT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS PA • AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

High Focus Centers
70 Eisenhower Drive
Paramus, NJ 07652
(201) 655-6851
Intake: (800) 277-3628
MHSADF • SA BU NXN • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • AH • CO AD TR MA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Monsignor Wall Social Services Center
230 East Ridgewood Avenue
Bergen Regional Medical Center Bldg 7
Paramus, NJ 07652
(201) 261-3582
Intake: (201) 261-3582x104
MHSADF • SA BU NXN • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • AH • CO AD TR MA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

New Pathway Counseling
20 Powers Drive
Paramus, NJ 07652
(201) 436-1022
MHSADF • SA DT • OP OD ODT OIT ORT • SF PI • SS • CO DU CJ AD WN MN TR MA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Red Oak Centers
1 Sears Drive
Unit 405
Paramus, NJ 07652
(862) 414-2224
Intake: (201) 261-0999
MHSADF • SA BU VTRL • OP OMB OIT ORT CT • SF PI • SS • SP FX • CO DU AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE • F47 F66 F70

Spring House
Female Halfway House
230 East Ridgewood Avenue
Bridges to Success Inc
Paramus, NJ 07652
(973) 523-6220
Intake: (973) 523-6220x222 (973) 523-6220x304
MHSADF • SA BU NXN VTRL HH • RES RL • SF • CO MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

**PARSIPPANY**

High Focus Centers
1259 Route 46 East
Building A
Parsippany, NJ 07054
(973) 299-9919
Intake: (800) 877-3628
MHSADF • SA BU NXN • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • AH • CO AD TR MA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Evas Kitchen and Sheltering Progs Inc
Halfway House for Men
393 Main Street
Paterson, NJ 07501
(973) 523-6220
Intakes: (973) 523-6220x222 (973) 523-6220x304
MHSADF • SA BU NXN VTRL HH • RES RL • SF • CO MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

Evas Kitchen and Sheltering Progs Inc
Halfway House for Women
16 Spring Street
Paterson, NJ 07501
(973) 754-6780
Intakes: (973) 523-6220x222 (973) 523-6220x304
MHSADF • SA BU NXN VTRL HH • RES RL • SF • CO WN • YAD ADLT • FEM

**PASSAIC**

Door Into the Future Inc
823 Main Avenue
Passaic, NJ 07055
(973) 928-4260
MHSADF • SA • OP OD ODT OIT ORT • SF MD PI • SS • SF FX • CO AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE • F66 F70

Northeast Life Skills Associates Inc
121 Howe Avenue
Passaic, NJ 07055
(973) 777-2962x102
Intakes: (973) 777-2962x400 (973) 777-2962x402
MHSADF • SA DT MM • OP OD OMB OIT ORT CT • SF MD • SS • AH SP • CO DU CJ PW WN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Options Counseling Center
9 West Broadway
3rd Floor
Paterson, NJ 07505
(973) 345-1883
MHSADF • SA • OP OD OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS • SP • CO GL CJ AD PW WN MN TR MA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE
Paterson Counseling Center Inc  
319-321 Main Street  
Paterson, NJ 07505  
(973) 523-8316x7221  
Intake: (973) 523-8316  
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only  
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU OTPA • OP OD OMB OIT ORT CT • SF MD • SP • PW WN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Straight and Narrow Inc  
Mens Program  
508 Straight Street  
Paterson, NJ 07509  
(973) 345-6000  
Intake: (973) 345-6000x6287  
SAF • SA DT BU NXN • OP RES RS RL RD OD OMB OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI PI • SS PA • CO CJ AD WN MN TRMA BC XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Straight and Narrow Inc  
Womens Treatment  
508 Straight Street  
Paterson, NJ 07509  
(973) 345-6000  
SAF • SA DT BU • OP RES RS RL RD OMB OIT ORT CT • SF • PA • AH • CO AD PW WN MN TRMA BC XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Well of Hope CDC Inc  
207 Broadway  
Paterson, NJ 07501  
(973) 523-0700x11  
Intake: (973) 523-0700x10  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • MD • SS PA • GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA BC XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Journey to Wellness Inc  
222 New Brunswick Avenue  
Perth Amboy, NJ 08861  
(732) 709-7440  
SAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT CT • SF SI PI • SS • SP • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE  
Passion Care Center  
187 Fayette Street  
Perth Amboy, NJ 08861  
(732) 410-7102  
MHS AF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF MD • SS • SP • CO DU GL CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

PHILLIPSBURG  
Pinnacle Treatment Centers NJ II LLC  
DBA State Line Medical  
590 Marshall Street  
Phillipsburg, NJ 08865  
(908) 387-0003  
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU • OP OD OMB OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

PINE BROOK  
New Pathway Counseling  
321 Changebridge Road  
Pine Brook, NJ 07058  
(201) 436-1022  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF SI PI • DU CJ AD WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

PISCATAWAY  
Program for Addictions Consultation and Treatment (PACT)  
152 Frelinghuysen Road  
Piscataway, NJ 08854  
(848) 445-611x2  
MHS AF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF • SS PA • SP • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

PITMAN  
Wounded Healer  
8 North Broadway  
2nd Floor  
Pitman, NJ 08071  
(856) 582-0001  
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD PI • SS • CO DU GL VET MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

PLAINFIELD  
Bridgeway/PACT Team II  
18 Roosevelt Avenue  
Plainfield, NJ 07060  
(908) 791-0505x109  
Intake: (908) 791-0505  
MHS • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • MI IHS ATR • PA • CO • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Organization for Recovery Inc  
519 North Avenue  
Plainfield, NJ 07060  
(908) 769-4700x11  
Intakes: (908) 769-4700x21 (908) 769-4700x11  
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU • OP OD OMB OIT ORT • SF MD PI • SP • CO CJ PW WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Steps Recovery Center  
Muhlenberg Campus  
Park Avenue and Randolph Road  
Plainfield, NJ 07061  
(908) 668-2095  
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF PI • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

UCPC Behavioral Healthcare  
Addiction Services  
117-119 Roosevelt Avenue  
Plainfield, NJ 07060  
(908) 756-6870x609  
Intake: (908) 756-6870  
MHS AF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • CO • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
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PLEASANTVILLE

Atlantic Prevention Resources Inc
1416 North Main Street
Pleasantville, NJ 08232
(609) 272-0964x19
Intakes: (609) 272-0964x20 (609) 272-0964x34
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

PRINCETON

Corner House
1 Monument Drive
Princeton, NJ 08540
(609) 924-8018
Intake: (609) 924-8018
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • SP • CO CJ AD WN MN TRMA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Princeton House Behavioral Health
905 Herrontown Road
Princeton, NJ 08540
(609) 973-3800
Intakes: (609) 924-8018 • (609) 924-8018 • (609) 497-3355
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • SP • CO CJ AD WN MN TRMA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

PRINCETON JUNCTION

Summit Behavioral Health
4065 Quakerbridge Road
Suite 102
Princeton Junction, NJ 08550
(609) 651-4001
Intake: (609) 651-4001
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • SP • CO CJ AD WN MN TRMA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

RAHWAY

Extra Care Health Services
21 Elm Avenue
Rahway, NJ 07065
(732) 388-2199
Intake: (800) 810-2070
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF PI • SP • CO AD WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

RAMSEY

Valerie Wood LCSW LCADC
Willow Health and Wellness Center LLC
47 North Franklin Turnpike
Ramsey, NJ 07446
(201) 694-5300
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF • SS • CO DU CJ WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

RANDOLPH

Morris County Aftercare Center
Outpatient/Drug Free and Methadone
1574 Sussex Turnpike
Randolph, NJ 07869
(973) 927-6641x11
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • PA • AH • SP • FX • PW WN TRMA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F25 F81 F98

RED BANK

CPC Behavioral Healthcare
270 Highway 35
Red Bank, NJ 07701
(732) 842-2000
Intake: (732) 842-2000
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • PA • AH • SP • FX • AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F67

Mary Anne Ruane LCSW LCADC
268 Broad Street
Red Bank, NJ 07701
(732) 747-4333
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

RIDGEFIELD

Asian Community Alcoholism Counseling
581 Bergen Boulevard
Suite 3
Ridgefield, NJ 07657
(201) 313-3346
Intake: (201) 669-2678
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • CO DU VET MF CJ SE AD WN MN TRMA AXA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F17 F47

RIDGEWOOD

Bryan Granelli PhD
112 Prospect Street
Ridgewood, NJ 07450
(201) 445-4310
MHF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

West Bergen Mental Healthcare
Substance Abuse Services
120 Chestnut Street
Ridgewood, NJ 07450
(201) 444-3550
Intakes: (201) 934-1160x7228 (201) 934-1160x7229
MHF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • CO DU SE AD WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

RINGWOOD

Sandra A Carlson Counseling
11 Sunset Road
Ringwood, NJ 07450
(201) 934-1160x7228 (201) 934-1160x7229
MHF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • CO DU SE AD WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

RIO GRANDE

Cooperative Care Partnership Inc
1076 Route 47 South
Rio Grande, NJ 08242
(609) 741-6363
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF SI PI MI • SS • CO DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE
RIVERDALE
Karen Glick Ed S
82 Newark Pompton Turnpike
Suite 2
Riverdale, NJ 07457
(973) 615-0947
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF PI • SS • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

RIVERTON
Healthmark Counseling
101 Route 130
Madison Building Suite 321
Riverton, NJ 08077
(856) 829-3385
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD • SS • AD WN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

SALEM
SODAT of New Jersey Inc
75 Market Street
Salem, NJ 08079
(856) 935-0441
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD • SS • AD WN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

SCOTCH PLAINS
Resolve Community Counseling Ctr Inc
1830 Front Street
Scotch Plains, NJ 07076
(908) 322-9180
Intake: (908) 322-9180x10
MHF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD PI MI • SS • SP • DU • ADLT • FEM MALE

SECAUCUS
Alpha II Womens Program
595 County Avenue
Secaucus, NJ 07094
(201) 348-5506
Intake: (973) 345-6000x6287
SAF • SA • RES RL • SF MD MC SPI • PA • CO WNTRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM

CURA Inc
Residential Program
595 County Avenue
Secaucus, NJ 07094
(201) 392-9669
SAF • SA • RES RL • SF MD MC SPI • ATR • SP • CO DU SE WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Integrity Inc
Secaucus Campus
595 County Avenue
Building 6
Secaucus, NJ 07094
(201) 583-7100
Intake: (973) 848-3751
SAF • SA • MM BU NXN HH • OP RES • OP ORT • SF MD PI MI • SS • PA • CO CJ WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

SKILLMAN
Crawford House Inc
362 Sunset Road
Skillman, NJ 08558
(908) 874-5153
SAF • SA • RR • RES RL • NP • PA • AH • SP • GL • VET CJ SE PW WN TRMA • XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM

SOMERS POINT
Addiction Recovery Systems
408 Bethel Road
Building B
Somers Point, NJ 08244
(609) 601-8611
SAF • SA • DT MM DM BU • OP OD • OMB OIT ORT CT • SF SI • CO DU GL • VET MF CJ SE PW WN TRMA • XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Park Bench Group Counseling LLC
421 Bethel Road
Somers Point, NJ 08244
(609) 365-2601
Intake: (609) 641-0000 (609) 377-5273 (877) 775-2624
SAF • SA • DT • MM • DM • BU • OP OD • OMB OIT ORT • SF SI • CO DU GL • VET MF CJ SE PW WN TRMA • XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

SOMERSET
Breath of Life Counseling Services LLC
107 Cedar Grove Lane
Suite 103-E
Somerset, NJ 08873
(732) 247-7003
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD PI MI • SS • PA • CO WN TRMA • XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Center for Great Expectations
19 Dellwood Lane
Suite B
Somerset, NJ 08873
(732) 247-7003
SAF • SA • BU • RES RL • NP • PA • CO WN TRMA • XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM
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Guided Life Structures
75 Veterans Memorial Drive East
Suite 205
Somerville, NJ 08876
(908) 704-0011
MHSAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP OD OMB OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS • CO D L CJ WN MN TRMA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Michael Chenkin LCSW LCADC
87 West End Avenue
Suite 5
Somerville, NJ 08876
(908) 547-0607
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF PI • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Samaritan Homeless Interim Program
87 East High Street
Somerville, NJ 08876
(908) 393-9545
SA • OP ORT CT • NP • PA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Somerset Treatment Services
118 West End Avenue
Somerville, NJ 08876
(908) 722-1232
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU • OP OD OMB OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS • CO D GL CJ AD WN MN TRMA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Capitol Care
185 Route 183 North
 Stanhope, NJ 07874
(973) 426-1440
Intakes: (973) 426-1440x239 (973) 426-1440x305
MHSAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP OMB DTO ORT CT • SF MD PI • DU AD WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Sunrise Detox II
1272 Long Hill Road
Stirling, NJ 07980
(908) 504-2700
Intake: (888) 443-3869
SAF • SA DT BU • HID HIT • SF PI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Step Ahead Inc
54 Main Street
Suite 201
 Succasunna, NJ 07876
(877) 927-7837
Intake: (888) 927-9555
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Atlantic Health Systems
Overlook Hospital
46 Beauvoir Avenue
Summit, NJ 07901
(908) 522-4800
Intake: (888) 247-1400
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT ORT CT • SF MD MC PI MI • SS PA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Sunset Oaks Hospital
19 Prospect Street
Summit, NJ 07901
(908) 522-7000
Intake: (800) 753-5223
MHSAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP OIT H ID HIT • SF MD MC PI MI • AH • CO WN MN • ADLT • FEM MALE

Community Countermeasures
362 Cedar Lane
Teaneck, NJ 07666
(201) 836-0030
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • DU AD WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Healy Counseling Associates
1108 Hooper Avenue
Toms River, NJ 08753
(732) 797-0400
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF PI • SS PA • CO D GL VET ADM CJ SE WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Ocean Medical Services Inc
2001 Route 37 East
Toms River, NJ 08753
(732) 288-9322
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM OTPA • OP OD OMB • SF • SP • PW WN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Sunrise Detox Center II/Toms River
16 Whitesville Road
Toms River, NJ 08753
(732) 797-2505
Intake: (888) 443-3869
SAF • DT BU • RES RD • SF PI MI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Another Door Opens Recovery Center
364 South Broad Street
Greenwood Avenue Entrance
Trenton, NJ 08611
(609) 393-1219
Intakes: (609) 393-1219x111 (609) 393-1219x107
MHSAF • SA DT NNXN • OP OD ODT OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI AT • SS • CO D CJ WN MN DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
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Catholic Charities/Mercer Outpatient
Alcoholism Addictions Program
39 North Clinton Avenue
Trenton, NJ 08609
(800) 360-7711
Intake: (609) 278-3202
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • MD • PI • SS •
AH SP • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Family Guidance Center Corp
Substance Abuse Recovery Program
946 Edgewood Avenue
Trenton, NJ 08618
(609) 393-1626
Intake: (855) 628-2899 (609) 249-4641
SAF • SA • BU • OP ORT • OT • SF • MD • PI • SS •
PA • SP • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Footprints to Recovery
3635 Quakerbridge Road
Suite 18
Trenton, NJ 08619
(609) 249-4646
Intake: (855) 628-2899 (609) 249-4641
SAF • SA • BU • NXN • OP • OMB • OD ORT
ORT • SF • PI • SP • FX • CO • GL • VET • ADM
MF CJ • SE • PW • WN • MN • TRMA • XA • DV • YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE • F28 F47

New Horizon Treatment Services Inc
132 Perry Street
Trenton, NJ 08618
(609) 394-8988x18
Intake: (609) 394-8988x48 (609) 394-8988x16
SAF • SA • DT • MM • DM • BU • NXN • VTRL
• OP • OD • OMB • OD ORT • OT • SF • MD •
MC • SI • PI • SS • SP • DU • CO • GL • VET
CJ • PW • WN • MN • TRMA • XA • DV • YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

Partners in Recovery
Project Free
10 Southard Street
Trenton, NJ 08609
(609) 396-4557
Intake: (609) 396-4557x2434 (800) 360-7711
SAF • SA • VTRL • OP • OMB • ORT • SF
MD • SI • SS • PA • CO • WN • YAD ADLT
• FEM

Personal Consulting Services
13 Main Street
Trenton, NJ 08691
(609) 259-3839
Intake: (609) 259-3839
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SI • PI • SP •
DU • CHLD • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Rescue Mission of Trenton
98 Carroll Street
PO. Box 790
Trenton, NJ 08605
(609) 695-1436
Intake: (609) 695-1436x138
SAF • SA • HH • RES • RS • RL • MD • PA
CJ • SE • MN • YAD • ADLT • MALE

United Progress Inc
Trenton Treatment Center
56 Escher Street
Trenton, NJ 08609
(609) 392-2822
MHSAF • SA • HH • OP • ODT • OMB • ORT
NP • PA • SP • WN • MN • YAD • ADLT
• FEM • MALE

Habit Opco
DBA/Suburban Treatment Associates
43 Progress Street
Union, NJ 07083
(908) 687-7188
SAF • SA • BU • OTPA • OP • OMB • ORT
SF • MD • PI • SP • CO • GL • VET • SE • PW
WN • MN • TRMA • XA • DV • YAD ADLT
• FEM • MALE

Habit Opco Inc
DBA/Suburban Treatment Facility
43 Progress Street
Union, NJ 07083
(908) 687-7188
SAF • SA • BU • OTPA • OP • OMB • ORT
SF • MD • PI • SP • CO • GL • VET • SE • PW
WN • MN • TRMA • XA • DV • YAD ADLT
• FEM • MALE

Lynn Lauick
2143 Morris Avenue
Suite 5
Union, NJ 07083
(908) 851-2223
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF • PI • SP
CO • GL • VET • ADM • MF CJ • SE • AD • PW
WN • MN • TRMA • XA • DV • ADLT • FEM
MALE

Freedom of Choice Healthcare Inc
533 32nd Street
Union City, NJ 07087
(201) 766-6617
Intake: (201) 766-6617
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF • PI • SP
CO • GL • VET • ADM • MF CJ • SE • AD • PW
WN • MN • TRMA • XA • DV • ADLT • FEM
MALE
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VERONA
Turning Point Inc
Outpatient
15 Bloomfield Avenue
Suit 104
Verona, NJ 07044
(973) 239-9400
Intake: (800) 969-7476
SAF • SA VTRL • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • AH • CO DU AD • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

VILLAS
Families Matter LLC
899 Bayshore Road
Villas, NJ 08251
(609) 886-8666
MHSAF • SA NXN VTRL • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI • SS • SP • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TR MA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

VINELAND
Crossing Jordan Counseling Service LLC
2630 East Chestnut Avenue
Suite D-4
Vineland, NJ 08360
(856) 776-6649
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF PI • WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Hendricks House Inc
542 NW Boulevard
Vineland, NJ 08360
(856) 794-2443
SAF • SA HH • RES RL CT • SF MD • CO CJ WN MN TR MA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Maryville Inc
Vineland Outpatient Services
1173 East Landis Avenue
Suite 202
Vineland, NJ 08360
(856) 690-1000
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS PA • SP • CO DU TR MA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

VOORHEES
Center for Family Services
Substance Abuse Treatment Services
108 Somerdale Road
Voorhees, NJ 08043
(856) 428-5688
Intakes: (877) 922-2377 (856) 428-5688x100
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD • SS PA • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
Message of Hope
113 White Horse Road
Suite 5
Voorhees, NJ 08043
(856) 435-1023
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD • SS PA • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

WASHINGTON
Family Guidance Center of Warren Cnty
492 Route 57 West
Washington, NJ 07882
(908) 689-1000
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD • MC MI ATR • SS • AH • XA • ADLT • FEM MALE

WAYNE
Sakowitz Counseling
11 Colburn Court
Wayne, NJ 07470
(973) 696-5668
Intakes: (973) 696-5668x24 (973) 696-0800x0
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MC PI MI • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
Wayne Counseling and Family Services
1022 Hamburg Turnpike
Wayne, NJ 07470
(973) 694-1234
MHSAF • SA DT • OP OD ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS • CJ PW WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

WEST LONG BRANCH
Addiction Specialists LLC
John F Natale LCADC
280 Norwood Avenue
Suite 2
West Long Branch, NJ 07764
(732) 778-0611
Intake: (732) 222-1124
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI • SS • DU AD WN MN • CHLD • FEM MALE

WEST MILFORD
New Life Recovery Center
1810 Macopin Road
West Milford, NJ 07480
(973) 728-7788
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD PI • SS • DU AD WN MN • CHLD • FEM MALE

WEST NEW YORK
North Hudson Community Action Corp
Mental Health and Addictive Services
5301 Broadway
West New York, NJ 07093
(201) 866-9320x1179
Intakes: (201) 866-9320x1179
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD PI • SS • DU AD WN MN • CHLD • FEM MALE

WEST ORANGE
Kwenyan Professional Health Servs LLC
19 Hutton Avenue
West Orange, NJ 07093
(908) 689-0111
Intakes: (908) 672-6900x111
MHSAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS • CO DU VET ADM MF CJ AD PW WN MN TR MA XA DV • ADLT • FEM MALE • F19 F28 F70
Main Street Counseling Center
8 Marcella Avenue
West Orange, NJ 07093
(908) 672-6900x111
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI HS AT • SS • CO DU AD PW WN MN TR MA XA DV • ADLT • FEM MALE • F19 F28 F70
Team Management 2000 Inc
395 Pleasant Valley Way
West Orange, NJ 07052
(973) 324-2220
Intake: (973) 273-6481
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF
MD PI ATR • SS PA • SP FX • CJ • CHLD
ADLT • FEM MALE • F19

WESTWOOD
GAO Therapy LLC
Gerald A Opthof
192 Third Avenue
Suite 1-B
Westwood, NJ 07675
(201) 263-0202
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF PI
• SS • CO DU GL VET ADM CJ SE WN
MN TRMA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

WHITEHOUSE STATION
Anderson House
532 County Road 523
Whitehouse Station, NJ 08889
(908) 534-5818
SAF • SA HH • RES RL • SF MD MC • SS
• CO WN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

WILDWOOD
Cape Assist
3819 New Jersey Avenue
Wildwood, NJ 08260
(609) 522-5960
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI MI
• SS • CO WN MN TRMA DV • YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

MARYVILLE INC
1903 Grant Avenue
Williamstown, NJ 08094
(856) 629-0244
Intakes: (856) 629-0244x310 (856) 629-0244x312
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • CHLD
ADLT • FEM MALE • F42 F66 F70

WOODBRIDGE
L and S Recovery Institute LLC
528 Rahway Avenue
Woodbridge, NJ 07095
(732) 754-6612
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • SP • CHLD
ADLT • FEM MALE

RAMAS Counseling Center
One Woodbridge Center
Suite 722
Woodbridge, NJ 07095
(732) 602-9000
Intake: (732) 582-3499
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD PI • SS
• CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD
PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
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**ALBUQUERQUE**

A New Awakening Counseling Agency  
600 First Street NW  
Suite 200  
Albuquerque, NM 87102  
(505) 224-9124x1002  
Intake: (505) 244-9124

MHSAF • SA DT • OP OD OIT ORT CT  
• SF MD IHS ATR • SS PA • SP • CO DU  
TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Albuquerque Health Services  
112 Monroe Street Northeast  
Albuquerque, NM 87108  
(505) 260-9917  
Intake: (505) 344-4427

Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only  
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU OTPA • OP  
OD OMB • SF ATR • SP FX • CO GL  
VET MF CJ SE WN MN XA DV • YAD •  
FEM MALE • F36

Albuquerque Health Services  
172 Montano Road  
Albuquerque, NM 87101  
(505) 344-4427  
Intake: (505) 260-9917

Methadone Clients Only  
MHSAF • SA DT MM DM OTPA • OP  
OD OMB ORT • SF ATR • SP • CO GL  
VET ADM MF CJ SE WN MN XA DV •  
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Albuquerque Healthcare for  
The Homeless Inc/Behavioral Health  
1217 1st Street  
Albuquerque, NM 87102  
(505) 766-5197  
Intake: (505) 766-9520

MHSAF • SA BU • OP OMB ORT • MD  
PI ATR • SS PA • AH SP • CO GL VET CJ  
SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD  
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Amity Foundation  
Almas de Amistad  
609 Gold Street SW  
Suite 1A  
Albuquerque, NM 87102  
(505) 246-9300

MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • NP • PA •  
CO GL VET MF CJ PW WN TRMA XA  
DV • YAD ADLT • FEM

Bernalillo County  
Metropolitan Assessment and Treatment  
5901 Zuni Road SE  
Albuquerque, NM 87108  
(505) 468-1597  
Intake: (505) 468-1555

SAF • SA DT BU HH • RES RL RD CT •  
NP • PA • AH SP • DU BC • YAD ADLT  
• FEM MALE

Crossroads  
805 Tijeras Avenue NW  
Albuquerque, NM 87102  
(505) 242-1010

MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • MD •  
PA • CO CJ WN TRMA • YAD ADLT •  
FEM

Crossroads  
Mayas Place  
640 Grove Street SE  
Albuquerque, NM 87108  
(505) 266-0110

MHSAF • SA HH • RES RL • MD SI •  
PA • SP • CJ WN TRMA • YAD ADLT  
• FEM

Duke City Recovery Toolbox LLC  
912 First Street NW  
Albuquerque, NM 87102  
(505) 224-9777

Intake: (505) 224-9778

Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only  
SAF • SA MM BU OTPA • OP OMB  
ORT • SF MD P1 • SP • CO PW WN MN  
TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM  
MALE

Evolution Group Inc  
218 Broadway Boulevard SE  
Albuquerque, NM 87102  
(505) 242-6988x114

Intake: (505) 242-6988x129

MHSAF • SA NNX • OP OIT ORT CT •  
SF MD SI P1 MI ATR • CO DU CJ WN  
MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

First Nations Community Healthsource  
5608 Zuni Road SE  
Albuquerque, NM 87108  
(505) 262-2481

GHE • SA VTRL • OP ORT • SF MD MC  
SI P1 MI IHS • SS PA • SP NX • DU AD  
WN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE  
• N23 N33

Lighthouse Counseling Inc  
2520 Virginia Street NE  
Suite 200  
Albuquerque, NM 87110  
(505) 296-4449

Intake: (866) 756-9236

MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI  
P1 MI ATR • SS • SP • CO GL VET ADM  
MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN XA DV •  
ADLT • FEM MALE

Metro Treatment of New Mexico  
Central New Mexico Treatment Center  
630 Haines Avenue NW  
Albuquerque, NM 87102  
(505) 268-5611x102

Intake: (505) 268-5611

Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only  
MHSAF • SA DT MM DM BU OTPA •  
OP OD OMB • SF • SP • YAD ADLT  
• FEM MALE • N23

NM Department of Health  
Turquoise Lodge Hospital  
5901 Zuni Road SE  
Albuquerque, NM 87108  
(505) 841-8978

Intake: (505) 841-8978x4

MHSAF • SA DT BU NNX VTRL OTPA •  
RES RS RD HID HHT • SF MD MC SI P1  
• SS • AH SP FX • CO GL VET ADM MF  
CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV •  
CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE • F66

Recovery Services of New Mexico  
5 Points Clinic  
1528 Five Points Road  
Albuquerque, NM 87105  
(505) 242-6919

Intake: (505) 242-6427

Methadone Clients Only  
SAF • SA DT MM OTPA • OP OD OMB  
ORT CT • SF MD • SP • YAD ADLT  
• FEM MALE
ARTESIA
Presbyterian Medical Services
Artesia Health Resources
1105 Memorial Drive
Artesia, NM 88210
(575) 746-9848
SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC PI PI MI ATR • PA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

BELEN
Recovery Service of New Mexico
Belen
2443 Highway 47
Belen, NM 87002
(505) 861-2066
ODEM Clients Only
SAF • SA MM OTPA • OP OMB CT • SF MD • SP • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

BERNALILLO
Five Sandoval Indian Pueblos Inc
Behavioral Health Services Program
1043 Highway 313
Bernalillo, NM 87004
(505) 867-3351
Intake: (505) 771-5390
MHS AF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI PI MI ATR • SS A • AH • CO DU • ADLT • FEM MALE

CROWNP OINT
Crownpoint Behavioral Health Services
DBHS Outpatient Treatment Center
Southwest Highland Drive
Crownpoint, NM 87313
(505) 786-2111
Intake: (505) 786-2116
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • MD IH S • PA • NX • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • N 23

DULCE
jicarilla Apache Tribe
109 Seneca Drive
Dulce, NM 87528
(575) 786-6464
Intakes: (505) 786-6232 (505) 786-6237
GHE • SA • OP ORT • MD MC SI PI IHS • PA • NX • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • N 23

ESPANOLA
Hoy Recovery Program Inc
612 North Paseo de Onate
Espanola, NM 87532
(505) 753-2203
Intake: (505) 753-2204
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI PI MI ATR • SS A • AH • CO DU • ADLT • FEM MALE
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New Mexico Treatment Services LLC
208 Guachapangue Road
Espanola, NM 87532
(505) 747-8187
Intake: (505) 982-2129
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM OTPA • OP OD OMB
ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • SP • NX • PW • YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE • N23

Presbyterian Medical Services (PMS)
Valley Community Health Center
1206 North Riverside Drive
Espanola, NM 87532
(505) 747-7400
MHSAF • SA NXN VTRL • OP OIT CT
• SF MD MC SI PI MI • SP • CHLD YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

Santa Clara Pueblo Behavioral Health
1 Kee Street
360 Fog Road
Espanola, NM 87532
(505) 692-6315 (505) 753-7326x1326
Intakes: (505) 692-6315 (505) 753-7326x1326
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • IHS • CO
CJ SE WN MN DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

FARMINGTON
Four Winds Recovery Center Inc
1313 Mission Avenue
Farmington, NM 87499
(505) 327-7218
SAF • SA DT • OP RES RS RD OIT ORT
• SF PI • SS • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

New Mexico Treatment Services LLC
Farmington
607 East Apache Street
Farmington, NM 87401
(505) 326-2012
SAF • SA OTPA • OP OMB ORT • SF
MD SI PI MI • PW TRMA • YAD ADLT
• FEM MALE

Presbyterian Medical Services
Farmington Community Health Center
1001 West Broadway
Suite D
Farmington, NM 87401
(505) 327-9149
Intakes: (505) 325-0238 (505) 566-0333 (800) 273-8255
MHSAF • SA NXN VTRL • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS PA • AH
CO DU VET ADM MF CJ SE WN MN TRMA XA DV • ADLT • FEM MALE

Presbyterian Medical Services
Total Behavioral Health Authority
1615 Ojo Court
Farmington, NM 87401
(505) 564-4804
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • MD SI PI MI
IHS • SS • SP NX • DU CJ WN MN
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • N23

GALLUP
Na Nizhoozhi Center Inc (NCI)
A Bridge To Recovery
506 Frances Street
Gallup, NM 87301
(505) 722-9282
Intake: (505) 722-2433
SAF • SA • OP RES RL OIT • SF SI IHS
• PA • NX • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • N23

Navajo Nation DBHS
Gallup Outpatient Treatment Center
300 West Nizhoni Boulevard
Suite A
Gallup, NM 87301
(505) 722-9470
Intake: (505) 722-9394
SAF • SA • OP ORT • NP • PA • NX • AD MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE • N23

Presbyterian Medical Services
Western New Mexico Medical Group BH
2025 East Aztec Road
Gallup, NM 87301
(505) 863-3828
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • CO CJ • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Veterans Administration
PRRTP
513 South William Street
Building 15
Gallup, NM 87301
(505) 722-3760
Intake: (505) 722-4761x6691
SAF • SA NXN • RES RL CT • VAMC
NP • PA • VET • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

HOBBES
Guidance Center of Lea County Inc
920 West Broadway
Hobbs, NM 88240
(575) 393-3168
Intake: (575) 393-3169
MHSAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI ATR • SS • SP • CJ AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

JEMEZ PUEBLO
Jemez Comprehensive Health Center
Behavioral Health Department
110 Sheep Spring Way
Jemez Pueblo, NM 87024
(575) 834-713x228
Intakes: (575) 834-7258 (575) 834-7413
MHSAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI ATR • SS • SP • CJ AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

LAGUNA
Canocito Band of Navajo Health Center Inc
96 Medicine Horse Drive I-40 West
5 miles North 1st Left
Laguna, NM 87026
(505) 908-2571
Laguna, NM 87026
(505) 908-2571
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • NP • PA • NX • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE • N23

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
# NEW MEXICO

## LAS CRUCES

- **ALT Recovery Group**
  - 1141 Mall Drive
  - Las Cruces, NM 88001
  - (575) 522-0660
  - Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
  - SAF • SA • OMB • ORT • SD • SP • CO • GL
  - YAD • AD • DM • BU • OTPA • OP • SD • XA • DV • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

- **BHC Mesilla Valley Hospital**
  - 3751 Del Rey Boulevard
  - Las Cruces, NM 88001
  - (575) 522-4004
  - SA • OI • ORT • SD • M • SI • PI • MI
  - SS • SP • CO • AD • PW • CHLD • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

- **Family and Youth Inc**
  - 1320 South Solano Street
  - Las Cruces, NM 88001
  - (575) 522-4004
  - SAF • OI • ORT • SD • M • SI • PI • MI
  - SS • SP • CO • AD • PW • CHLD • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

- **Mesilla Valley Hospital**
  - 3751 Del Rey Boulevard
  - Las Cruces, NM 88001
  - (575) 522-4004
  - MH • SA • DT • SI • PI • MI • AH • SP • CO • AD • MF • SE • WN • MN • TRMA • XA • DV • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

## LAS VEGAS

- **Rio Grande Alcoholism Treatment Program**
  - 2301 7th Street
  - Suite A
  - Las Vegas, NV 87701
  - (505) 454-9611
  - SAF • SA • OP • ORT • SD • M • SI • PI • SS • PA • SP • CJ • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

## LOS ALAMOS

- **Los Alamos Family Council Inc**
  - 1505 15th Street
  - Suite C
  - Los Alamos, NM 87544
  - (505) 662-4160
  - Intakes: (505) 662-3264 (505) 662-4422
  - SAF • SA • OI • ORT • SD • PI • SS • PA • SP • DU • CHLD • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

- **Los Alamos Family Council Inc**
  - Stepping Stones Program
  - 2211 North Valley Drive
  - Las Cruces, NM 88007
  - (575) 524-7711
  - SA • RES • RL • CT • SD • M • SI • PI • MI • SS • SP • CO • AD • PW • CHLD • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

## LOVINGTON

- **Guidance Center of Lea Country Inc**
  - 315 North 1st Street
  - Lovington, NM 88260
  - (575) 396-3818
  - MHSAF • SA • OI • ORT • SD • M • SI • PI • SS • PA • SP • DU • CHLD • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

## MAGDALENA

- **Alamo Navajo School Board**
  - Alamo Navajo Behavioral Health Clinic
  - Highway 169 Mile Marker 29
  - Magdalena, NM 87825
  - (505) 854-2626
  - MHSAF • SA • OI • ORT • SD • M • SI • PI • MI • SS • PA • SP • DU • CHLD • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

- **Mesilla Valley Hospital**
  - 3751 Del Rey Boulevard
  - Las Cruces, NM 88001
  - (575) 522-4004
  - Intake: (800) 877-3500
  - MH • SA • DT • SI • PI • MI • AH • SP • CO • AD • MF • SE • WN • MN • TRMA • XA • DV • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

## MORA

- **Helping Hands Inc**
  - 508 Street Highway 518
  - Mora, NM 87732
  - (575) 387-2288
  - Intakes: (575) 387-2287 (575) 387-2289
  - SAF • SA • OP • ORT • SD • PA • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

## OHKAY OWINGEH

- **New Moon Lodge**
  - 579 White Swan Road
  - Ohkay Owingeh, NM 87566
  - (505) 852-2788
  - Intake: (505) 852-2788
  - SAF • SA • RES • RL • NP • PA • NX • CO • MN • TRMA • XA • DV • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

## QUESTA

- **Presbyterian Medical Services**
  - Questa Health Center
  - 2537 State Highway 522
  - Questa, NM 87556
  - (575) 586-0315
  - MHSAF • SA • BU • OI • ORT • SD • M • SI • PI • MI • SS • PA • SP • DU • CHLD • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

## RATON

- **Tri County Community Services Inc**
  - Raton Alcohol and Drug Program
  - 220 4th Avenue
  - Raton, NM 87740
  - (575) 445-2754
  - MHSAF • SA • OI • ORT • SD • M • SI • PI • MI • SS • PA • SP • DU • CHLD • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

## MESCALERO

- **Mescalero Tribal Human Services**
  - 107 Sunset Loop
  - Mescalero, NM 88340
  - (575) 854-2626
  - Intake: (575) 854-2626
  - MHSAF • SA • OI • ORT • SD • M • SI • PI • MI • SS • PA • SP • DU • CHLD • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE
**RIO RANCHO**
Presbyterian Medical Services
Rio Rancho Family Health Center
184 Unser Boulevard NE
Rio Rancho, NM 87124
(505) 896-0928
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD
MC • SI • PI • MI • SP • CO • VET • ADM • MF
TRMA • XA • CHLD • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

**SANTA CLARA**
Fort Bayard Medical Center
Yucca Lodge
41 Fort Bayard Road
Santa Clara, NM 88026
(575) 537-3465
Intakes: (800) 454-3465 (505) 537-8820
SAF • SA • RES • RL • SF • SS • SP • CJ
WN • MN • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

**SANTA FE**
Life Link
2325 Cerrillos Road
Santa Fe, NM 87505
(505) 438-0010
Intakes: (505) 438-0010x0022 (505) 438-0010x0010
MHSAF • SA • BU • NXN • VTRL • OP
OMB • OI • ORT • CT • SF • MD • SI • PI • MI
ATR • SS • SP • CO • GL • WN • MN • CHLD • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

**SANTA ROSA**
New Mexico Behavioral Health Institute
801 4th Street
Santa Rosa, NM 88435
(575) 472-3768
Intake: (575) 472-3068
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD
MC • SI • PI • MI • SS • PA • AH • SP • CO • DU
GL • VET • ADM • MF • CJ • SE • PW • WN • MN
TRMA • XA • DV • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

**SHIPROCK**
Navajo Regional Behavioral Health Center
North 491 Highway
Shiprock, NM 87420
(505) 368-1050
Intake: (505) 368-1438
MHSAF • SA • OP • ORT ORT CT • MD • SI
HIS • PA • NX • CO • DU GL • VET • ADM • MF • CJ • SE • PW • WN • MN
TRMA • XA • DV • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

**SOCORRO**
Socorro Mental Health Inc
1200 Highway 60 West
Socorro, NM 87801
(505) 835-2444
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD
MC • SI • PI • MI • SS • PA • SP • DU CJ • ADLT • FEM • MALE

**SANC YSIDRO**
Pueblo of Zia
135 Capitol Square Drive
San Ysidro, NM 87053
(505) 867-3304
Intakes: (505) 867-3351 (505) 270-7740
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • MD • SI • PI
HIS • ATR • PA • NX • CJ • AD • WN • MN • CHLD • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

**NEW MEXICO**
**ROSWELL**
Alianza of New Mexico
1200 South Richardson Avenue
Roswell, NM 88203
(575) 623-1995
Intake: (800) 957-1995
DT • OP ORT CT • NP • PA • TRMA • YAD
ADLT • FEM • MALE

Counseling Associates Inc
110 East Mescalero Street
Roswell, NM 88201
(575) 623-1480
MHSAF • SA • SXN • ORT CT • SF • MD
MC • SI • PI • MI • ATR • SS • PA • SP • CO
CJ • AD • ATR • SS • PA • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

New Mexico Rehabilitation Center
Chemical Dependency Unit
72 Gall Harris Avenue
Roswell, NM 88203
(575) 347-3400
SAF • SA • HIT • SF • SI • PI • MI • HS • SS
SP • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

**SANTA ROSA**
Navajo Regional Behavioral Health Center
North 491 Highway
Shiprock, NM 87420
(505) 368-1050
Intake: (505) 368-1438
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • MD • SI • PI • MI • SS • PA • AH • SP • CO • DU
GL • VET • ADM • MF • CJ • SE • PW • WN • MN • TRMA • XA • DV • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE
### NEW MEXICO

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TAOS</th>
<th>THOREAU</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rio Grande Intensive Outpatient Trt  &lt;br&gt;224 Cruz Alta Road  &lt;br&gt;Suite J  &lt;br&gt;Taos, NM 87571  &lt;br&gt;(575) 737-5533  &lt;br&gt;SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI ATR • SS PA • SP • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td>Thoreau Behavioral Health Services  &lt;br&gt;P.O. Box 1289  &lt;br&gt;Thoreau, NM 87323  &lt;br&gt;(505) 905-0061  &lt;br&gt;SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • MC IHS • PA • GL • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shadow Mountain Recovery  &lt;br&gt;Non Profit Inc  &lt;br&gt;250 Shadow Mountain Road  &lt;br&gt;P.O. Box 65  &lt;br&gt;Taos, NM 87571  &lt;br&gt;(575) 751-4851</td>
<td>Tohatchi Outpatient Treatment Center  &lt;br&gt;P.O. Box 609  &lt;br&gt;Tohatchi, NM 87325  &lt;br&gt;(505) 733-2825  &lt;br&gt;SAF • SA • OP ORT • MD SI IHS • PA • AH NX • CO AD WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taos Pueblo HCS  &lt;br&gt;Behavioral Health Services  &lt;br&gt;230 Rotten Tree Road  &lt;br&gt;Taos, NM 87571  &lt;br&gt;(575) 758-7824  &lt;br&gt;Intake: (575) 758-4224x330  &lt;br&gt;SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • MD IHS • WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td>Sierra Vista Hospital Counseling Center  &lt;br&gt;800 East 9th Avenue  &lt;br&gt;Truth or Consequences, NM 87901  &lt;br&gt;(575) 743-1380  &lt;br&gt;MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • CO CJ SE PW WN MN TR MA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tri County Community Services Inc  &lt;br&gt;Alcohol and Drug Program  &lt;br&gt;413 Sipapu Road  &lt;br&gt;Taos, NM 87571  &lt;br&gt;(575) 758-5857  &lt;br&gt;MHSAF • SA BU NX N VTRL HH • RES RL CT • SF PI • SS • CO GL CJ SE WN MN TR MA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td>Mental Health Resources Inc  &lt;br&gt;1005 South Monroe Street  &lt;br&gt;Tucumcari, NM 88401  &lt;br&gt;(575) 461-3013  &lt;br&gt;Intake: (575) 769-2345x101  &lt;br&gt;MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tri County Community Services Inc  &lt;br&gt;Detoxification Center  &lt;br&gt;1421 Weimer Road  &lt;br&gt;Taos, NM 87571  &lt;br&gt;(575) 758-2204  &lt;br&gt;SAF • DT • RES RD • SF SI PI MI • SS PA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td>Hoy Recovery Program Inc  &lt;br&gt;County Road 49  &lt;br&gt;Private Drive 1098  &lt;br&gt;Velarde, NM 87582  &lt;br&gt;(505) 852-2580  &lt;br&gt;Intake: (505) 852-1828  &lt;br&gt;SAF • SA DT • RES RS RL RD • SF SI ATR • PA • SP • CO GL VET CJ SE PW WN MN TR MA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**ALBANY**

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.

820 River Street Inc
CD Supportive Living
9 Saint Joseph's Terrace
Albany, NY 12210
(518) 427-1730
SAF • SA HH • RES RL • SF SI • SS • YAD ADLT • FEM

820 River Street Inc
Eleanor Young Clinic
134 Franklin Street
Albany, NY 12202
(518) 465-8034x110
MHSAF • SA BU • OP OMB OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • SF • CO DU GL VET ADM • MF CJ SA PE WN MN TR MA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Addictions Care Center of Albany Inc
240-244 Morton Avenue
Albany, NY 12202
(518) 434-8083
SAF • SA • RES RL • SF • SP • YAD ADLT • MALE

Addictions Care Center of Albany Inc
90 McCarty Avenue
Albany, NY 12202
(518) 465-5470
Intakes: (518) 434-8083x12 (518) 449-8643 (518) 465-8034x110
MHSAF • SA BU VTRL • RES RL • SF MD SI PI • MF CJ SA PE WN MN TR MA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Addictions Care Center of Albany Inc
Intensive Day Rehab
115 Ontario Street
Albany, NY 12206
(518) 434-2367
MHSAF • SA VTRL • OP OMB OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS • CO DU CJ WN MN TR MA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Addictions Care Center of Albany Inc
Outpatient Rehab
115 Ontario Street
1st Floor
Albany, NY 12206
(518) 434-2367
MHSAF • SA VTRL • OP OMB OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS • AH • CO • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Albany County Substance Abuse Clinic
CD Outpatient
260 South Pearl Street
Albany, NY 12202
(518) 447-4551
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • SS • AH • CO • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Belvedere Health Services LLC
39 Columbia Street
Albany, NY 12210
(518) 694-9400x115
Intake: (518) 694-9400x115
SAF • SA BU NXN • OP OMB OIT ORT • SF PI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Camino Nuevo OP
175 Central Avenue
4th Floor
Albany, NY 12206
(518) 729-5659
SAF • SA BU OTPA • OP OMB ORT • SF MD SI PI • SP • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Equinox Inc
Equinox Counseling Center
95 Central Avenue
Albany, NY 12206
(518) 434-6135
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS • PA • CO AD MN TR MA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Hope House Hubbard Center 2
577 Livingston Avenue
Albany, NY 12206
(518) 482-4673
SAF • SA BU NXN • RES RL CT • SF MD PI • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM

Hope House Inc
Adolescent Residential Program
573 Livingston Avenue
Albany, NY 12206
(518) 452-0001
Intake: (518) 452-0001x207
SAF • SA BU VTRL • RES RL • SF MD PI • SS PA • SP • CO DU AD TR MA XA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Hope House Inc
Adult Residential Program
261 North Pearl Street
Albany, NY 12207
(518) 465-2441
Intake: (518) 465-2441x11
MHSAF • SA BU NXN • RES RL CT • SF SI • CO CJ WN MN TR MA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Hope House Inc
Women and Childrens Program
890 Madison Avenue
Albany, NY 12208
(518) 453-8351
SAF • SA HH • RES RL CT • SF • SS • CJ PW WN MN TR MA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM

Hope House Inc OP 1
747 Madison Avenue
3rd Floor
Albany, NY 12208
(518) 482-4673
Intake: (518) 427-8207
SAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP OMB OIT ORT CT • SF SI • CO CJ WN MN TR MA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Hospitality House
Therapeutic Community Inc
271 Central Avenue
Albany, NY 12206
(518) 434-6468
Intakes: (518) 434-6468x102 (518) 434-6468x107
SAF • SA • RES RL CT • SF • CJ MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
New York

Next Step Inc
2 Holland Avenue
Albany, NY 12209
(518) 465-5249
SAF • SA • RES RL • SF • SS • WN • YAD ADLT • FEM

Saint Peters Addiction Recovery Center
(SPARC)/Acute Care Unit
315 South Manning Boulevard
6 Gabriolove
Albany, NY 12208
(518) 525-1303
Intake: (518) 525-6422
SAF • DT BU NXN • HID • SF MD MC SI PI MI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Saint Peters Addiction Recovery Center
(SPARC)/Day Rehabilitation and Outpt
64 2nd Avenue
Albany, NY 12202
(518) 449-5170
Intake: (518) 449-5170x113
SAF • SA BU NXN • OP OMB ODT OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • AH • CO CJ WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Saint Peters Addiction Recovery Center
(SPARC)/Mens Halfway House
64 2nd Avenue
Albany, NY 12202
(518) 449-5170x113
HH

Saint Peters Addiction Recovery Center
(SPARC)/Outpatient Chem Dependency
845 Central Avenue
Albany, NY 12206
(518) 482-2455x14
Intake: (518) 482-2455x14 (518) 458-8888x10
SAF • SA BU VTRL • OP OMB OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • CO GL VET CJ SE PW WN MN TRMAXA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Saint Peters Addiction Recovery Center
(SPARC)/Outpatient Clinic
64 2nd Avenue
Albany, NY 12202
(518) 449-5170
SAF • SA BU • OP OMB ODT OIT ORT • SF MD PI MI • AH • CO CJ MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Senior Hope Counseling Inc
Alcoholism Outpatient Clinic
301 South Allen Street
Albany, NY 12208
(518) 489-7777
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • SS PA • CO WN MN TRMA XA • ADLT • FEM MALE

Trinity Alliance of the Capital Region
Homer Perkins Center Inc
76-82 2nd Street
Albany, NY 12210
(518) 436-1104x11
Intake: (518) 436-1104
SAF • SA • RES RL • SF • CO CJ MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

Veterans Administration Medical Center
Chemical Dependency Rehab Program
113 Holland Avenue
Mail Code 116-A
Albany, NY 12208
(518) 626-5361
Intake: (518) 626-5361
SAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP RES RS RD OD OMB OIT ORT CT • VAMC MD MC SI PI MI • AH • DU VET • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Whitney M Young Jr Health Center Inc
FACTS/CD Outpatient
900 Lark Drive
Albany, NY 12207
(518) 465-9345
SAF • SA BU • OP OMB OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Whitney M Young Jr Health Center Inc
Methadone Treatment Clinic MMTP
10 Dewitt Street
Albany, NY 12207
(518) 465-4771
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SAMM OTPA • OP OMB • SF MD MC PI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Whitney M Young Jr Health Center Inc
Methadone Treatment Clinic
10 Dewitt Street
Albany, NY 12207
(518) 465-4771
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SAMM OTPA • OP OMB • SF MD MC PI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Seafield Services Inc
CD Outpatient Clinic
37 John Street
2nd Floor
Amityville, NY 11701
(631) 608-2400
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • CO DU GL AD WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

ALBION

Genese/Orleans Council on Alc and Substance Abuse
249 East Avenue and
166 McKinstry Street
Albion, NY 14411
(585) 589-0055
SAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP OMB ORT CT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS • SP • CO AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

AMITYVILLE

Long Island Home
DBA South Oaks Hosp CD OP Clinic
400 Sunrise Highway
Outpatient Program Carone Hall
Amityville, NY 11701
(631) 608-5028
SA MM DM BU OTPA • OP OMB OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH FX • CO WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F66

Long Island Home
DBA South Oaks Hosp Detox
400 Sunrise Highway
Alcoholism Program Jennings Hall
Amityville, NY 11701
(631) 608-2400x5317
Intake: (631) 264-4000 (631) 608-5611
SAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • HID HIT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • CO • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Seafield Services Inc
CD Outpatient Clinic
37 John Street
2nd Floor
Amityville, NY 11701
(631) 424-2900
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • CO DU GL AD WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE
AMSTERDAM

MHA of Fulton and Montgomery Counties
26 Phillips Street
Amsterdam, NY 12010
(518) 762-5332
HH

Saint Mary's Hospital
Alcoholism Inpatient Rehab Program
427 Guy Park Avenue
Amsterdam, NY 12010
(518) 841-7321
Intakes: (518) 841-7320 (518) 841-7455
SAF • SA BU • OP OMB ORT CT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS PA • CO WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Saint Mary's Hospital
Chemical Dependency Outpatient Clinic
76 Guy Park Avenue
Amsterdam, NY 12010
(518) 843-4410
SAF • SA BU NXN • OP OMB OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS PA • SP • CO DU AD WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Saint Mary's Hospital
MMTP Clinic
76 Guy Park Avenue
Amsterdam, NY 12010
(518) 843-4410
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA MM BU NXN OTPA • OP OMB OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS PA • SP • CO PW WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

ASTORIA

HANAC Inc
HANAC 822/Chem Dependency Program
3114 30th Avenue
Astoria, NY 11102
(718) 204-1200
SAF • SA BU • OP OMB ORT CT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS PA • CO WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F28 F31

Phoenix House
Long Island City Residential
34-11 Vernon Boulevard
Astoria, NY 11106
(718) 726-8484 x3553
Intake: (212) 813-1555
SAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • RES RL CT • SF MD PI ATR • SS • WN MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Reality House Veterans CR
813 Astoria Boulevard
Astoria, NY 11102
(212) 281-6004
MHSAF • SA HH • OP RES RL OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS PA • SP • DU VET • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

AUBURN

Confidential Help for Alc Drugs (CHAD) Outpatient Clinic
75 Genesee Street
Piccolo Building
Auburn, NY 13021
(315) 253-9786
Intake: (315) 258-3998 x259
SAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • RES RL CT • SF MD SI PI • SS PA • CO GL VET CJ • SE W N MN TRMA • XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Grace House CR
58 Osborne Street
Auburn, NY 13021
(315) 258-3998
SAF • SA HH • RES RL CT • SF MD MC SI • WN MN TRMA • XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

UNITY HOUSE OF CAYUGA COUNTY INC

Grace House Supportive Living
58 Osborne Street
Auburn, NY 13021
(315) 258-3998 x259
Intake: (315) 258-3998
SAH HH • RES RL • SF • TRMA BC • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

BARRYVILLE

New Hope Manor Inc
Residential Drug Abuse Treatment Unit
35 Hillside Road
Barryville, NY 12719
(845) 557-8353
Intake: (845) 557-8353 x330
SAF • SA • RES RL CT • SF • SS • CO CJ PW WN TRMA BC XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM

BATAVIA

Genesee/Orleans Council on Alcohol/SA
Atwater Home Community Residence
424 East Main Street
Batavia, NY 14020
(585) 343-8330
Intake: (585) 815-1887
SAF • SA HH • RES RL • SF • WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Horizon Health Services Inc
Horizon Recovery Center CD OP
314 Ellicott Street
Batavia, NY 14020
(585) 815-0247
Intake: (716) 831-1800
SAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP ORT CT • SF MD SI PI • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

CATHOLIC CHARITIES OF STEUBEN COUNTY

Horizon Health Services Inc
Horizon Recovery Center CD OP
314 Ellicott Street
Batavia, NY 14020
(585) 815-0247
Intake: (716) 831-1800
SAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP ORT CT • SF MD SI PI • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

BATH

Catholic Charities of Steuben County
130 Rumsey Street
Bath, NY 14810
(607) 776-5823
Intake: (607) 776-5823
SAF • SA HH • RES RL • SF MD MC PI • VET • YAD ADLT • MALE
NEW YORK

Loyola Recovery Foundation
Medically Supervised Withdrawal
76 Veterans Avenue
6th Floor
Bath, NY 14810
(607) 664-5800
Intake: (607) 527-7168
SAF • DT DM • HID • SF MD PI • SS • VET • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Streuben County Alcoholism and Substance Abuse Services
115 Liberty Street
Bath, NY 14810
(607) 664-2156
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD PI • SS • AH • AD WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Outreach Project Bellport OP R
11 Farber Drive
Units C and D 1st Floor
Bellport, NY 11713
(631) 286-0700
SAF • SA BU • OP OMB ODT • SF MD MC SI PI • CO PW/WN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM

BETHPAGE
Bethpage Adolescent Development
Association Inc (BADA)
936 Stewart Avenue
Bethpage, NY 11714
(516) 433-5344
Intake: (516) 520-6609
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • DU AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Intake: (607) 730-118
Binghamton, NY 13903
(607) 722-2800
MHF • SA • OP OD OIRT ORT • SF MD SI PI • CO CJ WN MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Fairview Recovery Services Inc
Addictions Crisis Center
247 Court Street
Binghamton, NY 13901
(607) 722-4080
Intake: (607) 723-2241
SAF • SA DT BU • RES RS RD • NP • PA • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Family Serves League of Suffolk County
Non Intensive Chemical Dep Program
1444 5th Avenue
Bay Shore, NY 11706
(631) 674-3100x6400
Intake: (631) 674-3100
SAF • SA BU NXN • OP OMB ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • SP • CO DU CJ AD WN MN DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Fairview Recovery Services Inc
Outreach Development Corporation
11 Farber Drive
Units C and D 1st Floor
Bellport, NY 11713
(631) 286-0700
SAF • SA BU • OP OMB ODT • SF MD MC SI PI • CO PW/WN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM

BAY SHORE
Family Serves League of Suffolk County
Non Intensive Chemical Dep Program
1444 5th Avenue
Bay Shore, NY 11706
(631) 674-3100x6400
Intake: (631) 674-3100
SAF • SA BU NXN • OP OMB ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • SP • CO DU CJ AD WN MN DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Fairview Recovery Services Inc
Fairview Community Residence
5 Merrick Street
Binghamton, NY 13904
(607) 722-8987x232
HH • RES

MALE

BAY SHORE
Family Serves League of Suffolk County
Non Intensive Chemical Dep Program
1444 5th Avenue
Bay Shore, NY 11706
(631) 674-3100x6400
Intake: (631) 674-3100
SAF • SA BU NXN • OP OMB ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • SP • CO DU CJ AD WN MN DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Fairview Recovery Services Inc
Merrick Community Residence
1 Merrick Street
Binghamton, NY 13904
(607) 722-8987x232
HH • RES

Bridge Back to Life Center Inc
Chemical Dependence Outpatient
4271 Hempstead Turnpike
Bethpage, NY 11714
(516) 520-6609
Intake: (516) 433-6069
SAF • SA BU NXN • OP OMB ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • DU AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Fairview Recovery Services Inc
Merrick Community Residence
1 Merrick Street
Binghamton, NY 13904
(607) 722-8987x232
HH • RES

MALE

BEACON
LCR Beacon OP 3
249 Main Street
Beacon, NY 12508
(845) 765-2366
Intake: (845) 765-2366x0
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • ATR • AH SP • CO DU AD WN MN TRMA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Southern Tier Drug Abuse Treatment Ctr
Outpatient Methadone Treatment Clinic
10 Mitchell Avenue Basement
United Health Services Hospital
Binghamton, NY 13903
(607) 762-2800
Intake: (607) 762-2856
MHF • SA • OP OD OIRT ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS • PA • CO CJ WN MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Fairview Recovery Services Inc
Outreach Community Residence
5 Merrick Street
Binghamton, NY 13904
(607) 722-8987x232
HH • RES

BINGHAMTON
Addiction Center of Broome County OP
30 West State Street
2nd Floor
Binghamton, NY 13901
(607) 723-3308
Intake: (607) 723-3308x110
MHF • SA • OP OD OIRT ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS • PA • CO CJ WN MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Fairview Recovery Services Inc
Supportive Living Residential
5 Merrick Street
Binghamton, NY 13904
(607) 722-8987x232
HH • RES

MALE

BINGHAMTON
Addiction Center of Broome County OP
30 West State Street
2nd Floor
Binghamton, NY 13901
(607) 723-3308
Intake: (607) 723-3308x110
MHF • SA • OP OD OIRT ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS • PA • CO CJ WN MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Addiction Center of Broome County Inc
CD Outpatient Rehabilitation Program
30 West State Street
Colonial Plaza 2nd Floor
Binghamton, NY 13901
(607) 723-3308
Intake: (607) 723-3308x118
MHSAF • SA • OP OD OIRT ORT • SF MD PI • SS • CO CJ TRMA XA • YAD ADLT • FEMMALE

United Health Services Hospital
New Horizons CD Inpt Rehab Unit
10-42 Mitchell Avenue
Binghamton General Hospital
Binghamton, NY 13903
(607) 762-2800
Intake: (607) 762-2856
MHF • SA MM OTPA • OP OMB • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • PW WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Addiction Center of Broome County Inc
CD Outpatient Rehabilitation Program
30 West State Street
Colonial Plaza 2nd Floor
Binghamton, NY 13901
(607) 723-3308
Intake: (607) 723-3308x118
MHSAF • SA • OP OD OIRT ORT • SF MD PI • SS • CO CJ TRMA XA • YAD ADLT • FEMMALE

Fairview Recovery Services Inc
Addictions Crisis Center
247 Court Street
Binghamton, NY 13901
(607) 722-4080
Intake: (607) 723-2241
SAF • SA DT BU • RES RS RD • NP • PA • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

HH • RES

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
United Health Services Hospitals Inc
New Horizons Chemical Dependency Program
10-42 Mitchell Avenue
Binghamton General Hospital
Binghamton, NY 13903
(607) 762-3288
Intakes: (607) 762-3232 (607) 762-2901
SAF • SA BU • OP OMB OIT ORT • SF
MD MC SI PI MI • AH • CO DU CJ AD
WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

BLAUVELT
Daytop Village Inc
Rockland Outreach
620 Route 303
Blauvelt, NY 10913
(845) 353-2730
SAF • SA BU • OP OMB OIT ORT • SF
MD MC SI PI • CO DU AD WN MN
TRMA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

BOHEMIA
Catholic Charities of Rockville Center
Talbot House
30 Carlough Road
Suite C
Bohemia, NY 11716
(631) 589-4144
Intake: (631) 589-4145
SAF • DT • RES RD • NP • PA • YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

Institute for Rational Counseling Inc
30 Floyd Run
Bohemia, NY 11716
(631) 567-7760
MHF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MC SI PI
MI • DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

BRENTWOOD
Charles K Post Addiction Treatment Ctr
Community Residence Program
998 Crooked Hill Road
Building 1 PPC Campus
Brentwood, NY 11717
(631) 434-7209
Intake: (631) 434-7207
SAF • SA BU NXN VTRL HH • RES RL
• SF MD MC SI PI • PA • SP • YAD ADLT
• FEM MALE

Charles K Post Addiction Treatment Ctr
Inpatient Rehabilitation Program
998 Crooked Hill Road
Building 1 PPC Campus
Brentwood, NY 11717
(631) 434-7554
Intake: (631) 434-7207 (631) 434-7208
SAF • SA BU VTRL HH • RES RS RL
• SF MD MC SI PI • PA • AH SP FX
• TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F43

Outreach Development Corporation
452 Suffolk Avenue
Brentwood, NY 11717
(718) 847-9233
Intake: (631) 436-6065
SAF • SA BU • OP OMB OIT ORT • SF MD
MC SI PI MI • SS • SP • CO DU CJ WN
MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Outreach House II
400 Crooked Hill Road
Brentwood, NY 11717
(631) 231-3232
Intake: (631) 231-3232x3106
SAF • SA BU • RES RL • SF SI PI • AD
• CHLD • FEM MALE

Phoenix House of Long Island
Mental Health Community Residential
998 Crooked Hill Road
Building 5
Brentwood, NY 11717
(631) 306-5700x5774
Intake: (631) 306-5793
MHSAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • RES RS RL
• SF MD MC SI PI • SS • SP • CO GL
VET MF CJ SE WN MN TRMA XA DV
• YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

BRONX

Argus Community Inc
Harbor House II MICA
760 East 160th Street
Bronx, NY 10456
(718) 401-5700x5788
Intake: (718) 401-5720
MHSAF • SA • OP RES RL ODT • SF
MD • CO CJ MN TRMA XA DV • YAD
ADLT • MALE

Argus Community Inc
Harbor House MICA Treatment Program
402 East 156th Street
Bronx, NY 10455
(718) 993-2376x7157
Intake: (718) 401-5720 (718) 993-2376x7110
MHSAF • SA • RES RL • SF MD MC SI PI
• CO • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Arms Acres Inc
Outpatient Clinic
3584 Jerome Avenue
Bronx, NY 10467
(718) 653-1537x110
Intake: (718) 653-1537
SAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP ORT ORT
• SF MD MC SI PI • SP • CO GL CJ AD
WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Bronx Addiction Treatment Center
CD Inpatient Rehab Program
1500 Waters Place
Building 13
Bronx, NY 10461
(718) 904-0026
Intake: (718) 904-0026x4
SAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • RES RS • SF
MD SI PI • SP • CO GL CJ WN MN DV
• YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Bronx Lebanon Hospital Center
Community Residence
1285 Fulton Avenue
Bronx, NY 10456
(718) 518-3733
Intakes: (718) 518-3700 (718) 861-4400
SAF • SA HH • RES RL • SF MD PI • SS
• SP FX • CO WN MN TRMA XA DV
• YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F47
Bronx Lebanon Hospital Center
Community Residential Program
742-744 Kelly Street
Bronx, NY 10455
(718) 665-4400
Intake: (718) 381-3734
SAF • SA HH • RES RL • SF MD MC SI PI • AH • MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

Concourse Medical Center Inc
Methadone Treatment Clinic
880 Morris Avenue
Bronx, NY 10451
(718) 665-9340 x 119
Intake: (718) 665-9340
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA MM DM BU OTPA • OP OMB ORT • SF MD • SS • SP • CO GL CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Counseling Services of NY LLC/CD OP
911 Walton Avenue
Suite 1-B
Bronx, NY 10452
(718) 579-1790
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD • PA • SP • CO DU GL VET CJ SE WN MN DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Franklin House IR
1064 Franklin Avenue
1st • 5th Floors
Bronx, NY 10456
(718) 746-1545
Intakes: (718) 746-1576 (718) 764-1541
SAF • SA BU • RES RL • SF MD MC • PA • SP • CO VET MF CJ SE WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • MALE

HELP/PSI Inc
1401 University Avenue
Bronx, NY 10452
(718) 681-8700
Intakes: (718) 681-8700 x 2148 (718) 681-8700 x 2179
GHF • SA BU • RES RL • SF MD • SP • CO GL CJ SE WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Jacobi Medical Center
Chemical Dependency Detox
1400 Pelham Parkway South
Building 1 10 East
Bronx, NY 10461
(718) 918-4465
Intake: (718) 918-4465
SAF • SA DT BU • OP OMB OIT HID • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH SP • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Montefiore Medical Center (SATP)
Subst Abuse Treatment Program Unit I
3550 Jerome Avenue
Bronx, NY 10467
(718) 920-4067
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM BU OTPA • OP OD OMB ORT • SF MD PI • AH SP FX • PW • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F4

Montefiore Medical Center (SATP)
Subst Abuse Treatment Program Unit III
2058 Jerome Avenue
Bronx, NY 10453
(917) 564-8735
Intakes: (718) 583-0600 (718) 583-0707
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA MM BU XN OTPA • OP OMB ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • SS • AH SP FX • CO WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F19 F28

Montefiore Medical Center/MSU
Wakefield Division Detox Services
600 East 233 Street
Bronx, NY 10466
(718) 920-9974
Intake: (718) 920-9440
SAF • SA BU XN VTRL • OP OMB ODT OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • AH SP • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Montefiore Wakefield Division
4401 Bronx Boulevard
Bronx, NY 10470
(718) 304-7048
Intakes: (718) 304-7000 (718) 304-7058
SAF • SA BU XN VTRL • OP OMB ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • AH SP FX • CO DU GL VET ADM CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F42

NRI Group LLC
OP
1385 Fulton Avenue
Amber Hall 1st Floor
Bronx, NY 10456
(718) 579-0805
Intake: (212) 967-0770
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC • SS • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Lincoln Medical and Mental Health Center
/ Lincoln Recovery Center
545 East 142nd Street
Bronx, NY 10454
(718) 579-4004
Intakes: (718) 579-4070 (718) 579-4066
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI SS SP WN MN YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Lincoln MedicalandMental Health Center
/ Lincoln Recovery Center
545 East 142nd Street
Bronx, NY 10454
(718) 579-4004
Intakes: (718) 579-4070 (718) 579-4066
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI SS SP WN MN YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Montefiore Medical Center
Wellness Center at Port Morris OTP
804 East 138th Street
Bronx, NY 10454
(718) 665-7500
SAF • SA BU XN OTPA • OP OMB ORT CT • SF MD • AH SP • PW • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Montefiore Medical Center (SATP)
New Directions Recovery Center
2058 Jerome Avenue
Bronx, NY 10467
(718) 920-4582
Intake: (718) 920-4067
SAF • SA BU XN VTRL • OP OMB OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • SP • CO WN MN TRMA XA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

NRI Group LLC
OP
1385 Fulton Avenue
Amber Hall 1st Floor
Bronx, NY 10456
(718) 579-0805
Intake: (212) 967-0770
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC • SS • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Subst Abuse Treatment Program Unit III
2058 Jerome Avenue
Bronx, NY 10453
(917) 564-8735
Intakes: (718) 583-0600 (718) 583-0707
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA MM BU XN OTPA • OP OMB ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • SS • AH SP FX • CO WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F19 F28

Subst Abuse Treatment Program Unit I
600 East 233 Street
Bronx, NY 10466
(718) 920-9974
Intake: (718) 920-9440
SAF • SA BU XN VTRL • OP OMB ODT OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • AH SP • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Wakefield Division Detox Services
600 East 233 Street
Bronx, NY 10466
(718) 920-9974
Intake: (718) 920-9440
SAF • SA BU XN VTRL • OP OMB ODT OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • AH SP • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
Odyssey House Inc
Family ReEntry Program
1328 Clinton Avenue
Bronx, NY 10456
(718) 387-8995x2100
Intake: (212) 987-5100
SAF • SA • RES RL • MD • SS • BC • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Phoenix House
Short Term Residential Program
480 East 185th Street
Bronx, NY 10458
(718) 584-7100x6461
Intakes: (718) 584-7100x6467, (718) 584-7100x6462
SAF • SA • RES RL • SF MD MC SI PI MI • CO GL VET CJ MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • MALE

Promesa Inc
CD Outpatient Treatment (CDOP)
1776 Clay Avenue
Bronx, NY 10456
(718) 960-7503
Intake: (718) 960-7599
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC PI • SP • CJ SE PW WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Promesa Inc
Inpatient Rehabilitation
1776 Clay Avenue
2nd Floor
Bronx, NY 10457
(718) 299-1100x7599
Intakes: (718) 960-7599, (718) 299-1100x3158
SAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • RES RS RD • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SP • CJ WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Promesa Inc
MTA Outpatient
1776 Clay Avenue
Bronx, NY 10457
(347) 649-3046
Intake: (718) 960-7599
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA MM OTPA • OP OMB ORT • SF MD PI • SS PA • SP • CO CJ PW WN MN DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Promesa Inc
Residential Drug Treatment Prog Adult
1776 Clay Avenue
Bronx, NY 10457
(718) 299-1100
Intake: (718) 960-7599
SAF • SA BU OTPA • RES RL • SF MD MC PI MI • SS PA • SP • CO WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Riverdale Mental Health Assoc Inc
CD Outpatient
5676 Riverdale Avenue
Bronx, NY 10471
(718) 796-5300
Intakes: (718) 796-5300x117, (718) 796-5300x125
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC PI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Samaritan Daytop Village
Outpatient
2614-16 Halperin Avenue
Bronx, NY 10461
(718) 518-9007
SAF • SA BU • OP OMB OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS PA • SP • CO DU AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Saint Barnabas Hospital
Chemical Dependency Outpatient Service
4451 3rd Avenue
Bronx, NY 10457
(718) 960-6314
Intakes: (718) 960-6170, (718) 960-6214
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • SS • AH SP • DU CJ WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Saint Barnabas Hospital
Inpatient Detox
4422 3rd Avenue
Bronx, NY 10457
(718) 960-6401
Intakes: (718) 960-4220, (718) 960-6636
SAF • DT DM BU • HID • MD MC SI PI • AH SP • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Outpatient
2614-16 Halperin Avenue
Bronx, NY 10461
(718) 518-9007
SAF • SA BU • OP OMB OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS PA • SP • CO DU AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v. 541
Samaritan Village Inc
Residential Drug Free Program
1381 University Avenue
Bronx, NY 10452
(718) 681-9300
Intakes: (718) 657-8010x451 (718) 681-9300x2639
SAF • SA • RES RL • SF MD MC SI • SS PA • CO GL CJ SE PW WN MN TR MA XD DV • YAD AD LT • MALE

Success Counseling Servs
CD Outpt Servs
1015-1017 Ogden Avenue
Bronx, NY 10452
(718) 588-6112
SAF • SA • BU • OP OMB OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS PA • SP • CJ WN MN • CHLD YAD AD LT • FEM MALE

TRI Center Inc
Drug Abuse Treatment/New York
2488 Grand Concourse Street
Bronx, NY 10458
(718) 584-7204
SAF • SA • NXN • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI • SS • CO GL CJ PW WN MN TR MA XD DV • YAD AD LT • FEM MALE

Taylormade Inc
CD Outpatient Services
51 Westchester Square
Bronx, NY 10461
(718) 829-3647
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC • SS • SP • CO DU CJ AD PW WN MN TR MA XD DV • AD LT • FEM MALE

The PAC Program of the Bronx Inc
1215-1217 Stratford Avenue
Bronx, NY 10472
(718) 328-2605
Intake: (212) 837-2013
SAF • SA • DT BU VTRL • OP OMB OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI HI HS • SS • SP FX • CO DU GL VET CJ SE AD PW WN MN TR MA XD DV • CHLD AD LT • FEM MALE • F19

United Bronx Parents Inc (UBP)
Chemical Dependency Outpatient Servs
966 Prospect Avenue
2nd Floor
Bronx, NY 10459
(718) 617-6060
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • SS • SP • PW WN MN • YAD AD LT • FEM MALE

United Bronx Parents Inc (UBP)
La Casita 1/Mother and Child Program
834 East 156th Street
Bronx, NY 10455
(718) 292-9808
Intake: (718) 617-6060
SAF • SA • RES RL • SF MD MC PI • PA • SP • CO PW WN BC • YAD AD LT • FEM

United Bronx Parents Inc (UBP)
La Casita 3
1006 East 151st Street
Bronx, NY 10455
(718) 742-0082
Intake: (718) 617-6060
(718) 584-7204
SAF • SA • BU • OP OMB OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • PP • CJ WN MN • CHLD YAD AD LT • MALE

VIP Community Services
Medically Supervised Outpatient Prog
1910 Arthur Avenue
4th Floor
Bronx, NY 10457
(718) 583-5315
Intake: (800) 850-9900 (718) 583-5153x8143
SAF • SA • DT BU • OP OD ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • SS • SP • CO VET CJ SE WN MN XA • YAD AD LT • FEM MALE

VIP Community Services
Mens Residential Drug Program
764 East 176th Street
Bronx, NY 10460
(718) 542-8770
Intake: (800) 850-9900 (718) 583-5153x8080
SAF • SA • RES RL • MD MC SI PI MI • SP • CO GL VET MF CJ SE MN TR MA XD DV • YAD AD LT • MALE

UNITED YORK

SAF • SA • RES RL • MD MC SI PI MI • SS • CO DU CJ AD PW WN MN • YAD AD LT • FEM MALE

United Bronx Parents Inc (UBP)
La Casita 1/Mother and Child Program
834 East 156th Street
Bronx, NY 10455
(718) 292-9808
Intake: (718) 617-6060
SAF • SA • RES RL • SF MD MC PI • PA • SP • CO PW WN BC • YAD AD LT • FEM

United Bronx Parents Inc (UBP)
La Casita 3
1006 East 151st Street
Bronx, NY 10455
(718) 742-0082
Intake: (718) 617-6060
(718) 584-7204
SAF • SA • BU • OP OMB OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • PP • CJ WN MN • CHLD YAD AD LT • MALE

VIP Community Services
Medically Supervised Outpatient Prog
1910 Arthur Avenue
4th Floor
Bronx, NY 10457
(718) 583-5315
Intake: (800) 850-9900 (718) 583-5153x8143
SAF • SA • DT BU • OP OD ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • SS • SP • CO VET CJ SE WN MN XA • YAD AD LT • FEM MALE

VIP Community Services
Medically Supervised Outpatient Prog
1910 Arthur Avenue
4th Floor
Bronx, NY 10457
(718) 583-5315
Intake: (800) 850-9900 (718) 583-5153x8143
SAF • SA • DT BU • OP OD ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • SS • SP • CO VET CJ SE WN MN XA • YAD AD LT • FEM MALE

VIP Community Services
Womens Residence
716 Fairmount Place
Bronx, NY 10457
(718) 731-3500
Intakes: (718) 837-2013 (800) 850-9900
SAF • SA • RES RL • MD MC SI PI MI • PA • SP • CO VET CJ WN TR MA XD DV • YAD AD LT • FEM

Vertex LLC
Chemical Dependence Outpatient Program
1080 East Gun Hill Road
Bronx, NY 10469
(718) 653-1117
Intakes: (718) 653-1117x112 (718) 653-1117x114
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD • SS PA • SP FX • DU CJ AD WN MN DV • CHLD AD LT • FEM MALE • F28 F70

BROOKLYN

820 River Street Inc
Intensive Resident
1140 Pacific Street
Brooklyn, NY 11216
(718) 230-7748
Intakes: (718) 230-7780x209 (718) 230-7780x207
SAF • SA • BI • OP OMB OIT ORT • SF MD • SS PA • SP • CO MN • YAD AD LT • FEM MALE

AAA Health Inc
Chemical Dependency Outpatient Program
1090 Coney Island Avenue
2nd Floor
Brooklyn, NY 11230
(718) 421-2101
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD PI • FX • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW WN MN TR MA XD DV • CHLD YAD AD LT • FEM MALE • F28 F70

Alpha School Center OP
2400 Linden Boulevard
Brooklyn, NY 11208
(718) 328-2605
Intake: (718) 328-2605
SAF • SA • BU • OP OIT ORT • SF MD • SS PA • SP • CO MN • YAD AD LT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
Alpha School Center/Progressive Living
Chemical Dependency Outpatient Program
2400 Linden Boulevard
Brooklyn, NY 11208
(718) 257-5800
Intakes: (718) 257-5800x113 (718) 257-5800x102
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI
• SS • CO DU CJ AD WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Anchor House
Mens Facility
1041 Bergen Street
Brooklyn, NY 11216
(718) 771-0760x118
Intakes: (718) 771-0760x118 (718) 771-0865x118
SAF • SA • RES RL • SI • PA • SP • VET
CJS EM N TRMA XA • YAD ADLT • MALE

Anchor House Inc
976 Park Place
Brooklyn, NY 11213
(718) 756-8673
Intake: (718) 756-0045
SAF • SA • RES RL • SF MD MC PI ATR
• SS PA • SP • CO GL CJ SE PW WN
TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

BGR Services CD OP
DBA The PAC Program of Brooklyn
7 Deboevois Street
2nd Floor
Brooklyn, NY 11206
(718) 388-5950
SAF • SA BU • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI
• SS • SP • CO DU CJ SE AD
WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Bedford/Stuyvesant Alc Trt Center
Outpatient Rehab
722 Myrtle Avenue
2nd Floor
Brooklyn, NY 11205
(718) 636-4200
SAF • SA BU NXN • OP OMB ODT OIT
ORT CT • MD MC SI PA • YAD ADLT
• FEM MALE

Beth Israel Medical Center
MMTP Cumberland Clinic
100 Flatbush Avenue
Brooklyn, NY 11217
(718) 237-9600
Intakes: (212) 256-2623 (212) 256-2601
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA MM DM OITPA • OP OMB
• SF MD MC PI • SS • WN • YAD ADLT
• FEM MALE

Bridge Back to Life Center Inc
175 Remsen Street
10th Floor
Brooklyn, NY 11201
(718) 852-5552
Intake: (718) 265-4200
SAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP OMB
ORT CT • SF MD MC PI • SP • CO
DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE WN MN
TRMA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Bridge Back to Life Center Inc
3044 Coney Island Avenue
3rd Floor
Brooklyn, NY 11235
(718) 265-4200
Intakes: (718) 265-4200 (718) 852-5552
MHSASF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP
OD OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI
• FX • CO DU CJ AD TRMA DV • CHLD
ADLT • FEM MALE • F31 F70

Bridge Access to Care Inc
CD OP
2261 Church Avenue
Brooklyn, NY 11226
(347) 505-5182
Intakes: (347) 505-5119 (347) 505-5191
SAF • SA BU • OP OIT ORT • SF MD
MC SI PI • SS PA • CO GL VET ADM MF
CJ PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

Brooklyn Hospital Center
9B Detox Unit
121 Dekalb Avenue
Brooklyn, NY 11201
(718) 250-8900
SAF • SA DT • HID HIT CT • SF MD
MC SI PI MI ATR • SS • SP FX • CO
GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW WN MN
TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM
MALE • F19 F28 F66 F70

Brownsville Community Development Corp
Brownsville Community Dev CR
657-663 East 98th Street
Brooklyn, NY 11236
(718) 345-8605x4413
Intake: (718) 345-8605x4414
SAF • SA HH • RES RL • SF • SP • WN
MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Brownsville Community Residential Ctr
657 East 98th Street
Brooklyn, NY 11236
(718) 345-8605
Intake: (718) 345-8605x4414
SAF • SA HH • RES RL • SF • SP • WN
MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

CCNS Flatbush Addiction
Treatment Center
1463 Flatbush Avenue
Brooklyn, NY 11210
(718) 951-9009
SAF • SA XN • OP OIT ORT • SF MD
SI PI MI • SS • FX • CO DU GL VET
ADM MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA
XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F70

Canarsie Aware
Outpatient Treatment
1285 Rockaway Avenue
Brooklyn, NY 11236
(718) 257-3195
MHSASF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC
• SP • CO CJ XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM
MALE
Canarsie Aware Inc
Chemical Dep Treatment
1285 Rockaway Avenue
Brooklyn, NY 11236
(718) 257-3195
MHSAF • SA • OP OBT • SF MD MC SI PI • SP • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Community Counseling Mediation Service
Alcohol and Substance Abuse Program
810 Classon Avenue
Brooklyn, NY 11238
(718) 230-5100
Intake: (718) 230-5100x120
MHSAF • SA BU • OP OBT • SF MD MC SI PI • SS • SP • CO DU WN MN TR MA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Coney Island Hospital
CD/Dept Behav Health Clinic Component
Hammett Pavilion 422
2601 Ocean Parkway
Brooklyn, NY 11235
(718) 319-3061
Intake: (718) 319-3672
MHSAF • SA DT BU • OP OD OMB OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI M1 • SS PA • SP FX • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW WN MN TR MA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F70

Coney Island Hospital
Inpatient Substance Abuse Detox Prog
2601 Ocean Parkway
Brooklyn, NY 11235
(718) 616-5500
MHSAF • SA DT BU • HID HIT CT • NP FX • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F70

Counseling Services of EDNY
CS EDNY Outpatient Med Supervised
210 Joralemon Street
3rd Floor
Brooklyn, NY 11201
(718) 250-5557
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • SP • CJ WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Cumberland Diagnostic and Trt Center
Division of Psychiatry
100 North Portland Avenue
Brooklyn, NY 11205
(718) 260-7836
Intake: (718) 260-7806
MHSAF • SA • BU NXN • OP OMB OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • SS PA • SP • CO • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Damon House New York Inc
Bushwick Community Residence
1154-1156 Dekalb Avenue
Brooklyn, NY 11221
(718) 443-7170
Intake: (718) 387-9100
MHSAF • SA • BU • RES RL • SF SI MI • SP • CO VET CJ SE MN TR MA XA DV • YAD ADLT • MALE

Dynamic Youth Community Inc
Community Residence
1830 Coney Island Avenue
Brooklyn, NY 11230
(718) 376-7923
MHSAF • SA • RES RL • SF MD • SP FX • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE • F70

Dynamic Youth Community Inc
Outpatient
1830 Coney Island Avenue
Brooklyn, NY 11230
(718) 376-7923
MHSAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF MD PI • SP FX • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE • F70

El Regreso Foundation Inc
Chemical Dependence Intensive Res
189-191 South 2nd Street
Brooklyn, NY 11211
(718) 534-6886
Intake: (718) 384-6400 (718) 782-6802
MHSAF • SA • RES RL CT • MD SI • PA • SP • CO VET CJ • MN TR MA XA • YAD ADLT • MALE

El Regreso Foundation Inc
Julio Martinez Ambulatory Care
728 Driggs Avenue
Brooklyn, NY 11211
(718) 782-6802
Intake: (718) 384-6400
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD • SS • SP • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

El Regreso Foundation Inc
Women Residential Drug Treatment Prog
141 South 3rd Street
Brooklyn, NY 11211
(718) 384-6400x6830
Intake: (718) 384-6400x6894 (718) 782-6802x6890
MHSAF • SA • RES RL CT • MD MC • PA • SP • CO CJ WN TR MA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

First Steps to Recovery Inc
Outpatient Chemical Dependency Clinic
2990 Brighton 12th Street
Suite 1-F
Brooklyn, NY 11235
(212) 397-3711
Intake: (718) 743-5159
MHSAF • SA • BU NXN • OP OMB OIT ORT • SF MD PI • FX • DU SE • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F66 F70

HELP PSI Inc
803 Sterling Place
Brooklyn, NY 11216
(718) 681-8700x6204
Intake: (718) 681-8700x6202 (718) 681-8700x6023
MHSAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT • MD PI • CO GL SE WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
Housing Plus Solutions Inc
755 Liberty Avenue
Brooklyn, NY 11208
(347) 529-2403
HH

Housing Works Inc
Chemical Dependency OP Services
2640 Pitkin Avenue
Brooklyn, NY 11208
(718) 827-8700x4338
Intakes: (718) 827-8700x4308 (718) 827-8700x4342
GHF • SA BU NXN HH • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS PA • SP FX • CO GL CJ WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Interfaith Medical Center
Substance Abuse Rehabilitation
1545 Atlantic Avenue
Brooklyn, NY 11213
(718) 613-4330
Intake: (718) 613-4784
SAF • SA MM BU • HIT • SF MD MC PI • SS • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

John David Center
Serendipity
2071 Fulton Street
Brooklyn, NY 11213
(718) 398-0096
Intake: (347) 770-8660
SAF • SA MM BU NXN • OPP RES RL OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • YA D A DLT • MALE

Kings County Hospital Center
Chemical Dependency/CTOPS
451 Clarkson Avenue
R Building 2nd South Wing
Brooklyn, NY 11203
(718) 245-4879
Intakes: (718) 245-4878 (718) 245-2655 (718) 245-2660
SAF • SA BU NXN • OPP OIT ORT • SF MD MC • SS • AH • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Kings County Hospital Center
Polydrug Outpatient Program
410 Winthrop Street
R Building 2 South Wing
Brooklyn, NY 11203
(718) 245-4870
Intakes: (718) 245-2660 (718) 245-2661 (718) 245-2665
SAF • SA BU BU • HIT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS PA • SP FX • CO WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F17 F19 F28 F66 F70

Kings County Hospital Center
Outpatient Program
451 Clarkson Avenue
R Building 2nd Floor
Brooklyn, NY 11203
(718) 245-4878
Intakes: (718) 245-4879 (718) 245-2655 (718) 245-2660
SAF • SA BU BU • OPP OIT ORT • SF MD MC • SS • AH • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
Woodhull Medical Center
Division of Substance Abuse
760 Broadway
Brooklyn, NY 11206
(718) 693-5910
Intake: (718) 630-3280
SAF • SA DT DM BU NXN • HID HIT • SF MD SI PI • SS PA • AH SP • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

BUFFALO
Beacon Center
Outpatient Chemical Dependency Program
295 Main Street
Ellicott Square Building Suite 105
Buffalo, NY 14203
(716) 853-0243
SAF • SA BU • OP OMB ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS • CO AD WN MN TRMA XA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Beacon Center
Outpatient Chemical Dependency Program
3131 Sheridan Drive
Suite 106
Buffalo, NY 14226
(716) 831-1937
SAF • SA BU • OP OMB ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS • CO AD WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Brylin Hospitals
Williamsville Outpatient Clinic
531 Farber Lakes Drive
Buffalo, NY 14221
(716) 633-1927
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • SS • CO CJ AD WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

CAO/Drug Abuse Research and Trt Prog (DART)
1237 Main Street
Buffalo, NY 14209
(716) 884-9101x208
Intakes: (716) 884-9101x201 (716) 884-9101x215
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA MM OTPA • OP OMB ORT • SF MD • SS • SP • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Cazenovia Recovery Systems Inc
Casa Di Vita Halfway House
200 Albany Street
Buffalo, NY 14213
(716) 882-2108
SAF • SA • RES RL • MD MC SI PI • SS • YAD ADLT • FEM

Cazenovia Recovery Systems Inc
Cazenovia Manor
486 North Legion Drive
Buffalo, NY 14210
(716) 822-8932
Intake: (716) 822-8932x15
SAF • SA • RES RL • SF MD PI • SS • YAD ADLT • MALE

Cazenovia Recovery Systems Inc
Supportive Living Program
605 Fillmore Avenue
Buffalo, NY 14212
(716) 894-7274
Intake: (716) 894-7274x10 (716) 894-7298x13
SAF • SA • RES RL • SF MD PI • SS • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Eric County Medical Center Corporation
Division of Chemical Dependency
462 Grider Street
Buffalo, NY 14215
(716) 898-3137
Intake: (716) 898-3137
SAF • SA • RES RL • SF MD PI • SS • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Eric County Medical Center Corporation
Inpatient Detoxification Unit
462 Grider Street
9th Floor
Buffalo, NY 14215
(716) 898-3415
Intake: (716) 898-3471
SAF • SA DT DM BU NXN • HID HIT • SF MD MC SI PI • MA • PA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Eric County Medical Center Corporation
Northern Eric Clinical Services/CD OP
2282 Elmwood Avenue
Buffalo, NY 14217
(716) 874-5536
SAF • SA BU NXN • OP OMB ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Horizon Health Services Inc
Union Losson Plaza 2563 Union Road
Suite 800
Buffalo, NY 14227
(716) 668-7622
Intake: (716) 831-1800
SAF • SA • NXN • OP ORT • SF MD MC PI • SS • CO WN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Horizon Health Services Inc
Addictions Outpt Clinic/Bailey LaSalle
3297 Bailey Avenue
1st Floor
Buffalo, NY 14215
(716) 833-3622
Intake: (716) 831-1800
SAF • SA • NXN • OP ORT • SF MD MC PI • SS • CO DU WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Horizon Health Services Inc
Addictions Outpt Clinic/Black Rock
699 Hertel Avenue
Suite 350
Buffalo, NY 14207
(716) 831-1977
Intake: (716) 831-1800
SAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP ORT CT • SF MD SI PI • MA • CO DU WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service Provider</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Phone Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Horizon Health Services Inc</td>
<td>Buffalo, NY 14212</td>
<td>(716) 896-7350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mid Eric Counseling and Trt Services</td>
<td>Buffalo, NY 14212</td>
<td>(716) 896-7350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spectrum Human Services</td>
<td>Buffalo, NY 14210</td>
<td>(716) 828-0560</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helpline: (716) 884-5344</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mid Eric Counseling and Trt Services</td>
<td>Buffalo, NY 14225</td>
<td>(716) 895-6700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spectrum Human Services</td>
<td>Buffalo, NY 14213</td>
<td>(716) 881-2386</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helpline: (716) 882-4900x29</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mid Eric Counseling and Trt Services</td>
<td>Buffalo, NY 14209</td>
<td>(716) 895-7715</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spectrum Human Services</td>
<td>Buffalo, NY 14213</td>
<td>(716) 881-2386</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helpline: (716) 882-4900x29</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mid Eric Counseling and Trt Services</td>
<td>Buffalo, NY 14209</td>
<td>(716) 895-7715</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spectrum Human Services</td>
<td>Buffalo, NY 14213</td>
<td>(716) 881-2386</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helpline: (716) 882-4900x29</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mid Eric Counseling and Trt Services</td>
<td>Buffalo, NY 14209</td>
<td>(716) 895-7715</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spectrum Human Services</td>
<td>Buffalo, NY 14213</td>
<td>(716) 881-2386</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helpline: (716) 882-4900x29</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mid Eric Counseling and Trt Services</td>
<td>Buffalo, NY 14209</td>
<td>(716) 895-7715</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spectrum Human Services</td>
<td>Buffalo, NY 14213</td>
<td>(716) 881-2386</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helpline: (716) 882-4900x29</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mid Eric Counseling and Trt Services</td>
<td>Buffalo, NY 14209</td>
<td>(716) 895-7715</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spectrum Human Services</td>
<td>Buffalo, NY 14213</td>
<td>(716) 881-2386</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helpline: (716) 882-4900x29</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mid Eric Counseling and Trt Services</td>
<td>Buffalo, NY 14209</td>
<td>(716) 895-7715</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spectrum Human Services</td>
<td>Buffalo, NY 14213</td>
<td>(716) 881-2386</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helpline: (716) 882-4900x29</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mid Eric Counseling and Trt Services</td>
<td>Buffalo, NY 14209</td>
<td>(716) 895-7715</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spectrum Human Services</td>
<td>Buffalo, NY 14213</td>
<td>(716) 881-2386</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helpline: (716) 882-4900x29</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mid Eric Counseling and Trt Services</td>
<td>Buffalo, NY 14209</td>
<td>(716) 895-7715</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spectrum Human Services</td>
<td>Buffalo, NY 14213</td>
<td>(716) 881-2386</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helpline: (716) 882-4900x29</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mid Eric Counseling and Trt Services</td>
<td>Buffalo, NY 14209</td>
<td>(716) 895-7715</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spectrum Human Services</td>
<td>Buffalo, NY 14213</td>
<td>(716) 881-2386</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helpline: (716) 882-4900x29</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mid Eric Counseling and Trt Services</td>
<td>Buffalo, NY 14209</td>
<td>(716) 895-7715</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spectrum Human Services</td>
<td>Buffalo, NY 14213</td>
<td>(716) 881-2386</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helpline: (716) 882-4900x29</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mid Eric Counseling and Trt Services</td>
<td>Buffalo, NY 14209</td>
<td>(716) 895-7715</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spectrum Human Services</td>
<td>Buffalo, NY 14213</td>
<td>(716) 881-2386</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helpline: (716) 882-4900x29</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mid Eric Counseling and Trt Services</td>
<td>Buffalo, NY 14209</td>
<td>(716) 895-7715</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spectrum Human Services</td>
<td>Buffalo, NY 14213</td>
<td>(716) 881-2386</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helpline: (716) 882-4900x29</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mid Eric Counseling and Trt Services</td>
<td>Buffalo, NY 14209</td>
<td>(716) 895-7715</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spectrum Human Services</td>
<td>Buffalo, NY 14213</td>
<td>(716) 881-2386</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helpline: (716) 882-4900x29</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mid Eric Counseling and Trt Services</td>
<td>Buffalo, NY 14209</td>
<td>(716) 895-7715</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spectrum Human Services</td>
<td>Buffalo, NY 14213</td>
<td>(716) 881-2386</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helpline: (716) 882-4900x29</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mid Eric Counseling and Trt Services</td>
<td>Buffalo, NY 14209</td>
<td>(716) 895-7715</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spectrum Human Services</td>
<td>Buffalo, NY 14213</td>
<td>(716) 881-2386</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helpline: (716) 882-4900x29</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mid Eric Counseling and Trt Services</td>
<td>Buffalo, NY 14209</td>
<td>(716) 895-7715</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spectrum Human Services</td>
<td>Buffalo, NY 14213</td>
<td>(716) 881-2386</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helpline: (716) 882-4900x29</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mid Eric Counseling and Trt Services</td>
<td>Buffalo, NY 14209</td>
<td>(716) 895-7715</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spectrum Human Services</td>
<td>Buffalo, NY 14213</td>
<td>(716) 881-2386</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helpline: (716) 882-4900x29</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mid Eric Counseling and Trt Services</td>
<td>Buffalo, NY 14209</td>
<td>(716) 895-7715</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spectrum Human Services</td>
<td>Buffalo, NY 14213</td>
<td>(716) 881-2386</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helpline: (716) 882-4900x29</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mid Eric Counseling and Trt Services</td>
<td>Buffalo, NY 14209</td>
<td>(716) 895-7715</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spectrum Human Services</td>
<td>Buffalo, NY 14213</td>
<td>(716) 881-2386</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helpline: (716) 882-4900x29</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mid Eric Counseling and Trt Services</td>
<td>Buffalo, NY 14209</td>
<td>(716) 895-7715</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spectrum Human Services</td>
<td>Buffalo, NY 14213</td>
<td>(716) 881-2386</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helpline: (716) 882-4900x29</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mid Eric Counseling and Trt Services</td>
<td>Buffalo, NY 14209</td>
<td>(716) 895-7715</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spectrum Human Services</td>
<td>Buffalo, NY 14213</td>
<td>(716) 881-2386</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helpline: (716) 882-4900x29</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mid Eric Counseling and Trt Services</td>
<td>Buffalo, NY 14209</td>
<td>(716) 895-7715</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spectrum Human Services</td>
<td>Buffalo, NY 14213</td>
<td>(716) 881-2386</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helpline: (716) 882-4900x29</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mid Eric Counseling and Trt Services</td>
<td>Buffalo, NY 14209</td>
<td>(716) 895-7715</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spectrum Human Services</td>
<td>Buffalo, NY 14213</td>
<td>(716) 881-2386</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helpline: (716) 882-4900x29</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mid Eric Counseling and Trt Services</td>
<td>Buffalo, NY 14209</td>
<td>(716) 895-7715</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spectrum Human Services</td>
<td>Buffalo, NY 14213</td>
<td>(716) 881-2386</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helpline: (716) 882-4900x29</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
NEW YORK

CAMILLUS
Professional Counseling Services
5700 West Genesee Street
Suite 118
Camillus, NY 13031
(315) 488-1641
SAF • SA BU • OP OMB ORT CT • SF PI • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

CANAAN
Berkshire Farm Center and Services for Youth Outpatient Department
13640 Route 22
Canaan, NY 12029
(518) 781-1817
Intake: (518) 781-1816
SAF • SA • OP ORT • MD PI • CO AD TRMA • CHLD ADLT • MALE

CANANDAIGUA
Behavioral VA Healthcare Line
400 Fort Hill Avenue
Canandaigua, NY 14424
(585) 394-2000
Intake: (585) 393-7480
MHS AF • SA BU • NXN VTRL • OP RES RS RL OMB ORT CT • VAMC SF PI MI • AH • CO DU TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
CSH and Clinic Behav Hlth Center
Canandaigua Behavioral Health
35 North Street
Canandaigua, NY 14424
(585) 394-0530
Intake: (315) 462-1060 (315) 462-1050
MHS AF • SA BU • OP OMB ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI ATR • AH FX • CO DU CJ AD WN MN TRMA XA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F25
FLACRA CR 3
400 Fort Hill Avenue
Building 14 1st Floor
Canandaigua, NY 14424
(585) 919-2440
Intake: (315) 462-9164 (315) 462-9149
SAF • SA • RES RL • SF • SS • CO GL • YET SE WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Tumings
Ontario Cnty Substance Abuse AB Servs
3019 Country Complex Drive
Canandaigua, NY 14424
(585) 396-4363
Intakes: (585) 396-4190 (877) 831-9791
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

CANTON
North Country Freedom Homes
The Canton House
25 Dies Street
Canton, NY 13617
(315) 379-0139x14
Intake: (315) 379-0139x12
SAF • SA HH • RES RL • SF MD • YAD ADLT • MALE

CARMEL
Arms Acres Inc
Inpatient
75 Seminary Hill Road
Floor B 1 Wings A, B, D and E
Carmel, NY 10512
(845) 225-3400
Intake: (845) 225-3400x6145
SAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP RES RS RL OMB ORT CT • VAMC SF PI MI • AH • CO DU TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
Arms Acres Inc Residential Rehab for Youth
75 Seminary Hill Road
Carmel, NY 10512
(800) 989-2676
Intake: (888) 227-4641 (800) 989-2676
SAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • RES RS RL • SF MD SI PI • CO AD WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE
Arms Acres Inc OP 1
75 Seminary Hill Road
F Wing
Carmel, NY 10512
(845) 225-3400
Intake: (845) 225-5202 (800) 989-2676
SAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI • DU AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Arms Acres MSW IP
75 Seminary Hill Road
F Wing
Carmel, NY 10512
(845) 225-3400
Intakes: (888) 227-4641 (800) 989-2676
SAF • DT BU NXN VTRL • RES RD • SF MD SI PI • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE
Putnam Family and Community Servs Inc
Chemical Dependency Outpatient
1808 Route 6
Carmel, NY 10512
(845) 225-2700x105
Intake: (845) 225-2700x102
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

CASSADAGA
TLC Health Cassadaga Clinic
Chemical Dependency Outpatient
33 North Main Street
P.O. Box 432
Cassadaga, NY 14718
(716) 595-3355
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

CATSKILL
Twin County Recovery Services Inc
Outpatient Drug Treatment Program
428 West Main Street
Catskill, NY 12414
(518) 943-2036
Intake: (518) 943-2036x310
SAF • SA BU • OP OMB ORT CT • SF MD SI PI • SS • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE
Twin County Recovery Services Inc
Riverside Recovery Residence
428 West Main Street
Catskill, NY 12414
(518) 943-2744 (877) 831-9791
SAF • SA HH • RES RL CT • SF • SS • PW WN BC • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
**CLIFTON SPRINGS**

FLACRA Addictions Clinic OP 4
28 East Main Street
3rd Floor
Clifton Springs, NY 14432
(315) 462-9146
Intakes: (315) 462-9161 (315) 462-9466
SAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP OMB
OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS • AH •
CO WN MN TR MA DV • CHLD YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

Finger Lakes Addictions Counseling and Referral Agency/Ac/s Crisis Center
28 East Main Street
Clifton Springs, NY 14432
(315) 462-7070
Intake: (315) 462-9466
SAF • DT • RES RD • CHLD ADLT •
FEM MALE

Finger Lakes Addictions Counseling and Referral Agency/Alc Support Living Ctr
28 East Main Street
Clifton Springs, NY 14432
(315) 462-9466
SAF • SA • RES RL • SF • SS • CO GL
VET MF SE PW WN MN TR MA BC XA
DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**COHOES**

Saint Peters Addiction Recovery Center
(SPARC)/Cohoes Outpatient Clinic
55 Mohawk Street
Suite 100
Cohoes, NY 12047
(518) 235-1100
SAF • SA BU NXN • OP OMB OIT ORT
• SF MD SI PI • AH • CO CJ WN MN
TR MA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

**COMMACK**

Catholic Charities of Rockville Centre
Outpatient Alcohol Clinic/Commack
155 Indian Head Road
Commack, NY 11725
(631) 543-6200
Intake: (631) 543-6200x0
SAF • SA BU NXN • OP OMB OIT ORT
• SF MD MC SI PI • SS PA • SP • CO CJ
WN MN XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**CORNING**

CC/Rochester
Chemical Dependency Supportive Living
108 Griffith Street
Corning, NY 14830
(607) 937-3767
SAF • SA • RES RL • SF SI PI • YAD
ADLT • MALE

Stueben County Alcoholism and Substance Abuse Servs/Outpr Clinic
114 Chestnut Street
Corning, NY 14830
(607) 937-6201
Intake: (607) 937-5553
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD PI • SS •
AH • AD WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT •
FEM MALE

**CORTLAND**

ASI of Cortland LLC
17 Main Street
Suite 411
Cortland, NY 13045
(607) 756-9167
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI • SS
• AD • ADLT • FEM MALE

Catholic Charities of Cortland County
Supportive Living Facility
29 Charles Street
Cortland, NY 13045
(607) 756-9313
SAF • SA NXN VTRL HH • RES RL • SF
MD • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Family Counseling Servs Cortland Cnty
Chemical Dependence Outpatient Clinic
10 North Main Street
Cortland, NY 13045
(607) 753-0234
MHSAF • SA NXN VTRL • OP OIT
ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • CO AD
WN MN TR MA XA DV • CHLD YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

**DANSVILLE**

Livingston County Council on Alcohol and Substance Abuse Inc
141-143 Main Street
Dansville, NY 14437
(585) 335-5052
SAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP OMB
ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS • AD • CHLD
ADLT • FEM MALE

**ELMCORNA**

Elmcor Youth and Adult Activities Inc
Residential
107-06 Northern Boulevard
Corona, NY 11368
(718) 651-0096x202
Intake: (718) 651-0096x212
SAF • SA • RES RL • SF MD • SS PA •
AD WN MN TR MA XA DV • YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>DEPEW</strong></td>
<td>Erie County Medical Center OP CD Depew Clinic 5087 Broadway Depew, NY 14043 (716) 898-4930</td>
<td>SAF • SA BU NXN • OP OMB ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DERBY</strong></td>
<td>TLC Health Network OP 2 7020 Eric Road Derby, NY 14047 (716) 951-7321</td>
<td>SAF • SA BU NXN • OP OD ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SP • CO DU CJ AD WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DUNKIRK</strong></td>
<td>Chautauqua County Department of MH Chemical Dependency Clinic 319 Central Avenue Dunkirk, NY 14048 (716) 363-3550</td>
<td>SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SP • CO DU CJ AD WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EAST GREENBUSH</strong></td>
<td>Hudson Mohawk OP 1 743 Columbia Turnpike East Greenbush, NY 12061 (518) 477-535x3352</td>
<td>SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS • AH • DU AD WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EAST HAMPTON</strong></td>
<td>Dunes 201 Fort Pond Boulevard East Hampton, NY 11937 (631) 445-1531</td>
<td>Intake: (888) 820-4005 (631) 604-5405 SAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP OD OMB ODT OIT ORT CT • SF SI PI MI • SS • FX • CO DU GL CJ SE WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F28 F31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EAST ISLIP</strong></td>
<td>Sanctuary East Ltd Chemical Dependency Outpatient 2 William Avenue East Islip, NY 11730 (631) 224-7700</td>
<td>SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD SI PI MI • SP • CO DU GL ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EAST SYRACUSE</strong></td>
<td>Alcohol Services Inc Alcoholism Outpatient Clinic 6311 Fly Road East Syracuse, NY 13057 (315) 314-6951</td>
<td>SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EDEN</strong></td>
<td>Cazenovia Recovery Systems Inc Turning Point House 9136 Sandrock Road Eden, NY 14057 (716) 992-4972</td>
<td>MHSF • SA • RES RL CT • SF • CO TRMA • YAD ADLT • MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ELIZABETHTOWN</strong></td>
<td>Saint Josephs Addiction Treatment Elizabethtown Outpatient Clinic 7520 Court Street Elizabethtown, NY 12932 (518) 873-9144</td>
<td>SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI • AD WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Phoenix Houses of Long Island Inc
East Hampton Outpatient
287 Springs Fireplace Road
East Hampton, NY 11937
(631) 329-0373
Intake: (631) 329-0373
SAF • SA BU • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS • CO DU WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

The Dunes East Hampton
The Dunes East Hampton CR
26 Bull Run
East Hampton, NY 11937
(631) 324-3446
Intake: (631) 604-5405
SAF • SA BU NXN VTRL HH • OP RES RS RL OMB ODT OIT ORT CT • SF PI IHS ATR • SS • FX • DU CJ SE TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F28 F31 F42

Sanctuary East Ltd
Outpatient Drug Abuse Clinic
2 Williams Avenue
East Islip, NY 11730
(631) 224-7700
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD SI PI MI • SP • CO DU GL ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Nassau University Medical Center
Detox Unit
2201 Hempstead Turnpike
10th Floor East
East Meadow, NY 11554
(516) 572-6740
Intake: (516) 572-6394
SAF • SA DT MM DM • HID HIT • SF MD MC SI PI MI IHS • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Nassau University Medical Center
Hospital IP Rehab
2201 Hempstead Turnpike
10th Floor RESA
East Meadow, NY 11554
(516) 572-9402
Intake: (516) 572-6740
SAF • SA • H I T • SF MD PI • CO CJ WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Elizabethtown Outpatient Clinic
Saint Josephs Addiction Treatment
2 Williams Avenue
East Islip, NY 11730
(631) 224-7700
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD SI PI MI • SP • CO DU GL ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA MM BU OTPA • OP OMB • SF MD • SP • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
ELLENVILLE
Samaritan Village Inc
Drug Free Residential Program
751 Briggs Highway
Ellenville, NY 12428
(845) 647-8006x3126
Intake: (718) 657-6195x451
SAF • SA • RES RL • SF • CO GL CJ SE
WN MN TR MA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Samaritan Village Inc
Women Veterans Program
751 Briggs Highway
Ellenville, NY 12428
(845) 647-4592x3193
Intake: (718) 657-6195
MHSAF • SA • BU • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI ATR • PA • YAD WN MN TR MA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

ELMHURST
Child Center of NY/Asian Outreach Clinic Outpatient Chemical Dependency Unit
81-14 Queens Boulevard
Elmhurst, NY 11373
(718) 899-9810
MHSAF • SA BU • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS • FX • DU CJ AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

City Hospital Center at Elmhurst (CHC)
Elmhurst Community Residence
8130 Baxter Avenue
Elmhurst, NY 11373
(718) 334-4660
MHSAF • SA BU • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI • MD MC PI • CO CJ MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

Elmhurst Hospital Center
Alcoholism Outpatient Clinic
7901 Broadway
Comm Medical Ctr Bldg Room H3-117
Elmhurst, NY 11373
(718) 334-3987
Intakes: (718) 334-3906 (718) 334-4601
SAF • SA BU • VXTRL • OP OMB ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • SS • DU CJ SE PW WN MN TR MA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Elmhurst Hospital Center
Opiate Dependency Treatment Services
7901 Broadway
Annex O 2nd Floor Elmhurst Hospital
Elmhurst, NY 11373
(718) 334-3197
MHSAF • SA BU • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS • PA • CO CJ PW WN MN TR MA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

ELMONT
Backstretch Employee Service Team of NY Outpatient Clinic
2150 Hempstead Turnpike
Elmont, NY 11003
(516) 488-3434x103
Intake: (516) 488-3434x100
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • NP • SP • CO GL VET CJ SE PW WN MN TR MA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

EVANS MILLS
Credo Community Center for the Treatment of Addictions Inc
24180 Country Route 16
Evans Mills, NY 13637
(315) 629-4441
Intake: (888) 585-2228
SAF • SA BU • RES RL • SF MD SI PI MI • SS • CJ AD TR MA • CHLD ADLT • MALE

FALLSBURG
Dynamic Youth Community Inc
IR
5803 State Route 42
Fallsburg, NY 12733
(845) 434-3370
Intake: (718) 376-7923
SAF • SA BU • RES RL • SF MD SI PI MI • SS • CJ AD TR MA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE • F70

FAR ROCKAWAY
Long Island Jewish Medical Center
Chemical Dependency Outpatient
1600 Central Avenue
Far Rockaway, NY 11691
(718) 868-1400x12331
Intake: (718) 868-1400x12326
SAF • SA DT BU • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS • PA • FX • CO DU CJ AD WN MN TR MA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE • F4

ELMIRA
Council on Alcohol and Substance Abuse
DBA Trinity of Chemung County
150 Lake Street
Elmira, NY 14901
(607) 737-5215
SAF • SA BU • VXTRL • OP OMB ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS • AH • AD WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Saint Josephs Hospital
New Dawn ARU
555 Saint Josephs Boulevard
Elmira, NY 14901
(607) 737-7801
SAF • SA BU • VXTRL • OP OMB ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS • AH • AD WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Salvation Army Elmira Citadel
Our House Community Residence
401 Division Street
Elmira, NY 14901
(607) 734-0032
SAF • SA BU • VXTRL • RES RL CT • SF • SS • CO GL VET CJ SE PW WN MN TR MA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
### NEW YORK

#### FARMINGTON

**Finger Lakes Addictions Counseling and Referral Agency Inc**
1386 Hathaway Drive
Farmington, NY 14425
(585) 396-4190
SAF • SA BU NXN • VTRL • OP OMB ORT • SF MD MC SI PI ML • SS • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

#### FLUSHING

**Asian Community Alcohol Counseling**
39-01 Main Street
Suite 508
Flushing, NY 11354
(718) 445-0111
Intake: (212) 669-2678

MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI ML • SS • FX • DU CJ TRMA XA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F17 • F47

**Flushing Hospital and Medical Center Chemical Dependency Unit**
Parsons Boulevard and 45th Avenue
Flushing, NY 11355
(718) 670-4416
Intake: (718) 670-5540 • (718) 670-5693
SAF • SA DT DM BU • HID HIT • SF MD MC SI PI ML • AH SP • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**Flushing Hospital and Medical Center**
Reflections Outpatient Program
4500 Parsons Boulevard
1982 Building Suite 205
Flushing, NY 11355
(718) 670-5078
Intake: (718) 670-5079
SAF • SA BU NXN • OP OMB ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI ML • SS • AH SP FX • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F70

#### FOREST HILLS

**Advanced Human Services Inc**
112-115 72nd Road
Floor LL-1
Forest Hills, NY 11375
(718) 261-3437
Intake: (718) 261-3577
SAF • SA DT BU NXN • OP OMB ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI ML • SS • FX • DU CJ TRMA XA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F70

Advanced Human Services Inc
Chemical Dependency Outpatient Program
11215 72nd Road
Basement
Forest Hills, NY 11375
(718) 261-3437
Intake: (718) 261-3577
SAF • SA DT BU NXN • OP OMB ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI ML • SS • SP FX • DU CJ SE WN MN TRMA XA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F25 • F66 F70

**Franklin Square**
STAR Program OP
1200 Hempstead Turnpike
Suite A
Franklin Square, NY 11010
(516) 328-1717
SAF • SA BU • OP OMB ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI ML • SS • PA • CO DU CJ SE WN MN TRMA • ADLT • FEM MALE

**Freeport**

**Freeport Pride Inc**
33 Guy Lombardo Avenue
Freeport, NY 11520
(516) 546-2822
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI ML • SS • SP • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Maryhaven Center of Hope
New Hope and Primary Care Program
150 Buffalo Avenue
Freeport, NY 11520
(516) 546-7070 x12
Intake: (516) 546-7070
SAF • DT • RES RD • NP • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Maryhaven Center of Hope Inc
Maryhaven Center of Hope Inc CR
95 Pine Street
Freeport, NY 11520
(516) 868-2244
SAF • SA HH • RES RL • SF MD MC • SS PA • CO AD WO MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

South Shore Child Guidance Center CARE
91 Guy Lombardo Avenue
Unit 1
Freeport, NY 11520
(516) 868-3030
Intake: (516) 378-2992
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD SI PI ML • SS • SP • CO DU AD WO MN • ADLT • FEM MALE

#### Fulton

**Arbor House Supportive Living Program**
239 Oneida Street
Fulton, NY 13069
(315) 598-4732
Intake: (315) 564-5506
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI ML • SS • PA • MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

**County of Oswego Council on Alcoholism and Addictions (COCOAA)**
4 Tower Drive
Fulton, NY 13069
(315) 598-6707
Intake: (315) 342-2370
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI ML • SS • CO WO MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Farnham Family Services
Chemical Dependency Outpatient
113 Schuyler Street
Suite 1
Fulton, NY 13069
(315) 593-0796
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI ML • SS PA • CO AD WO MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Service Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>GARDEN CITY</strong></td>
<td>Mercy Medical Center Outpatient BHS Family Counseling CD Outpatient Clinic 385 Oak Street Garden City, NY 11530 (516) 705-3400 Intake: (516) 705-3400x2001 MHS AF • SA BU NXN • OP OMB OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS PA • SP FX • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>GARRISON</strong></td>
<td>Saint Christophers Inn Inc MSW OP 21 Franciscan Way Garrison, NY 10524 (845) 335-1000 Intakes: (845) 335-1020 (845) 335-1021 SAF • SA DT BU • OP OD OMB ODT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • CO MN • YAD ADLT • MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>GENESEO</strong></td>
<td>Council on Alc and Substance Abuse of Livingston County Inc 4612 Millennium Drive Geneseo, NY 14454 (585) 991-5012 SAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP OMB ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • SS • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>GENEVA</strong></td>
<td>Finger Lakes Addictions Counseling and Referral/Alc Outpatient Clinic 246 Castle Street Geneva, NY 14456 (315) 781-0771 MHS AF • SA BU VTRL • OP OMB ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS • AH SP • CO AD WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>GLENS FALLS</strong></td>
<td>Angelo J Melillo Center for MH Inc Chemical Dependency Services 113 Glen Cove Avenue Glen Cove, NY 11542 (516) 676-2388 Intakes: (516) 676-2388x118 (516) 676-2388x101 MHS AF • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP OMB OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • SS • SP • CO DU CJ AD PW WN TRMA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>GLEN COVE</strong></td>
<td>Long Island Jewish Medical Center Dachrs Outpatient Drug Free 7559 263rd Street Littauer Building Zucher Hillside Hosp Glen Oaks, NY 11004 (718) 470-8950 SAF • SA BU NXN • OP OMB ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH • CO WN MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>GLEN OAKS</strong></td>
<td>Long Island Jewish Medical Center Methadone Maintenance Trt Program 7559 263rd Street Littauer Building 1st Floor Glen Oaks, NY 11004 (718) 470-8940 Methadone Clients Only SAF • SA MM OTPA • OP OMB ORT • SF MD • SS • AH • CO WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>GLENS FALLS</strong></td>
<td>Center for Recovery CD Outpatient 101 Ridge Street Glen Falls, NY 12801 (518) 926-7200 SAF • SA BU NXN • OP OMB ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • CO CJ AD WN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>GLOVERSVILLE</strong></td>
<td>Fulton Friendship House Inc Victorian Manor 8-10 1st Avenue Suite 10 Gloversville, NY 12078 (518) 725-5646 SAF • SA BU NXN • OP OMB ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • CO CJ AD WN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>GENEVA</strong></td>
<td>Finger Lakes Addictions Counseling and Referral/Alc Outpatient Clinic 246 Castle Street Geneva, NY 14456 (315) 781-0771 MHS AF • SA BU VTRL • OP OMB ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS • AH SP • CO AD WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
GOSHEN
Catholic Charities OP
224 Main Street
Goshen, NY 10924
(845) 294-5888
Intake: (845) 562-8255x21
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI
• SS • SP • CO CJ WN MN DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

GRANVILLE
820 River Street Inc
Community Residence for Women
9145 State Route 22
Granville, NY 12832
(518) 642-9341
SAF • SA BU NXN HH • RES RL • SF SI PI MI • WN • YAD ADLT • FEM

GREAT NECK
COPAY Inc
21 North Station Plaza
Great Neck, NY 11021
(516) 466-2509
MHS AF • SA BU NXN • OP OMB ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI IHS • SS PA • SP • CO DU VET MF CJ SE AD WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

GREENPORT
Eastern Long Island Hospital
Quannacut Addiction Services
201 Manor Place
Greenport, NY 11944
(631) 477-8877
SAF • SA MM DM BU NXN VTRL • HIT • SF MD MC SI PI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Eastern Long Island Hospital
Quannacut Detoxification Program
201 Manor Place
Greenport, NY 11944
(631) 477-8877
SAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • HID HIT • SF MD MC SI PI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

GUARDIAN
Saint Peters Addiction Recovery Center (SPARC)/Alcoholism Inpatient Rehab Ctr
3 Mercy Care Lane
Greenport, NY 12084
(518) 452-6700
Intake: (518) 452-6757
SAF • SA BU NXN • RES RS • SF MD MC SI PI • CJ WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

HAMILTON
Delaware County Comm Servs Board DE County Alc/Drug Abuse Servs/Hamden
34570 State Highway 10
Suite 5
Hamden, NY 13782
(607) 865-765x10
Intake: (607) 865-765x10
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI MI ATR • SS • CO • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

HAMPTON BAYS
Catholic Charities of Rockville Centre Chemical Dependency Services
31 East Montauk Highway
Hampton Bays, NY 11946
(631) 723-3662x10
Intake: (631) 723-3662x10
SAF • SA BU • OP OMB ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS PA • SP • CJ WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Long Island Center for Recovery Inc
Alcohol Primary Care Program
320 West Montauk Highway
Hampton Bays, NY 11946
(631) 728-3100
Intake: (800) 344-5427
SAF • SA DT BU • OP RES RS RD ORT • SF PI • WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Long Island Center for Recovery Inc
Alcoholism Inpt Rehabilitation Program
320 West Montauk Highway
Hampton Bays, NY 11946
(631) 728-3100
Intake: (800) 344-5427
SAF • SA DT BU • OP RES RS RD ORT • SF PI • WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

HARRISON
Saint Vincent's Outpatient Addiction Recovery Services
275 North Street
Spelmann Building
Harrison, NY 10528
(914) 925-5261
Intake: (914) 925-5230
SAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP OMB ODT ORT HIT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SP • CO GR WN MN TRMA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

SAINT VINCENTS WESTCHESTER
Saint Vincent's Westchester a Division of St. Joseph's Med Ctr Alc IP Rehab Prog
275 North Street
Harrison, NY 10528
(914) 925-5536
Intakes: (800) 784-8804x5557 (914) 967-6500x5557
SAF • SA BU NXN • OP OMB ODT ORT ORT HIT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

HAUPPAUGE
From the Ashes Inc
DBA Kenneth Peters Center for Recovery
300 Motor Parkway
Suite 110
Hauppauge, NY 11788
(631) 273-2221
Intake: (516) 364-2220
SAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP OMB ORT OMB ORT HIT • SF PI • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

PHOENIX HOUSE
Hauppauge Center
220 Veterans Highway
Hauppauge, NY 11788
(631) 979-0922
Intake: (631) 306-5710
MHS AF • SA BU NXN VTRL • RES RS RL • SF MD SI PI • SS • CO CJ WN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
Suffolk County Hauppauge
Div of Comm Mental Hyg/MM/KEEP
200 Wireless Boulevard
Hauppauge, NY 11788
(631) 853-7373
Methodone Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM OTPA • OP OD
OMB ORT • SF MD PI • SS • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

HAVERSTRAW
Open Arms Inc
Mens Community Residence
57 Sharp Street
Suite 59
Haverstraw, NY 10927
(845) 271-3787
SAF • SA HH • RES RL CT • SF • SP • CJ
MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

Open Arms Inc
Supportive Living Facility
57-59 Sharp Street
Haverstraw, NY 10927
(845) 271-3787
Intake: (845) 429-0945
SA HH • RES RL • SF • CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

HEMPSTEAD
Center for Rapid Recovery Inc
Outpatient Drug Abuse Clinic
312 Greenwich Street
1st Floor
Hempstead, NY 11550
(516) 292-6449x131
Intake: (516) 292-6449x0
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC PI • SS
• SP • DU CJ WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE
Counseling Service of EDNY
Hempstead OP
175 Fulton Avenue
Rooms 206 and 300
Hempstead, NY 11550
(516) 481-0052
Intake: (516) 481-0052x10
SAF • SA BU NN VTRL • OP OMB
ORT • SF MD SI PI • SP • CO DU
CJ AD WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

EAC Inc
Outpatient Clinic
175 Fulton Avenue
Suite 403
Hempstead, NY 11550
(516) 486-3222
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI • SS PA
• CO DU CJ WN MN TRMA • YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

Family and Childrens Association
Hempstead Chemical Dependency Trt Ctr
126 North Franklin Street
Hempstead, NY 11550
(516) 486-7200x2212
Intake: (516) 486-7200
SAF • SA BU • OP OIT ORT • SF MD
MC SI PI MI • SS PA • CO DU GL
VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN
MN TRMA XA DV • ADLT • FEM MALE

Hispanic Counseling Center Inc OP
344 Fulton Avenue
Hempstead, NY 11550
(516) 538-2613
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI
• SS PA • CO CJ SE AD PW WN
MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Beacon Center
Outpatient Chemical Dependency
210 South Main Street
Herkimer, NY 13350
(315) 717-0189
SAF • SA BU • OP OMB ORT • SF MD SI
PI • SS • CO AD WN MN • CHLD YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

HICKSVILLE
Central Nassau Guidance and Counseling
Services Inc/Community Program
950 South Oyster Bay Road
Hicksville, NY 11801
(516) 822-6111
Intake: (516) 822-6111x305
MHSAF • SA BU NN VTRL • OP
OMB ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS
• AH • CO DU MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Family and Childrens Association
Hicksville Counseling Center
180 Broadway
2nd Floor
Hicksville, NY 11801
(516) 935-6858
Intake: (516) 935-6858x0
SAF • SA NN • OP ORT • SF MD MC
SI PI MI • SS • SP • CO DU VET CJ AD
TRMA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

HIGHLAND
Child and Family Guidance Center and
Addiction Services/Step One
106 Vineyard Avenue
Highland, NY 12528
(845) 691-9191
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC
PI • SS • SP • CO GL CJ SE AD PW WN
MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

HOGANSBURG
Saint Regis Mohawk Health Services
Alcoholism Chem Depend Outpatient Prog
412 State Route 37
Hogansburg, NY 13655
(315) 358-3141
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC
PI • SS • SP • CO GL CJ SE AD PW WN
MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Service Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hudson Falls</td>
<td>Glen Falls Hospital Center for Recovery/CD Outpatient 340 Main Street Hudson Falls, NY 12839 (518) 747-8001 SAF • SA BU • OMB ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • CO AD WN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Houghton</td>
<td>Huntington Youth Bureau Huntington Drug and Alcohol Project 423 Park Avenue Huntington, NY 11743 (631) 271-3591 SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD PI • SS PA • SP • CO CJ AD WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hornell</td>
<td>Catholic Charities of Steuben Co SL 6251 County Route 64 Suite 102 Hornell, NY 14843 (607) 324-0909 HH Steuben County CD Outpatient Clinic 754 Seneca Road Hornell, NY 14843 (607) 324-2483 SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD PI • SS • AH • AD WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hudson</td>
<td>Twin County Recovery Services Inc 47 North 5th Street Hudson, NY 12534 (518) 822-9300 SAF • SA BU • OP OMB ORT • SF MD PI • SS PA • SP • CO CJ AD WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ithaca</td>
<td>Alcohol and Drug Council Tompkins Cnty Outpatient Clinic 201 East Green Street 5th Floor Ithaca, NY 14850 (607) 274-6288 SAF • SA BU • OMB ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • CO CJ AD WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hurley</td>
<td>Never Alone Inc RCDFY 20 Crofts Road Hurley, NY 12443 (845) 339-4272 Intakes: (845) 339-4272x110 (845) 339-4272x118 SAF • SA • RES RL • SF MD SI PI • CO CJ AD TR MA XA DV • CHLD • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ithaca</td>
<td>Catholic Indian Health Reservation System/Behav Hlth Unit 36 Thomas Indian School Drive Irving, NY 14081 (716) 532-5583 MHSAF • SA NXN • OMB ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI HHS • AH • CO DU GL VET CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Ithaca Alpha House Center Inc
DBA Cayuga Addiction Recovery Services/OP
334 West State Street
Ithaca, NY 14851
(607) 273-5500
SAF • SAP • BU • NXN • OP • OMB • ODT
ORT CT • SF • MD • SI PI • SS PA • CJ AD
WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Heartshare/Saint Vincent Services
Outpatient Chemical Dependence Program
8931 161st Street
4th Floor
Jamaica, NY 11432
(718) 206-0218
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF • MD • CO
CJ SE • WN MN • DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Interline Employee Assistance Program
Alcoholism Substance Abuse Clinic
14393 Hillside Avenue
Jamaica, NY 11435
(718) 206-1368
Intake: (631) 243-3062
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF • MD PI • CO
FX • CO DU • MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F70

New Spirit II Inc
Outpatient Chem Dep Program
16204 South Road
Jamaica, NY 11433
(718) 291-4844
Intake: (718) 526-1626
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF • MD PI • ATR
• SS • PA • WN MN • DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

New York Therapeutic Communities Inc
162-24 Jamaica Avenue
Jamaica, NY 11432
(718) 657-2021
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF • MD • MC PI • ATR
• SS PA • CO DU CJ • WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Queens Village Comm for MH
for JCAP Inc
116-30 Surfwine Boulevard
Jamaica, NY 11435
(718) 322-2500
Intake: (718) 322-2500
SAF • SA • BU • NXN • VTRL • RES RL • SF
MD • MC • PI • ATR • AH • CO DU CJ • SE • VN
MN • TRMA XA • DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

JAMAICA
Camelot Counseling Services
Tier II
175-15 Rockaway Boulevard
Jamaica, NY 11434
(718) 356-5100
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF • MD • SI PI • PA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Child Center of NY
Jamaica Family Ctr Subst Abuse Program
89-56 172nd Street
3rd Floor
Jamaica, NY 11432
(718) 297-8000
Intake: (718) 297-8000
SAF • SA • BU • NXN • OP ORT • SF • MD • SI PI • SP • AD • WN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Counseling Service of EDNY
Young Adult Program
163-18 Jamaica Avenue
Suite 502
Jamaica, NY 11432
(718) 658-0010x11
Intakes: (718) 658-0010x10 (718) 658-0010x0
MH SAF • SA • NXN • OP • OIT ORT • SF • MD • SI PI • SP • FX • CO • GL • VET • ADM
MF CJ • SE • PW • WN • MN • TRMA XA • DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F36 F91

Counseling Services of EDNY
CD OP Services
163-18 Jamaica Avenue
Jamaica, NY 11432
(718) 658-0010x613
Intake: (718) 653-0010x0
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF • MD PI • SP • CO DU CJ • WN • MN • TRMA XA • DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Samaritan Village Inc
Admission and Assessment Unit
8883 Van Wyck Expressway
Jamaica, NY 11435
(718) 657-6195x8744
Intakes: (718) 657-6195 (800) 532-4357
SAF • SA • RES RL • SF • PA • CO CJ • TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Samaritan Village Inc
Drug Free Outpatient
14410 Jamaica Avenue
Jamaica, NY 11435
(718) 206-1990
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • MD • SS • DU CJ • WN • MN • TRMA XA • DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Samaritan Village Inc
Residential Drug Free Program
8883 Van Wyck Expressway
Jamaica, NY 11435
(718) 657-8010
Intake: (718) 657-6195
SAF • SA • RES RL • SF • MD • SI PI • SS PA • CO CJ • WN • MN • TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

JAMESTOWN
Chautauqua County Department of Mental Hygiene/CD Services
200 East 3rd Street
5th Floor
Jamestown, NY 14701
(716) 661-8330
SAF • SA • NXN • OP ORT • SF • MD • SI PI • SP • FX • CO • AD • WN • MN • CHLD • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

WCA Hospital
Outpatient Chemical Dependency Program
51 Glasgow Avenue
Building 4 East
Jamestown, NY 14701
(716) 664-8641
SAF • SA • NXN • OP ORT • SF • MD • SI PI • CHLD • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v. 559
WOMANS CHRISTIAN ASSOC OF JAMESTOWN
WCS HOSPITAL IP
207 FOOTE AVENUE
JAMESTOWN, NY 14701
(716) 661-8620
SAF • SA • NNXN • VTRL • HIT • CT • SF
MD • MC • SI • PI • SSPA • CO • CJ • PW • WN
MN • TRMA • XA • DV • YAD • ADLT • FEM
MALE

KERHONKSON
VILLA VERTAS FOUNDATION
INPATIENT REHABILITATION PROGRAM
5 RIDGEVIEW ROAD
KERHONKSON, NY 12446
(845) 626-3555
SAF • SA • RES • RS • RL • SF • PI • WN • MN
• YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

VILLA VERTAS FOUNDATION INC
INTEGRATIVE RESIDENTIAL PROGRAM
5 RIDGEVIEW ROAD
KERHONKSON, NY 12446
(845) 626-3555
SAF • SA • RES • RS • SF • PI • CO • GL • VET
ADM • MF • CJ • SE • PW • WN • MN • XA • DV
• YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

KEW GARDENS
ARMS ACRES INC
OUTPATIENT CLINIC
80-02 KEW GARDENS ROAD
7TH FLOOR
KEW GARDENS, NY 11415
(718) 520-1515
SAF • SA • BU • NNXN • VTRL • OP • ORT
• SF • MD • MC • SI • PI • MI • CO • AD • CHLD
ADLT • FEM • MALE

KINGSTON
HEALTHALLIANCE HOSP MARYS AVENUE MMD
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY INPATIENT REHAB
105 MARYS AVENUE
KINGSTON, NY 12401
(845) 334-4705
INTAKE: (845) 338-2500x4705
GHF • SA • DM • DT • HH • HI • DT • DF
MD • MC • PI • CHLD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

KINGSTON HOSPITAL MTP
2 BARBAROSSA LANE
KINGSTON, NY 12401
(845) 943-6022
METHADONE CLIENTS ONLY
SAF • SA • MM • OTPA • OP • ORT
• SF • MD • MC • SI • PI • MI • SS • WN • MN
• YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

LAKE GROVE
IMPACT COUNSELING SERVICES
MEDICALLY SUPERVISED OUTPATIENT
2760 MIDDLE COUNTRY ROAD
LAKE GROVE, NY 11755
(631) 467-3182
SAF • SA • OP • ORT • SF • MD • PI • SP
• DU • CJ • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

LAKE KATRINE
STEP ONE AT NORTH EASTERN CENTER FOR SPECIAL CARE
300 GRANT AVENUE
LAKE KATRINE, NY 12449
(845) 691-9191
INTAKE: (845) 334-3500x3272
SAF • SA • OP • ORT • SF • MD • MC • SI
PI • MI • SS • CO • WN • MN • TRMA • YAD
ADLT • FEM • MALE

LAWRENCE
COMMITTEE ON DRUG ABUSE (CODA)
OUTPATIENT MEDICALLY SUPERVISED
270 LAWRENCE AVENUE
LAWRENCE, NY 11559
(516) 239-6244
INTAKES: (516) 239-6244x256 (516) 239-
6244x255
SAF • SA • ORT • SF • MD • SS • SP • DX • DU • CJ
• CHLD • ADLT • FEM • MALE • F70

LIBERTY
SULLIVAN COUNTY ALCOHOL AND DRUG
ABUSE SERVICES (SCADAS)/OUTPRT CLINIC
20 COMMUNITY LANE
2ND FLOOR
LIBERTY, NY 12754
(845) 292-8770
SAF • SA • ORT • SF • MD • MC • SI • PI
MI • SS • SP • CO • DU • CHLD • YAD
ADLT • FEM • MALE

LIVERPOOL
CONIFER PARK INC
OUTPATIENT CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY CLINIC
526 OLD LIVERPOOL ROAD
SUITE 4
LIVERPOOL, NY 13088
(315) 453-3911
MHSAF • SA • DM • DT • MM • BU • NNXN
VTRL • ORT • OP • OD • OMB • ORT • CT • SF • MD
SI • PI • MI • SS • SP • CO • CJ • AD • WN • MN
• CHLD • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

LOCKPORT
BEACON CENTER
OUTPATIENT CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
36 EAST AVENUE
SUITE A
LOCKPORT, NY 14094
(716) 439-6815
SAF • SA • BU • OP • ORT • SF • MD • SI
PI • SS • CO • AD • WN • MN • CHLD • YAD
ADLT • FEM • MALE

LATHAM
SAINT PETERS ADDICTION RECOVERY CENTER
(SPARC)
636 NEW LOUDON ROAD
LATHAM, NY 12110
(518) 783-5381
SAF • SA • BU • OP • OMB • ORT • SF • MD • SI
PI • AH • CO • AD • WN • MN • CHLD • ADLT • FEM • MALE
LONG ISLAND CITY

Fortune Society Inc
29-76 Northern Boulevard
Long Island City, NY 11101
(212) 691-7554
SA • OP ORT • MD MC SI PI • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Narco Freedom Inc
Bridge Plaza Altern IV/OP DA Clinic
37-14 34th Street
Long Island City, NY 11101
(718) 786-1012
Intake: (718) 786-3476
SA • SA • OP ORT • SF MD • SS • SP
FX • CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F81

Narco Freedom Inc
Bridge Plaza OTP
37-18 34th Street
1st Floor
Long Island City, NY 11101
(718) 786-1012
Intakes: (718) 786-3474 (718) 786-3475
Methadone Clients Only
SA • SA • OP ORT • SF MD • SS • SP
FX • CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Phoenix House
RTC/Long Island City/Queens
34-25 Vernon Boulevard
Long Island City, NY 11101
(718) 726-8484x3554
Intakes: (212) 831-1555 (718) 786-4161
SA • SA • OP ORT • SF MD • SS • SP
CO CJ AD WN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

LONG BEACH

Long Beach Reach Inc
Medically Supervised Drug Abuse Clinic
2-12 West Park Avenue
Suite 200
Long Beach, NY 11561
(516) 889-2332
SA • SA • BU • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS PA • SP
CO CJ AD WN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

LYONS

Wayne Substance Abuse Services
Chemical Dependency Outpatient
1519 Nye Road
Suite 115
Lyons, NY 14489
(315) 946-5722
MHSAF • SA • BU • OP OIT ORT
• SF MD • SI PI • SS • AH SP • CO
GL CJ SE AD WN MN TRMA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

MALE

North Star CD Services OP
209 Park Street
Malone, NY 12953
(518) 483-8980
Intake: (518) 483-3261
MHSAF • SA • BU • OP OIT ORT CT
• SF MD • SI PI • SS • AH
• CO CJ AD WN MN TRMA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Saint Josephs Addiction Treatment
Malone Outpatient Clinic
458 East Main Street
Malone, NY 12953
(518) 483-6566
SA • SA • BU • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI
• AD WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

MASSAPEQUA

Youth Environmental Services OP
75 Grand Avenue
Massapequa, NY 11758
(516) 799-3203
SA • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS
• DU CJ AD TRMA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

MASSENA

CAN/AM Youth Services Inc
Rose Hill Treatment Center
Country Route 43
Box 100
Massena, NY 13662
(315) 764-9700
Intakes: (315) 764-9700x225 (800) 776-7344
SA • SA • DT • RES RL RD • SF MD
SI PI • SS PA • AH • CO CJ AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

MEDFORD

Concern for Independent Living Inc
Residential Services
312 Expressway Drive South
Medford, NY 11763
(631) 758-0474
MHSAF • SA • BU • RES RL • PA • SP
• CO VET TRMA XA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
Seafield Services Inc OP 4
3251 Route 112
Building 9
Medford, NY 11763
(631) 451-6007
SAF • SA HH • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SPI MI • SP • DU AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

HONOR
Middletown Addiction Crisis Center
38 Seward Avenue
Middletown, NY 10940
(845) 343-7155x204
Intake: (845) 343-7155x220 (845) 343-1443
DT • RES RD • NP • PA • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Orange Regional Family Program
Alcoholism and Chemical Dependency
420 East Main Street
Middletown, NY 10940
(845) 333-2234
Intake: (845) 342-5300x0
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SPI MI • CO AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

NYC Ward Addiction Treatment Center
Inpatient Rehabilitation Unit
117 Seward Street
Middletown, NY 10940
(845) 341-2500
Intake: (845) 341-2511
SAF • SA • BU • NXN • VTRL • RES RS • SF MD SPI MI • SS • CO WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Restorative Management Corp OP 1
7 Railroad Avenue
Middletown, NY 10940
(845) 342-5941
Intake: (845) 342-5783
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SPI MI • SS • SP • CO CJ • WN MN • TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

The Seafield Mineola Clinic OP 3
110 Main Street
B. 1st and 2nd Floors
Mineola, NY 11501
(516) 747-5644
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • DU CJ • AD • WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

MEXICO
Harbor Lights Chem Dependency Services
Chemical Dependency Outpatient Clinic
111 Hamilton Street
P.O. Box 716
Mexico, NY 13114
(315) 963-0777
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SPI MI • SS • SP • CO CJ • CHLD YAD • ADLT • FEM MALE

MONROE
Catholic Charities OP 2
101 Carpenter Place
2nd Floor
Monroe, NY 10950
(845) 782-0295x31
Intake: (845) 782-0295x21
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS • SP • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

MONTICELLO
Catholic Charities Com Servs OC
The SMART Community SL
16 Jones Street
Monticello, NY 12701
(845) 894-8080
SAH H • RES RL • SF • SS • MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

Recovery Center Primary Care MSW IP
Hamilton Avenue
1st and 2nd Floors
Monticello, NY 12701
(845) 894-8080
SAF • DT BU • RES RD • SF MD MC SI • PA • CO GL VET MF CJ SE WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Seafield Mineola Clinic OP 3
110 Main Street
B. 1st and 2nd Floors
Mineola, NY 11501
(516) 747-5644
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • DU CJ • AD • WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

MIDDLETOWN
Catholic Charities OP 1
305 North Street
Middletown, NY 10940
(845) 343-7675
Intake: (845) 343-7675x200
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SPI MI • SS • SP • CO CJ • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Emergency Housing Group Inc
Middletown Addiction Crisis Center
38 Seward Street
Middletown, NY 10940
(845) 343-1443
Intake: (845) 343-1443x11 (845) 343-7115x200
SAF • DT HH • RES RD • NP • PA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Restorative Management Corp OP 1
7 Railroad Avenue
Middletown, NY 10940
(845) 342-5941
Intake: (845) 342-5783
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SPI MI • SS • SP • CO CJ • WN • MN • TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

The Seafield Mineola Clinic OP 3
110 Main Street
B. 1st and 2nd Floors
Mineola, NY 11501
(516) 747-5644
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • DU CJ • AD • WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

MINEOLA
North Shore LIJ Health System
Mineola Community Treatment Center
366 Jericho Turnpike
Mineola, NY 11501
(516) 742-4015x2211
Intake: (516) 742-4015
SAF • SA • BU • NXN • OMB OIT ORT • SF MD MC SPI MI • SS • SP • CO CJ • SE • AD • WN MN • TRMA • XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

The Seafield Mineola Clinic OP 3
110 Main Street
B. 1st and 2nd Floors
Mineola, NY 11501
(516) 747-5644
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • DU CJ • AD • WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE
MONTROSE
VA Hudson Valley HCS Montrose Campus
2094 Albany Post Road
Route 9-A
Montrose, NY 10548
(914) 737-4400x2400
Intakes: (914) 737-4400x2109 (914) 737-4400x2778
MHF • SA BU UXN • OP RES RS OMB OIT ORT • VAMC SF SI PI MI • PA • CO VET TR MA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

SAINT JOHN'S RIVERSIDE HOSPITAL
Archway Outpt Alc and SA Trt Prog
20 East 1st Street
Mount Vernon, NY 10550
(914) 668-1450x1001
Intake: (914) 668-1450
SAF • SA • OP OD ORT • SF MD MC PI MI • SP • CO DU AD WN MN TRMA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

NEW ROCHELLE
Guidance Center of Westchester OTP
20 Sickles Avenue
New Rochelle, NY 10801
(914) 632-1374
Intakes: (914) 632-1374x3056 (914) 380-3056
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM OTPA • OP OD OMB • SF MD • SS • SP FX • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F19 F47

LEXINGTON CENTER FOR RECOVERY
3 Cottage Place
2nd Floor
New Rochelle, NY 10801
(914) 235-6633x1514
Intake: (914) 235-6633x1500
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI • SP • CO GL VET CJ AD WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

LEXINGTON CENTER FOR RECOVERY OPPR
3 Cottage Place
2nd Floor
New Rochelle, NY 10801
(914) 235-6633x1514
Intake: (914) 235-6633x1500
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS • SP • DU AD WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

MOUNT KISCO
Lexington Center for Recovery
24 Smith Avenue
Mount Kisco, NY 10549
(914) 666-6740x1901
Intakes: (914) 666-6740x110 (914) 666-6740
SAF • SA DT BU • OP OD OMB OD T OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS • SP • DU AD WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

AREBA Castiel Inc
Chemical Dependency Outpt Services
255 West 36th Street
8th Floor
New York, NY 10016
(212) 378-4545
Intake: (866) 378-4545
SAF • SA DT BU UXN • OP OD OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

MOUNT VERNON
Guidance Center Inc
Mount Vernon Open Door
54 South Third Avenue
Mount Vernon, NY 10550
(914) 664-4042
Intake: (914) 613-0705
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • CO DU CJ AD WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Montefiore Mount Vernon Hospital
Methadone Maintenance Treatment Prog
3 South 6th Avenue
3rd Floor
Mount Vernon, NY 10550
(914) 361-6239
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA MM OTPA • OP OMB • SF MD MC • SS • PW • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

AREBA Castiel Inc
Medically Supervised Withdrawal
500 West 57th Street
2nd - 5th Floors
New York, NY 10019
(212) 293-3000
Intake: (800) 724-4444
SAF • DT DM BU • RES RD • SF MD MC SI PI • SS • SF FX • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F66 F70

ADDICTS REHABILITATION CENTER FUND INC
Addicts Residential Rehabilitation IR
1881 Park Avenue
New York, NY 10035
(412) 427-6960x26
Intakes: (646) 783-5331x226 (212) 427-6960x26
SAF • SA • RES RL • SF MD PI • PA • SE MN DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

ADDICTS REHABILITATION CENTER FUND INC
Addicts Residential Rehabilitation IR
2015-25 Madison Avenue
New York, NY 10035
(212) 427-6960x18
Intakes: (212) 427-1342x223 (212) 427-1342x226 (212) 427-6960x26
SAF • SA • RES RL • SF MD PI • PA • SE WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

NEW YORK
AHRC Healthcare Inc
Outpatient Chemical Dependency Program
83 Maiden Lane
6th Floor
New York, NY 10038
(212) 780-2570
Intake: (212) 780-2563
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • SP • DU AD WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

ARGUS COMMUNITY
Striver House
202-204 Edgecomb Avenue
New York, NY 10030
(212) 690-1900x7040
Intake: (718) 401-5700
SAF • SA • RES RL • SF MD PI • PA • SF WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
Argus Community Inc
Adult Resocialization Unit
507 West 145th Street
New York, NY 10031
(212) 234-1660
Intake: (646) 224-7088
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC PI
• SS PA • SP FX • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F28

Bellevue Hospital Center
Detoxification Service/20 South
462 1st Avenue
New York, NY 10016
(212) 562-4623
Intake: (212) 562-1000
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU NXN OTPA
• OP OD OMB OIT ORT HID • SF MD MC PI
• PA • AH SP • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Beth Israel Medical Center
MMTP Clinic 1E
429 2nd Avenue
1st Floor
New York, NY 10010
(212) 726-6800
Intake: (212) 256-2623
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA MM DM BU OTPA • OP OMB
• SF MD • SS • AH SP FX • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F17

Beth Israel Medical Center
MMTP Clinic 2
103 East 125th Street
4th Floor
New York, NY 10035
(212) 774-3200
Intakes: (212) 256-2623 (212) 420-2059
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA MM DM OTPA • OP OMB
• SF MD MC PI • SS • AH SP • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Beth Israel Medical Center
MMTP Clinic 3G
429 2nd Avenue
3rd Floor
New York, NY 10010
(212) 726-6823
Intake: (212) 256-2623
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA MM DM OTPA • OP OMB
• SF MD MC PI • SS • AH SP • WNMN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Beth Israel Medical Center
MMTP Clinic 6/7
1825 Park Avenue
2nd Floor
New York, NY 10035
(212) 774-3260
Intake: (212) 256-2623
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA MM DM OTPA • OP OMB
• SF MD MC PI • SS • AH SP • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Beth Israel Medical Center
MMTP Clinic 8
132 West 125th Street
6th Floor
New York, NY 10027
(212) 636-4840
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA MM OTPA • OP OMB • SF MD MC PI • SS • AH SP • CO SE PW
• WNMN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Bliss Poston the Second Wind
Chemical Dependency Outpatient
246 5th Avenue
Suite 500
New York, NY 10001
(212) 481-1055
Intakes: (212) 481-1055x11 (212) 481-1055x0
SAF • SA DT BU NXN • OP OD OMB ORT • SF MD MC PI • SS • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Bowery Residents Committee Inc
Chemical Dependency Crisis Center
127 West 25th Street
3rd Floor
New York, NY 10001
(212) 533-3281
SAF • SA BU VTRL • RES RS RD
• NP • PA • SP • WNMN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Bowery Residents Committee Inc
Fred Cooper SASC
127 West 25th Street
10th Floor
New York, NY 10001
(212) 529-6320x8716
Intakes: (212) 529-6320x8731 (212) 529-6320x8726
SAF • SA BU NXN • OP OMB OIT ORT
• SF MD • SS • SP FX • CO WNMN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F43 F81

Bowery Residents Committee Inc MMW
127 West 25th Street
New York, NY 10001
(212) 533-3281
SAF • SA BU • RES RS • NP • PA • SP
• YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
Bowery Residents Committee Inc MSW
127 West 25th Street
3rd Floor
New York, NY 10011
(212) 333-3281
SAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • RES RS RD • MD SI • PA • SP • W/N MN TRMA
• YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Bridge Back to Life Center Inc
500 8th Avenue
Suite 906
New York, NY 10018
(212) 679-4960
Intake: (718) 852-5552
SAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP OD OMB OIT ORT CT • SF MD PI • CO GL VET MF CJ SE WN MN TRMA
• XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Bridge Inc CD OP Rehab
248 West 108th Street
New York, NY 10025
(212) 663-3000
Intakes: (212) 663-3000x1398 (212) 663-3000x1401
SAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP OMB ODT ORT CT • MD MC SI ATR • SP • CO GL VET MF CJ SE WN MN TRMA
• XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Bridge Inc/OASAS Program
Outpatient/Intensive Outpatient
248 West 108th Street
New York, NY 10025
(212) 663-3000x401
Intakes: (212) 663-3000x1398 (212) 663-3000x1401
SAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP OMB ODT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI • SS • SP • CO GL CJ SE WN MN TRMA
• XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Carnegie Hill Institute Inc
Substance Abuse Treatment
116 East 92nd Street
New York, NY 10128
(212) 289-7166
Intake: (212) 289-7166x0
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA MM BU OTPA • OP OMB OIT ORT CT • SF MD PI • SP • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Carnegie Hill Institute Inc
Chemical Dependency Outpatient
116 East 92nd Street
New York, NY 10128
(212) 289-7166
Intake: (646) 672-1105
SAF • SA MM BU • OP OMB ORT CT • SF MD PI • SP • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Carnegie Hill Institute Inc
ECP
1900 2nd Avenue
12th Floor
New York, NY 10029
(212) 360-7814
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA MM BU OTPA • OP OMB OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI • SS • SP • CO PW TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Center for Comp Health Practice Inc
PAAM
1900 2nd Avenue
12th Floor
New York, NY 10029
(212) 865-6133
SAF • SA DT • RES RS RD • NP • PA • SP • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Central Harlem Alcohol Crisis Center
419 West 126th Street
New York, NY 10027
(212) 663-1596
Intakes: (212) 663-1596x328 (212) 663-1596x335
SAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP OMB OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI • SS PA • SP • CO DU CJ SE WN MN TRMA
• XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Create Inc
Medically Supervised Outpt Trt Ctr
73-75 Lexon Avenue
Suite 75
New York, NY 10026
(212) 663-1596
Intakes: (212) 663-1596x328 (212) 663-1596x335
SAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP OMB OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI • SS PA • SP • CO DU CJ SE WN MN TRMA
• XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Create Inc
Residential Intensive CD Services
121-123 West 11th Street
New York, NY 10026
(212) 678-4990x200
Intakes: (212) 678-4990x209 (212) 678-4269x201 (212) 678-4990x202 (212) 678-4990x207
SAF • SA DT • RES RL RD • SF MD • SS • SP • GL VET CJ SE MN TRMA XD • YAD ADLT • MALE

Center for Comp Health Practice Inc
MS
1900 2nd Avenue
9th Floor
New York, NY 10029
(212) 360-7400
Intake: (212) 360-7753
SAF • SA BU • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • SS PA • SP FX • CO CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XD • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F28

Daytop Village Inc/Integrated Outpt
Drug Treatment Manhattan Outreach
500 8th Avenue
3rd Floor
New York, NY 10018
(212) 904-1500
SAF • SA BU • OP OMB OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • SS PA • SP • CO DU CJ SE MN TRMA XD • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
New York

Educational Alliance Inc
Pride Site I
371 East 10th Street
New York, NY 10009
(646) 395-4440
Intakes: (646) 395-4372 (646) 395-4436
MHSAF • SA BU • RES RS RL CT • MD • PA • SP • CO GL VET MF CJ SE MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • MALE

Educational Alliance Inc
Pride Site II
232 East Broadway
New York, NY 10009
(646) 395-4400
Intake: (646) 395-4372
SAF • SA • RES RL • ST • PA • SP FX • CO GL VET CJ WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Exponents Inc
Outpatient Drug Abuse Clinic
2 Washington Street
4th Floor
New York, NY 10004
(212) 243-3434x102
Intakes: (212) 243-3434x109 (212) 243-3434x122
SAF • SA NXN • OP OIT ORT • SF MD ATR • SS • SP • CO DU GL VET CJ SE WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • MALE

First Steps to Recovery Inc
CD Outpatient
312 West 47th Street
Ground Floor
New York, NY 10036
(212) 397-3711
SAF • SA BU NXN • OP OMB OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • SP FX • CO DU GL VET CJ SE WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F70
Hazelden/New York OP
322 8th Avenue
12th Floor
New York, NY 10001
(212) 420-9520
Intake: (800) 257-7810
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD • PI • YAD ADLT • YAD MD • YAD PI • YAD SI • YAD PI I • YAD IHS • SF MD • PI • YAD SI • PI • YAD IHS • YAD MCF • AD • MF • PW • WN MN • TR • MA • XA • DV • SAF

Inter Care Ltd
Chemical Dependency Outpatient
51 East 25th Street
Lower Level
New York, NY 10010
(212) 532-0303
Intake: (212) 532-0303x357
SAF • SA • BU • OIT ORT • SF MD • PI • YAD ADLT • YAD MD • YAD PI • YAD SI • YAD PI I • YAD IHS • SF MD • PI • YAD SI • PI • YAD IHS • YAD MCF • AD • MF • PW • WN MN • TR • MA • XA • DV • SAF

Inwood Community Services Inc OP
651 Academy Street
3rd Floor
New York, NY 10034
(212) 942-0043x10
Intake: (212) 942-0043x114
SAF • SA • BU • OIT ORT • SF MD • PI • YAD ADLT • YAD MD • YAD PI • YAD SI • YAD PI I • YAD IHS • SF MD • PI • YAD SI • PI • YAD IHS • YAD MCF • AD • MF • PW • WN MN • TR • MA • XA • DV • SAF

Joan and Sanford I Weill Med College
Midtown Ctr for Trt and Research OP
56 West 45th Street
9th Floor
New York, NY 10036
(212) 764-5178x11
Intake: (212) 764-5178x10
SAF • SA • BU • OIT ORT • SF MD • PI • YAD ADLT • YAD MD • YAD PI • YAD SI • YAD PI I • YAD IHS • SF MD • PI • YAD SI • PI • YAD IHS • YAD MCF • AD • MF • PW • WN MN • TR • MA • XA • DV • SAF

Kaleidoscope Clinic OTP
119-121 West 12th Street
B, 2nd and 3rd Floors
New York, NY 10027
(212) 932-2810
Intake: (212) 932-2815
SAF • SA • BU • OIT ORT • SF MD • PI • YAD ADLT • YAD MD • YAD PI • YAD SI • YAD PI I • YAD IHS • SF MD • PI • YAD SI • PI • YAD IHS • YAD MCF • AD • MF • PW • WN MN • TR • MA • XA • DV • SAF

Lafayette Medical Approach LLC
LaFayette Medical Approach Inc OTP
233 Lafayette Street
New York, NY 10012
(212) 966-7193
Intakes: (212) 431-6177 (212) 431-6060
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA • BU • OIT ORT • SF MD • PI • YAD ADLT • YAD MD • YAD PI • YAD SI • YAD PI I • YAD IHS • SF MD • PI • YAD SI • PI • YAD IHS • YAD MCF • AD • MF • PW • WN MN • TR • MA • XA • DV • SAF

Lesbian and Gay Community Services Ctr
CD OP
208 West 13th Street
New York, NY 10011
(646) 556-9300
SAF • SA • BU • OIT ORT • SF MD • PI • YAD ADLT • YAD MD • YAD PI • YAD SI • YAD PI I • YAD IHS • SF MD • PI • YAD SI • PI • YAD IHS • YAD MCF • AD • MF • PW • WN MN • TR • MA • XA • DV • SAF
Lower Eastside Service Center
South Stay Methadone Residence
7 Gouverneur Slip East
New York, NY 10002
(212) 566-7590
Intake: (347) 538-2632
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM OTPA • RES RL RD
HID • HHT • MD • CJ SF WNM MN TRMA
XADV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Lower Eastside Service Center
Su Casa Methadone to Abstinence Res
7 Gouverneur Slip East
New York, NY 10002
(212) 566-6820
Intake: (212) 566-7590
SAF • SA DM • RES RL • SF MD PI • PA
• YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Lower Eastside Service Center
Su Casa Mtrr
7 Gouverneur Slip East
New York, NY 10002
(212) 566-6820
Intake: (212) 566-7590
SAF • SA DM • RES RL • SF MD PI • PA
• CO TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Lower Eastside Service Center
Unit I
46 East Broadway
Ground Floor
New York, NY 10002
(212) 343-3535
Intakes: (212) 343-3520 (212) 343-3584
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA MM BU OTPA • OP OMB CT
• SF MD MC • SS • SP FX • SEWN MN
• YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F17 F70

Metropolitan Hospital Center
Medical Managed Detox
1901 First Avenue
New York, NY 10029
(212) 423-7121
Intake: (212) 423-7312
SAF • DT MM DM • HID • SF MD SI PI
• SS • AH • SP • CO • WNN • MN • YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE • F4 F28 F81

Metropolitan Hospital Center
Methadone Treatment Program
1902 2nd Avenue
2M29 Psychiatric Pavilion
New York, NY 10029
(646) 672-3600
Intake: (212) 423-6822
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA MM OTPA • OP OMB • SF
MD MC PI • SS • SP • YAD ADLT • FEM
MALE

Mount Sinai Roosevelt Hospital
CARES/CAPA
432 West 58th Street
9th Floor
New York, NY 10019
(212) 523-7233
Intake: (212) 523-3083
MHSAF • SA BU NXN • OP OMB ODT
OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI • SS PA • AH
SP • CO • AD TRMA • CHLD ADLT • FEM
MALE

Neighborhood Coalition for Shelter Inc
NCS Outpatient Services
921-923 Madison Avenue
Basement
New York, NY 10021
(917) 677-0722
Intakes: (917) 677-0723 (917) 677-0721
DWI/DUI Clients Only
SAF • SA BU NXN VTUL • OP OMB
OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI • SS • CO DU
SEWN MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM
MALE

New York Foundling Hospital
Pathway Program
2090 Adam Clayton Powell Jr Boulevard
7th floor
New York, NY 10027
(917) 485-0201
Intakes: (917) 485-7201 (917) 485-7249
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF PI • CO
AD TRMA XA • CHLD • FEM MALE

New York Foundling Hospital
Presbyterian不失诊治疗
503 East 70th Street
New York, NY 10021
(212) 746-1252
Intake: (212) 746-1255
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM OTPA • OP OD
OMB ORT CT • SF MD MC SI • SP • CO
GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW WN
MN TRMA XADV • YAD ADLT • FEM
MALE
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>New York Presbyterian Hospital</td>
<td>503 East 70th Street, 1st Floor, New York, NY 10021</td>
<td>(212) 746-1252, Intake: (212) 746-1255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Odyssey House Inc</td>
<td>Manor Community 2, Mabon Building 13, Wards Island, New York, NY 10035</td>
<td>(212) 426-6677, Intake: (212) 987-5100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Odyssey House Inc</td>
<td>Manor Adults, 219 East 121st Street, New York, NY 10035</td>
<td>(212) 987-5120, Intake: (212) 987-5100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Odyssey House Inc</td>
<td>Manor Family Center Program, 219 East 121st Street, New York, NY 10035</td>
<td>(212) 987-5120, Intake: (212) 987-5100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parallax Center Inc</td>
<td>Ambulatory Detox and Continuing Care, 145 East 32nd Street, New York, NY 10016</td>
<td>(212) 779-9207, SAF • SA DT MM DM BU OTPA • OP OD OMB OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI M1 • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Odyssey House Inc</td>
<td>Leadership Center, 309-311 East 6th Street, New York, NY 10003</td>
<td>(212) 780-1591, Intake: (212) 987-5100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Odyssey House Inc</td>
<td>New York, NY 10021</td>
<td>(212) 987-5118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Odyssey House Inc</td>
<td>SA • SA • RES RL • SF MD • SS • TRMA • YAD ADLT • MALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phoenix House</td>
<td>Riverside Community Residential, 164 West 74th Street, New York, NY 10023</td>
<td>(212) 595-5810, Intake: (212) 831-555x7571</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phoenix House</td>
<td>SA BU VTRL • OP RES RL OIT ORT • SF MD PI • CO VET CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project Renewal</td>
<td>CD/OP Crisis 50 Med Super, 8 East 3rd Street, New York, NY 10003</td>
<td>(212) 533-8400, Intake: (212) 763-0596, SAF • SA DT BU • OP RES RS RD ORT • MD SI PI M1 • PA • SP • MN • YAD ADLT • MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Odyssey House Inc</td>
<td>Medically Monitored Crisis Service, 8 East 3rd Street, 4th Floor, New York, NY 10003</td>
<td>(212) 533-8400x138, Intake: (212) 533-8400x136, SAF • SA DT • RES RS RD • MD • PA • SP • MN • YAD ADLT • MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Odyssey House Inc</td>
<td>New York, NY 10003</td>
<td>(212) 533-8400x136, (212) 763-0596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Odyssey House Inc</td>
<td>New York, NY 10003</td>
<td>(212) 533-8400x138</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
Saint Lukes/Roosevelt Hospital Center
Addiction Institute/Halfway House
306 West 102nd Street
New York, NY 10025
(212) 678-6329
Intake: (212) 678-6339
SAF • SA HH • RES RL • SF • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Saint Lukes/Roosevelt Hospital Center
The Addiction Institute of NY/Day Trt
411 West 114th Street
4th Floor
New York, NY 10025
(212) 280-0100
SAF • SA BU NXN • OP OMB ODT ORT • SF MD MC PI • SP • CO WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Saint Lukes/Roosevelt Hospital Center
The Addiction Institute of NY/OP
411 West 114th Street
4th Floor
New York, NY 10025
(212) 280-0107
Intake: (212) 280-0100
SAF • SA BU NXN • OP OMB ORT • SF MD MC PI • SP • CO DU WN MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Saint Lukes/Roosevelt Hospital Center
The Addiction Institute/Outpt Clinic
1000 10th Avenue
Winston Building 8th Floor
New York, NY 10019
(212) 523-6491
Intake: (212) 280-0100
SAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP OD OMB ODT OIT ORT • SF MD MC PI • SS • SP • CO GL MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Samaritan Village Inc
55 West 125th Street
New York, NY 10027
(212) 865-9182
Intake: (212) 864-4128
MHSAF • SA BU • OP OMB OIT ORT • SF MD ATR • SS • CO CJ WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Samaritan Village Inc
68 West 106th Street
New York, NY 10025
(646) 790-7364
Intake: (718) 657-6195
SAF • SA • RES RL • SF MD MC SI PI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Samaritan Village Inc
Drug Residential Treatment Program
327 West 43rd Street
New York, NY 10036
(212) 333-5445
Intake: (718) 657-6195x451
SAF • SA • RES RL • SF • PA • VET MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • MALE

Samaritan Village Inc
Young Mothers/Infants/Toddlers
119 West 106th Street
New York, NY 10025
(212) 222-5285
Intake: (212) 657-6195
SAF • SA • RES RL • SF MD MC SI PI • PW BC • YAD ADLT • FEM

Stuyvesant Square Chem Dep Trt Prog IP
Berstein Pavilion
10 Nathan D Perlman Place 3rd Floor
New York, NY 10003
(212) 420-4220
Intakes: (212) 420-2966 (866) 338-6963
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU • OP OD OMB ODT OIT HID HIT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • PA • AH SP FX • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F66 F70

TRI Center Inc
Chemical Dependency Trt/New York
1369 Broadway
2nd Floor
New York, NY 10018
(212) 268-8830
SAF • SA NXN • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF MD PI • SS • SP FX • CO GL CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F28

Third Horizon Clinic OTP
2193-95 3rd Avenue
1st Floor
New York, NY 10035
(718) 348-5650
Intake: (212) 348-5650
SA DT OTPA • OP OD OMB CT • MD • SP • WN MN DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

UNITAS OP
57 Saint Marks Place
1st and 3rd Floors
New York, NY 10003
(212) 982-3470
Intake: (212) 982-3470x135
SAF • SA NXN • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SP FX • CO DU CJ TRMA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F66 F70

Upper Manhattan Mental Health Center
ABLE Halfway House/SA
2009 3rd Avenue
New York, NY 10029
(212) 348-4660
Intakes: (212) 348-4164 (212) 348-4765 (212) 348-4640
SAF • SA HH • RES RL • MD • PA • SP • WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Upper Manhattan Mental Health Center
Chemical Dependence Services
1727 Amsterdam Avenue
New York, NY 10031
(212) 694-9200
Intake: (212) 694-9200x347
SAF • SA NXN • OP ORT • SF MD MC PI • SS • SP • CO WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Vida Family Services Inc/Outpatient Medically Supervised Trt Prog
127 East 105th Street
New York, NY 10029
(212) 289-1004x214
Intakes: (212) 289-1004 (212) 289-1004x218
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD • SS PA • SP • DU CJ DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
West Midtown Management Group
DBA West Midtown Medical Group
311 West 35th Street
New York, NY 10001
(212) 736-5900
Intakes: (212) 736-5900x106 (212) 736-5900x208
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU • OP OD OMB ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • SS • SP • CO GL W N MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

NEWARK

CFC/Restart Substance Abuse Services
Hannick Hall
407 East Union Street
Newark, NY 14513
(315) 331-2300
Intake: (315) 331-2300x5101
SAF • SA • RES RL • SF PI MI • CO CJ PW WN TRMA BC • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Finger Lakes Addictions Counseling and Referral/Alcohol Outpatient Clinic
310 West Union Street
Newark, NY 14513
(315) 351-3862
SAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP OMB ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS • AH • CO AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Belvedere Health Services LLC
356 Meadow Avenue
Newburgh, NY 12550
(845) 561-5783
Intake: (845) 220-2146x110
SAF • SA • OP OMT ORT • MD • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Belvedere Health Services LLC
356 Meadow Avenue
Newburgh, NY 12550
(845) 561-5783
Intake: (845) 220-2146x110
SAF • SA • OP OMT ORT • MD • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Catholic Charities Orange County OP
280 Broadway
Newburgh, NY 12550
(845) 562-8255
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS • SP • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Greater Hudson Valley Family Hlth Ctr
Center for Recovery/Opioid Treatment
3 Commercial Place
Newburgh, NY 12550
(845) 220-2146x425
Intake: (845) 220-2146x190
SAF • SA • OP OMT ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS • CO CJ WN MN • YAD ADLT • CHLD • FEM MALE

Jared's Addiction Treatment Services
127 Hickory Hill Road
Newburgh, NY 12550
(845) 566-1224
Intake: (845) 421-6259
SAF • SA • B UN • C VP • SS • CO CJ WN MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

Renwick Recovery Inc
Residential Supportive Living Facility
131 Mill Street
Newburgh, NY 12550
(845) 569-0775
SAF • SA • RES RL • SF • SP • MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

Restorative Management Corp OP 2
172-178 Liberty Street
Newburgh, NY 12550
(845) 561-5783
Intake: (845) 342-5941
SAF • SA • OP OMT ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS • CO CJ WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

NIAGARA FALLS

Beacon Center
Outpatient Chemical Dependency Program
473 3rd Street
Niagara Falls, NY 14301
(716) 282-4480
SAF • SA • OP OMT ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS • CO AD WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
First Step Center
Crisis Center
2470 Allen Avenue
Niagara Falls, NY 14303
(716) 285-3421x15
Intake: (716) 285-3421
SAF • SA DT • RES RS RD • NP • PA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Horizon Health Services Inc
Addictions Outpt Clinic/Niagara Falls
6520 Niagara Falls Boulevard
1st Floor
Niagara Falls, NY 14304
(716) 831-1840
Intake: (716) 831-1800
SAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP OMB ORT CT • SF MD PI PI • SS • CO VN WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Horizon Health Services Inc
City Market Addictions CD
1750 Pine Avenue
Niagara Falls, NY 14301
(716) 505-1060
Intake: (716) 831-1800
SAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP OMB ORT CT • SF MD PI PI • SS • WVN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Northpointe Council Inc
Methadone Maintenance Treatment Prog
1001 11th Street
Trott Access Center
Niagara Falls, NY 14301
(716) 278-8110
SAF • SA MM BU • OP OMB ORT CT • SF MD PI PI • SS • CO VN WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

NORTH BABYLON
Town of Babylon Div of Drug and Alcohol Addiction Services
281 Phelps Lane
North Babylon, NY 11703
(631) 422-7676
SAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP OMB ORT CT • SF MD PI PI • SS • CO DU GL VTR AD M MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

NORWOOD
Canton Potsdam Hospital
Chemical Dependency Outpatient Clinic
38 1/2 Main Street
Norwich, NY 13815
(607) 337-1680
SAF • SA NXN VTRL • OP OMB ORT CT • SF MD MC PI PI • SS • AH • CO DU CJ AD WN MN TRMA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

NYACK
Nyack Hospital Recovery Ctr for Change
Chemical Dependency Outpatient Clinic
160 North Midland Avenue
Nyack, NY 10960
(845) 348-2075
SAF • SA BU NXN • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC PI PI • SS • AH • DU CJ WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Service Provider</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Olean</td>
<td>Council on Addiction Recovery Services Outpatient Clinic</td>
<td>201 South Union Street, Olean, NY 14760</td>
<td>(716) 373-4303</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oneida</td>
<td>Maxwell House Community Residence</td>
<td>239 Broad Street, Oneida, NY 13421</td>
<td>(315) 363-8345</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ossining</td>
<td>Phelps Memorial Hospital Center Alcohol Treatment Services (ATS)</td>
<td>22 Rockledge Avenue, Ossining, NY 10562</td>
<td>(914) 944-5220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oswego</td>
<td>County of Oswego Council on Alcoholism and Addictions (COCOA)</td>
<td>53 East 3rd Street, Oswego, NY 13126</td>
<td>(315) 342-2370</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patchogue</td>
<td>Brookhaven Memorial Hospital Med Ctr Outpatient Behavioral Health Services</td>
<td>365 East Main Street, Patchogue, NY 11772</td>
<td>(631) 854-1222</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
Seafield Services Inc  
Outpatient Drug Abuse Clinic  
475 East Main Street  
1st Floor Suite 101  
Patchogue, NY 11772  
(631) 363-2001  
Intakes: (631) 363-2001x0 (800) 448-4808  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • CO DU GL VET CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**PEEKSKILL**

Lexington Center for Recovery Inc  
Peekskill Clinic OTP  
3 Corporate Drive  
Peekskill, NY 10566  
(914) 257-3500x1201  
SAF • SA DT BU OTPA • OP OMB ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Peekskill Area Health CD OP Clinic  
1037 Main Street  
Peekskill, NY 10566  
(914) 734-8740  
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI • SS • SP • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

**PENN YAN**

Finger Lakes Addictions Counseling and Referral Agency/Yates CD OP  
1 Keuka Business Park  
2258 Route 5A  
Penn Yan, NY 14527  
(315) 536-7751  
Intake: (315) 536-7751x300  
SAF • SA NXN VTRL • OP OMB ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS • AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**PLATTSBURGH**

Behavioral Health Services North Inc  
Twin Oaks Community Residence  
75 Oak Street  
Plattsburgh, NY 12901  
(518) 562-8119  
SAF • SA HH • RES RL • SF • MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

Champlain Valley Family Center  
Drug Treatment Youth Servs Inc/Outpt  
20 Ampersand Drive  
Plattsburgh, NY 12901  
(518) 561-8480  
SAF • SA BU NXN HH • OP OMB ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS • CO DU CJ AD WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Conifer Park Inc  
80 Sharon Avenue  
Plattsburgh, NY 12901  
(518) 561-0130  
Intake: (518) 561-1447  
DWI/DUI Clients Only  
SAF • SA MM BU • OP OMB ORT • SF MD SI PI • CO DU CJ AD WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Conifer Park Inc  
Alcoholism and Substance Abuse Clinic  
80 Sharron Avenue  
Plattsburgh, NY 12901  
(518) 561-1447  
Intake: (518) 561-0130  
SAF • SA BU NXN • OP OMB ORT • SF MD SI PI • CO CJ AD MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Conifer Park Inc  
Opioid Treatment  
80 Sharron Avenue  
Plattsburgh, NY 12901  
(518) 561-0130  
Intake: (518) 561-1447  
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only  
SAF • SA SM BU OTPA • OP OMB ORT • SF MD SI PI • CO CJ AD WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**POMONA**

Lexington Center for Recovery Inc  
Methadone Treatment  
50 Sanatorium Road  
Building D  
Pomona, NY 10970  
(845) 362-3904x1701  
Methadone Clients Only  
SAF • SA OTPA • OP OMB ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS • CO DU GL VET CJ SE PW WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**PORT CHESTER**

Saint Josephs Hospital Yonkers OP  
Port Chester Recovery Center  
132 Pearl Street  
Port Chester, NY 10573  
(914) 939-2700  
Intake: (914) 925-5320  
SAF • SA BU • OP OMB ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI • SS • SP • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Saint Vincent Hosp/Westchester Div of Saint Josephs Med Ctr/Regan Res  
Saint Josephs Medical Center  
18 Spring Street  
Port Chester, NY 10573  
(914) 848-3101  
SAF • SA HH • RES RL • SF • SP • YAD ADLT • FEM

**PORT JEFFERSON**

John T Mather Memorial Hospital  
Mather Outpatient Alcoholism Clinic  
100 Highlands Boulevard  
Suite 101  
Port Jefferson, NY 11777  
(631) 473-1320x7966  
Intake: (631) 331-8200  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • SS • CO • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Saint Charles Hospital  
Chemical Dependency Inpatient Program  
200 Belle Terre Road  
Port Jefferson, NY 11777  
(631) 474-6233  
GHF • SA DT BU NXN • HID HIT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • PA • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Saint Charles Hospital  
MMD 1  
200 Bell Terre Road  
3rd floor 3 west  
Port Jefferson, NY 11777  
(631) 474-6981  
Intake: (631) 474-6891  
SAF • SA DT BU NXN • HID HIT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AD • CHLD • FEM MALE
Saint Charles Port Jefferson
MMD
200 Belle Terre Road
2 North
Port Jefferson, NY 11777
(631) 747-6981
GHF • SA DT BU NXN • HID HIT • SFMD MC SI PI • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

PORT JERVIS

Bon Secours Community Hospital
Mental Health Unit
160 East Main Street
2nd Floor West
Port Jervis, NY 12771
(845) 858-7233
Intakes: (845) 206-5305 (845) 858-7121
MHSAF • SA DT MM DM BU • HID HIT CT • SFMD MC SI PI MI • AH SP • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Bon Secours Community Hospital
New Directions
160 East Main Street
4th Floor
Port Jervis, NY 12771
(845) 858-7233
Intake: (845) 858-7234
SAF • SA DT DM BU • HID HIT • SFMD MC SI PI MI • CO • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Bon Secours Community Hospital
New Directions/Inpt Chem Dep Services
160 East Main Street
Port Jervis, NY 12771
(845) 858-7233
Intakes: (845) 858-7234 (800) 261-6729
SAF • SA DT DM BU • HID HIT • SFMD MC SI PI MI • CO • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Catholic Charities Port Jervis OP
17-19 Sussex Street
1st Floor
Port Jervis, NY 12771
(845) 856-6344
SAF • SA • OP ORT • MD MC PI • SS • CO CJ WN MN TRMA XA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Restorative Management Corp
123 Pike Street
Port Jervis, NY 12771
(845) 856-7576
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SFMD SI PI MI • CO CJ DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

PORT WASHINGTON

Port Counseling Center
A Division of Long Beach Reach
225 Main Street
Port Washington, NY 11050
(516) 767-1133
SAF • SA NXN • OP ORT • SFMD SI PI • SS PA • SP • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Canton/Potsdam Hospital
MMD
50 Leroy Street
Potsdam, NY 13676
(315) 261-3300
Intakes: (315) 261-5969 (315) 265-3300x3400
SAF • DT BU NXN • HID • SFMD MC SI PI MI IHS • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Canton/Potsdam Hospital
Rehabilitation Unit
50 Leroy Street
Potsdam, NY 13676
(315) 261-5954
Intakes: (315) 261-5954x1 (315) 261-3300x3400
SAF • SA BU NXN • HIT • SFMD MC SI PI MI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

POUGHKEEPSIE

Dutchess County Dept of Mental Hygiene
Chem Dependence Outpatient Clinic
82 Washington Street
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601
(845) 486-3680
Intake: (845) 486-2700
MHS AF • SA NXN • OP ODT CT • SFMD MC SI PI MI • SS • SP • CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Lexington Center for Recovery
Main Street Counseling Center
412 Main Street
2nd Floor
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601
(845) 486-8880
Intakes: (845) 486-2950x1 (845) 485-9700
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SFMD PI • SS • CO WN MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Lexington Center for Recovery
Methadone Maintenance
230 North Road
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601
(845) 486-2850x13
Intake: (845) 486-2850x1
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA • MM OTPA • OP OMB • SFMD SI PI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Lexington Center for Recovery Inc
Outpatient Clinic
41 Page Park Drive
Suite 7
Poughkeepsie, NY 12603
(845) 486-2950x1801
Intakes: (845) 486-2950x1800
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SFMD SI PI • SS • CO DU CJ AD WN MN TRMA XA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.

NEW YORK
NEW YORK

Lexington Ctr for Recovery Inc OP
412 Main Street
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601
(845) 486-2950
Intake: (845) 473-810x1600
SAF•SA•OP ORT CT•SF MD SI PI MI
•SF•CO GL VET ADM CJ SE PW WN
MN•YAD ADLT•FEM MALE

Mid Hudson Addiction Recovery Center
Dowling House
2103 New Hackensack Road
Poughkeepsie, NY 12603
(845) 477-4661
SAF•SA BU HH•RES RL•SF MD MC
SI PI•CO•YAD ADLT•FEM MALE

Mid Hudson Addiction Recovery Centers
Bolger House Community Residence
230 Church Street
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601
(845) 471-0310
SAF•DT•RES RD•SF PI•PA•CHLD
ADLT•FEM MALE

Mid Hudson Valley Div of WMC
Mid Hudson Valley Div of WMC OP R
29 North Hamilton Street
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601
(845) 431-8283
Intake: (845) 483-5512
SAF•SA•OP ODT OIT ORT•SF MD
MC SI PI•AH•CO WN•YAD ADLT
•FEM MALE

New Hope Manor Inc
141 South Avenue
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601
(845) 557-8353
Intake: (845) 428-8229
SAF•SA•RES RL CT•SF•CO CJ PW
WN TRMA BC XA DV•CHLD ADLT
•FEM

Saint Josephs Addiction Treatment Ctr
Josephs House Supportive Living
7 Fallkill Place
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601
(845) 483-7051
SAF•SA HH•RES RL•SF MD SI PI
WN MN•YAD ADLT•FEM MALE

Spectrum Behavioral Management Service
514 Haight Avenue
Poughkeepsie, NY 12603
(845) 485-3500
Intake: (845) 485-9098
MHSAF•SA NXN•OP OIT ORT CT
•SF MC SI PI MI•CO GL VET ADM
MF CJ SE PW WN MNT TRMA XA DV
•CHLD YAD ADLT•FEM MALE

Warayas House
Abilities First Inc
101 Inwood Avenue
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601
(845) 472-1913
Intakes: (845) 472-1913x103 (845) 452-
1913x117
SAF•SA•OP RES RL ODT OIT•MD
MC•YAD ADLT•MALE

Westchester Medical Center
MMD
241 North Road
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601
(845) 483-5000
Intake: (845) 431-3647
GHF•SA DT MM DM•HID HIT•SF
MD MC SI PI•AH SP•CO WN MN
•YAD ADLT•FEM MALE

Westchester Medical Center
IP
241 North Road
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601
(845) 431-8851
Intakes: (845) 483-5511 (845) 483-5000x13647
GHF•SA DT•HID HIT•SF MD MC SI
PI•AH SP•CO WN MN•YAD ADLT
•FEM MALE

Queens Village
Creedmoor Addiction Treatment Center
Addiction Inpatient Rehab Program
80-45 Winchester Boulevard
Building 19-CBU-15
Queens Village, NY 11427
(718) 264-3740
Intake: (718) 264-3744
SAF•SA BU NXN VTRL•RES RS•SF
MD MC SI PI•PA•CO WN MN
TRMA•YAD ADLT•FEM MALE

Queensbury
820 River Street
CD OP Clinic
551 Bay Road
Queensbury, NY 12804
(518) 798-4221
Intake: (518) 798-4221x104
SAF•SA BU•OP OMB OIT ORT•SF
MD SI PI•SS PA•CO DU CJ WN MN
•CHLD ADLT•FEM MALE

Rego Park
Long Island Consultation Center Inc
Chemical Dependency Clinic
97-29 64th Road
Rego Park, NY 11374
(718) 896-3400x38
Intake: (718) 896-3400
MHF•SA BU NXN•OP OMB OIT
ORT•SF MD MC SI PI•SS•SP FX•CO
DU CJ AD•ADLT•FEM MALE•F70
RHINEBECK
Cornerstone of Medical Arts Center
Cornerstone of Rhinebeck MSW IP
Rhinebeck Lodge
500 Milan Hollow Road
Rhinebeck, NY 12572
(845) 266-3481x200
Intakes: (845) 266-3481x202 (845) 266-3481x220
SAF • DT DM BU • HID • SF MD SI PI MI • SP • GL WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Cornerstone of Rhinebeck Rehab
500 Milan Hollow Road
Rhinebeck, NY 12572
(845) 266-3481x205
Intakes: (845) 266-3481x202 (845) 266-3481x220
SAF • SA MM BU • HIT • SF MD MC PI MI • SP • GL WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Daytop Village Inc
Fox Run Residential Center
190 Fox Hollow Road
Rhinebeck, NY 12572
(845) 876-5400x2401
Intakes: (845) 516-1042x26 (845) 516-1042x28
SAF • SA • RES RS RL CT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS • CO GL VET MF CJ SE MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • MALE

Daytop Village Inc
SA Womens Residential Meadow Run
88 Fox Hollow Road
Rhinebeck, NY 12572
(845) 876-3789
Intakes: (212) 904-1500 (845) 516-1042
SAF • SA BU • RES RS RL • SF MD SI PI CO GL CJ SE PW WN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Daytop Village Inc
Substance Abuse Residential/Meadow Run
88 Fox Hollow Road
Rhinebeck, NY 12572
(845) 876-3789
Intake: (845) 516-1042x28
SAF • SA BU • RES RS RL • SF SI PI • CO CJ WN TRMA XA • YAD ADLT • FEM

Meadow Run IR
88 Fox Hollow Road
Rhinebeck, NY 12572
(845) 876-3789
SAF • SA • RES RL • SF MD MC PI • CO CJ WN TRMA XA • YAD ADLT • FEM

RICHMOND HILL
Outreach Outpatient Services (OOS)
Medically Supervised Subst Abuse Prog
11711 Myrtle Avenue
Richmond Hill, NY 11418
(718) 849-6300
SAF • SA BU • OP OMB OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI ATR • SS • SP FX • CO DU CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE • F19

Samaritan Village Inc
Ed Thompson Veterans Center
130-15 89th Road
Richmond Hill, NY 11418
(718) 849-3582x8850
Intakes: (718) 849-3582 (718) 657-6195
SAF • SA • RES RL • SF MD MC SI PI MI ATR • PA • SP FX • CO VET CJ MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • MALE • F 19

Samaritan Village Inc
MTA/Residential
13020 89th Road
Richmond Hill, NY 11418
(718) 441-8913
Intakes: (718) 657-6195x8737 (800) 532-4357 Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA • DT DM BU • NNXN VTRL • OP OMB OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI ATR • SS • DU CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Daytop Village Inc
Substance Abuse Residential/Meadow Run
88 Fox Hollow Road
Rhinebeck, NY 12572
(845) 876-3789
Intake: (845) 516-1042x28
SAF • SA BU • RES RS RL • SF SI PI • CO CJ WN TRMA XA • YAD ADLT • FEM

RIVERHEAD
Alternatives Counseling Services Inc
OP
518 East Main Street
Suite 100
Riverhead, NY 11901
(631) 283-4440
SAF • SA BU • OP OMB OIT ORT • SF MD PI • SS • DU CJ WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Eastern Long Island Hospital
Quannacut Outpatient Services
814 Harrison Avenue
Riverhead, NY 11901
(631) 369-8966
SAF • SA BU • NNXN VTRL • OP OMB ORT • SF MD MC PI • SS • DU CJ SE AD PW WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Family Servs League/Suffolk County Inc
Chemical Dependency Outpatient
208 Roanoque Avenue
Riverhead, NY 11901
(631) 369-0104x3120
Intake: (631) 369-0104

Maryhaven Center for Hope Inc
240 West Main Street
Riverhead, NY 11901
(631) 474-0710
Intakes: (631) 727-0710x220 (631) 727-0710x222

Quannacut Outpatient Services
Eastern Long Island Hospital
Maryhaven Center for Hope Inc
518 East Main Street
Suite 100
Riverhead, NY 11901
(631) 283-4440
SAF • SA BU • OP OMB OIT ORT • SF MD PI • SS • DU CJ SE AD PW WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Samaritan Village Inc
MTA/Residential
13020 89th Road
Richmond Hill, NY 11418
(718) 441-8913
Intakes: (718) 657-6195x8737 (800) 532-4357 Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA • DT DM BU • NNXN VTRL • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI ATR • SS • DU CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Samaritan Village Inc
MTA/Residential
13020 89th Road
Richmond Hill, NY 11418
(718) 441-8913
Intakes: (718) 657-6195x8737 (800) 532-4357 Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA • DT DM BU • NNXN VTRL • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI ATR • SS • DU CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Samaritan Village Inc
MTA/Residential
13020 89th Road
Richmond Hill, NY 11418
(718) 441-8913
Intakes: (718) 657-6195x8737 (800) 532-4357 Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA • DT DM BU • NNXN VTRL • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI ATR • SS • DU CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

S rifle Field
Alcoholism and Substance Abuse Servs
212 West Main Street
Riverhead, NY 11901
(631) 369-7800
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI • SS • DU AD PW WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

See Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
Seafeld Services Inc OP
212 West Main Street
Riverhead, NY 11901
(631) 374-8229
Intake: (631) 369-7800
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD PI
• SS • CO DU AD WN MN DV • CHLD
ADLT • FEM MALE

Suffolk County Dept of Health Services
Div of Comm Mental Hgy
Riverhead
30 Center Drive
Riverhead, NY 11901
(631) 852-2680
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA MM OTPA • OP OMB CT • SF
MD PI • SS • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM
MALE

ROCHESTER

Action for a Better Community
New Directions CD Outpatient Clinic
33 Chestnut Street
Rochester, NY 14604
(585) 262-4330x3203
Intakes: (585) 325-5116x3200 (585) 325-5116
SAF • SA BU • OP OMB ORT CT • SF
MD SI PI ATR • SS • SP • CO GL VET
ADM MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA DV
• YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Baden Street Settlement
Counseling and Support Center
585 Joseph Avenue
1st Floor
Rochester, NY 14605
(585) 325-8130
Intakes: (585) 325-8130x201 (585) 325-8130x203
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD • YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

Catholic Family Center
CR Jones Avenue
24 Jones Avenue
Rochester, NY 14608
(585) 719-8523
HH

Catholic Family Center
Chemical Dependency Outpatient Rehab
55 Troup Street
1st Floor
Rochester, NY 14608
(585) 546-3046
Intake: (585) 546-1271x6258
SAF • SA DT BU • OP OD OMB ODT
ORT CT • SF MD SI PI • SP • CO WN
MN TRMA XA • YAD ADLT • FEM
MALE

Catholic Family Center
Restart Chemical Dependency
55 Troup Street
Plymouth Park
Rochester, NY 14608
(585) 546-3046
Intake: (585) 546-1271x6258
SAF • SA DT BU • OP OD OMB ODT
ORT CT • SF MD SI PI • SS • SP • CO
DU CJ WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

Catholic Family Center
Restart SA Servs/Liberty Manor
997 Saint Paul Street
Rochester, NY 14605
(585) 266-3080
Intake: (585) 546-7220x5030
SAF • SA • RES RL • SF PI • SS PA • CO
CJ PW WN TRMA BC • YAD ADLT • FEM

Catholic Family Center
Restart Substance Abuse Services
55 Troup Street
Plymouth Park West
Rochester, NY 14608
(585) 546-3046
Intake: (585) 546-1271x6258
MHSAF • SA DT BU VTRL • OP OD
OMB ODT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI ATR
• SS • SP • CO DU CJ PW WN MN
TRMA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Catholic Family Center
Restart Substance Abuse Services
55 Troup Street
Rochester, NY 14621
(585) 546-7220x6327
Intake: (585) 546-7220x5030
SAF • SA • RES RL • SF PI • SS PA • CO
CJ MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • MALE

Catholic Family Center
Supportive Living
1645 Saint Paul Street
Rochester, NY 14621
(585) 546-7220x6327
HH

Conifer Park Inc OP
1150 University Avenue
Suite 7
Rochester, NY 14607
(585) 442-8422
SAF • SA BU VTRL • OP OMB OIT ORT
• SF MD MC SI PI • CO CJ WN MN
TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM
MALE

Delphi Drug and Alcohol Council Inc
CD Outpatient
1839 East Ridge Road
Rochester, NY 14622
(585) 467-2330x435
Intake: (585) 467-2230x21
SAF • SA BU • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI
• SS • CJ AD MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM
MALE

East House Corp
Chem Dep Community Residence
239 Alphonse Street
Rochester, NY 14621
(585) 342-4950
Intakes: (585) 238-4817 (585) 238-4899
SAF • SA HH • RES RL • SF MD PI • SS
PA • AH • MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

East House Corp
Chem Dep Community Residence
269 Alexander Street
Rochester, NY 14607
(585) 232-1590
Intake: (585) 238-4817
SAF • SA HH • RES RL • SF MD PI • SS
• AH • CO • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
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East House Corp
Cody House
407 Frederick Douglas Street
Rochester, NY 14608
(585) 546-4670
Intake: (585) 238-4817
SAF • SA HH • RES RL • SF MD MC PI MI • SS PA • AH • MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

East House Corp
Pinny Cooke House
50 Browncroft Boulevard
Rochester, NY 14609
(585) 288-3310
Intake: (585) 238-4817
SAF • SA HH • RES RL • SF MD PI • SS PA • AH • WN TR MA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM

Huther Doyle
360 East Avenue
Rochester, NY 14604
(585) 325-5100
SAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP OMB ORT • SF MD SI PI ATR • SS • CO CJ AD WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Huther Doyle Memorial Institute OP 1
801 West Avenue
2nd Floor
Rochester, NY 14611
(585) 325-5100
SAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI ATR • SS • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

John L. Norris
Addiction Treatment Center
132 South Avenue
Rochester Psychiatric Center
Rochester, NY 14620
(585) 461-0410x240
Intake: (585) 461-0410
SAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • RES RS • SF MD PI • AH • WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

PRCD Inc
RRSY
2654 Ridgeway Avenue
1st and 2nd Floors
Rochester, NY 14626
(585) 723-7350
Intake: (585) 723-7350
SAF • SA BU • RES RL • SF MD PI • AD MN TRMA DV • CHLD ADLT • MALE

Park Ridge Hospital Inc
Unity Chemical Dependency
81 Lake Avenue
2nd Floor
Rochester, NY 14608
(585) 368-6900
Intake: (585) 723-7740
SAF • SA BU • RES RL CT • SF MC • PA • AH • DU WN • YAD ADLT • FEM

Strategic Chemical Dependency Outpatient Center
Addiction Services
490 East Ridge Road
Rochester, NY 14621
(585) 922-2500
Intake: (585) 922-2704
MHS AF • SA DT BU NXN • OP OD OMB ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • CO DU VF CJ WN MN TRMA VX DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
Unity Hlth System Park Ridge Hosp Inc
Inpatient Rehabilitation
1565 Long Pond Road
Rochester, NY 14626
(585) 723-7723
Intake: (585) 723-7740
SAF • SA BU NXN • HIT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • SP • WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Veterans Outpatient Clinic
Rochester Outpatient Clinic
465 Westfall Road
Rochester, NY 14620
(585) 463-2600
Intake: (585) 463-2668
MHS AF • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP OMB OIT ORT CT • VAMC SF PI MI • CO DU TR MA XA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Veterans Outreach Center Inc
Supportive Living Program
290 Cypress Street
Rochester, NY 14620
(585) 506-9060
SAF • SA HH • RES RL • SF ATR • SS • CO VET ADM CJ MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • MALE

Villa of Hope/Life Program
Residential Rehab Services for Youth
3500 Dewey Avenue
Rochester, NY 14616
(585) 865-1550
Intake: (585) 581-4604
SAF • SA DT BU • OP RES RL RD OMB ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • CO CJ AD TRMA XA • CHLD ADLT • MALE

Westfall Associates Inc OP
919 Westfall Road
Suite B-60
Rochester, NY 14618
(585) 473-1500
SAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP OMB OIT ORT CT • SF PI • SS • CO AD WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

YWCA of Rochester/Monroe County
Steppingstone Supportive Living
175 North Clinton Avenue
Rochester, NY 14604
(585) 368-2225
Intake: (585) 368-2232 (585) 368-2286
SAF • SA • RES RL • SF MD MC SI PI MI ATR • WN BC • YAD ADLT • FEM

ROC K VILLE CENTRE
Rockville Ctr Drug and
Alc Abuse/Confide/Outpatient Drug Frec
30 Hempstead Avenue
Basement Suites H-6, H-9 and H-12
Rockville Centre, NY 11570
(516) 764-5522
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC PI • SS PA • SP • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Hillside Childrens Center OP
4887 State Road 96A
Romulus, NY 14541
(315) 585-3390
Intake: (315) 585-3079
SAF • SA • OP ORT • MD SI PI MI • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

RONKONKOMA
Community Counseling Services of
Ronkonkoma/Drug and Alcohol OP Clinic
3281 Veterans Memorial Highway
Suite E-14
Ronkonkoma, NY 11779
(631) 471-3122
MHS AF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD SI PI • SS • DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Ctr for Addiction Recovery Empower OP
2805 Veterans Memorial Highway
Suites 4 and 5
Ronkonkoma, NY 11779
(631) 805-2082
Intake: (631) 352-5234
SAF • SA BU NXN • OP OMB ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • FX • CO DU CJ DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F66 F70

Phoenix House of Long Island
Lake Ronkonkoma Campus/Mens Program
153 Lake Shore Road
Ronkonkoma, NY 11779
(631) 471-5666
Intake: (631) 306-5700x5710 (631) 306-5700x5711 (800) 578-4435
SAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • RES RL RD • SF MD MC PI • MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • MALE

Phoenix House of Long Island
Mother and Child Program
153 Lake Shore Road
Suite A
Ronkonkoma, NY 11779
(631) 471-5666
Intake: (631) 306-5700
SAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • RES RS RL RD CT • SF MD SI PI • SS PA • CO GL VET MF CJ PW WN MN TRMA BC XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM

Ronkonkoma Campus
Outpatient Detox
161 Lake Shore Road
Ronkonkoma, NY 11779
(631) 306-5895
SAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP RES RS RL OD OMB OIT CT • SF MD MC PI • SS PA • SP • CO VET ADM CJ PW WN MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

ROOSEVELT
Roosevelt Educ Alc Cs/Trt Center (REACT)/Outpatient Clinic
27A Washington Place
Roosevelt, NY 11575
(516) 623-7741
MHS AF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS • DU • CO DU CJ PW WN MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

SALAMANCA
Council on Add Recovery Servs Inc
Substance Abuse Inc
100 Main Street
Suite 6
Salamanca, NY 14779
(716) 945-1928
SAF • SA BU NXN • OP OMB ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS PA • CO GL SE AD WN MN TRMA XA DV • ADLT • FEM MALE
Seneca Nation Health Services
Health Services
987 RC Hoag Drive
Salamanca, NY 14779
(716) 945-9001

MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • IHS • AH • AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Sanborn
Freedom Village
6331 Induco Drive East
Sanborn, NY 14132
(716) 731-2030

Intake: (716) 731-2030
SAF • SA • RES RS RL CT • SF • PA • CO
VET ADM CJ SE MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • MALE

Horizon Village
Drug Free Residential Treatment Prog
6301 Inducon Drive East
Sanborn, NY 14132
(716) 945-9001

Intake: (716) 945-9001
SAF • SA • BU • OP OMB ORT • SF MD SI PI • AD WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Saratoga County Alcohol and Substance Abuse Services
135 South Broadway
Saratoga Springs, NY 12866
(518) 587-8800

Intake: (518) 587-8800
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC PI • SS • AH • CO AD TRMA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Col C David Merkel MD
Veterans IR
444 Kiwassa Lake Road
Saranac Lake, NY 12983
(518) 891-8387

SAF • SA BU • RES RL CT • SF • SS PA • AH • CO VET CJ MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • MALE

Saint Josephs Addiction Treatment
Saratoga Lake Outpatient Clinic
91 Woodruff Street
Saranac Lake, NY 12983
(518) 891-5353
SAF • SA BU • OP OMB ORT • SF MD SI PI • AD WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Saint Josephs Addiction Treatment and Recovery Centers
159 Glenwood Drive
Saranac Lake, NY 12983
(518) 891-3950

Intake: (518) 891-3950
SAF • SA BU • RES RL • SF MD SI PI • VET WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Saratoga Springs
Saint Peters Addiction Recovery Center
125 High Rock Avenue
Saratoga Springs, NY 12866
(518) 885-6884

Intake: (518) 885-6884
SAF • SA BU • OP OMB ODT OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS • AH • CO CJ AD WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

SAUGERTIES
Rehabilitation Support Services Inc
Chemical Dependency Comm Residence
11 Overbaugh Street
Saugerties, NY 12477
(845) 246-2645

Intake: (845) 246-2645
SAF • SA HH • RES RL • SF • SS • WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Schenectady
Alcoholism and Substance Abuse Council
Schenectady County Inc/Perrin House
575 Lansing Street
Schenectady, NY 12303
(518) 346-4509
Intake: (518) 346-4436x7266
SAF • SA BU • HF • RES RL • SF MD PI • SS • WN • YAD ADLT • FEM

Conifer Park Inc
Outpatient Clinic
600 Franklin Street
2nd Floor
Schenectady, NY 12305
(518) 372-7031
Intake: (518) 372-7032
SAF • SA BU • OP OMB OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • CO AD WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Conifer Park Inc
Residential Rehab Services for Youth
79 Glenridge Road
Schenectady, NY 12302
(518) 399-6446
Intake: (800) 989-6446
SAF • SA BU • NU • RES RS RL • SF MD SI PI • SP • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Conifer Park Inc
Withdrawal and Stabilization Services
79 Glenridge Road
Schenectady, NY 12302
(518) 399-6446
Intakes: (800) 989-6446 (518) 399-6446x8800
SAF • DT MM DM BU NU VTRL • RES RD • SF MD SI PI • SP • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Conifer Park Inc IP
79 Glenridge Road
Schenectady, NY 12302
(518) 952-8118
Intakes: (800) 989-6446 (518) 952-8118
SAF • DT MM DM BU NU VTRL • RES RS RL • SF MD SI PI • SP • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE
New Choices Recovery Center
70 and 72 Union Avenue
Schenectady, NY 12308
(518) 382-7838
SAF • SA BU • RES RL • SF PI • MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

New Choices Recovery Center
OP 1
210 State Street
Schenectady, NY 12305
(518) 346-4436
SAF • SA BU NXN • OP OMB ODT OIT ORT • SF MD • CO DU CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Saint Peters Addiction Recovery Center
(SPARC)/Alcoholism Outpatient Clinic
2925 Hamburg Street
Schenectady, NY 12303
(518) 357-2909
SAF • SA BU NXN • OP OMB OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • CO CJ WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Family Service League Inc
464 William Floyd Parkway
Suite 10
Shirley, NY 11967
(631) 399-9217
Intake: (631) 399-9217x0
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • SS • CO DU WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

SMITHTOWN

Employee Assistance Resource Servs Inc (EARS)/Drug Abuse Outpatient
278 East Main Street
Smithtown, NY 11787
(631) 361-6960
SAF • SA DT BU • OP OD OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • SS • CO DU GL VET ADN MF CJ SE AD WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Pederson/Krag Center Inc
Chemical Dependency Outpatient
11 Route 111
Smithtown, NY 11787
(631) 920-8300
SAF • SA BU NXN • OP OMB ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • CO WN TRMA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Town of Smithtown/Horizons Counseling Educational Center
161 East Main Street
Smithtown, NY 11787
(631) 360-7578
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS • DU CJ AD WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

SOUTH KORTRIGHT

Phoenix House
Delaware County Center
10566 County Highway 18
Back River Road
South Kortright, NY 13842
(607) 538-1417
Intake: (607) 538-1417x5678
SAF • SA VTRL • RES RL • SF MD MC PI • CO MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • MALE

SOUTH OZONE PARK

Fairth Mission
Crisis Center Inc
114-40 Van Wyck Expressway
South Ozone Park, NY 11420
(718) 322-3455
Intake: (718) 322-3455
SAF • SA DT • RES RS RD • NP • PA • FX • CO DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • MALE

STATEN ISLAND

Amethyst House Inc
CD Community Residence
280 Richmond Terrace
Staten Island, NY 10301
(718) 448-1900
Intake: (718) 448-1900
SAF • SA BU NXN HH • RES RL • SF • PA • CO GL VET CJ WN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Bridge Back to Life Center Inc
1688 Victory Boulevard
Staten Island, NY 10314
(718) 447-5700
Intake: (718) 852-5352
SAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP OMB OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS • CO DU GL VET MF CJ SE AD WN MN TRMA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Canellot of Staten Island Inc
CD Outpatient Program
263 Port Richmond Avenue
Staten Island, NY 10302
(718) 981-8117
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS • PA • CO GL VET MF CJ SE AD WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Canellot of Staten Island Inc
Drug Free Residential
460 Briickle Avenue
Building H
Staten Island, NY 10314
(718) 816-6589
Intake: (718) 412-3158
SAF • SA BU • RES RL • SS • CO AD • CHLD ADLT • MALE

SEAFORD

Southeast Nassau Guidance Center (SNG)
2416 Jackson Avenue
Seaford, NY 11783
(516) 679-9800
SAF • SA BU • OP OMB ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • SP • CO DU CJ AD PW WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

SHIRLEY

Family Recovery Center
Alcoholism Outpatient Clinic
1490 William Floyd Parkway
Shirley, NY 11967
(631) 924-3741
Intake: (631) 924-3741x0
SAF • SA NXN VTRL • OP ORT • SF MD MC PI • SS • SP • AD MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE
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Daytop Village Inc
Staten Island Outreach
1915 Forest Avenue
Staten Island, NY 10303
(718) 448-1544
Intakes: (718) 447-3295 (718) 447-3294x3293
SAF • SA • RES RS • NP • PA • YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

Project Hospitality Inc
Crisis Services Medically Monitored
75 Vanderbilt Avenue
Staten Island, NY 10310
(718) 448-1544
Intakes: (718) 447-3295 (718) 447-3294x3293
SAF • SA • RES RS • NP • PA • YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

Project Hospitality Inc OP
14 Slosson Terrace
1st Floor
Staten Island, NY 10301
(718) 273-8409x218
Intake: (718) 273-8409x210
SAF • SA • OP OMB ORT • SF MD •
SS PA • SP • CO WN MN • YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

RUMC Silverstein Clinic Med Sup OP
427 Forest Avenue
Staten Island, NY 10301
(718) 876-2362x2369
Intake: (718) 876-2362
SAF • SA DT BU NXN • OP OD OMB
ODT OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI •
SP FX • CO DU CJ WN MN TRMA XA
DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F30

Saint Vincents Services OP 1
56 Bay Street
1st Floor
Staten Island, NY 10301
(718) 206-0218
Intake: (718) 981-7861
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD • SP •
CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW
WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

Silver Lake Support Services Inc
Chemical Dependency Outpatient Clinic
201 Forest Avenue
Staten Island, NY 10301
(718) 815-3155
MHSAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP
OD OMB OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI
PI MI • SP FX • CO DU VET CJ SE WN
MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE • F66
F70

South Beach Addiction Treatment Center
Addiction Inpatient Rehab Program
777 Seaview Avenue
South Beach Psychiatric Ctr Building 3
Staten Island, NY 10305
(718) 667-5202
Intakes: (718) 667-2551 (718) 667-2553
SAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • RES RS • SF
MD MC SI PI • SS PA • SP FX • CO CJ
WN MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM
MALE • F70

Staten Island University Hospital
Alcoholism Outpatient Clinic
392 Seguine Avenue
Staten Island, NY 10309
(718) 226-2752
Intake: (718) 226-2753
SAF • SA BU NXN • OP OMB ORT • SF
MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH • CO DU WN
MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Staten Island YMCA Cnsling Service OP
3911 Richmond Avenue
Staten Island, NY 10312
(718) 948-3232
Intake: (718) 981-4382
SAF • SA BU • OP OMB ORT CT • SF
MD MC SI PI • AD WN • CHLD YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

YMCA of Greater New York
285 Vanderbilt Avenue
Staten Island, NY 10304
(718) 981-4382
SAF • SA BU VXNL • OP OD OMB
ODT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI •
SS • CO AD WN TRMA • CHLD YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE
NEW YORK

SUFFERN

Good Samaritan Hospital of Suffern
Chemical Dependency Unit/Rehab
255 Lafayette Avenue
Suffern, NY 10901
(845) 369-9701
Intake: (845) 369-9701
SAF • SA DT DM BU NXN • HID HIT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • CO CJ SE PW WN MN TR MA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Good Samaritan Hospital of Suffern
Drug Abuse Treatment Unit/Detox
255 Lafayette Avenue
Suffern, NY 10901
(845) 369-9701
Intake: (845) 369-9701
SAF • SA DT DM BU NXN • HID CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • CO CJ SE PW WN MN TR MA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Lexington Center for Recovery
CD OP/Airmont Clinic
100 Route 59
Suite L-1
Suffern, NY 10901
(845) 369-9701
Intake: (845) 369-9701x1114 (845) 369-9701x1100
SAF • SA BU NXN • OP OMB ODT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS PA • CO DU CJ AD WN MN TR MA • CHLD ADLT • YAD • FEM MALE

SYRACUSE

Belvedere Health Services LLC
Specialized OP Services TBI Program
344 West Genesee Street
Syracuse, NY 13202
(315) 457-4700
SAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT • MD • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Belvedere Health Services LLC
Chemical Dependency
344 West Genesee Street
Syracuse, NY 13202
(315) 457-4700
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Bright Path Counseling Center
Chemical Dependency Outpatient
7266 Buckley Road
Syracuse, NY 13212
(315) 458-0919
MHS AF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC PI MI • TRMA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Central New York Services Inc
Dual Recovery Program
321 West Onondaga Street
Suite 201
Syracuse, NY 13202
(315) 478-0610
SAF • SA BU NXN • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • CO DU GL WN MN TR MA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Crouse Health Hospital Inc
Commonwealth Place IP
6010 East Molloy Road
Syracuse, NY 13211
(315) 434-2470
Intake: (800) 727-6873
SAF • SA BU NXN • HIT • SF MD MC PI MI • SP • WN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Crouse Health Hospital Inc
Outpatient Treatment Program
410 South Crouse Avenue
1st and 2nd Floors
Syracuse, NY 13210
(315) 470-8304
Intakes: (315) 470-8334 (800) 727-6873
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA MM OTPA • OP OMB ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH SP • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Crouse Hospital
Outpt Rehabilitation Day Treatment
410 South Crouse Avenue
Syracuse, NY 13210
(315) 470-8340
Intakes: (315) 470-8304 (800) 727-6873
SAF • SA BU NXN • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH SP • PW WN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Crouse Hospital
Substance Abuse Clinic
410 South Crouse Avenue
Syracuse, NY 13210
(315) 470-8334
Intakes: (315) 470-8304 (315) 727-6873 (800) 727-6873
SAF • SA BU NXN • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH SP • CO CJ SE AD PW WN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Forensic Consultants Ltd
Alcoholism Outpatient Clinic
319 East Water Street
Syracuse, NY 13202
(315) 472-1212
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MI • DU VET ADM MF CJ WN MN TR MA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Syracuse Behavioral Healthcare
The Willows Detoxification Program
847 James Street
Syracuse, NY 13203
(315) 492-1184
Intakes: (315) 492-1184x0 (315) 701-1516
SAF • DT BU NXN VTRL • RES RD • SF MD SI PI MI • SS • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Syracuse Brick House Inc
DBA Syracuse Behavioral Healthcare
329 North Salina Street
Suite 100
Syracuse, NY 13203
(315) 472-9964
SAF • SA HH • OP RES RL OIT ORT CT • SF • SS • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Syracuse Brick House Inc
DBA Syracuse Behavioral Healthcare
3606 James Street
Syracuse, NY 13206
(315) 701-4578
Intake: (315) 472-9964
SAF • SA • RES RL CT • SF MD • CJ MN TR MA XA DV • YAD ADLT • MALE
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Syracuse Brick House Inc
Green Street Mens Halfway House
121-125 Green Street
Syracuse, NY 13203
(315) 472-4442
SAF • SA HH • RES RL • SF MD • MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

Syracuse Brick House Inc
CR
168 Lincoln Avenue
Syracuse, NY 13204
(315) 218-6492
SAF • SA HH • RES RL • SF MD • MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

Syracuse Community Health Center Inc
Outpatient
819 South Salina Street
Syracuse, NY 13202
(315) 476-7921
Intakes: (315) 476-7921x2401 (315) 234-5918
SAF • SA BU NXN • OP OMB ORT • SF MD PI MI • SS • AH SP • CO • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Syracuse Recovery Services LLC
109 South Warren Street
Suit 806
Syracuse, NY 13202
(315) 476-7921
Intakes: (315) 476-7921x2401 (315) 234-5918
SAF • SA BU NXN • OP OMB ORT • SF MD PI MI • SS • AH SP • CO • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Troy

820 River Street Inc
Community Residence
3075 6th Avenue
Troy, NY 12180
(518) 272-4246
HH • RES

820 River Street Inc
Supportive Living Facility
820 River Street
Troy, NY 12180
(518) 235-8397
HH

Conifer Park Inc
Chemical Dependency Outpatient Clinic
1801 6th Avenue
1st Floor
Troy, NY 12180
(518) 274-5143
Intake: (518) 952-8501
SAF • SA BU NXN • OP OMB ORT • SF MD PI MI • SS • AH SP • CO • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Hudson Mohawk Recovery Center Inc
Hudson Mohawk OP
1724 5th Avenue
Troy, NY 12180
(518) 272-3918x2209
Intake: (518) 272-3918
SAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF MD PI MI • SS PA • AH • DU AD WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Trumansburg

Ithaca Alpha House IR
6621 Route 227
P.O. Box 724
Trumansburg, NY 14886
(607) 387-6118
Intake: (607) 273-5500x29
SAF • SA BU NXN • RES RL • SF PI • WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Tuckahoe

Maxwell Institute of St Vincents Hosp
Westchester Div of St Josephs Med Ctr
92 Yonkers Avenue
Tuckahoe, NY 10707
(914) 337-6033
SAF • SA BU NXN • OP OMB OIT ORT • SF MD PI MI • SS • CO AD WN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE
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**TULLY**

Tully Hill Chemical Dependency Trt Inpatient Rehab
5821 Route 80
P.O. Box 1116
Tully, NY 13159
(315) 696-6114
Intakes: (315) 696-6114x127 (800) 456-6114
SAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • SF MD SI PI MI • CO CJ SE AD WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Tully Hill Chemical Dependency Trt Outpatient
5821 Route 80
Tully, NY 13159
(315) 696-6114
Intake: (800) 456-6114
SAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP OMB OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI MI • WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Tully Hill Corp IP
5821 Route 80
Tully, NY 13159
(315) 696-6114
Intakes: (315) 696-6114x127 (800) 456-6114
SAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP OMB OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI MI • CO CJ SE AD WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**UNIONDALE**

Maryhaven Center of Hope
Mercy Recovery House
526 Greengrove Avenue
Building B
Uniondale, NY 11553
(516) 977-2050
SAF • SA HH • RES RL • SF MD MC • YAD ADLT • MALE

**UTICA**

Beacon Center
1508 Genesee Street
Utica, NY 13502
(315) 366-4100
SAF • SA BU • OP OMB OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS • CO AD WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Catholic Charities of Utica/Rome
Womens Halfway House
1616 Genesee Street
Utica, NY 13502
(315) 792-1007
SAF • SA HH • RES RL • SF PI MI • SS • WN • YAD ADLT • FEM

Catholic Charities/Diocese of Syracuse
Mens Rainer House
1505 Whitesboro Street
Utica, NY 13502
(315) 738-8483
SAF • SA HH • RES RL • SF PI MI • SS • MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

Central New York Services Inc
Milestones Dual Recovery Program
502 Court Street
Suite 210
Utica, NY 13502
(315) 507-5800
Intake: (315) 507-5800
SAF • SA BU NXN • OP OMB ORT CT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS • PA • CO CJ WN MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

Insight House CD Services OP R
500 Whitesboro Street
Utica, NY 13502
(315) 724-5168
Intake: (315) 724-5168x289
SAF • SA BU • OP OMB ODT • SF MD SI PI • SS PA • FX • CO CJ WN MN TRMA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Insight House Chem Dep Servs Inc
Drug Abuse Intensive Residential Prog
500 Whitesboro Street
Utica, NY 13502
(315) 724-5168
Intake: (315) 724-5168x289
SAF • SA BU • RES RL • SF • SS PA • FX • CO CJ WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F10

Insight House OP
500 Whitesboro Street
Utica, NY 13502
(315) 724-5168
Intake: (315) 724-5168x289
SAF • SA BU • OP OMB ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS PA • AH • CO DU AD WN MN DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

McPike Addiction Treatment Center
CD Inpatient Rehab Program
1213 Court Street
Utica, NY 13502
(315) 738-4600
Intake: (315) 738-4465
SAF • SA BU • RES RS • SS PA • CO CJ WN MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

Rescue Mission of Utica NY MMW
210 Lansing Street
Utica, NY 13501
(315) 735-1645
Intakes: (315) 735-1645x162 (315) 735-1645x160
SAF • SA BU • RES RS • NP • PA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Utica Supportive Living
1001 Park Avenue
Utica, NY 13501
(315) 738-6002

**VALLEY COTTAGE**

Mental Health Assoc of Rockland Co
Mental Health Assoc of Rockland Co OP
140 Route 303
Suite J
Valley Cottage, NY 10989
(845) 267-2172
SAF • SA BU • OP OMB ORT • SF MD MC PI • CO DU CJ AD WN MN DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
New York

Valley Stream

Friends of Bridge Inc
Outpt Drug Abuse Treatment Program
5 Pflug Place
Suite 11
Valley Stream, NY 11580
(516) 825-4242
SAF • SA BU NXN • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI • CO CJ SE AD WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Wainscott

Phoenix Houses of Long Island Inc
Phoenix House Academy of Long Island
95 Industrial Road
Wainscott, NY 11975
(631) 306-5714 (631) 306-5711
SAF • SA BU NXN • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI • CO CJ AD WN MN • CHLD ADLT • MALE

Walden

Catholic Charities Community Services
Orange County OP
8 Scofield Street
Walden, NY 12586
(845) 778-5628
Intake: (845) 778-5628x21
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD PI • SS • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Walton

Delaware Valley Hospital
Addiction Treatment Program
1 Titus Place
Walton, NY 13856
(607) 865-2115
Intake: (607) 865-2163
SAF • SA • HIT • SF MD MC PI MI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Wantagh

Southeast Nassau Guidance Center (SNG)
Drug Abuse Treatment Unit 1
3375 Park Avenue
Suite 2005
Wantagh, NY 11793
(516) 781-1911
SAF • SA BU NXN • OP OMB OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • SS • SP • DU WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Warsaw

Corp V MHS Spectrum Human Services
Spectrum Human Services/Wyoming OP
34 North Main Street
Warsaw, NY 14569
(585) 786-0220
MHSAF • SA NXN VTRL • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • ADT ADLT • FEM MALE

Waterloo

Seneca County Addictions Program
31 Thurber Drive
Waterloo, NY 13165
(315) 539-1985
Intake: (315) 539-1960
SAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP OMB ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS PA • AH • CO WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Watertown

Credo Community Center OP
595 West Main Street
Watertown, NY 13601
(315) 788-1530
SAF • SA BU • OP OMB ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • CO CJ AD WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Credo Community Center for the Trt of Addictions Inc/DF Residential Trt Unit
Women's Residence
1130 State Street
Watertown, NY 13601
(315) 779-1772
Intake: (315) 788-1530 (888) 585-2228
SAF • SA BU NXN • RES RL • SF MD MC SI PI MI • CO CJ PW WN TRMA BC XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Credo Community Center for the Trt of Addictions Inc/Outpt SA Clinic
95 West Main Street
Watertown, NY 13601
(315) 788-1530
Intake: (888) 585-2228
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS • AD WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Watkins Glen

FLACRA OP 2
106 South Perry Street
Mill Creek Center
Watkins Glen, NY 14891
(607) 535-8260
SAF • SA NXN VTRL • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • PA • AH • CO WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Wellsville

Allegany Council on Alc/Subst Abuse
Allegany Council CD Outpatient Clinic
2956 Airway Road
Wellsville, NY 14895
(585) 593-6738
Intake: (585) 593-6738x10
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS • AH • CO WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Credo Community Ctr/Trmt of Addictions
138 Winthrop Street
Basement, 1st and 2nd Floors
Watertown, NY 13601
(315) 788-6881
HH • RES

Credo Community Ctr/Trt of Addictions
CR 1
417 Washington Street
Watertown, NY 13601
(315) 788-3833
HH • RES

Samaritan Medical Center
Addiction Services
1575 Washington Street
Watertown, NY 13601
(315) 779-5074
SAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP OMB ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • PA • AH • CO WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
V

NEW YORK

Allegany Council on Alc/Subst Abuse Trapping Brook House/Supportive Living 3084 Trapping Brook Road Wellsville, NY 14895 (585) 593-1920 x701 SAF • SA • RES RL • SF • SS • YAD ADLT • MALE

West Shore/LI Health System Project Outreach/Outpatient Drug Free 600 Hempstead Turnpike West Hempstead, NY 11552 (516) 481-2890 SAF • SA BU NXN • OP OMB OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • CO DU GL CJ WN MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

WEST HEMPSTEAD

North Shore/LIJ Health System Project Outreach/Outpatient Drug Free 600 Hempstead Turnpike West Hempstead, NY 11552 (516) 481-2890 SAF • SA BU NXN • OP OMB OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • CO DU GL CJ WN MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

WHITE PLAINS

Halfway Houses of Westchester Inc Hawthorne House 14 Longview Avenue White Plains, NY 10605 (914) 946-0949 SAF • SA HH • RES RL • SF • YAD ADLT • MALE

Innovative Health Systems Inc (IHS) Chemical Dependency Outpatient Clinic 7 Holland Avenue Second Floor White Plains, NY 10603 (914) 683-8050 SAF • SA BU • OP OMB ODT OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI • SS • SF FX • CO DU CJ AD WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE • F67

New York Presbyterian Hospital Inc Westchester Div/Alc Inpt Rehab Program 21 Bloomingdale Road White Plains, NY 10605 (914) 682-9100 Intakes: (914) 997-5700 (888) 694-5700 MHSAF • SA BU NXN VTRL T O • OP OMB ORT HLT • SF MD MC PI • AH SP • CO GL VET ADM MF SE WN MN TRMA DA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F67

Saint Christopher's Inn Inc Brothers Christopher House 13 Longview Avenue White Plains, NY 10605 (845) 335-1101 HH

Saint Johns Riverside Hospital Greenburgh ATS Outpatient Program 30 Manhattan Avenue White Plains, NY 10607 (914) 683-5311 SAF • SA • OP OBT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • SS • CO DU CJ AD WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

WOODMERE

Tempo Group Inc Outpatient Drug Treatment Program 112 Franklin Place Woodmere, NY 11598 (516) 374-3671 SAF • SA BU • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS • AD WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

WOODSIDE

MH Providers of Western Queens Inc Western Queens Recovery Services OP 62-07 Woodside Avenue 4th Floor Woodside, NY 11377 (718) 898-5085 Intake: (718) 898-5152 SAF • SA BU NXN • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI • SS • SF FX • CO DU GL CJ AD WN MN • ADLT • FEM MALE • F67

WYANDANCH

Pederson/Krag Center Inc Alcoholism Outpatient Clinic 234 Long Island Avenue Wyandanch, NY 11798 (631) 920-8250 Intake: (866) 449-3692 SAF • SA BU VTRL • OP OMB ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • SS • CO DU CJ AD WN MN TRMA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
YONKERS

Saint Johns Riverside Hospital
Inpatient Rehabilitation
2 Park Avenue
Yonkers, NY 10703
(914) 964-7537
Intake: (914) 964-7527
SAF • SA BU NXN • HIT • SF MD MC
PMI • SS • AH • CO WN MN • YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

Saint Johns Riverside Hospital
MMTP Behavioral Health Services
2 Park Avenue
Yonkers, NY 10703
(914) 964-710x7714
Intakes: (914) 964-7310 (914) 964-7714
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM OTPA • OP OD
ORM • SF MD MC • SS • AH SP FX • CJ
SE PW WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM
MALE • F4 F66 F70

Saint Johns Riverside Hospital
New Focus Center
2 Park Avenue
Yonkers, NY 10703
(914) 964-8000
SAF • SA NXN • OP ODT ORT • SF MD
MC, SI, PMI • SS • SP FX • CO CJ AD
WN MN TRMA • CHLD ADLT • FEM
MALE • F4 F70

Saint Johns Riverside Hospital
Park Care Pavilion/CD Detox Prog
2 Park Avenue
Yonkers, NY 10703
(914) 964-7556
Intakes: (914) 964-7529 (877) 944-2273
SAF • DT MM DM BU • HID • SF MD
MC, SI, PMI • SP • YAD ADLT • FEM
MALE

Saint Josephs Hospital
Methadone Maintenance Trt Prog/SA Trt
317 South Broadway
Suite 1
Yonkers, NY 10705
(914) 378-7566
Intake: (914) 378-7567
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM OTPA • OP OD
ORM • SF MD MC • SS • AH SP FX • CJ
SE PW WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM
MALE • F4 F66 F70

Sancia Recovery Inc
OP 1
10 Palside Avenue
Basement and 1st Floor
Yonkers, NY 10701
(914) 423-4466
SAF • SA BU • OP OMB OIT ORT • SF
MD, MC, SI, SP • CO DU VET MF CJ AD
WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM
MALE

YORKTOWN HEIGHTS

Counseling Center at Yorktown Heights
Suite 101
2000 Maple Hill Street
Yorktown Heights, NY 10598
(914) 962-5101
SAF • SA DT BU • OP OIT ORT • SF PI
• SS • CO DU SE AD WN MN TRMA •
CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE
ABERDEEN
PORT Human Services
Aberdeen
206 North Pine Street
Aberdeen, NC 28315
(910) 944-2189
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • AH • CO CJ AD TRMA XA • CHLD • MALE

AHOSKIE
PORT Human Services
Facility Based Crisis (FBC)
144 Community College Road
Ahoskie, NC 27910
(252) 332-5086
Intake: (252) 642-1063
MHSAF • SA DT • RES RS RD • SF MD SI PI MI • SS • AH • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

ALBEMARLE
Daymark Recovery Services
Stanley Center
1000 North 1st Street
Suite 1
Albemarle, NC 28001
(704) 983-2117
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH • DU AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Monarch
350 Pec Dec Avenue
Albemarle, NC 28001
(704) 986-1500
Intake: (866) 272-7826
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • AH • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

ASHEBORO
Asg Services LLC
126 Scarboro Street
Asheboro, NC 27203
(336) 521-4628
Intake: (336) 521-4627 (336) 633-0001
SAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT CT • SF MD MI • SS • CO DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Alcohol and Drug Services
842 East Pritchard Street
Asheboro, NC 27203
(336) 633-7257
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS • CO W N MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Mangum House
Randolph Fellowship Home Inc
841 East Pritchard Street
Asheboro, NC 27203
(336) 629-6137
HH

Randolph Country Day Reporting Center
145 Worth Street
Asheboro, NC 27203
(336) 683-8211
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • NP • PA • CJ • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Triad Therapy Mental Health Ctr LLC
131 Davis Street
Suite B
Asheboro, NC 27203
(336) 629-7774
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS PA • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

ASHEVILLE
Charles George VAMC/Asheville Substance Abuse Treatment Program
1100 Tunnel Road
Asheville, NC 28805
(828) 298-7911
Intakes: (828) 298-7911x5496 (828) 298-7911x2519
MHSAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP RES RS RD OD OMB ORT HHD • VAMC SF SI PI • AH • CO W N MN TRMA XA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Crossroads Treatment Center
6 Roberts Road
Suite 103
Asheville, NC 28803
(828) 505-3086
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM BU OTPA • OP OD
OMB ORT • SF • SP • CO GL VET MF
CJ SE PW W N XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Family Preservation Services of NC
Parkway Asheville
31 College Place
Suite B-10
Asheville, NC 28801
(828) 254-5008
SAF • SA NXN VTRL • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS PA • AH
SP • CO DU CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Insight Behavior Health
Womens Recovery Center
26 North Liberty Street
Asheville, NC 28801
(828) 350-8343
SAF • SA NXN • OP ODT ORT CT • SF MD SI • AD PW W N TRMA • CHLD ADLT • FEM

Mary Benson House
ARP Phoenix
450 Montford Avenue
Asheville, NC 28801
(828) 252-5280
SAF • SA • RES RL CT • MD • PA • CO PW TRMA BC • YAD ADLT • FEM

Mountain Area Recovery Center Inc
18 Wedgefield Drive
Asheville, NC 28806
(828) 252-8748
SAF • SA DT MM BU • OP OD
OMB ORT CT • SF MD MC SI • PA • DU WN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
Mountain Health Solutions  
2 McDowell Street  
Asheville, NC 28801  
(828) 225-6050  
Intake: (828) 225-6050x119  
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU VTRL • OP OD OMB ORT • SF PI • SS • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Mountain Treatment Center  
370 North Louisiana Avenue  
Suite G-2  
Asheville, NC 28806  
(828) 255-8655  
Intake: (828) 215-7442  
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF PI MI • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

October Road Inc  
119 Tunnel Road  
Asheville, NC 28805  
(828) 350-1000  
Intakes: (828) 350-1000x326 (828) 350-1000x302  
MHSASF • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP OMB OD T OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI • DU WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

RHA Health Services Inc  
90 Asheland Avenue  
Asheville, NC 28801  
(828) 254-2700  
MHSASF • SA • OP OD T ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • SSPA • AH • DU WN MN • TRMA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Western Carolina Treatment Center  
573 Merrimon Avenue  
Asheville, NC 28804  
(828) 251-1478  
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only  
SAF • SA MM BU OTPA • OP OMB • SF • AH SP • PW • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Womens Recovery Center  
Insight Human Services  
26 North Liberty Street  
Asheville, NC 28801  
(828) 350-8343  
SAF • SA • OP OD T OIT ORT • SF MD PI • PW WN • YAD ADLT • FEM

Belmont  
Carolinas Counseling and Consulting  
32 North Main Street  
Suite 209  
Belmont, NC 28012  
(704) 350-8343  
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • SS • DU • YAD ADLT • FEMMALE

Belinsons Center  
277 Biltmore Avenue  
Asheville, NC 28801  
(828) 255-6306  
MHSASF • SA DT • RES RS RD • SF MD SI • PA • AH • CO GL VET MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Brevard  
Brevard Counseling Center  
508 South Caldwell Street  
Brevard, NC 28712  
(828) 862-5644  
Intake: (828) 553-6831  
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Black Mountain  
JFK Alcohol and Drug Abuse Trt Ctr  
201 Tabernacle Road  
Black Mountain, NC 28711  
(828) 257-6200  
Intake: (828) 257-6400  
MHSASF • SA DT NXN • HID HIT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH • CO TRMA XD • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Bryson City  
Recovery Options  
DBA Appalachian Community Services  
100 Teapot Terrace  
Bryson City, NC 28713  
(828) 837-0071  
Intake: (828) 488-3294  
MHSASF • SA • OP OD T ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • CO DU CJ TRMA XA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

BOONE  
Blue Ridge Psychological Services  
805 State Farm Road  
Suite B-3  
Boone, NC 28607  
(828) 264-4323  
MHSF • SA • OP ORT • SF MC PI MI • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

McLeod Addictive Disease Center  
150 Den Mac Drive  
Boone, NC 28607  
(828) 263-8171  
Intake: (704) 332-9001  
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only  
SAF • SA MM BU OTPA • OP OMB • SF MD PI • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Stepping Stone of Boone  
643 Greenway Road  
Suite L  
Boone, NC 28607  
(828) 265-7078  
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only  
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU OTPA • OP OD OMB CT • SF • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

ROBERT SWAIN RECOVERY CENTER  
Insight Human Services  
932 Old U.S. 70 2nd Floor Moore II  
Black Mountain, NC 28711  
(828) 669-4161  
SAF • SA • RES RL • SF MD • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE
BUIES CREEK
Daymark Recovery Services
Harnett
5841 U.S. Highway 421 South
Buies Creek, NC 27506
(910) 893-5727
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD
MC SI PI • SS PA • AH • CO AD WN
MN • ADL • FEM MALE

Residential Treatment Services of Alamance Inc
136 Hall Avenue
Burlington, NC 27217
(336) 227-7417
SAF • SA DT HH • RES RL RD • SF MD
SI PI • SS • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Simrun Health Services Inc
2716 Troxler Road
Burlington, NC 27215
(336) 570-0104
MHSAF • SA DT BU • OP OD OMB
ODT OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI
• SS PA • AH • AD • CHLD ADL • FEM MALE

PORT Human Services
34 Progress Drive Ext
Burgaw, NC 28425
(910) 259-5212
Intakes: (252) 902-4894 (252) 413-1950
SAF • SA • OP RES RL ODT CT • MD SI
• PA • AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

BURLINGTON
Alamance Regional Medical Center Inc
Behavioral Medicine Div/Inpt Psych/CD
1240 Huffman Mill Road
Burlington, NC 27215
(336) 538-7888
Intakes: (336) 538-7000 (800) 522-9418
MHSAF • SA DT • OP OIT HID • SF MD
MC SI PI MI • SS PA • AH • YAD ADLT
• FEM MALE

Psychotherapeutic Services
1159 Huffman Mill Road
Burlington, NC 27215
(336) 538-6990
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD
MC • PA • CO GL VET ADM CJ SE PW
WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

BUKGAW
Coastal Horizons Center Inc
803 South Walker Street
P.O. Box 550
Burgaw, NC 28425
(910) 259-0668
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD
MC SI PI MI • SS PA • SP • CO DU CJ AD
• CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

CANDLER
First Step Farm of WNC Inc
Mens Facility
215 Black Oak Cove Road
Candler, NC 28715
(828) 665-5604
SAF • SA HH • RES RL • CO GL VET
CJ MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

First Step Farm of WNC Inc
Womens Facility
200 Pete Luther Cove Road
P.O. Box 1450
Candler, NC 28715
(828) 667-0303
SAF • SA HH • RES RL • CO GL VET CJ
WN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

CARRBORO
UNC Horizons at Daybreak
1105 West NC Highway 54 Bypass
Carrboro, NC 27510
(919) 928-5000
Intakes: (919) 966-9803 (919) 960-3775
SAF • SA BU NXN HH • RES RL CT • MD • CO PW WN TRMA BC XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM

CARY
Fellowship Health Resources Inc
222 East Chatham Street
Cary, NC 27511
(919) 469-4980
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD
MC PI • SS PA • CO CJ • CHLD ADL • FEM MALE

CHAPEL HILL
Daybreak
Kingswood Apartments
54 Bypass Kingswood Apartment
Chapel Hill, NC 27514
(919) 928-5000
Intake: (919) 960-3775
SAF • SA BU NXN HH • OP RES RL
OMB ORT CT • MD • CO PW WN
TRMA BC XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM

Freedom House Recovery Center
104 New Stateside Drive
Chapel Hill, NC 27516
(919) 942-2803
Intake: (919) 942-2803x215
SAF • SA HH • RES RL • SF SI • SS PA
• AH • MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

Freedom House Recovery Center
Chapel Hill Outpatient Clinic
118 New Stateside Drive
Chapel Hill, NC 27516
(919) 942-2803x227
Intake: (919) 942-2803x2
MHSAF • SA DT BU • OP OD OMB
ODT OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC PI • AH
• SP • DU CJ WN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
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Freedom House Recovery Center
Chapel Hill Women’s Halfway House
114 New Stateside Drive
Chapel Hill, NC 27516
(919) 942-2803x213
SAF • SA BU HH • RES RL • SF • PA
• CO PW WN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM

Freedom House Recovery Center
Facility Based Crisis and Detox Center
110 New Stateside Drive
Chapel Hill, NC 27516
(919) 942-2803x217
Intake: (919) 967-8844
MHSAF • DT BU NXN • RES RD CT
• SF MD SI PI • PA • AH SP • CO CJ
W N MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F70

UNC Department of Psychiatry
101 Manning Drive
Chapel Hill, NC 27599
(919) 966-5217
MHF • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP OMB
ORT • SF MD MC SI PI M1 • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

UNC Horizons
127 Kingston Drive
Chapel Hill, NC 27514
(919) 966-9803
Intake: (336) 229-3839
SAF • SA BU NXN • OP OMB OIT ORT
CT • MD SI PI • CO PW WN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM

UNC Horizons at Sunrise
209-17 Connor Drive
Chapel Hill, NC 27516
(919) 960-3775
SAF • SA BU NXN HH • RES RL CT • MD • CO PW WN TRMA BC XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM

UNC Hospital
Alcohol and Substance Abuse Program
1101 Weaver Dairy Road
Suite 103
Chapel Hill, NC 27514
(984) 974-6323
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • AD WN MN TRMA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**CHARLOTTE**

ADCI LLC
5105 Monroe Road
Suite 2
Charlotte, NC 28205
(704) 568-1122
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • SP • DU CJ AD WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Anuvia Prevention and Recovery Center
100 Billingsley Road
Charlotte, NC 28211
(704) 376-7447
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS • AH SP • CO DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Assessment Solutions of Charlotte LLC
5200 Park Road
Suite 101
Charlotte, NC 28209
(704) 523-2353
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Carolina Medical Center
Mercy Horizons
2001 Vail Avenue
Charlotte, NC 28207
(704) 304-5248
SAF • DT BU NXN VTRL • HLD • SF MD MC SI PI • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Charlotte Rescue Mission
907 West 1st Street
Charlotte, NC 28202
(704) 334-4635
Intake: (704) 334-4635x501 (704) 334-4635x218
SAF • SA HH • RES RL • NP • PA • MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

Christian Women of Elegance Inc
DBA Beatties Ford Road Family Cdl Ctr
Substance Abuse Treatment
1406 Beatties Ford Road
Charlotte, NC 28216
(704) 332-9434
Intake: (704) 332-9435
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI M1 • SS • SP • CO DU VET CJ AD PW WN MN TRMA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Community Alternatives Inc
Community Choices Inc (CASCADE)
5800 Executive Center Drive
Suite 101
Charlotte, NC 28212
(704) 336-4844
SAF • SA • OP RES RL ODT OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • PA • PW WN TRMA BC XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM

Dilworth Center for Chem Dep
2240 Park Road
Charlotte, NC 28203
(704) 372-6969
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • AH • AD WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Eastover Psychological and Psychiatric Group PA
Eastover Awakenings
3303 Latrobe Drive
Charlotte, NC 28211
(704) 362-2663
Intake: (704) 362-2663x155 (704) 945-2206
MHSAF • SA NXN • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • CO WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Genesis Project 1 Inc
5108 Reagan Drive
Suite 14
Charlotte, NC 28206
(704) 596-0505
MHF • SA NXN VTRL • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI M1 • SS • AH SP • DU AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
Hope Haven Inc
3815 North Tryon Street
Charlotte, NC 28206
(704) 372-8809
Intakes: (704) 372-8809x227 (704) 372-8809x414
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • PA • CO
GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW WN MN
TRMA BC XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

North Carolina

Horizons
Outpatient Services
1816 Lyndhurst Avenue
Charlotte, NC 28203
(704) 446-0391
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • PI • CO
WN MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Legacy Treatment Centers
4421 Stuart Andrew Boulevard
Suite 608
Charlotte, NC 28217
(980) 318-7964
Intake: (980) 318-7964
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF PI • CO
WN MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

McLeod Addictive Disease Center
515 Clanton Road
Charlotte, NC 28217
(704) 332-3067
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA • MM BU OTPA • OP OMB • SF
MD SI PI • AH • CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Mecklenburg County Provided Servs Org
Watkins Center
429 Billingsley Road
Charlotte, NC 28211
(704) 336-3067
SAF • SA • DT NXN • RES RS RD • SF PI • SS PA • AH SP • CO
GL VET ADM MF CJ SE WN MN TRMA BC XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Metro Treatment of North Carolina LP
Charlotte Treatment Center
3315 Wilkinson Boulevard
Charlotte, NC 28208
(704) 697-0044
Intake: (877) 284-7074
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA • DT MM DM BU OTPA • OP
OD OMB • SF • PW • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

New Beginnings of Southern Piedmont LLC
1508 Cleveland Avenue
Charlotte, NC 28203
(704) 334-6574
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • PI • CO
DJ • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Primary Care Solutions Inc
5700 Executive Center Drive
Suite 101
Charlotte, NC 28212
(704) 537-1022
MHF • SA • HH • OP OIT ORT • SF • MD
SI PI • SS • CO • AD • CHLD • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Quality Home Care Services Inc
Safe Harbor
3552 Beatties Ford Road
Charlotte, NC 28216
(704) 394-8968
MHSAF • SA • OP ODT • SF • MD • CO
• YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Queen City Treatment Center
6115 Hickory Grove Road
Charlotte, NC 28215
(704) 532-4262
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA • MM DM OTPA • OP OMB • SF • PW • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Southeast Addictions Institute and Learning Center
5601 Executive Center Drive
Suite 101
Charlotte, NC 28212
(704) 567-0790
Intake: (704) 319-7636
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF • MD
SI PI • SS • PA • AH • SP • CO • DU CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

University Psychiatric Associates
8320 University Executive Park Drive
Suite 104
Charlotte, NC 28262
(704) 549-8797
Intake: (704) 549-8797
MHSAF • SA • DT BU NXN VTRL • OP
OD OMB OIT ORT • SF • PI • CO • DU CJ
WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Youth Villages Inc
2815 Coliseum Centre Drive
Charlotte, NC 28217
(704) 262-1327
Intake: (704) 357-7920
MHF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • MD
SI PI • MI • AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
CLINTON
Family First Support Center Inc
707 College Street
Clinton, NC 28328
(910) 592-4507
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS PA • AH • CO VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TR MA XA DV • ADLT • FEM MALE

Tri County Community Health
3331 Easy Street
Dunn, NC 28334
(910) 567-5020
Intake: (910) 567-7162
MHSAF • SA NXN VTRL • OP RES RS RL OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS PA • SP • DU MN • ADLT • FEM MALE

CLYDE
Aspire Youth and Family Inc
33 Sharon Lynne Way
Clyde, NC 28721
(828) 452-1300
Intake: (828) 226-5533
MHSAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS • SP • CO CJ AD • ADLT • FEM MALE

Durham
Adapted Integrated Methods Health Services/AIM Health Services
4004 Ben Franklin Boulevard
Durham, NC 27704
(919) 471-5474
Intake: (919) 620-6953
MHSAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL OTPA • OP OD OMB ORT • SF MD MC PI • CO VET CJ TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

CREEDEMOOR
Life Changes Counseling
1598 Highway 56
Creedmoor, NC 27522
(919) 528-2528
Intake: (800) 776-3022
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF PI • CO DU CJ SE WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Daymark Recovery Services
Outpatient Treatment
284 Executive Park Drive
Suite 100
Concord, NC 28025
(704) 786-9205
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF PI • DU CJ • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

DOBSON
Hope Valley Inc
Mens Division
105 Country Home Road
Dobson, NC 27017
(336) 386-8511
Intake: (336) 386-4169
SAF • SA HH • RES RS • SF • MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

Elmore Blackley Fellowship Home
Substance Abuse Treatment
110 South Layton Avenue
Dunn, NC 28334
(919) 892-6017
SAF • SA HH • RES RL • SF • SS PA • CO MN • YAD ADLT • MALE
Ctr for Adol Subst Use Trt (CAST)  
Duke Child Dev/Behav Health Clinic  
411 Trent Drive  
Durham, NC 27705  
(919) 668-5559  
Intake: (919) 668-5559x0  
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • CO AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE  

Duke Family Care Program  
2222 Erwin Road  
DUMC 3418  
Durham, NC 27710  
(919) 681-5513  
SAF • SA BU NXN • OP OMB ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS PA • AH • PW • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE  

Durham County  
Criminal Justice Resource Center  
326 East Main Street  
Durham, NC 27701  
(919) 560-0500  
SAF • SA • RES RL • NP • CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE  

Durham Treatment Center  
1913 Lamar Street  
Durham, NC 27705  
(919) 286-1509  
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only  
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU OTPA • OP OD OMB ORT • SF • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE  

El Futuro Inc  
136 East Chapel Hill Street  
Durham, NC 27701  
(919) 688-7101  
Intake: (919) 677-7101  
MHSF • SA • OP ORT • SF SI PI • SP • CO DU GL VET CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE  

Family Legacy Mental Health Services  
1007 Broad Street  
Suite 103  
Durham, NC 27705  
(919) 972-7732  
MHSF • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP ORT • SF MD SI • SS • ADLT • FEM MALE  

First Step Services LLC  
3329 Chapel Hill Boulevard  
Suite 201  
Durham, NC 27707  
(919) 419-0229  
Intakes: (919) 419-8406 (855) 418-6272  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • CO DU CJ • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE  

Freedom House Recovery Center  
Durham Center Access  
309 Crutchfield Street  
Durham, NC 27704  
(919) 560-7305  
Intake: (919) 651-8400  
MHSF • SA DT BU NXN • OP RES RS RD OD OMB OIT ORT CT • MD SI PI • PA • AH SP • CO CJ WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE  

Freedom House Recovery Center  
Francis Street Womens Halfway House  
2404 Francis Street  
Durham, NC 27707  
(919) 425-5453  
Intakes: (919) 425-5473 (919) 428-5686  
SAF • SA HH • RES RL • SF SI • WN • YAD ADLT • FEM  

Freedom House Recovery Center  
Mens Halfway House  
529 Holloway Street  
Durham, NC 27701  
(919) 425-5472  
Intakes: (919) 425-5473 (919) 428-5686  
SAF • SA HH • RES RL • SF SI • MN • YAD ADLT • MALE  

Freedom House Recovery Center  
Transitional Living  
601 Carlton Avenue  
Durham, NC 27701  
(919) 425-5474  
SAF • SA HH • RES RL • SF SI • WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE  

Healing with CAARE Inc  
214 Broadway Street  
Durham, NC 27701  
(919) 683-5300  
Intake: (919) 687-0795  
SAF • SA NXN • OP OIT OIT ORT • SF MD • PA • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE  

Ruthie Feilbert Willis  
5609 Sutteridge Court  
Durham, NC 27713  
(919) 806-5529  
MHSF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD SI PI MI • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE  

Strahl Nathan Robert  
3326 Durham Chapel Hill Boulevard  
Durham, NC 27707  
(919) 493-8399  
SAF • SA BU OTPA • OP OMB ORT • SF MD MC PI MI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE  

TROSA  
Transitional House  
1715 Chapel Hill Road  
Durham, NC 27707  
(919) 419-1059  
HH  

Triangle Residential Options for Substance Abusers Inc (TROSA)  
1820 James Street  
Durham, NC 27707  
(919) 419-1059  
SAF • SA NXN • RES RL • NP • PA • CO WN MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE  

Visions Counseling Studio PLLC  
401 East Lakewood Avenue  
Suite E  
Durham, NC 27707  
(919) 286-2146  
Intake: (919) 908-6371 (336) 623-8584  
MHSF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI MI • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE  

EDEN  
Life Changes Counseling  
Life Changes DWI Center  
7586 NC 770 West  
Eden, NC 27288  
(336) 623-8584  
Intake: (800) 776-3022  
SA • OP ORT CT • SF • SP • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
**NORTH CAROLINA**

**ELIZABETH CITY**

PORT Human Services  
1141 North Road Street  
Suite 1  
Elizabeth City, NC 27909  
(252) 331-2120

MHS AF • BA BU NXN • OP OMB OIT  
ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH  
• WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Pathways Counseling Center  
508 East Main Street  
Suite 201  
Elizabeth City, NC 27909  
(252) 338-5334

MHS AF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

William C Bowens  
1825 West City Drive  
Suite F  
Elizabeth City, NC 27909  
(252) 338-1100

MHS AF • SA • BU • OP OMB ORT • SF MD MC PI MI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**FAIRMONT**

Serenity Behavioral Health Inc  
302 North Main Street  
Fairmont, NC 28340  
(910) 628-5655

Intake: (910) 316-3937

MHS AF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC PI MI • DU • CO DU AD WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**FAYETTEVILLE**

Cape Fear Valley Health System  
Roxie Center  
1724 Roxie Avenue  
Fayetteville, NC 28304  
(910) 615-3333

MHS AF • DT • RES RD • SF MD MC SI PI MI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Carolina Outreach LLC  
911 Hay Street  
Fayetteville, NC 28305  
(910) 438-0939

MHS AF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI • SS PA • CO DU CJ WN MN TRMA • ADLT • FEM MALE

Carolina Treatment Center of  
Fayetteville  
3427 Melrose Road  
Fayetteville, NC 28304  
(910) 864-8739

Intake: (866) 575-8186

Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only  
SAF • SA MM BU VTRL OTPA • OP OMB ORT • SF PI • SP • GI PW WN MN TRMA • XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Community Based Developmental  
3274 Rosehill Road  
Fayetteville, NC 28301  
(910) 488-5820

SAF • SA • OP ORT • MD SI • CO DU WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Emma M. Bowens  
2101 North Main Street  
Suite 201  
Fayetteville, NC 28301  
(910) 483-0324

MHS AF • SA • RES RS RL CT • MD SI MI IHS • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Elite Care Services Inc  
SAIOP Program  
111 Lamon Street  
Suite 103  
Fayetteville, NC 28301  
(910) 829-9017

Intake: (910) 322-6395

MHS AF • SA • BU • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC PI MI • SS • AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Elite Care Services Inc  
Middle Road  
711 Middle Road  
Fayetteville, NC 28312  
(910) 483-0324

MHS AF • SA • RES RS RL CT • MD SI MI IHS • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Elite Care Services Inc  
SAIOP Program  
Fayetteville, NC 28312  
(910) 829-9017

Intake: (910) 322-6395

MHS AF • SA • BU • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC PI MI • SS • AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Metro Treatment of North Carolina LP  
Fayetteville Treatment Center  
418 Person Street  
Suite 103  
Fayetteville, NC 28301  
(910) 483-0958

Intake: (910) 488-2120x5483 (910) 488-2120x5475

SAF • SA DT BU NXN • OP OD OMB OIT ORT • VAMC SF PI MI • PA • VET TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Greater Image Healthcare Corp  
3419 Melrose Road  
Fayetteville, NC 28304  
(910) 502-7846

MHS AF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS PA • AH SP • CO DU VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA • XA DV • ADLT • FEM MALE

Elite Care Services Inc  
SAIOP Program  
1704 Rose Hill Road  
Fayetteville, NC 28303  
(910) 829-9017

Intake: (910) 322-6395

MHS AF • SA • BU • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC PI MI • SS • AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

KV Consultants and Associates  
2411 Robeson Street  
Suite 200  
Fayetteville, NC 28305  
(910) 223-7114

MHS AF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS • AH SP • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Lighthouse Counseling Center  
901 Arsenal Avenue  
Suite 202  
Fayetteville, NC 28305  
(910) 323-3368

MHS AF • SA • BU • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC PI MI • SS • CO DU VET ADM MF AD WN MN • TRMA • XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Fayetteville VAMC  
2300 Ramsey Street  
Fayetteville, NC 28301  
(910) 488-2120

Intakes: (910) 488-2120x5483 (910) 488-2120x5475

SAF • SA DT BU NXN • OP OD OMB OIT ORT • VAMC SF PI MI • PA • VET TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>FRANKLIN</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barium Springs Home for Children</td>
<td>150 Georgia Road, Franklin, NC 28734</td>
<td>(828) 524-3833</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SPI • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FUQUAY VARINA</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southlight Inc</td>
<td>301 Sunset Drive, Fuquay Varina, NC 27526</td>
<td>(919) 557-6967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • SA • OP RES RL ORT CT • MD SPI • PA • PW BC • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>GASTONIA</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alternative Community Penalite Prog</td>
<td>410 West Franklin Boulevard, Suite 20, Gastonia, NC 28052</td>
<td>(704) 854-8598</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • NP • PA • WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flynn Fellowship Home of Gastonia Inc</td>
<td>311 South Marietta Street, Gastonia, NC 28052</td>
<td>(704) 854-8598</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • SA HH • RES RL • SF SI • AH • MN • YAD ADLT • MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insights in Recovery</td>
<td>359 West Main Avenue, Gastonia, NC 28052</td>
<td>(704) 854-8598</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • SA • OP OD PT ORT CT • SF MD SPI • SS PA • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McLeod Addictive Disease Center</td>
<td>549 Cox Road, Gastonia, NC 28054</td>
<td>(704) 865-9395</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • SA BU OTPA • OP OMB • SF MD PI • AH • PW WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Beginnings of Gaston County</td>
<td>825 East 2nd Avenue, Gastonia, NC 28054</td>
<td>(704) 854-9102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF PI • DU CJ • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outreach Management Services LLC</td>
<td>1723 Armstrong Park Drive, Gastonia, NC 28054</td>
<td>(704) 854-9828</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SPI • AH SP • CO CJ AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phoenix Counseling Center</td>
<td>2505 Court Drive, Gastonia, NC 28054</td>
<td>(704) 842-6359</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • SA • OP OD PT ORT CT • SF MD SPI • CO DU CJ PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self Concepts Clinical Counseling Inc</td>
<td>1305 East Garrison Boulevard, Suite A, Gastonia, NC 28054</td>
<td>(704) 852-3874</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • SA • OP OD PT ORT CT • SF MD SPI • CO DU CJ PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunpath LLC</td>
<td>415 West Main Avenue, Gastonia, NC 28052</td>
<td>(704) 478-6093</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • SA • OP OD PT ORT CT • SF MD SPI • CO DU CJ PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turning Point Behavioral Health Group</td>
<td>1542 Union Road, Suite B, Gastonia, NC 28054</td>
<td>(704) 854-9854</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF PI • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
GOLDSBORO
ATS of North Carolina Inc
Carolina Treatment Center/Goldsboro
1700 East Ash Street
Suite 201
Goldsboro, NC 27530
(919) 583-9329
Intake: (866) 575-8186
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF•SA MM BU OTPA•OP OMB
ORT•SF PI MI•PW WN MN•YAD
ADLT•FEM MALE

B and G Associates
219 East Walnut Street
Goldsboro, NC 27530
(919) 705-0306
DWI/DUI Clients Only
SAF•SA•OP ORT•SF•SP•DU•YAD
ADLT•FEM MALE

Cherry Hospital
201 Stevens Mill Road
Goldsboro, NC 27530
(919) 733-3654
MHF•SA•HI T•CHLD AD LT •FEM
MALE

ClientFirst of NC LLC
2719 Graves Drive
Suite 5
Goldsboro, NC 27534
(919) 330-4367x115
Intake: (919) 330-4367x0
MHF•SA•OP ORT•SF MD MC SI PI MI•ADLT•FEM MALE

Department of Public Safety
DART Cherry Facility
1302 West Ash Street
Goldsboro, NC 27533
(919) 731-7930x203
Intake: (919) 731-7930x274
SAF•SA•RES RL•NP•CJ MN•YAD
AD LT•MALE

Family Works
Psychological Center
1410 East Ash Street
Goldsboro, NC 27530
(919) 778-8551
MHSAF•SA BU•OP OMB ORT•SF MD MC SI PI MI•DU•CHLD YAD
ADLT•FEM MALE

Waynesboro Family Clinic
1706 Wayne Memorial Drive
Goldsboro, NC 27534
(919) 734-6676
Intake: (919) 734-4313
MHSAF•SANXN VTRL•OP ODT
OIT ORT•SF MD MC SI PI MI•DU AD
•CHLD YAD ADLT•FEM MALE

GRAHAM
Life Changes Counseling
123 East Elm Street
Graham, NC 27533
(336) 228-7600
Intake: (800) 776-3022
SA•OP ORT CT•SF•SP•DU•YAD
ADLT•FEM MALE

GREENSBORO
ACDM Assessment and Counseling of Guilford
114 North Elm Street
Suit e 402
Greensboro, NC 27401
(336) 333-6853
MHSAF•SA•OP ORT•SF•DU•CHLD
YAD ADLT•FEM MALE

ASAP Outpatient
301 East Washington Street
Suite 301
Greensboro, NC 27401
(336) 333-6853
MHSAF•SA•OP ORT•SF MD SI PI MI•SS•AH•AD•CHLD•FEM MALE

Al Con Counseling
609 Walter Reed Drive
G reensboro, NC 27403
(336) 299-4655
Intake: (336) 215-2389
SAF•SA•OP ORT•SF IH S•DU CJ•YAD
ADLT•FEM MALE

Alcohol and Drug Services
(ADS) East
301 East Washington Street
Suite 101
Greensboro, NC 27401
(336) 333-6860
Intakes: (336) 333-6860x264 (336) 333-6860x237
MHSAF•SA MM DM•OP OMB OIT
ORT CT•SF MD MC SI PI•SS•CO CJ
PW WN•YAD ADLT•FEM MALE

Crossroads Treatment Center of Greensboro
2706 North Church Street
Greensboro, NC 27405
(336) 272-9990
Intake: (336) 272-9990
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF•SA MM DM BU OTPA•OP OMB
ORT•SF•CO GL VET ADM MF CJ
SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV•YAD
ADLT•FEM MALE

DREAMS Treatment Services Inc
2203 South Elm Eugene Street
Greensboro, NC 27406
(336) 907-7135
Intakes: (336) 272-9306 (336) 312-4517
MHSAF•SA•OP ODT OIT ORT CT
•SF MD PI IH S•SS•CO DU•YAD
ADLT•FEM MALE

Family Services of the Piedmont
315 East Washington Street
Greensboro, NC 27401
(336) 387-6161
Intake: (336) 387-6161x2251
MHSAF•SA•OP ORT•SF MD MC SI PI MI•SS•AH SP•CO GL VET ADM
MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV•ADLT•FEM MALE

Fellowship Hall Inc
5140 Dunstan Road
Greensboro, NC 27405
(800) 659-3381
Intake: (336) 621-3381
SAF•SA BU•BH•OP RES RS RL
ODT OIT ORT HID HIT•SF SI PI•WN
MN•YAD ADLT•FEM MALE
For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
PORT Human Services
Facility Based Crisis Services
205 Government Circle
Greenville, NC 27834
(252) 413-1637
MHSAF • SA DT BU • RES RS RD • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS PA • AH • CO WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

PORT Human Services
Greenville Clinic
2245 Stantonsburg Road
Greenville, NC 27834
(252) 752-0483
Intake: (866) 488-7678
MHSAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP OMB ODT OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • CO CJ WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

PORT Human Services
Methadone/IV Programs
501 Paladin Drive
Greenville, NC 27834
(252) 353-5346
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA MM DM NXN OTPA • OP OMB ODT OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Pathways to Life Inc
Roberson Maegan S
1202 East Firetower Road
Greenville, NC 27858
(252) 695-0269
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • CO TRMA • ADLT • FEM MALE

Side by Side Counseling
2045 Eastgate Drive
Suite B
Greenville, NC 27858
(252) 752-1333
Intake: (252) 752-1888
SAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF • SS • AH • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Walter B Jones
Alcohol and Drug Abuse Treatment Ctr
2577 West 5th Street
Greenville, NC 27834
(252) 830-3426
Intakes: (252) 707-5009 (252) 707-5110
MHSAF • SA DT MM DM BU NXN • HID HIT • SF MD MC SI PI • SS PA • AH SP • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Sandhills Alternative Academy LLC
121 Pine Needle Lane
Hamlet, NC 28345
(910) 417-4922
MHF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD • GL AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

Chemical Dependency Training Evaluation and Guidance Inc (CDTEG)
925 East Plaza
Suite 30
Havelock, NC 28532
(252) 447-7666
Intake: (800) 852-0795
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Appalachian Community Services
254 Church Street
Hayesville, NC 28904
(828) 389-1494
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SP • CO TRMA XA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Addiction Recovery Center for Men
1020 County Home Road
Henderson, NC 27536
(252) 492-5746
Intake: (252) 438-5667
HH • MN

Alliance Rehabilitative Care
Back On Track
510 Dabney Drive
Suite C
Henderson, NC 27536
(252) 438-5667 x24
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT • SF MD PI • CO • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Genesis Substance Abuse Services
804 South Garnett Street
Henderson, NC 27536
(252) 430-8774
MHSAF • SA • HIT • SF MD SI PI MI • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Recovery Innovations Inc
300 West Parkview Drive
Henderson, NC 27536
(252) 438-4464
MHSAF • SA • HIT • SF MD SI PI MI • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Vance Recovery
510 Dabney Drive
Suite B
Henderson, NC 27536
(252) 572-2625
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD • GL VET SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Pardee Hospital
800 North Justice Street
Hendersonville, NC 28791
(828) 696-1000
Intake: (828) 696-4250
MHSAF • SA • DT BU NXN VTRL HAD HIT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SP • CO • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F28 F66 F67
### HICKORY

**Clay Wilson and Associates**  
**DBA The Cognitive Connection**  
1109 2nd Avenue SW  
Hickory, NC 28602  
(828) 327-6026  
Intake: (888) 235-4673  
SAF • SA DT BU • OP OD OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS • CO DU CJ PW WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE  

Family Net of Catawba County  
3050 11th Avenue Drive SE  
Hickory, NC 28602  
(828) 695-6500  
MHF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS PA • AH SP • CO MF CJ AD TR MA XA DV • FEM MALE  

Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only  
SAF • SA MM BU OTPA • OP OMB • SF MD PI • AH • PW • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE  

Metro Treatment of North Carolina LP  
1152 Lenoir Rhyne Boulevard Southeast  
Hickory, NC 28601  
(828) 485-1172  
Intake: (704) 332-9001  
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only  
SAF • SA MM BU OTPA • OP OMB ORT • SF • PW • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE  

Phoenix of Hickory  
1146 Lenoir Rhyne Boulevard Southeast  
Hickory, NC 28602  
(828) 326-9141  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE  

### HIGH POINT

**Caring Services Inc**  
102 Chestnut Drive  
High Point, NC 27262  
(336) 886-5594  
SAF • SA HH • OP OIT ORT • SF MD • VET WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE  

**Incentives Inc**  
1026 Hutton Lane  
Suite C  
High Point, NC 27262  
(336) 889-6161  
Intake: (336) 889-6161x5; (336) 387-6161x5  
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS PA • CO GL CJ WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE  

**Life Changes Counseling**  
819 North Main Street  
Suite 201  
High Point, NC 27260  
(336) 899-0790  
DUI/DUI Clients Only  
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • SP • DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE  

**Youth Focus**  
ASAP/Outpatient  
155 Northpoint Avenue  
Suite 201  
High Point, NC 27262  
(336) 841-6083  
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • PA • AH • CO CJ AD • CHLD • FEM MALE  

### HILLSBOROUGH

**Carolina Behavioral Care**  
209 Millstone Drive  
Suite A  
Hillsborough, NC 27278  
(919) 245-5400  
MHF • SA BU • OP OMB ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE  

### HUDSON

**Jims Alcohol and Drug Services**  
103 Thorneburg Avenue  
Hudson, NC 28638  
(828) 728-5851  
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE  

### JACKSONVILLE

**Chemical Dependency Training**  
Evaluation and Guidance Inc (CDTEG)  
230 New Bridge Street  
Jacksonville, NC 28540  
(910) 347-4477  
Intake: (800) 852-0795  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • SS • DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE  

**Healing Hearts Therapeutic Services**  
North Carolina  
824 Gum Branch Road  
Suite E  
Jacksonville, NC 28540  
(910) 347-1694  
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD PI MI • CO DU VET ADM MF CJ SE WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD • FEM MALE  

**Jacksonville Treatment Center**  
806 Bell Fork Road  
Jacksonville, NC 28540  
(910) 347-2205  
SAF • SA DT BU OTPA • OP OMB • SF • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE  

**New Insights DWI Servs/Counseling Ctr**  
1007 Hargett Street  
Suite 3  
Jacksonville, NC 28540  
(910) 324-4887  
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE  

---

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
Port Human Services
231 Memorial Drive
Jacksonville, NC 28546
(910) 353-5354
MHSAF • SA BU • OP OMB OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • PA • AH SP • CO CJ • ADLT • FEM MALE

**JAMESTOWN**

Alcoholics Home Inc
House of Prayer
5884 Riverdale Drive
Jamestown, NC 27282
(336) 882-1026
Intake: (336) 882-6475
SAF • SA • RES RL • SF • SS • MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

**JONESVILLE**

Daymark Recovery Services
3628 Fall Creek Church Road
Jonesville, NC 28642
(336) 835-1479
MHSAF

**KANNAPOULIS**

RHA Health Services Inc
984 Cloverleaf Plaza
Kannapolis, NC 28083
(704) 721-5551
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI • SS • CO DU GL VET MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**KENANVILLE**

Chemical Dependency Training Evaluation and Guidance Inc (CDTEG)
112 Courthouse Plaza
2nd Floor
Kenansville, NC 28349
(910) 296-9696
Intake: (800) 852-0795
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • SS • DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Connolly Counseling Inc 1
104 North Main Street
Kenansville, NC 28349
(910) 260-0417
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • CJ • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Vidant Duplin Medical Center
Substance Abuse Services
401 North Main Street
3rd Floor
Kenansville, NC 28349
(910) 296-2786
Intake: (910) 296-2780
MHSAF • SA • HIT CT • SF MD MC PI MI • CO GL VET ADM MF SE WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**KERNERSVILLE**

OSA Assessment/Counseling Service Inc
220 Century Boulevard
Kernersville, NC 27284
(336) 996-0900
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • DU CJ • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

**LAKEVIEW**

Crystal Lake Casaworks and Maternal Program
PO. Box 190
Lakeview, NC 28350
(910) 245-4339
SAF • SA BU • OP RES RS ODT • SF MD MC PI • PW WN TRMA BC DV • YAD ADLT • FEM

**LAWRENCE**

Generations Health Services LLC
911 Atkinson Street
Laurinburg, NC 28352
(910) 291-9909
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • SS • DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Connolly Counseling Inc 1
104 North Main Street
Kenansville, NC 28349
(910) 260-0417
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • CJ • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Vidant Duplin Medical Center
Substance Abuse Services
401 North Main Street
3rd Floor
Kenansville, NC 28349
(910) 296-2786
Intake: (910) 296-2780
MHSAF • SA • HIT CT • SF MD MC PI MI • CO GL VET ADM MF SE WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**LENOIR**

Bethel Colony of Mercy Inc
1675 Bethel Colony Road
Lenoir, NC 28645
(828) 754-3781
Intake: (828) 754-9987
SAF • SA • RES RS RL • SF • MN • CHLD ADLT • MALE

Caldwell House
951 Kenham Place Southwest
Lenoir, NC 28645
(828) 754-5148
HH

**LEXINGTON**

Daymark Recovery Services
Davidson Center
220 East 1st Avenue Extension
Suite 10
Lexington, NC 27292
(336) 242-2450
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS PA • CO AD WN TRMA • ADLT • FEM MALE

Lexington Treatment Associates
310 Murphy Drive
Lexington, NC 27295
(336) 224-1919
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • MM DM OTPA • OP OMB ORT CT • SF • CO PW WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Lifeskills Counseling Center
9 West 3rd Street
Lexington, NC 27292
(336) 224-0863
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • SP • DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Monarch
820 Grimes Boulevard
Lexington, NC 27292
(336) 224-6071
MHFA • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC PI • SS PA • AH • ADLT • FEM MALE
Path of Hope Inc
1675 East Center Street
Lexington, NC 27292
(336) 248-8914
Intake: (336) 249-7561
SAF • SA HH • RES RS RL • SF • YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

LUMBERTON

ROJ Mental Health and Substance Abuse Services
1997 U.S. 421 North
Lumberton, NC 28346
(910) 814-1081
Intake: (919) 496-7781
MHSAF • SA DT BU NXN • OP OD
OMB OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC PI MI
• SS • SP • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

LUMBERTON Counseling Center
Care Net Robeson Family
Counseling Center
202 West 15th Street
Lumberton, NC 28358
(910) 738-8958
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI MI
• SS • CO DU MNTR XA • CHLD
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Grace Court
Transitions Housing Facility
3750 Meadow View Road
Suite A-1
Lumberton, NC 28358
(910) 618-9912x1204
Intake: (910) 618-9912x1210
SAF • SA HH • OP RES RL OIT ORT CT
• SF MD PI MI • SS • CO WN BC • YAD
ADLT • FEM

Intake: (910) 739-9160
Lumberton, NC 28360
2200 Clybourn Church Road
Lumberton Treatment Center
Lumberton Health Center
402 North Pine Street
Lumberton, NC 28358
(910) 739-9160
GHF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC
SI PI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Lumberton Treatment Center
2200 Clybourn Church Road
Lumberton, NC 28360
(910) 739-9160
SAF • SA DT BU OTPA • OP OMB ORT
CT • SF • CO PW XA • YAD ADLT •
FEM MALE

Primary Health Choice Inc
4822 Fayetteville Road
Lumberton, NC 28358
(910) 738-3939
Intake: (910) 783-3939
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI MI
• SS • ADLT • FEM MALE

Robeson County Offender Resource Ctr
120 West 6th Street
Lumberton, NC 28358
(910) 737-5022
Intake: (910) 737-5023
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • NP • PA •
DU CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Robeson Healthcare Recovery House
661 Burns Road
Lumberton, NC 28358
(910) 738-5545
SAF • SA HH • OP RES RL OIT • SF
MD PI • PA • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ
SE MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT •
MALE

Southeastern Behavioral Healthcare
3581 Lackey Street
Lumberton, NC 28360
(910) 738-5023
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD
MC SI PI MI IH • SS PA • DU SE AD
WN MN TRMA DV • CHLD YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

Southeastern Recovery Alternatives
4303 Ludgate Street
Lumberton, NC 28358
(910) 272-3030
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD
MC SI PI MI • SS • DU • YAD ADLT •
FEM MALE

TT and T Services Inc
4719 Fayetteville Road
Lumberton, NC 28358
(910) 904-1189
Intakes: (910) 739-0050 (910) 739-8641
MHSAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT • MD
• PA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

NORTH CAROLINA

MARION

Crossroads Recovery Center Inc
440 East Court Street
Marion, NC 28752
(828) 659-8626
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD
PI MI • SP • CO DU VET ADM MF CJ
SE AD WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
McLeod Addictive Disease Center
Marion
117 West Medical Court
Marion, NC 28752
(828) 659-3966
Intake: (704) 332-9001
SAF • SA BU OTPA • OP OMB • SF MD PI • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Woodridge Psychological Associates
Lory Marion Plaza
1155 North Main Street Suite 14-B
Marion, NC 28752
(828) 287-7806
MHSASF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD PI • PA • CO MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

Daymark Recovery Services
Crisis Recovery Center
1408 East Franklin Street
Monroe, NC 28112
(704) 635-2080
MHSASF • SA DT BU NNXN VTRL • OP RES RS ODT OIT ORT HID HIT • SF PI
• WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Friendship Home Inc
2111 Stafford Street Extension
Monroe, NC 28110
(704) 289-4144
SAF • SA HH • RES RL • SF • YAD ADLT • MALE

McLeod Addictive Disease Center
2208 West Roosevelt Boulevard
Monroe, NC 28110
(704) 289-9869
Intake: (704) 332-9001
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SAMM BU OTPA • OP OMB • SF MD PI • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

New Beginnings
5719 Highway 74 West
Monroe, NC 28110
(704) 821-4291
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF PI • DU CJ • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

RHA Health Services Inc
2313 Katie Leigh Lane
Monroe, NC 28110
(704) 289-7201
MHSASF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI • SS • AH • CO DU CJ • ADLT • FEM MALE

Behavioral Health Services of Lake Norman
107 Kilson Drive
Suite 202
Mooresville, NC 28117
(704) 660-8321
Intake: (704) 660-8322
MHSASF • SA • OP ORT • SF • CO DU CJ • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Carteret Counseling Services Inc
105 North 10th Street
Suite 6
Morehead City, NC 28557
(252) 247-1109
Intake: (252) 648-3124
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS • PA • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Carteret Counseling Services Inc
105 North 10th Street
Suite B
Morehead City, NC 28557
(252) 648-3124
Intake: (866) 875-1757 (252) 648-3124
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS • PA • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
**MORGANTON**

Archway Counseling  
222 West Union Street  
Morganton, NC 28655  
(828) 475-1804  
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • MD • SI • PI • DU • CHLD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

Burke Council on Alcoholism and Chemical Dependency Inc  
203 White Street  
Morganton, NC 28655  
(828) 433-1212  
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF • MD • SI • PI • SS • CJ • AD • WN • MN • CHLD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

TLC Human Resources Inc  
502 Church Street  
Morganton, NC 28655  
(828) 438-4357  
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • DU • CHLD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

**MOUNT AIRY**

Daymark Recovery Services Inc  
847 West Lake Drive  
Mount Airy, NC 27030  
(336) 783-6919  
Intake: (828) 235-6700  
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF • MD • SI • PI • MI • CHLD • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

Greater Mount Airy DD and MH Services  
Corregan Bruce  
414 West Lebanon Street  
Mount Airy, NC 27030  
(336) 789-9492  
Intake: (888) 235-6700  
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • MD • SI • PI • MI • AD • TRMA • CHLD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

**MOUNT OLIVE**

Family First Support Center Inc  
110 Southwest Center Street  
Mount Olive, NC 28365  
(919) 635-3344  
Intake: (800) 913-6109  
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF • MD • SI • PI • MI • CHLD • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

Mount Olive Counseling Services  
1010 North Breazeale Avenue  
Unit C  
Mount Olive, NC 28365  
(919) 658-7500  
MHF • SA • OP ORT • SF • MD • MC • SI • PI • MI • CHLD • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

**MURPHY**

Appalachian Community Services  
750 U.S. Highway 64 West  
Murphy, NC 28906  
(828) 837-0071  
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF • MD • MC • SI • PI • MI • CHLD • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

**NAGS HEAD**

PORT Human Services  
2808 South Croatan Highway  
Suite A  
Nags Head, NC 27959  
(252) 441-2324  
MHSAF • SA • BU • OP OMB ORT CT • SF • MD • MC • SI • PI • MI • SS • AH • TRMA • CHLD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

**NEW BERN**

Dixon Social Interactive Services  
1430 McCarthy Boulevard  
New Bern, NC 28562  
(252) 635-3100  
MHSAF • SA • OP ODT ORT CT • SF • MD • MC • SI • PI • MI • CO • AD • PW • WN • MN • TRMA • CHLD • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

**NEWLAND**

Daymark Recovery Services  
Avery Cares Center  
636 Cranberry Street  
Newland, NC 28657  
(828) 733-9236  
Intake: (828) 733-5889  
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • MD • SI • SS • CO • DU • GL • VET • ADM • MF • CJ • SE • AD • PW • WN • MN • TRMA • CHLD • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

**NEWTON**

DLA NC Substance Abuse Services  
22 South Main Avenue  
Newton, NC 28658  
(828) 465-1007  
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • DU • CHLD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

**NORLINA**

Lake Area Counseling Halfway House  
519 Walker Avenue  
Nedium, NC 27563  
(252) 456-6541  
SAF • SA • HH • RES RL • NP • PA • MN • YAD • ADLT • MALE
## NORTH CAROLINA

### NORTH WILKESBORO

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Donlin Group Inc</td>
<td>402 C Street, North Wilkesboro, NC 28659</td>
<td>(336) 838-7371</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synergy Recovery at William L. Bundy</td>
<td>118 Peace Street, North Wilkesboro, NC 28659</td>
<td>(336) 667-7191</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### PILOT MOUNTAIN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hope Valley Inc</td>
<td>152 Hope Valley Road, Pilot Mountain, NC 27041</td>
<td>(336) 368-2427</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synergy Recovery at William L. Bundy</td>
<td>118 Peace Street, North Wilkesboro, NC 28659</td>
<td>(336) 667-7191</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### PINEHURST

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Carolina Treatment Center of Pinehurst</td>
<td>20 Page Drive, Pinehurst, NC 28374</td>
<td>(910) 235-9090</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only</td>
<td>152 Hope Valley Road, Pilot Mountain, NC 27041</td>
<td>(336) 368-5092</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### OLD FORT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SUWS of the Carolinas</td>
<td>363 Graphite Road, Old Fort, NC 28762</td>
<td>(828) 668-7590</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### OXFORD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Caring Hearts Counseling Services LLC</td>
<td>104 Belle Street, Oxford, NC 27565</td>
<td>(919) 603-9696</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### PEMBROKE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Robeson Healthcare Corporation</td>
<td>309 East Wardell Drive, Pembroke, NC 28372</td>
<td>(919) 521-4464</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### PLYMOUTH

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DREAM Provider Care Services</td>
<td>716 Washington Street, Plymouth, NC 27962</td>
<td>(252) 791-0430</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### RALEIGH

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baldwins Counseling/Consulting Servs</td>
<td>3962 Cane Garden Drive, Raleigh, NC 27610</td>
<td>(919) 291-7313</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### RAEFORD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ALPHA Counseling and DWI Services</td>
<td>132 West Elwood Avenue, Raeford, NC 28376</td>
<td>(910) 875-0070</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### RALEIGH

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arbor Counseling</td>
<td>4010 Barrett Drive, Suite 101, Raleigh, NC 27609</td>
<td>(919) 788-8002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### RAIFORD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baldwins Counseling/Consulting Servs</td>
<td>3962 Cane Garden Drive, Raleigh, NC 27610</td>
<td>(919) 291-7313</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.**
Carolina Performance  
8300 Health Park  
Suite 201  
Raleigh, NC 27615  
(919) 676-9699  
MHSAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP OMB ORT • SF PI • FX • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F17 F91

Carter Clinic  
Twin Forks Office Plaza  
6026 Six Forks Road  
Raleigh, NC 27609  
(919) 848-0132  
Intake: (919) 848-4950  
MHSAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP OD OMB ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI IH • ADLT • FEM MALE

Cottage Home Care  
3200 Wake Forest Road  
Suite 200  
Raleigh, NC 27609  
(919) 872-14 41  
SAF • SA • OP OD ODT ORT CT • SF PI • DF AD WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Durham VA Medical Center  
Raleigh V A II CBOC  
3040 Hammond Business Place  
Suite 105  
Raleigh, NC 27603  
(919) 899-6259X1000  
Intake: (919) 899-6259  
MHSAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP OD OMB ORT CT • VFAMC SF MD PI MI • VET • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Family Legacy Mental Health Services  
1011 Schaub Drive  
Suite 200  
Raleigh, NC 27606  
(919) 834-2000  
MHSAF • SA BU • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI • SS • SF FX • CO AD • ADLT • FEM MALE • F28 F43

Fellowship Health Resources Inc  
5509 Creedmoor Road  
Raleigh, NC 27612  
(919) 573-6520  
Intake: (919) 573-6544  
MHSAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS PA • CO DU GL CJ TRMA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

First Step Services LLC  
211 East Six Forks Road  
Suite 117 Building B  
Raleigh, NC 27609  
(919) 833-8899  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF PI • DU AD WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Holly Hill Hospital  
3019 Falstaff Road  
Raleigh, NC 27610  
(919) 250-7000  
Intakes: (919) 250-7111 (800) 447-1800  
MHSAF • SA DT BU NXN • HID HIT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • CO • ADLT • FEM MALE

Raleigh Methadone Treatment Ctr (RMTC)  
5109 Oak Park Road  
Raleigh, NC 27612  
(919) 781-5507  
Intake: (800) 440-6310  
Methadone Clients Only  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF PI • DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Sigma Health Services  
8368 Six Forks Road  
Suite 102  
Raleigh, NC 27615  
(919) 848-9108  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF PI • DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Southlight Inc  
Oberlin Road  
3125 Poplarwood Court  
Suite 150  
Raleigh, NC 27604  
(919) 872-7373  
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • SS • CO AD • WN TRMA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

RED SPRINGS

W B Healthcare  
130 Main Street  
Red Springs, NC 28377  
(910) 843-1027  
Intake: (910) 843-1997  
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI • SS PA • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

REIDSVILLE

Life Changes Counseling  
1415 Freeway Drive  
Reidsville, NC 27320  
(336) 791-0010  
DWI/DUI Clients Only  
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

REMMSCO  
Womens House  
106 North Franklin Street  
Reidsville, NC 27320  
(336) 342-9504  
SAF • SA HH • RES RL • SI • CO GL VET MF CJ SE AD PW WN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Youth Haven Services Inc  
229 Turner Drive  
Reidsville, NC 27320  
(336) 349-2233  
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RICHLANDS</th>
<th>Rockingham, NC 28379</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>New Insights DWI Servs/Counseling Ctr</td>
<td>101 North Wilmington Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richlands, NC 28574</td>
<td>(910) 324-4887</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI • CO DU GL VET ADMMF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RIDGECREST</th>
<th>Rockingham, NC 28379</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First at Blue Ridge Inc</td>
<td>32 Knox Road</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P.O. Box 40</td>
<td>(828) 669-0011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ridgecrest, NC 28770</td>
<td>SAF • SA HH • RES RS RL • SF MI • PA • SP • DU VET CJ WN MN BC • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ROANOKE RAPIDS</th>
<th>Roanoke Rapids, NC 27870</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Edwards Assessments and Counseling Inc</td>
<td>321 Highway 125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roanoke Rapids, NC 27870</td>
<td>(252) 535-1070</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • PA • CO DU GL CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XDV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ROCKINGHAM</th>
<th>Rockingham, NC 28379</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Daymark Recovery Services</td>
<td>116 South Lawrence Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richmond County</td>
<td>(910) 895-2462</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rockingham, NC 28379</td>
<td>MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • CO DU AD PW WN MN TRMA • ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ROSE HILL</th>
<th>Rose Hill, NC 28458</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>New Dimension Group LLC</td>
<td>416 West Ridge Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rose Hill, NC 28458</td>
<td>(910) 289-2610</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • CO • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ROCKY MOUNT</th>
<th>Rockingham, NC 28379</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nash General Hospital</td>
<td>Coastal Plain Hospital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2301 Medpark Drive</td>
<td>(252) 962-5000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rocky Mount, NC 27804</td>
<td>Intakes: (252) 962-5404 (252) 962-3907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MHSAF • SA DT NXN • HID HIT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • CO • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ROXBORO</th>
<th>Roxboro, NC 27573</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Freedom House Recovery Center</td>
<td>DBA Person Counseling Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>355 South Madison Boulevard</td>
<td>(336) 599-8366</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suite C</td>
<td>SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH SP • CO DU GL CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RUTHERFORDTON</th>
<th>Rutherfordton, NC 28139</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Family Preservation Services of NC</td>
<td>190 North Main Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rutherfordton, NC 28139</td>
<td>(828) 599-5845</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suite 8</td>
<td>Intake: (800) 776-3022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roxboro, NC 27573</td>
<td>SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • DU VET CJ SE AD WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RUTHERFORDTON</th>
<th>Rutherfordton, NC 28139</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Family Preservation Services of NC</td>
<td>356 Charlotte Road</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rutherfordton, NC 28139</td>
<td>(828) 287-7945</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suite 8</td>
<td>MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • DU CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RUTHERFORDTON</th>
<th>Rutherfordton, NC 28139</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Woodridge Psychological Associates</td>
<td>182 West Court Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rutherfordton, NC 28139</td>
<td>(828) 287-7806</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • CO VET ADMMF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XDV • CHLD yADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SALISBURY
Carolina Counseling and Consultation
417 North Main Street
Suite B
Salisbury, NC 28144
(704) 636-5522
Intake: (704) 636-9550
MHSASF • SA DT BU • OP OD OMB OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI MI • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Choices Substance Abuse Services LLC
1917 West Innes Street
Suite 301
Salisbury, NC 28144
(704) 637-7797
Intake: (704) 433-3322
SAF • SA • OP ORT ORT CT • SF PI • CO DU C J SE AD WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Daymark Recovery Services
Rowan Center
2129 Statesville Boulevard
Salisbury, NC 28147
(704) 633-3616
MHSASF • SA NXN • OP ORT ORT • SF MD MC PI • SS PA • CO GL CJ AD TRMA • ADLT • FEM MALE

Genesis A New Beginning
629 West Innes Street
Suite 214
Salisbury, NC 28144
(704) 636-0838
MHSASF • SA • OP ORT • SF • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Treatment Centers LLC
Rowan Treatment Associates
448 Jake Alexander Boulevard West
Salisbury, NC 28147
(704) 645-8539
Intake: (704) 645-8540
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA MM OTPA • OP OMB ORT CT • SF • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Veterans Affairs Medical Center
Substance Abuse Residential Rehab
1601 Brenner Avenue
Unit 4-2 Building 4
Salisbury, NC 28144
(704) 638-9000x3189
Intake: (704) 638-9000x0
SAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP RES RS RL RD OD OMB OIT ORT CT • VAMC SF SI PI MI • PA • CO GL VET ADM SE WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Sanford Treatment Center LLC
2910 Industrial Drive
Sanford, NC 27330
(919) 776-0711
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA MM DM BU NXN OTPA • OP OMB ORT CT • SF • GL PW WN MN XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

SELMA
Carolina Support Services Inc
200 South Pollock Street
Suite A
Selma, NC 27576
(919) 351-0428
MHSASF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Pathways to Life Inc
1420 South Pollock Street
Selma, NC 27576
(919) 754-4515
MHSASF • SA BU NXN • OP OMB ODT ORT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • DU AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

SHALLOTTE
Coastal Horizons Center Inc
120 Coastal Horizon Drive
Shallotte, NC 28470
(910) 575-4515
MHSASF • SA BU NXN • OP OMB ODT ORT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • DU AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

SHELBY
Phoenix Counseling Center
917 1st Street
Shelby, NC 28150
(704) 476-4106
SAF • SA • OP ODT ORT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS PA • AH • DU WN MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
SMITHFIELD
Johnston Counseling Services
113 North Third Street
Smithfield, NC 27577
(919) 938-0921
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • DU WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Johnston Memorial Psych Unit
509 North Brightleaf Boulevard
Smithfield, NC 27577
(919) 938-7540
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • DU WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Restoration Family Service Inc
15 Noble Street
Smithfield, NC 27577
(919) 938-9502
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • MD MC SI • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Robeson Healthcare Corporation
Cambridge Place
109 Cambridge Place
Smithfield, NC 27577
(919) 989-8114
Intake: (919) 989-8114x0
SAF • SA • RES RL CT • MD • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ PW TRMA BC XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM

SOUTHERN PINES

Bradford Associates
105 Bradford Village Court
Southern Pines, NC 28387
(910) 692-2947
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS • ADLTD • FEM MALE

Recovery Associates
677 South Bennett Street
Southern Pines, NC 28387
(910) 692-9111
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

STATESVILLE
Bobby P Kearney MD PLCC
Add Recovery Medical Services (ARMS)
536 Signal Hill Drive Extention
Statesville, NC 28625
(704) 872-0234x214
Intake: (704) 872-0234
SA DT MM DM BU VTRL • OP OD OMB OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • DU WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Carolina Counseling and Court Services
750 Harnett Road
Suite C
Statesville, NC 28677
(704) 878-6389
Intake: (704) 872-2350
SAF • SA BU • OP OMB ORT • SF MD • CO DU GL VET ADM MF SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Daymark Recovery Services
318 Turnersburg Road
Highway 21 North
Statesville, NC 28677
(704) 873-1114
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI • SS • CO WN MN TRMA XA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Daymark Recovery Services
Crisis Recovery Center
524 Signal Hill Drive Extension
Statesville, NC 28625
(704) 871-1045
Intake: (704) 883-8637
MHSAF • SA DT BU • RES RS RD • SF MD SI • PA • SP • CO TRMA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Donlin Group Inc
519 Brookdale Drive
Statesville, NC 28677
(704) 872-4449x250
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • CO DU DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

McLeod Addictive Disease Center
Statesville
636 Signal Hill Drive Extension
Statesville, NC 28625
(704) 871-2992
Intake: (704) 332-9001
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA MM BU OTPA • OP OMB • SF MD PI • AH • CO PW TRMA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Springs Academy
163 Barium Springs Drive
Statesville, NC 28677
(828) 898-5465x563
Intake: (704) 924-7140
SA • OP ODT ORT • SF MD SI PI AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

SYLVA
Jackson County Psychological Services
98 Cope Creek Road
Suite C
Sylva, NC 28779
(828) 586-6600
Intake: (828) 586-6635
MHSAF • SA • OP ODT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS PA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Meridian Behavioral Health Services
154 Medical Park Loop
Sylva, NC 28779
(828) 631-3973
Intake: (828) 631-3973
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD MC PI MI • PA • CO CJ AD TRMA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM

TAYLORSVILLE
RHA Behavioral Health Services
393 3rd Avenue SW
Taylorsville, NC 28681
(828) 848-2515
Intake: (828) 848-2520
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD MC PI MI • CO TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
THOMASVILLE
Green Center of Growth and Development
25 West Guilford Street
Thomasville, NC 27360
(336) 472-4459
Intake: (336) 224-2203
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • DU CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

TROY
Living Solutions
213 North Main Street
Suite 600
Troy, NC 27371
(910) 571-0047
Intake: (910) 220-2701
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • SP • DU CJ • DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

WADESBORO
Daymark Recovery Services
Anson County Center
704 Old Lilesville Road
Wadesboro, NC 28170
(704) 694-6588
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • PA • CO DU VET SE • PW WN MN TRMA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

WASHINGTON
DREAM Provider Care Services
Outpatient Treatment Center
216 Stewart Parkway
Washington, NC 27889
(252) 946-0585
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • PA • CO DU VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Pamlico Counseling Center
Apple Gwen G
408 East 11th Street
Washington, NC 27889
(252) 975-2027x6
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD MC PI MI • CO VET ADM MF AD MN TRMA • XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

WAYNESVILLE
Appalachian Community Services
The Balsam Center
91 Timberlane Road
Waynesville, NC 28786
(828) 315-2880
Intake: (800) 849-6127
MHSAF • SA DT • OP RES RS RD ORT CT • SF MD • SS PA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

WEAVERVILLE
Crossroads Treatment Center of Weaverville
901 Old Mars Hill Highway
Suite 3
Weaverville, NC 28787
(828) 645-3687
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF • PW WN MN DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

WENTWORTH
Daymark Recovery Services
405 NC 65
Wentworth, NC 28785
(910) 648-4567
Clean and Clear Evaluation
5791 Silver Spoon Road
Whiteville, NC 28472
(910) 648-4567
DWI/DUI Clients Only
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

WILLIAMSTON
DREAM Provider Care Services
118 West Main Street
Williamston, NC 27892
(252) 336-0145
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS PA • CO VET ADM CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA • DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

WILMINGTON
A Helping Hand of Wilmington
5013 Wrightsville Avenue
Wilmington, NC 28403
(910) 796-6868
Intake: (866) 875-1757
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS PA • CO VET ADM CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA • ADLT • FEM MALE

Cape Fear Psychological Services
1121 Medical Center Drive
Wilmington, NC 28401
(910) 763-8134
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • CO DU GL VET MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA • ADLT • FEM MALE

Advantage Behavioral Healthcare
732 Davis Avenue
Wilmington, NC 28401
(910) 640-1038
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI • ADLT • FEM MALE

Coastal Horizons Center Inc
111 West Main Street
Wilmington, NC 28401
(910) 763-8134
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • CO DU CJ AD WN MN TRMA • ADLT • FEM MALE
Community Alternatives Inc
DBA Community Choices/WISH
725 North Highland Avenue
Winston Salem, NC 27101
(336) 397-7500
SAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT • MD MC SI PI MI • CO GL CJ PW WN TR MA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM

Daymark Recovery Services
Forsyth Center/Subst Abuse Servs
725 Highland Avenue
Suite 100
Winston Salem, NC 27101
(336) 607-8523
Intake: (888) 581-9988
MHSAF • SA BU • OP OMB OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC PI MI • SS • CO CJ
TR MA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Family Behavioral Health PLLC
3000 Bethesda Place
Suite 802
Winston Salem, NC 27103
(336) 765-6033
Intake: (336) 659-9141
MHF • SA BU • OP OMB ORT • SF MC PI MI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Glenns Assessment and Counseling Servs
8005 North Point Boulevard
Suite A
Winston Salem, NC 27106
(336) 896-9990
SAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW WN MN TR MA XA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Insight Human Services
665 West 4th Street
Winston Salem, NC 27101
(336) 725-8389
SAF • SA DT MM BU • OP OMB ODT OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • AD PW WN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Novant Behavioral Health
Forsyth Medical Center
175 Kimel Park Drive
Suite 100
Winston Salem, NC 27103
(336) 277-1800
Intake: (336) 718-3550
SA BU NXN • OP OMB ODT OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC PI MI • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Twin City Counseling Center
523 Summit Street
Winston Salem, NC 27101
(336) 722-9592
Intake: (336) 722-9594
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • DU CJ • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Vision Behavioral Health Services
100 South Marshall Street
Suite 1
Winston Salem, NC 27101
(336) 723-4130
MHF • SA • OP ORT ORT • SF MD PI • SS • ADLT • FEM MALE

Wake Forest Baptist Health
Department of Psychiatry
791 Jonestown Road
Winston Salem, NC 27103
(336) 716-4551
SAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP OMB OIT ORT • SF MD PI • AH • CO WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Winston Psychiatric Associates
125 Ashleybrook Square
Winston Salem, NC 27103
(336) 765-6577
MHSAF • SA BU • OP OMB ORT • SF • CO SE WN GN TR MA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Daymark Recovery
320 East Lee Avenue
Yadkinville, NC 27055
(336) 679-8805
MHSAF • SA BU • OP OMB OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI • ADLT • FEM MALE

Village
CASA Work Perinatal Program
108 West Fire Tower Road
Suite F
Winterville, NC 28590
(252) 752-5555
Intake: (252) 752-6044
SAF • SA • OP RES RL ODT ORT • MD • PW WN BC • YAD ADLT • FEM

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
BELCOURT
Fifth Generation Chem Dependency Prog
Highway 5
P.O. Box 520
Belcourt, ND 58316
(701) 477-3121
SAF • SA HH • OP RES RS RL OIT ORT CT • NP • PA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

BEULAH
Coal Country Substance Abuse Program
1312 Highway 49 North
Beulah, ND 58523
(701) 873-4445
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC PI MI • SS • DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

BISMARCK
ACS Crisis Residential
3230 East Thayer Avenue
Bismarck, ND 58504
(701) 223-4571x126
Intake: (701) 328-8888
SAF • SA DT NXN • OP RES RS RL OD ORT • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
ADAPT Inc
1720 Burnt Boat Drive
Suite 108
Bismarck, ND 58503
(701) 255-3717
Intake: (701) 471-4708
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
Audrey Kazmierczak Counseling Service
418 East Rosser Avenue
Suite 304
Bismarck, ND 58501
(701) 471-1170
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF PI • CO DU GL VET SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
Chambers and Blohm Psych Servs
309 North Mandan Street
Bismarck, ND 58501
(701) 323-0924
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC PI MI IHS • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
Charles Hall Youth Services Addiction
513 East Bismarck Expressway
Bismarck, ND 58502
(701) 255-2773
MHSAF • SA HH • OP OIT ORT CT • MD • AD TR MA XA DV • CHLD • FEM MALE
Heartview Foundation
101 East Broadway Avenue
Bismarck, ND 58501
(701) 222-0386
Intake: (800) 337-3160
SAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP RES RS RL RD OD OMB ODT OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI • WN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

New Freedom Center
905 East Interstate Avenue
Bismarck, ND 58503
(701) 222-4673
Intake: (701) 222-3947 (800) 334-8244
SAF • SA • OP RES RS RL OD OMB ODT OIT ORT CT • SF SI PI MI • DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE
One 80 Program
Dakota Institute of Treatment
4023 State Street
Suite 120
Bismarck, ND 58503
(701) 751-4447
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • CO • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
Rose Basaraba Counseling Services
433 East Bismarck Expressway
Suite 3
Bismarck, ND 58504
(701) 224-1615
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE
Saint Alexius Medical
Partial Hospitalization Program
311 North 11th Street
Bismarck, ND 58501
(701) 530-7212
MHSAF • SA DT NXN • OP OD ODT HID • SF MD MC SI PI • CO DU TR MA YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

West Central Human Service Center
Chemical Dependency Program
1231 West Divide Avenue
Suite 5
Bismarck, ND 58501
(701) 328-8888
Intake: (888) 328-2662
MHSAF • SA NXN VTRL • OP ODT OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS PA • AH • CO CJ AD WN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

DEVILS LAKE
ADAPT Inc
Devils Lake
224 4th Avenue Northwest
Suite 7
Devils Lake, ND 58301
(701) 662-8174
Intake: (701) 471-4708
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
Lake Region Human Service Center
Chemical Dependency Program
200 Highway 2 West
Devils Lake, ND 58301
(701) 665-2200
MHF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC PI MI IHS • SS PA • AH • AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

DICKINSON
ADAPT
Dickinson Office
141 3rd Street West
Suite 6
Dickinson, ND 58601
(701) 225-7101
Intake: (701) 255-3717 (701) 471-4708
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
Badlands Human Service Center
Chemical Dependency Program
300 13th Avenue West
Suite 1
Dickinson, ND 58601
(701) 227-7500
MHSAS • SA DT HH • OP RES RL RD
ODT OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI
AH • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Heart River Alcohol and
Drug Abuse Services
7 1st Avenue West
Suite 101
Dickinson, ND 58601
(701) 483-0795
SAF • SA • OPI OIT ORT CT • SF PI MI
DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Sacajawea Substance Abuse Counseling
112 3rd Street West
Suite 301
Dickinson, ND 58601
(701) 483-9150
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF PI MI
PA • DU AD WN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Avail Psychological and
Addiction Services
112 University Drive
Fargo, ND 58102
(701) 566-5272
MHSAS • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD
MC SI PI • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Centre Inc
123 15th Street North
Fargo, ND 58102
(701) 237-9340
Intakes: (701) 373-8359 (701) 373-8317
SA HH • OP RES RL OIT ORT • SF MD SI • CJ WN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Claudia McGrath Counseling
417 38th Street SW
Suite B
Fargo, ND 58103
(701) 277-0654
MHF • SA • OP ORT • SF SI PI MI HS •
CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Dacotah Foundation
Alternative Care Services
1322 Gateway Drive South
Fargo, ND 58103
(701) 298-7877
Intake: (701) 298-4500
MHSAS • SA DT NNXN VTRL • RES RS RL RD • NP • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Drake Counseling Services Inc
1202 23rd Street South
Fargo, ND 58103
(701) 293-5429
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI MI
SS • DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Fargo VA Healthcare System
Substance Abuse Treatment Program
2101 North Elm Street
Unit 116-A
Fargo, ND 58102
(701) 239-5700x93150
Intakes: (701) 239-3700x3150 (701) 239-3700x3436
MHSAS • SA DT NNXN VTRL • OP OD ORT CT • VAMC MD MC SI PI MI • CO GL VET ADM CJ SE WN MN
YAD ADLT • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

First Step Recovery
The Village Family Services Center
3201 Fiechtner Drive
Fargo, ND 58103
(701) 293-3384
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI MI
GL • SE WN MN XA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Prairie Saint Johns LLC
510 4th Street South
Fargo, ND 58103
(701) 476-7200
Intakes: (701) 476-7250 (701) 476-7260
MHSAS • SA DT BU NNXN • OP RES RL OIT ORT HID HIT • SF MD MC SI PI MI HS • AH • CO AD •
CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

ShareHouse Inc
4227 9th Avenue South
Fargo, ND 58103
(701) 282-6561
Intakes: (701) 282-6561x334 (701) 361-1018
SAF • SA HH • RES RS RL • SF SI PI MI IHS
CO TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Simon Chemical Dependency Services
1330 Page Drive South
Suite 201-A
Fargo, ND 58103
(701) 298-8108
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Southeast Human Service Center
Alcohol and Drug Abuse Unit
2624 9th Avenue SW
Fargo, ND 58103
(701) 298-4500
Intake: (888) 342-4900
MHSAS • SA NNXN • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • CO CJ AD WN MN TRMA • CHLD YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

Standing Rock Day Treatment Program
Standing Rock Sioux Tribe
9307 Highway 24
Fort Yates, ND 58538
(701) 854-7219
Intake: (701) 854-7210
MHSAS • SA • OP OIT ORT • IHS • CO DU CJ AD WN MN TRMA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

MAB Addiction Counseling Services
47 West 6th Street
Grafton, ND 58237
(701) 352-1667
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI MI • DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Quinn DUI/MIP/ Evaluations
47 West 6th Street
Grafton, ND 58237
(701) 352-9622
Intake: (701) 741-3500
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • DU AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE
**GRAND FORKS**

ADAPT Inc  
212 South 4th Street  
Suite 107  
Grand Forks, ND 58201  
(701) 772-1011  
Intake: (701) 471-4708  
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Agassiz Associates PLLC  
1407 24th Avenue South  
Suite 520  
Grand Forks, ND 58201  
(701) 746-6336  
MHSAF • SA NXN • OP ORT • SF PI • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Drake Counseling  
311 South 4th Street  
Suite 106  
Grand Forks, ND 58201  
(701) 757-3200  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • SS • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Northland Christian Counseling Center  
308 5th Street South  
Grand Forks, ND 58201  
(701) 795-8550  
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF PI MI • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Richard P Stadter Psychiatric Center  
Chemical Dependency  
1451 4th Avenue South  
Unit A  
Grand Forks, ND 58201  
(701) 772-2500  
Intake: (866) 772-2500  
MHSAF • SA DT NXN VTRL • OP RES RS ODT HID HIT • SF MD MC SI PI IHS • AH • CO AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

South Central Human Service Center  
Chemical Dependency Program  
520 3rd Street NW  
Jamestown, ND 58402  
(701) 253-6300  
MHSAF • SA DT • OP RES RL RD ODT OIT ORT • SF MD MC PI MI IHS • SS PA • AH • CO WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**Mandan**

Centre Inc  
100 6th Avenue SE  
Mandan, ND 58554  
(701) 663-8228  
SA HH • OP ORT • SF • CJ WN MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**MINOT**

ADAPT Inc  
21 Main Street South  
Suite 101-B  
Minot, ND 58701  
(701) 858-9026  
Intake: (701) 471-4708  
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Cornerstone Addiction Services  
1705 4th Avenue NW  
Minot, ND 58703  
(701) 839-0474  
Intake: (800) 253-1863  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • SS • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA • XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Dakota Boys and Girls Ranch  
6301 19th Avenue NW  
Minot, ND 58703  
(701) 852-3628  
Intake: (701) 221-5304  
MHSAF • SA • RES RL CT • SF MD SI PI • CO CJ AD TRMA • XA • CHLD • FEM MALE
Goodman Addiction Services
1809 South Broadway
Suite S
Minot, ND 58701
(701) 852-3869
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • PI • HHS • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

North Central Human Service Center
Chemical Dependency Program
1015 South Broadway
Suite 18
Minot, ND 58701
(701) 857-8500
SAF • SA DT • NXN • VTRL • HH • OP RES RS • RL • RD • ODT • OIT • ORT • SF • MD • MC • SI • PI • MI • SS • PA • AH • CO • AD • PW • WN • BC • DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Trinity Addiction Services
407 3rd Street SE
Minot, ND 58701
(701) 857-2480
Intakes: (701) 857-2813 (800) 247-1316
SAF • SA • DT • NXN • VTRL • HH • OP RES RS • RL • RD • ODT • OIT • ORT • SF • MD • MC • SI • PI • MI • SS • PA • AH • CO • AD • PW • WN • BC • DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

NEW TOWN
Three Affiliated Tribes Circle of Life
Alcohol and Drug Program
304 7th Street North
New Town, ND 58763
(701) 627-4700
SAF • SA • OP • ODT • ORT • CT • IHS • PA • CJ • AD • YAD • ADLT • FEM MALE

PARSHALL
Parshall Resource Center
104 South Main Street
Parshall, ND 58770
(701) 862-3682
SAF • SA • HH • OP RES • RL • ORT • SF • SS • PA • CO GL • VET • CJ • SE • PW • WN • MN • TRMA • XA • DV • YAD • ADLT • FEM MALE

ROLLA
Lake Region Outreach Office
113 1st Avenue SE
Rolla, ND 58367
(701) 477-8272
MHS AF • SA • DT • OP RES RS • RL • RD • ODT • OIT • ORT • SF • MD • MC • PI • MI • SS • PA • AH • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

WILLISTON
ADAPT Inc
5721 2nd Avenue West
Suite 3
Williston, ND 58801
(701) 572-3825
Intake: (701) 471-4708
SAF • SA • OP • ORT • SF • CO • DU • GL • VET • ADM • MF • CJ • SE • PW • WN • MN • TRMA • XA • DV • YAD • ADLT • FEM MALE

Choice Recovery Counseling
322 Main Street
Suite 12
Williston, ND 58801
(701) 770-9743
SAF • SA • OP • ORT • SF • DU • YAD • ADLT • FEM MALE

Montgomery Counseling Services
1510 2nd Avenue West
Suite 204
Williston, ND 58801
(701) 572-3800
SAF • SA • OP • ORT • SF • PI • HI • SS • PA • AH • CO • DU • GL • VET • ADM • MF • CJ • SE • PW • WN • MN • TRMA • XA • DV • YAD • ADLT • FEM MALE

Weishoff Alcohol and Drug
501 Main Street Williston
Williston, ND 58802
(701) 770-0391
SAF • SA • OP • ORT • SF • DU • YAD • ADLT • FEM MALE
AKRON

Akron Urban Minority Alc/Drug Abuse Outreach Prog Inc/Addiction Trt Srvs
665 West Market Street
Akron, OH 44303
(330) 379-3467
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD ATR • SS • AH • GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Community Health Center
Adolescents
702 East Market Street
Akron, OH 44305
(330) 434-4141
Intakes: (330) 315-2644 (330) 315-2624 SAF • SA BU • OP OMB OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI ATR • SS PA • AH • CO CJ AD TRMA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Community Health Center
Community Drug Board Inc
725 East Market Street
Akron, OH 44305
(330) 434-4141
Intake: (330) 315-2644 SAF • SA MM BU NXN • OP OMB OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI ATR • AH • PW • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Community Health Center
RAMAR Residential Treatment Center
380 South Portage Path
Akron, OH 44320
(330) 315-4901
Intake: (330) 434-4141 SAF • SA BU NXN • OP RES RL OMB OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI ATR • PA • AH • CO GL VET MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Community Health Center
Womens Recovery Program
680 East Market Street
Akron, OH 44305
(330) 434-4141x3746
Intake: (330) 434-4141x2644 SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI MI ATR • SS PA • PW WN • YAD ADLT • FEM

Dept of Veterans Affairs/LSCVAMC/Akron
Community Based Outpatient Clinics
95 West Waterloo Road
Akron, OH 44319
(330) 724-7715x2138
Intake: (330) 724-7715
MHSAF • SA HH • OP OIT ORT • VAMC SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • VET ADM • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Interval Brotherhood Homes Inc
Addiction Recovery Center
3445 South Main Street
Akron, OH 44320
(330) 444-4095
SAF • SA • RES RL • SF ATR • CO CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Mature Services Inc
Avenues to Recovery
365 South Portage Path
Akron, OH 44320
(330) 253-4597x200
Intake: (330) 253-4597x159
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI ATR • SS PA • AH • CO SE MN • ADLT • FEM MALE

Oriana House
ADM Crisis Center Inc
15 Frederick Street
Akron, OH 44310
(330) 996-7730
Intake: (330) 996-7730
SAF • SA DT BU • RES RS RD • SF MD MC SI • SS • AH • YAD • FEM MALE

Saint Thomas Hospital
Ignatia Hall Summa Health System
444 North Main Street
Akron, OH 44310
(330) 379-9655
Intake: (330) 379-9841 (330) 379-5257 MHF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP OIT ORT HID • SF MD MC SI PI MI ATR • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Urban Ounce of Prevention Services
Exodus Program
1735 South Hawkins Avenue
Suite B
Akron, OH 44320
(330) 867-5400
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD ATR • CO AD PW WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

ALBANY

Health Recovery Services Inc
Athens Alternative Education Program
18 State Route 143
Albany, OH 45710
(740) 698-0131
Intakes: (740) 698-0131x301 (866) 893-2604x301
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT • SF MD SI PI • SS • CO CJ AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

ALLIANCE

Community Services of Stark County Inc
1207 West State Street
Suite M
Alliance, OH 44601
(330) 821-8407
Intakes: (330) 455-0374 (330) 994-1450
MHF • SA NXN VTRL • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS PA • ADLT • FEM MALE

Quest Recovery and Prevention Services
Alliance Division
1207 West State Street
Suite M
Alliance, OH 44601
(330) 821-3846
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS PA • ADLT • FEM MALE

ASHLAND

Ashland County Council on Alcoholism and Drug Abuse Inc
310 College Avenue
Ashland, OH 44805
(419) 289-7675
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS PA • AH • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
## ASHTABULA

Lake Area Recovery Center
Outpatient Drug Free Program
2801 C Court
Ashtabula, OH 44004
(440) 998-0722
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD PI MI • SS PA • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Lake Area Recovery Center
Turning Point
2711 Donohoo Drive
Ashtabula, OH 44004
(440) 998-0722
SAF • SA • RES RL • SF PI MI • SS PA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Signature Health
4200 Park Avenue
Ashtabula, OH 44004
(440) 992-8552
Intake: (440) 992-6600x100
MHSAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP OD OMB OIT ORT • SF MD MC MI ATR • SS • CO AD WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

## BEACHWOOD

Connections Health Wellness and Advocacy
24200 Chagrin Boulevard
Beachwood, OH 44122
(216) 831-6466x222
Intakes: (216) 831-6466 (216) 831-6466x222
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC PI PA • AH • CO CJ SE WN MN TRMA XA • ADLT • FEM MALE

New Visions Unlimited Inc
4002 Warrensville Center Road
Beachwood, OH 44122
(216) 561-8300
SAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT CT • SF MD PI ATR • SS • DU WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

## BELLAIRE

Crossroads Counseling Services Inc
Chase Bank Building
3201 Belmont Street
Suite 516
Bellaire, OH 43906
(740) 676-5741
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS PA • DU CJ • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

## BELLEFONTAINE

Consolidated Care Inc
118 Maple Street
Bellefontaine, OH 43311
(937) 599-1975
MHSAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP OMB OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH • AD WN TRMA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

## BOWLING GREEN

Behavioral Connections of Wood County
1010 North Prospect Street
Bowling Green, OH 43402
(419) 352-5387
MHSAF • SA BU • OP OMB ODT OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH SP • CO AD WN MN TRMA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Behavioral Connections of Wood County
Womens Residential Program
1033 Devlac Grove
Bowling Green, OH 43402
(419) 866-1693
Intake: (419) 352-6460
SAF • SA DT BU NXN HH • OP RES RL RD ODT OIT • SF MD ATR • CO WN TRMA XA • YAD ADLT • FEM

## BRYAN

Recovery Services of North West Ohio
200 Van Gundy Drive
Bryan, OH 43506
(419) 636-0410
MHSAF • SA BU VTRL • OP OMB ORT CT • SF MD PI • SS • AH SP • CO AD PW WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
CADIZ
Crossroads Counseling Services Inc
239 West Warren Street
Cadiz, OH 43907
(740) 942-2891
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI MI ATR • SS PA • CJ • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

CADDY
Noble Behavioral Health Choices Inc
48 Olive Street
Caldwell, OH 43724
(740) 732-5988
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD • SS • AH • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

CAMBRIDGE
Alcohol and Drug Services of Guernsey County
927 Wheeling Avenue
Suite 310
Cambridge, OH 43725
(740) 439-4532
Intake: (740) 439-5788
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS PA • AH • DU CJ • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

CANTERBURY
Travo Behavioral Health Inc
4030 Boardman Canfield Road
Suite 200-C
Canfield, OH 44406
(330) 286-0050
MHSF • SA BU • OP OMB OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI ATR • SP • ADLT • FEM MALE

CANTON
Community Services of Stark County Inc
625 Cleveland Avenue NW
Canton, OH 44702
(330) 455-9407
MHSF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS PA • CJ • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

1. Crisis Intervention/Recovery Ctr Inc
   2421 13th Street NW
   Canton, OH 44708
   (330) 588-2204
   Intake: (330) 452-6000
   MHSF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC PI MI • SS PA • AH • CO • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

2. Crisis Intervention/Recovery Ctr Inc
   832 McKinley Avenue NW
   Canton, OH 44703
   (330) 452-9812
   Intake: (330) 455-9407
   MHSF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC PI MI • SS PA • AH • CO • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

   Glenbeigh
   Outpatient Center of Canton
   4661 Belpar Street Northwest
   Canton, OH 44718
   (330) 492-2600
   SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI ATR • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

   Glenbeigh Outpatient Center of Canton
   4661 Belpar NW
   Canton, OH 44718
   (330) 492-2600
   Intake: (330) 652-6770
   SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI ATR • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

   Ignotia Hall of Canton
   Summa Health Systems
   3730 Whipple Avenue NW
   Suite 5
   Canton, OH 44718
   (330) 491.9215
   SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI ATR • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

   New Insights DWS1 Servs/Cdl Center
   1222 Harrisburg Road
   Canton, OH 44705
   (330) 371-2048
   SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI ATR • AH • CJC • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

   Phoenix Rising Behavioral Health and Recovery Inc
   4974 Higbee Avenue NW
   Suite 209
   Canton, OH 44718
   (330) 493-4553
   Intake: (330) 493-4553
   MHSF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC PI MI • AH • CO AD • ADLT • FEM MALE

   Quest Recovery and Prevention Services
   1341 Market Avenue North
   Canton, OH 44714
   (330) 453-8252
   MHSF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC PI MI ATR • SS PA • AH • DU CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

   Quest Recovery and Prevention Services
   Quest Deliverance House
   1711 Spring Street NE
   Canton, OH 44714
   (330) 454-6800
   Intake: (330) 453-8252
   SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC PI MI ATR • SS PA • AH • DU CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

   Quest Recovery and Prevention Services
   Smith House
   811 Faircrest Street SW
   Canton, OH 44706
   (330) 837-1883
   Intake: (330) 453-8252
   SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC PI MI ATR • SS PA • AH • DU CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

   CARROLLTON
   Carroll County
   Alcohol and Addiction Program
   100 Canton Road NW
   Carrollton, OH 44615
   (330) 677-5971
   SAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF MD • PA • AH • CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
CHARDON
Catholic Charities Community Services
Geauga County
602 South Street
D 1
Chardon, OH 44024
(440) 285-3537
Intake: (800) 242-9755
MHF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Lake Geauga Recovery Centers Inc
209 Center Street
Unit E
Chardon, OH 44024
(440) 285-9119
Intake: (440) 285-8531
SAF • SA DT • OP OD OIT ORT CT • SF MD PI • SS PA • AH • CO DU GL VET
CJ • EP • PW • WN • MN • TRMA • XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

CINCINNATI

Adolescent Substance Abuse Programs
9403 Kenwood Road
Suite C-111
Cincinnati, OH 45242
(513) 792-1272
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Alcoholism Council of Cincinnati Area
NCADD Outpatient
2828 Vernon Place
Cincinnati, OH 45219
(513) 281-7422
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD • SS PA • AH SP • CO CJ AD PW • WN • MN • TRMA
DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Bethesda Alcoholic and Drug Trt Program
619 Oak Street
Cincinnati, OH 45206
(513) 569-6116
SAF • SA DT BU NXN • OP OD OMB OIT • SF MD MC PI MI • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Bethesda Blue Ash Treatment Program
11305 Reed Hartman Highway
Suite 106
Cincinnati, OH 45242
(513) 489-6011
SAF • SA BU NXN • OP OMB OIT • SF MD MC PI MI • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Central Community Health Board
Drug Services Program
3020 Vernon Place
Cincinnati, OH 45219
(513) 559-2056
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM OTPA • OP OD OMB ORT • SF MD MC PI • PW • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Cincinnati Veterans Affairs Medical Substance Dependency Program
3200 Vine Street
8th Floor
Cincinnati, OH 45220
(513) 861-3100x8281
Intakes: (513) 475-6376 (513) 475-6353
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU NXN VTRL
• OP RES RS OD OMB OIT ORT HIST
• VAMC SF PI MI • CO GL VET
• WN • MN • TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Crossroads Center
311 East Martin Luther King Drive
Cincinnati, OH 45220
(513) 475-5365
Intakes: (513) 475-5313 (513) 475-5300
SAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP RES RS OMB OIT ORT • SF MD MC PI • PW • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Crossroads Center
Chaney Allen Womens Continuum of Care
3009 Burner Avenue
Cincinnati, OH 45219
(513) 475-5300
Intake: (513) 475-5313
SAF • SA MM BU • OP RES RS RL OMB OIT ORT • SF MD MC PI • SS • AH SP • PW • WN • TRMA BC • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

CROSSROADS CENTER

Pike County Recovery Council
126 East 2nd Street
Chillicothe, OH 45601
(740) 851-5307
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD • SS • CO CJ WN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Scioto Paint Valley Mental Health Ctr
Martha Cothrich Clinic
4449 State Route 159
PO Box 6179
Chillicothe, OH 45601
(740) 775-1260
Intake: (740) 775-1260x7927
MHS • SAF • SA NXN VTRL • OP OMB ORT • SF MD MC • SS • AH • CO
WN • MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Veterans Affairs Medical Center
Substance Abuse Treatment Program
17273 State Route 104
Unit 116 SATP
Chillicothe, OH 45601
(740) 773-1141x7488
Intakes: (740) 773-1141x7491 (740) 773-1141x6894
SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP RES RS RL OIT ORT CT • VAMC SF PI MI • AH • CO VET • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Crossroads Center for Chemical Addictions Trt
830 Ezzard Charles Drive
Cincinnati, OH 45214
(513) 381-6672
SAF • SA DT BU • OP RES RS RD OMB ODT OIT • SF MD • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

CROSSROADS CENTER

Pike County Recovery Council
126 East 2nd Street
Chillicothe, OH 45601
(740) 851-5307
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD • SS • CO CJ WN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Scioto Paint Valley Mental Health Ctr
Martha Cothrich Clinic
4449 State Route 159
PO Box 6179
Chillicothe, OH 45601
(740) 775-1260
Intake: (740) 775-1260x7927
MHS • SAF • SA NXN VTRL • OP OMB ORT • SF MD MC • SS • AH • CO
WN • MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Veterans Affairs Medical Center
Substance Abuse Treatment Program
17273 State Route 104
Unit 116 SATP
Chillicothe, OH 45601
(740) 773-1141x7488
Intakes: (740) 773-1141x7491 (740) 773-1141x6894
SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP RES RS RL OIT ORT CT • VAMC SF PI MI • AH • CO VET • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
OHIO

Drop Inn Center
217 West 12th Street
Cincinnati, OH 45202
(513) 721-0643
SA • OP OIT ORT • NP • PA • YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

Family Services of the Cincinnati Area
3740 Glenway Avenue
Cincinnati, OH 45205
(513) 381-6300
Intakes: (513) 345-8555 (859) 547-5750
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Gatesville SA
First Step Home Inc
Residential
2203 Fulton Avenue
Cincinnati, OH 45206
(513) 961-4663
Intake: (513) 961-4663x200
SAF • SA BU OTPA • OP RES RL OMB ORT • SF MD • SS • CO GL VET CJ
SE PW WN TRMA BC XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM

Gateways
Outpatient Alcohol and Drug Services
3131 Harvey Avenue
Suite 201
Cincinnati, OH 45229
(513) 861-0035
MHSAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP OD OMB OIT ORT • SF MD PI MI • AH • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

IKRON Corporation
2347 Vine Street
Cincinnati, OH 45219
(513) 621-1117
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI • SS • AH • AD WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Individual Care Center Inc
8833 Chapel Square Drive
Suite A
Cincinnati, OH 45249
(513) 774-9444
MHSAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP OD OMB OIT ORT • SF PI MI • CO GL VET SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Joseph House Inc
Marx Veterans Recovery Ctr
1526 Republic Street
Cincinnati, OH 45202
(513) 241-2965
SAF • SA HH • OP RES RL ORT • SF • SS PA • AH • VET MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

New Direction Treatment Services
1612 Chase Avenue
1st Floor
Cincinnati, OH 45223
(513) 541-7111
Intake: (513) 477-0320
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • SS • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Prospect House
682 Hawhorse Avenue
Cincinnati, OH 45205
(513) 921-1613
SAF • SA HH • RES RL • SF • SS PA • AH • CO GL VET CJ SE MN XA • YAD ADLT • MALE

Sunrise Treatment Center
7597 Bridgetown Road
Cincinnati, OH 45248
(513) 941-4999
SAF • SA BU OTPA • OP OMB ORT • SF MD • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Talbert House
Adult Services/Outpatient
4760 Madison Road
Cincinnati, OH 45227
(513) 641-4300
MHSAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP OMB OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS PA • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Talbert House
Alternatives for Young Men
1515 Carll Street
Cincinnati, OH 45225
(513) 244-3985
Intake: (513) 244-3985x1655
SAF • SA VTRL • RES RS RL • SF MD • AD • CHLD • MALE

Talbert House
Passages for Young Women
3009 Burnet Avenue
Cincinnati, OH 45219
(513) 244-3985
MHSAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP RES RS RL OMB ORT • SF MD SI PI • PA • CHLD • FEM

Talbert House
The Bridge
1515 Carll Street
Upstairs
Cincinnati, OH 45225
(513) 244-3985
MHSAF • SA NXN VTRL • OP OMB ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • PA • CHLD • MALE

Talbert House
Youth Behavioral Health
4760 Madison Road
Cincinnati, OH 45227
(513) 321-8286
Intake: (513) 221-4357
MHSAF • SA VTRL • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE
Cleveland

Addiction Recovery Services
Univ Hosp of Cleveland/Dept of Psych
10524 Euclid Avenue
W O Walker Center Suite 3200
Cleveland, OH 44106
(216) 983-3066
SAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP OD OMB OD T OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Bellefais e Jewish Childrens Bureau
Substance Abuse Treatment Programs
22001 Fairmount Boulevard
Cleveland, OH 44118
(216) 932-2800
Intakes: (216) 320-8502 (800) 879-2522
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD SI PI MI • AH SP • CO AD PW WN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Catholic Charities Corporation
Midtown Youth Chemical Dependency
3135 Euclid Avenue
Suite 103
Cleveland, OH 44115
(216) 391-2030
Intake: (216) 391-2030x16
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD PI ATR • SS PA • AH SP • CO CJ AD WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Catholic Charities Services
Hispanic Program
1515 West 29th Street
Floor 2
Cleveland, OH 44113
(216) 696-2197
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI MI ATR • SP • AD PW WN MN • ADLT • FEM MALE

Charak Center for Health and Wellness
Rakesh Ranjan MD and Associates
12395 McCracken Road
Suite A-Up
Cleveland, OH 44125
(216) 587-6727
Intake: (216) 401-9680
MHSAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP OD OMB OD T OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • SS • AH • CO WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Cleveland Clinic
Alcohol and Drug Recovery Center
1730 West 25th Street
Suite 2-A
Cleveland, OH 44113
(216) 363-2122
Intake: (216) 636-5860
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU NXN VTRL • OP OMB ODT OIT ORT HID HIT • SF MD MC SI PI • AH • CO GL VET MF CJ SE WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD • FEM MALE

Cleveland Department of Health
Center Point Treatment Program
J Glen Smith Health Center
1100 Saint Clair Avenue
Cleveland, OH 44108
(216) 664-3920
Intakes: (216) 664-3891 (216) 664-6666
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD ATR • SS PA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Cleveland Treatment Center Inc
1127 Carnegie Avenue
Cleveland, OH 44115
(216) 861-4246
Intake: (216) 861-4246x228
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA MM DM OTPA • OP OMB ORT CT • SF MD PI ATR • SP • GL VET SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Community Action Against Addiction
5209 Euclid Avenue
Cleveland, OH 44103
(216) 881-0765
Intakes: (216) 881-0765x215 (216) 881-0765x224
Methadone Clients Only
MHSAF • SA MM DM NXN OTPA • OP OMB ORT CT • SF MD ATR • SP • GL VET SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Cir cleville

Pickaway Area Recovery Services
110 Highland Avenue
Circleville, OH 43113
(740) 477-1745
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI • DU CJ • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Pickaway Womens Residential
110 Highland Avenue
Circleville, OH 43113
(740) 497-4534
Intake: (740) 477-1745
SAF • SA • RES RL • SF MD • WN • CHLD ADLT • FEM

Scioto Paint Valley Mental Health Ctr
Pickaway County Office
145 Morris Road
Circleville, OH 43113
(740) 474-8874
MHSAF • SA HH • OP ODT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • ADLT • FEM MALE

University of Cincinnati Physicians Co LLC (UCPC LLC)
3131 Harvey Avenue
Cincinnati, OH 45229
(513) 585-8227
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU NXN VTRL • OP OD OMB ORT CT • SF • CO CJ PW • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

University of Cincinnati
(UCPC LLC)
3131 Harvey Avenue
Cincinnati, OH 45229
(513) 585-8227
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU NXN VTRL • OP OD OMB ORT CT • SF • CO CJ PW • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
Community Assessment and Treatment Services Inc
8411 Broadway Avenue
Cleveland, OH 44105
(216) 441-0200
SAF • SA • NNX • HH • OP RES RS RL OIT
ORT CT • SF MD • SS • AH • CO CJ PW
WN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Department of Veterans Affairs
Recovery Center (VARC)
Louis Stokes Cleveland VA
10701 East Boulevard
Cleveland, OH 44106
(216) 791-3800x6915
Intake: (216) 791-3800x4725
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU NNX • OP
RES RS RD OD OMB OD T OIT ORT
CT • VAMC SF PI MI • AH • WN • YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

Free Medical Clinic of Greater Cleveland
12201 Euclid Avenue
Cleveland, OH 44106
(216) 721-4010
Intakes: (216) 707-3476 (216) 707-3406
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD
MC PI ATR • PA • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Harbor Light
Outpatient Program/Unit 2
1710 Prospect Avenue
Cleveland, OH 44115
(216) 781-3773x143
Intake: (216) 781-2121
SAF • SA • OP OIT • SF MD MC ATR
• SS PA • CO GL VET CJ SE W N MN
• YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

HealthSpan Cleveland Hgts Med Ctr
Alcohol Chemical Dependency Program
10 Severance Circle
Cleveland, OH 44118
(216) 265-6800
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • MC PI • AH
• CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

HealthSpan Parma Medical Center
12301 Snow Road
Cleveland, OH 44130
(216) 265-6800
MHF • SA • OP ORT CT • MC PI • AH •
CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Hitchcock Center for Women Inc
1227 Ansel Road
Cleveland, OH 44108
(216) 421-0662
Intake: (216) 421-0662x124
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD • SS
• DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Key Decisions/Positive Choices Inc
3030 Euclid Avenue
Suite 312
Cleveland, OH 44115
(216) 391-0977
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD • SS
• DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Lutheran Hospital Alcohol and Drug Recovery Center
1730 West 25th Street
Cleveland, OH 44113
(216) 363-2230
Intake: (216) 363-2122
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU NNX • OP OIT
ORT HID HIT • SF MD MC PI MI • YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

MPT S Casa ALMA/Casa MARIA
2202 Prame Avenue
Cleveland, OH 44109
(216) 351-3833x2000
Intakes: (216) 459-1222 (216) 351-3833
SAF • SA • OP RES RS RL OIT ORT CT
• SF MD SI PI MI ATR • SS PA • SP • CO
GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW WN MN
TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Matt Talbot Inc
Residential
6753 State Road
Cleveland, OH 44134
(440) 843-5522
Intake: (440) 843-5505
SAF • SA • RES RL • SF • MN • YAD
ADLT • MALE

Matt Talbot Inc for Women
Catholic Charities Servs Corp
7901 Detroit Avenue
Suite 200
Cleveland, OH 44102
(216) 634-7500
Intake: (216) 634-7500x10
SAF • SA • OP RES RS RL OIT ORT
• SF MD PI ATR • CO WN TRMA XA •
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Mclntyre Center Inc
6929 West 130th Street
Suite 307
Cleveland, OH 44114
(216) 623-6555
MHF • SA • OP ORT • MD • PA • CO
• YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Mental Health Services Inc
1744 Payne Avenue
Cleveland, OH 44114
(216) 681-4002
Intake: (216) 696-5437
SAF • SA • OP ORT • NP • PA • AH
• CO AD TRMA XA • CHLD • FEM MALE

Multi Systemic Therapay Unit
Cuyahoga County DCFS
3955 Euclid Avenue
Suite 142-E
Cleveland, OH 44115
(216) 388-8000
Intake: (216) 388-8000
SAF • SA • OP ORT • NP • PA • AH
• CO AD TRMA XA • CHLD • FEM MALE

New Directions Inc
30800 Chagrin Boulevard
Cleveland, OH 44124
(216) 591-0324
SAF • SA • OP RES RS RL OIT ORT CT
• SF MD SI PI MI ATR • SS PA • AH SP • CO
AD TRMA XA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Northern Ohio Recovery Association
10613 Lomontier Avenue
Cleveland, OH 44104
(216) 721-1700
Intake: (216) 391-6672
SAF • SA • OP RES RS RL OIT ORT CT
• SF MD SI PI ATR • PW WN BC XA DV
• YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Mental Health Services Inc
Orca House Inc  
1909 East 89th Street  
Cleveland, OH 44106  
(216) 231-3772  
SAF** • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI ATR  
• SS • WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Orca House Inc  
Mens Program  
1905 East 89th Street  
Cleveland, OH 44106  
(216) 231-3772  
SAF** • SA • OP RES RS RL OIT ORT • SF MD PI ATR • SS • WN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Recovery Resources  
Drug Abuse Treatment  
3950 Chester Avenue  
Cleveland, OH 44114  
(216) 431-4131  
MHSASF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • SS PA • PW WN TRMA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Recovery Resources  
Women/Family Services Program  
3950 Chester Avenue  
Cleveland, OH 44114  
(216) 431-4131x1115  
Intake: (216) 431-4131x1206  
SAF** • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI ATR • WN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Rosary Hall  
Saint Vincent Charity Medical Center  
2351 East 22nd Street  
Cleveland, OH 44115  
(216) 363-2580x4  
SAF** • SA DT BU NXN • OP OIT ORT HID CT • SF MD MC SI PI ATR • SS PA • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Southwest General Health Ctr/Oakview  
Behavioral Health Ctr/Alc/Drug Add Trt  
18697 Bagley Road  
Cleveland, OH 44130  
(440) 816-8200x4477  
Intake: (440) 816-8200
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC PI • AH • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Stella Maris  
1292 Winslow Avenue  
Cleveland, OH 44113  
(216) 781-0550  
Intake: (216) 781-0550
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI ATR • SS PA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Stella Maris  
1320 Washington Avenue  
Cleveland, OH 44113  
(216) 781-0550  
Intake: (216) 781-0550x210  
MHSAF • SA DT BU HH • OP RES RS RL OD OT ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Womens Recovery Center  
6209 Storer Avenue  
Cleveland, OH 44102  
(216) 651-1450x210  
Intake: (216) 651-1450
SAF** • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI ATR • SS PA • CO GL VET MF CJ SE PW WN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

New Destiny Treatment Center  
6694 Taylor Road  
Clinton, OH 44216  
(330) 825-5202  
Intake: (330) 825-5202x110  
SAF** • SA DT BU VTRL HH • OP RES RS RD OD OT ORT • SF MD PI MI • CO VET CJ SE WN MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

COMPDRUG  
Methadone Program/Outpatient AOD Trt  
547 East 11th Avenue  
Columbus, OH 43211  
(614) 224-4506  
Intake: (614) 224-4506x197  
SAF** • SA MM BU VTRL • OP OMB OIT ORT CT • SF MD • PA • AH • VET SE PW • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Columbus Area Integrated  
Health Services Inc  
1410 Cleveland Avenue  
Suite 2  
Columbus, OH 43211  
(614) 251-6950  
Intake: (614) 251-6950
SAF** • SA BU • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC PI MI • PA • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Columbus Area Integrated  
Health Services Inc  
1515 East Broad Street  
Columbus, OH 43205  
(614) 252-0711  
Intake: (614) 251-6569
MHF** • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD • AH • CO AD • ADLT • FEM MALE
Columbus Area Integrated Health Services Inc
899 East Broad Street
4th Floor
Columbus, OH 43205
(614) 251-6569
Intake: (614) 251-6561
MHF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC PI MI • PA • AH • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Columbus Area Integrated Health Services Inc/Bell Center
813 Bryden Road
Columbus, OH 43205
(614) 372-3000x7300
Intake: (614) 372-3000x7301
SAF • SA HH • RES RL • SF MD MC SI PI MI IHS ATR • SS PA • YAD ADLT • MALE

Columbus Public Health Alcohol and Drug Treatment Program
240 Parsons Avenue
Columbus, OH 43215
(614) 645-6843
Intakes: (614) 645-6839 (614) 645-7306
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI • SS • AH • GL CJ PW WN MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • MALE

Crossroads Recovery Services Inc
1364 South High Street
Columbus, OH 43207
(614) 445-0352
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Directions for Youth and Families Alcohol and Drug Treatment Program
1515 Indiana Avenue
Columbus, OH 43201
(614) 294-2661
MHF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD PI • SS PA • AH • AD • FEM MALE

Fowler House
North Central Mental Health/Satellite
422 East Lane Avenue
Columbus, OH 43201
(614) 421-3155x3022
Intakes: (614) 299-6600x2133 (614) 421-3155
MHSAF • SA • RES RL • SF MD PI • AH • CO WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

House of Hope for Alcoholics Inc
825 Dennison Avenue
Columbus, OH 43215
(614) 291-4691
Intake: (614) 291-4691x322
SAF • SA • OP RES RL ORT • SS PA • YAD ADLT • MALE

Maryhaven Inc
Inpatient/Outpatient for Youths/Adults
1791 Alum Creek Drive
Columbus, OH 43207
(614) 445-8131
SAF • SA • DT MM DM BU NXN VTRL • OP RES RS RL RD OD OMB OIT ORT • SF MD PI • SS PA • AH • CO DU CJ AD PW WN TRMA BC • CHLD ADLT • MALE

Maryhaven Inc
Womens Extended Care Program
100 Noe Bixby Road
Columbus, OH 43213
(614) 892-2454
Intake: (614) 445-8131
MHSAF • SA BU NXN VTRL HH • RES RL • SF MD MC SI PI • SS PA • CO PW WN TRMA BCXA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Mid Ohio Psychological Services
2238 South Hamilton Road
Suite 200
Columbus, OH 43232
(614) 751-0042
MHF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • ADLT • FEM MALE

NCC Associates
North Central Mental Health/Satellite
338 Granville Street
Columbus, OH 43230
(614) 475-7090
Intake: (614) 299-6600x2231
MHF • SA NXN • OP ORT • SF MD PI • AH • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Nationwide Childrens Hospital Behavioral Health
399 East Main Street
Suite 120
Columbus, OH 43215
(614) 355-8550
Intake: (614) 355-8080
MHF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH • CO AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

Neighborhood House Inc
Alcohol and Drug Outpatient Treatment
1000 Atchison Street
Columbus, OH 43203
(614) 252-4941
Intake: (614) 252-4941x218
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD • SS PA • WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

North Central Mental Health Services
Drug and Alcohol Treatment Program
1301 North High Street
Columbus, OH 43201
(614) 299-6600
Intakes: (614) 299-6600x2231 (614) 227-8685
MHSAF • SA NXN • OP ORT • SF MD PI • AH • CO GL CJ SE AD WN MN TRMA XA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
North Community Counseling Centers Inc
The Bridge
4897 Karl Road
Columbus, OH 43229
(614) 846-2588
Intake: (614) 261-3196
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Ohio State University Medical Center
University Hospital East/Talbot Hall
1492 East Broad Street
Columbus, OH 43205
(614) 257-3760
Intake: (800) 293-5123
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Premier Care of Ohio Inc
1380 Dublin Road
Columbus, OH 43215
(614) 488-7117
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Southeast Inc
1455 4th Street
Columbus, OH 43207
(614) 488-0800x2220
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Syntero
Northwest Counseling Services
1560 Fishinger Road
Columbus, OH 43221
(614) 457-7876
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Trumatic Brain Injury Network
Alcohol and Drug Outpatient Treatment
2050 Kenny Road
Suite 3300
Columbus, OH 43221
(614) 685-8511
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD • SS PA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Volunteers of America
Greater Ohio
624 Harmon Avenue
Columbus, OH 43223
(614) 849-0145
Intake: (614) 351-1881
SA • SS PA • AH • CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Woods at Parkside
349 Olde Radenour Road
Columbus, OH 43230
(614) 471-2552
SA • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC • SS PA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

DayMont Behavioral Healthcare Inc
Sojourner Program
904 Wilberforce Place
Dayton, OH 45417
(937) 461-6630x11
Intake: (937) 461-6603x10
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

DayMont Behavioral Healthcare Inc
Substance Abuse Services
1520 Germantown Street
Dayton, OH 45417
(937) 222-8111
Intake: (937) 222-8111x308
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

DayMont Behavioral Healthcare Inc
West Washington Street
Dayton, OH 45428
(937) 268-6511
Intakes: (937) 268-6511x2188 (937) 268-6511x2986
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Miami Valley Hospital
Turning Point
627 Edwin C Moses Boulevard
Dayton, OH 45428
(937) 463-2955
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

DayMont Behavioral Healthcare Inc
Focus Care
8145 North Main Street
Dayton, OH 45415
(937) 464-9560
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
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DELAFIELD
Recovery Services of North West Ohio
511 Perry Street
Defiance, OH 43512
(419) 782-9200
SAF • SA • OP RES RL OMB ORT OT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS • AH • CO CJ PW WN BC • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

DELAFIELD
Recovery Services of North West Ohio
511 Perry Street
Defiance, OH 43512
(419) 782-9200
SAF • SA • OP RES RL OMB ORT OT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS • AH • CO CJ PW WN BC • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

DOVER
Tuscarawas County Alcohol and Addiction Program
897 East Iron Avenue
Dover, OH 44622
(330) 345-5555
Intake: (330) 343-5555x182
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

DUBLIN
Syntero Inc
Dublin Counseling Center
299 Cramer Creek Court
Dublin, OH 43017
(614) 889-5722
Intake: (614) 889-5722x222
MHSADF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS PA • AH SP • CO DU • ADLT • FEM MALE

EAST LIVERPOOL
Columbiana County Mental Health Clinic
DBA The Counseling Center
15613 Pineview Drive
East Liverpool, OH 43920
(330) 386-9004
Intake: (330) 424-9573x266
MHSADF • SA • BU • TXN • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS PA • AH • CO • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

ELYRIA
Lorain County Alcohol and Drug Abuse Services Inc
120 East Avenue
Elyria, OH 44035
(440) 323-0860
Intake: (440) 989-4900x2705 (440) 989-4900
SAF • SA BU • OP OMB OIT ORT CT • SF MD PI ATR • SS PA • AH SP • YAD ADLT • MALE

EUCLID
Moore Counseling and Mediation Services Inc
22639 Euclid Avenue
Euclid, OH 44117
(216) 404-1900
SAF • SA BU • OP OMB OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI ATR • AH • AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

FAIRBORN
TCN Behavioral Health Services Inc
600 Dayton Yellow Springs Road
Fairborn, OH 45324
(937) 879-3400
Intake: (937) 376-8700
MHSADF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI ATR • AH • CO • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

FAIRBORN
TCN Behavioral Health Services Inc
600 Dayton Yellow Springs Road
Fairborn, OH 45324
(937) 879-3400
Intake: (937) 376-8700
MHSADF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI ATR • AH • CO • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

FAYETTE
Recovery Services of North West Ohio
25212 U.S. Route 20
Fayette, OH 43521
(419) 237-3103
MHSADF • SA • BU • TXN • HH • OP RES RL OMB ORT • SF MD PI • SS • AH SP • CO PW • YAD ADLT • FEM
OHIO

FINDLAY
Century Health South Campus
1918 North Main Street
Findlay, OH 45840
(419) 425-5050
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD MC • PI • MI • AH • CO DU GL CJ • WN • MN • TRMA XA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

FOSTORIA
Firelands Counseling/Recovery Services
Seneca County
122 West Center Street
Fostoria, OH 44830
(419) 435-0204
Intake: (888) 332-5529
MHSAF • SA • SXNN VTRL • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC • SI • PI • MI • SS • PA • AH • CO DU CJ • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

FRANKLIN
Access Counseling Services LLC
4464 South Dixie Highway
Franklin, OH 45005
(513) 649-8008x12
Intake: (513) 649-8008
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC • SI • PI • MI • SS • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

FREMONT
Firelands Counseling Recovery Services
675 Bartson Road
Fremont, OH 43420
(419) 332-5524
Intake: (888) 332-5529
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC • PI • MI • SS • AH • CO CJ • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Lutheran Social Services
Eastern Region Office
512 East State Street
Fremont, OH 43420
(49) 334-3431
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI • PI • MI • SS • CO • GL CJ • SE • AD W N • MN • TRMA XA • DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

GEORGETOWN
Talbert House
Brown County Recovery Services
75 Banting Drive
Georgetown, OH 45121
(937) 378-4811
Intake: (937) 444-6127
MHSAF • SA • VTRL • OP OMB ORT • SF MD MC • CO • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

GREENVILLE
Darke County Recovery Services
600 Walnut Street
Greenville, OH 45331
(937) 548-6842
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD PI • SS PA • AH • SP • AD W N • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

GROVE CITY
Buckeye Ranch
5665 Hoover Road
Grove City, OH 43123
(614) 875-2371
Intake: (614) 834-7700
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD PI • AH • GL AD TRMA XA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

HAMILTON
Sojourner Recovery Services
1430 University Boulevard
Hamilton, OH 45011
(513) 896-3465
SAF • SA • DT BU NXN VTRL • OP OD OMB OIT ORT • SF MD SI • SS PA • AH • CO AD PW WN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

HILLSBORO
FRS Counseling
313 Chillicothe Avenue
Hillsboro, OH 45133
(937) 393-4562
MHSAF • SA • BU NXN VTRL • OP ORT • SF MD PI • SS • AH • DU AD • ADLT • FEM MALE

Sojourner Recovery Services
294 North Fair Avenue
Hamilton, OH 45011
(513) 868-7654
Intake: (513) 896-3465
SAF • SA • DT BU NXN VTRL • RES RS RL • SF MD ATR • SS • AH • CO • PW WN TRMA BC • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Sojourner Recovery Services
449 North 3rd Street
Hamilton, OH 45011
(513) 896-3465
SAF • SA • BU NXN • RES RL • MD SI • CO • GL CJ • PW WN TRMA BC • XA • DV • YAD ADLT • FEM

Sojourner Recovery Services
Herland Family Center
516 High Street
Hamilton, OH 45011
(513) 863-6838
MHSAF • SA • SXNN VTRL • OP ORT • SF MD PI • SS • AH • CO • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Sojourner Recovery Services
Century Health South Campus
1918 North Main Street
Findlay, OH 45840
(419) 425-5050
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD SI • PI • MI • AH • CO DU GL CJ • WN • MN • TRMA XA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Sojourner Recovery Services
449 North 3rd Street
Hamilton, OH 45011
(513) 896-3465
MHSAF • SA • BU NXN VTRL • RES RL • SF MD ATR • SS • AH • CO MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

Sojourner Recovery Services
Century Health South Campus
1918 North Main Street
Findlay, OH 45840
(419) 425-5050
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD SI • PI • MI • AH • CO DU GL CJ • WN • MN • TRMA XA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
**IRONTON**

Community Counseling and Trt Servs Inc
4282 State Route 93
Ironton, OH 45638
(740) 532-7855
SAF • SA MM BU VTRL OTPA • OP OMB ORT • SF MD MC SI PI ATR • CO DU GL VET CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA ADLDT • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Ironton/Lawrence Cnty Comm (ILCAO)
Action Org/Family Guidance Center
120 North 3rd Street
Ironton, OH 45638
(740) 687-4500
Intake: (740) 577-3450
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD PI MI • SS • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA • ADLDT • FEM MALE

**JACKSON**

Health Recovery Services Inc
120 Twin Oaks Drive
Jackson, OH 45640
(740) 577-3450
SAF • SA MM BU NXN VTRL • OP OMB ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI ATR • PA • AH • PW WN MN • YAD ADLDT • FEM MALE

**KENT**

Townhall II
155 North Water Street
Kent, OH 44240
(330) 678-3006
Intake: (330) 449-8518
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI SS PA • AH • CO DU AD TRMA • CHLD ADLDT • FEM MALE

**LAKEWOOD**

Recovery Resources
West Side Office
14805 Detroit Avenue
Suite 200
Lakewood, OH 44107
(216) 923-4001
Intake: (216) 431-4131
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC PI MI • PA • CO TRMA • YAD ADLDT • FEM MALE

**LANCASTER**

Buckeye Counseling Center
117 West Main Street
Suite 107
Lancaster, OH 43130
(740) 687-4740
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD • WN MN • YAD ADLDT • FEM MALE

Mid Ohio Psychological Services
624 East Main Street
Lancaster, OH 43130
(740) 678-0042
SAF • SA BU • OP OMB ORT ORT • SF MD PI • WN MN TRMA • ADLDT • FEM MALE

Recovery Centers Inc
201 South Columbus Street
Lancaster, OH 43130
(740) 687-4500
SAF • SA BU • OP OMB ORT ORT • SF MD PI • WN MN TRMA • ADLDT • FEM MALE

**LIMA**

Saint Ritas Medical Center
Mercy Hall OP Services
730 West Market Street
Lima, OH 45801
(419) 226-9029
SAF • SA • OP ODT ORT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • PA • AH • WN MN • YAD ADLDT • FEM MALE

**LISBON**

Columbiana County Mental Health Center
Chemical Dependency Program
40722 State Route 154
Lisbon, OH 44432
(330) 424-9573
Intake: (330) 424-9573
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS PA • AH • SP • CHLD YAD ADLDT • FEM MALE

**LONDON**

Mental Health Alcohol and Drug Services for Madison County
210 North Main Street
London, OH 43140
(740) 852-6256
SAF • SA • OP ORT ORT CT • SF MD PI • SS • AH • CO GL VET CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA • CHLD YAD ADLDT • FEM MALE

**LORAIN**

Lorain County Alcohol and Drug Abuse Services Inc/The Key
1882 East 32nd Street
Lorain, OH 44055
(440) 989-4900
Intake: (440) 989-4900
SAF • SA BU • OP RES RL OMB ODT ORT ORT CT • SF MD PI • PA • SS PA • AH • BC • YAD ADLDT • FEM MALE
**OHIO**

Lorain County Alcohol and Drug Abuse Services Inc
2115 West Park Drive
Lorain, OH 44053
(440) 989-4900

New Beginnings Recovery Services
711 Scholl Road
Mansfield, OH 44907
(419) 526-6102
Intakes: (419) 526-6168 (419) 522-4357
SAF • SA • RES RL CT • SF MD PI ATR • SS PA • AH • MN • YAD ADLT • F FEM

L and P Services Inc
207 Colegate Drive
Suite D
Marietta, OH 45750
(740) 376-0930
MHSAF • SA • OP OMB ORT CT • SF MD MC PI • AH • SP • F CO CJ AD WN • YAD ADLT • F FEM MALE • F28

L and P Services Inc
Marion Street Campus
215 Marion Street
Marion, OH 43302
(740) 382-9393
Intakes: (740) 387-5210x2
MHSAF • SA • OP OD OIT ORT CT • SF MD PI • SS • WN MN • YAD ADLT • F FEM MALE • F28

**MANSFIELD**

Center for Individual and Family Servs
741 Scholl Road
Mansfield, OH 44907
(419) 756-1717
Intakes: (419) 522-4357 (419) 526-6168
MHSAF • SA • DT • OP OD OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC PI • SS • AH • CO CJ AD WN DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • F FEM MALE

New Beginnings Recovery Services
711 Scholl Road
Mansfield, OH 44907
(419) 526-6102
Intakes: (419) 526-6168 (419) 522-4357
SAF • SA • HH • RES RL CT • SF MD • AH • WN • MN • YAD ADLT • F FEM

**MARION**

Foundations Recovery Center
269 Rose Avenue
Marion, OH 43302
(740) 382-9393
Intake: (740) 387 5210
MHSAF • SA • OP OMB ORT CT • SF MD MC PI • AH • SP • F CO CJ AD WN • YAD ADLT • F FEM MALE

Marion Area Counseling Center
Alcohol and Drug Program
320 Executive Drive
Marion, OH 43302
(740) 387-5210
Intake: (740) 387 5210x1252
MHSAF • SA • BU • NXN VTRL • OP OMB ORT CT • SF MD PI • SS • PA • CO CJ TRMA • CHLD YAD ADLT • F FEM

**MASSILLON**

Quest Recovery House/Wilson Hall
Mens Residential Facility
1680 Nave Road
Massillon, OH 44646
(330) 830-8740
Intake: (330) 453-8252
SAF • SA • HH • OP RES RS RL ODT OIT ORT • SF MD MC PI • ATR • VET CJ MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • MALE

**MAUMEE**

Arrowhead Behavioral Health
1725 Timber Line Road
Maumee, OH 43537
(419) 891-9333
MHSAF • SA • DT BU • OP OD OMB ODT OIT HID HIT • SF MC PI • AH • FX • YAD ADLT • F FEM MALE • F4

**MCCONNELSVILLE**

Morgan Behavioral Health Choices
915 South Riverside Drive
McConnelsville, OH 43756
(704) 962-6933
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD PI • SS • AH • CHLD YAD ADLT • F FEM MALE

**MEDINA**

Charak Center for Health and Wellness
Rakesh Ranjan MD and Associates Inc
801 East Washington Street
Suite 150
Medina, OH 44256
(330) 722-1069
Intake: (216) 401-9680
MHSAF • SA • BU • NXN VTRL • OP OD OMB ORT CT • SF MD MC PI • AH • CO • YAD ADLT • F FEM

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City</th>
<th>Provider Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
<th>Intake: Phone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mentor</td>
<td>Beacon Health</td>
<td>5930 Heisley Road Mentor, OH 44060</td>
<td>(440) 205-1008</td>
<td>(440) 205-1008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Charak Center for Health and Wellness Rakesh Ranjan MD and Associates Inc</td>
<td>852 Mentor Avenue Mentor, OH 44060</td>
<td>(440) 535-1700</td>
<td>(440) 535-1700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Crossroads Lake Country Adolescent Counseling Services</td>
<td>8445 Munson Road Mentor, OH 44060</td>
<td>(440) 255-1700</td>
<td>(440) 255-1700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lake Geauga Recovery Centers Inc</td>
<td>9083 Mentor Avenue Mentor, OH 44060</td>
<td>(440) 255-0678</td>
<td>(440) 255-0678</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Middletown</td>
<td>Access Counseling Services LLC</td>
<td>2114 Central Avenue Middletown, OH 45044</td>
<td>(513) 217-1358</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Intake: (513) 649-8008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Middletown Community Behavioral Health</td>
<td>1659 South Breiel Boulevard Middletown, OH 45044</td>
<td>(513) 424-0921</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Intake: (513) 424-0921</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Milford</td>
<td>Ridge</td>
<td>50 West Techne Center Drive</td>
<td>(513) 753-9964</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Intake: (513) 753-9964</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Middletown</td>
<td>1659 South Breiel Boulevard Middletown, OH 45044</td>
<td>(513) 424-0921</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Intake: (513) 424-0921</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mount Gilead</td>
<td>Recovery and Prevention Resources of</td>
<td>950 Meadow Drive</td>
<td>(419) 947-4055</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Delaware and Morrow Counties Inc</td>
<td></td>
<td>Intake: (419) 947-4055</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mount Vernon</td>
<td>Alcohol and Drug Freedom Center of Knox</td>
<td>106 East Gambier Street Mount Vernon, OH 43050</td>
<td>(740) 947-4055</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Intake: (740) 947-4055</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Shepherd Hill
200 Messimer Drive
Newark, OH 43055
(740) 348-4870
Intake: (740) 348-4877
SAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP RES
RS RL OMB ODT OIT HID HIT • SF
MD MC PI • CO WN MN • YAD ADLT
• FEM MALE

Spencer House
Mens Recovery Center
69 Granville Street
Newark, OH 43055
(740) 345-7030
Intakes: (740) 522-8477 (866) 593-6330
SAF • SA HH • RES RL • SF PI MI • PA
• MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

NORWALK
Firelands Counseling
Recovery Services
292 Benedict Avenue
Norwalk, OH 44857
(419) 663-3737
Intake: (800) 242-5393
MHS AF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD
MC PI MI • SS • AH • CO CJ • CHLD
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

PAINESVILLE
Lake Geauga Recovery Centers Inc
Drug Abuse/Lake House
42 East Jackson Street
Painesville, OH 44077
(440) 352-9607
SAF • SA HH • OP RES RL ORT CT • SF
MD PI • SS • CO MN TRMA BC XA
• YAD ADLT • MALE

Lake Geauga Recovery Centers Inc
Drug Abuse/Oak House
796 Oak Street
Painesville, OH 44077
(440) 927-6862
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS
• CO GL VET CJ SE PW WN TRMA XA
DV • YAD ADLT • FEM

Licking County Alcoholism Prev Program
621 Broad Street SW
Suite 2-F
Pataskala, OH 43062
(740) 366-7303
Intake: (740) 927-6862
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS
PA • AH • CJ WN MN • CHLD ADLT
• FEM MALE

Behavioral Connections of Wood County
27072 Carronade Drive
Suites A and B
Perrysburg, OH 43551
(419) 872-2419
Intake: (800) 472-9411 (419) 352-1545
MHS AF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD
MC SI PI MI • SS • AH SP • CO WN MN
TRMA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Bayshore Counseling Services Inc
Ottawa County Outpatient Office
201 West Madison Street
1st Floor
Port Clinton, OH 43452
(419) 734-5535
Intake: (800) 686-0088
MHS AF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI
PI • PA • CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

ORTHOVIP

PORT CLINTON
Counseling Center
Outpatient
411 Court Street
Portsmouth, OH 45662
(740) 354-6685
Intake: (800) 577-6685
SAF • SA BU NXN VTRL HH • OP
ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS • CO WN MN
• ADLT • FEM MALE

RAVENNA
Compass Recovery Center
246 South Chestnut Street
Ravenna, OH 44266
(330) 298-3931
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD • SS
• CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW
WN MN TRMA XA DV • ADLT • FEM

Glenbeigh
2863 State Route 45
Rock Creek, OH 44084
(800) 234-1001
Intake: (440) 563-3400
SAF • SA • OP OIT • SF MD MC PI • AH
• YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Glenbeigh and Glenbeigh Outpatient Ctr
2863 State Route 45
PO. Box 298
Rock Creek, OH 44084
(440) 951-7000
Intakes: (440) 563-3400 (800) 234-1001
SAF • SA BU NXN VTRL HH • OP
ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS • CO WN MN
• YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Organization</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>ROCKY RIVER</strong></td>
<td>Glenbeigh Center of Rocky River</td>
<td>Alcohol Drug Outpatient Treatment</td>
<td>(419) 747-3322</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>20800 Center Ridge Road</td>
<td>Suite 415, Shelby, OH 44416</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(440) 356-7620</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • SA • OP OIT • SF MD MC PI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SAINT CLAIRSVILLE</strong></td>
<td>Crossroads Counseling Services Inc</td>
<td>255 West Main Street</td>
<td>Saint Clairsville, OH 43950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(740) 782-0092</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Intake: (877) 392-3136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD • SS PA • AH • CO DU CJ AD WN MN • ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Northpoint Consulting and Behavioral Health Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>107 Plaza Drive, Saint Clairsville, OH 43950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(740) 782-0092</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Intake: (877) 392-3136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD • AD WN MN • ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SANDUSKY</strong></td>
<td>Bayshore Counseling Services Inc</td>
<td>Eric County Outpatient Office</td>
<td>1218 Cleveland Road</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sandusky, OH 44870</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(419) 626-9156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Intake: (800) 686-0088</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS PA • AH • CO DU GL CJ WN MN DV • ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SHELBY</strong></td>
<td>Cornell Abraxas Group Inc</td>
<td>2775 State Route 39</td>
<td>Shelby, OH 44875</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(419) 747-3322</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • SA • OP RES RL OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • PA • AH • CO CJ AD TRMA XA • CHLD ADLT • MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SIDNEY</strong></td>
<td>Shelby County Counseling Center Inc</td>
<td>1101 North Vandemark Road</td>
<td>Sidney, OH 45365</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(937) 492-6970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Intake: (937) 492-8080</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD • SS PA • AH • CO DU CJ AD WN MN • ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Reasonable Choices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>738 North Limestone Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Springfield, OH 45503</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(937) 323-0951</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • SA • BU VR • OP OMB ODT OIT ORT CT • SF SI PI • SS • CO DU GL • VET MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SPRINGFIELD</strong></td>
<td>McKinley Hall Inc</td>
<td>1101 East High Street</td>
<td>Springfield, OH 45505</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(937) 328-5300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Intake: (937) 328-5300 x0 (937) 328-5300 x121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • SA • DT BU NXN • RES OMB OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS • AH • CO • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>McKinley Hall Inc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mens Residential Program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>255 East Street, Springfield, OH 45505</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(937) 328-5300 x223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Intake: (937) 328-5300 x224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • SA • BU • NXN • RES RS RL CT • SF MD • MC PI • SS PA • AH • MN • YAD ADLT • MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>STEUBENVILLE</strong></td>
<td>Jefferson Behavioral Health System</td>
<td>Addiction and Recovery</td>
<td>525 North 4th Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Steubenville, OH 43952</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(740) 284-7751</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Intake: (740) 284-7751</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MHSAF • SA • BU • OP OMB ODT OIT ORT • SF MD MC PI • SS PA • AH • CO • TRMA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Trinity Health System Behav Med Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>380 Summit Avenue, Steubenville, OH 43952</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(740) 283-7024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Intake: (800) 852-8255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MHSAF • SA • BU • NXN • OP ODT OIT ORT HID • SF MD MC PI • AH • DU AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TIFFIN</strong></td>
<td>Firelands Counseling/Recovery Services</td>
<td>Seneca and Wyandot Counties</td>
<td>30 West McCreight Avenue Suit 204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Springfield, OH 45504</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(937) 390-5338</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Intake: (937) 653-3001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • SA • OP OIT • SF MD MC PI • SS • AH • CO DU CJ • TRMA YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mercy Memorial Hospital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mercy REACH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mercy Crest Medical Building</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>30 West McCreight Avenue Suite 204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Springfield, OH 45504</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(937) 390-5338</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Intake: (937) 653-3001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MHSAF • SA • OP OIT • SF MD MC PI • SS • AH • CO DU CJ • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TOLEDO

A Renewed Mind
1946 North 13th Street
Suite 420
Toledo, OH 43604
(419) 241-8827
MHSAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • CO CJ AD PW WN MN TRMA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Compass Corporation for Recovery Servs (COMPASS)
2005 Ashland Avenue
Toledo, OH 43620
(419) 241-8827
Intakes: (419) 241-8827x207 (419) 241-8827x247
SAF • SA DT BU NXN • OP RES RS RL RD OMB OIT ORT • SF MD PI • SS PA • AH SP • DU CJ WN MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Lutheran Social Services
Northern Region Office
2149 Collingwood Boulevard
Toledo, OH 43620
(419) 243-9178
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • ADLT • FEM MALE

Philo Inc
DBA New Concepts
5301 Nebraska Avenue
Toledo, OH 43615
(419) 531-5544
Intake: (419) 531-5544x41953
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AT • AH • CO CJ AD WN MN TRMA • XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Rescue Inc
3350 Collingwood Boulevard
Toledo, OH 43610
(419) 255-9585
Intake: (419) 255-3125
MHF • DT • HID CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • CO ADM MF CJ AD WN MN TRMA • XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Substance Abuse Services Inc
Outpatient Services
1916 North 12th Street
Toledo, OH 43604
(419) 418-5586
Intake: (419) 241-8827
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA MM BU OTPA • OP OMB ORT • SF MD PI • SS • AH SP • WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

TASC of Northwest Ohio
701 Jefferson Avenue
Suite 101
Toledo, OH 43604
(419) 242-9955
Intake: (419) 242-9955
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • ADLT • FEM MALE

Unison Behavioral Health Group
Dual Recovery Program
544 East Woodruff Avenue
Toledo, OH 43604
(419) 242-9577
Intake: (419) 693-0631
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • CO • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

VANDALIA

Ohio Intervention Center
282 James Bohanan Drive
Suite B
Vandalia, OH 45377
(937) 415-0701
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

WARREN

Neil Kennedy Recovery Clinic
160 Clifton Drive NE
Suite A
Warren, OH 44484
(330) 609-5441
Intakes: (330) 609-5441x2032 (800) 228-8287x2032
SAF • SA BU • OP OMB ODT OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AT • AH • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE
OHIO

WASHINGTON COURT HOUSE
Pickaway Area Recovery Services
DBA Fayette Recovery Center
5 Fayette Center
Washington Court House, OH 43160
(740) 335-8228
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI • DU CJ • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Pike County Recovery Council
Resid and Outpt/Georgie Harris House
196 East Emmitt Avenue
Waverly, OH 43690
(740) 947-2364
Intake: (740) 648-7488
MHSAF • SA • RES RL • MD PI MI • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW/WN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM

Scioto Paint Valley Mental Health Ctr
Pike County Office
102 Dawn Lane
Waverly, OH 43690
(740) 947-7783
MHSAF • SA • RES RL • MD PI MI • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW/WN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

WEST UNION
Counseling Center
Adams County Outpatient
829 East Walnut Street
West Union, OH 45693
(937) 544-5218
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS • AH • CO WN • AD LT • FEM MALE

FRS Counseling
116 Mulberry Street
West Union, OH 45693
(937) 779-3030
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS • AD LT • AD LN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

WILLOUGHBY
Signature Health
38882 Mentor Avenue
Willoughby, OH 44094
(440) 953-9999
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC MI • SS • AH • CO AD WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Woodsfield
Crossroads Counseling Services Inc
Monroe County Health Clinic
37984 Airport Road
Woodsfield, OH 43793
(740) 472-5333
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI MI ATR • SS PA • CJ • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

WAUSEON
Recovery Services of North West Ohio
560 West Linfoot Street
PO Box 523
Wauseon, OH 43567
(419) 337-1973
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC PI • SS PA • AH • AD LT • FEM MALE

WOOSTER
Liberty Center Connections Pathways
245 Beall Avenue
Wooster, OH 44691
(330) 264-8498
SAF • SA • RES RL • SF MD SI PI MI • SS PA • AH • MN BC • YAD ADLT • MALE

WESTERLY
Concord Counseling Services
700 Brookside Boulevard
Westerville, OH 43081
(614) 882-9338x228
Intake: (614) 882-9338x205
MHSAF • SA • RES RL • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC PI MI • SS PA • AH • DU WN MN TRMA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OHIO</th>
<th>YOUNGSTOWN</th>
<th>ZANESVILLE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>STEPS at Liberty Center Inc</td>
<td>Meridion Community Care</td>
<td>Genesis/Good Samaritan Medical Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beacon House</td>
<td>527 North Meridian Road</td>
<td>Genesis Recovery Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>310 West Market Street</td>
<td>Youngstown, OH 44509</td>
<td>2951 Maple Avenue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beuohead</td>
<td>(330) 797-0070</td>
<td>Zanesville, OH 43701</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beacon</td>
<td>Intake: (330) 797-0070x1178</td>
<td>(740) 454-5927</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beacon</td>
<td>SAF • SA DT MM DM BU NXN VTRL • OP OD OMB OIT ORT • SF MD MC PI</td>
<td>SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC PI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beacon</td>
<td>MI ATR • SS • AD • ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td>MI • AH • CO DU CJ AD PW XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Xenia</th>
<th>Neil Kennedy Recovery Clinic</th>
<th>Muskingum Behavioral Health</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Recovery Centers Inc</td>
<td>2151 Rush Boulevard</td>
<td>601 Underwood Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>515 Martin Drive</td>
<td>Youngstown, OH 44507</td>
<td>Suite D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xenia, OH 45385</td>
<td>(330) 744-1181</td>
<td>Zanesville, OH 43701</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(937) 562-2400</td>
<td>Intake: (330) 744-1181x2032</td>
<td>(740) 454-1266</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xenia, OH 45385</td>
<td>SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS • AH • CO CJ AD WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td>SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS • AH • CO CJ AD WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recovery Centers Inc</td>
<td>Neil Kennedy Recovery Clinic</td>
<td>Muskingum Behavioral Health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher House</td>
<td>5211 Mahoning Avenue</td>
<td>601 Underwood Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>476 West Market Street</td>
<td>Suite 370</td>
<td>Suite D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xenia, OH 45385</td>
<td>Youngstown, OH 44515</td>
<td>Zanesville, OH 43701</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(937) 376-8782</td>
<td>(330) 792-4724</td>
<td>(740) 454-1266</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intake: (937) 376-8782</td>
<td>Intake: (330) 792-4724x2032</td>
<td>SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS • AH • CO CJ AD WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCN Behavioral Health Services Inc</td>
<td>TCN Behavioral Health Services Inc</td>
<td>Muskingum Behavioral Health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCN Behavioral Health Services Inc</td>
<td>Turnine Point Counseling Services Inc</td>
<td>601 Underwood Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCN Behavioral Health Services Inc</td>
<td>Christopher House</td>
<td>Suite D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCN Behavioral Health Services Inc</td>
<td>476 West Market Street</td>
<td>Zanesville, OH 43701</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCN Behavioral Health Services Inc</td>
<td>476 West Market Street</td>
<td>(740) 454-1266</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCN Behavioral Health Services Inc</td>
<td>(937) 376-8782</td>
<td>SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS • AH • CO CJ AD WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCN Behavioral Health Services Inc</td>
<td>Intake: (937) 376-8782</td>
<td>SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS • AH • CO CJ AD WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For Code Definitions • See KEY on Page v.
ADA
Chickasaw Nation Alcohol/Drug Program
315 East Arlington Street
Ada, OK 74820
(580) 332-6345x83555
Intakes: (580) 332-6345 x (580) 436-3980 x 83556
SAF + SA + RES RS RL CT + NP + AH
NX + CO W N MN TRMA + YAD A DL T
+ FEM MALE + N6

Mental Health Services of South Oklahoma/Pontotoc County
111 East 12th Street
Ada, OK 74820
(580) 436-2690
MHSAF + SA + OP ORT CT + SF MD
PI MI + PA + CO TRMA XA DV + YAD
ADLT + FEM MALE

Rolling Hills Hospital
1000 Rolling Hills Lane
Ada, OK 74820
(580) 436-3600
MHSAF + SA DT + HID HIT CT + SF
MD MC SI PI MI IHS ATR + AH + CHLD
ADLT + FEM MALE

ALTUS
Southwestern Youth Services Inc
123 West Commerce Street
Alus, OK 73521
(580) 482-2809
MHSAF + SA HH + OP OIT ORT +
SF MD MC SI PI MI + SS + CO CJ AD XA +
ADLT + FEM MALE

ALTUS AFB
97 MDOS/GOW
ADAPT
301 North 1st Street
Building 46
Alus AFB, OK 73523
(580) 481-5376
MHSAF + SA + OP ORT CT + MI + VET
ADM MF + YAD ADLT + FEM MALE

ANADARKO
Southwest Youth and Family Servs Inc
102 East Broadway
Anadarko, OK 73005
(405) 227-5437
Intake: (405) 222-5437
SAF + SA + OP ORT + SF MD SI + SS PA
+ AH + CJ AD WN MN TRMA DV +
ADLT + FEM MALE

Wichita and Affiliated Tribes of OK
CD/MIH Program
PO Box 729
15 miles North on Highway 281
Anadarko, OK 73005
(405) 247-2425 x 150
Intake: (405) 247-8650
SAF + SA + OP OIT ORT + IHS + CO GL
CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV +
CHLD YAD ADLT + FEM MALE

ARDMORE
Arbuckle Life Solutions Inc
9 10th Avenue NW
Ardmore, OK 73401
(580) 226-1656
Intake: (877) 626-1656
SAF + SA + OP ORT + SF PI + SS + AH +
CO DU CJ SE WN MN + CHLD YAD
ADLT + FEM MALE

Ardmore Chickasaw Health Clinic
2510 Chickasaw Boulevard
Ardmore, OK 73401
(580) 226-8181
SA NXX VTRL + OP ORT + MD MC
SI PI MI IHS + PA + AH + CHLD
YAD A DL T + FEM MALE

Broadway House Inc
221 2nd Street NW
Ardmore, OK 73401
(580) 226-3252
SAF + SA HH + RES RL + SF + CO GL
VET ADM MF CJ SE MN TRMA XA DV +
YAD ADLT + MALE

Mental Health Services of Southern Oklahoma
2530 South Commerce Street
Building B
Ardmore, OK 73401
(580) 223-5636 x 141
Intake: (580) 223-5636
MHF + SA + OP ORT + SF MD MC SI PI
+ SS PA + AH SP + TRMA + ADLT + FEM
MALE

BARTLESVILLE
Oklahoma Treatment Services LLC
Bartlesville Rightway Medical
610 West Hensley Boulevard
Bartlesville, OK 74003
(918) 337-6007
Methadone Clients Only
SAF + SA MM OTPA + OP OMB ORT
+ SF + WN MN + YAD ADLT + FEM
MALE

Youth and Family Services of Washington County Inc
2200 SE Washington Boulevard
Bartlesville, OK 74006
(918) 335-1111
Intake: (918) 335-1111 x 0
MHF + SA + OP OIT ORT + SF MD + SS
+ AH + DU AD + ADLT + FEM MALE

BENNINGTON
Meremarks Inc
DBA Clarity at Seven Ponds
1760 Blevins Road
Bennington, OK 74723
(580) 847-2500
Intake: (855) 329-8732 (707) 688-6218
SAF + SA + RES RL + SF + WN MN +
CHLD YAD ADLT + FEM MALE

BROKEN ARROW
Breakthrough Counseling
2035 West Houston Street
Suite A
Broken Arrow, OK 74012
(918) 286-3278
MHSAF + SA + OP ORT CT + SF PI MI
+ DU WN MN + ADLT + FEM MALE
Recovery Plus Family Counseling Center  
817 South Elm Place  
Suite B  
Broken Arrow, OK 74012  
(918) 258-6900  
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF PI MI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

OKLAHOMA

**Recovery Plus Family Counseling Center**  
817 South Elm Place  
Suite B  
Broken Arrow, OK 74012  
(918) 258-6900  
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF PI MI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**Canadian**

Narconon of Oklahoma Inc  
Narconon Arrowhead  
69 Arrowhead Loop  
Canadian, OK 74425  
(918) 339-5800  
Intake: (800) 468-6933  
SAF • SA DT • RES RL RD • SF PI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**Chandler**

Gateway to Prevention and Recovery  
710 Manvel Street  
Chandler, OK 74834  
(405) 240-5333  
Intake: (405) 273-1170  
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD PI • SS • DU CJ AD TRMA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

**Chickasha**

Southwest Youth and Family Servs Inc  
198 East Almar Drive  
Chickasha, OK 73018  
(405) 222-5437  
Intake: (405) 273-1170  
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI • SS PA • AH • CJ AD • DU WN MN • TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**Choctaw**

Tri City Youth and Family Center Inc  
14625 NE 23rd Street  
Choctaw, OK 73020  
(405) 390-8131  
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI • DU CJ AD • ADLT • FEM MALE

**Claremore**

Human Skills and Resources Inc  
408 East Will Rogers Boulevard  
Claremore, OK 74017  
(918) 283-1423  
SAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP OD OIT ORT • SF MD PI ATR • DU CJ AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Rogers County Drug Abuse Program Inc  
1010 East Will Rogers Boulevard  
Claremore, OK 74017  
(918) 342-3334  
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD MC • SS PA • AH • DU VET CJ AD • DU WN MN • TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**Clinton**

George Hawkins Memorial Treatment Ctr  
Cheyenne Arapaho Substance Abuse  
10320 North Airport Road  
Clinton, OK 73601  
(580) 331-2370  
Intake: (800) 259-2150  
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • IHS • PA • CO GL VET CJ SE • WN • DU VN • TRMA • YAD • ADLT • FEM MALE

**Cushing**

Cushing Valley Hope  
100 South Jones Avenue  
Cushing, OK 74023  
(918) 225-3736  
Intake: (800) 544-5101  
SAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • RES RS RD • SF PI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**Duncan**

Serenity Recovery Solutions Inc  
9 North 11th Street  
Duncan, OK 73533  
(580) 475-0148  
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD • DU WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

**Durant**

Mental Health Services of Southern Oklahoma/Bryan County  
1001 West Main Street  
Durant, OK 74701  
(580) 924-7330  
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD MC • PI MI • SS PA • AH • TRMA • XA DV • ADLT • FEM MALE

**Edmond**

Edmond Family Counseling Inc  
Outpatient Drug/Alcohol Services  
1251 North Broadway  
Suite C  
Edmond, OK 73034  
(405) 341-3554  
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF • SS • DU CJ • ADLT • FEM MALE

**El Reno**

Gary E Miller Canadian County Childrens Justice Center  
7905 East Highway 66  
El Reno, OK 73036  
(405) 264-0202  
Intake: (405) 264-5567  
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF • SS • DU CJ • ADLT • FEM MALE

**Elk City**

Diversified Family Services  
1021 East Highway 66  
Elk City, OK 73648  
(580) 225-4357  
MHSAF • SA • OP OD OIT ORT • SF MD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**Enid**

Associated Therapeutic Services PC  
1625 West Owen Garriott Street  
Suite F  
Enid, OK 73703  
(580) 242-4673  
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • CO GL VET MF CJ SE MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions • See KEY on Page v.
Vans House
701 West Main Street
Enid, OK 73701
(580) 233-6070
Intake: (580) 747-1161
SAF • SA HH • OP OIT ORT • SF • SS • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

YWCA Enid
Reflections Halfway House
225 South Quincy Street
Enid, OK 73701
(580) 234-7581
Intake: (580) 237-0470
SAF • SA HH • RES RL CT • MD • PA • AD W/N BC • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM

Youth and Family Services of North Central Oklahoma Inc
605 West Oxford Street
Enid, OK 73701
(580) 233-7220
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS • CO DU VET CJ AD TRMA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

EUFALUA
Creek Nation Behavioral Health and Substance Abuse Services
104 Alexander Drive
Eufaula, OK 74432
(918) 618-2168
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • MD MC SI PI MI • PA • CO GL VET MF SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • ADLT • FEM MALE

KI BOIS Community Action Foundation
DBA The Oaks RSC
107 East McKinley Street
Eufaula, OK 74432
(918) 689-3265
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD • SS • AH • AD WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

FREDERICK
Professional Counseling Solutions
1500 North Main Street
Frederick, OK 73542
(580) 355-3320
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • ADLT • FEM MALE

GROVE
House of Hope Inc
32300 South 625 Road
Grove, OK 74344
(918) 786-2930
Intake: (918) 786-4901
SAF • SA • OP RES RS RL ORT • SF MD PI • MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

Seneca Cayuga Nation
23701 South 655 Road Highway 10
Grove, OK 74344
(918) 787-6800
Intake: (918) 787-6800x450
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • IHS • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

GUTHRIE
Eagle Ridge Family Treatment Center
1916 East Perkins Street
Guthrie, OK 73044
(405) 282-8232
Intake: (405) 282-5283
SAF • SA • RES RL • NP • PA • AH • CO GL VET CJ PW WN TRMA BC XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM

Four Winds Ranch Recovery Center for Adolescent Females LLC
501 North Santa Fe Street
Guthrie, OK 73044
(405) 260-0212
Intake: (405) 848-9393
MHSAF • SA DT • RES RS RL RD • SF PI • CO AD TRMA XA DV • CHLD • FEM

Logan Community Services Inc
4710 South Division Street
Guthrie, OK 73044
(405) 282-5524
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD ATR • SSPA • AH • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

HENRYETTA
Tiger Mountain Recovery Inc
316 West Main Street
Tiger Mountain Road
Henryetta, OK 74437
(918) 650-9292
SAF • SA HH • OP RES RS RL ODT OIT ORT • SF PI • CO WN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM

HOLDENVILLE
Oklahoma Families First Inc
118 Main Street
Holdenville, OK 74848
(405) 379-5256
Intake: (405) 382-5438
MHSAF • SS • OP ORT CT • SF MD PI • WN MN • ADLT • FEM MALE

HUGO
Kiamichi Council on Alcoholism and Other Drug Abuse Inc
308 East Jefferson Street
Hugo, OK 74743
(580) 326-7862
Intake: (800) 590-3301
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD SI PI • SS PA • AH • CO DU GL VET MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

IDABEL
Kiamichi Council on Alcoholism and Other Drug Abuse Inc
104 NE Avenue A
Idabel, OK 74745
(580) 286-3301
Intake: (580) 286-3302
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI • SS PA • AH • CO DU GL VET MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

KONAWA
Central Oklahoma Family Medical Center
527 West 3rd Street
Konawa, OK 74849
(580) 925-3286
GHF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • CO • ADLT • FEM MALE
LAWTON
Comanche Nation Prevention and Recovery Center
927 SW D Avenue
Lawton, OK 73501
(580) 357-3449
(580) 248-4782
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • NP • PA • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Life Management Counseling Clinic Consulting Inc
601 SW C Avenue
Suite 105
Lawton, OK 73501
(580) 351-1188
MHSAF • SA • OP OD OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI MI • CO DU AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

New Pathways Halfway House
1401 NE Lawrie Tatum Road
Lawton, OK 73501
(580) 357-3449
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS PA • CJ • ADLT • FEM MALE

Roadback Inc
Outpatient
102 SW 12th Street
Lawton, OK 73501
(580) 357-8114
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS PA • AH SP FX • CO DU GL VET CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F28

Lawton
Southern Oklahoma Treatment Services
1307 SW Washington Avenue
Lawton, OK 73501
(580) 513-0178
Intake: (580) 355-7500
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA MM DM OTPA • OP OMB • SF MD • AH • PW WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

MANGUM
New Hope CDU LLC
Two Wichersham Drive
Mangum, OK 73554
(580) 782-3337
SAF • SA • OP RES RL ORT CT • SF SI PI MI • SP • CO CJ • YAD ADLT • MALE

MAUD
Clay Crossing Foundation Inc
32018 Highway 59
Maud, OK 74854
(405) 374-1225
Intake: (866) 405-3774
SAF • SA BU HH • RES RL CT • SF • CO CJ • YAD ADLT • MALE

MCALESTER
KI BOIS Community Action Foundation DBA The Oaks RSC
628 East Creek Avenue
McAlester, OK 74501
(918) 421-3500
SAF • SA DT HH • OP RES RL RD ORT CT • SF MD • SS • CO • DU WN MN BC • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Professional Counseling and Consulting Services PC
400 East Wyandotte Avenue
McAlester, OK 74501
(918) 420-5290
MHF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • ADLT • FEM MALE

Northeastern Oklahoma Council on Alcoholism Inc
130 West Steve Owens Boulevard
Miami, OK 74354
(918) 675-4100
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS PA • CJ • SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

MCAULFORD

McCloud
Kickapoo Tribe of Oklahoma
105365 South Highway 102
McLoud, OK 74851
(405) 964-2618x275
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • IHS • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

MIAMI
Inter Tribal Substance Abuse Prevention and Treatment Center
21 North Eight Tribes Trail
Miami, OK 74355
(918) 542-5543
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Southeastern Oklahoma Social Services Inc
512 East Chickasaw Street
McAlester, OK 74502
(918) 302-0389
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Professional Counseling and Consulting Services PC
58150 East 66 Road
Miami, OK 74354
(918) 542-1876
Intake: (918) 542-1926
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
Quapaw Tribal Substance Abuse Services  
58150 East 66 Road  
Miami, OK 74354  
(918) 542-4232  
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF IHS ATR • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

MOORELAND  
White Horse Ranch LLC  
1601 Wilkie Road  
Mooreland, OK 73852  
(580) 994-5649  
Intake: (580) 994-2737  
MHSAF • SA • OP RES RL ODT OIT ORT CT • SF SI PI • SS PA • AH • AD TRMA XA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

MUSKOGEE  
Cherokee Nation Three Rivers Hlth Ctr  
1001 South 41st Street East  
Muskogee, OK 74403  
(918) 781-6500  
Intake: (918) 781-6501  
GPF • SA • OP OIT ORT • MD MC SI PI MI • PA • ADLT • FEM MALE

Green Country Behavioral Health Servs  
619 North Main Street  
Muskogee, OK 74401  
(918) 682-8407  
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD SI PI MI • PA • CO AD • ADLT • FEM MALE

Jack C Montgomery VAMC  
1011 Honor Heights Drive  
Muskogee, OK 74401  
(918) 577-3000  
GPF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP OD OMB OIT ORT HID HIT CT • VAMC SF PI MI • CO VET XA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Monarch Inc  
2310 West Broadway Street  
Muskogee, OK 74401  
(918) 682-7210  
SAF • SA HH • RES RL CT • SSPA • AH • PW WN TRMA BC • YAD ADLT • FEM

Muskogee County  
Council of Youth Services  
4009 Eufaula Avenue  
Muskogee, OK 74403  
(918) 682-2841x254  
Intake: (918) 682-2841x268  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD • SS PA • AH • CO DU VET CJ AD WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

NORMAN  
Childrens Recovery Center of Oklahoma  
320 12th Avenue NE  
Norman, OK 73071  
(405) 573-3819  
Intake: (405) 573-3842  
MHSAF • SA • RES RS RL • SF MD SI PI MI • AH • CO GL AD TRMA XA DV • CHLD • FEM MALE

Communityworks LLC  
805 East Robinson Street  
Norman, OK 73071  
(405) 447-4499  
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC PI MI • PA • AH • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Norman Addiction Information and Counseling (NAIC)  
215 West Linn Street  
P.O. Box 730  
Norman, OK 73070  
(405) 321-0022  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MC SI PI MI • SS • CO DU CJ AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

A Chance to Change Foundation  
5228 Classen Circle  
Oklahoma City, OK 73118  
(405) 840-9000  
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC PI • SS • AH • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Aurora Counseling Services Inc  
6803 South Western Avenue  
Suite 401  
Oklahoma City, OK 73139  
(405) 634-4434  
Intake: (405) 838-3657  
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD SI • SP • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Avalon Correctional Services  
Carver Transitional Center  
400 South May Street  
Oklahoma City, OK 73108  
(405) 232-8235  
SAF • SA HH • OP RES RS RL ODT OIT ORT • SF • AH • CO VET CJ MMN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Care for Change Inc  
3621 Kelley Avenue  
Suite 100  
Oklahoma City, OK 73111  
(405) 524-5525  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI • SS PA • VET CJ AD TRMA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Community House  
1501 NE 11th Street  
Oklahoma City, OK 73117  
(405) 230-1138x1300  
Intakes: (405) 230-1128x1303 (405) 230-1132x1307  
SAF • SA DT BU NXN • RES RS RL RD • SF PI • SS PA • CO GL VET CJ WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Concepts in Counseling LLC  
3838 NW 36th Street  
Suite 200  
Oklahoma City, OK 73112  
(405) 702-9032  
MHSF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD PI • AH • ADLT • FEM MALE

Alcohol Training and Education Inc  
3160 North Portland Avenue  
Oklahoma City, OK 73112  
(405) 943-7483  
Intake: (800) 522-9050  
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
Cope Inc  
2701 North Oklahoma Avenue  
Oklahoma City, OK 73105  
(405) 528-8686  
Intake: (405) 524-2673  
SAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF MD  
SI • FX • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ  
SE PW MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD  
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • FI1 F17 F92

Cornerstone Counseling and Consulting Inc  
4232 North Santa Fe Avenue  
Oklahoma City, OK 73118  
(405) 231-3150  
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF PI • SS  
CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD WN  
MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT  
• FEM MALE

Drug Recovery Inc  
DBA Catalytic Behavioral Services  
3033 North Walnut Avenue  
West Building  
Oklahoma City, OK 73105  
(405) 232-9804  
Intakes: (405) 235-9709 (405) 230-1154 (405) 230-1138  
SAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP OD  
OMB OIT ORT CT • SF SI PI • SS • CO  
DU CJ TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM  
MALE

Enrichment Center  
Reach for the Light Inc  
1418 Linwood Boulevard  
Oklahoma City, OK 73106  
(405) 601-0295  
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI  
MI • SS • CO GL VET MF CJ WN MN  
TRMA XA DV • ADLT • FEM MALE

Family Development Intervention Servs  
7301 North Broadway Extension  
Suite 101  
Oklahoma City, OK 73116  
(405) 767-1126  
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD •  
ADLT • FEM MALE

Integrals Mental Health  
Decisions Day Treatment Program  
5100 North Brookline Avenue  
Suite 950  
Oklahoma City, OK 73112  
(405) 717-9840  
MHSAF • SA • OP ODT OIT • SF PI MI  
• CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

MMLD Inc  
DBA New Beginnings Counseling Services  
529 North May Avenue  
Suite 302 Box 37  
Oklahoma City, OK 73105  
(405) 842-0500  
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI  
MI ATR • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Maximus Counseling Inc  
5714 South Western Avenue  
Oklahoma City, OK 73109  
(405) 601-1154  
Intake: (405) 822-1754  
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF  
MD • SS PA • SP • CO CJ SE AD MN  
TRMA • ADLT • FEM MALE

Mid Del Youth and Family Center Inc  
316 South Midwest Boulevard  
Oklahoma City, OK 73110  
(405) 733-5437  
MHF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD • CJ AD •  
ADLT • FEM MALE

Mission Treatment Centers Inc  
1737 Linwood Boulevard  
Oklahoma City, OK 73106  
(405) 239-6815  
Methadone Clients Only  
SAF • SA DT MM DM OTPA • OP OD  
OMB ORT • SF MD SIMI • CO GL VET  
CJ SE PW WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM  
MALE

New Alternatives Center LLC  
510 North Hudson Street  
Oklahoma City, OK 73102  
(405) 601-6669  
SA DT • OP ODT OIT ORT CT • SF • CO  
CJ MN DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

New Day Recovery  
Youth and Family Services Inc  
7250 NW Expressway  
Suite 200  
Oklahoma City, OK 73132  
(405) 525-0452  
Intake: (405) 623-1117  
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI  
CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW  
WN MN TRMA XA DV • CH LD YAD  
ADLT • FEM MALE

North Care  
Adult Services  
1140 North Hudson Street  
Oklahoma City, OK 73103  
(405) 858-1700  
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD  
MC PI • SS PA • AH SP • CO GL VET  
ADM MF CJ SE MN TRMA XA DV •  
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Oklahoma Mental Health Council Inc  
DBA Red Rock Behav Hlth Servs/PACT  
4420 North Lincoln Boulevard  
Oklahoma City, OK 73105  
(405) 424-7711  
Intake: (405) 425-0341  
MHF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD MC SI  
PI MI • PA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Open Options Inc  
1132 North Pennsylvania Avenue  
Oklahoma City, OK 73107  
(405) 557-1655  
Intake: (405) 522-0014  
MHF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD MC PI  
SS PA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Pathways Professional Counseling Inc  
1017 NW 6th Street  
Suite 180  
Oklahoma City, OK 73105  
(405) 605-8282  
MHF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI  
PI MI • SP • CO DU CJ WN MN • CHLD  
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
OKLAHOMA

SEMINOLE
Oklahoma Families First Inc
Seminole
300 East Seminole Street
Seminole, OK 74868
(405) 382-5438
Intake: (405) 360-2133
MHS AF • SA • OP O R T CT • SF MD PI • CO AD WN MN TRMA • ADLT • FEM MALE

Seminole Nation of Oklahoma ASAP
630 North Main Street
Seminole, OK 74868
(405) 382-2743
SAF • SA • OP O R T • IHS • PA • AD WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

SHAWNEE
Absentee Shawnee Behavioral Health
2029 South Gordon Cooper Drive
Shawnee, OK 74801
(405) 878-4716
GHF • SA • OP O R T • MD MC SI PI • SE AD WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Citizen Potawatomi Nation Hlth Clinic
Behavioral Health Department
2307 South Gordon Cooper Drive
Shawnee, OK 74801
(405) 214-5101
MHS AF • SA NXN • OP O R T • MD MC SI PI • IHS • PA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Gateway to Prevention and Recovery
801 South Main Street
Suite 5
Stillwater, OK 74074
(405) 372-1170
Intake: (405) 372-1170
SAF • SA • OP O R T CT • SF MD PI • SS • DU CJ AD TRMA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Payne County Drug Court
608 West Highpoint Drive
Stillwater, OK 74075
(405) 743-1968
SAF • SA • OP O R T CT • SF MD • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Payne County Youth Services Inc
2224 West 12th Street
Stillwater, OK 74074
(405) 377-3380
Intake: (800) 377-3380
MHS AF • SA • OP O R T • MD • PA • AH • CO GL MF CJ AD TRMA • XA DV • CHLD • FEM MALE

STILLWELL
Wilma P Mankiller Health Center
Highway 51 East Route 6
P.O. Box 840
Stilwell, OK 74960
(918) 696-8800
Intake: (918) 696-8830
MHF • SA • OP O R T • NP • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

STROUD
Sac and Fox Nation
Black Hawk Health Center
35610 East 930 Road
Stroud, OK 74079
(918) 968-9531x3018
Intake: (918) 968-9531x3019
MHS AF • SA • OP O R T CT • IHS • PA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

TAHLEQUAH
People Inc of Sequoyah County
1606 East Downing Street
Building 2
Tahlequah, OK 74464
(918) 775-7787
Intake: (918) 453-1217
MHS AF • SA • OP O R T CT • SF MD • ATR • SS • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Redeﬁ ne U LLC
2511 South Muskogee Avenue
Tahlequah, OK 74464
(918) 708-5220
Intake: (918) 431-0634
MHS AF • SA • OP O R T • SF MD • IAT R • SS • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

TALIHINA
Choctaw Nation
Chi Hullo Li
Highway 63-A
13597 SE 202 Road
Talihina, OK 74571
(918) 567-2905
Intake: (918) 449-2905
SAF • SA • RES RL • IHS • PA • AH • PW WN TRMA BC DV • YAD ADLT • FEM

Choctaw Nation
Recovery Center
13224 SE 202 Road
Route 2 P.O. Box 1600
Talihina, OK 74571
(918) 567-2389
SAF • SA • RES RS • NP • YAD ADLT • MALE
OKLAHOMA

TISHOMINGO
Tishomingo Chickasaw Health Center
817 East 6th Street
Tishomingo, OK 74601
(580) 371-2361
Intake: (580) 371-2361x88203
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • MD MC SI PI MI • AH • CO GL VET ADM SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

TULSA
12 and 12 Inc
6333 East Skelly Drive
Tulsa, OK 74135
(918) 664-4224
Intake: (918) 664-4224
MHSAF • SA • OP RES RS RL ODT OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • PA • AH • CO CJ MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

Action Steps Counseling Inc
5525 East 51st Street
Suite 210
Tulsa, OK 74135
(918) 764-9098
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD • SS • CO DU GL CJ MN TRMA XA • ADLT • MALE

Brookhaven Hospital
201 South Garnett Road
Tulsa, OK 74128
(918) 438-4257
Intake: (800) 927-3974
MHSAF • SADT • OP RES RS RD ODT ORT HID HIT • SF MD MC PI MI • AH • WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Calm Center
Ages 10 thru 17 in Crisis
6126 East 32nd Place
Tulsa, OK 74128
(918) 438-4257
MHSAF • SA DT • RES RS RD • MD PI • PA • SP • CO AD TRMA • CHLD • FEM MALE

Center for Therapeutic Interventions
4845 South Sheridan Road
Suite 510
Tulsa, OK 74145
(918) 384-0002
Intake: (918) 384-0002x200
MHSAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP OD OMB OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS PA • AH • CO CJ AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Counseling and Recovery Services of Oklahoma
7010 South Yale Avenue
Suite 215
Tulsa, OK 74136
(918) 492-2554
MHSAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP OMB ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • SS PA • AH SP • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Family and Childrens Servs of OK
Substance Abuse/Addiction Servs
3604 North Martin Luther King Drive
Tulsa, OK 74106
(918) 425-4200x16
Intake: (918) 587-9471
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD PI • CO DU CJ WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

How Foundation Recovery Center
5649 South Garnett Road
Tulsa, OK 74146
(918) 252-5739
SAF • SA DT HH • RES RL RD • NP • PA • YAD ADLT • MALE

Human Skills and Resources Inc
2140 South Harvard Avenue
Tulsa, OK 74114
(918) 747-6377
SAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP OD OIT ORT • SF MD PI • SP • DU VET CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Indian Healthcare Resource Center of Tulsa Inc
550 South Peoria Avenue
Tulsa, OK 74120
(918) 588-1900
Intakes: (918) 382-2209 (918) 382-1241
SA • OP ORT • MD MC PI • PA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Keetoowah Cherokee Treatment Services
2727 East Admiral Place
Tulsa, OK 74110
(918) 835-3017
Intakes: (918) 835-3017 (877) 835-3017
MHFA Clients Only
SAF • SA MM OTPA • OP OMB OIT ORT • SF MD SI • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Mission Treatment Centers Inc
Substance Abuse Treatment
5550 South Garnett Road
Suite 200
Tulsa, OK 74146
(918) 665-2501
MHFA Clients Only
SAF • SA MM OTPA • OP OMB ORT • SF MD • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Palmer Continuum of Care
5319 South Lewis Avenue
Suite 219
Tulsa, OK 74105
(918) 832-7763
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • MD • PA • SP • CO AD TRMA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

TONKAWA
Alpha II Inc
1608 North Main Street
Tonkawa, OK 74653
(580) 628-2539
MHSAF • SA • OP RES RS RL ODT OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • PA • AH • CO CJ MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

Tonkawa Tribe Substance Abuse Program
1 Rush Buffalo Road
Tonkawa, OK 74653
(580) 628-7028
Intake: (580) 628-7029
SAF • SA • OP OIT • NP • PA • CO AD WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

How Foundation Recovery Center
5649 South Garnett Road
Tulsa, OK 74146
(918) 252-5739
SAF • SA DT HH • RES RL RD • NP • PA • YAD ADLT • MALE

Human Skills and Resources Inc
2140 South Harvard Avenue
Tulsa, OK 74114
(918) 747-6377
SAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP OD OIT ORT • SF MD PI • SP • DU VET CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Indian Healthcare Resource Center of Tulsa Inc
550 South Peoria Avenue
Tulsa, OK 74120
(918) 588-1900
Intakes: (918) 382-2209 (918) 382-1241
SA • OP ORT • MD MC PI • PA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Keetoowah Cherokee Treatment Services
2727 East Admiral Place
Tulsa, OK 74110
(918) 835-3017
Intakes: (918) 835-3017 (877) 341-3017
MHFA Clients Only
SAF • SA MM OTPA • OP OMB OIT ORT • SF MD SI • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Mission Treatment Centers Inc
Substance Abuse Treatment
5550 South Garnett Road
Suite 200
Tulsa, OK 74146
(918) 665-2501
MHFA Clients Only
SAF • SA MM OTPA • OP OMB ORT • SF MD • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Palmer Continuum of Care
5319 South Lewis Avenue
Suite 219
Tulsa, OK 74105
(918) 832-7763
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • MD • PA • SP • CO AD TRMA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

KEY
OKLAHOMA
Parkside Psychiatric Hospital and Clinic
1620 East 12th Street
Tulsa, OK 74120
(918) 582-2131
Intake: (918) 588-8888
MHSAF • SA DT • OP OIT ORT HDR • SF MD MC PI MI ATR • CO • ADLT • FEM MALE

Positive Behavioral Strategies Inc
1719 South Boston Avenue
Tulsa, OK 74119
(918) 585-9888
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • SE WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Resonance
1608 South Elwood Avenue
Tulsa, OK 74119
(918) 587-3888
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD • WN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Substance Abuse Services Inc
Oklahoma Safety Center
7950 East 41st Street
Tulsa, OK 74145
(918) 828-9000
Intake: (918) 610-3377
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • DU CJ DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Tulsa Rightway Medical
3445 South Sheridan Road East
Tulsa, OK 74145
(918) 610-3366
Intake: (918) 610-3377
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA MM OTPA • OP OMB ORT • SF • CO GL VET MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Tulsa Women and Childrens Center
Palmer Continuum of Care
2442 East Mohawk Boulevard
Tulsa, OK 74110
(918) 430-0975
SAF • SA BU • OP RES RL ORT • NP • PA • AD PW WN TRMA BC XA • YAD ADLT • FEM

YouthCare of Oklahoma/Tulsa
6301 East 41st Street
Tulsa, OK 74135
(918) 926-6552
Intake: (918) 289-0550
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI • SS PA • AH SP • AD • ADLT • FEM MALE

Valiant House LLC
300 North Dalton Street
P.O. Box 673
Valiant, OK 74764
(580) 933-7031
Intake: (580) 933-7032
SAF • SA • OP RES RL ORT • SF MD SI PI ATR • SS PA • AH • CO GL PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Vinita
ROCMND Area Youth Services Inc
1520 North Industrial Road
Vinica, OK 74301
(918) 256-7518
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD • PA • CO CJ AD TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Waynoka
Northwest Treatment Center
1095 Nickerson Street
Waynoka, OK 73860
(580) 824-0674
Intake: (888) 305-0928
SAF • SA • RES RL CT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS PA • AH • PW WN BC • YAD ADLT • FEM

Woodward
Lighthouse Substance Abuse Services of Northwest Center Behavioral Health
5050 Williams Avenue
Woodward, OK 73801
(580) 256-9700
SAF • SA • RES RS • SF PI MI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
ALBANY

Emergence
1856 Grand Prairie Road SE
Albany, OR 97322
(541) 967-6997
Intake: (541) 342-5294
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS • AH • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Linn County
Alcohol and Drug Treatment Program
104 SW 4th Avenue
Albany, OR 97321
(541) 967-3819
Intake: (800) 342-5294
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • SS • AH • WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

ASHLAND

KOPIA Counseling Services Inc
611 Siskyou Boulevard
Suite 8
Ashland, OR 97520
(541) 482-1718
Intake: (541) 482-1718x5418
MHSAF • SA DT BU • OP OMB ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

ASTORIA

Astoria Pointe
263 West Exchange
Astoria, OR 97103
(877) 435-7790
Intake: (503) 325-3000
SAF • SA DT BU • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • CO DU VET ADM WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Rosebriar at Astoria Pointe
636 14th Street
Astoria, OR 97103
(877) 435-7790
Intake: (503) 325-3000
SAF • SA BU NXN VTRL HH • OP RES RS RL ODT OIT ORT • SF PI • MI • CO VN TRMA XA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

BEAVERTON

Allied Health Services Beaverton
4650 SW Griffith Drive
Beaverton, OR 97005
(503) 684-8159
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA DT BU • RES RL RD CT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS • AH • CO CJ PW WN MN TRMA XA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

ChangePoint Inc
1700 NorthWest 167th Place
Suite 240
Beaverton, OR 97006
(503) 350-2758
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS • AH • SP • FX • CJ • WN MN • DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE • F70

BAKER CITY

Baker House
3610 Midway Drive
Baker City, OR 97814
(541) 523-6581
Intake: (541) 406-4999
SAF • SA DT BU • RES RS RL RD CT • SF MD SI PI MI • AH • CO VN MN DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Elkhorn Adolescent Treatment Center
3700 Midway Drive
Baker City, OR 97814
(541) 523-8320x115
Intake: (541) 523-7400
SAF • SA • RES RS RL CT • SF MD SI PI MI • CO AD TRMA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

NEW DIRECTIONS NORTHWEST INC

Recovery Village
3680 Midway Drive
Baker City, OR 97814
(541) 523-4094x102
Intakes: (541) 406-4999 (541) 523-7400
MHSAF • SA DT BU • RES RL RD CT • SF MD SI PI MI • CO VN TRMA BC XA • DV • YAD ADLT • FEM

OREGON

Hazelwood Foundation

1500 NW Bethany Boulevard
Suite 240
Beaverton, OR 97006
(503) 644-7300
MHSAF • SA DT BU • BUXN VTRL OTPA • OP OD OMB ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS • AH • CO CJ PW WN MN • DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE • F70

LifeWorks NW

Millikan Site
14255 Brigadoon Court
Beaverton, OR 97005
(503) 645-3581
Intake: (503) 645-9010
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
Sequoia Mental Health
4585 SW 185th Avenue
Beaverton, OR 97007
(503) 591-9280
Intake: (503) 619-1560
MHF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD • CO
DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Western Psychological and Counseling Services PC
9700 SW Beaverton Hillsdale Highway
Annex B
Beaverton, OR 97005
(503) 626-9494
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD • SI • PI
• DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

**BEND**

BestCare Treatment Services
461 NE Greenwood Avenue
Suite A
Bend, OR 97701
(541) 617-7365
Intake: (541) 504-2218
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD • PI
MI • SS • AH • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Deschutes County Health Services
Annex
1128 NW Harriman Street
Bend, OR 97701
(541) 330-4637
Intake: (541) 322-7500
GHF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD • PI
MI • SS • AH • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Rimrock Trails ATS
Bend Outpatient
63360 Britta Street
Building 1
Bend, OR 97701
(541) 388-8459
Intake: (541) 447-3631
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD • PI
MI • SS • AH • DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Serenity Lane
601 NW Harmon Boulevard
Bend, OR 97701
(541) 383-0844
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • DU
WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Turning Points Recovery Services
131 NW Hawthorne Avenue
Suite 207
Bend, OR 97701
(541) 306-4446
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF SI • PI
• DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

BOARDMAN

Community Counseling Solutions
North Office
104 South West Kinkade Road
Boardman, OR 97818
(541) 481-2911
Intake: (541) 676-9161
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD • PI
MI • SS • AH • DU • CO • VET • CJ
AD WN MN TRMA • DV • CHLD YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

BROOKINGS

Curry Community Health
517 Railroad Street
Brookings, OR 97415
(541) 469-3021
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD • PI
MI • SS • AH • DU • VET • CJ
AD WN MN TRMA • DV • CHLD YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

CHRISTMAS VALLEY

Lake County Mental Health
87127 Christmas Valley Highway
Christmas Valley, OR 97641
(541) 947-3021
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD • PI
MI • SS • AH • DU • VET • CJ
AD WN MN TRMA • DV • CHLD YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

CONDON

Community Counseling Solutions
422 North Main Street
Condon, OR 97823
(541) 384-2666
Intake: (541) 676-9161
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD • PI
MI • SS • AH • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

CORVALLIS

ACME Counseling
129 NW 4th Street
Suite 100
Corvallis, OR 97330
(541) 286-4010
MHSAF • SA • DT • OP OD • ODT • OIT
ORT • SF MD • PI • DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

ASSETS Program
Community Outreach Inc
865 NW Reiman Avenue
Corvallis, OR 97330
(541) 758-3000
SAF • SA • HH • OP OIT ORT • SF SI • SS
CO DU • VET • WN • MN • TRMA • XA • DV
• YAD • ADLT • FEM MALE

Benton County A and D Program
530 NW 27th Street
Corvallis, OR 97339
(541) 766-6835
Intake: (541) 766-6360
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD • PI
• SS • YAD • ADLT • FEM MALE

Emergence
425 SW Madison Avenue
Suite 0
Corvallis, OR 97333
(541) 758-8022
Intake: (541) 967-6597
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD • PI
MI • SS • AH • DU • CHLD • YAD • ADLT
• FEM MALE

Milestones Family Recovery Program
Womens Residential
306 SW 8th Street
Corvallis, OR 97335
(541) 753-2230
SAF • SA • DT • HH • OP • RES • RS • RL • RD
OD • ODT • OIT • ORT • SF MD • PI • SS
PA • XA • SP • CO • GL • VET • ADM • MF
CJ • SE • AD • PW • WN • TRMA • BC • XA • DV
• CHLD • ADLT • FEM
Milestones Outpatient Program  
518 SW 3rd Street  
Corvallis, OR 97333  
(541) 757-7534  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF SI PI • SP • CO DU CJ WN MN TR MA XA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Yes House  
404 NW 23rd Street  
Corvallis, OR 97330  
(541) 753-7801  
SAF • SA DT • OP RES RS RL RD ODT OIT ORT CT • SF MD PI • SS PA • SP • CO GL MF AD PW TR MA XA DV • CHLD • YAD YAD ADLT • YAD FEM • FEM MALE

COTTAGE GROVE  
Emergence  
710 Adams Avenue  
Cottage Grove, OR 97424  
(541) 767-3057  
Intake: (541) 687-9141  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • AH • DU CJ • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

DALLAS  
Clear Paths Inc  
171 SW Court Street  
Dallas, OR 97338  
(503) 304-7002  
Intake: (503) 831-1423  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD PI • SS • AH • DU CJ • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TR MA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Polk County Mental Health and Addiction Services  
182 SW Academy Street  
Dallas, OR 97338  
(503) 831-5971  
Intakes: (503) 623-9289 (503) 585-3012  
MHSAF • SA NXN VTRL • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI • AH SP • CO DU CJ AD WN MN TR MA XA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

ENTERPRISE  
Wallowa Valley Center for Wellness  
Alcohol and Drug Program  
207 SW 1st Street  
Enterprise, OR 97828  
(541) 426-4524  
MHSAF • SA DT • OP OD ORT • SF MD MC PI • SS • CO • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

EUGENE  
Center for Family Development  
261 East 12th Avenue  
Eugene, OR 97401  
(541) 342-8437  
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI • MI ATR • PA • AH SP • CO DU AD WN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Emergence  
1040 Oak Street  
Eugene, OR 97401  
(541) 342-8437  
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI • MI ATR • PA • AH SP • CO DU AD WN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Integrated Health Clinics of Eugene  
715 Lincoln Street  
Eugene, OR 97401  
(541) 344-3574  
SAF • SA DT MM DM • OP OD OMB OIT • SF MD SI PI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Lane County Behavioral Health  
Methadone Treatment Program  
351 West 7th Avenue  
Room 163  
Eugene, OR 97401  
(541) 682-4464  
Methadone Clients Only  
SAF • SA MM OTPA • OP OMB ORT • SF MD SI • AH • PW WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Looking Glass  
Adolescent Recovery Program  
20 East 13th Avenue  
Eugene, OR 97401  
(541) 484-4428  
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD PI • SS PA • SP • AD TR MA XA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

New Day Treatment Services  
1199 North Terry Street  
SPC 320  
Eugene, OR 97402  
(541) 688-0896  
SAF • SA NXN • OP OIT ORT CT • SF PI MI • SS • CO DU GL VET MF SE AD WN MN TR MA XA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
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Serenity Lane
616 East 16th Avenue
Eugene, OR 97401
(541) 687-1110
SAF • SA DT BU VTRL • OP RES RS RL OIT ORT HHD HIT • SF SI PI • WNMN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Willamette Family Treatment Services
Serenity Lane
New Hope
2133 Centennial Plaza
Eugene, OR 97401
(541) 485-1577
SAF • SA • OP OIT • SF SI PI • DU W MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

White Bird Clinic
Chrysalis Program
350 East 11th Avenue
Eugene, OR 97401
(541) 683-1641
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI ATR • SSPA • CO DU WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Willamette Family Treatment Services
149 West 12th Street
Eugene, OR 97401
(541) 344-0031
Intake: (541) 762-4300
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI MI ATR • AH • CO DU WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Willamette Family Treatment Services
Buckley House
605 West 4th Street
Eugene, OR 97402
(541) 343-6512
Intake: (541) 343-6512x1
SAF • DT BU • HID • SF MD SI PI ATR • SS • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Willamette Family Treatment Services
Carldon Unit
1420 Green Acres Road
Eugene, OR 97408
(541) 338-9098x101
Intake: (541) 338-9098 (541) 344-0031
SAF • SA • RES RS RL • SF MD SI PI IH • SS • AH • CO CJ MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • MALE

Willamette Family Treatment Services
Womens Residential
687 Cheshire Street
Eugene, OR 97402
(541) 343-2993
Intake: (541) 344-0031
SAF • SA • OP RES RS RL OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI ATR • SS • AH FX • CO GL VET MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA BC XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM • F4 F47 F81

FOREST GROVE
Pacific Alcoholf and Drug Counseling Inc
2031 Hawthorne Street
Building F
Forest Grove, OR 97116
(503) 357-3391
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD ATR • CO GL VET MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

FOSSIL
Community Counseling Solutions
401 4th Street
Human Services Building
Fossil, OR 97830
(541) 763-2746
Intake: (541) 763-2746x0 (541) 676-9161
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD PI MI • SS • AH SP • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

GLADSTONE
Northwest Behavioral Healthcare Services
18000 SE Webster Road
Gladstone, OR 97027
(503) 722-4470
Intake: (800) 527-3203
MHSAF • SA DT VTRL • RES RS RL RD • SF PI IH S • SS • AH SP • GL AD TRMA • CHLD • FEM MALE

Western Psychological and Counseling Services PC
870 SE 82nd Drive
Building C
Gladstone, OR 97027
(503) 659-5515
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • DU AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

GRANTS PASS
ADAPT/Grants Pass
418 NW 6th Street
Suite 205
Grants Pass, OR 97526
(541) 474-1033
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • PA • AH • CO DU AD W N MN TRMA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Choices Counseling Center
109 NE Manzanita Avenue
Grants Pass, OR 97526
(541) 479-8847
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI • SS • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Dual Solutions Continuum of Care
320 SW Ramsey Avenue
Grants Pass, OR 97527
(541) 472-9997
Intake: (541) 472-9983
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • NP • SS PA • AH • CO WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Josephine County Community Corrections Substance Abuse Trt Program
510 NW 4th Street
Grants Pass, OR 97526
(541) 474-5191
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • AH • CO DU CJ WN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Outtrack Inc
806 NW 6th Street
Grants Pass, OR 97526
(541) 955-9227
SAF • SA • OP RES RS RL OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SSPA • AH • DU AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

GRESHAM
Addictions Northwest
1141 NE Division Street
Gresham, OR 97030
(503) 328-6973
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • DU CJ AD W N MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>LA GRANDE</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Klamath Tribal Health and Family Services</td>
<td>635 Main Street</td>
<td>(541) 884-1841, (541) 963-4005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Youth and Family Guidance Center</td>
<td>La Grande, OR 97850</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lutheran Community Services NW</td>
<td>2545 North Eldorado Avenue</td>
<td>(541) 884-5244, (541) 947-4357</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transformations Wellness Center</td>
<td>3647 Highway 39</td>
<td>(541) 810-1322, (541) 963-6575</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LEBANON</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heart Steps Counseling Services Inc</td>
<td>105 Fir Street</td>
<td>(541) 963-4005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Suite 321</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lakeview Center for Change LLC</td>
<td>100 North D Street</td>
<td>(541) 947-4357</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Suite 211</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LEBANEON</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lake County Mental Health</td>
<td>215 North G Street</td>
<td>(541) 947-6021, (541) 963-6575</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lakeview, OR 97630</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intake: (541) 963-6575</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MEDFORD</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Addictions Recovery Center Inc</td>
<td>1003 W East Main Street</td>
<td>(541) 965-4005, (541) 963-6575</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Medford, OR 97501</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MCMINNVILLE</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yamhill County Chemical Dependency Program</td>
<td>627 North Evans Street</td>
<td>(503) 434-7527, (503) 434-7523</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>McMinnville, OR 97128</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MADRAS</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BestCare Treatment Services</td>
<td>125 SW C Street</td>
<td>(541) 475-6575, (541) 977-41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Madras, OR 97741</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BESTCARE</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Programa de Recuperacion de Madras</td>
<td>236 SE D Street</td>
<td>(541) 772-2763</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Madras, OR 97741</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LAKEVIEW</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lakeview Center for Change LLC</td>
<td>100 North D Street</td>
<td>(541) 947-4357</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Suite 211</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MEDFORD</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Addictions Recovery Center Inc</td>
<td>1003 W East Main Street</td>
<td>(541) 965-4005, (541) 963-6575</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Medford, OR 97501</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MADRAS</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BestCare Treatment Services</td>
<td>125 SW C Street</td>
<td>(541) 475-6575, (541) 977-41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Madras, OR 97741</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BESTCARE</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Programa de Recuperacion de Madras</td>
<td>236 SE D Street</td>
<td>(541) 772-2763</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Madras, OR 97741</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Eastern Oregon Detoxification Center
4708 NW Pioneer Place
Pendleton, OR 97801
(541) 278-2558
Intake: (541) 215-1558
SAF • DT • RES RD HID • SF MD PI • SS PA • CO VET CJ WN MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Homestead Youth and Family Services
816 SE 15th Street
Pendleton, OR 97801
(541) 276-5433
MHF • SA • OP OIT ORT • MD SI • CO CJ AD TRMA XA • CHLD ADLT • MALE

OSOA Therapy
114 SE 1st Street
Pendleton, OR 97801
(541) 429-9000
Intake: (855) 748-3767
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI PI M ATR • PA • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

TM Counseling and Consulting
920 SW Frazer Street
Suite 219
Pendleton, OR 97801
(541) 276-1022
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI MI IHS • AH • DU WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Umatilla County Community Corrections Treatment Services
4705 NW Pioneer Place
Pendleton, OR 97801
(541) 276-7824x223
Intake: (541) 276-7824
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • PA • CJ WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Umatilla County Human Services
109 SW Court
Pendleton, OR 97801
(541) 278-6350
Intake: (888) 468-3844
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI PI M ATR • SS PA • AH SP • CO DU AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Yellow Hawk Tribal Health Center
Behavioral Health Program
73265 Confederated Way
PO Box 160
Pendleton, OR 97801
(541) 278-7528
Intake: (541) 278-7528 x0 (541) 966-9830
MHSAF • SA DT • OP OD OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI PI M ATR • PA • AH • DU CJ AD WN MN • ADLT • FEM MALE

PHOENIX
Phoenix Counseling Center Inc
149 South Main Street
PO Box 1257
Phoenix, OR 97535
(541) 535-4133
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI • SS PA • AH SP • CO DU CL CJ AD WN MN TRMA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

PORTLAND
Acadia Northwest
10101 SW Barbur Boulevard
Suite 101
Portland, OR 97219
(503) 245-6262
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI • AH • DU AD WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Acadia Northwest
8202 North Denver Street
Portland, OR 97217
(503) 285-3200
Intake: (503) 245-6262
SAF • SA • OP OD OIT ORT • SF PI MI • DU CJ SE WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Advance Treatment Center LLC
18210 East Burnside Street
Suite A
Portland, OR 97233
(503) 766-2582
Intake: (503) 334-8544
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD • SS PA • SP • DU SE AD WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Allied Health Services East
6601 NE 78th Court
Suite A-3
Portland, OR 97218
(503) 252-3949
Intake: (866) 762-3766
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU VTRL OTPA • OP OD OMB ORT • SF MD SI PI • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

CODA Inc
Gresham Recovery Center
1427 SE 182nd Avenue
Portland, OR 97233
(503) 761-6006
Intake: (503) 465-9795
SAF • SA BU VTRL • OP RES RL OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI ATR • AH • CO DU CJ PW WN MN TRMA BC DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

CODA Inc
Portland Recovery Center
1027 East Burnside Street
Portland, OR 97214
(503) 239-8400
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU NXN VTRL OTPA • OP OD OMB ORT • SF MD SI PI ATR • AH • CO CJ MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

CODA Inc
Tigard Recovery Center
10362 SW McDonald Street
Portland, OR 97224
(503) 624-0312
Intake: (503) 624-8304
SAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • RES RL HID • SF MD SI PI • AH • CO CJ MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

CRC/Allied Health Services
Belmont
2600 SE Belmont Street
Portland, OR 97214
(503) 239-5738
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU VTRL OTPA • OP OD OMB ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS • SP • MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
Lifeworks NW
Southwest Site
506 SW 6th Avenue
Suite 905
Portland, OR 97201
(503) 645-3581
Intake: (503) 645-9010
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH • DU CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Lifeworks NW
Tigard Site
8770 SW Scoffins Street
Portland, OR 97223
(503) 645-3581
Intake: (503) 645-9010
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH • DU CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Luke Dorf Inc
Luke Dorf West
8935 SW Center Street
11895 SW Greenburg Road
Portland, OR 97223
(503) 726-3690
Intakes: (503) 726-3690x3742 (503) 726-3690x3746
MHF • SA • OP OIT ORT • MF MC PI • CO • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Lutheran Community Services NW
605 SE Cesar East Chavez Boulevard
Portland, OR 97214
(503) 231-7480
Intake: (503) 231-7480x589
MHF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • FX • DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE • F4 F28 F30 F70

Modus Vivendi LLC
1000 NE 122nd Avenue
Suite B-12
Portland, OR 97230
(503) 781-9065
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • HS ATR • SS • SP FX • DU CJ • MN DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F70

Morrison Center
Breakthrough
11035 NE Sandy Boulevard
Portland, OR 97220
(503) 736-6565
Intake: (503) 736-6574
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • AD • CHLD • MALE

Morrison Child and Family Services
Rosemont Treatment Center and School
9911 SE Mount Scott Boulevard
Portland, OR 97266
(503) 258-4110
SA • RES RL • MD SI PI MI • CO GL AD TRMA XA • CHLD • FEM

Native American Rehabilitation Association of the Northwest Inc
17645 NW Saint Helens Highway
Portland, OR 97231
(503) 621-1069
SAF • SA • RES RL • MD SI PI MI • CO GL AD TRMA XA • CHLD • FEM

OHSU Avel Gordly Center for Healing
621 SW Alder Street
Suite 520
Portland, OR 97205
(503) 494-4745
MHSAF • SA NXN VTRL • OP OIT ORT • MD SI PI • SS PA • AH SP NX • CO CJ
DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • N18 N23

Opiate Treatment Program
Portland VA Medical Center
3710 SW U.S. Veterans Hospital Road
P3OTP
Portland, OR 97239
(503) 220-8262x56-6455
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU OTPA • OP OD OMB ORT • SF • CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Outside In
1372 SW 13th Avenue
Portland, OR 97205
(503) 535-3800
Intake: (503) 535-3843
MHSAF • SA BU • OP OMB OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC PI • CO GL WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Pacific Alcohol and Drug Counseling Inc
12950 SW Pacific Highway
Suite 235
Portland, OR 97223
(503) 624-9545
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD ATR • CO GL VET CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Portland Metro Treatment Center
16420 SE Division Street
Portland, OR 97236
(503) 762-3130
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU OTPA • OP OD OMB ORT • SF • CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Providence Portland Medical Center
Adult Outpatient Services
5228 NE Hoyt Street
Building B
Portland, OR 97213
(503) 215-6474
Intake: (503) 574-9200
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS PA • AH • CO WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Providence Saint Vincent Med Ctr
Chemical Dependency Services
9450 SW Barnes Road
Suite 200
Portland, OR 97225
(503) 216-2057
Intake: (503) 574-9200
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI MI • PA • AH • CO WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
Quest Center for Integrated Health
2901 East Burnside Street
Portland, OR 97214
(503) 238-5203

MHSAF • SA DT • OP OD OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • AH • DU GL VET CJ SE WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Ram Clinic
3610 NE 82nd Street
Portland, OR 97220
(503) 408-9585

Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU OTPA • OP OD OMB • SF MD SI PI MI • SP • SE WN MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

Silouam International
anger Management Institute of Portland
455 NE 78th Street
Portland, OR 97213
(503) 975-5844

Intake: (503) 975-5844x50397 (503) 381-5881
SAF • SA DT BU • OP OD OMB ODT OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI ATR • SS • SP • DU GL VET ADM CJ SE AD WN MN TRMA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Sunrise Counseling
11126 NE Halsey Street
Portland, OR 97220
(503) 516-4808

Intake: (503) 880-7223
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF SI • SS • DU CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Teras Intervention and Counseling Inc
3941 SE Hawthorne Boulevard
Portland, OR 97214
(503) 719-5250
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD PI • SS • DU CJ WN MN TRMA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Volunteers of America Oregon
Community Partners Reinvestment
537 SE Alder Street
Portland, OR 97214
(503) 595-3477

MHSAF • SA NXN • OP ORT • NP • PA • CO CJ • YAD ADLT • MALE

Volunteers of America of Oregon
Day Treatment Program
537 SE Alder Street
1st Floor
Portland, OR 97214
(503) 972-6213
Intake: (503) 972-9621
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • NP • CJ MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

Volunteers of America of Oregon
Mens Residential Center
2318 NE Martin Luther King Jr Blvd
Portland, OR 97212
(503) 335-8611
SAF • SA • OP RES RL ORT • SF • CO DU CJ MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • MALE

Choice Recovery Services LLC
709 NE Third Street
Prineville, OR 97754
(541) 362-5610
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • SS PA • DU CJ • YAD ADLT • MALE

Crook County Alcohol and Drug
365 NE Cour Street
Prineville, OR 97754
(541) 323-5330
Intake: (541) 323-5331
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI • SS • DU CJ WN MN DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Rimrock Trails ATS
Prineville Residential
1333 NW 9th Street
Prineville, OR 97754
(541) 447-2631
Intake: (888) 532-6247
SAF • SA DT • OP RES RS RL RD ODT OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI MI • AH • CO AD TRMA • CHLD • FEM MALE

BestCare Treatment Services
340 NW 5th Street
Redmond, OR 97756
(541) 504-2218
SAF • SA VTRL • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI • AH SP • DU WN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

BestCare Treatment Services
Visions of Hope
676 Negus Way
Redmond, OR 97756
(541) 504-9577
Intake: (541) 504-9577x0
SAF • SA DT BU • NU NXN VTRL • OP RES RS RD ODT OIT CT • SF MD SI PI • SS PA • DU TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

New Priorities Family Services
1655 SW Highland Avenue
Suite 3
Redmond, OR 97756
(541) 923-2654
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD PI MI • SS • CO DU AD WN MN • ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
ROSEBURG

ADAPT/Corrections
1215 Court Avenue
Roseburg, OR 97470
(541) 672-1761
Intake: (541) 672-2691
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS • AH • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

ADAPT/Crossroads
3099 Diamond Lake Boulevard NE
Roseburg, OR 97470
(541) 673-3469
Intake: (541) 672-2691
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS • CO DU AD WN TR MA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

ADAPT/Deer Creek
Adolescent Treatment Center
2064 Douglas Street SE
Roseburg, OR 97470
(541) 673-5119
SAF • SA • RES RS RL • SF SI PI MI • SS • CO AD TR MA XA • CHLD • FEM MALE

ADAPT/Jackson
548 SE Jackson Street
Suite 1
Roseburg, OR 97470
(541) 672-2691
SAF • SA • DT BU NXN • RES RS RL RD CT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS PA • AH SP • CO DU GL
VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TR MA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Columbia Community Mental Health
Alcohol and Drug Outpatient
58646 McNulty Way
P.O. Box 1234
Saint Helens, OR 97051
(503) 397-5211
Intake: (503) 438-2200
MHSAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH • CO DU CJ
AD WN MN TR MA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Columbia Community Mental Health
Pathways Residential
185 North 4th Street
Saint Helens, OR 97051
(503) 366-4540
Intakes: (503) 366-450x11 (503) 366-450x14
SAF • SA DT HH • OP RES RS RL RD ODT OIT ORT • SF MD PI • WN MN
TR MA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

SALEM

Amazing Treatment
525 Ferry Street SE
Suite 203
Salem, OR 97305
(503) 363-2021
SAF • SA • OP OMB ODT OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI IM HS ATR • SS • AH
SP FX • DU MF CJ AD WN MN DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE • F81

Bridgeway Recovery
3325 Harold Drive
Salem, OR 97305
(503) 584-1906
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI • SS PA • AH • CO DU AD WN MN •
CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Center for Addiction and Counseling
460 Lancaster Drive NE
Salem, OR 97301
(503) 304-7002
Intake: (503) 831-1423
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI • SS • AH • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD
WN MN TR MA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE
Marion County Health Department
Alcohol and Drug Treatment Program
2035 Davenport Street SE
Salem, OR 97302
(503) 388-5538
SAF • SA • DA • TM • MM • DM • OP • OD • OMB • ODT • OIT • ORT • SF • MD • SI • SS • AH • SP • DU • WN • MN • TRMA • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

Odyssey Complete Community Behav Hlth
435 Commercial Street NE
Salem, OR 97301
(503) 362-2780
SAF • SA • DA • TM • MM • DM • OP • OD • OMB • ODT • OIT • ORT • SF • MD • SI • SS • AH • SP • DU • WN • MN • TRMA • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

Seasons Counseling Inc
730 Hawthorne Avenue NE
Salem, OR 97301
(503) 388-8129
SAF • SA • DA • TM • MM • DM • OP • OD • OMB • ODT • OIT • ORT • SF • PI • SS • DU • CHLD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

SANDY
Clackamas County Behavioral Health
Sandy Clinic
38872 Proctor Boulevard
Sandy, OR 97055
(503) 722-6950
Intake: (503) 655-8401
MHSAF • SA • OP • OIT • ORT • SF • MD • SI • PI • MI • SS • CHLD • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

SCAPPOOSE
Columbia Community Mental Health
33555 East Columbia Avenue
Suite 116
Scappoose, OR 97056
(503) 545-2551
Intake: (503) 438-2200
SAF • SA • DA • TM • MM • DM • OP • OIT • ORT • SF • PI • SS • AH • DU • AD • WN • MN • CHLD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

SEASIDE
Awakenings by the Sea
1325 North Holladay Drive
Seaside, OR 97138
(503) 738-7700
Intake: (877) 738-7702
SAF • SA • DA • TM • MM • DM • OP • OIT • ORT • SF • PI • SS • AH • DU • AD • WN • MN • CHLD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

SILVERTON
Seasons Counseling Inc
209 West C Street
Silverton, OR 97381
(503) 585-8129
SAF • SA • DA • TM • MM • DM • OP • OIT • ORT • SF • PI • SS • DU • CHLD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

SPRINGFIELD
Emergence
Addictions and Behavioral Therapies
374 Q Street
Springfield, OR 97477
(541) 746-4041
SAF • SA • DA • TM • MM • DM • OP • OIT • ORT • SF • PI • SS • AH • SP • DU • VET • CJ • CHLD • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE
OREGON

VERNOMIA
Columbia Community Mental Health and Alcohol and Drug
610 Bridge Street
Vernonia, OR 97064
(503) 429-1053
Intake: (800) 294-5211
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI
• SS • AH • DU AD WN MN • CHLD
ADLT • FEM MALE

WALDPORT
Discovery Counseling Inc
385 Alsea Highway
Suite 4
Waldport, OR 97394
(541) 563-3330
Intake: (541) 574-9050
SAF • SA DT • OP OD ODT OIT ORT
CT • SF MD SI PI ATR • SS PA • CO DU
GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN
MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT
• FEM MALE

WARM SPRINGS
Confederated Tribes of Warm Springs
1115 Wasco Street
Warm Springs, OR 97761
(541) 553-3205
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • MD
MC SI PI HSI • AD WN MN • CHLD
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

WHITE CITY
VA South Oregon Rehab Ctr and Clinics
8495 Crater Lake Highway
White City, OR 97503
(541) 826-2111
SA DT BU NXN • OP RES RL RD OD
OMB ODT OIT ORT • VAMC SF PI MI
• CO DU VET MF MN TRMA XA •
CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

WILSONVILLE
Crossroads Trt and Counseling Services
9450 SW Commerce Circle
Suite 312
Wilsonville, OR 97070
(503) 682-7744
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD
MC SI ATR • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT
• FEM MALE

WOODBURN
Seasons Counseling Inc
1547 North Pacific Highway
Woodburn, OR 97071
(503) 585-8129
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF PI • SP • CHLD
ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
PA

ALLENTOWN

Gateway Rehabilitation Center
100 Moffett Run Road
Allentown, PA 18101
(412) 766-8700
Intake: (412) 766-8700x1120
SAF • SA DT NXN • RES RS RL RD • SF MD SI PI • AH • AD WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Pinnacle Treatment Servs of Allentown
400 Woodland Road
Allentown, PA 18101
(724) 857-9640
Intake: (724) 857-9640
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA MM OTPA • OP OMB ORT CT • SF MD • CO PW WN MN TRMA XA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Habit OPCO
Allentown
4400 South Cedarbrook Road
Allentown, PA 18103
(610) 481-0444
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM OTPA • OP OD OMB ORT CT • SF MD • SP • CO PW WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Livengrin Counseling Center
Hanover Office Plaza
961 Marcon Boulevard
Suite 304
Allentown, PA 18109
(610) 264-5521
Intake: (610) 264-5522
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • CO DU VET MF CJ WN MN TRMA XA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Step By Step Inc
375 Linden Street
Lower Level
Allentown, PA 18102
(610) 776-1224
Intake: (610) 867-0688
MHSAF • SA BU • OP OMB ORT CT • SF MD SI • AH SP • CO • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Step By Step Inc
1147 West Liberty Street
Allentown, PA 18102
(610) 737-0499
Intake: (610) 737-0499
MHSAF • SA BU • OP OMB ORT CT • SF MD SI • AH SP • CO • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Step By Step Inc
1130 Walnut Street
Allentown, PA 18102
(610) 439-0218
Intake: (610) 433-0148
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD • SS • AH SP • CO VET CJ AD WN MN TRMA XA • ADLT • FEM MALE

Step By Step Inc
117-121 North 8th Street
Allentown, PA 18101
(610) 439-2179
Intake: (610) 439-2179
SAF • SA NXN VTRL HH • RES RL • SF MD SI PI • SS • AH • CO GL VET CJ SE WN MN TRMA XA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Step By Step Inc
18-22 South 6th Street
Allentown, PA 18101
(610) 439-8479
SAF • SA BU • RES RS RL • SF MD • SP • CO DU CJ WN MN TRMA XA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Tehnism
2 Sellers Drive
Altoona, PA 16601
(814) 204-0059
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA MM OTPA • OP OMB • SF MD • PW WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Borough</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone Number</th>
<th>Intake Number</th>
<th>Services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BADEN</td>
<td>Gateway Rehabilitation Center</td>
<td>(724) 876-0480</td>
<td>(412) 766-8700x1120</td>
<td>SAF, SA, SA, OP OIT ORT, SF MD SI PI, AH, AD WN MN, CHLD YAD ADLT, FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>262 Ohio River Boulevard</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Baden, PA 15005</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UHS Keystone Center</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Horsham Clinic</td>
<td>(215) 643-7800</td>
<td>(800) 237-4447</td>
<td>SAF, SA, SA, OP OIT ORT, SF MD SI PI, PA, DU AD WN MN, CHLD YAD ADLT, FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>722 East Butler Pike</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ambler, PA 19002</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Drug and Alcohol Services of</td>
<td>(610) 599-7700</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Beaver Valley Inc</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>697 State Street</td>
<td>(724) 728-8220</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Beaver, PA 15009</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Quest Services Inc</td>
<td>(814) 342-6740</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>210 1/2 West High Street</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bellefonte, PA 16823</td>
<td>(814) 355-7953</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Libertae Inc</td>
<td>(215) 639-8681x210</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Family House</td>
<td>(215) 639-8681x201</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5245 Bensalem Boulevard</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Libertae Inc
Halfway House
5245 Bensalem Boulevard
Bensalem, PA 19020
(215) 639-8681x210
Intake: (215) 639-8681
SAF • SA HH • RES RL CT • SF MD • CO GL VET CJ PW WN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM

Livengrin Foundation Inc
4833 Hulmeville Road
Bensalem, PA 19020
(215) 638-5200
Intake: (800) 245-4746
SAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • RES RS RD • SF MD SI PI • CO DU GL VET ADMF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Malvern Institute
Bryn Mawr
1161 East Lancaster Avenue
Bryn Mawr, PA 19010
(610) 419-3101
Intake: (610) 419-3101
SAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF PI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Mid Atlantic Rehabilitation Services
(MARS ATP)
826 Delaware Avenue
1st Floor
Bethlehem, PA 18015
(610) 419-3101
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS • AH SP • GL SE AD TRMA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

New Directions Treatment Services
2442 Broadhead Road
Bethlehem, PA 18020
(610) 758-8011x103
Intake: (610) 758-8011x106 (610) 758-8011x118
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC MI • SP • CO DU SE PW WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Solutions Counseling and Consultation Services
35 East Elizabeth Avenue
Suite 37
Bethlehem, PA 18018
(610) 865-1303
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MC PI MI • CO DU GL VET ADMF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Med Tech Rehab
Blairsville
1984 U.S. 22
Blairsville, PA 15717
(724) 459-4884
SAF • SA • OP BU • OP OMB OIT ORT • SF MD SI • CO PW WN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

PA Treatment and Healing
200 Montour Boulevard
Suite 1
Bloomfield, PA 17815
(717) 387-1051
Intake: (800) 819-9805
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Psychological Services
140 Market Street
Bloomfield, PA 17815
(717) 389-1249
Intake: (717) 286-5081
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Lower Merion Counseling Services
850 West Lancaster Avenue
2nd Floor
Bryn Mawr, PA 19010
(610) 520-1510
Intake: (610) 520-1510x184
SAF • SA • OP BU • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • CO WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Bradford Regional Medical Center
116 Interstate Parkway
Bradford, PA 16701
(800) 446-2583
SAF • SA BU • OP OMB OIT ORT • SF MD PI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Gateway Rehabilitation Center
Liberty Station
331 Hickory Grade Road
Bridgeville, PA 15017
(412) 221-9480
SAF • SA BU • OP OMB OIT ORT • SF MD PI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

UHS Recovery Foundation Inc
Keystone Recovery Center
5000 Hilltop Drive
Brookhaven, PA 19015
(484) 490-1060
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS • CO DU CJ AD TRMA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Lower Merion Counseling Services
850 West Lancaster Avenue
2nd Floor
Bryn Mawr, PA 19010
(610) 520-1510
Intake: (610) 520-1510x184
SAF • SA • OP BU • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • CO WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
PENNSYLVANIA

**BUTLER**

Butler Regional Recovery Program
Butler Memorial Hospital
1 Hospital Way
Butler, PA 16001
(724) 284-4357
SAF • SA DT NXN • OP ODT ORT HHT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Butler Regional Recovery Program
Family Resource Center
216 North Washington Street
Butler, PA 16001
(724) 284-4357
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Ellen O'Brien Gaiser Addiction Center
315 Liberty Street
Butler, PA 16001
(724) 256-8882
Intake: (724) 256-8882x200
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Foundations Medical Services LLC
124 Hollywood Drive
Bantam Commons Building 2
Butler, PA 16001
(724) 431-2006
Intake: (888) 694-9996
SAF • SA MM BU OTPA • OP OMB ORT • SF MD • PW WN MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Irene Stacy CMHC
Drug and Alcohol Unit
112 Hillvue Drive
Butler, PA 16001
(724) 287-0791x2199
Intake: (724) 287-0791
SAF • SA NXN • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI • AH • CO AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**CAMPHILL**

Guidance Associates of Pennsylvania
Affiliate of Franklin Family Services
412 Erford Road
Camp Hill, PA 17011
(717) 332-2917
MHF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF PI MI • SS • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**CANONSBURG**

Gateway South
375 Valleybrook Road
Suite 102
Canonsburg, PA 15317
(724) 941-4126
Intake: (724) 941-4126
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI • CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**CARLISLE**

Pennsylvania Counseling Services
Carlisle
1 Greystone Road
Carlisle, PA 17013
(717) 245-9255
Intake: (717) 245-9255
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD PI • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Irene Stacy CMHC
Drug and Alcohol Unit
112 Hillvue Drive
Butler, PA 16001
(724) 287-0791x2199
Intake: (724) 287-0791
SAF • SA NXN • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI • AH • CO AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

ROXBURY

401 East Louther Street
Carlisle, PA 17013
(717) 239-5010
Intake: (800) 648-4673
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Pyramid Healthcare
455 Phoenix Drive
Chambersburg, PA 17201
(717) 261-9100
SAF • SA BU VTRL • OP OMB OIT ORT • SF MD PI • AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Roxbury Treatment Center
25 Pennmar Court
Suite 312
Chambersburg, PA 17201
(717) 764-2490
Intake: (888) 648-4673
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI • AH • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

**CHAMBERSBURG**

Pennsylvania Counseling Services
75 South Main Street
Chambersburg, PA 17201
(717) 262-4969
Intake: (855) 272-1653
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

KeyStone Center
2001 Providence Avenue
Chester, PA 19013
(610) 876-9000
Intake: (800) 558-9600
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC • DU CJ SE WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Empowerment Resurrection Center
419 Avenue of the States
Suite 405
Chester, PA 19013
(610) 447-1600
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC • DU CJ SE WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Roxbury Treatment Center
25 Pennmar Court
Suite 312
Chambersburg, PA 17201
(717) 261-9100
SAF • SA BU VTRL • OP OMB OIT ORT • SF MD PI • AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

KeyStone Center
2001 Providence Avenue
Chester, PA 19013
(610) 876-9000
Intake: (800) 558-9600
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD PI • AH • CO • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**CHESTER**

Empowerment Resurrection Center
419 Avenue of the States
Suite 405
Chester, PA 19013
(610) 447-1600
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC • DU CJ SE WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

KeyStone Center
2001 Providence Avenue
Chester, PA 19013
(610) 876-9000
Intake: (800) 558-9600
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD PI • AH • CO • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

KeyStone Center
2001 Providence Avenue
Chester, PA 19013
(610) 876-9000
Intake: (800) 558-9600
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD PI • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Pyramid Healthcare
455 Phoenix Drive
Chambersburg, PA 17201
(717) 261-9100
SAF • SA BU VTRL • OP OMB OIT ORT • SF MD PI • AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
<th>Intake</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PENNSYLVANIA Recovery Center of Crozer Chester Medical Center</td>
<td>2600 West 9th Street Chester, PA 19013 (610) 497-7223</td>
<td>SAF • SA MM BU NXN VTRL • OP OMB OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS PA • AH • CO DU CJ AD PW WN MN TR MA XD V • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rehah Recup Center of Crozer Chester Medical Center</td>
<td>2600 West 9th Street Chester, PA 19013 (610) 497-7223</td>
<td>SAF • SA MM BU NXN VTRL • OP OMB OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS PA • AH • CO DU CJ AD PW WN MN TR MA XD V • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PENNSYLVANIA PA State Correctional Institution</td>
<td>Chester, PA 19013 (610) 497-7223</td>
<td>SAF • SA MM BU NXN VTRL • OP OMB OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS PA • AH • CO DU CJ AD PW WN MN TR MA XD V • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOAR Corp</td>
<td>419-421 East 22nd Street Chester, PA 19013 (610) 876-3324</td>
<td>SAF • SA MM OTPA • OP OMB OIT ORT CT • MD SI • CO WN MN TR MA XD V • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARC Manor</td>
<td>Addiction Recovery Center 30 Pinnacle Drive 2nd Floor Clarion, PA 16214 (800) 323-1333</td>
<td>SAF • SA DT BU • OP OD OMB ODT OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI • DU AD WN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLARION</td>
<td>ARC Manor Addiction Recovery Center 30 Pinnacle Drive 2nd Floor Clarion, PA 16214 (800) 323-1333</td>
<td>SAF • SA DT BU • OP OD OMB ODT OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI • DU AD WN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLEARFIELD</td>
<td>Community Guidance Center Community MH/L Drug/Alc OP Program 600 Leonard Street Cranberry Township, PA 16066 (724) 776-4844</td>
<td>SAF • SA DT BU • OP OD OMB ODT OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI • DU AD WN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLIFTON HEIGHTS</td>
<td>Family and Community Service of Delaware County/Clifton Heights 37 North Glenwood Avenue Clifton Heights, PA 19018 (610) 626-5800</td>
<td>SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC PI • SS PA • AH • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COATESVILLE</td>
<td>Coatesville Treatment Center 1825 East Lincoln Highway Coatesville, PA 19320 (610) 466-9250</td>
<td>SAF • SA DT MM DM BU NXN VTRL OTPA • OP OD OMB OIT ORT • SF MD PI • SP • CO DU GL PW WN MN TR MA XD V • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COATESVILLE VA Medical Center</td>
<td>1400 Black Horse Hill Road Coatesville, PA 19320 (610) 384-7711</td>
<td>SAF • SA DT MM DM BU NXN VTRL • OP RES RS RD OMB ODT OIT ORT • VAMC SF PI MI • PA • CO DU VET MN TR MA XD V • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CURWENSVILLE</td>
<td>Discovery House 214 Airport Road Cranberry Township, PA 16066 (724) 776-4844</td>
<td>SAF • SA DT BU • OP OD OMB ODT OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI • DU AD WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DARLINGTON</td>
<td>Gateway North Hills 1659 Route 228 Cranberry Township, PA 16066 (724) 776-4844</td>
<td>SAF • SA DT BU • OP OD OMB ODT OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI • DU AD WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DALLAS</td>
<td>Clem Mar House Inc for Women 92 Church Street Dallas, PA 18612 (570) 674-1575</td>
<td>SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
**EPHRATA**

HSA Counseling Inc  
107 East Locust Street  
Ephrata, PA 17522  
(717) 733-8898  
Intake: (717) 394-5334  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS • SP • DU GL VET MF SE AD PW WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Cove Forge Behavioral Health System  
Division of White Deer Run Inc  
1921 West 8th Street  
Erie, PA 16505  
(814) 456-2991  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI • SS • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Deerfield Dual Diagnosis  
1813 Holland Street  
Erie, PA 16503  
(814) 878-2100  
Intake: (814) 464-8332  
MHSAF • SA NXN VTRL • RES RS RL • SF MD SI PI • AH • CO GL VET CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Esper Treatment Center  
25 West 18th Street  
Erie, PA 16501  
(814) 459-0817  
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only  
SAF • SA • MM BU OTPA • OP OMB OIT ORT • SF MD • SP • PW WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**ERIE**

Catholic Charities  
Counseling and Adoption Services  
329 West 10th Street  
Erie, PA 16502  
(814) 456-2091  
Intake: (800) 673-2535  
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF SI PI MI • SS • AH • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Cove Forge Behavioral Health System  
Division of White Deer Run Inc  
521 West 7th Street  
Erie, PA 16502  
(814) 459-4775  
Intake: (814) 459-4775  
SAF • SA HH • RES RL • SF SI PI • AH SP • CO GL CJ PW WN TRMA BC XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Gaudenzia Erie Inc  
Community House  
521 West 7th Street  
Erie, PA 16502  
(814) 459-4775  
Intake: (814) 459-4775  
SAF • SA HH • RES RL • SF SI PI • AH SP • CO GL CJ PW WN TRMA BC XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Gaudenzia Erie Inc  
Dr Daniel S Snow Halfway House for Men  
361 West 5th Street  
Erie, PA 16507  
(814) 459-6304  
Intake: (814) 459-4775  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS • AH • CO • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Gaudenzia Erie Inc  
Outpatient  
141 West 11th Street  
Erie, PA 16501  
(814) 459-6304  
Intake: (814) 459-4775  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS • AH • CO • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Glenbeigh Center of Erie  
4906 Richmond Street  
Erie, PA 16509  
(814) 864-4226  
Intake: (440) 951-7000  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**FARRELL**

Discovery House  
NPA  
1914 Mercer Avenue  
Farrell, PA 16121  
(724) 981-9815  
Methadone Clients Only  
SAF • SA • MM OTPA • OP OMB • SF MD MI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Community Service Foundation Inc</th>
<th>Malvern Institute</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Community Service Foundation Inc</td>
<td>Trevose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52 East Street Road</td>
<td>4610 Street Road</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feasterville Trevose, PA 19053</td>
<td>Feasterville</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(215) 953-0895</td>
<td>Trevose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intake: (215) 416-3735</td>
<td>(888) 643-3869</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAF • SA • OP ODT ORT • SF • MF</td>
<td>Intake: (610) 647-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CJ AD PW • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td>030x2900</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Community Service Foundation Inc</th>
<th>Malvern Institute</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Community Service Foundation Inc</td>
<td>Trevose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52 East Street Road</td>
<td>4610 Street Road</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feasterville Trevose, PA 19053</td>
<td>Feasterville</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(215) 953-0895</td>
<td>Trevose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intake: (215) 416-3735</td>
<td>(888) 643-3869</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAF • SA • OP ODT ORT • SF • MF</td>
<td>Intake: (610) 647-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CJ AD PW • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td>030x2900</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Family Services and Childrens Aid Society</th>
<th>Turning Point</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Community Service Foundation Inc</td>
<td>Freestalf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150 Prospect Avenue</td>
<td>ADULT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150 Prospect Avenue</td>
<td>SAF • SA • OP ODT ORT • SF • MF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150 Prospect Avenue</td>
<td>CJ AD PW • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Community Service Foundation Inc</th>
<th>Turning Point</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Community Service Foundation Inc</td>
<td>Freedom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150 Prospect Avenue</td>
<td>Center for</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150 Prospect Avenue</td>
<td>Women</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150 Prospect Avenue</td>
<td>SAF • SA • OP ODT ORT • SF • MF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150 Prospect Avenue</td>
<td>CJ AD PW • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Community Service Foundation Inc</th>
<th>Turning Point</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Community Service Foundation Inc</td>
<td>Outpatient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150 Prospect Avenue</td>
<td>Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150 Prospect Avenue</td>
<td>SAF • SA • OP ODT ORT • SF • MF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150 Prospect Avenue</td>
<td>CJ AD PW • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pennsylvania Counseling Services</th>
<th>SPHS Behavioral Health</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>334 York Street</td>
<td>Greensburg Area Office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gettysburg, PA 17325</td>
<td>203 South Maple Avenue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(717) 337-0026</td>
<td>Greensburg, PA 15601</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intake: (855) 272-1653</td>
<td>(724) 837-1518</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAF • SA • RES RS RL • SF MD SI PI •</td>
<td>SAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF • MF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AH • CJ SE WN MN XA DV • YAD ADLT •</td>
<td>AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pennsylvania Counseling Services</th>
<th>Outside in Pathway to Recovery Outpt</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>334 York Street</td>
<td>905 East Pittsburgh Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gettysburg, PA 17325</td>
<td>Suite E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(717) 337-0026</td>
<td>Greensburg, PA 15601</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intake: (855) 272-1653</td>
<td>(724) 837-1518</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAF • SA • RES RS RL • SF MD SI PI •</td>
<td>SAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF • MF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AH • CJ SE WN MN XA DV • YAD ADLT •</td>
<td>AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**HANOVER**

Adams Hanover Counseling Services Inc
625 West Elm Avenue
Hanover, PA 17331
(717) 632-4900
Intakes: (717) 646-2956 (800) 315-0951
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SFPI • CO • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Clarity Way Inc
544 Iron Ridge Road
Hanover, PA 17331
(855) 653-8306
Intake: (877) 251-6604
MHSAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • RES RS RL RD CT • SFPI • AH • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Cornerstone Csd and Education Services
11 York Street
Suite 201
Hanover, PA 17331
(717) 632-6555
SAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI • AH • DU AD PW • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**HARRISBURG**

Daystar Center for Spiritual Recovery
125 North 18th Street
Harrisburg, PA 17103
(717) 230-9898
Intake: (717) 230-9881
SAF • SA BU NXN VTRL HH • RES RL CT • SF MD SI • MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

Evergreen House of Catholic Charities
120 Willow Road
Suite B
Harrisburg, PA 17109
(717) 412-4594
SAF • SA HH • RES RL • MD MC SI • CO PW WN TRMA XD AV • YAD ADLT • FEM

Gaudenzia Inc
Common Ground
2835 North Front Street
Harrisburg, PA 17110
(717) 238-5553
SAF • SA DT BU • RES RS RD • SF MD SI PI • CO GL VET MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XD AV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Gaudenzia Inc
Harrisburg Outpatient Services
2039 North 2nd Street
Harrisburg, PA 17102
(717) 233-3424
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI • SS • SP • CO CJ AD WN MN TRMA XD AV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Genesis
House Harrisburg
2901 North 6th Street
Harrisburg, PA 17102
(717) 232-6981
Intake: (717) 232-6981x3013 (570) 322-0520x3007
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI • CO CJ PW WN MN TRMA XD AV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Mazzitti and Sullivan Csd Services Inc
3207 North Front Street
Harrisburg, PA 17110
(717) 901-5652
Intake: (717) 901-5652x1120
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD SI PI • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XD AV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Pennsylvania Counseling Services
Harrisburg
4918 Locust Lane
Harrisburg, PA 17109
(717) 671-9610
Intake: (855) 272-1653
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC PI MI • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Swatara Healing Center
5400 Chambers Hill Road
Harrisburg, PA 17111
(717) 564-7859
SAF • SA BU NXN OTPA • OP OMB ORT CT • SF • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

TW Ponessa and Associates Counseling Services Inc
900 North 6th Street
Harrisburg, PA 17102
(717) 233-4027
Intake: (800) 437-5405
MHSAF • SA DT • OP OD ORT • SF MD PI MI • CO • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Timothy F Bennett
4811 Jonestown Road
Suite 224
Harrisburg, PA 17109
(717) 635-9191
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF PI MI • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Weaver Counseling
4607 Locust Lane
Harrisburg, PA 17109
(717) 652-8481
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF • SS PA • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

White Deer Run
Harrisburg
2001 North Front Street
Building 1 Suite 212
Harrisburg, PA 17102
(717) 221-8712
SAF • SA • OP ORT ORT CT • SF MD PI MI • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**HAVERSTOWN**

Child Guidance Resource Centers
2000 Old West Chester Pike
Havertown, PA 19083
(484) 454-8700
Intake: (484) 454-8700x1120
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • AH SP • AD WN TRMA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone Numbers</th>
<th>Services Offered</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>HAZLETON</strong></td>
<td>Better Today Inc 8 West Broad Street Suite 222 Hazleton, PA 18201 (570) 455-9222</td>
<td>SAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HENRYVILLE</strong></td>
<td>Pocono Mountain Recovery Center 3437 Route 715 Henryville, PA 18332 (866) 843-3373 Intake: (866) 201-8677</td>
<td>SAF • SA DT BU VTRL HH • RES RS RL RD • SF PI • VET ADM W/N MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HERMITAGE</strong></td>
<td>Community Counseling Center 2201 East State Street Hermitage, PA 16148 (724) 981-7141</td>
<td>MHSAF • SA NXN • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS PA • AH • CO DU AD XA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HERSHEY</strong></td>
<td>Guidance Associates of Pennsylvania 20 Briar Crest Square Suite 205 Hershey, PA 17033 (717) 533-4312 Intake: (717) 732-7917</td>
<td>MHSAF • SA OP ORT • SF PI MI SS • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HIGHSPIRE</strong></td>
<td>Mazzitti and Sullivan 185 2nd Street Highspire, PA 17034 (717) 831-0071 SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • CJ AD MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HONESDALE</strong></td>
<td>PA Treatment and Healing 185 Fair Avenue Honesdale, PA 18431 (570) 251-0255 Intake: (570) 251-0257 MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HOU NTON</strong></td>
<td>Progressive Medical Specialists Inc 2453 West Pike Street Suites C and D Houston, PA 15342 (724) 873-5655 Intake: (800) 873-6384 Methadone Clients Only SAF • SA MM OTPA • OP OMB ORT • SF MD PI • CJ SE WN MN • YAD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HUMMELSTOWN</strong></td>
<td>Conewago Place Inpatient 424 Nye Road Hummeltown, PA 17036 (717) 533-0428x2520 Intakes: (717) 533-0428x2517 (888) 347-3873 SAF • SA • RES RS RL CT • SF MD SI PI • CJ SE WN MN • YAD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>INDIANA</strong></td>
<td>Conewago Indiana 2275 Warren Road Indiana, PA 15701 (724) 471-3037 Intakes: (724) 471-3037x2302 (888) 347-3873 SAF • SA • RES RS RL CT • SF MD SI PI • CJ SE WN MN • YAD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Open Door of Indiana PA Inc 665 Philadelphia Street 2nd Floor Indiana, PA 15701 (724) 465-2605 SAF • SA BU • OP OMB OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS • CO AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>JAMISON</strong></td>
<td>Rehab After Work 2500 York Road Suite 145 Jamison, PA 18929 (610) 644-6464x1613 Intakes: (610) 644-6464x0 (800) 238-4357 MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • DU AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
JENKINTOWN
Rehab After Work
801 Old York Road
Suite 310 Noble Plaza
Jenkintown, PA 19046
(610) 889-9939
Intake: (800) 238-4357
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • CO
DU AD WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Peniel Ministries
Drug and Alcohol Treatment Facility
760 Cooper Avenue
Johnstown, PA 15907
(814) 536-2111
SAF • SA • RES RL • SF PI MI • WN MN
• YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Twin Lakes Center
Drug and Alcohol Rehabilitation
142 Gazebo Place
Suite 401
Johnstown, PA 15901
(814) 535-8830
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI
• CJ AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

JOHNSTOWN
Alliance Medical Services Inc
Johnstown
1419 Scalp Avenue
Johnstown, PA 15904
(814) 269-4700
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA • MM OTPA • OP OMB OIT
• SF MD SI PI • CO PW WN MN XA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Cove Forge Renewal Center at Johnstown
624 Broad Street
Johnstown, PA 15906
(814) 539-0836x12
Intake: (814) 539-0836
SAF • SA • NXN VTRL HH • RES RL • SF
MD SI • CO WN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

New Directions at Cove Forge
538 Main Street
Johnstown, PA 15901
(814) 536-2071
SAF • SA • NXN VTRL HH • RES RL CT
• SF MD SI • MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

KANE
Alcohol and Drug Abuse Services Inc
Kane Unit
9 Field Street
Kane, PA 16735
(814) 837-7691
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI
MI • SS PA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM
MALE

KEMPTON
White Deer Run
Blue Mountain
8284 Leaser Road
Kempton, PA 19529
(724) 756-4023
Intake: (610) 756-4023
SAF • SA • VTRL • RES RL • SF MD PI
• WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

KINGSTON
Clem Mar House Inc for Men
540-542 Main Street
Kingston, PA 18704
(570) 552-3700
Intake: (800) 762-9492
SAF • SA • NXN HH • RES RL • SF MD SI
• MN TRMA DV • YAD ADLT • MALE

Wilkes Barre Behavioral Hosp Co LLC
DBA Choices Program of Wyoming Valley
518 Wyoming Avenue
Kingston, PA 18704
(570) 552-3700
Intake: (800) 762-9492
SAF • SA • DT BU • OP RES RS RD
OMB ODT ORT CT • SF MD PI MI
• SS • SE PW WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM
MALE

KITTANNING
Armstrong County Council on Alc and
Other Drugs/ARC Manor
200 Oak Avenue
Kittanning, PA 16201
(724) 548-7607
Intake: (800) 323-1333
SAF • SA • DT BU • OP RES RS OD OMB
ODT OIT ORT CT • SF MD PI • AH • DU
AD WN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM
MALE

KUTZTOWN
Reading Hospital and Medical Center
Kutztown University
Boehm Science Center
Kutztown, PA 19530
(484) 628-8070
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD PI • YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

LANCASTER
Addiction Recovery Systems
2192 Embassy Drive
Lancaster, PA 17603
(717) 394-7160
SAF • SA • DT MM DM BU NXN VTRL
• RES RS RL • SF MD SI PI • CO PW
• YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
Gaudenzia Inc
Elise Shank Outpatient Center
211 East Mifflin Street
Lancaster, PA 17602
(717) 286-9080
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS • WN TR MA • CHLD A DL T • FEM MA LE

Gaudenzia Inc
Vantage Women and Children
208 East King Street
Lancaster, PA 17602
(717) 291-1020
Intake: (717) 291-1020x104
SAF • SA • RES RL • SF MD SI PI • CO CJ PW W N TR MA BC • YAD A DL T • FEM MA LE

HSA Counseling Inc
321 North Market
Lancaster, PA 17603
(717) 394-5334x106
Intake: (717) 394-5334
SAF • SA • DT BU • OP OD OMB ODT OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS • SP • DU GL VET MF CJ AD PW W N MN • CHLD A DL T • FEM MA LE

Lancaster Clinical Counseling Assoc
131 East Orange Street
2nd Floor Rear
Lancaster, PA 17602
(717) 299-0131
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD PI • SS • SP • YAD A DL T • FEM MA LE

Lancaster Freedom Center
436 North Lime Street
Lancaster, PA 17602
(717) 397-9118
MHSAF • SA BU • OP OMB OIT ORT CT • SF PI • SE AD WN MN • CHLD A DL T • FEM MA LE

Nuestra Clinica Drug and Alcohol
545 Pershing Avenue
Lancaster, PA 17602
(717) 293-4150
Intake: (717) 399-6462
SAF • SA • OP OD T OIT ORT • SF MD MC PI • PA • SP • DUMN • YAD A DL T • FEM MA LE

Pennsylvania Counseling Services
Lancaster City
40 Pearl Street
Lancaster, PA 17602
(717) 397-8081
Intake: (855) 272-1653
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC PI • CO • CHLD YAD A DL T • FEM MA LE

Rehab Management Inc
DBA Rehab After Work
1725 Oregon Pike
Suite 205-B
Lancaster, PA 17601
(855) 238-4357x0 (855) 238-4357x1700
Intakes: (800) 238-4357
SAF • SA • DT BU • OP OD OIT ORT • SF PI MI • CO DU AD • CHLD YAD A DL T • FEM MA LE

TW Ponessa and Associates Counseling Services Inc
410 North Prince Street
Lancaster, PA 17603
(717) 560-7917
Intake: (800) 437-5405
SAF • SA • DT BU • OP OD OIT ORT • SF PI MI • CO • CHLD YAD A DL T • FEM MA LE

White Deer Run
Lancaster
53 North West End Avenue
Suite 55
Lancaster, PA 17603
(717) 396-0650
Intake: (866) 769-6822
SAF • SA • DT BU VTR L • RES RS RD • SF MD SI PI • MN • YAD A DL T • MA LE

La dir Counseling Center
2291 Cabot Boulevard West
Langhorne, PA 19047
(215) 642-3330
Intake: (215) 642-3230
SAF • SA BU NXN VTR L • OP OMB OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS • AH • CJ PW • CHLD YAD A DL T • FEM MA LE

NHS Montgomery County
400 North Broad Street
Lansdale, PA 19446
(215) 368-2022
Intake: (215) 631-7827
SAF • SA BU NXN • OP OMB ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI • CO DU AD TR MA XA • CHLD YAD A DL T • FEM MA LE

Rehab After Work
1107 East Main Street
Lansdale, PA 19446
(215) 361-7120
Intakes: (800) 238-4357x0 (800) 238-4357
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF PI • CO DU AD WN MN • CHLD YAD A DL T • FEM MA LE

SPHS Behavioral Health
Latrobe Area Office
1100 Ligonier Street
Lower Level
Latrobe, PA 15650
(724) 532-1700
Intake: (866) 769-6822
SAF • SA • OP OD T OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • AH • AD • CHLD YAD A DL T • FEM MA LE
LEBANON
Another Chance Counseling
756 Cumberland Street
Suite 3
Lebanon, PA 17042
(717) 507-1386
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Lebanon Treatment Center
3030 Chestnut Street
Lebanon, PA 17042
(717) 273-8000
SAF • SA BU OTPA • OP OMB CT • SF MD SI PI • AS MS • PW WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

New Perspective at White Deer Run
3030 Chestnut Street
Lebanon, PA 17042
(717) 274-2741
Intake: (855) 272-1653
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC PI MI • SP • CO CJ • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

LEHIGHTON
Carbon/Monroe/Pike Drug and Alcohol Commission Inc/Carbon County Clinic
428 South 7th Street
Suite 1
Lehighton, PA 18235
(610) 377-5177
Intake: (866) 824-3578
SAF • SA BU • OP OMB OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS • AH • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

LEHIGHTON
PA Treatment and Healing
335 North 4th Street
2nd Floor
Lehighton, PA 18235
(610) 377-8870
Intake: (800) 467-4047
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

LEWISTOWN
Clear Concepts Counseling
24 North Main Street
Lewistown, PA 17044
(717) 242-3070
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI MI • CJ AD DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

LITITZ
Hear Inc
Gate House for Men
649 East Main Street
Lititz, PA 17543
(717) 626-9524
SAF • SA • RES RL • SF MD SI PI • CO MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

LOCK HAVEN
Crossroads Counseling Inc
8 North Grove Street
Suite 4
Lock Haven, PA 17745
(570) 893-1886
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI • CO DU WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

MALVERN
Malvern Institute
940 King Road
Malvern, PA 19355
(610) 647-0330
Intake: (888) 643-3869
SAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • RES RS RD • SF MD PI • CO DU WN MN • TR MA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

MARIENVILLE
Deckfield Centers for Addictions Trt
Drug and Alcohol Program/Marienville Chestnut Street
Marienville, PA 16239
(814) 723-8120
Intake: (814) 827-3467
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
## PENNSYLVANIA

### MCKEESPORT
- **Auberle**  
  2513 5th Avenue  
  McKeesport, PA 15132  
  (412) 673-5856x1214  
  SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD • AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

  Center for Substance Abuse  
  335 Shaw Avenue  
  McKeesport, PA 15132  
  (412) 675-8516  
  Intake: (412) 675-6276  
  SAF • SA • NXN VTRL • OP ODT ORT OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI MI • AH • CO CJ AD WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

### MECHANICSBURG
- **Gaudenzia Inc**  
  West Shore Outpatient  
  4740 Delbrook Road  
  Mechanicsburg, PA 17050  
  (717) 766-8517  
  Intake: (800) 725-5453  
  SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AD WN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

  Mazzariti and Sullivan Csl Services Inc  
  5021 Trindle Road  
  Mechanicsburg, PA 17050  
  (814) 337-7431  
  Intakes: (814) 337-7431x221  
  SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI • SS • PA • AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

### MEADVILLE
- **Crawford County Drug and Alcohol Executive Commission Inc**  
  920 Water Street  
  Downtown Mall  
  Meadville, PA 16335  
  (814) 724-4100  
  SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • PA • AH • AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

  Greenfield Counseling Services Inc  
  11127 Perry Highway  
  Meadville, PA 16335  
  (814) 337-7431  
  Intake: (814) 337-7431x221  
  Methadone Clients Only  
  SAF • SA • MM OTPA • OP OMB ORT CT • SF MD • CO SE PW WN MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

  Stepping Stones Unit at  
  Meadville Medical Center  
  1034 Grove Street  
  Meadville, PA 16335  
  (814) 333-5810  
  SAF • SA • DT BU • OP ORT HID HIT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

### MEDIA
- **County Seat Behavioral Health LLC**  
  210 West Front Street  
  1st Floor  
  Media, PA 19063  
  (610) 565-2690  
  MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC PI MI • AH • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

  Family and Community Service of Delaware County/Media  
  600 North Olive Street  
  Media, PA 19063  
  (610) 566-7540  
  MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS PA • AH • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

  Focus Psychological Associates Inc  
  206 South Orange Street  
  Suite 5  
  Media, PA 19063  
  (610) 566-4330  
  SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • SS • SP • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

### MERCER
- **Rainbow Recovery Center**  
  112 Timber Village Lane  
  Mercer, PA 16137  
  (724) 269-5130  
  Intake: (724) 269-5152  
  Methadone Clients Only  
  SAF • SA • MM OTPA • OP OMB CT • SF MD • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

### MIFFLINTOWN
- **Clear Concepts Counseling**  
  287 East Industrial Drive  
  Suite 102  
  Mifflintown, PA 17059  
  (717) 436-9634  
  SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD PI MI • DU CJ AD DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

### MILTON
- **PA Treatment and Healing**  
  49 Lower Market Street  
  Milton, PA 17847  
  (570) 742-7025  
  Intake: (570) 649-8266  
  SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD • AD TRMA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE
PENNSYLVANIA

MONESSEN

SPHS Behavioral Health
Mon Valley Drug and Alcohol Program
2 Eastgate Avenue
Suite 102
Monessen, PA 15062
(724) 684-6489
MHSAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • AH • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

MONROEVILLE

Gateway
Monroeville
4327 Northern Pike
Monroeville, PA 15146
(412) 373-2234
Intake: (412) 766-8700x1120
SAF • SA NXN • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • AH • AD WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Jade Wellness Center
4105 Monroeville Boulevard
Monroeville, PA 15146
(412) 380-0100
SAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP OD OMB ODT OIT ORT • SF MD MC PI • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Wellplace Inc
Monroeville
4326 Northern Pike
Suite 202
Monroeville, PA 15146
(412) 373-7173
Intake: (855) 484-7173
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

MORRISVILLE

BioCare Recovery
301 Oxford Valley Road
Suite 1904
Morrisville, PA 19067
(267) 392-5200
SAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP OD OMB OIT ORT CT • SF • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Good Friends Inc
868 West Bridge Street
P.O. Box 165
Morrisville, PA 19067
(215) 736-2861
SAF • SA HH • RES RL • SF MD SI PI MI • CO CJ MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

PA Association LLC
DBA Mount Pocono
1151 Pocono Boulevard Route 611
Unit 3
Mount Pocono, PA 18344
(570) 839-7246
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM OTPA • OP OD OMB ORT • SF MD • SP • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Wellplace Inc
Monroeville
4326 Northern Pike
Suite 202
Monroeville, PA 15146
(412) 373-7173
Intake: (855) 484-7173
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

White Deer Run
New Castle
413 Highland Avenue
New Castle, PA 16101
(724) 657-9916
SAF • SA VTRL • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD PI • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

NEW FREEDOM

Greenbriar Treatment Center
New Kensington
701 4th Avenue
2nd Floor
New Kensington, PA 15068
(724) 339-7180
Intake: (800) 637-4673
SAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

NEW KENSINGTON

Discovery House
NC Inc
2710 West Main Street
New Kensington, PA 15068
(724) 598-7999
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA MM OTPA • OP OMB ORT CT • SF MD PI MI • MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

SPHS Behavioral Health
Alle Kiski Area Office
408 8th Street
Suite 1
New Kensington, PA 15068
(724) 339-6860
MHSAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI • AH • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Highland House
312 Highland Avenue
New Castle, PA 16101
(724) 654-7760
SAF • SA HH • RES RL CT • SF MD MC SI • AH • CO PW WN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM

NEW BLOOMFIELD

Wellspan Behavioral Health
781 Far Hills Drive
New Freedom, PA 17349
(717) 812-2560
MHSAF • SA BU OTPA • OP OMB • SF MC SI PI MI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

WHITE DEER RUN
New Castle
413 Highland Avenue
New Castle, PA 16101
(724) 657-9916
SAF • SA VTRL • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD PI • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

NEWMONDAYS

Discovery House
NC Inc
2710 West Main Street
New Castle, PA 16101
(724) 598-7999
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA MM OTPA • OP OMB ORT CT • SF MD PI MI • MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

SPHS Behavioral Health
Alle Kiski Area Office
408 8th Street
Suite 1
New Kensington, PA 15068
(724) 339-6860
MHSAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI • AH • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Highland House
312 Highland Avenue
New Castle, PA 16101
(724) 654-7760
SAF • SA HH • RES RL CT • SF MD MC SI • AH • CO PW WN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM

WHITE DEER RUN
New Castle
413 Highland Avenue
New Castle, PA 16101
(724) 657-9916
SAF • SA VTRL • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD PI • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

NEWMONDAYS

Discovery House
NC Inc
2710 West Main Street
New Castle, PA 16101
(724) 598-7999
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA MM OTPA • OP OMB ORT CT • SF MD PI MI • MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

SPHS Behavioral Health
Alle Kiski Area Office
408 8th Street
Suite 1
New Kensington, PA 15068
(724) 339-6860
MHSAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI • AH • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
### PENNSYLVANIA

#### NEWTOWN

Today Inc  
1990 North Woodbourne Road  
Newtown, PA 18940  
(215) 968-4713  
Intakes: (215) 968-4713x220  
(215) 968-4713x257  
*MHSASF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP RES RS RL RD OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI • SP FX • AD WN MN TRMA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

#### NORRISTOWN

Central Montgomery MH/MR Center Substance Abuse Services  
1201 Dekalb Street  
Norristown, PA 19401  
(610) 272-3042x21  
Intakes: (610) 279-9270x249  
(610) 279-9270x215  
*MHSASF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • SS • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Eagleville Hospital  
100 Eagleville Road  
Norristown, PA 19403  
(800) 255-2019  
Intake: (610) 635-7400  
*SADF • SA DT MM DM BU NXN VTRL • RES RS RL RD HID HIT • SF MD MC SI PI • AH SP FX • CO CJ WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F4 F31 F35 F42 F66 F69 F70 F81 F96

Family House  
Norristown  
901 Dekalb Street  
Norristown, PA 19401  
(610) 278-0700  
Intake: (610) 278-0701  
*SADF • SA BU • RES RL • SF MD PI • CO GL CJ SE PW WN TRMA BC XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Gaudenzia Inc  
Montgomery County Outpatient  
55 Marshall Street  
Norristown, PA 19401  
(610) 279-4262  
*SADF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI • SS • CO DU CJ WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Montgomery County Methadone Center  
316 Dekalb Street  
Norristown, PA 19401  
(610) 272-3710x102  
Intake: (610) 272-3710x119  
*Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only SAF • SA MM BU OTPA • OP OMB • SF MD • CO GL VET CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Valley Forge Medical Ctr and Hospital  
1033 West Germantown Pike  
Norristown, PA 19403  
(610) 539-8500  
Intake: (610) 539-8500x382  
*Methadone Clients Only SAF • SA DT MM DM BU NXN VTRL • RES RS RL RD HID HIT • SF MD MC SI PI • SP • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

#### OIL CITY

Family Services and Childrens Aid Venango County  
370 North Seneca Street  
Oil City, PA 16301  
(814) 432-3466  
Intake: (814) 677-4005  
*SADF • SA • OP ORT • MD • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Family Servs and Childrens Aid Society  
716 East 2nd Street  
Oil City, PA 16301  
(814) 677-4005  
*SADF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • CO DU GL VET CJ AD PW WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

#### PHILADELPHIA

A and O Recovery Services Inc  
3319 Kensington Avenue  
Philadelphia, PA 19134  
(215) 426-1992  
*SADF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI • SS • WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Achievement Through Counseling and Trt (ACT I)  
5820 Old York Road  
Philadelphia, PA 19141  
(215) 426-1992  
*SADF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI • SS • WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

#### PAOLI

Methadone Clients Only  
*SADF • SA MM OTPA • OP OMB • ORT • SF MD SI • AH • CO GL VET ADMMF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Polaris Renewal Services Inc  
3591 Pittsburgh Road  
Perryopolis, PA 15473  
(724) 736-8390  
*Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only SAF • SA MM DM BU OTPA • OP OMB • ORT • SF MD SI • AH • CO GL VET ADMMF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

#### PERRYPOLIS

*SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI • SS • WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

#### OXFORD

*SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD PI • SS • CO DU CJ WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

#### OXFORD

*SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD PI • SS • CO DU CJ WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

*SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI • SS • CO DU CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

*SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI • SS • CO DU CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

*SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI • SS • CO DU CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

*SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI • SS • CO DU CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

*SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI • SS • CO DU CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

*SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI • SS • CO DU CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
Gaudenzia Inc
Broad Street Facility
3025 North Broad Street
Philadelphia, PA 19132
(215) 233-9460x2402
Intakes: (215) 223-9460x2416 (215) 238-2150
MHSAF • SA • RES RL CT • MD MC SI PI ATR • AH • CO CJ WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Gaudenzia Inc
Diagnostic and Rehabilitation Center
3200 Henry Avenue
Philadelphia, PA 19129
(215) 991-9700x236
Intakes: (215) 991-9700x285 (610) 416-4935
MHSAF • SA • RES RL CT • MD SI PI ATR • SS • SF MD SI PI MI • SS • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Gaudenzia Inc
New Image Women and Children
1300 East Tulpehocken Street
Rear
Philadelphia, PA 19138
(215) 924-6322x200
Intake: (215) 924-6322x210
SAF • SA • RES RS RL CT • MD MC PI • CO GL CJ SE PW W N TRMA BC XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Gaudenzia Inc
Outreach I
1306 Spring Garden Street
1st Floor
Philadelphia, PA 19123
(215) 238-2150x2214
Intake: (215) 238-2150
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MC PI ATR • AH SP • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Gaudenzia Inc
Outreach II
39 East Schoolhouse Lane
Philadelphia, PA 19144
(215) 849-7200
Intake: (215) 849-7201
MHSAF • SA DT • OP OD OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI ATR • SS PA • CO CJ SE AD WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Gaudenzia Inc
People With Hope
1306 Spring Garden Street
8th Floor
Philadelphia, PA 19123
(215) 238-2150
MHSAF • SA • RES RL CT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Gaudenzia Inc
ReEntry House
5401 Wayne Avenue
Philadelphia, PA 19144
(215) 438-5082
MHSAF • SF MD SI PI ATR • AH • CO GL VET MF CJ SE PW W N M N TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Gaudenzia Inc
Together House
1306 Spring Garden Street
3rd and 4th Floor
Philadelphia, PA 19123
(215) 238-2163x2271
Intakes: (215) 238-2150 (215) 238-2163
MHSAF • SA • RES RL CT • SF MD SI PI ATR • SS • AH SP • CO GL VET CJ PW W N M N TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Gaudenzia Inc
Washington House
1516 Washington Avenue
Philadelphia, PA 19146
(215) 985-1200
MHSAF • SA • RES RL • MD • CO WN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Gaudenzia Inc/Winner Co Occurring
Women and Children Program
1834 West Tioga Street
Philadelphia, PA 19140
(215) 228-7977
MHSAF • SA • RES RL • SF MD MC SI PI • CO PW W N TRMA BC • YAD ADLT • FEM

Girard Medical Center
801 West Girard Avenue
4 West
Philadelphia, PA 19122
(215) 787-2407
MHSAF • SA • RES RL CT • SF MD SI PI ATR • SS • AH SP • CO GL VET MF CJ SE PW W N M N TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Girard Medical Center
Goldman Clinic
801 West Girard Avenue
Philadelphia, PA 19122
(215) 787-2080
MHSAF • SA • RES RL CT • SF MD SI PI ATR • SS • AH SP • CO GL VET MF CJ SE PW W N M N TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Girard Medical Center
IOP/CAP
8th and Girard Avenue
3rd Floor Tower Building
Philadelphia, PA 19122
(215) 787-2030
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • MC SI • SP • WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Girard Medical Center
Torre de la Raza
801 West Girard Avenue
GMC 3 West Male and 3 South Female
Philadelphia, PA 19122
(215) 787-2407
MHSAF • SA • RES RL • MF CJ SE PW W N M N TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Healing Way
7900 Frankford Avenue
Philadelphia, PA 19136
(215) 335-3520
MHSAF • SA • RES RL CT • SF PI • SS • SP • CO GL VET ADM • MF CJ SE PW W N M N TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
Horizon House Therapeutic
Susquehanna Park Residential Community
2137 North 33rd Street
Philadelphia, PA 19121
(215) 765-8051x102
Intake: (215) 765-8051x149
SAF • SA • RES RS RL • SF MD SI • CO GL VET MF • SEMN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • MALE

Intercommunity Action Inc./INTERACT
Greenridge Counseling Center
Drug and Alcohol Treatment Services
6122 Ridge Avenue
Philadelphia, PA 19128
(215) 487-1330
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • SSA • DUTRMA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Intercultural Family Services Inc
2317 South 23rd Street
Philadelphia, PA 19145
(215) 468-4673x170
Intake: (215) 468-4673x100
MHSAF • SA • OP OD • OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI AT • SS • FX • CO DU • SE AD TRMA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F47 F19 F37 F47 F81 F92

Interim House Inc
333 West Upsal Street
Philadelphia, PA 19119
(215) 849-4606
SAF • SA BU NXN • OP RES RS RL OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI • SP • CO GL CJ • SE WN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM

Interim House West
4108 Parkside Avenue
Philadelphia, PA 19104
(215) 871-0300
Intake: (215) 871-0300x15 (215) 871-0300x11
SAF • SA NXN • RES RS CT • MD SI • SP • CO PW WN TRMA BC XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM

Jefferson Intensive Outpatient Program
1021 South 21st Street
2nd Floor
Philadelphia, PA 19146
(215) 790-9942
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI ATR • SS • WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

John F Kennedy Behavioral Health
Walk In Clinic
112 North Broad Street
Philadelphia, PA 19102
(215) 568-0860x3351
Intake: (215) 568-0860x3342
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

John F Kennedy Drug Treatment Clinic
907 North Broad Street
Philadelphia, PA 19123
(215) 235-5520
Methadone Clients Only
MHSAF • SA • SAMM OTPA • OP OMB ORT • SF MD • FX • WN MN TRMA XA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F4 F30 F37 F42

Kensington Hospital
Addiction Services
136 West Diamond Street
Philadelphia, PA 19122
(215) 426-8100
Intake: (215) 426-8100x6020 (215) 426-8100x6005
SAF • SA DT DM • HHD HIT • MD SI PI • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Kensington Hospital
Methadone Maintenance Program
136 West Diamond Street
Philadelphia, PA 19122
(215) 426-8100x6020 (215) 426-8100x6005
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM OTPA • OP OD OMB ORT HHD • SF MD MC SI • SP • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Kirkbride Center
111 North 49th Street
Philadelphia, PA 19139
(215) 471-2600
Intake: (215) 471-2488
SAF • SA • DT MM DM BU VTRL • RES RS RL HHD HIT • SF MD SI • AH SP • TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Liberty Management Services Inc
1019 West Lehigh Avenue
Philadelphia, PA 19113
(215) 227-1930
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • SS • CJ SE PW WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Livengrin Counseling Center
9140 Academy Road
Philadelphia, PA 19114
(215) 335-3419
SAF • SA • NXN VTRL • OP OMB OIT ORT • SF SI PI • SS • TU VTRL ADW WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Mercy Hospital of Philadelphia
Department of Psychiatry
501 South 54th Street
Philadelphia, PA 19143
(215) 748-9188
Intake: (215) 748-9525 (215) 748-9021
MHSAF • SA DT DM • HHD HIT • SF MD MC PI • SS • WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Minsec at Erie Outpatient
3768 L Street
Suite 70
Philadelphia, PA 19124
(215) 744-9601
Intake: (610) 500-3422
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI • SP • CO GL VET MF CJ • SE PW WN • MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
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My Sisters Place  
Thomas Jefferson University  
5601 Kingsessing Avenue  
Philadelphia, PA 19143  
(215) 727-1640  
Intake: (215) 727-1670  
SAF • SA • RES RL • SF MD SI • SP FX • CO GL PW WN BC XA • YAD ADLT • FEM • F4

New Journeys in Recovery  
166 West Lehigh Avenue  
Suite 2  
Philadelphia, PA 19133  
(215) 634-3669  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SI • WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

North Philadelphia Health Systems  
4 North  
801 West Girard Avenue  
GMC Building 4 North  
Philadelphia, PA 19122  
(215) 787-2407  
MHSAF • SA • VTRL • OP RES RL OMB CT • SF MD ATR • SS • AH • CO GL CJ SE MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • MALE

North Philadelphia Health Systems  
Miracles in Progress  
801 West Girard Avenue  
ADC Building  
Philadelphia, PA 19122  
(215) 787-2468  
Intake: (215) 787-2407  
MHSAF • SA • MM VTRL • RES RL CT • SF MD ATR • SS • AH • CO GL CJ SE MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • MALE

North Philadelphia Health Systems  
RTFA  
801 West Girard Avenue  
GMC Building 3 North  
Philadelphia, PA 19122  
(215) 787-2407  
MHSAF • SA • VTRL • OP RES RL ORT • SF MD ATR • SS • AH • CO GL CJ SE WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Northeast Community Center for MH/MR  
Outpatient Addiction Recovery Program  
Roosevelt Boulevard and Adams Avenue  
Orleans Building  
Philadelphia, PA 19124  
(215) 831-2828  
Intakes: (215) 831-2958 (215) 831-2960  
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI • PA • CO • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

North Philadelphia Health Systems  
Northeast Treatment Centers  
5501 Chestnut Street  
Philadelphia, PA 19139  
(215) 747-6480x101  
Intake: (215) 451-7100  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • MD MC SI • ATR • PA • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Northeast Treatment Centers  
Frankford  
4625 Frankford Avenue  
Philadelphia, PA 19124  
(215) 451-7100  
Intake: (215) 451-7000  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • MD MC SI • ATR • PA • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Northeast Treatment Centers  
NET STEPS  
2205 Bridge Street  
Philadelphia, PA 19137  
(215) 743-6150x284  
Intakes: (215) 743-6150x286 (215) 743-6150  
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only SAF • SA • MM BU VTRL OTPA • OP OMB OIT ORT • SF MD SI • SP • CO PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Northeast Treatment Centers  
Spring Garden Counseling Center  
495-499 North 5th Street  
Philadelphia, PA 19123  
(215) 451-7100  
Intake: (800) 860-0703  
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • MD ATR • SP • CO GL VET MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Northeast Treatment Centers  
Wharton Center Residential Rehab  
2205 Bridge Street  
Philadelphia, PA 19137  
(215) 451-7000  
Intakes: (215) 288-5490 (215) 289-3350  
SAF • SA • RES RS RL • MD • AH • CO MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

Open Door Counseling at Mazzoni Center  
21 South 12th Street  
8th Floor  
Philadelphia, PA 19107  
(215) 563-0663x209  
Intake: (215) 563-0663x248  
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC PI • GL • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Parkside Recovery  
5000 Parkside Avenue  
Philadelphia, PA 19131  
(215) 879-6116  
Intakes: (215) 879-6116x422 (215) 879-6116x281  
SAF • SA • MM • OP OMB OIT ORT CT • MD SI • ATR • SP • SE AD PW WN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Parkside Recovery  
Knights Road  
11082 Knights Road  
Philadelphia, PA 19154  
(215) 632-9040x190  
Intake: (215) 632-9040x126  
SAF • SA • BU • OP OMB OIT ORT • MD SI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Parkside Recovery  
Germantown  
5429 Germantown Avenue  
2nd Floor  
Philadelphia, PA 19144  
(215) 754-0240  
Intakes: (215) 754-0240x160 (215) 754-0240x532  
SAF • SA • DT MM • OP OD OMB OIT ORT • SF MD MC SPI • SP • CO CJ PW WN MN TRMA XA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
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Penn Presbyterian Medical Center
3910 Powelton Avenue
5th Floor
Philadelphia, PA 19104
(215) 662-8799
Intake: (215) 662-8747
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI
• SS • WN MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Penn Presbyterian Medical Center
51 North 39 Street
Wright Saunders First Floor Building
Philadelphia, PA 19104
(215) 662-8000
Intakes: (215) 662-8747 (215) 662-8283
SAF • SA DT NXN • RES RS RL RD HID
HIT • SF MC SI PI • WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Philadelphia VA Medical Center (PVAMC)
Addiction Recovery Unit
39th and Woodland Avenue
Philadelphia, PA 19104
(215) 823-4070
Intake: (215) 823-4565
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD ATR
• SS PA • FX • CO AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE • F70

Philadelphia VA Medical Center (PVAMC)
Opioid Treatment Program
3900 Woodland Avenue
Philadelphia, PA 19104
(215) 823-5809
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU NXN VTRL
OTPA • OP OD OMB OIT HRT HRTHIT • VAMC MD MC PI MI • PA • AH
• CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Project Transition
155 East Godfrey Avenue
Apartment F-801
Philadelphia, PA 19120
(215) 997-9959
MHF • SA • OP ODT ORT CT • SF MD
MC SI PI • CO • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Project Transition
3901 Conshohocken Avenue
Philadelphia, PA 19131
(215) 997-9959
MHSAF • SA • OP ODT ORT CT • SF MD
MC PI MI • CO WN MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

RHD Nova III
5114 North Broad Street
Washington Building Suite 203
Philadelphia, PA 19141
(215) 879-0103
Intake: (215) 879-0923
MHSAF • SA • RES RL • SF MD MC
• CO • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

ReEnter Inc
3331 Powelton Avenue
Philadelphia, PA 19104
(215) 222-2770
Intake: (215) 850-9656
SAF • SA • RES RS RL CT • SF MD MC
• SS • SP • CO CJ MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • MALE

Rehab After Work
1420 Walnut Street
Suite 500
Philadelphia, PA 19102
(215) 546-2200
Intakes: (610) 644-6446 (800) 238-4357
MHSAF • SA NXN VTRL • OP OIT
ORT • SF PI MI • SS • CO DU GL VET
ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN
TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

SOAR Corporation
9150 Marshall Street
Suite 2
Philadelphia, PA 19114
(215) 464-4450
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA MM OTPA • OP OMB OIT
ORT CT • SF MD PI ATR • AH SP FX
• GL PW • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F66 F70

Saint Joseph Hospital
Detox and Rehabilitation Services
1600 West Girard Avenue
Philadelphia, PA 19122
(215) 787-9536
Intakes: (215) 787-2407 (215) 787-2000
MHSAF • SA DT MM DM NXN VTRL
• HID HIT • SF MD MC ATR • SS • AH
• CO GL VET MF CJ SE WN MN TRMA
XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Shalom Inc
1080 North Delaware Avenue
Suite 202
Philadelphia, PA 19125
(215) 425-7727
Intake: (215) 425-7727 x311
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD PI • SP
• FX • DU • ADLT • FEM MALE • F43

Sobriety Through Outpatient Inc
2534 North Broad Street
2nd Floor Suite 300
Philadelphia, PA 19132
(215) 227-7867
MHSAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF
MD SI PI ATR • SS • AH SP • CO DU GL
CJ AD WN MN TRMA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE
PHILADELPHIA

Southwest Nu Stop
5616 Woodland Avenue
Philadelphia, PA 19143
(215) 729-2014
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF
MD ATR • CO DU CJ WN MN • YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

Southwest Nu Stop
North
1609 Popular Street
Philadelphia, PA 19130
(215) 787-9600
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF
MD ATR • SP • CO CJ WN MN • YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

Teen Challenge
Philadelphia Mens Home
156 West Schoolhouse Lane
Philadelphia, PA 19144
(215) 849-2054
SAF • SA • RES RL • SF • AD MN • YAD
ADLT • MALE

Teen Challenge
Philadelphia Womens Home
329 East Wister Street
Philadelphia, PA 19144
(215) 843-2887
SAF • SA • RES RL • SF • PA • CO GL
VET MF CJ SE WN TRMA XA DV •
YAD ADLT • FEM

Therapeutic Center at Fox Chase
DBA The Bridge
1100 Adams Avenue
Philadelphia, PA 19124
(215) 342-5000x203
Intakes: (215) 342-5000x7421 (215) 342-
5000x7423
SAF • SA • OP RES RS RL ORT CT • SF
MD SI PI • SS PA • AH SP FX • DU AD •
CHLD • FEM MALE • F19 F28

Thomas Jefferson University Hospital
Narcotic Addiction Rehab Program
NE Corner of South 21st Street and
Washington Avenue 1st Floor
Philadelphia, PA 19146
(215) 735-5977
Intake: (215) 735-9942
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA • MM BU NXN OTPA • OP
OMB OIT ORT CT • SF MD ATR • CO
WN MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM
MALE

Wedge Medical Center
2009 South Broad Street
Philadelphia, PA 19148
(215) 271-2200
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD
MC • AH • CO DU CJ • YAD ADLT •
FEM MALE

Wedge Medical Center
3609 North Broad Street
Philadelphia, PA 19140
(215) 223-1100
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD
MC • AH • CO DU CJ • YAD ADLT •
FEM MALE

Wedge Medical Center
4243 Frankford Avenue
Philadelphia, PA 19124
(215) 744-3600
Intake: (215) 223-1100
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD
MC • AH • CO CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM
MALE

Womens Institute for Family Health
5936 Chestnut Street
1st Floor
Philadelphia, PA 19139
(215) 747-2391
MHSAF • SA BU • OP OMB ORT •
SF MD MC PI • SP • CO GL CJ SE PW
WN MN TRMA • CHLD ADLT • FEM
MALE

PHILIPSBURG

Quest Services Inc
1169 Philipsburg Bigler Highway
P.O. Box 76
Philipsburg, PA 16866
(814) 342-1515
Intake: (814) 342-7670
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD • DU •
CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

PHOENIXVILLE

Chester Counseling Center
701 Main Street
Phoenixville, PA 19460
(610) 933-8880
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI MI
• SP • CO DU CJ AD WN • CHLD YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

Rehab After Work
400 Franklin Avenue
Suite 240
Phoenixville, PA 19460
(610) 644-6464
Intakes: (610) 644-6464x0 (800) 238-4357
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI MI
• SS • DU AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM
MALE

PITTSBURGH

Addiction Recovery Services
355 5th Avenue
Suite 1419
Pittsburgh, PA 15222
(412) 246-9005
Intake: (412) 246-8965
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD PI MI •
CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Alliance Medical Services Inc
Ensign II
739 Ensign Avenue
Pittsburgh, PA 15226
(412) 488-6360
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA • MM OTPA • OP OMB ORT
CT • SF MD PI • PW • YAD ADLT •
FEM MALE
Alliance Medical Services Inc
Pittsburgh
729 Ensign Avenue
Pittsburgh, PA 15226
(412) 488-6360
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA MM OTPA • OP OMB OIT • SI • PW WN DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Allied Addiction Recovery LLC
355 Fifth Avenue
Suite 1419
Pittsburgh, PA 15222
(412) 246-8965
Intake: (412) 246-8965x9
SAF • SA BU NXN VTRL OTPA • OP OMB OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI • SS • FX • CO CJ WN MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F4 F43 F92

Alpha House Inc
435 Shady Avenue
Pittsburgh, PA 15206
(412) 363-4220
SAF • SA • OP RES RL ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS • FX • CO CJ WN MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F4 F43 F92

Arche Wellness LLC
237 6th Street
Pittsburgh, PA 15238
(412) 820-8328
Intake: (877) 552-7243
MHSAF • SA DT • OP OD OIT ORT CT • SF • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA • XA DV • CHLD • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Center for Psychiatric and Chemical Dependency Services WPIC
3501 Forbes Avenue
9th Floor
Pittsburgh, PA 15213
(412) 246-5910
Intake: (412) 624-1000x3
MHSAF • SA DT NXN VTRL • OP OD OIT ORT • SF MD MC PI • AH • CO • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Cove Forge Behavioral Health System
Pittsburgh
2500 Jane Street
2nd Floor
Pittsburgh, PA 15203
(412) 431-3363
SAF • SA VTRL • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI • SS • CJ WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Discovery House
PA
1391 Washington Boulevard
Pittsburgh, PA 15206
(412) 661-9222
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA MM OTPA • OP OMB ORT CT • SF MD • CO SE PW WN MN TRMA • XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Familylinks
250 Shady Avenue
Pittsburgh, PA 15206
(412) 924-0148
Intakes: (412) 661-1800 (412) 924-0172
SAF • SA • OP RES RL ORT • SF MD SI PI • AH • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Familylinks
Family Treatment Center
843 Climalax Street
Pittsburgh, PA 15210
(412) 924-0590
Intake: (412) 924-0300
SAF • SA • RES RL • SF MD SI PI • PW WN • BC • YAD ADLT • FEM

Familylinks
Family Treatment Center
8930 Frankstown Road
Pittsburgh, PA 15217
(412) 697-0928
Intake: (412) 766-6700x32
SAF • SA NXN • OP OD OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI • AH • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Greenbriar Treatment Center
Monroeville
400 Penn Center Boulevard Suite 707
Pittsburgh, PA 15235
(412) 282-2103
Intake: (800) 637-4673
SAF • SA • OP OD OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Greenbriar Treatment Center
Robinson Township
4955 Steubenville Pike
Twin Towers Suite 365
Pittsburgh, PA 15205
(412) 788-6292
Intake: (800) 637-4673
SAF • SA • OP OD OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Gateway Allegheny Valley
1360 Old Freeport Road
Pittsburgh, PA 15238
(412) 963-7077
Intake: (412) 766-8700x1120
SAF • SA NXN • OP OD OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI • AH • AD WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Gateway Greentree
2121 Noblestown Road
Pittsburgh, PA 15205
(412) 928-5940
Intake: (412) 766-8700x1120
SAF • SA NXN • OP OD OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI • AH • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Gateway Squirrel Hill
5818 Forbes Avenue
Pittsburgh, PA 15217
(412) 697-0928
Intake: (412) 766-8700x2032
SAF • SA NXN • VTRL • OP OD OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI • AH • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Greenbriar Treatment Center
Monroeville
400 Penn Center Boulevard Suite 707
Pittsburgh, PA 15235
(412) 282-2103
Intake: (800) 637-4673
SAF • SA • OP OD OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
Greenbriar Treatment Center
South Hills
101 Town Square Way
Brentwood Towne Center Suite 221
Pittsburgh, PA 15227
(412) 885-7180
Intakes: (412) 788-6292 (800) 637-4673
SAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Greenbriar Treatment Center
South Hills
101 Town Square Way
Brentwood Towne Center Suite 221
Pittsburgh, PA 15227
(412) 885-7180
Intakes: (412) 788-6292 (800) 637-4673
SAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
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SAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Greenbriar Treatment Center
South Hills
101 Town Square Way
Brentwood Towne Center Suite 221
Pittsburgh, PA 15227
(412) 885-7180
Intakes: (412) 788-6292 (800) 637-4673
SAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Holy Family Institute/SHORES
8235 Ohio River Boulevard
Pittsburgh, PA 15217
(412) 766-9020x474
Intake: (412) 761-0237
SAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • MI • SS • AH • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Mercy Behavioral Health
330 South 9th Street
Pittsburgh, PA 15203
(412) 488-4040
Intake: (877) 637-2924
MHF • SA • OP ODT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • CO GL • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Mercy Behavioral Health
Center for Hearing and Deaf Services
1945 5th Avenue
Pittsburgh, PA 15219
(412) 281-1375
Intake: (412) 281-1375x0
MHF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC PI • SS PA • AH • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

POWER House
7445 Church Street
Pittsburgh, PA 15218
(412) 271-0500
Intake: (412) 243-8755x311
SAF • SA HH • RES RL CT • SF MD SI PI • CO GL VET MF CJ SE PW WN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM

POWER Outpatient Program
7501 Penn Avenue
Pittsburgh, PA 15208
(412) 243-8755x310
Intakes: (412) 243-8755x319
SAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF MD MC PI • CO WN TR MA • YAD ADLT • FEM

Persad Center Inc
5150 Penn Avenue
Pittsburgh, PA 15224
(412) 441-9786x212
Intakes: (412) 441-9786x200 (888) 873-7723x200
MHF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • CO GL • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Pittsburgh Mercy Health System
Mercy Behavioral Health
412 East Commons Street
Pittsburgh, PA 15212
(412) 323-4500
Intake: (877) 637-2924
MHSAF • SA NN • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • CO WN TR MA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Progressive Medical Specialists Inc
2900 Smallman Street
Pittsburgh, PA 15201
(412) 391-6384
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA MM OTPA • OP OMB • SF • SP • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Pyramid Healthcare Inc
2100 Wharton Street
Birmingham Towers Suite 321
Pittsburgh, PA 15203
(412) 481-1922
Intake: (888) 694-9996
SAF • SA BU NN • OP OMB ODT OIT ORT • SF MD PI • PA • CO CJ AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Pyramid Healthcare Inc
Transitions/Detox
306 Penn Avenue
Pittsburgh, PA 15221
(412) 241-5341x514
Intake: (888) 694-9996
SAF • SA DT BU NN • OP RES RL OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • CO CJ WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Salvation Army
Harbor Light Center
865 West North Avenue
Pittsburgh, PA 15233
(412) 231-0500
SAF • SA HH • OP RES RL OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI • SP • CO MN TR MA • YAD ADLT • MALE

Sojourner House
5460 Penn Avenue
Pittsburgh, PA 15206
(412) 441-7783x11
Intakes: (412) 441-7783x10 (412) 441-7783x14
SAF • SA • RES RL CT • MD SI • PW WN TR MA BC • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM

Summit Medical Services
3121 Smallman Street
Pittsburgh, PA 15201
(412) 255-8717
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA MM OTPA • OP OMB • SF • SP • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
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Tadiso Inc
1425 Beaver Avenue
Pittsburgh, PA 15233
(412) 322-8415x125
Intake: (412) 322-8415x111 (412) 322-8415x120
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA MM OTPA • OP OMB ORT • SF MD • SS • PW • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Turtle Creek Valley MH/MR Inc Alternatives
70 South 22nd Street
Pittsburgh, PA 15203
(412) 381-2100
Intake: (412) 351-0222x2
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC PI • SS • CO DU GL VET MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

UPMC/Mercy Hospital
1400 Locust Street
Pittsburgh, PA 15219
(412) 232-4080
Intake: (412) 232-8800
SAF • DT BU NXN • HN • SF MD MC PI MI • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

VA Pittsburgh Healthcare System
Center for Trt of Addictive Disorders
University Drive
Building 29
Pittsburgh, PA 15240
(412) 360-6611
Intake: (412) 360-6092
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU NXN VTRL • OP RES RS OD OMB ODT OIT ORT • VAMC SF SI PI MI • CO VET WN TRMA XA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Wesley Spectrum Services
221 Penn Avenue
Pittsburgh, PA 15221
(412) 342-2300
Intake: (412) 342-2300x2270
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD PI • AH • CO • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Western Psychiatric Institute/Clinic
Narcotic Addiction Treatment Program
6714 Kelly Street
Pittsburgh, PA 15208
(412) 864-5300
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA MM BU OTPA • OP OMB OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • CO GL PW WN MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

PENNSYLVANIA

PITTSTON

Wyoming Valley
Alcohol and Drug Services Inc
49 South Main Street
Pittston, PA 18640
(570) 820-8888
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS • AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

PORT ALLEGANY

Alcohol and Drug Abuse Services Inc
118 Chestnut Street
Port Allegany, PA 16743
(814) 642-9522
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD SI PI MI • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Alcohol and Drug Abuse Services Inc
Outpatient Services
120 Chestnut Street
Port Allegany, PA 16743
(814) 642-9541
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS PA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

PORT MATILDA

Saint Joseph Institute
134 Jacobs Way
Port Matilda, PA 16870
(814) 692-4954
Intake: (888) 777-1098
SAF • SA DT NXN • RES RS RD CT • SF PI • SS • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

POTTSTOWN

Alternative Counseling Associates
438-440 East High Street
Pottstown, PA 19464
(610) 970-9060
SAF • SA HH • RES RL • SF SI • CO • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Community Service Foundation Inc
Buxmont Academy/Pottstown
1460 North Charlotte Street
Pottstown, PA 19464
(610) 807-3555
Intake: (215) 840-9515
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Creative Health Services Inc
Drug and Alcohol Outpatient
11 Robinson Street
Pottstown, PA 19464
(610) 327-1503
Intake: (610) 327-1504
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI • SP • CO DU WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Habit OPCO
Pottstown
301 Circle of Progress Drive
Pottstown, PA 19464
(610) 970-5410
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU OTPA • OP OD OMB • SF MD • AH SP • CO WN MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Malvern Institute
1566 Medical Drive
Suite 112
Pottstown, PA 19464
(888) 643-3869
Intake: (610) 647-0330x627
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
Rehab After Work
2500 East High Street
Building 800
Pottstown, PA 19464
(610) 644-6464
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI MI • SS • DU AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

PENNSYLVANIA

POTTSTOWN

Clinical Outcomes Group Inc
437 North Centre Street
Pottstown, PA 17901
(570) 628-5835
SAF • SA • BU VTRL • OP OMB OIT ORT • SF MD SI • SS • CO CWN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Gaudenzia Inc
One South Second Street
4th Floor
Pottstown, PA 17901
(570) 622-6185
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI • PI • CO CJ WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Conewago
Pottsville
202-204 South Centre Street
Pottsville, PA 17901
(570) 628-5835
SAF • SA • DT BU • RES RS RL RD • SF MD PI • PA • CO CJ WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

PUNXSUTAWNEY

Cen Clear Child Services Inc
117 Elk Run Avenue
Punxsutawney, PA 15767
(814) 938-6340
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD PI • SS • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

BERKS COUNTY

Caron Counseling Services
845 North Park Road
Reading, PA 19610
(800) 678-2332
Intake: (800) 678-2332x6571
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF SI PI • AH • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Pyramid Quakertown
2705 North Old Bethlehem Pike
Quakertown, PA 18951
(215) 536-9070
Intake: (215) 997-9959
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • MM • BU VTRL • OTPA • OP OD OMB OIT ORT • SF MD MC PI • MI • SP • CO • GL VET CJ • SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Bucks County Counseling
12 South 5th Street
Suite 110
Quakertown, PA 18951
(215) 921-1810
Intake: (215) 529-9998
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • SS • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Healthy Responses in a Dysfunctional Society
1885 Mountain View Drive
Quakertown, PA 18951
(610) 847-2958
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • MI • SS • DU • AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Healthy Responses in a Dysfunctional Society
1885 Mountain View Drive
Quakertown, PA 18951
(610) 847-2958
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA • DT BU VTRL • OTPA • OP OD OMB OIT ORT • SF MD MC PI • MI • SP • CO • GL VET CJ • SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

New Directions Treatment Services
20-22 North 6th Avenue
Reading, PA 19611
(610) 678-0646x31
Intakes: (610) 678-0646x35 (610) 678-0646x21
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA • DT BU VTRL • OTPA • OP OD OMB OIT ORT • SF MD MC PI • MI • SP • CO • GL VET CJ • SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Northeast Family Healthcare LLC
1040 SW End Boulevard
Quakertown, PA 18951
(215) 536-9070x3026
Intake: (888) 694-9996
SAF • SA • DT BU VTRL • OTPA • OP OD OMB OIT ORT • SF MD MC PI • MI • SP • CO • GL VET CJ • SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Pyramid Quakertown
2705 North Old Bethlehem Pike
Quakertown, PA 18951
(215) 536-9070x3026
Intake: (888) 694-9996
MHSAF • SA • RES RS RL CT • SF MC PI • MI • SP • CO • AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Caron Counseling Services
845 North Park Road
Reading, PA 19610
(800) 678-2332
Intake: (800) 678-2332x6571
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF SI PI • AH • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Service Provider</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reading Hospital and Medical Center</td>
<td>Reading Hospital and Medical Center Drug and Alcohol Center</td>
<td>Sixth Avenue and Spruce Street, Building K, Reading, PA 19611 (484) 628-8070</td>
<td>MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD PI • CO • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Reading Hospital and Medical Center Drug and Alcohol Center, 401 Buttonwood Street, Reading, PA 19611 (484) 628-8186</td>
<td>SAF • SA DT BU • RES RS RD • SF SI PI • AH SP • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Reading Hospital and Medical Center Drug and Alcohol Center, 401 Buttonwood Street, Reading, PA 19611 (484) 628-8186</td>
<td>REHRERSBURG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Reading Hospital and Medical Center Drug and Alcohol Center, 401 Buttonwood Street, Reading, PA 19611 (484) 628-8186</td>
<td>RURAL RIDGE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Reading Hospital and Medical Center Drug and Alcohol Center, 401 Buttonwood Street, Reading, PA 19611 (484) 628-8186</td>
<td>SAINT CLAIR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Reading Hospital and Medical Center Drug and Alcohol Center, 401 Buttonwood Street, Reading, PA 19611 (484) 628-8186</td>
<td>SAINT MARYS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Reading Hospital and Medical Center Drug and Alcohol Center, 401 Buttonwood Street, Reading, PA 19611 (484) 628-8186</td>
<td>RIDGWAY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Reading Hospital and Medical Center Drug and Alcohol Center, 401 Buttonwood Street, Reading, PA 19611 (484) 628-8186</td>
<td>SCRANTON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Reading Hospital and Medical Center Drug and Alcohol Center, 401 Buttonwood Street, Reading, PA 19611 (484) 628-8186</td>
<td>ROCHESTER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Reading Hospital and Medical Center Drug and Alcohol Center, 401 Buttonwood Street, Reading, PA 19611 (484) 628-8186</td>
<td>SELLERSVILLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Reading Hospital and Medical Center Drug and Alcohol Center, 401 Buttonwood Street, Reading, PA 19611 (484) 628-8186</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Habit OPCO</td>
<td>Dunmore, 118 Monahan Avenue, Scranton, PA 18512 (570) 344-5327</td>
<td>SAF • SA MM • OP OMB ORT CT • SF MD • AH • CO GL VET ADM CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lourdesmont</td>
<td>Behavioral Health Services, 1327 Wyoming Avenue, Unit 1, Scranton, PA 18509 (570) 702-8360</td>
<td>SAF • SA ORT • SF MD SI PI • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New Hope Rehab Affiliates LLC</td>
<td>Cedar Residence, 929 Cedar Avenue, 1st Floor, Scranton, PA 18505 (570) 955-3260x302</td>
<td>SAF • SA HH • RES RL • SF MD • PA • CO GL VET CJ SE MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PA Treatment and Healing, 2400 Stafford Avenue, Suite 400, Scranton, PA 18505 (570) 344-5960</td>
<td>SAF • SA ORT • SF MD • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Community Service Foundation Inc, 253 North Main Street, Sellersville, PA 18960 (215) 257-4131</td>
<td>SAF • SA • OP OD • SF • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## PENNSYLVANIA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PENNSYLVANIA</th>
<th>Penn Foundation Inc</th>
<th>Recovery Center</th>
<th>807 Lawn Avenue</th>
<th>P.O. Box 32</th>
<th>Sellersville, PA 18960</th>
<th>(215) 257-9999</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Intakes: (215) 257-9999x5697 (877) 438-7326
SAF • SA DT BU NXN • OP RES RS RD
OMB ODT OIT ORT • SF MD PI • SS
• DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SHARON HILL</th>
<th>NHS Human Services</th>
<th>Delaware County</th>
<th>800 Chester Pike</th>
<th>Sharon Hill, PA 19079</th>
<th>(610) 537-1765</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Intake: (877) 762-3711
MHSAF • SA BU NXN • OP OMB OIT ORT • SF MD SI • AH SP • CO DU
• CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SHIPPSBURG</th>
<th>Roxbury Treatment Center</th>
<th>601 Roxbury Road</th>
<th>Shippensburg, PA 17257</th>
<th>(800) 648-4673</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Intake: (717) 530-2206
MHSAF • SA DT NXN VTRL • RES RS RD • SF MD SI PI MI • CO VET ADM
• YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SOMERSET</th>
<th>Beal Counseling and Consulting</th>
<th>445 Westridge Road</th>
<th>Suite 103</th>
<th>Somerset, PA 15501</th>
<th>(814) 444-9696</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • DU XA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SOUTH MONTROSE</th>
<th>Centre Counseling Associates</th>
<th>103 East Beaver Avenue</th>
<th>Suite 5</th>
<th>State College, PA 16801</th>
<th>(814) 861-2055</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

State College Medical
3091 Enterprise Drive
Suite 150
State College, PA 16801
(814) 235-6988

Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA MM OTPA • OP OMB ORT • SF MD • PW WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STATE COLLEGE</th>
<th>Crossroads Counseling Inc</th>
<th>444 East College Avenue</th>
<th>Suite 460</th>
<th>State College, PA 16801</th>
<th>(814) 231-0940</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

PA Treatment and Healing
1400 Fox Hill Road
Suite 300
State College, PA 16803
(814) 353-8273

Intake: (800) 827-6218
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD • PW WN MN• YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STROUDSBURG</th>
<th>A Better Today Inc</th>
<th>18 South 9th Street</th>
<th>Stroudsburg, PA 18360</th>
<th>(570) 424-8280</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Intake: (570) 344-1444
MHSAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF MD • SI PI • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUNBURY</th>
<th>Gaudenzia Inc</th>
<th>51 South 4th Street</th>
<th>Sunbury, PA 17801</th>
<th>(570) 988-1901</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Psychological Services Clinic
352 Arch Street
Sunbury, PA 17801
(570) 286-5081

MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD PI • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
TARENTUM
Family Services of Western PA
201 Corbet Street
Tarentum, PA 15084
(724) 226-0664
Intakes: (888) 222-4200 (724) 335-9883x5581
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI • AH • WN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

TOWANDA
A Better Today Inc
212 Main Street
Towanda, PA 18848
(570) 265-6700
Intake: (570) 344-1444
MHSAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

MENTAL HEALTH ASSOCIATES AND NEW LEAF RECOVERY SERVICES OF NORTH CENTRAL PA
21 Main Street
Towanda, PA 18848
(570) 265-2525
MHSAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

TUNKHANNOCK
A Better Today Inc
126 Warren Street
Tunkhannock, PA 18657
(570) 996-9600
Intake: (570) 344-1444
MHSAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • DU CJ AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

TURBOTVILLE
PA Treatment and Healing Services
5972 Susquehanna Trail
Turbotville, PA 17772
(570) 649-6855
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

TYRONE
Moore Counseling Services
1222 Pennsylvania Avenue
Tyrone, PA 16686
(814) 684-5588
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD PI • SS • AH • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

UNIONTOWN
Addiction Specialists
1023 Pittsburgh Street
Suites 101-105
Uniontown, PA 15401
(724) 439-0308
SAF • SA • BU NXN VTRL • OP OMB OIT ORT • SF MD PI • SS • CO • DU • PW • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

UPPER DARBY
Harwood House
9200 West Chester Pike
Upper Darby, PA 19082
(610) 853-3440
SAF • SA • CNXN VRNL HH • RES RL • SF MD • SP • CO • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

UPPER DARBY
A Better Today Inc
9200 West Chester Pike
Upper Darby, PA 19082
(610) 853-3440
SAF • SA • CNXN VRNL HH • RES RL • SF MD • SP • CO • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

VANDERGRIFT
RHJ Medical Center Inc
Vandergrift
2994 River Road
Vandergrift, PA 15690
(724) 696-9600
Methadone Clients Only
MHSAF • SA • MM OTPA • OP OMB ORT • SF MD PI • AH • PW • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

WARMINSTER
Project Transition
530 West Street Road
Warminster, PA 18974
(215) 997-9959
MHSAF • SA • WXN • OP ODT ORT • SF MD MC PI • CO • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

WARREN
Deerfield Centers for Addictions Treatment
Deerfield Behavioral Health of Warren
514 West 3rd Street
Warren, PA 16365
(814) 723-8120
Intake: (814) 723-5545x107
MHSAF • SA • BU WXN • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC PI IHS ATR • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

WASHINGTON
Abstinent Living at the Turning Point
199 North Main Street
Washington, PA 15301
(724) 228-2203
SAF • SA • HH • RES RL • SF MD • WN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
Abstantient Living at the Turning Point
Washington Women with Children
14 West Walnut Street
Washington, PA 15301
(724) 228-2203
SAF • SA HH • RES RL • SF MD • WN
BC • YAD ADLT • FEM

Care Center Inc
75 East Maiden Street
Suite 100
Washington, PA 15301
(724) 228-2200
MHS AF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT •
SF MD SI PI MI • SP • CO D U CJ AD
WN MN TRMA • CHLD ADLT • FEM
MALE

Greenbriar Treatment Center
800 Manor Drive
Washington, PA 15301
(724) 225-9700
SAF • SA DT BU VTRL • RES RS RD •
SF MD PI • CO WN MN TRMA • YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

Greenbriar Treatment Center
Lighthouse for Men
1820 Washington Road
Washington, PA 15301
(724) 531-6930
Intake: (800) 637-4673
SAF • SA VT RL HH • RES RL • SF MD •
CO MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • MALE

Greenbriar Treatment Center
Lighthouse for Women
1633 Weinrich Avenue
Washington, PA 15301
(724) 222-4753
Intake: (800) 637-4673
SAF • SA VT RL HH • RES RL • SF MD •
CO WN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM

Greenbriar Treatment Center
North Strabane
1840 Washington Road
Washington, PA 15301
(724) 916-0192
Intake: (800) 637-4673
SAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF MD
SI PI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Turning Point II
90 West Chestnut Street
Suite 510
Washington, PA 15301
(724) 222-0112
MHS AF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF
MD SI PI MI • SS • CO GL V ET ADM
MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA
DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Wesley Spectrum Services
Washington Office
26 South Main Street
Washington, PA 15301
(724) 222-7500
Intake: (724) 222-7500x0
MHS AF • SA N XN • OP OIT ORT CT •
SF MD MC SI PI • AH • CO • ADLT •
FEM MALE

WATSONTOWN
Habit OPCO
Watsonstown
759 Susquehanna Trail
Watsonstown, PA 17777
(570) 538-1240
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA MM OTPA • OP OMB ORT •
SF MD MC • AH • CO CJ PW WN MN
TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

WAYNESBURG
SPHS Care Center
35 SW Street
Waynesburg, PA 15370
(724) 627-6108
MHS AF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD
SI PI • AH • CO D U V E T ADM MF CJ
SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV •
CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

WELLSBORO
Harbor Counseling
7095 Route 287 South on Nessmuk Lake
Wellsboro, PA 16901
(570) 724-5272
SAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF MD
SI PI MI • SP • CJ • CHLD YAD ADLT •
FEM MALE

Laurel Behavioral Health
32-36 Central Avenue
Wellsboro, PA 16901
(570) 723-0345
Intake: (570) 724-1631x345
MHS AF • SA DT NXN VTRL • HID
HIT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • CHLD
ADLT • FEM MALE

WERNERSVILLE
Caron Treatment Centers
Adult Primary Care Services
Galen Hall Road
P.O. Box 150
Wernersville, PA 19565
(800) 678-2332
Intakes: (800) 854-6023 (610) 678-2332
SAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • RES RS
RD • SF PI • CO WN MN • YAD ADLT •
FEM MALE

WEST CHESTER
Gaudenzia Inc
Kindred House
1930 South Concord Road
West Chester, PA 19382
(610) 399-6571
Intake: (610) 908-2408
(610) 678-2332
SAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • RES RS
RD • SF PI • CO WN MN • YAD ADLT •
FEM

Gaudenzia Inc
Outpatient West Chester
110 Westtown Road
Suite 115
West Chester, PA 19382
(610) 429-1414
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD PI •
CO WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT •
FEM MALE
Gaudenzia Inc
West Chester House
1030 South Concord Road
West Chester, PA 19382
(610) 399-6929
Intake: (800) 355-0654
SAF • SA • RES RL • SF MD PI • SS • CO GL VET CJ SE WN MN TRMA XA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Pathway Counseling Services
811 West Chester Pike
West Chester, PA 19382
(610) 269-8396
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

WEST MIFFLIN
Gateway Pleasant Hills
500 Lewis Run Road
Suite 121
West Mifflin, PA 15122
(412) 466-7734
Intake: (412) 766-8700x2032
SAF • SA BU HH • OP OMB ODT OIT ORT CT • SF MC SI PI • AH • CO CJ SE AD WN MN TRMA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

WEXFORD
Brooktree Health Services
6500 Brooktree Road
Suite 101
Wexford, PA 15090
(724) 935-0460
SAF • SA NXN VTRL • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF PI • SS • CO GL WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Greenbriar Treatment Center
Wexford
6200 Brooktree Road
Suite 210
Wexford, PA 15090
(724) 934-8435
Intake: (800) 637-4673
SAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

WILKES BARRE
Choices Program of Wyoming Valley
Wilkes Barre Behav Hosp Company LLC
Rear 307 Laird Street
Wilkes Barre, PA 18702
(570) 408-9320
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • S A M M OTPA • OP OMB ORT • SF MD SI PI • SF • CJ PW MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Clearbrook Manor
1100 East Northampton Street
Wilkes Barre, PA 18706
(570) 823-1171
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA DT BU • RES RS RD • SF PI • WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

PA Care LLC
DBA Miners Medical
43 South Main Street
Wexford, PA 15090
(724) 934-8435
Intake: (800) 637-4673
SAF • S A M M OTPA • OP OMB ORT • SF MD SI PI • CJ PW WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Wyoming Valley
Alcohol and Drug Services Inc
437 North Main Street
Wilkes Barre, PA 18705
(570) 820-8888
Intake: (570) 655-3900
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD SI PI • DU VET ADM CJ AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Greenbriar Treatment Center
Wexford
6200 Brooktree Road
Suite 210
Wexford, PA 15090
(724) 934-8435
Intake: (800) 637-4673
SAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

WILLIAMSBURG
Cove Forge Behavioral Health System
202 Cove Forge Road
Williamsburg, PA 16693
(814) 832-2131
Intakes: (814) 832-2131 (800) 626-9355
SAF • SA DT BU • RES RS RD • SF PI • SF MD SI PI • MF CJ SE • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Cove Forge Behavioral Health System
202 Cove Forge Road
Williamsburg, PA 16693
(814) 832-2131
Intakes: (814) 832-2131 (800) 626-9355
SAF • SA DT BU • RES RS RD • SF PI • SF MD SI PI • MF CJ SE • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

WILLIAMSPORT
Crossroads Counseling Inc
501 East 3rd Street
Williamsport, PA 17701
(570) 323-7535
Intake: (800) 887-2720
MHSAS • SA • OP OMT ORT ORT • SF MD PI • AH • CO CJ SE AD WN MN TRMA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Genesis House Inc
800 West 4th Street
Suite G-01
Williamsport, PA 17701
(570) 322-0520
Intake: (570) 322-0520 x3007
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

PA Treatment and Healing
1566 Catherine Street
Williamsport, PA 17701
(570) 321-7860
Intake: (888) 377-7006
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

White Deer Run
Williamsport
901 Westminster Drive
Williamsport, PA 17701
(570) 321-6127
Intake: (800) 255-2335
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD SI PI • IHS • CO WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

PA Treatment and Healing
1566 Catherine Street
Williamsport, PA 17701
(570) 321-7860
Intake: (888) 377-7006
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

White Deer Run
Williamsport
901 Westminster Drive
Williamsport, PA 17701
(570) 321-6127
Intake: (800) 255-2335
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD SI PI • IHS • CO WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

WILLIAMSBURG
Cove Forge Behavioral Health System
202 Cove Forge Road
Williamsburg, PA 16693
(814) 832-2131
Intakes: (814) 832-2131 (800) 626-9355
SAF • SA DT BU • RES RS RD • SF PI • SF MD SI PI • MF CJ SE • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Williamsport Family Medical Center LLC
2062 Lycoming Creek Road
Williamsport, PA 17701
(570) 505-1123
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA • OP OMT ORT • OP OMB ORT • SF MD SI PI • MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
PENNSYLVANIA

WILLOW GROVE

Healthcare Options Inc
1000 York Road
Willow Grove, PA 19090
(215) 784-1120
Intake: (267) 228-8139
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF • SS • CO
DU GL VET MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN
TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Pyramid Healthcare Inc
York Pharmacotherapy Services
104 Davies Drive
York, PA 17402
(717) 840-2300
Intake: (888) 694-9996
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA MM BU OTPA • OP OMB OIT
ORT • SF MD SI • PW WN MN • YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

Rehab After Work
45 Wymtre Brooke Drive
Lower level
York, PA 17403
(800) 238-4357
Intake: (610) 644-6464x0
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI MI • DU
CJ AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

TW Ponessa and
Associates Counseling Services Inc
239 West Philadelphia Street
York, PA 17401
(717) 845-2425
Intake: (800) 437-5405
MHSAF • SA DT • OP OD ORT • SF
MD MC PI • CO • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Wellspan Behavioral Health
Edgar Square
1101 South Edgar Street
Suite A
York, PA 17403
(717) 851-1500
MHSAF • SA BU VTRL • OP OMB OIT
ORT • SF MD MC PI • CO DU • YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

YORK

Colonial House Inc
Outpatient
1 East Market Street
Suite 202
York, PA 17401
(717) 843-8444
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI • PA
• DU VET CJ PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

New Insights Inc
York
517 Carlisle Avenue
York, PA 17404
(717) 845-2079
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • WN •
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Pennsylvania Counseling Services
York
128 North George Street
York, PA 17401
(717) 848-6116
Intake: (855) 272-1653
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD
MC PI MI • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Pyramid Healthcare Inc
Outpatient/Drug Free
104 Davies Drive
York, PA 17402
(717) 840-2300
Intake: (888) 694-9996
SAF • SA MM BU • OP OMB OIT ORT
• SF MD SI PI • CJ AD PW WN MN •
CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

White Deer Run of York
106 Davies Drive
York, PA 17402
(717) 840-2308
Intake: (866) 769-6822
SAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • RES
RS RD • SF MD PI • CO TRMA • YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

Yorktowne Psychological and
Addiction Services
220 East King Street
York, PA 17403
(717) 843-4357
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD
PI • SS PA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
AGUADILLA
Clinica de Tratamiento Integral
Assistido con Medicamento de Aguadill
Anex Hospital Buen Samaritano
Assistido Con Medicamento de Aguadill
Aguadill, PR 00605
(787) 891-2352
Intake: (787) 891-2360
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA MM OTPA • OP OMB ORT • NP • PA • AH SP • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Hogar Crea Aguadilla
Carretera 2 Interior 110 Km 118.1
Barrio Ceiba Baja
Aguadill, PR 00610
(787) 826-0924
Intakes: (787) 882-2122 (787) 882-1548
SA • RES RL • NP • PA • SP • MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

ANASCO
Hogar JESUS Inc
Carretera 406 Km 2.2
Barrio Casey
Anasco, PR 00610
(787) 826-0924
SAF • SA • OP RES RL ORT • SF • PA • SP • CJ MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

ARECIBO
Hogar Crea Arecibo Adultos
Carretera 129 Km 2.6
Barrio Hato Abajo
Arecibo, PR 00612
(787) 878-5053
Intake: (787) 878-3676
SAF • SA • RES RL • NP • PA • SP • CO CJ SE MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

Reto Juvenil de Puerto Rico
Carretera 681 Km 10.7
Barrio Islote
Arecibo, PR 00613
(787) 880-7218
SAF • SA • OP RES RL OIT ORT • SF MD PI • SP • CJ AD • CHLD • MALE

BARRANQUITAS
Hogar Crea Barranquitas
Carretera 167 Km 24.5
Sector Industrial Luchetti Carr PR 5 k
Bayamon, PR 00960
(787) 787-4464
Intake: (787) 786-4370
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA MM OTPA • OP OMB ORT • NP • SS PA • AH SP • WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

BAYAMON
CTIAMs
Carretera 167 Km 24.5
Sector Industrial Luchetti Carr PR 5 k
Bayamon, PR 00960
(787) 787-4464
Intake: (787) 786-4370
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA MM OTPA • OP OMB OIT ORT • PA • SP • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Centero Salud Mental de la Comunidad
Hospital Universitario Dr Ramon Ruiz
Ave Laurel Urb Santa Juanita
Bayamon, PR 00956
(787) 786-3620
Intake: (787) 786-373x218
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PMI HHS • PA • AH SP • CO GL CJ AD TRMA XA • FEM MALE

Fundacion UPENS Inc
Centro de Bayamon
Carretera 830 Km 40.2
Barrio Cerro Gordo
Bayamon, PR 00956
(787) 788-607
Intakes: (787) 883-3345 (787) 883-3347
SAF • SA DT BU NXN • OP OD OMB OIT ORT • SF PI • SP • CO CJ • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

LABORATORIO

BAYAMON

Hogar Camino a La Salvacion II
Carretera 174 Km 13.2
Barrio Guaraguao Arriba
Bayamon, PR 00960
(787) 288-8682
SAF • SA HH • OP ORT • NP • PA • SP • DU CJ MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

Hogar Crea Rio Plantation
Carretera 872 Km 0.9 Bo Rio Plantatio
P.O. Box 2851
Bayamon, PR 00960
(787) 786-6105
Intakes: (787) 786-4370 (787) 786-3620
SAF • SA DT • RES RL RD HD • SS PA • SP • SE MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

PUERTO RICO

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
Puerto Rico

Hogar Crea Vista Alegre
C La Liga Esq C4 Bo Vista Alegre
PO Box 44
Bayamon, PR 00959
(787) 798-5530

Intake: (787) 798-8830
SAF • SA • RES RL • NP • PA • SP • SE
MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

La Perla de Gran Precio
Carretera 816 Km 8
Sector Los Vargas Barrio Nuevo
Bayamon, PR 00956
(787) 730-6375

Intake: (787) 799-2292
MHSAF • SA DT HH • RES RS RL RD • NP • PA • SP • CO WN TRMA BC XA
DV • YAD ADLT • FEM

Proyecto Oasis de Amor Inc
 Mujeres Adultas
Calle 35 ZF-15
Urb Riverview
Bayamon, PR 00961
(787) 780-5544x23

Intakes: (787) 780-5511x26 (787) 786-6375x26
SA DT HH • RES RS RL RD • SF SI • PA • SP • GL VET CJ WN • YAD ADLT • FEM

Proyecto Oasis de Amor Inc
 Trat Residencial Varones Adultos
Calle 35 ZF-15
Urb Riverview
Bayamon, PR 00961
(787) 780-5511

Intakes: (787) 780-5511x26 (787) 786-6375x26
SAF • SA DT HH • RES RS RL RD • SF SI • PA • SP • GL VET CJ SE
MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

Teen Challenge
Bayamon 1
Carretera 2 Km 7.7
Urb Juan Sanchez
Bayamon, PR 00956
(787) 792-8910

Intake: (787) 708-6330
SAF • SA HH • RES RL • SF IHS • PA • SP • CO SE AD MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

Cabo Rojo
Hogar Crea Cabo Rojo
Carretera 311 Km 31
Camino Los Ascencios
Cabo Rojo, PR 00623
(787) 255-3928

Intake: (787) 832-8226
SAF • SA • RES RL • NP • PA • SP • MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

Caguas
Adm Servicios Salud Mental y Contra
Centro de Tratamiento Menores
Centro Tratamiento a Menores
Apartado 9150
Caguas, PR 00726
(787) 745-0410

Intake: (787) 745-0685x211
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF SI PI • PA • SP • GL MF CJ AD PW TRMA XA
DV • FEM MALE

Caguas Quimioterapia
Carr 796 Km 0.5 Sector La 25
Bo Bairoa 25
Caguas, PR 00725
(787) 745-0410

Intake: (787) 745-0685x211
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA OTPA • OP OMB • NP • PA • AH SP • CO GL VET ADM MF SE PW
WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Hogar Crea de Caguas
Barrio Bairoa La 25 Carretera 796 Km 6
Caguas, PR 00725
(787) 745-6660

Intake: (787) 734-8030
SAF • SA DT HH • RES RS RL RD • NP • PA • SP • YAD ADLT • MALE

Hogar Resurreccion Inc
Carretera 175 Km 3 Hm 0
Barno San Antonio
Caguas, PR 00725
(787) 744-4401

Intakes: (787) 744-4403 (787) 747-8393
SAF • SA DT HH • RES RL RD HID CT • PA • SP • CO MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

Hogar Crea San Isidro
Carretera 188 Km 1.3
Barrio San Isidro
Covananas, PR 00729
(787) 256-4060
SAF • SA • RES RL CT • NP • PA • SP • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE MN TRMA
XA DV • YAD ADLT • MALE

Hogar Crea Cayey
Carretera 14 Km 71.6 Bo El Polvorin
Avenida Antonio R BarcÁ©lo
Cayey, PR 00737
(787) 535-6900

Intakes: (787) 535-9600 (787) 738-7268
SAF • SA • RES RL • NP • PA • SP • CJ
SE MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

CIDRA
First Hospital Panamericano
Carretera 787 Km 15
Cidra, PR 00739
(787) 739-5555

Intakes: (787) 739-5555x445 (787) 739-8075x01 (800) 981-1218
MHSAF • SA DT NXN • OP OD ODT
OIT ORT HID HIT • SF MC SI PI • AH SP • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Coamo
Hogar CREA Coamo Damas
Calle Mariano Quiones 32-A
Suite 32-A
Coamo, PR 00769
(787) 969-2342

Intake: (787) 738-7268
SAF • SA • RES RL • NP • PA • SP • CJ
SE WN • YAD ADLT • FEM

Hogar Crea Coamo Varones
Barrio San Idelfonso Carr 14 Km 29.1
P.O. Box 3361
Coamo, PR 00769
(787) 969-1659

Intake: (787) 738-7268
SAF • SA • RES RL • NP • PA • SP • CJ
SE MN • YAD ADLT • MALE
Comerio
Hogar Crea Comerio
Barrio Palomas Abajo Sector El 26
Carretera 165 Km 33 Hm 8
Comerio, PR 00782
(787) 875-7996
Intake: (787) 798-8830
SAF • SA • RES RL • NP • PA • SP • SE
MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

Garrochales
Hogar Crea Arecibo Damas
Carr 682 Km 5.9
Bo Garrochales Sector San Luis
Garrochales, PR 00652
(787) 636-4937
Intake: (787) 878-3676
SAF • SA • RES RL • NP • PA • SP • CO
CJ SE WN XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM

Guanica
Hogar Crea Guanica
Carretera Ochoa Km 1.9 Bda Esperanza
Guanica, PR 00653
(787) 624-4056
Intake: (787) 841-8686
SAF • SA • RES RL • NP • PA • SP • CO
GL VET MF CJ SM TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • MALE

Guaynabo
Centro Renacer Inc
Carretera 834 Km 4.2 Barrio Sonadora
Sector Las Parcelas
Guaynabo, PR 00969
(787) 720-0235
SAF • SA • RES RL • NP • PA • SP • YAD
ADLT • MALE

Hogar Crea Guaynabo Adolescentes
Calle Vanda Numero 1
Urbanizacion Torrirmar
Guaynabo, PR 00966
(787) 781-7545
Intake: (787) 798-8830
SAF • SA • RES RL • NP • PA • SP • AD • CHLD • MALE

Hogar Crea Guaynabo Adultos
Calle Union 3 Sector Piedra Blanca
Camino Alejandro Km 05
Guaynabo, PR 00970
(787) 790-5818
Intake: (787) 798-8830
SAF • SA • RES RL • NP • PA • SP • SE
MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

Hogar Crea Sabana Carano
Calle Maritima 410
Barrio Sabana
Guaynabo, PR 00965
(787) 781-6590
Intake: (787) 798-8840 (787) 798-8830
SAF • SA • RES RL • NP • PA • SP • SE
MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

Hogar Divino Nino Jesus Inc
Carretera 748 Km 1
Barrio Corazon
Guaynabo, PR 00784
(787) 866-1486
Intake: (787) 794-0020
MHSAF • SA • BU HH • RES RL • SF PI • SP • DU
SE MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

Hogar Divino Niño Jesus Inc
Carretera 748 Km 1
Barrio Corazon
Guaynabo, PR 00784
(787) 866-1486
Intake: (787) 794-0020
MHSAF • SA • BU HH • RES RL • SF PI • SP • DU
SE MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

Hogar Un Nuevo Camino
Sector Villodas
Carretera 715 Km 0.2
Guaynabo, PR 00784
(787) 864-9163
MHSAF • SA • RES RL • SF • AH SP
• AD • CHLD ADLT • MALE

Puerto Rico
Hogar de Ayuda El Refugio Inc
Avenida Ponce de Leon
Esquina Santa Rosa De Lima 17-A
Guaynabo, PR 00965
(787) 792-1117
Intake: (787) 219-0922
SAF • SA DT BU • RES RS RL RD • MD • PA • SP • GL VET CJ SE PW WN BC • YAD ADLT • FEM

GURABO
Hogar Crea Gurabo
Barrio Navarro Carretera 931 Km 4.6
Gurabo, PR 00778
(787) 219-0922
Intake: (787) 792-1117
SAF • SA DT • RES RS RL RD • NP • PA • SP • YAD ADLT • MALE

HUMACAO
Centro Tratamiento Ambulatorio Adultos Humacao
Boulevard Del Ro Torre 3
Piso 4 Frente Al Tribunal
Humacao, PR 00791
(787) 850-0500
SAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT • NP • PA • SP • CJ DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Corda Centro Orientacion Rehab
Orientacion y Drogadictos Alcohólicos
Carretera 910 Int Barrio Catano Km 4.3
Humacao, PR 00792
(787) 636-5443
Intake: (787) 285-1890 (787) 636-4741
SAF • SA BU HH • OP RES RS RL ODT OIT ORT HIT CT • SF • PA • SP • DU VET SE MN DV • YAD ADLT • MALE

Hogar Crea Humacao
Carretera 908 Km 2 Hm 7
Barrio Tejas
Humacao, PR 00792
(787) 852-0144
Intake: (787) 734-1767
SAF • SA DT • RES RS RL RD • NP • PA • SP • YAD ADLT • MALE

Hogar Nueva Vida Humacao
Carretera 926 Km 2.2
Barrio Collores
Humacao, PR 00791
(787) 850-0258
Intake: (787) 850-5949
SAF • SA DT • RES RS RL RD • SF • PA • SP • CO CJ • YAD ADLT • MALE

ISABELA
Hogar Crea Isabela Adolescentes
Avenida Estacion Carretera 447 Km 3.2
Barrio Bejucos
Isabela, PR 00662
(787) 872-5274
Intake: (787) 882-2122
SA • RES RL • NP • PA • SP • AD • CHLD • MALE

JUANA DIAZ
Hogar Crea Juana Diaz Adolescentes
De Juana Diaz
Barrio Capitanje
Carretera 1 Km 15.2
Juana Diaz, PR 00795
(787) 624-4082
Intake: (787) 841-8686
DWI/DUI Clients Only
SAF • SA HH • RES RL CT • NP • PA • SP • DU GL VET MF CJ SE AD MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • MALE

Hogar Crea Juana Diaz Adultos
Carretera 14 Km 16.9
Barrio Tijera
Juana Diaz, PR 00795
(787) 837-0569
Intake: (787) 841-8686
SAF • SA HH • RES RL CT • NP • PA • SP • CO GL VET MF SE MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • MALE

JUNCOS
Hogar Crea Juncos
Carretera 185 Km 20.0
Bo Antigua Central
Juncos, PR 00777
(787) 449-7597
Intake: (787) 734-1767
SAF • SA DT • RES RS RL RD • NP • PA • SP • YAD ADLT • MALE

Hogar Nuevo Pacto Juncos
Carretera 31 De Juancos a
Naguabo KM 19 Barrio Caimito 1
Juncos, PR 00777
(787) 734-5880
SAF • SA • RES RL • SF • SP • CJ SE MN DV • YAD ADLT • MALE

LAS MARIAS
Hogar Crea Las Marias
Carretera 119 Km 26.1
Bo Maravilla Norte
Las Marias, PR 00670
(787) 827-3313
Intake: (787) 832-8226
MHSAF • SA DT HH • RES RL RD HID HIT • NP • PA • SP • CO CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

LOIZA
Hogar Crea Loiza
Calle San Patricio Final 16
Calle Espiritu Santo 16
Loiza, PR 00772
(787) 876-2726
Intake: (787) 748-5344
SAF • SA DT HH • RES RL RD CT • SF SI • PA • SP • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE MN TRMA BC • YAD ADLT • MALE

LUQUILLO
Hogar Crea Luquillo
Calle 14 Hato Viejo Barrio Fortuna
Luquillo, PR 00773
(787) 889-3300
Intake: (787) 748-5344
SAF • SA • RES RL CT • NP • PA • SP • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • MALE

MANATI
Hogar Crea Manati Varones
Carretera 2 Km 48.0
Barrio Cotto Norte
Manati, PR 00674
(787) 854-3743
Intake: (787) 876-2726
SAF • SA • RES RL • NP • PA • SP • CO CJ SE MN • YAD ADLT • MALE
MAYAGUEZ

Alcoholismo Ambulatorio/Mayaguez
Carr 2 Km 157
Barrio Sabalos Nuevos
Mayaguez, PR 00682
(787) 833-0663 x279
Intake: (787) 833-0663 x217
DUI/DUI Clients Only
SAF • SA • OP OIT • SF • SP • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Ambulatorio Adolts Mayaguez
410 Avenue Hostos
Suite 7 Apartado 11
Mayaguez, PR 00680
(787) 833-3675
Intake: (787) 833-0663 x299
MHSAF • SA • OP ODT OIT HIT • SS PA • SP • CO GL CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Mision Rescate Drug Abuse Trt de Mayaguez
Carretera 104 Km 1.7
Barrio Algarrobo
Mayaguez, PR 00681
(787) 834-1310
SAF • SA HH • OP RES RL ODT OIT • SF PA • PA • SP • VET MF CJ SE MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • MALE

NARANJITO

Hogar Crea Naranjito
Carretera 164 Km 05
Barrio Nuevo
Naranjito, PR 00719
(787) 387-0998
Intakes: (787) 869-7565 (787) 798-8830
Intake: (787) 738-7268
SAF • SA DT • RES RL RD • NP • PA • SP • CJ SE MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

OROCOVIS

Hogar Crea Orocovis
Barrio Sabana Sector La Pista
Orocovis, PR 00720
(787) 867-0290
Intake: (787) 738-7268
SAF • SA DT • RES RL RD • NP • PA • SP • CJ SE MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

PONCE

Centro Madre Dominga Casa Belen Inc
Urb San Jorge 3504
Calle Andino Suites 1 and 2
Ponce, PR 00717
(787) 290-3627
Intake: (787) 844-3240
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • NP • PA • AH SP • CO GL VET CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • MALE

SABANA GRANDE

Hogar Crea Sabana Grande
Carretera 368 Km 3.8
Barrio Machuchal
Sabana Grande, PR 00637
(787) 873-7006
Intake: (787) 832-8226
SAF • SA • RES RL • NP • PA • SP • YAD ADLT • MALE

SALINAS

Hogar Crea Salinas
Carretera 706 Km 01
Salinas, PR 00751
(787) 824-5654
Intake: (787) 824-3426
SAF • SA • RES RL • FP • AD • CHL ADL • MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
PUERTO RICO

SAN GERMAN
Hogar Crea San German
Carretera 318 Km 08
Barrio Marezua
San German, PR 00683
(787) 892-6640
Intake: (787) 805-1522
SAF • SA DT HH • OP OD OMB ODT
OIT ORT HID HIT • NP • SP • CO GL
VET MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA
XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Consultores Psicológicos de
Puerto Rico
403 Delparque Street
5th Floor
San Juan, PR 00912
(787) 721-4960
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • SP • CO
CJ • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Hogar CREA Venezuela
Calle Guaranacanal Final 5
Barrio Venezuela
San Juan, PR 00928
(787) 751-5640
Intake: (787) 763-0476
SAF • SA • RES RL • NP • PA • SP
SE AD MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

San Juan, PR 00907
(787) 723-5820
Parada 15
San Juan, PR 00907
(787) 721-5380
Intake: (787) 751-5640
SAF • SA • RES RL • NP • PA • SP
CO GL VET CJ AD WN TRMA XA DV
• CHLD ADLT • FEM

Hogar Crea Ciudad Modelo
Calle Hoare 716
Parada 15
San Juan, PR 00907
(787) 723-5820
Intake: (787) 751-5640
SAF • SA • RES RL • NP • PA • SP
CO GL VET CJ AD WN TRMA XA DV
• CHLD ADLT • MALE

Hogar Crea Country Club
Calle Lola Rodriguez de Tio 794
2da Extencion Country Club RP
San Juan, PR 00928
(787) 721-5316
Intake: (787) 751-5640
SAF • SA • RES RL • NP • PA • SP
CO GL VET CJ AD MN TRMA XA DV
• YAD ADLT • MALE

Hogar Crea Las Americas
Calle Tnte Cesar Gonzalez
Urb Villa Navarre Suite 1105
San Juan, PR 00927
(787) 756-5211
Intake: (787) 751-5640
SAF • SA • RES RL • NP • PA • SP
CO GL VET CJ AD MN TRMA XA DV
• YAD ADLT • MALE

Hogar Crea Parcels Fru
Proyecto Especial
Calle 36 Final
Parcels Fru
San Juan, PR 00924
(787) 751-2969
Intake: (787) 765-4109
SAF • SA DT • RES RL RD • NP • PA • SP
CO GL VET CJ AD MN TRMA XA DV
• YAD ADLT • MALE

Hogar Crea San Jose
Calle Urdiales Esquina Burgos
Embalse San Jose
San Juan, PR 00923
(787) 751-5790
Intake: (787) 751-5714
SAF • SA • RES RL • NP • PA • SP
CO GL CJ AD MN TRMA XA DV • YAD
ADLT • MALE

Hogar del Buen Pastor Inc
Ave de la Constitucion 250
Puerta de Tierra
San Juan, PR 00901
(787) 721-8579
SAF • SA DT HH • RES RL RD • PA • SP
• BC • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Instituto Psicoterapeutico de
PR (INSPIRA)
Avenue Hostos 431
Hid cond Park
San Juan, PR 00918
(787) 753-9515
Intake: (787) 753-9515x288 (787) 753-9575x286
MHSAF • SA DT NXN • OP OD ODT
OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC PI • SP • CO
GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN
MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT
• FEM MALE

Programa Ley 22/San Juan
Calle Maga Pabellon B
Bo Monacillos
San Juan, PR 00927
(787) 751-4014
Intake: (787) 763-7575
DWI/DUI Clients Only
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • PA • SP • DU
• CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

SAN JUAN
ASSMCA Centro Tratamiento Drogas y
Metadona de San Juan
Pabellon G Centro Medico
San Juan, PR 00918
(787) 754-4100
Intake: (787) 754-4123
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA DD OTPA • OP OD OMB • SF
• PA • AH SP FX • CO GL VET ADM
MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV
• YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F19

Casa La Providencia
Calle Norzagaray 200
Esquina San Justo
San Juan, PR 00902
(787) 725-5358
Intake: (787) 721-5316
SAF • SA HH • RES RL CT • SF MD MC
• PA • SP FX • CO WN TRMA XA DV
• YAD ADLT • FEM • F42

Centro Detox y Tratamiento Metadona SJ
Pabellon G
Calle Maga Final Centro Medico
Terrenos Hospital Psiquiatra
San Juan, PR 00921
(787) 754-4100
Intake: (787) 754-4123
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA DD MM DM OTPA • OP OD
OMB ORT • SF • PA • SP • PW • YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions • See KEY on Page v.
Puerto Rico Addiction Medical Services (PRAMS)  
Carretera 21 S 32 segundo Piso  
Urbanizacion Las Lomas  
San Juan, PR 00921  
(787) 782-4405  
Intakes: (787) 782-1600 (787) 310-8549  
SAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP OD  
OMB OD T OIT ORT • SP • SP • DU GL  
• CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Residencial Mujeres Adultas ASSMCA  
Mujeres Adultas San Juan  
Pabellon B Calle Maga Centro Medico  
Barrio Monacillos  
San Juan, PR 00935  
(787) 764-0684  
MHS • SAF • SA BU • RES RL • NP • SS PA  
• SP • CO PW WN BC • YAD ADLT • FEM

Servicio de Tratamiento Residencial Adolescentes- Sustancias  
C Canada 1324 Ave de Diego Pro Nuevo  
Centro de Salud Mental de San Patricio  
San Juan, PR 00928  
(787) 793-1550x262  
Intake: (787) 793-1553x262  
MHS • SAF • SA • RES RL • NP • PA • SP  
• AD • CHLD • MALE

Unidad Emergencia Y Detox de Alcoholismo  
Rio Piedras Medical Center  
Antigua Casa de Salud  
San Juan, PR 00936  
(787) 763-7521  
Intake: (787) 763-5305  
SAF • SA DT NXN • OP OD OIT HID  
HIT • SP SI • SP • SE WN MN • YAD  
ADLT • FEM MALE

VA Caribbean Healthcare System  
10 Calle Casa  
San Juan, PR 00921  
(787) 641-7582x1235  
Intakes: (787) 641-7582x1232 (787) 641-7582x12528  
GHF • SA DT BU NXN • OP OD OMB  
OIT ORT HID HIT CT • VAMC SF SI  
PI MI • PA • SP • CO VET ADM • YAD  
ADLT • FEM MALE

SAN SEBASTIAN  
Hogar Crea San Sebastian  
Carretera 435 Km 1.5  
Barrio Calabaza  
San Sebastian, PR 00685  
(787) 608-7660  
Intakes: (787) 896-7280 (787) 896-2122  
SAF • SA • RES RL • NP • PA • SP • MN  
• YAD ADLT • MALE

TOA ALTA  
Casa Luz y Vida  
Carretera 825 Km 1.0  
Barrio Quebrada Cruz Sector El Cuco  
Toa Alta, PR 00953  
(787) 870-5099  
Intake: (787) 858-7595  
SAF • SA • RES RL • SF • SP • AD  
• CHLD • MALE

Hogar Crea Toa Alta  
Barrio Galateo Centro  
Carretera 804 Km 1.8  
Toa Alta, PR 00953  
(787) 870-5037  
Intake: (787) 798-8830  
SAF • SA • RES RL • NP • PA • SP  
• SE MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

Hogar Posada la Victoria Inc  
Carr 165 Km 4 Parcela 52 953  
Bo Galateo  
Toa Alta, PR 00933  
(787) 881-3474  
Intake: (787) 780-2379  
SAF • SA HH • OP RES RL ORT • SF  
• PA • SP • WN • YAD ADLT • FEM

Hogar Santisima Trinidad  
Carretera 861 Km 7.0 Bo Mucarabones  
Sector Villas del Toa Lote A and B  
Toa Alta, PR 00953  
(787) 799-6208  
Intake: (787) 799-1977  
SAF • SA DT BU HH OTPA • RES RS RL  
RD • SF • PA • SP • GL VET MF CJ SE  
MN XA DV • YAD ADLT • MALE

TOA BAJA  
Hogar Divino Nino Jesus Inc  
Carretera 854 Km 3.5  
Antigua Central Constancia  
Toa Baja, PR 00951  
(787) 794-0020  
Intakes: (787) 794-3124 (787) 794-2105  
SAF • SA DT BU HH • RES RS RL RD  
HID HIT • SF SI IHS • PA • SP • CO  
GL VET CJ SE MN DV • YAD ADLT • MALE

TRUJILLO ALTO  
Hogar Crea El Conquistador  
Carretera 175 Km 4.2  
Barrio Carraizo  
Trujillo Alto, PR 00976  
(787) 283-1775  
Intake: (787) 748-5344  
SAF • SA • RES RL CT • NP • PA • SP  
• CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE MN TRMA  
XA DV • YAD ADLT • MALE

Hogar Crea Inc Posada de la Esperanza  
Centro de Madres Con Ninos  
Carretera 848 Km 09 Esq Calle Urano  
Urbanizacion Wonderville  
Trujillo Alto, PR 00977  
(787) 761-2125  
Intake: (787) 748-5344  
SAF • SA • RES RL CT • NP • PA • SP  
• CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW WN  
TRMA BC XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM

Hogar Crea La Quinta  
Carlos Quevedo Estrada  
Carretera 848 Km 1.2  
Box 185 Saint Just  
Trujillo Alto, PR 00976  
(787) 760-0890  
Intake: (787) 748-5344  
SAF • SA • RES RL CT • NP • SS PA  
• SP • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE MN  
TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page 705
PUERTO RICO

Hogar Crea Trujillo Pueblo
Carretera 175 Km 13.3
Esquina Expreso
Trujillo Alto, PR 00976
(787) 760-3155
Intake: (787) 748-5344
SAF • SA • RES RL CT • NP • PA • SP • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • MALE

VEGA ALTA

Hogar Crea Vega Alta
Barrio Sabana Hoyos
Carretera 690 Km 8.0
Vega Alta, PR 00692
(787) 533-2357
Intake: (787) 878-3676
SAF • SA • RES RL • NP • PA • SP • CO CJ SE MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

VEGA BAJA

Fundacion UPENS Inc
Centro El Camino
Carretera 155 Km 61.5 Sector El Palmar
Ramal 673 Izquierda Bo Pugnado Afuera
Vega Baja, PR 00693
(787) 807-1067
Intakes: (787) 883-3345 (787) 883-3347
SAF • SA DT HH • RES RL RD CT • SF • PA • SP • CO VET CJ SE MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • MALE

Silo Mission Christiana Inc
Carretera 2 Km 42.6
Barrio Algarrobo
Vega Baja, PR 00693
(787) 858-7564
Intake: (787) 858-7595
SAF • SA • RES RL • SF • PA • SP • GL VET ADM MF CJ SE MN TRMA XA • CHLD ADLT • MALE

YABUCOA

Hogar Crea Yabucoa
Bo Aguacate Carretera 906 Km 1.5
Yabucoa, PR 00767
(787) 893-2016
Intake: (787) 734-4767
SAF • SA • RES RL • NP • PA • SP • YAD ADLT • MALE
PALAU

Ministry of Health
P.O. Box 6027
Koror
Palau, PW 96940
(680) 488-4711
Intake: (680) 488-1907
MHSAF • SA DT • OP OD ODT OIT
ORT HID HIT • SF SI PI • PA • FX • CO
DU GL VET CJ SE AD PW WN MN
TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT •
FEM MALE • F64
### BARRINGTON
- **East Bay Center Inc**
  - 2 Old County Road
  - Barrington, RI 02806
  - (401) 246-1195
  - Intake: (401) 246-1195x100
  - MHF • SA BU NNX • OP OMB ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI ATR • AH SP FX • CO WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F67

- **Caritas Inc**
  - Caritas House
  - 70 East Street
  - Cranston, RI 02920
  - (401) 463-8829
  - Intake: (401) 729-8701
  - SAF • SA • OP RES RS RL ODT OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SP • AD • CHLD • FEM

### CHARLESTOWN
- **Narragansett Indian Health Center**
  - 4533 South County Trail
  - Charlestown, RI 02813
  - (401) 364-1265
  - Intakes: (401) 364-1265
  - MALE

- **South Shore Mental Health Centers Inc**
  - Addictions Program
  - 4705 Old Post Road
  - Suite A
  - Charlestown, RI 02813
  - (401) 364-7705
  - MHF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC PI MI IHS • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

### CRANSTON
- **Addiction Services/Doric Center**
  - Comprehensive Comm Action Prog
  - 311 Doric Avenue
  - Cranston, RI 02910
  - (401) 781-3990
  - Intakes: (401) 467-9610 (401) 562-2248
  - MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC PI MI • SS • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

- **CODAC Cranston**
  - Outpatient Drug Free
  - 1052 Park Avenue
  - Cranston, RI 02910
  - (401) 461-5056
  - SAF • SA • OP OMB OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI ATR • DU CJ AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

### EAST PROVIDENCE
- **CODAC Behavioral Healthcare**
  - East Bay
  - 850 Waterman Avenue
  - East Providence, RI 02914
  - (401) 434-4999
  - SAF • SA DT MM DM BU • OP OD OMB OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI ATR • DU CJ AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

### GREENVILLE
- **Clinical Services of Rhode Island**
  - 600 Putnam Pike
  - Suite 7
  - Greenville, RI 02828
  - (401) 949-2220
  - Intake: (877) 537-1409
  - MHSAF • SA DT BU NNX VTRL • OP OD OMB OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI ATR • SS • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F67

### JOHNSTON
- **Journey to Hope Health and Healing Inc**
  - 985 Plainfield Street
  - Johnston, RI 02919
  - (401) 946-0650
  - Methadone Clients Only
  - SAF • SA DT MM DM NNX OTPA • OP OD OMB ORT • SF MD SI PI MI ATR • SP FX • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F67

### MIDDLETOWN
- **Tri Town Community Action Agency**
  - 1126 Hartford Avenue
  - Johnston, RI 02919
  - (401) 351-2750
  - Intakes: (401) 351-2750x1940 (401) 351-2750x1936
  - GHF • SA BU • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI ATR • SS PA • AH SP FX • CJ AD PW WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F28 F67

### EXETER
- **Phoenix House of New England**
  - Phoenix House Exeter Center
  - 215 Main Street
  - Exeter, RI 02822
  - (401) 295-0960 • (401) 295-0960x6400
  - Intakes: (401) 295-0960x6400
  - SAF • SA • OP RES RS RL ODT OIT ORT CT • SF SI • SS • CO VET CJ MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

### For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.

---

**RHODE ISLAND**
Newport County
Community Mental Health Center
127 Johnny Cake Hill Road
Middletown, RI 02842
(401) 846-1213
MHF • SA NXN • OP ORT • SF MD MC PI MI ATR • SS PA • AH • CO • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

RHODE ISLAND

Newport County
Community Mental Health Center
127 Johnny Cake Hill Road
Middletown, RI 02842
(401) 846-1213
MHF • SA NXN • OP ORT • SF MD MC PI MI ATR • SS PA • AH • CO • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

NARRAGANSETT

Galilee Mission Inc
268 Kingstown Road
Narragansett, RI 02882
(401) 789-9390
Intakes: (401) 789-9420 (401) 783-8155
SAF • SA HH • OP RES RL ORT • SF MD ATR • MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

NEWPORT

CODAC Behavioral Healthcare
CODAC Newport
93 Thames Street
Newport, RI 02840
(401) 846-4150
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU • OP OD OMB ORT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI ATR • DU CJ AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • MALE

Substance Abuse Rehabilitation Program
Naval Health Clinic New England
43 Smith Road
Code 32-N
Newport, RI 02841
(401) 841-2259
Intake: (401) 841-3772
SAF • SA NXN • OP ODT OIT ORT • MI • VET ADM • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

NORTH KINGSTOWN

Meadows Edge Recovery Center
North Kingston
580 Ten Rod Road
North Kingston, RI 02852
(401) 294-6170
SAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP OD OMB OIT ORT CT • SF SI PI • CO DU GL VET MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

SSTAR of Rhode Island
Resident Alcohol/Drug Detox
1950 Tower Hill Road
North Kingstown, RI 02852
(401) 294-6160
Intake: (800) 747-6237
SAF • SA DT DM BU NXN VTRL • OP RES RS RD OIT ORT CT • SF SI PI ATR • SS PA • AH SP FX • DU WN MN • YAD • FEM MALE • F67

PASCOAG

Phoenix House of New England
Phoenix Academy at Wallum Lake
2076 Wallum Lake Road
Pascoag, RI 02859
(401) 568-1770
Intakes: (401) 568-1770x0 (401) 568-1770x6130
SAF • SA BU • RES RS RL • SF MD MC SI PI ATR • CJ WN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • MALE • F19 F67

Providence Center
Roads to Recovery Womens Program
2198 Wallum Lake Road
Pascoag, RI 02859
(401) 276-4020
SAF • SA BU • RES RS RL • SF MD MC SI PI ATR • CJ WN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM

PAWTUCKET

Addiction Recovery Institute
31 North Union Street
Pawtucket, RI 02860
(401) 725-2520
Intakes: (401) 725-2520x103 (401) 226-8922
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA MM DM OTPA • OP OD OMB ORT CT • SF MD SI PI ATR • SP • CO CJ PW WN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Gateway Healthcare Inc
PACS
105 Bacon Street
Pawtucket, RI 02860
(401) 722-4644
Intake: (401) 729-8701
SAF • SA NXN VTRL • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI ATR • SS • SP • CO DU WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Gateway Inc
Eastman House
166 Pawtucket Avenue
Pawtucket, RI 02860
(401) 729-8701
SAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • RES RS RL • SF MD MC SI PI ATR • SP • CO CJ PW WN • YAD ADLT • FEM

PORTSMOUTH

Clinical Services of RI Portsmouth
Portsmouth
11 King Charles Drive
Suite A-2
Portsmouth, RI 02871
(401) 683-0857
SAF • SA DT NXN VTRL • OP OD OMB OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • CO DU CJ WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Center for Treatment and Recovery
203 Concord Street
Suite 463
Pawtucket, RI 02860
(401) 727-1287x105
Intake: (401) 727-1287
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM OTPA • OP OD OMB ORT CT • SF MD SI PI ATR • SP • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
PROVIDENCE

Butler Hospital
Alcohol and Drug Treatment Services
345 Blackstone Boulevard
Providence, RI 02906
(401) 455-6214
Intake: (401) 455-6200
MHSAF • SA DT DM BU NXN • HID
HIT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • CO SE
WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

CODAC Providence
349 Huntington Avenue
Providence, RI 02909
(401) 942-1450
SAF • SA DT MM DM • OP OD OMB
OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI IHS ATR • SP
• CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Discovery House Providence
66 Pavilion Avenue
Providence, RI 02905
(401) 461-9110
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU • OP OD
OMB ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • AH • CHLD
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F67

Family Service of Rhode Island
55 Hope Street
Providence, RI 02906
(401) 331-3350
Intakes: (401) 519-2280 (401) 294-6138x3162
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI
PI MI • AH • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM
MALE

Journey to Hope Health and Healing
DBA Providence Metro
160 Narragansett Avenue
Providence, RI 02907
(401) 941-4488
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM OTPA • OP OD OMB
• SF MD SI • CO GL VET CJ SE PW WN
MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM
MALE

MAP Behavioral Health Services Inc
66 Burnett Street
Providence, RI 02907
(401) 785-0050
Intakes: (401) 785-0050x10 (401) 785-
0050x23
MHSAF • SA BU HH • OP RES RS RL
OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI ATR • SP FX
• CO CJ MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F19

Phoenix House of New England
205 Waterman Street
Providence, RI 02906
(401) 421-5255
Intakes: (401) 421-5255x3272 (401) 330-7974
SAF • SA • OP RES RS RL OIT ORT • SF
MD SI PI MI IHS ATR • SP FX • CO DU
CJ AD WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F19 F31

Providence Center
Adult Behavioral Services
530 North Main Street
Providence, RI 02904
(401) 528-0110
Intake: (401) 276-4020
MHSAF • SA NXN • OP ODT OIT ORT
• SF MD SI PI MI ATR • AH • CO TRMA
CJ AD WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F30
F67

Providence Center
Intensive Outpatient/Substance Abuse
530 North Main Street
Providence, RI 02904
(401) 276-4020
SA NXN • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF MD
MC SI PI MI ATR • AH • CO TRMA
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Providence Center/Symmetry
SA Residential and IOP
200 Butler Drive
Providence, RI 02906
(401) 437-8070
SAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • RES RS • SF
SI PI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

ROGER WILLIAMS MEDICAL CENTER

Addiction Medicine Center
825 Chalkstone Avenue
Providence, RI 02908
(401) 456-2000
Intakes: (401) 456-2363 (401) 456-3500
SAF • SA DT BU NXN • OP ODT OIT
ORT HID HIT • SF MD MC PI MI • AH
• YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Veterans Affairs Medical Center
Substance Abuse Treatment Program
830 Chalkstone Avenue
Unit 116-F
Providence, RI 02908
(401) 273-7100x2610
Intakes: (401) 457-3400 (401) 457-3083
SAF • SA DT MM BU NXN VTRL • OP
OD OMB ORT ORT HID HIT CT
• VAMC SF MD MC PI MI • AH • CO
VET ADM MF CJ SE WN MN TRMA
XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Women and Infants Hospital
Project Link
134 Thurbem Avenue
Suite 212
Providence, RI 02905
(401) 453-7618
SAF • SA NXN • OP OIT ORT • SF MD
MC SI PI MI • AH • SP • PW • YAD
ADLT • FEM

RIVERSIDE

East Bay Center
Substance Abuse Services
610 Wampnoaq Trail
Riverside, RI 02915
(401) 431-9870
Intakes: (401) 246-1195x2 (401) 246-1195x188
(401) 246-1195 (401) 431-9870x101
MHF • SA BU NXN • OP OMB ORT • SF
MD MC SI PI MI ATR • CO SE WN
MN • ADLT • FEM MALE


**RHODE ISLAND**

**WAKEFIELD**
CODAC Behavioral Healthcare II
South County
350 Columbia Street
Wakefield, RI 02879
(401) 789-0934
Intake: (401) 792-7048

Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM OTPA • OP OD OMB • SF MD SI PI MI ATR • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Phoenix House of New England
Sympatico
1058 Kingstown Road
Wakefield, RI 02879
(401) 783-0782
Intake: (401) 783-0782x100
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • EX • TRMA • YAD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F70

AdCare Hospital
Warwick
400 Bald Hill Road
Warwick, RI 02886
(401) 732-1500

SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • FX • TRMA • YAD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F70

Addiction Recovery Institute
South
205 Hallene Road
Suite 102
Warwick, RI 02886
(401) 737-4788
Intake: (401) 226-8922

Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA MM DM OTPA • OP OMB ORT CT • SF MD PI ATR • SP • WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Bridgemark Inc
2020 Elmwood Avenue
Warwick, RI 02888
(401) 781-2700

MHSAF • SA HH • OP RES RS RL ODT OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • AH SP • CO DU CJ MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Kent Center
2756 Post Road
Suite 104
Warwick, RI 02886
(401) 691-6000
Intake: (401) 732-5656

MHSAF • SA NXN • OP ORT CT • SF MD SI PI ATR • SS PA • AH • CO • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Medical Assisted Recovery Inc
875 Centerville Road
Suite 15
Warwick, RI 02886
(401) 615-8500

SAF • SA DT BU NXN • OP OD OMB OIT ORT • PI • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**WESTERLY**

Phoenix House
Outpatient Center
101 Franklin Street
Westerly, RI 02891
(401) 348-9995x4410

MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI ATR • SS • SP FX • CO DU GL VET ADM CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F67

Discovery House
Woonsocket
1625 Diamond Hill Road
Suite 102
Woonsocket, RI 02895
(401) 762-1511

SAF • SA MM • OP OMB ORT • SF MD SI PI ATR • SP FX • CO PW WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F67

Family Resources Community Action
245 Main Street
Woonsocket, RI 02895
(401) 766-9000

SA • OP ORT • MD SI PI • PA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**WOONSOCKET**

Div of Gateway Healthcare Counseling
58 Hamlet Avenue
Woonsocket, RI 02895
(401) 765-4040
Intake: (401) 729-8701
SAF • SA NXN VTRL • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI ATR • SS • CJ WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Tri Hab Inc
King House
80 Hamlet Avenue
Woonsocket, RI 02895
(401) 766-4740
Intake: (401) 729-8701
SAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • RES RS RL • SF MD SI PI ATR • WN • YAD ADLT • FEM

Tri Hab Inc
Mens Residence
79 Asylum Street
Woonsocket, RI 02895
(401) 766-1665
Intakes: (401) 729-8701 (401) 766-1665x201

SAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • RES RS RL • SF MD SI PI ATR • VET MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

**WYOMING**

Caritas Inc
Corkery House Boys Program
15 Baker Pines Road
Wyoiming, RI 02898
(401) 539-3002
Intake: (401) 463-8829x4108
SAF • SA • OP RES RS RL ODT OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI ATR • SS • CO GL AD TRMA XA • CHLD • MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.

**ABBEVILLE**

Cornerstone
112 Whitehall Street
Abbeville, SC 29620
(864) 366-9661
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD • PA
• AH • DU CJ AD WN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**AIKEN**

Aiken Center
1105 Gregg Highway
Aiken, SC 29801
(803) 649-1900
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS PA • AH SP • DU CJ AD WN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Aiken Treatment Specialists
410 University Parkway
Suite 1560
Aiken, SC 29801
(803) 641-5900
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU OTPA • OP OD OMB ORT SF MD SI PI • AH • CO DU CJ AD PW WN MN YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**BARNWELL**

Axis I Center of Barnwell
1644 Jackson Street
Barnwell, SC 29812
(803) 541-1245
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • AH • CO DU GL VET ADM MF SE AD PW WN MN YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**BEAUFORT**

Beaufort County Alcohol and Drug Abuse Department
1905 Duke Street
Suite 270
Beaufort, SC 29902
(843) 255-6000
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI • AH SP • DU CJ AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**BISHOPVILLE**

Lee Center
108 East Church Street
Bishopville, SC 29010
(803) 484-6025
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SP • DU CJ AD • WN MN DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**ANDERSON**

Anderson/Oconee Counties Behavioral Health Services
226 McGee Road
Anderson, SC 29625
(864) 260-4168
SAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI • SP • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN DV • ADLT • FEM MALE

Southwest Carolina Treatment Ctr LLC
341 West Beltline Boulevard
Anderson, SC 29625
(864) 222-9798
Intake: (864) 222-8419
SAF • SA BU OTPA • OP OMB ORT • SF • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**CHARLESTON**

Charleston Center of Charleston County
5 Charleston Center Drive
Charleston, SC 29401
(843) 958-3300
Intake: (843) 722-0100
MHSAF • SA DT MM BU NXN VTRL • OP RES RS RD OD OMB OIT ORT HID HIT • SF MD MC SI PI • AH • CO DU CJ AD PW WN MN TRMA BC • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Ralph H Johnson VA Medical Center Substance Abuse Treatment Center
109 Bee Street
Charleston, SC 29401
(843) 789-7311
SAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP OD OMB OIT HIT FM OD VAMC MD PI MI • VET WN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**CHESTERFIELD**

Alpha Center
1218 East Boulevard
Chesterfield, SC 29709
(803) 623-7062
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SP • DU CJ AD • WN MN DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Givebac Ace Camp
1477 Ted Melton Road
Chesterfield, SC 29709
(843) 623-3077
Intake: (866) 709-6988
SAF • SA HH • RES RL CT • SF MD • WN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

**COLUMBIA**

CDIOPIOP Addiction Recovery Center
223 Stoneridge Drive
Suite C
Columbia, SC 29210
(803) 296-2416
Intakes: (803) 296-2332, (888) 724-7888
SAF • SA VTRL • OP OMB ORT CT • SF MD SI PI MI • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**CAMDEN**

ALPHA Center
709 Mill Street
Camden, SC 29020
(803) 432-6902
Intake: (803) 432-6902
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SP • CO DU GL CJ AD PW WN MN TRMA XA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v. 713
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Crossroads Treatment Ctr of Columbia
1421 Bluff Road
Columbia, SC 29201
(803) 733-5855
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA MM BU OTPA • OP OMB
ORT • SF • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

LRADAC/Behavioral Health Center of
The Midlands
2711 Colonial Drive
Columbia, SC 29203
(803) 726-9300
Intake: (803) 726-3100
SAF • SA DT BU NXN • OP ODT OIT
ORT HIT • SF MD PI • AH SP • CO DU
CJ AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV •
ADLT • FEM MALE

Morrison Village
610 Faison Drive
Columbia, SC 29203
(803) 935-7100
Intake: (803) 935-7101
MHSAF • SA BU • RES RS CT • SF SI PI
MI • AH • CO PW WN MN TRMA XA
• YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Richland Springs
11 Medical Park
Columbia, SC 29203
(803) 434-4800
Intake: (803) 434-4813
MHF • SA DT BU NXN • HIT HIT • SF
MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH • CO SE PW
WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

William Jennings Bryan Dorn
Veterans Affairs Medical Center
6439 Garners Ferry Road
Columbia, SC 29209
(803) 776-4000x7980
Intakes: (803) 776-4000x6556 (803) 776-4000x4871
GHF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP
OD OMB OIT ORT HIT • VAMC MD
MC SI PI MI • VET • CHLD ADLT • FEM
MALE

William S Hall Psychiatric Institute
Adolescent Recovery Program
1800 Colonial Drive
Columbia, SC 29203
(803) 898-1779
MHSAF • SA • HIT • SF MD PI • AH •
CO AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

CONWAY

Lighthouse Care Center of Conway
152 Waccamaw Medical Park Drive
Conway, SC 29526
(843) 347-8871
MHSAF • SA • HIT • SF MD SI PI MI •
AH F28 F66 F67
Intake: (843) 347-8871
SAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • RES RS CT
• SF MD SI PI • SP • WN TRMA • YAD
ADLT • FEM

Shoreline Behavioral Health
Women’s Recovery Center
901 Bell Street
Conway, SC 29526
(843) 488-1300
Intake: (843) 365-8884x264 (843) 365-
8884x227
SAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • RES RS CT
• SF MD SI PI • SP • WN TRMA • YAD
ADLT • FEM

Shoreline Behavioral Health Services
2401 Wise Road
Conway, SC 29526
(843) 365-8884
Intakes: (843) 365-8884x210 (843) 365-
8884x264
SAF • SA • OP RES RS OIT ORT • SF
MD SI PI • PA • AH SP • DU AD WN
TRMA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

DARLINGTON

McLeod Behavioral Health Services
701 Cashua Ferry Road
Darlington, SC 29529
(843) 777-4200
MHF • SA DT BU • HIT HIT • SF MD
MC SI PI • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM
MALE

DILLON

Trinity Behavioral Care
204 Martin Luther King Jr Boulevard
Dillon, SC 29536
(843) 774-6591
Intake: (843) 774-9587
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI MI •
PA • AH • CO DU VET CJ AD PW WN
MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT •
FEM MALE

EASLEY

Recovery Concepts of the Carolina
Upstate
1653 East Main Street
Easley, SC 29640
(864) 306-8533
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA MM BU VTRL OTPA • OP
OMB ORT CT • SF • CO PW WN •
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

EDGEFIELD

Cornerstone
603 Augusta Road
Edgefield, SC 29824
(803) 637-9336
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD PI • PA •
DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

FLORENCE

Bruce Hall
121 East Cedar Street
Florence, SC 29501
(803) 221-8108
SAF • SA DT • HIT HIT • SF MD MC SI
PI MI • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Carolina Hospital System Cedar Tower
Bruce Hall
121 East Cedar Street
Florence, SC 29506
(843) 661-3133
Intake: (843) 661-3133
SAF • SA DT • HIT HIT • SF MD MC SI
PI MI • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
Chrysalis Center
1430 South Cashua Drive
Florenc e, SC 29501
(843) 673-0660x213
Intake: (843) 673-0660
SAF • SA • RES RS • SF MD SI PI MI • PW WN TRMA BC XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM

Circle Park Behavioral Health Services
Florence County Commission on AODA
101 West Montgomery Street
Florence, SC 29501
(843) 662-9349
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • PA • AH • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Palmetto Center
1709 Stokes Road
Florence, SC 29501
(843) 662-9378
SAF • SA • RES RS • NP • PA • AH • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

FORT MILL
York County Treatment Center
377 Rubin Center Drive
Suite 101
Fort Mill, SC 29715
(803) 547-7238
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU OTPA • OP OD OMB ORT • SF • SP • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

GAFFNEY
Cherokee County Commission on Alcohol and Drug Abuse
201 West Montgomery Street
Gaffney, SC 29341
(864) 487-2721
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI • AH • DU AD WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

GEORGETOWN
Counseling Center of Georgetown Inc
906 Prince Street
Georgetown, SC 29440
(843) 527-8118
MHSAF • SA DT BU • OP OD ODT OIT ORT CT • SF MC SI PI MI • DU VET CJ • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Georgetown County Alcohol and Drug Abuse
1423 Winyah Street
Georgetown, SC 29440
(843) 546-6081
Intake: (843) 546-6081x19 (843) 546-6081x10
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI • PA • AH • DU AD • ADLT • FEM MALE

GOOSE CREEK
Ernest E Kennedy Center
96 Westeria Drive
Goose Creek, SC 29445
(843) 797-7871
Intake: (843) 577-9181
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS • AH • DU AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

GREENVILLE
Addcare Counseling Inc
413 Vardry Street
Suite 7
Greenville, SC 29601
(864) 467-1319
MHSAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF • CO CJ • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Don Foster and Associates Inc
104 Mills Avenue
Greenville, SC 29605
(864) 235-5666
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF • SS • CO DU CJ WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Greenville Metro Treatment Center
602 Airport Road
Suite C
Greenville, SC 29607
(864) 234-7952
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU OTPA • OP OD OMB ORT • SF • SP • CO PW • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Holmesview Center
3799 Old Easley Bridge Road
Greenville, SC 29611
(864) 239-6323
Intake: (864) 297-3066
SAF • SA • RES RS • NP • PA • AH • CO CJ WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Journey Center Inc
355 Woodruff Road
Suite 104
Greenville, SC 29607
(864) 286-1500
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD PI MI • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Marshall I Pickens Hospital
Addlife Addiction Services
701 Grove Road
Greenville, SC 29605
(888) 852-8520
Intake: (864) 455-5410 (888) 852-8520x5410
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD PI MI • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Miracle Hill Renewal Center
19 Graves Drive
Greenville, SC 29605
(864) 242-2166
SAF • SA • RES RL • NP • PA • WN • YAD ADLT • FEM

Palmetto Carolina Treatment Center
1200 Woodruff Road
Suite A-3
Greenville, SC 29607
(864) 433-8443
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA MM BU OTPA • OP OMB • SF • AH • PW • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
SOUTH CAROLINA

Pavillion Greenville
Outpatient Services
101 Pelham Commons Boulevard
Greenville, SC 29615
(864) 241-6688
Intake: (828) 694-2300
SAF • SA NXN • OP OIT ORT • SF PI •
WN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Greenwood, SC 29648

Phoenix Center
1400 Cleveland Street
Greenville, SC 29607
(864) 467-3790
Intake: (864) 467-3737
SAF • SA DT VTRL • OP OMB OIT ORT
HID • SF MD SI PI • SS PA • AH SP • DU
CJ AD WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM
MALE

CHLD ADLT

Serenity Place
Womens Residential Treatment Program
6 Duncan Street
Greenville, SC 29602
(864) 467-3751
Intakes: (864) 467-3961 (864) 467-3967 (864)
467-3964
SAF • SA VTRL • RES RS • SF MD PI •
SS PA • AH SP • WN BC • CHLD ADLT •
FEM

GREENWOOD

Cornerstone
1612 Rivers Street
Greenwood, SC 29649
(864) 227-1001
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD • PA
• SF • DU CJ AD WN • CHLD YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

Faith Home Inc
Christian Alcohol/Drug Rehabilitation
144 Faith Home Road
Greenwood, SC 29648
(864) 223-0694
SAF • SA • RES RL CT • NP • PA •
CHLD ADLT • MALE

GREENWOOD

GREER

Carolina Center for Behavioral Health
2700 East Phillips Road
Gree, SC 29650
(864) 235-2335
Intake: (864) 866-4673
MHSAF • SA DT BU NXN • OP OMB
ODT OIT HID HIT • SF MD MC PI MI •
AH • CO SE AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM
MALE

HAMPTON

New Life Center Commission on Alc and
Other Drug Abuse Services
102 Ginn Altman Avenue
Suite C
Hampton, SC 29924
(803) 943-2800
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI •
CO DU CJ AD PW WN MN TRMA XA
• ADLT • FEM MALE

HARTSVILLE

Rubicon Family Counseling Center
510 East Carolina Avenue
Hartsville, SC 29550
(843) 332-4156
Intake: (843) 332-4156x0
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI •
CO DU CJ AD PW WN MN TRMA XA
• ADLT • FEM MALE

LAKEWOOD

Starting Point of Darlington
141 Retail Row
Hartsville, SC 29550
(843) 332-4156
Intake: (843) 332-4156x0
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI •
CO DU CJ AD PW WN MN TRMA XA
• ADLT • FEM MALE

KINGSTREE

Williamsburg County Department on
Alcohol and Drug Abuse
115 Short Street
Kingstree, SC 29556
(843) 355-9113x102
Intakes: (843) 355-9113 (843) 355-7123
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI • AH
DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

LANCASTER

Counseling Services of Lancaster
114 South Main Street
Lancaster, SC 29720
(803) 285-6911
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI
MI • PA • AH • DU AD • CHLD ADLT •
FEM MALE

LEXINGTON

Insights Educational and
Treatment Services Inc
285 Cedarcrest Drive
Lexington, SC 29072
(803) 750-8444
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF
MD MC PI MI • SS • CHLD ADLT •
FEM MALE

LRADAC/The Behavioral Health Center of
The Midlands
1068 South Lake Drive
Lexington, SC 29072
(803) 726-9400
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI
• AH • CO DU CJ AD PW WN MN
TRMA XA DV • ADLT • FEM MALE

LRC Substance Abuse and
Behavioral Programs
322 South Lake Drive
Suite A
Lexington, SC 29072
(803) 740-9219
Intake: (803) 667-4500
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI
• AH • CO DU CJ AD PW WN MN
TRMA XA DV • ADLT • FEM MALE

Lancaster, SC 29720
(803) 808-1221
Intake: (803) 750-8444
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF
MD MC PI MI • SS • CHLD ADLT •
FEM MALE

LIBERTY

Home With a Heart
220 James Mattison Road
Liberty, SC 29657
(864) 843-3058
SAF • SA • RES RS • NP • PA • VET MF
CO DJ SE WN MN TRMA XA DV •
YAD ADLT • MALE

For Code Definitions • See KEY on Page v.
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**MANNING**
Clarendon Cty Commission on Alc Trt
DBA Clarendon Behavioral Health Servs
14 North Church Street
Manning, SC 29102
(803) 435-2121
SAF ▪ SA ▪ OP ORT ▪ SF MD SI PI MI ▪ SS ▪ AH ▪ DU AD ▪ ADLT ▪ FEM MALE

**MARRION**
Trinity Behavioral Care
103 Court Street
Marion, SC 29571
(843) 423-8294
Intake: (843) 423-8294
SAF ▪ SA ▪ OP ORT ▪ SF MD SI PI MI ▪ PA ▪ AH ▪ CO DU VET CJ AD PW WN MN TRMA XA ▪ CHLD ADLT ▪ FEM MALE

**MC CORMICK**
Cornerstone
504 North Mine Street
MC Cormick, SC 29835
(864) 852-3306
SAF ▪ SA ▪ OP ORT ▪ SF MD ▪ PA ▪ AH ▪ DU ▪ CHLD YAD ADLT ▪ FEM MALE

**MONCKS CORNER**
Ernest E Kennedy Center
306 Airport Drive
Moncks Corner, SC 29461
(843) 761-8272
Intake: (843) 577-9181
SAF ▪ SA ▪ OP ORT ▪ SF MD SI PI ▪ SS ▪ CO DU GL SE WN MN ▪ CHLD ADLT ▪ FEM MALE

**MYRTLE BEACH**
Center of HOPE of Myrtle Beach LLC
104 George Bishop Parkway
Myrtle Beach, SC 29579
(843) 903-6212
Intake: (843) 903-6212x221
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF ▪ SA MM BU OTPA ▪ OP OMB ORT ▪ SF ▪ PW WN MN TRMA ▪ YAD ADLT ▪ FEM MALE

**ORANGEBURG**
Tri County Commission on Alcohol and Drug Abuse
910 Cook Road
Orangeburg, SC 29118
(803) 536-4900
Intakes: (803) 536-4900x126 (803) 534-2328x143
SAF ▪ SA BU NXN VTRL ▪ OP OMB ORT ▪ SF MD PI MI ▪ PA ▪ AH SP ▪ DU CJ ▪ YAD ADLT ▪ FEM MALE

**NEWBERRY**
Westview Behavioral Health Services
800 Main Street
Newberry, SC 29108
(803) 276-5690
SAF ▪ SA ▪ OP ORT ▪ SF MD MC SI PI MI ▪ DU AD TRMA DV ▪ ADLT ▪ FEM MALE

**NORTH CHARLESTON**
Center for Behavioral Health
South Carolina Inc
2301 Cosgrove Avenue
Suite F
North Charleston, SC 29405
(843) 529-0700
SAF ▪ SA DT MM DM BU NXN VTRL ▪ OP OD OMB OIT ORT CT ▪ SF ▪ DU CJ PW WN ▪ YAD ADLT ▪ FEM MALE

**PALMETTO LOWCOUNTRY**
Behavioral Health
2777 Speissegger Drive
North Charleston, SC 29405
(843) 747-5830
Intake: (877) 947-3223
SAF ▪ SA BU NXN VTRL ▪ OP OMB OIT ORT CT ▪ SF ▪ DU CJ PW WN ▪ YAD ADLT ▪ FEM MALE

**PARRIS ISLAND**
Behavioral Health Branch
Substance Abuse Program
17 Nicaragua Street
Parris Island, SC 29905
(843) 228-1620
Intake: (843) 228-2044
SAF ▪ SA ▪ OP OIT ORT ▪ VET ADM MF WN MN ▪ YAD ADLT ▪ FEM MALE

**PICKENS**
Behavioral Health Services of Pickens County
309 East Main Street
Pickens, SC 29671
(864) 898-5800
SAF ▪ SA BU NXN VTRL ▪ OP OMB OIT ORT ▪ SF MD SI PI ▪ SS PA ▪ AH ▪ CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV ▪ CHLD YAD ADLT ▪ FEM MALE

**RIDGELAND**
New Life Center Commission on Alc and Other Drug Abuse Services
651 Grays Highway
Ridgeland, SC 29936
(843) 726-5996
SAF ▪ SA ▪ OP ORT ▪ SF MD PI ▪ SS ▪ SP ▪ DU CJ AD ▪ CHLD ADLT ▪ FEM MALE

**ROCK HILL**
Keystone Substance Abuse Services
199 South Herlong Avenue
Rock Hill, SC 29732
(803) 324-1800
Intake: (803) 324-0404
SAF ▪ SA DT ▪ OP RES RS ODT OIT ORT HLD ▪ SF MD PI MI ▪ SS ▪ AH ▪ DU AD PW WN MN ▪ CHLD ADLT ▪ FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
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**SPARTANBURG**

Good Samaritan Colony Substance Abuse Center
19147 Highway 9
Ruby, SC 29741
(843) 634-6848
SAF • SA • RES RL • NP • PA • CJ SE
MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

Spartanburg Alcohol Drug Abuse Commission
187 West Broad Street
Suite 300
Spartanburg, SC 29304
(864) 582-7588
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI
• AH SP • DU CJ AD WN MN • CHLD
ADLT • FEM MALE

Spartanburg Treatment Associates
239 Access Road
Spartanburg, SC 29303
(864) 503-0207x222
Intake: (864) 503-0207
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI
• AH SP • DU CJ AD WN MN • CHLD
ADLT • FEM MALE

Spartanburg Treatment Associates
239 Access Road
Spartanburg, SC 29303
(864) 503-0207x222
Intake: (864) 503-0207
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI
• AH SP • DU CJ AD WN MN • CHLD
ADLT • FEM MALE

**WINNSBORO**

Fairfield Behavioral Health Services
200 Calhoun Street
Winnsboro, SC 29180
(803) 635-2335x19
Intake: (803) 635-2335x0
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI
• AH • DU CJ PW • ADLT • FEM MALE

**WALTERBORO**

Colleton Commission on Alcohol and Drug Abuse
1439 Thunderbolt Drive
Walterboro, SC 29488
(843) 538-4343
SAF • SA • OP RES RS ORT • SF MD SI PI
• DU CJ AD PW WN MN BC • CHLD
ADLT • FEM MALE

**SUMTER**

Sunter Behavioral Health Services
115 North Harvin Street
Sumter, SC 29150
(803) 778-6815
Intake: (803) 775-6815 (803) 775-5080
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI
• AH • DU CJ AD WN MN • CHLD
ADLT • FEM MALE

Sunter Behavioral Health Services
441 North Main Street
Sumter, SC 29150
(803) 775-5080
MHSF • SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI
• AH • DU CJ PW • ADLT • FEM MALE

**UNION**

Union County Commission on Alcohol and Drug Abuse
201 South Herndon Street
Union, SC 29379
(864) 429-1656
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • AH •
DU CJ AD WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

**SENeca**

Anderson/Oconee Behavioral Health Services
691 South Oak Street
Seneca, SC 29678
(864) 882-7563
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI
• MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI
• AH • DU CJ PW WN MN • CHLD
ADLT • FEM MALE

Crossroads Treatment Center of Seneca
209 Oconee Square Drive
Seneca, SC 29678
(864) 888-2337
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**ALbany**

Columbia Metro Treatment Center
421 Capital Square
West Columbia, SC 29169
(803) 791-9422
Intake: (803) 791-9422
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI
• AH • DU CJ PW WN MN • CHLD
ADLT • FEM MALE

**SUMMerville**

Dorchester County Commission on Alcohol and Drug Abuse
500 North Main Street
Suite 4
Summerville, SC 29483
(843) 871-4790
Intake: (843) 871-4793
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI
• MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI
• AH • DU CJ PW WN MN • CHLD
ADLT • FEM MALE

**SMITH**

South Carolina Drug Abuse Commission
222 Third Street
Smith, SC 29138
(864) 724-6630
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI
• AH • DU CJ PW WN MN • CHLD
ADLT • FEM MALE

**WINnsboro**

Fairfield Behavioral Health Services
200 Calhoun Street
Winnsboro, SC 29180
(803) 635-2335x19
Intake: (803) 635-2335x0
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • AH
• DU CJ PW • ADLT • FEM MALE

**ROTo**

Roanoke Regional Health Services
100 East Main Street
Roanoke, VA 24012
(540) 547-1980
SAF • SAF • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI
• AH • DU CJ PW • ADLT • FEM MALE

**rHEHAM**

Richmond Health Commission
100 South Main Street
Richmond, VA 23219
(804) 780-7800
SAF • SAF • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI
• AH • DU CJ PW • ADLT • FEM MALE

**Winston**

Winston-Salem Health Department
301 East Washington Street
Winston-Salem, NC 27101
(336) 773-3215
SAF • SAF • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI
• AH • DU CJ PW • ADLT • FEM MALE

**WINnsboro**

Winnsboro Behavioral Health Services
100 East Main Street
Winnsboro, SC 29180
(803) 635-2335x19
Intake: (803) 635-2335x0
SAF • SAF • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI
• AH • DU CJ PW • ADLT • FEM MALE

**sumter**

Sunter Behavioral Health Services
115 North Harvin Street
Sumter, SC 29150
(803) 778-6815
Intake: (803) 775-6815
SAF • SAF • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI
• AH • DU CJ PW • ADLT • FEM MALE

**winston**

Winston-Salem Health Department
301 East Washington Street
Winston-Salem, NC 27101
(336) 773-3215
SAF • SAF • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI
• AH • DU CJ PW • ADLT • FEM MALE

**for Code Definitions - See KEY on Page vi.**
ABERDEEN
Avera Saint Lukes
Worthmore Addiction Services
305 South State Street
Aberdeen, SD 57401
(605) 622-5800
Intake: (605) 622-5800 x 5800
SAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP RES RS ODT OIT ORT HLD • SF MD SI PI MI • AH • DU AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
Northern State University
1200 South Jay Street
Aberdeen, SD 57401
(605) 626-3007
Intake: (605) 626-2371
MHS • SA • OP ORT • SF • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE
BELLE FOURCHE
Addiction Family Resources
608 5th Avenue
Belle Fourche, SD 57717
(605) 892-3039
Intake: (866) 325-7638
SAF • SA • OP RES RL ODT OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI ATR • SS • AH • CO DUGL VET CJ SE WNMN TRM AXA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
BROOKINGS
East Central Behavioral Health
211 4th Street
Brookings, SD 57006
(605) 697-2850
MHS • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI IHS • SP • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
First Step Counseling Services
Brookings
7020 Sunset Road
Brookings, SD 57006
(605) 693-3629
Intake: (605) 693-0855
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE
CANTON
Keystone Treatment Center
Bowing Green Inn of South Dakota
1010 East 2nd Street
Canton, SD 57013
(605) 987-5659
Intake: (605) 335-7711
SAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • RES RS RL RD • SF MD SI PI HS ATR • CO AD WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE
HURO
Community Counseling Services
Addictions Services
357 Kansas Avenue SE
Huron, SD 57350
(605) 352-8596
MHS • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI IHS • SS • AH • CO DU CJ AD PW • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
KYLE
Anpetu Luta OTIPI
Comprehensive Substance Abuse Program
Highway 25
Kyle, SD 57752
(605) 455-2331
Intake: (605) 867-5595
SAF • SA • OP RES RL ODT OIT ORT HIT • NP • PA • NX • DU SE AD WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE • N18
LAKE ANDES
Lewis and Clark Behavioral Health Services
400 West Main Street
Lake Andes, SD 57356
(605) 487-6082
Intake: (605) 665-4606
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI IHS ATR • SS PA • DU CO CJ AD PW • WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE
LEMNMON
Three Rivers Mental Health and Chemical Dependency Center
11 East 4th Street
Lemmon, SD 57638
(605) 374-3862
Intake: (800) 658-3900
MHS • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI MI ATR • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
FLANDREAU
Flandreau Santee Sioux Tribe
701 West Broad Avenue
Flandreau, SD 57028
(605) 997-3844
MHS • SA • OP OMB OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC PI MI IHS ATR • PA • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE
COMMUNITY COUNSELING SERVICES
Addictions Services
357 Kansas Avenue SE
Huron, SD 57350
(605) 352-8596
MHS • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI IHS • SS • AH • CO DU CJ AD PW • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
KYLE
Anpetu Luta OTIPI
Comprehensive Substance Abuse Program
Highway 25
Kyle, SD 57752
(605) 455-2331
Intake: (605) 867-5595
SAF • SA • OP RES RL ODT OIT ORT HIT • NP • PA • NX • DU SE AD WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE • N18
LAKE ANDES
Lewis and Clark Behavioral Health Services
400 West Main Street
Lake Andes, SD 57356
(605) 487-6082
Intake: (605) 665-4606
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI IHS ATR • SS PA • DU CO CJ AD PW • WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE
LEMNMON
Three Rivers Mental Health and Chemical Dependency Center
11 East 4th Street
Lemmon, SD 57638
(605) 374-3862
Intake: (800) 658-3900
MHS • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI MI ATR • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
HOT SPRINGS
VA Black Hills Healthcare System
Addictive Disorders Services
500 North 5th Street
Hot Springs, SD 57747
(605) 745-2000 x 2405
Intake: (877) 339-6837
SAF • SA NXN HH • RES RS RL CT • VAMC MC MI • CO VET ADM • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
MADISON
Community Counseling Services
914 NE 3rd Street
Madison, SD 57042
(605) 256-9656
MHF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI IHS • SS • AH • CO DU CJ TR MA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

MISSION
Rosebud Sioux Tribe Piya Mani Otipi
West Highway 18
Mission, SD 57555
(605) 856-2537
Intake: (605) 856-5530
SAF • SA • OP RES RS RL OIT ORT • NP • PA • AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

MITCHELL
Dakota Counseling Institute Inc
Stepping Stones
901 South Miller Street
Mitchell, SD 57301
(605) 995-8180
Intake: (605) 734-6535
SAF • SA DT HH • OP RES RS RL RD OIT ORT HIT CT • SF MD SI PI MI IHS
ATR • SS • CO DU VET CJ SE AD WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

MOBRIDGE
Great Plains Area Youth Reg Trt Ctr
Chief Gall Treatment Center
12451 Highway 1806
Mobridge, SD 57601
(605) 845-7181
Intake: (605) 845-7181x122
MHSAF • SA • RES RS RL CT • IHS • PA • CO GL CJ AD TR MA XA DV • CHLD • FEM MALE

PIERRE
Capital Area Counseling Services Inc
803 East Dakota Avenue
Pierre, SD 57501
(605) 224-5811
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • CO DU CJ AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
South Dakota Urban Indian Health
Pierre
1714 Abbey Road
Pierre, SD 57501
(605) 224-8841
Intake: (605) 224-8841x1101
GHF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI ATR • SS • AH • CO PW WN TR MA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

PINE RIDGE
Oglala Sioux Tribe
Pine Ridge Indian Reservation
Pine Ridge, SD 57770
(605) 867-5595
Intake: (605) 455-2331
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • MD MC SI IHS
ATR • PA • NX • DU CJ SE AD WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE • N18

RAPID CITY
Addiction Recovery Centers of Black Hills
1520 North Haines Avenue
Suite 6
Rapid City, SD 57701
(605) 716-7841
Intake: (605) 745-6300
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD ATR • SS PA • AH SP NX • CO DU GL
VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TR MA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • N18

Behavior Management Systems
Full Circle
350 Elk Street
Rapid City, SD 57701
(605) 343-7262
SAF • SA HH • OP RES RS RL ORT • SF MD MC SI PI ATR • SS PA • PW WN BC
+ YAD ADLT • FEM

City/Country Alcohol and Drug Programs
725 North Lacrosse Street
Suite 300
Rapid City, SD 57701
(605) 394-6128
Intake: (605) 716-2865
SAF • SA DT HH • OP RES RL RD ODT OIT ORT • SF SI PI ATR • SS • AH • CO DU CJ
+ YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

South Dakota Urban Indian Health
Pierre
1714 Abbey Road
Pierre, SD 57501
(605) 224-8841
Intake: (605) 224-8841x1101
GHF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI ATR • SS • AH • CO PW WN TR MA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Lifeways Inc
1010 9th Street
Suite 2
Rapid City, SD 57701
(605) 716-6555
SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS • CO CJ AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

Rapid City CBOC
Outpatient Treatment Program
3625 5th Street
Rapid City, SD 57701
(605) 718-1095x305
Intake: (605) 745-2584
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT CT • VAMC SI PI MI • PA • VET ADM • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

PHS Indian Hospital
Rapid City Service Unit
3200 Canyon Lake Drive
Rapid City, SD 57702
(605) 355-2500
Intake: (605) 355-2367
MH • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • NP • PA • NX • CO GL CJ SE WN MN TR MA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • N18

Roads Inc
103 East Omaha Street
Rapid City, SD 57701
(605) 348-8026
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI ATR • PA • CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

WellSpring Inc
1205 East Saint James Street
Rapid City, SD 57701
(605) 718-4870
Intake: (605) 718-4870x200
MHSAF • SA • HIT • SF MD SI PI MI ATR • AH • CO AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

WellSpring Inc
3402 Cottonwood Street
Rapid City, SD 57709
(605) 718-4870
Intake: (605) 718-4870x200
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI ATR • AH • CO AD • CHLD • FEM MALE
Youth and Family Services Inc
Counseling Center
202 East Adams Street
Rapid City, SD 57709
(605) 342-4789

MHF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI ATR • SS • AH • CO DU ADM MF AD TRMA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.

ROSEBUD

Rosebud Sioux Tribe
The Rosebud Sioux Reservation
Rosebud, SD 57779
(605) 747-2321

SAF • SA • OP RES RS OIT ORT • IHS ATR • CJ W N MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

SIoux FALLS

Avera McKennan Hospital (BHS)
Addiction Recovery Program
Avera Professional Plaza
2412 South Cliff Avenue
Sioux Falls, SD 57105
(605) 322-4079

SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MC SI PI MI • AH • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Bartels Counseling Services Inc
101 West 69th Street
Suite 100
Sioux Falls, SD 57108
(605) 310-0032

MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS • SP • CO DU CJ AD WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Carroll Institute
Outpatient Alcohol and Drug Center
310 South 1st Avenue
Sioux Falls, SD 57104
(605) 336-2556

Intake: (888) 254-4543
SAF • SA HH • OP RES RS RL OIT ORT • SF MD PI MI ATR • SS • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Choices Recovery Services Inc
2701 South Minnesota Avenue
Suite 6
Sioux Falls, SD 57105
(605) 334-1822

SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI MI • SS • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Counseling Resources
2901 East 57th Street
Suite 104
Sioux Falls, SD 57108
(605) 331-2419

SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI MI • DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Dakota Drug and Alcohol Prevention Inc
Prairie View Prevention Services
822 East 41st Street
Suite 235
Sioux Falls, SD 57105
(605) 331-5724

Intakes: (605) 331-5724x10 (605) 334-9626x10
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • SS PA • AH • AD • FEM MALE

First Step Counseling Services
Sioux Falls
4320 South Louise Avenue
Suite 200
Sioux Falls, SD 57106
(605) 361-1505

SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Glory House of Sioux Falls
4000 South West Avenue
Sioux Falls, SD 57109
(605) 332-3273

Intake: (605) 988-9111
SAF • SA BU NXN HH • RES RL • SF MD PI MI ATR • AH • CO CJ MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

Keystone Outpatient Program
7511 South Louise Avenue
Sioux Falls, SD 57108
(605) 335-1820

SAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • CO DU CJ AD WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Minnehaha County Commission
500 North Minnesota Avenue
Admin Building 1st Floor
Sioux Falls, SD 57104
(605) 367-3406

Intake: (605) 367-5297
SAF • DT • RES RD • NP • PA • CO GL
VET ADM MF SE PW W N MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Sioux Falls Treatment Center Llc
2519 West 8th Street
Sioux Falls, SD 57104
(605) 332-3326

Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA MM DM OTPA • OP OMB • SF • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Sioux Falls VAHCS
2501 West 22nd Street
Sioux Falls, SD 57117
(605) 336-3230

Intakes: (605) 333-6890 (800) 316-8387x6890
GFF • SA NXN • OP OIT ORT • VAMC
SF PI MI • VET W N MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

South Dakota Urban Indian Health Inc
711 North Lake Avenue
Sioux Falls, SD 57104
(605) 339-0420

GFF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC PI MI ATR • SS • TRMA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Tallgrass Recovery and
Sober Living Home
27048 Tallgrass Avenue
Sioux Falls, SD 57108
(605) 368-5559

SA • RES RS • SF PI IHS ATR • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Tallgrass Recovery and
Sober Living Home
27048 Tallgrass Avenue
Sioux Falls, SD 57108
(605) 368-5559

SA • RES RS • SF PI IHS ATR • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Volunteers of America Dakotas
1310 51st Street
Sioux Falls, SD 57105
(605) 357-0982

Intakes: (605) 357-0982x387 (605) 334-1414
SAF • SA HH • RES RS RL • SF MD MC PI MI ATR • AH • CO AD PW W N TRMA BC XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE
Volunteers of America Dakotas
Heisler CD Treatment Center
1401 West 51st Street
Sioux Falls, SD 57105
(605) 334-1414
SAF • SA • OP RES RS OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI HH ATR • SS • DU CJ AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Northern Hills Alcohol/Drug Services
Sturgis
1807 Williams Street
Sturgis, SD 57785
(605) 347-3003
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI ATR • SSS PA • AH • CO CJ AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Mark Bontrager Inc
525 5th Street SE
Suite L-13
Watertown, SD 57201
(605) 882-0800
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC PI MI • CO DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

SISSETON
Sisseton Wahpeton Sioux Tribe
Dakota Pride Treatment Center
388 Dakota Avenue
Sisseton, SD 57262
(605) 698-7606
Intake: (605) 748-3917x102
SAF • SA HH • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF SI PI HH IHS • SS CO Ad W/N MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Woodrow Wilson Keeble Memorial Health Care Center
100 Lake Traverse Drive
Sisseton, SD 57262
(605) 698-7606
Intake: (605) 742-3731
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI HH IHS • PA • CO • AD LT • FEM MALE

SPEARFISH
Northern Hills Alcohol/Drug Services
DBA Compass Point
3025 1st Avenue
Suite 3
Spearfish, SD 57783
(605) 642-7093
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI ATR • SSS PA • AH • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

University of South Dakota
Student Counseling Center
414 East Clark Street
Cook House
Vermillion, SD 57069
(605) 677-5777
MHS • SA • OP OIT CT • NP • TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

STURGIS
Northern Hills Alcohol/Drug Services
DBA Compass Point
3025 1st Avenue
Suite 3
Spearfish, SD 57783
(605) 642-7093
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI ATR • SSS PA • AH • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Human Service Agency
123 19th Street NE
Watertown, SD 57201
(605) 886-0123
Intake: (800) 444-3989
MHS • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC PI MI IHS • SS • AH • DU CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

The City of Sturgis
City of Sturgis
1807 Williams Street
Sturgis, SD 57785
(605) 347-3003
SAF • SA • RES RS • SF MD PI PL ATR • SSS PA • AH • CO • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI ATR • SSS PA • AH • CO CJ • YAD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

SOUTH DAKOTA

WINNER
Main Gate Counseling Services
208 South Main Street
Winner, SD 57580
(605) 842-0312
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD • SS • CO DU AD • YAD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

YANKTON
Lewis and Clark Behavioral Hlth Servs
Alcohol and Drug Program
1028 Walnut Street
Yankton, SD 57078
(605) 665-4606
Intake: (800) 765-3382
MHS • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI IHS • SS • AH • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

South Dakota Human Services Center
Adolescent Chemical Dependency Program
3515 Broadway Avenue
Yankton, SD 57078
(605) 668-3315
Intake: (605) 668-3418
SAF • SA • HH • SS CO Ad W/N MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
TENNESSEE

ATHENS
Hwawsee Mental Health Center
Athens
1805 Ingleside Avenue
Athens, TN 37303
(423) 745-8802
Intake: (877) 567-6051
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI ATR • AH • CJ WN • ADLT • FEM MALE

BEAN STATION
Cherokee Health Systems
1285 Highway 11 West
Bean Station, TN 37708
(865) 993-4300
Intake: (866) 231-4477
SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

BLAINE
Cherokee Health Systems
180 Emory Road
Blaine, TN 37709
(865) 933-4110
Intake: (866) 231-4477
SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

BOLIVAR
Quinco Community Mental Health Center
10710 Old Highway 64
Bolivar, TN 38008
(731) 658-6113
Intake: (800) 532-6339
MHF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • ADLT • FEM MALE

BRISTOL
Comprehensive Community Services
Probations/Bristol Office
1241 Volunteer Parkway
Suite 400
Bristol, TN 37620
(423) 764-2196
Intake: (423) 349-4070
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI ATR • SSPA • AH • CO DU CJ • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

FRONTIER HEALTH INC
Bristol Regional Counseling Center
26 Midway Street
Bristol, TN 37620
(423) 989-4502
Intake: (423) 989-4500
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • CO VET MF CJ • SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • ADLT • FEM MALE

BROWNSVILLE
Pathways of Tennessee Inc
1120 Tambell Street
Brownsville, TN 38012
(731) 772-4685
Intake: (800) 587-3854
MHF • SA NXN • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH • ADLT • FEM MALE

BURNS
CRC Health Tennessee Inc
DBA New Life Lodge
999 Girl Scout Road
Burns, TN 37029
(615) 446-7034
Intake: (800) 365-3899
SAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OIT CT • SF MD SI PI • W/N MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

CHATTANOOGA
Bradford Health Services
Chattanooga Regional Office
6160 Shallowford Road
Suite 103
Chattanooga, TN 37421
(423) 870-9033
Intake: (877) 567-6051
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI ATR • AH • CJ • ADLT • FEM MALE

Johnson Mental Health Center
420 Bell Avenue
Chattanooga, TN 37405
(423) 870-9033
Intake: (877) 567-6051
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI ATR • AH • CJ • ADLT • FEM MALE

Parkridge Valley Hospital
7351 Courage Way
Chattanooga, TN 37421
(423) 894-4220
Intake: (423) 894-4220x8110 (423) 499-2300
MHF • SA DT • OP OIT HID HIT • SF MD MC SI PI MI ATR • SSPA • AH • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Focus Healthcare of Tennessee
7429 Shallowford Road
Chattanooga, TN 37421
(423) 308-2560
Intake: (800) 675-2041
MHSAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OIT CT • SF SI PI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Council for Alcohol/DA Servs Inc
(CADAS)/Family Way
105 Devel Lane
Chattanooga, TN 37405
(423) 425-0320
HH

Council for Alcohol/DA Servs Inc
(CADAS)/Scholze Ctr for Adolescents
911 Pineville Road
Chattanooga, TN 37405
(423) 267-6425
Intakes: (423) 756-7644 (877) 282-2327
SAF • SA BU • OP RES RS RL ODT OIT • SF SI PI • SS PA • CO AD TRMA XA • CHLD • FEM MALE

COUNCIL FOR ALCOHOL/DA SERVS INC
207 Spears Avenue
Chattanooga, TN 37405
(423) 756-7644
Intake: (877) 282-2327
SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI ATR • AH • CJ • ADLT • FEM MALE

Focus Healthcare of Tennessee
7429 Shallowford Road
Chattanooga, TN 37421
(423) 308-2560
Intake: (800) 675-2041
MHSAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OIT CT • SF SI PI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Johnson Mental Health Center
420 Bell Avenue
Chattanooga, TN 37405
(423) 870-9033
Intake: (877) 567-6051
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI ATR • AH • CJ • ADLT • FEM MALE

Focus Healthcare of Tennessee
7429 Shallowford Road
Chattanooga, TN 37421
(423) 308-2560
Intake: (800) 675-2041
MHSAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OIT CT • SF SI PI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
TENNESSEE

Tennessee Community Counseling Services Inc
951 Eastgate Loop
Suite 100
Chattanooga, TN 37411
(423) 296-6451
Intake: (866) 624-0495
MHSAF • SA • BU • OX • OMB • OIT • SF • SI • PI • MI • AD • MN • TR • MA • XA • DV • CHLD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

Volunteer Treatment Center Inc
2347 Rossville Boulevard
Chattanooga, TN 37408
(423) 265-3122
Intake: (423) 322-2490
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA • DT • MM • DM • BU • VTRL • OTPA • OP • OD • OMB • OR • SF • PI • PW • WN • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

CLARKSVILLE
Bradford Health Services
Clarksville Regional Office
231 Dunbar Cave Road
Clarksville, TN 37043
(931) 542-9816
Intake: (931) 542-9816x0
SAF • SA • DT • BU • VTRL • OP • OD • ODT • SF • PI • PW • WN • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

Centerstone
Harriet Cohn Center
511 8th Street
Clarksville, TN 37040
(931) 920-7200
Intake: (888) 524-4357
MHF • SA • NNX • OP • OIT • OR • SF • MD • SI • PI • MI • AH • SP • CO • DU • MF • AD • WN • MN • TR • MA • XA • DV • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

COOKEVILLE
Bradford Health Services
Cookeville Regional Office
1330 Neal Street
Suite D
Cookeville, TN 38501
(931) 528-6803
SAF • SA • DT • BU • VTRL • OP • OD • OIT • SF • PI • AD • CHLD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

Hiwassee Mental Health Center
940 South Occoee Street
Cleveland, TN 37311
(423) 479-5454
Intake: (877) 567-6051
MHSAF • SA • OP • ORT • CT • SF • MD • SI • PI • MI • AH • CJ • ADLT • FEM • MALE

Skyridge Medical Center West Side
Pine Ridge Treatment Center
2800 Westside Drive
Cleveland, TN 37312
(423) 339-4166
Intake: (423) 339-4161
MHSAF • SA • BU • VTRL • OP • OMB • OIT • ORT • CT • SF • MD • SI • PI • MI • AH • CO • VN • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

Volunteer Behavioral Healthcare System
Realty House
360 Worth Street
Cleveland, TN 37311
(423) 479-0353
Intake: (877) 567-6051
MHSAF • SA • BU • VTRL • RES • RL • CT • SI • AH • CO • VN • YAD • ADLT • MALE

COLUMBIA
Place of Hope Inc
105 North James Campbell Boulevard
Columbia, TN 38401
(931) 388-9406
Intake: (800) 524-0912
SAF • SA • HH • OP • RES • RL • ODT • OIT • SI • CO • CJ • PW • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

CROSSVILLE
Volunteer Behavioral Healthcare System
Cumberland Mountain Mental Health Ctr
4325 Highway 127 North
Crossville, TN 38571
(931) 484-8020
Intake: (877) 567-6051
MHSAF • SA • OP • ORT • CT • SF • SI • PI • MI • AH • CO • DU • ADLT • FEM • MALE

COVINGTON
Professional Care Services of West Tennessee
1997 Highway 51 South
Covington, TN 38019
(901) 476-8967
MHSAF • SA • OP • ORT • CT • SF • SI • PI • MI • AH • CO • DU • ADLT • FEM • MALE

DAYTON
Volunteer Behavioral Healthcare System
RHEA County Mental Health Center
7200 Rhea County Highway
Dayton, TN 37321
(423) 570-0077
Intake: (877) 567-6051
MHSAF • SA • OP • ORT • CT • SF • SI • PI • MI • AH • CO • DU • ADLT • FEM • MALE

Plateau Mental Health Center
1200 South Willow Avenue
Cookeville, TN 38502
(931) 432-4123
Intakes: (877) 567-6051 (931) 432-6928
MHSAF • SA • BU • VTRL • OTPA • OP • OMB • OIT • ORT • CT • SF • MD • SI • PI • MI • AH • CO • VN • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

Ten Broeck Tennessee
1 Medical Center Boulevard
5 West
Cookeville, TN 38501
(931) 783-2521
Intakes: (931) 783-2597 (855) 828-8111
MHSAF • SA • BU • VTRL • OP • OIT • HRT • SF • MD • SI • PI • MI • AH • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE
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TENNESSEE

HOHENWALD

Buffalo Valley Inc
511 Park Avenue South
Hohenwald, TN 38462
(800) 447-2766
Intake: (931) 796-5427
SAF • SA HH • RES RS RL CT • SF MD PI • AH • MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

Buffalo Valley Inc
Intensive Outpatient
100 East 4th Street
Hohenwald, TN 38462
(800) 447-2766
Intake: (931) 796-5427
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD PI ATR • AH • CJ MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

Buffalo Valley Inc
Outpatient Services
221 South Maple Street
Hohenwald, TN 38462
(800) 447-2766
Intake: (800) 447-2766 (931) 796-5427
SAF • SA • OP RES RS OIT ORT CT • SF MD PI IHS • AH • CO DU CJ MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

Buffalo Valley Inc
Residential Rehab
501 Park Avenue South
Hohenwald, TN 38462
(800) 447-2766
Intake: (931) 796-5427
SAF • SA DT BU VTRL • OP RES RS RL RD OMB OIT ORT CT • SF MD PI ATR • AH • CO DU WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

JACKSON

Aspell Recovery Center
331 North Highland Avenue
Jackson, TN 38301
(731) 427-7238
Intake: (731) 427-7238x112 (731) 424-1021
SAF • SA HH • OP RES RS RL OIT ORT CT • SF SI • PA • WN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Cumberland Heights Outpatient Services of Jackson
130 Stonebridge Boulevard
Suite C
Jackson, TN 38305
(731) 660-2790
Intake: (615) 356-2700 (800) 646-9998
SAF • SA • OP OIT • SF PI • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Jackson Area Council on Alcoholism and Drug Dependency
900 East Chester Street
Jackson, TN 38301
(731) 423-3653
SAF • SA DT • RES RS RD • SF SI PI ATR • SS • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Pathways of Tennessee Inc
Substance Abuse Treatment Division
238 Summer Drive
Jackson, TN 38301
(731) 541-8200
Intake: (800) 587-3854
MHF • SA DT BU VTRL • OP RES RS RL RD CT • SF MD SSI PI MI • SS • AH • CO • ADLT • FEM MALE

Quinco Mental Health Center
Madison County Center
45 Executive Drive
Jackson, TN 38305
(731) 664-2083
Intake: (800) 532-6339
MHF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • ADLT • FEM MALE

JOHNSON CITY

Comprehensive Community Services
OP Counseling Ctr/Johnson City Office
2514 1/2 Wesley Street
Suite 5
Johnson City, TN 37601
(423) 928-6581
Intake: (423) 928-4357
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI ATR • SS PA • CO • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Frontier Health Inc
Magnolia Ridge
900 Buffalo Street
Johnson City, TN 37605
(423) 232-4130
MHSAF • SA DT BU NXN • RES RS RL RD CT • SF MD SI PI MI • CO • AH • CO SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Frontier Health Inc
Watauga Mental Health Center
109 West Watauga Avenue
Johnson City, TN 37601
(423) 232-2600
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI MI • PA • AH • CO VET MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • ADLT • FEM MALE

KINGSPORT

Comprehensive Community Services
OP Treatment Center/Kingsport Office
702 East Sullivan Street
Kingsport, TN 37660
(423) 765-2653
Intake: (423) 349-4070
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI MI • PA • AH • CO VET MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • ADLT • FEM MALE

JASPER

Mountain Valley Mental Health Center
Volunteer Behavioral Healthcare System
215 Hickman Road
Jasper, TN 37347
(423) 942-3961
Intake: (877) 567-6051
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI ATR • AH • ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
KNOXVILLE

Agape Inc
205 East Scott Avenue
Knoxville, TN 37917
(865) 546-7577
SAF • SA HH • RES RL • SF • CO WN • YAD ADLT • FEM

Agape Inc
211 East Scott Avenue
Knoxville, TN 37917
(865) 546-7577
SAF • SA HH • RES RL • SF • CO WN • YAD ADLT • FEM

Behavioral Health Group
Knoxville Bernard Treatment Center
626 Bernard Avenue
Knoxville, TN 37921
(865) 522-0161
SAF • SA DT BU OTPA • OP OD OMB ORT CT • SF • PW • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Bradford Health Services
301 South Gallaher View Road
Suite 300
Knoxville, TN 37919
(865) 693-9326
Intake: (865) 539-2833
SAF • SA BU NNX VTRL • OP OMB ODT OIT • SF MD PI • SS • AH • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ • SE AD PW/WN • TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Cherokee Health Systems
10263 Kingston Pike
Knoxville, TN 37922
(865) 670-9231
Intake: (866) 231-4477
MHFS • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

DRD Knoxville Medical Clinic
Central
412 Cico Street
Knoxville, TN 37921
(865) 522-0661
Intakes: (865) 522-0661x402 (865) 522-0661x401
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU OTPA • OP OD OMB ORT CT • SF • PW WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

E.M. Jellineck Center
130 Hinton Avenue
Knoxville, TN 37917
(865) 525-4627
SAF • SA HH • RES RS RL CT • SF • SE MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

Florence Crittenton Agency
Intensive Outpatient/Pregnant Substance Abuse Program
1531 Dick Lonas Road
Knoxville, TN 37909
(865) 602-2021
Intakes: (865) 602-2021x165 (865) 602-2021x156
MHSAF • SA • OP RES RS RL ODT OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI • CO AD TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Helen Ross McNabb Center Inc
CenterPointe AdultServices
5310 Ball Camp Pike
Knoxville, TN 37921
(865) 523-4704
Intake: (865) 523-4704x3407
SAF • SA DT BU VTRL • RES RS RD • SF MD SI PI • SS PA • AH • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Next Door Inc
Knoxville
2636 Maryville Pike
Knoxville, TN 37901
(865) 934-2890
Intake: (865) 934-2890x501
MHSAF • SA HH • RES RL CT • SF • CO WN • TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM

Helen Ross McNabb Center Inc
CenterPointe Detoxification Unit
5310 Ball Camp Pike
Knoxville, TN 37921
(865) 523-4704
Intake: (865) 523-4704x3407
SAF • SA DT BU VTRL • RES RS RD • SF MD SI PI • SS PA • AH • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Peninsula Substance Abuse Services
1451 Dowell Springs Boulevard
Knoxville, TN 37909
(865) 970-9800
Intake: (865) 374-7262
MHSAF • SA NNX VTRL • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • CO PW WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

LA FOLLETTE

Campbell County Outpatient Center
110 North Tennessee Avenue
La Follette, TN 37766
(423) 562-7426
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD PI • SS • AH • CO • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

LAFAYETTE

Volunteer Behavioral Healthcare System
Valley Ridge
907 Sycamore Street
Lafayette, TN 37083
(615) 666-8070
Intake: (877) 567-6051
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • ADLT • FEM MALE
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CITY</th>
<th>SERVICE PROVIDER</th>
<th>ADDRESS</th>
<th>PHONE NUMBERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LEBANON</td>
<td>Cumberland Mental Health Services Inc</td>
<td>1404 Winter Drive, Lebanon, TN 37087</td>
<td>(615) 444-4300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Alcohol and Drug Program</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intake: (877) 567-6051</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MC SI PI MI ATR • AH • DU VET CJ • ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Recovery Services</td>
<td>115 North Greenwood Avenue, Lebanon, TN 37087</td>
<td>(615) 406-7567</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intake: (877) 567-6051</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF ATR • SS PA • AH • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW • WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEWISBURG</td>
<td>Centerstone</td>
<td>Marshall County Mental Health Center</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1601 Nashville Highway, Lewisburg, TN 37091</td>
<td>(931) 359-5802</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intake: (888) 291-4357</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MHF • SA RXN • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEXINGTON</td>
<td>Quinco Mental Health Center</td>
<td>Henderson County Center, Lexington, TN 38531</td>
<td>(731) 967-8803</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>844 Natcher Trace Drive</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intake: (800) 532-6339</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MHF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIVINGSTON</td>
<td>Dale Hollow Mental Health Center</td>
<td>501 Spruce Street, Livingston, TN 38570</td>
<td>(931) 823-5678</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intake: (877) 567-6051</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MC SI PI MI ATR • AH • CJ • ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOUISVILLE</td>
<td>Cornerstone of Recovery Inc</td>
<td>1214 Topside Road, Louisville, KY 40207</td>
<td>(502) 970-7747</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intake: (800) 684-6614</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • SA DT BNXN VTRL HH • RES RX RL RD CT • SF PI ATR • AH • VET WN MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Helen Ross McNabb</td>
<td>Gateway Center/Adol Resid Services</td>
<td>(859) 524-5757</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3845 Holston College Road</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intake: (865) 380-5089</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MHSAF • SA RXN • RES RL CT • CO AD TRMA • CHLD ADLT • MALE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tristar Skyline Madison Campus</td>
<td>500 Hospital Drive, Madison, TN 37115</td>
<td>(615) 460-4300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intake: (615) 460-4357</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MHSAF • SA RXN VTRL • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • CO WN MN • ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MALE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tristar Skyline Madison Campus</td>
<td>907 East Lamar Alexander Parkway, Maryville, TN 37804</td>
<td>(865) 981-2300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARYVILLE</td>
<td>Blount Memorial Hospital</td>
<td>4330 Maynardville Highway, Maynardville, TN 37807</td>
<td>(865) 992-3849</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intake: (866) 231-4477</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MHSAF • SA DT BNXN VTRL • OP ODT OIT HID HIT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • CO • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAYNARDVILLE</td>
<td>Cherokee Health Systems</td>
<td>4330 Maynardville Highway, Maynardville, TN 37807</td>
<td>(865) 981-2300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intake: (865) 231-4477</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH • ADL • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MANCHESTER</td>
<td>Bradford Health Services</td>
<td>6101 McArthur Street, Manchester, TN 37355</td>
<td>(800) 464-0824</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Manchester Outreach/Coffee</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intake: (931) 728-4442</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • SA DT BNXN VTRL • OP OD OIT • SF SI PI • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCMINNVILLE</td>
<td>CHEER Mental Health Center</td>
<td>120 Omni Drive, McMinnville, TN 37110</td>
<td>(931) 473-9649</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intake: (877) 567-6051</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • ATR • AH • CO VET • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Phone Numbers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grace House Inc</td>
<td>329 North Bellevue Street</td>
<td>(901) 722-8460</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • SA • DT • RES RS RL • DF • SF SI • ATR • SS • PA • AH • CO CJ WN • YAD ADLT • FEM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Grace House Inc Extended</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>151 North Montgomery Street</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Memphis, TN 38104</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(901) 276-2364</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Intake: (901) 722-8460</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • SA HH • OP RES RS RL • OP RES RL OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI • ATR • SS PA • AH • CO WN • YAD ADLT • FEM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Harbor House Inc</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1979 Alcy Road</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Memphis, TN 38114</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(901) 743-1836</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Intakes: (901) 743-1836x2230 (901) 743-1836x2231 (901) 743-1836x2225</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MHSASF • SA DT HH • RES RS RL • SF • CO GL CJ • MNI TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • MALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Healing Arts Research Training Center</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1384 Madison Avenue</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Memphis, TN 38104</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(901) 726-4213</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MHSASF • SA DT • OP OD OIT ORT • CT • SF MD PI • ATR • PA • AH • CO DU CJ TRMA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>La Paloma Treatment Center</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2009 Lamar Avenue</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Memphis, TN 38114</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(901) 726-6053</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Intakes: (877) 345-3347 (877) 345-3216</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MHSASF • SA DT BU • XXN • OP OD OIT ORT • CT • SF MD PI • ATR • PA • AH • CO DU CJ TRMA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Lakeside Behavioral Health System</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Dual Diagnosis Unit</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2985 Brunswick Road</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Memphis, TN 38133</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(901) 377-4700</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MHSASF • SA DT • OP RES RS OD T OIT • CT • SF MD PI • ATR • PA • AH • CO WN • MN BC • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Synergy Treatment Centers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2305 Airport Interchange Avenue</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Memphis, TN 38132</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(901) 332-2227</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Intakes: (888) 521-1131 (888) 521-1131</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MHSASF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • MI • CO WN • MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Memorable Recovery Centers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1094 Poplar Avenue</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Memphis, TN 38105</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(901) 521-1131</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Intake: (888) 521-1131 (888) 521-1131</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MHSASF • SA • OP RES RS RL • OIT ORT • CT • SF PI • MI • CO DU CJ TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Serenity Recovery Centers Inc</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1929 North Montgomery Street</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Memphis, TN 38104</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(901) 722-7751</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Intake: (888) 672-7738 (888) 672-7738</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • SA • OP RES RS RL OS OIT • SF MD PI • MI • CHLD • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Delta Medical Center</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3000 Getwell Road</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Memphis, TN 38118</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(901) 369-8100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Intake: (901) 369-6021</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MHSASF • SA DT BU • XXN • OP OD OIT ORT • CT • SF MD PI • ATR • PA • AH • CO DU CJ TRMA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>First Step Recovery Centers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1950 Madison Avenue</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Memphis, TN 38104</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(901) 522-1002</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD • PA • CO DU WN • MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Grace House Inc</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>329 North Bellevue Street</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Memphis, TN 38105</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(901) 722-8460</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • SA • DT • RES RS RL • DF • SF SI • ATR • SS • PA • AH • CO CJ WN • YAD ADLT • FEM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Memphis Recovery Centers Inc Detox</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>219 North Montgomery Street</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Memphis, TN 38104</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(901) 722-7751</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Intake: (866) 672-7738 (866) 672-7738</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • SA • OP RES RS RL • OIT ORT • CT • SF PI • MI • CO DU CJ TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mental Health Resources PLLC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1037 Cresthaven Road</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Memphis, TN 38119</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(901) 682-6136</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MHSASF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • MI • CO WN • MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TENNESSEE

Urban Family Ministries
2174 Lamar Avenue
Memphis, TN 38114
(901) 323-8400
MHSASF • SA DT HH • OP OD ODT
OIT ORT CT • SF ATR • SS PA • AH • CO DU GL VET CJ PW WN • YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

VC PHCS XXI LLC
BHG Memphis North Treatment Center
2960 Old Austin Peavy Highway
Suite B
Memphis, TN 38128
(901) 323-8400
Veterans Affairs Medical Center
Mental Health Services Chem Dep Ctr
Routing 116-A5
1030 Jefferson Avenue
Mental Health Services Chem Dep Ctr
Veterans Affairs Medical Center
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA BU OTPA • OP OMB ORT CT • SF • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

MORRISTOWN

Cumberland Heights Outpatient Services of Murfreesboro
745 South Church Street
Suite 505
Murfreesboro, TN 37130
(615) 327-6256
Intakes: (901) 523-8990x5698 (901) 523-8990x4080
Intake: (615) 356-2700 (800) 646-9998
SAF • SA • OP OIT • SF PI • AH • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Tennessee Valley Healthcare Services
Mebresh FBHC Same Location
3400 Lebanon Pike
Murfreesboro, TN 37129
(615) 867-6000
Intake: (615) 225-6820
GHF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL HH • OP RES RS RL OMB OIT ORT HHD
HIT CT • VAMC MD MC SI PI MI • CO GL VET ADM CJ SE PW WN MN
TRMA BCX AX DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Volunteer Behavioral Healthcare
The Guidance Center
2126 Thompson Lane
Murfreesboro, TN 37129
(615) 898-0771
Intake: (617) 567-6051
MHSASF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • ATR • AH • CO DU
WN • ADLT • FEM MALE

Lloyd C Elam Mental Health Center
1410 Donelson Pike
Nashville, TN 37217
(601) 677-8209
Intake: (615) 902-9191
SAF • SA DT BU VTRL • OP OD OIT • SF SI PI • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions • See KEY on Page v.
Mending Hearts
1000 4th Avenue North
Nashville, TN 37209
(615) 385-1696
SAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF SI PI • SS • CO PW WN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM

Mending Hearts
4505 Albion Street
Nashville, TN 37228
(615) 385-1696
SAF • SA DT BU • RES RS RL RD • SF SI PI • SS • CO PW WN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM

Nashville CARES
633 Thompson Lane
Nashville, TN 37204
(800) 845-4266
Intake: (615) 259-4866
SA • OP ORT • NP • GL • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Next Door Inc
128 8th Avenue South
Nashville, TN 37202
(615) 251-8805
Intake: (855) 863-4673
SAF • SA DT H H • OP RES RL RD OIT CT • SF ATR • PA • CO WN • YAD ADLT • FEM

Park Center East
948 Woodland Street
Nashville, TN 37206
(615) 242-3576
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • MD SI • CO WN MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Parthenon Pavilion CMC
Dual Stabilization Unit
2401 Parman Place
Nashville, TN 37203
(615) 342-1400
Intake: (615) 342-1450
MHF • SA DT BU NXN • HID HIT • SF MC PI MI • A H • CO • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Renewal House Inc
Nashville, TN 37228
(615) 255-5222
Intakes: (615) 255-5222x112 (615) 255-5222x102
SAF • SA HH • OP RES RL OIT • SF MD MC PI MI ATR • PA • A H • CO PW WN TRMA BX A DV • YAD ADLT • FEM

Samaritan Recovery Community Inc
319 South 4th Street
Nashville, TN 37206
(615) 244-4802
Intakes: (615) 244-4802x10 (615) 244-4802x11
SAF • SA HH • OP RES RS RL OIT • SF MD PI I HS ATR • SS • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Solutions Retreat Inc
5405 Forest Acres Drive
Nashville, TN 37220
(615) 944-8030
SAF • SA DT • RES RS RL RD • SF • SS • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • MALE

United Neighborhood Health Services
526 8th Avenue South
Nashville, TN 37203
(615) 228-8902
Intakes: (615) 256-0902 (615) 620-8647
GHP • SA NXN • OP ODT OIT ORT • MD MC PI MI • SS PA • CO CJ WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

VA Tennessee Valley Healthcare System
1310 24th Avenue South
Nashville, TN 37212
(615) 327-4751
GHP • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP ODT ORT HID HIT CT • VAMC PI MI • PA • CO GL VET ADM CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

VC PHCS IX LLC
BH G Nashville Treatment Center
2410 Charlotte Avenue
Nashville, TN 37203
(615) 321-2575
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU OTPA • OP OD OMB ORT CT • SF • SP FX • WN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F28

Vanderbilt Addiction Center
Vanderbilt Psychiatric Hospital
1601 23rd Avenue South
Nashville, TN 37212
(615) 327-7000
MHF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP OR T HID HIT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • A H • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

NEW TA ZEWELL
Cherokee Health Systems
1596 Highway 33 South
New Tazewell, TN 37825
(423) 626-8271
Intake: (866) 231-4477
SA • OP OR T • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • A H • CO • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
NEWPORT
Cherokee Health Systems
215 Hedrick Drive
Newport, TN 37821
(423) 623-5301
Intake: (866) 231-4477
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI SS • AH • CO • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

NUNNELLY
Ranch
6107 Pinewood Road
Nunnelly, TN 37137
(800) 849-5969
Intake: (931) 729-9631
MHSAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • RES RS RL RD • SF PI MI • SP FX • CO GL WN MN TRMA XA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F28

OAK RIDGE
Hope of East Tennessee Inc
115 Lancaster Road
Oak Ridge, TN 37830
(865) 482-7126
Intake: (865) 482-4826
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF SI ATR • SS PA • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Ridgeview Psych Hosp and Ctr
240 West Tyrone Street
Oak Ridge, TN 37830
(865) 482-1076
Intake: (865) 482-1076
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC PI • SS • AH • CO CJ AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

PARIS
Carey Counseling Center Inc
Paris Site
408 Virginia Street
Paris, TN 38242
(731) 642-0521
Intakes: (731) 641-0626 (800) 611-7757
MHSF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • SS • DU AD • ADLT • FEM MALE

PINSON
Youth Town of Tennessee Inc
3641 Youth Town Road
Pinson, TN 38366
(731) 988-5251
Intake: (888) 274-2036
SAF • SA • RES RL CT • SF MD SI PI • AH • CO AD TRMA XA • CHLD • MALE

POWELL
Cherokee Health Systems
7714 Conner Road
Suite 105
Powell, TN 37849
(865) 947-6220
Intake: (866) 241-4477
MHSF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI SS • AH SP • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

POWELL
Professional Care Services of West Tennessee
403 Commerce Street
Ripley, TN 38063
(731) 635-3968
Intake: (731) 635-3968
MHSF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • SS • CO • ADLT • FEM MALE

RIPLEY
Care of Savannah Inc
Jack Gean Shelter for Men
50 East End Drive
Savannah, TN 38372
(731) 925-4447
Intakes: (731) 925-8619 (731) 925-8620 (731) 438-7843
SAF • SA HH • RES RL CT • SF • SS PA • DU CJ WN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

SAVANNAH
Care of Savannah Inc
Jack Gean Shelter for Women
64 Jack Gean Drive
Savannah, TN 38372
(731) 925-8619
Intakes: (731) 925-8620 (731) 438-7843
SAF • SA HH • RES RL CT • SF • SS PA • DU CJ WN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Quinco Mental Health Center
Hardin County Center
1410 Pickwick Road
Savannah, TN 38372
(731) 925-5054
Intake: (800) 532-6339
SAF • SA DT MM DM OTPA • OP OD OMB ORT • SF • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

SELMER
Quinco Mental Health Center
McNairy County Center
641 East Poplar Street
Selmer, TN 38375
(731) 645-5753
Intake: (800) 532-6339
SAF • SA DT MM DM OTPA • OP OD OMB ORT • SF • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

SEVIERVILLE
Cross Roads Counseling Center
118 Joy Street
Sevierville, TN 37862
(865) 286-5637
MHSF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • MI • AH • ADLT • FEM MALE
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TENNESSEE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>English Mountain Recovery 1096 Alpine Drive Sevierville, TN 37876 (877) 459-8595 Intake: (865) 774-9797 SAF • SA NXN VTRL • RES RL • SF PI • CO WN MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEYMOUR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brookhaven Retreat LLC 1016 IC King Road Seymour, TN 37865 (865) 573-3656 MHSAF • SA DT NXN VTRL • RES RL RD • SF • CO WN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherokee Health Systems 10731 Chapman Highway Seymour, TN 37865 (865) 573-0698 Intake: (866) 231-4477 SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHELBYVILLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tony Rice Center Inc for Men 1300 Railroad Avenue Shelbyville, TN 37160 (931) 685-0957 Intake: (931) 680-7551 MHSAF • SA HH • OP RES RS RL ODT OIT ORT • SF • SS • AH • CO DU GL \ VET CJ SE MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMYRNA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guidance Center 131 Mayfield Drive Smyrna, TN 37167 (615) 459-2521 Intake: (877) 567-6051 MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • AD • ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOMERVILLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional Care Services of West Tennessee 12615 South Main Street Somerville, TN 38068 (901) 465-9831 MHF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tennessee Community and Court Services Inc 13060 North Main Street Suite 2 Somerville, TN 38068 (901) 465-0855 Intake: (901) 494-6141 SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • SS PA • CO DU CJ WN DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TALBOTT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherokee Health Systems 6350 West Andrew Johnson Highway Talbott, TN 37877 (423) 587-7337 Intake: (866) 231-4477 SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRENTON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carey Counseling Center Inc Trenton Site 1263 Highway 45 Bypass Trenton, TN 38382 (731) 855-2871 Intakes: (731) 641-0626 (800) 611-7757 MHF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TULLAHOMA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Centerstone 1803 North Jackson Street Tullahoma, TN 37388 (931) 461-1300x1335 Intakes: (888) 291-4357 (615) 460-4357 MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • CO • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNION CITY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baptist Memorial Hospital Behavioral Healthcare 1201 Bishop Street Union City, TN 38261 (800) 828-4578 MHSAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP OIT ORT HID HIT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • CO SE WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carey Counseling Center Inc Union City Site 1409 North Morgan Street Union City, TN 38281 (731) 885-2911 SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD • DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heres Hope Counseling Center 301 South Third Street Union City, TN 38261 (731) 885-2911 SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD • DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parways of Tennessee Inc 930 Mount Zion Road Union City, TN 38261 (731) 885-9333 Intake: (800) 587-3854 MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WARTBURG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morgan County Medical Center 224 Old Mill Road Wartburg, TN 37887 (423) 346-6221 MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD PI • SS • AH • CO • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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TENNESSEE

WAYNESBORO

Centerstone
Wayne County Mental Health Center
418 South Main Street
Waynesboro, TN 38485
(931) 722-3644
Intake: (888) 291-4357

MHSAF • SA DT NXN • OP OD ORT
• SF MD MC SI PIMI • ADLT • FEM
MALE
ABILENE
Serenity Foundation of Texas Recovery Dynamics Program
1542 North 3rd Street
Abilene, TX 79601
(325) 673-6489
SAF • SA • RES RS RL CT • SF MC PI • SP • CO GL VET ADM SE MN XA • YAD ADLT • MALE

ANTIGWON
Amarillo VA Healthcare System
6010 Amarillo Boulevard West
Amarillo, TX 79106
(806) 355-9703
Intake: (806) 355-9703x7027
GHI • SA DT BU NXN • OP OD OMB ODT OIT ORT • VAMC SF PI MI • PA • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW WN MN XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

ADDISON
First Step Counseling North Dallas
16539 Addison Road
Addison, TX 75001
(214) 942-8808
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • SS • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

ALICE
Alice Counseling Center
63 South Wright Street
Alice, TX 78332
(361) 664-8830
Intake: (361) 664-8830
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • SS • SP • DU CJ • SE PW WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

ALVIN
Santa Maria Hostel Inc
Alvin Location
713 West Adoue Street
Alvin, TX 77511
(281) 831-7754
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • AH • CO CJ • SE PW WN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM

AMARILLO
Amarillo Council on Alcoholism and Drug Abuse
803 South Rusk Street
Amarillo, TX 79106
(806) 374-6688
Intake: (806) 566-6688
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD ATR • SP PA • AH SP • WN • YAD ADLT • MALE

ARGYLE
Sante Center for Healing
914 Country Club Road
Argyle, TX 76226
(940) 464-7222
Intake: (800) 258-4250
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA MU BU OTPA • OP OMB • SF • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

ARLINGTON
CDHS Inc
214 Billings Street
Suite 240
Arlington, TX 76010
(817) 652-1004
Intake: (817) 652-1004
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA MM BU OTPA • OP OMB ORT • SF • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

ANGleton
Gulf Coast Center
Angleton Recovery Program
101 Tigner Street
Building 2
Angleton, TX 77515
(979) 849-2311x1920
Intakes: (979) 849-2311
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI MI ATR • SS PA • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

AUSTIN
North Texas Addiction Counseling Inc
Outpatient
124 West Pioneer Parkway
Suite 120
Arlington, TX 76010
(817) 795-8278
Intake: (817) 332-7165
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD ATR • PA • AH SP • DU VET • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

AUSTIN
North Texas Addiction Counseling and Education Inc
124 West Pioneer Parkway
Suite 120
Arlington, TX 76016
(817) 795-8278
Intakes: (817) 795-8257 (817) 795-8279
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD • DU VET CJ MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

ARKANSAS PASS
Care Regional Medical Center Hospital
Care Medical Detox
1711 West Wheeler Avenue
Aransas Pass, TX 78336
(361) 758-0591
Intake: (361) 758-8585x591
SAF • SA DT • HID HIT • SF MD MC PI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
Phoenix Associates Counseling Services
110 West Randol Mill Road
Suite 120
Arlington, TX 76011
(817) 795-3030
SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • PA • AH SP • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

AUSTIN

Aeschbach and Associates
DBA Addictions and Psychotherapy Servs
2824 South Congress Avenue
Austin, TX 78704
(512) 444-5092
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU NXN • OP OD OMB OIT ORT • SF • SP FX • PW TRMAXA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F30

Arbor West LLC
Anchor West
900 North Cuernavaca Drive
Austin, TX 78733
(866) 357-0245
Intake: (800) 564-3435
SAF • SA NN VTRL HH • OP ODT OIT ORT CT • SF PI • CO GL V ET ADM MF CJ SE MN TRMAXA DV • YAD ADLT • MALE

Austin Drug and Alcohol Abuse Program
7801 North Lamar Boulevard
Suite D-109
Austin, TX 78752
(512) 454-8180
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS PA • DU CJ MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Austin Recovery Inc
Outpatient Program
4201 South Congress Avenue
Suite 202
Austin, TX 78745
(512) 697-8601
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI • AH • CO GL V ET MF SE PW W N MN TRMAXA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Austin Travis County Integral Care
CARE Program Journey OTP
1631 East 2nd Street
Building E
Austin, TX 78702
(512) 804-3650
Intake: (512) 804-3650x0
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • SS PA • AH • CO • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Austin/Travis County MH/MR Center
Ambulatory Detoxification
56 East Avenue
Austin, TX 78701
(512) 804-3465
SAF • SA DT BU • OP OD ORT ORT • MD SI • PA • AH • WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Austin/Travis County Integral Care
(ATCIC)/Oak Springs Treatment Center
3000 Oak Springs Drive
Building A
Austin, TX 78702
(512) 804-3526
Intake: (512) 804-3526x0
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • SS PA • AH • CO CJ WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Austin/Travis County Integral Care
(ATCIC)/Residential Services
403 East 15th Street
Building B
Austin, TX 78701
(512) 804-3526
Intake: (512) 703-1389
SAF • SA • RES RS • SF MD MC PI • SS • AH SP • CO • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Austin/Travis County Integral Care
Child and Family Services
2410 East Riverside Drive
Suite 93
Austin, TX 78741
(512) 804-3000
MHF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS PA • AH SP • CO AD TRMA • FEM MALE

Changes Counseling Services
8711 Burner Road
Suite A-3
Austin, TX 78757
(512) 257-0066
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • SS • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Clean Investments Inc
Adolescent Program
1601 Rutherford Lane
Suite A-100
Austin, TX 78754
(512) 477-6690
SAF • SA • OP OIT CT • SF MC SI PI • AH SP • AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

Clean Investments Inc
Counseling Center
1212 East Anderson Lane
Suite 300
Austin, TX 78752
(512) 477-6690
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI • SP • CJ AD WN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Developmental Counseling Center Inc
2101 West Ben White Boulevard
Suite 106
Austin, TX 78704
(512) 383-1036
Intake: (512) 423-8551
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD • SS • AH SP • CO • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

La Haciendas Solutions
2100 Kramer Lane
Suite 300
Austin, TX 78758
(512) 835-1994
SAF • SA • OP OIT • SF PI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Maintenance and Recovery Services Inc
(MARS)/North
305 Ferguson Drive
Austin, TX 78753
(512) 339-9757
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA MM BU OTPA • OP OMB • SF • PW • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
Maintenance and Recovery Services Inc
(MARS)/South
2627 Jones Road
Suite 104
Austin, TX 78745
(512) 899-2100
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA MM OTPA • OP OMB • SF •
PW • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Northwest Counseling and Wellness Ctr
12335 Hymeadow Drive
Suite 300
Austin, TX 78745
(512) 250-9355
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • CO •
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Phoenix Academy of Austin
Residential Services
400 West Live Oak Street
Austin, TX 78704
(214) 296-0394
Intakes: (888) 286-5027 (800) 378-4435
SAF • SA • RES RS RL CT • SF MD SI PI •
SS PA • SP • AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

Phoenix House
Outpatient
3000 South Highway 35
Suite 315
Austin, TX 78704
(512) 440-0613x7474
Intake: (512) 440-0613x4705
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI •
PA • SP • AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

Texas NeuroRehab Center
Texas Star Recovery Hospital
1106 West Dittmar Street
Austin, TX 78745
(512) 444-4835x693
Intakes: (512) 462-6729 (512) 444-4835
SAF • SA DT BU NXN • OP RES RS RL RD OIT HID HIT CT • SF MC PI MI •
AH SP • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Veterans Administration
Austin Outpatient Clinic
7901 Metropolis Drive
2nd Floor
Austin, TX 78744
(512) 823-4040
Intake: (800) 423-2111x54040
MHF • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP OMB ORT • VAMC SF PI • SS PA • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Land Manor Inc
Franklin House North Women/Children
5670 Concord Road
Beaumont, TX 77708
(409) 896-5911
SAF • SA • OP RES RS RL OIT ORT • SF MD • PA • AH • CO GL VET MF CJ PW WN TRMA BC XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Land Manor Inc
Franklin House South
1635 Avenue A
Beaumont, TX 77701
(409) 832-7564
SAF • SA • OP RES RS RL OIT ORT • SF MD • PA • AH • CO GL VET SE WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

South East Texas Council on A/D Abuse
Unity Treatment Center
4673 Washington Boulevard
Beaumont, TX 77707
(409) 840-9350
SAF • SA HH • RES RS RL • SF MD PI •
AH • MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

South East Texas Management Network
Jefferson County COADA Right Choice
4675 Washington Boulevard
Suite C
Beaumont, TX 77701
(409) 840-2001
Intake: (409) 840-2030
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI •
SS PA • VET AD WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

South East Texas Management Network
Spindletop MH/MR Services
2750 South 8th Street
Beaumont, TX 77701
(409) 839-1022
Intake: (409) 839-1033
MHF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI •
SS PA • AH • CO CJ AD • CHLD ADLT •
FEM MALE
TEXAS

**BEEVILLE**
Council on Alcohol and Drug Abuse
Coastal Bend
2808 East Industrial Boulevard
Beeville, TX 78102
(361) 358-8000
Intakes: (361) 728-8780 (361) 318-7403
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • MD SI PI • PA • AH SP • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**BIG SANDY**
Azleway Substance Abuse Program
1085 Private Road 3481
Big Sandy, TX 75755
(903) 636-9800
SAF • SA • RES RL • SF MD SI PI MI IHS ATR • SS PA • CO CJ AD • CHLD • MALE

**BIG SPRING**
Top Rank Youth
Permian Basin Community Ctrs MH/MR
501 Birdwell Lane
Big Spring, TX 79720
(432) 570-3390
Intake: (432) 559-6394
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • SP • AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

West Texas VA Healthcare Services
Substance Abuse Treatment Program
300 Veterans Boulevard
Big Spring, TX 79720
(432) 263-7611 x7301
Intakes: (432) 263-7611 x5389 (800) 472-1365x7301
SAF • SA • DT BU • NxN • OP RES RL • RD • OD OMB • OD T • OIT • ORT • HIL • HIR • HIT • CT • VAMC MD MC PI MI • CO VET WN • MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**BOERNE**
Covenant Hills Womans Center
9 Brandt Road
Boerne, TX 78006
(830) 336-2300
Intake: (800) 662-2873
SAF • SA • NxN • VTR • HH • OP RES RS RL • OD T • OIT • ORT • CT • SF PI • CO WN • TRMA • XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM

**BONHAM**
Lakes Regional MH/MR Center
Lakes Behavioral Health
410 West Sam Rayburn Drive
Bonham, TX 75418
(903) 583-0060
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD • SS • PA • DU CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Sam Rayburn Memorial Veterans Center
Domestic Substance Abuse Program
1201 East 9th Street
Bonham, TX 75418
(800) 924-8387
Intakes: (903) 583-6335 (903) 583-6724
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD • SF • PA • DU CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**BROWNWOOD**
Center for Life Resources
Substance Abuse and COPSD Services
408 Mulberry Street
Brownwood, TX 76801
(325) 646-9574x292
Intakes: (325) 646-9574 (325) 641-0642x294
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS PA • AH SP • CO SE AD WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

**BRYAN**
Brazos Valley Council on Alc and Drug (BVCASA)
4001 East 29th Street
Suite 90
Bryan, TX 77802
(979) 846-3560
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI • SS PA • SP • DU AD PW WN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Brazos Valley Council on Alc and SA (BVCASA)
405 West 28th Street
Bryan, TX 77803
(979) 823-5300
Intake: (979) 846-3560
SAF • SA • OP RES RL ORT • CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**BROWNSVILLE**
Recovery Center of Cameron County
Brownsville
700 East Levee Street
Suite 101
Brownsville, TX 78520
(956) 548-0028
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • ATR • SS PA • SP • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Texas American Medical Consultants
954 East 10th Madison Street
Brownsville, TX 78520
(956) 550-9970
SAF • SA • DT BU • OP OMB • ORT • HIL • HIR • HIT • SF MD SI PI • ATR • SS PA • SP • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ • SE PW WN • MN TRMA • XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**BUDA**
Austin Recovery Inc
Family House
13207 Wright Road
Buda, TX 78610
(512) 697-8500
Intake: (800) 373-2081
SAF • SA • RES RS RL CT • SF MD SI PI • ATR • PA • AH SP • CO PW WN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Austin Recovery Inc
Hicks Family Ranch
13207 Wright Road
Buda, TX 78610
(512) 697-8500
Intake: (800) 373-2081
SAF • SA • DT BU • RES RS RL • RD CT • SF MD SI PI • PA • AH SP • CO PW WN • BC • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F28 F70
BUFFALO GAP
Shades of Hope LP Treatment Center
402 Mulberry Street
Suite A
Buffalo Gap, TX 79508
(325) 572-3843
Intake: (800) 588-4673
MHSAF • SA DT BU • RES RL RD CT • SF PI • TRMA XA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

CARROLLTON
North Dallas Drug Rehabilitation Ctr
1606 South I-35 East
Suite 101
Carrollton, TX 75006
(972) 446-0972
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM OTPA • OP OD OMB OIT ORT • SF PI • SP • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

BURLESON
North Texas Addiction Counseling Inc
255 Elk Drive
Suite B
Burleson, TX 76028
(817) 426-2868
Intake: (817) 846-0581
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD • AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

CENTER POINT
Starlite Recovery Center
230 Mesa Verde Drive East
Center Point, TX 78010
(830) 634-2212
Intake: (800) 292-0148
SAF • SA DT BU BXN VTRL • OP RES RS RL RD ODT OIT ORT HID HIT CT • SF SI PI MI • SP • CO AD TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

CEDAR PARK
Medication Assisted Recovery Services (MARS) LLC
1101 Arrow Point Drive
Suite 214
Cedar Park, TX 78613
(512) 986-7743
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA MM OTPA • OP OMB • SF • PW • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

CLUTE
Saint Genevieve Detox and Maintenance Inc
141 North Brazosport Boulevard
Clute, TX 77531
(979) 265-0705
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI • SS PA • AH • PW • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

COLLEGE STATION
La Hacienda College Station
702 University Drive East
Suite 100-D
College Station, TX 77840
(979) 846-9500x102
Intake: (979) 846-9500x111
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF PI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

CONROE
Conroe Treatment and Recovery Center
501 Everett Street
Conroe, TX 77301
(936) 441-9172
Intake: (936) 524-1253
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA MM DM OTPA • OP OMB • SF PI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
New Dimensions Day Hospital
The Woodlands
111 Vision Park Boulevard
Suite 260
Conroe, TX 77384
(800) 685-9796
MHF • SA BU NXN • OP ODT OIT
ORT • SF PI • SS • CO GL VET ADM MF
CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV •
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Tri County MH/MR
Outpatient Services
1020 Riverwood Court
Building 3
Conroe, TX 77304
(936) 521-6400
Intakes: (936) 521-6428 (936) 521-6317
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD
MC SI • SS PA • AH • WN MN • CHLD
ADLT • FEM MALE

Tri County MH/MR
Youth Outpatient Services
1020 Riverwood Court
Suites 1 and 2
Conroe, TX 77304
(936) 521-6380
Intake: (936) 521-6301
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI
MI • SS PA • SP • CO AD • CHLD • FEM
MALE

Counseling and Recovery Services
(CARS)
4300 South Padre Island Drive
Unit 3-3
Corpus Christi, TX 78411
(361) 814-8107
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA MM OTPA • OP OMB CT • SF
• SP • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

South Texas Subst Abuse Recovery Servs
(STSARS)
907 Antelope Street
Corpus Christi, TX 78401
(361) 882-9979
SAF • SA MM BU • OP OMB ORT • SF
MD • SS PA • AH SP • CO CJ • YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

Toxicology Associates Inc
5233 Interstate Highway 37
Suite C-17
Corpus Christi, TX 78408
(361) 882-2064
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM OTPA • OP OD
OMB ORT • SF • SP FX • YAD ADLT •
FEM MALE • F28

CORSICANA
Helping Open Peoples Eyes Inc
(HOPE)
101 North Beaton Street
Suite 200
Corsicana, TX 75110
(903) 872-8101
Intake: (817) 558-8807
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • YAD ADLT •
FEM MALE

COTULLA
South Texas Rural Health Services Inc
Corulla Wellness Center
105 South Steward
Cotulla, TX 78014
(936) 879-2502
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC
SI PI MI ATR • SS • SP • CO CJ AD •
CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

DALLAS
Addiction Counseling Associates
6510 Abrams Road
Suite 200
Dallas, TX 75231
(214) 827-6400
Intake: (214) 502-0666
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • CHLD
ADLT • FEM MALE

Anti Aging and Longevity Center of
Texas PA
8021 E R L Thornton Freeway
Suite A
Dallas, TX 75228
(214) 328-4848x14
Intake: (214) 328-4848
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU NXN • OP
OD OMB ORT • SF • SP • CO GL VET
ADM MM MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA
XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Crossroads Recovery
5552 South Hampton Road
Dallas, TX 75232
(214) 339-3181
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM OTPA • OP OD
OMB ORT CT • SF • SS • YAD ADLT •
FEM MALE

Dallas Challenge Inc
201 South Tyler Street
Dallas, TX 75208
(214) 942-5166
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI • SS
PA • SP • AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

Dallas County Juvenile Department
Substance Abuse Unit
414 South E R L Thornton Freeway
Dallas, TX 75203
(214) 860-4301
Intake: (214) 860-4308
SAF • SA • OP OD OIT ORT • NP • SP • CJ
AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

Council on Alcohol and Drug Abuse
Coastal Bend
4401 Greenwood Drive
Rooms 27 and 34
Corpus Christi, TX 78416
(361) 878-2840
Intakes: (361) 887-7070 (361) 854-9199
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS PA • AH SP • AD • CHLD • FEM MALE
First Step Counseling Center
219 Sunser Avenue
Suite 101-B
Dallas, TX 75208
(214) 942-8808
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • SS • SP • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Green Oaks Hospital
7808 Clouds Fields Drive
Dallas, TX 75251
(972) 991-9504
MHSAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • HID HIT • SF MD MC PI MI • AH SP
CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Homeward Bound Inc
Trinity Recovery Center
233 West 10th Street
Dallas, TX 75208
(214) 941-3500
Intakes: (214) 941-3500x254 (214) 941-3500
SAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • RES RS RL RD CT • SF MD SI PI • SS • SP • CO
GL CJ WN MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

LifeNet Community
Behavioral Healthcare
9708 Skillman Street
Dallas, TX 75243
(214) 221-5435
Intake: (214) 572-8114
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Metro Treatment of Texas LP
Dallas County Treatment Center
123 East Colorado Boulevard
Dallas, TX 75203
(214) 946-5540
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU OTPA • OP OD OMB • SF • CO VET CJ PW TRMA
XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Nexus Recovery Center Inc
Nexus Outreach Center
4525 Lemmon Avenue
Suite 201
Dallas, TX 75219
(214) 321-0156x3118
Intake: (214) 321-0156x3118
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS • WN • YAD ADLT • FEM

Nexus Recovery Center Inc
Nexus Residential Facility
8733 La Prada Drive
Dallas, TX 75228
(214) 321-0156
Intake: (214) 321-0156x3118
SAF • SA DT BU VTRL • OP RES RS RL RD OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI ATR • SS • SP FX • AD PW WN BC • CHLD ADLT • FEM • F92

North Texas Healthcare System
4500 South Lancaster Road
Dallas, TX 75216
(214) 857-0805
Intake: (214) 857-0853
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU NXN VTRL HH • OP RES RS RL RD OD OMB OD T OIT ORT HID HIT CT • VAMC PI MI • PA • CO VET WN MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Phoenix House Academy of Dallas
2345 Reagan Street
Dallas, TX 75219
(214) 296-0394
Intakes: (800) 378-4435 (214) 999-1044
SAF • SA • OP RES RS RL ODT OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI • PA • SP • CO
AD WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Recovery Healthcare Corporation
9090 North Stemmons Freeway
Suite A
Dallas, TX 75247
(214) 819-1400
Intakes: (972) 445-6300 (972) 445-6317
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI • PA • SP • DU CJ WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Road to Recovery
9401 LB Freeway
Suite 270
Dallas, TX 75243
(214) 503-3764x3
Intake: (214) 503-3764x1
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI • SS • CO GL VET SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Solace Counseling Associates PLLC
1475 Prudential Drive
Dallas, TX 75235
(214) 322-4640
MHSAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP OD OMB ODT OIT ORT • SF PI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Solutions Outpatient Services
4300 MacArthur Avenue
Suite 270
Dallas, TX 75209
(214) 369-1155
MHF • SA • OP OIT • SF PI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Southwest Behavioral Systems Inc
3827 South Buckner Boulevard
Dallas, TX 75227
(214) 489-9300
MHSAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF SI PI MI • AD • ADLT • FEM MALE

Turtle Creek Manor Inc
2707 Routh Street
Dallas, TX 75201
(214) 871-2483
Intake: (214) 871-2483x312
MHSAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP RES RS RL OIT ORT • SF MD ATR • PA • CO • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Organization</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DENTON</td>
<td>CCD Counseling PA</td>
<td>1512 Scripture Street, Denton, TX 76201</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Denton Recovery Options</td>
<td></td>
<td>(940) 382-5288x25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Opioid Treatment Services</td>
<td></td>
<td>Intake: (800) 897-7068x25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Methadone Clients Only</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD • MCI • PA • CHLD • YAD ADLT • FEM • MALE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DILLEY</td>
<td>South Texas Rural Health Services Inc</td>
<td>606 West Leona Street, Dilley, TX 78017</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dilley Wellness Center</td>
<td></td>
<td>(830) 965-2097</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD • MCI • PA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EAGLE PASS</td>
<td>South Texas Rural Health Services Inc</td>
<td>2250 North Veterans Boulevard, Eagle Pass, TX 78852</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Eagle Pass Wellness Center</td>
<td></td>
<td>(830) 757-0117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD • MCI • PA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDINBURG</td>
<td>New Beginnings</td>
<td>3120 Center Point Drive, Edinburg, TX 78539</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Behavioral Health Services</td>
<td></td>
<td>(956) 381-1189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • SA • OP OD ORT • SF MD • PI • SP • CO CJ AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>South Texas Behavioral Health Center</td>
<td>2102 West Trenton Street, Edinburg, TX 78539</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • SA • OP OD ORT • SF MD • PI • SP • CO CJ AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
El Paso

Aliviane NO/AD Inc
Aliviane Family Recovery Center
7722 North Loop Drive
Suite 3
El Paso, TX 79915
(915) 782-4014
Intake: (915) 782-4014 x261
SAF • SA • RES RL • SF MD PL • PA • SP • CO TRMA BC • YAD ADLT • FEM

Aliviane NO/AD Inc
Treatment Resources for Youth (TRY)
7722 North Loop Drive
Suite 1
El Paso, TX 79915
(915) 775-2501
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI • SS PA • AH SP • CO GL MF CJ AD PW TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Alternative Centre for Behavioral Hlth
7760 Alabama Street
El Paso, TX 79904
(915) 757-7999
Intake: (915) 757-7999 x130
MHSAF • SANXX • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF MC PI MI • AH SP • CO GL VET ADM MF SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

El Paso Methadone Maintenance and Detoxification Treatment Center Inc
5004 Alameda Avenue
El Paso, TX 79905
(915) 772-2045
Intakes: (915) 772-2045 x21 (915) 772-6555 x21
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM OTPA • OP OMB ORT CT • SF MD SI • SS PA • AH SP • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Homeward Bound Inc
Trinity Center/El Paso
8716 Independence Drive
El Paso, TX 79907
(915) 772-9111
Intake: (915) 772-9191
MHSAF • SA DT • OP RES RS RL RD OD ODT OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI • SS PA • AH SP • CO PW WN MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Sunwest Behav Health Organization LLC
1514 Zaragosa Street
Suite B-4
El Paso, TX 79936
(915) 544-3500
MHF • SA BU VTRL • OP OMB ORT CT • SF MD MC PI MI • SP • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Tigua Indian Reservation/Ysleta Del Sur Pueblo Substance Abuse Program
9314 Juanchido Street
El Paso, TX 79907
(915) 860-6118
GHF • SA NXN VTRL • OP OIT ORT CT • MD MC PI IHS • SP NX • CO AD WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE • N33

Euless

Right Step/DFW Central
2219 West Euless Boulevard
Euless, TX 76040
(817) 857-9100 (877) 627-4389
SAF • SA DT BU NXN • OP RES RS RD ODT OIT • SF MD SI • PA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Fort Worth

ABODE Treatment Inc
Counseling Center
1700 South Cherry Lane
Suite 320
Fort Worth, TX 76108
(817) 246-8677 x300
Intake: (817) 710-0122
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Sunwest Behavioral Health Organization LLC
1514 Zaragosa Street
Suite B-4
El Paso, TX 79936
(915) 544-3500
MHF • SA BU VTRL • OP OMB ORT CT • SF MD MC PI MI • SP • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Tigua Indian Reservation/Ysleta Del Sur Pueblo Substance Abuse Program
9314 Juanchido Street
El Paso, TX 79907
(915) 860-6118
GHF • SA NXN VTRL • OP OIT ORT CT • MD MC PI IHS • SP NX • CO AD WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE • N33

Veterans Affairs Healthcare System
Substance Use Disorders (SUD)
5001 North Piedras Street
El Paso, TX 79930
(915) 564-6159
MHSAF • SA BU NXN • OP OMB OIT ORT CT • VAMC SF • PA • SP • CO GL VET CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
FREEPORT
Brazos Place
1103 North Avenue H
Freeport, TX 77541
(979) 233-3826x107
Intake: (979) 233-3826x111
SAF • SA • BU • NXN • OP • RES • RS • RL • ORT
• SF • MD • SS • PA • SP • CO • GL • VET • CJ
SE • PW • WN • MN • TRMA • XA • DV • YAD
ADLT • FEM • MALE

GALVESTON
Galveston Recovery Program
123 Rosenberg Street
Suite 6
Galveston, TX 77550
(409) 944-4337
Intake: (281) 488-2839
SAF • SA • OP • OIT • ORT • CT • SF • MD
MC • PI • MI • SS • AH • YAD • ADLT • MALE

GARLAND
Addicare Group of Texas
The Zenith Program
2722 West Kingsley Street
Suite 115
Garland, TX 75041
(972) 278-4760
SAF • SA • OP • OIT • ORT • SF • MD • SI • PI
• DU • CHLD • ADLT • FEM • MALE
Phoenix Associates Counseling Services
3884 South Shiloh Road
Suite 101
Garland, TX 75041
(972) 278-7427
SAF • SA • OP • OIT • ORT • SF • PI • AH • SP
• YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

GEORGETOWN
Bluebonnet Trails Community Services
Bluebonnet Trails Recovery
711 North College Street
Georgetown, TX 78626
(512) 869-8968x8137
Intake: (512) 869-8968
SAF • SA • OP • OIT • ORT • SF • MD • SI • PI
• SS • PA • SP • CO • AD • TRMA • DV • CHLD
ADLT • FEM • MALE
San Gabriel Recovery Ranch LLC
The Arbor
1443 Country Road 103
Georgetown, TX 78626
(866) 568-9936
SAF • SA • RES • RS • RL • SF • PI • CO • GL
VET • ADM • MF • CJ • SE • WN • MN • TRMA
XA • DV • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

GRAND PRAIRIE
Greenhouse
1171 107th Street
Grand Prairie, TX 75050
(817) 424-1305
Intake: (817) 424-1305
SAF • SA • DT • BU • NXN • VTRL • OP
RES • RS • RD • OMB • ODT • OIT • ORT • CT
SF • PI • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

GRAPEVINE
Grapevine Valley Hope
2300 William D Tate Avenue
Grapevine, TX 76051
(817) 424-1305
Intake: (817) 424-1305
SAF • SA • DT • BU • NXN • VTRL • OP
RES • RS • RD • OMB • ODT • OIT • ORT • CT
SF • PI • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

GREENVILLE
Glen Oaks Hospital
301 East Division Street
Greenville, TX 75402
(903) 454-6000
Intake: (903) 454-6000
SAF • SA • OP • OIT • ORT • SF • MD • MC • PI
MI • SS • AH • SP • CJ • SE • WN • MN • YAD
ADLT • FEM • MALE
Lakes Regional MH/MR Center
4200 Stuart Street
Greenville, TX 75401
(903) 455-3987
SAF • SA • OP • OIT • ORT • SF • MD • MC • PI
MI • SS • AH • DU • CJ • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

HALTOM CITY
Haltom City Treatment Services LLC
3529 Denton Highway
Suite D
Haltom City, TX 76117
(817) 759-0707
SAF • SA • MM • OTPA • OP • OMB • SF • PI
CO • CJ • SE • WN • MN • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

HARLINGEN
Recovery Center of Cameron County
Harlingen
712 North 77th Sunshine Strip
Suite 22
Harlingen, TX 78550
(956) 548-0028
Intake: (956) 548-0028
SAF • SA • OP • OIT • ORT • SF • MD • MC • PI
MI • ATR • SS • PA • SP • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

HEMPSTEAD
Career and Recovery Resources Inc
925 5th Street
Hempstead, TX 77445
(832) 563-6756
Intake: (713) 754-7000
SAF • SA • OP • OIT • ORT • SF • MD • MC • PI
MI • SS • PA • SP • CJ • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

HICO
Touchstone Ranch Recovery Center
15751 South U.S. Highway 281
Hico, TX 76457
(254) 918-2009
SAF • SA • DT • BU • RES • RS • RL • RD • SF • PI
• DV • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

HOUSTON
AAMA/Project Tejas
204 Clifton Street
Houston, TX 77011
(713) 926-9491
SAF • SA • OP • OIT • ORT • SF • MD • MC • PI
• SS • PA • SP • GL • VET • MF • SE • PW • WN
MN • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE
Adult Rehabilitation Services Inc
6624 Hornwood Street
Houston, TX 77074
(713) 541-4422

Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA MM BU OTPA • OP OMB
ORT • SF MD • WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

All About Recovery
4141 North Freeway Street
Suite 310
Houston, TX 77022
(713) 967-6820

SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC
• SS • AH SP • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Assoc for the Adv of Mexican Amer Inc
(AAMA)/Casa Phoenix Outpatient
204 Clifton Street
Houston, TX 77011
(713) 926-9491

Intake: (713) 929-2450
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC
• SP • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Assoc for the Adv of Mexican Amer Inc
(AAMA)/Casa Phoenix Resid Youth Trt
6001 Gulf Freeway
Suite C-1
Houston, TX 77023
(713) 929-6700

Intake: (713) 929-2450
SAF • SA NNX • RES RS RL • SF MD
ATR • SS PA • SP • AD • CHLD MALE

BES Group and Assoc/Solutions Plus
4625 North Freeway
Suite 127
Houston, TX 77022
(713) 697-0776

SAF • SA DT BU RXN • OP OD OIT
ORT • SF SI PI • PA • AH • DU • YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

Best Recovery Healthcare Inc
9211 South Main Street
Houston, TX 77025
(713) 661-0971

SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC
• PA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Blues Management Inc
DAPA Family Recovery Programs
7011 Harwin Street
Suite 218
Houston, TX 77036
(713) 783-8894

Intake: (832) 563-8129
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC
PA • CO • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Blues Management Inc
DAPA Family Recovery Programs/COPSD
5500 Guhn Road
Suite 100
Houston, TX 77040
(713) 783-8894

MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • MD MC SI PI
PA • CO • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Career and Recovery Resources Inc
Drug Abuse Treatment Program
2525 San Jacinto Street
Houston, TX 77002
(713) 754-7000

SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD • SS
PA • AH SP • CJ WN MN • YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

Career and Recovery Resources Inc
Jackson Hinds
607 Thornton Street
Houston, TX 77018
(713) 697-8968

Intake: (713) 754-7005
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • CJ MN • YAD
ADLT • MALE

Center for Recovering Families at
The Council on Alcohol Drugs Houston
303 Jackson Hill Street
Houston, TX 77007
(713) 914-0556

Intake: (713) 942-4100
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD
MC PI • SS • CO GL SF WN MN TR
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Center for Success and Independence
3722 Pinemont Drive
Houston, TX 77018
(713) 426-4545

Intake: (713) 426-4545x102
MHSAF • SA • OP RES RL OIT ORT •
SF MC SI PI • SP • CO CJ AD TR MA XA
DV • CHLD • FEM MALE

Center for Success and Independence
3725 and 3727 Creekmont Drive
Houston, TX 77018
(713) 426-4545

Intake: (713) 263-7554 (713) 263-7872
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI
• SP • AD TR MA • CHLD • FEM MALE

Cheyenne Center Inc
Residential Services
10525 Eastex Freeway
Houston, TX 77093
(713) 691-4898

SAF • SA HH • RES RS RL • SF MD MC
• SS PA • AH SP • CO CJ SE SM • YAD
ADLT • MALE

Cornerstone Recovery Inc
6699 Portwest Drive
Suite 140
Houston, TX 77024
(713) 528-6720

SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • SS • AD •
CHLD • FEM MALE

Cypress Creek CD IOP
17750 Cali Drive
Houston, TX 77090
(281) 586-7600

Intake: (281) 586-7866
MHSAF • SA DT BU • OP OD T OIT
HID H I T CT • SF MD MC PI MI • SS
• CO WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM
MALE
Set Free DAT Center
3333 Fannin Street
Suite 111
Houston, TX 77004
(713) 520-8042
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI • PA • AD W N • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Shamar Hope Haven
2719 Truxillo Street
Houston, TX 77004
(713) 942-8822
Intakes: (713) 530-3260 (713) 942-8009
SAF • SA • RES RL CT • SF MD • SS • CO CJ AD TR MA BC XA DV • CHLD • MALE

Spirit Mind and Body
Behavioral Health Services PLLC
6776 SW Freeway
Suite 540
Houston, TX 77074
(713) 988-4878
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • SS • SP • ADLT • FEM MALE

Star of Hope/New Hope Program
Transitional Living Center
6801 Ardmore Street
Houston, TX 77054
(713) 748-0700
Intake: (713) 440-5360
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF SI PI • AH • W N MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Texas Alcoholism Foundation Inc
Texas House Treatment Program
2208 West 34th Street
Houston, TX 77018
(713) 956-6337
Intake: (713) 956-6375x12
SAF • SA • RES RL • NP • PA • MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

Texas Prevention Network Inc
10103 Fondren Road
Suite 330
Houston, TX 77096
(713) 981-6065
SAF • SA • OP ODT ORT CT • SF PI • SP • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW W N MN TRMA DV • CHLD • FEM MALE

Texas Treatment Centers Inc
4800 West 34th Street
Suite B-3
Houston, TX 77092
(713) 956-7712
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA • DT MM DM OTPA • OP OD OMB ORT CT • SF MD • SP • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW W N MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • MALE • FEM MALE

Toxicology Associates Inc
4405 Caroline Street
Houston, TX 77004
(713) 528-2071
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA • DT MM DM OTPA • OP OD OMB ORT CT • SF • SP • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW W N MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • MALE • FEM MALE

Phoenix House of Texas
501 Garden Oaks Boulevard
Houston, TX 77018
(733) 426-2637
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI • PA • AD W N • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Right Step
902 West Alabama Street
Houston, TX 77006
(713) 528-3709
Intake: (888) 234-1265
MHSAF • SA • DT BU • OP RES RS RD ODT OIT ORT CT • SF SI PI • AH • W N MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Right Step/Houston Northwest
Right Step Northwest
2159 FM 1960 West
Suite 111
Houston, TX 77090
(855) 599-9960
Intakes: (281) 465-4500 (281) 895-9661
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF SI PI • AH • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Road to Recovery
9400 Lomax Street
Houston, TX 77093
(713) 742-6514
SAF • SA HH • OP RES RL ORT • SF PI • YAD ADLT • MALE
Toxicology Associates Inc
530 North Belt Street
Suite 112
Houston, TX 77060
(281) 847-2093
Intake: (713) 271-0067
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM OTPA • OP OD
OMB • SF • WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Toxicology Associates Inc
6910 Bellaire Boulevard
Suite 13
Houston, TX 77074
(713) 271-0069
Intake: (713) 271-0069
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM OTPA • OP OD
OMB OIT ORT CT • SF • CO GL VET
ADM MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA
XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Turning Point Inc
911 Eastex Freeway
Suite 36
Houston, TX 77093
(713) 884-2601
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC
ATR • AH • AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

UT Health Houston/ CNRA
Behavioral and Biomedical Science Bldg
1941 East Road
1st Floor
Houston, TX 77054
(713) 486-2800
Intake: (713) 500-3784 (713) 486-2635
SAF • SA • OP OORT • NP • PA • YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

Unlimited Visions Aftercare Inc
5527 and 5528 Lawndale Street
Houston, TX 77023
(713) 921-2276
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI • SS
PA • SP • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

VA Medical Center/ Michael E DeBakey
Substance Disorders Treatment Program
2002 Holcombe Boulevard
Mental Healthcare Line
Houston, TX 77030
(713) 794-8700
MHSAF • SA DT MM DM BUNXN
VTRL • OP OD OMB OIT ORT HID CT
• VAMC PI • SP • VET SE WN • CHLD
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Volunteers of America Texas Inc
McGovern Campus/Lavender
5630 5712 Lavender Street
Houston, TX 77026
(713) 400-3400
Intake: (713) 400-3400 x4236
SAF • SA • RES RS RL • SF MD ATR • PA
• CO GL VET CJ SE PW WN TRMA BC
XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

West Oaks Hospital Inc
Chemical Dependency Services
6500 Hornwood Drive
Houston, TX 77074
(713) 995-0999 x5656
Intakes: (713) 778-5250 (713) 995-0909
MHSAF • SA DT BU NXN • RES RS
HID HIT • SF MD MC SI PI PI • AH •
CO GL VET CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA
XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

La Hacienda Treatment Center
145 La Hacienda Way
PO Box 1
Hunt, TX 78024
(830) 238-4222
Intake: (800) 749-6160
SAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • RES RS
RL RD • SF PI • CO • YAD ADLT • FEM
MALE

La Hacienda Treatment Center
145 La Hacienda Way
PO Box 1
Hunt, TX 78024
(830) 238-4222
Intake: (800) 749-6160
SAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • RES RS
RL RD • SF PI • CO • YAD ADLT • FEM
MALE

Huntsville Clinic Inc
829 10th Street
Huntsville, TX 77320
(936) 291-9172
Intake: (936) 524-1253
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM OTPA • OP OD
OMB ORT CT • SF PI • PW WN MN
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Huntsville Clinic Inc
829 10th Street
Huntsville, TX 77320
(936) 291-9172
Intake: (936) 524-1253
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM OTPA • OP OD
OMB ORT CT • SF PI • PW WN MN
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Hurst
MH/MR of Tarrant County
Addiction Recovery Center
129 Harmon Road
Hurst, TX 76055
(817) 569-5750
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI
• SS PA • AH SP • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Irving
West Texas Counseling and
Rehabilitation Program of Irving
1116 West Pioneer Drive
Irving, TX 75061
(972) 253-9370
Intake: (866) 286-9827
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA MM DM OTPA • OP OMB
• SF SI • PA • SP • YAD ADLT • FEM
MALE

Jasper
Alcohol and Drug Abuse Council
Deep East Texas
1250 Marvin Hancock Drive
Jasper, TX 75951
(936) 634-5753
Intake: (800) 445-8562
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD • SS PA
• YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Joshua
ABODE Treatment Inc
Counseling Center
305 East 12th Street
Suite B
Joshua, TX 76058
(817) 246-8677 x400
Intake: (817) 710-0122
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Kaufman
Burnings Tree Recovery Ranch
2837 County Road 101
Kaufman, TX 75142
(972) 962-3734
Intake: (866) 287-2877
SAF • SA • RES RL • SF • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
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KERRVILLE

Archway Recovery Center
200 Earl Garrett Street
Suite 210
Kerrville, TX 78028
(830) 896-2724
SAF • SA • OP OIT • SF PI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Hill Country Community MH/MR Outpatient Treatment Services
819 Water Street
Suite 370
Kerrville, TX 78028
(830) 792-3300
Intake: (830) 258-5409
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD SI PI • SS PA • SP • CO • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

LA MARQUE

Pathway to Recovery
2119 Oak Street
La Marque, TX 77568
(409) 938-7736
Intake: (409) 933-4366
SAF • SA • OP RES RS RL ODT OIT ORT CT • SF PI • GL VET ADM MF CJ SE MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • MALE

Toxicology Associates Inc
2411 Franklin Street
La Marque, TX 77568
(409) 935-3749
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM OTPA • OP OD OMB CT • SF • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

LAREDO

AAMA Inc
Concilio Hispano Libre
1205 East Hillsdale Street
Laredo, TX 78041
(956) 728-0440
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA MM BU OTPA • OP OMB OIT ORT CT • SF MD • SS PA • SP • SE PW WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Serving Children and Adults in Need
SCAN Inc
2387 East Saunders Street
Suites 1 and 2
Laredo, TX 78041
(956) 723-0200
Intake: (903) 236-3942
SAF • SA BU • RES RL CT • MD • CO MF CJ PW WN TRMA BC XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM

LONGVIEW

Community Healthcare
Kirkpatrick Family Center
425 South Main
Longview, TX 75601
(903) 236-3898
Intake: (903) 236-3942
SAF • SA BU • RES RL CT • MD • CO MF CJ PW WN TRMA BC XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM

East Texas Clinic
201 Pine Tree Road
Suite A
Longview, TX 75604
(903) 759-4966
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM OTPA • OP OD OMB ORT CT • SF • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

LIVINGSTON

Alcohol and Drug Abuse Council
The Burke Center MH/MR
1100 Ogletree Drive
Room 300 and 301
Livingston, TX 77351
(936) 327-3786
Intake: (800) 445-8562
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD • SS PA • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

TEXAS

KINGWOOD

Kingwood Pines Hospital
2001 Labbrook Drive
Kingwood, TX 77339
(281) 404-1001
Intake: (281) 358-1495x123 (281) 404-1023
MHF • SA DT BU • OP ODT OIT HDM HHT • SF MD MC PI MI • AH • CO SE AD WN MN • ADLT • FEM MALE

LEWISVILLE

Behavioral Health and Family Services
896 North Mill Street
Suite 204
Lewisville, TX 75057
(972) 987-7779
MHSAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE
**For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Program/Service Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| LUBBOCK            | Department of Veterans Affairs  
Outpatient Substance Abuse Services  
6104 Avenue Q, South Drive  
Lubbock, TX 79412  
(806) 742-3408x3520  
Intake: (806) 742-3420  
MHSAF • SA BU NXN • OP OMB ORT CT • VAMC SF MD MC SI PI MI • VET • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE  
Lubbock Faith Center Inc  
2809 Clovis Road  
Lubbock, TX 79415  
(806) 762-8086  
SA HH • RES RL • SF • WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE  
Lubbock Lighthouse  
1308 Avenue Q Suite A  
Lubbock, TX 79401  
(806) 744-3419  
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only  
SAF • SA MM BU OTPA • OP OMB • SF • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE  
Lubbock Regional MH/MR/Sunrise Canyon  
Methadone Clinic  
1950 Aspen Avenue  
Lubbock, TX 79404  
(806) 740-1571  
Intake: (806) 740-1421  
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only  
MHSAF • SA DT BU MM DM BU OTPA • OP OD OMB ORT • SF MD SI • SP • CO PW • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE  
Managed Care Center Inc  
Intensive Residential Program  
1705 North Farm Market Road 179  
Lubbock, TX 79416  
(806) 797-8003  
SAF • SA • RES RS • SF MD SI PI • SS PA • AH • CO GL VET MF CJ SE MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE  
Managed Care Center Inc  
Women's Residential Programs  
1705 North FM 179  
Lubbock, TX 79416  
(806) 797-8003  
SAF • SA • RES RS RL • SF MD SI PI ATR • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE  
Plainview Serenity Center Inc  
2227 34th Street  
Lubbock, TX 79411  
(806) 687-3760  
Intake: (806) 293-2792 (806) 293-9722  
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI • CJ • WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE  
Ranch at Dove Tree  
1406 County Road 5800  
Lubbock, TX 79403  
(806) 746-6777  
Intake: (806) 218-6727  
SAF • SA DT BU NXN HH • OP RES RS RL RD OD TD ORT CT • SF PI • CO GL • TRMA XA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE  
Texas Tech Univ Health Sciences Center  
Dep of Psychiatry SW Institute  
3601 4th Street  
MS 8103  
Lubbock, TX 79430  
(806) 743-2800  
Intake: (806) 743-6186  
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • SP • CO CJ • WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE  
LUFKIN           | Alcohol and Drug Abuse Council of Deep East Texas  
302 North Raguet Street  
Lufkin, TX 75902  
(936) 634-5753  
Intake: (806) 445-8562  
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD • SS PA • DU CJ AD • WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE  
BH/G Lufkin Treatment Center  
216 North John Redditt Drive  
Lufkin, TX 75904  
(936) 637-2223  
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only  
SAF • SA MM BU OTPA • OP OMB ORT • SF • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE  
**MARSHALL** | Choices Adolescent Treatment Ctr Inc  
4521 Karnack Highway  
Marshall, TX 75672  
(903) 938-4455  
SAF • SA • RES RS RL • SF MD PI • CJ • WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE  
MCALLEN         | Treatment Associates  
McAllen  
4401 North 22nd Street  
Unit C  
McAllen, TX 78504  
(956) 686-7290  
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF PI MI • AH SP • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE |
### MCKINNEY

**Addiction Treatment Resources**  
Texas Counseling/Professional Services  
1505 Harroun Street  
Suite F  
McKinney, TX 75069  
(972) 548-0209  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • SS PA • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**Life Management Resources**  
1575 Redbud Boulevard  
Suite 201  
McKinney, TX 75069  
(469) 742-8910  
SAF • SA DT MM DM VTRL OTPA • OP OD OMB ORT CT • SF SI • SP • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**MedPro Treatment Centers**  
2309 Virginia Parkway  
Suite 200  
McKinney, TX 75069  
(972) 547-8890  
SAF • SA DT MM DM VTRL OTPA • OP OD OMB ORT CT • SF SI • SP • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**Medical Center of McKinney**  
Behavioral Medical Serv/Wysong Campus  
130 South Central Expressway  
McKinney, TX 75070  
(972) 547-8888  
MHF • DT • HID • SF MD MC SI PI MI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

### MIDLAND

**Permian Basin Comm Ctrs for MH/MR**  
Johnson Center  
502 North Carver Street  
Midland, TX 79701  
(432) 570-3390  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • ATR • SS PA • SP • AD WN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

**West Texas Counseling and Rehabilitation Program of Midland**  
2401 West Wall Street  
Midland, TX 79701  
(432) 687-3945  
Methadone Clients Only  
SAF • SA • MM DM OTPA • OP OMB • SF • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

### MINERAL WELLS

**STAR Council on Substance Abuse**  
4113-A Highway 180 East  
Suite 100  
Mineral Wells, TX 76067  
(940) 325-3402  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS • AH • PW • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

### MOUNT PLEASANT

**Lakes Regional MH/MR Center**  
1300 West 16th Street  
Mount Pleasant, TX 75455  
(903) 572-8783  
MHF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS • AH • PW • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

### MESQUITE

**Remedy Addictions Counselors Inc (RAC)**  
Remedy Behavioral Systems  
303 North Galloway Avenue  
Suite A  
Mesquite, TX 75149  
(214) 324-5400  
Intake: (972) 253-0000

**Clover House Inc**

**Clover House Inc**

**NACOGDOCHES**

**Alcohol and Drug Abuse Council of Deep East Texas**

**MIDLAND**

**Permian Basin Comm Ctrs for MH/MR**

**Johnson Center**

**502 North Carver Street**

**Midland, TX 79701**

**(432) 570-3390**

**SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • ATR • SS PA • SP • AD WN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE**
Right Choice of Orange County
3212 Concord Street
Suite C
Orange, TX 77630
(409) 670-9524
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS PA • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD W N MN TRMA XA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

South East Texas Management Network
Spindletop M H/MR Center
4303 North Tejas Parkway
Orange, TX 77632
(409) 839-3851
Intake: (409) 839-1033
MHF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI • PA • AH • CO CJ AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Houston Substance Abuse Clinic
5825 Spencer Highway
Suite B
Pasadena, TX 77505
(281) 960-6007
Intake: (281) 643-5858
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM OTPA • OP OD OMB OIT ORT CT • SF PI MI IHS ATR • SS • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW W N MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Unlimited Visions Aftercare Inc
907 Preston Street
Pasadena, TX 77503
(713) 473-1405
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA MM OTPA • OP OMB • SF • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Unlimited Visions Aftercare Inc
907 Preston Street
Pasadena, TX 77503
(713) 534-8191
Intake: (713) 534-8191x303
SAF • SA • OP RES RS RL OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS PA • SP • CO AD • CHLD • MALE

South Texas Rural Health Services Inc
Pearl Wellness Center
158 Medical Drive
Pearl, TX 78061
(830) 334-2087
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI ATR • SS • SP • CO CJ AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Eldorado Texas Community Service Ctr
5510 North Cage Boulevard
Suite P
Pharr, TX 78577
(956) 787-3544
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM OTPA • OP OD OMB OIT ORT CT • SF MD PI • SS • AH SP • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Central Plains Center
Reed Adolescent Center
404 Floydada Street
Plainview, TX 79072
(806) 291-4422
SAF • SA • RES RL • SF MD MC SI PI MI ATR • PA • SP • AD • CHLD • MALE

Pharr Wellness Center
158 Medical Drive
Pharr, TX 78577
(956) 787-3544
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM OTPA • OP OD OMB OIT ORT CT • SF MD PI • SS • AH SP • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Plainview Serenity Center Inc
House of Hope
454 Interstate 27
Plainview, TX 79072
(806) 291-4425
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS PA • AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
Plainview Serenity Center Inc
Mens Residential
450 Interstate 27
Plainview, TX 79072
(806) 293-9722
Intakes: (806) 293-9722x300 (806) 293-9722x309 (806) 293-2792x310
SAF•SA•OP RES RS RL OIT ORT CT•SF MD SI PI MI IHS ATR•SS•AH•CO
GL V ET SI MN TRMA XA DV•YAD ADLT•FEM MALE

PLANO
Access Counseling Group
2600 Avenue K
Suite 102
Plano, TX 75074
(972) 423-8727
SAF•SA•OP ODT OIT ORT•SF MC PI•DU AD•CHLD ADLT•FEM MALE

First Step Counseling Center
900 East Park Boulevard
Suite 153
Plano, TX 75074
(214) 942-8808
SAF•SA•OP OIT ORT•SF•SS•YAD ADLT•FEM MALE

Green Oaks Behavior Healthcare
4001 West 15th Street
Suite 465
Plano, TX 75093
(214) 985-1599
MHSAF•SA•OP OIT•SF PI•CO SE W N MN•CHLD ADLT•FEM MALE

Imagine Programs LLC
1947 K Avenue
Building A Suite 100
Plano, TX 75074
(972) 423-6007
SAF•SA•OP OIT ORT•SF MD SI PI•SS•SP•AD•CHLD ADLT•FEM MALE

Life Management Resources
2301 Ohio Drive
Suite 150
Plano, TX 75093
(972) 985-7565
SAF•SA BU NXN VTRL•OP OMB•OIT ORT•SF MD SI PI•SS PA•CO DU
GL V ET MF CJ SE AD WN MN TRMA XA DV•CHLD ADLT•FEM MALE

Texas Health Presbyterian/Plano
Stacy Behavioral Health Center
6110 West Parkert Road
Plano, TX 75093
(972) 981-8301
Intake: (972) 981-8323
MHSAF•SA DT BU NXN VTRL•OP OD OD T H D HIT•SF MC PI•AH•
CHLD ADLT•FEM MALE

West Texas Counseling and
Rehabilitation Program of Plano Inc
1108 Dobie Drive
Suite 102
Plano, TX 75074
(972) 516-2900
Intake: (866) 286-9827
Methadone Clients Only
SAF•SAMM DM OTPA•OP OMB•SF SI•PA•YAD ADLT•FEM MALE

PORT ARTHUR
Best Recovery Healthcare Inc
5099 9th Avenue
Port Arthur, TX 77642
(409) 982-1770
Methadone Clients Only
SAF•SAMM OTPA•OP OMB•SF•YAD ADLT•FEM MALE

Right Choice Port Arthur
548 West 11th Street
Port Arthur, TX 77640
(409) 982-1387
Intake: (409) 840-2001
SAF•SA•OP OIT ORT CT•SF MD PI•SS PA•CJ AD•CHLD•FEM MALE

South East Texas Management Network
Spindletop MH/MR Services
3401 57th Street
Port Arthur, TX 77640
(409) 813-8300
Intake: (409) 839-1033
MHSAF•SA•OP OIT ORT•SF MD PI•SS PA•AH•CHLD ADLT•FEM MALE

PRINCETON
Caron Foundation of Texas Inc
3800 County Road 444
Princeton, TX 75407
(214) 491-3521
Intakes: (800) 678-2332 (610) 678-2332
SAF•SA DT BU NXN VTRL•RES RS H D HIT CT•SF PI•CO•YAD ADLT•
FEM MALE

RICHARDSON
Methodist Richardson Medical Center
401 West Campbell Road
Richardson, TX 75080
(469) 204-6920
Intake: (972) 498-8500
MHSAF•SA DT BU•OP OIT H D HIT
SF MC PI MI AH•YAD ADLT•FEM MALE

ARIO GRANDE CITY
Serving Children and Adults in Need
301 Canales Brothers Street East
Rio Grande City, TX 78582
(956) 263-1771
SAF•SA•OP ORT•MC•SS PA•SP•AD•CHLD ADLT•FEM MALE

ROBSTOWN
South Texas Subst Abuse Recovery Servs
101 North 6th Street
Robstown, TX 78380
(361) 387-0835
Intake: (361) 882-9979
SAF•SA•OP ORT•SF MD•SS PA•AH SP•YAD ADLT•FEM MALE
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ROSENBERG
Fort Bend Regional Council on Substance Abuse Inc
3926 Avenue H
Suite 11
Rosenberg, TX 77471
(281) 342-8828
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD • SS PA • DU CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

SAN ANGELO
Alcohol/Drug Abuse Council
Concho Valley/Outpatient
3553 Houston Harte Street
San Angelo, TX 76901
(325) 224-3481
Intake: (800) 880-9641
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD SI • SS PA • CJ WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
Alcohol/Drug Abuse Council
Concho Valley/Saras House
401 West TwoHug Street
San Angelo, TX 76902
(325) 224-3481
Intake: (800) 880-9641
SAF • SA • RES RS RL CT • SF MD SI • SS PA • CJ WN BC • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
Alcohol/Drug Abuse Council
Concho Valley/Williams House
134 West College Avenue
San Angelo, TX 76903
(325) 224-3481
Intake: (800) 880-9641
SAF • SA • RES RS RL CT • SF MD SI • SS PA • CJ MN • YAD ADLT • MALE
River Crest Hospital
1636 Hunters Glen Road
San Angelo, TX 76901
(800) 777-5722
MHF • SA DT NXN • HID HIT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
West Texas Counseling and Rehabilitation Program of San Angelo
601 South Irving Street
Suite 4
San Angelo, TX 76903
(325) 653-3683
Intake: (866) 286-9827
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA MM DM OTPA • OP OMB • SF • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

SAN ANTONIO
A Turning Point
3201 Cherry Ridge
Suite B 206-1
San Antonio, TX 78230
(210) 764-3700
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF PI • SS • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE
AAMA Inc
Selena Outpatient
1409 Guadalupe Street
Suite 217
San Antonio, TX 78207
(210) 270-8575
Intake: (210) 223-4004
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • PA • SP • AD • CHLD • FEM MALE
AAMA Inc
Selena Youth Residential Trt
248 Post Avenue
San Antonio, TX 78215
(210) 270-8575
Intake: (210) 223-4004
SAF • SA • RES RS RL CT • SF MD SI PI • PA • SP • AD • CHLD • FEM
AAMA Inc
Residential/Outpatient
419 East Magnolia Avenue
San Antonio, TX 78212
(210) 735-3822
Intakes: (210) 735-3822x111
SAF • SA • OP ORT ORT • SF MD SI PI • PA • PW WN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM
Bexar County Board of Trustees
Center for Healthcare Services
301 East Mitchell Street
San Antonio, TX 78210
(210) 335-7561
MHF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS PA • AH SP • AD • CHLD • FEM MALE
Alamo City Treatment Services
12042 Blanco Road
Suite 101
San Antonio, TX 78216
(210) 541-8400
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF SI PI • SS • AD WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE
Alpha Home Inc
300 East Mulberry Avenue
San Antonio, TX 78212
(210) 735-3822
Intakes: (210) 735-3822x111
SAF • SA • RES RL CT • SF MD PI • PA • PW WN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM
Alpha Home Inc
Residential
814 Camden Street
San Antonio, TX 78215
(210) 735-3822
Intakes: (210) 735-3822x111
SAF • SA • RES RL • SF MD PI MI • PA • PW WN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM
Alpha Home Inc
Residential/Outpatient
419 East Magnolia Avenue
San Antonio, TX 78212
(210) 735-3822
Intakes: (210) 735-3822x111
SAF • SA • OP ORT ORT • SF MD PI • PA • PW WN MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM
Alamo Area Resource Center Inc
(AARC)/Positive Recovery
303 North Frio Street
San Antonio, TX 78207
(210) 625-7200
Intakes: (210) 358-9673, (210) 358-9912
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • SS • AH SP • CO GL WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
Center for Healthcare Services
Intensive Outpatient Unit
601 North Frio Street
Building 2
San Antonio, TX 78207
(210) 246-1300
SAF • SA DT • OP OD OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI • AH SP • CJ WN MN TRMA XA DV • AH SP • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

MedMark Treatment Centers
7418 Military Drive West
San Antonio, TX 78227
(210) 673-8111
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM OTPA • OP OD OMB ORT • SF • SP • CO GL VET MF SE PW WN MN TRMA XA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Methodist Specialty/Transplant Hosp
Inpatient Unit Behavioral Medicine
8026 Floyd Curl Drive
San Antonio, TX 78229
(210) 575-0500
MHSAF • SA DT MM OTPA • OP OD OMB ORT • SF • SP • CO CJ AD WN MN TRMA XA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Metro Treatment of Texas LP
3615 Culebra Road
San Antonio, TX 78228
(210) 314-6473
Metro Treatment of Texas LP DBA San Antonio Treatment Center
3701 West Commerce Street
San Antonio, TX 78207
(210) 314-6473
Metro Treatment of Texas LP DBA San Antonio Treatment Center
3701 West Commerce Street
San Antonio, TX 78207
(210) 434-0531
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU OTPA • OP OD OMB ORT • SF • SP • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Elite Counseling
Deborah Judith Inc
700 South Zarzamora Street
Suite 209
San Antonio, TX 78207
(210) 822-9493
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI ATR • SS PA • SP • CO CJ AD WN MN TRMA XA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Laurel Ridge Treatment Center
17720 Corporate Woods Drive
San Antonio, TX 78259
(210) 491-9400
Intake: (210) 491-9400x3591
MHSAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • HI HIT • SF MC SI PI M1 • AH SP • CO ADM • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Mars SA LLC
437 McCarty Road
Suite 600
San Antonio, TX 78216
(210) 314-1934
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA MM OTPA • OP OMB • SF • SP • PW • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Right Step
San Antonio
12042 Blanco Road
Suite 101
San Antonio, TX 78216
(855) 835-6209
Intake: (210) 541-8400
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

River City Rehabilitation Center Inc
680 Stonewall Street
San Antonio, TX 78214
(210) 924-7547
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA MM NXN OTPA • OP OMB • SF • SP • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

South Texas Veterans Healthcare System
Villa Serena
4455 Horizon Hill
San Antonio, TX 78229
(210) 321-2700
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA MM NXN OTPA • OP OMB • SF • SP • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

South Texas Veterans Healthcare System
7400 Merton Minter Boulevard
San Antonio, TX 78229
(210) 321-2703
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA MM DM BU OTPA • OP OMB ORT • SF • MW • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

MedMark Treatment Centers
7418 Military Drive West
San Antonio, TX 78227
(210) 673-8111
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM OTPA • OP OD OMB ORT • SF • SP • CO GL VET MF SE PW WN MN TRMA XA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Methodist Specialty/Transplant Hosp
Inpatient Unit Behavioral Medicine
8026 Floyd Curl Drive
San Antonio, TX 78229
(210) 575-0500
MHSAF • SA DT • OP ODT OIF HHD HIT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI IHS ATR • CO PW WN MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Metro Treatment of Texas LP
3615 Culebra Road
San Antonio, TX 78228
(210) 314-6473
Metro Treatment of Texas LP DBA San Antonio Treatment Center
3701 West Commerce Street
San Antonio, TX 78207
(210) 314-6473
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA MM DM BU OTPA • OP OMB ORT • SF • SP • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Texas Treatment Services LLC
3780 NW Loop 410
San Antonio, TX 78229
(210) 736-4405
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA MM BU NXN OTPA • OP OMB ORT • SF • SP • PW • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

South Texas Veterans Healthcare System
7400 Merton Minter Boulevard
San Antonio, TX 78229
(210) 321-2700
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA MM DM BU OTPA • OP OMB ORT • SF • SP • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Texas Treatment Services LLC
3780 NW Loop 410
San Antonio, TX 78229
(210) 314-6473
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA MM BU NXN OTPA • OP OMB ORT • SF • SP • PW • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions • See KEY on Page v.
Volunteers of America Texas Inc
LIGHT San Antonio
6487 Whirly Road
Building 4
San Antonio, TX 78240
(210) 558-0731
Intake: (210) 558-0734
SAF • SA • RES RL • MD • PA • WN BC • YAD ADLT • FEM

SAN MARCOS
Hays Caldwell Council on Alcohol and Drug Abuse
1901 Dutton Drive
Suite E
San Marcos, TX 78666
(512) 396-7695
Intake: (800) 733-1214
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS • SP • CJ AD MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

SEGUIN
Guadalupe Regional Medical Center
Teddy Buerger Center
1215 East Court Street
Seguin, TX 78155
(830) 401-7368
Intake: (830) 401-7367
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SP • CJ WN MN TRMA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

SHERMAN
Lakes Regional MH/MR Center
421 North Sam Rayburn Freeway
Suite 100
Sherman, TX 75090
(903) 892-8185
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI ATR • SS PA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

SILSBEE
South East Texas Management Network
Spindletop MH/MR Services
839 Highway 96 South
Silsbee, TX 77656
(409) 386-6772
Intake: (409) 880-0734
MHF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI • SS PA • AH • CO CJ AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

SPRING
Right Step
The Woodlands
25319 I-45 North
Suite 102
Spring, TX 77380
(855) 827-9303
Intake: (281) 465-4500
SAF • SA • OP OIT • SF PI • AH • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

SPRING BRANCH
Ripple Recovery Ranch
2098 Texas Oaks
Spring Branch, TX 78070
(830) 228-4325
SAF • SA • BU NXN • RES RL • SF PI • AH • CO GL VT V TR M MA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

STAFFORD
Fort Bend Regional Council on Substance Abuse Inc
10435 Greenborough Street
Suite 250
Stafford, TX 77477
(281) 207-2400
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD • SS PA • DU CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

STEPHENVILLE
STAR Council on Substance Abuse
239 South Virginia Street
Stephenville, TX 76401
(254) 965-5515
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI • SS • AH • PW • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Summer Sky Inc
1100 North McCart Street
Stephenville, TX 76401
(888) 857-8857
Intake: (254) 968-2907x5015
SAF • SA • BU NXN VTR • OP RES RS RL OD OIT HUT • SF PI • CO WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

TAFT
Council on Alcohol and Drug Abuse
Coastal Bend
201 Roots Avenue
Rooms 127 and 129
Taft, TX 78390
(361) 528-4516
Intakes: (361) 510-0709 (361) 854-9199
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI • SS PA • AH SP • WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Shoreline Inc
1220 Gregory Street
Taft, TX 78390
(361) 528-3356
Intake: (800) 628-3265
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD • SS PA • DU CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

TEMPLE
Central Texas VA Healthcare Services
Temple Substance Abuse Trt/Employ Prog
1901 Veterans Memorial Drive
Temple, TX 76504
(254) 743-1187
Intakes: (254) 743-2264 (254) 743-2963
SAF • SA • BU NXN HH • OP RES RS RL OD OIT CT • VAMC PI • PA • AH • VET ADM • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Christian Farms Treehouse Inc
3804 Riverside Trail
Temple, TX 76502
(254) 933-9400
Intake: (254) 933-9400x103
SAF • SA • RES RS RL • SF MD ATR • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
TEXAS

Scott and White Alcohol and Drug Dependence Treatment Program
2401 South 31st Street
Building 22
Temple, TX 76508
(254) 724-2585
Intake: (254) 724-2751
MHF • SA DT NXN • OP OIT ORT HID • SF PI • FX • SE WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F30

West Texas Counseling and Rehabilitation Program of Temple
2610 Exchange Place
Temple, TX 76504
(254) 742-0490
Intake: (866) 286-9827
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA MM DM OTPA • OP OMB • SF • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

TEXARKANA

Community Healthcare
2435 College Drive
Texarkana, TX 75501
(903) 831-7585
Intake: (903) 255-1241
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH • CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Hazel Street Recovery Center
1217 Hazel Street
Texarkana, TX 75501
(903) 791-0385
Intake: (903) 791-0385x19
SAF • SA • RES RS RL • SF PI • AD • CHLD • MALE

Summerhill Counseling Center
4091 Summerhill Square
Texarkana, TX 75503
(903) 792-8887
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

TEXAS CITY

Gulf Coast Center
Adolescents in Recovery
3201 FM 2004
Building I
Texas City, TX 77591
(409) 944-4399
Intake: (409) 763-2373
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI MI • SS PA • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Gulf Coast Center/Safe Harbor
4352 E F Lowry Expressway
Texas City, TX 77590
(409) 944-4337
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • PA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

TOMBALL

Counseling and Recovery Services
705 Malone Street
Tomball, TX 77375
(281) 351-8585
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA MM OTPA • OP OMB • SF • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

TULIA

Driskill House
1202 Highway 87 North
Tulia, TX 79088
(806) 995-4552
SAF • SA HH • RES RS RL • NP • CO VET CJ MN TRMA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

TYLER

Add Life Recovery Center LLC
1909 Rickety Lane
Tyler, TX 75703
(903) 596-0606
Intake: (903) 520-8900
SAF • SA BU OTPA • OP OMB ORT • SF • SP • CO PW • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Community Healthcare
The Beginning
104 Jordan Plaza Boulevard
Suites 402 and 403
Tyler, TX 75704
(903) 581-9472
SAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT CT • SF MD PI • SS PA • CO CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Dwayne M Cox LCDC
5935 Old Bullard Road
Suite 200
Tyler, TX 75703
(903) 509-4232
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Methadone Clinic of East Texas
536 South Oakland Street
Tyler, TX 75702
(903) 526-4055
Intake: (903) 520-4710
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU OTPA • OP OD OMB ORT CT • SF MD • PW DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

UVALDE

South Texas Rural Health Services Inc
Uvalde Wellness Center
1815 Garner Field Road
Uvalde, TX 78801
(830) 591-1822
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • MD MC SI PI MI • ATR • SS • NP • CO CJ SE WN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

UVALDE

Uvalde Wellness Center
1815 Garner Field Road
Uvalde, TX 78801
(830) 591-1822
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • MD MC SI PI MI • ATR • SS • NP • CO CJ SE WN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

VAN ALSTYNE

Enterhealth Life Recovery Center
Drug and Alcohol Addiction Treatment
524 North Lincoln Park Road
Van Alstyne, TX 75495
(800) 388-4601
MHSAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • RES RS RD CT • SF • AH • OP OMB ORT CT • SF MD • PW DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE
VERNOR
North Texas State Hospital
Vernon Campus/Adolescent Forensic Prog
4730 College Drive
Vernon, TX 76385
(940) 552-9901x4601
Intake: (940) 552-4604
MHSAF•SA•HIT•SF MD SI PI MI • SS•AH•CO AD•CHLD•FEM MALE

VICTORIA
Best Recovery Healthcare Inc
1708 North Laurent Street
Victoria, TX 77901
(56) 572-9122
Methadone Clients Only
MHSAF•SA•SA MM OTPA•OP OMB•SF•YAD ADLT•FEM MALE

WACO
Cenikor Foundation
3015 Herring Avenue
Waco, TX 76708
(254) 224-8880
Intake: (888) 234-5806
SAF•SA•OP RES RLS•OIT ORT•SF•SP•YAD ADLT•FEM MALE

WASKOM
Methadone Clinic of East Texas Waskom
670 Spur 156
Waskom, TX 75692
(903) 682-2586
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF•SA•MM BU OTPA•OP OMB ORT•SF•SP•YAD ADLT•FEM MALE

WAXAHACHIE
Homeward Bound Inc
1311 Ferris Avenue
Waxahachie, TX 75165
(972) 937-9999
SAF•SA•OP OIT ORT•SF MD PI•AH•AD•CHLD ADLT•FEM MALE

WEATHERFORD
Pecan Valley Centers
Weatherford Clinic
1715 Santa Fe Drive
Weatherford, TX 76086
(817) 598-7563
MHSAF•SA•OP ORT•SF MD MC PI MI•PA•AH•YAD ADLT•FEM MALE

WEATHERFORD
Substance Abuse Guidance and Education (SAGE)
114 South Main Street
Weatherford, TX 76086
(817) 598-9196
SAF•SA•OP OIT ORT•SF•DU CJ•YAD ADLT•FEM MALE

WEBSTER
Bay Area Recovery Center
Outpatient
506 West NASA Parkway
Webster, TX 77598
(281) 332-5428
SAF•SA•CP DTX NNX•OP RES RLS•SF•MN•YAD ADLT•MALE

WICHITA FALLS
BHGWichita Falls Treatment Center
VCPHCS III LLC
207 Broad Street
Wichita Falls, TX 76301
(940) 322-9355
Intake: (940) 257-5872
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF•SA•DT MM BU OTPA•OP OMB ORT•SF•CO GL VET ADM•MF CJ•SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV•YAD ADLT•FEM MALE

RED RIVER
Chemical Dependency Unit
1505 8th Street
Wichita Falls, TX 76301
(940) 322-1171
Intake: (800) 234-5809
MHSAF•SA•DT BU•OP ODT OIT ORT•HD HID HIT CT•SF MD MC PI MI•AH•CJ•CHLD YAD ADLT•FEM MALE

WIMBERLEY
Right Step
Hill Country/Wimberley
440 Fischer Store Road
Wimberley, TX 78676
(855) 826-6542
Intake: (512) 847-6179
SAF•SA•DT BU•OP RES RS RD ODT OIT ORT•SF PI•AH•YAD ADLT•FEM MALE

ZAPATA
Serving Children and Adults in Need (SCAN) Inc/Stand Outpatient Program
605 North Highway 83
Suite H
Zapata, TX 78076
(956) 765-3555
SAF•SA•OP ORT•MD SI•SS PA•OP•AD•CHLD ADLT•FEM MALE
**AMERICAN FORK**

Alliance Clinical Services
71 North 490 West
American Fork, UT 84003
(801) 763-7775
Intake: (801) 225-4503
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF SI PI MI • SS • SP • CO DU/C VET ADM
CJ SE PW/WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Ascend Recovery
6280 West 9600 North
American Fork, UT 84003
(801) 216-4800
SAF • SA DT NXN VTRL HH • OP RES RS RL RD ODT OIT ORT CT • SF PI • CO AD WN MN TRMA XA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Life Stone Counseling Centers
21 East 100 North
Suite 100
American Fork, UT 84003
(801) 980-7222
Intake: (801) 984-1717
MHF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT CT • SF PI MI • SS • CO DU/C VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW/WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

**BEAVER**

Southwest Behavioral Health Center
75 West 1175 North
Beaver, UT 84713
(435) 438-5537
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MC PI • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**BLANDING**

San Juan Counseling
356 South Main Street
Blanding, UT 84511
(435) 678-2992
MHSAF • SA NXN • OP ODT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS PA • AH NX FX • DU CJ WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F30 N23

**BOUNTFUL**

Bountiful Treatment Center
146 West 300 South
Suite 100
Bountiful, UT 84010
(801) 292-2318
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA MM DM BU QTPA • OP OMB ORT • SF • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**BRIGHAM CITY**

Bear River Health Department
Substance Abuse Treatment
817 West 950 South
Brigham City, UT 84302
(435) 734-1321
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH SP FX • DU CJ AD WN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F28 F42 F43

Sutton Clinical Services
1149 South 450 West
Suite 103
Brigham City, UT 84302
(801) 392-0942
Intake: (801) 866-9912
MHF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH SP FX • DU CJ AD WN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**CASTLE DALE**

Four Corners Community Behav Hlth Inc
Emery County Office
45 East 100 South Street
Castle Dale, UT 84513
(435) 381-2342
MHSAF • SA BU VTRL • OP OMB ODT OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS PA • AH • DU AD WN MN TRMA XA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**CEDAR CITY**

Southwest Behavioral Health Center
Horizon House East
54 North 200 East
Cedar City, UT 84720
(435) 586-2515
SAF • SA • OP RES RS RL ODT OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI MI • AH • DU MN • YAD • MALE

**CLEARFIELD**

GMS Counseling LLC
370 South 500 East
Suite 160
Clearfield, UT 84015
(801) 825-4876
Intake: (801) 621-1901
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • CO DU CJ AD WN MN TRMA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

**COALVILLE**

Valley Mental Health
Coalville Office
85 North 50 East
Coalville, UT 84017
(435) 649-8347
MHSAF • SA BU • OP OMB OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • CO CJ AD WN MN TRMA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**DELTA**

Central Utah Counseling Center
51 North Center Street
Delta, UT 84624
(435) 864-3073
Intake: (888) 343-3073
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH SP • DU CJ • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EAGLE MOUNTAIN</td>
<td>Cornerstone Clinical Services LLC</td>
<td>(435) 864-7072</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>525 East Topaz Boulevard</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Suite 208</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Delta, UT 84624</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(435) 864-7072</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PI MI • DU CJ TR MA XD A DV • ADLT •</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FEM • MALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRAPER</td>
<td>Phoenix Recovery Center</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Outpatient</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1762 South State Street</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Suite 360</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Draper, UT 84020</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(801) 571-6798</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MHSAF • SA • OP RES RS RL ODT OIT ORT CT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• SF PI • CO GL VET ADM MF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XD A DV • YAD ADLT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• FEM • MALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DUCHESNE</td>
<td>Northeastern Counseling Center</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>28 East 200 South</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Duchesne, UT 84021</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(435) 725-6300</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MC SI PI MI • SS • AH SP • DU CJ •</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM • MALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FILLMORE</td>
<td>Central Utah Counseling Center</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>90 North Main Street</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fillmore, UT 84631</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(435) 743-5121</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MC SI PI MI • SS • AH SP • DU CJ •</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM • MALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FORT DUCHESNE</td>
<td>Ute Indian Tribe</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>550 South 6777 East</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fort Duchesne, UT 84026</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(435) 722-5141</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intake: (435) 722-5141</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MHSAF • SA • OP RES RL OIT ORT CT • IHS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• PA • CJ AD TRMA DV • ADLT •</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FEM • MALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GREEN RIVER</td>
<td>Green River Medical Center</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>585 West Main Street</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Green River, UT 84525</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(435) 564-3434</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GHF • SA DT • OP OD ORT CT • SF MD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MC SI PI MI • SS • CHLD ADLT •</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FEM • MALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEBER CITY</td>
<td>Wasatch County Family Clinic</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>500 East 55 South</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Heber City, UT 84032</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(435) 654-3003</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MC SI PI MI • SS • DU CJ AD WN MN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TRMA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM • MALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HILL AFB</td>
<td>75 Medical Operations Squadron/ SGOWA ADAPT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7309 Balmer Street</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Building 545</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hill AFB, UT 84056</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(801) 777-7909</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SAF • SA • OP ORT • MI • DU ADM •</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>YAD ADLT • FEM • MALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KANAB</td>
<td>Expansive Horizons Counseling</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>228 West 200 South</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kamas, UT 84036</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(801) 360-6955</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MHSAF • SA NXN • OP OIT ORT • SF MD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MC SI PI MI • SS • DU CJ AD WN MN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TRMA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM • MALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KASPER</td>
<td>Southwest Center</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Outpatient</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>445 North Main Street</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kanab, UT 84741</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(435) 644-4520</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MC SI PI MI • AH • CHLD YAD ADLT •</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FEM • MALE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.**
## KAYSVILLE

Cold Creek Behavioral Health
Wellness Center
845 West 200 North
Kaysville, UT 84037
(801) 593-6777
Intake: (877) 593-6777
MHSAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL HH • OP RES RS RL RD OD OD OT ORT HIT CT • SF PI • CO DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

## KOOSHAREM

Sorensons Ranch School Inc
410 North 100 East
Koosharem, UT 84744
(435) 658-7318
Intake: (855) 354-2484
MHSAF • SA • RES RL • SF MD SI PI MI • CO AD TR MA XA • CHLD • FEM MALE

## LAYTON

Davis Behavioral Health Inc
Children and Youth
934 South Main Street
Layton, UT 84041
(801) 546-1168
Intake: (801) 773-7060
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC PI MI • SS • AH • CO GL MF CJ AD TR MA XA • CHLD • FEM MALE

Davis Behavioral Health Inc
Main Street Clinic
943 South Main Street
Layton, UT 84041
(801) 773-7060
MHSAF • SA NNXN • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • SP FX • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F17 F30 F67

Davis Behavioral Health Inc
Mens Recovery Center
2250 North 1700 West
Building A
Layton, UT 84041
(801) 776-1726
Intake: (801) 773-7060
SAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF MD PI • SS • MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

Davis Behavioral Health Inc
Outpatient Substance Abuse
934 South State Street
Layton, UT 84041
(801) 773-7060
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC PI MI • SS • AH • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW WN MN TR MA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

## LOGAN

Bear River Health Department
Division of Substance Abuse
655 East 1300 North
Logan, UT 84341
(435) 792-6420
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH • SF FX • CO DU CJ AD TR MA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F28 F42 F43

Behavioral Mental Health Services
DBA Comprehensive Treatment Clinic
40 West Cache Valley Boulevard
Suite 10-A
Logan, UT 84341
(435) 787-2272
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF SI PI MI • CO CJ TR MA • ADLT • MALE

## MANILA

New Haven
258 West 400 North
Manila, UT 84046
(801) 794-1218
Intake: (888) 317-3958
MHSF • SA DT • RES RL RD CT • SF PI • AD TR MA XA • CHLD • FEM MALE

## MIDVALE

Highland Ridge Hospital
7309 South 180 West
Midvale, UT 84047
(801) 569-2153
Intake: (801) 569-2153x4
MHSF • SA • OP ORT ORT • SF PI MI • SS • AH • CHLD AD LT • FEM MALE

Life Stone Center
7300 South 300 West
Suite 101
Midvale, UT 84047
(801) 984-1717
Intake: (801) 980-1722
MHSF • SA • OP ORT ORT • SF PI MI • SS • AH • CHLD AD LT • FEM MALE

## UTAH

Lighthouse Recovery Center
7602 Main Street
Midvale, UT 84047
(801) 631-7122
SAF • SA MM BU • OP OMB ORT ORT • SF MD • SP • DU CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Life Stone Center
7300 South 300 West
Suite 101
Midvale, UT 84047
(801) 984-1717
Intake: (801) 980-1722
MHSF • SA • OP ORT ORT • SF PI MI • SS • AH • CHLD AD LT • FEM MALE

Valley Mental Health
South Valley Outpatient Clinic
198 West 7200 South
Midvale, UT 84047
(801) 566-4423
MHSF • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF PI • CO WN TR MA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
Life Line Inc
1130 West Center Street
North Salt Lake, UT 84054
(801) 936-4000
MHSAF • SA • OP RES RS RL ODT OIT ORT • SF PI • CO AD TRMA XA • CHLD • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

OGDEN
Aloha Behavioral Consultants Inc
707 24th Street
Suite D
Ogden, UT 84401
(801) 399-1818
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI MI • PA • DU WN TRMA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE
Clinical Consultants
2550 Washington Boulevard
Suite 200
Ogden, UT 84401
(801) 399-1818
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI MI • PA • DU WN TRMA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE
Metamorphosis Ogden Inc
2557 Lincoln Avenue
Ogden, UT 84401
(801) 621-8670
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI MI • PA • DU WN TRMA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

OREM
AVY Counseling Services
Strengthening Teens
1015 1330 West
Suite A-1
Orem, UT 84057
(801) 960-3040
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF PI • CO DU VET MF CJ AD WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
Abundant Life Institute
1015 South State Street
Basement Office
Orem, UT 84097
(801) 427-0301
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF PI • CO DU VET MF CJ AD WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
Addiction and Psychological Services
224 North Orem Boulevard
Orem, UT 84057
(801) 222-0603
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • SS • SP • DU VET ADM MF CJ SE AD WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
Discovery House UC Inc
714 South State Street
Orem, UT 84058
(801) 426-6565
Intakes: (801) 293-9999 (800) 366-7929
SAF • SA • MM BU • OP OMB ORT • SF MD • SP • DU W N • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Institute for Cognitive Therapy Inc
879 South Orem Boulevard
Suite 1
Orem, UT 84058
(801) 802-8608
MHS AF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SP • CJ AD W N MN TRMA • ADLT • FEM MALE

NEFA LLC
No Excuse for Abuse LLC
382 East 720 South
Orem, UT 84058
(801) 802-0115
MHS AF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • SP • DU GL VET CJ SE PW W N MN TRMA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

NexStep Medical Detox LLC
1371 East 750 North
Orem, UT 84097
(877) 318-9872
Intakes: (877) 983-3869 (801) 607-1189
SAF • SA • DT BU VTRL • RES RD HID HIT • SF SI PI • SP • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

True North Treatment Center
234 North Orem Boulevard
Orem, UT 84057
(801) 691-0672
SAF • SA • MM BU VTRL • OP OMB ORT • SF MD SD SI PI • CO DU CJ W N MN TRMA XA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Zion Recovery Center
Outpatient
360 West 920 North
Orem, UT 84057
(435) 851-9502
SAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF PI • SS • CO W N MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

PANGUITCH
Southwest Center
601 East Center Street
P. O. Box 579
Panguitch, UT 84759
(435) 876-8176
MHS AF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

PAYSON
Arcadia Recovery Center
806 South 1040 West
Payson, UT 84651
(801) 465-8004
Intakes: (800) 535-9041x1 (800) 535-9041x201
MHS AF • SA • BU NXN VTRL HH • OP RES RS RL ODT OIT ORT CT • SF PI PI MI IHS • SS PA • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ W N MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Steps Recovery Center
984 South 930 West
Payson, UT 84651
(801) 465-5111
Intake: (801) 465-5115
MHS AF • SA • DT BU NXN VTRL HH • RES RS RL RD • SF PI • CO W N MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

PRICE
Four Corners Community Behav Hlth Inc
575 East 100 South
Price, UT 84501
(435) 637-2358
MHS AF • SA • BU • OP OMB ODT OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • CO DU CJ SE AD PW W N MN TRMA XA DV • YAD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Intermountain
Specialized Abuse Treatment Center
23 South Carbon Street
Suite 10
Price, UT 84501
(435) 637-4852
MHS AF • SA • OP OIT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • IHS • SS • CO CJ DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

PROVO
APS Provo
363 North University Avenue
Suite 105
Provo, UT 84601
(801) 373-5464
Intake: (801) 222-0603
MHS AF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • SP • CO DU VET ADM MF CJ SE ADPW W N MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Court Supportive Services
75 South 200 East
Suite 100
Provo, UT 84606
(855) 277-8824
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • SS • SP • CO DU GL CJ SE W N MN DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

House of Hope Provo
1726 South Buckley Lane
Provo, UT 84606
(801) 373-6562
SAF • SA • RES RS RL • SF MD PI • CO PW W N TRMA BC XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM

Journey LLC
619 North 500 West
Provo, UT 84601
(801) 375-4240
Intake: (801) 921-2016
MHS AF • SA • OP ODT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS PA • CO GL CJ SE AD TRMA XA DV • YAD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Life Enhancement Center
1835 North 1120 West
Provo, UT 84604
(801) 477-0532
MHS AF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • SS • CO CJ SE AD PW W N MN DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
Life Integrated Health Center  
3886 North 100 East  
Provo, UT 84604  
(801) 869-8199  
MHS AF • SA DT NXN VTRL • OP OD  
OMB OIT ORT • SF PI MI • SS • DU •  
Y AD ADLT • FEM MALE

New Roads Treatment Center  
1530 South 500 West  
Provo, UT 84601  
(801) 669-5861  
Intake: (801) 669-5888  
MHS AF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • RES  
RL RD • SF SI PI MI • CO DU GL CJ WN  ΩN TR MA XA DV • Y AD ADLT • FEM MALE

Project Reality  
Utah County Program Site  
151 South University Avenue  
Suite 1400  
Provo, UT 84601  
(801) 851-7118  
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only  
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU OTPA • OP  
OD OMB ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI •  
AH SP • WN MN • Y AD ADLT • FEM MALE

RICHFIELD  
Central Utah Counseling Center  
255 South Main Street  
Richfield, UT 84701  
(435) 896-8236  
Intake: (800) 742-9070  
MHS AF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD  
MC SI PI MI • SS • AH SP • CJ • CHLD  
Y AD ADLT • FEM MALE

RIVERTON  
Renaissance Ranch  
2829 West 13800 South  
Riverton, UT 84065  
(801) 545-0406  
Intake: (877) 736-7262  
SAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP RES RS  
RL OMB ODT CT • SF SI PI MI • PA •  
AH • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE MN  
TR MA XA DV • Y AD ADLT • MALE

Salt Lake County Youth Services  
1262 West 12700 South  
Riverton, UT 84065  
(385) 468-4610  
MHS AF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT CT •  
SF MD • PA • AH SP • AD • CHLD •  
FEM MALE

ROOSEVELT  
Northeastern Counseling Center  
285 West 800 South  
Roosevelt, UT 84066  
(435) 725-6300  
MHS AF • SA BU • OP OMB OIT ORT  
CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH SP  
• DU CJ • CHLD Y AD ADLT • FEM MALE

SAINT GEORGE  
Counseling Services of Southern UT LLC  
561 East Tabernacle Road  
Saint George, UT 84770  
(435) 673-2822  
Intake: (877) 701-2822  
MHS AF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT CT •  
SF PI MI • CO DU CJ WN MN • CHLD  
Y AD ADLT • FEM MALE

Intermountain  
Specialized Abuse Treatment Center  
321 North Mall Drive  
VW 104  
Saint George, UT 84790  
(435) 628-8075  
Intake: (435) 628-4532  
MHS AF • SA • OP ORT • SF PI MI • SS  
• CO CJ DV • CHLD Y AD ADLT • FEM MALE

Red Rock Canyon School  
747 East Saint George Boulevard  
Saint George, UT 84770  
(435) 673-6111x1149  
Intake: (435) 673-6111x1107  
MHF • SA • RES RL • SF MD PI • SP •  
AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

Saint George Metro Treatment Center  
620 South 400 East  
Suite 404  
Saint George, UT 84770  
(435) 656-8918  
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only  
SAF • SA BU BU MM DM BU OTPA • OP  
OD OMB ORT • SF • SF FX • PW WN •  
Y AD ADLT • FEM MALE • F66 F70

Southwest Center  
Behavioral Health Services  
474 West 200 North Street  
Saint George, UT 84770  
(435) 634-5600  
SAF • SA HH • OP ODT OIT ORT CT •  
SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • DU • Y AD •  
FEM MALE

SALT LAKE CITY  
APS  
6065 South Fashion Boulevard  
Suite 140  
Salt Lake City, UT 84107  
(801) 222-0603  
Intake: (801) 268-2558  
MHS AF • SA DT • OP OD OIT ORT •  
SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH SP • CO  
DU VET ADM MF CJ SE AD WN MN  
TR MA XA DV • CHLD Y AD ADLT •  
FEM MALE

Advanced Behavioral Counseling (ABC)  
997 East 3900 South  
Suite 104/ Rear Cottage  
Salt Lake City, UT 84124  
(801) 268-1999  
MHS AF • SA BU NXN • OP OIT ORT  
CT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS • SP • CO DU  
GL VET MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN  
TR MA XA DV • CHLD Y AD ADLT •  
FEM MALE

Alpine Center for Personal Growth  
Substance Abuse Outpatient Treatment  
5689 South Redwood Road  
Suite 30  
Salt Lake City, UT 84123  
(801) 268-1715  
Intake: (801) 671-4740  
MHS AF • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP  
OMB OIT ORT • SF PI MI • CO WN  
MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
Asian Association of Utah
155 South 300 West
Suite 101
Salt Lake City, UT 84110
(801) 467-6060
Intake: (801) 990-9493
SA FX MN CHLD YAD ADLT FEM MALE F4 F10 F92

Assessment Counseling and Educational Services (ACES)
1354 East 3300 South
Suite 100
Salt Lake City, UT 84115
(801) 265-8000
SA OP ORT SF PI SS SP DU CJ YAD ADLT FEM MALE

Catholic Community Services of Utah
Saint Marys Center for Recovery
745 East 300 South
Salt Lake City, UT 84102
(801) 428-1330
Intake: (801) 428-1330
MHF SA OP RES RS RL ORT SF MD SS CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ AD WN MN TRMA XA DV ADLT FEM MALE

Criminal Justice Services
145 East 1300 South
Suite 501
Salt Lake City, UT 84115
(385) 468-3500
Intake: (385) 468-3559
MHSAF SA OP ORT SF MD AH SP CO DU CJ PW WN MN TRMA XA DV YAD ADLT FEM MALE

DeNovo
339 East 3900 South
Suite 155
Salt Lake City, UT 84107
(801) 263-1056
SAF SA DT MM DM BU NXN VTRL OP OD OMB ORT SF MD PI AH DU CHLD ADLT FEM MALE F42

Discovery House/Utah
449 East 2100 South
Salt Lake City, UT 84115
(801) 596-2111
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF SA DT MM DM BU OTPA OP OD OMB ORT SF MD SI PI SP FX DU PW YAD ADLT FEM MALE F42

Discovery House/Utah
Taylorsville Clinic
5983 South Redwood Road
Salt Lake City, UT 84123
(801) 293-9999
Intake: (888) 366-7929
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF SA MM DM BU OTPA OP OMB ORT SF MD PI AH SP FX CO GL SE PW WN MN YAD ADLT FEM MALE F43

Family Counseling Center
5250 South Commerce Drive
Suite 250
Salt Lake City, UT 84107
(801) 261-3500
MHSAF SA OP ORT SF MD MC SI PI MI SS FX CO CHLD YAD ADLT FEM MALE F28

First Step House
411 North Grant Street
Salt Lake City, UT 84116
(801) 359-8862
Intakes: (801) 359-8862x113 (801) 359-8862x144
SAF SA BU NXN VTRL HH OP RES RS RL OMB ODT OIT ORT SF MD PI MI SS PA AH CO VET CJ MN TRMA XA YAD ADLT MALE

Helping Hand Association
DBA The Haven
974 East South Temple Street
Salt Lake City, UT 84102
(801) 533-0070
Intake: (801) 533-0079
SAF SA HH RES RS RL SF SS WN MN YAD ADLT FEM MALE

House of Hope
857 East 200 South
Salt Lake City, UT 84102
(801) 487-3276
Intake: (801) 487-3726x1201
SAF SA OP RES RS RL ODT OIT ORT SF MD PI CO DU PW WN TRMA BC XA DV YAD ADLT FEM

Intermountain Center for Cognitive Therapy
111 East 5600 South
Suite 300
Salt Lake City, UT 84107
(801) 268-2887
MHSAF SA OP ORT SF PI MI CO GL CJ SE AD WN MN TRMA XA DV CHLD YAD ADLT FEM MALE

Intermountain Specialized Abuse Treatment Center
1555 West 2200 South
Suite A
Salt Lake City, UT 84119
(801) 886-9900
MHSF SA OP ORT SF MD MC SI PI MI SS SP CO CJ DV CHLD YAD ADLT FEM MALE

Intermountain Substance Abuse
404 East 4500 South
Suite B-24
Salt Lake City, UT 84107
(801) 268-9844
SAF SA OP ORT SF PI DU YAD ADLT FEM MALE
Journey
Family Tree Center LLC
8072 South Highland Drive
Salt Lake City, UT 84121
(855) 830-1005
Intakes: (800) 453-2124 (801) 947-7664
SAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP RES RS RL ODT OIT • SF PI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

LifeMatters Counseling and Health Center Inc
740 East 3900 South
Suite 200
Salt Lake City, UT 84107
(801) 313-0555
MHF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC PI MI • SS PA • SP • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Metamorphosis Salt Lake Inc
164 East 5900 South
Suite A-101
Salt Lake City, UT 84107
(801) 261-5790
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU OTPA • OP OD OMB ORT • SF MD • AH SP • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

New Pathways Recovery and Wellness
435 West 400 South
Suite 101
Salt Lake City, UT 84101
(801) 901-0435
SAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP OMB ODT OIT ORT • SF PI • SS • CO DU CJ WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Next Level Recovery
860 East 4500 South
Suite 308
Salt Lake City, UT 84117
(801) 386-9799
SAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF PI • CO GL VET ADM CJ MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • MALE

Odyssey House Inc
Adolescent Treatment Facility
607 East 200 South
Salt Lake City, UT 84102
(801) 363-0203
Intakes: (801) 322-3222 (801) 428-3427
SAF • SA • RES RS RL CT • SF PI MI • SS • GL CJ AD TRMA • CHLD • FEM MALE

Odyssey House Inc
Adult Outpatient
350 East 2100 South
Salt Lake City, UT 84115
(801) 322-1185
Intakes: (801) 322-3222 (801) 428-3415
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC PI MI IHS • SS • AH SP • CO DU GL VET ADM CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Odyssey House Inc
Adult Residential Treatment Program
68 South 600 East
Salt Lake City, UT 84102
(801) 322-1001
Intakes: (801) 322-3222 (801) 428-3415
SAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • RES RS RL • SF MD MC PI MI IHS • SS • AH SP FX • CO GL VET ADM CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F4 F92

Odyssey House Inc
Fathers with Children Residential
623 South 200 East
Salt Lake City, UT 84111
(801) 596-1990
Intakes: (801) 322-3222 (801) 428-3415
SAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • RES RS RL • SF MD MC PI MI IHS • SS • AH SP • CO GL VET CJ MN TRMA BC XA DV • YAD ADLT • MALE

Odyssey House Inc
Mothers with Children Program
42 South 500 East
Salt Lake City, UT 84102
(801) 596-1990
Intakes: (801) 322-3222 (801) 428-3415
SAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • RES RS RL • SF MD MC PI MI IHS • SS • AH SP • CO GL VET CJ PW WN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM

Odyssey House Inc
Transitional Services
344 East 100 South
Rear
Salt Lake City, UT 84111
(801) 428-3463
Intakes: (801) 322-3222 (801) 428-3415
SAF • SA HH • OP ORT • SF MD • SS • AH SP • CO GL VET ADM CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Primary Childrens Medical Center
Adolescent Residential and Day Trt
5770 South 1500 West
Building A
Salt Lake City, UT 84123
(801) 313-7800
Intakes: (801) 313-7711 (801) 270-4322
MHSAF • SA BU NXN • RES RS RL CT • SF PI • AH • CO AD TRMA XA • CHLD • FEM MALE

Project Reality
150 East 700 South
Salt Lake City, UT 84111
(801) 364-8080x235
Intake: (801) 364-8080
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU OTPA • OP OD OMB ORT • SF MD • AH SP • FX • PW WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F4

Psychiatric and Behavioral Solutions
1522 South 1100 East
Salt Lake City, UT 84105
(801) 467-1200
MHSAF • SA DT BU NXN • OP OD OIT ORT • SF MD PI MI • CO DU CJ • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
Recovery Help
1414 East 4500 South
Suite 5
Salt Lake City, UT 84117
(801) 705-5850
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF PI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Recovery Ways
Mountainview Center LLC
4883 Box Elder Street
Salt Lake City, UT 84107
(801) 293-6100
Intakes: (888) 986-7848 (801) 652-9447 (888) 986-0848
MHSAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP RES RS RL OMB ODT OIT ORT CT • SF PI • SP • CO GL VET SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Salt Lake City, UT 84119
(801) 944-1666
MHSAF • SA DT • OP OD ODT OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS • SP FX • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F43

Therapy in Your Face
1515 West 2200 South
Suite F
Salt Lake City, UT 84119
(801) 944-1666
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF PI MI • SP • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Tranquility Place of Utah
Substance Abuse Treatment
160 East 800 South
Suite B
Salt Lake City, UT 84111
(801) 924-9240
Intake: (801) 598-0511
MHSAF • SA • MM BU OTPA • OP OMB ORT CT • SF MD • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

University of Utah
Neuropsychiatric Inst Recovery Works
501 Chipeta Way
Salt Lake City, UT 84108
(801) 587-3235
SAF • SA • OP OIT CT • SF MC PI MI • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

University of Utah Medical Center
Alcohol and Drug Abuse Clinic
30 North 1900 East
Room SOM 1-B620
Salt Lake City, UT 84132
(801) 581-6225
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MC PI MI • AH • CO WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Valley Mental Health
North Valley Outpatient Clinic
1020 South Main Street
Suite 100
Salt Lake City, UT 84101
(801) 539-7537
MHSAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP ODT OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • SP • CO SE WN MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Valley Mental Health
Storefront/Safehaven
550 West 700 South
Salt Lake City, UT 84101
(801) 539-7537
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Valley Mental Health/FIRST
Families in Recovery Staying Together
5965 South 900 East
Suite 240
Salt Lake City, UT 84121
(801) 263-7225
SAF • SA BU VTRL • OP OMB ODT OIT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • PW WN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM

Volunteers of America/Utah Adult Detoxification Center
252 West Brooklyn Avenue
Salt Lake City, UT 84101
(801) 363-9400x24
Intake: (801) 363-9400
SAF • DT HH • RES RD • SF PI • SS PA • WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Wasatch Recovery
8420 South Wasatch Boulevard
Salt Lake City, UT 84121
(801) 901-0024
MHSAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • RES RS RL RD CT • SF PI • CO TRMA XA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Sandy Counseling
West Unit
1515 West 2200 South
Suite F
Salt Lake City, UT 84119
(801) 944-1666
MHSAF • SA DT • OP OD ODT OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS • SP FX • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F43

Therapy in Your Face
1515 West 2200 South
Suite F
Salt Lake City, UT 84119
(801) 973-0655
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF PI MI • SP • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Tranquility Place of Utah
Substance Abuse Treatment
160 East 800 South
Suite B
Salt Lake City, UT 84111
(801) 924-9240
Intake: (801) 598-0511
MHSAF • SA • MM BU OTPA • OP OMB ORT CT • SF MD • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

University of Utah
Neuropsychiatric Inst Recovery Works
501 Chipeta Way
Salt Lake City, UT 84108
(801) 587-3235
SAF • SA • OP OIT CT • SF MC PI MI • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

University of Utah Medical Center
Alcohol and Drug Abuse Clinic
30 North 1900 East
Room SOM 1-B620
Salt Lake City, UT 84132
(801) 581-6225
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MC PI MI • AH • CO WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Valley Mental Health
North Valley Outpatient Clinic
1020 South Main Street
Suite 100
Salt Lake City, UT 84101
(801) 539-7537
MHSAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP ODT OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • SP • CO SE WN MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Valley Mental Health
Storefront/Safehaven
550 West 700 South
Salt Lake City, UT 84101
(801) 539-7537
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Valley Mental Health/FIRST
Families in Recovery Staying Together
5965 South 900 East
Suite 240
Salt Lake City, UT 84121
(801) 263-7225
SAF • SA BU VTRL • OP OMB ODT OIT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • PW WN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM

Volunteers of America/Utah Adult Detoxification Center
252 West Brooklyn Avenue
Salt Lake City, UT 84101
(801) 363-9400x24
Intake: (801) 363-9400
SAF • DT HH • RES RD • SF PI • SS PA • WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Wasatch Recovery
8420 South Wasatch Boulevard
Salt Lake City, UT 84121
(801) 901-0024
MHSAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • RES RS RL RD CT • SF PI • CO TRMA XA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Youth in State Custody
Odyssey House Inc
3375 South 880 East
Salt Lake City, UT 84106
(801) 428-3410
Intake: (801) 322-3222
SAF • SA VTRL • RES RS RL • MD • CO GL CJ AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

SANDY
A/D Psychotherapy and Clinical Counseling Inc
8465 South 700 East
Sandy, UT 84070
(801) 233-8577
MHSAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP OD OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Changes Counseling/Consultation LLC
8221 South 700 East
Sandy, UT 84070
(801) 542-7060
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD SI PI • SS • SP • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
New Roads Treatment Centers LLC
230 West Towne Ridge Parkway
Suite 225
Sandy, UT 84070
(801) 669-5888
Intake: (801) 669-5858
MHSAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL HH • OP RES RL RD OMB ODT OIT ORT • SF PI MI • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ WN MN TRMAXA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Sandy Counseling Center
DBA Humanistic Counseling
8184 South Highland Drive
Suite C-8
Sandy, UT 84093
(801) 944-1666
MHSAF • SA DT • OP OD OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS • SP FX • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F67

Tarriance
10704 Trail Ridge Circle
Sandy, UT 84092
(801) 523-3657
HH

Turning Point Centers
616 East 11000 South
Sandy, UT 84070
(801) 576-0745
Intake: (888) 576-4325
MHSAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • RES RS RL • SF PI MI • CO WN MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F43

VMEDOVER
Valley Mental Health
Wendover
606 Aria Boulevard
Wendover Office 838
Wendover, UT 84083
(435) 843-3520
Intake: (435) 665-7030
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SP • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

WEST JORDAN
Clinical Consultants LLC
7601 South Redwood Road
Building E
West Jordan, UT 84084
(801) 233-8670
MHSAF • SA BU • OP OMB OIT ORT • SF MD PI • SS PA • SP • DU CJ • ADLT • FEM MALE

WEST JORDAN
Clinical Consultants LLC
7601 South Redwood Road
Building E
West Jordan, UT 84084
(801) 233-8670
MHSAF • SA BU • OP OMB OIT ORT • SF MD PI • SS PA • SP • DU CJ • ADLT • FEM MALE

WENDOVER
Valley Mental Health
Wendover
606 Aria Boulevard
Wendover Office 838
Wendover, UT 84083
(435) 843-3520
Intake: (435) 665-7030
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SP • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

SPANISH FORK
Utah Country Dept of Drug and Alcohol
Foothill Residential Treatment Center
3285 North Main Street
Spanish Fork, UT 84660
(801) 851-7652
Intake: (801) 851-7128
SAF • SA DT BU TRL • RES RS RL RD CT • SF • SS • AH SP • VET CJ WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

TOQUERVILLE
Talbot Recovery Solutions LLC
DBA Lions Gate Recovery LLC
Toquerville, UT 84774
(435) 673-2822
Intake: (877) 701-2822
SAF • SA DT BU NXN • RES RS RL RD CT • SF PI • CO WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

VERNAL
Northeastern Counseling Center
1140 West 500 South Street
Vernal, UT 84078
(435) 789-6300
MHSAF • SA BU • OP OMB OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI IHS • SS • AH SP FX • DU CJ AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F42

VIRGIN
Falcon Ridge Ranch
750 East Highway 9
Virgin, UT 84779
(435) 635-5260
Intake: (866) 968-4673
MHSAF • SA • RES RL • SF PI • CO AD TRMA XA • CHLD • FEM

SOUTH JORDAN
South Point Counseling Services
1206 West South Jordan Parkway
Suite D
South Jordan, UT 84095
(801) 302-3801
Intake: (801) 403-7345
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SP FX • DU • ADLT • FEM MALE • F67

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
BARRE
Central Vermont
Substance Abuse Services
100 Hospitality Drive
Barre, VT 05641
(802) 223-4156
SAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP OMB
OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS •
AH • DU AD W N MN TRMA • CHLD
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

BELLOWS FALLS
Healthcare and Rehabilitation Services
Southeastern Vermont
1 Hospital Court
Suite 2
Bellows Falls, VT 05101
(802) 463-3947
Intake: (802) 463-9851
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI
PI • SS • AH • CJ • CHLD ADLT • FEM
MALE

Bennington
United Counseling Service of
Bennington County Inc
Ledge Hill Road
Bennington, VT 05201
(802) 442-5491
Intake: (802) 442-5491
MHSAF • SA NXN • OP ORT CT • SF
MD MC SI PI MI • SS • CO DU CJ
SE WN MN • ADLT • FEM MALE

BRADFORD
Clara Martin Center
1483 Lower Plain Road Route 5
Bradford, VT 05033
(802) 222-4477
MHSAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP OMB
ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH • CO
DU AD TRMA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM
MALE

Valley Vista
23 Upper Plain
Bradford, VT 05033
(802) 222-5201
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU NXN VTRL •
RES RS RL RD HID HIT CT • SF MD SI
PI • SS • AD W N MN • CHLD ADLT •
FEM MALE

VERMONT
BARRE
Central Vermont
Substance Abuse Services
100 Hospitality Drive
Barre, VT 05641
(802) 223-4156
SAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP OMB
OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS •
AH • DU AD W N MN TRMA • CHLD
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

BHUI

Burlington
DayOne
Fletcher Allen Healthcare
UHC Campus
1 South Prospect Street
Burlington, VT 05401
(802) 847-3333
Intake: (802) 847-3333
MHSAF • SA NXN • OP ORT CT • SF
MD MC SI PI MI • SS • CO DU CJ
SE WN MN • ADLT • FEM MALE

Howard Center
Act One/Bridge Program
184 Pearl Street
Burlington, VT 05401
(802) 488-6425
SAF • SA DT • RES RS RD • SF MD MC
SI PI • SS • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM
MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Contact Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| MIDDLEBURY | Counseling Service of Addison County | 89 Main Street  
Burlington, VT 05753  
(802) 388-6751  
MHSAF • SA • NXN • OP ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • CO DU CJ AD WN MN • YAD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE |
| MONTPELIER | BAART Behavioral Health Services | 300 Granger Road  
Montpelier, VT 05641  
(802) 223-2003  
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only  
MHSAF • SA • BU • NXN • OP ORT  
OMB ORT • SF MD PI • SS PA • PW WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE |
| RUTLAND    | Recovery House Inc               | Grace House  
35 Washington Street  
Rutland, VT 05701  
(802) 775-3476  
SAF • SA • HH • RES RL • SF • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE |
| RANDOLPH   | Clara Martin Center              | Substance Abuse Treatment Unit  
11 Main Street  
Randolph, VT 05060  
(802) 728-4466  
MHSAF • SA • BU • NXN • OP ORT  
OMB ORT • SF MD PI • SS • AH • CO DU CJ AD WN MN • YAD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE |
| NEWPORT    | BAART Behavioral Health Services | 475 Union Street  
Newport, VT 05855  
(802) 334-0110  
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only  
MHSAF • SA MM BU • NXN • OMP ORT  
OMB ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS • CO DU CJ AD WN MN • YAD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE |
| SAINT ALBANS | Howard Center                | Substance Abuse Treatment Services  
172 Fairfield Street  
Saint Albans, VT 05478  
(802) 488-6265  
Intake: (802) 524-7265  
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • CO DU CJ AD WN MN • YAD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE |
SAINT JOHNSBURY
BAART Behavioral Health Services
445 Portland Street
Saint Johnsbury, VT 05819
(802) 748-6166
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU NXN OTPA
• OP OD OMB ORT • SF MD MC SI
• SS • CO SE PW WN MN TRMA XA
• CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

SOUTH BURLINGTON
Centerpoint
Adolescent Treatment Services
1025 Airport Drive
South Burlington, VT 05403
(802) 488-7711
MHSAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT CT
• SF MD SI PI ML • SSPA • CO AD TRMA
• CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Howard Center
Addiction Medicine
75 San Remo Drive
South Burlington, VT 05403
(802) 488-7380
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA MM BU OTPA • OP OMB ORT • MD SI PI • PW TRMA
• CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Lund
50 Joy Drive
South Burlington, VT 05403
(802) 864-7467
Intake: (802) 864-7467x1056
SAF • SA BU • OP OMB ORT • MD MC SI
• CO PW TRMA • CHLD YAD ADLT
• FEM

SPRINGFIELD
Healthcare and Rehabilitation Services
Southeastern Vermont
390 River Street
Springfield, VT 05156
(802) 886-4500
Intake: (888) 888-5144
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI
• SS • AH • DU • CHLD ADLT
• FEM MALE

UNDERHILL
Maple Leaf Farm Associates Inc
10 Maple Leaf Road
Underhill, VT 05489
(802) 899-2911
Intake: (802) 899-2911
SAF • SA DT BU LXN VTRL • RES RS
• RL RD • SF MD MC SI PI • AH • CO CJ
• WN MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

WALLINGFORD
Recovery House Inc
Serenity House
98 Church Street
Wallingford, VT 05773
(802) 346-2640
SAF • SA DT BU • RES RS RD • SF MD SI PI
• SS • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

WHITE RIVER JUNCTION
White River Junction VA Medical Center
Behavioral Health Service Line
215 North Main Street
Unit 116-C
White River Junction, VT 05009
(802) 295-9363
MHSAF • SA DT BU LXN VTRL • OP RES RS RL OD OMB ORT HIR• VAMC
• SF MD MC SI PI • DU VET SE W N TRMA XA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

WILDER
Clara Martin Center
Quitting Time
39 Fogg Farm Road
Wildre, VT 05088
(802) 295-1311
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI
• SS • AH • DU CJ AD • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
CHRISTIANSTED

Division of Mental Health
Alcoholism and Drug Dependency Servs
Charles Harwood Complex
3500 Estate Richmond
Christiansted, VI 00820
(340) 773-1311x3013
Intake: (340) 773-1311x3028
MHS AF • SA MM DM • OP OMB ORT
• SF MD PIMI • PA • SP • DU WN
TR MA • CH LD AD LT • FEM MALE

Village Virgin Islands/Westcare
1 Sion Hill
P.O. Box 5105 Sunny Isles Station
Christiansted, VI 00823
(340) 778-3784
SAF • SA • OP RES RS RL OIT ORT • SF
• SS PA • SP • CO MN TR MA XA DV •
YAD AD LT • FEM MALE
ABINGDON
Highlands Community Services/SAIOP
Substance Abuse Intensive Trt Program
610 Campus Drive
Suite 100
Abingdon, VA 24210
(276) 525-1550
MHSAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP OMB OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH SP • CO DU GL VET CJ SE AD WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

ANNANDALE
Crossroads
Adult Residential Programs
6901 South Van Dorn Street
Alexandria, VA 22315
(703) 313-6344
Intake: (703) 383-8500
SAF • SA BU NXN HH • RES RL • SF MC PI • SS • AH • CO TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Crossroads
Youth Residential Programs
6901 South Van Dorn Street
Alexandria, VA 22315
(703) 313-6300
Intake: (703) 383-8500
SAF • SA • RES RL • SF MD SI • SS • AH • AD • CHLD • MALE

Dept of Community and Human Services
Ctr for Adult Servs/Addiction Servs
2355 Mill Road
Suite A
Alexandria, VA 22314
(703) 746-3600
Intake: (703) 746-3636 (703) 746-3535
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU NXN VTRL • OP RES RS RD OMB ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS PA • SP • CO CJ PW WN MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Fairfax/Falls Church Comm Servs Board
Adult Outpatient Servs
8119 Holland Road
Alexandria, VA 22306
(703) 360-6910
Intake: (703) 383-8500
SAF • SA BU NXN • OP OMB OIT ORT • SF MD MC PI • SS • AH SP • CO TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

South County Youth Services
8350 Richmond Highway
Suite 550
Alexandria, VA 22310
(703) 704-6707
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI • SS • AH • AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

ANNANDALE
Fairfax Methadone Treatment Center (FMTC)
7008 Little River Turnpike
Suite G
Annandale, VA 22003
(703) 333-3113
Intake: (800) 440-6310
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA • MM DM OTPA • OP OMB ORT CT • SF • WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Fairfax/Falls Church Comm Servs Board
Falls Church Adult Services
7611 Little River Turnpike
Suite 200 E
Annandale, VA 22003
(703) 533-0180
Intake: (703) 383-8500
SAF • SA • BU NXN VTRL • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • SS • AH SP • CO • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Harrison House of Virginia
5105 Backlick Road
Suite Q
Annandale, VA 22003
(703) 256-6474
SAF • SA DT BU NXN • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF PI • WN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Living Free Health Services
4306 Evergreen Lane
Suite 204
Annandale, VA 22003
(703) 750-1292
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • SS • SP • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

ARLINGTON
Arlington County Behavioral Healthcare Alcohol and Drug Program
1725 North George Mason Drive
Arlington, VA 22205
(703) 228-4900
MHSAF • SA NXN • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • SS PA • AH SP • CO WN MN TRMA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Phoenix Houses of the Mid Atlantic
Boys Recovery Lodge
521 North Quincy Street
Arlington, VA 22203
(703) 841-0703 x3042
Intake: (703) 841-0703 x3077
SAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • RES RS RL RD • SF MD SI PI • CO GL MF CJ AD TRMA XA • CHLD • MALE

Phoenix Houses of the Mid Atlantic
Demeter House
521 North Quincy Street
Arlington, VA 22203
(703) 841-0703 x3122
Intake: (703) 841-0703 x3080
MHSAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • RES RS RL • SF PI • CO CJ PW WN MN TRMA BC XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM

Phoenix Houses of the Mid Atlantic
Girls Recovery Lodge Program
521 North Quincy Street
Arlington, VA 22203
(703) 841-0703 x3012
Intake: (703) 841-0703 x3080
MHSAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • RES RS RL • SF PI • CO CJ PW WN MN TRMA BC XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
ASHLAND
Hanover County Community Service Board
12300 Washington Highway
Ashland, VA 23005
(804) 365-4222
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC PI • SS • AH • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

BEDFORD
Horizon Behavioral Health
Bedford Wellness Center
1409 Ole Dominion Boulevard
Bedford, VA 24523
(540) 586-5429
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC PI • SS • AH • CO CJ PW/WN
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

BIG STONE GAP
Frontier Health Inc
Wise County Mental Health Center
43 Champions Drive
Big Stone Gap, VA 24219
(276) 523-8301
MHSAF • SA • BU NXN VTRL • OP OMB ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • PA • AH • DU CJ • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

BLACKSBURG
New River Valley Community Services
700 University City Boulevard
Blacksburg, VA 24060
(540) 961-8400
MHSAF • SA • BU NXN VTRL • OP OMB ORT CT • SF MD MC PI • SS • AH • CO CJ PW/WN
TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

CEDAR BLUFF
Clinch Valley Treatment Center
111 Town Hollow Road
Cedar Bluff, VA 24609
(276) 963-3554
Intake: (800) 797-6237
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF PI • PW • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

CHANTILLY
Cornerstones
4211 Walney Road
Chantilly, VA 20151
(703) 227-7100
Intake: (703) 383-8500
MHSAF • SA • BU NXN VTRL HH • RES RL • SF MD MC PI • SS • AH • CO TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Virginia Hospital Center
1701 North George Mason Drive
Arlington, VA 22205
(703) 558-8662
Intake: (703) 558-6755
MHSAF • SA • DT BU NXN VTRL HH • HID HIT • SF MD MC PI • AH • CO TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Women's Home Inc
P.O. Box 7412
Arlington, VA 22207
(703) 237-2822
MHSAF • SA • HH • RES RL • SF • WN • YAD ADLT • FEM
Fairfax/Falls Church Comm Servs Board  
Chantilly Youth Services  
14150 Parkeast Circle  
Suite 200  
Chantilly, VA 20151  
(703) 968-4000  
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS • SP • AD • ADLT • FEM MALE

CHARLOTTESVILLE  
Addiction Recovery Systems LLC (ARS)/Pantops Clinic  
103 South Pantops Drive  
Suite 102  
Charlottesville, VA 22911  
(434) 220-0080  
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only  
SAF • SA MM BU OTPA • OP OMB ORT • SF • PW’WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Region Ten Community Services Board  
800 Preston Avenue  
Peterson Building  
Charlottesville, VA 22903  
(434) 972-1800  
MHSAF • SA NNXN • OP ORT • SF MD PI MI • SS • SP • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

CHESAPEAKE  
Affinity Health Care Group  
3356 Western Branch Boulevard  
Suite F  
Chesapeake, VA 23321  
(757) 673-3644  
Methadone Clients Only  
SAF • SA MM OTPA • OP OMB ORT • SF • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

CHESTERFIELD  
Chesterfield Department of Mental Health Support Services  
6801 Lucy Corr Boulevard  
Rogers Building  
Chesterfield, VA 23832  
(804) 748-1227  
Intake: (804) 768-7318  
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC PI MI • SS • AH • CO AD PW’WN MN TR MA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

CLINTWOOD  
Dickenson County Behav Health Servs  
440 Fox Town Road  
Clintwood, VA 24228  
(276) 926-1680  
Intake: (276) 926-1681  
MHSAF • SA BU NXN • OP OMB ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS PA • AH • CO DU VET CJ • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

COVINGTON  
Alleghany Highlands Community Services  
Guinan Center  
311 South Monroe Avenue  
Covington, VA 24426  
(540) 965-2100  
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF SI PI • SS • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

DANVILLE  
Crossroads Trt Center of Danville PC  
1555 Meadowview Drive  
Suite 105  
Danville, VA 24541  
(434) 685-3570  
Methadone Clients Only  
SAF • SA MM OTPA • OP OMB • SF • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Danville Pittsylvania Community Servs (DPCS)  
245 Hairston Street  
Danville, VA 24540  
(434) 799-0456x3018  
Intakes: (434) 799-0456x3014 (434) 799-0456x3037  
MHSAF • SA BU NXN • OP OMB ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH • PW’WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

FAIRFAX  
Fairfax/Falls Church Comm Servs Board  
Fairfax Adult Outpatient/Day Treatment  
8221 Willow Oaks Corporate Drive  
Fairfax, VA 22031  
(703) 591-1393  
Intake: (703) 383-8500  
SAF • SA BU NXN VXTRL • OP OD OMB ODT OIT ORT • SF MD PI MI • SS • AH SP • AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

Falls Church Youth Services  
8221 Willow Oaks Corporate Drive  
Fairfax, VA 22031  
(703) 559-3000  
Intake: (703) 533-5634  
SAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF MD PI MI • SS • AH SP • AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

Inova Kellar Center  
IOP/Substance Related Disorders (SRD)  
1120 Waples Mill Road  
Fairfax, VA 22030  
(703) 218-8500  
MHSAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF PI MI • PA • AH • CO AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

Life Line Counseling Center  
10374 Democracy Lane  
Suite A  
Fairfax, VA 22030  
(703) 691-3029  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF SI PI MI • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

FALLS CHURCH  
Inova Comprehensive Addiction Treatment Services (CATS)  
3300 Gallows Road  
Falls Church, VA 22042  
(703) 776-7787  
Intakes: (703) 289-7560 (703) 776-7782  
SAF • DT MM BU NXN VXTRL • HID • SF PI MI • AH SP • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
### VIRGINIA

#### FISHERSVILLE

**Augusta Health**  
Recovery Choice  
79 North Medical Park Drive  
Fishersville, VA 22939  
(540) 213-2525  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC PI MI • SS PA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

#### FORT Lee

**Army Substance Abuse Program**  
Human Resource Directorate  
701 27th Street  
Building 8135  
Fort Lee, VA 23801  
(804) 734-9601  
SAF • SA NXN • OP ORT • NP • ADM MF W N MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

#### FRANKLIN

**WTCSB Franklin Center**  
200 East 2nd Avenue  
Franklin, VA 23851  
(757) 562-2208  
MHF • SA BU • OP ORT • SF MD SI • SS PA • DU PW • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

#### FREDERICKSBURG

**Family Counseling Center for Recovery**  
11720 Main Street  
Suite 108  
Fredericksburg, VA 22408  
(540) 735-9350  
MHSAF • SA DT MM DM BU NXN VTRL • OP OD OMB ODT OIT ORT • SF PI MI • DU AD PW W N MN TRMA XA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**Lighthouse Counseling of Fredericksburg PLC**  
420 Hudgins Road  
Suite 201  
Fredericksburg, VA 22408  
(540) 907-0121  
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF PI MI • WN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**Rappahannock Area Community Serv Board**  
Substance Abuse Services  
600 Jackson Street  
Fredericksburg, VA 22401  
(540) 373-3223  
Intake: (540) 373-3223x2  
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • CO CJ WN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**Snowden at Fredericksburg**  
1200 Sam Perry Boulevard  
Fredericksburg, VA 22401  
(540) 741-3900  
Intake: (540) 741-7146  
MHF • SA • OP OIT • SF PI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

#### GLOUCESTER

**Middle Peninsula Northern Neck Counseling Center**  
9228 George Washington Mem Highway  
Gloucester, VA 23061  
(804) 693-5057  
Intakes: (804) 695-8117 (855) 256-1964  
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

#### GOOCHLAND

**Goochland Powhatan Community Services**  
3058 River Road West  
Goochland, VA 23063  
(804) 556-5400  
Intake: (804) 598-2200  
MHSAF • SA BU NXN • OP ORT CT • SF MD MC PI MI • SS • AH • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

#### GREAT FALLS

**Sagebrush Treatment Inc**  
Inpatient/Residential  
P.O. Box 554  
Great Falls, VA 22066  
(888) 406-7444  
Intake: (703) 444-9141  
SAF • SA BU • RES RS RL • SF PI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

#### GRUNDY

**Cumberland Mountain Comm Servs Board**  
Substance Abuse Program  
1014 Stillhouse Hollow Road  
Grundy, VA 24614  
(276) 935-7154  
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • DU CJ AD PW W N • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

#### HAMPTON

**Hampton Veterans Affairs**  
Medical Center/Mental Health SATP  
100 Emancipation Drive  
Unit 116-A  
Hampton, VA 23667  
(757) 722-9961x3607  
Intake: (757) 722-9961  
SAF • SA DT BU NXN • OP OD OMB ODT OIT ORT • VAMC PI • PA • CO VET XA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Organization</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
<th>Intake Phone</th>
<th>Codes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Riverside Behavioral Health Center</strong>&lt;br&gt;Hampton, VA 23666&lt;br&gt;(757) 827-1001&lt;br&gt;Intake: (757) 827-3199</td>
<td><strong>John Randolph Medical Center</strong>&lt;br&gt;Outpatient Behavioral Health&lt;br&gt;411 West Randolph Road&lt;br&gt;Wellness Pavilion&lt;br&gt;Hopewell, VA 23860&lt;br&gt;(804) 452-3282&lt;br&gt;Intake: (804) 452-3847</td>
<td><strong>MHF</strong> • <strong>SA DT BU NXN VTRL</strong> • <strong>OP OD ODT OIT ORT HID HIT</strong> • <strong>SF MD MC PI MI</strong> • <strong>AH</strong> • <strong>AD</strong> • <strong>ADLT</strong> • <strong>FEM MALE</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HANOVER</strong></td>
<td>Williamsville Wellness&lt;br&gt;10515 Cabaniss Lane&lt;br&gt;Hanover, VA 23069&lt;br&gt;(804) 559-9959&lt;br&gt;Intakes: (804) 559-9959x100 (804) 638-3721</td>
<td><strong>Riverside Behavioral Health Center</strong>&lt;br&gt; instantiated:&lt;br&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HARRISONBURG</strong></td>
<td>Harrisonburg/Rockingham Community Services Board&lt;br&gt;1241 North Main Street&lt;br&gt;Harrisonburg, VA 22802&lt;br&gt;(540) 434-1941</td>
<td><strong>Frontier Health Inc</strong>&lt;br&gt;Lee County Behavioral Health Center&lt;br&gt;34084 Wilderness Road&lt;br&gt;Jonesville, VA 24263&lt;br&gt;(276) 346-3590&lt;br&gt;Intake: (276) 346-1901</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>JONESVILLE</strong></td>
<td><strong>Horizon Behavioral Health</strong>&lt;br&gt;Courtland Center&lt;br&gt;620 Court Street&lt;br&gt;Lynchburg, VA 24504&lt;br&gt;(434) 847-8035</td>
<td><strong>MHSAF</strong> • <strong>SA</strong> • <strong>OP ORT</strong> • <strong>SF MD MC PI MI</strong> • <strong>SS</strong> • <strong>AH</strong> • <strong>DU</strong> • <strong>CHLD ADLT</strong> • <strong>FEM MALE</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>JOHNSON CITY</strong></td>
<td>Rappahannock Area Comm Servs Board&lt;br&gt;Rockingham Memorial Hospital&lt;br&gt;Outpatient Behavioral Health&lt;br&gt;644 University Boulevard&lt;br&gt;Harrisonburg, VA 22801&lt;br&gt;(540) 564-5960&lt;br&gt;Intake: (540) 564-7007</td>
<td><strong>Louisa County Office</strong>&lt;br&gt;101 Ashley Street&lt;br&gt;Louisa, VA 23093&lt;br&gt;(540) 967-2880</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>KING GEORGE</strong></td>
<td><strong>Loudoun County Mental Health Center</strong>&lt;br&gt;Substance Abuse Program&lt;br&gt;102 Heritage Way NE&lt;br&gt;Suite 302&lt;br&gt;Leesburg, VA 20176&lt;br&gt;(703) 771-5100</td>
<td><strong>Pathways Treatment Center</strong>&lt;br&gt;3500 Rivermont Avenue&lt;br&gt;Lynchburg, VA 24503&lt;br&gt;(434) 200-4455</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LYNCHBURG</strong></td>
<td><strong>MHSAF</strong> • <strong>SA DT BU NXN VTRL</strong> • <strong>OP RES RD OIT ORT CT</strong> • <strong>SF MD MC PI MI</strong> • <strong>SS</strong> • <strong>AH</strong> • <strong>DU</strong> • <strong>CHLD TR MA XA DV</strong> • <strong>YAD ADLT</strong> • <strong>FEM MALE</strong></td>
<td><strong>MHSAF</strong> • <strong>SA</strong> • <strong>OP ORT</strong> • <strong>SF MD PI MI</strong> • <strong>SS</strong> • <strong>AH</strong> • <strong>DU</strong> • <strong>CHLD ADLT</strong> • <strong>FEM MALE</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LYNCHBURG</strong></td>
<td><strong>Frontier Health Inc</strong>&lt;br&gt;Lee County Behavioral Health Center&lt;br&gt;34084 Wilderness Road&lt;br&gt;Jonesville, VA 24263&lt;br&gt;(276) 346-3590&lt;br&gt;Intake: (276) 346-1901</td>
<td><strong>MHSAF</strong> • <strong>SA BU NXN VTRL</strong> • <strong>OP OMB ORT CT</strong> • <strong>SF MD MC PI MI</strong> • <strong>SS PA</strong> • <strong>AH</strong> • <strong>DU VET CJ</strong> • <strong>CHLD YAD ADLT</strong> • <strong>FEM MALE</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HERNDON</strong></td>
<td>Recovery Center of Northern Virginia&lt;br&gt;425 Carlise Drive&lt;br&gt;Suite B&lt;br&gt;Herndon, VA 20170&lt;br&gt;(703) 464-5122</td>
<td><strong>Loudoun County Mental Health Center</strong>&lt;br&gt;Substance Abuse Program&lt;br&gt;102 Heritage Way NE&lt;br&gt;Suite 302&lt;br&gt;Leesburg, VA 20176&lt;br&gt;(703) 771-5100</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For Code Definitions - See **KEY** on Page v.
MANASSAS
Sellati and Co Inc
Woodbridge Methadone Treatment Center
8427 Dorsey Circle
Suite 101
Manassas, VA 20110
(703) 330-7517
Intake: (800) 440-6310
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM OTPA • OP OD OMB ORT CT • SF • CO SE PW WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

MARTINSVILLE
Memorial Hospital of Martinsville
Behavioral Health
320 Hospital Drive
Martinsville, VA 24112
(276) 666-7200
MHF • SA DT BU • HID HIT • SF MC SI PI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Passages
817 Starling Avenue
Martinsville, VA 24112
(276) 632-5722
Intake: (276) 632-7128
SAF • SA • RES RL CT • SF MD PI • YAD ADLT • MALE

Piedmont Community Services
24 Clay Street
Martinsville, VA 24112
(276) 632-7128
MHSAF • SA • OP RES RL ODT OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

MECHANICSVILLE
Hanover County Community Service Board
8475 Bell Creek Road
Mechanicsville, VA 23116
(804) 365-6760
Intake: (804) 365-4222
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF PI • SS • AH • AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

NEWPORT NEWS
American Addiction Treatment Center
12695 McManus Boulevard
Building 2
Newport News, VA 23602
(757) 234-4139
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA MM DM BU OTPA • OP OMB ORT CT • SF • PW WN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Chessen and Associates
CARITAS Intensive Treatment Program
12420 Warwick Boulevard
Suite 7-C
Newport News, VA 23606
(757) 595-3900
MHSAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP OD OMB OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Hampton Roads Clinic
Opioid Treatment Program
2712 Washington Avenue
Newport News, VA 23607
(757) 240-5223
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA MM BU OTPA • OP OMB ORT CT • SF MD • SS • AH • CO PW WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

NORFOLK
Norfolk Community Services Board
Substance Abuse Services
7460 Tidewater Drive
Norfolk, VA 23505
(757) 664-6670
Intake: (757) 823-1600
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU • OP OD OMB OIT ORT • SF MD • SS • AH SP • CO CJ PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

PALMYRA
Region Ten Community Services Board
Fluvanna County Office
13623 James Madison Highway
Palmyra, VA 22963
(434) 589-8276
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • SS • DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

PARKSLEY
Eastern Shore Community Servs Board
Substance Abuse Services
18469 Dune Avenue
Parksley, VA 23421
(757) 665-5041
Intake: (757) 665-5041x23
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC PI • SS • CO DU AD TRMA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

PETERSBURG
District 19 Substance Abuse Services
Petersburg Outpatient Services
20 West Bank Street
Suite 4
Petersburg, VA 23803
(804) 862-6410x3143
Intake: (804) 861-6410x3144
MHSAF • SA BU • OP OMB OIT ORT • SF MD MC MI • SS PA • CO CJ WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

PORTSMOUTH
Dept of Behavioral Healthcare Services
SA Outpatient Treatment Services
505 Washington Street
Suite 606
Portsmouth, VA 23704
(757) 393-8896
Intake: (757) 393-5357
MHSAF • SA MM • OP OMB OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • AH • CO CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
RADFORD
New River Valley Community Services
New Life Recovery Center
7193 Warden Court
Radford, VA 24141
(540) 831-4000
SAF • SA • OP RES RS RL ODT ORT CT • PI • PI • CO • DU • ADM
WN • MN • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

RESTON
Fairfax/Falls Church Comm Servs Board
Reston Youth Services
1850 Cameron Glen Drive
Suite 500
Reston, VA 20190
(703) 481-4004
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI • SS • AH • SP • AD • CHLD • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

RICHMOND
Chippenham Medical Center
Tucker Pavilion
7101 Jahnke Road
Richmond, VA 23225
(804) 323-8257
Intake: (804) 323-8846
MHF • DT • BU • NXN • VTRL • HID • SF MD • PC • PI • PI • AH • AD • CHLD • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

Family Counseling Center for Recovery
4906 Radford Avenue
Richmond, VA 23230
(804) 354-1996
MHSF • SA • DT • MM • DM • BU • NXN • VTRL • OP • OD • OMB • ODT • OIT • ORT • SF • PI • DU • AD • PW • WN • MN • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

Family Counseling Center for Recovery
Southlake
905 Southlake Boulevard
Suite C
Richmond, VA 23236
(804) 419-0492
Intake: (804) 354-1996
SAF • SA • DT • MM • DM • BU • NXN • VTRL • OP • OD • OMB • ODT • OIT • ORT • SF • PI • DU • WN • MN • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

Human Resources Inc
Outpatient Methadone Program
15 West Cary Street
Richmond, VA 23220
(804) 644-4636
Intake: (804) 644-6310
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA • DT • MM • DM • BU • OTPA • OP • OD • OMB • SF • PI • WN • MN • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

Metro Treatment of Virginia LP
DBA Richmond Treatment Center
2217 East Franklin Street
Suite L
Richmond, VA 23223
(804) 213-0249
Intake: (804) 716-0785
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA • DT • MM • DM • BU • OTPA • OP • OD • OMB • ORT • SF • CJ • PW • WN • MN • YAD • FEM • MALE

Richmond Behavioral Health Authority
Substance Use Disorder Services
107 South 5th Street
Richmond, VA 23219
(804) 819-4000
Intake: (804) 819-4100
MHSF • SA • OP ORT • SF • MD • SS • CO • CJ • AD • PW • CHLD • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

Richmond IOP/PLC
Recovery Resources
10049 Midlothian Turnpike
Suite B-2
Richmond, VA 23235
(804) 320-8032
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • PI • CO • WN • MN • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

Richmond Private Methadone Clinic (RPMC)
4926 West Broad Street
Richmond, VA 23230
(804) 673-5241
Intake: (804) 440-6310
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA • DT • MM • OTPA • OP • OD • OMB • ORT • SF • PW • WN • MN • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE
Richmond Southside Treatment Center
9609 Jefferson Davis Highway
Richmond, VA 23237
(804) 275-1116
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA MM DM BU OTPA • OP OMB • SF • AH FX • PW WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F66 F70

Rubicon Inc
Outpatient Services
2000 Mecklenburg Street
Richmond, VA 23223
(804) 359-3255
Intake: (804) 381-6299
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF IHS • SS PA • CO CJ WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Rubicon Inc
Womens Treatment Community
2825 Rady Street
Richmond, VA 23222
(804) 767-6600
Intake: (804) 767-6584
MHSAF • SA BU • RES RS RL HIT CT • SF SI • PA • CO CJ PW WN TRMA BC XA • YAD ADLT • FEM

Virginia Health Center
719 North 25th Street
Richmond, VA 23223
(804) 643-0002
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • PA • SP • CO CJ AD TRMA • CHLD • FEM MALE

ROANOKE

Avenues to Recovery Inc
National Counseling Group
20 Walnut Avenue SW
Roanoke, VA 24016
(540) 344-3400
SAF • SA DT BU NXXN OTPA • OP OD OMB OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AD • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Bethany Hall Inc/Recovery Home for Chemically Dependent Women
1109 Franklin Road SW
Roanoke, VA 24016
(540) 343-4261
Intakes: (540) 343-4261x306 (540) 343-4261x308
SAF • SA • OP RES RS RL ODT • SF MD • SS • CO CJ PW WN TRMA BC XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM

Roanoke Treatment Center
3208 Hersnberger Road
Roanoke, VA 24017
(540) 366-5248
Intakes: (540) 343-4261x306 (540) 343-4261x308
SAF • SA MM DM BU VTRL OTPA • OP OMB • SF PI MI • CO WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

RUTHER GLEN

Rappahannock Area Community Serv Board
Caroline Clinic
19254 Rogers Clark Boulevard
Ruther Glen, VA 22546
(804) 633-9997
Intakes: (540) 373-3223 (540) 373-6876
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD PI MI • CO VET MF AD WN MN TRMA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

SALEM

Lewis Gale Center
Behavioral Health
1902 Braeburn Drive
Salem, VA 24553
(540) 772-2801
Intakes: (800) 541-9992 (540) 776-1100
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • CO • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Mount Regis Center
405 Kimball Avenue
Salem, VA 24553
(804) 477-3447
Intake: (540) 389-4761
MHSAF • SA DT BU NXXN • OP RES RS RL RD OMB ODT OIT ORT HID HIT • SF PI • AH • CO • CO WN MN TRMA XA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Veterans Affairs Medical Center
Substance Abuse Treatment Program
1970 Roanoke Boulevard
Unit 116-A1 (Psychiatry)
Salem, VA 24553
(540) 982-2463x2585
SAF • SA DT BU NXXN VTRL • OP RES RS OD OMB OD ORT HID • VAMC
SF PI MI • PA • VET • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

SOUTH BOSTON

Southside Community Services Board
Halifax County
424 Hamilton Boulevard
South Boston, VA 24592
(434) 572-2936
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS PA • CO PW WN MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

SPOTSYLVANIA

Rappahannock Area Community Serv Board
Spotsylvania Clinic
7424 Brock Road
Spotsylvania, VA 22553
(540) 582-3980
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

STAFFORD

Rappahannock Area Community Serv Board
North Stafford Clinic
15 Hope Road
Stafford, VA 22554
(540) 659-2725
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • MALE

STANARDSVILLE

Region Ten Community Services Board
Greene County Office
24 Rectory Lane
Stanardsville, VA 22973
(434) 985-5220
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD PI MI • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE
### STAUNTON
Valley Community Services Board
Substance Abuse Outpatient Services
85 Sangers Lane
Staunton, VA 24401
(540) 887-3200
Intake: (540) 885-0866
SAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF MD MC SIP IMI • SS • AH SP • CO AD PW WN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

### STERLING
Loudoun County Mental Health Center
Eastern Loudon Office
21641 Ridgetop Circle
Suite 105
Sterling, VA 20166
(571) 258-3026
Intake: (703) 771-5100
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SIP IMI • SS • SP • CO CJ AD WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

### SUFFOLK
Western Tidewater CSB
Outpatient Services
135 South Saratoga Street
Suffolk, VA 23434
(757) 925-2222
Intake: (757) 294-0037x101
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SIP IMI • SS • SP • DU PW • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

### SURRY
District 19 MH/MR Subst Abuse Services
Surr Bond Counseling Service
474 Colonial Trail West
Surry, VA 23883
(757) 294-0037x101
Intake: (757) 294-0037x102
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD • SSPA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

### TAZEWELL
Cumberland Mountain Comm Servs Board
Substance Abuse Program
526 West Main Street
Tazewell, VA 24651
(276) 988-7961
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SIP IMI • AH • DU CJ AD PW WN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

### VIENNA
New Generations Specialized Treatment Program/Women
8422 Electric Avenue
Vienna, VA 22182
(703) 849-1312
Intake: (703) 383-8500
SAF • SA BU NXN HH • RES RL • SF MD MC PI • SS • AH • PW WN TRMA BC • YAD ADLT • FEM

### VIRGINIA BEACH
Adult Outpatient Services/Pembroke 6 Outpatient Program
297 Independence Boulevard
Pembroke 6 Suite 126
Virginia Beach, VA 23462
(757) 385-0511
Intakes: (757) 385-0866 (757) 385-0888
MHSAF • SA NXN • OP ORT • SF MD MC PI • SS • AH SP FX • CO CJ WN TRMA XA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F28

Mental Health Substance Abuse Division
Child and Youth Services
289 Independence Boulevard
Pembroke 3 Suite 245
Virginia Beach, VA 23462
(757) 385-0850
Intake: (757) 385-0866
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SIP IMI • SS • AH • CO GL MF CJ AD TRMA XA DV • ADLT • FEM MALE

Ocean Psychiatric Group
Turning Point IOP
770 Lynnhaven Parkway
Suite 240
Virginia Beach, VA 23452
(757) 802-4500
MHSAF • SA DT NXN VTRL • OP OD OIT ORT • SF MC SIP IMI • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Recovery for the City International
T/A Recovery for Life
228 North Lynnhaven Road
Suite 117
Virginia Beach, VA 23452
(757) 456-0093
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF • SP • DU VET ADM MF • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Sellati and Co Inc
Virginia Beach Methadone Clinic
1728 Virginia Beach Boulevard
Suite 113
Virginia Beach, VA 23454
(757) 437-0411
Intake: (800) 440-6310
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM OTPA • OP OD OMB • SF • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Tidewater Psychotherapy Services
Horizons
240 Business Park Drive
Suite 100
Virginia Beach, VA 23462
(757) 496-6000
Intakes: (757) 627-5433 (757) 496-3500
MHSAF • SA NXN • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SIP IMI • CO DU VET SE AD WN MN TRMA XA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Virginia Beach Psychiatric Center
1100 First Colonial Road
Virginia Beach, VA 23454
(757) 496-0600
Intakes: (757) 627-5433 (757) 496-3500
MHSAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP OD OMB ODT HID HIT • SF MC SIP IMI • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.

**WARRENTON**

Behavioral Healthcare/Fauquier
340 Hospital Drive
Warrenton, VA 20186
(540) 349-7620
MHS AF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD
MC SI PI MI • SS • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Family Focus Counseling Service PC
20 John Marshall Street
Suite B
Warrenton, VA 20186
(540) 349-4537
MHS AF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI MI •
CO WN MN DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

**WEBER CITY**

Frontier Health Inc
Scott County Behavioral Health Service
1006 U.S. Highway 23 North
Weber City, VA 24290
(276) 225-1190
Intake: (276) 225-0976
MHS AF • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP
OMB ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS PA •
AH • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**WILLIAMSBURG**

Bacon Street Youth and Family Services
247 McLaws Circle
Williamsburg, VA 23185
(757) 253-0111
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI MI •
SS PA • CO AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Colonial Behavioral Health
Substance Abuse Services
1657 Merrimac Trail
Williamsburg, VA 23185
(757) 220-3200
MHS AF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD
MC PI MI • SS • AH • CO PW WN DV •
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Williamsburg Place
The William J Farley Center
5477 Mooretown Road
Williamsburg, VA 23188
(757) 565-0106
Intake: (800) 582-6066
SAF • SA DT NXN • OP RES RS RL RD
ODT OIT • SF PI MI • CO GL VET ADM
MF CJ SE WN MN TRMA XA DV •
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Bridging the Gaps Inc
Substance Abuse and Outpatient Servs
423 West Cork Street
Winchester, VA 22601
(540) 535-1111
Intake: (866) 711-1234
SAF • SA • RES RS RL CT • SF PI • WN
MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Council on Alcoholism
Lord Fairfax Community Inc
512 South Braddock Street
Winchester, VA 22601
(540) 662-8877
SA HH • RES RS RL • SF • PA • YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

**WOODBRIDGE**

Washington Behavioral Health
1954 Opitz Boulevard
Woodbridge, VA 22191
(703) 492-2924
Intake: (703) 492-8939
MHS AF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP
OD OMB OIT ORT • SF MD MC PI
IHS • PA • SP FX • DU WN MN • YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE • F4
**ABERDEEN**

Harbor Crest Behavioral Health  
Grays Harbor Community Hospital  
1006 North H Street  
Aberdeen, WA 98520  
(360) 537-6200  
Intake: (360) 537-6258  
SAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP OMB ODT OIT ORT H/D HIT • SF MC PIMI IHS • PW WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Sea Mar Behavioral Health  
Aberdeen  
1813 Summer Avenue  
Aberdeen, WA 98520  
(360) 538-1461  
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS PA • AH • DU CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Social Treatment Opportunity Programs (STOP)/Aberdeen  
114 North Park Street  
Aberdeen, WA 98520  
(360) 533-4997  
Intake: (360) 992-1168  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF PI • SS • CO DU CJ SE WN MN TRMA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

True North Student Assistance and Treatment Services/Grays Harbor  
1700 Cherry Street  
Aberdeen, WA 98520  
(360) 533-9749  
Intake: (360) 209-5420  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI • AH SP • AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

**AIRWAY HEIGHTS**

Camas Path BHS  
Kalispel Tribe of Indians  
934 South Garfield Road  
Airway Heights, WA 99001  
(509) 789-7630  
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI IHS • SS • AH • CO GL VET CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**ARLINGTON**

Alpine Recovery Services Inc  
16404 Smokey Point Boulevard  
Suite 109  
Arlington, WA 98223  
(360) 658-1388  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Island Crossing Counseling Services  
Stillaguamish Tribe of Indians  
21123 Smokey Point Boulevard  
Arlington, WA 98223  
(360) 652-9640x1028  
Methadone Clients Only  
SAF • SA MM OTPA • OP OMB • SF MD SI PI • CO PW • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**AUBURN**

Auburn Youth Resources  
1000 Auburn Way South  
Auburn, WA 98002  
(253) 939-2202  
Intake: (253) 939-6946  
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI • SS PA • SP • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Future Visions Program Inc  
620 M Street NE  
Suite 2  
Auburn, WA 98002  
(253) 735-2718  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • PI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Hope Help Counseling  
230 Auburn Way South  
Suite 1-B  
Auburn, WA 98002  
(253) 333-2328  
MHSAF • SA HH • OP RES RL ORT • SF PI • SS • CO DU CJ AD WN TRMA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

**Lakeside Milam Recovery Centers**  
Auburn  
721 45th Street NE  
Suite C  
Auburn, WA 98002  
(253) 859-6436  
Intake: (800) 231-4303  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Muckleshoot Behavioral Health Program  
17813 SE 392nd Street  
Auburn, WA 98092  
(253) 804-8752  
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • MD • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Muckleshoot Family and Youth Behavioral Health  
17500 SE 392nd Street  
Auburn, WA 98092  
(253) 333-3605  
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • MD PI • CO GL CJ AD TRMA XA DV • CHLD • FEM MALE

Sound Mental Health  
Auburn  
4238 Auburn Way  
Auburn, WA 98002  
(253) 876-7600  
Intake: (206) 302-2300  
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI • SS • AH • CO AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Valley Cities Counseling/Consultation Branch of Valley Cities Counseling  
2704 1 Street NE  
Auburn, WA 98002  
(253) 833-7444  
Intake: (253) 939-4055  
MHE • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI • SS PA • CO CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
**BATTLE GROUND**

Helping Professionals Wellness Center
Chemical Dependency Outpatient Servs
2401 Main Street
Suite 108
Battle Ground, WA 98604
(360) 687-0693
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**BELLEVUE**

Assessment and Treatment Associates
13353 Bel-Red Road
Suite 101
Bellevue, WA 98005
(425) 289-1600
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Associated Behavioral Healthcare Inc
Bellevue
1800 112th Avenue NE
Suite 150 W
Bellevue, WA 98004
(425) 646-7279
MHSAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP OD OMB OIT ORT • SF MC PI • AH SP • DU DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Bridgeway Treatment Services LLC
410 Bellevue Way SE
Suite 2
Bellevue, WA 98004
(425) 283-5315
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF PI • DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Coastal Treatment Services
14670 NE 8th Street
Suite 168
Bellevue, WA 98007
(425) 646-4406
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF SI PI • PA • SP FX • DU WN MN DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F67

Compassionate Resources LLC
12729 Northrup Way
Suite 6
Bellevue, WA 98005
(206) 355-2508
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF PI • CO DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Eastside Center for Family
Former Eastside Addiction Professional
2025 112th Avenue NE
Suite 201
Bellevue, WA 98004
(425) 462-8558
Intake: (425) 462-8558x4254
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

New Life Recovery Solutions
12330 NE 8th Street
Suite 100
Bellevue, WA 98005
(425) 454-2238
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Rational Treatment Services (RTS) Inc
11201 SE 8th Street
Suite 110
Bellevue, WA 98004
(206) 459-2242
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • SS • CO MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Ryder
14715 Bel Red Road
Suite 100
Bellevue, WA 98007
(206) 985-5833
Intake: (206) 317-0234
MHSAF • SA NXN • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • SS • CO AD TRMA XA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Therapeutic Health Services
Eastside Branch
1412 140th Place NE
Bellevue, WA 98007
(425) 747-7892
MHSAF • SA MM BU • OP OMB OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • MTR • AH • PW • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

United Treatment and Therapy
12737 Bel Red Road
Suite 260
Bellevue, WA 98005
(425) 688-0035
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF PI • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Youth Eastside Services (YES)
Bellevue Main Facility
999 164th Avenue NE
Bellevue, WA 98008
(425) 747-4937
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD SI PI • SS PA • AH SP FX • CO CJ AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE • F47

**BELLINGHAM**

Belair Clinic
1130 North State Street
Bellingham, WA 98225
(360) 676-4485
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF PI • SS • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Bridges Treatment and Recovery
1221 Fraser Street
Suite E-1
Bellingham, WA 98229
(360) 714-8180
SAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF PI • DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

CCS Recovery Center
515 Lakeway Drive
Bellingham, WA 98225
(360) 676-2187
SAF • SA BU • OP OMB OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS • CO DU VET CJ AD PW WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Lummi Counseling Services
2616 Kwina Road
Bellingham, WA 98226
(360) 312-2420x2439
Intake: (360) 312-2420
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU • OP OD OMB OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS • CO DU VET CJ AD PW WN MN TRMA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
Sea Mar Behavioral Health
Bellingham
3350 Airport Drive
Bellingham, WA 98226
(360) 734-5458
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD
SI • PI • SS • SP • CO CJ TRMA • YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

Sea Mar Visions Female Youth Trt Ctr
1603 East Illinois Street
Bellingham, WA 98226
(360) 647-4266
Intake: (360) 788-7184
SAF • SA DT • RES RL RD • SF MD SI
PI • AH • CO AD TRMA XA • CHLD
• FEM

Whatcom Community Detox
2030 Division Street
Bellingham, WA 98226
(360) 676-2020x5
Intake: (360) 676-2020x1015
SAF • DT BU • RES RD • MD • PA
• YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

BLAINE

Waterfront Counseling in Blaine
228 Cherry Street
Blaine, WA 98230
(360) 332-1000
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF SIPI
MI • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

BONNEY LAKE

Freedom Recovery Center
10215 214th Avenue East
Bonney Lake, WA 98391
(253) 862-7374
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF PI MI
• AH • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE
AD W/N MN TRMA XA • CHLD ADLT
• FEM MALE

New Freedom Recovery Center LLC
10215 214th Avenue East
Bonney Lake, WA 98391
(253) 862-7374
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI MI • AH
• DU AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

BOTHELL

Alpha Recovery Choices
10614 Beardslee Boulevard
Suite D
Bothell, WA 98011
(425) 483-4664
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI MI • DU
• YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Canyon Park Treatment Solutions
Branch of WCHS Inc/CRC Health Corp
22026 20th Avenue SE
Suite 101
Bothell, WA 98021
(425) 672-7293
Intake: (425) 760-1365
SAF • SA MM BU VTRL • OP OMB
OIT ORT • SF PI • CO DU CJ PW • YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

Center for Human Services
1844 103rd Avenue NE
Bothell, WA 98011
(425) 205-2004
Intake: (420) 362-7282
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI
• YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Northshore STARS Program
Center for Human Services
22105 23rd Drive SE
Bothell, WA 98021
(425) 408-7868
Intakes: (420) 362-7282 (206) 631-8887
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI
• AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Northshore Youth and Family Services
10309 NE 185th Street
Bothell, WA 98011
(425) 485-6541
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI
MI • SS • CO AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM
MALE

BREMERTON

Agape Unlimited
4841 Auto Center Way
Suite 101
Bremerton, WA 98312
(360) 373-1529
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD PI
• AH • PW WN • YAD ADLT • FEM
MALE

Cascadia Addiction
Bountiful Life Treatment Center PLLC
2817 Wheaton Way
Suite 205
Bremerton, WA 98310
(360) 373-0155
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI
ATR • SS PA • DU PW • YAD ADLT
• FEM MALE

Kitsap Mental Health Services
Adult Outpatient
5455 Almira Drive NE
Bremerton, WA 98311
(360) 373-5031
Intake: (360) 405-4010
SAF • SS PA • CO SE AD
PW WN MN TRMA • ADLT • FEM
MALE

Naval Hospital Bremerton
Substance Abuse Rehabilitation Program
1 Boone Road
Bremerton, WA 98312
(360) 475-5350
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • MI • CO
ADM MF WN MN TRMA XA • YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

Right Choice Counseling Servs Inc
1740 NE Riddell Road
Suite 170
Bremerton, WA 98310
(360) 373-4077
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • DU
• YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Buena</td>
<td>James Oldham Treatment Center 201 Highland Drive</td>
<td>(509) 865-6705 Intakes: (509) 865-6705x109 (509) 865-6705x108 SAF • SA BU • RES RS • SF MD SI PI MI IHS ATR • MN • YAD ADLT • MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burlington</td>
<td>Follman Agency 910 South Anacortes Street Burlington, WA 98233</td>
<td>(360) 755-1125 MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF SI PI MI • CO DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Castle Rock</td>
<td>Drug Abuse Prevention Center Castle Rock/Substance Abuse Trt 2232 South Silver Lake Road Castle Rock, WA 98611</td>
<td>(360) 274-3262 SAF • SA BU NXN HH • RES RS RL • SF MD SI • AH • WN MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cathlamet</td>
<td>Wahkiakum Chemical Dependency Services 42 Elochoman Valley Road Cathlamet, WA 98612</td>
<td>(360) 795-8630 Intake: (800) 635-5989 SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS PA • AH • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Centralia</td>
<td>Cascade Mental Healthcare 2428 Reynolds Avenue Centralia, WA 98531</td>
<td>(360) 330-9044 MUF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SP • CO DU GL VET CJ SE WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chehalis</td>
<td>American Behavioral Health Systems Chehalis 500 SE Washington Avenue Chehalis, WA 98532</td>
<td>(360) 748-9767 SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS PA • SP • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Eugenia Center 121 NW Chehalis Avenue Chehalis, WA 98532</td>
<td>(360) 748-7268 SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF PI MI • DU • WN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Inner Peace Counseling Inc 118 North Market Boulevard Chehalis, WA 98532</td>
<td>(360) 748-7268 SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF PI MI • DU • WN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New Directions Counseling/Chehalis 1956 NE Kresky Street Chehalis, WA 98532</td>
<td>(360) 740-4380 SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • SP • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>True North Student Assistance and Treatment Services/Lewis 2100 North National Avenue Chehalis, WA 98532</td>
<td>(360) 748-2274 Intake: (877) 259-0313 SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • PA • CO GL MF CJ AD PW TRMA XA DV • CHLD • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chehalis</td>
<td>Sanctuary at the Lake Lake Chelan Community Hospital 503 East Highland Avenue Chelan, WA 98816</td>
<td>(509) 682-3300 Intake: (800) 233-0045 SAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • HID HIT • SF MC PI • CO • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chewelah</td>
<td>Northeast Washington Alliance Counseling Services/Chehalah 301 East Clay Street Room 201 Chewelah, WA 99109</td>
<td>(509) 935-4808 MUF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS • AH • DU • ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clarkston</td>
<td>Quality Behavioral Health 900 7th Street Clarkston, WA 99403</td>
<td>(509) 758-3341 Intake: (509) 843-3791 MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH • CO AD XA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colville</td>
<td>ADEPT Assessment Center/Colville 218 North Oak Street Suite B Colville, WA 99114</td>
<td>(509) 684-2349 Intake: (509) 327-1320 SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF PI MI • SS • AH • DU • ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Northeast WA Alliance Counseling Servs Colville Branch 165 East Hawthorne Avenue Colville, WA 99114</td>
<td>(509) 684-4597 MUF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS • AH • DU • ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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DARRINGTON
Sauk Sucker Indian Tribe
Depts Health and Social Services
5318 Chief Brown Lane
Box 1
Darrington, WA 98241
(360) 436-0131x223
Intake: (360) 436-2212
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC
SI PI IHS • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM
MALE

DAVENPORT
Lincoln County Alcohol and Drug Center
510 Morgan Street
Davenport, WA 99122
(509) 725-2111
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC
SI PI MI • SS PA • CO DU GL VET CJ
SE AD PW WN MN XA • CHLD YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

DAYTON
Blue Mountain Counseling of
Columbia County
221 East Washington Street
Dayton, WA 99328
(509) 382-1164
MHSAF • SA BU • OP OIT ORT • SF
MD MC SI PI MI • SS PA • AH • CO CJ
CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

DEER PARK
ADEPT Assessment Center
Deer Park
104 West Crawford Street
Deer Park, WA 99006
(509) 276-2797
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI
ATR • SS • DU AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM
MALE

EDMONDS
A New Spirit Recovery Program Inc
22617 76th Avenue West
Suite 101
Edmonds, WA 98026
(425) 771-1194
SAF • SA DT • OP OD OIT ORT • SF PI
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Alternative Counseling
Edmonds
22727 Highway 99
Suite 212
Edmonds, WA 98026
(425) 776-6414
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF SI PI
MI • SS • FX • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM
MALE • F70

Center Inc
A Place of Hope
547 Dayton Street
Edmonds, WA 98020
(253) 771-5166
Intake: (888) 771-5166
MHSAF • SANXN • OP OIT ORT • SF
PI • SS • CO • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Lakeside Milam Recovery Centers
Edmonds
7935 Lake Ballinger Way
Edmonds, WA 98026
(425) 670-3664
Intake: (800) 231-4303
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • AD
CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

ELLENSBURG
Alcohol Drug Dependency Service (ADDS)
Ellensburg
507 North Nanum Street
Room 111
Ellensburg, WA 98926
(509) 925-9821
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI
SS • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Barth Clinic
Barth and Associates
401 South Main Street
Suite 2
Ellensburg, WA 98926
(509) 933-1388
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • CHLD
ADLT • FEM MALE

Dependency Health Servs/Ellensburg
707 North Pearl Street
Suite H
Ellensburg, WA 98926
(509) 925-9861
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD
MC SI PI MI • AH • CO • YAD ADLT
FEM MALE

Social Trt Opportunity Programs II Inc
Ellensburg
1206 North Dolarway Road
Suite 118
Ellensburg, WA 98926
(509) 925-7867
MHSAF • SA BU • OP OMB OIT ORT
SF PI ATR • SS • SP • DU • YAD ADLT
FEM MALE

EPHRATA
Social Treatment Opportunity Programs
(STOP)/Ephrata
120 First Avenue NW
Ephrata, WA 98823
(509) 754-2271
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF PI • SS
SP • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE
WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT
FEM MALE

EVERETT
Catholic Community Services
Recovery Center/Everett
2610 Wetmore Avenue
Everett, WA 98201
(425) 258-5270
Intake: (425) 258-5270x0
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI
ATR • SS • CJ AD PW WN MN • CHLD
ADLT • FEM MALE

Everett Treatment Services
7207 Evergreen Way
Suite M
Everett, WA 98203
(425) 347-9070
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • SS
WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
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Evergreen Manor
Educational Center
3019 Colby Avenue
Everett, WA 98201
(425) 258-4200
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI ATR • SS PA • AH • CO MN • YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

Evergreen Manor
OP Servs Branch of Evergreen Manor Inc
2932 Hoyt Avenue
Everett, WA 98201
(425) 258-4207
Intake: (425) 259-5842
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI ATR • SS PA • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Evergreen Manor
Detox Services
2601 Summit Avenue
Building C
Everett, WA 98201
(425) 258-3255
SAF • DT • RES RD • SF MD MC SI PI MI • PA • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Evergreen Manor
Outpatient
2601 Summit Avenue
Building A Unit 1
Everett, WA 98201
(425) 258-2407
Intake: (425) 259-5842
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI ATR • SS PA • AH • PW WN • YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

Evergreen Manor
ICU
2601 Summit Avenue
Building C
Everett, WA 98201
(425) 258-2407
SAF • SA • OP RES RL OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI PI • PA • CO PW WN TRMA
BC DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Lakeside Milam Recovery Centers
Everett
111 SE Everett Mall Way
Building F
Everett, WA 98208
(425) 267-9573
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • AD •
CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Options Treatment and Evaluations
11627 Airport Road
Suite A
Everett, WA 98204
(425) 742-6410
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • DU •
CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Port Gardner Bay Recovery
2722 Colby Avenue
Suite 315
Everett, WA 98201
(425) 258-4266
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF PI •
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Providence Behavioral Health Services
Providence Regional Med Ctr/ Everett
916 Pacific Avenue
Everett, WA 98206
(425) 258-7390
Intake: (425) 258-7578
SAF • SA • DT BU NXN VTRL • OP OD
OMB ODT ORT HID HIT CT • SF
MC PI MI • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Sea Mar Community Health Center
5007 Claremont Way
Everett, WA 98203
(425) 609-5505
Intake: (425) 609-5505x0
MHF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI ATR • SS • SP • CJ AD PW WN MN
• CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Sunrise Recovery Services
10407 Airport Road
Everett, WA 98204
(425) 493-5804
Intake: (425) 493-5800
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS • AH • CO MN TRMA • YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

Therapeutic Health Services
Snohomish/Everett
9930 Evergreen Way
Building Z-150
Everett, WA 98204
(425) 347-5121
Intake: (425) 347-5121x0
MHSAF • SA • MM BU • OP OMB OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • AH • PW WN •
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

EVENSEN
Nooksack Tribes Genesis II
2505 Sullwanon Drive
Building A
Everett, WA 98247
(360) 966-7704
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI MI • IHS ATR • AH • DU AD WN MN
• CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

FEDERAL WAY
Intercept Associates
30620 Pacific Highway South
Suite 107
Federal Way, WA 9803
(253) 941-7555
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI •
AH • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Newlife Family Services
Christian Counseling Center
914 SW 34th Place
Federal Way, WA 98023
(253) 223-3149
Intake: (253) 874-1411
SA • OP OIT ORT • SS PA • CO VET
ADM MF SE AD WN MN DV • CHLD
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

FERNDAL
Bridges Treatment and Recovery
6044 Portal Way
Suite 103
Ferndale, WA 98264
(360) 393-4218
Intake: (360) 714-8180
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI MI • SS •
DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FORKS</th>
<th>GOLDENDALE</th>
<th>KELLER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>West End Outreach Services</td>
<td>Central Washington Comp MH and Dependency Health Services 112 West Main Street Goldendale, WA 98620 (509) 773-5801 MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • CO AD WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td>Colville Tribal Alcohol/Drug Program Keller 11669 South Highway 21 Keller, WA 99140 (509) 634-2260x2260 Intakes: (800) 573-9343 (509) 634-2610x2610 (509) 634-2600x2600 MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • MD MC SI PI HS • PA • CO DU CJ SE AD WN MN TR MA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FRIDAY HARBOR</th>
<th>GRANDVIEW</th>
<th>KELSO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clearing SPC 2687 West Valley Road Friday Harbor, WA 98250 (425) 275-8600 MHSAF • SA BU NXN • RES RS RL CT • SF SI PI • CO GL VET MF SE PW WN MN TR MA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td>Integrity Support Services LLC 303 Division Street Grandview, WA 98930 (509) 882-8012 SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • SS • SP • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td>First Place 309 Oak Street Kelso, WA 98626 (360) 577-7442 Intake: (360) 577-4246 SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI • SS • SP • DU WN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GIG HARBOR</th>
<th>HOQUIAM</th>
<th>KENMORE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gig Harbor Counseling Branch of Olalla Recovery Centers 5122 Olympic Drive NW Suite A-105 Gig Harbor, WA 98335 (253) 851-2552 SAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP OMB OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • DU AD WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td>Evergreen Treatment Services Grays Harbor Clinic 804 Levee Street Hoquiam, WA 98550 (360) 209-6339 Methadone Clients Only SAF • SAMM DM OTPA • OP OMB • SF MD SI PI MI • IHS ATR • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td>New Life Recovery Solutions 6433 NE 181st Street Kenmore, WA 98028 (425) 454-2238 Intake: (425) 892-9055 SAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP OD OMB OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI • SS • DU WN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GIG HARBOR</th>
<th>INCHELUM</th>
<th>KENNEWICK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gig Harbor Counseling Branch of Olalla Recovery Centers 5122 Olympic Drive NW Suite A-105 Gig Harbor, WA 98335 (253) 851-2552 SAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP OMB OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • DU AD WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td>Colville Tribal Alcohol/Drug Program Inchelium Branch 320 Short Cut Road Inchelium, WA 99138 (509) 722-7068x7068 Intakes: (509) 634-2610x2610 (509) 634-2600x2600 MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • MD MC SI PI HS • PA • CO DU CJ SE AD WN MN TR MA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td>Action Counseling 4911 West Canal Drive Kennewick, WA 99336 (509) 735-7410 SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MC PI • SS PA • DU GL VET CJ SE WN MN TR MA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GIG HARBOR</th>
<th>ISSAQUAH</th>
<th>KENNEWICK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gig Harbor Counseling Branch of Olalla Recovery Centers 5122 Olympic Drive NW Suite A-105 Gig Harbor, WA 98335 (253) 851-2552 SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td>Lakeside Milam Recovery Centers Issaquah 22605 SE 56th Street Suite 230 Issaquah, WA 98029 (425) 392-8468 SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
<td>Advocates for Wellness LLC 120 Vista Way Kennewick, WA 99336 (509) 783-8833 SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • SS • AH • DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
First Step Comm Counseling Servs LLC
415 North Morain Street
Kennewick, WA 99336
(509) 735-6900
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS • AH • AD • CHLD • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Ideal Balance
8514 West Gage Boulevard
Suite G
Kennewick, WA 99336
(509) 440-3387
SAF • SA BU VTRL • OP OMB OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS • AH • AD • CHLD • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Nueva Esperanza Comm Counseling Servs
3180 West Clearwater Avenue
Suite E
Kennewick, WA 99336
(509) 543-8500
Intake: (509) 545-6506
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS • AH • CO DU PW YN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

KENT
Alternative Counseling
Kent
19435 West Valley Highway
Suite 5-109
Kent, WA 98032
(253) 251-1933
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS • AH • CO AD • CHLD • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F70

Consejo Kent Youth Outpatient Services
515 West Harrison Street
Suite 109
Kent, WA 98032
(206) 461-4880
Intake: (206) 461-4880x1111 (206) 461-4880x1310
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI • SS PA • SP • CJ AD DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Kent Youth and Family Services
232 South 2nd Avenue
Suite 201
Kent, WA 98032
(253) 859-0300
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI MI • SS • AH • CHLD • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Recovery Centers of King County/Kent Outpatient
505 Washington Avenue South
Kent, WA 98032
(253) 854-6513
Intake: (253) 854-6513x100
SAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF MC SI PI ATR • WN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Therapeutic Health Services
Kent Annex
24823 South Pacific Highway
Suite 103
Kent, WA 98032
(253) 681-0010
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • NP • CJ WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

KINGSTON
Port Gamble S Klallam Recovery Center
7550 Little Boston Road NE
Kingston, WA 98346
(360) 297-6326
SAF • SA BU • OP OMB OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS • AH • CHLD • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Evergreen Healthcare
12040 NE 128th Street
Suite MS-66
Kirkland, WA 98034
(425) 899-2469
Intake: (425) 899-6300
MHSAF • SA BU • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • CO SE • WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

LAKESIDE
Fairfax Hospital
Addictions Behavioral Health
10200 NE 32nd Street
Kirkland, WA 98034
(425) 821-2000
MHF • SA DT BU NXN • HID HIT • SF MC SI PI MI • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Lakeside Milam Recovery Centers
Kirkland Inpatient
10522 NE 132nd Street
Kirkland, WA 98034
(425) 823-3116
Intake: (800) 23l-4303
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Residence XII for Women
12029 NE 133rd Street
Kirkland, WA 98034
(425) 823-8844
Intake: (425) 823-8844
SAF • SA • OP RES RS OD T OIT ORT • SF PI • WN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Youth Eastside Services (YES)
Lake Washington Branch
11829 97th Avenue NE
Kirkland, WA 98034
(425) 747-4937
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • CO GL AD TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

LACEY
Providence Saint Peter CDC
4800 College Street SE
Lacey, WA 98503
(360) 456-7575
Intake: (360) 493-5053
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE
Right Step Inc  
3925 8th Avenue SE  
Suite A  
Lacey, WA 98503  
(360) 923-9585  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

LAKEWOOD  
A Brighter Tomorrow Counseling Service  
7511 Custer Road West  
Lakewood, WA 98499  
(253) 507-8367  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT ORT • SF PI • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE  

Center South Gravelly Lake  
Lakewood Metropolitan Develop Council  
8907 Gravely Lake Drive SW  
Suite D  
Lakewood, WA 98499  
(253) 593-2740  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT ORT • SF MD SI • SS • AH • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Crossroads Treatment Center Inc  
Lakewood Facility  
10828 Gravely Lake Drive SW  
Suite 204  
Lakewood, WA 98499  
(253) 473-7474  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT ORT • SF PI • SS • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Doorway to Recovery  
Lakewood  
3888 Steilacoom Boulevard  
Lakewood, WA 98498  
(253) 983-1303  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT ORT • SF PI • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Tacoma Treatment Solutions  
9500 Front Street  
Suite 100  
Lakewood, WA 98499  
(253) 584-3996  
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only  
SAF • SA • MM DM BU OTPA • OP OMB OIT ORT CT • SF PI • PW WN MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

LONG BEACH  
KLEAN Long Beach WA  
211 Pioneer Road West  
Long Beach, WA 98631  
(360) 642-3105  
SAF • SA • DT NXN • OP RES RS RL RD ODT CT • SF PI • CO GL VET ADM MF SE PW WN MN TRMA XA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Willapa Counseling Center  
Long Beach  
2204 Pacific Avenue North  
Long Beach, WA 98631  
(360) 642-3787x205  
Intake: (360) 642-3787  
MHF • SA • OP OIT ORT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI MI • AH • CO DU CJ AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

LONGVIEW  
A New Safehaven  
1441 11th Avenue  
Longview, WA 98632  
(360) 577-4340  
Intake: (360) 577-4341  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT ORT • SF PI • SS • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Awakenings Inc  
1524 3rd Avenue  
Longview, WA 98632  
(360) 423-2806  
SAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT CT • SF MD PI • SS PA • CJ AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Drug Abuse Prevention Center  
Womens Servs/PPW/STARS/PCAP  
600 Broadway Street  
Longview, WA 98632  
(360) 425-9600  
Intakes: (360) 425-9600x25 (360) 425-9210x13  
SAF • SA • BU • OP RES RS RL OMB OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI IHS • AH FX • CO DU GL CJ SE PW WN TR MA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM • F66

LYNNWOOD  
Alderwood Recovery LLC  
5108 196th Street SW  
Suite 208  
Lynnwood, WA 98036  
(206) 719-5759  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT ORT • SF PI IHS • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Alpine Recovery Services Inc  
4202 198th Street SW  
Suite 2  
Lynnwood, WA 98036  
(425) 778-1136  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT ORT • SF PI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Asian American Chemical Dependency Treatment Services/Lynnwood  
5116 196th Street SW  
Suite 101  
Lynnwood, WA 98036  
(425) 776-1290  
Intake: (253) 941-2287  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT ORT • SF PI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Bowen Recovery Center  
1120 164th Street SW  
Suite 1  
Lynnwood, WA 98087  
(425) 787-5833  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT ORT • SF PI • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
Evergreen Manor Outpatient/Lynwood Branch of Evergreen Manor
3810 196th Street SW
Suite 11
Lynnwood, WA 98036
(425) 248-4900
Intake: (425) 248-4900x901
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • SS PA • AH • CO DU GL VET ADM
MC CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

La Esperanza Health Counseling Servs
2051 67th Avenue West
Suite 201
Lynnwood, WA 98036
(425) 248-4534
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • SP • CO GL CJ SE WN MN TRMA XA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Sea Mar Behavioral Health
Lynnwood
19707 44th Avenue West
Suite 101
Lynnwood, WA 98036
(425) 977-2560
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI ATR • SS • SP • CO DU AD WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

RECOVERY CENTER AT VALLEY GENERAL HOSP
17880 147th Street SE
Monroe, WA 98272
(360) 794-1405
SAF • SA DT BU DXN VTRL • OP RES RS RD ODOT OIT ORT • SF PI MI • PW • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Sea Mar Community Health Centers
Monroe Branch
14090 Fryelands Boulevard SE
Suite 347
Monroe, WA 98272
(360) 805-3122
Intake: (360) 282-3901
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI ATR • SS PA • SP • CO DU AD WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

MONTESANO
Healthy Risk Counseling Center
315 West Marcy Avenue
Montesano, WA 98563
(360) 249-2297
Intake: (800) 789-0208
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • SS • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Moses Lake
Grant County Prevention & Recovery Center (PARC)
840 East Plum Street
Moses Lake, WA 98837
(509) 765-5402
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH SP • CO DU AD WN • CHLD • FEM MALE

Mukilteo
Juanita Center
627 5th Street
Suite 101-A
Mukilteo, WA 98275
(425) 328-9528
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF PI • SS • AD WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

MOUNT VERNON
Phoenix Recovery Services LLC
1601 East College Way
Mount Vernon, WA 98273
(360) 848-8437
SAF • SA BU DXN VTRL HH • OP OMB OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • SSPA • SP • CO CJ AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

NEAH BAY
Makah Recovery Services
100 Wellness Way
Neah Bay, WA 98357
(360) 645-2461
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • MD MC SI PI IH S • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Sea Mar Substance Abuse Outpatient Services/Mount Vernon
1010 East College Way
Mount Vernon, WA 98273
(360) 542-8920
Intake: (360) 542-8920x0
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • SP • DU AD DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Sea Mar Substance Abuse Outpatient Services/Mount Vernon
1010 East College Way
Mount Vernon, WA 98273
(360) 542-8920
Intake: (360) 542-8920x0
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • SP • DU AD DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

SKAGIT Recovery Center
1905 Continental Place
Mount Vernon, WA 98273
(360) 428-7835
Intake: (360) 428-7835x227
SAF • SA DT • OP RES RS RL RD OD OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI ATR • SS PA • AH SP • DU GL VET CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
**Olympia**

Alternatives Prof Counseling Inc  
203 4th Avenue  
Suites 301-304  
Olympia, WA 98501  
(360) 357-7986  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF SI PI • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

First Things First 123 LLC  
1905 4th Avenue East  
Suite B  
Olympia, WA 98506  
(360) 388-0600  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF SI PI • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Nisqually Health Clinic  
4816 She Nah Num Drive Southeast  
Olympia, WA 98513  
(360) 459-5312x1171  
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • MD MC PI MI IHS • CO GL VET ADM  
MF CJE SE PW WN MN TRMA XD DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Northwest Resources II Inc  
2708 Westmoor Court SW  
Olympia, WA 98502  
(360) 943-8810  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Olympia Psychotherapy Inc  
1408 State Avenue  
Suite 110  
Olympia, WA 98506  
(360) 352-3034  
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF PI MI • DU CJ WN MN TRMA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Olympia School District  
Student Assistance and Treatment Program  
1113 Legion Way SE  
Olympia, WA 98501  
(360) 596-8547  
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • PA • AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

Olympic Recovery Centers LLC  
8645 Martin Way East  
Suite 103  
Olympia, WA 98516  
(877) 546-9608  
SAF • SA DT BU HH • OP OD OMB  
ODT OIT ORT • SF PI • CO GL SE PW WN MN TRMA XD DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Pinnacle Peak Institute Inc  
1822 Black Lake Boulevard SW  
Suite 101  
Olympia, WA 98512  
(360) 704-0086  
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • SS • CO DU TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Sea Mar Olympia Branch  
Outpatient Substance Services  
409 Custer Way  
Suite D  
Olympia, WA 98501  
(360) 704-7590  
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI  
MI ATR • SS • AH SP • CO DU MN  
TRMA XD • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

---

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
South Sound Clinic of Evergreen Treatment Services
6700 Martin Way East
Suite 117
Olympia, WA 98516
(360) 413-6910
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA MM DM BU OTPA • OP OMB • SF MD SI PI • PW WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Thurston Cnty DUI/Drug Court Program
Branch of Pierce County Alliance
2400 Bristol Court SW
Suite B
Olympia, WA 98502
(360) 357-2482
Intake: (360) 357-2482x1
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

True North Student Assistance Center
6005 Tyee Drive SW
Olympia, WA 98512
(360) 464-6870
Intake: (360) 464-6873
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI IHS • SS PA • AH • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Fresh Start LLC
1752 State Highway 508
Onalaska, WA 98570
(360) 978-4186
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI ATR • AH • CO DU AD WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Adams Cnty Community Counseling Servs
425 East Main Street
Suite 600
Othello, WA 99344
(509) 488-5611
SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI • SS • AH SP • AD PW • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Assessment and Treatment Associates
Franklin County
922 Sandifur Parkway
Suite D
Pasco, WA 99301
(509) 547-9000
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Benton/Franklin Counties Detox Center
1020 South 7th Avenue
Pasco, WA 99301
(509) 413-6870
MHSAF • DT • RES RD • MD PI • AH SP • CO • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Dependency Health Services/Pasco
2715 Saint Andrews Loop
Suite C
Pasco, WA 99301
(509) 412-1051
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • CO AD WN MN TRMA XA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Educational Service District 123
Youth Recovery Program
3918 West Court Street
Pasco, WA 99301
(509) 544-5766
Intake: (509) 547-8441x5766
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS • AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

Unity Counseling Services
303 North 20th Street
Pasco, WA 99301
(509) 547-9545
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • SS • DU GL VET CJ SE PW WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Garfield County Human Services
Branch of Quality Behavioral Health
856 Main Street
Pomeroy, WA 99347
(509) 843-3791
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH • CO GL AD TRMA XA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Cedar Grove Counseling Inc
221 North Race Street
Port Angeles, WA 98362
(360) 452-2443
SAF • SA DT • OP OD OIT ORT • SF SI PI ATR • SS PA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Klallam Counseling Services
933 East 1st Street
Port Angeles, WA 98362
(360) 457-0431
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS • CO AD WN MN DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Peninsula Community Mental Health Ctr
Substance Abuse Services
118 East 8th Street
Port Angeles, WA 98362
(360) 457-0431
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS • CO AD WN MN DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Reflections Counseling Services Group
3430 East Highway 101
Suite 3
Port Angeles, WA 98362
(360) 452-4062
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS • CO AD WN MN DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Trillium Treatment Center
528 West 8th Street
Port Angeles, WA 98362
(360) 457-9200
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI • DU WN MN TRMA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
WASHINGON

True Star Behavioral Health Services
1912 West 18th Street
Port Angeles, WA 98363
(360) 417-2282
Intake: (360) 565-2640
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD PI • CO AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

PORT ORCHARD
Action Counseling
729 Prospect Street
Suite 200
Port Orchard, WA 98366
(360) 895-1307
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MC SIPI • SS • CO DU VET ADM CJ • SE WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Kitsap Adolescent Recovery Services (KARS)
1338 SW Old Clifton Road
Port Orchard, WA 98367
(360) 337-5432
Intake: (360) 337-5472
SAF • SA • OP OIT • MD SIPI • AH • CO CJ AD TRMA XA DV • CHLD • FEM MALE

West Sound Treatment Center
1415 Lumsden Road
Port Orchard, WA 98367
(360) 876-9430
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SIPI MI • SS • AH • WN MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

PORT TOWNSEND
Believe In Recovery LLC
211 Taylor Street
Suite 20
Port Townsend, WA 98366
(360) 385-1258
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Gray Wolf Ranch
Port Townsend
3804 Hastings Avenue West
Port Townsend, WA 98368
(360) 385-5505
Intake: (800) 571-5505
SAF • SA • RES RL • SF • AH • CO AD MN • CHLD ADLT • MALE

Safe Harbor Recovery Center
Beacon of Hope Port Townsend
686 Lake Street
Suite 400
Port Townsend, WA 98368
(360) 385-3866
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SIPI • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

POULSBORO
New Beginning with Advantages
Poulsbo
19351 8th Avenue
Suite 204
Poulsbo, WA 98370
(360) 598-3929
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

PULLMAN
Palouse Recovery Center LLC
Pullman
1240 SE Bishop Boulevard
Suite P
Pullman, WA 99163
(509) 334-0718
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • AH • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Palouse River Counseling
340 Maple Street NE
Pullman, WA 99163
(509) 334-1133
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SIPI MI • SS PA • AH • CO AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

PUYALLUP
Good Samaritan Behavioral Health
325 East Pioneer Avenue
Puyallup, WA 98372
(253) 697-8400
Intakes: (253) 697-8120 (253) 697-3725
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI ATR • SS • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Lakeside Milam Recovery Centers
Puyallup
405 West Stewart Avenue
Suite A
Puyallup, WA 98371
(253) 840-8687
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Sea Mar Behavioral Health
Puyallup
12812 101st Avenue Court East
Suite 202
Puyallup, WA 98373
(253) 864-4770
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD • SS • AH SP • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Social Treatment Opportunity Programs (STOP)/Puyallup
13921 1st Meridian
Suite 101
Puyallup, WA 98373
(253) 770-4720
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF PI • SS • SP • CO DU GL CJ • SE AD WN MN TRMA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Sound Counseling Inc
719 East Main Avenue
Suite C
Puyallup, WA 98372
(253) 841-8165
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Sound Recovery Centers
201 Valley Avenue NW
Suite A
Puyallup, WA 98371
(253) 848-3363
Intake: (253) 320-9216
SAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF PI • IHS • WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
WASHINGTON

RAYMOND
Willapa Counseling Center/Raymond
300 Ocean Avenue
Raymond, WA 98577
(360) 942-2303
Intake: (360) 642-3787
MHSASF • SA DT • OP OD OIT ORT • SF MD MC SF PI MI • CO CJ SE AD WN MN TRMA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

REDMOND
Antioch Counseling and Treatment Services
Antioch Trt and Recovery Ministry
12316 134th Court NE
Redmond, WA 98052
(425) 284-2652
Intakes: (425) 756-5905 (425) 284-2659
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • SS PA • DU AD PW WN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Lakeside Milam Recovery Centers
Renton
1000 SW 7th Street
Suite B
Renton, WA 98057
(206) 248-4358
Intake: (800) 231-4303
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Programa SER/Renton
Sole Prop Under Miguel Orozco Delgado
918 South 2nd Street
Renton, WA 98057
(206) 293-2957
Intake: (206) 387-1240
DWI/DUI Clients Only
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • SP • DU CJ WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Vita Wellness and Recovery
Viral Changes Treatment Inc
451 SW 10th Street
Suite 100
Renton, WA 98057
(425) 336-4708
SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

RENTON
CRC Renton Clinic
2838 NE Sunset Boulevard
Renton, WA 98056
(425) 687-7082
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA MM BU OTPA • OP OMB OIT ORT • SF PI • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Creative Change Counseling of Renton 2
200 South Tobin Street
Suite A
Renton, WA 98057
(425) 255-5526
Intake: (253) 813-2011
MHSASF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI MI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Lakeside Milam Recovery Centers
Renton
1000 SW 7th Street
Suite B
Renton, WA 98057
(206) 248-4358
Intake: (800) 231-4303
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Northwest Recovery Centers LLC
17600 Talbot Road South
Suite 3
Renton, WA 98055
(425) 254-2899
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF SI PI • SS • DU CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Programa SER/Renton
Sole Prop Under Miguel Orozco Delgado
918 South 2nd Street
Renton, WA 98057
(206) 293-2957
Intake: (206) 387-1240
DWI/DUI Clients Only
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • SP • DU CJ WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Vita Wellness and Recovery
Viral Changes Treatment Inc
451 SW 10th Street
Suite 100
Renton, WA 98057
(425) 336-4708
SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

REPUBLIC
Northeast Washington Alliance Republic Counseling Services/Republic
65 North Keller Street
Republic, WA 99166
(509) 775-3341
MHSF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS • AH • DU • ADLT • FEM MALE

RICHLAND
Choices and Changes Inc
1236 Columbia Park Trail
Richland, WA 99352
(509) 735-7899
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF PI • SS • SP • DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Somerset Counseling Center
1305 Mansfield Street
Suite 6
Richland, WA 99352
(509) 942-1624
MHSASF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS • AH • CO DU AD WN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

SEATTLE
2nd Chance Recovery Ctr of Washington
235 SW 153rd Street
Seattle, WA 98166
(206) 242-4915
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • SS • DU GL VET CJ SE WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

A Positive Alternative Inc
4649 Sunnyside Avenue North
Suite 200
Seattle, WA 98103
(206) 547-1955
MHSASF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • W N MN • ADLT • FEM MALE

Alternatives Inc
3123 Eastlake Avenue East
Suite 100
Seattle, WA 98102
(206) 323-4750
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF PI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
Armstrong Alcohol and Drug Recovery
625 Strander Boulevard
Suite C
Seattle, WA 98188
(206) 575-1958
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • SS • CO DU GL ADM MF CJ SE AD WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Asian Counseling and Referral Service
3639 Martin Luther King Jr Way South
Seattle, WA 98144
(206) 695-5967
Intakes: (206) 695-7506 (206) 695-7600
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI MI • AH • CO • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Associated Behavioral Healthcare Inc
North Seattle Facility
2111 North Northgate Way
Suite 212
Seattle, WA 98133
(206) 781-2661
Intake: (425) 646-7279
MHSAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP OMB OIT ORT • SF MC PI MI • AH SP • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Associated Behavioral Healthcare Inc
West Seattle Branch
4700 42nd Avenue SW
Suite 480
Seattle, WA 98116
(245) 646-7279
MHSAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP OMB OIT ORT • SF MD PI MI • AH • DU TRMA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Avalon Center Inc
6957 California Avenue SW
Seattle, WA 98136
(206) 935-6228
MHSAF • SA NXN VTRL • OP ODT OIT ORT CT • SF PI • WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Center for Human Services
17018 15th Avenue NE
Seattle, WA 98155
(206) 362-7282 x 8826
Intakes: (206) 362-7282 (206) 631-8831
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • CO AD TRMA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Co Occurring Residential Program
1190 Beacon Avenue South
Seattle, WA 98178
(206) 772-6900
Intake: (253) 856-1825
MHSAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • RES RL • SF MD IHS • AH • CO CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Community Psychiatric Clinic
Northgate Branch
10501 Meridian Avenue North
Suite D
Seattle, WA 98133
(206) 461-4544
Intake: (206) 632-5009
MHF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS • AH • CO • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Community Psychiatric Clinic
Wallington Branch
4120 Stone Way North
Seattle, WA 98103
(206) 461-3707
Intake: (206) 632-5009
MHF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • AH • CO • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Consejo Counseling and Referral Servs
3808 South Angeline Street
Seattle, WA 98118
(206) 461-4880
Intakes: (206) 461-4880 x 1111 (206) 461-4880 x 1195
SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI • SS PA • SP • CO CJ SE WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Consejo Youth and Family Services
8615 14th Avenue South
Seattle, WA 98108
(206) 461-4880
Intakes: (206) 461-4880 x 1111 (206) 228-1052
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • MD SI • SS PA • SP • CO CJ AD TRMA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Cowlitz Tribal Health Seattle
Chemical Dependency Treatment Program
15455 65th Avenue South
Seattle, WA 98188
(206) 721-5170 x 2319
Intakes: (206) 466-5112 (206) 466-5114 (206) 466-5112 x 2319
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • AH • CO • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE
Downtown Emergency Service Center
515 3rd Avenue
Seattle, WA 98104
(206) 464-1570
Intake: (206) 464-6454-4014
MHSAF • SA BU • OP OIT ORT • SF MD ATR • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Emmanuel Counseling/Educational Servs
10550 Lake City Way NE
Suite F
Seattle, WA 98125
(206) 623-4589
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SF PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Evergreen Treatment Services
Unit 1
1700 Airport Way South
Seattle, WA 98134
(206) 223-3644
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SAMM DM OTPA • OP OMB ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • SP • CO PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Evergreen Treatment Services
Unit 1
1700 Airport Way South
Seattle, WA 98134
(206) 223-3644
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SAMM DM OTPA • OP OMB ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • SP • CO PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Evergreen Treatment Services
Unit 2
1740 Airport Way South
Seattle, WA 98134
(206) 223-3644
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SAMM DM OTPA • OP OMB ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • SP • CO PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Evergreen Treatment Services
Unit 3
1718 Airport Way South
Seattle, WA 98134
(206) 223-3644
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SAMM DM OTPA • OP OMB • SF MD SI PI • PW WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Guardian Recovery Program
4812 Aurora Avenue North
Seattle, WA 98103
(206) 545-0597
Intake: (206) 522-5856
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF SI PI MI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Harborview Medical Ctr Addictions Prog
2018 Broadway Avenue
Seattle, WA 98104
(206) 744-9600
Intake: (206) 744-9657
MHSAF • SA BU XN VTRL • OP OMB OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI ATR • SS PA • AH • CO DU WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Integrative Counseling Services
701 North 36th Street
Suite 300
Seattle, WA 98103
(206) 216-5000
MHSAF • SA BU XN VTRL • OP OMB OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI ATR • SS PA • AH • CO DU WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Island Assessment and Counseling Ctr
Seattle Branch
4250 Aurora Avenue North
Suite A-106
Seattle, WA 98103
(206) 547-2171
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • SS • SP • DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

La Esperanza HCS
15405 1st Avenue North
Suite 2
Seattle, WA 98148
(206) 306-2690
Intake: (206) 306-2690
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • SF • SS • CO PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Lakeside Milam Recovery Centers
12845 Ambaum Boulevard SW
Seattle, WA 98146
(800) 321-4303
Intake: (800) 321-4303
SAF • SA DT • RES RS RD • SF SI PI • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Lakeside Milam Recovery Centers
Seattle/Eastlake
2815 Eastlake Avenue East
Suite 100
Seattle, WA 98102
(206) 341-9373
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Neophyte Chemical Dependency Services
2821 South Jackson Street
Seattle, WA 98104
(206) 724-7395
Intake: (206) 724-7395
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI MI • PA • AH SP • CO GL CJ AD TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

New Traditions
9045 16th Avenue SW
Seattle, WA 98106
(206) 762-7207
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC PI • SS • DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Northwest Resources One LLC
22620 7th Avenue South
Seattle, WA 98198
(206) 824-9273
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC PI • SF • SS • CO DU CJ PW WN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM • F43

Nystrom and Associates Ltd
2150 North 107th Street
Suite 220
Seattle, WA 98133
(206) 467-5027
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • PA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

WASHINGTON
Pathways to Inner Balance LLC
1833 North 105th Street
Suite 101
Seattle, WA 98133
(425) 283-9102
Intake: (206) 478-1191
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF SI PI MI • SS • SP • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Pioneer Counseling Services
Branch of Pioneer Human Servs/Adult
1100 Virginia Street
Suite 210
Seattle, WA 98101
(206) 470-3856
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI • CO CJ PW TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Recovery Centers of King County
Detoxification Facility
1701 18th Avenue South
Seattle, WA 98144
(206) 325-5000x305
Intakes: (206) 325-5000x6 (206) 325-5000x0
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC PI • CO DU PW WN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Riverton Place
3020 South 128th Street
Seattle, WA 98168
(206) 242-5585
SAF • SA HH • OP OIT ORT • NP • PA • CO VET CJ SE MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • MALE

Schick Shadel Hospital
Substance Abuse Program
12101 Aurora Boulevard SW
Seattle, WA 98146
(206) 244-8100
Intake: (800) 272-8464
MHSAF • HA • DT MNX • HID HIT • SF SI PI • AH • WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Science and Management of Addictions
(SAMA)
18 West Mercer Street
Suite 370
Seattle, WA 98119
(206) 328-1719
Intake: (206) 328-7262
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF SI PI • SS • CO CJ PW TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Sea Mar Renacer Youth Treatment Center
10001 17th Place South
Seattle, WA 98168
(206) 766-6969x69965
Intakes: (206) 766-6969x69960 (206) 766-6973x69973
MHSAF • SA • RES RS CT • SF MD MC SI ATR • SS PA • SP • CO MF CJ AD TRMA BC DV • CHLD ADLT • MALE

Sea Mar Residential Alcohol/Drug Trt
Renacer Adult Program
10001 17th Place South
Seattle, WA 98160
(206) 812-6160
Intakes: (206) 812-6169x69169 (206) 766-6960x69960
MHSAF • SA • RES RS CT • SF MD SI PI MI ATR • SS PA • SP F70 • YAD ADLT • MALE • F70 F81 F92

Seattle Childrens Hospital
4540 Sand Point Way NE
Suite 200
Seattle, WA 98105
(206) 987-2028
Intake: (888) 987-2000
SA VTRL • OP ORT • PI MI • AH • CO AD • YAD ADLT • MALE

Seattle Counseling Services
Sexual Minorities
1216 Pine Street
Suite 300
Seattle, WA 98101
(206) 323-1768
MHSAF • SA BU • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS • GL • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Seattle Drug and Narcotic Center
10344 14th Avenue South
Seattle, WA 98186
(206) 767-0244
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI ATR • BC • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Shamrock Group Inc
10564 5th Avenue NE
Suite 301
Seattle, WA 98125
(206) 789-4784
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • SS • DU CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Sound Mental Health/Northgate
Counseling Services/Northgate
9706 4th Avenue
Suite 303
Seattle, WA 98115
(206) 302-2900
Intake: (206) 302-2200
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC PI ATR • SS • AH • CO AD • YAD YAD FTB • MALE

Sunrise Centers
12650 1st Avenue South
Seattle, WA 98168
(206) 248-3006
Intake: (206) 248-3029
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • DU CJ • SE WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
Swedish Medical Center/Ballard
Addiction Recovery Services
530 Tallman Avenue NW
Seattle, WA 98107
(206) 781-6209
Intake: (206) 781-6048
SAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • HID
HIT • SF MD MC PI ML • AH • PW
WN TRMA DV • CHLD YAD LT • FEM MALE

Therapeutic Health Services
Central Youth and Family Services
1901 Martin Luther King Jr Way South
Seattle, WA 98144
(206) 322-7676
Intakes: (206) 322-7676x226 (206) 322-7676x200
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • CJ AD • CHLD YAD LT • FEM MALE

Therapeutic Health Services
Seattle Division
1660 South Columbian Way
Mail Stop S-116-ATC
Seattle, WA 98108
(206) 764-2782x2782
Intake: (206) 764-2457
MHSAF • SA DT MM DM BU NXN VTRL • OP OD OMB OIT ORT HID
HIT CT • VAMC MD MC SI PI ML • PA • AH • CO VET WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

VA Puget Sound Healthcare System
Therapeutic Health Services
1201 South Jackson Street
Mail Stop S-116-ATC
Seattle, WA 98104
(206) 722-7152x3250
SAF • SA BU NXN • RES RL • SF MD
MC SI PI MHIS ATR • SS PA • AH • PW
WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

WAPI Community Services
3722 South Hudson Street
Seattle, WA 98118
(206) 223-9578
Intake: (206) 223-9578x17
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD • SS PA • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

SEATTLE

Thunderbird Treatment Center
9236 Renton Avenue South
Seattle, WA 98118
(206) 722-7152
Intakes: (206) 834-4045 (206) 722-7152x3250
SAF • SA BU NXN • RES RL • SF MD
MC SI PI MHIS ATR • SS PA • AH • PW
WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

WAPL Community Services
3722 South Hudson Street
Seattle, WA 98118
(206) 223-9578
Intake: (206) 233-9303x0
SAF • SA DT BU NXN • OP OMB OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI ML • FX • CJ PW
WN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F-37

Therapeutic Health Services
Shoreline Branch
16715 Aurora Avenue North
Suite 102
Seattle, WA 98133
(206) 546-9766
Intake: (206) 546-9766x0
SAF • SA MM BU NXN • OP OMB OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI ML • CO CJ PW
WN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Therapeutic Health Services
Summit Branch
1116 Summit Avenue
Seattle, WA 98101
(206) 323-0930x0
MHSAF • SA MM BU NXN • OP OMB OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI ML • AH • CJ PW • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Thunderbird Treatment Center
9236 Renton Avenue South
Seattle, WA 98118
(206) 722-7152
Intakes: (206) 834-4045 (206) 722-7152x3250
SAF • SA BU NXN • RES RL • SF MD
MC SI PI MHIS ATR • SS PA • AH • PW
WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

SEATTLE

VA Puget Sound Healthcare System
Therapeutic Health Services
1201 South Jackson Street
Mail Stop S-116-ATC
Seattle, WA 98104
(206) 722-7152x3250
SAF • SA BU NXN • RES RL • SF MD
MC SI PI MHIS ATR • SS PA • AH • PW
WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

WAPI Community Services
3722 South Hudson Street
Seattle, WA 98118
(206) 223-9578
Intake: (206) 233-9303x0
SAF • SA DT BU NXN • OP OMB OIT ORT • SF MD • SS PA • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

SHELTON

Pioneer Center North
Branch of Pioneer Human Services
24961 Thompson Drive
Sedro Woolley, WA 98284
(360) 856-3186
Intake: (360) 856-3185
SAF • SA DT BU • RES RL RD • SF • PA • AH • CO CJ SE MN TRMA • YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

United Northwest Recovery Center Inc
605 Sunset Park Drive
Suite B
Sedro Woolley, WA 98284
(360) 856-6300
SAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT CT • SF
SI PI • GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW
WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

SEQUIM

Olympic Personal Growth Center
390 East Cedar Street
Sequim, WA 98382
(360) 681-8463
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS • DU AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

New Directions Counseling/Shelton
506 West Franklin Street
Shelton, WA 98584
(360) 427-5232
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • SP • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Northwest Resources II Inc
235 South 3rd Street
Suite 14B
Shelton, WA 98584
(360) 426-0890
Intake: (360) 943-8810
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS • DU CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Social Trt Opportunity Programs II Inc
(509) 427-2050
Shelton, WA 98584
(360) 426-5654
SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • SS • DU CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Squaxin Island Tribe Behavioral Health
Outpatient Program
100 SE Whitener Road
Shelton, WA 98584
(360) 426-1582
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • MD SI PI MI HS • CO AD WN MN • CHLD
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

True North Student Assistance and
Treatment Services
807 East Pine Street
Shelton, WA 98584
(360) 427-2050
Intake: (360) 464-6870
(360) 426-0890
Shelton, WA 98584
(360) 426-5654
SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • SS • DU CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
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Abstemious Outpatient Clinic Inc
59 East Queen Avenue
Suite 108
Spokane, WA 99207
(509) 927-7814
Intake: (509) 326-7725
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • CJ AD WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Adept Assessment Center
DBA Adept
1321 North Ash Street
Spokane, WA 99201
(509) 327-3120
SAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT CT • SF SI PI MI • TR • SS • CO DU GL VET ADM
MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

American Behav Health Sys Mission
12715 East Mission Avenue
Spokane, WA 99216
(509) 232-5766
SAF • SA • RES RS RL • SF MD SI PI • SS • AH • CJ • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

American Behavioral Health Systems
Cozza
44 East Cozza Drive
Spokane, WA 99208
(509) 232-5766
Intake: (866) 729-8038
SAF • SA • RES RS RL • SF MD SI • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Assessment and Treatment Associates
515 West Francis Avenue
Suite 8
Spokane, WA 99205
(877) 479-5993
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Breakthrough Recovery Group Inc
11711 East Sprague Avenue
Suite D-4
Spokane, WA 99206
(509) 927-6838
MHSAF • SA BU VTRL • OP OMB OIT ORT CT • SF PI • SS • CO DU VET PW
WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Colonial Clinic
North 910 Washington Street
Suite 210
Spokane, WA 99201
(509) 327-9831
SAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF MC PI MI • DU WN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Daybreak Youth Services
Intensive Inpatient Program for Youth
628 South Cowley Street
Spokane, WA 99202
(509) 624-3227
Intakes: (888) 454-5506x26 (509) 624-3227
SAF • SA • RES RS RL • SF PI IHS • AH • CO AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

Daybreak Youth Services
NECC Outpatient
400 North Cook Street
Spokane, WA 99207
(509) 444-7033
Intake: (509) 444-7033x0
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI • AH • AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

Daybreak Youth Services
Outpatient Treatment
960 East 3rd Avenue
Spokane, WA 99202
(509) 444-7033
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI • AH • AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

Daybreak Youth Services
Valley Outpatient
10814 East Broadway Avenue
Suite D-4
Spokane, WA 99206
(509) 444-7033
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI • AH • AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

Dirkers and Associates Behavioral Hlth
715 East Sprague Avenue
Suite 115
Spokane, WA 99202
(509) 822-7395
Intake: (509) 263-7236
SAF • SA DT • OP ODT OIT ORT CT • SF PI • DU SE WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
Excelsior Youth Centers Inc  
3754 West Indian Trail Road  
Spokane, WA 99208  
(509) 328-7041x101  
Intake: (509) 328-7041x126  
MHSAF • SA • OP RS RL ORT • SF MD SI PI • CO AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

Gateway Counseling Services  
701 East 3rd Avenue  
Suite 101  
Spokane, WA 99202  
(509) 332-8855  
Intake: (509) 332-8855x102  
SAF • SA DLT BU • OP OMB ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS • AH • DU RN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Healing Lodge  
Butterfly Pel Pal W ichiya Girls CD  
5600 East 8th Avenue  
Spokane, WA 99212  
(509) 533-6910  
Intake: (509) 795-8340  
SAF • SA • RES RL • SF MD MC PI IHS • AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

Isabella House  
2308 West 3rd Avenue  
Spokane, WA 99201  
(509) 624-1244x204  
Intake: (509) 624-1244x207 (509) 624-1244x208  
SAF • SA HH • RES RL • SF MD MC PI MI • CO PW WN TRMA BC XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM

Lakeside Recovery Centers  
Spokane  
3710 North Monroe Street  
Spokane, WA 99205  
(509) 328-5234  
SAF • SA BU • OP OMB ORT ORT CT • SF MD PI • PW WN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Mann Granstaff VA Medical Center  
Substance Abuse Treatment Program  
4815 North Assembly Drive  
Spokane, WA 99205  
(509) 434-7014  
Intake: (509) 434-7285  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • VAMC SF PI MI • PA • AH • CO VET ADM CJ PW TRMA XA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Native Project  
1803 West Maxwell Avenue  
Spokane, WA 99201  
(509) 325-502  
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI IHS • SS • CO CJ AD TRMA XA DV • CHLD • FEM MALE

New Horizon Counseling Services  
Outpatient  
504 East 2nd Avenue  
Spokane, WA 99202  
(509) 838-6092x330  
Intake: (509) 838-6092x301 (509) 838-6092x0  
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI ATR • SS PA • AH SP FX • CO GL VET MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE • F92 N13 N30

North East Washington  
Treatment Alternatives  
1224 North Ash Street  
Spokane, WA 99201  
(509) 326-7740  
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI • SS • AH • CO CJ WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Partners with Families and Children  
Spokane  
1321 West Broadway Avenue  
Spokane, WA 99201  
(509) 473-4810  
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI ATR • SS • AH • CO AD PW WN MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Social Treatment Opportunity Programs (STOP)  
104 South Freya Street  
Blue Flag Building Suite 206  
Spokane, WA 99202  
(509) 927-3668  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF PI • SS • CJ SE WN MN TRMA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Spokane Addiction Recovery Centers  
Intensive Inpatient  
Spokane, WA 99204  
(509) 624-3251  
SAF • SA • RES RS RL ATR • AH • CO MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

Spokane Addiction Recovery Centers  
Outpatient Services  
1508 West 6th Avenue  
Spokane, WA 99204  
(509) 624-5228  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI ATR • SS • AH SP FX • CO DU PW WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F43
Spokane Heights Detox
524 East Francis Avenue
Spokane, WA 99208
(509) 919-4150
DT • RES RD CT • SF PI • IHS • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Spokane Regional Health District
Treatment Services
West 1101 College Avenue
Room 106
Spokane, WA 99201
(509) 324-1420
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA • MM • DM • OTPA • OP • OMB
ORT • SF • MD • MC • SI • PI • ATR • AH • VET
• YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

Spokane Treatment Solutions
15812 East Indiana Avenue
Suite 100
Spokane, WA 99216
(509) 795-3133 x20866
Intakes: (509) 795-3133 • (509) 724-3405
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA • MM • BU • OTPA • OP • OMB
ORT • SF • PI • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

Sun Ray Court
Adult Male Branch
518 South Browne Street
Spokane, WA 99204
(509) 456-5465
Intake: (509) 456-5465 x102
SAF • SA • BU • HH • RESRD • RL • MD • SI
PI • IHS • ATR • AH • MN • YAD • ADLT • MALE

YFA Connections
22 South Thor Street
Spokane, WA 99202
(509) 332-2000
Intake: (509) 332-2000 x15
MHSAF • SA • NXN • OP • OIT • ORT • SF • MD • PI • ATR • AH • CO • DU • YAD
ADLT • FEM • MALE

### STEVENSON

Skamania County Community Health
710 SW Rock Creek Drive
Stevenson, WA 98648
(509) 427-3850
MHSAF • SA • NXN • VTRL • OP • OIT • ORT • SF • MD • MC • SI • PI • MI • SS • AH
• CO • DU • GL • CJ • SE • AD • PW • WN • MN • TRMA • XA • DV • CHLD • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

### SUMNER

Center East
Sumner Branch
1110 Fryar Avenue
Suite B
Sumner, WA 98390
(253) 284-9030
SAF • SA • OP • OIT • ORT • SF • MD • SS • AD • CHLD • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

### SUNNYSIDE

Innovation Resource Center
214 South 6th Street
Suite 3
Sunnyside, WA 98944
(509) 836-2400
SAF • SA • OP • OIT • ORT • SF • PI • SS • SP • CJ • ATR • CHLD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

### TACOMA

A Change Counseling Services Inc
Tacoma
4002 South M Street
Suite C
Tacoma, WA 98418
(253) 473-1844
SAF • SA • OP • OIT • ORT • SF • PI • MI • IHS • DU • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

Adonai Counseling and Employment
1321 Martin Luther King Jr Way
Tacoma, WA 98405
(253) 474-0633
MHSAF • SA • OP • OIT • ORT • CT • SF • MD • MC • SI • PI • MI • SS • AH • CO • DU
GL • VET • ADM • MF • CJ • SE • AD • PW • WN • MN • TRMA • XA • DV • CHLD • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

Alta Counseling
702 Broadway
Suite 102
Tacoma, WA 98402
(253) 473-7586
Intake: (253) 365-2000
SAF • SA • OP • OIT • ORT • CT • SF • PI • AH • DU • CHLD • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

Army Substance Abuse Program
Clinical Services
Liggett and 3rd Avenue
Building 2008-B
Tacoma, WA 98433
(253) 967-2202
Intake: (253) 968-6765
SAF • SA • BU • NXN • OP • OMB • ODT • OIT • ORT • CT • MI • SF • FX • VET • ADM • MF
WN • MN • TRMA • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE • F28 • F30 • F47

Avenue of Recovery
11006 Pacific Avenue South
Suite 4
Tacoma, WA 98444
(253) 548-0779
Intake: (253) 678-3551
SAF • SA • OP • OIT • ORT • CT • SF • PI • MI • ATR • SS • DU • WNW • MN • YAD • ADLT • MALE

Castedee Williams and Associates
8833 Pacific Avenue
Suite D
Tacoma, WA 98444
(253) 536-2881
SAF • SA • OP • OIT • ORT • SF • PI • CO • DU • VET • ADM • MF • CJ • SE • AD • PW • WNW
MN • TRMA • XA • DV • CHLD • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE
### Washington

**Center Main Facility**  
Metropolitan Development Council  
721 South Fawcett Avenue  
Suite 101  
Tacoma, WA 98402  
(253) 593-2740  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI • SS • AH • CO DU • W • TR • MA X • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

**Community Counseling Institute Inc**  
2502 Tacoma Avenue South  
Tacoma, WA 98402  
(253) 759-0852  
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI • SS PA • FX • CO DU • GL • VET MF • SF • AD • W • MN • TRMA • XA • DV • CHLD • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

**Consejo Counseling and Referral Services/Tacoma Branch**  
519 Orchard Street West  
Unit B  
Tacoma, WA 98404  
(253) 777-1777  
Intake: (253) 777-1777  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • SS PA • SP • CO GL • CJ AD TRMA XA • CHLD ADLT • FEM • MALE

**FH Counseling and Associates PLLC**  
917 Pacific Avenue  
Suite 212  
Tacoma, WA 98402  
(253) 777-4772  
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • SS PA • SP • CO GL • CJ AD TRMA XA • CHLD ADLT • FEM • MALE

**Foundation for Multicultural Solutions**  
El Camino Program  
2316 South State Street  
Suite B  
Tacoma, WA 98405  
(253) 572-3214  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD • SP • DU AD MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM • MALE

**Grace Recovery Centers LLC**  
10116 Portland Avenue East  
Suite A  
Tacoma, WA 98445  
(253) 327-1505  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM • MALE

**Lakeside Milam Recovery Centers**  
Tacoma  
3315 South 23rd Street  
Suite 102  
Tacoma, WA 98405  
(253) 272-2242  
Intake: (800) 231-4303  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • AD • CHLD • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

**Pierce County Alliance**  
510 Tacoma Avenue South  
Tacoma, WA 98402  
(253) 572-4750  
Intakes: (253) 502-5400 (253) 572-4753  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI ATR • SS • CO VET CJ W • MN • TRMA • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

**Pioneer Counseling Tacoma**  
Pioneer Human Services  
758 Saint Helens Avenue  
Tacoma, WA 98402  
(253) 274-0484  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI ATR • AH • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM • MALE

**Prosperity Wellness Center**  
501 112th Street East  
Tacoma, WA 98446  
(253) 531-2103  
Intake: (253) 863-1380  
SAF • SA BU • NXN VTRL • RES RS • SF MD MC SI • CO CJ W • P • W • TRMA • XA • DV • YAD ADLT • FEM

**Puyallup Tribal Treatment Center**  
2209 East 32nd Street  
Building 2 Treatment Services  
Tacoma, WA 98404  
(253) 593-0247x370  
Intake: (253) 593-0247  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • MD MC SI PI • IH • HS • PA • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM • MALE

**Sea Mar Behavioral Health**  
Tacoma  
1119 Tacoma Avenue South  
Tacoma, WA 98402  
(253) 396-1634  
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI ATR • SS PA • AH • SP • CO DU GL • VET ADM • MF • CJ • PW • W • VN • MN • TRMA • XA • DV • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

**Sea Mar Residential Alc Drug Treatment**  
Inpatient  
1415 Center Street  
Tacoma, WA 98409  
(253) 280-9860x61863  
Intake: (253) 280-9860x61861  
SAF • SA • RES RS • SF MD • MC SI • AH • SP • FX • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE • F70 • F81

**Serenity Counseling Services**  
5005 Pacific Highway East  
Suite 20  
Tacoma, WA 98424  
(253) 922-6522  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • SS • DU • CHLD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

**Social Treatment Opportunity Programs (STOP)/Tacoma**  
4301 South Pine Street  
Suite 112  
Tacoma, WA 98409  
(253) 471-0890  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF PI • SS • CO DU CJ AD W • MN • TRMA • XA • DV • CHLD • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE

**Tacoma Detoxification Center**  
5005 Pacific Highway East  
Suite 20  
Tacoma, WA 98424  
(253) 922-6522  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • SS • DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM • MALE

**Sea Mar Residential Alc Drug Treatment**  
Inpatient  
1415 Center Street  
Tacoma, WA 98409  
(253) 280-9860x61863  
Intake: (253) 280-9860x61861  
SAF • SA • RES RS • SF MD • MC SI • AH • SP • FX • YAD • ADLT • FEM • MALE • F70 • F81

*For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.*
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Contact Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tacoma Pierce County Health Department</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment Services Unit 1</td>
<td>3629 South D Street, Tacoma, WA 98418 (253) 798-6576 Methadone Clients Only SAF • SA MM DM OTPA • OP OMB ORT • SF MD SI PI ATR • PA • AH • TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Veterans Puget South HealthCare Systems</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Lake Division</td>
<td>9600 Veterans Drive, Tacoma, WA 98493 (253) 582-8440 Intakes: (253) 583-1605x72013 (253) 583-1609x72013 SAF • SA DT MM DM BU NXN VTRL • OP RES RS OD OMB OIT ORT • VAMC MD MC SI PI M1 • PA • AH • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Taholah</strong></td>
<td>Quinault Indian Nation Chemical Dependency Program 1505 Kla Ook Wa Drive Taholah, WA 98587 (360) 276-4405 Intake: (360) 276-4405x454 SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC PI M1 • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Topenish</strong></td>
<td>Merit Resource Services 321 West 1st Avenue Topenish, WA 98948 (509) 865-5233 SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI ATR • SS • AH • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Nueva Vida Counseling Services LLC</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>402 West First Avenue Topenish, WA 98948 (509) 865-9034 SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • SS • SP • DU CJ WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Yakama Nation Comprehensive Community Alcoholism Program</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20 Gunnyon Road Topenish, WA 98948 (509) 865-5121x458 Intake: (509) 865-5121x4455 SAF • SA • OP ORT • MD MC IHS ATR • PA • AH SP • WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Vancover</strong></td>
<td>Affinity Counseling and Treatment 12503 SE Mill Plain Boulevard Suite 119-A Vancouver, WA 98684 (360) 314-6507 SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • SS • DU WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Columbia River Mental Health NorthStar</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6926 East 4th Plain Boulevard Vancouver, WA 98661 (360) 993-3000 Intake: (360) 993-3003 SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI ATR • CO DU GL WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Community Services Northwest</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1601 East 4th Plain Boulevard Building 17 Suite B-222 Vancouver, WA 98661 (360) 397-8484 MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI M1 • ATR • SS • AH • CO DU AD PW MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cowlitz Tribal Treatment Vancouver</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7700 NE 26th Avenue Vancouver, WA 98665 (360) 397-8228 SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI IHS ATR • PA • AD WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Daybreak Vancouver Outpatient</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11818 SE Mill Plain Boulevard Suite 307 Vancouver, WA 98683 (360) 750-9635 SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD SI PI • AH • AD • CHLD • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Daybreak Youth Services
Vancouver Male Youth
2924 Falk Road
Vancouver, WA 98661
(360) 750-9588
Intakes: (888) 454-5506x26 (509) 624-3272x26
SAF • SA • RES RS RL • SF MD SI PI IHS • AH • AD MN • CHLD • MALE

LifeLine Connections
1601 East 4th Plain Boulevard
Building 17
Vancouver, WA 98661
(360) 397-8246
Intakes: (360) 696-4061x31841 (503) 220-8262x31841
SAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP RES RS RL OMB OIT ORT CT • VAMC MI • SS PA • CO DU GL VET CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XD DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Serenity Lane
4305 NE Thurston Way
Suite E
Vancouver, WA 98662
(360) 213-1216
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Starting Point Inc
Mill Plain Clinic
801 Grand Boulevard
Vancouver, WA 98661
(360) 696-2010
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF PI • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW WN MN DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Vancouver Treatment Solutions
2009 NE 117th Street
Suite 101
Vancouver, WA 98686
(360) 566-9112
Intake: (855) 675-4375
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA MM BU VTRL OTPA • OP OMB ORT • SF PI • AH • GL VET SE PW WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Veterans Affairs Medical Center Substance Abuse Treatment Program
1601 East 4th Plain Boulevard
Vancouver, WA 98661
(360) 690-1841
Intakes: (360) 696-4061x31841 (503) 220-8262x31841
SAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP RES RS RL OMB OIT ORT CT • VAMC MI • SS PA • CO DU GL VET CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XD DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Western Psychological and Counseling Services PC
7507 NE 51st Street
Vancouver, WA 98662
(360) 906-1190
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • DU AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

VERALEAD
New Horizon Counseling Services
Valley Branch of New Horizon Care Ctrs
15407 East Mission Street
Suite 100
Verdale, WA 99037
(509) 927-1543
Intake: (509) 927-1543x101
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI ATR • SS • AH • CO DU GL VET ADM CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XD DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

WALLA WALLA
Serenity Point Counseling Services
919 South 2nd Avenue
Walla Walla, WA 99362
(509) 529-6036
Intake: (509) 529-6038x102
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI • SS • SP • CO DU CJ AD PW TRMA XD DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

VA Medical/Jonathan M Wainwright Mem SARRTP/Res and Outpatient Treatment
77 Wainwright Drive
Walla Walla, WA 99362
(509) 525-5200x22800
Intake: (509) 525-5200x26436
MHSAF • SA BU NXN • OP RES RS RL OMB ORT CT • VAMC SF PI • VET • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

WAPATO
Merit Resource Services
Wapato Branch
312 West 2nd Street
Wapato, WA 98951
(509) 877-7271
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI ATR • SS • AH • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

WELLPINIT
Spokane Tribe Substance Abuse Program
Spokane Tribe Mental Health
6228 Old School Road
Wellpinit, WA 99040
(509) 258-7502x24
Intakes: (509) 258-7502x11 (509) 258-7502
MHSAF • SA BU • OP OMB ORT • MD SI IHS • AH • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

WENATCHEE
Center for Alcohol and Drug Treatment
327 Okanogan Avenue
Wenatchee, WA 98801
(509) 662-9673
SAF • SA DT • OP RES RS RD ODT OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS • AH SP • CO AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Columbia Counseling 607 LLC
610 North Mission Street
Suite 106
Wenatchee, WA 98801
(509) 888-4404
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • SP • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Shipowick Smith Counseling and Positive Living Center
326 North Miller Street
Wenatchee, WA 98801
(509) 667-0679
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI MI • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
WHITE SALMON
Dependency Hlth Services/White Salmon Branch of Central WA Comprehension
432 NE Tohoomish Street
White Salmon, WA 98672
(509) 493-3400
MHS AF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD
MC SI PI • CO • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

WOODINVILLE
Motivations Treatment Center
17311 135th Avenue NE
Suite B-750
Woodinville, WA 98072
(425) 481-2112
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • DU
CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

YAKIMA
Apple Valley Counseling Services
611 West A Street
Yakima, WA 98902
(509) 452-1000
Intake: (509) 833-3832
SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • SS • SP • CJ
WN MN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Barth and Associates
Barth Clinic
201 East Lincoln Avenue
Suite 100
Yakima, WA 98901
(509) 457-5653
Intake: (877) 457-5657
SAF • SA DT • OP OD OIT ORT • SF PI
CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Behavioral Health Services
120 South 3rd Street
Suite 100
Yakima, WA 98901
(509) 575-8457
Intake: (800) 303-9387x200
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI
MI ATR • SS • SP • AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Beths Place
608 Superior Lane
Yakima, WA 98902
(509) 853-4176
Intake: (509) 853-4179 (509) 248-1800
SAF • SA BU • RES RL • SF MD • PA • PW
BC • YAD ADLT • FEM

Casta
Branch of Triumph Treatment Services
605 Superior Lane
Yakima, WA 98902
(509) 853-4173
Intake: (509) 853-4179 (509) 248-1800
SAF • SA BU • RES RL • SF MD • PA • PW
BC • YAD ADLT • FEM

Central Washington Comp MH and
Dependency Health Services/Detox
505 South 4th Avenue
Yakima, WA 98902
(509) 248-1200
Intake: (509) 453-2900
MHS AF • DT • RES RL • MD SI PI
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Central Washington Comprehensive MH
402 South 4th Avenue
Yakima, WA 98902
(509) 574-5111
Intake: (509) 575-4084
MH F • SA MM DM • OP OMB ORT
• SF MD PI • AH • PW • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Community Counseling Clinic LLC
2642 Main Street
Yakima, WA 98903
(509) 452-6546
Intake: (509) 453-1318
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF PI • SS • SP
• DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW WN
MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Dependency Hlth Services/Yakima Outpt
Central WA Comprehensive Mental Health
505 South 4th Avenue
Yakima, WA 98902
(509) 248-1200
MHS AF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD
MC SI PI MI ATR • CO DU • CHLD
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Ideal Balance
801 Summitview Avenue
Yakima, WA 98902
(509) 440-3387
GTF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI
PW WN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

La Clinica Noroeste de
Comportamientos Modificados
917 East Pitcher Street
Yakima, WA 98901
(509) 457-8554
Intake: (509) 547-2094
MHS AF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD
MC SI PI MI IHS ATR • SS • AH SP • CO
DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD WN
MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Merit Resource Services
315 North 2nd Street
Yakima, WA 98901
(509) 469-9366
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI
• SS • AH • CJ • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Parkway Place Transitional Housing
9 South Naches Avenue
Yakima, WA 98901
(509) 853-4128
HH

Pathways Adult Residential Treatment
307 West Walnut Street
Yakima, WA 98902
(509) 453-4274
Intake: (509) 575-4084
MHS AF • SA • OP RES RS RL ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • CO VET WN MN
TRMA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone Number</th>
<th>Intake Phone Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>WASHINGTON</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red House</td>
<td>Branch Facility of Triumph Trt Servs</td>
<td>(509) 575-4810</td>
<td>(509) 853-4179</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>613 Superior Lane</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yakima, WA 98902</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(509) 575-4810</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sundown M Ranch</td>
<td>2280 State Route 821</td>
<td>(509) 457-0990</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yakima, WA 98901</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(509) 457-0990</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triumph Treatment Services Inc</td>
<td>Community Drug and Alcohol Center</td>
<td>(509) 248-1800</td>
<td>(509) 248-1800x301 (509) 248-1800x302</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>102 South Naches Avenue</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yakima, WA 98901</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(509) 248-1800</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triumph Treatment Servs/ Inspiration</td>
<td>3300 Roosevelt Avenue</td>
<td>(509) 571-1455</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yakima, WA 98902</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(509) 571-1455</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discovery Counseling</td>
<td>Alcohol and Drug Services</td>
<td>(360) 400-2242</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>306 2nd Street NE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yelm, WA 98597</td>
<td>(360) 400-2242</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**YELM**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone Number</th>
<th>Intake Phone Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>True North Student Assistance and Treatment Service System</td>
<td>1315 Yelm Highway</td>
<td>(360) 458-6233</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yelm, WA 98597</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(360) 464-6870</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For Code Definitions - See **KEY** on Page v.
### West Virginia

#### Clarksburg

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone Numbers</th>
<th>Services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clarksburg Treatment Center</td>
<td>706 Oakmound Road</td>
<td>(304) 623-5661</td>
<td>Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Summit Center</td>
<td>1 Hospital Drive</td>
<td>(800) 786-6480</td>
<td>Substance Abuse Services</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Clarksburg Health & Rehabilitation Center

- **Address**: 3 Hospital Plaza, Clarksburg, WV 26301
- **Phone**: (304) 623-5661
- **Services**: Substance Abuse Services

#### Clarksburg VA Medical Center

- **Address**: 1 Medical Center Drive, Clarksburg, WV 26301
- **Phone**: (304) 623-3461
- **Services**: Substance Abuse Services

#### Danville

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone Numbers</th>
<th>Services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Preterra Center for MH Services Inc</td>
<td>125 Morgantown Road</td>
<td>(304) 235-2954</td>
<td>Substance Abuse Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Summit Center</td>
<td>6 Hospital Plaza</td>
<td>(304) 623-5661</td>
<td>Substance Abuse Services</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Delbarton

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone Numbers</th>
<th>Services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Logan/Mingo Area Mental Health Inc</td>
<td>67 Logan Mingo Drive</td>
<td>(304) 792-7130</td>
<td>Substance Abuse Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Summit Center</td>
<td>1 Hospital Drive</td>
<td>(800) 786-6480</td>
<td>Substance Abuse Services</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Dunbar

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone Numbers</th>
<th>Services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Preterra Addiction Recovery Centers</td>
<td>1143 Dunbar Avenue</td>
<td>(304) 766-7336</td>
<td>Substance Abuse Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Summit Center</td>
<td>6 Hospital Plaza</td>
<td>(800) 786-6480</td>
<td>Substance Abuse Services</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Elkins

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone Numbers</th>
<th>Services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Appalachian Community Health Ctr Inc</td>
<td>725 Yoctum Street</td>
<td>(304) 366-7174</td>
<td>Substance Abuse Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Veterans Affairs Medical Center</td>
<td>1 Medical Center Drive</td>
<td>(304) 623-3461</td>
<td>Substance Abuse Services</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Fairmont

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone Numbers</th>
<th>Services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Valley Healthcare System</td>
<td>100 Crosswind Drive</td>
<td>(304) 363-2228</td>
<td>Substance Abuse Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valley Healthcare System</td>
<td>202 Columbia Street</td>
<td>(304) 363-2228</td>
<td>Substance Abuse Services</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Fayetteville

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone Numbers</th>
<th>Services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FMRSA Health Systems Inc</td>
<td>209 West Maple Avenue</td>
<td>(304) 366-2351</td>
<td>Substance Abuse Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valley Healthcare System</td>
<td>202 Columbia Street</td>
<td>(304) 363-2228</td>
<td>Substance Abuse Services</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Franklin

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone Numbers</th>
<th>Services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Valley Healthcare System</td>
<td>100 Crosswind Drive</td>
<td>(304) 363-2228</td>
<td>Substance Abuse Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valley Healthcare System</td>
<td>202 Columbia Street</td>
<td>(304) 363-2228</td>
<td>Substance Abuse Services</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
GLENVILLE
United Summit Center
Gilmer County Office
1471 WV Highway SE
Glenville, WV 26351
(304) 623-5661
Intake: (800) 786-6480
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC PI • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

GRAFTON
Valley Healthcare System
501 North Pike Street
Grafton, WV 26354
(304) 265-3947
Intake: (304) 296-3731
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MS PI • PA • AH • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

HINTON
FMRS Health Systems Inc
198 Pleasant Street
Hinton, WV 25951
(304) 466-3899
Intake: (304) 256-7100
MHSAF • SA • VTRL • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • PA • SP • ADLT • FEM MALE

HUNTINGTON
Huntington Treatment Center
135 4th Avenue
Huntington, WV 25701
(304) 525-5691
Intake: (304) 525-5691x318 (800) 525-1449
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MS PI • AH • CO CJ PW WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Laurelwood
Transitional Living
432 6th Avenue
Huntington, WV 25701
(304) 525-5250
Intake: (304) 525-7851x0
SAF • SA • RES RL • SF MD • AH • YAD ADLT • MALE

Prestera Center for MH Services Inc
1853 8th Avenue
Huntington, WV 25701
(304) 525-7851
Intake: (304) 525-4673
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI • SS PA • PW MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Prestera Center for MH Services Inc
One Prestera Way
Huntington, WV 25705
(304) 525-7851
Intake: (877) 399-7776
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • PA • AH • CO • CJ PW WN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Precrest Center for MH Services Inc
Pinecrest Short Term Residential Trr
5600 U.S. Route 60 East
Huntington, WV 25705
(800) 642-3434
Intake: (304) 525-7851x0 (877) 399-7776
SAF • SA • RES RS CT • SF MD MS SI PI MI • CO CJ PW WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Precrest Center for MH Services Inc
Pinecrest/Detox
5600 U.S. Route 60 East
Huntington, WV 25705
(304) 525-7851
Intake: (304) 525-7851
MHSAF • SA • DT BU VTRL HH • OP RES RS RL RD OD OMB ODT OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • CO DU CJ AD MN BC • ADLT • FEM MALE

Prestera Center for MH Services Inc
Safe Quarters Homeless Program
1030 7th Avenue
Huntington, WV 25701
(304) 523-0293x335
HH

Riverview Hospital
1230 6th Avenue
Huntington, WV 25701
(304) 526-9111
Intake: (800) 992-9101 (800) 621-2673
MH • SA BU NN • OP OMB OIT ORT CT • VAMC PI MI • AH • VET TRMA XA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Word House Inc
Focus Consultation Services
401 10th Street
The Saint James Building Suite 320
Huntington, WV 25701
(304) 523-9673

Kearneysville
Olympia Center/Preston Inc
Adolescent Treatment Program
Route 7
Kearneysville, WV 25430
(304) 725-7565
MHSAF • SA • BU NN • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MS SI PI MI • PA • ADLT • FEM MALE

KINGWOOD
Olympia Center/Preston Inc
Adolescent Treatment Program
Route 7
Kingwood, WV 26537
(304) 329-2400
MHSAF • SA • DT • RES RL RD • SF MD • CO CJ AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
Valley Healthcare System
202 Tunnelton Street
Garden Towers
Kingwood, WV 26537
(304) 296-1731
Intake: (304) 329-1059
MHSASF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • PA • AH • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

LOGAN
Logan/Mingo Area Mental Health Inc
Route 10
3 Mile Curve
Logan, WV 25601
(304) 792-7130
Intake: (304) 792-7130x1000
MHSASF • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP OMB ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

MARLINTON
Seneca Health Services Inc
704 3rd Avenue
Suite A
Marlinton, WV 24954
(304) 799-6865
MHSASF • SA BU NXN • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS PA • DU • ADLT • FEM MALE

MARTINSBURG
Behavioral Health Services of Shenandoah Valley Medical Systems
99 Tavern Road
Martinsburg, WV 25401
(304) 263-7023
MHSASF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP OD OMB ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • SP • CO CJ PW WN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

CAT 5/Substance Abuse Services
510 Butler Avenue
Martinsburg, WV 25405
(304) 263-0811
Intakes: (304) 263-0811x3897 (304) 263-0811x2397
SAF • SA • RES RL • VAMCNP • PA • CO GL VET ADM CJ SE WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Eastridge Health Systems
Berkeley County Office
235 South Water Street
Martinsburg, WV 25401
(304) 263-8954
MHSASF • SA BU NXN • OP OMB ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • PA • AH • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Martinsburg Institute
223 Eagle School Road
Martinsburg, WV 25404
(304) 263-1101
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM OTPA • OP OD OMB ORT CT • SF • CO PW WN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

MAXWELTON
Seneca Health Services Inc
804 Industrial Park Road
Suite 1
Maxwelton, WV 24957
(304) 497-0500
Intake: (304) 497-0500
MHSASF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP OD OMB ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS PA • AH • DU • ADLT • FEM MALE

MOOREFIELD
Potomac Highlands MH Guild Inc
139 North Main Street
Moorefield, WV 26836
(304) 257-4687
Intake: (304) 538-2302
MHSASF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS PA • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

MORGANTOWN
Chestnut Ridge Center
WVU Hospitals Inc
930 Chestnut Ridge Road
Morgantown, WV 26505
(304) 598-6400
Intakes: (304) 598-4214 (800) 982-6277
MHSASF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP RES RL OD OMB ODT OIT ORT HD HIT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • CO CJ AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

United Summit Center
40 Commerce Drive
Suite 100
Morgantown, WV 26501
(304) 241-1708
MHSASF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS PA • GL AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Valley Alliance Treatment Services Inc
53 Don Knotts Boulevard
Morgantown, WV 26508
(304) 284-0025
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA MM DM BU OTPA • OP OMB ORT CT • SF • AH • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

MOUNTAINS ROAD
Northwood Health Systems
Marshall County Outpatient
10 Ash Avenue
Moundsville, WV 26041
(304) 845-3000
Intakes: (304) 845-3000x4221 (304) 234-3570x3261
MHSASF • SA VTRL • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • PA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

MOOREFIELD
Potomac Highlands MH Guild Inc
139 North Main Street
Moorefield, WV 26836
(304) 257-4687
Intake: (304) 538-2302
MHSASF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS PA • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

MORDONTOWN
Chestnut Ridge Center
WVU Hospitals Inc
930 Chestnut Ridge Road
Morgantown, WV 26505
(304) 598-6400
Intakes: (304) 598-4214 (800) 982-6277
MHSASF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP RES RL OD OMB ODT OIT ORT HD HIT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • CO CJ AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

NEW MARTINSVILLE
Northwood Health Systems
301 Scott Avenue
Morgantown, WV 26508
(304) 296-1731x4320
Intakes: (304) 296-1731 (800) 232-0020
MHSASF • SA BU • OP OMB ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS PA • AH • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
Northwood Health Systems
747 2nd Street
New Martinsville, WV 26155
(304) 455-3607x7515
Intakes: (304) 455-3622 (304) 455-3607
MHSAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP OD OIT • SF MD MC SI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

PARKERSBURG
Parkersburg Treatment Center
184 Holiday Hills Drive
Parkersburg, WV 26104
(304) 420-2400
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU VTRL OTPA • OP OD OMB OIT ORT • SF MD PI • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • MALE

Westbrook Health Services
Amity Detox and Treatment Center
1011 Mission Drive
Parkersburg, WV 26101
(304) 485-1781
SAF • SA DT VTRL • RES RS RD • SF MD • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

PARSONS
Appalachian Community Health Ctr Inc
Tucker County Substance Abuse Services
601 Walnut Street
Parsons, WV 26287
(304) 478-2764
Intake: (888) 357-3232
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

POINT PLEASANT
Prentera Center for MH Services Inc
Mason County Office
715 Main Street
Point Pleasant, WV 25550
(304) 675-2361
Intakes: (304) 675-2361x3510 (800) 642-3434x3510
MHSAF • SA BU NXN • OP OMB ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • SS PA • AH • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

PRINCETON
Southern Highlands
Legends
327 Mercer Street
Princeton, WV 24740
(304) 425-9489
SAF • SA • RES RL • SF MD PI • PA • CO MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

Southwestern Highlands
Community MH Center Inc
200 12th Street Extension
Princeton, WV 24740
(304) 425-9411x1228
Intake: (304) 425-9411x1224
MHSAF • SA BU NXN • OP OMT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

RIPLEY
Westbrook Health Services
3066 Charleston Road
Ripley, WV 25271
(304) 372-6833
Intake: (304) 372-6833x305
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • DU • ADLT • CHLD AD LT • FEM MALE

Potomac Highlands MH Guild Inc
Hampshire County
245 Charlevoix Place
Romney, WV 26757
(304) 822-3897
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • PA • AH • DU AD TRMA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

SAINT ALBANS
PARC/Riverside
7004 Kanawha Street
Saint Albans, WV 25177
(304) 525-7851
Intakes: (304) 722-1795x461 (304) 722-3368x461
SA BU NXN • RES RS RL CT • SF MD • YAD ADLT • MALE

SAINT MARYS
Westbrook Health Services
210 Main Street
Saint Marys, WV 26170
(304) 684-2656x715
Intakes: (304) 684-2656 (304) 684-2658
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • DU AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

SPENCER
Westbrook Health Services
Roane County Office
227 Clay Road
Spencer, WV 25276
(304) 485-1721x404
Intake: (304) 927-5200
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • DU • ADLT • FEM MALE

SUMMERSVILLE
Seneca Health Services Inc
1 Stevens Road
Summersville, WV 26651
(304) 872-2659
MHF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP OD ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS PA • DU • ADLT • FEM MALE

SUTTON
Braxton County Fellowship Home
72 South Stonewall Street
Sutton, WV 26601
(304) 765-2616
SAF • SA HH • OP RES RL ORT CT • SF • CO CJ WN • YAD ADLT • FEM
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Facility Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Contact Numbers</th>
<th>Services Provided</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WEBSTER SPRINGS</td>
<td>Seneca Health Services Inc</td>
<td>70 Parcoal Road, Webster Springs, WV 26288</td>
<td>(304) 847-5425, (304) 745-2801</td>
<td>MHF, SA DT, OP ORT, SF MD, SI, PA, AD, YAD, ADLT, FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TERRA ALTA</td>
<td>United Summit Center</td>
<td>Route 3 Box 223, Terra Alta, WV 26764</td>
<td>(304) 789-3142, (304) 623-5661</td>
<td>SAF, SA DT, RES, RL, MD, SS, CO GL, VETF, MC, PI, PW, WN, MN, TRMA, XA, DV, YAD, ADLT, FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRIADELPHIA</td>
<td>CRC Health Group Inc</td>
<td>Wheeling Treatment Center, 40 Orts Lane, Triadelphia, WV 26059</td>
<td>(304) 547-9197, Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only</td>
<td>MHSAF, SA DT, MM, DM, BU, VRTL, OMP, OP, OD, OMB, ORT, CT, SF, MD, PI, CO, PW, WN, YAD, ADLT, FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIENNA</td>
<td>Westbrook Health Services</td>
<td>Wood County/Substance Abuse Services, 2121 7th Street, Vienna, WV 26105</td>
<td>(304) 485-1721, Intake: (304) 485-1774x115</td>
<td>MHSAF, SA DT, BU, NXN, VTRL, OP ORT, SF MD, MC, SI, PI, CO, DU, AD, PW, WN, MN, TRMA, XA, DV, YAD, ADLT, FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WAYNE</td>
<td>Wayne County Outpatient Services</td>
<td>146 Kenova Avenue, Wayne, WV 25570</td>
<td>(304) 272-3466x4014, Intake: (304) 745-2801</td>
<td>MHSAF, SA, NXN, OP ORT, CT, SF MD, MC, SI, PI, PA, CJ, AD, ADLT, FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WELCH</td>
<td>Southern Highlands Community Mental Health Center</td>
<td>19805 Coal Heritage Road, Welch, WV 24801</td>
<td>(304) 436-2106, Intake: (800) 786-6480</td>
<td>MHSAF, SA BU, OP, OMB, ORT, SF MD, MC, SI, PI, DU, YAD, YAD, ADLT, FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WESTON</td>
<td>United Summit Center</td>
<td>Lewis County Office, 37 Elizabeth Drive, Weston, WV 26452</td>
<td>(304) 269-5220, Intake: (800) 786-6480</td>
<td>MHSAF, SA, OP ORT, SF MD, MC, SI, PI, DU, YAD, ADLT, FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Northwood Health Systems</td>
<td>Ohio County Outpatient, 2121 Eoff Street, Wheeling, WV 26003</td>
<td>(304) 234-3500, Intake: (304) 234-3570x3221</td>
<td>MHF, SA, BU, NXN, VTRL, OP, OD, OMB, ORT, SF MD, MC, SI, PI, PA, CO, DU, WN, MN, YAD, ADLT, FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
WILLIAMSON
Williamson Treatment Center Inc
1609 West 3rd Avenue
Williamson, WV 25661
(304) 235-0026
Intake: (304) 235-0027
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU VTRL OTPA
• OP OD OMB OIT ORT CT • SF MD PI
MI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

WINFIELD
Prestera Center for MH Services Inc
3389 Winfield Road
Suite 8
Winfield, WV 25213
(304) 586-0670
Intake: (304) 525-7851
MHF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI
MI • PA • AH • CJ AD • ADLT • FEM MALE
Abbotsford

Courage to Change Recovery
106 Galvin Road
Abbotsford, WI 54405
(715) 223-0480

MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • AH • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Altoona

First Things First Counseling and Consulting Ltd
2519 North Hillcrest Parkway
Suite 201
Altoona, WI 54720
(715) 832-8432

Intake: (800) 383-3277

MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI ATR • CJ DV • ADLT • FEM MALE

Antigo

Langlade Healthcare Center
North Central Healthcare
1225 Langlade Road
Antigo, WI 54409
(715) 627-6694

MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI ATR • SS PA • DU • ADLT • FEM MALE

Appleton

Affinity Health Systems Inc
Saint Elizabeths Hosp/Outpt Behav Serv
1506 South Oneida Street
Appleton, WI 54915
(920) 730-4411

SAF • SA • OP ORT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Appleton Psychiatric/Counseling Center
477 South Nicolet Road
Appleton, WI 54914
(920) 882-6610

MHF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Casa Clare
A Division of Mooring Programs Inc
201 South Glenridge Court
Appleton, WI 54914
(920) 731-3981

SAF • SA DT HH • RES RS RL RD • SF PI • CO WN BC • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Lutheran Social Services
Wisconsin and Upper Michigan Inc
3003 North Richmond Street
Suite A
Appleton, WI 54911
(920) 730-1330

Intake: (920) 730-1321

MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD PI MI • PA • CO SE • ADLT • FEM MALE

Lutheran Social Services
Wisconsin and Upper Michigan Inc
820 West College Avenue
Suite 1
Appleton, WI 54914
(920) 730-1321

Intake: (920) 225-1713

MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI MI • PA • CO SE • ADLT • FEM MALE

Mooring Programs Inc
607 West 7th Street
Appleton, WI 54911
(920) 739-3235

SAF • SA HH • RES RL • SF PI • CO MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

Ashland

Bad River AODA
5385 Nokomis Road
Ashland, WI 54806
(715) 682-7137

Intakes: (715) 682-7137x4104 (715) 682-7137x4103

SAF • SA AXN VTRL • OP OIT ORT • MD MC PI MI • PA • DU CJ • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Behavioral Health Services of Memorial Medical Center Inc
1635 Maple Lane
Ashland, WI 54806
(715) 685-5400

MHSAF • SA DT BU AXN VTRL • OP OMB ODT OIT ORT HID • SF MD PI MI • CO TRMA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Baraboo

Ho Chunk Nation Department of Health Division of Behavioral Health House of Wellness
South 2845 White Eagle Road
Baraboo, WI 53913
(608) 355-1240

Intake: (608) 355-1240x5508

MHSAF • SA AXN VTRL • OP OMB ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI IHS • AD WN TRMA • ADLT • FEM MALE

Pauquette Center for Psychological Services
1002 Lincoln Avenue
Baraboo, WI 53913
(608) 356-9055

MHSAF • SA AXN VTRL • OP OMB ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI IHS • AD WN TRMA • ADLT • FEM MALE

Saint Clare Center
Saint Clare Hospital
1510 Jefferson Street
Baraboo, WI 53913
(608) 356-1533

Intake: (800) 433-2688

SAF • SA DT BU AXN • OP RES RS OD OMB ODT OIT ORT • SF PI • AH • CO DU VET WN MN TRMA BC XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Substance Use Trt Outpatient Services
505 Broadway Street
Baraboo, WI 53913
(608) 355-4200

MHSAF • SA BU VTRL • OP OMB ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH SP • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
**BAYFIELD**
Red Cliff Tribe
AODA Program
37390 North Bradum Road
Bayfield, WI 54814
(715) 779-3741
Intake: (715) 779-3742
SAF • SA BU VTRL • OP RES RL ORT CT • SF MD SI PIHS • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**BLACK RIVER FALLS**
Ho Chunk Nation
West 9850 Airport Road
Black River Falls, WI 54615
(715) 284-9343
Intake: (715) 284-9851x5014
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI ATR • DU CJ AD WN MN TRMA • ADLT • FEM MALE

**BEAVERTON**
Affiliated Counseling Center LLC
108 North Lincoln Avenue
Beloit, WI 53511
(920) 306-4735
Intake: (920) 887-8751
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI ATR • SS • CO DU GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

**BELOIT**
Beloit Health Systems Counseling Care
1969 West Hart Road
Beloit, WI 53511
(608) 364-5686
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • CO AD WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**BOWLING GREEN**
Ho Chunk Nation
West 9850 Airport Road
Black River Falls, WI 54615
(715) 284-9343
Intake: (715) 284-9851x5014
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI ATR • DU CJ AD WN MN TRMA • ADLT • FEM MALE

**BROOKFIELD**
Behavioral Medicine Center
Brookfield
2085 North Calhoun Road
Brookfield, WI 53005
(262) 928-2396
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • ADLT • FEM MALE

**BURLINGTON**
Agape Recovery Center
201 North Pine Street
Burlington, WI 53105
(262) 767-0441
SAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF PI • SS • DU CJ AD DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

**CHILTON**
Calumet County Department of Health and Human Services
206 Court Street
Chilton, WI 53014
(920) 849-1400
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PIMI MI IHS • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**CHIPPEWA FALLS**
L E Phillips Libertas Center
2661 County Highway I
Chippewa Falls, WI 54729
(715) 723-5585
Intake: (800) 680-4578
SAF • SA DT BU VTRL • OP RES RS OMB ORT HID HIT CT • SF MD MC SI PI IHS • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**CRANDON**
Forest County Potawatomi AODA Program
5519 Kak Yot Court
Crandon, WI 54520
(715) 478-5350
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • DU GL VET CJ SE AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

**DARLINGTON**
Lafayette County Department of Human Servs/AODA Prog
207 Main Street
Darlington, WI 53530
(608) 776-4800
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH • DU AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**DELAFIELD**
Affiliated Wellness Group LLC
524 Milwaukee Street
Suite 207
Delafeld, WI 53018
(608) 935-2776
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • DU AD • ADLT • FEM MALE

**DODGEVILLE**
Unified Community Services
1122 Professional Drive
Dodgeville, WI 53533
(608) 935-2776
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD SI PI MI • DU AD • ADLT • FEM MALE
EAU CLAIRE

Eau Claire Academy
505 North Dewey Street
Eau Claire, WI 54702
(715) 834-6681

MHSFAF • SA • OP RES RS RL ORT CT
• SF MD SI PI • CO AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

Eau Claire Metro Treatment Center
2000 North Oxford Avenue
Building 2
Eau Claire, WI 54703
(715) 834-1078

Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM BU OTPA • OP OD
OMB CT • SF MD • CO GL VET ADM
MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Lutheran Social Services
Affinity House
302 Kilbourne Avenue
Eau Claire, WI 54703
(715) 837-0438

SAF • SA HH • RES RS RL • SF • CO CJ
WN • YAD ADLT • FEM

Trinitcarm Inc
202 Graham Avenue
Eau Claire, WI 54701
(715) 858-9801

Intakes: (715) 836-8106 (715) 858-9809
SAF • SA • OP ORT • SF • SSPA • DU CJ
• CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

ELK Horn

Credence Counseling Therapy Associates
1 1/2 West Geneva Street
Eau Claire, WI 53121
(262) 723-3424

MHSFAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD
MC SI PI MI • SS • CO AD W N MN
• CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Walworth County Health and Human Servs
West 4051 County Road
Elk horn, WI 53121
(262) 331-2000

MHSFAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD
MC SI PI MI • SS • CO AD • CHLD • FEM MALE

ELLsworth

Pierce County Dept of Human Services
Alcohol and Other Drug Abuse Services
412 West Kinne Street
Ellsworth, WI 54011
(715) 273-6770

MHSFAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD
MC SI PI MI • SS • AH • CHLD YAD
ADLT • FEM MALE

ELM Grove

Red Oak Counseling Ltd
12970 West Bluemound Road
Suite 200
Elm Grove, WI 53122
(262) 780-1020

MHSFAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD
MC SI PI MI • SS • SF • CO DU GL VET
ADM MF CJ SE AD WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

FOND DU LAC

ARC Community Services Inc
27 3rd Street
Apartment 208
Fond du Lac, WI 54935
(920) 907-0400

SAF • RES RL • NP • CJ WN TRMA
• YAD ADLT • FEM

Saint Agnes Hospital
Behavioral Health Services
4 East Division Street
Fond du Lac, WI 54935
(920) 926-4200

Intakes: (920) 926-4290 (920) 926-4205
MHSFAF • SA DT MM BU OTPA • OP OD
RES RS RL ORT HIR HIT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • CO DU
TRMA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

FO R T A T KIN SON

Fort Healthcare
Behavioral Health
500 McMillen Street
Fort Atkinson, WI 53538
(608) 339-4505

MHSFAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD
MC SI PI MI • SS • DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

FRIENDship

Adams County Health and Human Servs
108 East North Street
Friendship, WI 53934
(715) 339-4505

Intakes: (888) 339-4505
MHSFAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD
MC SI PI MI • SS • DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

GREEN BAY

AIDS Resource Center of Wisconsin
AODA Treatment Program
44 South Adams Street
Green Bay, WI 54301
(920) 437-7400
SAF • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI
• YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service Area</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bellin Psychiatric Center</td>
<td>Green Bay, WI 54305</td>
<td>301 East Saint Joseph Street</td>
<td>(920) 433-3630</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brown County Human Services Department</td>
<td>Green Bay, WI 54311</td>
<td>3100 Gershwin Drive</td>
<td>(920) 435-2093</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family Services of Northeast Wisconsin</td>
<td>Green Bay, WI 54313</td>
<td>700 Cherry Street</td>
<td>(920) 436-6800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jackie Nitschke Center Inc</td>
<td>Green Bay, WI 54301</td>
<td>650 Cherry Street</td>
<td>(920) 435-2093</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Libertas Treatment Center</td>
<td>Green Bay, WI 54303</td>
<td>1701 Duean Street</td>
<td>(920) 497-8650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Wellness Associates</td>
<td>Green Bay, WI 54304</td>
<td>2733 South Ridge Road</td>
<td>(920) 497-6200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oneida Tribe of Wisconsin</td>
<td>Green Lake, WI 54941</td>
<td>2640 West Point Road</td>
<td>(920) 490-3790</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality Addiction Management (QAM)</td>
<td>Green Bay, WI 54304</td>
<td>2979 Allied Street</td>
<td>(920) 337-6740</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sawyer County Information and Referral Center on Alcohol and Other Drug Abuse</td>
<td>Hayward, WI 54843</td>
<td>10610 Main Street</td>
<td>(715) 638-5100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HARTFORD</td>
<td>120 North Main Street</td>
<td>Suite 2</td>
<td>(262) 673-7280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAYWARD</td>
<td>13380 West Trepania Road</td>
<td>Hayward, WI 54843</td>
<td>(715) 634-4062</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HARRIS</td>
<td>615 Old Mill Road</td>
<td>Hudson, WI 54016</td>
<td>(715) 860-2125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAMPTON</td>
<td>2979 Allied Street</td>
<td>Green Bay, WI 54304</td>
<td>(920) 337-6740</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOWN OF JEFFERSON</td>
<td>301 East Saint Joseph Street</td>
<td>Green Bay, WI 54305</td>
<td>(920) 433-3630</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KEMERER</td>
<td>3100 Gershwin Drive</td>
<td>Green Bay, WI 54311</td>
<td>(920) 435-2093</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIBERTAS</td>
<td>700 Cherry Street</td>
<td>Green Bay, WI 54301</td>
<td>(920) 435-2093</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIBERTAS</td>
<td>1701 Duean Street</td>
<td>Green Bay, WI 54303</td>
<td>(920) 497-8650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEW WELLNESS ASSOCIATES</td>
<td>2733 South Ridge Road</td>
<td>Green Bay, WI 54304</td>
<td>(920) 497-6200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ONEIDA TRIBE OF WISCONSIN</td>
<td>2640 West Point Road</td>
<td>Green Bay, WI 54313</td>
<td>(920) 490-3790</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QUALITY ADDICTION MANAGEMENT (QAM)</td>
<td>2979 Allied Street</td>
<td>Green Bay, WI 54304</td>
<td>(920) 337-6740</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
### Madison

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Provider</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AIDS Network</td>
<td>600 Williamson Street, Suite H, Madison, WI 53703</td>
<td>(608) 252-6540, SA • OP ORT • MD • PA • AH • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARC Community Services Inc</td>
<td>ARC Center for Women and Children, 1409 Emil Street, Madison, WI 53713</td>
<td>(608) 283-6426, SAF • SA • OP OD ORT ORT • SF MD PI • PA • CO GL VET CJ SE PW WN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARC Community Services Inc</td>
<td>ARC House, 202 North Paterson Street, Madison, WI 53703</td>
<td>(608) 283-6430, SAF • SA HH • RES RL • CJ WN • YAD ADLT • FEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Healthy Beginnings</td>
<td>1409 Emil Street, Suite 100, Madison, WI 53713</td>
<td>(608) 283-6426, SAF • SA • OP OD ORT • MD • PA • AH • CO CJ PW WN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connections Counseling</td>
<td>5005 University Avenue, Suite 100, Madison, WI 53705</td>
<td>(608) 233-2100, MHSAF • SA • BU • OP OMB OD ORT ORT • SF MD PI MI • SS • DU AD WN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hope Haven Inc</td>
<td>North Bay Lodge, 3602 Memorial Drive, Madison, WI 53704</td>
<td>(608) 249-2600, Intake: (608) 441-3240, SAF • SA • OP RES RS RL OD ORT CT • SF • CO GL VET SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Lac du Flambeau

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Provider</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Family Resource Center</td>
<td>533 Peace Pipe Road, Lac du Flambeau, WI 54538</td>
<td>(715) 388-1511, MHSAF • SA • OP OD ORT • MD PI • MI • AH • CO WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARC Community Services Inc</td>
<td>Healthy Beginnings, 1409 Emil Street, Suite 100, Madison, WI 53713</td>
<td>(608) 283-6426, SAF • SA • OP OD ORT • MD • PA • AH • CO CJ PW WN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Ladysmith

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Provider</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ACCESS Inc</td>
<td>804 West 9th Street North, Suite B, Ladysmith, WI 54848</td>
<td>(715) 532-9771, MHSAF • SA • BU • OP OD ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • ATR • AH • DU CJ • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family Resource Center</td>
<td>533 Peace Pipe Road, Lac du Flambeau, WI 54538</td>
<td>(715) 388-1511, MHSAF • SA • OP OD ORT • MD PI • MI • AH • CO WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARC Community Services Inc</td>
<td>Healthy Beginnings, 1409 Emil Street, Suite 100, Madison, WI 53713</td>
<td>(608) 283-6426, SAF • SA • OP OD ORT • MD • PA • AH • CO CJ PW WN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connections Counseling</td>
<td>5005 University Avenue, Suite 100, Madison, WI 53705</td>
<td>(608) 233-2100, MHSAF • SA • BU • OP OMB OD ORT ORT • SF MD PI MI • SS • DU AD WN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hope Haven Inc</td>
<td>North Bay Lodge, 3602 Memorial Drive, Madison, WI 53704</td>
<td>(608) 249-2600, Intake: (608) 441-3240, SAF • SA • OP RES RS RL OD ORT CT • SF • CO GL VET SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Lancaster

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Provider</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Unified Community Services</td>
<td>200 West Alona Lane, Lancaster, WI 53813</td>
<td>(608) 723-6557, MHSAF • SA • OP OD ORT • SF MC PI • SS • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mayo Clinic Health System</td>
<td>Franciscan Medical Center, 1005 Jackson Street, La Crosse, WI 54601</td>
<td>(608) 392-9555, SA • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mayo Clinic Health System</td>
<td>Franciscan Healthcare OP Behav Health, 212 South 11th Street, La Crosse, WI 54601</td>
<td>(608) 392-9555, MHSAF • SA • TP • MD PI • MI • AH • CO WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARC Community Services Inc</td>
<td>ARC Center for Women and Children, 1409 Emil Street, Madison, WI 53713</td>
<td>(608) 283-6426, SAF • SA • OP OD ORT ORT • SF MD PI • PA • CO GL VET CJ SE PW WN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARC Community Services Inc</td>
<td>ARC House, 202 North Paterson Street, Madison, WI 53703</td>
<td>(608) 283-6430, SAF • SA HH • RES RL • CJ WN • YAD ADLT • FEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Healthy Beginnings</td>
<td>1409 Emil Street, Suite 100, Madison, WI 53713</td>
<td>(608) 283-6426, SAF • SA • OP OD ORT • MD • PA • AH • CO CJ PW WN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connections Counseling</td>
<td>5005 University Avenue, Suite 100, Madison, WI 53705</td>
<td>(608) 233-2100, MHSAF • SA • BU • OP OMB OD ORT ORT • SF MD PI MI • SS • DU AD WN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hope Haven Inc</td>
<td>North Bay Lodge, 3602 Memorial Drive, Madison, WI 53704</td>
<td>(608) 249-2600, Intake: (608) 441-3240, SAF • SA • OP RES RS RL OD ORT CT • SF • CO GL VET SE PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.**
Quality Addiction Management (QAM)
151 East Badger Road
Suite A
Madison, WI 53713
(608) 250-2512
Intake: (262) 549-6600
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM OTPA • OP OD
OMB ORT • SF MD • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Rebos Chris Farley House
810 West Olin Avenue
Madison, WI 53715
(608) 255-5922
Intake: (608) 441-3240
SAF • SA • OP RES RS RL ORT CT • SF
• CO GL VET CJ SE MN TRMA XA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

William S Middleton Veterans Hospital
Addictive Disorders Treatment Program
2500 Overlook Terrace
Building 7
Madison, WI 53705
(608) 280-7073
Intake: (608) 256-1901
SAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP RES RS RL OD OMB ODT OIT ORT CT • VAMC SF SI PI MI • PA • CO VET CJ SE WN MN TRMA XA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

MANITOWOC
Holy Family Memorial Behavioral Health
339 Reed Avenue
Manitowoc, WI 54220
(920) 320-8600
MHSAF • SA • OP RES RS RL ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AD TRMA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

MARINETTE
Marinette County Hlth and Human Servs
ADAPT Clinic
2500 Hall Avenue
Suite A
Marinette, WI 54143
(715) 732-7760
MHSAF • SA VTRL • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • ATR • CHLD • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

MAUSTON
Juneau County Human Service Center
220 East La Crosse Street
Mauston, WI 53948
(608) 847-2400
MHSAF • SA NXN • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI ATR • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

MEDFORD
Taylor County Human Services Department
540 East College Street
Medford, WI 54451
(715) 748-3332
MHSAF • SA NXN • OP ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI HHS ATR • SS • AH SP • DU CJ • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

MANITOWOC
Holy Family Memorial Behavioral Health
339 Reed Avenue
Manitowoc, WI 54220
(920) 320-8600
MHSAF • SA • OP RES RS RL ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AD TRMA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

MARCO Services Inc
1114 South 11th Street
Manitowoc, WI 54220
(920) 684-0605
SAF • SA HH • RES RL • NP • CO CJ SE WN MN TRMA XA • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

MENASHA
Theda Care Behavioral Health
Midway
1095 Midway Road
Menasha, WI 54952
(920) 720-2300
MHSAF • SA BU NXN • OP OMB ODT OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

MENOMONIE
Arbor Place Inc
Alcohol and Other Drug Abuse
320 21st Street NE
Menomonie, WI 54751
(715) 235-4537
MHSAF • SA DT HH • OP RES RS RL OD OMB ORT CT • SF MD PI • AH • DU AD WN TRMA • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

MEQUON
Huras Center
1311 North Port Washington Road
Mequon, WI 53097
(262) 241-6127
Intake: (800) 457-6004
MHSAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP OMB ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Psychological Evaluation and Consulting Services
9950 North Port Washington Road
Mequon, WI 53092
(262) 240-9779
MHSAF • SA BU VTRL • OP OMB ORT • SF PI • SS • DU • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

MERRILL
Anderson and Associates
Counseling and Psychologist Services
712 East 2nd Street
Merrill, WI 54452
(715) 539-8080
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH • DU CJ • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Lincoln Healthcare Center
Merrill Office
607 North Sales Street
Merrill, WI 54452
(715) 536-9482
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • PA • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
MILWAUKEE

AIDS Resource Center of Wisconsin
820 North Plankinton Avenue
Milwaukee, WI 53203
(414) 273-1991x1540
Intakes: (414) 225-1512 (414) 223-6828
MHSAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT • SF MD
MC SI PI ATR • SS • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

AMRI Counseling Services
4001 West Capitol Drive
Milwaukee, WI 53216
(414) 455-3879
MHSAF • SA • OP ODT OIT ORT CT • SF MD
MC SI PI MI IHS ATR • SS • CO GL
VET ADM MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN
TR MA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Alternatives In Psychological Consultation SC
10045 West Lisbon Avenue
Milwaukee, WI 53222
(414) 358-7144
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI
PI ATR • SS • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

American Behavioral Clinic
10424 West Bluemound Road
Milwaukee, WI 53224
(414) 774-1794
MHSAF • SA BUNXN • OP OMB ORT
• SF MD MC SI PI MI • DU • CHLD
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

American Behavioral Clinic
7330 West Layton Avenue
Milwaukee, WI 53220
(414) 281-1677
MHSAF • SA BUNXN • OP OMB ORT
• SF SI PI MI • CO DU GL VET ADM
MF CJ SE AD PW WN MN TR MA XA DV
• CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Aurora Psychiatric Hospital
Chemical Dependency Services
1220 Dewey Avenue
Milwaukee, WI 53213
(414) 454-6600
Intakes: (414) 454-6777 (414) 773-4312
MHSAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP RES RS OMB ODT OIT ORT HHD HIT
• SF MC SI PI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Cedar Creek Family Counseling Inc
9910 West Layton Avenue
Suite 2
Milwaukee, WI 53228
(414) 427-8884x101
Intake: (414) 427-4884
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF
PI ATR • SS • SF FX • CO DU GL VET
CJ AD WN MN XA DV • YAD ADLT •
FEM MALE • F30 F42

Genesis Behavioral Services Inc
Milwaukee Outpatient Clinics
230 West Wells Street
Suite 312
Milwaukee, WI 53203
(414) 344-3406
MHSAF • SA VTRL • OP OMB OIT
ORT • SF MD SI PI ATR • SS • CO CJ
• CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Genesis Behavioral Services Inc
Residential Treatment Center
2436 North 50th Street
Milwaukee, WI 53210
(414) 442-5990
Intake: (414) 442-5990x223
SAF • SA • RES RL • SF ATR • AH • CO
CJ MN TRMA • YAD ADLT • MALE

Genesis Behavioral Services Inc
Womens Residential Program
5427 West Villard Avenue
Milwaukee, WI 53218
(414) 536-3530
Intake: (414) 442-5990
MHSAF • SA HH • RES RL • SF ATR
• AH • CO CJ PW WN TRMA • YAD
ADLT • FEM

Gerald L. Ignace
Indian Health Center Inc
1711 South 11th Street
Milwaukee, WI 53204
(414) 383-9526
Intakes: (414) 383-9526x100
SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI ATR
• CO WN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Horizon Healthcare
4650 South Howell Avenue
Milwaukee, WI 53207
(414) 762-5429
Intake: (414) 762-5429x1
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF
MD MC SI PI MI ATR • CO SE WN MN
TR MA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Horizon Healthcare
5408 West Burleigh
Milwaukee, WI 53210
(414) 362-8147
Intake: (414) 376-5577
MHF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD
MC SI PI MI ATR • CO SE WN MN
TR MA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Matt Talbot Recovery Center
2613 West North Avenue
Milwaukee, WI 53205
(414) 342-5474
SAF • SA HH • RES RS RL • SF • CO
VET CJ SE MN • YAD ADLT • MALE

Meta House Inc
Outpatient Program
2625 North Weil Street
Milwaukee, WI 53212
(414) 962-1200
Intakes: (414) 977-5876 (414) 977-5824 (414)
(414) 962-1200
SAF • SA BU • RES RS RL • SF PI ATR
• AH SP • CO PW WN TRMA • YAD
ADLT • FEM

Meta House Inc
Women and Childrens Prog
2618-2626 North Bremen Street
Milwaukee, WI 53212
(414) 962-1200
SAF • SA BU • RES RS RL • SF PI ATR
• AH SP • CO PW WN TRMA BC • YAD
ADLT • FEM

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
**MILWAUKEE**

Milwaukee Health Service Systems
DBA Rivers Shore Clinic
3707 North Richards Street
Milwaukee, WI 53212
(414) 967-7006

Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA MM DM OTPA • OP OMB
ORT • SF MD SI PI • AH • PW WN
MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM
MALE

Milwaukee Health Service Systems II
10th Street Clinic
4800 South 10th Street
Unit 1
Milwaukee, WI 53221
(414) 744-5370

Intake: (414) 788-3396
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM BU OTPA • OP
OD OMB ORT • SF MD SI PI • AH SP FX
• CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE PW WN
MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM
MALE • F37

Multi Cultural Counseling Services
DBA Renew Counseling Services
1225 West Mitchell Street
Suite 223
Milwaukee, WI 53204
(414) 383-4455

MHSAF • SA BU • OP OIT ORT • SF
MD MC SI PI MI ATR • SP • CO DU GL
VET ADM MF CJ SE PW WN MN TRMA
XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Outreach Community Health Center
711 West Capitol Drive
Milwaukee, WI 53206
(414) 374-2400

Intake: (414) 374-2200
MHSAF • SA HH • OP ORT • SF MD
MC SI PI • PA • CO • YAD ADLT • FEM
MALE

Quality Addiction Management (QAM)
West Milwaukee
1610 Miller Parkway
Milwaukee, WI 53214
(414) 672-3801

Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM OTPA • OP OD
OMB ORT CT • SF MD MI • AH SP
• CO • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

REACH Inc
Comprehensive Mental Health Clinic
4550 West Bradley Road
Milwaukee, WI 53223
(414) 371-1600

MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC
SI PI MI • SS PA • CO DU CJ WN MN
CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Serenity Recovery Clinic LLC
6510 West Layton Avenue
Suite 5
Milwaukee, WI 53220
(414) 763-7751

MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD PI
ATR • SS • DU CJ • CHLD ADLT • FEM
MALE

Shorehaven Behavioral Health Inc
3900 West Brown Deer Road
Suite 200
Milwaukee, WI 53209
(414) 540-2170

MHSAF • SA BU NXN • OP OMB ODT
OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI ATR
• SS • CO WN MN TRMA XA • CHLD
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Teen Challenge Wisconsin
Robby Dawson Home for Women
727 North 31st Street
Milwaukee, WI 53208
(414) 342-9099

Intake: (414) 748-4357
MHSAF • SA HH • RES RL CT • SF • PA
• CO PW WN XA • YAD ADLT • FEM

Wisconsin Community Services Inc
DBA Unlimited Potential
230 West Wells Street
Suite 500
Milwaukee, WI 53203
(414) 290-0440

MHSAF • SA NXN VTRL • OP ORT •
SF MD SI • CO CJ TRMA • YAD ADLT •
FEM MALE

**NEENAH**

Theda Care Behavioral Health at
Theda Clark Medical Center
130 2nd Street
Neenah, WI 54956
(920) 729-2145

Intake: (920) 720-2300
MHSF • DT NXN • HIC • SF MD MC PI
MI • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**NEILLSVILLE**

Clark County Community Services
Substance Abuse Services
517 Court Street
Room 503
Neillsville, WI 54456
(715) 743-5204

MHSF • SA NXN • OP ORT CT • SF
MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH • CHLD
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**MONROE**

Green County Human Services
Alcohol and Other Drug Abuse
North 3152
State Road 81
Monroe, WI 53566
(608) 328-9393

Intake: (608) 328-9352
MHSF • SA NXN • OP ORT • SF MD MC
SI PI MI • SS • CO • CHLD YAD ADLT •
FEM MALE

**MUKWONAGO**

Behavioral Medicine Center
Mukwonago
240 Maple Avenue
Mukwonago, WI 53149
(262) 928-4036

Intake: (262) 928-2396
MHSF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC PI
MI • AH • ADLT • FEM MALE

**MONTICELLO**

Marquette Chemical Dependency Service
480 Underwood Avenue
Montello, WI 53949
(920) 297-3181

MHSF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • SS • AH •
CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**MONTELLO**

Marquette Chemical Dependency Service
480 Underwood Avenue
Montello, WI 53949
(920) 297-3181

MHSF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • SS • AH •
CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**NEENAH**

Theda Care Behavioral Health at
Theda Clark Medical Center
130 2nd Street
Neenah, WI 54956
(920) 729-2145

Intake: (920) 720-2300
MHSF • DT NXN • HIC • SF MD MC PI
MI • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**NEILLSVILLE**

Clark County Community Services
Substance Abuse Services
517 Court Street
Room 503
Neillsville, WI 54456
(715) 743-5204

MHSF • SA NXN • OP ORT CT • SF
MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH • CHLD
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**MONROE**

Green County Human Services
Alcohol and Other Drug Abuse
North 3152
State Road 81
Monroe, WI 53566
(608) 328-9393

Intake: (608) 328-9352
MHSF • SA NXN • OP ORT • SF MD MC
SI PI MI • SS • CO • CHLD YAD ADLT •
FEM MALE

**MUKWONAGO**

Behavioral Medicine Center
Mukwonago
240 Maple Avenue
Mukwonago, WI 53149
(262) 928-4036

Intake: (262) 928-2396
MHSF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC PI
MI • AH • ADLT • FEM MALE

**MONTELLO**

Marquette Chemical Dependency Service
480 Underwood Avenue
Montello, WI 53949
(920) 297-3181

MHSF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF • SS • AH •
CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**NEENAH**

Theda Care Behavioral Health at
Theda Clark Medical Center
130 2nd Street
Neenah, WI 54956
(920) 729-2145

Intake: (920) 720-2300
MHSF • DT NXN • HIC • SF MD MC PI
MI • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**NEILLSVILLE**

Clark County Community Services
Substance Abuse Services
517 Court Street
Room 503
Neillsville, WI 54456
(715) 743-5204

MHSF • SA NXN • OP ORT CT • SF
MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH • CHLD
YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
### NEW BERLIN

Behavioral Medicine Center  
New Berlin  
13900 West National Avenue  
New Berlin, WI 53151  
(262) 928-4036  
Intake: (262) 928-2396  
MHSAF, SA, OP ORT, SF MD MC PI MI, AH, YAD ADLT, FEM MALE

Gundersen Lutheran Medical Center Inc  
123 16th Avenue South  
Onalaska, WI 54650  
(608) 775-2287  
Intake: (800) 362-9567x52287  
MHSAF, SA, OP ORT, SF MD MC SI PI MI, AH, CHLD YAD ADLT, FEM MALE

### NEW LONDON

Serenity Recovery Clinic LLC  
Branch Office  
401 West North Water Street  
Suite 203  
New London, WI 54961  
(920) 250-5738  
SAF, SA, OP OIT ORT, SF PI, SS, DU MN, CHLD, ADLT, FEM MALE

### Oconomowoc

Herrington Recovery Center  
34700 Valley Road  
Oconomowoc, WI 53066  
(800) 767-4411  
SAF, SA, BU NXN VTRL, RES RS RL, CT, SF PI, CO, WN, MN, TRMA, YAD, ADLT, FEM MALE

Rogers Memorial Hospital  
Oconomowoc  
34700 Valley Road  
Oconomowoc, WI 53066  
(800) 767-4411  
MHSAF, SA, DT BU NXN, OP RES RS RL, ODT, OIT, HID, SF MD MC PI, MI, IHS, AH, CO, YAD, ADLT, FEM MALE

### Oshkosh

Affinity Behavioral Health  
Mercy Counseling Service  
2700 West 9th Avenue  
Suite 102  
Oshkosh, WI 54904  
(920) 223-8570  
MHSAF, SA, OP OIT ORT, SF MD MC PI MI, AH, DU, YAD ADLT, FEM MALE

Nova Counseling Services Inc  
Novato Treatment Center  
3240 Jackson Street  
Oshkosh, WI 54901  
(920) 231-0143  
SAF, SA, BU NXN, VTRL, HH, RES RS RL, OIT, ORT, SF PI, AH, WN, MN, YAD, ADLT, FEM MALE

### Pewaukee

Rosecrance Inc  
Watkesha  
North 27 West 23957  
Paul Road Suite 101  
Pewaukee, WI 53072  
(262) 278-9764  
SAF, SA, OP OIT ORT, SF PI, AH, AD, CHLD, ADLT, FEM MALE

### Portage

Pauquette Center for Psychological Services  
2901 Hunters Trail  
Portage, WI 53901  
(608) 742-5518  
MHSAF, SA, BU NXN, OP OMB ORT, SF MD MC SI PI MI, AH, CHLD, YAD ADLT, FEM MALE

### Prairie Du Chien

Gundersen Lutheran Medical Center Inc  
610 East Taylor Street  
Prairie du Chien, WI 53821  
(608) 326-3380  
Intake: (608) 775-2287  
MHSAF, SA, OP ORT, SF MD MC SI PI MI, AH, CHLD YAD ADLT, FEM MALE

### Prairie Du Sac

Pathway Clinic  
560 4th Street  
Prairie du Sac, WI 53578  
(608) 643-3663  
Intake: (414) 727-4455  
MHF, SA, BU NXN, OP ORT, SF MD MC SI PI MI, ADLT, FEM MALE

### Racine

Genesis Behavioral Services Inc  
Racine Outpatient  
1650 Washington Avenue  
Racine, WI 53403  
(262) 633-5001  
SAF, SA, OP ORT, SF PI, SS, AH, YAD ADLT, FEM MALE

Genesis Behavioral Services Inc  
Spring Place  
1725 Spring Place  
Racine, WI 53404  
(262) 833-0001  
MHSAF, SA, BU NXN, OP ORT, SF MD MC SI PI MI, AH, CO, CJ, MN, TRMA, YAD ADLT, MALE

### Onalaska

AMS of Wisconsin LLC  
9532 East 16 Frontage Road  
Onalaska, WI 54650  
(608) 783-0506  
Methadone and Buprenorphine Clients Only  
SAF, SA, DT MM, DM, BU, OTPA, OP, OMB, OIT ORT, SF MD SI, CO, GL, VET, ADM, MF, CJ, SE, PW, WN, MN, TRMA, XA, DV, YAD, ADLT, FEM MALE
Lakeside Family Therapy Services  
4810 Northwestern Avenue  
Racine, WI 53406  
(262) 637-9984
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • ADLT • FEM MALE

Quality Addiction Management (QAM) Narcotic Treatment Program  
5735 Durand Avenue  
Racine, WI 53406  
(262) 598-1392
Intake: (262) 549-6600
Methadone Clients Only  
SAF • SA DT MM DM OTPA • OP OD  
OMB ORT CT • SF MD MI • AH • CO • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Wheaton Franciscan Health/All Saints Mental Health and Addiction Care  
1320 Wisconsin Avenue  
Racine, WI 53403  
(262) 687-2564
Intake: (262) 687-2273
MHSAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP ODT OIT ORT HID HIT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • AH SP • CO AD WN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

RHINELANDER
Human Service Center of Forest Oneida and Vilas Counties  
705 East Timber Drive  
Rhinelander, WI 54501  
(715) 369-2215
MHSAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP ORT • SF MD PI • SS • DU WN • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Koinonia Residential Treatment Center  
1991 Winnebago Street  
Rhinelander, WI 54501  
(715) 362-5745
MHSAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL HH • OP RES RS RL RD ORT • SF PI • AH • CO PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Ministry Koller Behavioral Health  
1020 Kabel Avenue  
Rhinelander, WI 54501  
(715) 361-2805
MHSAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP OMB ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • AH • CO • AD WN • ADLT • FEM MALE

Transitions Center LLC  
22 North Pelham Street  
Rhinelander, WI 54501  
(715) 365-6696
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

RICHLAND CENTER
Richland County Health and Human Servs  
221 West Seminary Street  
Richland Center, WI 53581  
(608) 647-8821
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

RIVER FALLS
Kinnic Falls Alcohol and Drug Abuse Services  
900 South Orange Street  
River Falls, WI 54022  
(715) 426-5950
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

SALEM
Oakwood Clinical Associates Ltd  
24804 75th Street  
Salem, WI 53168  
(262) 652-9830
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD SI PI • CO WN MN TRMA • ADLT • FEM MALE

SHEBOYGAN
Aurora Sheboygan Memorial Medical Ctr Behavioral Health Services  
2629 North 7th Street  
Sheboygan, WI 53083  
(920) 451-5000
Intakes: (920) 451-5485 (800) 752-2673
MHSAF • SA DT • HID HIT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • AD • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Genesis Behavioral Services Inc  
503 Wisconsin Avenue  
Sheboygan, WI 53081  
(920) 457-7802
SAF • SA HH • RES RL • SF • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Libertas of Sheboygan  
2108 Kohler Memorial Drive  
Sheboygan, WI 53081  
(920) 803-0740
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • PA • AH • CO AD WN MN TRMA • DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Quality Addiction Management (QAM)  
2842 South Business Drive  
Sheboygan, WI 53081  
(920) 458-6527
Methadone Clients Only  
SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD SI PI MI • PA • AH • CO AD WN MN TRMA • DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Sheboygan Cnty Health and Human Servs Mental Health and SA Treatment Center  
1011 South 8th Street  
Sheboygan, WI 53081  
(920) 459-3155
MHSAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • SS • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

SIREN
ACCESS Inc  
24670 State Road 35 and 70  
Suite 1200  
Siren, WI 54872  
(715) 349-7233
MHSAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI ATR • AH • CJ • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE
SPAR TA
Gundersen Lutheran Medical Center Inc
124 North Court Street
Sparta, WI 54656
(608) 269-1588
Intake: (608) 775-2287
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

S P O O N E R
ACCESS Inc
N4849 Highway 63 South
Spooner, WI 54801
(715) 635-4858
Intake: (715) 635-4696
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

S T E V E N S P O I N T
Ministry Behavioral Health
209 North Prentice Street
Stevens Point, WI 54481
(715) 345-0711
SAF • SA BU • RES RL CT • SF PI MI • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

S T O U G H T O N
Oceanhawk Counseling Alternatives LLC
135 West Main Street
Suite 207
Stoughton, WI 53589
(608) 873-7838
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

S T U R G E O N B A Y
Counseling Associates of Door County
620 North 12th Avenue
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235
(920) 743-8854
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

S U N P R A I R I E
Prairie Counseling Services
1460 West Main Street
Sun Prairie, WI 53590
(608) 837-4814
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

S U P E R I O R
HDC
1500 North 34th Street
Suite 200
Superior, WI 54880
(715) 392-8216
MHF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS PA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

T O M A H
Gundersen Lutheran Medical Center Inc
601 North Superior Avenue
Tomah, WI 54660
(608) 374-3853
Intake: (608) 775-2287
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Lake Tomah Clinic
Franciscan Skemp
325 Burts Avenue
Tomah, WI 54660
(608) 372-5951
MHF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • AH • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Tomah VA Substance Abuse Residential Rehabilitation Treatment Program
500 East Veterans Street
Tomah, WI 54660
(608) 372-1758
Intake: (800) 872-8662/61758
SAF • SA BU • OP OIT ORT • RES RL CT • OMB ORT • VAMC • SF PI MI • AH • CO VET • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

T O M A H A W K
Lincoln Healthcare Center
Tomahawk Office/Substance Abuse Servs
213 West Wisconsin Avenue
Tomahawk, WI 54487
(715) 453-5381
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS PA • AH • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
VIROQUA
Family and Children's Center
1321 North Main Street
P.O. Box 149
Viroqua, WI 54665
(608) 637-7052
Intake: (800) 261-8560
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • DU AD • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

WATERTOWN
Directions Counseling Center
129 Hospital Drive
Watertown, WI 53098
(920) 262-4800
MHF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD PI • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

WAUKESHA
Behavioral Medicine Center
721 American Avenue
Suite 501
Waukesha, WI 53188
(262) 928-4036
Intake: (262) 928-2396
MHSAF • SA DT BU VTRL • OP OMB ODT OIT ORT HID • SF MD MC PIMI • AH • WN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
Genesis House
1002 Motor Avenue
Waukesha, WI 53188
(262) 544-0711
Intake: (262) 544-1321
SAF • SA HH • RES RL • SF • MN • YAD ADLT • MALE
Quality Addiction Management (QAM)
2422 North Grandview Boulevard
Waukesha, WI 53188
(262) 549-6600x28
Intake: (262) 549-6600
Methadone Clients Only
SAF • SA DT MM DM OTPA • OP OD OMB ORT • SF MD • AH • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

WISCONSIN RAPIDS
Wood County Human Services Department
Outpatient
2611 12th Street South
Wisconsin Rapids, WI 54494
(715) 421-8840
Intakes: (715) 421-8800 (715) 421-8840x0000
MHSAF • SA NXN VTRL HH • OP OMB ODT OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PIMI ATR • CO AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

WEBSTER
Saint Croix Tribal Health Clinic
Behavioral Health
4404 State Road 70
Webster, WI 54893
(877) 455-1901(877) 455-1901
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • MD PIMI IHS • DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

WEST BEND
Affiliated Clinical Services Inc
400 West River Drive
West Bend, WI 53090
(262) 338-2717
MHSAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP OD OMB OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PIMI ATR • CO AD PW WN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
Genesis Behavioral Services Inc
West Bend Outpatient
1626 Clarence Court
West Bend, WI 53095
(262) 338-8611
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI • SS • AH • DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

WISCONSIN
Stress Management and MH Clinics
2717 North Grandview Boulevard
Suite 303
Waukesha, WI 53188
(262) 544-6486
MHF • SA • OP ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PIMI • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
Waukesha County
Dept of Health and Human Services
514 Riverview Avenue
Waukesha, WI 53188
(262) 548-7666
MHSAF • SA NXN • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • SS • AH SP CO AD WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

WAUSAU
North Central Healthcare Facilities
1100 Lakeview Drive
Wausau, WI 54403
(715) 848-4600
MHSAF • SA DT NXN • OP OD ORT HID CT • SF MD MC SI PIMI • SS PA • AH • CO DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
Wausau Health Services
209 West Washington Street
Suite B
Wausau, WI 54403
(715) 845-3637
Intake: (715) 845-3637x201
SAF • SA MM DM BU • OP OMB OIT ORT • SF MD SI PIMI • AH FX • CO PW WN MN • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • F37

WIOTAUMA
Waushara County Clinical Services
230 West Park Street
Wautoma, WI 54982
(920) 787-6550
MHF • SA • OP ORT • SF MD MC SI PI • SS • AH • CO DU CJ AD TRMA • CHLD • FEM MALE

WEBSTER
Saint Croix Tribal Health Clinic
Behavioral Health
4404 State Road 70
Webster, WI 54893
(877) 455-1901(877) 455-1901
MHSAF • SA • OP ORT • MD PIMI IHS • DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

WEST BEND
Affiliated Clinical Services Inc
400 West River Drive
West Bend, WI 53090
(262) 338-2717
MHSAF • SA DT BU NXN VTRL • OP OD OMB OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC SI PIMI ATR • CO AD PW WN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE
Genesis Behavioral Services Inc
West Bend Outpatient
1626 Clarence Court
West Bend, WI 53095
(262) 338-8611
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT ORT • SF MD PI • SS • AH • DU • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

WISCONSIN RAPIDS
Wood County Human Services Department
Outpatient
2611 12th Street South
Wisconsin Rapids, WI 54494
(715) 421-8840
Intakes: (715) 421-8800 (715) 421-8840x0000
MHSAF • SA NXN VTRL HH • OP OMB ODT OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PIMI ATR • CO AD PW WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
**CHEYENNE**

Cheyenne Community Drug Abuse Treatment Council Inc/Pathfinder
1920 Thomas Ave Suite 320
Cheyenne, WY 82001
(307) 635-0256
Intake: (307) 635-0257
SAF • SA DT BN XN VTRL • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC PI MI • PA • AH • DU CJ • AD WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Cheyenne Regional Medical Center
214 East 2nd Street
Cheyenne, WY 82001
(307) 634-2273
Intakes: (307) 633-7082 (307) 633-7382
SAF • SA DT BN XN VTRL • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC PI MI • PA • CO CJ • TR MA DN MN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Cheyenne VA Medical Center
Substance Abuse Treatment Program
2360 East Pershing Boulevard
Cheyenne, WY 82001
(307) 778-7550 x 7130
Intake: (307) 778-7349
SAF • SA DT BN XN VTRL • OP OMB OIT ORT CT • VAMC SF MD MC PI MI • PA • CO GL VET CJ • SE PW • WN MN TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**BUDDY B省教育厅**

Northern Wyoming Mental Health Center
Substance Abuse Services
521 West Lott Street
Buffalo, WY 82834
(307) 684-5531
MHSAF • SA • XN VTRL • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC PI MI • SS • AH • DU CJ • AD WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**BUFFALO**

Northern Wyoming Mental Health Center
Substance Abuse Services
521 West Lott Street
Buffalo, WY 82834
(307) 684-5531
MHSAF • SA • XN VTRL • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC PI MI • SS • AH • DU CJ • AD WN MN • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

**CASPER**

Central Wyoming Counseling Center
Outpatient Services
1440 Wilkins Circle
Casper, WY 82601
(307) 237-1800
Intake: (307) 237-9583
SAF • SA DT • OP RES RS RL RD OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC PI MI • AD WN BC • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

Transitions Family Counseling and Mediation Center
330 South Jackson Street
Casper, WY 82601
(307) 265-2555
Intake: (307) 682-8617
MHSAF • SA • OP OIT • SF PI MI • CO DU CJ • SE WN MN TRMA XA DV • CHLD ADLT • FEM MALE

Wyoming Recovery
231 South Wilson Street
Casper, WY 82601
(307) 265-3791
SAF • SA DT BN XN VTRL • OP RES RS RD OD OMB ODT OIT ORT CT • SF MD MC PI MI • IHS • CO GL • WN MN • TRMA XA DV • YAD ADLT • FEM MALE

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone Numbers</th>
<th>Services Provided</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Cody**          | Cedar Mountain Center at West Park Hospital  
  707 Sheridan Avenue  
  Cody, WY 82414  
  (307) 578-2531  
  Intakes: (307) 578-2531x2531 (800) 775-6016  
  MHSAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP OMB OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • CO DU WN MN TRMA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE | | |
| **Fort Washakie** | Shoshone Tribal Health Department  
  Eastern Shoshone Recovery Program  
  28 Black Coal Drive  
  Fort Washakie, WY 82514  
  (307) 332-2203  
  Intake: (307) 332-4758  
  SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI MI • ATR • SX • CO DU CJ AD • WN MN TRMA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE • N32 | | |
| **Gillette**      | Behavioral Health Services/Outpatient  
  Campbell County Memorial Hospital  
  501 South Burma Avenue  
  Gillette, WY 82716  
  (307) 688-5000  
  MHSAF • SA BU NXN VTRL • OP OMB OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • SS PA • DU • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE | | |
| **Kemmerer**     | Curran Seeley Foundation  
  610 West Broadway  
  Suite L-1  
  Jackson, WY 83001  
  (307) 733-3908  
  Intake: (307) 733-3908x10  
  SAF • SA • OP OIT ORT CT • SF MD SI PI MI • SS PA • SP • CO DU CJ AD • WN MN TRMA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE | | |
| **Lander**        | High Country Behavioral Health  
  Kemmerer Office  
  821 Sage Avenue  
  Kemmerer, WY 83101  
  (307) 877-4466 | | |
| **Laramie**       | Clinic for Mental Health and Wellness  
  504 South 4th Street  
  Laramie, WY 82070  
  (307) 755-1000  
  MHSAF • SA NXN • OP OIT ORT • SF MD MC SI PI MI • ATR • SS • AH • CO GL VET ADM MF CJ SE AD • PN WN MN TRMA • CHLD YAD ADLT • FEM MALE | | |

For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
<th>Intake Phone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lovell</td>
<td>Big Horn Basin Counseling Services 1114 Lane 12 Rawlins, WY 82301 (307) 548-6543</td>
<td>(307) 324-8820</td>
<td>(307) 760-3611</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pinedale</td>
<td>Northern Wyoming Mental Health Center 420 Deanne Avenue Newcastle, WY 82701 (307) 746-4456</td>
<td>(307) 352-6677</td>
<td>(307) 856-6587</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pine Bluffs</td>
<td>Chrysalis House 805 Pine Street Pine Bluffs, WY 82082 (307) 245-3444</td>
<td>(307) 856-6587</td>
<td>(307) 352-6677</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rawlins</td>
<td>Carbon County Counseling Center 721 West Maple Street Rawlins, WY 82301 (307) 324-7156</td>
<td>(307) 324-8820</td>
<td>(307) 760-3611</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riverton</td>
<td>Center of Hope 223 West Adams Street Riverton, WY 82501 (307) 856-9006</td>
<td>(307) 352-6677</td>
<td>(307) 856-6587</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rock Springs</td>
<td>Fremont Counseling Service 1110 Major Avenue Riverton, WY 82501 (307) 856-6587</td>
<td>(307) 352-6677</td>
<td>(307) 856-6587</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheridan</td>
<td>Mountains Edge Counseling 44 South Main Street Sheridan, WY 82801 (307) 673-4647</td>
<td>(307) 352-6677</td>
<td>(307) 856-6587</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location</td>
<td>Center Name</td>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Phone Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheridan</td>
<td>Northern Wyoming Mental Health</td>
<td>420 1/2 Main Street</td>
<td>(307) 283-3636</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Center</td>
<td>Sundance, WY 82729</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheridan</td>
<td>Sheridan VA Healthcare System</td>
<td>1898 Fort Road</td>
<td>(307) 672-3473</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sheridan, WY 82801</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Volunteers of America Northern</td>
<td>360 College Meadows Drive</td>
<td>(307) 673-2510</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rockies</td>
<td>Sheridan, WY 82801</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Torrington</td>
<td>Peak Wellness Center</td>
<td>501 Albany Avenue</td>
<td>(307) 532-4091</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Goshen County Clinic</td>
<td>Torrington, WY 88210</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermopolis</td>
<td>Hot Springs County Csl Serv Inc</td>
<td>121 South 4th Street</td>
<td>(307) 864-3138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Thermopolis, WY 82443</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wheatland</td>
<td>Volunteers of America Northern</td>
<td>360 College Meadows Drive</td>
<td>(307) 673-2510</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rockies</td>
<td>Wheatland, WY 82801</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worland</td>
<td>Cloud Peak Counseling Center</td>
<td>401 South 23rd Street</td>
<td>(307) 347-6165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Worland, WY 82401</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**For Code Definitions - See KEY on Page v.**